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Jovis, 5° die Februarii, 1857.

Ordered, THAT a Select Committee be appointed " to consider the State of those British
Possessions in North America which are under the Administration of the Hudson's Bay
Company, or over which they possess a License to Trade."

Veneris, 130 die Februarii, 1857,

Ordred, TuAT such Committee do consist of Nineteen Members.

Committee nominated accordingly, as folows:-

Mr. Labouchere.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord John Russeil.
Mr. Gladstone.
Lord Stanley.
Mr. Roebuck.
Mr. Edward Ellice.
Mr. Adderley.
Mr. Lowe.
'Viscount Sandon.

Mr.:Grogan.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Percy Herbert.
Mr. Bell.

Ordered, TuÂT the Committee have power to send for Persons, Papers, and Records.
Ordered, TuAT Five be the Quorum of the Committee.

Lune, 90 die Martii, 1857.

Ordered, TRAT the Committee have power to Report the Minutes of Evidence taken
before them to The House.

SECOND SESSION, 1857.

Veneris, 8° die Maii, 1857.

Ordered, TRAT a Select Committee be appointed " to'consider the State of those British
Possessions in North America which are under the Administration of the Hudson's Bay
Company, or over which they possess a License to Trade."

Martis, 120 die Maii, 1857.

Ordered, TRAT the Committee do consist of Nineteen Members.
Committee nominated accordingly:-

Mr. Secretary Labouchere.
Lord John Russell.
Lord Stanley.
Mr. Edward Ellice.
Viscount Sandon.
Mr Kinnaird.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Alexander Matheson.
Air. Percy Herbert.

Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Gladstone.
Mr. Roebuck.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Gurney.
Viscount Goderich.

Ordered, TuAT the Committec have power to send for Persons, Papers, and Records.
Ordered, TRAT Five be the Quorum of the Committee.

Mercurii, 13° die Maii, 1857.

Ordered, THAT Mr. Christy be added to the Committee.

Veneris, 310 die Julii, 1857.

Ordered, THAT the Committee have power to Report their Observations, together with
the Minutes of Evidence taken before them, to The House.

IEPORT - - - - - - - - - - p. m

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMIlTEE - - - - - p. v
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE - - - - - - - - p. i
APPENDIX - - - - - - - - -- - p.357
INDEX - - - - - - . - - - - - p. 467
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R E P O R T.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to consider the State of those
BRITISa POSSESSIONS in North America which are under the Adminis-
tration of the HUDSON's BAY COMPANY, or over which they possess
a License to Trade, and who were empowered to Report their Obser-
vations, together with the MINUTES of EVIDENCE taken before them,
to The House:- HAvE considered the Matters to them referred, and
have agreed to the following REPORT :-

1. THE near approach of the period when the license of exclusive trade
granted in 1838 for 21 years, to the Hudson's Bay Company over that north-
western portion of British America which goes by the name of the Indian Ter-
ritory, must expire, would alone make it necessary that the condition of the
whole of the vast regions which are under the administration of the Company
should be carefully considered; but there are other circumstances which, in
the opinion of Your Committee, would have rendered such a course the duty of
the Parliament and Government of this country.

2. Among these, Your Committee would specially enumerate,-the growing
desire of our Canadian fellow-subjects that the means of extension and regular
settlement should be afforded to thein over a portion of this territory; the
necessity of providing suitably for the administration of the affairs of Van-
couver's Island, and the present condition of the settlement which has been
formed on the Red River.

3. Your Committee have received much valuable evidence on these an d other
subjects connected with the inquiry vhich lias been entrusted to them, and
especially have had the advantage of hearing the statements of Chief Justice
Draper, who was commissioned by the Governnent of Canada to watch this
inquiry. In addition to this, Your Comittee have received the evidence taken
before a Comnittee of the Legislative Assembly, appoirnted to investigate this
subject, containing much valuable information in reference to the înterests and
feelings of that important Colony, which are entitled to the greatest weight on
this occasion.

4. 'Your Committee bave also had the opinion of the law officers of the Crown
communicated to thern on various points connected with the charter of the
Hudson's Bay Company.

5. The territory over which the Company now exercise rights is of three
descriptions:-

Ist. The land held by charter, or Rupert's Land.

2d. The land held by license, or the Indian Territory.

3d. Vancouver's Island.
6. For the nature of the tenure by which these countries are severally con-

nected with the Company, Your Committee would refer to the evidence they
have received and the documents appended to their Report.

7. Among the various objects of imperial policy which it is important to
attain, Your Committee consider that it is essential to meet the just and
reasonable wishes of Canada to be enabled to annex to her territory such
nortion of the land in lier neighbourhood as may be available to her for the
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REPORT:-HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

purposes of settlement, with which lands she is willing to open and maintain
communications, and for which she will provide the means of local adminis-
tration. Your Committee apprehend that the districts on the Red River and
the Saskatchewan are among those likely to be desired for early occupation.
It is of great importance that the peace and good order of those districts should
be effectually secured. Your Committee trust that there will be no di6sculty
ini effecting arrangements as between Her Majesty's Government and the
Hudson's Bay Company by which these districts may be ceded to Canada on
equitable principles, and within the districts thus annexed to her the authority
of the Hudson's Bay Company would of course entirely cease.

8. Your Committee think it best to content themselves with indicating the
outlines of such a scheme, leaving it to HIer Majesty's Government to con-
sider its details more maturely before the Act of Parliament is prepared,
vhich will probably be necessary to carry it into effect.

9. In case, however, Canada should not be willing at a very early period to
undertake the government of the Red River District, it may be proper to con-
sider whether some temporary provision for its administration may not be
advisable.

10. Your Committee are of opinion that it will be proper to terminate the con-
nexion of the Hudson's Bay Company with Vancouver's Island as soon as it can
conveniently be done. as the best means of favouring the development of the
great natural advantages of that important colony. Means should also be
provided for the ultimate extension of the colony over any portion of the adjoin-
ing continent, to the west of the Rocky Mountains, on which permanent
settlement may be found practicable.

11. As to those extensive regions, whether in Rupert's Land or in the Indian
Territory, in which, for the present at least, there can be no prospect of per-
manent settlement, to any extent, by the European race for the purposes of
colonisation, the opinion at which Your Committee have arrived is mainly
founded on the following considerations : 1°. The great importance to the more
peopled portions of British North America that law and order should, as far as
possible, be maintained in these territories ; 2°. The fatal effects which they
believe would infallibly result to the Indian population from a system of open
competition in the fur trade, and the consequent introduction of spirits in a
far greater degree than is the case at present; and 30. The probability of the
indiscriminate destruction of the more valuable fur-bearing animals in the course
of a few years.

12. For these reasons Your Committee are of opinion that whatever may be
the validity or otherwise of the rights claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company,
under the Charter, it is desirable that they should continue to enjoy the
privilege of exclusive trade, which they now possess, except so far as those
privileges are limited by the foregoing recommendations.

13. Your Committee have now specified the principal objects which they think
it would be desirable to attain. How far the chartered rights claimed by the
Hudson's Bay Company may prove an obstacle to their attainment, they are
not able, with any certainty, to say. If this difficulty is to be solved by amicable
adjustment, such a course will be best promoted by the Government, after
communication with the Company, as well as with the Government of Canada,
rather than by detailed suggestions emanating from this Committee.

14. Your Committee cannot doubt but that, when such grave interests are at
stake, all the parties concerned will approach the subject in a spirit of concilia-
tion and justice, and they therefore indulge a confident hope that the Govern-
ment will be enabled, in the next Session of Parlianent, to present a Bill which
shall lay the foundation of an equitable and satisfactory arrangement, in the
event, which we consider probable, of legislation being found necessary for that
purpose.

31 Julq 1857.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

Mercurii, 8 die Februarii, 1857.

MEMBEUS TRESENT:

Mr. Labouchere.
Mr. Kcinnaird.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. E. Ellice.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Gregson.
Lord Stanley.
?Ar. Roebuck

Mr. Gordon.
Viscount Sandon.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Bell.
Lord John Russell.
Mr. Gladstone.

Mr. Labouchere was called to the Chair.

The Committee deliberated on the course of proceeding.
[Adjourned.

Veneris, 200 die .Februarii, 1857.

MEMBERS PESENT:

Mr. LAEoucHEt in the Chair.

Mr. KCinnaird.
Lord Sandon.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord Stanley.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Percy Herbert.
Mr. E. Ellice.

Mr. C. Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Roebuek.
Lord John Russell.
Mr. Adderley.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Gladr'one.
Mr. Bell.
Mr. Blackburn.

The Conimittee examined the Honourable John Ross, of Canada.

[Adjourned to Monday, at Twelve.

Lune, 230 die Februarii, 1857.

MEMBIERS PRESENT:

Mr. LABiOUCHERE in the Chair.
Colonel Ilerbert.
Mr. Bell.
Mr. Grogan.
Sir John Palington.
Lord $tanley.
Lord John Russell.
M r. I. El lice.
Mr. Gregson.

The Committee examined Colonel Lefroy, Dr. Ri

Viscount Sandon.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Adderley.
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Kinnaird.

te.

[Adjourned to Thursday, at Twelve.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE

Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mi. Adderley.
Mr. Bell.
Yr. Grogan.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. E. Ellice.
Mr. Gurney.

Jovis, 26° die Februarii, 1 857.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. LABOUCHERE in the Chair.

Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Gordon.
Viscount Sandon.
Mr. Fitzwilliamn.
Mir. Lowe.
Mir. Gladstone.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Roebuck.

The Conrnittee examined Sir George Simpson.

(Adjourned to Monday, at Twelve.

Lun&e, 2° die Martii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LABouCHERE in the Chair.
Mr. Bell.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Roebuck.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Gordon.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. Greson.
MIr. E. Ellice.
Sir John Pakington.

Mr. Kinnaird.
Lord Stanley.
Lord John Russell
Mr. Adderley.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Gladstone.

The Comnmittee continued the examination of Sir George Simpson, and examined Mr.
Kernaqhan.

[Adjourned to Thursday, at Twelve.

Jovis, 5° die Martii, 1857.

MFMBERS PRESENT:

MIr. LABOUCREM in the Chair.

Mr. E. Ellice.
Mr. Gregson.
Colonel herbert.
Mr. Gordon.
Lord Sandon.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Grogan.

Mr. Bell.
Mr. Adderley.
Mr. Fitzwilliamn.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord John Russel.
Lord Stanley.
Mr. Roebuck.

The Comaitteo examined Mr. Kernaglhan; Mr. Fitzwilliam, a Member of the Committee;
Mr. Isbister, and the Rev. G. O. Corbett.

[Adjourned to Monday, at Twelve.



ON THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

Mr. Bel.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Mx. Kinnaird.
Mr. Ellice.

Lun, 9° die Martii, 1857,

I nXBERs prESENT:

Mr. LAoucHEE in.the Chair.

Colonel Percy Herbert.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Gordon.
Lord Sandon.
Lord John Russell.

The Coimittee deliberated on their course of proceeding, and,

Resolved, " That the Chairman do report to The House the Evidence taken up to this
day, inclusive."

The Committee examined the Rev. G. 0. Corbett and Sir John Richardson.

To report.

SECOND SESSION, 1857.

Mr. Labouchere.
Mr. E. Ellice.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Gladstone.
Lord Goderich.

Veneris, 150 die Maii, 1867.

MEMBEBS PREBENT:

Mr. Groga.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Christy.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord Stanley.
Mr. Gurney.

Mr. Labouchere was called to the chair.

[Adjourned to Tuesday, at Twelve.

Lord Stanley.
Mr. Roebuck.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Ellice.

MIartis, 19° die Mali, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LowE in the Chair.

Mr. Fitzwillian.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Christy.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord John Russeli.
Mr. Blackburn.

The Committee exanined Colonel Crofton and Sir George Bach.

[Adjourned to Thursday, at Two.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE

Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Christy.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. Ellice.

Jovis, 21° die AMaji, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LABOUCHERE in the Chair.

Lord Stanley.
Mr. Roebuck.
Lord Goderich.
Mr. Rinnaird.
Mr. eitzwilliam.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Gregson.

The Conmittee examined Mr. Coopee.

[Adjourned to Thursday, 28th May, at Twelve.

Jovis, 28° die Maii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. LABOUCHERE in the Chair.

Mr. Grogan.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Lowe.
Loi i John Russeil.
Mr. Gladstone.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Ellice.

Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. Matheson.

The Committee examined Mr. Chief Justice Draper.

[Adjourned to Thursday, 4th June, at One.

Jovis, 4o die Junii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LABOUCHERE in the Chair.

Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Blackburn.
Viscount Goderich.
Mr. Christy.

Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Ellice.
Lord John Russell.
Mr. Roebuck.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord Stanley.

The Committee examined Mr. Chief Justice Draper, The Bishop of Rupert's Land, and
Mr. Maynard.

[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Twelve.



ON TUE IUTDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Lord Stanley.
Lord Sandon.

Martis, 9° die Junii, 1857.

EMBERS PRESzqT:

Mr. LABOUCHERE in the Chair.

Mr. Christy.
Mr. Mathfeon.
3r. Ellice.
Mr. Kinnair a.

The Comittee exaiined Mr. Roche, Captain Herd, au Mr. Miles.

[A&djourned to Thursay, at Twelve.

Jovis, 110 die Junii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LàzoucERE in the Chair.
Mr. Roebuck.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Lowe.

Mr. Blackburn.
Lord Sandon.
Lord Goderich.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Ellice.

The Committee examined Mr. M'Laughlin.

[Adjourned to Monday, at Twelve.

Lunar, 15° die Junii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LABOUCHERE in the Chair.

Mr. 'innaird.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Matheson.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Rýoebuck.

Lord Goderich.
Mr. Fitzwlliam.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Ellice.
Lord Sandon.

The Committee examixned Mr. Blainskard, Colonel Coldwell, and Dr. King.

[Adjourned to Tuesday, the 23djinstant, at Twelve.
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PROCEEDUi4bS 0F TCHE SELEdT 'OMMiTTEE

Mirîe. 22-. à nä,T .

. ' L
Lord John Russel ;
Sir John. Pakingtom
Mr. KinnairoL
Mr. Roemek....
Mr. Blackburn.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Gurney,

The Committee eranined Mr. T
and M. sMister.

Lun

Lord Gderih.
Mr. Gregmoni
Lord S don.
Colonel Pey- Herbert.
Mr. FitzahWim
Lord Stanley.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Lowe.

The Committee deliberated.

AMOMEER intbA Chair.

Mr. Cxisty . .
Mr. Lowe. 

tMr. Ela
Mr. teìÌ .
Mr&. Gro.n
Mr. Matheson.

,Mr. Gr -son.

ennant, Right Hon. E. Ellice, a Menber of the House,

[Adjourned to Monday, 20th of July, at.Twelve.

e,2o& diè fui;î, 185'7.

Lord Joh Russ.
Mr. Roebuch
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Christy
Mr. Mathesomn(.
Mr. E. EBice.
Mr. Grogan.. .
Mr. Gladstone.

A ft of Report was laid upon.the table by the Chairman.
Draft Resolutions were also laid upon the table by Mr. Gladstone.
Ordered, That the same be printed.

[Adjourned to Friday, at One.

Veneris, 240 die Julii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. L ABOUCHERE 12n the Chair.

Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Gregson.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Roebuck.
Lord John Russell.

The Committec deliberated.

Sir John. Pakington.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Fitzwilîiam.
Mr. Gladstone.
Lord Goderich.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Colonel Percy lerbert.

Draft Report proposed by the Chairman read 1l, as follows:-

" The near approach of the period when the license of exclusive trade, granted in 1838
for 21 years, to the Hudson's Bay Company over that north-western portion of British
America which goes by the name of the Indian territory, must expire, would alone make it

necessary



QN E :UD.S.O:'S .BAY COMPANY.

eessary. that the.condition ofi the whole of the vast regions which are under the admimis-
tration of -the Company shiouàd be carefully considered;..but there are other circumstances
whicb, in the opinion of Your Committee, would have rendered such a course the duty
of the Parliament and Government of this country.

"Among these, Your Committee would specially enumerate,-the growing desire of our
Canadian fellow-subjects that the means of extension and regular settlement should be
afforded to them over a portion of this territory; the necessity of providing suitably for the
admixistration of the alairs of Vancouver's Island, and the present condition of the settle-
ment which .ias been formed on the Red River.

«Your Committee have received much valuable evidence on these wnd other subjects
connected with the inquiry which bas been entrustéd to them, and especiall'have the
advantagc of hearing the statements of Chief Justice Draper,-who was comnmnssoned by the
Province of Canada to attend the Committee on behalf of that important colony, whose
interests and feelings -are entitled to the greatest weight on this occasion.

« Your Committee havealiso had the opinion of thé law officers of the Crown communi-
cated to them on varions points connected with the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company.

" The territory- over which the Company now exercise rights is of three descriptions:-
lst. The land held by charter, or Rupert's Land.
2d. The land held by license, or the Indian Territory.
3d. Vancouver's Island.

" For the nature of the tenure by which these countries are severally connected with the
Company, Your Çonunittee would refer to the evidence they have received and the docu-
ments appended to their Report.'

" With regard to Rupert's Land, which is held by charter, it might be very desirable to
ascertain precisely what is the force of the powers clainied and exercised under it, and of
the extent of the country over which those powers exist. But from the experience of a
long series of years, during which there has been, from time to time, much controversy on
these questions, as well as from the tenor of the opinions which they have received from
the law officers of the Crown, Your Committee are apprehensive that there may be great
difficulty and delay in arriving, by the ordinary forms of law, at any certain conclusions
upon them.

" On the other band, prompt measures are very desirable; and Your Committee hope
that it may be found practicable to effect such arrangements as are required for the satisfac-
tion and benefit of those concerned, without waiting for the result of proceedings of so
doubtful and dilatory a character as may appertain to the complete investigation of this
ancient charter.

c The law officers, however, suggest a course by which, with the united consent of
Canada and the Company, the question of the actual boundary, which appears at present
to be in a state of uncertainty in some respects, may be determined through the instru-
mentality of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council; and Your Committee have
been assured by the Hudson's Bay Company, in a letter which is appended to this Report,
that they are willin« to accede to this proposal. In the event of this course being adopted,
it is impossible forYour Committee now to forni an opinion how far the award given by
the Judicial Committec inay modify the recommendations which it will -subsequently he
the duty of Your Committee to make, by circumscribing the extent of country to which
those recommendations may apply.

" Your Committee entertain the stroncrest conviction that the Crown and people of this
country can have no other interest in the territory now administered by the Company,
except that it should be dealt with in whatever maanner is most conducive to the prosperity
and contentment of our North American fellow-subjects; and especially in the mode
which is best calculated to add to the strength of the great colony of Canada. It is on
these principles alone that the recommendations of Your Committee will be founded, so far
as is consistent with equity and good faith.

c lu the first place, therefore, Your Committee consider that it is essential to meet
fully the just and reasonable•wishes of Canada to be enabled to annex to her territory any
portion of the land iii her neighbourhood which can be made available to her for the pur-
p oses of settlement, with which she is willing to open and maintain communications, and
for which she will provide the means of local administration. Your Committee apprehend
that the districts on the Red River and the Saskatchewan are the most likely to be desired
by Canada for early occupation. It is also of great importance that the peace and good
order of those districts should be effectually secured. We believe that some simple machinery
could be devised, by the aid of which these districts could be ceded to Canada, and a con-
venient boundary hne laid down, upon substantiil proof being given of her willingness and
ability to administer them.

"e In like manner the boundary of the colony in other directions might be thrown back,
wherever by so doing any purpose useful to Canada could be obtained; within the districts
thirs annexed to her the, aathority of the Hwdson's Bay Company would of course entirely
cease.
. 224. 26o-Sess. 2. b e " Y our



PROCEEDINGS OF THE SELECT COMMITEE

- "Your Committee think it best to content themselves with indicating the outines of such
a scheme, leaving it to the Government to consider its details more maturely before the
Act of Parliament is prepared, which will probably be neces3ary to carry it into effect.

" In case, however, Canada should not be willing at a very early period to undertake the
government of the Red River District, it may be proper to consider whither soine tempo-
rary provision for its adinistration may not be savisable.

" Your Committee are of opinion that it will be proper to terminate the connexion of the
Company with Vancouver's Island as soon as it can conveniently be done, as the best means
of favouring the development of the great natural advantages of that important island.
Means shoil also be provided for the extension of the colony over every portion of the
adjoinig continent on which permanent settlement may be found practicable to the west of
the Rocky Mountains.

" As to those extensive regions, whether in Rupert's Land or in the Indian Territory, in
which, for the present at least, there can be no prospect of permanent seulement by the
European race for any purpose except that of the fur trade, the opinion at which Your
Committee have arrived is mainly founded on the following considerations: 1°. The great
importance to the more peopled portions of British North America that law and order
should, as far as possible, be naintained there; 2-. The fatal effects which they believe
would infallibly result to the Indian population if a system of open competition in the fur
trade, and the consequent introduction of spirits in a far greater degree than is the case
at present; and 30. The probability of the indiscriminate destruction of the fur-bearing
animals in the course of a few years.

"For these reasons, Your Conunittee would recommend that the privilege of exclusive
trade should be continued to the Hudson's Bay Company for a term of years, without,
however, thereby giving to the chartered ri"hts thus claimed by the Company any further
sanction or validity than what they may already possess. Your Committee consider that
it would be of the utmost consequence that the best understanding should be cltivated
between the local Government of Canada and the Company, which, indeed, there seems no
reason to doubt has generally existed between them up to a very recent period.

" Your Committee have now specified the principal objects which they think it would be
desirable to attain. How far the chartered rights claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company
may prove an obstacle to their attainment, tliey are not able, with any certainty, to say.
If this difficulty is to be solved by anicable adjustment, such a course will be best
promoted by the Government, after communication with the Company, as well as with
the Government of Canada, rather than by detailed suggestions- emanating fron this
Committec.

" Your Commitee cannot doubt but that, when such grave interests are at stake, ail the
parties concerned will approach the subject in a spirit of conciliation and justice, and they
therefore indulge a confident hope that the Government will be enabled, in the next Ses-
sion of Parliament, to present a Bill which shall lay the foundation of an equitable and
satisfactory arrangement, in the event, which we consider probable, of legislation being
found necessary for that purposc."

Draft Report,-proposed by Mr. Christy, read 10, as follows:-
"1. TIE near approach of the period when the license of exclusive trade, granted in

1838 for 21 years to the Hudson's Bay Company, over that North-Western portion of
British .America which goes by the name of the Indian Territory, must expire, would alone
make it necessary that the condition of the whole of the vast regions which are under the
administration of the Company should be carefully considered ; but there are other circum-
stances which, in the opinion of Your Committee, would have rendered such a course the
duty of the Parliament and Government of this country.

" 2. Among these, Your Comnittee would especially enumerate the growing desire of
our Canadian fellow.subjects, that the means of extension and regular settlement should be
afforded to themi over a portion of this territory; the necessity of providing suitably for the
administration of the affaira of Vancouver's Island, and the present condition of the
settlement which bas been formed on the Red River.

" 3. Your Committee have obtained much valuable evidence on these and other subjects
connected with the inquiry which has been entrusted to them; and have had the advan-
tage of hearing the statements of Chief Justice Draper, who was commissioned by the
Government of Canada to watch this inquiry. l addition to this, Your Committee have
received the evidence taken before a Committee of the Legislative Assembly appointed to
investigate this subject, containing much valuable information in reference to the interests
and feelings of that important colony, which are entitled to the greatest weight on this
occasion.

"4. Your Committee have also had the opinion of the law officers of the Crown con-
municated to them on various points connected with the charter of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

,c 5. The
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"5. The territory over which the Company now exercise rights is of threc descrip-
tions,-

1st. The land held by charter, or Rupert's Land.
2d. The land held by license, or the Indian Territory.
3d. Vancouver's Island.

"6. For the nature of the tenure by when these countries are severally connected with
the Company, Your Committee would refer to the evidence they have received, and the
documents appended to their Report.

"7. With regard to Rupert's Land, which is held by charter, it appears to Your Com-
mittee very desirable to ascertain precisely the character and legality of the powers claimed
.and exercised under it, and the extent of the country over which these powers are in force.

c8. Numerous allegations and much controversy on these questions have created a
serious evil, arising from the impression, both in Canada and in the countries subject to the
jurisdiction of the charter itself, that many of its provisions, if not altogether contrary to
the laws of England, are of doubtful authority.

c 9. The prevalence of such impressions, whether well founded or otherwise, cannot but
be prejudicial not oul to the authority of the Company, but to the peaceable and orderly
aovernment of those living under them ; and it appears to Your Committee necessary for
tle satisfaction and benefit of those concerned, that the question of the validity of powers
so anomalous and extensive, should be set at rest by the instrumentality of a competent
legal tribunal.

"10. It has, however, been strongly urged upon Your Committee, in the course of their
inquiry, that the question of the boundaries between Canada and the Hudson's Bay
territories is of the most pressing impoitance at this moment, and one that should be
determined as speedily as possible; but it is obvious that in bringing this to a practical
decision, the question of the validity of the charter presents itself as the first to be ascer-
tained. The definition of the limits of Canada must necessarily follow on the determina-
tion of what is, or is not, within the jurisdiction of the Hudson's Bay Company.

«11. Pending such an investigation, which Your Committee consider to be the first and
indispensable step te any final arrangement, they forbear to express any opinion as to the
-course which should be ultimately pursued; but, adverting to the willingness expressed by
the Company to meet the desire of the Canadian people to obtain land fit for cultivation,
and the establishment of agricultural settlers, Your Committee think it right to express
their opinion that, in any event, the country capable of settlement should be withdrawn
.from the jurisdiction of the Hudson's Bay Company, whose objects and interests are
admitted to be opposed to colonisation.

"12. Your Committee believe that the districts on the Red River, Saskatchewan, and
the Mackenzie, hold out inducements to enterprising individuals, from Canada and from
this country, for their early occupation, which ought, by every legitimate means, to be
encouraged. The ra id extension of settlement which had been going on in so renarkable
a manner to the south of the Ainerican boundary line, renders it a inatter of great import-

-ance to establish within our own territory a counterpoise favourable to British interests,
and modeled upon British institutions.

"13. Your Committee would suggest that it be referred to Her Majesty's Government
to consider, after conference with Canada and tbe Company, the best means for drawing
the lne between those portions of the country which are or are not adapted for settlement;
and how the territory susceptible of colonisation, and detached accordingly from the

'Company's jurisdiction, should be settled and governed under free institutions. We
believe that some simple and inexpensive machinery could be devised, by the aid of which
those districts, whether ceded to Canada or crected into a separate colony, could be effec-
tively administered.

" 14. Your Committec think it best to content thenselves with indicating the outlines of
such a scheme, lcaving it to the Government to consider its details more maturely, before
the Bill is prepared which will be necessary to carry it into effect.

"15. Your Committee are of opinion, that it will be proper to terminate the cunnexion
of the Gompany with Vancouver's Island, as soon as it can conveniently bc done, as the
best means of favouring the development of the great natural advantages of that important
island.

" 16. Means should also be provided for the extension of the colony over cvery portion
Of the adjoining continent on which permanent settlenent may be found practicable, to the
west of the Rocky Mountains.

"17. As to these extensive regions, vhether in Rupert's Land or in the Indian Terri--
tory, in which, for the present at least, there can bc no prospect of permanent settlement
by the European race for any purpose except that of the fur-trade, the Committee would
recommend that the privilege of exclusive trade should be continued to the Hudson's Bay
Company, and that such arrangement should henceforth rest on the basis of statute.

224. 26o-Sess. 2. b 3 "18. Power
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",18. Power, however,îbould be eservedo Her Majestye Governmeut to make.grants
within such territory for the purpose of mmies or fisheries, but witli due regard to dmhe
immunities and trade of the Company.

"19. Your Committee have now specified the principal objecte which they tink it would
be desirable to attain.

"20. How far the chartered rights claimed by ,the Hudson's Bay Company may , ove
au obstacle to -o doing, they ar.e not able with .any certainty to say. If thisficuhty
could be solved, not by adverse litieation, but by amicable adjustment, sucli wl 'be best
promoted by the Government atter communication with the Company, as well as
with the Government of Canada, rather than by ,detailed -snggestions emanating from this
Commaittee.

" 21. Your Committee cannot doubt but that, when such grave interests are at stake, l1
the parties concerned will approach the subject in a spirit of conciliation and justice, 'and
they therefore indulge a confident hope that the Government will be .enabled dn the next
'Session of Parliament to present a Bill which shal lay the foundation of :an equitale and
satisfactory arrangement in the event, which we consider probable, of legislation being
found necessary for that purpose."

Resolutions proposed by Mr. Gladstone read 10, as follows:-
"1. TUÂT the country ýcapable of colonisation should be withdrawn from the jurisdiction

of the Hudson's Bay Company.
" 2. That the country incapable of colonisation should remain within their jurisdict'eiS.
e 3. That power should be reserved to Her Majesty's Government to .Make grants

within the said territory for the purposes of mines or fisheries, but with due regard to the
immunities and trade of the Companly.

" 4. That such jurisdiction shotld rest henceforward upon the basis of statute.

"5. That the Committee have ta refer to the following paragraph in the letter -of
the Chairman f the Hudson's Bay Company, dated 18 July: ' Assuning, however,

• • • * * the Company.' And the Comnittee
consider this as an expression of the willingness of the Company to aecept in principle
the arrangements above described.

"6. That it would accordingly, in the opinion of the Committee, be advisable that
Her Majesty's Goverament should, after conference with Canada and the Company, fix
upon the best means for drawing the line between the two descriptions of country above-
mentioned.

"7. That it bc referred to Her M jcsty's Government to consider how the land capable
of colonisation, and detached accordin ly from the jurisdiction of the Company, should
be settled and governed under frec institutions.

"8. That the Committee see no objection in principle to an arrangement under which
the actual surrender by the Company of the lands fit for colonisation might take place,
only in proportion as it might be required for the purposes of early settlement.

" 9. That the foregoing Resolutions are intended to apply to the whole country, from
east to west, now under the Hudson's Bay Company, whether held by charter, statute,
or the Vancouver grant.

"10. That inasmuch as the Company has texdered concessions which may prove suf-
ficient to meet the necessities of the case, the Jomittee has come to no decision upoa
the question how far it may be, as some think, just and even necessary, or on the o er
hand, unwise, or even unjust, to raise any jacal issue with the view of ascertaining
the legal rights of the Company."

Motion made and question proposed (Sir J. Pakington), " That the Draft Report pro-
posed by the Chairman be read 2°, paragraph by paragraph." Amendment proposed
(Mr. G1adstone, to Icave out from the word" That," to the end of the question, in order
to insert the words, " The Resolutions proposed by Mr. Gladstone be now read 20, instead
thereof" :-Question put, " That the words proposed to bc left out stand part of the ques-
tion." The Committee divided:

Ayes, 7 Noes, 7.
Mr. Matheson. Mr. Christy.
Mr. Gregson. Mr. Gladstone.
Lord Sandon. Mr. Roebuck.
Mr. Gurney. Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Lord John Russell. Colonel Herbert.
Sir J. Pakington. Mr. Kinnuird.
Mr. Lowe. Lord Goderich.

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes.

Main question put, and agreed to.
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Draf* Report proposeo by the'Chairman rid2?,anconsidered. paragraph:by parsgraph.

Paragraphs. 1 and 2. read, and agreed- to.

Paragraph 3 read; amaendments were proposed and agreed to' (Mr. Chtrity); paragrafpli,
:as amxended, agreed to.

Paragraphs 4, 5 and.6 read, and agreed to.

Paragraphs 7 an* 9 read, and, negatived.

Paragraph 9 read. Question put, «Tha
Report." The Committee divided:

Ayes, 5.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord John Russell.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Matheson.

Paragrapli. 10 read and'negative.

Paragraph 11 read.

t this paragraph stand, pat of the proposed

Noesp9.,
Mr. Kinnaird.
Colonel 1Herbert'..
Mr. Fitzwilliam.
Sir.Pàkington.
Mr. Roebuck
Mr. Gl'adstone.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Christy.

ord>6oderich..

Adjournedito Mondaynert; at Ohe''odle.

Lune, 27°die Affl, 19W.

MEMBERS PBESENT:

hfr. LABOUCHE!aE in the Chair.

Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Matheson.

Mr. Blackburn.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. Rinnaird
Sir J. Paldngtoni..
Mr. Fitsiflham.

Paragraph IT fârthierconsidered, and amended.

Paragraph 12 amended, incorporated with paragraph 11, and agreed to.

Paragraph 13 read, a-. agreed to.

Paragraphs 14 and 15 read, amended,.and agreed to.

Paragraph 16 read; amendments made. Amendment proposed, lire 7, to leave out the
words, "2°. The fatal effects which they believe would infallibly resulf- to the Indian popula-
tion from a system of open competition in the fur trade, and the consequent intro-
duction of spirits in a far greater degree tfian i&the' case at present " (Mr. Fitzwilliam):-
Question put, " That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph."
The Comiuttee divided:

Ayes, 9..
Sir J. Pakingto..
Mr. Lowe;.
Lord Sandon..
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Blackburni.
MI., Matlieson.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Herbert.

Noes, 2..
Mr. Christy.,
Mr. Fitzwilliam..

224. 260--Sess. 2. Anoth-.
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Another amendment proposed, line 11, to leave out the words, " and 30. The probability
of the indiscriminate destruction of the frr-bearing animals in the course of a few years "
(Mr. Christy):- Question put, " That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the
paragraph." The Committee divided:

Ayes, 9.
Sir J. Paktington.
Mr. Lowe.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Herbert.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.

Paragrapih 17 rezd, and agreed to.

Paragragh 18 read. Amendments made. Amendment proposed, to leave out from the
word " attain," 1. 2, to the end of the paragraph, in order to add the words: "But it appears
to Your Committee that unless the Hudson's Bay Company are willing to accept an offer
upon equitable arrangement, it is obvious that in brging tis to a practical decision, the
question of the validity of the charter will then necessarily present itself to be forthwith
ascertained.

" Pending the possibility cf such an investigation, which Your Committee consider may
be rendered indispensable to any fmal arrangement, they forbear to express any opinion as
to the course which should be ultimately pursued. But, adverting to the willingness ex-
pressed by the Hudson's Bay Com to meet the desire cf the Canadian people to obtain
land fit for cultivation, and the establishent of agricultural settlers, Your Committee think
it right to express their opinion, that i any event, the country capable of settlement should
be withdrawn from the jurisdiction Of the Hudson's Bay Company, whose objecta and
intereats are admitted to be opposed to colonisation" (Mr. Christy), instead thereof.

Question put, " That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph."
The Committee divided:

Ayes, 8.
Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Gurney.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Lowe.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord Sandon.
Mr. Blackburn.

Paragraph 19 read, and agreed to.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.

[Adjourned to Friday, at One..

Veneris, 310 die Judii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Mr. LABoucHEBE in the Chair.

Mr. Matheson.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Gladstone.
lMr. Roebuck.
Lord John Russell.
Mr. Lowe.

Sir John Pakington.
Lord Sandon.
Colonel Herbert.
Lord Goderich.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.

Mr. C&ristj produced a document p rorting to be resolutions passed at a meeting held
at the house of Mr. Philip Kennedy, in e Red River Settleaent, on the 26th May 1857,
and the sane was read to the Committee.

The Committee resumed the consideration of the Draft Report.
Motion
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Motion made, and question proposed, " That this be the Report to The House."
Question put. The Commxittee divided:

Ayes, 6.
Colonel Herbert.
Mr. Matheson.
Lord John Russeil.
Mr. Lowe.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord Sandon.

Noes, 5.
Lord Goderich.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Gladstone.
Mr. Roebuck.
Mr. Fitzwilliam.

Ordered, To Report, together with the Minutes of Evidence.

EXPENSES OF WITNESSES.

CoMxI-:TEES of ist and 2d Sesions, 1857.

PROFESSION

or

CONDITION.

Sir John Richardson- 1 GOntleman -

Gentleman -

Merchant -

whence Summoned.

Essedale, Westmorland

Belfast - - -

Bilston, Staffordahire

Number
Of

Days
Absent from

Home,
under

Orders of
Committee..

1Eight -

Throo

ToT". - -. £. 3514 -

224, 260-Sess. 2.

NAME

of

W I T N E S S.

i. M'Laugblin -

James Cooper .

Expenses
of

Journey
to

London
and back.

6 18 -

9--

3--

Allowance
during

Absence
fom

Home.

. r.d.

5 5-

8 8-

3 3-

TOTAL
Expenses
Allowed

to
Witnesu.

£. s. d.

12 3 -

| 17 8 -

6 3 -
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LIST OF WITNESSES.

Vener.y, 200 die Februarii, 1857.

John Ross, Eq. - - - - p. 1

Lune, 23" die Februarii, 1857.

Lient.-col. John Heury Lefroy, a. A. p. 12
John Rae, Esq., m.D. - - p. 26

Jovis, 26 die Februarii, 1867.

Sir George Simpson - - -

Luna%, 2° die Martii, 1857.

Sir George Simpson - - -
Mr. William Kernaghan - -

Jouis, 5 die Martii, 1857.

Mr. William Kernaghan - -
Hon. Charles William Wentworth

Fitzwilliam, m.. - - --

Mr. Alexander Isbister- - -

Rev. Griffith Owen Corbett - -

Lune, 9° die Martii, 1857.

Rev. Griffith Owen Corbett - -
Sir John Richardson, c.n. - -

Martis, 19 die Maii, 1857.

Colonel John Ffolliott Crofton -
Rear-Admiral Sir George Back,

F.n.S., D.C.L. - - -

p. 44

p. 78
p. 108

p. 110

p. 113
p. 120

p. 137

P. 146

p. 150

p. 169

P. 184

Jovis, 21° die Maii,

Mr. James Cooper -

1857.

Jovis, 28° die Maii, 1857.

Hon. William Henry Draper, c.n. -

Jovis, 4° die Junii, 1857.

Hon. William Henry Draper, c. n. -
Right Rev. David Anderson, D.D. -
Joseph Maynard, Esq. - - -

Martis, 9 die Junii, 1857.

Alfred Robert Roche, Esq. - -

Captain David Herd - - -

Mr. John Miles - - -

Jovis, 11o die Junii, 1857.

Mr. John M'Laughlin - - -

Lune, 150 die Junii, 1857.

Richard Blanshard, Esq. - -
Lieut.-colonel William Caldwell -
Richard King, Esq., M.D. - -

Martis, -23 die Junii, 1857.

James Tennant, Esq. - - -
Right Hon. Edward Ellice, x.P. -
Mr. Alexander Isbister - - -

p. 190

p. 210

p. 231

p. 231

p. 247

p. 248
P. 255

p. 259

p. 262

p. 285
p. 298
p. 312

p. 320

p. 322

P. 353
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

Veneris, 200 die Februarii, 1857.

MeMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. Adderley.
Mr. Bell.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Edward Ellice.
Mr.' Charles Fitzwillian.
Mir. Gladstone.
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Groaan.
Mr. Gurney.

Mr. Percy Herbert.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Labouchere.
Mr. Lowe.
Sir John Pakingtoi.
Mr. Roebuck.
Lord John Russell.
Viscount Sandon.
Lord Stanley.

THE RIGHT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE, IN TRE CHAIR.

Johin Ross, Esq., called in; and Examined.

i. Chairman.] I BELIEVE vou are a Member of the Canadian Parlianent ?- J. Ross, Esq.
Yes.

2. HIow long have you belonged to that body ?-Since 1848. uo February 1857.
3. You were also, I think, a member of the Canadian Government for several

years ?-From 1851 until 1856.
4. What situations did you hold ?--I was first Solicitor-general, subsequently

Attorney-general, and afterwards Speaker of the Legislative Conncil.
5. You are aware of the objects for which this Committee has been appointed?

-Yes.
6. Has your attention ever been directed to the question of the aifairs of the

Hudson's Bay Company, in so far as they affect the interests of Canada ?-Yes.
I have thought very much upon the subject for several years. I do not profess
to be intimately acquainted with the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company, but
upon that branch of the subject with reference to how far it mnay affect Canada,
I have thought a great deal.

7. You have never yourself, I believe, been in the territory of the Hudson's
Bay Company ?-Only upon the borders of their territories. l have never been
further westward than Lake Superior.

8. I think vou are connected with a railway iii Canada ?-Yes; I an at the
head of the trunk railway of Canada.

g. You have probably often considered the subject with reference to the
importance of extending communications in British North America ?-I have
thought very much of it.

10. Will you have the kindness to state to the Conmittee any views which you
may have been led to entertain upon this subject ?-The first subject, as it appears
to me, which has been very much discussed (at all events it is now being dis-
cussed in Canada), is the occupation of that part of the North American Continent
now under the control of the Hudson's Bay Company. It is very much discussed
whether it is desirable that their privileges and control there should entirely
cease. I have considered that subject very much, and the opinion that I express
to the Committee of course I only give for what it is worth, and as my own
opinion. I believe that when the subject is well discussed and presented to the

0.25. A Canadian
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J. Rus, Esq. Canadian public, it will then be considered somewhat in the light in which I
view it. It is complained that the Hudson's Bay Company occupy that territory

go F bruary 1857. and prevent the extension of settlement and civilisation in that part of the
continent of America. I do not think they ought.to be permitted to do that,
but I think it would be a very great calamity if their control and power in
that part of America were entirely to cease. Mry reason for forming that opinion
is this: During all the time that I have been able to observe their proceedings
there, there bas been peace within ihe whole territory. The operations of the
Company seem to have been carried on at ail events in such a way as to prevent
the Indian tribes within their borders from molesting the Canadian frontier;
while, on the orher hand, those who have turned their attention to that quarter
of the world must have seen that from Oregon to Florida, for these last 30
years or more, there has been a constant Indian %iar going on betneen the
natives of the Americai territory on the one side and the Indian tribes on the
other. Now, I fear very much, that if the occupation of the Hudson's Bay
Company, in what is called the Hudson's Bay Territory, were to cease, our
fate in Canada might be just as it is with the Americans in the border settle-
nents of their territory.

ii. How do you propose to reconcile the two purposes which vou think
ought to be aimed at, namely, the power of allowing the spread of settlement
in such territory as is adapted for settlement, and yet maintaining the authority
of the Hudson's Bay Company in any portion of tlieir present dominions ?-I
think the most desirable course, and the nost convenient une, would be this:
So fast as the Canadian Governnent might wish to open up any part of the
country for settlement, which they might upon exploration find it would be
advantageous to open; say that they desired to open ten, twenty, or fiftv town-
ships of land, I think the convenient course would be to- give notice to the
Hludson's Bay Company, that in a certain space of time, say in one year, or two
years, whatever period of time might be considered best and most fair, they
intended to make a survey of the space of country which they thought that they
could conveniently occupy for settlement, and the Hudson's Bay Company
should be required to surrender that territory within the period of time mdi-
cated. If they arranged to have w bat is called a post within the precincts of the
territory, 1 think a reservation ought in fairness to be made for theni to settle
their people upon the land so to be surrendered.

12. Do you apprehend that there is any considerable extent of country near
the Canadian frontier which would be adapted for settlement and the habitation
of civilised men ?-As I have already stated to the Committee, I have never
been within the territory myself; 1 have never been further westward than Lake
Superior, and all that I know of it is from what I have read and from.conver-
sations with some who have been born in the territory, and have gone up there
and gone across the continent several times, and from others who have travelled
over it once. I believe that at the west of Lake Superior, and from that to
the Red River, there are parts qf the country that rnight be very well settled.
I fancy that an impression prevails that the whole of it is good country. The
information which I have received leads me to believe that the greater part of
the country is not good ; that is, that it is brokei and intersected by swamps
to a very great extent. The country round the Red River is said to be very
good producing land indeed ; it is chiefly prairie land ; I mean in the valley of
the lied River; and there is great difficulty in obtaining 'wood, as I am informed;
and I am told that there is no coal on the Red Rfiver.

13. Do vou think there would be any ditliculty in establishing regular com-
munications between the ]Red River Settlement and the present province of
Canada, if any such arrangement as you have described could be effected ?-If
any project were mooted and were set afloat for carrying a railway across the
continent, I believe it is conceded that that portion of the continent of North
America over which the Queen's Government extends is the most feasible route
that can be adopted. 1 believe that is conceded by all the American gentlemen
wio have investigated the subject, and I think it is so accepted now.

14. You have heard that opinion generally expressed ?--I have heard that
opinion expressed by leading and influential Americans who have investigated
the subject; I believe it is Mr. Whitney's opinion ; at least it is the impression
that that is his opinion.

15. What is about the distance from the Red River Settlement tu the ex-
treme
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treme portion of the occupied part of Canada at the present moment to the west?-
I should think about 1,000 miles from the Sault St. Mary, at the foot of Lake
Superior, but I may be wrong, as there is no map in the room to which I can refer,

16. Have these questions only recently occupied public attention in Canada,
or have they been discussed for some time there ?-I think it was during the
very last summer that the discussion first commenced upon the subject. The
question of the opening up of the territory bas often for years been incidentally
mooted, but a regular discussion of the question has never arisen until the course
of the last surnmer, that I am aware of.

17. Do you think that if some arrangement could be made, such as that
which you have described, by which the Red River Settlement, for, instance,
was talken out of the control of the Hudson's Bay Company, it could be con-
veniently governed and administered from Canada, or that it would be neces-
sary tc have some form of local government ?-i do not think that, at present,
it could be conveniently governed or administered by the Canadian Government.
There should either be a railway constructed fromn the west end of Lake
Superior to the Red River Settlement, or a good broad open road cut out and
made ; and land, such as might be fit for cultivation, laid off on each side of it
for settlers to occupy, and as the occupation took place, and settlers went in, it
could be extended; and in that way the Red River Settlement could be connected
with our present lines of communication.

18. With regard to the country more to the nortli and north-east. do you
imagine that there is any extent of country now belonging to the Hudson's
Bay Company on the frontier of Canada, which it is probable would be occu-
pied for settlement within a few years?-1 think not; I do not think that in
that direction there is any territory which could be occupiea, or that it is pro-
bable will be occupied. I know that the Hudson's Bay Company held within
the Canadian boundary a section of country which was called the Kings Posts.
They lay up towards the Labrador border, along the gulf of the St. Lawrence,
fromn below the Saguaney River. They surrendered those posts to the Canadian
Government, and during the time that I was acting as Attorney-general in
Canada they were again leased to the .Hudson's Bay Company. It is not a
country which can be occupied with any advantage, because I believe that the
natives, and the people who are there connected with the Hudson's.Bay posts,
if the H udson's Bay Company were not there to assist them during severe
winters, would starve.

19. Mr. Roebuch.] Do you know anything about the territory round the
Saguaney River?--I have been along the whole of the Saguaney River, navi-
gated by steamers.

20. is not all the land at the Saguaney River very fertile ?-No ; I do not
consider it is.

21. Do you remember M. La Terriere being there ?-- Yes, I know him very
well.

22. It was his opinion, I believe, that it was a very fertile territory ?--I may
state for the information of the Committee what I knov to be the fact. 1 have
first of ail been along the whole of the Saguaney Rtiver, during weather when
I had an opportunity of observing the shores on both sides. I have been at the
leading milling establishnents on the river. It very often happens that when
.grain is sown there in the spring of the year, it does not ripen in the fall.
That has very often happened during these last few years ; almost every two
years. The inhabitants living along the Saguaney River have suffered from that
cause ; and Dr. La Terriere bas hiniself been at the head of deputations making
applications for assistance from the Governmaient to keep the people from starving.
I believe that there are now quite as many people along the banks of the
Saguaney River as can be maintained. I am aware that the opinion which I
am expressiug here may, perhaps, hurt the feelings of some of the gentlemen
who live in that part of the country, who would desire to have a large settlenent
near them; but I must say, that I do not think it would be advantageous to the
settiers, or for any other purpose, that an increase in the number of inîhabitants
should take 'place there.

23. Chairman.] lias any inconvenience ever arisen from the circumstance of
:the limits of Canada not being actually defined ?-No; I think not. It is
desirable that they should be; but up to this moment, I do not know that there
bas been any inconvenience from that -cause.

24. In point of fact, -are they. aacertained and de6ed very accurately to your
0-25. A 2 mind?

J. Rous, Esq.
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mind ?-They are not so accurately defined to my mind as is desirable. 1 have
never been able to discover the distinct boundaries.

25. Does that observation apply only to the country to the west, or does it
apply to the whole circuit of the boundary of Canada ?-It applies more to the
country to the west.

26. The water-shed line is the recognised boundary to the north and north-
east, is it not ?-That is taken to be the boundary. There is very often a dispute
as to where that is.

27. Mr. Kinnaird.] Are you not apprehensive that in that part of the terri-
tory which cones in contact vith the United States, there will be settlements
made by the Americans, and that there will be difficulty hereafter, unless the
boundary is defined ?--The Americans are extending their settlements very
rapidly towards the Red River, and it is very important that that boundary
should be distinctly marked, aud as soon as possible. That is my opinion with
regard to that point.

28. Are any of therm already, do you- think, coming over and settling on our
territory ?-It is stated that numbers have crossed the boundary ; of course that
can only be ascertained by drawing the line.

29. Lord Stanley.] At present the Red River Settlement is not open to traffic
in any direction, except that traffic which comes by canoes ?-It is not.

30. Is there, in your judgment, any probability of a line of communication
fit for traffic being established between the American settlements and the Red
River?- 1 think it is tending to it very rapidly.

31. Do you know what the distance is from the nearest inhabited point within
the United States ?-I should think it about 400 or 500 miles.

32. Mr. Charles Fitzwil/iam.] Do not the Red River half-breeds continually
come down from the Red River Settlement to St. Paul's ?-Certainly they do.

3n. I think every surmer they come down ?-They do; but they have to
cross a verv large extent of territory on horseback to do so.

34. Do they not come down in their carts ?-Yes, so I have been told; but
a gentleman with whorn I am very well acquainted, who recently crossed the
country from St. Paul's to the Red River, and who was born there, informed me,
I think, that it took him 16 days to cross from the last settlement to the north
of St. Paul's, to the first settlement as he approached the Red River.

35. 1r. Eidward El/ice.] You have never been there yourself, have you ?-No.
36. Chairman.] If a man wanted to go from this country to the Red River,

what route would he take as the easiest ?--By St. Paul's.
37. Lord &Stanley.] Through the United States ?-Yes.
38. Mr. Roebuch.] But if your scheme of a railroad were carried into effect,

he would go by tbat, would he not ?-Most unquestionably ; I should be very
glad to see a railway made.

39. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In what direction do you propose to run that rail-
way from Canada to the Red River; you alluded to the railways contemplated
by Mr. Whitney and others; do you know that that scheme of railways is in
connexion with the Minesota scheme of railways ru]nning up from St. Paul's ?-
I do; the railway that I should desire to see carried out would be one to connect
with our own sc!.eme of railways in Canada.

40. Are you at ail aware of the practicability of a railway, except at a most
enormous expense, from the head of Lake Superior, from the Canada frontier,
to the Red River ?--During the last 18 nionths an exploration bas taken place
along the north shores of Lake Huron and a part of Lake Superior, and inland
from the borders of both lakes along the valley running westerly, and the report
of the gentlemen who were instructed to make the survey represented the land
to be very good, bearing very fine tiniber, and to be well fitted for settlement;
so that if we accomplished a connexion between the Canadian system of railways
and the Red River country, it would be through the valley to the north of Lake
Buron and Lake Superior until we got round Lake Superior.

41. The country of' which I am speaking lies to the west of what I under-
stand to be the Canadian boundary, taking the water-shed as the boundary; it
runs about 500 or 600 miles from the extreme west end of Lake Superior, from
the extreme west Loundary of Canada to the Red River; I suppose your atten-
tion lias not been directed to that country ?-The extension of a railway over
that country is just that of which i have been speaking; you would only have
to make a curve if you could find a valley and get out of it at the west end of
Lake Superior upon this country which I have been mentioning.

42. Your
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42. Your surveyors have not been through that country ?-No.
43. Mr. .Roebuck.1 Where does your railway end ?-It is now very nearly

carried to Lake Huron; there is another railway connecting with it which also
runs to Lake Huron, but it runs north from Toronto to Nottawassaga Bay.

44. I suppose you require Acts of the colonial Parliament to enable you to
rnake those railroads ?-We do.

45. How far have vou got Acts of the colonial Parliament enabling yon to
do so ?-We have an Act of the colonial Parliament authorising the construc-
tion of a branch from a town called Belleville, near the head of the Bay of
Quinty, an arm of Lake Ontario, norrherly to Lake Huron; that is the furthest
point to wbich the branich goes ; by extending that line you could get into the
valley to the north of Lake Huron, of which I have been speaking, and over
'which an extension to the Red River might be iade.

46. You contemplate the extension of that railway to the north of Lake Huron
and to the north of Lake Superior ?-Yes, when we can get settlements and get
it carried out.

47. The extension of the railway, I suppose, is dependent upon the settle-
inent of the country ?-Very much, I think.

48. Do you believe that a country can be settled which is retained for hunting
ground '--I do not.

49. Then the hunting ground is incompatible with the settlement of the
country ?-That is my own impression, merely speaking from my own notion
of the matter, without being a practical hunter; we find, as a iatter of fact,
that the wild animals recede from the settlements.

5c. Then the exclusive power of the Hudson's Bay Company over the country,
as a fur-hunting companv, is opposed to colonization ?-1 think if the Iudson's
Bay Company asserred their power over any part of the country that is fit for
cultivation, it would be an obstacle if they resisted the settlement of it.

51. In fact, then, the contemplated extension of the railway by you is incom-
patible with retaining the power now possessed by the Hudson's Bay Company ?
-It would be so most certainly, if they resisted the giving up of any of the
territory fit for the purposes of settlement.

52. That is to say, that so long as they retaii their power over the country
which can be settled, it will not be settled ?- do not say that, because I do
not know what they are willing to do; 1 have had no conference with them, and
I am not able to say whether they are willing to give up the country which is
fit for settlement.

53. But it is to be supposed that a fur cornpany promote the interests of a
fur conipany ?-It would be reasonable to suppose so.

5<. 'lhen those interests wbich are contemplated by the extension of the
railway are opposed to the interests of that Cornpany ?-As I tell you, that must
depend entirely upon whether tfiey would resist our carrying a railway through
their country ; they might give up their rights there; it may be that there are
inot fors there now, or that they might think it more advantageous to have
settlements which would afford them supplies, where they could get corn, grain,
beef and pork more cheaply than they could bring them from abroad; I do not
kiow what their views are, for I have not conversed with any of the members
of the Company upon the subject.

55. Have you ever contemplated a schene of colonization by the Canadian
Governmeut like to that-which is now pursued by the American Government ?-
I have never contemplated it in any other way than I indicated, I think, in my
second or third answer to Mr. Labouchere; which is, tzat so fast as any part of
the country adjacent to the settled parts of Canada is r.'quired for purposes of
§ettlement, i think we ought to have the power of settling it, and I think that
the Hudson's Bay Cowpany ought to be required to give it to us.

56. I suppose you are perfectly familiar with the system of colonization on the
part of the United States under the Ordinance of 1783?-Yes, i think I know
the wliole of the systemn as it is pursued.

57. Have you ever contemplated the propriety of giving that power to the
colonial Government to make territories after the fashion of the Ainerican
Government ?-It was at one time spoken of in Canada, and it was considered
that there would be very great difficulties corected with it; I nay mention a
fact which probably ":ill be within your recollection; I think iwas in the year

(.25. À 3 1849.

J. Ron*, Esq.
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J. Ross, Esq. 1849. The Canadian Governnent had previously granted licences to certain
companies for mining purposes on Lake Superior; one company, I think it was

2o February 1857. called the Quebec Company, took possession of an island, Michipicoton Island
in Lake Superior, and established works there. Certain Indians, the Garden
River Indians. known as the Garden River Tribe, and certain half-breeds,
asserted that they had a right over those lands for which a licence had been
granted, and they went by force and took possession of the Island of Michipi-
coton and of the works of the mining company. The Canadian Government of
course arrested the parties, and so far as the Indians were concerned, upon the
expression of their contrition for doing wrong, they were forgiven, and in the
end a compensation was given to them to surrender their rights; but that cost
the Canadian Government so much money, that I think whatever they might
have considered as regards colonization, they have felt very much alarmied at
the idea of getting into contact with Indians since.

58. Then I understand your objection to be, that noney should be paid by
the Canadian Government. If it were paid by the Imperial Government
I suppose you would see no jection to that compensation being made ?-The
question of compensation as regards the Imperial Government I have not raised
at all. I think if the Canadian Government required for purposes of settlement
any portion of the territory which is not now within their borders, such corn-
pensation as might be considered fair they might fairly be called upon to pay.

59. You did not perceive the force of my first question. When they acquired
land beyond their borders, I propounded to you the inquiry whether you
thought it better that the acquired territory should be made a territory, or
aggregated to Canada?-I do not think that under the system of government
which exists in Canada now, such a course of acquiring new territory, and
governing it by means of territorial goveernment, would be convenient or
conducive to the interests of Canada. I think they had better take what land
they may require for purposes of actual settiement, say to the extent of 10, 20,
30, or 50 townships of h nd, and so fast as they want more, obtain it in the
way I have suegested, by notice to the Hudson's Bay Company, than that they
should get a large extent of country with tribes of Indians, perhaps, occupying
it, and perhaps a border difliculty, or war to deal with; I think that would not
be advisable.

6o. Would not the difficulty arise just as much whether you acquired 20
settlements or townships or 30 ?-It might in that proportion of 2G and 30:
but. if notice were given to the H- udson's Bay Companv that within 12 months
or two years the Canadian Goveriment desired to occupy such part of the
country as might be fitted for settlement, the Indians whom the Hudson's Bay
Company enploy and deal with, finding that settlements were to be established,
it niight beenme a question of compensation to the Indians to leave their
hunting ground, which I think the Canadian Governnent should pay, and they
would remove off that part of the territory, or iiot continue to occupy it. The
thing, I hope, would be fairly and equitably done as regards the Indians, and
in that way I think difficulties perhaps wvould not ensue. But if vou take a
very large extent of territory, and by so doing take away the employment
which the 1-udson's Bay Company at present give to tribes of Indians, and leave
t'hem in want, they may perliaps find .means of helping themselves, and thev may
come down upon the border settlements.

6 1. Mr. Kinnaird.] You rather think that the fact of the occupation given to
the Indianis by the Hudson's Bay Company has been a protection to the border
countrv ?-I am clearly of that opinion.

62. Mr. Adder/ey.] To what degree do you think the Canadian Government
could extend its sy stem of administration from head quarters ?-At present I am
not sure that it would be convenient to extend it at all.

d3. Talking of the extension of the colony of Canada, do you consider that ft
could, by degrees, take in the whole of the habitable part of the Hudson's Bay
territory ?-I think so.

64. Under the Governinent of Canada, without any local or subordinate
system ?-Yes, I think so, in case they could 1ay off the townships; but the fact
is, that it would not be desirable to settle them any faster than that.

65. The compensation which you suggest, I suppose would be from the
Canadian territory, both to the Hudson's Bay Company and to the Indians ?-
I have not suggésted any compensation at all. I only say that if the giving of

compensation
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compensation be equitable and fair, if the Canadian Goveranment require the
territory for purposes of settlement, whatever that compensation may be, I think
it fair that they should meet it. '

66. Compensation to both parties, the Company and the Indians ?-To both
parties, if any compensation should be paid. If the Hudson's Baty Company
surrender a territory fit for settlement, which of course should onliy be where the
Canadian territory approaches it, I am not sure that for that any compensation
should be given. I only suggest that if they are called upon to g,.ve up posts,
they should be allowed to retain a certain portion of the land for their employés
about them, and hold it as a part of their own properry.

67. When you speak of the possibility of carrying out a railway depending
upon settlement, might it not be possible that the more distant parts might be
settled first, and that the railway might pay as the means of thoroughfare to
the furthest point ?-The usual way of beginning such a settlement is by cutting
a good broad road through the territory which you intend to open up, and then
laying off your allutments of land on each side for actual settlers. That would,
I suppose, be usually the first process before the railway was attempted to be
made. You would carry on the thing in that way by degrees.

68. Talking of a great co'itinent like that, supposing Vancouver's Island and
the western side of the Rocky Mountains settled, although the part between that
and Canada was still wild, might not a railway ne a very feasible plan as a means
of thoroughfare to that part %% hich was settled ?-I think it might, but I think
that more of an imperial question than a colonial one.

69. Do you think that too large an experiment for Canada to make ?-Yes,
with lier present resources.

70. If the whole of the Hudson's Bay territory were settled, do you not think
that Vancouver's Island would be most attractive to settlers?-Yes.

71. Long before the intervening portion of the territory between that and the
western side of Canada could come into settlement ?-So far as my information
goes, that is the best for settlement, and would be the first settled.

72. The idea of a railroad, ultimately, is not so nuch for the benefit of the
interior of the country, as for a means of thoroughfare and access to harbours
on the western coast of America, is it ?-That is so, and for the through trade
from China and India. The construction of that railway is a most important
subject; apart entirely from the opening of the country through which it would
pass.

73. Mr. Gordon.] Are you aware that a society has been established, at
Toronto, for the purpose of forming a colonization to the west of Lake Superior,
between that and the Lake of the Woods ?-I believe there are certain gentlemen
at Toronto very anxious to get up a second North-west Company, and I dare say
it would result in something like the sanie difficulties which the last North-west
Company created; I sbouli be very sorry to see them succeed. I think it would
do a great deal of harm, creating further difficulties for Canada, which I do not
desire to see created.

74. You do not know anything of the nature of the society or association,
recently formed, and what weight deserves to be attached to it?-I do know
several of the gentlemen who are inoving io it ; I know that at least one of
them was very instrumental in raking the difficulty which was made with the
Garden River Indians. and the half-breeds in 1849, of which I have been
speaking. I believe he was at their head at the time that they seized upon
and took possession of the Quebec Company's works upon the island of
Michipicoton.

75. 'hen you do not apprehend that there is any general wish, on the part
of the people of Canada, to have that portion of the country added to what tbey
nov bave ?-I believe there is a general wish that so fast as the territory can
be occupied, for purposes of settlemeni, means should be taken that it should be
so occupied.

76. Do you believe that those portions of the territory. capable of being
colonized, are such as to afford sufficient attractiveness to bring colonists to that
distance, in preference to more attainable points of settlement, much nearer the
settled parts of Canada ?-I should say not at present; 1 should say they much
prefer the nearer lands to more distant ones.

77. Mr. Roebuck.] Do you say that from your experience of colonization in
the United States ?-I say it from my knowledge of public affairs in Canada

0.25. A 4 solely;

.T. Ross,. Esq.
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J. Rots, Esq. solely; I speak of what I think desirable for the Canadian Government and
people.

io February 1857. 78. Do you know the extent to which new territories are created by the
United States ?--I know the usual process.

79. I refer to the extent of territory over which they pass ; take Iowa, for
instance ?-Iowa has been settling for these last 20 years; I believe the first
settlements in Iowa were made in 1834 or 1835.

8o. When Iowa was begun ta be settled there were very large masses of
unsettled land, but still people went ta Iowa ?-There w'ere, but thev were not
very good lands, poor lands.

81. Chairmar&.] Iowa, I believe, is a country of remarkable fertility ?-It is.
8.z. Mr. Roebuck.] But on the Gennessees there were very large quantities of

very fertile land unoccupied *-If there were, they were held at sn high a price
that it ivas not within the means of the class of settlers to occupy them; they
were held, for instance, at the rate of 100 dollars, or about that ; they could not
be bought for twice that now.

83. Before lowa was settled, did they not create a new territory west of Iowa ?
-My impression is that they did not; I think the territory of Wisconsin was a
little before that time begun ta be settled, and within the next year or so, Iowa
was thrown off, but I do not think that previously to the opening of the Iowa
Settlement, there was any country ta the west of it at ail.

84. Before Iowa was filled up, they began a new territory west of Iowa?-
They did.

8.5. Might not that same circumstance occur in Canada, that, before Canada
was filled up, people might travel farther westward ?-You will observe that ail
these territories are adjacent ta settlements ; for instance, if a settlement began
on Iowa, there would be a starting point for the settlement of a territory beyond;
but when you have a space of 1,800 miles intervening, as in the case of the
Oregon territory, and probably more than that, it does not seem ta me a con-
venient course of settlement.

86. Is that accurate respecting the Oregon territory; that was not contiguous
ta any territory whatsoever ?-The Oregon territory was not settled from
Canada.

87. I am talking of a settlement from the United States ?-Oregon had been
partially settled before the United States got possession of it.

88. I am endeavouring ta point out to you that Oregon is an isolated terri-
tory, far from anv other settled territory, and still people go there ?-If people
go there, they usually go by sea ; at least, they did so until the overland route
ta California was established. Of course, it is well enough known that a few
persons had travelled across the continent before that time, but verv few persons,
however; and in going there they went round by sea; now there is no way of
getting round by sea to the Red River Settlement. If you go there you must
either go directly across the country from the west end of Lake Superior, or you
can take the better route through the United States, and by St. Paul's.

89. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Is it not the fact that, annually, at least 4,000
emigrants cross from the Missouri River ta the Oregon territory ?-I should
doubt it ; I am not inclined ta believe it.

go. To California ?-I am not able ta say the number.
9 1. Chairman.] Is not settlement progressing fast in the vicinity of the Red

River, on the American side of the frontier ?-Not in the vicinity, I think.
I stated awhile ago that I thought it was at least 400 or 500 miles from the
last settlement to the north of St. Paul's, ta the first settlement at the Red
River.

92. Sir John Pakington.] Do you mean that there is no intervening settlement
whatever in those 400 or 500 miles ?-I believe there is no intervening settle-
ment; I may overstate the distance a couple of hundred miles.

93. Mr. Grogan.] There are railways running into St. Paul's, are there not,
or very near it ?-Within a few miles.

94. Are any extensions of those lines contemplated, in the direction of the
Red River, which would shorten the distance that way ?-I think the Anericans,
who are interested in those roads, contemplate their extension. I do riot know
anything about those companies, beyond the fact that one year you have no
railroad at all, and the next year a great many miles are made.

95. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I think you said just now that Mr. Whitney, who
had
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hlad surveved that territory, had gone all the way north there?-Yes; and I
believe lie lias been across the continent there.

96. Mr. Adderley.] What is the nature of the country there, north of St.
Paufs ?-A very good country, I believe.

97. Is it more or less squatted upon by stragglers beyond the settlements?-
That is the way the settlement is now going on.

98. What is the first point of actual settlement within what you would call
the squatting district ?--The latest information that I have upon the subject is
in a work of Mr. Oliphant's, and in conversation with a gentleman who went
across the country, and I believe there is no settlement at all. Mr.Oliphant
has written a work called " Minesota and the Far West," giving an -account of
a trip which lie made from the hcad of Lake Superior across the country to
the river above St. Paul's, and lie came down that river, and so homeward.
I believe there are no settlements between the most southerly point of the Red
River Settlement, and the most northerly point of the St. Paufs Settlement.
I believe there is a space of from 400 to 500 miles without settlers ; there is
a long extent of country where there is not even a squatter.

99. Mr. Ruebuck.] Have you any notion whether any attempt has been
made to number the Indians upon the territories of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany ?-Therc is a work of Sir George Simpson's which I remember to have
read. I tiink it is called ' A Voyage round the World," or some such title
as that, in which, i think, he gives some account of the numbers of the
Indians approximately. That is the only authority that I have seen upon the
subject.

ioo. You have no knowledge of what the numbers of the Indians are upon
that territory, vhiclh you suppose may eventually become inhabited from Canada?
-No; the Canadian Governmeiit has no information upon the subject.

ioi. Then you have no grounds for an opinion as to the danger arising
from the opposition on the part of those Indians ?-I know that there are large
numbers of Indians within the territory, from the statement of Sir George
Simpson, for instance; I know it from others who were born on the territory,
and have grown up in it, and who have come to this country to be educated,
who sav that there are large numibers ; but I would not attempt to give to the
Coirimittee a statement oi anything like the exact numbers, for I am not sufli-
ciently informed.

102. Chairman.] Is it not the case that that part of the territory of the Hud-
son's Bay Company which is valuable for the fur trade is not the part which is
properly adapted for seulement, but is rather a more northern and a colder
part ?-That is our impression in Canada, but in that we may be wrong.

1o3. Mr.Blackburn.] I think you say that you know no parties in Canada
wishing to settle the Hudson's Bay territories ?-There are parties who wisli to
get up another North-West Company.

104. An opposition company ?-Some company who will lead to profitable
speculation. I do not think anv person seriously desires to settle any of the
Hudson's Bay territory at present.

105. Mr. Gordon.] The association of which I spoke is not a fur company at
present, is it ?-It might be converted into anything.

i o6. Lord Stanley.] Can you state to what extent occupation has gone on
up the Ottawa River ?-I could send, I think, from papers which I have in my
possession, the last census returns on the Ottawa.

107. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are you aware that the Governtient has offered
4,000,000 of acres on the Ottawa to any company who will undertake a railway
there ?-I am.

jo8. Mr. Roebuck.] How near do the bead waters of the Ottawa approach to
the territories of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-You go north to the watershed,
I suppose, towards Hudson's Bay.

2 09. Have the boundaries between Canada and Hudson's Bay ever been
settled ?-I think not on the west.

i j o. That is on the north ?-That would be north-west.
iii. Mr. Lowe.J Has the valley of the Ottawa ever been completely sur-

veyed ?-The greater part of it.
I 12. Are there not some of the tributaries not yet surveyed, or traced ?-Yes;

a great deal of the valley has been surveyed, however.
0.25. B 113. Is
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j. s q. Il 3. Is the valley at ail completely settled ?-It is not.
114. A very small portion of it ?-A considerable portion of it ; it is merelyao Februnry 1857. a narrow strip of settlement so far- as the north shore of the Ottawa is , con-

cerned.
1 15. Do you think that persons will be likely to go on, and settle on the Red

River, till thz good land on the shores of the Ottawa is taken up ?-I think not,
from my own experience.

116. Mr. Roebuck.] Does that arise from experience of the United States-
I speak from what I think are the dispositions of the Canadian people.

117. I am speaking.nowof emigrants ?-l think that emigrants would prefer
.getting good and- cheap .land as near the great lines of communication as
possible.

l 1S. Is that the case in America ?-I think so.
i 19. Would you say that, that is the case in the United 'States, that large

territories have nut been colonised, when very large portions of very fertile land
lying intermediately have remained uncolonised for a long time ?-I know -that
it has so happened, but they have always a starting point; they have always a
settlement adjacent to them.

i 20. is that true ?-I think soý as a rule.
12 1. I point out Oregon ?--I told you that they went there .in ships ; they

had communication in that way.
122. Thev had no place lying near Oregon ?-They have niow California to

the south of them ; but the settlement of Oregon first beganfrom sea; there
was an occasional pilgrimage across the country, at intervals of long years, of a
few people; but it began by sea, and it chiefly goes on in that way now; they
go across the country now in partý to California, and partly by sea; from
California they go northwards in ships and steamers.

123. Mr.Kirmaird.] I gather fom your evidence that you think that what
is taking place in the United States is no guide for what would take place in
Canada; do you think there is a difference of feeling altogether among the two
-people ?-I believe they all desire to get land as fast as they can on both
-sides.

124. Lord John Russell.] Is there any difficulty in governing people at a
great distance from the seat of government in Canada, with regard to police or
the collection of taxes?-No; if land bc laid out in .ownships for settlement
under the authority of the Government, it is included in the adjacent county,
and it comes within the municipal regulations of the county within which it is
included.

1 25. Chairman.] But I believe you stated that you thought a settlement at
so great a distance as the [ted River is from Canada would be, at present at
ieast, an inconvenient adjunct to the province of Canada? -Yes.

126. Mr. Gordon.] Until a mad and railu ay were made ?-Yes, until means
of communication are opened up. I think if the Canadian Government desired
to settle any pirt of the country %%est of Lake Superior, and desired to bring
the Red River Settlement under their control, tbey would first begin by cutting
a broad road through some good land next Lake Superior, and laying off allot-
ments of land, and promoting the occupation in that way.

127. Chairman.] You think that accessibility should first be established, and
that then annexation might follow?-Yes.

128. M r. Gordon.] Do you say that accessibility alone would be sufficient,
or accessibility and the annexation of the colony ?-l thinîk it desirable to have
access first, and afterwards the annexation of the colony.

12q. Is it not practically found that a population consisting, as that of the
Red River Seulement does, of a very great proportion of half-breeds and
Indians, is more difficult to govern than one consisting entirely of whites ?-I
think so ; all hal-breeds are difficult to govern. I speak now particularly of
the difficulties which they created in connection with the mining licences.

130. You think a half-bieed population is more difficult to govern than a
white one ?-I think it is less governed by those rules of order and that sense of
propriety which prevail in a white population.

131. Then that fact would inci ease the difficulty of governing the Red River
Settlement ?-l think it would.

132. Mr.
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132. Mr. Edward .Ellice.] Do you think it would be possible to govern the
Réd River Settlemert, from the head seat of government in Canada, until there
were good communications made between those two parts of the country ?-I
think it would bepossible, but very- incon.venient, and that the country would
not be: well governed.

133. Are you aware that for seven or eight months in the year it would be
impossible to communicate from Toronto with the Red River, except through.
the United States?-I think it would be impossible, or nearly so, at present.

134. Lord Stanley.] You do not mean that mails could not be sent ?-I think
it would be almost impossible to send mails in the present: state of the commu-
nications.

135. Mr. Roebuck.] Could not the country govern itself?-i dare say it could.
î36. Do not they do it in the United States?-Not in small communities.
137. Take. a- territory; do not they immediately form a goverament?-

When a territorial government is authorised they immediately form that govern-
ment.

138. Could not-that be done in the Red River Settlement ?--l dare say it
could.

139. Chairman.] Do you ·know what the, rules are upon the subject ?-There
is a law of Congress of the United States fixing it.

140. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What effect do you suppose would be produced
upon the Iñdian' population by fornring the Red River Settlement into a
separate territory for goverument under its present circumstances?-I think
experience has shown that in the United States, wherever these governments
have been formed, they have' come into collision with the Indians on their
borders.

141. Are you aware of the war whiclh is at present going on in the Oregon
territory ?-I know from the newspapers tlat there is a war going on there, and
that it has been going on for some time.

142. Mr. Gladstone.] Will you explain yo'r answer as to the impossibility of
communication with the Red River for several months in the year except through
the United States ?-There are points of settlement along the north shore of
Lake Huron, extending up to Garden River, and so on, up^-o St. Mary. During
a great part of the year the mails are carried fron Penetanguishine across the
ice to the different points where they are desired to be left.

143. On Lake Huron ?--On Lake Huron; that is the only way in which the
mails are carried during winter ; very often the ice is in suc-h a dangerous state
that the crossing may not be made for a month; the Bruce mine is another
point, and the Island of St. Joseph's another, and there are other large islands
lying adjacent to the north coast of Lake Huron and so up to St. Mary's Falls
at the foot of Lake Superior. When you take into consideration the great
depth of the snow, the thinness of the settlements, and the fact that you have
to carry the mails on foot across the ,ice, I think till you really carry the
settlement into the valley to the north of Lake Superior, you are completely cut
off from.communication through Canada with the Red River during the winter
months.

144. What was the route through the United States which you indicated as
possible i-Round by St. Paul's, and from St. Paul's to the Red River. •

145. Mr. Roebuck.] There is no difficulty, then, in your view in settlng the
north shore of Lake Iuron or the north shore of Lake Superior? -Judging from
the reports which "'e ha% e had during the last 18 months from our surveyors,
there is no.difficultv.

146. So that if settlemeit went on there would be no dilllculty in opening the
Red-River:?--f settlement went on there would be no difficulty, as far as I amti
infornied, in settling the Red River.

147. Then the idea which sonie people have got into their heads of an impass-
able morass-between Lake Superior and the Red River is in your opinion incor-
rect ?-That it is inpassable is, I think, incorrect. I have been told by those
who have travelled across the country that there is a great deal of swamp there.;
I believe tliere is more broken and bad land than good lying in that country
between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlement.

148. But you think it possible to run a railway there ?-Quite.
149. Mr., Edward Ellice.] What is the distance, do you think, in miles, from

0.25. B 2 the
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the western portion of the Ottawa to the head of Lake Superior, near the country
that you have been talking of, where a railway may be run; is it 1,000 miles ?-
It is about 800 I should think.

15ýe. IvIr. BelI.] What is the distance from the most distant point of Lake
Superior to the Red River Settlement?-In round numbers, 1,000 miles from the
Sault bt. Mary.

.51. Mr. Roebuck.] What is the extent of your contemplated railway, from
the point to which you have now obtained an Act of Parliament, to the point
which you contemplate eventually ?--We dcsire to have it carried across the
continent, believing that it 'will be for the interests both of the Imperial and of
the Canadian Government; and we think that the trade with China and India
might be drawaî over that line of communication. Perhaps it is taking rather a
long flight.

52. fYou contemplate, then, going across the Rocky Mountains to Van-
couver's Island ?-Yes, we hope to see it extended there in time.

1.53. How far is it from the head of your present railway concession, if I
may use that term, to the Red River ?-It is upttards of 1,200 miles, I should
think.

154. Then the railway to get to the Red River would pass to the north of
Lake Hurbn and the north of Lake Superior ?-Yes.

155. And you think it perfectly feabible ?-As at present informed, I do.
156. Mr. Gordon.] Is -it not the fact that the banks of the Saguenay are

extremely precipitous and inaccessible, and that that is one of the difficulties in
the way of having a prosperous settlement there ?-The banks are very pre-
cipitous; but I was speaking of those parts which are cultivated.

1y;. The valle% s ?-The valleys.

Lune, 230 die Februarii, 1857.
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THE RIGHT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE, IN THE CHiAIR.

Lieutenant-Colonel John Henny Lefroy, Royal Artillery, called in;
and Examined.

158. Chairnan.] I BELIEvE you are connected with the War Department ?-

I am; I arn Inspector-general of Army Schools.
159. Have you had occasion to become acquainted with British North

Anerica r--I resided 11 years in North America, and passed nearly two years
in the territories of the Hudson's Bay Company.

6o. In uhat eapacity did you visit the territories of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany ?-I was employed under the general direction of the Royal Society to
make magnetical observations over the whole of the accessible portion of their
territory.

16 1. In the performance of that task did you travel very much over the ter-
ritories of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I visited almost the entire region;
every place of any consequence on the east side of the Rocky Mountains.

16 2. Did

Iieut.-Colonel
J. H. Lefroy, in.À.

23 1 ebrur ry 1857
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762. Did you go at ail to the west side of the Rocky Mountains ?-Not Lieut.-Colonel
at all. J. B.Lefoy, B.A.

163. The Committee will be glad to hear your opinion of the physical state
of that country with reference to the capacity for cultivation and settlement ?- 23 February 1857.
The general opinion which I vas led to form was, that agricultural settlement
can make but very slender progress in any portion of that region.

164. Did you visit the Red River Settlement ?--I did.
165. Is not that a part of the country very well adapted for agricultural pur-

poses?-The Red River Seulement is pretty weli adapted for them, although it
does not bear comparison with the best parts of the British American colonies;
but it forms but a small proportion of the whole region.

166. Do you mean to apply. the observation which you have made to the
country generally that borders upon the limits of Canada at present ?-I should
apply it particularly to that country, so far as my observation goes. As we pro-
ceed to the interior, we do come to a region in the neighbourhood of the Rainy
Lake, and between the Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods, which seems to
me to possess agriculural facilities. It seems to have the conditions of soil and
climate not much more unfavourable, perhaps not. more unfavourable, than in
many paris ot Lower Canada.

167. When you say that you think that, generally speaking, there is not much
land contaiied in the territories to the east of the Rocky Mountains beyond the
borders ol Canada, which is calculaied for settlement and cultivation, do you say
that chiefly on account of the nature of the soi], or on account of the nature of
the climate ?- On account of both causes. With regard to the nature of the
soil, a very large portion of the region is primitive in geological formation,
almost entirelv denuded of soil. The frosts are so intense, that over a very
large portion the soil is permanently frozen. The seasons are so short and so
uncertain, that crops are liable to be cut off by unseasonable frosts at periods
that make it almost impossible for the husbandman to reckon with any certainty
on a return.

168. Do you know the Saskatchewan district ?-I have been once up and once
down the River of Saskatchewan.

169. Is there no land in that district which you thirk would be susceptible
of cuhivation and fit for settlement ?-Undoibtedlv there is such land in that
district, and it is along that district, and a little to the north and south of it, that
the agricultural land is to be found. Cultivation lias actually been tried with
some success at Fort Cumberland, on the Saskatchewan ; wheat bas grownî there,
with uncertainty, however, from the cause I alluded to just now, but still suffi-
ciently to add greatly to the comforts of the residents of the district.

170. Are you acquainted with the country vhich belongs to the United States
to the south of the border between the two countries ?-I am not.

171. Lord Stanley.] You spoke of an attempt at cultivation in the neighbour-
hood of Fort Cunberland. 'lhe settlement at Fort Cumberland, i believe, was
not made lor any purpose of colonisation, but simply as a trading post?-
Entirely so; but there was a small attempt at settlement on a spot immediately
adjoining, called on the maps the Basquiau River, but commonly called in the
country the Pas; a settlement of civilised or christianised Indians bas been
forned there for the last 10 or 12 years, and they have succeeded, in some degree,
in cultivating the ground.

172. Do you know what crops arise there?-They grow wheat, barley,
potatoes, and varions vegetables.

173. Mr. Roebuck.] Do they grow any Indian corn?-No. I believe that
Indian corn will not ripen except by matter of accident in that region.

174. Mr. Grogan.] With regard to the wheat, was it a crop that could be
dependel upon at ail ?-I am inclined to think not, but I do not speak with
much confideice.

175. Or the potatoes ?-The potatoes could be depended upon, I believe.
I never ieard that they had had any disease. In all instances in which these
crops grow the returns are exceedingly small.

176. Will tihy ripen?-Yes, but you do not get the sanie crop in proportion
as you do in more genial countries.

177. Do oatve grow there ?-I never heard of their beinig tried, but they would,
no doubt.

178. Mr. Ro.buck.] Do not oats grow more northerly than wheat ?- Certainly.
0.25. B 3 179. If
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Lieut.-Colonel
J. H. Lefroy, a -A.

23 February 1857.

179. If wheat would grow there oats would grow there ?-According to the
best data we bave, which are very imperfect, wlheat will grow where the mean
summer temperature gets up to 59°, and Fort Cumberland is pretty near the limit
of that.

i 8o. Mr. Grogan.] Do you mean that it will ripen ?-Yes.
181. Mr. Bell.] Are you acquainted with the statement of Sir Alexander

Mackenzie, that lie saw on the Elk River a kitchen garden as fine as any in
the world ? -I do not remember that particular statement, but I dare say it is
true.

182. Have you reason to believe it is correct ?--Yes; most vegetables, or any-
thing requiring a short surmmer, will grow there very well. The summer, while
it la-ts, is a very genial one, although there happen in it frosts; but if a little
care is taken in covering the things over they grow very well. I have seen near
Norway House, at the top of Lake Winnipeg, rhubarb, peas, cabbages, and many
other vegetables growing with success.

183. Mr. Grogan.] But it would be impossible to cover in the crops on a
large scale ?--Qiite so.

184. Mr. Roebuck.] When does the winter begin upon the Saskatchewan River?
-The Committee could get very accurate data upon that subject by calling for
a return of the dates at which the traders at each post leave their district with
their boats, because they invariably do that the moment the ice in the river
breaks up ; and it is hardly fair to consider that the spring begins till that time;
as to the winter, the weather gets very cold, I believe, and such as to occasion
hard frosts, early in October, but the region is very large.

185. I pointed your attention to the Saskarchewan River; when does .the
winter begin there ?-I am unable to answer that question.

186. Then you do not know when the winter ends there ?-I can only speak
from general impressions, but not with statistical accuracy; the winter, speaking
roundly, may be consirJered, upon the Saskatcheu an River, to last from october
to April, both months inclusive.

187. Then sumnme, beainning in April, begins earlier than it does in Canada?
-There is an intermediate season between winter and summer, nauely,
sprin.

188. Spring begins earlier than it does in Canada if it begins in April ?--Am
I to speak of Eastern Canada or of Western Canada? I shall have the greatest
pleasure in preparing .myself to give the most accurate information I can upon
this point on another occasion. I cannot state any precise data, but can only
speak in a general way.

i Sq. Lord Stan/eq.] From your experience of Canada, and of the Hudson's
Bay territory, have you formed any opinion respecting that which is said by
many persons to exist, namely, a gradual amelioration of the climate ?-
I have met with no facts which give me any such impression, nor should I
credit it.

.)o. In your opinion, taking the country which you refer to as the most
favourable part for cultivation of the Hudson's Bay territory, namely, that
between the lainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods, is there anything in that
country which would be likelv to attract settlers who have the unsettled lands
of Canada at present open t -There are always a class of adventurers who will
push to the most remote region wherever it is, bit if they were acquainted with
the relative advantages of the two positions I do not think they would choose the
former.

i9i. Lord John Russell.) With regard to any settlement that you are
acquainted with, who are the class of people that go and make settlements;
are thev from Canada, or are they from the United States ; take the Red River
Settlement and others ?-The Red River Settlement is, I believe, composed almost
entirely of persons sent out by Lord Selkirk about 35 years ago. The Hudson's
Bay Company did not, within my information. add to the settlement, except by
the importation of a limited number, I think about 20 families, from Lincolnshire,
perhaps 20 years ago; I think it was about the year 1838 ; the rest of the
population is ruade up of balf-breeds and French Canadians, who have straggled
there from all directions. The purely English element is not very large. The
Hudson's Bay Company make little use of English labour ; they make use of
Scotch and Orkney labour, and there are a good mnany Scotch and Orkney men
there.

192. Is

' 14
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192. Is there any part of the territory that you are acquainted with to which -Lieut-colonel
persons who go to the far West from the United States seem desirous to go? .1. H. Leftoy, k. A.
-I think not; the difficulty of access is so very great that it never has attracted -
emigration, I think, from any quarter ; it had not done so down to the time 23 February 1857.

that I speak of, from the south.
193. %'ou have not since heard that there is any great desire to settle in

those districts either from Canada.-or frorm the United States?- know that
there are iany persons in Canada who have a strong impression that it is a
productive region for settlement ; I do not think anything that can. be called a
pressure in that direction exists.

194. Mr. Roebuck.] Do you know the United States territory in Minesota at
all?-I do not.

19,3. That is just south of the line running between the two territories ?-
Yes.

196. And it is about, I think, the latitude of Quebec ; directipg your aLten-
tion to that liie, you see tiere a river.called the Red River ?-Yes.

197. Do you know that at all ?-I know the Red River running into Lake
Winni'eg, but not the Red River running into .the, Missouri.

198. i speak of the Red River running into Lake Winnipeg; looking atthat
river running out of Minesota into the territories of the liudson's Bay Com-
pany, do you know whether, on the northern parts of that river, the banks.are
habitable, or not ?-The Red River Settiement occupies, in a straggling manner,
about 50 miles of the course of the Red River itself, and a portion of that
ground is under cultivation ; not very much, because the-habits of a great pro-
portion of the population of the country are opposed to regular irdustry.

199. It being under the commanid of the fiudson's Bav Company, does not
the Company rather favour huuting than cultivation ?-At the Red River Settie-
:ment I think the Company favours cultivation, because unfortunately the buflaloes
swarm in the surrounding regions, and the great difficulty is to keep the people
to steady habits of industry, and to induce them to refrain from hunting then.

200. Buffaloes, you say, swarm ?-Yes, at certain seasons.
201. Upon what do they live ?--Upon the herbage of the plains.
202. Where that herbage is, is not the land fertile i-Undoubtedly where

that herbage is other things might be grown, as we find at the Red River Set-
tlement itself, until you get to a certain distance to the westward, where I have
reason to think but little rain falls ; that is one way in which I account for the
physical fact of ils being a prairie, and there the soil is, as far as my observa-
tion goes, not very favourable to cultivation ; it is generally along the banks of
the river limestone or gravel; there is' verv little alluvial soi] at the surface;
there is no depth of alluvial soil anywhere that I saw.

203. You say limestone is there?--Yes.
204. Is it not a remarkable fact, established by all experience, that wherever

limestone is, cultivation is possible ?- believe so ; it is a most favourable
district.

205. You say that the geological condition of the country is primitive ?-Not
there.

206. But bv the Saskatchewan River ?-To the eastward of Lake Winnipeg
and along the line of descent to Canada on the nortn side, and northwvards
again through the line that I travelled, except the Peace River, w here we come
to the secondary formation, the general character of the region, 1 should say,
without giving myself authority as a geologist, is primitive.

207. Is not that the case with Luwer Canada generally ?-On the ndrth shore
of the St. Lawrence, but not the south ; but there you have very littie culti-
vation ; the north shore of the St. Lawrence below Quebec is a primitive region.

208. Above Quebec ?-I think not; but 1 speak with deference there.
209. Are you at ail aware of a publication, by Mr. Isbester, of the geology

of that country --I have never seen it.
2 0 While you were there had you occasion to see much of the Indians ?-

I took a great interest in the Indians, and I took what opportunities were given
me of inquiring into their condition, and of seeing them, but my scientific
duties left me very little leisure for anything else.

211. What were your scientific duties directed to ?-To terrestrial magnetism;
making observations of' the magnetic dip, and the magnetic variation, and the
magnetic force of the earth in that region.

0-25. B 4 212. Then
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L.cut-Colonel 212. Then if you had not much time to consider the state of the Indians,J.H. Lefroy, it. A. haa you much tine to consider the physical condition of the country ?-The
23 February 1857. physical condition of the country meets one's eyes in all directions, whereas

the Indians are but rarely met with; and I did not speak their language, and
did not always have an interpreter with me, but I used to converse with the
residents at ttie forts.

2 1,3. How do you judge of the fertility of a soil which is not cultivated ?-
By those portions which are cultivated ; by the known facts of science affecting
cultivation, and by the proportion of alluvial soil visible at the surface.

2 14. Over that territory did you find large woods ?-I have placed before the
Chairman a nap on which the region of prairie is indicated by a green tint;
north and east of that region there are woods.

21,5. All to the north of Lake Superior is woody country ?--Until you get to
a very considerable distance north ; but I beg to say that the wood in that
country, the pine, which is the most prevalent wood, will grow in any crevice
in which there is any moisture, and I have seen pines of large size growing on
a granite rock as bard as this table, simply by the moisture which was found
in the crevices. Yoiu cannot infer that that is a soil fitted for agricultural purposes
from the fact of there being wood.

216. Not from the fact of there being pine-wood, but if other bard wood
grows you may do so ?--Yes; those woods having a tap-root, but a great num-
ber have not.

217. Is not that the mode by which people who explore a country for agri-
cultural purposes determine the capability of the country for agriculture, namely,
from the wvood upon it ; in America, I mean ?- It is one of the modes ; it is a
superficial one.

218. Where you find large quantities of trees of five feet in diameter, and
large beech trees, would you not at once sav that that is a cultivable soil?-.
Unquestionably; but there is not a tree of any description five feet in diameter
in the Hudson's Bay territory on the east side of the Rocky Mountains; the
largest pines, which are the largest trees there, seldorn exceed three feet in
diameter.

219. Supposing there were trees of three feet in diameter, would you not say
the soil was good ?-Yes. I have seen that in islands possessing a depth of
alluvial soil brougbt down by floods. The island on which Fort Sinpson, on
the Mackenzie River, is built, is of that description ; and very fine timber is to
be found there.

220. You say that you have not seen any evidence that the climate has
ameliorated?-I have seen none.

221. Are you at all aware bistorically of the state of Europe in centuries
past?-Yes; I am aware that there is reason to suppose that the climate of
Europe in former times, before cultivation was so general, was colder than it is
now ; the winters were colder. Having given considerable attention to that
subject, 1 may state generally that the resuilt of my inquiries leads me to this
conclusion, that the effect of cultivation anywvhere in America is to diminish
the extremes of temperature both in summer and in winter, but to leave the
mean annual temperature not much affected by it. Meteorological observa-
tions were commenced at Toronto, in Canada, in 1840. I was myself engaged
with them about Il years; and I of course had experience of a great variety of
hot winters and cold winters, and summers also. Since I left it, which was in
the year 1853, they have had extremes in both directions that fall far without
the limits of my observation; they have had three winters of such severity as
I never encountered in al that period, and they have had botter summers; it
therefore shows that conclusions based on data not derived from observations
over a long series of years, comparable and accurate ones, are very likely to
deceive us.

222. The sensations of a man are very misleading; but supposing, for example,
that formerly the territory bore reindeer, and that the rivers of that territory
were annually frozen, and that now reindeer will not live there and the rivers
are never annually frozen, would you not say from those data that the country
had ameliorated in climate ?-I should say so, if I was acquainted with no other
facts ; but I am acquainted with a fact with regard to the habits of the reindeer

which
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which would rende: such a conclusion insecure; until the year 1832 the reindeer Lieut.-Colonel
were in the habit of migrating in enormous numbers along the west shore of J. H- Lero, a; A.

Hudson's Bay, passing York Factory to the south; in that year their numbers
were greater than usual, and a most extraordinary and wanton slaughter of 23 February i87..

them took place by the Indians; the Company were unable to restrain them;
fron that day to this, according to the best of my information, the reindeer
have never been seen in that region, although there is no reason to suppose
that there is any change in the climate or its capacity for furnishing them with
food.

22:3. As you say you have paid attention to the state of the climate in Europe,
I suppose you are perfectly aware that reindeer used to live upon the banks of
the Danube and on the Rhine ?-I was not aware of the fact; I had forgotten
it if I had ever seen it.

224. That fact is adduced by Gibbon as a proof that the climate has very much
ameliorated by time?-Yes.

225. The freezing of rivers, for exaniple, is another evidence; I suppose there
is nothing that could contradict that ?-T should think not.

226. Taking the same circumstances, namely, that Gaul and Germany were
in timnes past, very shortly after the Christian era, in the same state that Canada
is now ; having paid attention to the climate of different countries, would you
not conclude that the sane circumstances occurring in Canada as have occurred
in Europe, namely, the clearing of woods, and the draining of morasses, would
lead to a great amelioration of the clinate ? .- There are some circunstances
which make an essential difference in the two problemas. In the first place, the
actual sol of Western Europe is deeper, and better suited to the growth of
grains of every description than the soil of the Hudson's Bay territory, from my
knowledge of it.

227. Is that the case with Prussia ?--The district of Prussia, I believe, is
generally sandy, but I have not travelled there; I speak of the country in a
general way. Then there is this cause ameliorating the climate of Western
Europe, which we feel in our own islands particularly, namelv, the influence of
the Gulf Strean. Our condition is abnormal ; but if you refer on the map to
the lines of equal temperature, passing through both continents, through America
and througli Europe, you will find that the lines descend, that is to say, you will
find the line of equal temperature, of 500 we will say, which is the linit of the
profitable cultivation of barley, in much lower latitudes in the Hudson's Bay
territory than you will in Western Europe.

2 8. I suppose the southern point of Lake Winnipeg is about the latitude of
sone of the finest countries in Europe ?-I believe it is.

229. Do you know anything of the actual physical condition of the northern
shore of Lake Superior ?--Merely from having coasted it before the explorations
which have subsequently taken place,-I mean those connected with mining
speculations; therefore 1 had only ocular inspection from passing along it.

2:30. You bave not travelled on the land there ?-No, except for a very few
miles.

231. Have you any evidence that there are large morasses there which render
it impassable ?-Immediately adjoining the shores there cannot be large
morasses, because the land rises rapidly ; there are two terraces indicating
changes of level at former periods, and the land rises rapidly, and in fact the
north-west shore is mountainous.

232. There is a lake called Lake Nipigon ? -Yes.
233. Does not that fall into Lake Superior ?-It drains, I believe, into Lake

Superior; I never was there.
234. Therefore, may we conclude that it is higher than Lake Superior and

the land through which it runs ?-Of course.
235. If on the shore of Lake Superior there are not morasses, we may con-

clude that there are not morasses between those two points ?-ardly that.
Morasses are to be met with at the highest points. In fact, it will be found,
as a general rule, I believe, that the districts which furnish the sources of
rivers are always districts of morass. I could point to three or four instances
of that on the map. Probably, Honourable Members can find on their inaps
the River Savan ; the Dog Lake will be found on the map not far above Lake
Superior. If you follow the line of boundary between Lake Superior and the
Rainy Lake, about midway between the two you come to a very elevated

0.25. C district
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district, which furnishes the source of rivers falling in both directions into
Hudson's Bay and into Lake Superior and the Atlantic. That region is one of
immense physical difficulty, in consequence of morasses, and every trader knows
the Savannah morass, the Prairie portage, and the great interruptions which he
has to pass, with extreme dificuity, in consequence of there being swamps at
what is the height of land of that region.

236. Are you aware that there is a scheme now in commencement, rather
than anything else, of carrying a railway along the northern shore of Lake
Superior, and eventually across the Rocky Mountains to the Pacifie Ocean ?-
I have seen proposals to that effect.

237. Do those plans contemplate any impassable barrier on the northern shore
of Lake Superior ?-Those plans have always seemed to me to be drawn on the
engineering pririciple of laying down an air line, and then assuming that capital
will carry you along it; but the physical difficulties of doing it would be
enormously great, and I cannot persuade myself-that such an undertaking would
be conducted with any commercial advantage.

238. Mr. Grogan.] Yon spoke of the population on the Red Rivér Settlement
not being very large, owing to the difficulty of access. If there were a railway
in that direction capable of being constructed, would not that difficulty be
obviated?--It would undcibtedly; but it always appears to me, on studying the
map. that the natural affinities of the Red River Settlement are with the valley-
of the Missouri, and that we shall be going against nature if we try to force it
into the valley of the St. Lawrence.

239. You consider that the natural direction is to go into the United States?
-- I think so; I do not think that the route by the St. Lawrence can ever compete
commerciallv with the route to the soutth.

240. You have illustrated your local experience for a period of 12 or 14 years;
you have said that your general observations in the country were insufficient to
enable vou to form correct data:- They were insufficient to obtain the fact of
the highest or the lowest temperature4 orto furnish a mean which was not liable
to be disturbed by the observations of another year.

241. Do any records exist at the different stations of the Hudson's Bay
Company whereby the increase or decrease of temperature can be ascertained ?
-I am sorry to say that the records of that region are excecdingly slender,
almost valueless in a scientific point of view. Sir John Richardson has collected
in his lst work of travels the best information he could get, but the data are
most scanty.

242. In point of fact, does the impression exist in the country that the climate
of that district is ameliorating ?-- 1 never heard of it.

243. With regard to limestone, is the district where the limestone-prevails of
any extent ?--The western shore of Lake Winnipeg is entirely limestone, but
there is no soil on it ; it has literally no soil in many places; it is as bare as your
hand.

244. The rock is on the surface ?-Yes.
245. The soil does not cover the surface completely ?-l did not explore with

sufficient accuracy to give an ciinion upon those points. I must hea that My
observations mav be considered as. relating principally to the routes thà.t I
travelled over. I did not explore the interiors; I went over the great routes, of
communication only.

246. Are you able to speak of vegetation, whether it exists in detached portions
of that district ?- I can speak more positively of that, because I made inquiries
about it, the subject having engaged my attention. The points where cultivation
was more carried on were these: there was the Red River Settlement, where there
was very considerable cultivation, and Fort Cumberland, and the Basquiau River,
in the Saskatchewan district, and Lake La Crosse; at Fort Cumberland there
were about 10 acres of ground under cultivation; at Lake La Crosse, a little to
the north of Cumberland House, there were also about 10 acres of ground under
cultivation, yielding barley ; at Lake Athabasca, where I passed a winter, which
is further north again, potatoes of a small size could be grown, but there had
been no success in growing barley or any cereal at all. At Fort Simpson, on
Mackenzie's River, where it turns to the northward, just at the angle, on a large
island of deep alluvial soil, farming was unusually successful ; there were regular
crops of barlev, regular cattle, and a very good garden. That is in about latitude
62° 1 think ; 'barley grew there very well indeed.

247. Sir
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247. Sir John Pakington.] Were you there yourself ?-I passed about four
months there; barley was even grown with success; that is to say, sufficieitly
so to be worth the labour bestowed upon it by the trader. and to furnish grain
to add greatly to the means of subsistence of the small family occupying a
trading post at that station ; they were able to pick the very best pieces of
grounid to be found. Also at Fort Nornan, in lat. 64° 31', barley was grown, and
that is the most northern spot in America where any grain has been grown.

24 8. Mr. Grogan.] Was that the only cereal crop grown in that locality ?-
Yes; wheat would not grow in either place; but I was told, I am not sure
with what authority, that wheat had been grown about every third year, it
being, in the intermediate vears, cut off, at Fort Liard, not far to the south of
Fort Simpson.

249. Was there any peculiar geological formation in that locality which
conduced to the growth of the barley there, so much more northward than at
Fort Curberland ?-At Fort Liard it is the tail of the prairies ; there is a long
high belt of prairie land which runs as far as the immediate neighbourhood
of that spot; it is immediately under the shelter of the Rocky Mountains, and
the climate is undoubtedly, as you approach the Pacifie, much milder than it is
to the eastward.

25o. What distance would you say that Fort Simpson is from the Pacific
or froi the sea coast ?-I think it is about 500 miles; I arn not quite sure.

:251. Mr. Chwrles Fitzwilliam.] Do you mean in a direct line, or to somne
particular point ?-In a direct line. I think I made out tlat it was 500 miles
from Sitka, which is the point where observations were made at the time that I
was there; and therefore I had occasion to ascertain the distance from one
point to another ; but I speak from memory, and may not be accurate.

252, Mr. Grogan.] Do you consider that the difference of distance from the
sea coast of Fori Simpson and Fort Cumberland was sufficient to account for
that change ?-It is one of the facts which go a long way towards accounting
for it.

253. You mentioned that at Fort Simpson they were able to grow cereal
crops, which at Fort Cumberland and the Red River Settlement were of so
uncertain a nature that they could hardly be relied upon ?- did not intend to
sav so much as that. At Fort Cumberland and the Red River Setlement thev
grow vheat, which they do not at Fort Simpson ; and with regard to the con-
parative uncertainty of the crops in the two places, I do not think 1 said any-
thing. I suppose the crops are much less uncertain at the Red River than
they are at Fort Simpson ; but the cultivable portion of the soil at the latter place
was confined to the island of which I have spoken; on the mainland, on either
side, yon get into a morass, which could certainly not have been cultivated.

254. Then you imagine that the island is the peculiarity ?-Yes ; it is due to
the depth of alluvial soil upon an island, and to its being pretty well sheltered
by large woods, which that soil enables to grow.

255. Mr. Gordon.] In traversing the course of the Saskatchewan had you
an opportunity of naking any observations upon its mineral resources ?-Very
slight. I ascertained that in the neighbourhood of Edmonton, one of the forts
most to the eastward, coal is to be found, and workable coal, because it was
used by the blacksmith for his forge; but I do not think in any great
quantity.

256. Did you observe over what length of tract of country that coal
extended ?-It probably extends to a considerable region, because it is found
again in one of the feeders of the Peace River, near Dunvegan.

25-.. You believe those to be portions of the same tract -~There is no doubt
of it, 1 think.

258. Are you acquainted with both branches of the Saskatchewan ?-Not
the south.

259. Mr Boebzch.] Are you acquainted with the length of the winter at St.
Petersburgh ?- No; I cannot speak with any assurance upon that subject.

260. In the Baltic generally?-No; I cannot speak with any confidence
Upon those subjects.

26 1. Then you are not able to say whether the winter of that territory is
shorter or longer than the winter in the Baltie ?- I should be glad if you would
be kind enough to define what you mean by " the winter ;" meteorologists con-
fine the term " winter" to the months of December, January and February.

o.2-5. c 2 262. I am

Lieut..Colonel
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Lieut.-Colonel 262. I am talking cf a matter of fact, not of the number of months; I mean
J. H. Lefrny, a. A. when the earth is so fro zen the.t you cannot plough it ; can ) ou say that the

winter on the Saskatchewan is shorter thai the winter at St. Petersburgh, or
23 February 1857. longer, giving you that as a datutm?-I cannot answer that question.

263. If it is not longer, and St. Petersburgh is habitable, and covered with a
vast population, this territory might be covered also 1-St. Petersburgh bas a
seaport to supply it, and it lias productions of various kinds which have a com-
mercial value; this region not only has no seaport, but it is about 700 or 800
miles from one, to be reached by a very difficult navigation, leading not into
the Baltic, which lias its outlet to the south, but into Hudson's Bay, which has
its outlet to the north, and which is only navigable for about three months in
the vear; those are essential differences in both the physical and commercial
conditions of the two regions.

264. Is the Baltic at St. Petersburgh navigable for more than three months
in the year ?-[ apprehend that it is navigable for seven or eight months; I
speak under correction.

265. Sir John Pakingion.] You mentioned the difference in climate on the
western side of this great district as it approaches the Pacific ; can you give the
Committee anv idlea of the extent of that difference, either the extent geogra-
phically to which it prevails, or the degree to which it prevails ?-1 should be
unwilling to speak fron niemory upon such a subject, because it is one which
must be brought to figures; I could easily ascertain the facts as far as data
exist for doing so, but I would not venture to speak frora memory.

266. Is the difference a marked and decided one ?-Unquestionably so ; it
meets you everywhere in America, that the further you go to the westward along
the same parallel of latitude, you come to a imilder climate.

267. Mr. Roebuck.] Is that the case on the east of the Rocky Mountains ?-
It is so in the southern latitudes.

268. Sir John Pa/iàngton.] Tro what cause do you attribute the difference in
elimate -- It is difficult to give an answer to that question directly. The pre-
valent winds in the region beyond the tropics have a great influence upon the
climate of the countries which they pass over. You find that the prevalent
winds in the extra tropical region being from the westward, those winds bring
from the Pacifie Ocean a large quantity of moisture, which moisture has a
tendency to ameliorate the climate of the regions which receive its first
benefit. As they proceed further to the eastward they lose a portion of that
moisture, and pass over regions, frozen or covered with snow through a large
part of the year; they come down to Canada more severe, of course, and
charged with les3 moisture, and actually colder by having given up latent heat
to the regions they have passed over, than nearer to the west.

269. What are the prevailing winds on the eastern side of this part of
America ?-l should be glad to reserve my answer to that question because I
should wish to speak with accuracy. The prevailing winds, on the whole, are
westerly ; they are rather from the western semicircle than from the eastern.
I believe thev are north-westerly.

270. How far to the westward have you penetrated? - Nearly as far as the
Rocky Mountains, but not over thern. My limits westward were Dunvegan, on
the Peace River, and Edmonton on the Saskatchewan.

27 1. Do you attribute the power of producing barley so far north as Fort
Simpson to that comparative neighbourhood to the Pacific to which you have
referred ?-In a very great degree I do.

272. Can you state what is the general difference in climate between Fort
Simpson and these other settlements in the neighbourhood of Lake Winnipeg?
-The difference of mean summer temperature between those two regions I
believe to be but little; but I an reluctant to speak with precision upon
these points, because if they have value at all, it is as scientific facts, and
I confess that I am not sufficiently armed with them at this moment to be able
to be positive.

273. Fort Simpson bas, of course, a much severer climate, I presune ?-
Very much severer, taking the year round.

274. You spoke in the early part of your examination of the district which
you were then speaking as being permanently frozen, so that the crops could
not be grown ; to what part of this district did you apply that expression, of

" permanently
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" permianently frozen " ?-I am unable to state very extensive facts upon tiat Lieut.-Colllci
subject; the soil at York Factory, on Hudson's Bay, is permanently frozen. J11. Lefru, .

275. Mr. Roebuck.] How far north is that?-It is about 57 degrees, I think, not 23 February 1857.
so far north as Fort Simpson; the soil there does not thav in the summer more
than about three feet deep, and it is frozen to about 20 feet permanently.

276. Sir John Pakington.] I apprehend that you did not mean to apply that
expression, " permanently frozen " in the sense in which I think you used it,
namely, as applying generally to this district, but only to particular parts ?-
Of course; it is a very large region ; the district is as large as Europe, and has
great differences of climate.

277. You applied the term generally. I presume there is nothing to which
you could apply the term "permanently frozen " in the nature of the climate
about the led River Settlement, or even at Fort Cumberland Station ?-Fort
Cumberland, I believe, is near the limit of the region where the ground is per-
manently frozen; more accurately speaking, I think Lake La Crosse is about
that limuit.

278. There is cultivation at Fort Cumberland, is there not ?--I do not mean
to say there is not cultivation where the ground is permanently frozen ; at the
most northerly point I have spoken to, namely, Fort Norman, on Mackenzie's
River, the ground is permanently frozen to the :epth of 45 feet, yet there is
cultivationi.

279. What do you mean by " permanently frozen " ?-I mean that it never
thaws except at the surface. I had a remarkable opportunity of ascertaining
that fact by a great landslip on the banks of the Mackenzie River, exposing
a completely permanent frozen soil to the depth of 45 feet. The surface thaws
to ihe extent of a foot or two. In the more open situations, it thaws of course
to a greater depth.

280. Under those circumstances, with a depth of permanently frozen ground
of nany feet, and only thawed very superficially, does the ground admit of
cultivation ?-Not, I think, with any profit; indeed, a white population accus-
tomed to civilised life cannot find subsistence.

281. The ripening cf the crops under those circumstances must be preca-
rious ?-Yes. There is a difference between absolute cultivation yielding small
returns for the support, or the assistance of other means of support, of a very
small community, such as is to be found at al these forts, and one on which
a large community can permanently depend. Al over that country, although
they have a crop in many places, they depend principally upon fish, and the
dried meat of the buffalo.

282. What is the population of the Red River Settlement?--In 1843 or 1844
it was about 5,000, according to the information given me.

283. What population is there at the northern settlement of Fort Cumber-
land, or Norway House ?-It does not in any one instance, I imagine, amount
to 20 persons permanently resident. At some seasons of the year there are
others coming and going, and the Indians occasionally frequent them. Not, of
course, including the Indians inhabiting the districts supplying those stations
with their furs; but taking the residents, you will find 10, 20, or 30, according
to the means of subsistence.

284. Are there any European inhabitants in the district between the Red
River and Cumberland Fort and Norway House ?-.N one but the traders in the
Hudson's Bay Company's employment.

285. Is Lake Winnipeg open for navigation for any length of time in the
summer?-Not for long; I should suppose that Lake Winnipeg is open for
nýavigation from May till about the and of October.

286. The whole lake would then be open ?-Yes.
287. Mr. Roebuck.] Do you know how long the St. Lawrence is open -at

Quebec ?-It varies extremely in different seasons; but the St. Lawrence at
Quebec is generally open early in A pril.

288. I beg your pardon ?-ln April.
289. Not till May. Do you not know that after the month of November -

begins, the insurance upon ships doubles ?- I ain quite aware of that ; but
1 am equally aware that the last vessels leave Quebec very late in November,
and I have known them leave in December.

290. You say that you attribute the possibility of growing barley at Fort
025. c 3 Simpson
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ieut.-Colonel Simpson to its proximity to the Pacific ?-I attribute it in a great degree to
J. H. Lejrc4/, R.A. that fact.

291. Does not Fort Simpson lie very near the Rocky Mountains, to the east
23 February 1857. of the Rocky Mountains ?-Yes.

292. Do not the Rocky Mountains continue frozen throughout the year upon
their summits?-The Rocky Mountains there are very much lower than they
are in lower latitudes. I have seen snow over the whole region of the Rocky
Mountains within view in June; therefore, I presume that they are covered

. with snow almost all the year round.
29*3. The proximity of Fort Simpson to the Rocky Mountains would lead to

the chilling of the atmosphere, would it not ?-t depends a little upon the
distance; the actual distance is rather considerable. The Rocky Mountains
approach the Mackenzie's River at a much lower latitude; at the limit of the
Arctic region the chain comes nearest, but at Fort Simpson it recedes to some
distance. I have in many instances observed that a sudden change of the wird
from the eastward to the westward would almcst immediately raise the tem-
perature of the air ten degrees at Fort Simpson.

294. South-west ?-Yes, south-west.
29,. Sir John Pakington.] Has the altitude of the Rocky Mountains in

the British dominions ever been ascertained?-No; the altitude of the great
passes between the Saskatchewan and t!ie Columbia has been ascertained with
tolerable precision, but not further to the north.

296. What is it there ?-l do not like to speak from mernory.

297. Mr. Eidward Ellice.] On ordinary maps the highest range is marked
at about 15,000 or 16,000 feet, is it not?-But the pass is nuch lower than
that.

298. Mr. Grogan.] You spoke of the barley, for instance, having been
ripened at Fort Simpson ; do you attribute that to any greater quantity of rain
that nay fall there than down at Fort Cumberland ?-No.

299. Mr. Lnwe.] Have you had occasion to observe the effect of summer
frosts in these territories upon crops ?-No, not personally; but I have made
inquiries concerning them.

3oo. Will you state what is the fact in that respect?-Summer frosts come
at night in all months of the year, frequently with very great severity, and the
ground will be frozen in June; of course that cuts off all delicate cultivation.

30i. Does that interfere with the certainty of crops at the Red River?-
I believe very much.

302. And of course further north ?-Further north still more so.
303. Have you observed the Indians on the Saskatchewan River ?-Yes.
304. What is the nature of the Indians there ; are they very fierce ?-Some

of the tribes on the Upper Saskatchewan are very warlike and untameable.
305. What are they principally; the Blackfeet?- Ihe Blackfeet; there are

five or six tribes which go under the general name of Blackfeet; the Crees, who
inhabit the lower portion of the region, seem to have less savage tendencies.

306. Is it safé to travel there, one or two people together ?-Under the pro-
tection of the Hudson's Bay Company it could be done with perfect safety.

307. Do you think that a railway could be made with facility from any point
in Minesota to the Red River ?-Yes.

308. From what place?-I think almost anywhere.
3<i9. From St. Paul's ?-Yes, I should think it might.

i o. Mr. Percy Herbert.] You spoke of the district between the Rainy Lake
and the Lake of the Woods as being not much inferior to Lower Canada; is
that district of which you spoke of considerable extent ?-I do not think it is of
great extent, but it must be to the extent of several townships, as they are laid
out in Canada.

311. Would the district between that and Lake Superior admit of a commu-
nication with Lake Superior ?-It would admit of a communication by going
to a very great expense; the distance is not very great, but you have to pass
over a region of swamp and morass, and a river which is not navigable; there
i; a line of detached lakes, communicating by streams and rivers, which are not
navigable.

31 2. Mr. Gregson.] Upon the whole, what inducements are there to attract
emigration to these regions ?-I do not myself think that emigration can be

judiciously
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judiciously directed to those regions. . Undoubtedly there are the attractions Lieut.-Colonel
of a wild, romantic mode of life. There is an abuudance of the necessaries of J. H. Lefro.y, f.

life at the Red River Settlement, but there is no trade, or nii.xt to none, because
its interior position and its want of communication with the ocean add so much 23 Februay 1857.

to the freight upon all articles that they cannot be exported at a profit. But
persons who will be content with sufficient for the passing hour, and who have
a turn for wild semi-civilised life, will enjoy themselves there very much.

313. Chairman.] It is a pretty bealthy country, is it not ?-Very healthy.
314. During your residence in ·that country had you any opportunities of

forming an opinion of the general character of the government of the Hudson's
Bay Company, so far as relates to their conduct towards the Indians and their
mode of preserving the peace of the country ?-The best preservative for the
peace of the country was taken by the iludson's Bay Company about the year
1832, when they entirely discontinued sending spirits into it, or, I believe, not
entirely, but almost entirely. Since that time blood feuds and quarrels among
the Indians have diminished very much indeed. The white population is so
very small that there is very little crime necessarily. What crime does occur
there, is, I believe, treated at the Red River Settlement by a recorder, the law
officer there, and he told me that the gaul was generally empty. I believe there
is very little crime there.

315. Is there security of travelling there ?-Perfect security, except at the
head of the Saskatchewan, and among the warlike tribes, who are sometimes no
respecters of persons, and who will pillage their best friends.

316. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] What do you call the warlike tribes ?-The
Blackfeet, mostly.

317. Mr. Edu;ard Ellice.] Those which are nearest the frontiers ?--Yes.
:18. Chairman.] Do you apprehend that there bas been a very effectual

check to the use of ardent spirits among the Indians, by the measures taken by
the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I an confident that there has, over the whole
region except the Saskatchewan, where the necessity of meeting the Americans
in some degrèe with their own weapons had obliged a very limited use of spirits;
but the rule, if I am not misinformed, was. that for one gallon of rum they put
seven gallons of water; the spirit issued was so much diluted that it had not
much effect.

319. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Is it not true that Americans trading in liquor
are subject to a very severe fine ? -- I believe there is that law in the United
States, but it is evaded constantly.

320. Have you not heard of a trader being sent down in chains from the
post to the United States ?-No; I know that Americans do trade largely in
liquor on the Missouri.

321. lr. Roebuck.] You know nothing, you say, of Minesota?-- Not per-
sonally.

322. I suppose you know, fron its position on the map, that there are no
further means for going to Minesota than to Lake Winnipeg? - Minesota has a
dense, industrious, enterprising population to the south and east of it, con-
stantly pressing in that direction, but the Hudson's Bay territory is not quite
in that condition; you come down to the lower parts of the Missouri, where
you get into a comparatively dense population.

323. Iowa comnes between ?--I include all that. There is no physical reason
why the people there should not press onwards ; and they are perpetually
pressing onwards into Minesota.

324. Is there any physical reason why they should not press across the
border, and corne from Minesota to Lake Winnipeg ?-None at all. They do
not do so from the United States, which fact I think shows that the inducéments
are not very great.

325. Would not the fact of its being British territory be a reason' why they
should not come across the border ?-I do not think that that would have any
influence; if they found it advantageous I think they would do it.

326. Sir John Pakngton.] Is the Indian population supposed to be decreasing
in those regions ?-I fear there is no doubt that it is decreasing very rapidly.

327. From natural causes, not from the effect of European encroachment ?-
I apprehend that European encroachment has had a great deal to do with it,
but it has been rather more from moral influences than from any direct physical

0.25. c 4 influences.
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Lieut..Colonel influences. I do not think, for example, that the traffic in liquor has been
J. H. LefroyI, .A. chargeable with it, which undoubtedly has been chargeable with it in other

-23 February 1357. countries, or more to the south.
328. Chairman.] When you say that the Indians have diminished, are you

speaking of the Hudson's Bay territory, as a whole, or are you referring to par-
ticular districts only ; are you prepared to say that you believe that the number
of Indians within the limits of the Iudson's Bay territory, taken as a whole, has
diminished ? -When I was able to compare the estimate of the number, which I
procured in 1844, with Sir John Franklin's of about 20 years previously, I
found a diminution of number; and the aggregate number which I was able to
establish by the best statistics that I could get was so very small that I cannot
but believe they must have been more numerous, from the accounts which we
read of a century ago.

329. Did their physical condition appear to you to be bad ?-Miserable in
many cases.

330. Mr. Roebuck.] Is it not a known fact that the brown race disappears in
proportion to the coming on of the white race ?--I think it is.

331. And the mere fact of a settlement, even at the Red River, would of
itself tend to diminish the red population?-- It would undoubtedly lead in that
direction; but the Red River Settlement is peculiarly situated; the Indians in
that part of the country are not dimiinishing so fast, because the buffalo is not
decreasing, which is their great means of subsistence. As I mentioned before,
the buffalo swarms to the south of the Saskatchewan, and even to the north of
it; the Indians there are the finest, and I do not think they are diminishing
so much as elsewhere.

332. Chairman.] Did you think that the physical condition of the Indian was
worse as you got to the north ?-Unquestionably, and also worse to the south;
the physical condition of the Indians about the Lake of the Woods and the
Rainy Lake is very much worse, and all round Lake Superior, within our own
region, than it is on the Saskatchewan, because the resources of subsistence are
so much less; the Indians there are again and again in the most abject misery
by the failure of the precarious means of subsistence which they have.

333. Had you any opportunity of seeing the condition of the Indians within
the Canadian territory ?-I have seen a good many of thein froin time to tiine.

334. What is their condition ?-They are comparatively confortable; if not,
it is their own fault.

335. They have property ?-Yes.
336. Even money in the funds ?-Some of theni have.

337. Sir John Pakington.] Looking to this vast district between Canada and
the Pacific, there is a great portion of it, I apprehend, in which the white race
can hardly be said to be advancing as yet ?-Yes.

338. And over a great portion of that tract I presume there is no reason to
suppose that the Indian population is deteriorating or diminishing ?-It is so,
I think, from causes which may appear rather remote. I believe there is a con-
stant depressing moral influence, which is caused by association with classes in
a superior condition of comfort to themselves ; then they become reckless'and
improvident; they barter what is necessary to their own subsistence, or to that
of their wives and children, which is equally important, for finerv, things which
are of no real good to them ; their good furs, which they had better wear them-
selves, they trade away for beads, and they go half clothed, and they contract
pulmonary complaints, and their children are born with weakened constitutions,
and their families are diminished in number; the result is, that it is hard to
find an Indian family of more than three or four children. I remeniber an
instance of one man who, I think, had nine children, who was quite a pheno-
menon of paternity.

339. But surely your last answer applies to those cases in which the Indian
has been brought into contact with the European ?-They are all brought into
contact with the Europeans by constantly trading with thein and depending
upon the European trade for their means of subsistence.

340. Is that answer correct as affects the whole of the great district to which
I have referred ?-With the exception of a very small district to the north, on
what are called the barren grounds, where there are bands of Chipewyan Indians
subsisting on the flesh of the reindeer, and where the skin of the reindeer is

their
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their clothing, who rarely come to any forts for trade, because their country has
nothing valuable.

341. Do all the tribes between Canada and the Pacifie occasionally visit the
forts for trade and communication -- I can only speak of the west side from.
hearsay; the Indians there have a great resource in the salmon, which abounds,
and, 1 believe, do not all come to the forts ; on the east they all come to the
forts.

342. Mr. Gurney.] With reference to the river between the Lake of the
Woods and the Rainy Lake, does the river at that part form the boundary
between the United States territory and the British territory ?-I think it does ;
the boundary starts at the parallel of forty-nine degrees, I think, to the north-
ward of that river.

343. Then one bank of the river is American and the other bank British?
-Yes.

344. Is there any marked difference as to the degree of settlement on the
two banks ?-There is none on either.

345. Although both are suffliciently fertile to allow of some setlement there?
-1 think there might be sone settlement there.

346. Mr. Bell.] Are you aware of aby settlement in the Hudson's Bay terri-
tory besides the lied River where any attempt has been made to civilize the
Indians ?-Such an attempt was made near Norway House, at the head of Lake
Winnipeg, where there was a village of Cree Indians in a tolerable state of
civilization when I visited it.

347. Do you think they were diminishing or increasing -The experiment
had been so recently tried that I think it was impossible to say.

348. That is the only case you know of ?--That is the only case I know, of
an attempt to collect the Indians and to settle them in à village. Since that
time a small settlement bas been formed at the Pas, at the Basquiau River. It
was occasioned by the bequest of a private benevolent person, who left a sum
of money to be laid out for that purpose, and it has been so done.

349. You have visited most of the establishments of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-Yes.

350. And that is the only instance ?-That is the only one that I can think
of at this moment.

351. Mr. Roebuck.] Speaking generally, have not all attempts to civilize the
Indians in North America failed ?-They die out in the process; some progress
has been made.

352. They disappear?-Yes.
353. Mr. Adderley.] You stated the population of the Red River Settlement

at 5,000 ?-Yes.
354. What time were you speaking of ?-Of 1843 and 1844.
355. Do you know at all what the population now is ?-I do not.
356. In your opinion, how have the Company generally treated the Indians r

-It is necessary, in answering that question, to draw a distinction between the
Company in its corporate capacity as a body of non-resident shareholders, and
the Company as a body of resident traders, its servants. The traders, almost
without exception, as far as my observation went, treated the Indians with
signal kindness and humanity. Many instances of their relieving them in their
distress, and taking great pains to do so, came to my knowledge. But then
their means of doing so are in some degree contingent upon the financial
arrangements of the Company at large, over which they have no control, or
but little.

357. Drawing that distinction, what do you think is the effect upon the
Indians of such arrangements made by the absentee proprietors?-I think the
Indians sometimes suffer, because I think that the supplies of goods sent by
the Company are sometimes inadequate. The traders can only do the best
with the goods which they have; they have nothing to do with what are
sent in.

358. Is the want of supplies the only arrangement which you think defective?
-The principal one.

359. Chairman.] What is the general character of the agents of the Hudson's
Bay Company; as far as you could observe, were they respectable men-
Very generally so; I never mingled with a body of men whose general qualities
seemed to me more entitled to respect. They are men of simple primitive

0.25. D habits,
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habits, leading the most hardy lives; generally speaking, contented, doing
their duty faithfully to their employers, and in many instances taking sincere
interest in the welfare of the Indians around them, and doing all they can
to benefit them, but the Indian is a, very difficult subject.

360. You think, upon the whole, that their conduet was that of men who
were doing their duty, and acting in a considerate manner towards the Indians?
- I think so, most eminently.

361. Mr. Charles Fitarilliam.] You say that the buffalo exists over this territory
on the bank; can domestic cattle live there also ?-The buffalo exists over it;
there are domestic cattle at most of the forts now ; a cow or two; even low
down on the Maekenzie's River they have domestic cattle. I was a fellow-
passenger with a bull in a small boat on that river.

36:2. They can exist in the winter ?-They have to be housed; but horses
exhibit extraordinary hardihood there; the horses I have known to pass the
winter in the open air at Edmonton, subsisting themselves by what herbage
they could find under the snow.

363. The buffaloes are generally fatter in winter than in summer, are they
not ?-I believe sQ.

364. As spring comes, the cows, which are the fattest, I believe, immediately
waste almost to skeletons ?-I cannot speak with much authority upon that
point, but the annoyance of flies in summer is so great, that I know it frets the
animals almost to death, and they lose flesh very much.

John Rae, Esq., M.D., called in; and Examined.

365. Chairman.] I BELIEVE you are very conversant with the territory now
in the occupation and management of the Hudson's Bay Company ?--With the
large portion east of the Rocky Mountains. I have never been across to the,
west.

366. Will you have the goodness to state under what circomstances you have
become acquainted with that country ?- I entered the service of the Compzy
in 1833, and was stationed at Moose Factory, in latitude 51°, on Hudson's Bay,
as medical man, 10 ycars ; during that time I saw a good deal of the natives of
that part of the country. After that, for the last eight or 10 years, I was
employed in arctic service, and spent some short time in Mackenzie's River.
I then, in a winter journey, passed from Mackenzie's River by the usual route
to the Red River, and down to St. Paul's across the frontier through the States.
Those are the only two districts in the country that I have been engaged in;
at Moose Factory ten years, in the Mackenzie River one year, and at York
Factory for one season ; ail the rest of the time I have been employed in. aretie
service.

367. How long have you been employed in arctic service ?-Eight years
altogether; eight summers and four winters.

368. Speaking generally, what is your opinion of the capacity of this ter-
ritory for the purposes of settlement and cultivation ?-1 have never been in
Saskatchewan, but I know the character of the country from others; it is all
capable of cultivation, I believe. The difficulty is the same as Colonel Lefroy
mentioned, the difficulty of carrying out the produce by Hudson's Bay, or by
communication by the States, because in the States of course there is the same.
sort of produce nearer at hand, and of course the expense of carrying this
produce froni the Saskatchewan to market would do away with any profits that
could be derived from it.

369. But vou believe that, as far as soil and climate are concerned, there is
in that partof the Hudson's Bay territory a considerable district of country
suitable for cultivation and for settlement ?-Quite so ; it will be capable of
production as soon as the country grows up to it; 'the country must grow up
to it, the same as it does in the States. I passed through the States from
the Red River, and the country has gradually been settled up ; there was still
about 400 miles of quite uncultivated country lying between Pembina and the
farthest part settled by the Americans, when I passed down in 1852.

370. As far as you can form a conjecture, supposing that country was entirely
open for purposes of settlement; do yeu, think that there would be a disposition
on the part of emigrants to go there ?-Never, until the country is settled up
near to-it fron the States, because as soon as settlers attempted to settle there

the
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the Indians would attack themr: it is a buffalo-hunting country. The greater
portion of the Indians are warlike in that part?-I should believe that that
would be the consequence; I only speak from supposition, because I have
never been in the Saskatchewan; buti know that the habits of the Indians are
rather warlike.

371. Your opinion seems to be, that if there was nothing to prevent it,
settlement in that district of the country would not be immediate, but would
be gradual, and would be certain ?-Quite so; when the country gradually
settles up to it; the produce cannot be carried out to Hudson's Bay, the
ditficulty of road is so great; that is my impression.

372. You have stated that you were in the service of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-For 23 years.

373. Are you still in their service ?-No; I left their service last year.
374. You are now quite independent of them ?--Yes.
S75. What is your opinion of the system pursued by that Company, so far

as relates to the Indian population - -The system pursued is as fair, I think,
towards the Indian as possible; the Company's tariff with the Indians is one
of the principal things I wish to mention; the turiff is formed in a peculiar way,
and necessarily so; the sums given for furs do not coincide with the value of
the furs traded for with them, because the musk-rat, or the Jess valuable furs,
are paid for at a higher rate; were the Company to pay for the finer furs at the
saine rate, the Indians would hunt up the iner furs and destroy them off, as
has been done all along the frontier, and we should then require to reduce the
price for the musk-rat and the inferior furs, and the Indians would not hunt
them at al; the Indians would never understand our varying the prices of the
furs according to the prices here; the consequence vould be that the Indiaa
would not be a bit better off, and he would kill -up all the finer animals and
leave the musk-rat and ordinary furs unaffected.

76. You have stated that, in your opinion there is a portion of the terrilory
now belonging to the Hudson's Bay Company to the south, which may be at
no distant period available for the purposes of settlement; -what is your opinion,
in that respect, with regard to that vast district of country which lies to the
north of the region which you have referred to ?-As far as I can answer, we
could not grow wheat. At Moose Factory, in latitude 51° , barley would not
ripen; you could not depend upon it. Potatoes were very variable ; sometimes
they would give five or six fold; that was the highest I saw, I think, during 10
years ; sometimes the crop yielded scarcely the seed.

377. Do you believe that, under any circuistances, there would be the
slightest probability of settlenrent taking place in that great district of country
within the next 20 years, for instance ?-I think decidedly not; it must be
pushed up from the south ; I mean, not to pay ; people might settle. No person
would go there to settle unless he was paid for it, and paid well. I apply my
answer to the wooded country.

378. You think there would be no inducement for persons to go there except
for the purposes of fur trading ?-Only that; and then they would require to
have the exclusive right to trade; any opposition would do away with any profits
or advantages froin it to a great extent.

379. What, in your opinion, would be the consequences of throwing open the
present exclusive system of fur trading to the public generally, and letting any-
body who chose go and trade for furs there, and kill the fur-bearing animals ?-
The .effect would be, the introduction of spirits among the Indians again, and the
demoralization of the Indians.

380. Do you think that the effect would be the extirpation of the fur-bearing
animal ?-In a great measure; it would lead to that, because trappers would be
sent in. People would come up and kill the animals thenselves instead of
leaving the Indians to hunt over the grounds; they would kill them at all
seasons, whereas the Hudson's Bay Company discourage the killing them in the
summer time; they discourage the Indians from killing then in the breeding
season.

381. Do vou consider the fur trade in its very nature to be necessarily and
essentially a monopoly ?-I think that to continue it regularly it requires to be a
monopoly in some hands something similar to what it is now.

382. Would not the effect of throwing it open be that it would give a great
stimulus to it for the next few years, and absolutely destroy it afterwards ?-

0.25. D 2 Yes,
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J. Rae, Esq., m. . Yes, and wlien the fur-bearing animals were hunted up, the country would be
left a wreck.

a3 February 1857. 383. What would be the effect of such a process upon the Indian tribes ?-
Most injurious, I should fancy. •

384. You say because spirits would b'e introduced ?-That would be a great
injury. They vould get much better paid for their furs for a time, but the
effect after, say eight, or 10, or 12 years, or I will not say what number of
years ; but after a lapse of years, not a very long period, would be to demoralize
the Indians; they would kill up the principal finer furs, and it would do no
good to any person, because the parties coming in, if there was opposition, could
not make a profit.

385. Do you think that it would be possible to provide, by some arrangement
with the Hudson's Bay Company, for the retention of the fur trade in their
hands in those regions which are fit for nothing but the fur trade, and Can be
only fit for the fur trade for some time to crime, and at the same time to open
up, for the purposes of colonization, all such parts of the country as it is at al
reasonable to suppose within the next 20 years, for instance, could be settled
and colonized ?--I should be rather at a loss to give an opinion upon that
subject, as I have not studied the circunistances ; it would be very difficult to
make the arrangement ; it would be an excellent one, I believe, if it could be
effected.

386. You think that if it could be done it would be a desirable arrangement
to make ?-A very desirable one indeed.

387. Why do vou think that it could not be done ?-I do not say that it
could not be done, but it would be difficult ; I could not give a reason why it
should not be donc. 1 have not studied the subject.

388. I believe the Russians have a fur-trading establishment on the extreme
north-west point of North America ?--Yes; it cornes in contact with Mackenzie's
River, the district of which I was in charge for one season.

389. Are you aware of any arrangement which the Russian Company have
made with the Hudson's I3ay Company, by which the most valuable portion of
their fur-trading territory is leased to the Hudson's Bay Company on certain
conditions ?-There was an arrangement of that sort some years ago ?-1 cannot
say whether it is still in force; it was a lease not of the whole, but of the strip
of land which you will see in the charts running along the shore.

390. Do vou know vhat were the motives of the Russian Company for coming
to that arrangement ?--I do not.

391. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] You say that you were in charge of the dis-
trict on Mackenzie's River; can you state to the Committee the climate and the
capabilities of the land there ?-The climate is a severe one; but we grew
barley at Fort Simpson, in latitude 62- or 63° I think; we grew barley at Fort
Liard; we grew barley at the Yukon, which is close to the Russian territory ;
that is a post which was established some time ago; we could grow wheat at
no place in the district; barley is grown at all the posts except three, Fort
Norman. Peel's River, and Fort Goodhope, which are far down the river.

392. Mr. Adderley.] In what year were you on Mackenzie's River ?-In
1849-50.

393. Have you been at long intervals of time on the sane spot ?-I have been
four years there at different times ; I was two years wintered there in the
expedition, but I was only one year in charge of the district.

394. Did you see anything of the Red River settlement at long intervals of
time ?-No; I was only there part of a winter on two occasions, and once in
spring.

395. You cannot speak to any alteration of climate in spots which have been
settled '--No, I cannot; but I can say with regard to the tract of country of
which we are speaking, namely, the woody country, that there is an influence
against its being affected by clearance, which does not exist in other parts of
the world. There is the large Hudson's Bay opening up to the north, where
there is a continual flow of ice during the whole sumnier ; it is frozen- up seven
or eight months in the winter, and in the summer season there is a constant
influx of ice which keeps the climate colder than it otherwise would be for per-
haps 100 or 200 miles inland in all directions ; that is an influence which does
not exist elsewhere, and which would affect the climate, i think.

396. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] While you were at Mackenzie's River, you, I
dare
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(lare say, visited Banks' or Baring Island -I visited Wollaston and Victoria J. Rae, Esq., r.n.
Lands, I surveyed all the southern coasts there.

397. You were not on Banks' Island ?-No. I was not so far north. 23 February 1857-.
398. Then you cannot speak to the natural productions of that land ?-No;

there is nothing to be found on the neighbouring lands, the Wollaston and
Victoria Lands, except limestone; a little trap and sandstone rock are seen.

399. I thought that coal was to be found on Banks' Island ?--They have found
that there, but on the land that I was over there is no symptom of coal; the
whole coast is bare limestone.

400. Is it a coal or an ignite ?-I am not quite sure. I have seen none of the
specimens. I think it is a coal; there are no great quantities of it found.

4o1. Are animals found on it?-Yes; reindeer and musk ox.
402. Does the musk ox require a very cold climate ?-Generally ; it is seldom

seen south of the Arctie Circle.
403. Mr. .Lowe.] You heard Colonel Lefroy express some doubt whether the

Company did aU they could for the Indians in the matter of goods being sent out;
what do you think on that subject ?-I have never met with that myself.

404. What do you understand by it ?-What Colonel Lefroy, I think, alluded
to, vas the deficiency of ammunition for a year or two at the Athabasca and the
Mackenzie Rivers.

405. Ammunition to be supplied to the Indians ?-Yes; I have heard a different
reason for that, from that given by Colonel Lefroy. The gentleman in charge
of those districts appeared to be very close and anxious to make a very large
traffic at .a very little expense; and goods were actually forced upon him from
the depôt at York Factory; I have authority for saving so ; and more goods
were actually sent up than the gentleman asked on his requisition.

406. Was that the only defect ?-That was the principal one.
407. Do you think that it would be a good plan if the Company were to furnish

goods in great abundance, and with great facility to the Indians ?-Clearly, and
they do so generally; it is their object both to clothe the Indians well and to
give them plenty of ammunition, because the better they are fed, and the better
they are clothed, the better thev will hunt.

408. Do you give thein thosé things, or do they trade for them?-They get
them in advance; they get their goods all upon credit; not to keep them under
subjection to the Company; but the Indian is so improvident that if he were
paid in the spring he would waste everything before winter. Several attempts
have been made to do it, and their debts have been cancelled to them; but it
could never be done except at two or three of the forts, where we gave them
employment in the summer, when they sometimes earned from 12 1. to 25 1.
worth of goods in a season.

409. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliamn.] Does that mean 25 L. worth of goods at the
price of the country, or in the market in London ?-At fifty per cent. on the
prime cost here, which we put on for charges of freight, loss, damage, and loss
of interest. Let me add, to show that this per centage is not exorbitant, that
our servants buy goods, and take them up from the Bày to the United States,
at St. Mary's, and sell their clothes to the Americans, a profit being thus
made. .

4ko. Lord &Sanley.] You say that 50 per cent. upon the prime cost in England
is the rent-charge to the Indians ?-That is the tariff to the servants; and in
supplying the Indians at that price the Indians can gain by their labour at that
rate, goods to the value of 12 1. to 25 1. in the summer season.

411. Are the prices of goods sold to the Indians uniform thoughout the
district, or is there any increase consequent upon the greater distance in the
case, for instance, of forts upon the Mackenzie ?-The tariff is increased there;
it is higher; but to show that it is not exorbitant, compared with other traders,
we sell our goods at Mackenzie's, River, at Fort Simpson, upwards of 100 per
cent. cheaper than they are sold in the Russian settlements over in the
Russian territory, and the Hudson's Bay Company's goods have much further
to go.

412. Do you know whether the Russian Company has any monopoly or not?
-It is a government thing; of course it is a nonopoly.

413. Then you are merely comparing one monopoly with another monopoly?
-Yes; at Fort Simpson we have no, opposition, and we sell the goods at that
rate.

0.25. D 3 414. Is
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J. Rae, Esq., m. v. 414. Is it net a fact that in those parts of the territory which border upon
Canada and the United States there has been a good deal of trouble with

23 February 1857. interlopers ?-les; and there higher prices are given for the furs, consequently
all the finr furs have been killed up ; the opposition does not pay; there are
no profitEs.

41:5. In those districts has not the Company, on various occasions, paid large
sums to traders to take themselves out of the country ?-Never that 1 heard of.
I have heard of the Company buying their furs, and taking the traders into the
service freqnently, which I think a very bad plan.

416. Buying off their opposition ?--I never knew anything of that kind, but
I think it a bad plan to buy up their furs at any time; if they are admitted into
the service and make a little money, they use it against the company afterwards;
they frequently have done so.

417. Mr. Bell.] Do you think that the settlement of the Indians is advantageous
or disadvantageous to the fur trade ?--I should think it is not disadvantageous,
because the winter is the time at which they hunt; consequently they can
eniploy the whole summer season to cultivate the ground, and it would make
them better off; I believe that the settlement of Indians at Norway Hlouse hunt
as well as they did before.

41 8. Do you know why attenpts have not been imade to settle them at other
forts ?-There have been attempts, that is to say, it was attempted at Moose
Factory when I was there.

419. Which Moose Factory do you mean ?--The one at James's Bay; I have
known seed potatoes given, which is the only crop that can be grown there
with certainty; tools have been given, and ground that had been cubivated, and
food for a few days; they would plant their potatoes and never come back to
attend to them; I have known that done two seasons while I was at the Moose
Factory.

420. Have the missionaries who have been anxious to civilise them been
encouraged to do so ?--They have, wherever it is practicable, but I cannot speak
of Cther parts of the country except at Moose, where the climate is not very
suitable for growing,

421. Mr. Grogan.1 You stated that at Moose Factory an attempt had been
made to settle the Indians by giving them seed and ground for potatoes?-
Yes.

422. Were the Indians that you referred to the ordinary residents of that
place ?-Yes ; they came in to trade, to berter there.

423. Did they return to the factory after they had sown the potatoes ?-They
returned frequently, and they left then to get destroyed; they never looked at
then again ; they never thought it worth while to dig them out or hoe them
out.

424. Did they know the potato practically ?-Perfectly well; they used to
be supplied at the forts with potatoes when they came in, and they knew the
use ot them. à

425. Mr. Bell.] Then do you attribute that circumstance to the particular
character of those Indians, because I have read that on the western side of the
Rocky Mountains the Indians sow potatoes in large quantities for their subsist-
ence ?-Yes; they are a different race; we have found that although the Indian
works well in the Company's service he will not settle down generally; there
are many exceptions. I cannot speak of the west side of the mountains ; I know
froni hearsay that what you have stated is correct.

426. Do you know what is the cause of the failure of the experiment in the
place te which you allude, for it bas answered ir. some places ; at the Red River
Settiement, for instance, and Norway House, if not in other parts ?-It has not
answered fully in either place; they never become great farmers, and I believe
it arises from a fondness for the chase; they.object to settle down anywhere for
a length of time.

427. Have the half-breeds the same objection to settle down as the pure
Indians ?-The French half-breeds have, but the English half-breeds have not so
much se.

428. Is there much union of the English and the Indian races going on ?-
There is; it arose from the Company's servants and people marrying Indian
wonen ; there is not so much of it now as there was originally, because many
of the half-breeds are growing up, and they intermarry with them instead.

429. Have
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429. Have you heard the statement, that south of the Saskatchewan River J. Rae, Esq., m. D.

the English blood is so mixed up that there are no perfectly pure Indians
there ?-I think it is incorrect; south of the Saskatchewan the Indians are 23 February 1857.
niost free from cross of any kind. I understand that they are less crossed than
any other with white blood fron all that I have heard ; I cannot speak from my
own knowledge.

43u. How far north have you travelled on the Mackenzie River ?-I have
been down to the mouth; I went down to the mouth with Sir John Richardson
in 1S48.

431. fHive you been westward along the coast ?--Never westward.
432. You do not know wýhat facility there is for ships sailing round to the

niouth of the Mackenzie ?-The only cases of their having come round were
those of Captain M'Clure and Captain Collinson; they passed there.

433. That arises from the great obstruction ?-Yes, from the ice; those were
the only two instances where they managed to get through.

434. Mr. Roebuck.] How far north have you ever been in Scotland ?-To
the Orknevs and Shetland.

43j. Coîmparing the climate of the Orkneys with the climate at York on
ludson's Bay, where was the great difference ?-The difference was, that the

sumnier was much as our summer in Orkney is; but the winter, of course,
extended over seven to eight months, when there vas no navigation. The
winter sets in in the beginning of November, and the ice does not get away
fron the rivc. 'efore June. I could not get across the north river at York
factory, on account of ice, before the 10th or 12th of June.

436. Can they grow wheat in the Orkneys ?- It will ripen in small quantities,
but it is not generally grown; barley and oats are generally grown.

437. But you can grow wheat at York ?-Never.
438. The climate in the summer, I take it, is finer than at the Orkneys ?-

It is milder, a little; but it is more irregular, because we have frosts. owing to
the ice being in the Bay close off York; you can see ice in the Bay almost the
whole season round.

439. Going further south, have you ever been to Lake Winnipeg ?-Yes; I
have passed through it several times.

440. Have you been in that part of the country through the twelve months?
-No.

441. You do not know when the winter begins to the south of Lake Win-
nipeg ?-The winter begins about November, that is to say, the ice begins to
shut up the navigation by the end of October; the littie rivers and lakes are
impassable about the end of October.

442. Wnen does the winter end there ?-You can get through Lake Winnipeg
sometimes about the 1st of June; at other times you may be stopped by ice up
to the middle of June; when I went through with Sir John Richardson we were
stopped in that way.

443. Agricultural operations you think would not begin before June near
Lake Winnipeg ?-No; not to go through the Lake.

444. You say that you went from the boundary over to the United States?
Yes.

445. Did you go through Minesota ?-Yes, to St. Paul's.
446. At what time of the year was that ?-In the winter.
447. So that you could not very well judge of the difference between

Minesota and the country round Lake Winnipeg ?-No, I could not tell further
than that it is a perfectly level tract between Red River and Minesota ; there
are no hills or difficulties in the way of travelling.

448. On the Saskatchewan I believe you have never been ?-I have never
been up there.

449. What part of the territory then is it that you say is perfectly fit for
agriculture ?-I speak of the Saskatchewan from hearsay, not from personal
knowledge.

450. Round about Lake Winnipeg is it fit for agriculture ?-It is a low flat
sandy place, full of marshes along the north shore of Lake Winnipeg; we
sometimes had to go many miles before we could get ground to make an
encanpment on; sometimes we had to travel half the night before we could
make an encampment.

0.25. D 4 451. Was
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J. Rae, Esq., M.n. 451. Was that during the winter- -No, in the summer time.
-- 4.5Z. Then vou have travelled in that portion of the world in the summer,

23 February 1857. but not throug'h Minesota ?-. No.
453. Were you ever at the Red River Settlement during the summer ?-For

a short time in the spring.
454. What sort of land is it about there ?--Very excellent ground ; rich, good

ground.
455. When you passed through Red River and afterwards through Minesota,

did you see any great difference between the appearance of that country round
the Red River and Minesota ?-Very little; it was all covered with snow at the
time ; I could not judge.

456. Are they peopling Minesota now from the United States ?-When I
passed up I found no settlements for about 400 miles, between Crow Wing'and
Pembina. I saw the small trading posts, with a little piece of land cultivated on
them, but no settlements that could be called so.

457. Mr. Charles itzwilliam.] Where is Crow Wing?-It is marked as the
Crow Wing River beyond St. Anthony, to the north of St. Paul's.

458. Mr. Lowe.] Is the Crow Wing River a tributary of the Mississippi ? -It
is one of the tributaries of the St. Peter's.

450. Which runs into the Mississippi?-Yes.
460. Mr. Roebuch.] 1 believe now Minesota is a territory, is it not?- -Yes.
461. Did it become a territory lately ?-1n 1852; it was becoming a territory

I think either in 1851 or 1852, when I was passing through.
462. Wisconsin is a state, is it not ?-Yes.
463. Is Wisconsin peopledi thoroughly, or is a large portion of it still wild*?-

A very large portion ; at least the portion that I travelled through was wild.
464. Whilst Wisconsin reimained wild, Minesota was begun ?-Minesota, up

north as far as St. Paul's, seems to be pretty well settled; that is to say, there
are now houses; but beyond that, between that and Red River, there seemed
to be from 300 to 400 miles, by the route I took about 450 miles,.not settled.

465. Vhile very large portions of Wisconsin remained uninhabited, a portion
of the territory of Minesota became peopled ?-l cannot give you reasons,
because I merely speak of the route that I passed through.

466. Did you pass through Wisconsin ?-I passed through a very small por-
tion of it. .

467. Was that part of Wisconsin through which you passed uncultivated ; was
there a large portion of the territory unceded?-There was a large portion
which seemed scarcely settled; there were saw-mills, and things of that kind.

468. At that very time there were people in Minesota ?-Yes.
469. So that Minesota began to be peopled before Wisconsin was full of

inhabitants ?-.- Clearly because, they followed the route of the river. They could
get steam-boats completely up to Minesota, up to St. Paul's. The steam-boats
came all the way up the Mississippi with one small break.

470. So that we may conclude that people would go to a new territory if
there were inducements to go there, though Canada should still retain lands
uncultivated, unsettled, unceded ?-Yes, if there were inducements sufficient;
but the Americans have'not had inducements yet to push up beyond, except at
St. Peter's River.

471. Going to a different subject, you spoke of the tariff established by the
Hudson's Bay Company; do not they establish a tariff upon the goods they sell
and the goods they buy ?--Yes ; they establish there a tariff for their servants.

472. So that if a man sells you a beaver skin, and you sell him a flannel
shirt, you put your own price upon the flannel shirt, and upon the beaver skin ?
-There is a different settlement of tariff for the Indian, and for the servant.

473. Do not you put your own price upon the flannel shirt and upon the
beaver skin ?-Yes; 50 per cent. is the price put on.

474. Ior example, we will take an item; take a flannel shirt; suppose it
cost here half-a-crown, you say you put 50 per cent. upon that?-Yes.

47.5. Fifty per cent. would be added to the half-crown when it got to York;
if you took it to the Mackenzie River how much would be added to it there?
-Nothing to the servant; our tariff is higher there.

476. I am talking of the Indian ?-I do not understand the question. Our
tariffs are made; there is 50 per cent., a fixed tariff, put on for the servant.

477. We
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477. We will not talk about the servant ?-Then this article is sold to the
Indian; there is a certain tariff made without any fixed per-centage. The
articles that are useful, such as woollens, guns, and absolute necessaries, are sold
to the Indian at a comparatively cheap rate; there is no fixed per-centage upon
them.

478. So that in fact there is no tariff at all to the Indian ?-I never made
out the tariff, but this is the way in which we did it. Supposing there was a
valuable skin, we could not pay the Indian for that in the same proportion as
its value.

479. I am noz asking that question; I am asking you whether you do not
put your own price upon the goods you sell to the Indian, without regard to
any tariff whatever ?-Exactly so, but there is a fixed price that the Indian
perfectly understands; there is no regular per-centage put on.

480. You lived some time at York ?-At Moose, in James's Bay.
481. Do you know what the tariff was there to the Indian ?-Yes; as far as

I remember, it was from 2 s. 6 d. to 3 s. for what we called a made beaver.
482. What was the tariff upon goods taken from England and sold to the

Indian there ?-I do not know that; I did not mpke out the tariff.
483. Were you there 10 years without ever learning that fact ?-Yes; it is

difficult to learn.
• 484. Why difficult to learn ?-Because T find that they have no fixed tariff
made out upon the plan you have spoken 'of, wherever it is. There is no fixed
per-centage put on the goods anywhere, wherever we have traded with them,
or wherever any person else has traded with them.

485. Mr. Lowe.] Do you ask the Indians different prices for goods at differ-
ent times ?-Never; we cannot vary the price.

486. A beaver skin will always command the same amount of European
goods ?-At the same place.

487. Mr. Roebuck.] Are there not varieties of beaver skins ?-Yes; but the-
beaver skin is the standard; a large beaver making one skin.

488. Do you give the sanie price for every beaver skin?-Certainly
not ; two small ones go for a large beaver ; two martens go for a large
beaver.

489. Who determines whether it is a small or a large beaver ?-The Indians
themselves determine it; they know it perfectly well, and so does any man
who is acquainted with it; any man who looks at it can tell the age of a
beaver..

490. Lord Stanley.] When you say that a beaver skin commands a fixed
price, you mean, of' course, a skin of the average size ?--A skin of the average
size ; a good large skin killed in winter or in spring.

491. Mr. Charles Pitzwillian.] When you talk of a thing costing so many
beavers, you mean that they may give a beaver skin and five or six racoon
skims, or marten skins, in the sane way that in the buffalo country they talk of
a thing being worth so many robes - -Yes.

492. If you bought a horse from an Indian you would give him so many
beavers for it r-Yes.

493. If you sold a gun, you would say, "I will take so rnany beavérs for it?
-Yes ; it is a thing perfectly understood by the Indian.

494. The beavers being the current coin of the country ?-Yes ; the saie as
the current coin of this country. The Indian understands it, and no one will
do anything until he gets up to the standard price.

495. Mr. Roebuck.] If a man came with ten beaver skins to the factory at
Moose River, you say that he would know what price was to be put upon those
beaver skins; but would he know the price to be put upon the European goods ?
-He does not know anything about the price of the European goods to him.
He knows exactly the articles that he wants; he knows how many skins he has
got, and lie knows what he can get for them.

496. Who determines how much he can get ?-It was determined long beforeI entered the service.
497. It never varies ?-It never varies much ; it was increased some years

ago in favour of the Indian.
498. So that, as goods in England become cheaper, they do not become

cheaper in Hudson's Bay ?-No ; and if the furs sell cheaper we do not give
less for them to the Indian.

0.25. E 499. So,

J. Ra, Esq., m.m.

23 February.857.
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499. So that, if by improvements in manufacture -here, you can manufacture
a woollen shirt at one-fourth of the money previously charged, you still ask him
the same sum that it cost when it was four times as dear ?-The tariff has been
cheapened to the Indian several times; it has been several times altered in his
favour. That tariff was made long before I entered the service ; I do not know
what rules it was made by; but i suppose it was so adjusted that there was a
fair profit to be got from the business.

5oo. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you remember what was usually given for a
beaver ?-A blanket was four beavers, but if you got the value of it in musk-
rats you would not have above a shilling or two profit, which would not cover
the expense; ten rats go to a beaver; ten rats, a few years ago, would sell in
the London market for about 3 s.; they are higher now.

.oi. Mr. Roebuch.] Have you happened to see the account of Hudson's Bay,
published by Chambers ?-No.

502. If a statement is therein made of a coat being charged 10 1. or 12 i. to
the Indian, it is incorrect?-Certainly; it may have cost him that, but the
chances are that it only cost him 2 1. or 50 s.; it depends upon the skins he gave
for it. The tariff is an arbitrary thing; if you paid for the silver fox and for
the marten according to their value, the Indians would hunt up those skins
and destroy them in a very short time ; they would not think of hunting the
inferior skins of the musk-rat, which form about half the returns of the southern
districts; and the Indians would not be any better off.

503. Sir John Pahington.] If I understand your use of the word "tariff," it
is a written scale of prices according to which the goods which the Indians
require are supplied to them, estimated in beavers ?--Exactly.

504. What is the money result as regards the payment made by the Indians
for those goods so supplied to them, of course taking the average value of the
skins; you have said that the servants pay fifty per cent. on the London price;
what do you suppose the Indians pay ?- Mulch higher.

505. How much higher ?-I cannot say'; it varies.
50(. Do you think they pay 200 per cent. on the London price ?-I should

think they do.
507. Do you think they pay 500 per cent. ?-I cannot say.
508. Do you think they pay very much more than 200 per cent. ?-I should

think they pay more than that, but it is a calculation that I never entered
into ; it varies so inuch with the Drices of the furs, and the quantities of skins
obtained.

509. You say you have never entered into the calculation; at the same time
you seem to have an accurate idea to this extent, that they pay more than 200
per cent. upon the cost price in London ?-Yes.

51 o. Do yo- think they pay 300 per cent. ?-They may; I never made a
computation.

511. Do you think if anybody said that they paid 500 per cent. it would be
at all an extreme statement ?-I cannot tell you; I never made the calculation.
Besides which I have been for the last eight or 10 years employed in quite a
different service, and have had little to do with the Company's affairs.

512. When did you leave the service of the Rudson's Bay Company ?-Only
in 1856, but since 1847 or 1846 I have been almost wholly employed in arctic
service, consequently I have been only one year on actual dutv in the Com-
pany's service since then, and I can only speak generally.

513. I think you stated that you had been in the service of the Hudson's Bay
Company for a very long time ?-Twenty-three years.

514. Where did you chiefly reside during that time ?-Moose Factory was the
place wh.re I remained longest. I was there 10 years.

515. The neighbourhood of the Moose Settlement being the part of the
district with which vou are most familiar, as I understand you, is there much
wood about that part of the country ?-There is pine wood.

5 16. Is it extensively wooded ?-It is well wooded.
517. Are there extensive forests ?-There are extensive forests.
51 8. There is not much prairie about there ?-Merely swamp.
519. Does the wood grow to any large size ?-About two or two and a half

feet in diameter is about the largest that I have seen.
520. Mr. Ezdward Ellice.] Does not the profit made upon the article that is

given
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given for the beaver in the country depend upon what the beaver sells for in J. Rat, Esq., m.n.
London ?-Of course, entirely.

521. Do you remember the price of beaver a pound some 20 years ago in 23 February 1857.
London?--I do not.

522. Was it 30 s. ?-About 30 s. or 32 s.
523. Do you remember what it was selling for about three years ago? -

Seven shillings or eight shillings a pound.
524. It is now, I believe, about 13 s. ?-Yes.

525. Mr. Percy Herbert.] What is the weight of an average beaver ?-About
a pound ; some of the large ones are a pound and a quarter.

526. Mr. Grogan.] Am I to understand you to say, that in fact the whole
trade there is one of traffic ?-Yes.

527. And that the beaver is the unit of computation in the purchase and sale
of any article ?-Yes ; it is the currency understood by the Indian.

528. I think you stated that latterly the tariff for that barter had been aug-
mented by the Company in favour of the Indian ?-Yes.

520. That is, that they allow a larger quantity of European goods for the
beavers than they formerly did ?-Yes; there was a modification of the tariff
in favour of the Indians some years ago; I forget the season.

530. llow do you reconcile that with the fact which we have just heard, that
the value of beaver lias fallen from 30 s. to 7 s. or 8s., or 13 s. ?-I do not
know the reason for making this modification.

3 1. Have you any impression on your mind that the Company are carrying
on an unfortunate trade ?-No, I think not.

532. How does it arise that the Company are able, notwithstanding the great
reduction in the value of beaver. to give a larger quantity of European goods
to the Indian and still have a large profit ?-It arose. I fancy. from the fact that
European goods got cheaper; that is the only way that I can account for it ; I
was ordered to make a modification at Mackenzie's River, and 1 would not do it,
except to a small extent, because I found that things went on just as well; that
the Indians could clothe themselves very well if they did any work.

533. Are the goods furnisbed to the servants of the Company and to the
Indians the saine in quality ?-Exactly the same.

534. Are the Indians aware that they pay a higher rate for thein than the
Company's servants are charged ?-They do not seem to be aware of it; they
are not told that they pay a higher value, but they are quite satisfied with their
treatment generally, and the Indian can clothe himself and get All his requisites
if he likes to work.

535. Mr, Bell.] Has the same reduction taken place with regard to other
furs besides the beaver; the silver fox, for instance ; is that selling at a pro-
portionately lower price now to the beaver?-No, I believe not.

536. Is it higher ?-It is about the same that it always has been; they vary
considerably; some kinds of fur go out of fashion, and others corne in.

.537. Has the general average price of furs in this country fallen within the
last 20 years, or risen ? - Some have varied. I do not think the average price
on the whole has altered; but beavers have fallen very much, and they were
the principal returns of the country at that time.

538. And sonie have risen ?-Yes; I believe a few have risen.
539. Mr. Roebuck.] I suppose, during your residence at Moose Factory, you

saw the trading with the Indians ?-I saw it; [ was not a trader, but I saw
the mode of trading.

540. I will read you a description given of that mode of trading, and will
ask you whether it be a correct one: " Thus, an Indian arriving at one of the
Company's establishments with a bundle of furs, which he intends to trade,
proceeds, in the first instance, to the trading room; there the trader separates
the furs into lots, and, after adding up the amount, delivers to the Indian
a number of little pieces of wood, indicatir g the number of made-beaver to
which his hunt amounts. He is next taken to the store-room, where he finds
himself surrounded by bales of blankets, slop-coats, guns, knives, povder horns,
flints. axes, &c. Each article lias a recognised value in made-beaver. A slop-
coat, for example, is 12 made beavers, for which the Indian delivers up 12 of
nis pieces of wood ; for a gun he gives 20 ; for a knife, 2 ; and o on, until his
stock of wooden cash is expended." Have you ever seen that process ?-

0.25. E 2 Certainly ;
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Certainly; but a coat generally costs five or six skins. The process is true;
but the details are not true.

541. I will now read to you from the "Indian tariff of the territory embraced
within the Royal License, situated east of the Rocky Mountains." I find that
a gun, which in England cost 22 s., is charged to the Indian 20 beavers,
equivalent in market value to 321. 10 s.; is that anything according with your
experience ?-.It was true many years ago, but it is not true at present.

542. Have you wonderfully reformed of late ?-No, but the price of beaver
is not that ; it is 13 s. in the'market at the present day.

543. Then the Indian would have to give more beavers ?-No, it would still
be the same; and the gun might rise to 30 s. or 40 s.

544. Wn marten skins he gives for the same gun, costing 22 s., 60 skins,. and
their value is 46 1. 10 s. ?-I never saw more than two martens go to a beaver
since I have been in the service.

545. He gives five silver fox skins for the sane gun, and their market value
is 50 1. ?-Yes, it is true.

545*. Do they descend to musk-rats, which forni lialf the stock ?--At some
places.

546. They do not say anything about musk-rats? -No; that is just the
thing; there is little or no gain upon them. Let me give my side of the
tariff: ten rats go to a beaver ; for a gun it would be 200 rats, and the price in
the market, some years ago, was 3 d. or 4 d. a skin.

547. Mr. Grogan.] How many beavers go to a gun? - Twenty by that
account, and that is the Mackenzie River tariff; that is the very highest tariff
that we have to the Indians. If you are paid for that gun in rats you have
scarcely the profit that a London merchant would take, even in the dity, instead
of going to the Saskatchawan, and those musk rats form one-half of the bulk of
the returns of the southern department, and a great portion of the northern.

548. Mr. Roebuck.] Can you state the difference between silver foxes and
beaver skins; how many beaver skins go to one silver fox ?-Four or five.

549. Then they give five silver foxes for this saine gun ?-Yes, in Mackenzie
River, but about half the amount elsewhere.

550. And that is equivalent, it is stated, to 50 1. ? -Yes.
551. That is the mode of trading with the Indians ?--That is the mode on

the one side; you must take both sides. There is a loss, at least not a gain,
in trading with the inferior furs. Were we to pay according to the value of
the skins the Indian would hunt up and destroy all the valuable fur-bearing
animals, and vould not catch a musk rat or the inferior skins at all.

552. When vou trade in musk rats in order that the Indians should catch
nusk rats in place of catching beavers, you give more for the musk rat in

proportion than for the beaver ?-The more inferior the skin, the higher the
price which is given in proportion.

553. Supposing an Indian comes with musk rats to buy a gun, how many
musk rats will he give for thiF gun ?-About 200 in Mackenzie River, and a
little more than half elsewhere.

554. And how much is each musk rat worth ?-They have got up this last
year, they were from 3 d. to 4 d. for several years.

555. What are they now ?-1 forget, but they have increased this last season.
556. Are they 6 d. ?-Yes, fully that; more.
557. That would be 5 . ? -~Yes, at Mackenzie River, but not much above

half the sum elsewhere.
558. Instead of 22 s. ?-Yes ; but 6 d. was a high value, 2 1. 10 s. to 3 1. would

be the value of them some few years ago ; 2 1. 10 s. would be at 3 d.
559. Mr. Gurney.] If I understand rightly, the principle is, that you give a

higher price for the lower skin, and a lower price for the more valuable skin,
with the view of yielding the Indian a fair average on his general hunt ?-
Exactly so, because were we not to pay thein for the inferior skins higher than
any person could do with a profit, they would not hunt up those skins, which
are very numerous; they would follow up the others as they have done on the
frontier, and destroy all the valuable animals without advantage to themselves.

56(). Mr. Lowe.] It is a contrivance for preserving the more valuable
animals ?-Yes, and probably the Indians also, because the poorer Indians and
the women and children hunt up the musk rats, of which there are abundance,
and can provide food and clothing for themselves in that way.

561. Mr.
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561. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You were at Moose for a considerable time, and J. Rae, Esq.,x.a.
were through the Indian territory ; what disposition have you generally observed
in the Indians towards the traders ?-They are most friendly, as far as I have 23 FebruarY 1 857.

ever seen them.
562. When Indians came to the fort that you were at, in distress or in a

state of destitution, did the zervants of the Company relieve them ?--They were
always relieved both in food and clothing if requisite, and in medicines if
necessary, for those who were sick, and that was done gratuitously; they got
the clothing gratuitously; if they could not pay for it, it remained a debt. If
it was an old person that could not hunt he got the clothes gratuitously, and
some food also.

563. At your station were spirits ever bartered for the furs ?-Never. Where
I was, there was a dram occasionally given to a good hunter when he came in,
one on coming and one on going, but spirits were never bartered for furs.

564. Was it au uncommon thing to see an Indian in the territory in a state
of intoxication ? -Very uncommon in late years in the Company's territories.

565. Are you aware that spirits are given in small gratuities at certain times
of the year ?-They are given in the summer when Indians are employed to
voyage; they are given because it is an old custom with the men, much as it
is with sailors or anybody else, to give them a little spirits when they come
down to the depôt, and the Indians so employed get the same quantity. But
the Company, wherever I have been, have offered then other articles, tobacco,
tea, and sugar to two or three times the value, if they would take them, instead
of the spirits.

566. Mr. Roebuck.] The spirits were for payment in that case, then ?-No,
the spirits were given as a gratuity. What they call the regale given to the
men when they come down.

567. Mr. Edward Ellice.] The supply of spirits was linited to what wvas
called the regale ?--Vhere I was, and in many cases, we had no spirits; we
,have no spirits in the Athabasca or in La Crosse or on the Mackenzie River, for
the men, officers. or Indians; the persons in charge had no spirits or wine
allowed them.

568. In trading with the Indians, did you find them tolerably quick in their
dealings with you, or were they credulous and to be imposed upon easily ?-
They understood the value of every skin they had, and they had in their mind
everything that they wanted.

569. Were they shrewd in their dealings ?-Perfectly shrewd.
570. They knew their rights ?-Perfectly so.
571. They were aware that with this tariff, which was established for the

barter, the servants of the Company could not interfere ; that it was a fixed thing
with them?-They knew it thoroughly.

572. Mr. Gordon.] But I think you said that you thought the Indians were
unaware of the much higher per- centage that they were paying for articles ?-
Yes; they did not understand anvthing about the per-centages.

573. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is there any district in the country besides the
district you were first speaking of, the Saskiatchawan, where you think a self-
supporting colony could exist ?-Not in the present state of the country; not
till it is settled up to that point, and then it might, but it would take a long
while.

574. To what part of the country do you allude besides the Saskatchawan;
to the thick wood districts ?-The only part that I should fancy, would be up
about the Rainy Lake.

575. The Rainy Lake is between Lake Superior and the Red River ?-Yes.
.576. In what part of the thick wood districts, north of Lake Winnipeg, do

you think a self-supporting colony could exist ?-Nowhere, according to my
experience.

577. I believe you have travelled in the country between the northern shore
of Lake Superior and the Red River ?-Yes, in winter.

578. What sort of a district is it, keeping on British territory, between the
Red River and Lake Superior ?-From the Red River to Lake Superior, by the
route that I came to Fort William, towards the west end of Lake Superior, is
not a difficult country to travel over, because we in the winter followed the
lakes and rivers; but on coming to Lake Superior, the hills on the north shore
there run norrh and south, consequently there is a continuous series of ridges

0.25. E 3 having
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J. Rae, Esq., x.D. having deep ravines between them, where the streams running out to Lake
Superior pass through, and you have te go about 100 miles to the north of the

23 February 1857. place before you can travel well. I went to the north about 100 miles, and
found the country there difficult to travel over; we were obliged to leave our
dogs, and carry our clothes and provisions on our backs.

579. That is on the northern shore of Lake Superior ?-Yes.
580. Was there any temptation to a colonist to settle? - It was the

winter time, and I saw no country that would do for settlement; there were a
great many swamps. I passed along the head waters from Nipegon to Long
Lake, and it seemed to me a swampy country, like most of the head waters of
the country.

581. In travelling from Fort William to the Red River, in taking goods is it
a difficult or is it an easy route ?-Very difficult; we are not able to travel
there with any thing but canoes; the rivers there are too difficult for boats
even.

582. It is a verv level and swampy country ?-It is a level and swampy
country in one part, and it is very hilly close to Lake Superior; there are some
high hills to climb over, two in particular.

583. For all purposes of practical transport that country is an impracticable
one in winter, is it not ?-Quite so, to a great extent.

584. There has been a good deal said about a railway coming from Canada
to the Red River, and so on; from what you saw of the character of the
country, are the physical difficulties very great .against carrying out that
railway ?-I should think they would be immense; not insurmountable, but
immensely expensive, particularly on that line along the north of Lake
Superior.

.585. Did you hear Colonel Lefroy's evidence ?-Yes.
586. He describes that us a line which engineers had drawn in the air,

of course imagining that science and art can overcome all the physical
difficulties ; I suppose you agree in that evidence ?-Perfectly; as far as the
practical results go, it could never pay anything in the present state of the
country.

587. Supposing that a British colony was founded, and that the Government
of Canada was to be extended to the Red River, and no railway was to be made,
how could communication be kept up between the seat of government in
Canada and the colony of the Red River in winter ?-There is no regular
communication without going through the States; there could be no regular
and quick communication.

588. If any one now wanted to go, say from Toronto to the Red River, in
winter, how would he go ?-Through the States, by railway as far as it went,
and he would then cross over the prairie country, which is unsettled, with
horses or dogs.

589. Mr. Künaird.] Was the 400 miles that vou travelled to St. Paul's with
horses ?-Dogs ; horses could not travel ; the snow was too deep ; it was in
February or March.

590. Could you have done itwith horses in the summer ?-Yes, it is practicable
in summer both with horses and with waggons; light waggons go regularly
across the prairie plains.

59 1. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you know the Nipissing at the head of the
Ottawa ?-I have never been there, but I know where it is.

592. Taking that to be the end of the railway concession, how far is it in a
straight line from the Red River ?-It is difficult to say, but I think it is some-
where about from 1,000 to 1,200 miles'; it is on the charts.

593. I understand you to say that you have been through the district ex-
tending from there, and are able personally to speak to the sort of country
which it is ?-I bave traversed that country once, and I have passed through
Lake Superior several times by water; the whole of the shores of Lake Supe-
rior are perfectly impracticable ; there is a little cultivable ground it the mouth
of each river, but otherwise it is an immense rocky tract.

594. Mr. Roebuck.] Supposing you were going from Lake Erie up to Lake
Superior, could not you go in a steamer up Lake Erie, and from Lake
Erie into Lake Huron, and from Lake Huron into Lake Superior ?-Yes, in
summer.

595. Mr.
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595. Mr. Lowe.] Is there a canal open now ?-They are preparing one; I am j. Rae, Esq., x. n.

not quite sure whether it is open.
596. Mr. Roelck.] When that canal is finished, if it be not finished, there 23 February 1857.

will be a regular communication from the Atlantic Ocean to the head of Lake
Superior ?-Yes.

.59. You say that the road is impracticable during winter ?-Yes.

.598. If the country were peopled, would not the people make a road in
for the sleighs ?-Not along the North shore of Lake Superior.

599. Would they not travel over the ice ?-The lake is so bad that the ice
gets detached from the rocks ; it does not remain fast, and our expresses seldom
or never attempt to go there. The wind comes on, and the waves from
the lake break up the ice; and several of the expresses have been nearly
lost.

6oo. Sir John Pakington.] Which line do they take in winter ?-They go
further to the north by Lake Nipigon, and a place called Long Lake, 100 or
120 miles in from Lake Superior.

6o1. Mr. Roelnick.] So that if the country were peopled at Lake Nipigon,
there would be a regular communication by sleighs ?-I cannot say ; the route
that I passed by is impracticable to sleighs.

602. Are you at all aware of the richness of the northern shore of Lake
Superior in metal ?-I have understood that there are mines; at least that there
is copper ore there.

603. Is that no attraction, do you think ?--I understood that the geologists,
who visited them, said that they would scarcely pay for working them; they are
not equal to the mines on the south shore. I have not examined them myself;
I only speak from hearsay on that point.

004. Therefore you cannot say whether that county bas inducements to
settlement or not ?-I can say that it bas not the least inducement of having
fine agricultural land to seule upon along the north shore; it is a perfectly
barren, rockv coast, perfectly iron bound, except at the mouths of some of
the little streams where there is a little alluvial deposit of land, where little
patches may be cultivated; generally speaking, it is a rocky, barren coast with
ridges.

605. Do you know the northern shore of Lake Huron ?-I never came along
that side.

6o6. Have you passed over from Lake Huron to Lake Nipissing ?-I never
was there.

60?. Then the questions put to you about Lake Nipissing you cannot
answer?-No. I said that I could not answer them. I never passed that
way.

6oS. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you describe upon the map the line of
country that you have been through, starting from Fort William; where did
you go to, going up towards Nipigon -I passed directly from Fort William
up to Lake Nipigon ; I then struck east to a place called Long Lake, about
100 miles.

6o9. What sort of a country was it between Lake Nipigon and Long Lake?
-It was low and suampy. I passed through a number of little lakes and

rivers, and swamps, apparently ; they were all covered up with ice at the time.
Then from Long Lake I went to the Pice River, a difficult tract of country;
that is on Lake Superior.

610. What sort of a country was it between Long Lake and Pice River ?-
Very rough and rugged; our dogs got knocked up; we could scarcely use
them; we were obliged to carry our clothes on our backs.

621. Which way did the rivers run there? - Nearly north and south
generally.

612. ir. Roebuch.] The Pice River falls into Lake Superior ?-Yes.
613. Mr. Edward Ellice.] And the water the other way ran to the north, to

Hudson's Bay ?--I did not go so far up, I was only at the watershed at the
head waters.

614. Did there appear to be no valley in that direction, or no part eligible
for settlement ?- saw nothing, excepting that the country which I went over
was low; it looked swampy, like most of the watersheds there.

615. Where did you go to from Pice River ?-To Michipicoton.
0.25. E 4 616. There
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J. Rae, Esq., ).D. 616. There you came down into Lake Superior ?-Yes. From that I came-
to St. Mary's; we were obliged to leave our dogs behind.

2 3 February 1857. 617. Sir John Pakington.] ow did you get on ?-We walked on foot, and
carried our baggage and provisions on the backs of men. It is -one of the
roughest countries I ever passed through.

618. Mr. .Ed'ward Ellice.] With respect to the mines on Lake Superior, are
you aware uf the number of them,. or the available state of the work at those
mines ?I am not.

619. But a great many companies have attempted to work them ?-Several.
620. Both on the American and on the Canadian side ?-On both sides.
6:21. The general result has been not very profitable ?-Not on the north

side, because they have given therm all up, or most of them. There are only
a few of the American mines paying where they get large masses of copper.

622. I believe that the great difficulty with the copper there is from its
extreme purity, and the great masses that it is in, so that they cannot easily
break it ?-On the south side; but they have found nothing of that kind on.
the north side that I am aware of.

623. But all the copper is actually in large solid masses, requiring great
force to break it ?-I have seen pieces of one or two tons, and pieces are found
much heavier than that.

6 24. Sir John Pakington.] What was the length of time occupied in your
journey fron the Red River to Toronto ?-To St. Mary's, two months; about
60 days.

625. It is a journey rarely made I suppose ?-Not by the same person; there
are generally relays of men at each post; each eight or ten days.

626. The journey is made from post to post ?-Yes; by different relays of
men.

627. In that way is the journey often made during the winter months ?-
Only once or twice w'hen the express comes down; the winter express used to
come that way communicating with all the posts bringing information down to
Canada.

62S. What is the distance between the posts ?-Generally 100 or 200 miles;
by the route followed it is more.

629. Mr. Grogan.] You said that the express vent by Lake Nipigon and
by Long Lake; did the express travel that route because there were posts
there ?-Partly, and partly because they cannot travel along the lake on account
of the ice breaking awav sometimes with a gale of wind, which renders it very
dangerous; the shore is so precipitous that the ice is apt to break away and
prevent travelling.

6.3o. Are there no posts between Lake Nipigon and the north shore ?-No.
631. It is the only route that is practicable ?-It is the only route that the

Company's people go generally; they make a rush sometimes across the Bay,
but they do not do so generally, it being so unsafé.

632. Mr. Bell.] Are there any whales in Hudson's Bay ?-I saw a few up to
the north.

633. You do not know whether the Hudson's Bay abounds with them ?-No,
not the southern part; I saw a few in the northern part, towards Repulse Bay.

634. Are there any seals ?-There were plenty of whiteporpoises, and many
seals, and sonie walruses the last time I was there.

635. Do they afford a large quantity of oil?-Yes; the Esquimaux kill them.
636. There are no British fisheries ?-No; none are established there.
637. They are not allowed, I suppose ?-No one ever attempted it that I am

aware of.
63S. Do you know whether that is part of the Hudson's Bay monopoly ?-It

is part of the Hudson's Bay territory.
639. So that no ships can come into the Hudson's Straits to fish for whales ?

-- I suppose so; there are not many whales.
640. Do you suppose there would be a sufficient quantity of fish of that kind

to support a settlement ?--I think not; when I went in 1846-7 I saw a good
many whales; when I went in 1853 and 1854 I saw only one or two small
ones.

641. At Nwhat part of Hudson's Bay ?-Inside Southampton Island.
642. Mr. Edward Ellice.] l ow long is the water so free from ice that vessels

could hunt the whales ?-About two months ; it is very daugerous ; it is full of
currents ;
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currents; it nearly wrecked Sir George Back's vessel, and prevented another
gentleman, Captain Lyon, twice from getting up there, whose vessel got nearly
destroyed; the currents are very strong and it is very dangerous; I got on
because I had boats and got inside the ic.e in shoal water.

643. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Do you know of any coal being discovered
anywhere on the shores of Hudson's Bay ?-I am not aware of any.

644. Mr. Grogan ] Along the jour.cy which yon have described to us as
having taken, were there any houses or any people ?--None, except the posts
that I have mentioned.

645. The whole of the rest of the country is unoccupied and desolate ?-
Quite, except by Indians.

646. Mr. Kinnaird.] From your evidence I gather that you entirely approve
of the rule of the Company, in not selling spirits to the Indians ?-Perfectly; it
is the best rule that was ever made.

647. Have you compared then with those who have access to spirits ?-Yes,
I have seen the effect ; the I ndians are much easier to deal with, more attentive,
and better in every way.

648. You also, I gather, approve of settling and attempting to civilise them;
you think that it may be done with success ? -I think it is a good thing; if it
could be possibly done it would be beneficial in every way ; it i not even
opposed to the Company's trade, because the time when they would be employed
in the settlement is not the time when they hunt.

649. 'The seheme bas been partially successful in the Red River ?-Yes, but
very partially, because most of them hunt in the winter, and they do not
depend upon the farms.

65o. The settling and the civilising have never been opposed by the Company
in any way ?-Not that I an aware of.

651. Chairman.] Still, do you think that the constitution of the Company is
such as to make it very well fitted for the management of settlements except
upon a very small scale -I speak of the Indians settling down, not of others
settling; not of colonising, not of strangers coming in.

652. When you use the word " settlernents," you mean mere Indian villages?
-Indian villages and settlements; local trading places.

653. Mr. Roebuck.] But surely a fur company is opposed to colonisation, is
it not ?-1 should fancy so, generally.

654. Therefore, insomuch as the Hudson's Bay Company is a capital fur
Company, it is a very bad coloniser ?-1 should fancy so; it iever professed to
be a colonising Company.

C55. Mr. Lowe.] With regard to the half-breeds, do you consider them a
material from which an agricultural population can be forned ?-I believe that
the English half-breeds may be so; they are a very excellent race generally,
but careless and improvident.

6.,6. Will they settle down and cultivate the ground?-There will be a
difficulty about it, because they generally prefer the hunting.

657. Have they settled in any great numbers ?-In the Red River to a con-
siderable extent.

658. Have they given up hunting altogether ? -Not so far as I know. They
generally hunt as long as they are able; they go as voyageurs in the summer,
and hunt in the autunn and winter.

659. And they do not really cultivate the ground much ?-Many of them
do, but the generality of them prefer the sort of wild life of huuting.

66o. Are they troublesorne people to govern ?-Not so far as I am aware.
661. The Company bas no difficulty in ruling them, and keeping them in

order ?-I think not; I speak particularly of the English half-breeds. I have
generally had thein with me on my expeditions, and found them good practi-
cable inen

1,6. Chairman.] s the number of the half-breeds much increasing ?-I
should think it is; where they are colonised, thev are increasing largely.

663. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliarn.] You spoke of the settlement at the Red River
just now, as if it was a settlement of Indians; there are very few Indians there,
1 believe?-There are a good many at both ends.

664. I mean full-blooded Indians ?-A good many Crees are settled there,
and uthers.

0.25. F 665. They

J. Rae, Esq., M.D.

23 February 1857
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J. Rae, Esq., M. D. 66.5. They do not farm, do they ?-They do to a small extent.
666. Are they not the only instances of Indians, except those that have been

23 February 2857. surrounded by the population of Canada, that you know of, who have settled
down as farmers ?-There is one instance in the States that I have heard of.

667. Where ?-I forget the name of the tribe.
668. The Cherokees ?-Yes; they have settled down, and have really become

civilised ; they have their own Memnber going to the Legislature, and they have
schools.

669. The Cherokees are not now inhabiting the ground where they were
originally found ?-No; they have changed their ground, and also so have some
of the others ; some have immigrated from their own lands to the Red River.

670. Mr. Roebuck.] In the whole history of America has there been,one
instance of a half-breed settlemient continuing up to the present time ?-I am
not able to answer that question.

671. Has it not been found by experience that the red man is opposed to
that kind of life which we call civilised life ?-Exactly so; there is no doubt
about it.

672. And wherever the civilised man comes the red man disappears ?-Yes,
that is the result, generally speaking.

673. Mr. Gordon.] In a letter from Sir George Simpson, which is to be
found in sone papers laid before Parliament in 1842, he says: " Our different
trading establishments are the resort or refuge of many of the natives who, from
age, infirmity, or other causes, are unable to follow the chase ; they have the
benefit of the care and attention, free of expense, of our inedical men, of whom
about 12 are usually employed in the service; every trading establishment being
in fact an Indian hospital." low far does your experience as a medical man
in the service of the Company bear that out ?-Wherever we act as medical men
our services are given gratuitously. We go to a distance if an Indian is at a
distance, and have him taken to a fort, and he is fed and clothed there. And
it is no uncommon thing to hear the old Indians, when unfit for hunting, say,
" We are unfit for work ; we will go and reside at a fort." That is the ordinary
feeling which prevailed in the country. Although there are no medical men
up at the different posts (there may be the number Sir George bas mentioned
scattered over the country), yet medicines are sent up to all the posts in regular
supplies.

674. If tiat attendance were asked it would always be afforded ?-Yes.
675. Was it frequently afforded?-Frequently so; but those places on the

coast are liable to much more disease than places inland.
676. Then, in short, you think that if a statement were made, that the

Directors of the Hudson's Bay Company considered that it was their business
to attend to the Company's own servants, but not to any other class of the
population, it would be a false charge ?-Perfectly erroneous; in fact the Indian
is more readily attended to generally than the others.

677. And as a rule the medical men appointed by the Company would not
consider it their sole duty to attend to the Company's servants ? -Certainly

not; they are there for the Indians as much as for the Company's people.

678. Mr. Roebuck.] How long did you say that you dwelt at Moose Factory?
-Ten years.

679. During that time what vas the average number of the worn-out hunters
who lived there upon your charity ?-I cannot exactly tell that. The popu-
lation of the place was, I think, about 180 altogether ; few Indians came there;
but there were generally two or three or four old families, or six sometimes,
pensioners at the place. They called at the Fort; they were there regularly
every week; tbey had their encampment at the place, and they went and
hunted at intervals as they vere able, and if thev were not able to get food
enough, they had it given to then.

680. How many people would those families number?-Perhaps 12; perhaps
13 or 14 altogether.

681. Th'lien I understand vou that at the Moose Factory there was an average
of about 12 old Indians ?- Ys, wonen and men.

682. That was the suim of the great advantage that the Indians round about
Moose Factory derived, nanely, 10 or 12, or, say, 14 or 16 ?-The whole popu-
lation there is about 180, and if any of thein came in and werc unfit to hunt,

they
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they were received at the Fort; we never forced them into the Fort; but if J. Rae, Esq., Ns.:
they came and asked assistance and wished to stay, they did so.

683. Mr. Labouchere wishes to know whether anything is done with respect 3 February 1857.
to vaccination ?-Yes ; vaccine matter is sent to all the posts. I may mention
a curious fact, which is, that in the year 1835 the small-pox was brought up by
a steamboat from the States. A gentleman at the Saskatchewan vaccinated all
the Cree Indians that came in; and there was scarcely a single case occurred
among the tribe; we supposed it was because they had all been vaccinated;
whereas deaths took place amongst the more distant tribes, near the Missouri.
The small-pox was brought by steamboat up the Missouri, and was brought
over to the Saskatchewan by a quantity of horse-stealers, who heard that the
disease was at the Missouri, and went to steal horses there. They found the
Indians dying by hundreds; they took the disease with them, and most of then
died upon the road.

684. Taking you from Moose Factory to the mouth of the Mackenzie River,
where you lived ; how long did you live there ?-About nine months at Fort
Simpson, and two years at Bear Lake, which is in the Mackenzie district.

685. How many worn-out hinters lived there, deriving charity from you ?-
I do not remember; I think there were about two or three families whilst I
was there ; at the one post.

686. Say six people ?-Yes, about that at that time; but it varies according
to the privations which the Indians have suffered.

687. Mr. Gurney.] Did I understand you rightly, Lhat in addition to the
worn-out hunters who were resident, there was also gratuitous medical advice
given to the other Indians as they happened to require it ?-To every one that
came, or that we heard of.

688. Sir John Pakington.] How far south do the Esquimaux come ?-Along
the shore of Hudson's Bay; they come to Churchill, in latitude 59°,

689. Do they come dovn as far south as the Great Slave Lake ?-They do
not go inland at all; the furthest inland that they go is up the Back River,
that we know of now.

690. They always keep to the rivers or the sea ?-Yes, it is generally
found so.

691. Is thiere in the interval a large tract of land between the North
American Indians and the Esquimaux ?-Certainly; a sort of debatable land;
and between each tribe of the Esquimaux themselves there is a debatable
land; for instance, the tribe of Esquimaux about the Copper Mine River do
not seem to me to associate or mix with those to the West or East; when any
one has gone there, they have found that they have no tools, either Russian
or Hudson's Bay, among then; nothing that could be traced either to the
Russians or to the Hudson's Bay Company.

692. The Esquimaux, I presume, from what you say, are different tribes, but
not different races ?-Not different races, I think.

693. What is the extent of the debatable land between the Indians and the
Esquimaux?-It varies according to the circumstances; the Chipewyans and.
the Esquimaux frequently meet at Churchill; then the Louchoux and the
Esquimaux meet again on the Mackenzie, but on the Copper Mine River the
interval between them is about 60 or 100 miles.

694. Mr. Grogamn.1 How long at any time did you reside at the Red River
Settlement ?-About two months at one time ; that was the longest period I
was there.

695. Do you know the regulations of the American companies with regard to
hunting; do they give a larger price relatively to their value for the inferior
skins, as the Hudson's Bay Company does ?-They sell their goods nearly at the
same price as the Hudson's Bay Company, only the goods are inferior ; Indians,
frequently from the American side, come over to the Hudson's Bay Company to
get good guns or a good article, and they get them as cheaply as in the States;
that I have heard from hunters who have been among the Americans. Another
point I niay mention, namely, the proportion of spirits which is acqfuired on
the Ainerican frontier; when I travelled down from the Red River to Crow
Wing to the Minesota territory, nearly every American Indian that I found
travelling, had bottles of spirits with him.

O.2. F 2 696. Màr.
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J. Rae, Esq., M.». 696. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] That country which you travelled through
- from Red River down to Crow Wing was a so-called settled country, was it

23 February 1857. not ?-No.
697. It formed what is called in the States, Indian territory ?--Perfectly so,

as much as in any of the Hudson's Bay Company's territory, where I passed
through; we came to little posts between Pembina and Crow Wing.

698. I mean within the boundary of the Minesota territory ?-Yes.
699. Consequently these people who traded in this liquor were not the

licensed Indian traders, men who had paid money to obtain a licence to trade
with the Indians, but they were the free settlers ?-Yes, I think free settlers.

700. Over whom no company had any power whatever; an American
trading company has no power over the free settler of Minesota ?-The Govern-
ment have; they made it a rule that no spirits should be sold to the Indians on
or near the frontier; that was what I understood; whereas there they had
abundance; it was against the rules of the Government for them to get it, but
the Governrment could not prevent it.

701. Chairman.] Do you imagine that the American Fur Trading Company
does put any effectual check upon the sale of spirits to the Indians in their
country ?- cannot tell, because I have never been among them.

Jovis, 26° die Februarii, 1857.
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THE RIGHT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE, IN THE CHAIR.

Sir George Sinipson, called in; and Examined.

702. Chairman.] I BELIEVE you hold an important situation in the adminis-
tration of the territories of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I do.

703. What is it ?-I have been Governor of their territories for many years.
704. How long have you held that situation ?-Thirty-seven years I have

been their principal representative.
705. Mr. Edward Ellice.] As governor the whole time ?-Yes; I have held

the situation of governor the whole time.
706. Chairinan.1 What is the nature of your authority in that capacity ?-

The supervision of the Company's affairs ; the presiding at their councils in the
country, and the principal direction of the whole interior management.

707. Where do you generally reside ?-I have resided for several years at the
Red River Settlement ; I have resided in Oregon; I have resided in Athabasca,
and latterly I have resided in Canada.

708. Is there any fixed seat of Government within the territories of the
Hiudson's Bay Company ?-There is no fixed seat of government, but there is a
seat of council for the northern and the southern departments; one at Norway
House, at the northern end of Lake Winnipeg, and the other at Michipicoton,
or Moose Factory, for the southern department.

749. Your authority extends, I imagine, as well over Rupert's Land as over
the territory which the Company holds by licence ?-Over the whole of the
Conpany's affairs in North Ainerica.

710. What

Sir G. Simpson.

26 February 1857.
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710. What is the nature of the council which you have mentioned ?-The
principal officers of the Company, the chief factors, are members of council.
If there is not a sufficient number of chief factors the number is made up by
chief traders, who are the second class of partners, and all matters connected
with the trade are discussed and determined at this council.

711. What is the nature of the authority of the council as distinguished from
your own; are they merely advisers ?-They are advisers, and they give their
opinions and vote upon any question that may be under discussion.

712. Does the ultimate authority and decision reside in you solely, or is it
with you in conjunction with the council ?-With me in conjunction with the
council.

713. Do you mean that they could outvote you and prevent your doing any-
thing which you thought proper ?-They could outrote me, but it bas never
been so; in the absence of the council my authority is supreme; in travelling
through the country, or giving any direction connected with the management of
the business, my authority must be acted upon until it be annulled or disallowed
by the council or the Company.

714. Of course, having admitistered the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany during so long a period, you are well acquainted with every part of their
territories ?-I have travelled through the greater part of the country ; I have
not visited what are usually known as the Barren Grounds.

71.5. You are well acquainted with the weste!rn portion, as well as the eastern ?
-- Yes; I have not been in Mackenzie's River, but I have been in nearly all the
other parts of the country ; my usual route in going up the country is from
Montreal by Rainy Lake and Lake Winnipeg to Red River; I have crossed the
Rocky Mountains at three different points to Oregon.

716. Will you have the goodness to give to the Committee an account of
your impressions of the character of the territory of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany in point of soil and climate, particularly with reference to its adaptation
for the purposes of cultivation and colonisation ?-I do not think that any part
of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories is well adapted for settlement; the
crops are very uncertain.

717. Do you mean that observation to apply only to Rupert's Land or to the
entire of the territory now administere y the Hudson's Bay Company?-
1 mean it to apply to Rupert's Land.

718. How would you describe the limits of Rupert's Land to the west
The Rocky Mountains to the west.

719. Would you apply that observation to the district of the Red River ?-
Yes.

720. And the country immediately behind it ?-Yes.
7i. Is it not actually settled ?-I do not consider it well adapted for settle-

ment.
722. Why so ?-On account of the poverty of the soil, except on the banks

of the river. The banks of the river are alluvial, and produce very fair crops of
wheat; but these crops are frequently destroyed by early frosts; there is no
certainty of the crops. We have been under the necessity of importing grain
within these last ten years from the United States and from Canada, for the
support of the establishment.

723. Have you an equally unfavourable opinion of the country on the Sas-
katchewan River ?-Yes; the climate is more rigorous, and the crops are even
less certain on that :·iver ; the scarcity of timber also is a great bar ; there is
little or no wood in the country. The present population of Red River have
great difficulty in p·coviding wood for their immediate wants.

724. Is there any part of the territory of Rupert's Land towards Lake
Superior that vou think adapted for cultivation ?-Inmediately upon the right
bank of the Rainy Lake River cultivation might be carried on to advantage ;
but there is merely a slip of land adapted for cultivation ; immediately behind
are deep morasses which never thaw.

725. Mr. Gladstone.] Is that right bank of the Rainy Lake River in the
Hudson's Bay Territory ?-Yes.

726. Mr. Edward Ellice.) Do you mean by " never thaw" that in the
summer, when the surface is thawed, if a person was to walk through that
moi ass his foot would get to the ice below ?-No, not immediately so; but by
digging deeper you would come to ice.

0.25. F 3 727. Chairnan.]

Sir G. Simpson.

26 February 1857-
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Sir G. Simpso.. 727. Chairman.] You have stated that in Rupert's Land you do not think
there is any extent of territory of any consequence which would, for some

26 February 1857. time at all events, be adapted for colonisation and settlement ?-Which would
be favourable for colonisation or settlement; it is possible.

728. Do you apply the same observation to the land to the westward of the
Rocky Mountains ?-In the British territory I do, north of parallel 49"; it is a
rugged, precipitous, mountainous country.

729. Is the whole of it of that character ?-Principally of that character.
730. Do you know Vancouver's Island ?-I have passed Vancouver's Island

previously to its being Britishi territory; I cannot speak to it.
731. Do you consider Vancouver's Island as being within the territory of the

Hudson's Bay Company ?-No.
732. You do not mean your observations to apply to that ?-No, not to

Vancouver's Island.
733. Are you acquainted with the coast near Vancouver's Island and above

it ?-Yes, I have gone along the coast from Puget's Sound to the Russian
principal establishment at Sitka.

734. Do you believe that coast to bc altogether unfavourable for the purposes
of colonisation ?-I believe it f.o be quite unfit for colonisation.

735. Do you know Queen Charlotte's Island?-I have not been on Queen
Charlotte's Island.

736. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You confine your observation to the main land?
-Yes.

737. Mr. Gladstone.] I think you have spoken of Rupert's Land as including,
from west to east, the whole country, beginning from the Rocky Mountains
and moving eastwards ?-Yes, to the shores of the Bay.

738. Do you understand that to have been the original signification of the
term Rupert's Land, dating from the period of the charter ?-Yes, that it
includes the land on all waters falling into Hudson's Bay; they form the bounda-
ries of the territory.

739. There is a reference in the charter to the fall of the water, is there ?-
I cannot call that positively to mind; that is the impression upon my mind,
and I believe it is the general impression.

740. It is difficult, I suppose, for you to state what you would take as the
northern boundary ?-The northern boundary of Rupert's Land I call the
Methy Portage and Lake, dividing the waters that fall into the Bay from
those that fall into the Aretie Sea; there is a height of land at the Methy
Portage.

701. Taking the Methy Portage as the northern boundary for that longi-
tude, as you come eastwards the territory trends very much to the north ?-
Yes.

742. And goes up to the Melville Peninsula, which seems to be about the
northernmost part ?-Yes.

743. Speaking of the whole of that country, as included in Rupert's Land,
would you draw any material distinction between the climate of one part and
the climate of another ?-Yes ; the clinate of the southern part of the country
is not so rigorous as that of the northern ; the winters are not so long.

744. What would you say was the length of the winter in the most favourably
situated parts of the territory ?-Five and a half months, I should say, at Red
River, which is the most favourable part of the country.

745. Is there any part of the coast of Hudson's Bay, or James's Bay, which
partakes of a comparatively good climate -Certainly not.

746. Is the softening influence of the sea not much felt in any portion of
it ?-Not much; at York Factory, within about 18 inches or two feet of the
surface, we come to ice.

747. Mr. Edward Ellice.] At all times of the year ?-At all times of the
year.

748. Mr. Gladstone.] Would that observation apply to Jamnes's Bay, even
down to the southerninost point, viz., Moose Fort?-I should say the climate
is not mucli more favourable; barley very seldom ripens there, and the pota-
toes are exceedingly sinall, and the crops unproductive.

749. Irrespectively of the question of north and south, is not there a good
deal
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deal of difference in the climate, according as it lies eastward or westward ?-
Yes.

750. Does the climate improve westward ?-It rather improves westward;
as you go from the coast westward the clhmte improves.

751. Did you ever hear the saying in America that a degree west was equal
to a degree south ?-No, I never heard it.

752. Take the Saskatchewan country, upon the banks; is there no alluvial
soil on the River Saskatchewan ?-There is alluvial soil, but the season is not
so long, and the frosts are earlier than at Red River.

753. Have you travelled up the Saskatchewan yourself ?-Repeatedly; we
have very seldom been able to raise wheat in the Saskatchewan.

7.54. Have you travelled up different branches of it ?- have.
75.i What length of winter would you give to the banks of the Saskatcle-

wan ?-About a fortnight or three weeks longer than at Red River.
7.56. Would it be six monts ?--Yes.
757. In the aucount which you have given of the climate of that country,

take, for instance, the climate of the banks of the Saskatchewan, you have inade
no allowance for the influences upon climate which are produced by settlement?
-No; I am not aware that settlement does produce any material influence
upon climate; I have not known it do so in Canada; I have been in the
Canadas for a great many years, and I do not find the climate improved; I
think the last two winters have been the two most rigorous winters I have
experienced in Canada.

758. I suppose it is not to be doubted that when a large district of country
becomes populous, there is then an influence upon climate ?-I have not seen
it; from my experience it is not so; I think the climate of Canada is as severe
as it has been at any time during the 37 years for whieh I have known the
country.

759. And that is truc everi with respect to the most settled and the most
densely peopled parts of the country ?-Yes.

760. Taking the case of the country to the west of the Rocky Mountains, I
understand you to have described Vancouver's Island as upon the whole favour-
ably circumstanced with respect to climate ?-l do not speak to Vancouver's
Island; I have never been there, except touching the northern part of the
island in a steamer; the weather was unfavourable and I could' not examine
the island.

761. Taking the coast opposite to Vancouver's Island, is it less favourably
situated than Vancouver's Island ?-It is so; it is rugged; it is only the soutlern
end of Vancouver's Island that is favourable for settlement ; the northern
part is exceedingly rugged, of the same character as the opposite mainland
coast.

762. Take the coast opposite the southern end of Vancouver's Island: it has
a south-western aspect, has it not ? -The southern part of the mainland has.

763. Is that as favourably circumstanced as Vancouver's Island itself'-
I think not; it is not so favourable as the southern part of Vancouver's
Island.

764. What is it that makes the portion of the mainland opposite the southe: n
part of Vancouver's Island less favourable for settiement than the island itself;
-- That portion in British territory is exceedingly rugged and mountainous,
craggy, and there is a want of soil.

765. Is the mainland side of the channel there rugged, and the island side
of the channel open and favourable, or are both sides rugged ?-The island is
less rugged than the mainland at the northern end of the island.

766. I an now speaking of the southern end of the island and of the land-
ward side.of it ?-The American side of the channel is the same character of
coultry.

767. Rugged ?-No, open.
768. What is the character of the mainland opposite that open country on

the landward side of the southerin end of the islad !--The sanie character;
open.

769. iMr. Edward Ellice.] That is not British territory ?-No ; that is
Anerican territory ; that is south of 49'.

770. Mr. Gladstone.] Take it north of 49', between Fraser River and the water?
-North of 49", norti of Fraser River, the country is exceedingly rugged.

0.25. 1 4 771. I know
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771. I know that your own experience and authority are very great; but do
you think that the opinion which you have given of the climate of this territory
is the general opinion ?-I think so; at least it is my opinion, and I believe it
is the general opinion.

772. Mr. Gordon.] If I understand you rightly, you think that no portion of

Rupert's Land is favourable for settlement, but that some portions might be
settled ?-Yes.

773. In your very interesting work of a " Journey Round the World," I find
at page 45 of the first volume this description of the country between the
Lake of the Woods and the Rainy Lake: " From Fort Frances downwards, a
stretch of nearly 100 miles, it is not interrupted by a single iipediment, Vhile
yet the current is not strong enough materially to retard an ascending traveller.
Nor are the banks less favourable to agriculture than the waters themselves to
navigation, resembling, in some measure, those of the Thanies near Richmond.
From the very brink of the river there rises a gentle slope of greensward,
crowned in nany places with a plentiful growth of birch, poplar, beech, elm,
and oak. ls it too much for the eye of philanthropv to discern through the
vista of futurity this noble stream, connecting, as it does, the fertile shores of
two spacious lakes, with crowded steamboats on its bosom and populous towns
on its borders ?" I suppose you consider that district favourable for population?
-The rightbank of the river is favourable, with good cultivation; that is to say,
the soil is favourable ; the climate is not ; the back country is a deep morass,
and never can be drainied, in my opinion.

774. )o you see any reason to alter the opinion which you have there
expressed ? -I do see that I have overrated the importance of the country as
a country for settlement.

775. Chairman.] It is too glowing a description, you think ?-Exactly so; it
is exceedingly beautiful; the bank is beautifully wooded, and the stream is
very beautiful.

776. Mr. Gladstone.] What is the character of the Saskatchewan, or of any
of the principal branches of it as a stream, with regard to navigation ? -There
are several lorg rapids in the Saskatchewan, at various points. I think a
steamboat migt, with the exception of those rapids, or by cutting canals ruund
those rapids, ascend to Edmonton.

777. 'That is on the northern Saskatchewan ?-It is.
778. What would you say of the southern Saskatchewan ?-On the southern

Saskatchewan there are fewer rapids.
779. Are there long reaches which are wholly without rapids ?-- Yes.
780. With a ôepth ample for navigation ?-There are chains of rapids below

the junction of the two rivers.
781. At Nepeeween?-Yes; there are two very long chains of rapids; 10

miles at one place, and seven or eight miles at another.
782. Are there any long stretches of water of navigable depth, without

rapids, upon the branches of the Saskatchewan ?-Yes.
783. What is the longest stretch that you can remnember ?-Perhaps 50 or

60 miles.

784. Mr. Grogan.] Is it to be understood, then, that except for those rapids
the northern branch would be navigable for steamers, a3 you describe, up to.
Edmonton?-Yes ; at the junct'on with Lake Wiunipeg there is a very long
rapid called the Grand Rapid.

785. \\ hat may be the length of it ?-From two to three miles.

7 86. Those three rapids which you have pointed out would be the three
obstacles te the navigation ?-There are several other smaller rapids ; there are
a great many rapids, but those are the principal rapids.

787. Those are the rapids which you think would require expense to obviate
theni ?-Yes.

788. Supposing that that expense should be incurred, and a canal, as you
have suggested, should be formed, would any dificulties of a serious character,
sufficient to imupede navigation, exist between Lake Winnipeg and Edmonton?
-ln the spring of the year the water of the whole river is exceedingly low
I have comne down in a perfectly light boat, and we have been frequently under
the necessity of getting out of the boat to hand it over shoal wate?.

789. Before the snow has melted ?-Before the mountain snow lias cone
down,
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down, namely, from about the 10th to the 15th of May; then about the Ist of
June the mountain snows melt, and there is a freshet in the river.

790. From the Ist of June to what time would the navigation of the river
continue good ?-Until the month of September tolerably good; the water
falling off about the middle of July.

791. On the southern branch of the Saskatchewan to what extent would it
be navigable, supposing those improvements were effected ?-I cannot speak so
distinctly with regard to the southern branch; I have merely seen it in
parts; I have not gone up the southern branch to any great distance. There
is no timber on the southern branch, and there is very little timber on the
northern branch.

792. There have been no attempts, I suppose, to effect those improvements?
-None at all ; there is no commerce to justify any outlay.

793. What is the distance from the southern part of Lake Winnipeg to Fort
William on Lake Superior ?-About 500 miles, I think; from Lake Superior to
Lake Winnipeg is about 500 miles of bad canoe navigation with 66 portages,
varying in length from 100 yards to 3j miles,

794. Do you know a gentleman of the name of Captain Kennedy who made
a speech at a meeting of the Toronto Board of Trade ?- I do.

795. He states there that the distance would not exceed 200 miles ?-Yes;
he does not know the country; lie never was hi the country.

796. What may be the state of the river going through Rainy Lake and from
the Lake of the Woods down to Fort William; is it navigable for boats, or rafts,
or anything ?-Between the Rainy Lake and Fort William it is navigable only
by canoes; I have passed through that country about forty times ; it is passed
only by canoes, and in many places with very great difficulty.

797. Is that from want of water ?-From want of water and shoals in the
navigation, and the wretched character of the country altogether; many of the
rivers are embarrassed with timber constantly falling every year ; there is one
river which is one continuous mass of timber, requiring to be removed every
season.

798. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that what is called the Savanne portage ?-Yes;
that is a river from the Savanne portage to Mille Lac.

799. Mr. Grogan.] Do you consider that obstruction so material as to impede
the navigation of that river ?-Yes.

8no. Could not it be removed ?-It could not ; in the autumn of the year, or
rather in the month of August, I have been obliged to get out of a light canoe
and wade in the water, handing the canoe along this river.

8o 1. Has any attempt ever been made to remove those obstructions ?-The
obstructions are removed every season, so as to enable the canoes to pass.

8o2. You mentioned, with regard to the Red River Settlement, that the
climate was so unfavourable for the growth of corn, and that there was so much
uncertainty as to the ripening of the corn, that at times you were obliged to
import corn for the supply of the residents there ?-We imported corn some
years ago; there was a failure of the crops; I was apprehensive of famine,
and imported flour from St. Paul's in the Minesota territory, and from
Canada.

803. Is that an exceptional case, or does it occur every year ?-It does not
occur every year; it is an exceptional case; but the crops very frequently fail.
We have been obliged to send for seed grain; we have not had sufficient grain
to sow the ground in the following season.

804. Can you say, during the 37 years that you have been Governor, how
often you have been under the necessity of importing corn for the supply of
the people at the Red River Settlement ?-We had never imported any large
quantity of grain for the support of the people until that season, in the year
1847, I think ; but the crops have been entirely destroyed, from the country
having been overflowed with water. The country was entirely overflowed with
water in the year 1826 ; the habitations were swept away, and the people were
obliged to remove to high grounds for the purpose of saving themselves.

805. Am I to understand that the occasion to which you refer was an entirely
exceptional one, and owing to the flooding of the water ?-It did not arise on
that occasion from the flooding of the water, but from an apprehended scarcity
owing to the presence of troops. In 1826 the country was flooded and the

0.25. G crops
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Sir G. Simpson. crops were destroyed. Several years previously to that the crops were
F destroyed three years in succession by locusts ; myriads of locusts ate up every26February 1857. particle of grass.

8o6. In what year was that ?-In the years 1818, 1819, and 1820.
807. You have mentioned one instance in which corn was imported in some

quantities, you say not considerable ?-Flour was imported.
8o8. For the supply of the inhabitants at the Red River Settlement 7-Yes.
809. Is that the only instance ?-That is the only instance where we have

imported; it was especially for the garrison. We had a wing of a regiment
there, and were apprehensive that the crops would be insufficient for their
maintenance.

81o. In other vears has there been a sufficiency of corn grown in that district
in general for the supply of the locality ?-Certainly not; two-thirds or fullyhalf of the population live by hunting and fishing.

81. Are the settlers there encouraged in regard to hunting and fishing
pursuits generally, to follow those pursuits rather - than agriculture ?-No ; we
are very anxious that they should follow their agricultural pursuits.

812. Does the Company purchase their flour ?-Yes.
813. The Company purchase flour at the Red River Settlement, from the

farmers in the neighbourhood ?-We purchase all their surplus agricultural
produce.

814. Do you mean that the farmers have no more to sell than what you
purchase, or do you only purchase what you want ? -They have no more to
sell: they have only 8,000 acres of land under cultivation at the present time,
although the country has been settled upwards of 40 years.

81,5. I suppose it was during the time that you were Governor that a certain
Mr. John M'Lean, who has published " Notes of a Twenty-five Years' Service
in the ludson's Bay Service," was a servarf cf the Company ?--Yes, he was so
a part of the time.

816. I wil read you an extract as taken from his book, and you can say how
far it is correct. " A single Scotch farmer," says Mr. M'Clean, " could be
found in the colony able alone to supply the greater part of the produce the
Company require; there is one in fact who offered to do it; if a sure maxket
were secured to the colonists of Red River they would speedily become the
wealthiest yeomanry in the world; their barns and granaries are always ful to
overflowing; the Company purchase from six to eight bushels of wheat from
each farmer, at the rate of 3 s. per bushel. and the sum total of their yearly
purchases from the whole settlement amounts to 600 cwts. flour, first and
second qualities; 35 bushels rough barley; 10 half-firkins butter, 28 lbs. each;
10 bushels Indian corn ; 200 cwts. best kiln-dried flour; 60 firkins butter, 56 lbs.
each; 240 lbs. cheese; 60 hams. Where he (the Red River farmer) finds a sure
market for the remainder of his produce, Heaven only knows, I do not; this
much, however, I do know, that the incomparable advantages this delightful
country possesses are not only in a great measure lost to the inhabitants, but
also the world, so long as it remains under the dominion of its fur-trading
rulers." Do you agree in the comment of Mr. M'Clean there ?-Certainly not.

817. In point of fact, do the Company purchase fron the farmers settled in
the neighbourhood of the Red River Settlement, all the corn the farmers are
able to sell?-We are not able to get the quantity of corn to be held in depôt
that we require. I have written over and over again to the person in charge, to
get all the grain he could for the purpose of being held in depôt, and we can
never get our quantity.

81 S. Mr. Gordon.] Will you allow me to remind you of one other sentence
in your interesting work. It is at page 55 of volume 1: "The soil of Red
River Settlement is a black mould of considerable depth, which, when first
tilled, produces extraordinary crops, as much, on some occasions, as 40 returns
of wheat ; and even after 20 successive years of cultivation, without the relief
of manure or of fallow, or of green crop, it still yields from 15 to 25 bushels an
acre. The wheat produced is plump and heavy; there are also large quantities
of grain of all kinds, besides beef, mutton, pork, butter, cheese, and wool in
abundance." Do you adhere to that statement ?-I do.

819. And yet you think it unfavourable for cultivation ?-Yes. I there
referred to merely a few small alluvial points occupied by the Scotch farmers.

820. Mr.
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820. Mr. Adderley.] What is the nature of the wood growing in the woody Sir G. Simpson.
district ?-There bas been elm at Red River. It is now quite denuded of wood
about the Red River Settlement by fire. 26 February 1857.

821. 1 refer to the higlier part about James's Bay; what is the nature of the
wood there ?-Small stunted pines.

822. What is the highest latitude at which fine timber grows ?-I cannot
tell precisely; there is very little timber on the shores of the Bay to the north,
100 miles north of Churchill. On the eastern side of the Bay there is very
little timber north of Big River, or Fort George on James's Bay.

823. When you get to those fine elm forests, is it not very fine timber ?-
That is in the prairie country. There was some very good timber about Red
River at one time.

824. Is the natural wild growth of the prairie country good ?-In some
parts.

825. Is it very luxuriant ?-In some parts ; in other parts the soil is exceed-
ingly thin. and there is very little herbage.

826. W hat should prevent cultivated produce growing equally luxuriantly
on the same spot ?-Imimediately behind Red River, about a mile from the
banks of the river, there is merely a thin skin of soil.

827. Is there any luxur'ant herbage, either grass, herbs, or fruit of any kind,
at a greater distance from theý river than you have mentioned ?-I think not,
except in detached spots. There has never been any cultivation a mile from
the river.

828. Would not many of the impe.diments which you have alluded to be
got rid of by art and cultivation ?- -ertainly not.

829. It is impossible P-It is impossible ; I have paddled over the roofs of
some of the houses in my canoe.

830. Do you say that you never knew any wild country in which the climate
was softened by drainage ?-I have heard of the climate of countries being
improved by drainage, and settlement and cultivation, but I have not experienced
it myself.

831. Are you aware that Europe was once as much frozen as Rupert's Land
now is ?- I an not aware that it was ; I have heard of some historical facts.

832. Can you state the present population of Red River, and the increase in
the last 10 years P-The population of lied River is about 8,000.

833. In what ilme bas it doubled ?-The settlement has been established 40
years.

F34. We had a statement from a former witness that, 10 years ago, the
population was 5,000 ; can you state whether that is correct ;-It may have
been; the population is now about 8,000. It is not from natural increase, but'
from the migration of some Indians froin other parts of the country.

835. Is there not always emigration in the shape of a squatting population
from the United States ?-Not from the United States.

836. Where from ;-The neighbouring districts; Indian migration.
837. Should you say that there was much difference between the climate of

Minesota and that of the Red River ?-Decidedly, the further south you go the
better the clinate is.

838. And do you state that there is no overflow of population fromu Min esota
to Red River?-I am not aware of any; I believe two or three Americans
have gone from St. Paul's, who have seated themselves down as small dealers
and opened shops.

839. Is there any barrier to their doing so from the nature of the Red River
Settlement regulation ?-None.

840. .Mr. Kinnaird.] Are there not westward from the Red River colony
several hundred miles of level country towards the Rocky Mountains ?--Yes, a
very fine country.

841. And comparatively speaking, a railway might easily be made along
there --Yes, from the Red River to the Rocky Mountains.

842. Ilow far are the large rivers from the Settlenent of York navigable up
the interior?-They are navigable by boats from York Factory to Lake Winnipeg;
boats carrying about three tons.

843. VWithout mucl portage ?-There are a great many portages; there are
fron 40 to 45 portages, I think.

844. Could they easily be renoved ?--No.
0.25. G 2 S45. Mr.
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845. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I think'that at those portages every thing is
literally carried on men's backs ?-Yes.

846. Mr. Kinnaird.] Did you not, after that interesting extract from your
book, recommend to the Company the establishment of a settlement somewhere
between the Lake of the Woods and the Rainy Lake ?-No; I suggested that
a missionary establishment might be formed there.

847. Which would attract settlement ?-Merely for the improvement of the
Indian population.

848. You recommended it as a place adapted for a missionary station, which,
in other words, would be adapted for a settlement ?-A missionary settlement
would live by fishing in a great degree ; they could not only raise produce
but fish, and give their time and attention to hunting during the winter.

849. Are you not aware that the whole of the manure which is made in the
Red River Seulement is wasted, because it is not required for the improvement
of the land, it being so fertile ?-Some improvident, careless people, who know
very little about cultivation, rather than take the trouble of collecting their
manure, throw it over the side.

8.50. I believe it is not required?-In some parts it is required; in the low
alluvial points it is not required; the low alluvial points which are improved
year by year, or every second or third year, from the overflowing of the river,
reçre no manure.

851. Mr. Bell.] What communication is there on the shores of the Saskatch-
ewai, towards Edmonton; what is the nature of the country ?-The country is
level; it is a rolling prairie.

852. It is a practicable country ?-Yes; I have travelled on horseback through
the whole of that prairie country. I have travelled from the Red River to the
Columbia on horseback.

853. Mr. Gurney.] I understand you to have spoken of the right bank of the
river of the Rainy Lake ; by the right bank, do you mean the southern bank or
the northern bank ?-Going down the stream; the north-eastern bank.

854. Going down the stream would be rather the southern bank?-No,
north-east; the opposite side is south-west, the American bank.

855. Does not that bank belong to the United States ?-No, the right bank
of the Rainy Lake River is British territory ; the river divides the territory ; the
right bank, going down the stream from the Rainy Lake to the Lake of the
Woods, is British territory.

856. The opposite bank is American ?-Yes.
857. Then the right bank is what would rather be the northern bank on this

map ?-The north-eastern.
858. Opposite tlie southern part of Vancouver's Island there is a place on

the maps marked Fort Langley ?-That is at the mouth of Fraser River.
859. I believe you mentioned that there was no very good land between

Fraser River and the coast ; but how is the land immediately inland from Fort
Langley, between Fraser River and the American boundary ?-The boundary is
Fraser River, or very nearly so.

86o. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliarn.] Does not Fraser River run north and south?
-I think the boundary is very near Fraser River, at the mouth of Fraser
River.

861. Mr. Gurney.] My object was rather to inquire whether Fort Langley
was in any way the centre of a small district of good land ?-No, it is near the
southern boundary of the British territory.

862. What is the character of that district ?-All the way down Fraser River
to within about 50 miles of Fort Langley, it is an exceedingly rapid river.

863. What is the nature of the land eastward from Fort Langley, inland?-
A short distance to the eastward is level; there is a mountainous country
higher up the stream.

864. Therefore there is a space of level land immediately inland from Fort
Langley ?-Yes.

865. Is the mouth of the Fraser River at all available as a port or outlet ?-
No ; there is a bar at the mouth of the river; vessels with a small draught of
water would take the ground.

866. That bar could not be easily removed ?-It would fill up again imme-
(iately.

S07. Mr.
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867. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Do you know what the water on the bar is? sir G. impgon.
-I think about eight or nine feet.

868. Mr. Lowe.1 Which do you consider the best way to the Red River 26 February 1857.
Settlement from Europe ?-Through the United States, by Minesota.

869. By St. Paul's ?-By St. Paul's.
870. From Canada, which do you consider the best way ?-By Lake Superior,

Fort William and Rainy Lake, into Lake Winnipeg, and then on the southern
side of Lake Winnipeg.

871. Is that the way you went yourself ?-Forty times i passed over that
ground.

872. Mr. Bell.] Is there any other practicable route from Canada to the
Red River ?-No other.

873. North of Lake Superior inland ?-There is no other practicable route.
874. What has induced you to change your opinion since you wrote that

passage in your journey with regard to the nature of the climate and the soil,
and its applicability for cultivation, because I observe that you had been 20
years in the country when you wrote that passage ?-I had never given par-
ticular attention to the climate of the country, nor to the fact of the country
being one continued morass behind, until after my narrative was written ; the
Company have a farm at the outlet of the Rainy Lake at the commencement
of the river, and our crops very frequently fail.

875. Mr. Edward Ellice.] At Red River Settlement, owing to the great
uncertainty of the crops, do not the Company keep two years' consumption of
grain on hand in case of accident ?-Yes, that has been our object; we never
can get up a stock of grain.

876. With regard to those floods which you have spoken of, are you not
aware that they have happened repeatedly on former occasions?-Yes; there
was a flood upon one occasion, a few years previous to 1820, on my first
visiting the country. In 1826 the whole country was one continued sea.

877. And in 1848, I think ?-Yes, about 1850 or 1851 there was another
flood.

87 8. To give the Committee an idea of those floods, what did the breadth of
the river increase to ?-There was no river; it was a continued sea for hun-
dreds and hundreds of square miles.

879. With regard to the farming at Red River, do you consider it the inte-
rest of the Company to promote agriculture there ?-It is very desirable, for
the purpose of furnishing ourselves with the means of living.

8 8u. Have the Company been in the habit of giving encouragement to
agriculture at Red River ?-We have promoted agriculture by every means in
our power.

881. Have the Company established model farms ?-We did establish a model
farm.

882. Have the Company taken out stock on purpose to promote and im-
prove the breeds ?-Yes ; the most improved breeds of cattle and horses and
sheep.

883. You told us about the character of the territory in Rupert's Land and
in Oregon, but you have said nothing of the character of the land in the part
of Canada occupied by your posts, and more especially the part between
Sault St. Mary and Fort William ; what is the character of the country on the
north side of Lake Superior between those points ?-It is a very craggy, barren,
rugged country; a surface of rock.

884. Viscount Sandon.] You are well acquainted, I imagine, with the Assi-
niboine branch of the Red River ?-Yes.

885. Will you state to the Committee how far it is navigable ?-There are
shoals and rapids at the very commencement of the stream.

886. For what distance ?-From the Forks where it unites with the Red
River, I think about three miles, there is the first rapid; and 20 or 30 miles
higher up a further rapid, and above that there are very frequent rapids.

887. So that it is in fact unfitted for navigation ?-Quite so.
888. What is the character of the land along the banks of that river ?-The

land is pretty good immediately along the banks.
889. I think the land is cultivable nearly to the sources of the Assiniboine

River; immediately upon the banks.
890. That is for a distance of about 150 miles ?-Yes.

0.25. G 3 891. A former
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Sir G. impson. 891. A former witness has stated that the Americans are extending their
settlements very rapidly towards the Red River, and that numbers have crossed26 February 1857. the boundary ; do you imagine that fact to be correct ?-I am not aware of
any American settlers having crossed the boundary.

892. Would you have the means of knowing ?-Yes, decidedlv; I think the
nearest settlement of the Americans is at the Crow Wing Ri;er, one of the
branches of the Mississippi.

893. Chairman.] How far is that off ?-I tbink perhaps 350 to 400 miles.
894. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Does the Crow Wing run below St. Peter's

River or above it ?-It falls into the Mississippi above St. Peter's ; above the
falls of St. Anthony; the Crow Wing River is above St. Paul's.

895. Mr. Gladstone.] Is St. Paul's near the junction of the St. Peter's with
the Mississippi ?-Yes.

896. Where is the Crow Wing ?-The Crow Wing is about 100 miles nearer.
Red River, I think ; it is not marked on this map.

897. Mr. Kinnaird.] Is there not a settlement at Pembina ?-Yes. I call thé
settlement of Pembina an offshoot from Red River; it is principally inhabited
by half-breeds from the seulement of Red River.

898. It is in the United States territory ?-It is on the frontier.
899. Therefore, in fact, there is an American settlement nearer than you

have stated ?-No; I think they are settled within the British territory. I am
not aware that they are outside the lne.

goo. Does not Fort Pembina belong to the Americans ? -There is no fort at
Pembina. Fort Pembina is an old trading establishment of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

901. Mr. Grogan.] But does Fort Pembina belong to the Hudson's Bay
Company or to the Americans ?-Fort Pembina did belong to us.

902. To whom does it belong now ?-There is no Fort Pembina now.
903. I mean the settlement, or the station, or whatever you please to call it?

-I think the settlers are upon both sides of the line.

904. Viscount Sandon.] You imagine that the nearest American settlementis
on the Crow Wing River?-I consider that an American settlement because there
is an American population. I consider it the nearest American settlement.

905. If it was proved that there were American settlers coming in consider-
able numabers to the British boundary you would think that a considerable
argument in favour of the goodness of that territory, would you not ?-I do not
think they would go to the Red River from the United States or anywhere else
for the purpose of settlement.

906. I only asked you whether, supposing that was proved, you would not
regard it as a considerable argument in favour of the character of the territory ?
-Yes; but I should not agree in that fact.

907. Mr. Blachburn.] Provided that they settled for the purpose of agricul-
ture ?-Yes; but I am satisfied tLat they will not do so.

908. Mr. Charles Fit-.!!iam.J You say that the north shore of Lake
Superior is barren and rocky ?-It is, except at the outlets of the rivers ; ·the
general character is rugged and barren, and a surface of rock and water and
swamp.

909. Is there any timber immediately on the shore of Lake Superior?-
Very little; scarcely any; it is all burnt; it is a burnt wood country.

9 0. Burnt by what ?-By fires having overrun the country ; the greater
part of the thick-wood country is overrun by fires.

911. Of what wood are those the renains ; is it a fir wood ?-It is a small
description of fir.

912. What is the breadth of that belt of timber ?-It extends from the
shores of Lake Superior to the shores of Hudson's Bay.

913. Without any intermission ?-Yes ; except by lakes. I think there is a
larger surface of water than of land in the whole of that thick-wood country.

914. When you get from Lake Superior, and travel north, do not you come
to any country which is timbered with maple and oak; soft wood?-At the
River Kamenistiquoia falling into Lake Superior at Fort William, for 20 miles.
I think there is a good deal of maple, and perhaps a small quantity of oak; I
have not noticed oak.

915. That
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915. That wood grows on the valley of the Kamenistiquoia ?-Yes; that is Sir G. Simpson.
Sor, barely 20 miles.

g6. I do not mean so far to the west as that; there is a place called the 26 February 1857.
Pic ?-Yes, it is a perfectly barren post; it is sand iupon the beach and rock
behind.

917. It is a mineral country, though, is it not ?-Yes; all along the eastern
shore of Lake Superior is a mineral country.

91 8. There is copper ?-Copper.
gig. And iron ?-Yes.
920. And the vegetation is pine wood ?-Yes.
9121. When you go through a belt, say of two miles of that country from the

shores of the lake, do you not then come to a mnaple and oak vegetation ?-
Certainly not. There may be patches here and there on the banks of the
river of maple, but in a very small quantity.

922. The country rises from the bank of the shore of Lake Superior, does it
not ?-Yes ; to the watershed.

923. You come into a country filled with small lakes and morasses ?-Yes.
924. How are those lakes formed ?-They have been lakes from the begin-

ning of time, I believe. These basins are formed by large quantities of snow,and the morasses are very deep, and the season is not sufficiently long to drythem up.
925. Are there not some artificial reasons for that, as there are on the south

shore of Lake Superior ?-No; I am not aware of any.
926. Dams of different sorts ?-No.
927. Then it is not of the same nature as the shore on the southern side of

Lake Superior ?-I am not aware that the waters are dammed on the southern
shore.

928. With regard to Fraser River, you said that the country on the main-
land was generally unfavourable for cultivation ?-Yes.

929. But there are farms at Fort Langley, I think ?-There is a farm at Fort
Langley.

930. Mr. Edward Ellice.] To what extent ; how many .z-es ?--Perhaps about
20 acres.

931. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] But tbere is plenty of room for more ?-Yes.
932. Chairman.] There is some extent of ground there fit for cultivation ?-

Yes, at Fort Langley.
933. What extent should you say ?-Perhaps several hundred squatre miles.
934. What sort of cultivation ; would it grow wheat ?-It might grow wheat.
935. Is it as good as the southern portion of Vancouver's Island ?-Not so

good, I should think ; it is a more moist climate.
936. It is not so good in point of climate ?-I should think not.
937. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Is not the drougbt at the soutbern end ofVancouver's Island rather a drawback to cultivation in the summer time ?-Iam not able to speak to Vancouver's Island.
.938. Is the country round Fort Langley of the same character as that betweenNisqually and Fraser River?-No, it is a more thick-wood country; fromNisqually to very near Fraser River is a prairie country, with patches ofwvood.
939. Or rather a woody country with patches of prairie ?-Yes.
940. Is the country to the north of the British line like the country aboutNisqually .- No; it is a thick-wood country.
941f Still, with small prairies -- No; I think the prairies are not sofrequent.
942. Mr. Grogan.] You have described to us the countries as having beenvisited by very severe floods ; was there any particular cause, such as an earlyspring, or the sudden melting of the mountain snows, which occasioned it ?-Yes ; there was severe weather until the season was far advanced, and the sunburst out with great power.
943. And this great extent of flood was the overflow of the rivers ?--Yes.944. To which of the rivers do you principally attribute the flooding ?-Itwas all over, not only Red River, but the whole of the country.
945. Generally through the whole district ?-Yes, the York River and MooseRiver; they were obliged to get their goods out of the stores and put thein onstages, for the purpose of being saved from the flood.
0.25. G 4 946. Then
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Sir G. Simps. 946. Thea those particular floods were not local, in fact, in the neighbour-
hood of the Red River ?-No.

26 February 1857. 947. They were general through the country ? -Yes.
948. With regard to the Red River Settlement, was that settlement more

damaged or more exposed to flood than any other part ?-It was; it was more
exposed and more injured, because there was a larger population.

949. The Red River discharges itself into Lake Winnipeg ?-Yes.
950. Is there any obstruction to the river going into the lake ?-No.
951. Or to the waters of the lake finding their way into the sea ?-No. The

lake was overflowed, which rendered it necessary to remove our establishments
from the lower end of the lake.

952. Would the existence of those 47 portages which you described as on
York River, up to Lake Winnipeg, in any way conduce to damming up the
waters, and flooding the country ?-Lake Winnipeg empties itself into Nelson
River, a little way to the northward.

953. Are there any obstructions on that river which would tend to dam up
the waters of Lake Winnipeg ?-None at all.

954. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is it not the general flat nature of the country
which causes the flood ?-Yes.

955. There is not declivity enough to carry off the water ?-Just so.
956. Mr. Bell.] The same as in the neighbourhood of Lyons, in France?

-Yes.
957. Mr. Gordon.] When did the last great flood occur ?-In 1851.
958. Mr. Bell.] Do you know the neighbourhood of Fort Alexander ?-I do.
959. What sort of countrv is it ?-The back country is thick wood country;

the timber is pine, and theré is a great deal of swamp; it is a swampy country.
960. Mr. Gladstone.] With respect to the wheat at the Red River Settle-

ment, at what period do they sow ?-They sow is the early part of May,
I think.

961. And when do they reap ?-In August.
962. Is the harvest pretty good, or is it overtaken by the winter, without

having sufficient sun to ripen the corn ?-The crops are usually, or always,
secured before the winter sets in.

963. From whence did the Hudson's Bay Company bring the corn and other
provisions for its servants before the Red River settlement was founded ?-Very
little grain was used in the country previously to that time. The provisions
used in transport were pemican, a compound of buffalo meat and tallow; the
buffalo meat dried upon stages, and ground down, and mixed up with the fat of
the animal.

964. Then it vas almost entirely animal food ?-Animal food and fish.
965. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is it not in a great measure so now ?-Yes, in

travelling to the northward.
966. Mr. Gladstone.] Was there no regular import of grain or other vegetable

produce into the Hudson's Bay territory before the Red River Settlement was
founded ?-Merely for the use of the establishments upon the coast, and for the
Indians near those establishments.

967. From whence was that grain brought ?-From England.
968. By the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Yes, through Hudson's Bay.
969. You do not consider that the Hudson's Bay route is the most economical

or convenient route, in a commercial sense, for connecting the Hudson's Bay
country with England, do you ?-No great extent of traffic can be carried on
through Hudson's Bay, inasmuch as the season is exceedingly short; the Bay
is never free of ice.

970. How long is it open ?-About two months.
971. With regard to the Saskatchewan River, are the banks of it tolerably

timbered ?-There is very little timber on the banks of the Saskatchewan.
972. Is there such a deficiency of timber both on the Upper and Lower

Saskatchewan that that of itself would, in your view, constitute a serious
impediment to settlement ?-Decidedly ; throughout the whole of that prairie
country, from parallel 490 northwards, I think the want of fuel would be a
great drawback to settlement.

973. Is not the Red River country pretty well timbered ?-It was pretty
Well timbered, but people are now under the necessity of going further for
timber ; they go up the river and raft it down 40 or 50 or 60 miles.

974. Are
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974. Are the outfalls of Lake Winnipeg exclusively into Hudson's Bay ?-
Yes.

975. Are there several?-No; the lake empties itself by Nelson River into
the sea.

976. Entirely ?-Yes.
977. Mr. Kiinnird.] You say that there is no timber on the Saskatchewan

River ?-There is very little timber.
978. Has any search been made for coal in that district ?-Yes ; an inferior

description of coal, a lignite, has been found near Edmonton.

979. Mr. Bell.] You say there is very little timber in that country; I find
that in vour Journal of a Journey froin the Red River Settlement across the
Rocky Mountains, you constantly describe the country in this way; "Picturesque
country, lakes vith gently sloping banks, the greensward crowned with thick
woods; then you say, " Beautiful country, lofty hills, long valley, sylvan lakes,
bright green, uninterrupted profusion of roses and blue-bells, softest vales,
panorama of hanging coipses -Yes, there were a great many flowering
abrubs.

98o. Then you say that within a day's march of Carlton, on the Saskatche-
wan, in latitude 53°, there were large gardens and fields, and an abundance of
potatoes and other vegetables ?-Yes.

9$ i. I understood you to say that there were no woods in that country ;-
There is a very small quantity of wood, insufficient for the purposes of a large
population.

982. About Edmonton, as to the pasturage, your remark is that it is luxuriant,
and that the barley is very productive ?-Yes, it is very good.

983. Chainnan.] Will vou state to us the system under which the country is
managed, with regard to trade and g.vernment, with reference to the ladian
population ; in shorL., the machinery which is employed; how many officers and
servants altogether are employed by you in the management of the territory
of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-There is the governor-in.chief, to begin with;
there are 16 chief factors, who are the principal officers, members of our council;
29 chief traders, five surgeons, 87 clerks, and 67 postmasters; the last rank
between the labouring man and the clerk.

984. How many are employed at your trading posts ?-Those people are all
employed at our trading posts.

985. How niany other agents are there employed at your trading posts ?-
We have no other agents; we have servants.

98i. Iow nany servants have you!?-There are about 1,200 permanent
servants.

987. Does that include voyageurs and people of that sort ?-No; there are
about 500 voyageurs, and other temporary servants beside.

988. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How many are employed besides those occasion-
ally ?--There are 150 oflicers and crews of vessels.

989. What number of persons do you think the Company gives employment
to in the trading season ?-Perhaps about 3.000.

990. Mr. Kinnaird.] Is that exclusive of Indians ?-That is including Indian
labourers.

ii91. Chairman.] Do you mean hunters?-After the hunting season is over
the Indians are frequently enployed as boatmen or canoenen ; as temporary
servants.

99.:. You do not include in that number, I presume, the Indian population
employed by the people from whom vou purchase fuis ?-No.

993. Wlhat number of Indians do you calculate are living in the whole of the
li dson's Bay Territory ?-The Indian population of Rupert's Land, we estimate
at 42,840.

994. When was that calculation niade ?-This scason; I collected from
diffèrent data all the information within reach when I understaod that I was
required to Icave Canada.

995. In the rest of the territory what are the numbers ?-In the Indian
territory, east of the Rocky ?Mountains, 12,730; west of the Rocky Mountains,
80,000.

996. What is the whole amount of Indian population within the territories of
the Hludson's Bay Company ?-130,000.

0.25. i 997. Does

Sir G. Simpson.

26 February 1857'
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Sir G. Simpson.
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997. Does that include the Indians in Vancouver's island ?-Yes.
998. Since you have known that country, has that number been on the

increase or the decrease ?-For tuo or three years previous to 1820 tiere was
a great mortality in the northern parts of the country, in the thickwood
country, from small-pox and measles: that was in 1816, 1817 and 1818. After
that period we introduced vaccine inoculation, and the small-pox has been
unknown in the country since then.

999. Since that period, do you believe that the number of the Indians have
increased or decreased ?--I think the number of the Indians in the thickwood
country has increased.

i ooo. Take them as a whole ?-In the prairie country I think they have
decreased owing to wars and small.pox.

10o i. By wars you mean wars among themselves ?--Yes.
1002. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Those are the Indians on the frontier ?-Yes, the

Blackfeet tribes ; they are principally Anierican Indians.
1003. Chairman.] What do you ~mean by the thickwood country?-The

thickwood country is a very extensive district of country lying 300 or 400 miles
inlard round Hudson's Bay ; that is to say, to Lake Winnipeg, toà the barren
grounds and to the height of ]and dividing the St. Lawrence or Canada from
Rupert's Land; that is the thickwood country.

1004. To wvhat do you attribute the difference which you state to have
existed in the number of the Indians; the number you say bas not dininished iW
the thickwood country, and lias diminished elsewlere ?-In the thickwood
country they are more under our own care, under our own eye ; we have a certain
control over them; among the prairie Indians we have nu control.

1005. Do you mean that there are not wars between themselves in the thick-
wood country ?-There are no wars, and there is no loss of life arising from w ars.
There has been no small-pox; the country has been healthy, and the means of
living, if not very abundant, have been sufficient.

oo6. To what extent have you been able to prevent the introduction of spirits
among the Indians ?-Spirituous liquors have never beei used as a ndiumîî of
barter for furs, within my knowledge.

1007. What is your system with regard to the Indians in connexion withi the
fur trade ?--Our mode of management is this ; the Indians are usually outitted
from the establishment in the fall of the year wiih such supplies as will enable
them to get through the winter in comfort and make their hunts.

10O. How do you pay thei for the furs which they bring?-We pay then
by barter entirely; money is not kîîown in the country ; they do not know money ;
it is a barter trade on a tariff of very old standing, varied from time to time
according to circumstances.

1009. Do von ever encourage them to resort to agriculture under any circum-
stances, when it can be done ?-Always; we have encouraged them, by every
means in our power.

1o0 o. Where ?--At the Rainy Lake, Cumberland, Swan River, Norway House,
and the seats of all the missions. We are exceedingly anxious that they should
give their attention to agriculture.

101 1. H ave they to any extent adopted agriculture ?--Not to any material
extent; they have a distate for field labours.

10 2. You state that there are wars in some parts of the country between
different tribes of Indians ?-Yes.

1013. I believe vou have nanaged to preserve peace as between the red man
and y ourselves ?-Decidedly.

1014. It has been almost entirely preserved?-Yes; for 37 years, during
which I have iad the principal management, there have been very few cases of
crime, considering the cliaracter of the population and the extent of the
country.

1015. 1 be1ieve during the last few vears there has been a warfare of the nost
dreadflul description carried on between the inhabitants of the United States in
Oregon and the Indian tribes in that neighbourhood ?-There has been.

o16. It has extended to vour frontier, has it not ?-Yes.
W'17. But has never passed that frontier ?-It lias niot gone bevond ; we have

sufficient influence with the Indians in the British territory west uf the mountains
to keep theni out of it.

1k18. In
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101 8. In what way is justice administered in that country which is under
your control ?-As nearly as possible according to the laws of England; we
have a very competent legal officer, who fi1s the office of recorder at Red River
Settlement.

oîo. Supposing an outrage takes place in a distant part of the country,
what happens ?-The case would be tried probably at Red River or at Norway
Ilouse.

1io2o. How can that be done; when a murder, for instance, takes place in a
verv distant part of the country, what is then done ?-In one case three parties
who were concerned in a murder were removed to Canada for trial, all the wav
from Mackenzie's River, at great difticulty and great expense.

i02 i I suppose in very distant parts of the country you administer justice as
best you may ?-In many instances we have brouglit cases to Red River, where
the parties have been regularly tried by jury.

1022. For minor offences what proceedings do you adopt practically ?-
The Indian is reprimanded and held in disfavour for some time.

i 02.3. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you illustrate that answer by giving a case
which occurred at Norway House recently ?-Some Indian lads broke into one
of our stores and they wvere regularly tried, and two of them were transported
from their own district 300 miles off to another district; that was the entire
punishment; it was, in fact, no punishment; they were also severely repri-
nanded.

1024. ChairMan.] What system do you adopt in the way of preserving dis-
cipline and proper subordination among your own officers, scattered over this
vast extent of country, at the different posts ?--I do not know that there is any
particular discipline; we generally contrive to have respectable men; our
officers are always highly respectable men, and we generally keep orderly ser-
vants; our servants are orderlv and well conducted.

1025. Do you take care to keep a pretty strict supervision over them, and
does their advancement depend altogether upon their conduct ?-There is a very
strict supervision.

1026. Resides your own territory, I think you administer a portion of the
territory which belongs to Russia, under sone arrangement vith the Russian
Company ?-There is a margin of coast marked yellow in the map from 54° 40'
up to Cross Sound, which we have rented from the Russian-American Company
for a term of years.

1 027. Is that the whole of that strip ?-The strip goes on to Mount Saint
Elias.

1028. Where does it begin ?-Near Fort Simpson, in latitude 54°; it runs up
to Mount St. Elias, which is further north.

1029. Is it the whole of that strip which is included between the British
territory and the sea -'We have only rented the part between Fort Simpson
and Cross Sound.

1030. What is the date of that arrangement ?-That arrangement, I think,
was entered into about 1839.

1031. What are the terms upon which it was made; do you pay a rent for
that land ?-The British territory runs along inland from the coast about 30
miles; the Russian territory runs along the coast; we have the right of navi-
gation through the rivers to hunt the interior country. A misunderstanding
existed upon that point in the first instance; we were about to establish a post
upon one of the rivers, which led to very serious difficulties between the
Russian-American Company and ourselves ; we bad a long correspondence, and,
to guard against the recurrence of these difficulties, it was agreed that we should
lease this margin of coast, and pay them a rent; the rent was, in the first instance,
in otters ; I think ve gave 2,000 otters a year ; it is now converted into money;
we give, I think, 1,500 1. a year.

1032. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] What otter is that ?-The land otter from
lie east side of the mountain3; u e now pay 1,500 1. a year for the use of this
margin of coast.

1033. Chairman.] Is it a lease for a term of years ?-I think the term was
originally 10 years.

1034. Mr. Kwnaird.] Have you the whole care of it, or are there Russian
officers in the territory ?-We have the entire care of it.

0.25. H 2 1035. Mr.

Sir G. simpion.
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Er G. Simpson. 1035. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That was maintained through the last war, was
it not, in order that there should be no disturbance among the Indians ?-

26 February 1857. Yes.
1036. Cliairm an.] Was any inconvenience sustained before this arrangement

was made with regard to the management of the -Indians, inasmuch as it was
found that spirits were introduced among therm by parties competing with one
another for the fur trade?--Yes, there vas a great abuse of spirituous
liquors.

1037. Was that the main inducement to you and to the Russian Company
to make this arrangement ?--It was mot the principal inducement, but it was
one of the inducements. A year or two afterwards I entered into an arrangement
at Sitka with the Governor of Sitka that the use of spirituous liquors should be
entirely prohibited. A murderous scene took place under our own eyes at Sitka,
arisin from a debauch among the Indians, and we came to an agreement then
that liquor should no longer be introduced into the country.

0-s. Mr. Kinnaird.] Has that agreement been rigidly'kept on their part?
It las been rigidly kept, I believe, by them as well as by us.

1 039. Mr. Gordon.] With regard to the administration of justice, is it not
the case that under the Acts by which the Company exercise jurisdiction, viz.,
the 43 Geo. 3, and the 1 & 2 Geo. 4. the Company are bound, under a penalty
of 5,O00., to transmit cases of felony for trial to Canada?-The ex-recorder of
Rupert's Land will be here in the course of a day or two, and I should rather
prefer that he should enswer the question, and explain all matters connected
with the administration of the law.

1040. I suppose you would also wish to defer till the recorder is here, the
answer to the next question which I should put, viz., how often that had been
done ?-There have only been two cases transmitted to Canada in my time ; one
is the case of those Indians in Mackenzie's River, a few vears ago, of whom I
spoke.

1041. How long has there been a recorder established at the Red River?--
In 1839 the first recorder vas appointed there.

1042. Mr. Grogan.] What was the name of the recorder in 1839 ?-Adam
Thom.

1043. Mr. Gordon.] How vas justice administered previously to a recorder
being appointed -- Tfhere was never a criminal case within my recollection
previously to 1839, except the case to which I an alluding, in Mackenzie's
River.

o44. With regard to the introduction of spirits into the territory; are spirits
allowed to those who are in the employment of the Company?-I may say that
the whole importation of spirits, from the year 1847 to the year 1856, averaged
under 5,000 gallons into the whole country.

1045. Are spirits habitually ailowed to be used by the servants in the
employment of the Company '-Certainly not.

1o46. Not for their own use ?-Not for their own use; not even the officers
in some parts of the country are allowed the use of spirits.

1047. I find it stated in a speech made by Mr. Gladstone, on the 10th of
August 1848, that in the year 1837, about 3,800 gallons of spirits had been
imported into the Hudson's Bay territory ; and in the year 1845, three years
before the date of his speech, 9,075 gallons. From the statement which you
have just made, I suppose we must conclude that that proportion has diminished
a good deal ?-In 1845 the quantity was increased, in consequence of a wing of
the sixth regiment having been sent to Red River ; it was for the use of the
troops.

1048. Then we must not take that as representing an increase or decrease in
the consumption ?-No; the average since 1847 is 4,911 gallons, it is under
5,000. Of that quantity, two-thirds are used by the 8,000 inhabitants of Red
River; the remaining one-third, or 1,630 gallons, is all that is allotted for the
use of our own servants, for an occasional dram to Indians who are employed in
transport with our own servants, and for the purchase of provisions in parts of
the country where we cannot get them otherwise.

1049. I find in a report which w.is made by a Comrnmittee of the House of
Commons, which was appointed to consider the condition of the aborigines in
the British Colonies, a statenient that the Coppernine Indians had decreased

one-half;
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one-half; and among other causes which are assigned for that decrease, intem- sir G. Simpson.
perance is mentioned. Have any but the Company's traders access to that
country ?-None, except the Company's traders; that statement is not true; no 26 February 1857,

liquor goes there.
105o. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is it not the fact that that is one of the districts

into which spirits do not go at all ?-No spirituous liquors have been sent north-
ward of Cunberland to my knowledge since 1822.

1o51. Either for the Conpany's servants or for the Indians ?-Not for any-
body; neither for officers, servants, nor Indians.

1052. MIr. Gordon.] Then you presume that the Committee of the louse of
Commons were misled by the evidence before them ?-Decidedly.

1053. It bas been stated to me by officers in the army who have travelled
in those parts of the country where the Company have stations on the Saguenay
River, at Chicoutimi, for instance, that though liquor was not traded with the
Indians for furs, yet at the time the bargain was concluded a certain quantity ot
liquor was always given to them as- a present ; does it appear to you that that
differs in anything but naine from making spirits a portion of the trade ?-J
I think it very likely that on the St. Lawrence, where we are surrounded by
opposition, that may have occurred. Where we have opposition, we must,,in
order to vet furs, do as other parties do ; but we never sell liquor. Liquor has
never been used as a medium of barter. We are opposed on the St. Lawrence
by every shipmaster and every pilot and fisherman.

1054. The greater poetion of your Europcan servants, I presume, corne from
England or Scotland they are not born of white parents in the country?-
The greater portion of our white servants are Orkney men; there are a few
HighIlanders, and a very few Shetianders ; a large proportion of our servants are
balif-breeds.

1055. With your Indian servants what sort of contract do you enter into;
how long is their term of service ?-Merely fior the trip ; merely for the summer.
They are sornetimes employed as express bearers going with letters, and they
are frequently employed as boatmen, mixed with the Company's servants and
with the half-breeds.

1056. Is there any provision made for your servants in case of sickness or old
age r-There is no provision made for them. They are paid liberal wages, and
our servants very frequently save large sums of money for their walk in life.
They generally leave the country before extreme old age cornes on.

1057. ßut there is no regular provision for a person who becomes disabled in
your service ?-There is no provision.

1058. That happens, I suppose, not unfrequently from accidents?-It does
happen, and it frequently happens, that the Company, after their return to Eng-
land, allow them a small pension.

1059. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you ever known, in any case whiclh was
deserving, a snall pension refused ?-Never.

i 06o. Mr. Gordon.] I suppose this can hardly be considered as administration
of justice: I find that in Mr. Alexander Simpson's " Life of Mr.Thomas Simpson,"
at page 427, it is stated that the Company bas the invariable rule of avenging
the murder by Indians of any of its servants, by blood for blood, without trial of
any kind. Is that the case ?--We are obliged to punish Indians as a measure of
self-preservation in some parts of the country.

1061. And without any fori of trial ?-We seldom get hold of then for the
purpose of trial, and they are usually punisled by their own tribe. I scarcely
know a case, there may have been perhaps a few cases, in which our own ser-
vants have retaliated; but the Indians are usually punished by the tribe to which
they belong.

1062. Mr. Gregson.] What mode have you of ascertaining the population of
the Indians ?--We have lists of the Indians belonging to various posts; we have
compared and checked then with the report of the Government officers who
went to Vancouver's Island some years ago, as regards the tribes to the west of
the mountains, and with Colonel Lefrov's lists, as regards those on the east side,
and «we have arrived at this estimate of the population.

1063. You say that you fitout the Indiaus-is that only for the hunting
season?--They do not require any outtit for the summer.

1064. Do they continue throughout the year to be provided for by the
0.25 0 3 Company
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26 February 2857. 1065. Do they depend upon you for their support throughout the year ?-
Eitirely, except such as they provide themselves with skins. They are very
frequently clothed in skins; rabbit skins and leather ; indeed, many of our own
servants are clothed in leather.

.o66. Mr. Kinnaird.~ You stated just now the population in rough ; would
you have any objection to give in to the Committee a copy of the estimated census
of the population which you have made. There are sone other parts; can you
give us vour census of the Red River population; you have got it, I presume, in
detail ?-I think I have ; I am not certain ; I took these notes previously to
leaving Canada.

1067. I think I heard you say that one vessel or more enters Hudson's Bay
for the supply of the colony ?-We usually employ-two ships to York ; one ship
to Moose, and another to East Maiie.

i o68. May ships come and trade at York or Moose Bay, if they choose, on
their own account; would every facility be given for other ships besides the
Conipany's ships coniiig?-Not to oppose us in trade, because we conceive that
our charter sufficiently protects us.

1069. You conceive that your charter precludes any other vessels but the Com-
pany's vessels trading at York and the Moose River ?-Yes.

1070. Under those circumstances might not a larger stock of goods be kept at
the Company's store at the Red River, so as to supply the demand there ?-We
keep in store generally a two years' supply of the most essential articles of trade,
to guard against the possibility of loss by the wreck of our ships, or the burning
down of our establishments.

1071. Are you not aware that you do not sufficiently supply the Red River
Colony with goods ?-~-I think the Red River Colony is usually sufficientty
supplied.

1072. I thought that a great caravan annually went down, and got their
goods from the United States at St. Louis ?-Yes; a caravan goes taking
buffalo robes for sale in the United States, and cattle for sale, and bringing back
tobacco in some cases; they likewise smuggle liqudr into the country, and there
are other supplies which are to be iad cheaper from the United States than
from England.

1073. Mr. _Edward Ellice.] With regard to the traders, cannot the traders at
Red River get out whatever they like in your ships by Hudson's Bay ?-Any-
thing thev like except liquor. We object to become the freighters of liquor.

1074. And the traders at Red River may charter ships on their own account,
so long as they do not interfere with the fur trade ?-Yes; they have never
chartered a ship yet, because they get their freight cheaper through the Com-
pany than they can by charter.

1075. Mr. Bell.] Have you never refused to take goods for any of the.
traders of the Red River ?-I think on one or two occasions we may have done
so; perhaps on one occasion. I am not satisfied of that.

1076. Mr. Gordon.] Was that in the case of a Mr. James Sinclair ?--Yes.
1077. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That was when it was in contemplation to inter-

fere with the fur trade ?-Yes.
1078. Mr. Lowe.] Will you state what the case was with respect to ir. James

Sinclair ?-- There was .some objection.
i079. What did he want to do ?- We objected to bring out goods for hini at

one timne.
1o8o. What goods did he want you to bring out ?-Lritish manufactures.

oS i. You objected on what ground ?--On the ground that he was to employ
them in the fur trade.

I 082. Mr. Kinnaird.) The Company does not oppose a passive hinderance to
the entrance of goods or of people necessarily ?-Not at all; we take their goods
out on freiglt.

1083. If I wanted to bring a mechanic into the Red River, could I do so ?-
Decidedly; we should afford him a passage.

1084. 'lien the Company would acilitate the entrance of free labourers of
good character who should present themselves, by giving them a passage?-
On paying.

1085. Allowing them to have the benefit of the Cornpany's stores upon the
terms
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terms of the Company's servants ?-No, not on the ternis of the Company's
servants; the Company's servants receive very low wages.

io86. Yon have told us, I think, that no other ship would be allowed to trade
at York :-Yes.

ioS7. Therefore if I wanted to import a mechanic, you would allow hin to
come in your ship ?-Decidedly.

,o8S. Might not he trade on the same terms as the Company's servants
might not he buy his things in the sane way?--He mîight buy bis things as the
other inhabitants of Red River do.

io89. And he night have the benefits of the Company's stores ?-Yes ; our
shops are open to ail parties.

i ugo. He would have to pay for his passage ?-Yes.
îog i. By a tixed tariff?-There is a regular passage money charged, which

I cannot call to memory at this moment. Everv facility is afforded ; a passage
has never been refused to any one that I am aware of.

ioc2. There is an idea that the Company opposes the settlement of Indians as
agricultural labourers or as a Christian community ? --It is not the case.

io93. What is the tenure of the land in the Company's territory ?-Nine
hundred and ninety-nine years.

1094. Is the right of the Indians to sufficient lands for their support recognised?
-They occupy lands wherever they please. The Indian bas never been required
to pay for lands.

i 095. Du you pay no chief for the occupation of land yourselves in the Indian
settlenent ?-There is a very old respectable chief, a mnan who has been very
triendly to the whites ; we support him principally.

i o96. Do you not recognise their holding their possession of land ?--No ; the
land was purchased of them, I think, in the time of Lord Selkirk by a regular
purchase; a certain quantity of ammunition and tobacco, and various other
supplies being given fr it.

i097. What provision is made, or can be made, for the settlement of such as
desire to become agricultural labourers, or to live as a community ; what would
be the facility given by the Company ?-They would be permitted to take lands,
wherever vacant lands were found, at a price which might be considered nomiial;
the prices are never exacted.

1098. Is the Indian scttlenent at the Red River approved of and encouraged
by the Company ?-Decidedly.

1099. In everv way - In every way.
1 i (o. What provision is made for the instruction of these Indians ?-The

Church Missionary Society have a missionary in charge of the settlement
i oi. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you state what religious establishments there

are ?--In the Company's territory there are 19 missionary stations of the Church
of England, 12 Ronan-catholic, 4 Wesleyan, and 1 Presbvterian, making a total
of 36. In Oregon there is a Rornan-catholic mission. On the Gulif of St.
Lawrence, one. At Albany and Temiscaming, one. At the Pic there is a
Wesleyan missionary. At Fort William there is a Ronan-catholic missionary:
and at Vancouver's Island there is a Church of England missionary, making in
all 42 missionary stations.

1 i02. Mr. Kinnaird.] What provision is made for the chaplain ?-The Bishop
of Rupert's Land bas a salarv of 300 1. a year from the Company. In aid of
schools he lias 100 1. a vear. -The bishop's chaplain, at Red River, has 150 1. a
year. At York, !-)0 1. a~ year. At Moose, 50 1. a year. At East Main, 50 1. a
year. At Victoria and Vancouver's Island, 200 1. a year. The Roman-catholic
mission at Red River has 100 1. a year. At Oregon, 100 1. a vear. On the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, 105 1. a year.

1.03. Mr. Charles Fit;william.] What do you mean by Oregon; Oregon is
in the United States ?-We call it Oregon.

1.104. Do you give reliý ious instruction to ther inhabitants of the United States ?
-No; there is a Roman-catholic bishop wio was taken across by us a good
nany years ago to Oregon, and he remains there on the promise that he should

be allowed 100 1. a vear.
105. Mr. Roeb~ck.] Do vou pay hin?-We pav himn 100 1. a year now.

S106. And you maintain him in the United States territory ? -We give him
100 . a year.

1107. He being in the United States territory ?--He being in the United
States territory. oS. Mr.
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i oq. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You have possessory rights, I believe, under the
treaty ?-Yes.

-io . Mr. Roebuck.] But has not Oregon been given up by treaty ?--By that
treaty our possessory rights are retained.

i i7 o. What possessory riglits have vou ?--We have various establishments;
pasture grounds; hunting grounds. We claim very large possessory rights.

1111. Mr. Edward Elice.] Have you not also the free navigation of the river?
-Yes.

1112. Mr. Roebuck.] What do vou mean by possessory rights ; do you inean
rights under the charter ?-Rights as British subjects previously to the treatv.

1113. iHad you possession of land ?-We had possession of land.
1 14. Hov did you acquire it?--Under the licence to trade.
' 315. But that is not possession of land ?-Yes, under the licence to trade we

had various possessions in the country.
iAi 6. Do you understaud that a licence to trade gives you possession of the

land ?--We understood so.
iy 7. That is the interpretation which you give to the words "a right to

trade," that it gives you a right to the land ?-We conceive so.
111 8. In fee-simple ?--I do iot say under what tenure, but we consider that

it gives us a right to the land.
11 19. So that when you received by charter from the Crown a monopoly to

trade over certain portions of territory. you believe that the whole of that
territory was ceded to you ?-No, not the whole of the territory that we trade
over, but the territorv that we bring into cultivation.

1120. How much land did you bring into cultivation in Oregon ?-I really
cannot tell.

1121. Did you bring 100 acres ? -Five thousand acres.
1122. Into cultivation ?-Yes.
1123. And those are all the possessory rights wlich you have ?-We have

various establishments all over Oregon; we have them in various parts of the
Columbia R.iver and Puget Sound.

112,4. Mr. Edward Elice.] Are you not aware that in addition there is the
Puget Sound Company, who also have those rights reserved under the treaty?
-Yes, that is an offshoot of the lludson's Bay Company ; an agricultural esta-
blislment formned by the Hudson's Bay Company, or parties connected with or
interested in the Hudson's Bay Company, encouraged by the Government of
the day.

I125. Mr. Kinaird.]I gather fron vour evidence, that in stating the numiber
of people whom you employ, you do not consider the Indians who hunt for you to
be your servants ?-We do not.

i 126. Is not the Company pledged to them by payments in advance
Decidedly ; that is to say, an Indian to make his hunt must be provided with
certain necessaries to enable him to live during the winter; he requires a gun
lie requires ammunition ; he requires blanketting.

1127. Are they not to all intents and purposes your own servants hunting for
fou, for which you puy them in advance ?--There is no contract ; there is an
understanding that they w'ill pay us if they can. If the Indian is sick, "e lose
the outfit.

1128. You make him payments in advance ; then you settle with him after the
hunit, and in the event of any illness, or sickness, or of old age, you undertake
to provide for him ?-We consider that a dead loss.

il 2o. What provision do you inake for the instruction of these Indians ?-In
the difièrent parts of the country fvourable for settlement we always encourage
missions; but in many parts of the eountry it would be impossible to collect any
body of Indians ; the means of subsistence are not sufficient to do so

I130. As the missions extended wLeld you grant assistance ?-Decidedly
'we are anxious to improve the condition of the Indians.

i31. What grants in aid are given for the education of the half-breeds and
the Indians *?-We give no grants in aid. The half-breeds are quite in a condi-
tion to pay for themselves ; the inhabitants of the country ; the heads of
famuilies.

132. And the Indians ?-They are brought to the missions.
1133. l1 lact, you think they are able to take care of themselves, and you

make no grants in aid for their education ?-No.
1134. T'he
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1 134. The barter of ardent spirits, you said, was never allowed under anv
circumstances ?-Never for furs. In the Saskatchewan it is necessary to give
a small quantity' of spirits to the Plain Indians, as an inducement to bring in
provisions, otherwise they will not do so; these are principally American Indians.
A small quantity is likewise given to some of the Indians at the Rainy Lake,
who supply us with dried sturgeon and wild rice.

113.5. Have any ordinances or rules been passed by the Council on the sub-
ject of ardent spirits ?-Yes.

S136. Can yon put in copies of your rules with respect to ardent spirits ?-
The most effectual rule is not to introduce the article.

1 137. H ave you no writteu minute from the Council ?-No, I think not.
There can be very little spirit used, inasmuch as the whole ihnportation is under
5.000 gal!ons.

i 38. What is the amount of ardent spirits imported in the ships ?-Four
thousand nine hundred and some odd gallons.

1 '39. How is it distributed in the territory ?-Two-thirds of that quantity are
for sale to the inhabitants of Red River, who would otherwise distil. We have
had great difliculty in preventing them from establishing distilleries in the
country.

1140. Are the Company's regulations, to your knowledge, violated in that
respect ?-I think not.

1141. Have any of the officers of the Company been called to account for bar-
tering ardent spirits where it was not necessary ?-No, not that I am aware of.
We are so decidedly opposed to the use of spirituous liquor in any of our esta-
blishments that no officer would venture to act in opposition to our desire.

i 142. I think you said that the government of the country was vested in a
couneil ?-Yes.

1 143. A re the transactions secret ?-Not at all.
1144. Are minutes kept ?-Yes.
1145. And is it open to the public; may anybody have access ?-All criminal

and other legal cases are tried at Red River, and are open to the public. There
vas a trial by jury last year at Norway House which was open to the public;

but our own deliberations with reference to the management of the trade of the
country are not open to the public.

1146. Is there any bank out there for the use of the servants ; any savings
bank or any place where they can deposit their savings ?-We have no savings
bank ; but the Company allow the interest of the day, i think it is four per cent,,
to any parties who may choose to leave their money in their hands, or they will
pay their balances, as they accrue from year to year, as they may desire.

1 17. Is every facility given in that respect at the diffèrent posts ?-In the
Red River Seulement we have gold, silver, and copper as a circulating medium,
and a paper currency. That paper currency is redeemable by drafts on London
at 60 days.

. i48. If any of your servants at the different posts wanted to place money at
interest, you would allow them four per cent. upon it ?-If they choose to leave
their money in our hands they get four per cent. for it.

1149. Have you it in contemplation to form a savings bank in any part of
your territory ?-No; it has never been contemplated; we have never thought
ofit ; it bas never been suggested.

1150. Mr. Lowe.] In %hom does the executive power reside ; in the governor
exclusively ?-The governor and his council.

1151. The Council of Factors?-Yes.
1152. Consisting of 16 ?-- Yes ; and where therc is not a sufficient number of

chief factors, the number is made up by chief traders; that is as regards the
Company's affairs, the business of the country.

115:3. As regards the government of the territory, how is it governed ; I am
now speaking not of trade, but of the general government of the territory ?-In
the Red River Settlement, in the district of Assiniboia, the present recorder is
the governor of the district.

1154. He bas the executive power as well as the judicial ?-Yes.
1155. What extent of territory is that over ?-The district of Assiniboia takes

50 miles by the compass round the Red River Settlement.
1156. Has he any assistance in that, or does he do it entirely himself ?-The

fact is there is very little to be done in that resuect.
0.25. 1 1157. What
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1157. What there is to be done he does ?-Yes; our gaols are alnost always
empty ; they scarcely ever have an iamate.

S1158. As to the rest of the terrritory, how is that governed ?-By myself and
the council.

il59. Have you any legislative power ?--No.
1 16o. You cannot inake laws in the territory ?-.We can make laws as far as

regards the management of our own affairs, which is the only case in whici we
have occasion to make laws.

1161. As to the tenure of land, how is it regulated ; what law is in force in
the territory ?-The law of England, I imagine.

1162. Up to what period?-IUp to the present time.
1163. You spoke of a lease of 999 years ; why is the land not given in free-

hold ?-Our counsel in this country recommended that 'ease.
1 164. Do you know why ?-No
S165. Who grants the lease ?-The Company; generaily the governor of the

district.
1 166. Under the seal of the Company ?-Under the seal of the Company.
1167. Have you a seal of the Company out there ?-Yes, as Governor-in-

chief.
1168. Has the Company in London any legislative power; can it make laws

for the territory ?-It gives instructions with regard to the mode of conducting
the business.

i 169. There is no power of making laws, then, at all, as I understand, for the
territory ?-On the subject of the laws, I would beg to refer to the recorder.

1 170. Mr. Edward Elice.] Is it not the case that the directors in London
have the supervision of the acts of the council ?-Yes.

1171. Mr. Lowe.] The Governor is the Executive ?-Yes.
i 172. All over the territory ?-Yes.
1 17.. There is no legislative power at all, as I understand ; there is no power

to make laws in anybody?--We make such laws as are necessary.
1174. You do not make Statutes at ail ?-No.
1175. Do you make Ordinances ?-No, we have never had occasion to make

Ordinances ; we have passed certain Resolutions of Council.
1176. Are they considered bindinu- in the nature of laws on the inhabitants

of the territory ?-They are principally in reference to our own trade; the laws
are administered as nearly as possible in accordance vrith the laws of England
by the recorder of the country, and the late recorder is now on his way to
London, and wili be forthcoming in the course of a day or two.

1177. Where do these 16 factors, who form the council, live ?-All over the
courntry.

1178. Are they summoned every year to meet ?--A sufficient number assemble
for the purpose of holding a council every year.

1179. Where do they meet ?-At Norway fouse.
i i8o. At what time -Generally about the 10th, or 15th, or 20th of June.
i i Si. Mr. Bell.] What number is considered 'sufficient '- I think seven

factors with the Governor.
i 182. Mr. Lowe.] Does the public ever attend the discussions of this council?

-No, never; the public would be our own servants.
1I 83. Mr. Kinnaird.] There is a council at Red River ?-Yes, at Assiniboia,

where the recorder resides, and where the white population is assembled.
1 t 84. Mr. Lowe.] Has the recorder a council ?-Yes.
1185. What does that consist of?-Certain inhabitants of the colony. I

think there are 10 or 12; the 'clergy, the Roman Catholic and Protestant
bishops, the principal inhabitants of the settlement.

1186. By whom are they selected?-By the Company, on the recommenda-
tion of the governor of the country, or the application of any of the parties.

' 187. Mr. Adderley.] Does the Governor-in-chief sit with the council himself;
is he a member of the council ?-Yes ; he is the president of the council, and
the recorder is the law officer.

118I . The members of the council are nominated by him ?-He suggests
them.

i1 S9. Mr. Bell.] Is there a recorder, independent of the Governor ? -Yes.
i 190. At the Red River and at Norway flouse also ?-No ; the recorder of

Red River goes to Norway flouse.
1191. Mr.
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1191. Mr. Lowe.] Have you any magistrates, justices of the peace ?-We
consider all our factors as magistrates.

1 192. Do they hold any commission from the Crown, or from the Governor?
-Their commission as factors is understood to answer the purpose of a com-
mission as magistrates.

1193. Have they power to imprison, and to decide any matter ?-We have
never had any case of imprisonnient.

1194. Mr. Grogan.] Does the charter specially confer on the Company a
power of government, sucli as we are now speaking of, namely, of imprisoning
parties, or is it only a licence to trade ?-I must beg to refer vou to the
charter.

1 195. H ave you it with you ?-I have not.
Si 96. In point of fact, if an English settler was to go out to the Red River

district and settle on a portion of land there, without any reference at all to the
Governor of tLat district (you say it is the recorder in that district), could you
remove him ?-We have never yet removed anybody.

1197. But could you remove him ?-We have never had occasion to examine
into the question.

1198. Blas the question never been raised ?-Never. We have never removed
any man.

1199. Mr. Adderley.] But is it your opinion that you have the power ?-I do
not know. I am not clear that we have. Squatters throughout the United
States and in Canada are allowed to remain on payment of the established price
of land.

1200. Mr. Roebuck.] To whom is that price paid ?--We have never exacted
payment for land in Rupert's Land.

120i. Mr. Adderleyl.] Of no kind ?-Of no kind.
1202. Lias any payment been exacted by the Company from settlers, either

by way of a price per acre, or bv way of a licence to purchase ?-In cases where
our own servants, who are free only upon their return to Europe, go to the lied
River, we sell them lands. In some cases they have paid for them ; in others
they have not, but very rarely.

1203. If I wanted to buy land in the lied River Settlement, should I require
any licence froin the Company to enable me to buy ?-I should think you would.
There has never been a case in point.

1204. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is it not the fact that the Company claim to be
the proprietors of the soil of Red River ?-Yes; we have never enforced it.

1205. Mr. A./dderley.] lias nobody ever paid anything for a licence to buy
land ?--Not.exceptig in the cases of our own retiring servants, who are bound
to go back to their own country.

i 206. Mr. Edward Ellice.] As I understand it, there is no licence to buy land;
it is an actual purchase ? -It is an actual purchase.

1207. Mr. Adderley.] If I wanted to buy land in the Red River Settlenient,
upon what ternis could I buy it ?-Five shillings an acre.

1208. And that would be the only payment which I should bave to make?-
Yes.

1209. That wvould be to the Company ?-Yes; 5s. in one part of the country,
and 7 s. 6 d. in another.

1210. I should have no other impediment, either in the way of pavment or
in the way of restrictive regulation to my buying land there ?-None at all.

1211. Anybody, fron any part of the world, could, by paying 5s. an acre,
purchase any quantity of land at the Red River Settlement from the Company?
-- Yes, I believe so.

12 i 2. Mr. Roebuck.] 'Jhe Company sell that land, you say ?-Yes.
1213. By what right do they sell that land ?-Bv the riglht which they hold

under their charter.
1214. Does the charter give you land ?--We believe so.
1215. Do you know the words of the charter ?-No.
1216. Are they not a licence to trade; to hunt ?--No; I think the charter

gives us a right to the land.
1217. Mr. Grogan.] Ju the event of a person coming from England, for

instance, and percha.rg land, as you say, at 5 s. an. acre from you, is the land
0.25. I 2 conveyed
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conveyed to him in fee-simple, or for any particular term, or under any deed ?-
It is conveyed to him under a lease of 999 years.

1218. Is there a regular form for all those leases ?-Yes.
1219. What are the terms of those leases ?-I cannot call thern to mind.
1220. Have you a copy of the lease with you ?-No.
1221. Will you furnish one to the Committee ?-I will.
1222. Are there any conditions whatever in that lease respecting exclusive

rights and privileges to the Company ?-I think there are with reference to trade,
as far as my recollection goes . I have not read the lease for a great length of
time; we have so very seldom occasion to issue those leases that I do not at this
moment call the particulars of them to mind.

1223. Then, we are to understand that a settler going from this country to
purchase land in the Hudson's Bay Company's territories gets a lease for 999
years, at the rate of 5 s. or 7 s. 6 d. an acre, according to the locality ?-Yes.

1224. And he is also subject to certain restrictions as regards a particular
trade ?-Yes; trade in furs.

1225. Simply as regards the trade in furs ?-Yes.
1226. There is no other limitation of any kind ?-No other limitation what-

soever.
1227. In regard to the exports, which such a settler is permitted to make, is

there any limitation whatever on that point ?-None at all.
1228. -Iow do you explain then the case of Mr. Sinclair, and the export of

tallow, to which you referred a short time ago ?-1 think in his particular case
he had traded in furs.

I 229. Mr. Bell.] And therefore beca": ihe had traded in furs, you would not
allow him to trade in tallow ?-No; we dc. .s. give himfreights. That was not
approved of at the time by the Company.

I 230. That was the method which you took to punish him ?-I did not take
it, but the officer in charge at that time.

1231. I mean the Company ?-Yes.
1232. Mr. (Uragan.] I will read to you a passage from a pamphlet, entitled

'' Canada West, and the Hudson's Bay Company."-'' Mr. «James Sinclair sent
in one of the Company's vessels a small quantity of tallow to London, as an
experiment. It proved remunerative, and the next year he sent a much larger
venture, but this was not allowed to be taken. In the interim, however, appli-
cation was made to the Company by other settlers for permission to ekport tallow
at nioderate freights ; but to this no answer was returned. Subsequently the
Company found it necessary to legislate on the subject. Fron the Minutes of
Council on this subject, published June 10, 1845, and from a letter of the
governor of the country, in answer to the application of certain half-breeds to
have their position with respect to hunting and trading defined, all of which
documents will be found given in extenso in Fitzgerald's ' Hudson's Bay Com-
pany and Vancouver's Island,' we learn that it is the fundamental law of the
country, that no settler should trade in furs." Do you remember the trans-
action relating to the export of tallow ?-I do not reinember the particulars ; I
was not in the country at the time.

1233. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is it the fact, that any trader who was refused by
the Company could himself have a vessel to take away his goods from ludson's
Bay ?-Yes.

1234. So far as that goes, it is merely a favour that the Company does to the
trader ?-Yes.

i 235. Mr. Grogan.) Is there any limitation with regard to the imports which
such a settler might make ?-None at al. I have myself suggested to settlers
that they should charter a vessel for themselves.

1236. Is any particular licence required for imports by settlers ?-No ; there
has beei- no application for a licence.

1237. I will read to you another passage, and you vill tell me how far it is
correct: " Forther, that while once in every year settlers are permitted, at their
own risk, to import stores, fur traffickers are excluded from this privilege, but
that even for this a licence is required." Is that the fact?-No ; it is not true.

i z38. " Moreover, that while imports to the amount of 50 1. are permitted,
they must be purchased only with certain specified productions or manufactures
of the settlement, carried away the same season." Are those facts coirect to
your knowledge ?-The only article uf import prohibited is liquor, and the only

article
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article prohibited for export is fur; with thiose two exceptions, you mav import
or export anything that anybody requires.

1239. Then how do you explain the circumstance of these parties not being
allowed to export their tallow ? -I do not exactly call to mind that circumstance.
I was not in the country at the time: it led to a good deal of correspondence;
the thing is not quite fresh in my merory.

1240. Did you kuow a retired servant of the Company, Mr. Dunn ?-I did
not know him, but there was such a man.

1241. In whvat capacity was lie employed by the Company ?-I think he was
originally a Greenwich scholar; a boy from the Naval School at Greenwich, and
taken as an apprentice on board one of the Company's ships, and he was after-
wards promoted, I think. I am not quite clear as to his position.

1242. He was promoted to what. Did lie become captain of one of the ships?
-No.

1243. Supercargo ?- -Mate, I think.
1244. Mr. Edward E/lice.] How many years ago is that?-A good many

years ago.
1:245. Is it 30 ?-About 25 years ago, I think.
1246. Mr. Grogan.] Was lie in the Company's service during the time that

vou were there ?-No. I never saw hini.
1247. You mentioned tlat 5,000 gzllons of spirits are imported into the

country. Do you mean that that is the quantity of all the spirits imported ?-
That is the whole quantity imported from England. Some of the settlers at
Red River smuggle spirits into the country. We are unable to prevent it.

1248. Did you ever hear that Mr. Dunn had published a journal, in reference
to bis experience in the HudsoD's Bay Company?-Yes, but I do not think I
ever saw it. I do not recollect having seen it. Upon the north-west coast of
Anierica, 1 have not the least doubt that spirituous liquor has been very mucli
abused; that was during the opposition with the United States.

1240. In 1832 ?-Yes.
1230. You gave us the Pumber of chaplains that were employed and paid by

thie Company. Are those chaplains required to keep school?-They are
encouragced to keep school.

i 5 i. Are they required ?-No.
1252. The salary that you pay thern has nothing to do with their necessarilv

keeping a sehool ?--No. They are likewise paid by the societies to which the'v
belong; the Church Missionary Society, or the Wesleyan Society. At Norwa~v
House, and at several of the Wesleyan establishments, very large schools are
kept.

1253. Are they paid for their services as schoolmasters by you or by the
Missionary Society ?-They are paid by us in aid of the mission. A salary is
given to those parties in aid of the mission, and they keep schools, according to
the instructions which they may have fron the society to which they belong.

1254. Do they receive any payment fom the scholars who frequent the
schools ?-I think not.

1255. For what period of time do your servants that go from this country
engage with yon ?-Generally five years.

1256. On the average do tley return at the expiration of the five years
No, I think they generally remain; 1 should say that six out of eight renain;
they renew their contract over and over again. There are many servants who
have been in the service 25 or 30 years.

1257. As a general average, do they remain, say 20 years with vou
Perhaps barely 20 years at present.

1258b. But they remain a long time?-Yes, many of our servants remain a long
time. Many of our servants remain altogether in the country. They retire
from the service, and becone settlers at the Red River.

1259. What is tle highest salary that the Company pay their servants ?--The
price of labour has increased very much. It was sonie years ago 171. sterling,
and now it is increased to men coming direct from England on their first engage-
ment to 20/.; and it is raised according to their position afterwards. A man
from being a common labourer, takes either the stern or the head of a boat;
being called the bowsman or the steersman; in that case, he is paid higher
according to his capability as a boatman. Fishermen are paid higher; they
are paid 30 I., 35 1., and 40 1. in nany cases ; tradesmen also are paid higher.

0.25. 1 3 1260. The
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Sir G. Simpson. 1260. The class that you describe as labourers are paid 20 1. to 301., and
35 1. ?-Yes.

26 February 1857. 126 1. What nay be the salary of the superior officers ?-The factors and
traders have an interest in the trade ; they are partners.

1262. Mr. Kinmird.] The 16 factors ?-The 16 factors and the 29 traders.
1263. Mr. Grogan.] They are, to a certain extent, partners in the adven-

ture ?-Yes.
1264. A witness informed us on the last day that, with regard to the barter

between the trader or factor and the Indians, it was all done according to a
tariff?-Yes, there is a tarif.

126.5. Is that tarif settled by the council, the governor, -and factors; or is
it settled in this country ?-There is a tariff of very old standing; the Indian
and the trader perfectly understand each other as regards the tariff.

i 266. Bv whom vas the tariff settled?--The tariff was settled originally by
the original traders. It bas been modified from time to time according to cir-
cumstances.

1267. The existing tarif in its modified forni is ratified and carried out by the
counicil ?-Yes. It varies in different parts of the country.

1268. In the event of a variance of that tarif, who settles that variance ?-
The council do.

1269. A question was put to you relative to any compensation or pension
whiclh might be given by the Company to old officers or servants, and those
who might have received injuries in the service, and you stated that many of
them were extremely confortable ?-Yes, many of them have retired with means
saved in the country.

1270. Do you confine your answer to the superior officers, the factors, and
traders, or do you extend it to the servants ?--I speak of labourers. I have
known labourers retire with from 200 1. to 3001.; Orkney labourers, who are
extremely economical in their habits. I speak of those who have been in the
country for a great length of time.

1271. They have saved that money out of the wages of from 201. to 30 1. a
year, and the four per cent. which you allow theni for money which they do not
draw ?-Yes.

1 272. Mr. Gordon.] 1 think there is no other settlement of any importance,
besides the Red River, of whites living under the governîment, but not in the
service ot the Company, in your territory; of course I do not spèak of Van-
couver's Island ?-There is a small settlement at a distance of about 60 mileq
from Red River, at a place called Portage la Prairie.

1273. How long lias that settlement been established ?-Seven or eight
years.

1274. Mr. Roebuck.] Whereabouts is it ?-.That is up the Assiniboine.
1275. That is close to the Red River ?-Yes.
i 276. Mr. Gordon.] Is it in your power to sanction such an establishment,

or is it only in the power of the Governor and the Company at home ?-We were
opposed to this settlement in the first instance as being difficult of management.
It was at such a distance from the seat of government, that we had not the same
control. If offences were committed, there were no constables within reach.
There were no means of laying hold of the offenders.

1277. What reason made it much more difficult to communicate with it ?-
The distance of 60 miles is considerable.

12' 8. Is it 60 miles of interrupted river ?-I think it is about 60 miles from
Portage la Prairie tu the Forts (Fort Garry).

1279 And the river communication is not good ?--Tie river communication
is not good.

1 28o. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam, J Is there no communication by land ?-There
is a communication by land.

1:281. Mr. Gordon.] Is it in your power to sanction such an establishment
as that, or must it be the Governor and Company at home who sanction its
formation?- I referred to the Governor and Committee, who thought it desirable
that the settlement should not be established ; but no step was taken to
prevent it.

1282. They permitted it, but did not sanction it ?-Yes.
1283. If I went and chose to setle there, might I do so without any opposi-

tion ?-Yes ; in any part of the territory, so far as I am aware, it has never
been
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been objected to. There has never been a case where application has been
made.

1284. Supposing such application were made, would it be encouraged, or
discouraged as you have discouraged it in this latter case ?-That would be a
natter for consideration. I have not prepared myself to answer that.

1285. Do you consider that your right to sell land is the same in those terri-
tories which you hold under your charter, and in those which you hold under
your license to trade ?-No; we do not consider that we have any right to seil
land under our license to trade.

1286. Am I mistaken in supposing that you said that you considered your-
selves justified by your license to trade, in selling land in the Oregon country ?
-A special provision was made in the treaty for such sale, respecting our
possessory rights.

1287. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That related to property which the Company
actually created ?-Yes.

1288. Mr. Gordon.] Which you could occupy, but not sell?--We were pro-
prietors as well as occupiers.

1289. What are the conditions now required of any settler taking a lot of
land on the Red River Settlement ?-It was arranged, I thought, that I slould
brin g a copy of the deed before the Committee.

i290. What is the usual price of unsettled land now in Upper Canada
I cannot speak to that.

129I. You do not suppose the land, the price of which you have stated to
be 5 s. or 7 s. 6 d. an acre, to be better than that in Upper Canada ?-Certainly
not; it is not so good.

1292. Are the laws or regulations under which the colony of Red River
is governed printed ; are they accessible to the settIers ?-They are not printed
but they are usually posted on the church doors, and the settlers have copies of
them ail through the country.

1293. You mean that that is done with any new ones ?--Yes ; anything that
affects the Red River Settlement.

1294. But how do they know old ordinances or regulations ?-The settlers
there are so very few that that has never been necessary.

Mr. Edward Ellice.] I suppose there are no newspapers to advertise
to?- -No.

1296. Mr. Gordon.] Then, in short, they may not be aware of the laws and
regulations under which they are living ?--The laws and regulations are so very
few that they know them perfectly.

1297. But thev are not accessible ?-They are not published.
1298. Mr. Edward Ellice.] It is a very simple state of society, is it not ?

-Yes.
1299. Mr. Gordon.] There is no newspaper in the Red River colony ?-No.
1300. You are aware, I suppose, that a newspaper is generally the first thing

introduced in an American colony ?-Yes.
1301. Bas there never been a wish expressed by the settlers of the Red River

colony to have a newspaper there?-Not that I am aware of. I suggested,
some years ago, that they should get up a newspaper, but they could not get
anybody to take charge of it.

1302. Can you tell me what is the freight per ton on goods imported from
London to the Red River?-£. 5 a ton, and 1 L. for lighterage and storage, and
being warehoused ; that is 6 I.

1303. It was lately a good deal higher than that, was it not, 8 L. or 9 l.?-
No; 1 think it was lower. I believe there has been very little change.

1304. I have heard it repeatedly stated, that the cheapest way of receiving
goods in the Red River for traders there is to have them transnitted by New
Orleans, and along the Mississippi; that it is cheaper than their going by York
Factory ; do you believe that to be the case ?-The freight to York is 5 1. a ton.
The freight from St. Paul's to Red River is 18 1. a ton, or 16 s. the piece of
100 pounds.

1305. What is the distance from Red River to York Factory ?-About 600
miles, I think ; and the freight from York Factory is 20 1. a ton to the Red River.

1306. Mr. Edward Ellice.] With regard to that freight, any person can take
the goods as cheaply as they like ?-They can take them any w ay they please;

0.25. 14 we
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Sir G. Simtpson. w'e pay that amount ourselves. We do not do our own transport ; we usually
employ the freighters at the Red River. Different traders do the transport for

.26 February 1857. us from York Factory to the Red River.
1307. Mr. Gordon.] What is the distance from Red River to Lake Superior ?

-Six hundred miles.
1308. You think that the distance from York Factory to Red River is not

greater than from Fort William to Red River?-It is about the same, perhaps;
but the freight from Lake Superior to the Red River in the transport of the
flour which I have before mentioned, was 40 s. a piece, or 45 1. a ton.

1309. The route from York Factory to Red River is not a very good one, is
it ?-It is very bad as far as Norway House.

131 o. Is it not the case that there have been petitions from the settlers in the
Red River to have that route improved ?-We cannot materially improve it.
It is not susceptible of improvenent without a prodigious outlay; such an outlay
as our traf1c would not afiord.

1311. Mr. Bell.] Has there been a petition ?-I am not aware of a petition.
We are very anxious that the route should be improved for onr own purposes;
but the outlay for improverment would be more than the trade could afford.

1312. Mr. Gordon.] You say that it is very bad ; do you think it worse, or not
so bad as the route to Fort William ?-It is not so bad, inasmuch as we can use
boats, carrying about three tons, between York Factory and Red River, and the
only means of transport between Lake Superior and Red River is a small canoe.

131 3. I suppose, if the route to Lake Superior could be improved, it would be
the shortest route from England for goods; there would be water communication
up to Lake Superior ?-Yes.

1314. It would be easier than by Hudson's Bay ?-I think the route cannot
be improved sufficiently for the transport of goods.

1315. What are the great difficulties on that route which prevent its being
improved ?-The depth of water in the river, the interruption from rapids and
falis, and the swampy character of the country.

1316. Is not that the way which the old North-West Company used to
carry all their supplies for the use of the interior ?-It is.

1317. Then they must have carried along there nearly as much as you carry
from York Factory ?-No; it was not one-tenth of the transport that we have
from York.

131S. If I understood you rightly, you said that the copy of the resolutions,
dated 1845, was not authentie; I have a copy of the resolution with respect to
the duties to be paid cn all imports into the settlement?-That resolution, I
think, was disallowed.

1319. Have you reason to believe that the colonists at the Red River are
satisfied with the governnent of the Company there ?-I have reason to believe
that they would be perfectly satisfied if their minds were not unsettled by agita-
tors vho have an eye upon the trade.

1320. In short, you think that the agitation comes from without, and not from
within ?-Decidedly.

1321. In your " Journey," to whih you have referred two or three times
before, at page 54 you say, with regard to education, " As to the chai'ges of
education, four-fifths of then fall on the pious and charitable association just
mentioned ;" that is, the Church Missionary Society; "while the remaining tifth
is borne by such individual parents as are able and willing to spare 15 s. a year
for the moral and intellectual culture of a child." As five-fifths niake a whole,
1 suppose it may be taken that the Company do not pay anything ?--No; those
are the agricultural settlers of the Red River, who are in a condition to pay for
their own children.

1322. Then the Company do not contribute ?-Not there; that is under the
direction of the bishop.

1323. Is pemican sold to the schools and missionaries at the same price that
it is to the Company's servants ?-We do not sell it to the Company's servants;
we sell it at a very small margin of profit; there is a great deal of waste, and it
is necessary to sell it at a very small margin of profit to cover that waste.

1324. Mr. Garney.] What do you imagine is the ordinary time which elapses
on an average between goods being bought by the Company in England and
those identical guods being delivered to Indians within the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany's,
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pany's territory ?-It depends upon the locality; in one part of the country, as,
for instance, a part of Mackenzie's River, it occupies seven years; that is, from
the time the goods are shipped in London until the returns are brought to sale in
Englai id.

S325. Then seven years would be the extreme ?-Yes.
1326. And what would be the minimum ?-From three to four years.
1327. It ranges from three to seven years -- Yes.
1 328. Mr. Kinnaird.] You have not told us anything about the nature of the

population iii Vancouver's Island ?-I know very little about Vancouver's Island;
I have not been there since it vas establisbed.

i 329. Can you tell me the state of the population on the west of the Rocky
Mountains; of the Indians there ?--The Indians are ail in a state of warfare in
Oregon. la the British territory they are more independent; they have a better
position as regards means of subsistence than on the east side of the mountains;
fisl is very abundant ; salmon.

1330. Is there no process of settlement ?-None. There are Indian villages
along the coast, and salmon are very abundant, and deer are very abundant, and
on some of the islands they raise potatoes.

1331. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.j With reference to schools, lias anv obstacle
ever been put in the nay of schools being established for the instruction of the
Indians ?-Never. On the contrary, they have been encouraged.

1 332. Did you know Mr. Leith, a chief factor ?--Yes, Mr. James Leith. I
knlew him intinately.

1333. He died some years ago ?-Yes.
1334. Ele had amassed a considerable sum of money ?-Yes.
î33-5. Which on his death he bequeathed to various purposes ?-Yes.

1336. Can you tell the Committee what those purposes were ?-I think the
promotion of religion in the Company's territories; religion or religious instruc-
tion ; I forget the precise terns.

1337. Mlr. Edward Ellice.] The anount was 10,000 l., vas not it?- Yes.
1333. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Are you sure that it was not for education,

and not religion ?--I cannot speak to the will, but the executors, I think, were
the Bishop of London, the Dean of Westminster, the Governor of the Hudson's
Bay Company, and his ovn brother.

1339. How lias that money been applied ?--To the support of this mission.
1340. Of what mission ?-The Bishop of Rupert's Land.
1.341. But a little while ago you informed us that the Company paid to the

Bishop of Rupert's Land a salary of 300 1. a year ?-Yes.
1342. What lias become of the income of 300 I. a year, which is the interest

on 10,0001., more or less ?-I am not able to answer the question. I cannot
state distinctly how the application of this money has been made.

1343. Mr. Lowe.] You say that it goes to the Bishop of Rupert's Land ?-
I think it is under his direction.

1344. Mr. Grogan.] You spoke of the Company possessing rights in Oregon,
vhich rights were recognised under the treaty with A.merica -- Yes.

134,5. What were those rights; a licence to trade ?.-They were our posses-
sory rights, whatever they were; there is a difficulty as to the interpretation of
possessory rights.

1346 Lands which you have improved and cultivated ?-Yes. There is a
question as to what the possessory rights mîay be considered; different lawyers
give different opinions upon the subject. The late Daniel Webster considered
that wherever our trappers wrought, where ver our wood-cutters hewed timber,
wherever our flocks and herds ranged, we had possessory rights. Other lawyers
have given a different interpretation.

1347. Had you the exclusive right to trade in that district ?-The sane licence
to trade as we had on the east side of the mountains.

1348. Do you consider that you have that right now ?-Yes; our licence to
trade lias not expired yet; it will expire in 1859.

1349. If an Englishman went to that d istrict and attempted to trade in furs,
do you consider that you would have the power to prevent his doing so?-
I think so.

1350. If an American were to do it, do y ou think you would have the power
to prevent him ?- think so.
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1351. Do you think he would be prevented by you ?-I do not know that he
would.

1352. Mr. Edward Ellice.] With reference to the couneil at Norway House,
is it not one of the objects of the council to assemble together once a vear the
persons having charge of the posts in distant parts of the country ?-Yes.

1353. In order that they may compare notes, and consult together in the
aggregate as to what should be done ?-Yes.

1354. That is the only time for bringing them together ?-Yes.
1355. The country, I believe, is as large as Europe ?- The country is of pro-

digious extent: I have an estimate of the mileage.
1356. Mr. Adderley.) Would it not be possible to govern the country 'by

delegated authority at different distances from the centre; do you suppose that
in the general settlement of the whole of this territory, as big as Europe, it wbuld
be absolutely necessary always to refer home, on every detail of management, to
Norway House ?-No, 1 should conceive not.

1357. Is it the case that there is that reference between the Government of
Red River and Norway House? -No.

1358. Is there uone whatever ?-No.
1359. Did you not state that the Company opposed themselves to another

settlement on the borders of Red River, as being too distant from the seat of
government ?-They did not decidedly oppose it, but they discouraged it.

1360. On that ground ?-As being more difficult of management.
1361. Fron its distance from Norway House ?-No, from Assiniboia. Our

gaol, and court-house and police, are all in the settlemenr.
1362. When you speak of the seat of government, what do you mean ?-The

seat of governnent of Assiniboia, which forms a circuit of 50 miles by the com-
pass from the forks of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers.

1363. Have the inhabitants of the Red River Settlement any influence what
soever over the decisions of the council which govern them ?-The principal
inhabitants of Red River are thenselves the councillors of Assiniboia, with the
governor.

1364. When you say that the recorder is governor of Red River, do you mean
that he is ex oicio always so ?-No ; he was considered a very fit man to hold
both offices.

1365. He was so appointed ?-Yes; he was the recorder originally, and on
the retirement of the former governor he had the commission of governor like-
wrse.

1366. Who appoints his council ?-They are appointed by the Company, at the
suggestion of the governor, or on the application of any of the inhabitants.

1367. But is it an appointment by the governor, or an application by the
inhabitants ?-Both. The Company is willing to appoint anybody who may be
considered a fit person qualified for the office.

1368. What is the name of the present recorder ?-Francis Johnson. He was
a Queen's counsel in Canada.

1369. For what length of time are the members appointed ?-There is no
limitation of the time.

1370. Are their appointments for life ?-No; there is no fixed period; they
are appointed councillors.

1371. During pleasure?-During pleasure.

r372. Are the council at Norway House appointed in the same way :-At
Norway House the factors are councillors under their connission.

i373. Are theT appointed during pleasure ?-No; it is while they hold the
commission of factor.

1374. For the wlole length of the tenure ?-Yes, the tenure of office.

1375. Mr. Edward Ellice.} That is under the charter ?-It is.

1376. Mr. Adderley.] Is your appointment an appointment for life ?-No;
my appointment is by the Governor and Committee.

1377. Mr. Roebuck.) I think it is a double government. You have a govern-
ment in England and one in Hudson's 13ay, have you not ?-The Governor and
Company are the superiors; they have the supreme direction.

r375. The Governor and Company in England appoint the Governor in

Hudson's Bay ?-They do. 1379. According
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1379. According to their will and pleasure, and his appointment is revoked at sir G.impson.

their will and pleasure ?-It is so.
i 38e. So that, in fact, the Governor out there is the downright servant of the .26 February 1-857.

Governor and Company here ?-He is positively their servant.
1381. And what they desire hitn to do he is bound to do ?--He is.
S382. Where does he live usually when he gets to that country ?-I have been

the Governor for the last 37 years, and I have lived nearly all over North
America. I bave lived in Oregon, T have lived in Hudson's Bay, in Red River,
at York Factory, and in Athabasca. I have travelled the whole country over. •

13S3. There are no head-quarters of the Government, then. and the talk about
the Governor and council is a mere idle statement ?-No. The Governor of
Assiniboia is resident upon the spot.

1.384. I remark that you always allude to your Red River Government at
Assiniboia ; did you not just now say that that simply occupied a circuit of 50
miles by the compass ? -Yes.

1385. And the whole country, you have told us, and the map tells us also, is
as large as Europe ?-Yes.-

1386. So that when you talk of that small territory, it is like talking of San
Marino, in Europe :-Cri minais would be sent down to Assiniboia.

1387. If a murder were connitted on the shores of the Arctic Sea, would the
mian be sent down to Assiniboia ? -Yes, in the first instance.

i3 8s. Have vou ever known an instance of a murder on the shores of the
Arctic Sea ?-Not on the shores of the Arctic Sea, but witbin the Arctic circle.

138Q. Can vou state that case to me ?-I cannot give all the details from
memory.

1390. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Was that the case which you spoke of before
to-day ?--Yes; Creole le Graisse was one: there were tbree.

139 1. M r. Roebuch.] So that in your long life there of 30 odd years you have
known three cases ? --That was one particular case; those three persons were
accomplices; they were sent to Canada for trial.

1392. Are those the only cases which you recollect ?-The only cases in the
Arctic regions, that I recollect.

1393. How many criminals do you suppose are annually tried at Assiniboia ?
-I think the whole of the criminal cases within my recollection are but 19 in
the 37 years.

1394. And that you cail administering justice in that country ?-Yes.
1395. We may take that as a specimen of the administration of justice in those

countries under the rule of the Hudson's 3ay Company ?-Of the absence of
crime, I should hope; we claim to ourselves great credit.

1396. Do you mean to say that in your tenure of office there for 37 years there
has been only in fact 19 crhninals in that coutry?-I think so.

1397. M. Edward Ellice.] Are those serious cases or minor offences-
Serious cases.

i 398. Mr. Roébuck.] Take murders: do you mean to say that in all your termn
of office of upwards of 30 years, there have been only 19 murders comanitted in
the whole of the Hudson's Bay territory ?-Tere were Il people killed in this
particular case whiich t am referring to.

1.399. Do you mean to say that in the 37 years of your government of that
country there have been only 19 murders comnitted?-Nineteen cases; I said
there were 11 murders in that first case which I spoke of-

1400. I want to ascertain what has been the administration of justice in that
country; I want to know how many persons have been brought to justice; you
tell me 19 ?--Since 1821 there have been 19 cases of homicide in which the
Hudson's Bay Company's people were concerned ; in 11 punishment was inflicted ;
.one prisoner was tried and acquitted ; one was a case of justifiable homicide;
tbree accused parties died before being captured, and in three cases there was no
evidence to proceed against them ; those are the 19 cases.

1401. Do you say that that fai rly represents the state of crime in that country
- do.

1402. Do you mean to say that since 1821, the date that you have quoted,
there have been only those 19 cases of murder in that country?-In which thé
Company's people were concerned ; in the wars that take place in the plains

among the Blackfeet there are cases in which we cannot interfere.
0.25. - c<2 1403. I efer
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1403. I refer to cases over which the recorder has ju:isdictiori ?-Yes.
1404. That is your estimate of the crime in that country ?-Yes.
1405. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In short, it is your knowledge ?-Yes, as far as

my knowledge goes.
1406. Mr. Roebuck.] I have a book in my hand published by you I think in

1847 ?-Very possibly.
1407. How long had you been then Governor of that country ?-Twenty-seven

years.
1408. And I suppose that in those 27 years you had acquired a good deal of

experience ?-Yes.
1 409. Are we to take this book as the result of your experience of 27 years?

-I think you may.
1410. And all that yo stateri then was your view after 27 years' exper~ence

of that country ?-I think so.
141Y. So that if you had died at that moment, which I ara very happy to see

that you did not, we might have taken this book as your view of that countrV ?
-Yes.

1412. Has anything happened since that time to alter your views of that
country ?-No, I do not know that 1 have materially altered my views in regard
to it.

1413. I know that this passage bas been read to vou before, but its matter
bas struck me very mucli, from its poetry as well as otherwise, and I will read
it again, and ask you why, if you have changed your opinion, you have changed it:
" The river which empties Lac la Pluie into the Lake of the Woods, is, in more
than one respect, decidedly the finest stream on the whole route. From Fort
Frances downwards, a stretch of nearly a hundred miles, it is not interrupted
by a single impediment, while yet the current is net strong enough materially to
retard an ascending tsaveller. Nor are the banks less favourable to agriculture
than the waters themselves to navigation, resembling in some measure those
of the Thames near Richmond. From the very brink of the river there rises a
gentle slope of greensward, crowned in many places with a plentiful growth of
birch, poplar, beech, elm, and oak. Is it too much for the eye of philanthropy
to discern, through the vista of futurity, this noble stream, connecting as it
does the fertile shores of two spacious lakes, with crowded steamboats on its
bosom, and populous towns on its borders"?-I speak of the bank of the river
there. •

1414. I am going to direct your attention to the river itself ; the river itself
was at that time capable of bearing steamboats ?--Quite so.

1415. Is it not 50 now ?-It is.
1416. And the land was very fertile then, you say ?-The right bank of the

river which I speak of, indeed both banks, the lip of the river.
1417. You say, " Nor are the banks less favourable;" you allude to both'banks ?

-Yes; I confine myself to the banks; the back country is one deep morass,
extending for miles. .

1418. So that anybody readiug that passage would have very much mistaken
the nature of the country if he had thought that that was the description of-it?
-Not as regards the banks; I confine myself to the banks.

1419. Does a traveller usually give such descriptions of a country as that ?-
Yes, I, as a traveller, did so.

1420. Then we may take that to be a specimen of your view of the country?
-You may.

1421. I will now direct your attention to that portion of the country stretching
round the Red River Settlement. Supposing you took the compass as far as the
boundary line, and struck a circle round, how far is the Red River Settlement
from the boundary ?-About 50 miles.

1422. That would be a diameter of 100 miles ?-Yes.
1423. Supposing you took a square, and you included Lake Winnipeg, up to

the north, and went to Cumberland House, and you theu came down the parallel
of longitude 105°, making a very large square of 10 degrees of longitude and five
degrees of latitude, you would have a large territory, would not you ?-It would
be a large territory.

1424. A good large colony ?-Yes.
1425. Supposing
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1425. Supposing that were done, and it were erected into a territory, say at Sir G. Simpen.
the end of the United States ; do you suppose that that country could be self-
supporting ?-I think not. 26 February 1357.

1426. Why ?-On account of the poverty of the soil; along the banks of the
river I have no question that a settlement might be self-supporting; a popu-
lation thinly scattered along the banks of the river might support themselves,
but a dense population could not live. in that-country; the country would not
afford the means of subsistence.

1427. That is your view of the country ?-That is my view of the country.
1428. You are here to tell us that the country is very barren, and could not

support a population ?-It could not support a large population, and, moreover,
there is no fuel; the fuel of the country would be exhausted in the course of a
very few years.

1429. Why is there no fuel; are there no woods ?-No woods; all that prairie
country is bare of woods.

1430. And yet I see the country upon this map marked green, and they tell
me that that signifies the woody country ?-Yes, that is the woody country.

1431. Mr. Grogan.] You described the river at the Rainy Lake, in the passage
read by Mr. Roebuck, as capable of bearing steamboats at the time that book
was written ?-Yes.

1432. For about 60 miles of its distance ?--Probably about 60 miles.
1433. Is it in the same condition now ?-Yes; from the outlet of Rainy Lake

to the Lake of the Woods, there are four rapids.
1434. But those rapids you do not consider would be an impediment to steam

navigation ?-Two of them would be, and a third rapid, at the establishment,
would be an impediment.

143.5. What may be its extent ?-It is a waterfall of about 40 or 50 feet.
1436. For a quarter of a mile, or less ?-The portage formed by this waterfall

is a quarter of a mile.
1437. You would then get into the Rainy Lake; that is navigable, of course?

-Yes.
g4 3 8. For a steamer ?-Yes.
1439. Then I see a series of small lakes going down towards Whitewood;

are they navigable ?-No.
1440. Am I to understand you that, fron the Lake of the Woods down to

Whitewood Lodge or House, it would be navigable for a steamboat also ?-No,
but to the end of Lac la Pluie.

1441. What distance is that altogether; is it 60 miles ?-The Lake of the
Woods is about 60 miles.

1442. A second 60 miles ?-A second 60 miles.
1443. That would be 120 ?-Yes. The river'runs from the Rainy Lake down

to the Lake of the Woods, and from the Lake of the Woods the River Winnipeg
flows down to Lake Winnipeg.

1444. Is it navigable for that distance ?-Not the River Winnipeg. There
are a number of portages in it, and the river is not navigable except by boats.
The part of the navigation which is fit only for canoes is from the Rainy Lake
to Fort William, Lake Superior.

1445. What distance is that ?--That is about 300 miles.
1446. Mr. -Edward Ellice.] Are reports of the conduct of each servant sent

in by the chief factors and traders every year ?-No; reports -upon the character
of the whole establishment are sent in; if there is any thing renmarkable it is
noted.

1447. And each chief factor is responsible -for the conduct of the servants
under him?-Decidedly.

0.25.
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1448. Mr. Edward Ellice.] YOU were asked the other day to hand in a copy
of the land deed by which the Company convey land ta settlers at Red River ?
-Yes ; here it is. The leading conditions are, not ta deal in furs; not to distil
or import spiritaous liquors; to resist foreign invasion, and to promote religious
instruction.-( The same was delivered in.)

14-9. With regard to the Indian Settlement at Cunberland, you were asked
some questions with reference to a sumn of monev of 10,000t. which was left by
the late Yr. Leith, who had been in the Company's service ?-Yes.

1450. Will you have the goodness to explain that matter ?-The words of the
bequest are the following: The legacy by James Leith was " for the purpose of
establishing, propagating and extending the Christian Protestant religion in and
amongst the native ·aboriginal Indians of Rupert's Land." The fund, with the
accumulations of interest, now amounts to 13,345 1.

1451. Mr. Roebuck.] What are you quoting from ?-The words of the will.
1452. Is that the only statement in the will ; does the will say nothing of the

means by which religion is to be propagated ?-No. These are the words:
" For the purpose of establishing, propagating, and extending the Christian
Protestant religion in and amongst the native aboriginal Indians of Rupert's
Land."

1453. Is that all ?-That is all that is said upon the subject.
1454. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I think you stated the other day that the money

was left to certain trustees ?-Yes. The surn now amounts to 13,345 . Three
per Cent. Consols.

1455. Mr. Roebuch.] That you do mot quote frorn the will?-No.
1456. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is lodged in Chancery, is it not ?-Yes.it

is now in Chancery.
1457. By whom is it administered ?-It was committed to the Bishop of

Rupert's Land by the Court of Chancery, upon the understanding that the
Hudson's Bay Company would add to the Bishop's incorne a salry of 300/. per
annum, and provide himr with a residence.

1458. Which the Company did ?-Yes. The executors are; I think, the
Bishop of London. the Dean of Westminster, the Governor and Deputy-Governor
of the Hudson's Bay Comnpany, and bis own brother, Mr. William Leith.

1459. They are the trustees by whom the fund is administered ?-Yes. .
1460. With regard to the pensions of retired servants of the Company, have

vou anything to add to your former statement ?-Yes. I was asked whether
there was any pension for retired servants. There is a surm of 300 1. a year
set aside from the profits of the trade to pension old and deserving officers.
To servants and others not entitled to participate in that fund, special grants

are
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are made on the recommendation of the councils. When servants are incapa-
citated by age for active duty, they are superannuated, and kept at the posts as
supernumeraries, rendering such voluntary service as they please in retum for
their food and clothing.

1416r. You were also asked to put in the census of the Red River population.
Have you it ?-Yes.

1462. Will you put it in ?-(The Witness kelivered in the same.) The total
population shown is 6,500; add the population of Portage la Prairie, Manitobah,
and Pembina, 1,500 ; making a total of 8,000.

1463. Mr. Roebuck.] Will you tell us where those places are, so that we
may know the area of country?-They are parts of the Red and Assiniboine
Rivers. The seulement extends along those rivers, up and down, above and
below the fort.

id64. You stated a certain number of names. I want to know where those
names are upon that map ?--I am stating where the first is.

i46,5. The first is the Red River Settlement ?-Yes.
1466. What is the next ?-The next is Portage la Prairie, about 60 miles

above Red River, upon the Assiniboine; Manitobah is about 60 miles in a
northerly direction, upon a lake of that name.

1467. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you point out Pembina? (The same was
pointedout.)

1468. Mr. Rocbuck.] What is the number of the population in those places ?
-- Eight thousand.

1469. Whites and altogether ?-Yes.
147). Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you put it in in detail ?-Yes.
1471. You were also asked to put in the census of the Indian population in

detail over the whole territory ?-Yes. Here is the census'of the Indian popu-
lation. There is a list of the Company's trading posts, and the estimated number
of Indians frequenting those posts. ( The Witness delivered in the same.)

1472. Mr. Roebuck.] Will you state the total -- The Indians, east of the
mountains, 55,000; west of the mountains, 80,000; Esquimaux, 4,000.

1473. What is the date of that census ?-Last year.
1474. Have you any census for 20 years back ?-We have no regular census.

It is a verydifficult matter to get a census; the tribes are so migratory that it is
impossible to fill up a correct census; this is an estimation.

1475. Did the Company ever attempt to make a census in times past ?-We
have attempted it in various parts of the country.

1476. Have you that census ?-I have no census.
1477. Could you get it ? -Not in less than two or three years ; two years

certainly.
1478. Why would it take you that time to get it ?-On account of the dis-

tance; sending off now, we could not get the census in the most remote part of
Mackenzie's River before 18 months or two years froim this date.

1479. I asked you if the Company had made attempts to get a census some
years back, and you said they had ?-Yes, we have, from time to time, in different
parts of the country.

1480. Can you put the Committec in possession of those censuses ?-I think
not.

148i. Why not ?-I do uct know that they have been sent here. But our
estimate of the population has been confirmecd by travellers; for instance, Colonel
Lefrov took an estimate of the population.

1482. You give the census now. 3d want to get the census 20 years back, to
know whether the population has increased or decreased ?--I cannot supply
that.

1483. Mr. EMauard Ellice.] Colonel Lefroy's estimate was made in 1843, I
think; that is 13 years ago?-Yes.

144. When was Major Warre's made; in 1845, I think ?-Yes.
1485. With regard to the use of sph-ituous liquors, you were asked the other

day whether there were any rules in the council, or any published regulations
regarding them; have you got any such rules ?-Yes. I have first an *extract
from the standing rules and regulations of the fur trade, dated 1843, prohibiting
the use of spirituous liquors. Likewise, a eopy of the 42d minute of the
council for the southern department, dated 1851, prohibiting the importation
of spirituous liquors into that department. Thirdly, a copy of an agreement,

0.25. K 4 dated
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dated 13tli May 1842, between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Russian-
American Company, prohibiting the use of spirituous liquors on the north-west
coast of America.

1480. Will you hand those in ?--(The Witness delivered in the savne.)
1487. You were also asked with reference to the refusal of the Company to

export sonie goods belonging to a man named Sinclair, at Red River?-Yes.
1488. Have you any explanation to give of that circurnstance,?-In 1844, Mr.

Sinclair forwarded to York a quantity of tallow, for the purpose of shipment to
England in the Company's vesse]. The ship was so full, that a large quantity of
tbeCompany's property and Mr.Sinclair's tallow were left out. As it was doubtful
whether room could be found in the following season, the Company took -the
tallow off the hands of Mr. Sinclair, on his own terns, on the 25th of July 1845.
But although the property of the Company, it remained there for a year after-
'wards, for want of room in our ships.

1489. Mr. -Roebuck.] Was there any attempt to accumirulate tallow by other
persons, besides Mr. Sinclair, the next year ?-Mr. Sinclair, and, I think, Mr.
M'Dermaot, collected tallow, and sent it down for shipment to York Factory.

1490. The next year?-In the year 1844.
1491. That was the first year; 1 asked you with reference to the second year ?

-The second vear I am not aware that there was any tallow shipped.
1492. Was there an accumulation of tallow by other parties besides Mr. Sinclair

in that territory ?-I think not.
1493. There was none brought ?-None that I am aware of; Mr. Sinclair and

Mr. M'Dermot were the only two parties tbat I have any recollection of as having
colle cted tallow for the purpose of shipment to England.

1494. I think you say the Comrrpany left the tallow there, and they did not
buy it until the next year ?-They could not sbip it; a large quantity of the
Company's goods were likewise shut out.

1495. That is to say, the Company having the exclusive right of trading there,
did not provide shipping enough to carry it on ?-Yes; there was not shipping
enough that season.

1496. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But I think you stated the other day that there
was no objection on the part of the Company to any other person chartering a
freight if he liked; to take away or to bring anything lie wanted ?-Not at all; I
have suggested to Mr. M'Dermot and Mr. Sinclair, and various other people. that
they had better charter a ship for themselves.

1497. Mr. Roebuck.] Do you mean to say that the Company would allow any-
body to send ships into Hudson's Bay, to trade in that part of the world ?-No,
not for the purpose of trade ; I said that the inhabitants of Red River are quite
at liberty to import their own supplies in their own ships.

1498. How nuch tallow was there ?-There nay bave been a few tons; I do
not exactly recollect the number of packages.

1499. And vou suggested to the senders that they should get a large ship, to
carry 200 tons of tallow ?-No; we take out about 10,000 L. worth of property for
them sometimes.

1500. You say that you offeed to those gentlemen, Mr. Sinclair and Mr,
M'Dermot, the power to charter a ship to carry that tallow to England?-Yes;
at that time they were talking of forming a large association for the purpose of
breeding cattle for the export of tallow, and for growing hemp or flax ; I suggested
that they should charter a vessel for themselves for such purposes.

i 501. Mr. -Edward Ellice.] Have the Company ever chartered vessels so small
as 200 tons to take out their property ?-Yes, several; there was a ship called
the " George," and others.

1502. Mr. .Roeuch.] There were 200 tons of tallow left behind that year ?-I
do not say there were 200 tons, but there was a quantity of taUow : I cannot fix
upon any specific amount.

1503. You say there was no increase of that quantity the next year ?--No, I do
not think there was any.

1504. And you suggested to these parties that they might then charter a
vessel to carry home that tallow ?-No, not then, but previously for many years
I had suggested it ; they talked of forming a large export trade of colonial
produce; I said, " Very well; there can be no objection on the part of the
Company."

1505. WC
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i5o5. We are now directinog our attention to this portion of tallow, and vou
tell us that you suggested to these parties that they rnight charter i ship; did
you suggest ta them that they might charter a ship ta carry home that tallow?
-No.

i5o6. What did they do with that tallow ?-They sold it ta the Company.
1507. They could do nothing else I suppose ?-They might have allowed it ta

remain there till there was an opportunity of exporting it.
i .508. Till it pleased the Company ta take it home ?-No, not till it pleased

the Company to take it home, but till they bad au opportunity.
1509. What opp rtunity could they have? - Their own ships'.
1.5 1 o. That is to say, if they chartered ships according ta your suggestion ?

-The Company have certain ships; they generally send two ships a year ta
York Factory, and if tlere was room in those ships, they would naturally take
tallow as a matter of course, or any other produce they might have.

1511.. Do you not think that a mode of proceeding which would put an end
to all trade ?-No ; i think if the trade was sufficiently extended, the Company
would provide shipping, or the settlers might provide shipping themselves.

1512. Was not there more produce than the Company's ships could carry
home upon that occasion ?-Yes; perhaps there were 30, 40, 50 or 60 tons.

1513. I understood you 200i?-You said 200; I said there were a few
hundred weight, oz possibly tons.

1514. It was for that that they were to charter a ship ?-No.
151.5. Mr. Greçsor.] Did you not say that you had not suoicient tonnage

that season for vour own goods ?-We had not sufficient tonnage that season
for our own goods; we were obliged to leave out some of our, own goods.

1516. Mr. Boebuck.] That is to say, you did not charter vessels enough even
foryour owa trade?-Yes.

1517. And yet you wero traders ?-Yes; it very frequently happens in the
port of London, as in every other port, I believe, that goods are left out.

i.i i . With respect to the manufactured goods which you take out to that
territory, have you any account of the amout of goods which you annually
take out ta that territory ?- No.

15 19. Could you get it ?-l could ; I could obtain an estimate of it.
1520. Possibly, not knowing the actual quantity, you can tell me the mode

in which the goods, wiatever may be the quantity, are distributed ?-I think
the imports into the country by the Company are about 60,000 1. a year; at
the York Factorv, Moose and East Main ; that is to say, to the Bay.

1521. Can vou give me any idea how that 60,000 1. worth of goods is
distributed over that immense territorv ?-I think about two-thirds of that
quantity of goods is given to the Indians ; however, this is merely an approxi-
mation; I have no figures.

1522. What vas the number of Indians which you just now stated ?-On the
east side of the Rocky Mountains, 55,000.

1523. I suppose that quantity is confined to the east side of the Rocky
Mountains ?-Yes.

1524. You distribute 40,000 . worth of goods among 55,000 Indians ?--I
think that is about the estimate.

1525. What are those goods usually composed of?-British manufactures;
the staple articles are blankets, cloths, arms, ammunition, iron works, axes,
and various things.

1526. I will direct your attention to arms ; in what way are they sold; are
tbey sold by barter or for money ?-They are sold by barter.

1527. For so many skins ?-For so many skins.
1528. When you sell a gun to an Indian, do you ever take inferior skins for

that gun ?-We outfit the Indian.
1529. Cannot you answer me that question ?-We do not sell a gun for

skins; we give the gun to the Indian. as everything else, on credit, and he pays
for those supplies in the spring of the year.

1530. Supposing a gun is sold ta an Indian, would you take in payment an
inferior kind of skins?-We take in payment whatever he can give us. .

153 i. If an Indian had nothing but musk rat skins, you would take those ?-
Yes.

0.25. L 1532. Do
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T53U. Do you mean to teil me that?.--I mean to say that we would take
from an Indian whatever he could give us. The Indian must have certain
supplies.

1533. My question is a very plain one; would you take musk rat skins in
payment for a gun from an Indian ?-Certainly; we take whatever the Indian
en give us.

• 1534. And. you mean to state that to me, that guns are sold to Indians with
the full understanding that tbey may pay you back in musk rat skins ?-If an
Indian lias nothing but musk rat skins, we will take musk rat skins.

1535. Supposing that were to occur witb an Indian once, would he be likely
to, get a second gun ?--Yes, decidediy, if he required it.

1536. 'Do you know the relative proportions between musk rat skins and.
beavers '--We have a variety of tariffs; it depends upon the- part of the
country where the goods are traded ; as, for instance, in Canada we pay in
a great degree money for our-furs. On the-American frontier weýpay. frequently
in money; in the interior it is principally a barter trade; and on the frontier we'
are regulated in ourprices by the prices given by opposition.

1537. Are the prices ratber higher upon the frontier than,they are in.the
interior of the country ?--Yes.

1538. Does not that arise from the competitiou?-Yes.
bi539. So that the Indian, where there is competition, gets more than he does

where there is none ?-He does.
1540. Does not that rather improve the condition of the Indian ?-No, cer-

tainl'y nlot.
1541. So that getting more does not imorove him ?--No, it does not improve.

his condition. i think that the condition of the Indian, in the absence of oppo-
sition, is better than where he isi exposed to opposition.

1542. Chairman.] For what reasons :-The absence of spirituous liquors.
1543. Mr. Roebuck.] First of all let us understand this : in the interior ofthe

country you say you barter with the Indian ?- Yes.
1544. And on the frontier you give him money ?-That frequently happens

in sone parts of the country.
1545. On the frontier he gets a larger price for his goods than he does in the

interior ?-Yes.

1546. And you, say that notwithstanding that, he is better off in the interior
than he is on the frontier, becauise in, the one case he gets spirituous liquors,
and in the other case be does not ?-And in,other respects. The Indian in the
interior depends upon us for ail bis supplies ; whether he is able to pay for them
or not, he gets them ; he gets bis blankets, he gets his gun, and he gets his am-
munition. If fron death in bis family, or any other cause, he makes no huat, it
cannot be helped.

1547. I suppose you recollect that you distribute among the Indians less than
1 1. a head ?-Very possibly we do.

1548. I want you totell me.the.condition of the Indian in the interior: is he
ever starved to death in the winter ?-Very rarely.

1549. So that if travellerstell us that story they tell us a traveller's story ?-
Indianis do starve as whites do siarve sometimes.

1.550. H ave you ever heard of Itdians being reduced to cannibalism during
the winter ?-Yes. I think 1 have, and uf whites likewise.

1.5 5 1. Because they have not enough to eat, I suppose ?-Yes.
1.552. Upon what. in the hunting territory, does the Indian live ?-ln the

prairie country he liveq principally upon buffalo meat.
15.53. Does the buffalo reach to where- the fur country is?--There are a,few

furs in the buffalo countrv.

1554. 1 am talking ot the fur country, where the people pass their time in,
hunting for furs : how do they live in the winter -They live in a great degree
upon fish.

1555. Are they from one year to another fully supplied with fish ?-I think
generally speaking they are.

1.556. You stili have instances in your recollection of èaTnibalism occurring?-
Calmibalisn bas occurred repeatedly.

1557. When did it occur in your recollection?--I do not exactly recolleet;
I think
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I -thi.k there were some -cases of cannibalism. in the last few years in the
Athabasca country.

1,5:,8. I have before me a letter -of Mr. Kennedy: I suppose you have heard
of Mr. Kennedy ? -There are several Kennedys; which Kennedy do lyou
niean

15.59. He is a person who bas quarrelled with your Company, I bplieve; and
he wrote a letter to tord Elgin ?-William Kennedy.

.156o. There is this passage in his letter ; and I waat to ask you %%hether you
are at all cognizant of the facts: quoting from a letter received by him, he
says, " You will be grieved to learn that the curse which had effect in the old
country bas extended here, though arising from causes of more frequentoccur-
rence than even the failure of the crops. .Starvation has, I learn, committed
great havoc among your old friends the Nascopies, i.umnbers of whom met their
death from want last winter; whole camps of themr were fuind dead, without
one survivor to tell the tale of their sufferings ; others sustained life in a way
the most revolting, by using as food the dead bodies of their companions;- some
even bled their own children to, death, and sustained ·life with their bodies !"
Quoiing from another letter, he says, ".At Fort Nascopie the Indians were
dying in dozens by starvation; and, among others; your old friend, Pavtabais."
A third.he quotes.as.saying, " A greatnumber of Indians starved to death last
winter; and --- says it was --- 's fault in not 2iving them enough of
ammunition." Do any facts like that comé within your knowledge ?-No; that
is an.exaggerated staternent.

1561. In your 37 years' experience ,in that territory, you have never heard
of any transactions like that, and-deaths like tht ?-Never, except in Mr. Ken-
nedy's letter.

1562. Not in your own experience ?-Certainly not.

1563. Mr. Edward Ellicé.] In what -part of the country is that ?.-Upon the
Labrador cuast.

1564. Mr. Roebuck.] Then you donotbelieve-that staternent ?-I do not.
i65. Vhere is Fort Nascopie ? (The same was pointed out.)-It is on the

'Labrador coast.
1566. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is in Canada, is it not ?--It is in Newfound-

land.
1567. Mr. Roebuch.] Does not the Hudson's'Bay Company's territory extend

over Labrador ?-No ; it is a part of Newfoundland.
1568. SO that that northern peninsula does not belong to the Hudson's Bay

Company ?-The whole does not.
1569. Mr. Grogan.] Bat 'is that fort which Mr. Roebuck is questioning yoù

about, in Labrador, or is it in Rupert's Land !-It is in Labrador.

1570. Mr. Roebuck.] It is pointed out as on the Green; then it is in the
Hudson's Bay Company's territory ?-I think not.

1571. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you examined that map ?--I have not atten-
tively. I had not seen it till I came in just now.

1572. Do you know whether that fort belongs to the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany ?-It does; it is a post or establishment called the Post of Nascopie.
These posts are moved from time to tine according to circuanstances.

1573. Mr. Roebuck.] Can you rernove a fort ?-A fort is half-a-dozen log
buts, and may be erected by half-a-dozen men in about a week; that is what
we cal[ a fort.

1574. It -bears :the same name wherever it travels ?-We call it either a post
or a fort,

1575. Do you mean to say that you move a:fort about -We call it an cut-
post; a trading post. I do not call it a fort.

1576. Itis called a fort:here ?-It 'may be so; it is a misnomer.
1577. Do you mean to say that you have no Fort Nascopie ?-We have .an

outpost called Nascopie.
1578. You have no fort called Nascopie ?-We have not.
1579. Mr. Grogin.] Itis a station --It is a station.
i 58o. Mr. Edward Lllice.] And those stations depend upon the time they

are occupied ?-Exactly so.
0.25. ' I. 2 1581. Mr.
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i58t. Mr. Grogan.] Has that station ever been abandoned ?-I really cannot
tell; I think it is very likelv.

1582. But lias it been abandoned ?-I really cannot tell ; we move an esta-
blishment according to circumstances. If the fish iand the other means of sub-
sistence are not sufficiently abundant, we move it to auother point, 10, 20, or
80 miles distant.

1583. Mr. Roebuck put a question to you about the death of a great numiber
of natives adjoining a fort, which at first you were under the impression was in
Labrador -Yes.

1.584. Now it appears that it is in the Hudson's Bay Company's territory 2-
I am not quite sure that it is; I ani rathtr disposed to tbink it is not.

1585. Mr. Roebuch.] You distinctly said that Nascopie was a station belonging
to the Hudson's Bay Company -- Yes.

1586. This account sptaks of Nascop*e ?-Yes.
1E87. Therefore it belongs to the Hludson's Bay Company ?-It did belong to

the Hudsons Bay Company.
1588. Mr Grogan.] Has it ever been abandoned ?-I do not even know

wbether it is at present occupied or not.
1589. Mr. Edward Ellice.j It is still occupied ?-Yes.
1500. Mr. Roebuck.] So that it stili belongs to the Hudson's Bay Company?

-It always bas belonged to the Hudson's Bay Company, when it has been
occupied.

1591. It just now belonged to Labrador?-Jpon the coast of Labrador; we
have establishments upon the coast of Labrador.

1592. ir. Blackburn.] Are these posts sometimes in Labrador, and some-
times in the Hudson's Bay territory ?-They are moved as circumstances May
render advisable.

1593. ir. Roebuck.] But they are always under the command of the Hud-
son's Bay Compainy ?-Yes.

1594. So that wherever they are moved to they belong to the Hudson's Bay
Company ?- Hudsun's Bay establishments are under the control of the Hudson's
Bay Company, but theïm are other establishments in the immediate neighbour-
hood.

1595. Chairman.] Is there any arrangement with the governmnent of Labra-
dor, by which you use that territory for your purposes ?-It is open for any-
body.

1596. In truth it is practically unoccupied?-Yes.

1597. M1r. Roebuck.] Will you allow me to read to you another passage:
cl There are some extensive tracts of country in which the means of subsist-
ence are scanty in the extreme. In the region lying between Lake Superior
and Lake Winnipeg, the natives, during the winter, can with ditliculty collect
enough of food to support life. In the country lying immediately north of
the Canadas, though fur bearing animals are still comparatively numerous, and
the trade consequently valuable, the poor Indians have at all times a liard
fight against famine. In this tract of country fish is at all seasons scarce, and
in winter the sole dependence of the natives for subsistence is placed upon
rabbits (the most wretched food upon which to exist for any time tiat can pos-
sibly be conceived), and when these fail the most frightful tragedies at times
take place. Parents have been known to lengthen out a miserable existence by
killing and devouring their own offspring; " do you believe that ?-That is an
exaggerated statement.

1598. Did you ever know a book called " The Life of Thomas Simopson" ?-

I did.
1599. By whom was it written ?-It was written by Mr. Thomas Simpson,

I believe.
i 6oo. And if that is an extract from Mr. Thomas Simpson's book, you say it

is an exaggeration ?-I do not know what part of the country he speaks of.
16oi. Between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg ?-There is a very thin

population there.
1602. Who was Mr. Thomas Simpson ? -Mr. Thomas Simpson was a distant

relative of mine.
103. Was not he a long time in the Conpany's service ?-No.

1604. Was
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1604. Was not he a long time in that country ?-No ; when I say not a long sir G. sirnpium.
time, I speak comparatively. I think he nay have been six or seven years in the -

country altogether, or seven or eight years with rie. 2 March '7.
i6o5. You say that that statement made by him (because you say the life is

written by himself), is an exaggeration ?-Yes ; between Red River and Lake
Superior, which I believe is the tract of country he speaks of, the population is
exceedingly thin, and never %as numerous.

16o6. Do you know a book called " Ballantyne's Hudson's Bay"?--Yes, I
have read it.

1607. lu that book there is this statement: "At these poste the Indians are
frequently reduced to cannibalism, and the Company's people have on more than
one occasiori been obliged to eat their beaver skins; this was the case une winter
in Peel's River, a post within the Arctic Circle in charge of Mr. Bell, a chief
trader in the service; and I remember well reading in one of his letters, that all
the fresh provision they had been able to procure during the winter was two
squirrels and one c&row ; during this time they had existed on a quantity of dried
meat which they fortunately had in store, and they were obliged to lock the
gates of the fort to preserve the remainfer frorn the wretched Indians, who were
eating each other outside the malls ; the cause of all this misery was the entire
failure of the fisheries, together with great scarcity of wild animils. Starvation
is quite coimon among the Itidians of those distant regions; and the scraped
rocks, divested of their covering of tripe de roche, which resembles dried sea-
weed, have a sad nieaning and melancholy appearance to the travellers who
journey through the wilds and solitudes of Rupert's Land "--Yes; Mr. Ballan-
tyne never was in that country; he dues not kiow the country. The cases of
cannibalisma are very rare indeed.

2 6o8. I wilI read to you a very short passage, and ask you whether it is 'a
true description of Mr. Thomas Simpson: " No mai in the Company's service
had -uch opportunities as he enjoyed of beconing acquainted with their
management, and none was better ab>le to appreciate its effects ;" is that an
accurate description of Mr. Thomas Simpson ?-No, I think not; he acted as
my secretary for a short time, but 1 do not think his judgment was very sound
upon nany points.

1609. If those words come from a report on the part of the Hudson's Bay
Company, then they are incorrect ?-Yes ; I do not conceive that bis judgment
was sound upon many points.

161 o. I ask you, if those words come from a report made by the Hudson's
Bay Company, still, notwithstanding that, they are incorrect?-Yes; his judg-
ment is lauded a little higher than i think it should be.

161 1. Who made that report, do you know ?-I really do not recollect.
1612. There was a letter written by bir J. H. Peliy, Bart., to Earl Grey,

dated " Hudson's Bay House, 24th April 1847." There is, as an enclosure in
Sir John Pelly's letter to Lord Grey, a report on the memorial of Mr. A. K.
Isbester and others, to the Secretary of State for the Colonies; that report, I
suppose, was a report of the Hudson's Bay Company. In that report is the
description which I read to you of Mr. Thomas Simpson; in spite of this coming
from the Hudson's Bay Company, you say that it is an incorrect description of
Mr. Thomas Simpson ?-Mr. Thomas Simpson was a very active, energetic man,
but not a man of sound judgment upon many points.

1613. Are you aware of a complaint made by the American Government about
the sale of spirits by the Hudson's Bay Company?-No, I arn not.

1614. You are not aware that the American Government applied to the
English Governnent in consequence of certain complaints made to them, the
American Government, of the sale of spirits by the Iludson's Bay Company ?-
No, i do not recollect any such complaint; there may have been one.

16'5. Are you at all aware whether the numbers of the Indians are diminishing
now ?-No; I think the Indians of the thickwood country are increasiing in
numbers; the population there, I think, is increasing.

16t6. You say that in ditferent parts of the territory different prices are
charged by the Company for the goods they sell to the Indians ?-Yes.

1617. At the mouth of the Red River what is the per-centage of the tariff
added to the cost price of goods ?-I cannot say at the Red River, because it

0.25. L 3 depends
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depends entirely upon the price given by the Americans and others upon the
frontier.

16 18. Is the mouth of the Red River -near the frontier ?-The mouth of the
Red River is close to the frontier.

1619. I would say the mnouth of Mackenzie's River ?-I cannot tell the precise
tariff; I have no copy of the precise taritf; they pay a higher price for their
goods than those nearer the coast; the returns do not come to market until
about from six to seven years after outfits are issued.

j 620. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is to say, that you give less for the furs ?-
We give less for the furs.

1621. You take more furs, in fact, for an article ?-Yes ; our system of dealing
is this : Indians require certain necessary supplies to enable them to hunt, and
these we provide them with.
-' *1622. M- Roluck.] -Do you know the quantity of beads which you have
iinported per annum ?-I do not; thev are not an article of trade; they are given
as presents.

1623. You never give so many beads for so many skins?-Never; they are
entirely gratuities; beads are never traded, to my knowledge; if they are, it is
'uite contrary to instructions.

1624. Do you know the amount of marten skins imported last year ?-I do
·ot.; I cannot tell from recollection. A wls, gun flints, gun worms, hooks,
needles, thread, beads, knives, gartering ribbons, &c., are given as gratuities;
about 20 per cent. of the outfit in those articles are given as gratuities.

1625. So that a good knife is not considered an article of commerce at ail ?-
No; it is given as a gratuity.

1626. And that is the statement which you make of the way in which you
deal with the Indians with knives ?-That is the usual practice.

-1627. So that if a knife were to cosi 10 s., yoc would make a present of it ?-
We never give 10-shilling knives; they are too exiasive an article; we cannot
afford to pay such prices.

1628. Do you ever give 53. for a knife ?-No, never.
i 629. Half-a-crown ?-I cannot tell precisely what the cost price of a knife

may be, but I should think the cost price of a knife is high at half-a-crown for
the Indian trade.

1630. Was not there sone agreement or some bond entered into by the
Hudson's Bay Company, that they would send the criminals to be tried in
Cýnada ?-There is a concurrent jurisdiction in Canada.

1631. Wili you answer my question ?-I am not aware of any bond, but very
likely there nay have been ; I do not recollect.

1632. So that though you have been Governor for 37 years of that territory,
if such a thing has occur ed, it does not now occur to your memory ?-l do not
recollect: the cases are so very tew.

1633. In your long experience of that country are you aware of any criminals
ever having been sent to be tried in Canada ?- Yes.

1634. How many times?-On one occasion ; there were three men sent for
trial for murder; and I think tflat case was noticed in the former investigation
of the Conmittee.

1635. Chairman.] Supposing an arrangement was made by which any por-
tion of the territory now administered by the -udson's Bay Company, which
might be supposed to be fit for the purposes of colonisation, was separated from
that administration, such a district of country, for instance, as the Red River,
and any land in the neighbourhood of the Red River, or of the frontier of
Canada, or land on the extreme vest coast in the neighbourhood of Vancou-
ver's Island, would there be any difficulty in the Hudson's Bay Company con-
tinuing to conduct their affairs after that separation had taken place'!-- 1 think
not, because I do not believe there would be any settlement for a great length
of time; I do not believe there would be any migration into the country for ages
to come.

1636. Suppose that was left to be tested by experience ; suppose any country,
such as it could be thought would be available for the purposes of colonisation,

.was taken from the administration of the Hudson's Bay Company under a
suitable arrangement, would it interfere in any way with the management of
.the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company, or of such territory as was left ? -I

think
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think not, provided the incoming population were restricted from interfering sir. &sio.
with the fur trade.

1637. Do you mean in the same manner in which the inhabitants of Canada 2:Mareb rs7.
are now restricted from interfering ?-No; they are not restricted from inter-
fering with the fur trade of Canada.

i ti38. But with your fur trade ?-Yes; provided they were so, I think there
would be no decided objection.

1639. Is the constitution of vour Company, in your opinion, particularly
favourable to the management of colonists,. or of any thickly settled districts ?-
I think the territory held by the Company is not favourable for settlement.

1640. I do not mean the physical nature of the territory ; but do you think it,
advisable, for your own objects, that you should. have the administration or
management of anything which could be called a. thickly peopled settlement ?-
No, I do not think it is- important that we should.

1641. It is rather diflerent from your a.:ual course, is it not ?-Yes, I
think so.

1 t42. For instance, do you think it would do you any harm if Vancouveres.
Island was taken from you and made a British colony --I think not.

16à3. Do you think that if there was any country on the mainland in that.
corner in the vicinity of Vaicouver's Island to whiclh it was' thought likely that
settlers would be attracted, it would interfere with youraffairs.as a trading Com-
pany, if an establishment of that kind was formed. there and separated from you ?
- 1 think it would not do any harm if they were restrained from interference
with the fur trade.

1644. In the same manner if the settiers from Canada were allowed to occupy
any country in their neighbourhood, or in the neighbourbood of the Red Hiver,
which they were disposed to go to, provided, as you, say, your own monopoly as,
traders was reserved in the for-trading districts, it would be far from interfering
with you, as I understaind ?-I think so. 1 think there would be no objection to.
it, provided the Company were satisfied ; they consider.themselves lords of the
soil, proprietors of the countrv, in their own special territory..

1645. As fur traders, do you consider monopoly as essential to the conduct of
a trade of that description ?-Decidedly.

1646. What do you believe would be the consequence, supposing the trade
was thirowin open indiscriminately to anybody who chose to pursue it ?--l think
the fur-bearing race would be in very short time destroyed, and the Indians left
to poverty and wretchedness.

1647. Would there be anybody then who would have any interest in pre-
serving the fur-bearing animals, and who would not, on the contrary, have an
interest in destroying them as fast as possible with a view to immediate returas ?
-Decidedly not.

1648. Were you acquainted with that country when there was a contest in
trade, and I am afraid a contest awful in violence and acts of outrage, carried on
between the North-Western Company and the Hudson's Bay Company in that
country ?-Yes, I was there-the hist year of the contest.

1649. What were the effects of that contest?-The demoraligation of the
rndians ; liquor was iritroduced as a medium of trade throughout ; the peace of
the country was disturbed ; there were riots and breaches of the peace conti..
nually taking place, and the country was in stite of great disorganization.

i6,5o. Mr. Roebuck.] Did that take place because the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany went to war with Lord Seikirk ?-The Hudsun's Bay Company did not go
to war with Lord Selkirk.

165 1. Then did Lord Selkirk go to war with the Hudson's Bay Company?-
No; they were on the best possible terms.

1652. They fought, did they not ?-No, I believe not.
1653. I am mpaking a mistake; the Hudson's Bay Company and Lord Selkirk

fought with the North-West Company ?-There were breaches of the peace very
frequently, from day to day and year to year, and it wi1 be su wherever there is
competition in the fur trade, whoever the parues may be.

1654. It is to those circunstances that you refer, is it not ?-Yes.
16.55. I think the Right Ilonourable Chairman put a question to you as

to whether you were in the country when. certain transactions occurred?-
I was.

o.25. L 4 1656. The
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1656. The transactions to which you referred were those which took place
between the Hudson's liay Company and the North-West Company?-Yes, the
traders of Canada and the H udson's Bay Company.

1657. And you fancy that that was the result of the free trade, if we may so
express it ?-Yes, I think so.

b.58. And that that would be the result under any circumstances ?-There
would be a recurrence of the same evils if the trade was thrown open
agan.

1659. Are al] those evils occurring in the territory of the United States at the
present moment ?-There is no fur ti ade in the interior of the United States of
any coisequence.

i 66o. Is there no fur trading upon the western coast of the Pacific from the
boundary line down to Calfornia?-Very littie.

1661. Is there iot a fur company ?- No, there is no fur company that I am
aware of.

16 î62. So that the Americans do not accumulate furs at ail?-- in that part of
the country they do not.

16i 3 . Do they, in any part of the country ?-No, I am not aware of it; on the
sources of the Misouri a good many furs are collected.

1664. Is there not an American fur company ?-No, I think not ; there was
an A merican fur company ; it was broken up long ago.

1665. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Within the last tvo months ?-No, wi;tn
the last few years.

i666. Mr. Adde'rley.] In reply to a question put by the Chairman, you stated
that the Company would not object to any settlement west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, proviced such settlers were restrained fron interfering with the rights of
the Company as to the fur t.rade ?-I think so.

1667. Will you describe the niture of the restraint which you would suggest?
-That they should not be aowed to interfere in the fur trade, but confine them-
selves to agriculture or other pursuits.

1668. Do you mean. then, that the settiers west of the Rocky Mountains
sbould be bound to maintain their own settlement in a fur-bearing condition ?-
No; the country adapted tor setlement is not a fur-bearing country.

1669. Then what would be the nature of the restraint which you tliink the
Company would consider necessary ?-That the settlers should not go into the
fur-bearng countries

1670. The restraint would only apply to other portions of the district claimed
by the Hudson's Bay Conpany ?-- Yes.

1671. Do you consider that the Company w ould have a right or interest in
making any restrictions upon the settlement of te country itself west of the
Rockv Mountains «--No, I think not.

167·2. The settlemeot of that part of the country iiight be erTected with no
injui y to the Hud-on's lIay Company, without any restrictions as to the territory
itselfi?-Provided they did not interfère with the fur trade.

1673. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Would the restriction. of dealing with the Indians
be sutlicient for your purpose ?-Yes, it would, i think.

1674. Mr. Adderley.] The country to be settled, west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, might be settled free from any conditions relative to that country itself ?-
Except as regards the fur trade.

1675. Chairman.] How do you manage to prevent the Canadian traders now
from introducing sp.irits into the territories of the Hudson's Bay Company, along
that great extent of frontier?-They cannot pass through the country without
our assistance.

1676. Is that difficulty of communication sufficient to enable you practically
to prevent the trade in spirits ?-Yes, decidedly.

1677. I suppose there is some smuggling in the districts immediately in the
neighbourhood of the settled countries ?-I think there is no smuggling in the
terri tory of the Hudson's Bay Company, in the district of country over which .they
claim an exclusive right of trade, except at Red River.

1678. When you say no smuggling, do you mean that there is none of any
consequence, or none at al?-I believe there is none.

1679. Lord Stanley.] You have posts beyond your own territory, have you
not, in Canada?-Yes; we have estabhshments all the way down the St. Law-
rence.

î68o. Chairman.]
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168o. Chairman.] Have you gone on in harmony with the Canadians and the
Canadian Government ?-Perfectly so.

1681. Mr. Ruebuck.] In that census which you have given in, is there an.
account of the numbers of the half-breeds in the Red River Settlement?-Yes ;
8,000 is the whole population of Red River; that is the Indian and half-breed
population.

1682. Can you give any notion of how many of those are half-breeds?-
About 4,000, I tbink.

1683. Can you tell the Committee whether those half-breeds are improving
in their intelligence ?-I think they are.

1684. Have not the Company established schools there ?-Yes, there are
sebools.

16S 5 . Do not the half-breeds go to those schools?-Many of them do,
especially the half-breeds of European parentage.

1686. Since they bave gone to those schools have you found the half-breeds
as submissive as they ivere before ?--Yes, I think they are fully ; more so.

1687. So that they do not give you any more trouble than they used to do ?
-We have little or no trouble with tliem.

168S. They do not dem and free trade in furs; you never heard of such a
thing ?-They do not demand it, but they practise it ; many of thema do.

1689. Have you found the free trade increase since the instruction of the
people increased ?-No, I do not find that since the encouragement to trade bas
increased they have been extending their operations in that way.

16o. Do you mean to say that the free-trading has not increased of late
years ?-Not very materially ; they have been in the habit 'of trading, more or
less, for a great many years; perhaps there may be more engaged in it recently
than there were a few years ago.

1691. So that the increase of education at the present moment bas not at all
increased the desire of the people to have communication with Ainerica?-No, I
amn not aware that it bas ; I am not aware that there is any particular desire to
connect themselves with America.

6q. I mean to trade with America ?-To trade in what?
16o3. In ail commodities ?-I believe there is very little trade at present going

across the frontier.
16 94. Are you at all aware of any increased desire on the part ofthose people

to carry on trade with the Americans ?-No; I arn not aware that there is any
increased desire.

1695. So that ve iay take it as your statement that there is no increased
desire on the part of that population in that respect ?-They have moro frequent
communication with the United States than heretofore, inasmuch as they have
larger dealmngs.

1696. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is not in furs ?-Not in furs : principally in
buffalo rcibes, and a very few furs.

1697. Mr. Roe/mnch.] What do they give to the Americans ?-They take cattle
from Red River; buffalo robes, and a small quantity of tallow and horses; I
think those are the principal articles.

1698. Do the Indians of the Red River Settlement wish to trade with the
Americans ?-I think not.

1699. I ncan the pure Indians ?-The pure Indians, I think, principally deal
with us.

1700. You have found no desire on their part to conduct trade with the
Americans?-No; not across the boundary line; they principally deal
with us.

1701. But I want to know about their desire to have communication witlh
the Americans: have you any proof respecting that ?-I think not; there is
nothing to prevent their having it if they have any desire.

1702. Mr. Edward Ellice.] )o not they like to sell their furs to the best
bidder ?-Yes, they go to the best market.

1703. Chairman.] And I suppose tbey would get spirits wherever they could
fEnd theimi?-Yes, I think they would.

1704. Are the fur-bearing animals on the increase or otherwise, in the Hudson's
Bay territory, speaking generally ?-I think towards the southern frontier they
are on the decrease.

0.25. M 1705. Take
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1705. Take the whole together ?-In the northern part of the country we
nurse the country very much, and the country has improved and is much richer
in fur-bearing animals than it was 20 years ago.

1706f. Taking it altogether, is the export of furs increasing or decreasing ?--
It is larger now than it was at any time within my recollection.

1707. It is the most valuable fur trade in the world, is it not ?- think so.
1708. A great deal larger than the Russian fur trade ?-Yes.
1709. Mr. (rogan.] You stated that in the form of the lease of land, one of

the clauses waz, that the settler should endeavour to encourage the Christian
religion ?-Yes.

1710. What is the meaning of tliat covenant ?-I do not know; I do not
recollect the covenant. Perhaps you will draw my attention to it.

171 1. You read a passage from one of your land deeds. Mr. Ellice asked
you the conditions of grants of land to settlers. One of them you said had
relation to efforts on the part of the settler to encourage morality and the
Christian religion ?-Yes.

1712. What meaning do you attach to that covenant ?-The covenant ex-
presses it.

I 713. Will you read it ?-" And for encouraging and promoting general educa-
tion and religious instruction. And that he the said -- , his executors,
administrators, or assigns, shall or will from time to tiue, and at all times during
the said term, contribute in a due proportion to the expenses of all public
establishments, whether of an ecclesiastical, civil, military, or other nature,
including therein the maintenance of the clergy, the building and endowment
of schools, which are or shall or may be formed under the authority of the
charter or charters hereinbefore referred to."

1714. What may be the tax imposed upon the settler?-There is no tax.

8715. Then that covenant is void ?-That covenant is void as far as taxation
goes.

1716. There is no contribution imîposed upon the settler for anv of the pur-
poses stated in that covenant; viz., the mair tenance of the clergy and the
maintenance of schools ?-No, I think not.

1717. In answer to a question a flew moments ago by Mr. Roebuck, you s âted
that there were schools established in the country, at the Red River Settlem:-nt;
for instance ?-Yes.

1718. By whon were those schools established ?-By the Missionary Soeieties;
the Churcb Missionary Society and the Wesleyan Missionary Society.

1719. And they are still maintained by thern ?-They are still maintained by
+bem, and assisted by the Hudson's Bay Company.

1720. Will you explain to me the anount of assistance which the Hudson's
Bay Company give them ?-There is a money grant to the Bishop of 300 1. per
annum.

1721. What Bishop ?-The Episcopalian Bishop of Rupert's Land. There
is 100 1. in aid of schools ; there is 150 L. to a chaplain at Red River; 50 1. at
York ; 501. to a chaplain at Moose; 50 1. at East Main; 200 1. in aid of the
schools at Fort Victoria ; to the Roman Catholie Mission at Red River, 100 L. ;
to the Roman Catholic Mission at Oregon 100 1. ; on the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
100 guineas ; to the Wesleyan Missionary at Norway-house, 50 1.; at Oxford-
house, 501.; Rairv Like, 501.; Saskatchewan; 201.; and the Presbyterian
Chaplain at Red River, 50 1.

1722. With regard to the sums which you have just enumerated, are those
payments out of the proper monies of the Hudson's Bay Company, or out of any
other fund ?-Out of the funds of the Hudson's Bay Company.

1723. Exclusively ?-Exclusively.
1724. If a missionary were dispatched from this country to that district to take

up a location there, would he have a free passage in one of your vessels ?-Yes;
they usually get free patsages.

1725. Are you sure on that subject ?- I do not. recollect that any case bas
ever been refused.

1726. Are you aware of any cases in which freight bas been charged for
missionaries groing to that country in your ships?-i cannot tax my memory
with that.

1727. In the Parliamnentary Paper befure us there is a statement of expendi-
ture
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ture for two passages in a Company's ship, and travelling expenses 41 . 9 s.:
freight, shipping and insurance 81 L.; that is charged to the Church Missionary
Society for two persous who were sent out?-Very likely it was so. If it is
stated there the probability is that it was so.

1728. Then how is that recoucileable with the fact which you have just told
us, that there was no charge made ;-1 did not say so. I said that I could not
cail to memory whether there was any charge or not; but we are in the habit
of allowing them these salaries.

1729. Are those salaries to these missionaries and clergymen to them as
chaplains or as schoolmasters ?--They are to them in the double capacity of
chaplains and schooimasters.

1730. Is there any requirement upon them on the receipt of such a salary to
keep a school ?-No, there- is no positive requirement, but they usually do keep
schools,

1 73 i. Is it entirely optional with them whether they keep a school or not ?-
It is optional as far as we are concerned; wie do not insist upon their keeping
schools. They are under the control of the bishop of the territory, or the
society to which they belong. We exercise no control over them.

1732. C/irman.1 I think you made an arrangement with the Russian Com-
pany by which you hold under lease a portion of their territory ?-Yes.

1733. I believe that arrangement is that you hold that strip of country which
intervenes between your territory and the sea, and that you give them 1,500 1.
a year for it ?-Yes.

1734. What were vour objects in making that arrangement ?-To prevent
difficulties existing between the Russians and ourselves; as a peace offering.

1735. What was the nature of those difficulties ?-We were desirous of passing
through their territory, which is inland from the coast about 30 miles. There
is a margin of 30 miles of coast belonging to the Russians. We had the right
of navigating the rivers falling into the ocean, and of settling the interior
country. Difficulries arose between us in regard to the trade of the country,
and to remove all those difficulties we agreed to give them an annual allowance.
I think, in the first instance, 2,000 otter skins, and afterwards of 1,500 !. a
year.

736. Before that arrangement "as made did you find that spirits got intro-
duced, owing to a sort of competition between your traders and those of the
Russian Company ?-Yes; large quantities of spirits were used previously to
that.

1737. And vou fouud that very injurious -- Yes.
1738. During tho late war which existed between Russia and England, I

believe that some arrangement m as made between you and the Russians by
which you agreed not to molest one another ?-Yes, such an arrangement was
made.

1739. By the two companies ?--Yes; and Government confirmed the anange-
ment.

1740. You agreed that on neither side should there be any molestation or
interference with the trade of the different parties Yes.

1741. And I believe that that was strictly observed during the whole war?
-Yes.

1742. Mr. Bell.] Which Government confirmed thearraigement, the Russian
or the English or both ?-Both Governments.

1743. Mr. Grogan.] Did you know or hear of one of the servants of the
company, named John Saunderson ?--No, I do not recollect the name.

1744. Or Peter Walrus ?-No. There are many Saundersons in the service;
it is a common Orkney name, and we employ a good many Orkney men.

1745. Is it a fact that a distillery bas recently been established at the Red
River Settlement ?-There was a distillery erected a good many years ago, but
never put in operation. We have never attempted distillation. By the desire
of the settlers we built a distillery to please then; but we have never put it in
operation.

1746. Mr. Edward Llice.] It was stopped by the Company in London, I
believe ?-It was.

1747. -Mr. Grngan.] What privileges or rights do thenative Indians possess
strictly applicable to themselves -They are perfectly at liberty to do what they
please: we never restrain Indians.

0.25. - - M 2 1748. Is
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1748. Is there any difference between their position and that of the half-
breeds ?-None at all. They hunt and fish, and live as they please. They look
to us for their supplies, and we study their comfort and convenience as much as
possible ;' we assist each other.

1749. Lord Stanley.] You exercise no authority whatever over the Indian
tribes ?---None at all.

1750. If any tribe were pleased now to live as the tribes did live before the
country was opened up to Europeans; that is to say, not using any article of
European manufacture or trade, it would be in their power to do so ?-Perfectly
so; we exercise no control over them.

17.51. Mr. Bell.] Do you mean that, possessing the right of soil over 'the
whole of Rupert's Land, you do not consider that you possess any jurisdiction
over the inhabitants of that soil ?-No, I am not aware that we do. We exer-
cise none, whatever right we possess under our charter.

1752. Then is it the case that you do not consider that the Indians are under
your jurisdiction when any crimes are committed by the Indians upon the
Whites ?-They are under our jurisdiction when crimes are committed upon the
Whites, but not when comnmitted upon each other; we do not meddle with their
wars.

1753. What law do you consider in force in the case of the Indians commit-
ting any crime upon the Whites ; do you consider that the clause in your license
to trade, by which you are bound to transport criminals to Canada for trial,
refers to the Indians, or solely to the Whites ?-To the Whites, we conceive.

17.54. Mr. Grogan.] Are the native Indians permitted to barter skins inter se
from one tribe to another ?-Yes.

1755. There is no restriction at all in that respect ?-None at all.
17.56. Is there any restriction with regard to the half-breeds in that respect?

-None, as regard dealings among themselves.
1757. Lord John Russell.] Supposing any person was to come from the

United States to trade with them, would you interfere ?-We should oppose it
by every means in our power, but not hy violence.

17.58. Bv what means would you prevent it ?-By giving higher prices, or
watching the Indians.

1759. But you would not drive away such a person ?-No.
1760. Mr. Grogan.] Have you ever seized and confiscated the goods of parties

who were trading in that way with the Indians ?-lf it has been done, it has
been of very rare occurrence; I do not recollect the circumstances.

1761. It is stated in these papers that an instance occurred where the goods of
some of the settlers were seized and confiscated on the suspicion that they
vere intended for the purpose of trade with the Indians ?-It has been of such

rare occurrence that I have not the least recollection of it.
1762. You stated on Thursday that the price of land to a settler was 7 s. 6 d.

an acre ?-From 5 8. to 7 s.·6 d. an acre.
1763. That is at the Red River Settlement ?-Yes.
1764. Is that price ever exacted ?-Very rarely.
1765. If you practically give the land free, why is it held out to the world

that you demand 7 s. 6 d. ?-We consider ourselves proprietors of the soil.
1766. H as the 7 s. 6 d. ever been paid ?-It has been paid.
1707. Lord Stanley.] You claitn the right to impose that price, but you do

not impose it in every case ?--That is so.
1768. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But inasmuch as it has been the interest of the

Company to settle the land as fast as possible, they have withdrawn fron taking
tne price, because they thought it for the Company's interest ?-Yes.

1769. Mr. Grogan.] What amount may the Company ever have received
from settlers in that way by the sale of land ?-I think from the beginning of
time it does not exceed from 2,000 i. to 3,000 1.

1770. Within your own goveriment can you say what sum has been re-
ceived ?-I cannot tell from recollection, but I think under 3,000 1.

1771. In what way was that money applied ?-It was the property of the
Company.

1772. It was applied to the general funds of the Company ?-Yes; part of
the time it went to the estate of Lord Selkirk ; Lord Selkirk was then the pro-
prietor of the soil.

1773. I asked
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1773. I asked you, within the time that you had been Governor, am I to
understand that the sum of 3,000 1. bas been received from settlers for the pur-
chase of land ?-Yes.

1774. Since your own government ?-Since my own government.
1775. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that since the year 1834?-I think not so

much since the year 1834.
17ý6. Previously to 1834 the Red River Settlement belonged to Lord Selkirk,

did it not ?-Yes.
1777. It had been sold a long time previously by the Hudson's Bay Company

to his Lordship for the purposes of colonisation ?-Yes.
1778. He re-transferred it to the Company in 1834 ?-Yes.
1779. And you paid his Lordship for that acquisition ?-Yes.
1 78o. Mr. Grogan.] You stated that the sum of 3,000 . had been paid by

settlers for the purchase of land ?--I think so.
1781. To whom was that money paid ?--Partly to Lord Selkirk or the heirs

of Lord Selkirk, and partly to the Company.
1782. Can you say how much was paid to the Company?-I cannot from

recollection.
1783. Was there anything paid to the Company ?-Yes.
1784. 1000 l.-I think sr; more than that.
1785. 1,000 1. ?-Perhaps not 1,0001.; or possibly it may be 1,0001.
1786. Did that go into the general funds of the Company, or was it applied

to any other purpose ?-I think it went into the general funds of the Com-
pany.

1787. It vas not applied in the construction of roads ?--No; monies were
giren from time to time for the construction oî -oads.

1788. From the funds of the Company ?-No; from the general funds, There
is an import duty of 4 per cent. chargeable upon all goods imported into the
settlement of Red River. The Hudson's Bay Company are the principal
importers, and thev pay the largest portion of that duty.

1789. Am I o understand that the amount of that duty is expended upon
roads ?-It is expended for public purposes-roads, and bridges, and schools,
and in various other ways for public purposes.

1790. Mr. Edwar-' Ellice.] Is it the fact that the Company pay 4 per cent.
upon all their imports into the colony for that purpose ?--That is the fact.

.î791. Mr. Grogan.] Then did the surm wlich you spoke of as having been
given by the Company to the schools come from this source ?-It is without
reference to this source.

1792. Then the money which you have now spoken of derived from the
customs of the country, and being given in aid of schools, is additional to the
sum you have already mentioned as having been paid by the Compaay in aid of
schools ?-Yes.

1793. Can vou give the Committee any estimate of what the amount of that
expenditure on roads and public improvements would be ?-No, I cannot. Per-
haps 6001. or 700. a year.

1794. You described the country about the Red River as being very pro-
ductive ?-Yes, uipon the banks of the river.

1795. But you stated that your impression vas that the land beyond a mile
from the river was not so good ?-It is not so good.

1796. On what is that opinion based ?-Upon experiment; trial. It lias been
tried and found not good, and discontinued.

1797. Mr. Gladstone.] I did not quite clearly- understand you whether the
price of 7s. 6d. per acre or Ï s. per acre still purports to be the rule of the
Company ?-That is the rule of the Company. We sell very little land. Our
sales of land from the beginning of time, I believe, are only from 2,000 i. to
3,000 1.

1798. But the settlements are very nuch more considerable than would be
indicated by sucli a price ?-Decidedly.

1799. In point of fact, then, a very small portion of land has been sold ?-
Very small.

i8oo. Has a long time elapsed since any price was received for land at the
Red River ?-I think tiere lias been very little noney received for land at the
Red Iiver for several years.

0.25. 313 so1.« Have
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i Soi. Have several years elapsed since, in any instance, a price was received
for land to the best of your remrnembrance ?-If money has been received for lands
it is to a very small amount. If a person retiring from the service expresses a
desire to go to Red River to settle, we say, " In that case you must become a
purchaser of land." And he may purchase his 50 acres, and pay down 25 per
cent. upon the amount.

t802. Supposing an application is made for land, what consideration governs
the authorities of the Company in determining whether to sell or whether to
grant ?-The means of the parties generally.

1803. If you think them able to buy then yoi sell ?-Yes.
1804. If you do not think them able to 'Ouy then .you grant ?-They squat;

we never disturb anybody.
1805. Then you do not make grants of land ?-We give them grants when

they apply for them, but they rarely apply.
i 8o6. Then, do you encourage squatting?-We cannot prevent it.
1807. Do you endeavour or desire to prevent it ?-No ; if the people cannot

afford to pay for land, we cannot interfere with themn.
i8o8. Lord John Russell.] How do you prevent disputes between two squat-

ters ?-We never have any disputes upon the subject ot lands.
i 8og. Mr. Gladstone.] Is that owing to the abundance of the land ?-Yes.
181. Mr. Addrley.] Are there many squetters ?-They are nearly all

squatters
, 8i. Out of how many ?-The population is 8,000.
1812. Are those 8,000 squatters ?-No; some have paid.
1813. What proportion of the 8,000 do you suppose have paid ? -The whole

receipts for land, from the beginning of time, are certainly under 3,000 I.
1814. Can you tell us at al], in round numbers, what proportion of the families

who have settled at the Red River Settlement, have paid for land ? -Nineteen
twentieths have not paid.

18 1.5. How do you reconcile the statements you have just made as to the
mode of disposing of land with your answer to Question 1217, in which you said
that land was granted at sums varying from 5 s. to 7 s. 6 d. an acre, not in fee
simple, but under leases of 999 years ?-The parties frequently set themselves
down on land without consulting us ; we never disturb them.

1816. I asked you, in Question 1207, " If I wanted to buy land in the Red
River Settlement, upon what terms could I buy it ?" Your answer was, " Five
shillings an acre ?"-Yes.

18 17. Am I to understand that if I applied for it for nothing I should get it,
equally ?-If you were to squat, we shouid not, in all probability, disturb you.

1Si8. You said that free grants were given to those who applied for them?
-Yes.

1819. Squatters do not apply for free grants, do they ?-We point out the
situations where they mnay sqùat; we do not give them titles unless they make
some arrangement for the payment.

i 82o. Are we to understand that squatters squat under terms of agreement
with the Company ?-Yes; very frequently.

1821. Mr. Roebuck.] Then why are they called squatters ?-A man without
means, coming into the country, says, "I should like to settle there, but I have
not the means of paying ;" we say, " There is no -objection to your settting
there."

S822. Mr. Adderley.] Are there settlers in the Red River Settlement who
squat without any agreement with the Company ?-Many.

1823. Am I to understand that a great proportion of what you call squatters
have squatted under an agreement with the Company P-No.

18 24. May we understand distinctly what you mean by the word "squatter "?
-A man who .mes and sets himself down upon land without title.

18 25. Is it p,,ssible that a squatter should settle under distinct terns of under-
standing with the Company, even though he does not pay for his land ?-Yes;
very likely a man without means would say, " Where can I settie ?" We should
point out a.certnin district of country which we thought desirable, and the best
situation for settlement.

1826. Are there many squatters in the Red River Settlement who had their
location pointed out by the Company, and who paid nothing for their land ?-
Many.

1827. Is.
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1827. Is that the case with the majority of them ?-I think the majority of
thein have settled thenselves down where they liked, and we could not pre-
vent it.

1828. Without asking the Company ?-Yes.
î829. Mr. Bell.] Then you mean that the difference is, that, where they

settle without paying for the land, they have no agreement ?-They have no
agreement.

1830. And they have no title ; when they apply for land and pay for it, then
they have a titie ?-Yes.

1831. Mr. Adderley.] When the Company assign a territory in the nature of
a free grant, is there anything paid ia the way of license duty ?-NU, nothing.

1832. Do any people seule in the Hudson's Bay territory upon licenses,
wilhout a payment per acre ?-No, I am not aware that they do.

i833. Mr. Roebuck.] Is that the form under which lands are granted (handing
an indenture to the witness) -Yes, I think this is it.

1834. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that the Company's grant or Lord Selkirk's
grant ?-This is the Company's grant.

1835. What is the date of it ?-March, 1844.
1836. Mr. Roebuck.] Is this indenture the title by which a person holds land

who buys it ?-It is.
1837. Amongst the engagements of the buyer, is there one that he will not

part with any portion of the land ?-The conditions are there; I cannot call to
mind the precise conditions.

1838. Then tbough you have been 37 years governor of that country, you
do not know the conditions upon which land is granted ?-I have been very
little resident during that time in Red River; there bas been usually an officer
in charge of Red River, who is styled Governor of Assiniboia.

1839. Are you aware that this is one of the engagements of the buyer, that
he "shall not nor will at any time during the said term," which is 999 years,
" underlet or assign, or otherwise alienate, or dispose, or part with, the actual
possession of the said laud hereby demised, or any part thereof, for all or any
part of the said term, or any interesC ierived under the sane, without the con-
sent in writing of the said Governor an.d Company for the time being first had
and obtained " ?-Yes ; that is a clause in it.

1840. Were you aware that that was in the indenture ?-Yes.
1841. So that when a party buys land of you he cannot sell one particle of

that land, or even let it ?--Yes; but we never object to it.
1 842. This is your indenture ?-Yes; that is our indenture.
1843. Does. that, in your view, tend to promote the settlernent of the

country?- I do not think it can materially affect the settlement of the country.
1844. Do you fancy that depriving a man of the power of alienating any part

of his land, or even underletting it, conduces to the settiement of the country?
-I do not believe that the settlers of the Red River pay much attention to the
terms of their title-deeds.

1845. Do you fancy that preventing a man fron underletting, from selling or
parting with any portion of bis interest in the land, conduces to the settiement
of the country r-No; I do not think it does.

1846. Do you think it hinders the settlement ?-l think it does not hinder it
in the Red River, because there are no applicants for land.

1847. Mr. Edvard Ellice.] With reference to the question which the Chair-
man put to you just now, with regard to the territory beiag colonised, I think
your answer was that you did not consider that the colonisation of any part of
the territory which the Government might think proper to reserve for that
purpose would be prejudical to the fur trade, if the exclusive right was pro-
perly protected ?-Yes ; I think it would not be prejudicial.

1 848. Bv the exclusive right being protected you mean the trade of the
Indians being protected ?-The fur trade with the Indians.

1849. With regard to the cases of starvation, I presume that the means of
the Company in snpporting the people in the territory very much depend upon
the produce of the buffalo hunt and upon the crops raised at Red River ?-Yes,
the produce of the chase and the products at Red River.

i 85o. Would it be impossible for the Company to undertake to provide for
the general population throughout the country in times of sc ircity ?--Quite
impossible.
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1851. Mr. Roebuck.] Do the buffaloes extend to the Arctic circle ?-The
prairie buffalo does not; he is contined to the prairies; the musk ox is to be
found in the Arctic circle.

1852. What proportion of the food of the inhabitants is supplied by the musk
ox ?-it is very small; it is entirely confined to that part of the countrv.

1853. In fact, you may put it out of consideration altogether ?-Yes.
1854. Therefore, your answer that the food of the country chiefly depended

upon buffaloes was not correct ?-The food of the prairie couiitry is buffalo; the
food of the thickwood country is principally fish.

i 855. Mr. Edrard Ellice.] Is not pemican almost the staff of life of the ser-
vants of the Company in all parts ?-For transport.

1856. Mr. Roebuck.] What is pemican ?-Pemican is a compound of buffalo
meat and tallow ; it is a portable provision, principally used in travelling.

1857. Hlave you forned any idea of the quantity of pemican which is mann-
factured in that country per anutnun?-Perhaps from 2,000 to 3,000 cwt. per
annum ; sone years more; sornetimes less.

1858. And you have told us that there are 55,000 inhabitants ?-East of the
mountains there are about 55,000 ; of these about 25,000 are Indians living upon
buffalo meat principally, and 30,000 live principally upon fish; that is to say,
fish and rabbits.

1859. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But the means of existence of the servants of the
Companv depend upon provisions taken to the different posts from. other parts ?
-Yes, and the fish they are able to collect; they live very much upon fish
throughout the country.

186o. Has that deed which is before the Committee ever, practically speaking,
been made use of by the Company to restrain settlement at the Red River
Never.

1861. Mr. Roebuck.] Whait is the use of the deed, then ?--It is so very little
used that it is of no value, in fact; nineteen-twentieths of the people have no-
title ; they squat and set themselves down.

1862. Supposing a dozen people were to start from Canada determining to
settle in the Red River Settlernent, would they be at all impeded by the Coin-
pany?--I think not.

1863. And if instances are brought forward of great impediments being
thrownî in the way, vou never have heard of them.?-There has never been an
instance to mny knowledge; they squat and set themselves down wlierever they
please.

1864. Have the Company ever ejected anybody?-Never to my knowledge.
i S65 . Mr. Grogan.] If an enigrant, as Mr. Roebuck describes, come fron

Canada to the Red River Settlenient, and be anxious to purchase a partly-
improved land which sone squatter had been upon, would your Company
interfère to prevent the transfer of the land ?-No.

1866. Would it be necessary to ask your permission -We usually enter all
such transfers in a transfer book wlen the parties apply; but if they do not
choose to apply to us we cannot ielp it.

1867. Is there any fee for that entry ?-None.
1868. Then is not the practical effect of such a deed as has been read to pre-

vent any person taking such a deed from vou ?-I think that it is not.
1869. If a man may squat on the land, and hold undisputed possession of the

part that he squats upon from you or from any one else, and if lie may transfer
that land to another person without obstruction, why should he take a deed from,
you ?--That other party would not be disposed to pay unless lie could have
some title.

1870. Mr. Gladstone.] Then the restriction is operative, if so, is it not ; if a
purchaser from a Red River settler will not be disposed to pay unless a title is
given, and if, in order to make a title, it is necessary, as it plainly must be, to
show the consent of the Company, then the clause requiring the consent of the
Comnpany is an operative clause ?-The cases of the purchase of land are so very
rare that there is scarcely a case in point.

1871. Lord John Russell.] Is that deed ever made use of now, or is it dis-
used "--When parties apply for a deed that is the deed which is given.

1872. Mr. Bell.] Have those settlers who now do not hold a deed applied for
a deed ?--I think not.

187.3. You
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1873. You are not aware of any applications having been made by those who
hold without deed ?-No; applications are not usually made for deeds; an ap-
plication for a deed is a very unusual thing.

1874. They are satisfied to hold the land without a deed ?-Yes.

1875. Mr. Grogan.] I understood you to explain to us that there was a cer-
tain annual sum received by the Company as duties of customs, viz., four per
cent. ?-Paid by the Company.

- 876. To whom ?-To the treasury of the Red River.
1877. Is the treasury of the Red River part and parcel of the Company?

-No.
1878. Is not the government of the Red River Settlement, and of course the·

treasury, as a part of that government, a part and parcel of the Hudson's Bay
establishment ?-No; it is in the hands of the settlers themselves.

1879. An I to understand you, then, that the Company pay four per cent..
as well as the public ?-They do.

1 88o. They paid that amount on all goods imported into the Red River-
Settlement to the local municipality of the Red River Settlement ?-Yes,.
decidedly.

i 88i. Which money is employed in local improvements ?-Yes.
1882. Is there any establishment by the Company or by the Red River.

Settlement, whereby if a settler wished to send a letter, for instance, lie could
do it ?-There is a postal communication through the United States.

1883. How is it to get there ?--lhe United States are close upon the-
border.

1884. How many miles is it ?-About 50 miles; there is constant communi-
cation with the frontier.

1885. If therefore a letter written at Assiniboia fnds its way to the frontier-
of the United States, the United States take care of that letter and will forward,
it to its destination as far as it goes through their territories ?--Yes.

1886. Mr. Edward Ellice.] There is a regular post, is not there ?--Yes,
twice a month.

188 7 . Mr. Grogan.] Who maintains that regular mail ?-The United States
Government.

1888. Is there any mail or post, or despatch of any kind, maintained by the.
Hiudson's Bay Company in their territories?-There are several expresses in
the course of the season.

1889. Is there any mail or post or despatch maintained by the Hudson's,
Bay Company for the accommodation of the settlers or the public ?-Yes,
there is.

i S80. Will you describe it ?- By canoe during the season of open water, and
I think there are three or four expresses in the interior in the course of the-
vinter.

1891. In the event of a settler wishing to send letters or anything of that
sort by those despatches, can he do so ?-Decidedly.

1 89. Is he charged for it ?--There is a very small charge: I forget what.
1893. But he is charged for it ?--There is something, I think.

1804. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is there a regular post mnaintained by the settlers,
between Red River and Pembina?-No, there is no regular post; at least I am
not aware that there is.

1895. Mr. Roebuch.] I have a letter in my hand which is to the following
effect: "My dear Sir,--As by the new regulation regarding the posting of
letters, it will be necessary that Mr. McLaughlin should send up his letters
open lor my perusal, a thing which cannot be agreeable to him, will you have
the goodness to tell hin that in his case I shall consider it quite sufficient his
sealing the letters in mrly presence without any perusal on my part, and for that
purpose I shall call in at your house to-morrow evening. E3elieve me, &c.,
R. Lane." 'i hat is dated 29th December 1844 ?-It was quite unauthorised.

18!96. Who was Mr. Lane ?--Mr. Lane was a clerk then in the service of the
Company.

1 97. What does he nean by the new regulation ; lie says, " as by the new
regulation regarding the posting of letters" ?-It was no regulation of the
Company.

0.25. N 1898. Do,
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1 898. Do you mean to say that there was no regulation ?- There was no
regulation within my recollection; there may have been a local regulation.

1899. Do you mean to say that you, being governor of that territory, if that
was a regulation, you are ignorant of it ?-Yes ; there was no regulation to that
effect that I recollect. I was governor of that country, and superintendent of
the whole of the affairs of that country, but there was a local governor, who
conducted the affairs of the district of Assiniboia.

1900. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I think we have had it before in evidence that
the government of Assiniboia comprises the settlement of Red River; that
there is a separate governor there, who resides there, and who governs all
things within a radius of 50 miles: the colony being a settlement of itself, and
there being a separate council ?-Yes.

i 901. Mr. Roebuck.3 Do you know a person of the name of R. Lane ?-Yes;
he was a clerk in the Cômpany's service a good many years ago.

i 902. Where was he a clerk ?-He was at Red River.
1903. Do you know bis writing; will you look at that (handing the Letter to

the Witness) ?-I think it is very likely that this may be bis writing; i cannot
prove his writing.

1904. Did you know a person of the name of Andrew M'Dermot ?-Yes.
1905. So that there was a person of that name ?- There is a person of that

name now in the settlement.
1996. The letter there is written by a clerk of the Hudson's Bay Company to

a person whom you know to have resided in that part of the world ?-Yes.
1907. And that letter speaks of a set of new regulations, of which you know

nothing?-Of which I am not aware unless my memory be refreshed upon the
subject.

1908. The letter speaks of new regulations, of which regulations you know
-nothing ?--Very likely; I do not know unless my memory be refresbed upon
the subject; I was very likely not in the settlement at the time.

1909. That is not an answer. I ask you, do you know anything of those
regulations ?-No, I do not; at least I cannot call them to mind.

191o. Mr. Gladstone.] This letter, purporting to be written by a person who
was a clerk of the Company, and resident in the country, and written to another
person, with whose name you are also acquainted as being that of a resident in
the country, do you think it is likely that there were such regulations as are
alluded to in the letter ?--I think it is very likely that there were such
regulations, but they were not continued for any time; they were, very likely,
disallowed.

1911. Apart froin this letter, did you ever hear in the course of your expe-
rience of any regulation in force within the Hudson's Bay Company's territories
under wbich it was required, or under which the Company had the power to
read the private letters of individuals ?-Never. I never knew an instance.

1912. Supposing there was such a regulation as is here mentioned by Mr.
Lane, by whom would that regulation be made ?--Very likely by the Council or
the Coapany's principal representative for the time being at Red River, but
it would be disallowed forthwith.

1913. Could such a regulation, that is to say, a regulation to the effect that
the letters of residents must be perused by the authorities of the Cornpany, be
made by any local officer of the Company upon his own responsibility ?-
I think not.

1914. Then are you at a loss to conceive how such a regulation as this
could have been made at ail ?-I ain quite at a loss; I am not aware of the
regulation.

1915. Could such a regulation be made by the Governor and Council?--Of
Assiniboia it might; but it is not likely to have been continued; it would not
have been continued.

' 916. Would the Governor and Council of the colony have been competent
to niake such a regulation ?-Yes; but I think it would have been disallowed
by the Company forthwith.

1917. Mr. Roebuck.] Disallowed vhere ?-At home.
1918. How long would it take to send from there home ?-A very few

maontis.
1919. Then
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1919. Then that is different from your answer to me, that it would take three Sir G. Simp:on-
vearsr-No; I never made such an answer.

i Q2o. Mr. Gladstone.] Do you consider that the Governor and Council of 2 March 157.

Red River would have been legally competent to make such a regulation if they
had thought fit ?--I think not.

i 921. Mr. Grogan.] I think you told us, that a letter which should find its
way to the frontier, to Pembina, could be despatched thence through the United
States ?--Yes.

1922. At the expense and cost of the United States Government?-Yes.
1923. Is there any provision made by the Governor and Council of Assini-

boia for the transmission of a letter from AssiniboLa itself td the frontier ?-I
think not.

i 924. The distance, you said, was about 60 miles ?--About 50 miles.
1925. Is it once a week. or once a month, or once in a season: or how often

is it that the mail in the United States part of the territory is despatched ?-
Once a fortnight.

i 926. And yet there is no provision by the Governor and Council of Assi-
niboia for transmitting a letter regularly to the frontier at aill?-No; at least I
am not aware that there is.

1927. I asked you a general question, whether there was any post or despatch
by which letters could be sent through the Hudson's Bay territory, maintained
by the Government, and you said that there were canoes and boats occasion-
ally ?--Yes.

i 928. Do those expresses, or canoes, start periodically ?-They do.
.92t. When ?-Two or three times in the course of the season of open water,

and I think once a month (at least it was so when the troopswere there) during
the winter ; not so frequently now.

1930. What do you call the period of open water ?- From the month of May
until the month of October.

1931. That is four months ?--Five months.
i932. Then there are opportunities of sending letters two or three times

during the fine season ?-Yes.
1 933. And once a month during the bad season ?-I am not sure that the

mail is continued so frequently as once a month during the winter.
1934. Do you know how often it is sent; my object is to ascertain the

exact information as to what means of communication, sending letters for
instance. exist in the Hudson's Bay territory?-Through the United States
regularly.

1935. I do.not ask as to the United States ?-The tine occupied from Red
River to the Sault St. Mary, where there is the first regular communication, is
so long, that parties will not be disposed to send their letters in that way: for
instance, they would send them bv the United States.

1936. Would that arise from the uncertainty in the imeans of sending th em?
-The uncertainty and the length of time occupied in conveying the letters.

1937. I see in your evidence you state that you have travelled from Fort
William, at the head of Lake Superior to Assiniboia. about 40 times ?-Yes, I
think so.

1938. Of course vou know that road remarkably well?-Yes, pretty well.

1939. Are there steamboats which now navigate to Fort William, on the
head of the lake, from Canada-- No; there is no regular steamboat commu-
nication. Steamboats have passed round on pleasure excursions.

1940. Do they go periodically?-No.

194;. If it were stated that they went once a week regularly, would it be
correct ?--It is not the case,

1942. Are there steamboats of any nation that traverse the lake periodically?
-On the south-west side of the lake, the American side of the lake, there are
steambrats which pass, I tbink, once or twice a week ; ou the north-e'ast side
of the lake there is no traffic; there is no communication.

I o43. With those boats passing once or twice a week, as you describe it,
where is the uttermost limit of their journey on the lake ?-I cannot exactly
tell you the port on the west side of the lak-e.

1944. Do they go up to Fort William?-Certainly not.
0.25. N 2 1945. Mr
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i 945. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Do they go beyond Fort Willam·?--No, they
do not go near Fort William.

1946. You mean that they keep to the west of Fort William?-Yes.
1947. Mr. Bell.] Do they go to the River St. Louis ?-I am not aware that

they do; I think not.
1948. Mr. Grogan.] Have you ever read a work called " Minesota," by Mr.

Oliphant ?-No.
1949. I think it was published in 1845. If he stated that he went in a

steamboat which traversed that distance in the territory up to the River St.
Louis, you do not know whether that would be correct or incorrect ?-That
would be out of our reach; it is perfectly possible. If he says so I should
suppose it to be correct.

1950. What is the distance from Fond du Lac, at the River St. Louis, to the
Kamenistiquoia, where Fort William is ?-One hundred or one hundred and
twenty miles.

1951. You have no reason to doubt that steamboats travel two or three
times a week up to that district ?-I think it very likely.

19.52. And yet there is no facility made or contemplated for the transmission
of letters through the Hud:on's Bay territory, by the Hudson's Bay Çompany,
for the settlers from that place, to meet those boats?-None ; not through the
United States; availing ourselves of the United States communication. You
are talking of the west side of the lake; I am talking of the east side of the
lake; we keep op the east side of the lake; we have no steam communication
on the lake.

1953. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Would not the shortest route for a letter be by
Pembina and St. Paul's to this country ?-Decidedly.

1954. Mr. Grogan.] In the Parliamentary Papers, under the date of the
23d of April 1849, at page 58, there is the following passage: " Mr. Dunn's
book was written with the same view as his letters to the 'Times' newspaper,
namely, to draw the attention of this country to the value of Oregon, and the
encroachments which the Americans made. Neither his disposition nor his
temperament admitted of his telling the whole truth. Had he written his book
hinself, and had he not been compelled, according to his own statement, to
burn his journal at Fort Vkncouver by a regulation of the Company prohibiting
their servants from retaining any record of what passes in the country, his
History of Oregon would be far more valuable than it is." What regula-
tion of the Company is it which prohibits their servants fron keeping any
journal or record of what passes in the country ?--There never was any such
regulation in my time. It is the first time I ever heard of it.

i 955. I presune you have seen these papers ?-I have not seen them.
1956. Are there any limitations whatsoever imposed by the Company, on

their servants of any class, with regard to keeping a journal ?-None; I never
heard of any restriction in any shape, directly or indirectly; they write what
they please, and send it as they please.

1957. Mr. Adder/ey.] Did you ever hear of Mr. Dunn's journal being burnt?
-I never did.

1958. Or destroyed ?-I never heard of it.
1959. Mr. Gordon.] I wish to ask you a few questions in continuation of

those which I put to you on Thursday with -respect to the Red River Settle-
ment. I think you said that one of the causes which rendered the Red Rtiver
unsuitable, in your opinion, for settlement, was the prevalence of great floods
there ?-Yes; the prevalence of floods and of droughts.

1960. What is the length of country into which the Red River Settlement
extends along the river ?-About 80 miles; perhaps not quite so much as 80
miles.

1961. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I think you said 50 the other day ?-Yes.
1962.* Mr. Gordon.] Is the wholé of that length of the river equally subject

to floods ?-The whole of that country has been overflowed in my recol-
lection.

1963. Am I to understand you to say that the whole of that 50 miles is
equally subject to be devastated by extensive floods ?-Not equally so; because
the lower grounds are more subject to flood than the higher grounds.

î964. Is

100
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19 64. Is not the lower part of the river, near Fort Garry, more elevated Sir G. Simpson.
than the upper part, and therefore less subject to floods ?-The lower part is
more elevated than the upper part. 2 Match 18,7.

196,5. And therefore less subject to floods ?-Yes.
1966. Is there a marked difference between the two in that respect ?-Not a

marked difference; perhaps eight or ten feet.
1967. Has the district of the Grand Rapids ever been covered by floods ?-

No.
1968. That is free from floods ?-Yes ; that is at a great distance from Red

River.
1969. Mr. Edward Ellice.] low far is it ?-I should think from 200 to 300

miles; it is the Grand Rapid of Lake Winnipeg; it is the outlet of the Saskat-
chewan River.

1970. Mr. Gordon.] Is there not a place upon the Red River iermned the
Grand Rapid ?-There is a place upon the Red River termed the Rapids of the
Red River; but there is a place known in the country as the Grand Rapid,
which is the Grand Ripid of Lake Winnipeg; the outlet of the Saskatchewan
River.

197:. I meant upon the Red River; is that subject to floods ?-The bank at
the Rapid is a few feet higher, perhaps 10 or 15 feet higher, than in ma'ny
other parts qf the streain.

1972. Does not that objection apply chiefly, if not only, to the upper part of
the river, and not to the lower part of the river ?.-The bank at the Rapids is
higher, and thence dowi towards the lower establishment.

1973. Is that equally liable to be overflowed with the upper part ?--No; the
ground is rather higher.

1974. Then I suppose that is more favourable for cultivation and settlement?
-One part of the population prefer the upper district of country ; for instance,
the Canadians prefer the upper part above the junction of the Assiniboine
River.

1975. Notwithstanding the floods ?-Notwithstanding the floods. The Orkney
haIf-caste population prefer the lower end of the stream.

1976. The chief part of the settlement is in a district of about 20 miles lon-
is it not?-Abotc 50 miles in len-th.

1977. Has it ever been wholly covered by floods ?--Yes, I think so, except-
ing thc higher spots, which form islands in seasons oF flood.

1978. Has any attempt ever been inade to improve the banks of the river to
prevent those floods ?-Never.

1979. Why not ?-Because the means of the country could not by possibility
admit of it.

i o8o. The banks are not susceptible of improvement ?-Not at all.
1981. The settlement is on both sides of the river, is it niot ?-It is.
1982. las any attempt ever been made to establish a communication between

thein by means of a bridge or otherwise?-No ; there is a ferry in use.
i 983. What is the average wvidth of the Red River ?-The average width

below the forks is about one-sixth of a mile perhaps.
1984. What is the width of the Mississippi at St. Paul's ?-Not quite so vide,

I think, or about the saine width.
1985. You are avare, I suppose, that at St. Paul's there is a large suspension

bridge ?-I an. not aware that there is ; there was none when I passed there.
1986. St. Paul's is a settlement of nuch more recent date than the Red

River ?-Yes.
1987. And they have now a large bridge ?-There was no bridge when i was

at Sr. Paul's.
1988. \Vhy has no attempt ever been made in the nature of a communication

by.bridge at tie Red River ?-The cost would be too large ; there is no traffie
and no population to justify such an outlay.

2989. Have any of the snaller streams been bridged over by the Company ?
-Yes, many of the smaller streains, especially in the settlement ; they have
been bridged out of the funds of the settlemeit.

1990. Have the Company done anything to make roads in the settlement ?
-They have contributed their share of the duties of four per cent. upon all
imports.

0.25. N 3 1991. And.
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199i. And with that have they made roads theniselves ?--With that the
settlers have made roads.

1992. About what number of miles of roads, should you sav, have been made
under the authority of the Company ?-The Company imake no roads.

1993. .Ir. Edward Ellice.] They pay for their being macle?-They con-
tribute their share of the tax.

1994. Mr. Gordon.] You mentioned in your evidence on Thursday, " The
Company allow the interest of the day, I think it is four per c.nt., to any
parties who may choose to leave their money in their hands, or they will pay
their balances as they accru.e, from year to year, as they mnay desire." Does
that apply only to the servants of the Company, or does it extend to any of the
settlers in the Red River ?-The servants of the Company.

'995. Is there anyrhing in the nature of a bank estabiished for the settlers?
-There is no bank.

1996. Then what do the settlers do with their money ?-The settlers have
their own agents in England whom they employ; a few of them, I think, leave
their noney in the hands of the Company; they are retired servants.

1997. Mr. innaird.] In question 1009, put by the Chairman, vou were
asked, " Do you ever encourage the Indians to resort to agriculture, under any
citcunstances ?" and your answer was, " Always ; we have encouraged them by
every ineans in our power." Will you kindly state to the Committee sone of
the means which have been used ?-By giving them agricultural implements,
free of charge, and seed of various kinds; seed wheat, seed potatoes.

1 998. Without charge for the land ?-Without charge for the land.
1999. That has been done in the different Indian settlements?-Yes; in

several parts of the country.
200o. There is every facility given ?-Every facility.
2001. With reference to question 1102, with regard to the education and

Christian instruction of the Indians, are we to understand tmat the Company
have adopted no means for the education of the 55.578 Indians from whom
they receive their furs, and whose land they claim; I do not refer to the half-
caste, but to the positively Indian population ?-Over 25,000 of that Indian
population we have no control; namely, the Plain tribes. They wander from
the Missouri to the banks of the Saskatchewan; they are a bold, warlike people,
over whom we have no control.

2002. That is a part of then ; with respect to those who hunt for you, you
use no means for their instruction ?-There are religious missions in various
parts of the country.

2003. You contribute a very small sum, but that is for them to minister to
your own stations and factories, not as missionaries ?-Yes.

2104. You give no specific help for the Indians ?--The country is so pour
that they cannot form settlements: the missions must be immediately in the
neighbourhood of the establishments.

2005. Are we to understand that the Company give no aid specifically for
the instruction of the Indian children to the missionary societies who have
voluntarilv undertaken it -- We are verv anxious to give the Indian children
instruction ; but the Indians vill not give up their children.

2006. Then you would give assistance to schools and missionaries for that
purpose, although you have not done it at present ?-Yes.

2007. Have you t aken any means of getting books of education, either in
the Roman or syllabic character, for the population ?-'ihe missionary societies
have sent out books fromu time to time.

2008. At their own expense ?-At their own expense.
20>t>. With no assistance fromn yourselves for that purpose '-I an not

aware that there has been any.
2010. Can you tell me of any case where you have contributed for school-

rooms for the benefit of the Indians?-We aro quite ready to receive Indian
children at our own establishments when ther can be obtairied.

211 1. I do not see any record of any contributions out of the funds of the
Company for the erection of these schools ?-There is no immiediate outlay con-
nected with the erection of schouls at any of our establishments. We have a
regular establishment of people who do all lie work about the establishment;
they build houses and erect schools, and whatever else may be necessary.

20 i -. At York, have you ain evening school, conducted by one of the Coin-
pany's
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pany's servants during the winter, for the benefit of the Indians and others
resident at the fort ?--Yes.

2013. Was that formed under the direction of the Company ?-Yes.
2014. Is that carried out at anV other station ?-I think at Norway House,

and at all the establishments where there are missions.
2015. Do you assert that there are evening schools conducted at the expense

of the Company - There is no expense connected with it. At the different
establishments where there are missionaries we promote education by every
means in Our power.

2o i (i. It would be very easy to enforce this at all the stations, wou.d it not?
-Not to enforce it, but to encourage it.

2o1. And you would do so ?-Yes, we would do so.
20>1 8. Mr. Roebuck.] Is there a licence to freight goods granted by the Com-

pany ? Supposing that 1, being a settler at the Red River Settlement, wanted
to freiglit goods to London, is there not a licence granted by the Hudson's Bay
Company to enable me to do so?-No, I am not aware that there is. We
freiglit all goods that come to us if there is room in our shipping.

2oia. 1 wilR read you a copy of a licence to freight goods. It is signed by
a Company's officer; it is signed 4 Alexander Christie, chief factor of the
Honourable Hudson's Bay Company." " I hereby license - , of Red
River Settlement, to carry on the business of a freighter between Red River
Settlement aforesaid and Vork Factory. Provided, however, that this licence
shall be null and void for every legal purpose from this date if he traffie
in anything whatever beyond the limits of the said settlement, excepting
in so far as he ma do so under any municipal regulation, or if he traffic
in furs within Rupert's Land or without, or if lie usurp any privilege whatever
of the Hudson's Bay Company, or if he become, or continuè to be the employer,
or the agent, or the partner of any person who may traffic or usurp, or may
have tratiicked or usurped as aforesaid, or of any such person's debtor. Given
at Fort Garry this 29th day of July 1845, Alexander Chrisiie, Chief Factor
of the Honourable Hudson's Bay Company." Are you aware of any such
documents as this (the saie being shown to the Witness) ?-I am not aware of
them. I do not think this is Mr. Christie's writing, and I never heard of the
regulation.

2020. I think you are or have been governor of Rupert's Land. In 1845,
were you at the Red River Settlemeut ?-It is very likely I was there in 1845;
I do not exactly recollect.

2021. You had a council there, I suppose ?-%es,. in all probability.
2022. That council was held on the 1oth of June ?-Very likely.
2023. I see that you passed certain resolutions at that time; have those reso-

lutions been allowed or disallowed -If you will allow me to see the resolutions
I may have some recollection of them. I cannot exactly call them to mind.
We pass resolutions for our own operations.

2024. You do not bear in mind whether any of those resolutions were dis-
allowed or not ?-I think the Company did disallow sonie of our resolutions,
but I forget exactly what they were. .

2025. Will you be kind enough to inforn us why, amongst your resolutions,
you resolved this, " That all other imports from the United Kingdom for the
aforesaid settlement shall, before delivery, pay at York Factory a duty of 20
per cent. on their prime cost, provided, however, that the governor of the
settlement be hereby authorised to exempt from the same all such importers, or
an«y of then, from vear to year, as can be reasonablv believed by hin to have
neither trafficked in furs themselves since the 8th day of December 1844, nor
enabled others to do su by illegallv or improperly supplying thern with trading
articles of any description." Do you recollect passing any such resolution as
that ?-I do not recollect such a resolution ; it nay have been so.

2026. In your present view of the matter, do you think that that would con-
duce to the settlement of the country ?--I think it would not.

2027. Therefore, if passed at that~time, it would have opposed the settlement
of the countrv ?-No ; I do not think it would have materially affected the
settlement of the country.

2028. Not prohibiting the importation of goods, except upon a duty of 20
per cent., and that from the United Kingdom ?-I do not recollect that it was
-ever enforced.

0.2.5. N 4 2029. Laws
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2020. Laws are made to be enforced ?-But I do not think that was.
2030. Mr. Edward El/ c.] Is it so now ?-Certainly not.
2031. Has it ever been so in your recollection ?---Not in my recollection. I

never recollect to have heard it.
20:32. If such a rule had existed, would it not have been solely for the protec-

tion of the fur trade ?-Decidedly.
2033. Mr. Gladstone.] How can you be very certain that that regulation is

not in force now; if it appears to have been in force at one time without your
knowledge, how do you know that ic may not be in force without your know-
ledge still ?-i do not think it ever was in force.

2034. Mr. Roebuck.] You do not deny that it has been in force ?-I do not
deny it. I have no recollection of it. It was disallowed-if so.

2035. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But you say that if passed, it has not been en-
forced as against the iiporters ?-No.

2036. Lord Stanley.] You would have known if any action had been taken
upon it ?-I should have known as a matter of course.

2037. Mr. Gladstone.] On the subject of the import duty which is paid by the
Company, I think you stated that it was paid to the Treasury of the Red River?
-Yes.

2038. Is it expended under the direction of the Governor, or of the Governor
and Council?-The Governor and Council.

2039. To whom do they render an account of the expenditure ?-There is an
officer called the Head of the Board of Works; he takes the entire management
of the fund, and an account is submitted to the Council at the close of each
season.

2040. Who appoints the officer of the Board of Works?-The Council do.
2041. Is the money paid to the Council and by them handed to this officer, or

what is the course through which it goes? -- The officer draws upon the establish-
ment; we are the bankers; the funds are usually left in the Company's hands;
the proper officer draws upon the Company froin time to time for such funds as
may be required.

2042. Is the import duty paid to the Company or some officer of the Com-
pany for account of the Governor and Council of Red River ?-For safe keeping,
it is paid into the Company's hands.

2043. It is paid into the Company's hands, but inerely by way of deposit ?-
Merelv by way of deposit.

2044. Then if I understand rightly, the Company hold it, subject to be drawn
upon by the officer of the Governor and Council of Red River ?-Yes.

204,. Does that officer, by authority of the Governor and Council, draw the
monev ?-Yes, at pleasure.

20.. And he renders an account of the money and expenditure to the
Governor and Council -- Yes.

204. Theii the ludson's Bay Company hear nothing of the money, and
know nothing of the mode of its expenditure ?-Not further than that they
have to pay their quota.

2048. But after paymeint they have no further concern with that money at
all'--No.

-o4). it is disposed of by the Governor and. Council of the lied River
Settlement, or under their authority, just as muci as it would be if the colony
were a frec and open colony ?-D)ecidedly.

2050. Mr. Roebuck.] 'l he Governor of the Red River Settlenent is appointed
by the Hiudsons Bay Company, is not lie ?--Yes.

-o.- i. Mr. Gladstonc. I believe the Governor and Council are both appointed
by the Hudsoni's Bay Company, and likewise hold office during pleasure:--
Yes.

2052. Mr. .Edirard Ellice.] But the money is actually expended?-The
monev is expended decidedly.

2o)3- Lord Stanley ] You were asked whether you had done anything for
the! iiprovenient of Uth navigation ; I will now ask you whether there is any
trade witlh the western couitry which would justify a large expenditure upon.
navigation ?--None ; there is no trade which would justify an outlay.

2054. Is there any trade at the present time which nay not be effectually
and satisfactorily carried on in canoes ?-Between Canada and the interior the
trade that is conducted from Canada must be enîtirely by canoe; but the com-

munication,
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munication with England is by boat fro:n York Factory and Moose Factory, the
two depôts upon the coast.

2055. I was referring to the lRed River, and that part of the country-
With Canada the communication must .be by canoe. With England by boat to
the coast.

2056. You have been asked questions with regard to the appliances of
education and civiization which you have provided for the Indian tribes. Have
you ever considered vourselves as a Company charged with the education or
civilization of those tribes ?-No, we do not consider ourselves charged as a
Company, but we contribute nevertheless.

2057. If I understand your former evidence rightly, you have no control
over those tribes, except that of being able to exclude other traders from the
country ?-None.

2058. Are you well acq.ainted with the country to the west of the Rocky
Mountains ?-Yes; I have travelled through that country repeatedly.

20.59. Are you able to form any opinion as to how much of it, or whether
any of it, is fit for colonization; I speak of the mainland ; not of Vancouver's
Island ?-Very little oF it I think is fit for settlement ind colonization north of
49°, froin the rtugged character of the country; it is an exceedingly rugged and
mountainous country.

2060. Do you mean by that, that the soil is unfit for culture, or that there
are no means of transport to the sea ?-There are patches of soil near the rivers
in certain localities where agriculture might be carried on upon a small scale;
but generally speaking, the country is exceedingly wild and rugged and
mountainous north of 49°.

2061. What are the winters there; are they severe ?-The winters are not
so severe as east of the Rocky Mountains.

2062. Assuming the soil to be suitable, is it probable that wheat crops would
not ripen in that country ?-I think they would not; there is too mucli
moisture; it is exceedingly hunid.

2063. Have any experiments been made in the neighbourhood of the forts
there?-At Fort Langley there have been experiments made, and grain has
been raised upon a very small scale ; potatoes are very abundant; and likewise
further north.

2064. In the event of colonization being attempted there, is it likely that any
difficulty would arise as regards the Indians ?-The Indians are very warlike
and very numerous, and I think they might be troublesome to settiers in the
first instance, until they were sufficiently numerous to protect themselves.

2065. The Company lias had more trouble with them west of the mountains
than in the east ?-Much more trouble. They are difficult of management.

2066. I think about two-thirds of the whole Indian population reside west of the
mountains ?-I think about 80,000; the whole population being about 139,000.

2067. Therefore on account of those tribes, putting other difficulties out of
the question, there are only some parts of the country vhere it would be
possible for settiers to establish tlienselves ?--Yes.

2068. They could not do so in small nunibers or at outIving posts -They
could not.

2069. In the event of any part of that western territory being constituted a
colony apart from the Hudson's Bay Company, would it be easy to mark
a boundary, so that the establishment of a colony there should not interfere
with the exclusive rights of the Company ?--- think there is no room for
a colony of any extent north of 49°, upon the west side of the mountains.
The character of the country is exceedingly rugged.

2070. In the event of any portion of the territories being set apart for
purposes of colonization as a colony independent of the Company to the west
of the Rocky Mountains, would there be any difficulty in so defining the
boundarv of such a colony as to prevent any disputes or difficulties with regard
to the point at which the rights of the Company terminated ?-You mean the
British territory I presume north of 49°.

2071. I mean, of course, the British territory ?-I think there is no portion
of that country north of 49° adapted for settlement.

2072. Mr. Roebuck.] That is not the question; the question is, whether there
are any means of marking out the boundaries of the colony, supposing that a
colony should be determined upon; supposing it should be determined tonake
a colony west of the Rocky Mountains, taking the southern boundary to be

0.25. O the
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the boundary between it and the United States and the eastern boundary,
the Rocky Mountains, is there any possibility of finding a northern boundary ?-
I do not know of any other means of finding it than determining it by observation.
The country is not so marked in its character as to form any boundary.

2073. There is no river ?-There is no river.
2074. With respect to the climate, you say that you have travelled in that

country; is not the climate of America, on the west of the Rocky Mountains,
similar, in point of fact, to that of Europe, in the same latitude ?-I think
there is more moisture on the shores of the Pacific than upon the eastern side.

2075. That is not my question; my question is, whether taking latitude for
latitude in Europe, and on the west of the Rocky Mountains in America, the
climate in the same latitude is not the same?-I have been such a length of
time out of England, that I scarcely recollect what the climate is.

2076. I am not talking of England; I am talking of Europe ?-I cannot tell.
2077. We vill speak of the climate of Vancouver's Island; do you know

that ?-Not well.
2078. Is not it, a fine climate ?-It is a very good climate, I believe.
2079. It will grow pretty nearly anything, will not it ?-On the southern part

of the island.
2080. It will grow wheat ?--Yes; on the southern side of the island.
2u81. And on the northern too ?-The northern is a rugged, mountainous

country, where you can grow nothing.
2082. But it would not be prohibited by climate?---There is a great deal of

inoisture; there are torrents of rain.
2083. So there is in England ?-I think there is more on the west side of the

mountains than in England.
2084. Lord John Russell.] Is the quantity of moisture such as to prevent the

culture of wheat ?-It is such as to prevent the ripening of grain, I think.
2085. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But at Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia, in the

Oregon, are there very fair crops?-Yes; never productive crops; we used to
look upon a return of ten or twelve, as very fair crops for Oregon.

2086. With reference to Fort Langley, which is near the southern boundary
of the British territory. and where there is a fort, I think you said the other day,
that there were about 100 square miles of level ground there ?-Yes, I think so.

2087. Could not a colony be planted there ?-It might be.
2088. Is there any thing remarkable in the climate there different from what

it is in Vancouver's Island ?-I believe there is more inoisture.
2089. Nearer the mountains ?-Yes.
2090. Mr. Grogan.] You are making a comparison between Fort Langley and

Vancouver's Island ?-Yes.
2091. You say that there is rather more moisture at Fort Langley?-Yes.
2092. Does the thermometer show any difference in the temperature?-The

further north we go, the degree of cold is greater.
2093. I am speaking of those two situations?-Yes; the one is in 50°, and

the other is in 46.. (a)
2094. Practically, is the heat there very great in summer?--In the Columbia it is.
2095. In the part called Caledonia, there is the Columbia River; that is on

the west side of the Rocky Mountains ?-Yes.
2096. I am not speaking now of the American territory, but of the British

above 49°. Is the heat in that part of the country very great in summer
Not very great.

2097. I perceive that in the account of your travel, speaking of Fort Colvile,
you speak of its being an exceedingly productive, and well circumstanced place?
-Yes.

2o98. And that what you describe as a fine season is a damp season ?-Yes.
2099. That is owing to the great heat which prevails below 490°?-The great

drought, the great length of time they are without rains, they are weeks and
months together without rains.

21oo. Docs the same observation apply to the land immediately above 490 ?
-Upon the coast there is more moisture than inland.

2101. Ts the quantity of moisture sufficient to destroy the ripening of the
grain?-Yes, I think so; in some seasons I think it is likely.

2102. But

(a) This answer had reference to Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia River.
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2 i 02. But as a general rule ?-As a general rule I think the great moisture Sir G. Simpon.
vould naterially affect the crops.

2103. What may be the distance of Fort Colvile south of the 49th degree of 2 March 1857.
latitude, the boundary ?- think Fort Colvile is about 48 or 49 degrees.

2104. About one degree southward of the boundarv ?-Yes.
2105. Do you consider that the difference of one degree would male such a

difference in the temperature of the place ?-There is more moisture on the
coast than inland.

2 1o6. Fort Colvile is not on the coast _-No, it is inland.
2107. I want to draw a comparison between Fort Colvile and the same land

on the British side of the boundarv. What circumstances exist to make a dif-
ference in the climate and the adaptability for colonization of the two places '-.
The climate west of the mountains is warmer, I think, than in the same parallel
east.

2 1 oS. Would not that part of the British dominions north of the 49th degree
of latitude, but in the same parallel of longitude with Fort Colvile, be equally
adapted for colonization as Fort Colvile itself?-No; the climate of the west
side is warmer, there is much more heat. but very little level land.

2109. Supposing a colony were planted on the 49th degree of latitude, quite
close to Fort Colvile, on the Columbia River, what circurnstances exist which
would prevent that colony so planted being eqjually well favoured and well
circumstanced as Fort Colvile itself ?-I do not see that it would be materially
prevented. I an not aware of any circumstances uhich should cause it.

21 1u. Then would this description in your judgment apply to it, " Cattie
thrive well, while the crops are abundant. The wheat, which weighs from 63
to Gàlbs. a bushel, yields 20 or 30 returns. 1\laize also flourishes, but does not
ripen till the month of September. Potatoes, peas, oats, barley, turnips, melons,
and cucumbers, are plcntifuIl.' That is the description which you give of
Fort Colvile ?-Yes.

2111. And you do not see any circumstances which would prevent a colony
on the British territory opposite Fort Colvile being so well favoured ?-No; the
climate is not so warn.

2112. Therefore it would, in your opinion, hold out equal inducements as
regards the ripening of grains and fruits as Fort Colvile itself?-.No. I think
the climate of the Pacific is more favourable to cultivation than the same
parallel on the east side.

2113. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I suppose if a population were found to want a
settlement of that kind, and chose to go there, they could raise crops very well
for their own support ?-On either the one side or the other, I think ; on either
side of the mountains.

2114. Mr. Grogan.j Have any attempts ever been made to establisi a
colony, or any settlement at all to the eastward of Fort Garry on the Assini-
boine, up Lake Winnipeg, Rainy Lake, or in that district ?-No attempt has
been made to form a settlement at Rainv Lake.

21 15. Or to the eastward of it ?-To the westward there may have been a few
settlers at Manitobah, within 40, 50, or 60 miles of Red River.

2 i 16. In fact, there is not a sufficient population to render those localities,
which you have described as so beautiful, an object to settlers ?-That is the
fact.

2117. But if it should become an open colony, and settlers should go there,
there are no physical circumstances in the country in your judgment to prevent
their success ?-No , 1 think not. The country is not favourable for settle-
ment, I think, about Red River.

211 8. Why -The crops are very uncertain.
2119. You have nothing to.adduce beyond what you have stated already ?-

No.
2120. In the extent of land between the Rainy Lake and Fort William, on

the Kamenistiquoia, at the head of Lake Superior, what may be the height to
which the land rises; is it 800, 1,000, or 2,000 feet, or what ?-I think about
800 feet above the level of the -jce.

2121. Do any serious practical difficulties or impediments exist in making
that navigation, which you have traversed with your canoes, a regular course of
navigation?-I think there are insuperable difficulties, unless the " Bank of
England were expended" upon the improvement of the country. Near the

0.25. O 2 height
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heiglht of land there is no water; the rivers are shoal, and the soil is bad.
I think the difficulties are very great.

2122. To how many miles of country, in your judgment, would your present
remark apply ?-I think about 300 miles.

2123. As much as that?-I think so.
2124. You have given the entire distance from Assiniboia to the head of

Lake Superior as about 500 miles ?-Yes.
2125. And you think that in 300 of those 500 miles, there would be such

difficulties ?-Yes.

Mr. William Kernaghan, called in; and Examined.

Mr. W. Eciraghan. 2126. Lord John Russell.] WHERE do you reside ?-At Chicago.
2127. What is your business or occupation- I am a General Merchant

there.
2128. Have you any statement to make with regard to the Hudson's Bay

Company, or their territory, or their trade ?-The Chicago peopie are running
steam-boats now towards that part of the country.

2129. Where from, and where to ?-From Chicage to Superior City, Onto-
ganan and Marquette; steamers also ply from Detroit and Collingwood to
ihose cities.

2130. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are you a native of the States ?-I arn an Irish-
man.

2131. Lord John Russell.] Have you any statement to make with regard to
that matter ?-i should like to sec the trade opened up there in the Hudson's
Bay country.

213.. That is to say, you vould like to see an end put to any exclusive privi-
leges ?-Yes, either in land or trade.

2133. Have you found any obstacles practically to exist to the trade whicl
you wish to promote ?-There is every opposition thrown by the Company in
the way of our traders there.

2134. Of what kind ?-Every opposition. They are not allowed to trade
there. This last season 500 waggons started from Pembina, or the Red River
Settlement, and sold their loads of wheat, tallow, beef, and other produce at
either St. Paul or St. Anthony, I do not know which, returning with goods of
American and British manufacture and other produce back to the Red River.
That is the first direct trade the Red River and the Company's country have
had vith the United States.

2135. Were not they allowed to dispose of the goods which they had bought
in St. Paul's ?-A good many of the goods were British manufactures; but they
lad to pay duties on going into the American territory at very high rates,
which would not be the case had they gone through Canada to the Red River
Settlement.

2136. How could they have reached the Red River Settlement through,
Canada?-You can get g~oods shipped direct from London, Liverpool, Glasgow,
or any port in Great Britain, to the extreme end of Lake Superior, at 3 1. 10 s.
a ton, in one bottom, or with transhipment ; they pass through the St. Law-
rence, a Canadian river.

2137. Mr. Grogan.] Can you specify any port on Lâke Superior ?-Any port
on the Upper Lakes, either Lake Michigan or Lake Superior, ports in Superior,
stated above.

2138. Lord John Russell.] How would you have the goods conveyed frou
there to the Red River Settlement ?-You would have plenty of people to
waggon them, or bring them across. I suppose the expense would be about
8 1. or 10 1. a toi ; it would not bc greater than that of waggons from Red
River to St. Paul.

213g.. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you been between Fort William and Red
River?-No.

2140. Is not that the route which the goods would take; how do you know
that goods could be conveyed between Fort William and Red River for 10 1. a
ton?-The Americans would do it.

2141. What authority have you for saying so?-The statement of people in
Chicago connected with steamboats.

2142. Have
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2142. Have they ever gone that route ?-Their steaiUboats go to Superior Mr. W. Kernagha.
city.

2143. Mr. Grogan.] Where is the town of Superior ?----The town of Superior 2 March 187.

is at the very extreme end of Lake Superior.
2144. Is it at Fond du Lac ?-Yes. Superior is a new town, commenced last

year, and it wiU this year have a population of 10,000 people.
2145. Mr. Bell.] Then you think it would be possible to make a similar

settlement on the British shore, if it was not for the monopoly of the fludson's
Bay Company ?-Certainly.

2146. Lord John Russell.] When you speak of the goods going in waggons,
do y ou mean in the summer season only ?-The lakes are only open from about
the middle of April, and the lake communication closes at Chicago about the
lst of December. In Lake Superior, I suppose it closes about a month earlier.
In winter goods might be carried in sleighs,

2147. In what part of the year do you suppose the goods could go in waggons
between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlement ?-In summer by
waggons, winter by sleighs. I beg to say that the Chicago people, the owners
of the steamboats, are beginning to open a line from the extreme end of
Lake Superior to the Red River Settlement. I think I had better read an
an extract fromn a Chicago paper which I have got to-day. It is headed, " A New
Project.-In the Senate of Michigan, on Thursday, General Cass presented
the petitions of Jean Lafe.ver, Robert Mallon, and Alexander M'Lain, asking
for a Govetnment exploration and survey of the Piureon and Arrow Rivers,
of Lake Superior, and of the route from the mouth of those strearns, or
near them, to Rainy Lake, on the United States boundary line, with estimates
of the cost of so improving by locks and canals the communication between
those waters as to make a practicable navigation from the Lower Red River of
the North, viâ Lake Winnipeg, to Lake Superior. They represent that, at a
reasonable cost, the whole valley of the lied, Assiniboine, and Saskatchawan
rivers can be connected with the waters of Lake Superior."

2148. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Through what territory would that route to
which vou have referred be made ?-Partly British and partly American ; the
chain of lakes and rivers separate both countries.

2 149. You stated that one of the obstacles to trade was the duties put upon
goods entering into the States; how would you avoid those duties ?-By land-
ing the goods in British territory.

21 o. You just now said that the road was to be opened up partly on British
territory and partly on American, between Fond du Lac and Red River; if it
is to be partly on British territory and partly on American, how do you get rid
of the duties?-The goods would go in under bond in that case.

2151. Why could not thev go in under a bond by the other route ?-They
have never tried it yet in that way, but a great business would be doue in
that country il free trade were allowed there.

2152. Mr. Blackburn.] Is there any duty except the American duty at pre-
sent?-The Canadian duty is very light; the American duty is very great.
I am not aware of any duties at Red River.

2153. I thought you spoke of the duties being paid on the goods going inte
the American territory ?-What I mean to say is, that on the goods put at
St. Paul into the 500 waggons, the sellers of the goods had paid the American
duties.

2 54. Then it was the American duties which made it disadvantageous, not
anything done by the Iludson's Bay Company ?-That business was done
against the wishes of the Hudson's Bay Company.

215î. Did they impose the duties or the Americans?-The Americaus.
2 156. Mr. Grogan.] Am I to understand you that this caravan which crossed

from Pembina to St. Peter's, or St. Anthonv's, purchased goods ?-They sold at
St. Anthony the productions of their own country, and they bouglht at St.
Anthony their groceries, wines, woollens, linens, &c.

2157. Whiclh had been British imports ?-Some had been British imports
and some American mdnufactures.

2158. And on all the British imports the American Government imposed a
duty ;-Yes.

2159. If they could have gone through the country under bond, the Red
River people would have saved that duty ?-Yes.

0.25. 0 3 216o. Mr.
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Mr. W. Kernaghan. 2160. Mr. Edward Ellice.] 1 s there an export duty in the States upon goods?
-I do not know.

2 March 1857. 2161. Then how do you mean that the Red River people would have saved
the duty ?-Had the goods been in bond. This is the first attempt of the Red
River people to open a free trade.

2162. You say that the led River people are placed at the disadvantage of
this duty; but as I understand vou the British goods pay going into St. Paul's?
-Yes, unless they go there in bond.

2163. They do not pay coming from St. Paul's to Red River?-No; but
they had paid at New York, or at Chicago, before they went to St. Paul, the
regular American duties.

2 164. Lord John Riussell. You mean, that if they were landed at Fond du
Lac. or at the head of Lake Superior, they would go in bond, and not pay the
American duties ?-If landed at Superior City, where there is an American.
custom-house, they would go in bond through our British territory without
paying duties.

2165. Mr. Edward Ellice.j If there were a road to Red River?-Yes; and
that will be done by Chicago and other people this season.

2166. If they could go in bond from Superior, and pass through part of the
territory and so escape the duty, why should not they be in bond at New York?
-You can pay duty at Chicago, Detroit, New York, or at any place where
there is a custom-house of the United States, or you can bond goods at all ports
of entrv.

2167. You said that goods could be carried to Red River, going through
part of the American territory, giving bond ?-Yes.

2158. Whv could not they go by New York in the same way, giving bond?--
They could.

2169. Tierefore the Red River settler would not lbe prejudiced by the duty
payable in the American territory ?--He would not be if they went in bond.

2170. Mr. Charles Fitzwillium.] With reference to the 500 waggons you have
mentioned, vou mean that a person bought goods in the American territory
because he could get them cheaper there than from the stores of the Hudson's
Bay Company at Red River -- Yes; they have undersold.

Jovis, 5o die 1Martii. 1857.
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Mr. William Kernaghan, called in ; and further Examined.

2171. Mr. Grogan.] YOU have been for some time settled at Chicago, have
you not ?-Yes.

2172. Are vou connected with mercantile pursuits there ?-Yes.
2173. Individually, or as a partner in associated companies ?-Individually.
2174. HIas the course of your commercial business made you acquainted

with I.ake Superior, and its capabilities for transit and commerce?-Yes;
friends of mine there have a line of steamers that run fron Chicago to three
ports on Lake Superior.

2175. What is the most northern port, on Lake Superior, that they go to?
-They go to Ontoganan and Marquette; Onlagon is the copper, Marquette,
the iron distiiet; and Superior City; they go to the west.

2176. Do
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2176. Do they go higher up than Lake Superior; do they go to Fort William Mr. W. Kernaghan.
in the English territory ? -No.

2177. They do not extend their course then beyond the American boundary ? 5 March 1857.
-No; there are no settlements on the other side.

2178. Do you know whether there are English steamers which traverse the
lakes to Fort William ?-I do not think any regular line runs ; a line in con-
junction with the Toronto and Collingwood railroad runs to Lake Superior, but
the steamers belong to an American company.

2179. Do they go to Fort William, the English settlement ?-I do not think
they do ; they go to the American towns only.

21 So. Can you state what is the population of the town of Superior ?-
Superior City was founded a year and a half ago, and the population at the end
of this year will e.sceed 10,000 people.

2 1 Si. Are there any projected railways there ?-The Fond du Lac railway
runs 120 miles from Chicago at present, and i is to go to Superior City; it is
finished 120 miles from Chicago. It is to go to Marquette, to Ontoganan, and
to Superior City ; three branches.

2182. Do you know of any projected connections or communications, between
Fond du Lac, and any of the British Settlements across the line; Red River, or
the lakes there ?-General Cass brought a Bill the other day into the Michigan
Legislature to render navigable all the rivers, as far as the American territory
went, between Lake Winnipeg and Lake Superior, for steamboats and ships.

2 183. Mr. Edward Ellice,] Lake Winnipeg is in British territory ?-As far
as the American territory goes towards Lake Winnipeg.

21 84. Mr. Adderley.] In the direction of Lake Winnipeg?-Yes.
2185. Mr. Grogan.] Do you know what is the length of that projected canal?

-1 do not know.
2 186. Or the expense ?-I do not know.
2187. lias there been any action on that petition in the Legislature?-I do

not know. I only saw it in the Chicago paper.
21 88. Was Chicago your place of residence ?-Yes.
2189. What is the age of that city ?---It is about 19 or 20 years of age.
2 190. What nay be the population of it ?-In December it was 110,000.

I suppose this month it is about 114,000. It increases 1,800 a month.
2191. Was it not from Chicazo that the vessel was freighted which came the

other.day to Liverpool with corn ?-Yes. She came direct.
2192. Have you a personal knovledgue of the Vancouver country on the west

side by the Pacifie ?-1 have never been as far north as Vancouver's Island.
I have been trading on the west coast of A merica for three years. I have been
as far north as San Francisco.

2193. Mr. .Edward Ellice.] What is popularly called California ?-Yes.

2194. Mr. Grogan.] Have you any knowledge of that district from reports ?
-- I met several gentlemen who went to Vancouver's Islaxid to try to trade there
and they could not trade ; they were refused.

2195. They went to Vancouiver's Island for the purposes of trade ?-Yes;
they tried to commence trade there, and they could not.

2196. What obstruction vas there in their way ?-The Company did not like
any people to interfere with them there ; that was the reply of those gentlemen
to me.

2197. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Where was that ?-At Vancouver's Island.
219S. I thought you said you lad only been at San Francisco ?-Yes ; I only

visited San Francisco.
21 99. How do you know that fact ?-Gentlemen went to trade there from San

Francisco. I found them on their return at San Francisco.
2200. But did they go to trade there ?-Certainly; they brought up cargoes

there.
2201. What sort of cargoes ?-I suppose general cargo.
2202. Was it spirits ?-1 suppose everything.
2203. Who were they ? -I do not recollect their names now, but I recollect

perfectly the parties.
2204. Mr. Grogan.] Have you reason to believe that the obstructions to

trade to which these gentlemen referred, arose from their desire to trade in
furs ?-No. 2s

0.25. O4 2o5. Was
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Mr. W.Kernaghan. 2205. Was it general trade that they were anxious to carry on ?-They did
not want to trade in furs ; they wanted general trade.

5 March iB8' 2206. Did those parties say that they were prohibitel, or that such obstruc-
tions were tbrown in their way by the Government of the island, that they were
unable to carry on business ?-Yes ; they were willing to trade there, but woluld
not go back again.

2207. Mr. .Edward Ellice.] Was the obstruction by means of underselling
them ?-I do not know what the obstruction was, but they were willing to trade
there, and would not go back again until the Hudson's Bay Company would be
done away with.

2208. Mr. Grogan.] Did those gentlemen inform you whether their inability
to trade arose from any want of the productions of the island, which could be
exchanged for their imports ?-No. 'lie finest timber in the world grows on
that coast and in Vancouver's Island, and the best market for timber is San
Francisco. At that time there was a duty of 20 per cent. on timber inported
into the States, which is now done awav with under the Reciprocity Act.

2209. Was there any duty on the export of timber from Vancouver's Island ?
. -No; but there was a duty then on the inports into the United States, which
is done away with now.

2210. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What description of tiuber is it?-All kinds of
pine; fir. Captain Grant shipped one cargo froni Vancouver's Island to a friend
of mine before L was in San Francisco.

22 1m. Mr. Grogan.] Did those gentlemen mention to you anything about coal,
or the mineral productions of the island ?-Those gentlemer did not; but I was
on board the United States steam frigate " Massachusetts."

2212. In what year was this ?-January and February 1851; she coaled herself
at Vancouver's Island with the native coal of the island.

22 iî. Did the officers give you any account of what it cost them, or the tine
it took to coal her?-The oflicers told me that they went very close to where the
coal is, on the strand, and that the Indians quarried the coal, and that the men
of the ship, shipped the coal in boats.

2214. Ivr. Edward Ellice.] How do Vou know all this ?-The officers of the
United States frigate "l Massachusetts" told me. I give the time, and the place,
and the officer who told rue.

2215. Mr. Grogan.] Is tlere any other part of the North American territory
or coasts that you are personally acquainted with ?-I have been in Labrador.

2216. For what length of time were you in Labrador ?-Not very long..
2217. Mr. Bell.] Are you acquainted with the mining operations on the south

side of Lake Superior ?-No. I know some of the companies, but I have no
interest in tliem' mnyself.

221 8. Are you acquaitited with any facts as to the products ?-I know about
the quantity of the products.

2219. What quantity of copper is there?-There have been 3,000 tons of
copper shipped last year from the mines.

2220. IHow nany mines are there ?-Near Ontoganan, I suppose there are
about half-a dozen public companies mining.

2221. How long is it since they commenceil operations ?-A good many
years ; but since the ship canal was opened from Lake Superior to the other
lakes a great many more companies have started. There are iron companies at
Marquette.

2222. I see that Lake Winnipeg is nentioned in the passage which you read
the other day from the newspaper r-Yes.

2223. On the nap there is a small Lake Winnipeg between the Rainy Lake
and the Mississippi River; do you know whether that is meant ?-I do not know
which.

2224. Mr. Grogan.i} In that part of Lake Superior, where the mineral dis-
trict is located, on the American side, are there any limitations imposed by the
State of Michigan with regard to emigrants who desire to explore the minerals ?
-None whatever.

2225. Every facility is given ?-A manimay squat where he likes.
2226. And with regard to raising the minerals, is he at liberty to do so :-If

you buy the ]and, the minerals are yours afterwards.

2227. is it within your knowledge whether the sane facilities for emigrants
exist in the British territories as on the American side ?-There are no facilities

011
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on the British side north of 49 degrees; if there were, the country would be
as thickly peopled as it is south.

2228. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How do you know that; what are your means of
information ?-The talk of the people; there are likely to be disturbances in that
country the same as in Kanzas if the country is not made free under Kanzas.

2229. That is also the talk of the people ?-Yes.
2230. Mr. Bell.] Do you know any individuals who would go into that

country to settle if they were not prevented by the exclusive system of the
Hudson's Bay Company ?-I know a great many people in Chicago who talk of
settling at the Red River, provided it was under Canadian rule.

2231. Americans ?--Americans.
2232. Mr. Grogan.] Have you at Chicago ever had any commercial dealings

with, or corne across any of the parties who come from the Red River and that
district with their goods ?-I myself have not had.

2233. But do you, of your own knowledge, know whether any of the settlers
of the Red River seek a market for their goods in the American territory ?-I
know that last season 500 waggons left Pembina with their pork, their beef,
their lard, their wheat, and all their agricultural produce, and sold it at St.
Paul's or St. Peter's, and brought back the goods which they required.

2234. That is the circumstance which you mentioned to us on the last day?
-Yes.

2235. Mr. Edward Ellice.] They did so, as far as you know, -without any
obstruction on the part of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-The Hudson's Bay
Company were not powerful enough to stop them.

2236. Do you know whether they tried to stop them ?-That is the talk of
the country.

2237. Mr. Kinnaird.] The talk of the country is a very general sort of term;
can you give us any fact showing the views of the Company ?-No, I can give
you no fact; but I think the best proof is that north of 49 degrees there is no
settlement ; south of 49 degrees, in Minesota, there are now 180,000 settlers.
That district had a population four years ago of 6,000 people; it has now
180,000. Red River had as large a population 20 years ago as it has now; I
think that is a fact which is proof enough.

2238. Do you say that the land round Red River in that whole district is
equally well adapted for seulement as the Minesota district?-So it has been
stated to me.

2239. You do not know it ?-I do not know it personally.

2240. Mr. Gregson.] You have never been there? -Never. The chief
settlers in Minesota are Norwegians and Swedes, and those people would as
soon be under Canadian rule as under American, and they would cross the
border if allowed.

2241. Mr. Kinnaird.] They would cross the border if encouragement was
given ?-Yes.

2242. Mr. Bell.] How near to the border have they settled ?-Very close up.
2243. St. Paul's is 200 to 250 miles from the border ? -Every year they are

closing further and further.
2244. Mr. Adderley.] Do you know the country of Minesota ?-No, I have

not been further north than Dubuque, in Iowa.

2245. Mr. Gordon.] How do you know that the settlenents are closing up
to the British boundary ?-[ know that those people would as soon be under
Canadian vule as under American.

2246. That is not my question. You said that you knew that the American
ettlers were settling up close to the British boundary ; how do you know that?

-From common report. There was a lecture delivered in Chicago ; I will
enclose it, to the Chairman; it may give some information.

The Honourable Charles William WentworthL Fitzwilliam, a Member of the
Committee ; Examined.

2247. Chairman.] I BELIEVE you have recently passed sonie time in British
North America ?-It is three years since I came back froi America. In the
winter of 1852-3 1 was in Oregon and Vancouver's Island.
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2248. How long did you reinain in Vancouver's Island ?-I was there two
months, the months of March and April.

2249. What opinion did you form of the soil and climate of that island, and
of its capabilities for becoming a place of settlement for Europeans ?-The
climate appeared to me particularly adapted for settlement by Englishmen. It
seemed to resemble very much the climate of England, though perhaps in
winter not so cold as it is here; and in summer, from a letter which I have just
received, it must be considerably hotter. The soil is generally productive,
although in places rocky ; the country is divided into wood and prairie country;
the prairies are parklike; extensive grounds, stretching into the wood.

2250. Did you go much about the island ?-I was up as far as Nanimo,
where there is a coal mine, about 80 miles to the north of Fort Victoria, on the
east side of the island; and I was about ten miles on the coast to the west.

2251. Did you hear much about the coal mines there, so as to form any
opinion as to their probable productiveness ?-When 1 was there they w'ere
working a six feet seam of coal, at a deptl of about 40 feet; it was close on the
shore ; within 20 yards of the shore.

2252. It is on the eastern shore of Vancouver's Island, I believe ?-Yes.
2253. Is there not an easy communication, by means of a valley that almost

cuts the island in two, from the place where the coal mines are to a good
harbour on the western side of Vancouver's Island ?-I do not believe that that
country bas ever been explored; but I sbould imagine there was from Nanimo,
across to Nittinat Sound.

2254. Sir Jo!n Pahington.] Which part did you say had not been explored?
-Hardly any of the interior of the island bas been explored.

2255. I unerstood you to speak of the west coast not having been explored
-On the west coast, I believe, it has not been explored ; at least it had not been
then.

2256. Chairman.] Was the timber fine in the part of the country that you,
saw ?-The fir timber was magnificent.

2257. The harbours are excellent, are they not ?-Yes; the Esquimault
harbour is the finest harbour I ever saw.

2258. Mr. Grogan.] Is that on the east side or the west ?-All the country
I am now speaking of is within the Straits of Fuco.

2259. Chairman.) What opinion have you of that country with regard to
its resources, as to fisheries ? - Nobody who has not seen the enormous
quantity of fish can possibly credit the value and extent of the fisheries. I do
not know the number of barrels, but many thousand barrels of salt salmon
are sent annually from Victoria to the Hudson's Bay Company's depôt at
the Sandwich Islands.

2260. Do the neighbouring seas abound with other fish, besides salmon ?-

Herrings are very numerous indeed. To give some idea of how numerous they
are, the method of catching herrings is, that two Indians go in a canoe, one
paddling in the stern, and the other standing in the bow. The Indian in the
bow has a lath of wood about eight or nine feet long, studded with nails. He
scoops down into the water and impales the fish on those nails. In tVo or
three hours they get a fair load in the canoe.

226 . In what condition did you find the settlement which is now there, as
far as you could judge ?-It was in a very primitive state. There were no
roads except those made immediately round the fort, and one from the head of
Esquimault Harbour to Captain Langford's house. Captain Langford is the
bailiff, I believe, for the Puget Sound Farming Company.

2262. Did much advance seem to have taken place in colonising or settling
the country ?-Comparatively speaking, very little. On the other side of Puget
Sound, on the mainland in Oregon, where I believe it had only been settled
two or three years before the island was granted to the Company, there were
farms of considerable extent.

2263. Are you speaking of the American country ?-Yes ; from what is
now Columbia City, or Fort Vancouver, all the way across to Olympia, at the
head of Puget Sound. Of course the farms were not continuous; in a country
like that you do not find farms, as we do in England, one touching the other.

2264. Did you travel through that country on the American side from Fort
Vancouver
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Vancouver to Olympia ?-I travelled by canoe from Fort Vancouver to the Hon. C. W. W.
Cowlets, and then across from there to Olympia and to Nisqually. Fitzteiim, M.P.

2265. There are a good many Indians, I believe, in Vancouver's Island ?-On
the coast of the island; there are none in the interior; they inhabit the coast 5 March 1857.
entirely; they are fishing Indians, and live on fish and potatoes.

2266. 1Do they live in no degree upon hunting ?-I believe not; they have
very few offensive weapons; no bows or arrows, and I believe, generally speak-
ing, no guns.

2267. They are not a warlike race then at ail ?-They are, to a certain extent,
warlike; they niake war in canoes, but I think they generally fight hand to
hand, and not with missiles.

2268. Mr. Edward El/ice.] Do you knowv the Cowichan valley ?-The
Cowichan valley is about 40 miles from Fort Victoria, on the east coast; the
Cowichan Bay is a deep bay with, at the extreme end of the bay, low land, and
on the north side are high mountains; it must be a very productive valley
indeed, froin the great quantities of potatoes which I saw traded there by the
Company and by other trades when I was there.

22('9. You were not in the valley ?-No; when I was there it was almost
dangerous to land there; it was just after the execution of two Indians for
murder.

2270. Chairman.] Do you know what was the number of the European
community settled in Vancouver's Island. when you were there ?-I do not
know exactly, but I should think that the numbers of Europeans and half-
breeds, considering them all as white men, were about 300.

2271. Did you hear any causes assigned for the number of settlers there
having increased so little ;-I think one principal cause is the distance at which
it is from the mother country.

2272. Did you hear the attractions of California, as a gold-producing country,
assigned at all as a reason for their not having increased more ?-I think all
those who got up as fLr north as Vancouver's Island would riot turn south and
go to San Francisco, but they would be more likely to go over to the main
land, which they could do very easily in canoes, where they would get as much
employnient as they could want at very remunerative wages.

2273. Would not settlers who are in doubt where to go, who might have
been induced to go to Vancouver's Island, have gone to California on account of
the gold ?-I do not tlink that a sufficient number crosses the equator in that
direciion for me to forin any opinion upon that subject.

2274. Did you travel about any other part of North America ?-I was all
through the States on the Missouri river, as- far as Port Pierre. I crossed the
Rocky Mountains twice, and was in California, and also in New Mexico.

2275. You were not in the territory managed by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany ?-No; not north of the Boundary Line.

2~276.' Mr. Ainnaird.J You stated that the interior of Vancouver's Island had
never been explored at all; did you ascertain whether there was any systematic
attempt to arrive at a knowledge of the nature of the country by the Govern-
ment there ?-I do not think that there was any systematic attempt.

2277. Do you not consider it very desirable that an island of that importance
should be, in a certain measure, surveyed--Certainly I do; for I thinkZ it i'i
the most valuable possession in the Pacific. If you take the nap of the Pacific
you will see that the only safe harbours in the Pacific exist in Vancouver's Island,
witli perhaps the exception of Acapulco and San Francisco. The enmrance to
the harbour in the Columbia River is excessively dangerous, and ships are fre-
queutly detained there even for weeks in the winter time.

2278. Had Captain Langford never made any attempt to explore the island?
-Only immediately round his house.

2279. Did he express a desire that he shou!d have powers given him for
that purpose ; did he think it necessary hiimself?-Yes, I think the colonists
generally wvished that some exploration of the country should be niade.

220. Mr. Eydward Ellice.] Was not Captain Grant there vhen you were
there -- Not then; he had left a little before.

2281. Do you know that he was appointed by the Colonial Govtrnment,
in concert with the Government here, as the surveyor of the island, for the
purpose of surveying it ?-l do not know that he was. I forget the naine of
the gentleman who was surveyor to the Company then.

0.25. p 2 2282. There
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Hon. C. IF. w. 2282. There was a surveyor to the Company then ?-Yes.
laiffiam, -. 2283. Mr. Kinnaird.] You stated that there was a considerable difficulty in

landing at a certain point, owing to the excitement among the Indians ?-That
March 1857. was in Cowichan Bay.

2284. Which is part of Vancouver's Island ?-Yes.
2285. What were the circuinstances which rendered vour landing dangerous?

-A short time before I arrived there, a Cowichan and a Nanimo Indian had
killed either one or two shepherds.

2286. Europeans ?-Yes; I believe they were Europeans. Mr. Douglas, aided
by Captain Kuper, of the " Thetis," took these men, and they were tried and
hung for the murder; they were hung at Nanimo.

2287. That created great excitement among the other Indians ?-Yes.
2288. And it was considered not safe at that time to land ?--I certainly did

not think it safe myself, because, if I had landed, I should have had to land
alone; and as I could not speak Cowichan, and those Indians did not under-
stand signs, I did not wish to risk myself there.

2289. Have any attempts been made, as far as you know, for the civilization
or instruction of these natives ?-I think none.

2290. Have you heard of any missionary being on the island at all?-
Mr. Stains, the chaplain to the Company, was then on the island, and there
was a Roman Catholie bishop.

2291. You are not aware that any means were being used, or that any
schools were in existence; there was no settlement of Indians there ?-The
Indians there live in permanent villages; they are not a migratory tribe like
those on the main land, but they live in villages on the shore.

2292. You would, therefore, consider that it would be easier to provide
for their instruction than it would be in the case of the wandering Indians:-
I think so.

2293. Chairman.] Are they employed on the coal mines at all?--No.
2294. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Vancouver's Island is about as large as England,

is it not ?-I should think it is as long as England proper, but not so wide.
2295. Sir John Pakington.] Is Victoria the only European settlement there?

-Yes, the only town.
2296. Do the 300 English and half-breeds, of whom you spoke, reside at

Victoria ?-No, not- all; some of them reside on farms in the neighbourhood.
2297. Am I right in presuming that those farms are in the neighbourhood

of Victoria ?-All within 12 miles of it.
2298. Substantially, there is only one English settlement in Vancouver's

Island ?-Exactly so.
2299. Is that English settlement of Victoria situated upon the very fine

harbour of which you have spoken ?-No, not exactly on it; it is situated on
a small harbour which runs in a little to the east of Esquimault; going by land
it is within a mile and a half of the harbour.

2300. To what extent did you yourself obtain any personal knowledge of
Vancouver's Island ?- was at the coal mines at Nanimo.

2301. How far are they froim Victoria ?-They are about 80 miles, on the east
coast.

2302. I apprehend that those coal mines practically constitute a settlement,
do they not ?-Yes. I forgot the settlement at the coal mines.

2303. What is the number of Europeans who are settled at the coal mines?
-I do not believe there were more than 10 when I was there.

2304. What was the aggregate population there ?-I do not believe there
were more than 10 persons altogether at the coal mines.

2305. Do you mean that the coal mines are worked by 10 persons ?-There
were only four men then working in the miue.

2306. Without the assistance of any Indians or half-breed ? -Yes, except one
or two just to wind up the coal.

2307. How far from the coast is the coal mine at Nanimo ?--Twenty yards.
2308. Then the coals are all conveyed by sea, of course ?-Yes; a 500 ton

ship can come within 10 yards of the shore; within 40 yards of the mouth of
the pit.

2309. On which coast is Nanimo ?-On the east coast.
231 (. Within the straits ?-Yes; all the country I am speaking of is within

the Straits of Fuco.
2311. Are
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23 11. Are those straits throughout easy of navigation; is it a pretty bold,
safe coast; say fron Victoria to Nanimo, is it a safe navigation ?-It is rather
an intricate navigation, for it is through a cluster of islands the way I went, by
canoe and steam-boat.

2312. You have spoken of a 500 ton ship; is the water deep ?-Yes.
2313. Is there any difficulty in navigating a 500 ton ship from Victoria to

Nanimo ?-Not with propelling power.
2314. Do you know the total number of Indians in Vancouver's Island?

-No.
2315. I understood you to state that they were peaceable, and for the most

part unarmed ?-I should say they are for the most part unarmed. 1 do not
believe in the peaceableness of any Indian.

2316. Will you explain that answer ?-I believe that any Indian will take any
and every advantagc he possibly can.

2317. What I mean rather is, not whether as an uncivilised man he would
take advantage, but whether the Indians of Vancouver's Island have evinced
any disposition to be aggressive towards the European settlers, or whether they
have lived peaceably with the Europeau settlers ?-I think, generally speaking,
they have lived peaceably with them, as far as I can understand.

2318. They are not what you would comparatively speak of as a savage
tribe of Indians? -No; they are not to be compared with the Blackfeet.

2319. Mr. Bell.] Fron what you say, the coal mines are not at all in active
operation ?-No; they were not when I. was there.

2320. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Of what time do you speak with reference to that
coal ?-1853.

2321. Are you aware that very shortly after the coal was discovered there
was an intention shown to begin to work it ?-Yes.

2322. Are you not aware that there are now 60 or 70 miners employed ?-
I am not sure; but when I was there I know that miners were expected out,
in the " Otter," I think.

2323. Mr. Gordon ] What class of persons were the settlers of whorn you
have been talking; were they persons who had come from England, or persons
who had settled there from America ; had any come from the opposite coast ?
- think very few; some American; had corne for job vork.

2324. Where had the white population, such as it was, corne from ?--From
Eigland, generally speaking.

2325. What inducements had brought those English settlers out there ?-
Several had corne out as servants of the Puget Sound Farning Company, and
vere acting as bailiffs and servants on that farin; they had oeen brought out
in the Company's ships.

2326. You do not think, then, that any of the settlers there had corne out
attracted by the advantages of the island itself ; they had corne out, as it were,
accidentally in some capacity, and then they remained there ?-I think only
one had come out to settle.

2327. Was any encouragement given to settlers to corne; was there any
effort made to induce other settlers to come ?-I think not.

2328. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You do not know that to be the fact ?-No.
2329. Mr. Gordion.] Do you happen to know at what price land was pro-

cured there ?-Land was sold at i . an acre, according to the assignment of
the island to the Company by the Government. The Company received 10 per
cent. of that, and the remaining 90 per cent. was to be expended in the improve-
ment of the island.

2330. Do you know when that coal mine of which you have spoken was first
discovered ?-At the end of 1852, I think.

2331. Have you often travelled with American fur traders ?-Yes.
2332. 1-ave you had any opportunity of observing whether they, in their

traffic vith the Indians, make great use of spirituous liquors as a means of
barter ?-I think, generally speaking, they do not use liquors.

2333. Is there any penalty in force if it is proved that they have made use
of them ?-A very heavy one.

2334. -lave you ever seen that heavy penalty practically enforced ?-I cannot
say that I have seen it; but I have heard that a man whom I wished to employ
had been detected trading in liquor, and had been taken down from Fort
Lnrarny on the Plat to the States,
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2335. As a prisoner ?-As a prisoner.
2336. Chained ?-I believe so.
2337. Then do you believe that that regulation is practically carried out -

I think it is, where they have the power to do so.
2338. Mr. Percy .Herbert.] You spoke of the anchorage; that ships of 500

tons could lie off the coal mine ?-Yes.
2339. Is that a secure and extensive anchorage ?-It is not an extensive

anchorage exactly opposite the coal mine ; it is perfectly secure, and within a
quarter of a mile of it there is anchorage for any number of ships that choose
to go there.

2340. Is the supply of coal sipposed to be very large ?-It had not been
explored very much when I was there, but thev were then working a six-feet
seam, which seemed to descend into the ground instead of rising to the
surface.

2341. Viscount Sandon.] I think there are some islands between Vancouver's
Island and the mainland ?-Yes.

2342. Have you been on them ?-I have camuped on some of thein.
2343. Are they capable of cultivation ?-Yes, I think so.
2344. They are just at the mouth of the harbour, I think, opposite Victoria?

-Tbey are not at the mouth of the harbour.
2345. Just opposite ?--Not opposite the mouth of the harbour; they are to

the back of the harbour.
2346. Mr. Edward -Ellice.] Are not those the islands now in dispute between

the American Government and our own ?-Yes.
2347. Mr. A dderley.] Can you tell us anything about the administration of

the island, the government, or the magistracy ?-There was a governor appointed
by the home Government, Mr. Douglas, and he had a council of five to aid
'him in the government of the island.

42348. Is he at all under the control of the Hudson's Bay Company ? -He is
a chief factor in the Company.

2349. Was he appointed by the Company ?-No; not by the Company, but
at the suggestion of the Company.

2350. What are the magistracy, or how is the law enforced there ?- -Mr.
Douglas appointed magistrates. I do not know exactly whether they enforced
the law as it would be enforced in England, but they made some attempt to
do so.

2351. There are tribunals in the island in case of breaches of the law ?-
The offenders are brought up before the magistrates whenever such a case
occurs.

2352. Have the Company done anything by way of settling the land ?-I do
not think that the Hudson's Bay Company itself actually has, but the Puget
Sound Farming Company, which is composed of members of the Hudson's Bay
Company, has taken out settlers there, and has cultivated a considerable quan-
tity of land.

2353. Is that Puget Sound Company entirely merged in the Hudson's Bay
Company, or is it a separate Company ?-It is a separate Company, I believe,
composed altogether of members of the Hudson's Bay Company; that ishow
it was explained to me.

2354. So that the whole of the Puget Sound Company is merged in the
Hudson's Bay Company ?-Yes; all the inenibers of it are officers of the
Hudson's Bay Company.

2355. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You do not state that as a fact, do you ?-I was
informed so.

2356. Mr. Adderley.] Do the Company occupy lands as belonging to them-
selves besides the land which they have sold ?-1 think they had a few fields in
cultivation close to the fort for their own supplies.

2357. Are the public buildings at the harbours, and the wharfs, and so on,
retained by the Company as their own property *.--There are no public buildings,
and no wharfs, but those which belong to the Company.

2358. Do the Company claim a royalty upon the mines ?-Yes. I an speak.
ing of 1853.

23.59. Do you know whether they are taking any steps whatever to advertise
immigrants ?-l have never scen any advertiseient of the sort.

236o. You talked of a surveyor being appoiiited: how did it come to pass
that
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that that surveyor was appointed, and yet that no survey took place ?-He
seemed to me to be mostly engaged in determining the latitude and longitude
at different points of the island, which was most useless for the benefit of the
colonists.

2361. Was he paid by the Conpany ?-Yes.
2362. From what quarter do you think that the settlement of that country

will naturally corne; from the sea side or from the land side? Supposing
it was perfectly free foi colonisation, and that there were no rights of the
Hudson's Bay Company acting as any obstacle to emigration from any portion
of the world, do you think it likely that it would be settled gradually from the
sea, or that a population would grow up from the United States to it ?-I think
that in al probability it would be settled fron the sea; that emigrants would
sai from here.

2363. Do you know that portion of the United States called Columbia?-
I have been through the Washington and Oregon territories; there are very
few roads there, and most of the communication is by water.

2364. Does the population at all increase in that direction ?-Vastly.
236.5. Towards the borders ?-Yes, up along the shores of Puget Sound, by

Nisqually.
2:366. Is there any speculation in those fisheries of which you spoke, further

than the mere fishing in canoes ; is there any appearance of companies being
formed for the. purpose of speculating in those fisheries ?-None whatever. The
Hiudson's Bay Company traded the fish from the Indians, and annually sent
down a great deal of sait fish to their depôt at the Sandwich Islands.

2367. Do the Company claim a monopoly of that fishery; do they claim the
exclusive right of fishery upon the coasts of Vancouver's Island ?-They do
not fish themselves; the Indians are the fishermen, and they trade their fish
to the Company.

2368. Have the Company a monopoly in that trade ?--No, I should not say
that they have a monopoly there, for when I was at Cowichan there was an
opposition going on at the time.

2-369. From what quarter was it ?-A settler on the island. a Mr. Cooper, was
trading then. I think he had got some goods up from San Francisco, and he
was trading to San Francisco at. the time.

2370. Mr. Grogan.] In fish ?-Mostly in lumber to San Francisco.
237 1. Mr. Adderley.] Was Mr. Cooper a man who had purchased land from

the Company ?-Yes, he had a farm there ; he had about 15 acres in cultivation
then, and would, 1 dare say, before the year was out, double that.

2372. Do you know Nootka Sound ?-No.
2373. I suppose that is a notoriously fine harbour ?-I believe so.
2374. Can you state what is the nature of the coal which you have seen ; is

it a good coal -It is an excellent coal, very like the West Riding of Yorkshire
coal.

2375. And that is a vein very near the surface ?-Yes.
2376. Mr. Grogan.] What did you say were the productions that the settlers

were raising when you were there; you spoke of the Indians raising a great
-quantity of potatoes; was corn reared ?-Wheat was raised.

2:377. Was it a safe crop ?-Yes, I believe so.
2378. Were there any other cereal crops besides wheat ?-Oats and barley.
2379. Have you any doubt whatever that they would grow there just as well

as they do iii these climates ?-None whatever.
2380. Chairnan.] Ini short, it is a very fine soil and climate, is it not?-

Yes.
2381. Sir John Pqkington.] At what time of the year were you there ?-In

March and April.
2382. Mr. Grogan.] Were there any number of settlers who had purchased

land from the Company, or was Mr. Cooper an isolated case ?-I think Mr.
Cooper was an isolated case; he was in partnership with a farmer, Mr. Blenk-
horn, who was by far the most energetic settler on the island; he was a man
who had been in Australia for several years, and afterwards came back to
England, and then went out with Mr. Cooper to the island.

2383. In fact there are no number of settlers going there, or in the island
at present ?-No, except those who are brought out by the Puget Sound
Company. 8
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Honourable C. W. Wentworth Fitzwilliam.
I have, &c.

(signed) James Cooper.

Sir, Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 3 January 1853.
ENCLOSED is a document I beg leave to forward for your inspection, and as one of the

many instances of injustice that we are compelled to submit to.
The two men whose signatures appear in the document were under contract to eut and

square wood, to complete the cargo of the vessel lying in this port countersigned to me.
The governor compelling them to jqin in the expedition now absent (though perfectly
cognizant of their engagement), leaving me with an impossibility of replacing them, con-
sequently the vessel is detained here much longer than she otherwise would be, under almost
ruminous circumstances.

It is not necessary for me to make any comment upon the above further than this: that
it possibly may be legal, but it is not cither just or generous.

Captain A. L. Kuper, c. n.,
H. M. S. " Thetis."

I have, &c.
(signed) James Cooper.

Victoria, December 1852.
I iEREBY solemnly swear that Mr. Douglas compelled me to join in the expedition'now

about to take place on the coast of this island, under penalty of being banished from the
colony. The thrcats held out were in these words: " If any man is afraid to go, he may
stop, but must leave the island."

his
Bazil X Batimean.

mark.
bis

C Charbono x
mark.

Mr. Alexander Isbister, called in; and Examined.

Mr. 4. Isbister. 2391. Chairman.] I BELIEVE you have directed your attention for some
time past very much to the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company?-I have.

2392. What is your personal connexion with that country -- I an a native
of that country, and passed the greater portion of the first 20 years of my life
in that territory.

2393. Were

2384. The settlers whom you have described to us, and those in and about
Fort Victoria, were all the servants or attachés of the Puget Sound Company,
were not they :- Do you mean immediately about the fort, because the settle-
ment is very small.

2385. You describe, that besides the fort, taking a radius of 10 or 12 miles
round the fort, there were a good number of settlements where cultivation was
going on ?-Yes.

2386. I call that the settlement generally ; were they principally the ser-
vants of the Puget Sound Company, or was there any body of independent
settlers ?-Mr. Cooper was the only free settler, as they term it there, on the
island.

2387. The only independent settler ?-The only independent settler; all
the others were connected either with the Hudson's Bay Company or ,with
the Puget Sound Company; many of the officers of the Company had bought
farms, and were cultivating them.

2388. Mr. Adderley.] Had they paid the Company ?-I do not know whether
money had passed or not.

2389. Do you know whether there were cases of the Company allotting land
free of price to their officers ?-I cannot answer that question.

2.390. Chairman.] Is there anything which you wish to add to the evidence
you have given ?-I wish to hand in the following letter which I rec eived from
Mr. Cooper.

[The same was delivered in, and is asfollozs:]

Sir, Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 21 February 1853.
I BEG to hand you a copy of my letter to Captain Kuper, c. B. (Her Majesty's ship

"Thetis "). Also acconpanying it, is the document alluded to.

Witness, James Cooper.
,, Thomas Cooper.
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2393. Were you ever in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-For
about three years.

2394. Where were you when vou were engaged in the service of the
Hudson's Bay Company ?- In the district called the Mackenzie River district;
the most northerly district.

23q5. In what capacity ?-1 was a clerk, or a postmaster, a junior officer in
the Hudson's Bay Company's service.

2396. In what year was that ?-ln the years 1838, 1839, and 1840, I think;
I am not quite sure of the date; but it was about that time.

2397. What induced you to leave the service of the Hudson's Bay Company?
-1 wished to come to England to complete my education; I was desirous of
obtaining a University education, and of qualifying myself for a profession.

239 8. You did not leave the service of the Company in consequence of any
dispute ?-Not by any means ; I had no dispute at all with the Hudson's Bay
Company, and have no personal complaint whatever against them.

2399. When did you return to that country ?-I have not been back since.
2400. You were born there, and as a child you lived there ?--Yes.
2401. What was your age when you left ?-I was very young; under 20.
2402. In what year did you leave ?-To the best of my recollection about

1841, I think; I am not quite sure; or 1842 ; it is many years since I left the
territory.

2403. During the whole of those three years for which you were in the
service of the Company, you were at the Mackenzie River, were you not?-
During the three years that I was in the Company's service. I had travelled
through portions of the territory before that; but I was very young at the time.

2404. Have you any knowledge of the Red River Settlement, for instance?
-Yes; I was at school there as a boy, and I have a little property there, for-
merly belonging to my father, which came to me; I was also there one year
after I left the Company's service.

2405. You have since that time, I believe, devoted a great deal of attention
to the affairs of this Company ?-Very great.

2406. What opinion have you been led to forni with regard to the general
character of the management of the Hudson's Bay Company of these territo-
ries?-Upon the whole, I think it is unfavourable to the development of the
resources of the country, and also to the enlightenment and progress in civiliza-
tion of the inhabitants.

2407. To begin with the first point, namely, the development of the resources
of the country, will you have the goodness to state in what way you think the
system pursued by the Hudson's Bay Company operates in that respect ?-It
is an obstruction to the colonising spirit of those settlers who are in the terri-
tory ; the Company have not made any efforts, at least such efforts as I think
they might have made, to provide a market for the settlers that are in it;
and they have thrown obstacles, according to the statement of the settlers at
least, which is confirmed by official documents in my possession here, in the
way of an export trade in tallow and hides from the wild animals in the
prairies ; they have also interfered in rnany ways with the efforts of the settlers
to get up an export trade with the United States, the only outlet which is open
to the Red River Settlement.

2408. Do you believe that there is any considerable portion of the territory,
now administered by the Hudson's Bay Company, which would be colonised
and settled within any moderate period of time, say 20 years for instance, if
those obstructions were removed ?-As far as we can judge, from the Canadian
newspapers, there is an evident intention, on the part of the Canadians, to go
up into that territory through the line of lakes and rivers which connect Lake
Superior with Lake Winnipeg. There appears to be, fortunately, a chain of
rivers which are well adapted for settlement, between Lake Superior and Lake
Winnipeg.

2409. Then you believe that that district of country would, if these obstruc-
tions of which you have spoken were removed, be more or less settled in the
course of a certain number of years ?-I believe so ; more especially if the
Canadians were allowed to participate in the fur trade, which I believe it is
their desire to do.

2410. You say, "to participate in the fur trade;" what would, in your
opinion, be the effect of throwing open the fur trade indiscriminately to any

0.25. Q one
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one who chose to enter into it ?-[ have thought over that question a great
deal, especially in reference to the Indians. i may at once state that my chief
object, in connecting myself with this movement at ail, was to iinprove the
condition of the native and half-caste indians in the Red River Settlement.
I believe, upou the whole, that if a monopoly of the fur trade could be estab-
lished, and could be possibly made to consist with the enlightenment and pro-
gress of the Indians, a monopoly would be best; but I am afraid that under
the present circumstances a monopoly is impossible. I do not think that the
Canadians would allow a monopoly to be established in that territory. You
are quite aware that they have laid a claim to that territory, and I believe they
have a legal right to it.

2411. What territory are you speaking of ?-The Hudson's Bay territory.
2412. Irrespectively of that claim, and adverting merely to the advantage of

the Indians, what do you think would be the effect of throwing open the fur
trade indiscriminately to ail comers ?-In some respects the Indians would be
benefited; I see no objection but one: that is, that there might be a possibility
of spirituous liquors being introduced into that territory in greater quantities
than they now are introduced.

2413. Do you believe that they are introduced in any considerable quantity?
-I have very great reason to believe so.

2414. Are you speaking of the entire territory. or only of those parts of the
territory that adjoin the settled districts ?--From the Most correct information
that I can procure, I believe that the Hudson's Bay Company have discontinued
the sale of spirituous liquors in the northern portions of their territories, but that
in the countrv south of the Saskatchawan, and down to the frontier, spirituous
liquors are either given or bartered; at any rate supplied to the Indians ; there
are facts to prove it, which I have here.

2415. With regard to the fur trade, merely looking at it as a trade, do you
believe that if the trade was indiscriminately thrown open to everybody the
consequence would be the destruction of the fur-bearing animais or not ?-1
think not ; I think that is proved by the fact that even in the western states
of the United States the fur trade is still carried on to a very great extent; I
believe there is now a fur merchant in London, Ir. Lampson, who is the agent
for the American Fur Company and for the American fur traders: I believe
his sales are quite as large as those of the Hudson's Bay Company; but the furs
are inferior in value; they are of a coarser description, as ail furs in southern
latitudes are.

2416. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Does that remark apply to ail furs, or to a par-
ticular sort of furs '-The aggregate of the sales, I believe, is about the same as
that of the Hudson's Bay Company.

2417. Do those sales include ail sorts of furs, or are they specially confined
to one or two descriptions of animals?-I believe they include all sorts of furs,
as far as I have been informed.

2418. Chairman.] Are you at ail aware of what has been taking place during
the last few years in the United States ; of the wars that have been going on
between the white and the red man, and of the bloodshed that has so been
occasioned ?-Yes; I have read many accounts of these wars.

2419. They have been very dreadful, I believe ?-They have.
. 2420. There has been absolute peace, has there not, in the Hudson's Bay
territory between the white and the red man ?--The numbers of Indians in the
Hudson's Bay territories are so few that there could not have been any great
wars. As stated by Sir George Simpson, the other day, I think the whole
number of the Indians in the thickwood countries, as he called them, was only
about 30,000 odd; and when that is distributed over snieh an immense area, it
is impossible that these Indians, so distributed, could get up a war.

2421. You believe the Indian tribes in the United States to be far more
numerous ?-Yes, and of a far more warlike character.

2422. In fact, it is a country more fitted for the subsistence of human beings ?
-- Decidedly so.

2423. Should you have no apprehension that, in this vast territory now
subject to the Hudson's Bay Company, if there was an uncontrolled admission
of whites, to trade in furs in that territory, there would not spring up wars
between the white and the red man of a very atrocious character?--i do not
see any probability of.it, for the Hudson's Bay Company do not pretend to

control
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control these Indians; and'they do not pretend to exercise any influence over Mr. A. Iainer.
them so far as I am aware.

2424. Do they not practically exercise a verv great influence over the in- 5 March 18 7.
dians ?-They may.

2425. Do they ?-I do not know that they do.
242 6. You do not believe that they do ?-I do not believe that they do. 1

have never seen any instances in which they have any practical influence of
that kind which you speak of; their influence is entirely connected with trade ;
I do not believe that they have anything else to do with the Indians than pro-
cure furs at the cheapest rate they can, and deal with them.

2427. You do not think that they exercise their influence to keep order in
the countrv, and to uphold justice, so far as it is possible to uphold justice
tbrough so great an extent of country, in the circumstances in which they are
placed f-I believe it is a principle of the Hudson's Bay Company's administra-
tion not to interfere in the quarrels or disputes of tribes at all, or to interfere
as little as possible. If any aggressions are inade upon the whites by the
Indians, then they punish them severely.

2428. In short, in your opinion, the interests of the red man would not suffer
if the whole territory was thrown open to white men, without any restriction or
control ?-I think they would not, if there was a guarantee that spirituous
liquors should not be introduced into the territory; if there were proper means
for preventing it.

2429. Do you believe that it would be possible, if rival traders were compet-
ing with one another in the chase of these fur-bearing animals, through the
instrumentality of the Indians, to prevent or restrain those parties thus com-
peting with one another from having recourse to the supply of spirits to the
Indians, which is the most attractive means of influencing them ?-l believe it
would be difficult, but not impossible; at least, to a very great extent. I be-
lieve the practice in the American Fur Compahy's territories, if I may use the
term, that is, in those portions of the territories occupied by Americans, is to
allow no person to trade in furs without a licence, which licence is forfeited upon
the finding of any spirituous liquors in the possession of the trader ; one trader
is set to watth the other; they have each an interest in informing upon each
other ; and I believe, upon the whole, that spirituous liquors are not largely
used. I have here rather a remarkable paper; a complaint by the American
Government against the Hudson's Bay Company for supplying spirituous
liquors in large quantities to the Indians ; a complaint addressed to our Govern-
ment, and printed here in the form of a Parliamentary Paper.

2430. Mr. Edward Ellice.j What is the date of it ?-1850. (The l itness Vide Appendix.
delivered in the same.)

2431. Chairnan.] You believe, then, speaking in the interest of the red man,
that it would be for his advantage that the monopoly of the Hudson's Bay
Company in fur trading should be abolished, and that the country should be
thrown open to the unlimited competition of any persons who might wish to
engage in it ? - I should not like to express a very decided opinion upon the
point. I should very much like to hear the evidence of the Bishop of Rupert's
Land, and the clergymen who have been in that territory, before I would express
any distinct opinion upon the m'atter.

2432. You have considered these questions for a great many years ; have
you not formed a decided opinion upon a point of that description ?-I have
not.

2433. It is a point on which a great deal turns, is it not ?-It is a very
importint point.

2434. You are, doubtless, conversant with the state of things which existed
in that country when there was competition in the fur trade between two great
companies, the North-West Company and the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I have
read of the disputes that took place between them.

243.5. What was the state of things then ?-There was a great deal of
disorder and violence in the terrritory; I think that under present circumstances
these disorders would not arise again; there was an absence of any controlling
power in the country in those times; there were no clergymen nor missionaries;
there was no public opinion of any sort or kind.

2436. You think that there could be an efficient system of controlestablished
0.25. Q 2 which
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which would prevent those evils for the future ?-By extending the Canadian
Government over those territories, not otherwise.

2437. Do you think that the Government of Canada could undertake. to keep
peace and order, and to enforce a proper system of check and control over this
vast territory, which would prevent these evils ?--if they did not I should not
recommend the territories being thrown open.

2438. Do you think that the Canadian Government could do it ?-I believe
it is their wish to do it; I believe they could indertake it, because that ter-
ritory is now practically governed from London : why should it not be governed
fron Tororito much more easily ?

2439. At present it is governed from London by a company who have a mono
poly of the trade, and have their servants scattered all over the country ?-
Precisely.

2440. It would then be governed by an authority at Toronto which would
have no trading interest in the matter, but would have the duty of keeping
order through all this vast territory ; that would be the difference, would it not ?
---That would be the difference.

2441. And you believe that the system would work equally well ?-A force
would be required in the Red River Settlement, which force would keep the
whole territory under control; because access to any part of the northern dis-
tricts there, is by one outlet or one opening, the Saskatchawan River, which
enters into Lake Winnipeg; you cannot approach Mackenzie's River, Athabasca,
or any of those territories in the north, except through that one opening. A
custom-house or a little garrison established there would exercise an effectuai
control and supervision over everything which entered the country.

2442. What you would propose would be to join the whole of this immense
territory on both sides of the Rocky Mountains to-the colony of Canada ?-I
am afraid that it will come to that; I should hardly call it a plan, but I am
afraid there will be no other way of settling the difficulty.

2443. There would be a considerable expense incurred, I presume, in main-
taining order through so vast an extent of country ?-There would be the
expense of establishing a force at the Red River territory.

2444. There must be posts scattered all over the country, I presume ?-I
believe order could be maintained without stationing those posts all over the
country.

2445. How could the expense be defrayed, whatever it was, of governing
and administering the affairs of a country of this description ?-The trade of
that country is considerable ; a tax could be laid upon the trade to defra; the
expense of controlling and conducting it.

2446. Do vou think that it would not answer the purposes of Canada as a
colony better, to have joined to Canada any country in its vicinity over which it
is at ail probable or possible that settlement should extend ? -I am not prepared
to speak upon that point; I only judge of the sentiments of Canada from the
newspapers. Merely stating my own opinion, I should say that there might
perhaps be no objection to it, and that the arrangement on the whole night
be a beneficial one, taking the territory gradually asthey required it.

2447. But do you think that it would be expedient or advisable to join Van
couver's Island, for instance, to the colony of Canada ?-Vancouver's Island is
quite a different consideration ; I think there * ought to be a separate colony
there.

2448. With regard to the country on the mainland adjoining Vancouver's
Island, which may be adapted for the purposes of settlement, would it not be
more convenient that that should be made a colony, and that its inhabitants
should manage their own affairs, rather than be obliged to go to Toronto for
that purpose ?-I think the whole of the territory west of the Rocky Mountains
must be administered from Vancouver's Island, if it is thrown open. The
Canadians may, however, think differently.

2449. Then you are speaking merely of Rupert's Land ?-Merely of Rupert's
Land; the territory to the north of Canada. I believe it is our interest to
people that country, because the United States are fast peopling the territory
along the frontier, and they will have that territory from us unless we do
people it.

2450. You think that it would not be enough, if such an arrangement could
be made, to take away from the Hudson's Bay Company any such territory as

could
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could be made use of for the purposes of settlement for a long time to come;
but that it would be also desirable to take from them that portion of their terri-
tory which could only be applied for the purposes of the fur trade, and to throw
it open to unrestricted competition ? -I am looking at the inducements which
would lead emigrants into that territory : do not think they would go frorn
Canada to the Red River Settlement merely for the purpose of obtaining land;
they could get land in abundance in Canada. If, therefore, our object is to
people that territory, we must hold out an inducenent to them by throwing
open the fur trade to them. But even otherwise I do not think it is possible to
enforce a monopoly in that territory; you cannot do it. If you throw open
Red River to the Canadians, you throw open the fur trade practically. There
is no means of preventing those people going there; you may just as well talk of
establishing a nonopoly in tbe gold fields of Australia.

2451. You think, whatever the difficulties are, that those difficulties must be
coped with ?-I think so ; there is the case of the Red River Settlement; thev
have gone into the fur trade in spite of all the endeavours of the Hudson's Bay
Company, and it is a very insignificant colony. I have now a statement of the
furs which were sent out fron the Red River district by way of the United States.
They are forcing a channel through there.

2452. Am I rightly representing your opinions as amounting to this, that
you consider the thing inevitable, that, whether we wish it or not, the fur trade
will, by the progress of events, be thrown open to competition ?-That is my
opinion.

2453. But that you are doubtful, if it could be prevented, of the effects that
such a change would produce upon the interests of the Indians, as far as they
are concerned ?-Yes; 1 wish to reserve my opinion upon that point.

2454. You referred to a paper giving an account of the fur trade going on with
the Americans ?-The trade going on between the Red River Territorv and
the United States.

2455. Mr. Edward ELlice.] What is that paper to which you refer ?-An
extract from a newspaper which lias been put into my hands within the last
two days. If it is received as evidence, I shall feel bound to give the date, and
the name of the paper. It is evidently an authentie document as far as a
newspaper statement can be so : " Here are a few interesting Minesota items.
The towns along the western bank of the Mississippi are rapidly improving in
trade and population. A new land office is soon to be opened at Buchanan,
near the head of Lake Superior. St. Lawrence is the naine of a new town, 15
miles above Shakopee, on the Minesota River. Trade between St. Paul and
Superior is quite brisk. The total anount of peltries froin the Pembina. Red
River region, exported from St. Paul, Minesota, for 1856, is as follows :-64,292
rats; 8,276 ninks; 1,428 martens; 876 foxes; 3,600 coons; 1,045 fishers; 10
wolverines; 364 badgers ; 2,032 wolves; 405 otter; 2,542 rit-foxes ; 610
deer" (skins probably) ; " 20 cross-fox; 8 silver fox; 50 lynx; 7,500 buffalo
robes, and 586 pounds of beaver ; worth, in the aggregate, about 97,000
,dollars."

2456. You do not consider yourself responsible for that staternent ?-No, it
is simply a newspaper statement.

2457. Mr. Kiniird.] Is it fron an English or an American paper ?-It has
only been sent to me within the last two days, and in that form. I have written
to ask where it is extracted from, and of course, if it is received as evidence, I
shall be able to state in a few days.

2458. Mr. Gordoni.] Do you credit it, fron the other sources of information
which are open to you ?--I do.

2459. Mr. Grogan.] I believe you had a long correspondence with the Colonial
Office relative to a petition to Her Majesty which was sent from the Red River
Settlement soine years ago ?-Yes. I laid that petition before Lord Grey.
I was myself resident at the time iii England; but I am not responsible for the
.statements of that petition in any way. I believe them to be true : and I pro-
duced evidence in the course of those papers to support the statements made by
the petitioners as far as I could.

2460. An I to understand that you were concerned in getting up the evidence
which is contained in these papers ?-Yes, but not in getting up the petition;
I had no connexion with the petition.
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2461. I refer to a variety of papers that were inclosed which were forwarded
to the Colonial Office in support of that petition froni Red River ?-Yes.

2462. You got up this evidence to back up the statements of the petition-
Precisely.

2463. You have no question or doubt of the accuracy of these papers ?-
No, unless there are some misprints; there are some misprints in the course
of them.

2464. in page 78 of the Parliamentary Paper entitled " Correspondence
relative to Complaints of the Inhabitants of the Red River Settlement," there
are the names of five retired servants of the Hudson's Bay Company, and sone
very strong statements are there contained ?-Yes, I have seen them.

2465. Did you know any of those servants yourself ?-The last two I knew
personally; as to the other three, I know where they are just now, and know
their frienids, and know them to be respectable persons.

2466. Have you any doubt whatsoever of their being trustworthy and truthful
inen?-None whatever.

2467. And 3 ou place full confidence in their statements ?-In the statenents
given here I do : they agree with my own observations and experience.

2468. Will you turn over to page 80: "Are there any schools for the instruction
of the natives where you have been ?" appears to have been a question sent to
these five servants ?-Yes.

2469. They respectively answer, " I do not know of any." " None." " There
are no schools for the instruction of the natives." " None at the posts I have
been at." "A school was lately established at Norway House." Does the state-
ment there correspond with your knowledge of that Red River Settlement, and
of the general management of the Hudson's Bay Company with regard to the
education of the people ?--It is perfectly true, I believe, to this day, as far as
the Hudson's Bay Company are concerned. That is maling a distinction
between the schools established by the missionaries and the schools established
by the Hudson's Bay Company, of which there are none that I know of, with
the exception of one at the Red River. Settlement, an academy established for
the education of the children of the -officers of the Hudson's Bay Company,
and under the charge of the bishop.

2470. It is under the supervision of the bishop ; but who is at the expense of
the school ?-The I-ludlson's Bay Company contribute 100 1. a year towards the
school ; but it is a self-supporting school; pupils pay, i think, about 30 1. a year
to it ; it is a school of a superior class.

2471. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Were vou vourself educated there ?-I was.
2472. Mr. Grogan.] And you had to bear your shareof the contribution?-Yes.
2473. With the exception of the contribution of 100 1. a year to that school

of a superior class, is there, as far as your knowledge goes, any school in the
territory of the Hudson's Bay Company assisted by them ?- I know of none.

2474. Mr. Edward El!ice.] Are you speaking of the period when you were
there ?-As far as mv information extends down to the present time.

2475. Mr. Grogan.] Are von now speaking of the state of things at the time
you were there ?-Y es; and I believe the same state of things exists at ,the
present day.

2476. The evidence you have just given us was, in the first instance, confined
to your own knowledge; it is some time since you left the settlement ?-It is
some time.

. 2477. Have you been in close communication and correspondence with any
of the settlers in that locality since that time -Ever since, down to the present
time ; continuously; uninterruptedly.

2478. Do you conceive yourself in a position, by reason of that corres-
pondence, to speak of the state of the settlenent at present ?-I do.

2479. You have no doubt, whatever, that you represented the opinions of the
settlers in the correspondence with the Colonial Government in 1849?-No
doubt whatsoever. And I may mention, that since that time, in the last three
or four years, a portion of my family who were resident at Red River have come
over, and are now living with me, and they of course have given me more recent
information.

2480. Mr. Edward 7lice.] I think yon said, that with reference to those
complaints of which you were the organ, you werc not responsible for the
stateinents contained in thein -_ Not for the petition.

248r. Mr.
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2481. Mr. Roebuck.] But I suppose you hold yourself responsible for every
part of the evidence which you are now giving as your own opinion ?-I do.

2..182. Mr. Grogaz.~ I referred you to page 80 under the head of the question,
"Are there any schools for the instruction of the natives where you have been ?"
There are five answers of these five servants, which, down to 1849, vou believe
to be literally correct ?-Yes, I do.

2483. Are you able to say whether, at the present date, vou consider that
those answers would be applicable ?--I believe so; with the exception which I
have fornerly mentioned.

2484. Namely, that there is one school to which assistance is given of 100 1.
a vear ?-Yes, and none other.

'2485. The next question is, " Are you aware of any attempts of any kind
haviug been made by the Company to civilise the natives and instruct them in
religion?" You have the answers before yeu. No. 1. " They are kept in
ignorance and darkness." No. 2. " No." No. 3. " None." No. 4. "Not aware
of any." And No. 5. ' Not aware of any." Are you equally satisfied of the
correctness of these replies in 1849 as you were of the previous ones?-
That is my opinion at the present time, distinguishing between the attempts
nade by the Missionary Societies, and partially assisted by the Hudson's Bay

Company, as we heard the other day, and the attempts made by the Huds;on's
Bay Company thenselves.

24 8(. You say the missionaries partially assisted by the -Iudson's Bay Com-
pany. Can you define it more accurately ?-1 heard it stated the other day, in
reply to a question of this nature, that the Company give certain sums of
money, varying from 50 1. to 150 /., to missionari.es. I know that these are
given to the missionaries individually ; that no account is exacted of the expen-
diture of these sums ; that no returns are made to the Coinpany of the way in
which education may be advanced by these sums; that they are given, in fact,
to the missionaries, and not to the missions, and are, upon the whole, rather
an impedinient to them than otherwise.

2487. Chairmian.] How do you mean " an impediment" to them ?-In this
wav, that it makes them shut their eyes to many matters which occur.

2488. Mr. Edu:ard Ellice.] I believe those missionaries are not appointed
bv the Company ?-No, by no means; they are paid from other sources, and
these sums of monev are given to them additionally. I an loth to say so, but
they are, in effect, sops to the missionaries.

2489. Chairman.] In point of fact, do you beliere that Christianity has made
any progress among the Indian tribes ?-I believe it has made very rapid
progr-',s in the last few years, since the bishop went out there.

249o. Is that among the tribes in the immediate vicinity of the settled
country, or far back into the wilderness ?-As far as the Saskatchawan. I believe
that, at the missionary station, near Cumberland-house, on tbe Saskatchawan,
the Indians have made very great progress.

2491. I believe the settlers at the Red River are, upon the whole, a very
moral and well-ordered community, are they not ?--I believe so; especially the
English race, and their descendants.

2492. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Your observation with regard to these sums of
money being a sop to the missionaries, I presume, does not apply to the sum
of money that the Company pay to the bishop ?-The surn of money that is
paid to the bishop by the Company is paid under an arrangement sanctioned
by the Court of Chancery. The Company cannot withdraw it if they try, but
the others they can withdraw.

2493. You are aware that it was a voluntary gift on the part of the Com-
pany ?-Yes, I believe it was; on the understanding that Mr. Leith's bequest
should be devoted to the establishment of a bishopric, the ludson's Bay Com-
pany added a certain amount.

2494. Mr. Kinnaird.] You say that the missionaries accept these suns from
the Company as sops to close their eyes to various things ?-They act as sops,
that is their effect; I should be sorry to say they were accepted as such.

2495. You say that they are given as sops, which induces them to close their
eyes to various matters ; will you kindly state to the Committee what are the
various matters to which they close their eyes ?--Tie obstructions which the
Company niake to the settlement of Indians around thenâ. MN]y statement is,

0.25. Q 4 that
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that the Company have in various cases directly opposed and forbidden the set-
tlement of Indians around the missionaries.

2496. Will you kindly give us an instance ?- I believe a clergyman from that
territory is about to be examined after me. I will give the names of gentlemen
who can give instances: Mr. Corbett and Mr. Hillier.

2497. Mr. .Edward Ellice.] Nr. Corbett, I believe, is a gentleman attending
here to give evidence ?-I believe lie is. I will name a gentleman fron each of
the societies'which have missionaries in that territory; they are all in England,
and can be brought up before this Committee. In addition to the names I
have given, there is MýIr. Barnley, of the Wesleyan Missionary Society, who
has written a letter to me, which is printed in this book; this (" Fitzgerald's
Examination of the Charters and Proceedings of the Hudson's Bay Company.")

2498. Mr. Kinnaird.] You have mentioned one fact ; will you name another?
-I name three missionaries who can give distinct and specific particulars in
proof of what I have just stated; two of them have mentioned to me that the
Company directly and positively prohibit the settlement of Indians aboit
them.

24gg. That is one point. You spoke in the plural: " matters." Can you
give any of your own knowledge ?-None, except as communicated to me by
these parties.

2500. Mr. Adderley.] You say that you have property in the Red River
Settlement ?-A farm.

2501. Did you purchase it yourself ?-No; it was given to my father before
me, and lie having been dead for several years, it came to me as his heir.

2502. When you say it was given to your father, have you any objection
to state to us how it came înto bis possession ?-I was quite a boy at the time,
and I really am not- aware how it came into his possession. I have never
cultivated it to any great extent myself, and have never taken any great
interest in it; it is perfectly valueless where it is now.

2503. I do not wish at aill to pry into your private affairs, but *as far as you
are inclined to tell us will you state the agency by which that property is
managed ?-I have on uncle resident in the Red River Settlement who has the
house and land in charge. It happens to be contiguous to his own property.
I do not know that it is cultivated to any great extent, for land is so valueless
in that territory that nobody will rent it, and there it remains.

2504. Is your uncle of your own name ?-No ; it is Mr. Philip Kennedy.
2505. Are there many absentee proprietors of land there '-I believe not.

The fact is that the land is valueless; having no outlet for what they raise,
there is nobody that will rent it.

2506. What is the nature of your interest in that land; have you the fee
simple ?-I do not know that there are any papers connected with it, at least I
never inquired into it. It is like most of the land that is held there: held by
usage, I believe. lv father ,as an officer in the service of the Hudson's Bay
Company. He got this land to retire upon, I believe.

2507. Was lie in the nature of a lessee to the Company, or was he owner ?--
Owner, so far as I am aware. *

2.508. And you believe that you are owner of that land, and in no way the
lessee of the Company ?-I believe so.

25o9. Is that the usual tenure of land in that neighbourhood?-I have a
land deed here which will enable the Committee to judge of the nature of these
land deeds. I have a land deed fully executed which was sent to me as a
specimen.

2510. Did your father purchase the land from Lord Selkirk or from the
Company ?-It was not purchased; I believe that there was an arrangement
some time ago by which persons who wished to retire from the Hudson's 3ay
Compaiy's service were entitled to a lot of land if they chose to take it.

5 n. When your father came into possession of that property was it in
Lord Selkirk's time, or were the Company then owners of the soil ?--I cannot
say; I was not above 11 vears of age at the time, and I cannot give any
explanation of any value.

2512. Have you increased your property there ?--No; not at all.
2513. Would there be any difficulty in your increasing your property, if you

wished to become owner of the adjoining land, and to enlarge your estate
there ?-One of the clauses of this land deed is, that no holder of property

shall
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shall sell it or underlet it, or assign it, without the written permission of the
Hudson's Bay Company. Therefore, if I wished to increase my property, by
buying the property of my neighbour, I should have to get the permission of
the Hudson's Bay Company.

2514. Is the property occupied all round your property ?-It is.
2515. Do you suppose that there would be any difficulty in procuring such a

license to sell, if the owner wished ?-- do not know that there would; I do not
know that the matter has ever been brought before the Company.

2516. You know of no case in which the Company have been applied to for
such a license to sell, and have stood in the way of it ?-I have known of no
case.

2517. Do you believe that it does impede the transfer of property?-I am
not aware that it ever has impeded the transfer of property.

2518. When you talked of the obstruction to settlers, you talked rather of a
negative obstruction, such as the Company having made no efforts to provide
a market; are there any positive obstructions on the part of the Company, to
the settlement of the possessions of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I do not
know of any case in which land has been applied for in the Red River Settle-
ment, in which it has been refused. The obstructions to settlement, that I
spoke of, were obstructions to procuring a market for the produce of the
settlers ; negative obstructions rather than direct ones.

2519. What is considered the ordinary price of land there ?-It bas been
stated in evidence lately, that it was 7 s. 6 d. I see it stated by the late Mr.
Thomas Simpson, in the Parliamentary Papers which have been referred to, at
page 58, at 12s. 6 d. Mr. Thomas Simpson was the accountant for the Red River
Settlement at the time that he wrote this statement, as given in his " Life."

2520. Are there any regulations passed by the Compaqy, with regard to the
system of land sales ?-None that I know of, beyond the fact that every person
who holds land is required to take out a land deed of this character.

2521. Do you know, at all, the terms on which squatting has taken place
near any part of the boundary of the Company's territories ?-I believe parties
have squatted down, and they have not been maolested.

2522. Do you know of any cases of squatting upon agreement between the
squatter and the Company ?-1 never heard of such a case.

2.523. To what did you allude in the Canadians having laid claim to a legal
right to a share of the trade in these territories ?-They consider themselves
the legitimate successors of the French in Canada, who occupied the greater
portion of Hudson's Bay, before the country was ceded to Great Britain by the
treaty of Utrecht; the right of the French to the greater portion of the trade of
Hudson's Bay was definitively acknowledged by the treaty of Ryswick. -There
is an express clause in that treaty, by which the right of France to trade in
Hudson's Bay is acknowledged. Some of the old maps, several of which are
in the possession of the Geographical Society, show the extent of the ancient
possessions of the French in Hudson's Bay.

2524. Have the Canadians laid any specific claim lately ?-I understand that
they have appointed a commissioner, Mr. Chief Justice Draper, to come over
here to defend their claims, in the event of the legality of the charter of the
Hudson's Bay Company being submitted to a legal tribunal.

2525. When you suggested the annexation of this territory to Canada, and
the spread of the Canadian Government over this territory, I suppose you did
not mean to suggest a forcible military occupation of this country by forts or
posts, by the Canadian Government, but an administration of the country by
a local magistracy ?-Precisely so; for the Canadian Government to administer
the territory, in the same way that the Hudson's Bay Company, in England,
administer the territory, or govern it in any way that may be considered most
advantageous.

2526. You expressed a distinct opinion that Vancouver's Island and the
western portion of this territory would probably be best made a separate colony
at first ?-Yes, that is my opinion.

2527. In regard to the larger internal district, did you mean that Canada
should be free to extend itself gradually, or that it should at once be embraced
within any system of government in Canada ?-The portion of territory to
which I alluded there- was the territory east of the Rocky Mountains. I stated
that I did not think it possible to prevent the Canadians from engaging in the
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. Is.>tC. fur trade, and under those circumstances I think it would, be -bette· for 'the
jurisdiction of Canada to, be extended over that whole territory, in order to

,5 March8.7. prevent disorders arising in that territory.
2528. But that administration might be made local, although the head

quarters of the government were at a distance in Canada? -It must be local to
a certain extent. , I presume that the Red River Settlement, for example, would
send representatives to the Canadian Parliament immediately; that there would
be townships erected in cultivated districts in the same way as in Canada, and
that the people living in those settlements would spread themselves northward
and engage in the fur trade; and that eventually the fur trade, which is now
forced through the unnatural channel of Hudson's Bay, would be brought down
through the route that connects Lake Superior with Lake Winnipeg.

2529. In your opinion the distance of that country from the head quarters in
Canada would not impede a very efficient local administration ?-The distance is
not great. I have the distances in miles betwee nRed River and York Factory
and Hudson's Bay on one side, and between Red River and Lake Superioi on
the second, and between Red River and St. Peter's on the third, comparing the
three routes to Red River.

2530. Will you state the distances to which you allude P-Beginning from
Pembina, which is precisely on the boundary line, there are 163 miles to the
mouth of Red River; across Lake Winnipeg, 300 miles more; thence to York
Factory, 382-miles; msking a total of 845. The route to the Falls ofSt. An-
thony, that is the route through Minesota, is as follows : from Pembina to the
Sioux River is 310 miles.

2531. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Whereabouts is the Sioux ?--It is about half
way between Pembina and the Crow River; thence to Crow River is 439 miles;
thence to the Falls of St. Anthony, where St. Peter's is situated, I believe, is 300
more; making a total of 1,049 miles from the frontier. From Pembina to Fort
Alexander, that is down the river and up and across the Lake to Winnipeg
River; the Winnipeg River is 230 miles; up the Winnipeg River to the Lake
of the Woods is 175 miles; across the Lake of the Woods is 75 miles.; thence
to Fort William, on Lake Superior, is 453 miles; making a total of 933 miles.
That is a circuitous route. A shorter route is by going from Red River direct
to the Lake of the Woods by Rat River or Reed Grass River, which enables:us
to avoid obstructions in Winnipeg River. It shortens the rou ce by 405 miles,
leaving the distance between the settled part of Red River and Lake Superior
528 miles, the shortest route of any.

2532. Is there a portage from the Rat or Reed Grass River across to the Lake
of the Woods ?-There is an actual outlet, by the account of Major Long, who
has made a topographical survey of the whole of that district; he was sent
there by order of the United States Government, and has published the most
minute and reliable account of that territory which we have.

2533. So that it is a continuous water communication ?-Yes.
2534. Mr. Roebuck.] You just now said that you thought that that portion

of the territory east of the Rocky Mountains should be aggregated to Canada
and submitted to its jurisdiction ?-Yes.

2535. Would not it be possible to erect that territory into a separate indi-
vidual colony, bordering upon Canada, just as Minesota borders upon another
State in the United States ?-There is not capital or wealth enough in that ter-
ritory to develope its resources.

2.536. Do you know the number of inhabitants required to make a territory
in the United States ?-I forget the exact number; I am not certain.

2537. It must begin at some time, and would it not be possible to erect it
into a separate colony so soon as a sufficient number of inhabitants got there
to create a body of persons subject to dominion ?-The Red River Settlement
is now capable of being formed into such a territory, as far as regards the
number of the, population.

2538. Why would you aggregate it to Canada ?-I think it would be more
advisable, because the Canadians would assist in the development of the
resources of this great territory, whereas the Red River settlers have not the-
means of doing justice to the country in which the settlement is placed.

2539. How does it happen that the Canadians would, be more able to
develope the resources of the country, if the country were under the dominion
of the Government of Canada, than if it were governing itself . -There would

be
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be'a greater, interest on the part of the Canadians to open up a conimunica-
tion ; for example, between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg. They wôuld
be dirèctly interested in the fur trade, and they would apply capital to' the
opening up of a practicable route, which the Red River people have no means
ofe ffecting.

254Ô. Would they be more directly interested when the country was under
their own dominion than when the country was -governing itself P-I believe
they would ;*theyare asking for -the territory.,

2541., I suppose you are speaking of the interests of individuals, nót of the
interests of the States ?-I am speaking of the interests of the Canadas as
a province; I think they would be more directly interested in the Red River
territory if it formed a portion of Canada, if it was called Canada North, for
example, than if it was erected into a separate State, as.you suggest.

2542. 'Then do you suppose that the people of the United States are not so
much inter.,ested in the settlement of Minesota, now that it has become a
State, as chey.would have been if .it had. been. aggregated ‡o Iowa ?-I do, not
think the parallel holds good exactly, for in one case you aggregate one State
toanother State, but here you aggregate an undeveloped country to a richer
co1gty..than.itself.

2543. Supposing Minesota to be a territory, do you think that the people
of the, United States would be more interested in peopling that territory if it
wererunited to Iowa than as a separate territory ?-That is a question which it
is difficult to answer. I do not think that these considerations weigh with
people in settling Minesota at all.

2544. Do you mean this, that the government under which the country is,
if thecountry be well governed, is not a matter of consideration with private
adventurers ?-I.think that in the United States it is generally understood that
all territories are goyerped pretty.nearly in the same way ; that a good govern-
ment is obtained in all the States.

2545. If there were a good, government in that territory, and that good
government were derived from the people themselves rather than from Canada,
do.yo.u think that there wouli be the same interest in.the people of Canada to
aid and assist in the settlement of that country ?-I am not competent to
answer that question. I can only give my own opinion, which is what I have
said before, that there would be a greater interest on the part of the Canadians
in developing the resôurces of that country if it formed a portion of Canada
thar if it foiriied a sepa'ate province; for we all know that there is' a certain
jealousy between the British provinces of North America; for instance, I think
Canada East would do more for Canada West than it would do for Nova Scotia,
which is a separate province.'
. 2546. Lord Stanley.] As I understand you, your great object is to obtain a

convenient line of communication fron the Red River to Canada ?- Yes, that
i the great desideratum for those territories.

2547. Red River having at present no outlet excepting the long and incon-
veniént one by Hudson's Bay and the one through the United States ?-Yes.

2548. And you think that the resources of the Red River Settlement are not
in themselves sufficient to contribute materially towards the making of such a
line of communication ?-I believe they are not.

2549. Therefore, if the work is to be done at all, it must be done either by
the assistance of the Imperial Government or by Canada ?-Precisely so.

2550. Sir John Pakington.] You stated just now that the Hudson's Bay Com.
pany obstructed the settlement of Indians near the missionaries; did you mean
to make that statement generally or only with reference to the Red River Set-
tiement ?-Generally ; and I referred to certain missionaries who could give
more special information upon the point than I can.

2551. How do you know the fact ?-It bas been stated to me by themselves.
2552. Mr. Grogan.] Is it within your knowledge that the settlers at the Red

River Settlement complain of the existing form of government?-They have
done so ; they did so when the petition was sent over here.

2553. Do they still adhere to the complaint which they made at that time ?-
I believe they have practically taken the government into their own hands.

2554. Is it within your knowledge that any application or complaint was ever
made to the Government of America on the subject ?-There was a petition
,addressed by the Red River settlers to the Americ'an Government, I-believe.

o.25. R 2 2555. Did
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* 2555. Did you ever see a copy of that petition ?-I have a rough copy of it;
but whether it is authentic or not I have no means of saying.

25.56. You are not able to speak of your own knowledge ?-No; but there
is a gentleman who can do so; Mr. M'Laughlin.

2557. Mr. Adderley.] What is the date of the petition ?-It was about 1846,
at the time of the excitement connected with the Oregon boundary question.

2558. What was the general purport of the petition ?-I believe that they
desired the American Government to annex the Red River territory to the
United States, and promised them assistance against the H:Ludson's Bay Com..
pany, in the event of a war; I believe that was the object of it.

2559. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Was that John M'Laughlin?-Yes.
2560. Mr. Roebuck.] How many years were you in the country before you

left it ?-I was there up to about the age of 19, with the exception of about
four years that I was at school in this country; I was all that time in those
territories.

2561. When you left the territory you were about 20 years of age? -
Under 20.

2562. You had a full opportunity of judging of the climate ?-Yes; and
more especially from what 1 have since read of the climate, and facts which I
have collected bearing upon it.

2563. Judging from your knowledge of the climate of the country, how far
north do you suppose it to be a habitable country, and one in which settlement
could be made ?-I have myself raised corn as far north as Fort Norman, which
is near the Arctic Circle, on Mackenzie's River; I have raised barley and
potatoes there.

2564. When you use the word " corn," do you mean Indian corn or cereal?
-Barley and oats ; chiefly barley; I have also raised potatoes.

2565. Do you know the latitude of Fort Norman ?-It is about latitude 64 or
65, I believe.

2566. How many miles is that north of our boundary ?-I could hardly
answer the question without reference to a map ; it is upwards of 1,000 miles.

2567. It would be a sufficient territory to make a large state ?-A very large
state indeed.

2568. Mr. Bell.] Fort Norman is near the Great Bear Lake, is it not; the
most northerly lake on the map ?-It is opposite the Great Bear Lake.

2569. Mr. Roebuck.] Then in your opinion settlement might extend to the
Great Bear Lake ?-It is possible.

2570. Mr. Edwvard Ellice.] Is it probable ?-No, I believe it is not probable;
for there is such an immense extent oi territory south of it that it is not
necessary.

2571. Mr. Roebuck.] Taking half way, would wheat ripen half way up to the
Great Bear Lake ?-I have here the limits of the cultivation of all these cereal
grains from observation. Wbeat grows freely, according to the staternent of
Sir John Richardson, who has paid a great deal of attention tc, that subject, as
far north as the banks of the Saskatchawan River.

2572. The North or South Saskatchawan ?-There is but one branch where
the wheat has been tried. The southern branch is not occupied at all by the
Hudson's Bay Company. Wheat grows occasionally, but it cannot be depended
upon, at Fort Liard, on one of the tributaries of the Mackenzie River. It is the
most northerly situation which I know where wheat has ever been attempted.
Barley grows as far north as Fort Norman. It has been tried at Fort Good
Hope, and has failed. The limit of the growth of potatoes may also be said to
be Fort Norman. Although they have been raised at Fort Good Hope, I believe
the crop may be considered a failure. Maize, or Indian corn, is cultivated
in what is called its green state, between the parallels of 490 and 510; beycnd
that it is uncertain.

2573. Will it ripen there ?-It ripens very well at Red River, which is about
49°, and I believe it is grown at Cumberland House.

2574. Mr. Lowe.] Does it bear the grain at Red River ?-Yes, very large:
as well as it does in the States of America. A kind of rice, called " wild rice,"
is grown in the territory between Lake Winnipeg and Lake Superior; in the
lakes and rivers, in very large quantities indeed. It is the chief food of the
Chippewa Indians.

2575. Mr.
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2575. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you seen the Indian grain ripen at Red
River ?-Repeatedly; at least the Indian corn.

2576. Mr. Roebuck.] Have you ever been in Vancouver's Island ?-I have
not.

2577. Mr. Adderley.] Do you know of any amelioration of climate by cul-
tivation ?-I have heard of frosts in the Red River Settlement injuring the
crops ; but in my time I never heard of such cases, and I presume from that
that the cultivation does ameliorate the climate.

2578. Mr. Bell.] Do you know anything of the fisheries on Mackenzie River?
-Nothing, except from what I have seen there myself. There is no account
of the fisheries anywhere. A few fish are found in the river, but it is not a
productive fishery.

2579. It is not valuable ?-It is not valuable. I presume you allude to the
fishery in the river itself ?

2580. Yes, or towards the mouth ?-There is a valuable whale fishery to the
north of it.

2581. Have you reason to believe that the regions where there are whales
would be accessible to whalers ?-1 believe. that whalers have gone into that
part round by 3ehring's Straits. I have not the document by me, but the
President of the Geographical Society, Admiral Beechy, in his address to the
Geographical Society, about two years ago, gave a statement that the United
States had derived from that portion of the Arctic Sea, in the shape of oil and
other materials from the whale fishery, a return of about, I think, 7,000,000
dollars. I cannot undertake to state the sum.

2582. Did you ever hear of any porpoise fishery near the mouth of Mac-
kenzie's River ?-I know that whales are abundant there, for I have seen portions
of the skin of the whale in the possession of the Indians who usually visited
our establishments.

2583. When you were in the Mackenzie River district, were spirits intro-
duced among the Indians ?-Not in the Mackenzie River district.

2584. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you look at the mouth of the Mackenzie
Rivér. Do you see Baring Island just beyond'it ?-I know Baring Island.

2585. Was not that the place where Captain McClure was laid up for so
many years, and nearly lost ?-Yes ; the large Baring Island, for there are two.

2586. It is in the Arctic Sea ?-Yes.
2587. Mr. Bell.] That is considerably north of the mouth of Mackenzie River ?

-Yes, and to the east considerably.
2588. Mr. Edward Ellice.] The navigation off the mouth of Mackenzie River

is not free, is it ?-That bay is generally open in the summer.
2589. How do you get at it ?-By Behring's Straits.
2590. Is it always accessible from Behring's Straits ?-There are no means

of ascertaining that: it has been got at through Behring's Straits, and also
through Mackenzie's River. Franklin. passed from Mackenzie's River up
towards Behring's Straits, and Pullen and others came from Behring's Straits
to Mackenzie's River.

2591. Do Captain Collinson's and Captain McClure's accounts lead you to
suppose that there is a free navigation generally through Behring's Straits to
the mouth of the Mackenzie River ?-I have seen nothing to disprove the im-
pression on my mind that that part of the Arctic Ocean is generally open and
accessible, but I know that it is not accessible more to the north of that.

2592. Mr. Bell.] What sort of a river is Mackenzie River; is it a navigable
river ?-A very fine large navigable river.

2593. To what distance up from the mouth is it navigable without rapids or
other obstructions P-There is one immaterial obstruction near Fort Good Hope.
I know of no other, until you come to the Great Slave Lake.

2594. Do you mean that vessels of any considerable size could pass, with the
exception of that obstruction at Fort Good Hope, into the Slave Lake ?-Yes,
without any interruption whatsoever; it is a beautiful river.

2595. Mr. Adderlel.] For how many months in the year is it so navigable?
--The ice opens at Fort Simpson, which is the first fort from the Great Slave
Lake, about the beginning of May. I should say that it opens at the mouth in
about a month after, and it closes about October, generally.

2596. Mr. Bell.] From the Slave Lake into Athabasca Lake, up the Slave
River, is there nuch obstruction ?-The Slave Lake itself is navigable, but the
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Slave River, which connects the great Slave Lake with Athabasca Lake, is
interrupted by frequent portages.

2597. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you think, practically speaking, navigation
could be carried on there with steamboats ?-On the Mackenzie's River, un-
doubtedly.

2598. Do you think they could be got there ?-They must be either built on
the banks of the Mackenzie's River, or they must be got by Behring's Straits.

2599. Mr. Blackburn.] I think vou stated that the company had thrown ob-
stacles in the way of exportation frorm Red River. What obstacles?-There were
two gentlemen of the name of MeDermot and Sinclair (the case, I believe, has
been reported in evidence before), who desired to engage in the tallow trade
from the buffaloes, of which there are immense numbers in the plains to the
west of Red River. The tallow was taken down to York Factory.

2600. But you said by way of Pembina and the United States ?-I do not
know that I stated that in particular, but I stated general obstructions; between
the United States and the Red River the obstacles were simply fiscal obstacles
in the way of customs.

2601. By the United States ?--Goods imported from the United States to the
Red River, and goods exported from the Red River to the United States, pay,
or:did-pay, a very heavy duty.

2602. To whom?-To the Hudson's Bay Company, at the time to which I
refer.
1 2603. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Was not duty also paid by the Hudson's Bay
Company itself upon those imports ?-I am not aware whether it was so or not,
but I believe it to be probable.

2604. Do you know for what purpose that duty was levied ?-I believe it
went to the, Red River Colonial Treasury.

2605. To the settlement ?-To the settlement, so far as I know.
2606. Mr. Roebuck.] Your statement, I think, is this: that the Hudson's Bay

Company levies a duty upon exports and upon imports too; am I right in that
supposition ?-Upon goods going out from Red River to the United States, I
am not aware that any export duty is levied. When I said exports and impo'rts,
I spoke of the obstructions which were thrown in the way of exports and imports.

2607. What obstructions are there upon exports from Red River to America?
-If they are furs or buffalo robes, I believe they have been prevented from
being taken at all.

2608. So that the Hudson's Bay Company prevent any exports of fur from
their territories into the United States ? -I believe so.

2609. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That they claim by virtue of, their monopoly ?-
Yes.

2610. Mr. Roebuck.] And by that means they prevent the people of Red
River Settlement paying for anything which they might pay for by that means ?
-Yes.

2611. So that that is one obstruction to trade ? -Yes.
2612. I suppose the great means of commerce which those people possess

consists in peltries ?-I know of ho other article which would bear the cost of
transport between Red River and any part either in Hudson's Bay or in the
United States.

2613. So that the Hudson's Bay Company, preventing the export of peltries,
really puts an end to all commerce in that country ?-Yes.

2614. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Did you hear Mr. Kernaghan's evidence on the
last day ; Mr. Kernaghan stated that he complained of the trade being diverted
by Pembina, instead of going to Lake Superior; and he stated that as many as
500 wagons went down to St. Paul's from the Red River and sold their goods
there, and came back again with supplies to the Red River; was that a fact or
not P-I believe that there is a caravan which leaves the Red River for the
United States very often: what they take out with them I do not know;
I think it is chiefly for the purpose of getting supplies there that they do go.

2615. But they must take out something to buy the supplies which they
bring back ?-Yes; it is chiefly merchants in the colony.

• 2616. You do not know it of your personal knowledge, not having been there
so long; but have you heard that the Company throw any obstructions or
obstacles in the way of these caravans going there, and that they try to prevent
them ?-I do not know.

2617. Mr.
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d6it: Mr. Roebuch.] You do not know if one of those wagons 'was ioaded-up
to the top with furs whether it would be obstructed or not by the Company ?-
It would be seized; I know that there is a case of that kind on record.

2618. So that if a tiader traded away his goods for furs with the United
States lie would not be allowed to take back those furs into his own country ?-
I do not think he would.

2619. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That would be an infringement *of the Company's
licence ?-Precisely.

2620. Mr. Roebuck.] Therefore the Company's licence opposes trade in that
country ;-To that extent it does ; there are other matters which are mentioned
in this land deed which appear to be obstructions.

i621. Mr. Grogan.] What are they ?-Those holding land are not allowed
to import goods into Red River from any port but the port of London, nor from
any part in that port of London but from warehouses belonging to the Hudson's
Bay Company, nor in any other vessel or ship than the Company's ship. They
are not allowed to introduce these imports into any port but one in Hudson's
Bay, Port Nelson, which is named as York Factory, and there they must pay a
customs duty of five per cent.

2622. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In what page of the deed is that ?-The first
page.

2623. What line?-About 10 lines from the bottom.
2624. Of what date is that deed ?- 1844.
262.5. Mr. Adderley.] Supposing the whole of this territory to be taken out

of the bands of the Hudson's Bay Company, do you think that you could make
your property at the Red River Settlement more profitable than you now do?
-- It would become more profitable in the course of time with the increase of
population.

2626. Do you yourself consider, as the owner of property in the Red River
Settlement, that the claims of the Hudson's Bay Company interfere with your
making the greatest profit of your property ?-I do. I think that my property
would be more valuable under the administration of Canada, for example, than
under the administration of the Hudson's Bay Company. It would become more
profitable in the course of time. No immediate change probably would take
place.

2627. Do you suppose that if the territory altogether was handed over from
the Hudson's Bay Company to the Canadian Government, it would instantly
alter your mode of treatment of that property ?--It is not likely that I shall ever
return to Red River in my life; therefore I cannot answer that question directly.
But I think it would have a very immediate effect upon those living in the ter-
ritory; they would 'have an outlet 'for their produce in a very short time.
People from Canada would come in who would require flour and other produce,
which would give a ready market for all that the settlers can raise.

2628. Do you consider that it would increase both the outiet of the trade of
the country itself and the immigration of people into the country ?-Yes, one
would follow the other; one is intimately connected with the other.

2629. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is to say, if there were a good communica-
tion made with Canada ?-Yes.

2630. Mr. Adderley.] And you think that that good communication would be
more likely to be made under those circumstances?-I see no prospect of its
ever being made otherwise.

2631. Mr. Blackburn.] I think you said that it was a very fine country and.
fit for settlement between Lake Winnipeg and Lake Superior ?- In parts.

2632. Have you ever been through it yourself ?--No; I judge from descrip-
tions.

2633. Mr. Lowe.] Is there anything else which you wish to state to the
Committee ?-Only that it is very desirable, I think, on the part of this Com-
mittee, to endeavour to have that territory conveyed to Canada as speedily as
possible, for the United States have their eye upon this settlement, and I believe
are fornenting the discontents which are going òn there. I hold in my hand
extracts from a treaty between the United Sta tes Government and the Indians
and half-breéds occupying the upper part of the Red River Valley, the object of
which obviously is to get the Red River settlers now within our territory to their
side of the border.

263 4 . Mr. Adderley.] To Minesota?-Yes.
0.25. R 4 2635. Vi.
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2635. Mr. Lowe.] Whence do you get that treaty ?-It is in a book published
by Mr. Ross, of the Red River Settlement; it is extracted from the Minesota
Pioneer of the 30th of October 1851.

2636. Mr. Grogan.] Do you refer to Mr. Alexander Ross ?-Yes.
2637. Mr. Lowe.] What is the date of that treaty ?-1851.
2638. Between whom is it ?-Between the United States Government and

the Indians and half-breeds who lay a claim to the upper part of the Red River
territory. The object was to induce the Red River half-breeds to go up and
lay claim to the territory; they give them 30,000 dollars in hand, and for the
next 20 years annually the sum of 10,000 dollars, except 2,000 dollars of it
which is reserved by the President. The object is to get them there and keep
them there: therefore I think it is desirable that there should be immediate
action in reference to this territory, otberwise there is a likelihood of their being
drawn over to the United States to our prejudice.

2639. Mr. Grogan.] You mentioned to us that cereal crops could be grown
up to a very high latitude in your knowledge; is there anything peculiar in
the formation of the land, or the geological qualities of the land, that would
conduce to the growth of those crops ?-Wherever the limestone secondary
formations occur, there agriculture can be carried on; that is to say, in all the
country intervening between the great lakes and the'Rocky Mountains; all to
the east of that district, with the exception of a small district round Hudson's
Bay, is a granitie region filled with lakes and swamps; there cultivation to any
great extent is not practicable, I believe.

2640. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] In Colonel Lefroy's evidence he speaks of the
frozen ground; and says that the soil is never thawed; that it is permanently
frozen; can you explain what he means by that ?-The northern parts of both
the Asiatic and American continents down to a considerable extent have the
soil frozen for several feet deep. I believe that the ground ice, as it is called,
commences in those parts of America which have an average annual tempera-,
ture of 32 degrees ; that is a little to the north of the Saskatchawan River. It
goes on increasing in depth until about Fort Simpson, where there is about 17
feet of permanently frozen ground. It thaws to a considerable extent in the
summer season. Bnt that does not interfere with the growth of trees, because
they spread their roots over the frozen subsoil just as they would spread their
roots over this table.

2641. Mr. Kinnaird.] They do not sink into it ?-They do not sink into it:
but those trees which have a large tap root, such as the oak and the other
deciduous trees, do not flourish in those portions of the country which have a
permanently frozen soil.

2642. Mr. Charles Fitzuilliam.] To what depth does the soil thaw in the
summer time ?-At Fort Simpson, for example in latitude 620, the thaw in Oc-
tober extended down to 11 feet. There was an experiment made in that place;
that was the whole of the summer thaw. At York Factory, which is nearly in
the same latitude, I believe, on the shores of Hudson's Bay, the thaw had pene-
trated only three feet. At Spvern, which is further south, it had penetrated
about five feet. Al these experiments are detailed in the Edinburgli New Philo-
sophical Journal for January 1841. A great variety of experiments were made
and compared with experiments made in Siberia by Professor Bäer, of St.
Petersburgh.

2643. In the country that you are now speaking of there are thick forests of
timber; at Fort Simpson, at York Factory, and at Severn, it is a wooded coun-
try ?-It is a well-wooded country.

2644. In the event of the country being settled up, and the consequent dis-
appearance of the timber, would any material change be produced on the soil
in respect of thawing?--If the woods were cut down, and a freer access
afforded to the sun's rays, no doubt the thaw would be greater ; but I believe
that there would be a permanently frozen subsoil, though at a greater depth
from the surface.

264.5. Would that ground ice inteâfere with agricultural operations?-Not
at all.

2646. Of no sort ?-No. If the thaw is sufficiently deep, the frozen subsoil
does not appear to affect the processes of vegetation in the smallest degree.
In Siberia, which is in the same latitude as the northern parts of the Hudson's
Bay Company's territories, there are large crops of wheat every year. 2647. Do
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2647. Do you think that the country on Mackenzie's River is at al adapted
to the wants of civilised man ?-The climate is very severe there; but the soil,
so far as I have an opportunity of judging, is tolerably well adapted for cul-
aivation. You can raise barley and potatoes very well indeed.

2648. Mr. Grogan.] Without risk ?-Without any risk whatsoever. And on
the river Liard, which comes from the mountains, you can raise large crops;
the soil is better on that river, aind wheat has been occasionally raised.

2649. Mr. Bell.] You mean that if there was anything to induce people to
settle there, independent of agriculture, they might cultivate agriculture, but
would not be likely to go there for agricultural pursuits alone ?-No; the yield
is not equal of course to the yield of crops in more southern countries.

2650. Mr. Charles Fitzwillian.] Do you know the Saskatchawan River ?-
I was born upon the banks of that river.

2651. Where ?-At Cumberland House.
2652. Do you know anything of the coal on it ?-I have collected all the

information upon that subject, in a memoir which has been published by
the Geological Society; there are some specimens of the coal in this country
which have been examined by Mr. Bowerbank, the greatest authority we have
upon these matters, and I believe the general opinion of geologists is, that it is
a tertiary coal.

2653. Mr. Roebzck.] A lignite ?-Yes; however, nothing more than the
surface coal has been examined; I have seen the coal in that portion of the
coalfield running across Mackenzie's River near Great Bear Lake; there is no
doubt that there is a great coalfield there all the way to the Rocky Mountains;
the coal was tolerable, where I saw it.

2654. If that country is granitie, how comes it that there is tertiary coal
there?-The country is not granitie; the granitie tract lies east of the great
lakes, which are situated in the line of fracture between the primary and
secondary formations, their basins being mostly excavated in the latter. You
find the east side always granitie, and the west side always limestone, or some
secondary formation.

2655. So that that portion of the territory lying west of the line which you
speak of is capable of cultivation because it is upon limestone ?-Yes.

Mr. A. Isbister.

5 March 1857.

The Rev. Griffith Owen Corbett, called in; and Examined.

2656. Mr. Loi·e.] ARE you a Clergyman of the Church of England ?-Yes. Rev.G. O. Corbett.
2657. Have you been in the Hudson's Bay Company's territory ?-Yes.
2658. During what period ?-I left England in 1851 and arrived at Quebec.

I then went to Montreal, stayed there till the navigation opened up, and thence
I went to Buffalo, across the territory to Chicago; from Chicago to the Mis-
sissippi, and up the Mississippi 400 miles to St. Paul, and from St. Paul along
the St. Peter's River, and thence up towards the Missouri to Pembina, and from
Pembina to Red River.

2659. How long did you reside in the Hudson's Bay Company's territories?
-About three years. I left in 1855. I took charge of the Grand Rapids Dis-
trict, St. Andrew's, as it is now called, the largest parish on the Red River.

2660. Whereabouts is that?-About 15 miles from the seat of govern-
ment.

2661. What was your duty there ?-I had sole charge of the parish, the
Grand Rapids District.

2662. Were you a chaplain of the Company ?-No.
2663. In what capacity were you there ?-As a missionary of the Colonial

Church and School Societv.
266 4 . Did you receive any payment from the Company?-No.
266.5. Were you under the Bishop ?-Yes.
2666. Mr. Gordon.] Did you ever visit Portage-la-Prairie ?--Yes.
2667. Was not there a desire to form a missionary settlement at that place?

-Yes.
2668. What led to that desire?-There were a number of settlers congregated

on the Assiniboine River, about 50 or 60 miles from the seat of government,
and these settlers petitioned for a missionary to be despatched to them for the
instruction of themselves and their children.

0.25. S 669. Was
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2669. Was any objection made to the formation of a station there ?-Yes.
2670. Mr. Adderley.] What was the date of that objection ?-About 1853,

I think; the people may have congregated to petition for a missionary earlier
than that date, but I sp eak ini reference to my own visit.

2671. Mr. Gordon.J What objections were made to the formation of a settle-
ment there, and by whom ?-l was given to understand that the Hudson's Bay
Company would not permit the formation of a settlement there.

2672. Lord Stanley.] It is merely hearsay ?-No, it is positive knowledge;
when I arrived in the country two stations were placed before me, and I was to
choose one of the two ; among other features connected with these two spots, in
respect of Portage-la-Prairie, there was the prohibition of the Hudson's Bay
Company, so out of deference to the authorities in the country, as well as for
other reasons, I chose a station lower down on the same river.

2673. Were you informed of the prohibition by any of the authorities them-
selves ?-Yes, it was well known throughout the settlement.

2674. But were you informed of it ?-Yes, by the archdeacon and by the
bishop.

2675. You were not inforned of it by any officer of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-I think I had intercourse with the oflicers of the Hudson's Bay
Company on the sanie subject.

2676. Were you told to what limits that prohibition extended ?-I believe
that the prohibition would extend as far as this, that no missionary would be
able to obtain his supplies for his station if he went to that spot, so that he
would be starved; if he ordered his goods, for example, from London, he could
not rely upon getting them.

2677. You have misunderstood the question which I intended to put to you.
To what extent of country did this prohibition of settling in a particular part
of the country apply ?-The prohibition was directed to the formation of a
missionary settlement in one r-rticular place.

2678. Mr. Gordon.] What reasons were assigned for it ?-I believe it was
stated that the difficulties would be too great in governing the people there,
and also that the people might settle lower down towards the colony of Red
River instead of settling so high up on the Assiniboine River; but there was
a desire on the part of the people at Portage-la-Prairie, on account of the
timber, to form a settlement there. They were also driven up there, I believe,
from the upper part of the settlement on account of the floods.

2679. Are we to understand that the prohibition was only to a missionary
goilng and settling there, or to the people collecting there ?-To the people
collecting as well as to missionaries going.

268o. Was that opposition persevered in ?-Continuously, for several years;
I believe it has only recently been abolished.

2681. How has it been at last overcome?-By the continued perseverance
of the missionaries, and by the perseverance of the people there, who turned
out, determined at all risks to form a missionary station ; and also, I believe, by
the Indians having gathered around them, and expressed a desire, in common
with the settlers, that a missionary should be appointed to that locality.

2682. Did you ever know of any objection being made to the formation of
a missionary station or settlement in any other portion of the territory ?-We
conside!:ed that there were measures taken which were equivalent to a pro-
hibition in reference to our own station.

26G3. What is your own station ?-It is called Headingly on the Assiniboine
River, about 12 miles from the seat of Government.

2684. What measures were taken of a prohibitory nature in regard to that?
-Inmediately after I had begun building a little cottage (for we have to
begin with a tent, then a cottage, and then a little chapel), and had settled
down, and the people had manifested a disposition to gather round me, the
Hudson's Bay Company raised the terins upon which the settlers could have
lands. The original terms were that each settler should pay down 2 1. before
he could set his foot upon a lot of land; and at the time of which I speak the
Hudson's Bay Company raised the terms up to 12 1.; so that no settler could
legally settle down upon a lot of land without going down to the agent of the
Hudson's Bay Company, at the Fort, and paying 12 1.

2685. Was this a sum in addition to the price of the land ?-No ; those were
the terms upon which they could ha% e it; a sort of deposit or pledge. A

council
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council of my own people was formed on account of this, wishing me to repre- Rev. G. O. Corbet.
sent this grievance to the Hudson's Bay Company's officer. Accordingly, I
sought an interview with the agent at Upper Fort Garry, Mr. Black, who very 5 March 1857.
kindly received me, and talked over the matter, and promised to represent it to
the authorities in London, but could not promise me any redress. ! also repre-
sented it to the bishop, because it was the wish of the people that I should do
so. The bishop said that the difficulties could not have been foreseen, but that
he would represent it in other quarters also. Since the bishop's arrival in
England I have asked his Lordship whether any change has taken place for the
better ; and he says that it is rather for the worse, because now the people
have to pay down 15 L. instead of 12 L. in my own immediate district. Therefore
perhaps had not this Committee been sitting, I should have felt a desire, before
returning to the country, to have sought an interview with the Colonial Secre-
tary, for the purpose of having some change introduced ; because we have
appêaled to the authorities in the country, and have had no change whatsoever
introduced in my own district.

2686. That deposit which you have spoken of, you think acts as a quasi pro-
hibition to settlement ?-Yes; the raising of the terms for the lands; and it
also makes the people indignant, because many of them say, "We were the
original proprietors of the soil, and now that we wish to settle down and form
a settlement (and here is a missionary who has come all the way from England),
the terms are raised so that we can not pay them ; we have not the means of
paying them."

2687. You have mentioned two cases in which obstructions were, as you
think, made by the Company to the formation of a settlement; can you give
us any other instances within your own knowledge ?--I can mention other
instances; and I can also, with reference to this subject, give an extract from
a letter which I received recently from a missionary at the Red River Settle-
ment, who says: " Sir George Simpson expressed his displeasure at Archdeacon
Cochrane's proceedings at the Portage-la-Prairie, and required that he with-
draw and the place be left vacant; to which the archdeacon replied, 'I wonder
Sir George Simpson does not know me better; he thought to send me from the
Grand Rapids, then to put me out of the Indian settlement ; and does he think
I am now going to quit the portage? I am surprised that he has not learnt
better by this time.'" I have the original of this letter with me, if the Chair-
man should like to see it.

2688. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Who is the writer of that letter; is it Archdeacon
Cochrane ?-This was written to me by a missionary upon the Red River.

2689. From whom is the letter; it is not from Archdeacon Cochrane ?-No.
260o. It is from a friend of vours ?-It is from a missionary in the Red River

Settlement.
2691. Mr. Roebuck.] Have you any objection to state his name ?-I have

not; he is the Rev. Mr. Taylor, the agent of the Propagation Society.
2692. Mr. Gordon.] Have you known any other case in which the mis-

sionaries either have been, or bave thought they have been, desired by the Com-
pany's officers to quit the post at which they were labouring? - There was Fort
Alexander, to which objections were raised in the very same manner.

2693. Where is Fort Alexander ?-It is near Lake Winnipeg; concernii,
that I can read an extract from the same gentleman, who has written to me as
follows: "Sir George Simpson bas given permission now to occupy Fort
Alexander; to that place I suppose Mr. G. (a missionary), will eventually be
appointed; but strange to stay, he was to confine himself to the fort, not to
civilise and evangelise the heathen ; not to form a locality or permanent
dwelling for the Indians." There is, however, no missionary there, I believe, at
the present time.

2694. Have you ever heard that the authorities of the Company have
expressed their opinion that it would be better if the missionaries would give
up their efforts there ?-We have heard them state that if missionaries and
missionary settlements increase, chief factors and fur trading posts must
decrease.

2695. Mr. Lowe.] Whom are you speaking of when you say "them "?-The
agents of the Company.

2696. What agents, and where ?-In the neighbourhood of Red River,
2697. What are their names ?--I should prefer not mentioning the names.

0.25. S 2 2698. Wiln
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2698. Will you tell us under what circumstances it was mentioned; was it
an official communication, or how was it made ?-There are several instances;
it was mentioned on one occasion when some of the agents of the Company and
some of the clergymen were gathered together discussing these things.

2690. In the course of conversation ?-Yes.
2700. Lord Stanley.] It was a casual remark named by one person in a con-

versation?-Not a casual remark; it was a discussion as to how the system of
the Hudson's Bay Company acts in the country.

2701. Mr. Lowe.] This gentleman stated it as his opinion in conversation,
-Yes.

2702. Mr. Roebuek.) And was the conduct of the Company in accordance
with that opinion so given ?-The conduct of the Company, or the system of the
Company as such, is exactly in accordance with it.

2703. Mr. Grogan.] You mention this as having been a conversation ainiong
some clergymen and gentlemen assembled; did they concur in the view which
was so expressed to them; did they throw any doubt upon the statement at all?
-Not the slightest.

2704. Mr. Gordon.] Were you ever informed by any missionary there that
he had been desired to quit the country, and that on his request that the
person so desiring him would put that desire into writing, the request had been
declined ?-I have heard Archdeacon Cochrane state that.

2705. Mr. Lowe.] Of' himself?- Of himself; that when he was going on
building the church at the Grand Rapids, which is now the chief district in
the Red River Settlement, so great was the excitement occasioned by the
intimidations of Sir George Simpson that for eight months no settler or native
seemed to possess sufficient courage to lift an axe or hoe to proceed with the
building, and that he was in the greatest possible trouble under the circum-
stances; that Sir George Simpson eventually went to him, and told him that
he had better leave the country than build that church; that he then said,
" Will you put it upon paper, and I will go to England if you will ?" and that'
Sir George declined putting it upon paper.

2706. Archdeacon Cochrane stated this to you, I understand ?-He stated
this to me upon the occasion of the raising of the terms of taking the land to
obstruct my own district ; he said, "I rarely do any good in this country
without having an opposition; but we have tried in the lower part of the
settlement, therefore go forward." He stated this to me to encourage me.

2707. Where?-At my own station.
2708. When?-Perhaps in 1853 or 1854.
2709. Was any one else present ?-I an not sure, but still his observations

were well understood in the settlement.
2710. Is the archdeacon in England ?-No.
2711. Mr. Edward Ellice.] He is at Red River, is not he ?-Yes.
2712. Mr. Gordon. What is the physical character of the country ?-It is

very good for agricultural operations.
2713. How far from the banks of the river, in your opinion, might agricultural

operations be profitably extended ?-For a very great distance.
2714. More than a mile from the banks ?-I have heard Mr. M'Dermott,

who is, perhaps, the greatest merchant on the banks of the Red River, say,
again and again, that he is quite surprised that the authorities in England do
not extend the route vià Lake Superior, and open up a grand overland route,
and form a great nation, from Lake Superior right across the Rocky Mountains;
that it could be done, and that he is surprised that towns and cities have not
been raised up.

271.5. Is there timber or coal in the neighbourhood of your station?-There
is a great deal of coal towards the source of the Assiniboine River.

2716. How far from your station?-Two hundred or three hundred miles;
which coal might be brouglit down the river, and which it would be very
desirable to work, because timber in those parts of the country is scarce; the
timber might be used for building purposes and the coal for fuel.

2717. I suppose that that 500 miles is a very interrupted navigation ?-The
Hudson's Bay Company bring their furs and peltries all down the same river in
large bateaux.

2718. Mr. Bell.] Is that coal on the American side of the frontier or on the
British ide ?-On the British side, I bclieve.

2719. Mr.
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2719. Mr. Gordon.] Do the people in your district find a sufficient market Rev. G. O. Corbett.
at the Company's stores for the produce which they :aise ?--By no means.

2720. Is there a quantity of surplus produce ?--There is not agreat quantity, 5 March 1857.
because they say, " If we raise it we cannot sell it." Consequently we cannot
depend upon them for our supplies; therefore a good deal of our time is
obliged to be directed to agricultural pursuits, which time might be devoted to
educational pursuits if the people were sufficiently encouraged in raising their
grain.

2721. It is your opinion, that if there were a sufficient market, even with the
present population, agricultural pursuits might be profitably followed to a much
larger extent ?-Yes, to an almost unlimited extent, up to a certain line of
latitude in the north, and still further north I believe as we advance to the
western part of the continent.

2722. Mr. Grogan.] What latitude are you referring to ?-Perhaps four
degrees or five degrees north of the boundary line, beginning at 87 degrees west
longitude, about two or three degrees north of the line, and widening up to five
degrees in advancing as far as 127 degrees west longitude.

2723. Mr. Charlcs ritzvilliaîn.] Will you tell us what the nature of the soil
is about Red River; you say there is a large extent of country there which
could be cultivated with advantage ; what sort of country is it ?-The soil is
alluvial; they cultivate the soil without manuring it; they sow it for 12 and 14
years together, and produce for four quarts, 12 bushels of wheat, 65 or 70 lbs.
to the bushel, which I am told by the farmers of England really exceeds the
returns in many parts of Great Britain.

2724. You say that there is a large extent of country about Red River which
is capable of cultivation; is there water in that country ?-Yes.

2725. ' here are streams ruining to the Ied River ?-Yes ; fine streams.
2726. Are those streains timbered streams, or is there no wood ?-There is

a fair quantity of wood along the rivers.
2727. What timber is it ?-There are oak, elm, birch, pine, and white-wood.
2728. What is white-wood ?-It is soinething like poplar.
2729. What are the other natural vegetable productions of the country; what

is the nature of the grass ? -Timothy grass grows, I think, and other kinds.
2730. Is it a country which will naturally support cattle ?-Yes.
2731. Hay can be eut ?-Yes.
2732. Cattle can live there in the winter? -. Yes. They have only to eut

their hay; they have not to make it by turning it over, and so on, but have
simply to cut it dowri and let it remain one or two days, and then go and collect
it in.

2733. Is it necessary to house cattle in the winter ?-No, not the whole of
the time. They house them at night, but not by day.

e734. We have heard something of the floods in that country, are they of
frequent occurrence ?-A flood had occurred previously to my arrival; but I
believe they rarely take place. I think there have been only two or three
floods there since I have had any knowledge of the country. Since the for-
mation of Red River Settlement, there have been only one or two floods.

273;. Of course the floods occur in the spring time ?-Yes.
2736. Has there been any extraordinary fall of snow in the winter vhen

there has been a flood ?--I believe that bas not been generally noticed; they
cannot attribute the cause solely to the larger quantity of snow; sometimes it
has been stated to be the case.

2737. Mr. Gordon.] Do not large numbers of the settlers and half-breeds go
to St. Paul's for their supplies, instead of getting goods out, viá Hudson's Bay,
by the Company's ships ?--Yes.

2738. What is the cause of that ?-The dissatisfaction which they feel at
present with the Hudson's Bay Company's system.

2739. But why should that dissatisfaction make them seek their supplies at
St. Paul's ? -Because they cannot get supplies at a reasonable rate by the
Hudson's Bay route.

2740. Why ?-They have again and again asked the Hludson's Bay Company,
as far as I have been given to understand by the settlers themselves, to
improve the inland communication up to York Factory by Lake Winnipeg.
The interruptions only cover a distance of about 400 miles; the other 400
miles might be navigated by a little steamboat, over Lake Winnipeg, which is

o.25. s 3 a lake
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a lake 300 miles in length. They have again and again told me that they
have asked the Hudson's Bay Company to improve the inland communication.
They have expressed a willingness to pay a small tax to the Hudson's Bay
Company for so doing, but the Hudson's Bay Company have not done so.
One attempt I believe was made by them at one time to some extent, because
the people became so very clamorous upon the subject, but they failed in carry-
ing the thing out to completion ; and the people now say, " We cannot ask for
any further improvement; we will go down to the United States of America
and get up our things." Hence, perhaps, 200 carts and men, and horses and
oxen, are united together, and formed into a large party ; they cross the plains
and they travel not much less than 1,400 miles backwards and forwards, and
expose themselves to great danger and peril, in order to get their supplies at a
reasonable rate in Red River Settlement. I came over with a party numbering
200 carts altogether.

2741. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is, from St. Paul's ?-To St. Paul's, from
Red River.

2742. Mr. Gordon.] You have stated that the settlers have made representa-
tions, and petitioned for an improvement in the communication between York
Factory and Red River: have they ever done so with regard to Lake Superior;
do they think it possible to improve that route ?-There is no interruption all
the way from Red River to the north-western boundary on Lake Winnipeg; it
is all clear open water; so that the Hudson's Bay Company might at this very
hour have steamboats, or better means of conveying supplies up from that lake
into the Red River, and the goods might be taken from York Factory to the
entrance of the lake.

2743. Have you travelled that country ? -No, I have not travelle.d on the lake.
2744. Surely there is evidence that that route is very much interrupted by

rapids and other obstructions ?-Not the whole route, only a part of it.
2745. What makes you give so decided an opinion as that?-From constant

intercourse with the people upon this very subject, because it has become 'a
matter of public debate in the country.

2746. What route would that follow; not that, I suppose, from Lake
Winnipeg down the rivers; I am speaking of the route by Lake Superior: I
understood you to say that there was no difficulty in that route, which rather
surprised me ?-l meant the other route; but as to the difficulties between Red
River and Lake Superior, I am told that they are by no means insurmountable.
I have recently had a letter from a gentleman on the banks of Red River, who
has conversed with a retired chief factor of the Hudson's Bay Company upon
the subject.

2747. Do you obtain with ease supplies for the use of your station f-om the
forts of the Company ?-Even if the Company were willing to furnish us with
our supplies (and we are not sure of that) we could not get a sufficient quantity.
For example, in the article of tea there is not always a sufficient stock kept in
the country. I have a letter in my hands, in which the gentleman says, " You
will imagine the panie we ara all in at the probability of there not being a ship;
the real or supposed straits we shall all be in ; and the plans proposed for a
partial supply of the wants and necessities of this singularly situated people,
dependent on one ship. Oh the casualty, the risk, the uncertainty !-but so it
is. Pray God for us, that we may not this year feel the sad experience of so
serious a state of things consequent on such inadequate means of supply. But
it looks gloomy at present ; everything is out; all the stores are bare, and were
it not for what the importers from the States brought in, there would now be
little or nothing for the people's use."

2748. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What is the date of that letter ?-September the
24th, 1855.

2749. Mr. Lowe.] Do you object to give the naine of the gentleman who
wrote it?-The same gentleman.

2750. The Rev. Mr. Taylor ?-Yes.
2751. Mr. Gordon.] The Company sell goods to you, do they not ? ---Yes, some

things.
2752. Is there a regular tariff at their forts by which you know the fixed

price for good, coming fron Europe ?-The agent at the fort tells us that lie
has not a fixed tariff iimself, Lherefore we caniiot get it. There are certain

things
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things which are fixed; for example, for salt we have to pay 1 s. a quart; Rev. G. O. Corbeat.

and for sugar, I s. a pound; and for rice, 1 s. a pound ; that is fixed.
2753. Then there is a fixed tariff for some articles, but not for others? 5 March i87.

-Yes.
2754. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But all those things are also brought in by the

community frorn the States ?-Not English salt, that comes from England.
2755. Is there any obstruction to their being brought in ?-Recently, since

the large caravans have come in from the States, they have imported all they
have required.

2756. Is there any obstruction on the part of the Company to the bringing
in of those things if the people choose to do so ?-I think there is none on the
part of the Company in bringing goods in from the United States, with the
exception of efforts recently to put on a very heavy import duty.

2757. What import duty ?-I have been informed theyproposed 10 or 20 per
cent.

2758. Do you mean the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Yes.
2759. For what purpose was that duty put on ?-I think ostensibly for the

improvement of the roads.
2760. As you say ostensibly, have you any reason to suppose that it is turned

to any other purpose, whatever the duty may be ?-I will just state a circum-
stance, if you will allow me, which will illustrate the case.

2761. Just answer my question first ; you may state the circumstance after-
wards. Have you any reason to suppose that that money is appropriated to
any other purpose than that for which it is stated to be raised ?-I cannot
always say how money is appropriated.

2762. Why do you say " ostensibly" ?-For this reason, because from Fort
Garry, the seat of governiment, in a southern direction down to the boundary
line, there is no improvement of the roads whatever.

2763. Mr. Roebuck.] Do they improve the roads ?-By no means in that
direction; because the settlers with whom I travelled held a council, and they
debated whether they would pay the import duty or not, and they said, " The
roads are not improved ; we are obliged to make our own bridges as we cross;
we are obliged to wade across with our carts ; we will not pay the import duty."
That was the resolution which'was passed.

2764. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you ever heard that the Hudson's Bay
Company pay for their own goods to that same ostensible fund, the same duty
that is charged upon goods coming in from America ?-I think the Hudson's
Bay Company get their supplies chiefly from Hudson's Bay.

2765. i ask you whether the company pay upon their own imports by Hud-
son's Bay the same duty that they charge upon the imports from the American
frontier ?-They may do so, but I have had no fact to show it.

2766. Have you ever heard the circumstance of their having done so ?-NO;
they may do so ; I have no doubt but what they comply with those rules.

2767. You know that there are rules ?-There may be rules ; at least the party
with whom I travelled said that they would have to pay so much for importing
their own supplies.

2768. You said that the Company complied with the rile ?-I have not said
that they actually did; but that I had no doubt they did.

2769. H ave you any reason to believe that the rule applies to the Company
as well as to those parties with whom you travelled ; do you believe that that
rule is a common one ?--I am not aware how the Company act with reference
to these rules at all.

2770. Do you know that those rules apply to the Company; I am not talking
of whether the Company have complied with thern or have not ?-The rules
apply to all parties I should think.

277 1. Mr. Gordon.] To revert to the subject of the tariff, what price do you
pay for cloth ; is that one of the articles upon which there is a fixed price ?-
No, I think not ; there is no fixed price on cloth and blankets.

2772. )o you know what sort and number of articles have a fixed price;
vou mentioned salt and sugar and some other article; are there a great number
of articles in cornon use that have a fixed tariff ?-There may be ; I have
simply sent on some occasion for the tariff, or a statement as to the price of
certain articles, but I have not been able to get it.

2773. Mr. Edicard Ellice.] You stated that 20 per cent. was charged upon
o.25. s 4 goods
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Rev. G O. Corbett. goods coming into the colony; do you state that as a fact within your own
knowledge?-I said that it was proposed that 10 or 20 per cent. should be

5 March i8à. charged. This was probably assumed from the York factory import duty, fixed
See Minutes of at 20 per cent. by the Council of Rupert's Land, of 1oth June 1845.
CouncilAppendix. 2774. Do you know whether 10 per cent. is charged ?-The people resolved

not to pay the duty,. whatever it was ; I do not know whether it lias been paid
s1nce.

2775. Do you know whether 10 per cent. is charged upon goods coming in
from States ? - I am not sure, because the people with whom I travelled held a
council when they got to the boundary line, a small river; they said, "We are
upon the boundary, shall we pay upon returning or not ?" They said, "We will
not pay because there are no roads improved."

2776. Do you know that that which they debated about and refused to pay
was 10 per cent ?-It was 10 or 20.

2777. Are you sure ?-I have no doubt of it.
2778. Mr. Roebuck.] Was there a demand of any payment made by, any

officer on that occasion? when you were crossing the boundary and came to
that resolution, was that resolution put to the test by a demand on the part of
any authority ?-It was made public, and doubtless became known to the
Company's officers.

2779. Was any demand made by the authorities of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany for any duty upon your imports ?-I went down with that party and did
not return with them, so that I do not know.

2780. Mr. Lowe.] Where is the duty paid ?-I suppose at Fort Garry.
2781. Mr. Roebuck.] Did they make this arrangement upon leaving the pro-

vince ?-Fort Garry is situated a degree north of the boundary line, and it was
after we had passed out of the settlement, or when we had reached the boun-
dary line, that they held a council and said, "Shall we, when we are going
back again, pay, or shall we not ?" and they said, " No, we will not ;" whether
they did or did not I cannot say, because I have not been in the country sines.

2782. They made that resolution, then, upon leaving the territory ?--Yes.
2783. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are you sure that you are not confusing the

export duty with the import duty, or rather that you are not confusing the
import duty into the States with the import duty into Red River?-I am
speaking now about the payment levied upon goods imported from America into
IRed River; and i have been since informed that 4 per cent. was paid on the
return of the party from the States.

2784. Mr. Gordon.] How do you settle your accounts with the Company for
goods ? -Formerly we used to settle them annually ; recently we have done so
half-yearly, by a bill of exchange.

2785. Do the Company charge any per-centage upon the bills of exchange ?
-Just before leaving the country I believe 10 per cent. was proposed.

2786. You say " proposed," and I observe that you have several times used
that word; what do you mean by " proposed" ?-it was a proposition made
when the Governor-in-Chief visited the colony.

2787. Made to whom?-To the Council which lie meets at the Red River
colony, as [ understood.

278S. Mr. Edward Ellice.) Did the Council adopt the proposition ?-Five
per cent. was paid; the 10 per cent. was tried as a kind of feeler for the
public. There was a feeling of indignation against it, and five per cent. was I
believe ultimately paid; but there vas so much opposition even against the
five per cent., that I am not sure but that the five per cent. lias been practically
nullified, however much the rule may remain in force by the bills being sent
through another channel.

2789. Mr. Gordon.] That is a profit to the Company i-Yes.
2790. Then if I understand that systen rightly, as it comes before us in the

Evidence, the Company first get a profit by selling the goods to you, and then
a further profit by the bills which you give them in payment ?-Yes.

2791. How is the post carried on?-There is a monthly mail, whichli has
been established by the United States Government; the people became tired of
the yearly mail, and the American Government made an appropriation, and
despatched a mail up to the highest post in the Minesota territory, Pembina,
and some of the intelligent portion of the laynen and clergy of the Red River
people met together, formed a little committee, and that conmittee resulted in

the
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the formation of a little post-office at Red River; by means of that little post-
office the letters are sent from Red River to Pembina to meet the American
mail, and in that way letters go to and fro. l the recent letter which I received
from Red River the gentleman seemed to rejoice in the fact that they were soon
to have a letter-bag and a stamp, by which letters would be stamped, and would
be sent backwards and forwards in a leather bag.

2792. You say that the mail is sent up by the American Government to the
American post, is there an American post at Pembina ?--Yes.

2793. Is Pembina within the American fro-ntier ?-Yes.
2794. Is it occupied now ?-Yes.
279-5. By whom ?-~By the Americans.
2796. By American settlers ?--They have a fur trading post, a fort, and

also a little settlement there; there is also a garrison there.
2797. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That fort is not occupied in winter, is it ?-It is

occupied all the year round; I camped there myself ; I slept there two or three
nights.

2798. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Is it a military post ? -There are a garrison
and a fur post, and a settlement of Indians and half-breeds there. I believe
some of them have gone over the frontier from Red River.

2799. Mr. Gordon.] How far is Pembina from Red, River ?-Seventy or
eighty miles from the seat of Government.

2800. But froin the boundary line 9-It is as close as possible to the boundary
line.

2801. Do you know whether any facilities for settlement are afforded near
the frontier by-the United States at the present time ?-I believe they are giving
every facility. When I came down I found gentlemen from America up as far
as Otter-tail Lake making claims, and thence as far up as Pembina.

2802. Where is that ?- I suppose it is 150 miles at least to the north of St.
Paul's; it is a lake weil marked upon the map, I think.

2803. Mr. Charles Fitzwivilliamn.] Is it another St. Peter's, or on the Mississippi?
-It empties its waters into the Red River, I believe.

2804. Mr. Lowe.] Is it one of the head waters of the Red River ?-Yes, one
of the sources.

2805. Mr. Gordon.] Have you, during your stay at the Red River, known
parties of settlers, with whom you were personally acquainted, leave the Red
River for the United States or elsewhere, from dissatisfaction with the Govern-
nient ?-I met with a gentleman at St. Paul, Mr. Doll, a stationer and bookseller
at St. Paul, who has a flourishing business, and he told me that, from the
inconveniences which he had found at the Red River Settlement, and the
discouragements thrown in his way, he had left; but lie is now doing well at
St. Paul; other parties also have left.

2806. To your own knowledge ?-Yes.
2807. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What had Mr. Doll been at the Red River?-

I believe a portion of the time he had been in the Hudson's Bay Company's
service.

2808. What was the discouragement which he met with ?-The usual dis-
couragements experienced by people in the colony.

2809. Mr. Gordon.] What are they ?-The difficulties they have of getting
their goods ; the difficulty of getting representations from the colony, &c. &c.

28 1 o. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What do you call " representations from the
colony "?-The people think that they ought to have a voice in representing
their grievances ; that, in short, there should be a representative government
in the colony.

Rev. G. O. Corbete.

5 March 1857.
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Lune, 9" die Martii, 1857.

MEMBERS PRESENT.

Mr. Bell.
Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Edward Ellice.
Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Grogan.

Mr. Percy Herbert.
Mr. Kinnaird.
Mr. Labouchere.
Sir John Pakington.
Lord John Russell.
Viscount Sandon.
Lord Stanley.

Tru Ri-HT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE, IN THE CHAIR.

The Rev. Greith Owen Corbett, called in; and further Examined.

2811. Mr. Gordon.] HAVE you ever travelled in company with the American
fur traders ?- Yes.

2812. For any considerable distance ?-For upwards of 1,000 miles.
2813. Near the frontier ?-Yes.
2814. Had you any opportunities of observing their manner of trading in

furs ?-I had opportunities obtained fron tenting with them night after night,
and camping near their forts on the western route from Minesota up to lied
River, and on the eastern route from Red River down to Crow Wing.

2815. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That is in the American territory ?-Yes.
2816. Mr. Gordon.] Did you ever see them engaged in trading for the furs ?

-Not a great deal.
2817. Did you ever see them make use of spirits as a means of barter for

furs?-No; I never saw any spirits among any of them.
2818. Have you reason then to believe that spirits are not used by them as a

means of barter -- I never saw a drop of spirits in any of their camps or tents,
but I have heard the Honourable N. W. Kitson, the representative of.Minesota,
remonstrate against the use of spirits as used on the northern side of the
boundary Une.

2819. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Whom did he remonstrate with ?-He has
remonstrated in the presence of the camp.

2820. But with whom ?-I cannot say that he has remonstrated with any
individual in particular; but he has expressed himself in very indignant terns
in my presence.

2821. Mr. Gordon.] Whom did he remonstrate against ?-Against the Hud-
son's Bay Company's fur tralers.

2822. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How did the remonstrance arise ?--He spoke of
the increasingly large quantity, as he represented it, of rum which was
employed amongst the Indians, and he spoke of the demoralising effects.

2823. Where ?-On the frontier.
2824. Mr. Gordon.] Has anything ever come under your own personal

inspection of the demoralising effects of ardent spirits on the Indians ?-Yes.
282,5. Mr. Edward Ellice.j Who is that Mr. Kitson that you spoke of ?-He

is, I believe, the representative for the Miniesota territory.
2826. Is he not a trader on the frontier in opposition to the ludson's Bay

Company ?-l cannot say that he is engaged in opposition to the Hudson's Bay
Company.

2827. Do you know that he is not ?-I do not think that he is a fur trader
in opposition to the Company.

2'828. Do you not know that Mr. Kitson is a trader in competition with the
Company ?-He is a trader, I believe, in the Minesota territory, in connexion
with the fur-trading Company in that country.

2829. Is .\r. Kitson at Red River as well as in the American territory ?-He
does not reside at Red River, I believe.

2830. Do

Rev. G. O. Corbett.

9 March 1857.
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2830. Do you know whether he frequents Red River ?-He visits Red River
backwards and forwards, I believe, as often as he accompanies the mail up
from Minesota towards Red River.

2831. Have you not reason to believe that Mr. Kitson is a trader in com-
petition with the Hudson's Bay Company, not only in the American territory
but in the territory as far north as Red River ?-Not on the British side. I do
not think it at all.

2832. Do you know what bis occupation at Red River is when he is
there ?-The most, I believe, that I have heard respecting bis visits at Red
River is -

2833. Just answer the question; do you know what bis business is when
he goes so frequently to Red River; why does he go there ?-I believe that he
has relatives at Red River, and that he visits those relatives; and he takes an
interest in forwarding goods, and letters, and mails up to-Red River, and visits
Red River; and the people of Red River take an interest in all bis visits as a
consequence.

2834. Do not you know that he trades there ;-He may privately enter into
arrangements for that, but I have no fact before me to prove it.

2835. Mr. Gordon.] Do you believe that he trades in furs there ?-I do not
believe that he trades in furs on the British territory.

2836. Have you seen any instances of the use or abuse of spirituous liquors
in dealings for furs by the agents of the Company ?-1 Lave seen Indians intoxi-
cated within the gates of the Upper Fort Garry.

2837. What reason have you to suppose that that liquor came from the
Company ?-It must have come from the fort; there is no other source for it
within the immediate vicinity of the fort; and I have seen Indians in their
encampments, in the neighbourhood of the fort, in a state of intoxication,
and so wild that I myself have ridden out of my way to be secure in
travelling.

283 8. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Where ?-In the neighbourhood of Fort Garry.
2839. Were you encamped there ?-No; I have passed by them.
284o. Mr. Gordon.] Could not they have procured those spirits frôm the

settlers ?-They may have obtained a little from some of them ; and very likely
soine of the settlers use rum as well as the Company.

2841. Mir. Edward Ellice.] There are grog-shops there, are there not ?-Not
that I am aware of.

2842. Not in Red River ?- Not in Red River.
2843. Do you know Mr. Philip Kennedy ?-Yes.
2844. Does not he keep a grog-shop ?-He never did when I was at the

Rapids, and I resided close to bis residence; there was no grog-shop there then,
nor the slightest appearance of grog. I have seen Indians intoxicated in My
own district; there was a case that happened in my own district.

2845. Mr. Gordon.] Is it within your personal knowledge ?-Yes. I had left
rny own station, and after returning to it, I found that a woman and children
had left their cottage, and taken refuge underneath our om n roof. I inquired
the reason of it, and they told me that it was because they had been excluded
from their own dwelling. I then went to the husband, and inquired the cause
of it, and he said the cause was this, that the Indians and half-breeds, on
returning from the fort of the Company, at. Fort Garry, after having taken
down their furs, sought admission into bis warm room to warm themselves;
and after staying to warm themselves a little they then began to hand round
the rum.

246. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Who did ?-The Indians and half-breeds inside
this cottage ; and after drinking the rum for some time they came to high
words, and from high words they came to blows, and a regular fight took place;
and so dreadful was this fight that the man said he did not know what to do
to get them out of the bouse: the thought struck him that he would pull down
the stove piping and stove ; and he set to work, and pulled down the stove
piping and stove; and in consequence the room was so completely filled with
ashes and srnoke that all the Indians and the half.breeds, bis wife, and family,
ran out into the air.

2847. Mr. Gordon.] What reason have you to suppose that those spirits were
procured from the Conpany's agents?--l he stateirient of the man was, that
they had taken down tlieir furs and had returned with rum, as well. as other
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t. things ; as to the man, he in consequence of that dispute and fight is at
variance with an individual a little distance froni where he resides in the neigh-
bourhood.

2848. Have you a school in vour district ?-Yes.
2849. Is it numerously attended ?--It would be numerously attended if we

had the means to carry it on, but we have not had the ineans to carry it
forward.

28.50. From what causes ?-Partly from the inability of the society to afford
means, and partly owing to the effects of the war upon the societies.

2851. Is it attended by Indians and half-breeds, or by whites ?-My station
includes the half-breeds, the settlers, and the Indians; we have a large number
of French half-breeds in the neighbourhood.

2852. Do you find the half-breeds anxious for education at your station ?-
Very anxious.

285 3 . Mr. Blackburn.] I think you mentioned the war as affecting the
station ; will you be good enough to say what you ineant by the effect of the
war upon the station, on account of which you stated that you could not get
more children to the school ?-I referred to the effects of the late war in the
Crimea upon societies in depressing their funds.

2854. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] You have travelled up the Red River, have
you not ?-Yes.

2855. Are there many small streams running into it on either side ?-There
are a great many on the western route ; on the western side of the Red River,
and numerous streams on the eastern side.

2856. You have travelled on both sides ?-Yes.
2857. How many such streams are there from the mouth of the river at Lake

Winnipeg to the boundary line ?--I should think there are 20 or 30.
2858. That is in a distance of 60 miles, is it not?-No, there would be more

than 60 miles to Winnipeg from the boundary line; I believe that the boundary
line is one degree south of Fort Garry, and Fort Garry is on the Red River,,
about 30 miles fron the mouth of Lake Winnipeg.
. 2859. What is the nature of those streams ?-They are not very large; some

of the beds are very rocky, and others have beds of clay and gravel.
2860. Are they timbered streams, or is there no timber on the banks ?-

I saw timber on most of them ; there is tinber, particularly on the eastern side
of the Red River ; not so much on the western side.

2861. Is it heavy timber ?-Some of it.
2862. So that in the country from Lake Winnipeg to the boundary line there

is plenty of wood for the use of settlers r-There is plenty of wood, especially
on the eastern side.

2863. But not so much on the western side ?-Not so much on the western
side, although there is a great deal on the western side.

2864. Have you travelled up the Assiniboine ?-I have travelled about 80
miles up the Assiniboine.

2865. What is the furthest.point to the west where you have been?-The
neighbourhood of Portage-la-Prairie.

2866. Mr. Grogan.] Is that nidway between Fort Garry and Brandon
House ;-Yes; it is not far from Fort Pelly, I think; I think Fort Pelly is the
nearest fort one meets in advancing westwards ; I am not sure.

2867. Mr. Charles Fit:william.] Is that a timbered country ?-It is very well
timbered, I believe; all the way up to Portage-la-P,'airie there is a good deal of
timber. There is a good deal of timber on the other rivers.

2868. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Were you ever at Fort Pelly ?-I have been-as
near it as Portage-la-Prairie.

2869. Mr. Charles Fitz-william.] You think that all this is a country with
sufficient wood for the use of settlers ?-I think so, and the land is also good:
hence luxuriant vegetation, which, when dry, forms fuel for the great burning
prairies. i have a picture here of burning prairies on the Assiniboine River.

28o:. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do not you know that Fort Pelly is 250 miles,
and Portage-la-Prairie only 60 miles frorm Red River ?-It may be as far as
that, but 1 believe that, Fort Pelly is the nearest fort to that neighbourhood in
the western direction.

287 i. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Are there frequent fires on those prairies?
-Yes; for three weeks together.

2872. Do
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2872. Do you think that that is the reason why there is so little wood in the Rev. G. O. Corbett.
country ?-One reason.

2873. If the fires were stopped would it spring up ?-Yes. I travelled through 9 March 1857.
a forest which took us six days to travel through, and a great portion of that
forest was on fire ; many of the young trees were damaged and dying, and many
of the other fine trees in the forest were on fire ; I travelled over 600 miles of
burnt prairie.

2874. Where was that ?-From the British side down into Minesota.
2875. Mr. Grogan.] You resided for three years in and about the Red River

Settlement ?-Yes.
287.5*. What facility had you for transmitting your letters from that settle-

ment ?-At the early stages, I believe, of my residing in the neighbourhood of
Red River, I had to avail myself of the half-yearly communications through
the Hudson's Bay Company's territories.

2876. How did they go ?-They went I believe from fort to fort through the
Hudson's Bay Company's territory; once a year, I believe, the custorm was to
scnd letters from Red River to York Factory and thence to England by the
ship; the other route was vid Lake Superior, twice a year. Since the Americans
have been approaching towards the borders, and the Government of America
has been affording facilities for the transmission of settlers and letters and those
kind of things, we have sent our letters through America down by Crow Wing
to St. Paul and thence to England.

2877. You have sent your letters as far as Pembina,'where you join the
American post ?-Yes.

2878. hi regard to the Lake Superior district, how often were the letters or
despatches sent on that route ?-I belief half-yearly was the rule.

2879. Are you speaking of a matter within your own knovledge ?-I believe
it existed when I arrived; I am not sure that it does not exist at the present
time; the annual communication of course exists at the present time via the
ship.

2880. An observation has been made in this Committee that lettes written
at the Red River Settlement were examined or inspected by the authorities
there. Does that come within your knowledge ?-It has not corne within my
knowledge, but I have heard settlers again and again say that they have been
afraid to send their letters ; that they have therefore been the more anxious to
see the other route opened up so that they might send their letters without
the possibility of inspection.

2881. Do you mean to say that they were afraid of their letters being in-
spected by the authorities before they were dispatched ?-They were afraid
of it.

2882. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you tell us the names of any settlers who
have expressed to you those fears ?-I prefer not doing so; they are in the
territory.

2883. Chairnan.] Are you able to adduce any evidence to substantiate the
grave charge which you have made in your previous answer ?-The charge has
not been brought forward by me; but rests entirely on the evidence to which
the Honourable Member's question refers (a). I could mention the names of the
parties, but I should prefer not doing so, because they would say at once that
they should have no market for their goods in the country. They would not
be tolerated in freedon in the country if their names were known. There
was one settler in particular who wished me to bring a letter to England to
represent bis case ; but he said, " If I allow you to take that letter I shall not
be able to sell my bushels of wheat, and I shall not be able to get clothing
for my poor children." So that that is the reason. I could not mention the
names.

2884. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you that letter in your possession ,-No.
2885. If you are not preparedto substantiate that allegation will you withdraw

it?-I simply express my impression fron what has been said in the country;
that is all that I can say upon the subject. I repeat, the charge has not been
adduced by me.

288. Had you ever any fear yourself of your letters being opened ?-I
really

(a) &e Question 2895 in Sir George Simpson's Evidence. Letter uf Mr. R. Lane.
0.25. T 3
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really have had such fear that I obtained a special stamp for my own
letters.

2887. What do you call " a special stamp " ?-One with my own initials, &c.
2888. Chairman.] Has any case ever come to your knowledge in which it

was clearly proved that a letter had been thus opened ?-No.

Sir John Richardson, C.B., called in; and Examined.

Sir J. Richardson, 2889. Chairman.] WHAT opportunities have you had of becoming ac.
C. 13. quainted with that portion of British North America which is under the ad.

ministration of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I have made three several
journeys through it, and have resided altogether in the country about seven
years during those journeys.

2890. Have you only known it in your capacity as a traveller ?-In no other
capacity.

2891. Have you never been connected with the Hudson's Bay Company in
any manner no manner as a servant, or paid in any way by the Hudson's
Bay Company ; J had some share in the Hudson's Bay stock at one time,
which is now transferred.

2892. You are not a proprietor at this moment ?-I am not a proprietor,
although I have a life interest in a few shares.

2893. Under what circumstances were the journeys that you allude to under-
taken ?-I went out first in 1819 with Sir John Franklin, and we travelled from
York Factory to Lake Winnipeg, and from thence to Great Slave Lake, and
down the Copper Mine River to the Arctic Sea, and then back again by nearly
the same route; that was the first journey, which occupied three and a half
years.

2894. What was the second journey ?-The second journey was in 1825; 1
went out by the way of New York, and travelled by Montreal, Lake Huron, Lake
Superior, Fort William, Winnipeg, Churchill River, Athabasca, Great Slave
Lake, and on to Great Bear Lake, upon the Mackenzie. Then I descended
the Mackenzie River and travelled to the eastward along the coast to the
Copper 'Mine River, which I ascended, and came back to Great Bear Lake I
returned homewards by the same route, except that I diverged at Isle à la
Crosse over the prairies to Carlton House, and descended the Saskatchewan
from thence to Cumberland H,>use.

2895. Mr. Edtoard Ellice.] How long did that occupy ?-I was two and a
half years in the country upon that occasion.

2896. Chairman.] Will you describe your third journey ?-The third journey
was in 1848 and 1849; I went out to search the coast for Sir John Franklin;
I made very nearly the same journey that I did upon the second occasion, only
the route through the United States was different.

2897. Were you ever on the west side of the Rocky Mountains ?-I have
never been on the west side Qf the Rocky Mountains.

2898. Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee any general
opinion which you have formed of the capabilities of any considerable portion
of the country which you have traversed, for the purposes of settlement and
colonisation ?-With regard to the production of cereals, wheat may be grown
up to the 58th parallel of latitude, in favourable places, but only in parts.

2899.- Mr. Edward Ellice.] Probably you will tell us the general aspect of the
territory, taking it as a whole. It has been stated here that it is divided into
three distinct divisions ?-In giving a general idea of so extensive a country, I
should take the Rocky Mountain chain as a nucleus of the description. Its peaks
rise from 12,000 to 15,000 feet above the level of the sea; on the eastward
it has an inclined base of about 150 miles wide, composed of sandstone, and
lying 8,000 feet above the sea; then there is a sloping prairie land from 600
to 800 miles vide, called rolling prairie, on which there are some bluffs
but no peaks and no hills of any note; that is mostly grass land; thea
there is a tract of rocky countrv, extremely uneven, but not rising very high,
about 200 miles wide, bounding a chain of lakes which separates it generally
fron the prairie land, although there is a little woody country intervening
between these lakes and the prairie; then there is a very unevei country of equal
width descending to Hudson's Bay, partly limestone ; all that 200 miles wide

tract
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tract is composed of granite, and is totally unfit for cultivation, except a very :bir J. Richardsor,
few spots where there is some little alluvial soil collected. .C. B.

29oo. Mr. Grogan ] Is that the district of the Great Lakes ?-The district of -_ac_87

the Great Lakes runs about south-west from the mouth of the St. Lawrence, 9 March 187.
and does not interfere with it; the district of which I have been speaking is
separated from that of the Great Lakes by an elevated rocky ridge, not nearly
so high as the Rocky Mountains, but by a ridge in which the pass over which
the Hudson's Bay Company travel to the north, and which, I suppose to be
well chosen, is 820 feet above the level of Lake Superior, which itself is about
640 feet above the sea; the pass is probably about 1,460 feet altogether above
the level of the sea. The summit of the watershed at Thousand Islands Lake
is 40 or 50 miles from Lake Superior in a direct line, and the much longer and
circuitous canoe route rises at least 800 feet within the 50 miles.

2901. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that territory divided; we have had it in evi-
dence that it is divided into the barren grounds, the thickwood, an-d the prairie
country ?-The prairie country is grassy, and extends, as I have said, from the
inclined base of the Rocky Mountains for 600 or 800 miles to the eastward ; next
comes the wooded limestone country in the middle part of the Saskatchewan, a
very flat country, in which the stone is very near the surface, and there is very
little soil. In fact, in some parts there is almost no soil; in others there is a
considerable quantity of marshy alluvial soil collected upon the banks of the
river, flooded almost every spring; indeed I have seen the whole country almost
under water for many miles on each side of the Saskatchewan. Then going on
northwards, and crossing a very slight elevation of land at the Frog Portage,
you enter upon the valley of the Mississippi or Churchill River, which crosses
the country from west to east, and flows into Hudson's Bay, a narrow valley;
but after crossing the Methy Portage, in about latitude 56 degrees, there is a
descent for about 1,200 miles to the Northern Ocean, down which the Macke,zie
flows on nearly a north-west course. From latitude 61 degrees, on Hudson's
Bav, a little to the north of Churchill Fort, to the ,north end of Great Bear
Lake, in latitude 67 degrees, there is a line beyond which the woods do not
extend; the north-eastern corner of the continent contains no wood whatever,
and is totally barren; it will not produce grain under any circumstances, nor
any kind of vegetable food for man, except lichens.

.,9o2. In those three districts, assuming them to be the barren ground, the
thickwood, and the prairie country, will you give us your opinion of the relative
capability for the settlement or abode of Europeans ?-If, under the name of
" settlement," is meant the means of subsistence simply, I think that a con-
siderable population might subsist as high as Peace River upon the alluvial
points and the skirts of the prairie land, but if it is to be a productive or pro-
gressive colony, I think that there are no means, and that there are not likely
to be any means of producing a flourishing colony without some market or
some conveyance for the grain; they would only raise grain enough to support
theinselves, but could not export grain without better roads than exist at
present; a railroad from Canada, if such a thing couid be constructed, might
offer an outlet, but until the settlement of Canada has advanced close to the
Red River, I do not think that any wise settler would go bevond that place,
there being so inuch better land much nearer the market to be had at a very
moderate rate.

2U003. We hear that the limestone prevails in a considerable part of that
prairie country and also to the northward of Lake Superior; limestone is gene-
rally a fertilizing agent; in that country do you think it can be made sor-
The limestone which prevails al along the west bank of Lake Winnipeg, and
froin thence up to Cumberland House and on to the Rivière Maligne at Beaver
Lake, is not a fertile'limestone; it contains a large quantity of magnesia, which
is generally thought to be very injurious to agriculture ; the greater portion of
it is magnesian, and very near the surface, a great part of it being quite naked,
with no soil at all; and cultivation at Cumberland House, which is a post which
has been established for a very long period, has extended in a very small
degree; there are only a few fields round that post which have been found
productive.

2904. Have you ever travelled bv land on the northern shore of Lake
Superior between Saut St. Marie and Fort William ?--I have been four times
along that coast in passing to and fromn Canada.

0.25. r + 2905. What
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2905. What is the character of the country there?-It is very hilly, very
rocky; it is mostly primitive rock; that is to say, granite and porphyry with
some conglomerates, gneiss, and talcose slates; it is a very hilly country, with
deep valleys and very precipitous cliffs.

2906. Is there anything in that country which you think tempting or bene-
ficial to a settler ?-There are a few alluvial points, at the mouths of the rivers
which flow into Lake Superior which would be productive, but the greater part
of the country which one sees in passing along Lake Superior is entirely desti-
tute of soil. The fires have spread, and destroyed the trees, and burnt up the
soil, so that the naked rock is the nost prevailing thing over a great portion of
that district. There are sone parts which are still covered thickly with wood,
but I think the general character of a very large portion of the north shore of
Lake Superior is a naked rock, with but little soil, and very rugged.

2907. Proceeding westward from Fort William, what is the character of the
country between the west end of Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg ?-The
canoe route, which is all that I know, ascends the Dog River, about 50 miles,
to Dog Lake; that is a rapid river, with rich woods on each side, and there is
some capability of producing grain on the banks of the river; but at Dog Lake
the land is elevated; it is 1,300 feet above the sea, and the season is very late;
the ice does not break up till the end of May generally. From that the canoe
route leads over a rocky country, intersected by very numerous lakes and
grassy swamps.

2908. Is there anytbing in that country which has particular capabilities for
a settler ?-l saw no spots which would tempt a settler there.

2909. Were you at Rainy Lake ?-1 passed through Rainy Lake.
29 1o. What is the character of Rainy Lake ?-The banks of Rainy Lake are

of a better character; there being more alluvial soil, and many points on which
grain might be produced. I cannot speak to any great extent of country away
from the canoe route; I only saw it on each side for a few miles. I think that
nany of the points might produce grain.

29 i1. You say that you were various times in the Saskatchewan; without
going to particular points, taking the general character of the banks of the
River Saskatchewan, what are its capabilities as regards settlement ?-Of all the
lower part below Cumberland IHouse, I think there are only two or three points
which would maintain a family of farmers; there is nio place v'hich I saw that
would inaintain a colony of any size. I think three or fcir farniers might
occupy the whole of the points that are productive. 1 believe that Mr. Leith,
who left a sum of money to found a church for the benefit of the natives of that
district, and who wished to collect them into a village, found only one spot
which was available for that purpose.

2912. That vas near Fort Cumberland, was it not ?-It was at the Pas, some
distance below Fort Cumberland; but the whole of that country about the Pas
is intersected by lakes, and in the spring and a great part of the summer it is
under water; it is very level. Although the limestone comes near the surface,
the country is easily flooded., You may travel almost in any direction, as far
as my view extended, with canoes ; the spring floods leaving only a few elevated
alluvial points upon which the Indians bave built their huts.

2913. Passing from the banks of the River Saskatchewan, have you been up
into the prairie country for any distance ?-Not higher than Carlton House;
just upon the verge of.the Great Prairie district, and 1 have travelled from thence
to Lac la Crosse across that part of the prairie. The alluvial points of the Sas-
katchewan there migit be productive; they are wooded; and if it were worth
while clearing away the wood they would produce grain, but the prairie itself,
althougi fit, probably, for sheep pasture, is not of a soil that I think would be
productive for cereal cultivation.

2914. Is that from the nature of the soil or fron the shallowness of it ?-It
is a sufficiently deep soil; it is a sandy soil; it produces grass, but I do not
think it is rich enough to produce grain; I have not scen it tried; near the
Hudson's Bav posts the traders cultivate the low alluvial points, which contain
a rich soil, and they are productive enougli.

2915. When you were there viat did you hear of the existeice of coal in the
Saskatchewan ?-There is tertiary coal, i an told, in the upper branches of
the Saskatchewan, but I did not travel in that route. i had specinienb of the
coal, which were clearly of a tertiary nature.

2)10. Co:l
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2916. Coal of a tertiary formation is not very combustible, is it?-It is not
used generally. There is coal of the same kind upon the Mackenzie, which
is exceedingly disagreable to burn, owing to the quantity of sulphureous
vapours which it emits; and it will not do to work iron; it makes it short;
but it has been very little tried as a fuel, as the fur posts are placed in well
wooded localities.

2917. What is the character of the wood on the Saskatchewan, up in the
prairié land towards the Rocky Mountains, and in that direction; is there
much of it ?-On the alluvial points, in the narrow valleys of the river and its
tributaries there is a good deal of wood; all the alluvial points are covered
with wood; but if you go into the prairie there is no wood; there are a few
clumps at first, and then one comes into the prairie, in which there is no wood
whatever to be seen.

2918. Is that for a great extent ?--A great extent, I understand. Wherever
a stream crosses the prairie there is generally wood upon the alluvial points;
but a man may travel a number of days, as 1 understand, though I have never
travelled that distance myself, without seeing a bit of wood; and the traveller
is obliged to burn the dung of the buffalo for fuel.

2919. One of your great objects, I believe, in going out was for scientific
observations ?-My object in going out the last time was to look for Sir John
Franklin's ships.

2920. What was your object previously ?-Previously I was attached, as
surgeon, to the expeditions. I made the observations as having an opportunity
of doing so, but I did not go out solely for that purpose.

2921. Have you made any observations respecting the existence of what is
called ground-ice, or permanently frozen soil ?- Yes, I made some few observa-
tions myself, and at my suggestion the Hudson's Bay Company instituted a
pretty extensive series of observations, to ascertain how far the ground-ice
corresponded with that in Siberia. The conclusion to which i came was that
there is permanently frozen ground almost everywhere near Hudson's Bay
north of 56 or 57 degrees of latitude; north of the mean temperature of 32
degrees a portion of the ground is frozen the whole year.

2922. What is the limit of that isothermal line of 32 degrees ?-In crossing
the American continent it ascends to the north as it goes to the westward ;
it comes much lower upon the side of Hudson's Bay, and ascends obliquely
from Rupert's House, on the 51st parallel of latitude near the bay, crossing
Beaver Lake, in latitude 55 degrees, and following the valley of the Mississippi
to Isle à la Crosse in latitude 56 degrees ; but the mean limit may be consi-
dered as 55 degrees. There is permanent ice at York Factory, a very thick
bed of it, which is never thawed; south of Fort Chipewayan it runs across to
the Rocky Mountains; then, upon the other side of the Rocky Mountains it
is deflected again to the south; the lines do not run in parallels of latitude,
they run obliquely across.

2923. Has there come under your observation at al the relative degree of
frost in the same parallel in the open country and in the wooded country ?-In
the immediate neighbourhood of trees, where one could observe the difference
between an open plain and woods, the thaw always commenced over the roots
of the trees first.

2924. But with regard to the frost itself, is the frost less severe where it has
the protection of wood or otherwise ?- The frost caused by the winter does not
penetrate so deep in the woods as it does in the open country ; but that is a
distinct kind of ice ; the permanent ice that I speak of is beyond the reach of
the alternation of the seasons; it is the result of the mean temperature, and
the thickness to which the frost penetrates in the winter and is thawed in the
summer is a distinct thing.
, 2925. It has been suggested here, that the clearance of wood would mitigate
the severity of the climate in these countries. In Canada, or in places which
have been cultivated, is the winter frost less severe in the open country than in
the wood country ?- My observations were not carried on with that view, so as
to give a decided opinion with regard to what occurred in that country; but
observations elsewhere, in our own country, show that when the wood has
been clcared away the climate has deteriorated. In the Orkr.eys, and in nany
parts where you cannot get a tree to grow now, there is evidence that at a
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previous period trees grew abundantly; they are found in every bog; the tli-
mate has deteriorated; I will not be positive as to the cause.

2926. What was the length of the winter at the different posts, say Fort
Franklin, York, Fort Liard and Fort Simps n ?-I did not winter at York
Factory.

2927. Take any spots which you know ?-At Fort Franklin, on the Great Bear
Lake, the winter may be said to be ten months, counting from the fall of snow
to the disappearance of the ice and the snow again.

2928. What is the difference between the mean annual heats of summer and
winter in the same degrees of latitude in Europe and in North America ?-As
a general answer to that question, I should say that Europe has the advantage
over the mean heat of America of nine degrees of latitude; but that answer
will not extend across the American continent; upon the west side of the Rocky
Mountains, the temperature is greater than to the eastward, so that the mean
temperature at Fort Vancouver exceeds the mean temperature at New York in
the United States.

2929. That i- to say it is milder ?-Yes.
2930. Chaihnan.] How is the mean temperature of the western coast of

North America, as compared with the mean temperature of Europe in similar
latitudes ?--The mean temperature on the west coast of America is lower than
that of Europe, but higher than that of the east coast of America.

2931. How much lower than that of Europe ?-Fort Vancouver probably
would be equal to two degrees of latitude, that is to say, its mean temperature.

2932. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I believe it is a fact that in Europe the vine, for
instance, grows in the parallel of 51 degrees ?--I believe the northern limit for
the profitable cultivation of the vine in Europe is in the valley of the Rhine.

2933. And in America it is at 43 degrees?--In America there is no vine
growing naturally beyond 43 degrees.

2934. In a great part of this territory of which you are speaking, the trees
in winter are frozen to the heart, are they not ?-They are frozen throughout
the whole country, more or less, in the middle of winter; but upon the
Mackenzie the largest trees are frozen to the heart.

2935. Therefore in breaking wood for fuel, or anything else, you have to use
particular instruments for the purpose ?-The hatchets require to be peculiarly
tempered ; the European hatchet breaks immediately when it is attempted to
be used for that purpose.

2936. You having been in that country at different periods, occupying
a long series of years, I suppose you have had some opportunity of judging
of the influence of the Hudson's Bay Company over the population of that
territory ; will you tell us what your opinion of it is ?-The best way,
I think, of answering that question would be to describe what I saw when
I first went out. In 1819, when I accompanied Sir John Franklin out upon
his first expedition, the two companies, which were then opposed to each other,
the Hudson's Bay Company and the North-West Company, were at war.
Landing at York Factory we found several of the members of the North-
West Company prisoners in the fort; they had been captured shortly before
we arrived there. One of them, a Mr. Frobisher, escaped with some men and
perished; he died for want of food in attempting to make his escape. There
had been a fight previously at Red River, in which 21 people and the governor
were killed; and I think 14 or 15 were starved to death upon the Peace River
in consequence of the contest. That was the state of the country when we
went in. We found botb parties supplving the Indians liberally with spirits.
The Indians were spending days in drunkenness at the different posts, and a
contest altogether shocking to humanity was carried on. At that time it
scarcely appeared that the Indians had any capability of being civilised at all.
When we went out upon the second occasion, the Hudson's Bay Company
having the sole trade of the country, and the sole management of the Indians,
there was an improvement; spirits were no longer carried to the north, or they
were carried in small quantities then. I think that at that time the traders
themselves were supplied with a little spirits for their own use; but there was
a manifest improvement, although none of the natives of pure blood had becone
Christians. The missionaries had been out for two or three years, but had
made no progress beyond converting one or two of the half-caste Indians, I
believe. Upon the last occasion in 1848 a generation of the Crees had »assed

away,
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away, 25 years baving elapsed, and the new generation were mostly able to
read and write (all those that T came in contact with); many of them were
labouring for wages for the Hudson's Bay Company, and altogether the country
was peaceable from one end to the other. [ saw no riot and nothing un-
pleasant throughout the whole journey. The Indians, in speaking of the Com-
pany, do not speak of them in the absiract; they talk of the different gentle-
men at the posts, and the individual enaracter of the gentleman has a great
deal to do with their opinions; if he is liberal and kind to them they speak
highly of him. As far as I could judge they seemed well pleased with their
condition. I heard no great complaints, except the complaint which Indians
always make, that they are poor, for the purpose of receiving presents; but
a large number of their young men were then employed in the Company's
boats, and working for very good wages. We had to pay those whom we
employed for the service of the expedition wages which would be thought very
good in this country, at the rate of 30 1. a year besides feeding them.

2937. Clhairman.] From what part of the country did those Indians come?
-I speak of the Crees and the Northern Indians.

2938. I refer to the party of Indians that you employed in your canoes on
your journey ?-l-The crews of the canoes were partly Iroquois and partly Crees
or Chippeways; we also employed the Northern Indians almost throughout the
whole length of their country.

2939. Did you pay them all in money wages?-We paid the Northern
Indians by orders upon the Company ; money did not pass.

2940. Were they ultimately paid in money, do you suppose ?-I do not know
for certain; I believe they pay in goods in the north; I do not know that the
Indians know the value of money properly there ; they reckon by beavers ; a
beaver has a certain money value; and they are paid by so many beavers.

2941. Do not the Indians nearer to the settled districts know the value of
money ?-I think they know the value of money very well at Red River.
Those from Red River that we saw were paid in money, and the Iroquois and
Chippeways that came from the south were paid in money.

2942. Mr. Edward Ellice.] While you were there, did you hear any com-
plaints of the rule ôf the Company being oppressive ?-I heard no complaint
of that. , J had conversations with some of the half-castes from Red River that
we employed; and they told me that they had a right to the country in virtue
of their parentage, and wished, if they could, to get possession of it. They
look upon the exclusive fur trade much as our poachers do upon the game laws
in this country, and they wish to have the fur trade to themselves.

2943. Do you think, from your experience of the matter, that you could
suggest any other way of keeping that country (I will not call it governing it),
so well as by means of the traders ?-l have thought upon the subject : I think
that Canada could not do it, seeing how that government bas failed already
with the Indians that came under its rule upon Lake Superior. The Chippeways
came down in a body the year after we passed down, and destroyed a mining
settlement at Mical Bay, without the Canadians being able to prevent it; that
was upon the north side of Lake Superior.

2944. Chairman.] When did that take place ?-I think it was in 1849. A
regiment was sent up from Canada to suppress the foray ; but the Indians were
gone, and several soldiers died from the severity of the climate in going up.
I was told by an officer who conducted a part of the force that the poor men
actually died of the cold in going up to suppress these Indians, who had retired
to a distance, and were never seen at all after they had unfortunately destroyed
the settlement.

2945. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is ihere any way which you can suggest of
governing that country better than by means of the Company ?-I can suggest
no way : the country I think is perfectly quiet under the government of the
fludson's Bay Company at present. I see several objections to annexing it to
Canada; in the first place, the Canadians will not pay any of the clergy on
either side ; and as there are both Roman-catholie and Protestant clergy to be
supported, and they are partly supported by the Hudson's Bay Company, and
patronised by them, I think that the religious bodies would be in an inferior
condition if the country were annexed to Canada, and that the missionary
service would suffer. If the Imperial Government were to take the country into
its own hands, I think there would be an immense staff of magistrates, and
- 0.25. U 2 people
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people to feed them, to be scattered over that very thinly peopled country,
otherwise they could neither subsist in it nor govern it. I look upon it that
the opening of the trade would bring in rival parties; and from what I saw
formerly I cannot doubt but that the same scenes would recur which I witnessed
in 1819 and 1820.

2946. You have spoken of the means of living. I think you wintered for
two or three years in the country: can you give us an idea of how you lived
in any one of those winters; of course you were kept in the best way that you
could be ?-We lived in different districts in the different winters: in the
winter of 1819-20, when I accompanied Sir John Franklin, we lived at the
Hudson's Bay Post, upon the Saskatchewan, at Cumberland, and were fed by
the Company, principally upon ßish, and partly on meat; but the next winter,
of 1820-1821, we lived upon the verge of the barren grounds, where there are
reindeer, and we fed upon the reindeer and upon such fish as the small lakes
yielded.

2947. Sir J. Pakington.] Where was that?-At Fort Enterprise, some dis-
tance north of the Great Slave Lake.

2948. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Had you any farinaceous food or vegetables?-
We had none whatever; no vegetables of any description.

2919. Nor flour ?-Nor flour; and we lived that year entirely in the same
precarious way that the Indians themselves did; towards the spring frequently
passing two or three days without anything to eat at all.

2950. Mr. Bell.] In what latitude was that ?-It was in 64 degrees.
2951. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You wintered one year up at Great Bear Lake,

did you not ?--Yes.
2952. I think there was one winter that you were there when you had hardly

anything but fish to live upon?-We passed an entire winter at Fort Franklin,
almost wholly upon fish; only in the spring we got a little animal food.

2Q53. In fact, there were six or seven months in which you tasted nothing
but fish ?-More than that; I should say we were eight months at least withoit,
tasting anything but fish, except a hare occasionally, and a little moose meat
towards the beginning of summer.

2954. That may be the fate of any people I suppose who go up to live in that
country ?-Any one wintering at the west end of Great Bear Lake would have
to depend entirely upon fish.

2955. Mr. Kinnaird.] Is that fish dried or fresh fish ?-It is frozen; it keeps
the whole winter.

29.5. Chairman.] When you talk of transferring the country, do you mean
the whole country ?-The whole country.

2957. Do you think it would be desirable, if it could be done in an equitable
manner, to separate any portion of the country now administered by the Hud-
son's Bay Company which would be available for the purposes of colonisation
and settlement, leaving the rest to be managed as mere hunting ground by
the Hudson's Bay Company ?-There is no doubt that the Red River and
Vancouver's Island might be separated, but I do not think that settlers would
go to the Red River until the progress of settling in Canada had advanced
so far.

29 ý8. Would there be any harm in making such arrangements as would
enable settlers to go there if they wished to go there ?-I see no objection to it,
provided there is an arrangement made to govern the colony sufficiently.

,2')59. You mean that if the internal administration of such districts could
be sufficiently provided for, vou sec no difficulty, so far as the Hudson's Bay
Company are concerned, in their surrendering the administration of such
districts, maintaining their administration over land which was calculated for
nothing but for the fur trade -- I can sec no possible objection to separating the
Red River if such is desired, provided a sufficient number of troops are sent;
there must be a military force, I think, otherwise it would not be safe.

2960. Why % oulc that be more necessary in the event of a separation than
it is now ?-At present the ludson's Bay Company's influence over the Indians
is beneficial; the natives are dependent upon the IIudson's Bay Company for
supplies: but if they could get supplies elsewhere, and if spirits were brought
in (for there is nothing which will prevent the introduction of spirits but the
resolution of the Company not to take thein in), I think it would require a strong
niilitary force to keep the Indians in subjection.

2961. You
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2961. You believe that it would be more difficult to govern that district
under something in the shape of an independent governinent than it is while
it forms a part of the Hudson's Bay Company's territory ?-It would be more
difficult than it is at present, owing to the introduction of spirits and the advent
of desigoing people ; throughout Canada,when Indians receive the presentswhich
the Imperial Government gives them, they part with them within 24 hours for
spirits, contrary to the law, but still the Indian superintendents cannot prevent
the people crowding to the neighbourhood and supplying spirits for the blankets
and the other presents which the Indians receive from the Government.

2962. Is it not the case that the settled population at Red River is, upon the
whole, a well ordered and moral population ?-I cannot speaking personally; I
have had to de with a number of half castes from Red River who conducted
themselves very well in our service; I believe that two-thirds of that colony
consist of the descendants of Canadian settlers who are hunters ; and from all
that I have learnt by reading about it, the remaining third are the descendants
of Orkney men and other Europeans, and are the possessors of the property,
and the more resident cultivators of the soil, and are well conducted, -but I
have heard of the half-castes taking the law into their own hands; I do not
know how far it is true.

2963. Mr. Kinnaird.] I think you have stated that during the last 20 years
you bave seen a very marked improvement in the Indians ?-Yes; during the
last 29 years a very great improvement.

2964. Would not some of those lands which you have described as not
suited for Europeans to colonise and settle upon, do for an Indian settlement ?-
The Indians do settle upon the lands as far as they choose; there is no prohi-
bition to that, and whenever they are inclined to form villages they choose the
land where they please at present.

2965. If you have seen such a marked improvenient within the last 20 years,
do you not think that additional efforts by the Company, by facilitating settle-
ments, would greatly improve thein ?-If the Company were to devote their
encigies entirely to missionary purposes they might do more probably than
they have done, but at present they facilitate the admission of missionaries of
both religions, both the Protesta; t and the Roman-catholie.

2966. All round their forts, we have it in evidence that during the winter a
great nunber of these poor Indians perish for want of food; if the Compauy
encouraged village settlements of Indian:, in whom your evidence tends to
show that for the last 20 years there lias been a great improvement, might they
not niake them refuges for the ag:ed and the sick, vhere by accustoming them
to habits of industry, as at the lied River, they might grow food enough to
supply these starving people in the winter? -- It is extremnely difficuh to convert
a hunting people inito cultivators of the ground ; in the case of those who have
led an independent life I believe it is one of the mnost difficult things to induce
them to settle and to cultivate the ground; for instance, there is a large body
of Indians in the immediate vicinity of the Red River who refuse to cultivate the
ground, but prefer leadinîg the precarious life of fishing the sturgeon, and
hunting occasionally, or living upon the wild rice which is produced upon Rainy
Lake; there is a large body of Chippeways or Sotoos there whom the French
missionary Roman-catholics and the Protestants have tried to convert, and
have not succeeded.

2967. You are aware that there is a flotirishing settlement of Indians, in
connexion with the Red River, who cultivate the souil ?-Yes.

2968. !s it not likely tlat what is done in one place miglt be done in
another by using the saine means ?-There is sone reason why nissionary
exertion does not every where succeed; it succeeds with one tribe of Indians,
but nlot with another. I cannot assign a satisfactory reasonÂ for the difference,
but so it is.

2q69. Do you mean to say that tle saime efforts which hiave been made at the
Red River for the scttlemenit of the Indians have been mnade ii other parts?-
The endeavours to proselytise the Sotoos and other Chippeways have been con-
tinued longer, I believe, than at Red River, but with littile or no fruit.

2970. That vas, I believe, because there were no attempts niade or facilities
given for settling the population on good land ?--The land is very good on
Rainy River, for there are very good points on which Indians could settle, and
where setleinents have been imade and abandoned. The churches built by the
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Roman-catholics have been abandoned, because they could not get the Indians
to settie round them. The reason of the failure probably is that the native
tribes in that locality are independent of the Hudson's Bay Company, and
therefore not amenable to their advice. They have abundance of sturgeon and
great quantities of wild rice, so that they can feed themselves without having
recourse to the supplies of ammunition or clothing with which the Hudson's
Bay Company supply their Indians.

2971. What ammunition have they which does not come from the Company ?
-They do not require ammunition.

2972. You used the word ammunition ?-I said that that tribe of Chippeways
did not require the supplies of ammunition. They feed upon the sturgeon;
which is so abundant upon Rainy River and the River Winnipeg, where they
live.

2973. Some of the Red River settled Indians still go out to the hunting regu-
larly, you are aware ?-I believe that two-thirds of the populatiu go out to the
hunting.

2974. And the other third remain at home ?-The other third, who are of a
different origin, remain at home.

2975. What do they hunt with ?-They hunt with the gun; with firearms.
2976. Mr. Bell.] Which are the tribes that you have mentioned which are

independent of the Company ?-They are Sotoos and other Chippeways. -
2977. Where are they located ?-Upon the banks of the Rainy River and

River Winnipeg.
2978. Are the Chippeways independent also ?-Partly.
2979. You say that there is a great difference between the different tribes of

Indians, with regard to the civilising of them ?-Yes.
2980. What tribes do you consider as most readily adopting the habits of

civilised life ?-The Swampy and Saskatchewan Crees have adopted them more
extensively than any other trihe.

2981. Where are they located ?-They are located from Lake Winnipeg to
the English river, called also the River Missinnippi, or the River of Churchill.

2982. In a north-easterly direction from Lake Winnipeg î-Northerly; and
in a direction from east to west from Hudson's to Carlton House.

2983. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Can you give any reason why the Crees
more readily adopt civilised life than the other Indians in the country ?-Speak-
ing of the Crees, there are a great many families of the Crees, the Sotoos,
whom I have rnentioned, and the Chippeways, who speak the same language,
and are the same people, only using different dialects. The Crees in the
lower part of the Saskatchewan, the district which I have just defined, have
been long dependent upon the traders for their supplies, and therefore they
have the more easily assumed the habits of civilised life. But the Crees upon
the upper part of the Saskatchewan, who associate with the Stone Indians,
are very turbulent and very diflicult to manage.

2984. Are not most of the Red River half-breeds, half-breed Crees ?-I
suppose they are.

2985. Do you not think that that perhaps is a reason why they more readily
adopt the habits and customs of civilised man ?-1 cannot think that that is a
reason.

2986. Mr. Bell.] Have you reason to believe that the Company encourage the
settlement of the Indians, wherever it is practicable, and assist the missionaries;
or rather do not discourage the missionaries, in any attempts which they make
for seulement ?- i believe that they assist the missionaries to a certain extent
(I do not know to what extent), in a pecuniary point of view.

2987. But you have no reason to suppose that they throw any obstacles in
the way of the missionaries?-On the contrary; I had a good deal of con-
versation with the Roman-catholic missionaries at Lac La Crosse, and they
expressed themselves highly pleased at the attention which was shown to
them.

2988. Have you ever had occasion to witness cases of famine among the
Indians ?-I have seen the Indians come in to the expedition posts suffering
from famine, and they were relieved.

2989. Have you seen any cases of starvation, of Indians having absolutely
died from want ?-No, I have witnessed no instances of that; I have heard of
many.

3990- lu
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2990. In what districts particularly have you heard of that occurring ?-
I think mostly among the northern Indians; I have heard of several cases.

299 1. Upon the Mackenzie River ?-Upon the Mackenzie River, and east-
ward of Fort Chipewayan, when they have been out hunting, and have
destroyed their property very often. When a northern Indian dies, the habit
is to destroy everything at the encampment, and to make for the nearest
post of the Company, and they very often starve on the way. That and other
causes, such as a bad hunt, a bad season, or epidemic disease, will produce
famine in a country-where the natives depend almost solely upon hunting or
fishing for support.

2992. Mr. Grogan.] Those Indians could not go on their hunt without the
supplies which they receive from the forts, could they ?-Not now that they have
been accustomed to firearms.

2993. Are not the Indians supplied with the ammunition in barter for their
skins or the products which they are able to exchange with the Company?-
I believe ammunition is never supplied by the Company in exchange for skins,
as far as I understood. The traders give ammunition for provisions, or supply
it to the natives gratuitously if they require it ; they barter goods, blankets, and
other articles of clothing for furs.

2994. Is the ammunition supplied as a kind of present, then, or is there
a kind of right in the Indian to get it ?-The ammunition is a present if the
Indian is in want. If he has provisions, they give it for provisions; if he has
a quantity of meat to dispose of, they give ammunition for meat, but if he is,
destitute he receives it gratuitously.

2995. So that there is a distinction; they will not sell ammunition for skins,
though they will for the other Indian products ?-I do not know as to their not
being willing to sell; but the fact, I believe, is, that they do not ; as far as I
can learn, the Indian never parts with his skins for ammunition.

2996. Have any instances come within your knowledge in which ammuni-
tion has been refused to the Indians for the furs ?-No ; as far as we were
concerned ourselves in the expedition, we have been compelled to refuse ammu-
nition from not having it to give; but I think that when ammunition is abun-
dant in the trading forts it is never refused.

2997. It is given away gratuitously ?-Provided the Indian is in want and he
cannot subsist without it, the Company find themselves bound to support him
in some way or another, and give him ammunition, but it very frequently hap-
pens that the ammunition at a post is exhausted.

2998. You have said, " provided the Indian be in want of the ammunition;"
how is the Indian's want of ammunition ascertained ?-What I mean by his
being in want is, if he has no provisions to dispose of. An Indian, if he has a
successful hunt, kills more provision than he requires for his own use, and he
barters it for ammunition. It is a common thing. We frequently purchased
geese and fowl and deer froi the Indians, and gave them ammunition for
them.

2999. I am speaking exclusively of the establishments of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-1 am merely illustrating the practice. Not having resided at the
trading posts of the Hudson's Bay Company for many seasons, I cannot tell
whether it is invariably the case or not; but I was told in the country that they
never do purchase furs with ammunition. How far that was correct informa-
tion, I cannot say.

3000. My question was, whether any instances had come within your know-
ledge in which ammunition had been refused to the Indians ?-No; nothing
has come under my knowledge as to the refusal of ammunition.

3oo1. Lord Stanley.] But it miglit very well happen that ammunition should
be refused to a party of Indians at one of the forts in conscquence of the
supply at the fort itself being short?-Yes, I dare say that has frequently
occurred. I have known the posts without ammunition, and in descending
the Mackenzie's River the last tine we supplied one of the forts with ammu-
nition, because theirs was exhausted, and the Indians were remaining at the
post waiting for the supplies cormng in. Upon our having supplied the fort
they were enabled to give ammunition to the natives, and send them off to
their hunts.

3002, In reference to what you said about the famines arnong the Indians,
were these common in the southern part of the territory, or only in the far
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Sirl.Richardson, north ?-I did not hear of them in the south ; they are mOstly amongst the
c. ]. northern Indians.

3003. In countries where all cultivation of the soil is impossible, and where
9 March 1857. human subsistence can only be obtained by hunting or fishing ? -In a country

where cultivation cannot be carried on advantageously.
3004. Mr. Grogan.] You gave us an account of your journey from Fort

William towards the settlement of Assiniboine, and you described some parts of
that country up as far as the Rainy Lake; you said that there were occasional
parts where you thought settlement mnight be made ?-I did not go to the
Assiniboine at all; I came down the River Winnipeg, to the eastward of it.

3005. You went through Rainy Lake ?-Yes.
3006. Did you descend the river from that to the Lake of the Woods ?-

Yes.
3007. What is the nature of the country about there ?-The Rainy Lake

River is more fertile than almost any other part of that district which we
saw.

3008. And that would be adapted for settlement ?-That would be adapted
for settlement, and that is precisely the country which the tribe of Chippeways,
of whom 1 spoke, inhabit. The Canadian missionaries have been trying to make
villages there, and failed.

3oo. Can you give ,us a description of the country from the Lake of the
Woods to Lake Winnipeg ?-The descent of the River Winnipeg is through a
very rocky country, and full of rapids, and it is a very dangerous river to
descend; no cultivation, as far as I know, can be established upon the immediate
banks of that river.

30 o. You passed some time at Fort Cumberland? -Yes.
3o i1. Have you any reason whatever to doubt that that district is capable of

settlement and cultivation ?-Portions of it are capable of cultivation; it is not
a district which a farmer would choose.

3012. Will you explain why ?-I have already mentioned that the sub-·
stratum is magnesian limestone ; there is very little soil over it ; the soil is
shallow.

3313. There has been cultivation at Fort Cumberland, at the station of the
Hudson's Bay Company, I believe ?-There have been fields cultivated.

3014. To any extent?-I cannot speak of the extent, probably 20 acres.
3015. Quite sufficient, however, to show that both climate and, soil were

suitable for cultivation ?-It produced grain for the use of the post.
3016. At the time you visited it, was it on your first, second, or last expedi-

tion ?-The first year that we were there was the winter of 1819 and 1820 ; we
wintered there.

3017. Was that the only occasion on which you resided there ?-It was the
only occasion on which I resided there ; we passed to and fro upon every other
expedition.

3o18. From your knowledge of the country, has any progress been made in
that setttlement by the Hudso»'s Bay Company, in the spread of cultivation ?-
The introduction of cattle was the only great progress that I saw; they had
introduced cows in great numbers.

3019. Was not it at Fort Cumberland that Governor Williams used to reside
when he was governor ?-Yes.

3020. Did he not go to a good deal of trouble and expense in getting up an
agricultural establishment there ?-He cultivated several fields, but I do not
think that he was very successful.

3021. Was it fron the crops failing ?-The extent was not great ; I do not
think that altogether he cultivated above 20 acres.

3022. Were there farm buildings and things put up ?-There were no farm
buildings when I was there; there was a stable for horses.

3023. In what state was it wben you visited it; was the agricultural colony
endeavoured to be extended, or was it retrograding?-It was not improved the
last time I visited it. It was not of so great an extent, 1 think; but a few miles
lower down, at the Pas, there was an Indian village established.

3024. Near Fort Pelly ?-No, lower down the river; above Cedar Lake.
3025. Were they encouraged there ?-They were encouraged. A church was

built, and a school was established, and the Indians collected in the village near
the church.

3026. Where
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3026. Were the Indians becominE- agriculturists there, and depending upon
the soil more than upon the hunting ?-They were agriculturists to a certain
extent; but they did not remain there the whole season; they would go to
hunt occasionally.

3027. Was it that the quantity of produce which they got from the soil
was insufficient for their maintenance ?-They did not cultivate to the extent to
produce vegetables for their whole maintenance, and I do not think that Indians
would consent to live entirely upon vegetables.

3028. Lord Stanley.] Even among the settled Indians, I suppose, there is no
tribe which lives entirely by cultivation; they look to it rather as a resource
when hunting and fishing are not sufficient for their support ?-l do not-know
any tribe which does it. Even in Canada they bave their hunting grounds
reserved to them.

3029. Mr. Grogan.] Was Governor Williams at Fort Cumberland on your
first visit ?-Yes.

3030. How long after your first visit did he remain as governor?-He
remained as governor, but he moved to the south part of James's Bay ; he
moved down to Moose Factory.

3031. He was residing there as governor also ?-At that time there were two
governors; Governor Simpson became governor of the northern district ; the
amalgamalion of the conipanies took place during the time that we were in the
north, and when we returned again we found Governor Simpson governing
the northern part of the country. and Governor Williams the south.

3032. Was the appointment of governor of the south considered promotion,
or the contrarv ?-It was divided between the two; I do not know whether
Governor Williams chose the south in preference or not.

303?. If I understand you correctly, a part of your evidence is, that as
regards the Red River Settlement and districts about it, there is a considerable
tract capable of being brought into colonisation, but the want of a ready com-
munication to explrt the produce is the great drawback ?-The want of com-
miunication: ;and from what 1 observed in Canada no settlers will go a great
distance from the settled posts ; they creep along more or less rapidly, but a
settier does not like to go into a wilderness awav from a neighbourhood;
and there is a large district along the north side of Lake Superior which must
be settled before settiers will flock to the Red River.

3034. Mr. Bell.] Is that in Canada or in the Hudson's Bay territories ?-It
is in Canada; I do not know exactly the boundary.

3035. Sir J. Pakington.] It is in both, is it not ?-The Hudson's Bay Com-
pany bave posts there; but I suppose it is under the Government of Canada.

3036. Is not the country on the north of Lake Superior, both that part
which is in Canada and that which is in the Hudson's Bay territory, at present
wholly unsettled ?--It is not wholly unsettled ; I do not know what it is at the
present moment; at the time that I passed there were five or six mining com-
panies located upon it.

3037. At what distance from Lake Superior?-Upon the borders of Lake
Superior.

3038. But the district of country to the north of Lake Superior is wholly
unsettled, is it not ?- It is wholly unsettled, except by the Indian native tribes.

3039. The frontier between Lake Superior and the Red River is also unsettled,
is it not ?-The only fixed residences which intervene are the Hudson's Bay
posts.

3040. What is the distance in miles from the nearet point of Lake Superior
to the Red River Settlement -I should say froin 250 to 300 miles.

3041. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I think we have it in evidence that it is about
500 miles ?-Yes: that is following the canoe route.

3042. Mr. Grogan.] In your journeys to that country I believe you travelled
from Fort William to Lake Winnipeg very much the same district r-Yec.

3043. Upon ail occasions ?--Upon ail occasions.
.3044. That covered a space of nearly 30 years ?-Yes, 29 years.
3045. When you first went there the dispute between the North-Vestern

Company and the Hudson's Bay Company existed ?-It did.
3046. The Noith-Western Company liad a station at Fort William, had they

not?-They had.
3047. Had they stations along this route which you have described to us

o.25. A towards
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towards Lake Winnipeg?-The Hudson's Bay Company and· the North.
Western Company had parallel stations. In 1819 1 did not travel up that
wav; it was from 1825 that I travelled that route ; it was only in two journeys
to and fro that I travelled that route.

3048. When the North-Western Company were hunting for furs in Rupert's
Land, and that district, was it by Fort William that they got their supplies into
that country ?-Yes.

3049. As considering it the most convenient for the supply of their stations?
-It was the only one that mas open to them; they had no other route.

305>. Was not it the most convenient also ?--No ; they would have got their
supplies in cheaper by luadson's Bay, if that route had been open to them.
It was not the most convenient, because the moment that the companies
amalhanated they ceased to get their supplies by that route.

5. Might niot there be another reason besides that; the exclusive
privilege of the Bay, for instance?-A mercantile company would take the
cheapest route, I supprse, for carrying in their goods.

3052. But, in point of fact, the North-Western Company, when they hunted
that countrv, sent in all their supplies to it by Fort William and the river which
vou have described ?-Yes, that was their only route.

3053. It is ail canoe u ork, is it not ?--It is canoe work entirely.
.3054. On the last occasion when you travelled there, vas the river in a

better state or in a worse state than when you first visited it ?-The route,
I think, is not in a better state ; I think it is worse from the progress of time;
the portages are worse.

30,55. There has been no expense or trouble taken, in fact, to keep the route
open ?-I cannot speak as to the expense; but I think that the route was
not improved.

3056. Could it, in your opinion, have been improved?-There is no doubt
that roads could be made at an enormous expense.

3057. I think you said something about the portages not being in a very
good ,tate ; could not they have been maintained at least in the state that
they were in at first?-They could; but the Anericans travelled the same
portages in part ; iL niust be a joinr thing their doing it, I think.

3058. Do you mean that it would not be right that the entire expense should
be thrown upon the Company on one side of the river ?-Yes.

3059. If that route were opened, and some expense incurred in the improve-
ment of these portages, and in makinu- that route more perfect, would not it
conduce very much to what you say i. the absolute sine qua non of the country,
namely, an improved communication with the settled parts of Canada?-If you
could make a railroad ; but there is no route in which canoes are exclusively
employed which will ever make the carriage of grain profitable. The expense
of a canoe for a single season (and a season is always implied in it) is never
less than 300 1.; it is frorn 300 1. to 500 1. for the wages of the men and their
maintenance. One of these large canoe, will carry about 50 or 60 pieces of goods
of 90 lbs. weight each ; thatwould make the grain excessively expensive; I
believe the expense was enormous in endeavouring to carry grain up to supply
the troops at Red Ri.er. That route was chosen, and the grain was carried
up at a vast expeuse. Such a canoe as I have spoken of is manned by seven
to fourteen men.

3060. How far does a canoe, such as you have described, travel ?-The large
north canoe goes only to Fort William ; there it is changed for small canoes.
The same 14 men who man one of the large canoes to Fort William, man two
small canoes. But the expense of the two small north canoes would be the
same as the expense of one large canoe with 14 men, because there are seven
men to each small ctnoe.

3061. Have you tratelled through the parts of Minesot a and the United States
which adjoin our boundary there ?---Yes, I have been through Lake Huron, and
have seen that part of Michigan.

3062. In the country which you speak of about Lake Huron and Michigan,
are ihere a variety of American settlements and resident establishments which
have grown verv fast indeed ?-Very fast.

3063. Have they the facilities of roads, or is it by canoe work that they are
obliged to derive their supplies ?-'hey have railroads and steamboats; there
are some of the finest steamboats in the world running to those settlenents

upon
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upon Lake Michigan; there is a succession of large steamboats, three or four sir J. Riciardsn,
running in a day to Michilimackinac on Lake Huron ; and there is a railroad from C.B.

New York to Chicago and Illinois.
306 4 . Mr. Bell.] There are steamboats on Lake Superior, are there not ?- 9 March 157.

Now there are steamboats on Lake Superior.
306.5. But they otly go to the American settlements ; there are none to the

English settlerients ?-They were not running when I was there.
3066. Mr. Grogan.] You have described these powerful steamboats and rail-

roads also to some of the new American settlements; were the settlements in
existence before these si eamers went there, or did the steamers create the settle-
ments ?-Michilimackinac has been in existence since the time of the conquest of
Canada.

3o67. Have you ever been at a town called Superior, on the American side
of the upper end of Lake Supeiior?--No; I have not been at Fond du Lac
at all.

3o68. Have you been at Chicago? -- No ; I have been at Michilimackinac only.
3069. We find settlements on the Anerican territory which grow very rapidly

indeed, and steamers and railroads running into them; why are there not settle-
ments of the saine description on the British side of the line ;-That is the great
thorough1are for emigrants to the Mississippi Valley; they go from New York by
that route to the Mississippi ; there is a constant passage of travellers. I have
conversed lately with a farmer from Illinois ; he told me that in that very fertile
country, where they could take 20 crops in succession without manùrng the
ground, their grain was of no value without a railway, and settlers were very
scarce; they ran a line of railway through a part of the country, and instantly vil-
lages sprang up on both sides, and bags of grain were piled up on each side of
the railway, more than they could carry away.

3070. Would not the former part of vour description of Illinois exactly
apply to the Red River Settiement, that the inhabitants there were few, and
that the land -was fertile, but that they wanted a mode of exporting their
produce ?-If you carried a railway to the Red River, I think vou would have
settlers.

307 1. Previously to the establishment of a railway, however, to the Illinois
district which you spoke of, people went and settled in that district'?-Thev did
settle, but not in the saine numbers ; thev were in smaller numbers; the numbers
increased rapidly after the opening up of the railroad.

307:2. They were all free settiers, of course ?-Yes.
3073. Are there any considerable numbers of free settlers in the Red River ?

-1 do not know. I am not able to speak as to the number of free settlers.
3074. Is there any part of the river where it runs through into Lake Wiu-

nipeg navigable for steamers ?-I cannot tell; I never a-cended the Red River:
1 do not know wliat rapids there are in it ; but I should suppose that steamers,
with a shallow draught of water, might ascend it.

3075. You seem very apprehernsive of the introduction of spirits into the Hud-
sons Bay Company's territory in the event of part of it being thrown open for
colonisation ?-Yes.

3076. Would thev be introduced, do you apprehend, by the British settlers, or
from the American side ?--I think both ways.

3077. In point of fiact, are ardent spirits used in the country now ?-There are
none in the interior. 1 do not know what is used upon the boundary line. I did
not visit the Red River Settlement.

3078. Mr. Blackburn.] Do you compare Illinois and the Red River Seulement
at ail in point of agricultural capabilîiy ?-Not at al!. Illinois, I suppose, is the
most fertile soil in America.

3079. So that there is no chance of the Red River being settled so rapidly as
Illinois?-I should say not the least; but I speak of the Red River imostly from
the information which I have gathered.

30bo. Alr. Bell.] You do not speak of the Red River from personal knowledge?
-No.

3081. It has been stated in evidence, I think, that the Red River will afford
crops twenty times in succession without manure ?-The Red River is at least
1,000 feet above the level of the sea, and very much higher than linois ; that is
a great element against cultivation. C

0.25. X 2 3o82. Mr.
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3082. Mr. Gregson.] Are you of opinion that no settlement, either of Euro-
peans or of Indians, could be formed without the protection of a military force?
-I am of that opinion.

308:3 Mr. Bell.] What other productions of the country are there which you
are acquainted with ; are there any other mineral productions at the settlement of
the Maekenzie River; I think in your journal you mention plumbago ?-I have
seen specimens of plumbago found near Fort Chipewayan.

3 08 4 . Was it of good quality ?-The piece that i saw vas of very good
quality.

3085. Do you think it is found in considerable quantity ? -That I cannot
say; I was unable to visit the spot.

3o86. You spoke of the inundations on the Saskatchewan River; do they leave
a deposit?-'l bey do.

3087. What description of deposit ?-They leave alluvial deposit, but it is
swept away in the spring floods again; there are large alluvial flats produced, and
they are constantly changing their situation.

3088. So that they do not leave any great body of soil ?-It would not be safe
to build on many of them; but there are bluffs, such as that occupied by the
Indians, raised four or five feet above the level of the floods ; there are villages
located there.

3080. You were speaking of ground-ice; it has been mentioned in the
Committee that there are swamps, between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg,
frozen perrnanently throughout the year; have you found that to be the case ;-1
have found late in the summer, when w ading in lakes to collect water plants, ice
under my feet, but I cannot speak as to the extent. There is one lake called
Cold W ater Lake, which has an exceedingly low temperature at all seasons of the
year; upon the height of land there.

3000. 'hie subject of the influence of climate upon the cultivation of the
ground has been mentioined several times ; you say that clearing woods rather
deteriorates the climate ; what do you think is the effect of draining marshes and

swamps r-I siould think that it would improve the climate.
309 1. Should you imagine that any of this marshy country would, if settle-

ments were carried into that neighbourhood, be capable of drainage, so as to

have that effect?-Yes; I think that it would improve the climate if it were
thoroughly drained; but it must be a very remote thing ; the country niust be

settled previously.
3092. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Have any geological surveys been made of

that country?-No, unfortunately not; the north shore of Lake Superior has

been thoroughly surveyed by Mr. Logan and his assistants.

:3093. What has been the result of that ?-They found some minerals, which
have been vorked; they found lead and copper.

3094. Any iron ?-I dare say there is iron ; I saw plenty of iron ore in some

places; but that has not been worked, so far as I know; there were four or five

Canadian comupanies formed for working minerals, and they all failed.

3095. Mr. Bell.] Do you understand why they failed, seeing that there are suc-

cessfal conpanies on the south shore of the Lake ?-But that is a very different

deposit; that is native copper.
3096. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Were those mining companies which failed

under the direction of competent persons?-That I cannot tell; they had miners

from this country; there was a mine which I saw carried on, and apparently
there was a great many people employed-the Bruce mine upon Lake Huron;

that bas failed, I understand, as a speculation, and the shares have fallen to a

nominal price.
3097n pr. Edwarcl Ellice.] But the Hudson's Bay Company had nothing to

do with any of these mines ?-No; il, the case of a mine established on Lake

Superior, the Colonial Legislature granted the mine to a company, without

buying the Indian right, and that was the cause of the Indians coming down in

force and dispossessing the miners and burning the whole village.

3098. Mr. Bell.] Then you have no reaon to suppose that if the Indians had

their rights purchased fairly they would disturb any ming operations ?-No; I

think a small anount of purchase-noney would have contented them.

1099. And this mining settiement was broken up entirely from the want of

taking that prudent and reasonable precaution ?-From want of management.Mr.

164
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3100. Mr. Grogan.] Would the failure of these mining companies to which
you refer have occurred if that precautionary step had been taken?-I cannot
say; I believe they were not productive as mercantile speculations.

3101. You describe that the Indians came down en masse and burnt and
destroyed the whole settlement ?-They destroyed one mine; but there were
several mines at various distances.

3102. Was the destruction of the settlement and of the machinery, and so on,
the cause of the failure or abandonment of the mine, as far as you know ?-I
suppose the miners would have resumed it lad it been remunerative ; and that
it %as not worth their while to incur the expense a second time.

3103. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] So that you think that the country to the
north of Lake Superior is r.ot sufficiently rich iii mineral produce to repay
mining companies ?-Minerals have not as yet been found in sufficient quantity.
It is very probable that if that country were thoroughly explored there might
be workable minerais discovered. I think the geological formation is promising.

3104. Mr. Bell.] You do not know of any extensive examinations of that
part of the country; you are not aware that the Hudson's Bay Company have
taken any trouble in it?-The Canadian Legislature have had a thorough
survey by a competent and able man, Mr. Logan, with a staff of assistants.

3105. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Ali these mines of which you have spoken,
where there bas been either failure or success, are in Canada, and not in
the ludson's Bay territories, I believe ?-They are ail in. the Canadian terri-
tory.

31 o6. Mr. Bell.] Then there bas been no mine opened on the Hudson's Bay
territory ?-Not that I know of; the watershed into Hudson's Bay, I suppose,
divides the two Governments; the watershed into Lake Superior belongs to
Canada, and the watershed into Hudsons Bay to the Hudson's Bay territory.

3107. Mr. Charles Fitzwil/iam.] But I see marked on the map Fort William
as a Hudson's Bay post ?-They have posts ail along the Labrador .coast and
northern shores of the Great Lakes.

31u8. I find the following- passage in your book: " It would be true
econony in the Imperial Government or in the ludsoi's Bay Company, who
are the virtual sovereigns of the vast territory which spreads northwards from
Lake Superior, to ascertairi without delay the minerai treasures it contains.
I have little doubt of many of the accessible districts aboundinz in metallic
wealth of far greater value than ail the returns which the fur trade can ever
yield"?-Yes ; that was the opinion I fornied from seeing it, but I did not find
these minerais myself; I only judged from the nature of the geological forma-
tion.

3109. Mr. Grogan.] But you sec no reason to change the opinion which you
there expressed ?-I have not changed it; I think if the country were thoroughly
explored minerais would be discovered. We find in our own country that
valuable minerais are discovered every day.

31 10. Mr. Bell.] How far have you traced copper in your journeys ; there is
a considerable quantity, 1 believe, in the north, on the Copper Mine River ?-
There is a large copper district on each side of the Copper Mine River.

3111. Between these copper deposits on Lake Suiperior and those in the
north, have you met with any intermediate ones ?-There is no mineral, as fiar
as I know, in the limestone districts.

3112. This is your map, and the pink colour shows the primitive rock ?-
Yes, that shows the course of it, but it is exceedingly diflicuit to traverse that
upper part.

3113. You do not know of any other veins of metal which have been met
with ?I-I know of none until youi get to the Copper Mine River.

3114. With regard to the coal on the Saskatchewan, I do not think your
answer was perfectly clear as to the quality of it ?--The specimens which i saw
were tertiary coal.

3115. Was it all inferior coal?-It is all inferior coal: it is lot simfilar to the
large coalfield which is worked in England; it is a kind of fossilised wood,
a lignite.

3116. Js it not good for combustion ?-It burns, but it could iot be used for
purposes of art. It would not heat a steani engine well.

3117. You said that the côal on the Mackenzie was bad, from the quantity of
sulphur?-Yes.

0.25. x3 3118. Is
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311 8. Is that on the Saskatchewan liable to the same objection ?- It is liable
to the same objection, but I did not visit the deposits upon the Saskatchewan;
I do not know their extent.

31 19. You do not know of any secondary coal formations in the Hudson's
Bay territories ?-None. There are coal formations in the Arctic Sea of the
proper coalfield.

3 20 Near the mouth of the Mackenzie River ?-No, they are further north
still; on Parry's Islands.

3,2 1. Near M elville Island ?-Yes, at 74 and 75 degrees. There is some also
in Greenland, I understand.

3122. You have mentioned Fort Liard in your book as the northern lirnit of
the economic cultivation of giain ?-Yes.

31 23. I do not quite urîderstand what you mean by economic cultivation ?-
Where the return will be sufficient to induce people to sow.

3124. Supposing it was found that there was any mineral wealth in that dis-
trict up as far as Fort Liard to induce settlement, the country and the soit would
enable the cultivation of grain to be carried out sufficiently to support a settle-
ment, though it would not be sufficient to induce people to go as agriculturists?
-I did not visit Fort Liard, so that I cannot tell what extent of ground is avail-
able; I only know that it has been cultivated there; but at Fort Simpson. which
is not far from it, a little more northerly, they cultivate barley and rear cattle,
but th -y bring their hay 150 miles down the river to feed their stock diiring
the winter of nine months. They actually cut their hay 150 miles distant from
the post.

3125. With regard to the banks of the Peace River; have you travelled up
the Peace River at all ?-A little way; it crosses through a prairie country,
much of it.

3126i. Does the river run principally through a prairie country, or are the
banks wooded ? -The banks are wooded, but there is an elevated plateau of
prairie land.

3 127. Would vou not consider that that would be a favourable agricultural
countrv, supposing it was more accessible; that is to say, that the prairies
might be used for sheep and for pasture, and the wooded portions might be
cultivaited ?-They could cultivate grain, so far as I understand, upon the allu-
vial points of the Peace River; but the existence of wolves over the whole
prairies completelv precludes the depasturing of sheep. The wolves are too
numerous for any domestic cattle to be turned out upon the prairies.

31!28. Lord Jo/n latssell.] With regard to the prospects for the future, sup-
posing that no change was rmade by the Gover'nment or by Parliament in the
authority which the Hudson's Bay Company have hitierto had, do you think
that thev would be able to preserve that authority as well as they have hitherto
done ?-l think so. Judging fromi the past, I think they would be able to
preserve it in the future. The only disturbance of the peace which I expect
might arise would be from the Red River, from the half-caste settlers there
wishing to interfère with the Sur trade; I t.hink they would be likely to give
some trouble.

3 1 29. Would not persons fron the United States or from Canada be likely
to wisih to settle there, and settling there interfere with the fur trade ?-I think
the fur trade is the only thing that would bring them there; I do not think
they would cone as suttlers for any other reason.

3 30. Supposing that tlicy settled for the rc-ason of interfering in the fur
trade, which seems very possible, would not their attempts to get possession of
the fur trade or to inte-fere in the fur trade, a good deal disturb the authority
of the Ilud.on's Bay Company ?-As long as the Hudson's Bay Company retain
their influence over the Indians, I think they can prevent the people from
passing into the interior and disturbing then much, but if the trade were
opencd, I think that a contest would arise.

3131. Do you think that in the present state of that district, and of the
neighbouring country, the trade can be kept closed ?-I think so for some
time, until settling advances nearer to then; at present they are at such
a distance from any populous country, that they are secluded as it were from
the world.

3132. Do you contemplate preventing settiement as far as possible, or
allowing settlement, endeavouring to prevent that settlement being turned into

interference
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interference with the fur trade ?-I do not see that settlements at the Red River
would interfere with it, but settlements further north, I think. would interfere
with the fur trade.

3133. Therefore, you would not object to see settlement make progress at the
Red l{iver ?-If the Red River % ere put under a su1iiciently powerful government,
apart from the Company, I see no reason wby it should not be settled. if they
could get settlers to go there ; but I do not think that settlers will go, except, as
I said before, to carry on the fur trade.

3134. Supposing the Red River Settlement to be a separate territory, could
there be a frontier between the Red River Settlement and the country to the
north of it which would be available, and could be sufficiently marked to be
observed ?-There is no natural boundary; the only thing is that the Indians are
under the control of the Hudson's Bay Company, and thev could remove then
from the immediate vicinity of the settlers.

3135. Are you aware whether the fur trade which bas been carried on by
citizens of the United States within the borders of the Hudson's Bay Company's
territory lias been very profitable to the individuals ?-I cannot speak as to that ;
my information is very imperfect upon that subject; I have no personal know-
ledge of it ; the United States Fur Company have posts in the immediate vicinity
of the Hudson's Bay posts, and they will give a high price for the furs of course,
and use every means to get the Indians to bring the fars to them, but how far it
is profitable I canr-,t say.

3136 Do you see any objection to giving every facility in order to promote
communication between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlenitut, to pronote
roads and other means of intercourse ?-I see no objection to improving the com-
munications at all; naturally if the Government were to makea road there they
would wish it removed from the United States frontier.

3137. Could there be a good communication from Lake Superior without at
all touching upon the United States territory -- I think it would be difficult to
find a good route; the country is very hilly and rocky.

3138. The country in that part rear Lake Superior is very dimicult and
rocky ?--it is very difficult. The watershed is close to Lake Superior, and the
ascent very sudden; within a distance of 50 miles, the ascent is fron 600 to
900 feet.

3119. Supposing the communication were through the American territory,
would there be much difficulty in paying tolls or rates of duty for the transit ?-
I cannot answer that question. ' lie easiest communication to Red River is
through the American territory by way of St. Paul's, I believe. That is the
easiest ascent, but it is by no means a safe route, I am told. Travellers are
subject to the hostile incursions of Indians.

314(. Would not it be possible to make sorne arrangement between the
Governnent of this country, the Governnent of the United States, and the Hud-
son's Bav Company, which might be advantageous to all tlhree ?-l dare say that
that might be done. There is an arrangement for the transit of goods fron
Canada through the United States by way of New York. The goods are carried
free of duty for ernbarkation there, and merely pay for the transit. They are
sealed up.

3141. British manufactures are now carried in that wav sometimes from New
York, are they not ?-They are carried to New York by the Genessee from
Canada, and in the saie way the American ships descend the St Lawrence;
ships tlat have coie from the Ainerican coasts of the Great Lakes.

3142 Mr. Bell.] Do you think that any scheme which might be proposed for
cultivating the country. and taking advantage of its natural prod:cts, would be
incompatible with the fur trade; that it would collect settlers and make it
impossible to keep the fur trade closed ?-I think that if settlers were to corne in
in suflicient num bers the fur trade would suffer.

3143. And that would lead to disturbance throuzhout the country, and it would
be inipossible to preserve tranquillity ?-Without a strong Governmnent.

3144. Lord Stanley.] In the event of a considerable influx of settlers taking
place at the Red River, would it be necessary to rernove the Indians from the
Red Ri% er, or do you consider that a European settlement could co-exist with
the Indian population ?-I do not think, as far as I understand it, that it would
be necessary to remo% e any Indians from the Red River; but (I am only speaking
now from supposition) I think tlat the Company wouid remove the Indians
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Sir J. Richardson, frorm Lake Winnipeg, and send them to hunt a little further north, to cut oWF the
C. B. communication.

314.5. Mr. Bell.] Would you consider that there was any advantage in
9 Marci 1857. removing Indians who were settled and had become cultivators of the soil ?-I do

not think they could remove them ; they would not move.
3146. It has been done in the United States, and also in Canada ?-That was

done by force.
3147. The Indians when they had settled the country and brought it into

cultivation objected very much to be removed ?-Exceedingly.
3148. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you not think that if the Red River Settlement

were an open colony the Indians from aRl parts of the territory would flock
towards it in the hopes of getting liquor?--That I cannot say; if liquor were
easily acquired I think that a great part of the fars would be carried in that
direction to procure liquor.

3149. Mr. Grogan.] The great want in that country in the way of colonisation
is the means of a ready communication for the transit of their goods ?-The
means of exporting the produce ' the want of that would bar cultivation.

3150. A project has been mentioned here as being contemplated for a canal
somewhere from Fond du Lac to communicate with the lower end of the Rainy
Lake in the British territory; if such a navigable canal were constructed, for
instance, would that in yýur opinion answer the purpose -- It would not answer
the purpose for Red River without passing through the American territory, and
from Rainy Lake the route would be through a part of the American territory,
unless they descended the difficult River Winnipeg.

3151. I should tell you that the project is American; to construct it through
Anierican soil as far as it goes ?-If they could construct a canal there, it would
make the communication with Red River easier; but it would be through American
territory. -

3152. But would it not have the effect of opening up that country for settlers?
-1 think so. If it is worth while to make a canal, the projectors must see their
way to the settling of people there ; but that would be in the American territory,
as I say.

3153. Is it within vour knowledge that there is any communication by the Rat
or Reed River, Lake Winnipeg, and Red River ?-1 have heard that there is a
canoe route in that direction.

3154. But you have never traversed it ?-I have never traversed it ; I have
heard that there is a canoe route across there, and that the Americans travel in
that direction.

31 55. Mr. Edrard Ellice.] For how many months in the vear would the
route be open by canal, by ordinary means ?-Between four and five months ; I
suppose five months.

3 1.56. And for the other seven months it would be closed ? -Yes.
3i57. Mr. Blackburn.1 How many feet did you say the level of Rainy Lake

was above Lake Superior ?-I àdo not know without refèrence; I suppose that
Rainy Lakc would probably be 500 feet; it is upon the other side of the water-
shed, upon the descent to Lake Winnipeg.

3158. So that there is no great probability of a canal being made to rise to a
superior level of 500 feet ?-No, I should think not; there would be a great
many locks.
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Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Edward Ellice.
M r. Charles Fitzwilliam.
Mr. Gregson.
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Mr. Kinnaird. ~

Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Matheson.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Roebuck.
Lord John Russell.
Viscount Sandon.
Lord Stanley.

THE RIGHT HON. ROBERT LOWE IN THE CHAIR.

Colonel John Pfolliott Crofton, called in; and Examined.

3159. Chairman.] ARE you in Her Majesty's service ?-I am.
31 6o. In what department of the service ?-I am a colonel in the army, and.

am now employed in the War Department.
3161. Have you ever been in the Hudson's Bay territory ?-I have.
3162. In what capacity?-Comnianding the troops that went out in 1846.
3163. What tro6ps were thley that went out ?-Taey consisted of a wing of

the 6th Foot, a detachment of artillery, and a detachment of Royal Engineers.
3164. From whence were they despatched ?-They sailed from Cork, and

I received them over from General Turner by order of the Duke of Wellington,
under special instructions.

3165. Where did they ]and in America ?-At Fort York, Hudson's Bay.
3166. Where was your station with those troops ?-I was destined for Red

River, Fort Garry.
3167. Did you go there ?-I did.
3168. From Fort York ?-Frorn Fort York.
3169. How many men had you altogether with you?-Altogether about

383 persons; viz. 18 officers, 329 men, 17 women, and 19 children.
3170. Were there guns vith you; heavy stores of any kind ?-We had 28

pieces of artillery with us, but we could not convey them all; we took one nine
pounder and three six pounders to Red River.

3171. How vere your men and your stores conveyed to the Red River ?-In
boats; the stores at the portages, on the backs of the men.

3172. How were these guns conveyed ?-We made a contrivance of canvass
with handles and carrying straps, slung the guns in then, and we skidded them,
if I may use that phrase, which is best known, all along the swamups, by taking
the wheels off and carrying them.

3173. What time of the year was it wlen you arrived at York Factory ?-

think it was the 7th of August.
3174. Did you im mediately proceed to the Red River settlement ?-In about

Il days.
3175. Eow long did the journey occupy ?-It was varied: I myself arrived

seven days before the troops, in order to make preparations for receiving them,
but they were about 30 days.

3176. Was any of the journey performed in boats ?-Altogether in boats,
except in crossing the portages.

3177. What was your duty at the Red River; for what purpose -were you
sent there ?-I went under secret instructions.

o.24-Sess. 2. Y 3178. How

Colonel
J. F. Crofton.

If May 1857.
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3178. How long did you remain there ?-I remained myself until the follow-
ing July, but the troops remained until 1848.

3179. Had you an opportunity of making yourself acquainted with the govern-
ment and administration of that colony ?-I had large opportunities, and I vas
a meniber of their Couneil ex ofrio.

31 8o. Will you state to the Committee the opinion which you formed
from those opportunities of the government of the Company ?-The govern-
ment of the Company I can only speak to as affecting the Red River colony
itself, and I would there characterise it by one word, that I think it is a
patriarchal government more than any other; I do not know how else to
describe it.

318 i. Did you travel far from the Red River yourself ?-I was ordered to
return vid Canada, and I made a military report on the lakes and rivers.

3182. Which way did you return ?-I returned by the. ordinary canoe route,by Lake Superior, Sault Ste. Marie, and so borne.
3183. From Sault Ste. ýMarie where did you go ?-I proceeded by the ordinarv

steamers to Montreal through Canada, but the difficulties were in getting to
Fort William.

3184. On Lake Superior ?-On Lake Superior.
3185. What did those difficulties consist in ?-The numerous portages.
3186. Were there many persons with you, or were you a small party ?-A

part of the way I proceeded with Indians in the canoe and two half-breeds. The
remainder of the way I was joined by Sir George Simpson, the Governor, and
carne on with more comfort and ease..

3187. Was there any other difficulty in the way except the portages ?-None.
3188. Was the navigation pretty simple ?-Decidedly easy.
3189. Was the country difficult to cross ?-I believe it is exceedingly swampy

to cross ; the only communication is by the rivers and lakes.
3190. You spent a winter in the Red River ?-I did.
3191. What is your opinion of the climate of the settlement?-It is pretty

much the same as Upper Canada.
3192. Not morze severe ?-Perhaps less so.
3193. Than Quebec, for instance !-The thermometer sinks to 470 below

zero occasionally at Red River, as it does at Quebec; bat the open season is
somewhat longer at Red River, I think, than even in Upper Canada.

3194. Mr. Roebuck.] Is the climate warmer than in Lower Canada, because
there is a difference between Upper and Lower Canada ?-i think it more
resembles Upper Canada, although I have not spent a season in Upper Canada.
I found it necessary to compare the two. I have a com.plete account of the
colony, its products, and its climate, which, if I were allowed, I -would lay before
the Committee.

3195. Chairmnan.] Bias it been prepared by yourself?-It was prepared by
myself, and sent to the Horse Guards.

3196. A report ?-A report. That report, I should think, there can be no
objection to ny making public, because it is altogether of a descriptive nature.

3197. Mr. Roebuck.] Can you tell me when the spring or the sutnmer there
begins ?-The season opens about the first week in April, and closes about.the
middle of November; that is to say, the rivers, lakes and swamps freeze in the
middle of November.

3198. That is about what occurs in Lower Canada ?-I thought it was about
that of Upper Canada; I may be wrong.

3199. Does the summer season close as early as the middle of November?
-- The surmrmer season may be said to close in Augiust, but the finest weather
is what is called the Fall, which extends froin August to the middle of
Nove mber.

3200. When does the permanent snow fall?-It commences at the latter part
of November, and is not off the ground until the first week in April.

3201. Had you an opportunity of seeing any agriculture while you were
there ?-A great deal.

3202. What sort of crops did they grow ?-Oats, barley, and wheat, chiefly,
but all sorts of vegetables.

3203. Did the wheat ripen ?-In 90 days from sowing.
3204. It
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3204. It ripened very perfectly ?-It was the finest wheat I ever saw. Colonel
3205. Was the soil fertile ?-Along the immediate banks of the rivers, and J. F. Crofton.

extending for, perhaps, the breadth of two miles, no fmer loamy soil could be
seen, with a limestone foundation. 19 May 1857.

32o6. Is it geologically limestone ? -All.
3207. And wherever limestone is, there is fertile land, is not there ?-I think

that is the consequence.
3208. Do you know how far the limestone extends; looking at that map ?-

I have ascertained from, servants of the Hudson's Bay Company that it extends,
as a base of the whole prairie land, to the Rocky Mlountains.

3209. So' that, in fact, that part of the territory is fit for agriculture
Quite so.

321 o. And would make a good colony ?-It might maintain millions.
3211. You talked about yonr forming a portion of the government there; did

you ever take part in the administration of justice ?-In nothing, excepting in
those matters which affected my troops. I entered into no municipal questions,
except respecting the sale of spirits.

3212. Could you form any opinion as- to the efficiency of the administration
of justice there ?-I think justice was well administered, under the guidance of a
very able man, who advised the Company's government.

3213. He was sole judge, I suppose; there was no jury ?--Yes, there was a
jury alwavs, in those cases that were referred by the magistrates froin the
quarterly meeting, which were decided by the Governor in Council, with the
legal assistance of the recorder, Mr. Thom, and by a jury of the inhabitants.

3214. Supposing A. B. had been referred as vou say, and was to be tried,
who sat as judge; Mr. Thom ?--The 'magistrates sat as a session, and had a
chairman.

3:215. Wio was the chairman ?-I think lie was usuially the Governor of the
colony.

3216. Not the recorder ?-Not the recorder; lie was the legal adviser; some-
thing like our own recorder here in London, who sits under an alderman.

3217. You are rather mistak-en there; the recorder is the judge in London ?
-Then I am wrong. I am but a soldier. The seat in which the recorder sat
vas not the ordinary j udge's place.

3218. The judge was in fact the Governor ?-The Governor sat, I think, in
the place that a judge would sit in Westminster Hall.

3219. Who charged the jury ?-I never was present at a trial on which there
was a charge made.

3220. Then your opinion of the administration of justice is, I take it, formed
upon hearsay ?-It is so far from being hearsay that I was present at one
trial by the magistrates, but Mr. Thom happened not to be present on that
occasion.

3221, Was there a jury then ?-There was no jury.
3222. So that trials do take place there withougt a jury ?-Trials by the

magistrates.
3223. What offence was that ?-I think it was a breach of a municipal law.

The case I know was for selling some rum, which had been given for a
marriage feast, to some of my soldiers, which was contrary to a municipal
law.

3224. Did you ever lear of any trials taking place of people for selling peltries
to any other than the Company ?-I have heard of such, because there was a sol-
dier of my own on one occasion, who bought some paltry fur or other, and he was
reported to me for having done it. I said that I did not see the offence distinctly,
but they pointed ont to me that it was against the law of the place, and of course
I punished the soldier.

3225. Did you institute any inquiry into that matter ?- did ascertain from
a serjeant and corporal who were present, as well as I now remember, but it is
10 years ago, that the man did purchase the article; he gave some tobacco
for it.

3226. Are you at all aware whether the person who sold it was tried and
punished-also ?-No, I know that he was not ; he was an Indian; I know that he
was not punished in any way.

o. 24-Sess. 2. y 2 3227. Why
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3227. Why was not lie punished; was it because they could not catch him?
-I think they attributed it to ignorance, and that he wanted tobacco. I believe
they said that he did not know exactly that he was doing wrong. I believe it is
a very common thing to exchange furs for tobacco there.

3228. But it was contrary to law ?-Quite so.
3229. And you punished your soldier for buying ?-I punished him. for it

*because he knew that I had cautioned the men myself not to deal with the
Indians.

3230. Besides that one particular case which you saw, did you ever see any
other administration of justice ?-No, the crimes are so very few; I think the
magistrates only sat once while I was there.

3231. Then the only time that you saw any administration of justice, it was
without a jury ?-Yes.

3232. When you were there, had you much communication with the half-
breeds ?-A good deal.

3233. Did you ever hear any complaints from thenm of the state of things ?--
Yes; they were always grumbling.

3234. About what ?-Chiefly that they were not allowed to import spirits.
3235. Did they ever tell you that?-They used to tell me that; that they

wished that, and to be allowed to distil them.
3236. Do you mean to say that the half-breeds told you that the chief fault

which they had to find with the Government was, that they wouid not allow
them to import spirits ?-Yes ; they said it was very bard that they could
not take spirits from St. Peter's, or distil then thenselves, and therefore
they alleged that to me as a reason why they would not cultivate barley or
oats.

3237. Did not the saine men suggest to you as a hardship, that they were not
allowed to sell peltries ?-Yes, they did indeed ; that was the case also ; but I
think that their chief objection was what I first stated.

3238. But did tbey say that their chief objection was that ?-Yes, certainly
If you will allow me, I would state how it arose. Many of these men I took
uponmyself to reason with about leaving their lands utterly uncultivated, and
going out into the prairies to hunt buffaloes rather than looking after their crops,
which would support then in the winter. They said that there was no use in
growing corn, for they had .no export for it. They also said that the little
which they would wish to raise beyond what would subsist them, they wished
to distil into spirits, which the Company would not allow. They thought that a
great hardship, and they said that the Company not only forbade them to do it
with their own corn, but that they would not Jet them import then. This made
them, they said, quite miserable in the winter : this was the thing which they all
harped upon.

3239. Was the non-export of their corn considered a grievance solely or
mainly because they could not buy spirits with it ?-No; they said that they
did not cultivate their lands for two reasons ; one was, that they could not
export corn which they might raise beyond that required for their mere subsist-
ence, and that even it was better for them to purchase the means of subsistence
with the produce of the plains, the pemmican which they made, than to culti-
vate their lands, for if they grew corn thev did not know what to do with it:
they could not export it, and they were not allowed to distil it. That is what
these poor humble men said to me; of course I do not speak of it as being a
reasonable statement.

3240. In your opinion is not that a reasonable statement ?-No, but I think
that that is the cause of their not cultivating their lands.

3241. If you were placed in the position of a man having 100 acres of land
there ?-They only had 50.

3242. And if you cultivated it and grew a good deal of corn, and you were not
allowed to export it, and were not allowed to use it as you pieased, should you
think that a grievance ?-It was not that they were not allowed to export it, but
that they could not export it; there were no means of exporting it.

3243. Was not it the law that they should not have any trafic ?-The law vas
that they should not have any traflic.

3244. Then you might say that the law did not permit it ?-They did not so
state it to me; they stated that they could not export their corn.

3245. WVas
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3245. Was not that the fact ?-It was the fact.
3246. Lord Stanley.] You say the law forbids then to have any traffic; with

Vhom ?-With the Americans, or Indians in furs.
3247. Do you know what is the nearest point to which their corn could be

sent?-Pembina is the nearest point on the American territory, which is 60
miles from Red River; but they can grow as much as they want there thenselves.
The only place where it could be sold would be at St. Peter's, at Fort Smelling,
and tliat is a long distance; 400 miles perhaps.

3248. Is it likely that corn grown ai: the Red River would bear the expense
of so long a journey, and be sold ut a profit afterwards ?-Certainly not.

3249. Even if the communications were improved ?--Unless there was unin-
terrupted water communication I do not think it could pay.

3250. Mr. Roeluck.] Have you ever travelled in Minnesota ?-No.
32.51. Or any portion of the wild parts of America ?-Yes ; I have travelled

some of the wild parts, for I went from Red River to Fort William, on Lake
Superior.

3252. I mean in the United States ?-No.
3253. You do not kriow then how the settlers of the new territories live ?-

Not at all.
3254. Do you suppose that persons at Red River would find any more

difficulty than persons in Minnesota to live ?-I should think not.
3255. And do you suppose that the same circumstances which attach to the

people in Minnesota, and increase civilisation and colonisation there, would
attach to the persons living in Red River, and would there increase civilisation
and colonisation if perrnitted ?-I believe the circumstances are different, for
they have the Missouri River and the St. Peter's River in that direction, and a
population has crept up close to them; but at Red River the nearest point of
steam navigation for the colonists is Fort William, on Lake Superior, and that
is a very long distance, the itinerary of which I have here, if I am allowed
to produce it.

3256. Where does your route begin ?-My route begins from Red River
itself, Fort Garry, 26 miles from Lake Winnipeg.

3257. And it goes fron thence to Lake Superior ?-This itinerary of mine
carries me to Sault Ste. Marie.

3258. That is between Lake Huron and Lake Superior ?-Exactly; just
before the fall of 20 feet takes place.

3259. How many miles is it from that fort which you mentioned to Lake
Superior ?-The whole distance is about 1,126 miles to Sault Ste. Marie.

3260. That is right across the lake, but I am talking of the distance from
the western border of the lake to the fort ?-Then 354 miles will have to be
deducted from the 1,126.

3261. Do you mean to say that it is 700 miles from the Red River to Lake
Superior ?-Yes.

3262. The greater part of that I suppose could be travelled by water?-
All by water, with the exception of the slight portages, no one of which exceeds
three or four miles; three miles I think is the longest.

3263. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What sort of boats are there ?-There are two
kinds used by the traders; there is what they call a bateau, or a sort of barge,
which is used from Fort Garry to Fort Frances; then from Fort Frances onward
they have large canoes, which will hold 26 people easily.

3264. If you had had to take a gun from Fort William to Fort Garry, what
sort of work would it have been ?-I thiak very easy. I do not see any
difficulty. i limit it to nine-pounders ; a man cannot carry above 180 lbs.

3265. H-Iow much of tliat distance would men have had to carry that gun ?
-1 have not summed up the distances of the portages here, but in my military
report they are given ; it is 10 years since I wrote that, and it only carne into
my possession last night.

Colonel
J. F. Crofton.

19 May 1857,

(T/e Witness delivered in the following Paper :]

o.24-Sess. 2. ROUTrE,
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RouTz, by Lakes and Rivers, from Red River Colony to &ault de Ste. Marie, traversed by Colonel
Crofton, 6th Foot, in 1847, the Portages and estimated Distances between each, and the several
Points on the whole Water Line.

Red River - -

Lake Winnipeg -

Winnmipeg River -

Lake of the Woods -

Lac la Pluie River -

Lac la Pluie 7- -

Lac Macan -

Rivière Macan -

Lac la Croix - -

Rivière Maligne -

Sturgeon Lake -

Lac Doré - -

Lac des Morts-

Lake Windego -

Mille Lac - -

Rivière Savanne -

Height of Land -

Dog River - -

Tpper Fort- Garry ta - - -

Lower Fort Garry - - -

Indian Settlenent - - -

Moath of Red River - - -

Pointe Grand Marais - - -

Fort Alexander, K. BI . post -
First Eau qui ment, portage . mile-,
Second - ditto - ditto 4 ,, -

Third - ditto - ditto 4 ,, -
Terre Blanche - ditto 4 ,, -
Petit REohe - - ditto l00 yards
Roche de Bonet, Ist portage, 1 mile

Ditto - 2d ditto 150 yards
Ditto - 3d ditto 50 ,,

Lac de Rorret, 6 short i... ýges -
White River - - -

Grand Rapid - - - -

Barrière Portage, 50 yards - -
Slave Falls, ï mile - - -

Roche Brulé, 200 yards - -
Pointe aux Chenes, 150 yards -
Pointe des Hois,. mile - -

Chute à Jacho, 200 yards - -
Portage de l'Ile, a mile - -

Wabusinning, Roman-catholie mission
Cave Portage, 4 mile - - -
Crete Portager 20 yards - -
Terre Blanche Portage, 200 yards -
Grande Décharge - - -

Dallas Rapid - - - -

Rat Portage, H. B. C. post - -
Little Portage, 50 yards - -

Across tle Traverse - - -

Sandy Knolls - - - -

Rivière atu: Rapides - - -

Long Sault - - - - -

Manitou Rapid - - - -

The Forks - - - - -

Fort Frances, H. B. C. post - -
Little Creek - - - -

Portage Neuf - - -

Trois Portages - - - -

Traverse - · - - -

Portage de l'Isle - - - -

1st portage to 2d portage - -
2d ditto to 3d ditto - -
3d ditto to 4th ditto - -

Portage des deux Rivières, 1 mile -
Portage des Morts, j mile -

Portage des François, 2 miles -
Portage Pente, j mile - - -

Portage de Baril, J mile - -

Savanne Portage - - - -

Millieu Portage - - -

Prairie Portage - - - -

Prairie Portage, 260 yards - -
Jourdain Portage, 200 yards -
Barrière Portage, 100 yards - -

- - Frorn Fort Garry to
Fort Frances boatu cen
be employed, as on the
York Factory route. At
Fort Frances canoes
must be, used as far as
Fort Wiliamn; barges
cean then, be employed
for passing throùgh
Lake Superior to Sault
Ste. Marie.

MILES.

- 20

- 16

- 14

- 23

-, 7
8

14

-, A

-- 4- 1

- 2

- 14
-, 7
- 1
- 4

-~ 7
- 5

- 1-4

- 9
-. 26
- 14

- 20
- 1

- 2
- 3

- 17

-22.
-. 9
-~ 17

-16

- 40
- 7

-- 6

- 2

- 12

- 24
- 3

- 25

- 3

-18

- 16
- 6

- 386

- 20

- 14

- 3

- 10
- 2

- 27

174

- - Here canoes must be
emplbyed for troops.
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Dog Lake - -

Ksministaquoiah'
River.

Fort William - -

Lake Superior -

Sault Ste. Marie.

MILES. Rmpnas.

- I 1'

.Dog Portae, -2 miles - - - -

little Dog Vortage, j mile - - -:
Portage des Martres,-20 yards - - s
Décharge des Pinets' - - - -;

Ditto des'Trembles - - - 2
Ditto Mauvais - - - - 1
Ditto Belanger - - - - 4

Portage de -Couteau, 200 yards - - j
Ditto Recousi, .500 yards .- - -

Dittode,''isle, 100 yards - - - 1
Décharge, 50 yards - - - -

Ecarté Portage, j mile - - -

Mouirtain Portage, 2 mile - - - 30

*Hudson's Bay Port - - - - 15

Tonnerre Point - - - - - 80
Les Ecrits - - - - - - 16
Traverse - - - - - - 15
'Pie Island - - - - - 18'
Pic, H. B. C. Post - - - - .30
Otter's Head - - - - - 26
Les Ecors - - - - - - '25
Bear Berry River - - - - 6
Gros -Cap, 1st - - - - 3
Michipicoton, H. B.,C. Post - - - 21
Gargantua - - - - - - 20
Montretil'Island - - - - - 35
AMamaieuse - - - - - 30
Gros Cap, 2d - - - - - 6
Point aux Pins to - - - - 9
Sault Ste. MIarie.

X«ar DismCEahub6ut - - - ,1

Colonel
J. P. Crofi on.

19 May .1857.

* if steamers shall
'be established-on Lake
Superior, the journey
.from Red River, bi
canoe or barge, will end
here, and save 354 miles

'Of dangerous•xnavigation
for small boauts.

N.B.-Thedistance marked opposite eacli place in this ltinerary is that between it and the place
next under it.

The journey can be performed in 38 days by this route.

3266. Mr. Roebuck.] i was asling you about the river; does the iver fall
into Lake Superior?-There is a heigbt of ]and which divides the waters; the
Kamenistiquoia River falls from the heiglit of land, and it is ahaut 36 miles
from the Kakabeka Fall to Fort Willian. The other rivers flow westward and
empty into Lake Winnipeg, which ultimately empties itself by Hayes' and other
Rivers into Hudsonis Bay.

3267. So that part of the way you go against stream and part of the way with
stream?--The main part of the way proceeding towards Canada is up stream.

3268. Could that -strean, with a little difficulty, be rendered a navigable
river for boats ?-Of course, by danming it up in several places you might
avoid a great many small portages ; but practically, for the slight intercourse
which there is, it is less labour to carry over the portages.

3269. But ifthere were a great population to come there in time, and a great
traflic, could not they very easily canal the river ?-Certain] v.

3270. So that the country does not hold out any obstacles to colonisation ?-
Quite the contrary. All that tract is:a lovely country by Lac la Pluie and the
Lake of the Woods.

3271. Did you at all travel towards the Rocky Mountains during the 12
rnonths you were there ?-1 rode myself long distances on the plains to ascer-
tain what they were like.

3272. And what did you find them like ?-lf I inay say so, a kind of land
sea, with undulations, but I could have driven the lightest spring gig cver it all,
and I believe it extends 400 miles.

3273. Then there is no difficulty in communicating with that part of the
country?-I believe you nay drive a waggan froin Red River to the Rocky
Mountains. I have heard of those who have done it.

3274. Did you pay any attention to the circumstances which prevented that
country from being colonised while you were there ?-Yes, I did.

o.24-Sess. 2. Y 4 3275. Did
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3275. Did you come to any conclusions thereupon?-Yes, I did.
3276. What were they ?-They were these; that it was remoteness and

utter insularity which prevented people from settling there.
3277. Is it more remote than Oregon?-Oregon is close to the sea, and

therefore it may be said to be the next parish to England in that sense.
3278. Is it more remote than Minnesota?-I do not know that country at

all; but I should suppose that the navigation of the Missouri, and the Mississippi,
and the branch rivers, renders that country perfectly reachable, if I may so
express it, by everything.

3279. I suppose you bave heard of Utah ?-I have.
3280. That is separated, I take it, by a desert from the rest of the world ?--

I believe it is; but I lnow nothing of its communications with the other
States.

3281. I suppose you bave heard that it bas become a great settlement ?--It
has.

3282. Being separated from the rest of the world, it has become a great
settlement ?-I am not at all acquainted witli the nature cf its separation froin
it. There may be circumstances which may render a great tract of country
desert, which yet may offer facilities of approach; for instance, you may run
a railwav over a dead dry flat with great facility.

3283. Would there be any great diffliculty in running a railway from Lake
Superior to the Red River?-There are no insuperable difficulties in these days
of engineering ; probably the great difficulty would be the swamps.

3284. Lord Stanley.] You spoke of the difficulties of communication between
the Sault Ste. Marie and the Red River; of what nature are those difficulties?
-The want of anything better than a mere foot-track, in which you go in
Indian file, is the great dificulty over the portages, and having tô carry every-
thing, and divide everything into weights of 90 lbs. each.

3285. Do you know what the number of the portages is between Red River
and Lake Superior ?-Yes, I could tell the exact nurnber, if I were to count them
on this paper.

3286. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How many breaks are there in the navigation?
-The whole distance from Sault Ste. Marie does not much exceed 1,100 miles;
it can be done in 30 days. I am sorry te say that these papers only cane
into my hands last night, and consequently 1 am not so well acquainted' with
them as I was wben I wrote them ; I must count the number of portages: some
of therm are so exceedingly short as to be only 20 yards; I do not know that I
should include them.

3287. You had better put in all the interruptions to the navigation ?-They
are all enumerated here, above 60.

3288. Lord Stanley.] Are any of those portages of considerable length ?-The
longest, I think, is 2 j miles to three miles.

3289. Over a height of land ?-r-Over the height of land.
3290. At a considerable elevation therefore above the river?-I took the

levels myself, 131 feet; I remember that distinctly, for I took the level above
and below.

3291. Then at that point the navigation must necessarily be interrupted ?-
Yes; it is the great Kakabeka Fall ; it is a little higher even than Niagara.

3292. Therefore no engineering skill and no reasonable amount of expen.
diture would produce an unbroken navigation between Red River and the
waters of Lake Superior ?-Not from that point, but there nay be in the United
States territory a means of doing it; from the extrerme western point of Lake
Superior, I believe the land slopes down there to the southward.

3293. But you are not aware of any such?-No; I bave heard so; but the
great difficulties in that case are in the swarnps; the upper land is con-
paratively dry.

3294. Do you know anything of the country to the north of Lake Superior,
from personal knowledge?-Nothing whatever; I merely coasted the northern
side; it is full of minerals, for I knocked off silver and copper myself with an
axe, cropping out.

3295. While you were at Red River, did you hear much desire expressed on
the part of the inhabitants for an improved communication with Canada?-
Yes, I did.

3296. By
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3296. By what class of persons; the half-breeds or the white settlers?-I
think by the Scotch settlers chiefy ; I say the Scotch settlers, because I chiefly
communicated with them.

3297. Was there upon their minds an impression that those communications
bad been neglected, and that more might have been done by the Government
of the country than had been done ?-I dare say that was a very general
impression.
- 32u8. You have spoken of a prohibition to trade as existing in the case of the
Red River settlers ; does that prohibition extend to all articles, or is it limited
to the trade in furs?-I think furs and spirits.

3299. Is there any prohibition to a Red River settler to send his grain to any
place to which he can transport it ?-I think not; I never heard of it.

3300. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] You mt!rî:ioned that the colonists at the Red River
had only 50 acres of land each ?-That is the limit.·

3301. That is to say, the Company will not grant them any larger amount ?--
Since the settlement came into their possession, out of Lord Selkirk's hands, I
think that has been the municipal rule; but there may have been exceptions,
though I am not aware of a single one, and I knew every man's allotment.

3302. Did you meet with instances in which one person had sold his allotment
to another ? - Many instances of subdivision.

3303. But not of aggregation ?-None that I can at all charge my memory
with.

3304. Mr. Roebuck.] Do you know the state of the law, whether a person could
sell his land vwithout permission of the Company ?-I think there was a sort of
formai paper put in for permission to subdivide it.

3305. I mean to sell it ?-Yes, lie might sell the whole lot.
3306. Without permission of the Company ?-I think so.
3307. That is your impression ?-That is my impression clearly; I really

nev*r thought upon the point before; but I know that in subdividing it they
had to apply.

3308. Mr: Gregson.] Are those lots generally well cultivated ?-As far as
regards the Scotch settlers, admirably.

3309. Are you aware that they can sell the produce of the farms to the
Company ?-Yes.

33 1 o. To any extent ?--That is their market, and sole market.

3311. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you know any case where a settler, having a
lot of 50 acres, has been refused an additional lot when he has asked for it ?-I
do not remember a case.

3312. Your observations have chiefly, I think, applied to the territory
south of 50°; the parallel of 500 runs through the Red River Settlement ?-It
does.

3313. I think your observations have generally been as to the territory south
of that ?-Yes. I came down from Fort York, in Hudson's Bay, and all that
line I have a nmap of, which was drawn by my own hand, with all the bearings
of every point on the river; therefore I know the route accurately.

3314. But I am speaking of your observations with regard to the fertility of
the soil and the climate : your observations have chiefly applied to the territory
south of 50°?-Yes; at actually the Red River colony itself, which is, if I may
so describe it, the fork of the two rivers, the Assinniboyne and the Red River.
If you took a compass, with a radius of 50 miles, it would describe the whole of
the Red River colony.

3315. That is the government of Assiniboia ?-It is.
33 16. What sort of a country is it to the north of that, on Lake Winnipeg, at

Norway House, and all that territory ; what sort of land is it ?-You might
grow corn there, but the season closes sooner.

3317. During the time you were in Red River, or in your progress down
between York and Red River, did you go at all into the interior ; did you see
much of the country ?-I went as far as a horse would take me occasionally.
I have never been a night out from the fort, with one exception.

3318. With regard to the complaints that were made by the half-breeds of
the restrictions on spirits, do you know their object in wantin'g to distil spirits
and possess spirits ?-I think they had two objects; one was for their own
consumption, and another was, probably, to surreptitiously trade with them.

0.24-'-Sess. 2. Z 3319. That
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3319. That is to say, to trade in furs with them ?-To trade in furs with the
.Indians.

3320. From the experience which you have hàd, is it your opinion that the
trade in spirits would be very prejudicial to the Indians ?-I am sure of it.

3321. You think that it would be a very unwise thing to remove the restriction
upon the sale of spirits ?-I do.

3322. What are your reasons for thinking so ?-Because since the junction of
the two companies, the North-West Company and the Hudson's Bay Company,
the issue of spirits in barter for furs gradually ceased, and I think, about te4
years before 1 arrived in the colony, it had altogether ceased, and from that time
the Indian race were increasing, as shown by the census; before that they had
been decreasing.

3323. Mr. Rocbuck.] Of what census do you speak? -A census that the
Company make, I think, every five or six years, collected fron the heads and
chiefs of the Indians, who make a return of their numbers to them.

3324. Sir John Pakington.] Over what extent of country does that census
range ?-I believe from 490, as far as they have trading posts to the north.

3325. And for the whole country, east and west ?-. think so.

3326. Mr. Edward Ellice.] While you were there did you hear any complaints
against the Company for bartering spirits, or giving spirits to the Indians ?-
I never heard of any complaint against the Company for that till I came to this
country.

3327. As far as your observation went, the rule of the Company with regard
to the restriction of spirits was adhered to ?-Quite so, as far as I know.

3328. With regard to the administration of justice, while you were there did
you hear any complaints as regarded the administration of justice under the
Company ?-No, i never heard a word.

3329. Do you think, from your own personal observation, that, practically,
justice was administered ?-I am sure of it, as far as I know ; but there really
was no justice to administer; there was no crime.

3330. To what do you attribute that absence of crime, because in these places
general!v there is crime ?-I think to the absence of spirits.

3331. As far as your knowledge extends in other respects, did the rule of the
Hudson's Bay Company over the population there appear to you to be oppressive?
-Quite the contrary.

3332. I suppose you must have heard the matter talked over ; do you think
there is any other better way of keeping that country or governing the natives
than by this rule of the Hudson's Bay Company?-By the "natives" am I to
understand Indians ý

3333. The Indians and the half-breeds ?-1 think the Hudson's Bay Company
have an experience of them that no other body can have, and I think they
managed them exceedingly well while I was there.

3334. What do you suppose would be the result of having any loose form of

government among the Indians - if they were allowed to do as they liked ?-I
think they would kill one another; the Americans would soon use them up if
they were there.

3335. It is hardly necessary to ask you; but is there any other better mode of

governing the country which you can suggest, with your personal experience r-
I do not know that under the circumstances, the isolated position of that colony,
you could have a much better government than its municipal government.

3336. Did you reside in Canada at all ?-I did not reside there.

3337. Did you stay in Canada at all ?-A short time; I had a good deal of
comniunication when I was there relative to those very parts which we are now
speaking of ; chiefly with Lord Elgir.

3338. Do you know whether there was any great desire expressed in Canada
with regard to that territory ?--Not 10 years ago when I was there.

3339. Mr. Roebuck.] You bave been asked whether that is the best govern-
ment for that country ; did you ever turn your mind to the colonising of the

country ; whether the existing government is the best government for filling it
with .white people ?-I do not think it is.

3340. Is it not a government which prohibits white people from coming there?
-1 am not aware of any prohibition.

3341. Does not every government which maintains fur hunting keep the
country wild ?-They wish to keep all the country wild i believe which is north

of
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of 52°, but I believe below that, between that and 49°, they would be very glad
if it was as well cultivated and peopled as in Canada; that is to say, the
Hudson's Bay Company have always expressed that opinion to me..

3342. So that if we take the Hudson's Bay Company by their expressions,
they would be glad to see that part of the country peopled with a white popula-
tion ?- I am quite sure of it, and even the Governor, Sir George Simpson, upon
one occasion, I may fairly say, said to me that he personally would be glad to
see the Red River in the possession of the Crown.

3343. If that government be not a good government for the creation of
a colony in that part of the world, it is not the government desired by the
Hudson's Bay Company themselves ?--I do not understand the question.

3344. They desire to colonise the country, do not they ?--They expressed
that wish.

3345. Then if their government be not the best government for colonising
the country, it is not the government which they really desire ?-1 really do not
know. I am very stupid, for I do not comprehend the gist of the question.

334 6. Will you again turn your attention to the tract between Red River
and the western portion of Lake Superior; have you ever travelled from
Montreal to Kingston by river ?-I have gone from Kingston to Montreal.

3347. By river ?-Yes, I have.
3348. Were there any canals at the time when you went up there ?--I did

not go through any canal.
3349. Did you go in a bateau ?-I did not.
3350. How did you go ?-I embarked at, Kingston.
3351 . I am talking of going from Montreal to Kingston ?-I did not proceed

that way.
3352. It is exactly the opposite way ?-Yes.
3353. Did you ever go from Montreal to Kingston ?-I never went from

Montreal to Kingston, but I went frorm Kingston to Montreal.
3354. Then you descended the river ?-- did.
3355. In what ?-I think it was in a steamer, or occasionally steaming.
3356. You did not know that river before steamers were upon it ?-No.
3357. Had you any opportunity of seeing the difficulties of the rapids of the

St. Lawrence ?-I saw no difficulty; I went down with great facility.
3358. Therefore you cannot give me an answer to this question, whether there

be not as many obstacles between Kingston and Montreal, by way of the river,
as between the western point of Lake Superior and Red River ?-The waters
are quite of a different character: the one is exceedingly deep water, though
very rapid; the Quebec River, in fact, is the great river that flows down; but
the other is comparatively shallow, excepting in the lakes, and broken up
between rocks where you have to haul or pole the boats and canoes, and these
obstacles are almost innumerable.

3359. Did you ever see a bateau taken up the St. Lawrence ?-No.
3360. You have seen a French bateau, I suppose ?-Many.
3361. You know that they do not draw above two inches of water when they

are not laden ?-Very few.
3362. Those bateaux weint up the River St. Lawrence ?-They did.
3363. They were pushed up close by the shore over the rapids, where the

water was very shallow ?-Yes, but they were not interrupted by rocks; there
was a free navigation though it was a flow down of water.

3364. Is that your statement to ne that they were not interrypted by rocks;
because I have been up that river very often, and I know that there are rocks?
-1 speak of what I encountered.

3365. You did not encounter any rocks, because you went down the river?
-- went down the river by steam, and therefore 1 cannot speak of the diffi-
culties up that river: I am- speaking of the difficulties of the rivers between
Fort WilPiam and Lake Winnipeg.

3366. Would there be any difficulty in making roads over that portage ?-
Not the slightest.

3367. If there werc good roads and waggons over the portage there would
be no great difficulty ?-It would be hardly worth while hauling in wheel
carriages for 20, 25, or 30 yards. The water is kept up till it cornes to a
narrow place,' perhaps between two rocks, and there it pours down with a vast
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force, and you must pole and haul, if you can, or carry; that is the nature of
the navigation.

3368. Do not some of the portages extend some miles ?-I think the longest
is three miles.

3369. Would it not be an advantage to have a road there ?-They have an old
read upon that, made of wood; it was made by the old North-West Company,
and it is there still.

3370. Have they any waggons there ?-No, they carry all on the back.
3371. But if they had waggons, I suppose they could carry goods very easily?

-They migh t make a tram; there is no difficulty in making it; there is plenty
of wood; but where would you get the horses, and how keep them.

3372. 'lhere is no difficulty in making a communication between Red River
and Lake Superior ?-There is no difficulty; I admit it at once.

3373 Sir John Pakington.] What sort of communication do you mean ; land
or water ?- Only by water; you cannot go over the swamps.

3374. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You cannot do it by land ?-No, it is impossible;
you cannot even send across a post, excepting in winter, when the country is
frozen.

337.5. Sir John Pakington.] When you said, in answer to the Honourable
M ember's question, that there would be no difficulty in making a road between
Red River and Lake Superior, did you refer to a means of communication by
water ?- I meant by a road there, a route; I should have used the word route.

3376. Of what sort ?-By water, carrying over the portages.
3377. You have been questioned about the use of waggons; would there be

any difficulty, in your opinion, in making such a road from Red River to Lake
Superior as would make it possible to convey goods by waggons ?-I think it
utterly impossible.

3378. Why ?-On account of the swamps, and there being so many lakes and
rivers to cross.

3379. Are those swamps of great extent ?-I believe the great face of the
country to the southward of the rivers is swamp.

3380. Do you mean that the natural impediments are so great on both sides
of the river that you think it would be impossible to make a continuous regular
road ?-A continuous regular road would be impossible; many parts would
admit of it, but the major part is swamp.

3381. The major part of the whole distance ?-.Yes, certainly.
3382. Mr. Roebuck.] But where you could not make a road, could not you

go by water ?--Certainly.
3383. So that between water and road you could make a good route ?-A very

good one; I would undertake to take troops along it.
3384. Ir. Edward Ellice.] Where would the animals come from to draw the

carnages ?-I started that difficulty.
3385. Sir John Pakington.] I suppose there would be no difficulty in convey-

ing animals there? -None.
3386. Or keeping them when they were there ?-You might do it by estab-

lishing posts, of course. along the rivers, and the Company have estabâishments;
for instance, at Fort Frances, and at Rat Portage, and several other places,
the Company have stations, and there they have a few sheep and some cattie,
because I have had fresh meat there from them.

3387. Mr. Edward Ellice.] This route would be about 772 miles ?-About
that.

3388. And I suppose that, although it could be made good, there would be
considerable trouble in making it ?-You cannot make a continuous road; you
can make a route: I would undertake to take my regiment by it.

3389. Not under present circunstances ?-Yes; I did worse than that, for
I took artillery from Fort York, in Hudson's Bay, to Red River, 700 miles by
the compass, over lakes and rivers; and that is a much worse route than the
other.

3390. De you mean to say that under present circumstances the route from
Fort William to Fort Garry is a better route for nmilitary to go than from Fort
Y ork ?-l am quite sure of it, for I have gone both.

3391. Sir John Pakington.] Did vou say that you took artillery from Fort
York to Red River ?-1 did.

3392. What
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3392. What distance is that ?-t is about 736 miles.
3393. How did you convey it ?-We carried the guns in canvas; we tonk the

guns off their carriages, we had rope handles and carrying straps, and between
them so carried the guns.

3394. Mr. Roebuck.] I wish you to direct your attention to the distance
between Fort William and Red River Settlement; you say it is 700 miles?-
Seven hundred and seventy-two, I think. I find a remark on this very paper
which was made at the time, and which is as follows: " If steamers shall be esta-
blished on Lake Superior, the journey from Red River by canoe or barge will
end at Fort William, and save 354 miles of dangerous navigation for small
boats." The whole distance between Red River and Sault Ste. Marie is 1,126
miles. Sault Ste. Marie is at the efflux of Lake Superior.

3395. Do you say that the Red River Settlement is 700 miles from Fort
William ?-It is.

3396. Sir John Paington.] By the map, it appears to be twice as far from
Fort York down to Red River ?-I can only say that I paced the greater part of
the portages. '

Colonel'
J. F. Crofon.

19 May 1857.

[They are enumerated on this Paper :)
LIST of PORTAGES occurring between Fort York, Hudson's Bay, and Sea River, from which the Navigation is frce

from Rapids to Lower Fort Garry on Red River.

Naine of Portage.

Rock Portage -
Borrowicks - -
White Mud - -
Point of Rocks -
Brassa - - -

Lower Burntwood
Morgans - -

Upper Burntwood
Rocky Ledge -
Mossy - - -

Smoothrock -
First Portage -
Second Portage -
Devil's - -

Ground-water Creek
Lower ,, ,, -

Nature of Ground.

Hard, dry, even -
Rockyandswampy
Swampy - -

Hard, but rugged
Hard and uneven
Dry and even -
Rocky, broken -
Dry, rather uneven
Hard and rugged
Swampy and slip-

pery.
Hard, even - -
Swampy - -

Swampy - -

Hard, difficult land-
ing.

Swampy - -
Swampy - -

Length
in

l'aces.

48
39
43
61

482
476
206

59
63

503

347
42
58

173

61
62

Naine of Portage.

Long-water Creek -
Second ,, ,,
Upper , ,,
Front Fall - - -

Creek Fall - - -

Knife Portage - -
Upper ,, -
Lower ,, - -

Moore's - - -

Crooked Spout - -
Upper - - -

Hill Portage - -

Upper,,- 
- -

Whitefall, Robinson's -
Puinted Stone - -
First Dam - -
Second Dam - -
Sea River - - -

Nature of Ground.

Swampy - -
Swampy - -
Swampy - -

Rocky,even -
Rocky and swampy
Swampy - -
Swampy - -
Swampy - -
Swampy - -
Rocky and swampy
Swampy - -
Rocky and rugged
Rocky and rugged
Level, but slippery
Rocky, even -
Hard, stony
Hard, stony -
Rocky, even -

These 34 Portages are the only impediments on the water route, over which lading, and generally the boats aiso, have
to be carried.

Upper Fort Garry, 7 November 1846.
J. Crofton, Lieutenant-Colonel,

Comnanding Troops, H. B. Territory.

3397. Mr. Matheson.] You are not speaking of a straight line ?-No; here
are the two routes which I have: I must adheýe - their evidence.

3398. Chairman.] Had you any difficulty in supporting your men at the Red
River; did they get plenty of provisions ?-Plenty.

3399. Were they very expensive ?-No; meat was 2 d. a pound.
3400. And was your flour abundant ?-Yes. I have a list of the prices of

almost every article sold in the Red River.
3401. There was no difficulty in supporting the men ?-None whatever.
34o2. Were your men healthy ?-I had not even one casualty excepting a

man drowned in one of the rivers.
3403. Mr. Kinnaird.] How many men had you ?-383 persons, I think, made

the total number, as well as my memory carries me.
3404. And there was no casualty ?--No.
3405. Mr. Gregson.] During what length of time was that -- A year and two

months.
3406. Sir John Pahington.j Are you aware that Sir George Simpson, in his

evidence, stated that from Lake Winnipeg to Lake Superior was 500 miles ?-
No, he was talking, of course, as the crow flies.

.24-Sess. 2. z , 3407. Mr.

Length
in

Paces.

5321
6s

49
31
59
40
38
.36
36
42

243
57

1,760
16
28
.V5

63
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Colonel 3407. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What means did you take to arrive at those
J. F. Crof/on. distances ?-I merely estimated them at the rate at which we went; I also was

pleased when I arrived in Canada to flnd at the Company's Factory at La Chine
19 May 1857. that my distances were only different from theirs 11 miles; I paced the portages

as a soldier would, and all those distances which I give you are the correct
distances.

3408. Sir John Pakington.] I fnd that Sir George Simpson, at No. 793, gave
the following answer to a question in this Committee Room; he was asked
"What is the distance from the southern part of Lake Winnipeg to Fort
William on Lake Superior ?-About 500 miles, I think; from Lake Superior to
Lake Winnipeg is about 500 miles of bad canoe navigation, with 66 portages,
varying in length from 100yards to three and a half miles." It is quite clear
from that answer that Sir George Simpson was not calculating the distance as
the crow flies, but that he took the windings of the rivers; how do you recon
cile that answer of Sir George Simpson's with the opinion which you have ex-
pressed ?-I reconcile it in this way, that Sir George started from a different
point to me, at least as far as those distances go; I count from Fort Garry and
Sir George probably counts froim Fort Alexander.

3409. The distance from Lake Winnipeg to Fort William I apprehend is
greater than the distance from Fort Garry to Fort William, is it not ?-No, the
distance from Fort Garry to Fort William is upwards of 86 miles more; from
Lake Winnipeg to Fort William is 86 to 90 miles less than from Red River.

3410. Mr. Christy.] I think you were Governor of the Red River Settlement?
-No; I had nothing to do with the Government.

3411. During the year that you were there ?--No, I had nothing to say to
it while I commanded the troops; I was merely a soldier; I had nothing to do
with the civil government.

3412. On your return to England, you were called upon by the Secretary for
the Colonies to report upon certain complaints made by settlers in Hudson's
Bay ?-Yes ; I remember that perfectly well ; I was quartered at Fermoy, and
that question was afterwards discussed in Parliament. As well as I reinember,
it was Mr. lsbister's memorial.

3413. You made nine or ten answers, I think, to certain questions ? -
Yes; I remember perfectly making replies to Sir Benjamin Hawes, then
Mr. Hawes.

3414. Do you adhere to the opinions which you then gave?-I arn sure I
must, for I took great pains to be accurate then.

3415. Were you resident in any other part of the country except in the Red
River ?-No, not resident.

3416. Do you consider that the period for which you were in the Red River
was sufficient to enable you to form a correct opinion of the country, in
reference to the points which you stated in vour report to the Secretary of
State ?-It was limited to Red River, and to form it I think I was long enough
there; of course I cannot say wirat took place in distant places.

3417. You could not say what took place in other remote parts of the
country ? -Not except fron hearsay.

3418. With reference to the condition of the Indians, vour observation,
I suppose, was directed to their condition in the Red River settlement ?-And
on the route ; I had occasionally communications with them through an
interpreter, and they never made any complaints to me, or anything of that
nature; they chiefly begged tobacco fromn me.

3419. Did you take any means to ascertain the condition of the Indians,
except in the settlement of the Red River? -At Fort York I did; the Indians
in and about Fort York I was interested in, and during the short time that
I was there I inquired a great deal about them.

3420. Did the condition of the Indians in the Red River, and that of the
Indians in the remote districts through which you travelled, strike you as being
very different ? -There was no difference ; they are all much alike, excepting
that they differ as to tribes and language.

3421. You speak of the influence of the missionaries in reference to their
condition in the answers which you made to the Secretary of State ?-I do.
I knew the Rev. Mr. Smithers very well, who served an Indian settlement about
nine miles below the lower fort of Red River, and I used to hear a great deal
from him, and with great interest, and he always spoke in the highest terms
of the arrangements made for their benefit.

3422. Can
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3422. Can you inform the Committee whether it is your opinion that t.he
condition of the natives in the Red River settlement is much superior, where
they are under the influence of the missionaries, to their condition in remote
and distant parts of the country through which you have travelled ?-Measuring
their condition by my own ideas of comfort and happiness, I should say it was
much better in the lied River settlement.

34:23. I think there were nine questions put to you, and you gave answers to
all those in your report to the Secretary of State ?-I have no copy of themn.
I lost or was robbed of most of my papers when I was in Ireland, and among the
rest a copy of those answers relating to Mr. Isbister's memorial, and therefore
I am depending upon my memory entirely for it.

3424. You know that they were furnished to the House of Commons ?--I
heard so, but never saw them.

3425. And that they have been printed ?-l never heard that. I never saw
them.

3426. Does your memory serve you with reference to the queries which were
put to you ?-I find that to nine questions only one answer r elated to the Red
River colony particularly ; there were nine complaints ?-It is now nine or ten
years ago. If you ask me the questions which were then put to me, I will
answer them now as I did then, I hope.

3427. Then you cannot tell me upon what information the answers to the
other questions were based ?--I really do not now know the questions that were
put to me. I cannot remember what they were ; if you ask themx over again
of me I will try and answer them, but I am entirely in the hands of the Com-
mittee upon that point, for I bave no papers.

3428. I suppose the information which you derived, and from which you
gave the answers to the Secretary of State, was principally from servants of
the Company, and persons connected with the Company?-It was from my
journal; it was from materials collected without any object except private
satisfaction, and which were in the form of a journal, which I unfortunately lost
among my other papers.

3429. You cannot furnish the Committee with any proof of the evidence
which was given by the Bishop of Montreal, whom you quoted -1 do remember
quoting his little book.

3430. And various other quotations which you gave ?-I do not recollect
what quotations they were ; probably it was about the religious position of the
colonists. I have entered into that very fully in my report on the colony.

3431. You have mentioned that a census was taken by the Hudson's Bay
Company of the native population periodically ?-Yes.

3432. Does the report which you have referred to contain a copy of that
census ?-It does not of that, but it contains the census of Red River at three
or four different periods.

3433. You have given information to the Committee with reference to a
census of the native population ; the increase or decrease of the Indians ?-
Just so: that is done by the Hudson's Bay Company, and no doubt a commu-
nication to them would obtain it.

3434. It is not contained in your report ?-No; I had not access to the
figures excepting to look at themu.

3435. Did you ever visit any of the missionary stations which were not in
the Red River ?-One at Norway House.

3436. In what state was that ?-When I saw it there were but few people
there, for they were out fishing and hunting at the open season, but I under-
stand that in the winter season they are numerous.

3437. Mr. Kinnaird.] But froni your experience your impression was that
the nissionaries were very useful to the Indians ?-I believe exceedingly so.

3438. You visited Mr. Smethers's missionary station several times ?-Twice;
I went on Sundays there.

3439. Mr. Christj.] Do you know who pays the missionaries ; to whom they
are responsible ?-I think to the Missionary Society, but the Company give
them an allowance of some kind also ; I cannot charge my memory with what
,the Company do give them, but probably you will get evidence upon that point
from some of the clergyman, if they are in London.

Colonel
J. F. Crofon,

19 Yay 1857.

Rear-Admiral0.24-Sess. 2.
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3440. Chaiman.] ARE you acquainted with the Hudson's Bay territory ?-
,To a certain extent I am ; but I perhaps may be allowed to mention that I have

flot been there for 22 years.
3441. Will you state how you came to visit it, and to what part of it you

went ?-I first went with my friend Sir John Franklin, on an expedition of
discovery, in 1819 to 1822. I went secondly on another expedition with Sir
John Franklin, from 1825 to the autumn of 1827; and, thirdly, on an expedi-
tion which I commanded myself,. in search of Sir John Ross and his cqm-
panions, who were then supposed to have been lost, making altogether, I
believe, about nine years that I was engaged in those expeditions.

3442. Mr. Kinnaird.] What was the period of the last expedition ?-From
1833 to the end of 1835.

3443. Sir John Pakington.] 1835 was the last year that you were in that
part of the world ?-Yes.

.3444. Chairman.] Will you tell us generally the routes of those three expe-
ditions ?-The first route was from York Factory to Lake Winnipeg, Curber-
land House, Fort Chipewyan, Great Slave Lake, Fort Enterprise, Coppernine
River, along the coast to Point Turnagain, thence to river Hood, across the
barren lands to Fort Enterprise and Great Slave Lake.

3445. What is the most northerly point of that route?-The most northerly
point is on the coast near Point Turnagain, I think, in latitude 68°, between
Coppermine River and Point Turnagain. Then we returned across the country,
having no provision; and it may be in the mind of the Committee that more
than one-half of the unfortunate people perished from want of food.

3446. Where did you return to ?-To England, by York Factory.
3447. From Great Slave Lake ?--By the usual route; exactly the saie route.
3448. That was the first expedition ?-Yes.
3449. Sir John Pakington.] That was entirely a land expedition ?-Yes; so

were all these three expeditions; I have been on two others, but they were by
sea.

3450. Chairman.] Will you describe the route of the second expedition ?-
The second expedition was to Toronto, then called York, to Penetangushine,
Sault Ste. Marie, Fort William (Lake Superior), the Rainy Lake, the Lake of
the Woods, Fort Alexander (Lake Winnipeg), to the Grand Rapid. Up again
from the Grand Rapid to Great Slave Lake by the saie route as before. From
Great Slave Lake down the Mackenzie River past Fort Simpson to Great Bear
River; to Great Bear Lake, to Fort Franklin : thence to the western mouth of
the Mackenzie River along the coast to Return Reef, being at that time but 140
miles from Her Majesty's ship " Blossom," then commanded by the late Admiral
Beechy, the late President of the Geographical Society. I returned again to
Norway House by the same route, and from Norway House to York Factory.

3451. And from thence to England ? -And from thence to England.
3452. Sir John Pakington.] The " Blossom" had entered by Behring's Straits?

-Yes.
3453. What time did that trip occupy ?-From 1825 to the end of 1827.
34,54. How many months ?--Two years and three quarters altogether. Then

the third expedition was from England to New York; to Montreal ; La Chine;
Lake Nipissing; Lake Huron, along the north shore of Lake Superior, and by
exactly the same route as before to the Grand Rapid, that is to say, to the Sas-
katchawan River; thence to Great Slave Lake as before. Then along the
eastern part of Great Slave Lake, which is new, to its extremity, where I built
a fort, called Fort Reliance. Thence across a new country. With the excep-
tion of one or two points crossed by Hearne, I discovered the upper part of the
Great Fish River; the sources, in fact, of the Great Fish River, or the one
named after myself, and I descended it to the sea. Unable to get further, I
returned by the same route precisely to Canada.

3455. You followed the Fish River to the sea?-Yes, I discovered it; that
expedition occupied about two years and seven months.

3456. Chairman.] Then you have been pretty well all over the northern
parts of the Hudson's Bay territory ?-By just simply the routes which I have
mentioned to you.

3457. HOW
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3457. How did you subsist during these journies ?--On each occasion the
expedition was aided by the Hudson's Bay Company, and supplied by that
Company with pemican, and other articles for traffic with the Indians; simply
for food, to the extent that was required.

3458. How did you travel ?-ln canoes and boats, bit chiefly in canoes, except
along the coast.

3459. And there you walked, I suppose ?-No, we had built boats.
3460. Sir John Pakington.] In fact you travelled everywhere by water ?-

Al by water; except in crossing the barren lands and on detached services.
3461. That applies to all three of those journies ?-Yes.
3462. Chairman.] What did you do during the winter months ?-In the

winter we were plentifully occupied in making observations, and 'working up
surveys.

3463. Did you spend your time in the Factories of the Company ?-No, not
at all; we built our own establishments, log-houses with stores and places for
our men.

3464. What number of men did you take with you generally ?-From &20 to
22 on the former expeditions, on the latter not so manv.

3465. Sir John Pakington.] Do you mean that that was the whole strength
of your party ?-Twenty-two altogether.

3466. Chairman.] Were they Europeans or Indians ?-Chiefly Canadian
voyageurs ; we had some three or four Europeans with us; on the last occasion
I had four artillerymen, and very excellent men they were, who volunteered from
Montreal.

3467. Were you much troubled by the Indians in these expeditions ?-Not in
the least.

3468. During the whole time ?-During the whole time.
3469. Sir John Pakinglon.] Did you see many ?-I saw the Indians who

frequented our establishments for the purpose of barter, chiefly for providing us
with provisions ; but they came in great numbers, that is to say, 300 or 400 at
the utmost, and from that down to half-a-dozen.

3470. Did you always remain stationary during the winter months at those
log-houses which you erected ?-Yes, for the purpose of making magnetical
and other observations, which at that time were of great importance to
science.

3471. Chairman.] -Can you give the Committee any account of the climate of
these regions ?-There is a great resemblance in the climate of those places,
Great Bear Lake, Fort Franklin, Fort Enterprise, and Fort Reliance. The
extreme temperatures at the two former places, as far as I remember (for really
I have not referred to it). were 52 minus zero, and 57 minus zero; but at Fort
Reliance, a place which I built myself, the minimum of five thermometers was
70° below zero, or 1020 below the freezing point of Fahrenheit.

3472. Sir John Pakington.] That was the maximum ?-Yes.
3473. How long did that last ?-Not quite a day.
3474. Chairman.] What degree of latitude was that in ?-62, 46'.
3475. Sir John Pakington.] At what season of the year was it that your ther-

mometer reached that very low temperature ?-In January ; I do not exactlyrecollect the date ; but I believe it was the 17th.
3476. Mr. Christy.] Was that the year when you wintered on the Fish River ?

-We did not winter on the Great Fish River; it is scarcely possible to do so.
There is no wood on that river; therefore you cannot winter there.

3477. Chairman.] What opinion did you form of the soil of this country; its
power of producing ?-At the extreme north you get beyond the latitude of the
woods.; but at Fort Reliance there was wood, more or less stunted, pine, and
some others of considerable growth. The soil itself was gravelly, with a mossy
surface, but sterile, certainly.

3478. Were you at the Red River Settlement ?-I was never at Red River.
3479. Were you on the Saskatchawan?-On the Saskatchawan I passed a

short time at Cumberland House and Pine Island Lake in the autumun of 1819
with my friend Franklin; at that time there was merely a garden for herbs, and
a little barley was grown, but nothing beyond; that was in 1819 and 1820.

.24-Sess. 2. A A • 3480. With
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3480. With respect to communication between the Hudson's Bay territory
and Europe, you have been all the different ways, have you not ?-I have been
merely the routes which I have mentioned.

348 :. You have been from York Factory ?--Yes.
3482. From Fort William ?-Yes.
3483. And from Canada by Lake Nipissing --Yes.
3484. What do you say of those three routes; which is the best in order to

get to the neighbourhood of Lake Winnipeg and the Red River ?-Both routes
are bad, but if I vere to prefer the one rout e to the other, that is to say, if I
had anything to convey to Red River, I should unquestionably prefer the route
from York Factory.

3485. Rather than froi Fort William ?-Rather than from Fort William by
the Lake of the Wuods.

3486. Sir John Pakington.] Why ?-There is an easier access; there is less
difficulty in portages, with the exception of one or two falls; but I should say
there is less difficulty, and there are fewer impedinents.

3487. Chairman.] What opinion did you form of the governiment of the
Hudson's Bay Company from what you saw of its effects ?-In the first place,
when we went there, there were two companies; they were then in a very
disturbed state, and it was impossible for us to form any opinion; we ourselves
were not acquainted with the government of the Company; afterwards, as far
as I saw of the conduct of the Hudson's Bay Company throughout the line of
route which I travelled, and I frequently resided at the different establishments
with the chief factors and other influential servants of that Company, I saw
nothin.r but the utmost kindness to the Indians and fairness in dealing; I never
knew an Indian in want turned away without his wants being supplied, whether
lie had furs to give in return or not; indeed, I have seen strong instances of great
benevolence on the part of the Hudson's Bay officers.

3488. Can you form any opinion of the fitness of that country for colonisa-
tion ?-None whatever ; it never entered into one's imagination 22 years ago.

3489. Sir John Pakington.] I presume that during the greater portion of these
periods of between two and three 3 ears which each of these excursions occupied
vou were stationary on account of weather, were you not? - Yes.

3490. Can you give the Committee any approximation to the proportion of
time in each of those trips that you were actually travelling ?-Yes ; about from
the middle of April to the end of October.

3491. Each year ?- Each year.
349:2. The rest cf the year you were stationary ?-Yes; we were sufliciently

occupied in makinig observations and procuring food, and that with difficulty.

3493. How did you procure food through those long winters ?-- It was pre-
ciselv there where the aid of the Iludson's Bay Compauy came in to us so
opportunely. The indians known to them came to our establishments, where, I
ought to mention, that we had one of the oficers of the Hudson's Bay Company
attached to the expedition.

3494. Always ?-Always; and this officer conducted the trade entirely, we
ourselves not at all interferimg in it.

349-. Did you see much of the Indians during these various excursions ?-
From time to time.

3496. Should vou sav, considering the nature of your object, and the portions
of country which you explored, that you had any good means of judging whether
or not the government of the Hudson's Bay Company was benieficial to those
districts ?-Decidedly so, inasmuch as the Indians must have starved without the
aid of the Hudson's B3ay Company.

3497. Did any instances come tinder your observation of great suffering or
privation on the part of the Indians during the winter months ?-I heard of
their suffering.

34!)8. Did you see anything of the sort ?-I saw none myself, save and
except the few Indians who resorted to Fort Reliance and to Fort Franklin, and
indeed to Fort Enterprise, seeking relief from our stores.

3499. Were you at all at Fort Reliance during the summer months ?-Only
in the spring and autumn; the intervening part was necessarily occupied in
exploring the country to and from the coast.

3500. Did
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30oo. Did you see enough of Fort Reliance to enable you te judge whether Rear-Admiral
or not that is a neighbourhood which would bear cultivation during the summer SirG.Back,..a.&,
months ?-I should say decidedly not. M.C..

350. On account of climate - Chiefly on account of climate, but also on a
account of the conformation of the land, which is se interspersed with rocks; it 9 May 1857«
is granitic.

35-2. What did yeu find as to the elimate around Fort York; would it do
for cultivation ?-That is altogether different; there is an alluvial soil around
Fort York; it is a low swampy country. I speak with diffidence upon this point,
but I doubt whether it would do for cultivation, because the soil is generally
frozen te some two or three feet below the surface.

3503. Even during summer ?-In summer. I remember perfectly well seeing
a trench dug and the soil was frozen, to the best of my menory, a considerable
depth, two or three feet; immediately at the surface it was not, but below that,
it was.

3504. And probably never was otherwise than frozen ?--I should say not.
3505. On the whole, I apprehend from your answers that you do not think

that even Fort York would be a favourable position for colonisation ?-Unques-
tionably not.

3 5ti. Mr. Kinnaird.] You mentiored that you had 22 companions with

you; did you bring them all back living ?--In the last expedition, with the
exception of one of the artillerymen, all returned. On the second expedition
we also lest one man ; that was from sickness; but on the first expedition,
which I dare say you may remember, in 1819 and 1822, the greater part died
from. starvation : they fell down in convulsions and actually died from want of
food.

3507. More from want of food than from the climate ?-Entirely from want
of food and clothing.

3 5o8. You got beyond the supplies of the Company ?- It was a tissue of
misfortunes altogether; the Indians had not been successful in fulfilling our
measures ; they had not provided the m eat, the reindeer, which we had every
reason to hope and to expect they would have provided, and our house, Fort
Enterprise, was left entirely desolate.

3509. Have you reason te think that many Indians in that same neighbourhood
also died in that ycar ?-They did, but they were somewhat superstitious, and
they heard strange tales; sickness got amongst them, and they went from one
place to another in search of food themselves.

3ii o. Did yo find a great difference between the Indians that you met far
north away from the station, and those who were inî the habit of coming imme-
diately near the station ? - Not so great one as one would imagine ; very little
indeed ; it was so shadowy as scarcely to be perceptible.

35 11. Then you did not see any effects of civilisation upon them, ?-Not upon
the Indians.

3512. You said that they came in for aid -Yes.
35 i3. Did the Indians seem te know and feel that they had a right to cone

te the Company for aid in point of distress when they were starving ?-.They
seemued always to feel that they could fall back upon the clemency and the
benevolence of the white man at any extremity; that as long as he had anything
to spare in his store the Indian was certain te be relieved.

3 514. From your experience, was the feeling of the Indian towards the officers
of the Company, the white men, very good -- Very good. I never knew an
instance to the contrarv.

3515. When you first made the expedition you said that there were sonie
differences with the North-West Company; did yon ever suffer from that
cause ?-Never in the slightest degree, although I had to go and take a very
active part in it, being ny friend Franklin's first lieutenant at that time; but
going frorm fort te fort we received equal aid froin the one as from the other;
indeed I renember with great gratitude many acts of kindness and of informa-
tion conveyed te nmy friend Franklin and myself by officers of the North-West
Company.

3516. Mr. Roebuck.] You say that the Indians derived great benefit from the
Company. How was that ?-I mean as far as regards the supplies which were
brought to them from England; blankets, ammunîtion, clothing, &c., and the
luxury of tobacco,

.24-Sess. 2. A A 2 3517. Supposing
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19 May 1857. 35I8. How then did they get on when there was no Company ?-.Then they
were accustomed to rely upon their own exertions; they used the bow and
arrow ; they knew nothing of fire-arms, and consequently were self-dependent;
and being self-dependent, they maintained themselves at that time.

3519. Before the Hudson's 3ay Company had that territory I suppose the
country was peopled ? -- Certainly.

3.520. And they were as happy then as they are now ?-In all probability.
3521. So that the incoming of the Company was really no benefit to the

country -- That I will not preten*d to answer; but as regards the moral con-
dition of the untutored Indian, in all probability he was as happy then as he
is now.

3.522. Sir John Pakington.] Is it your opinion that the sufferings of the
Indians, of which we have heard, are really in fact caused by their having
becone dependent on the white man for ammunition, and for those new
weapons which the white man has taught them to use ?-In a great measure.

3523. Before the white man was there they had the never failing bow and
arrow, and plenty' of food ?-Certainly.

3524. Mr. Christy.] I think you have said sufficient to show that you believe
in the famines which are stated to have taken place amongst the Indians ?-
Yes; from time to time.

35-2,5. Do you think that they have been very numerous ?-I can scarcely
answer that question, having been so long away from the country, but during
the time that I was there they were not frequent ; in little districts occasionally
there was a want of animals, and privation followed.

3 5 26. You sustained privation yourself ?--Very great.
3.527. Did you hold any office in the Company at the time when you made

these expeditions? -On my last expedition the Company were kind enough té
give me a commission iii their service as a chief trader, for the obvious purpose
of placing in my hands sufficient authority to make demands upon their posts
whenever I might go to them.

3528. For supplies ?-For anything that I wanted; I have that commission
now.

3529. Mr. Edward Ellice.] There is no emolumaent attached to it, I suppose?
-I am afraid not.

3530. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] Did you, in the course of your travels, meet
with anything that tlirew any light on the question as to whether the whale
fishery could be carried on with any advantage in the Hudson's Bay ?-No,
I did not.

3.531. Sir John Pakington.) How was the health of yourself and your party
affected by that intense cold which you have described when the thermometer
was 700 below zero ?-I cannot *say that our health was affected differently to
what it would be in any other extreme cold ; perhaps the appetite was con-
siderably increased.

3532. But the health was not injuriously affected by the mere degree of
cold ?-Not at the time; but probably that, with the -other sufferings, con-
tributed to produce sickness afterwards for a considerable period.

3.533. I presume that although the time for which the thermometer stood at
70° below zero was short, yet throughout all the winter you suffered constant
and intense cold ?--Yes.

3534. What was the mean range of the thermometer during the three or four
winter months ?-I ara not prepared to answer that question without reference,
but I think it was 18° below.

3535. It was always below zero ?-Yes; I believe the lowest mean tempe-
rature was 28° below zero.

3536. Mr. Ciristy.] Have you any means of knowing whether the Indian
tribes are decreasing in coisequence of these famines ?-No, I have no means
of ascertaininz that.

3.537. Not fron your ow'n knowledge ?-From my own knowledge, here and
there, and amongst smnall tribes and detachments of tribes, I heard of a dimi-
nution having taken place from want of food; but they were only detached
parties, therefore I cannot form an estimate of the whole.

3538. Did
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3538. Did you take any pains to ascertain whether that was the fact ?-Yes;
amongst those detached parties to which I refer.

353). And those, you say, were from six to 300 or 400 ?-Yes, those who
frequented our fort; but they generally came in smaller parties from 15 to
three or four.

3540. Sir John Pahington.] What was the temperature in summer in those
northern regions ?-The temperature in summaer varies very much. I have
known it go up with a Fahrenheit thermonieter as far as 1020 plus.

3541. In the sun ?-Of course; but from 480 to 600, I should say, in the
extreme of summer.

3542. In the sun ?-In the shade; and in very oppressive weather; during
thunder storms, perhaps to 67.

3543. In the course of your journey from Fort Reliance down to the mouth
of the Back River, what should you say would be the mean summer tem-
perature there in the shade ; 500?-I should say it would not exceed 50-, if so
much.

3544. And occasionally the sun was very powerful?-Very powerful; burn-
ingly so.

3545. Did the snow disappear from those regions ?-The snow disappears
entirelv from the land between Fort Reliance and the sea.

3546. Al the way to the North Sea?-All the way to the Polar Sea.
3547. What was the depth of snow in the winter at Fort Reliance ?-From

1 foot to 3 1 feet in some places ; but in sheltered places much more.
3548. With a bard surface ?-With a bard surface in spring.
3549. Mr. Christy.] With regard to blankets and various other articles of

clothing, which you say were distributed, and some articles of luxury, such as
tobacco, are the Committee to understand that they were given by the Com-
pany except in barter ?-Speaking of the Company, they were only on special
occasions given as presents to the head men or chiefs, and others; certain
presents were liberally made after their having brought in good supplies of
furs, beavers, &c. ; then certain presents were invariably made, and the rest was
dispused of in barter.

3.550. Not in respect of the necessities of these persons who were in a des-
titute condition from the state of the weather ?-No, not from their being
destitute, because they frequently came to the fort; indeed, generally in the
summer, in very good condition ; not badly off in clothing even, but still the
presents were given.

3551. I understood you to say that in cases where there was great destitution
the native population were in the habit of falling back on the clemency of the
white man ?-Yes.

3552. And they received from the Company articles, such as blankets, and
even the luxury of tobacco ?-Yes.

3553. But that is not the case except as barter ?--With certain exceptions.
3554. What are the exceptions ?-If, for instance, an Indian with his family

had been suffering considerably for some timae, and had got, perhaps, behind
with bis furs, they frequently received gratuities, I believe, from every post in
the country, and these were often given as presents.

35.55. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you ever heard of a case where a starving
Indian vas refused food ?-Never in my life ; on the contrary, a starving Indian
is invariably relieved, and sometimes to the detriment of those at the Fort;
indeed, in my own case it was so.

3556. Sir John Pakington.] Did you yourself see much of the dealing between
the Hudson's Bay Company's officials and the Indians for furs ?-No, I did not ;
I was present on various occasions, but I mnerely saw wlhat passed.

3557. You are not able to give us any information as to the rate of prices ?
-No, I did not conceive that was a. inatter in wNhich I was concerned; bexng
there under Government, and on a scientific expedition, I telt that it did not
become me to pry into the mode of conducting the trade of the Iludson's Bay
Company, it was sufficient for me that I received every aid and kindness from
thern.

0.24-Sess. 2.
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THE RIGET HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE IN THE CHAIR.

Mr. James Cooper, called in; and Examined.

3558. Chairman.] YOU are acquainted with Vancouver's Island, I believe--
Yes.

3559. Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee what opportuni-
ties you have had of becoming so acquainted with it ?-I have been a resident
there for six years as a resident and colonist.

3560. What six years were those ?-From the spring of 1851 until the spring
of 1857.

356 1. Have you still property there?-Yes.
3562. Do you intend to return to the island ?-Not at present, at all events.'
3563. Were you in connexion with the govermnent of the colony ?- I was a

Member of Council there for five years.
3564. Are you connected with the Hudson's Bay Company in any manner?

-- Not at all; I was formerly in their service in command of their vessels; but
I went out there decidedly independent, on my own account.

3565. Are there any statements with regard to Vancouver's Island which
you are desirous of making to this Committee ?-I have some; but I am
not prepared to give them to-day; I arrived in town only a few hours ago.
On what particular questions are the Committee desirous of having informa-
tion'?

3566. That is for you; we shall be glad to have any information upon the
state of Vancouver's Island ?-I am prepared to answer any questions, to the
best of my ability, which are put in form.

3567. Did you pursue the business of an agriculturist in Vancouver's Island?
-Yes, I did.

3568. What extent of land did you occupy ?-I hlad a farm of about 300
acres.

3509. Was it your own property ?-It was decidedly my own property, but
there are embargoes upon it at present, as the land is not paid for.

3570. Yiou bought it of the Company, I presume ?-Yes.
3571. Where is it situated ?-In the district called Metchosen, about seven

miles from the settlement.
3572. What is y our opinion of the soil and climate of Vancouver's Island, and

of its capabilities for a settlement on a large scale ?--Its climate, in every
sense of the word, is superior to that of Great Britain, and its capabilities of
agriculture are of a considerable extent. The land is partially wooded and
partially open with prairie. There is plenty of room there for a large popu-
lation.

3573. In point of fact, the population has increased very slowly, I believe ?-
It has decreased since I have been there.

3574. To what causes do you attribute that ?-The rnal-administration of the
government of the Hudson's Bay Company.

3575. To what particulars do you especially refer ? -There is no encourage-
ment for immigration into the country. Many people have come to Van-

couver's
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couver's Island, and have left it; they have approved of the soil, of the climate,
and of the capabilities of the country, but they have objected to being subject
to the Hudson's Bay Company. If the British Government were established
there, that would be the only necessary step for the British Government to take.
There are thousands of people in the neighbourhood of San Francisco and
California who would gladly go to a British colony, provided it was under a new
administration.

3576. You mean if Vancouver's Island was administered directly as a British
colony, and not indirectly under the control of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-
Directly.

3577. Do you believe that to be the general feeling of the inhabitants ?-I am
sure of it.

3578. Will you point Out to the Committee in what manner the adminis-
tration of the Hudson's Bay Company operates to check colonisation ?-In the
first place, with respect to their courts of justice, the people have not confidence
in thein; there are only a small nunber, but nevertheless they are unanimous
in their opinion, they have no confidence in the courts of justice; our supreme
judge bas not been educated to the bar; I believe all the knowledge that he
gains is fron books; for instance, before he can decide upon a case, he has to
refer to his books even in the most common case.

'3579. I believe most judges are in the habit of referring to books before
they decide cases, aie they not?- 1 dare say they are: he has never been
educated as a lawyer; that is the grand thing

3580. lo you not think that under any circumstances the population of
Vancouver's Island would have slowly increased, from California holding out
great attractions to settlers just now ?--That no doubt bas been a great drawback
to Vancouver's Island, but what we have felt as the greatest drawback is being
omitted in the Canadian Reciprocity Treaty; therefore we are cut out, we have
no market for our exports ; it would have been a great boon to the colony had
we been admitted at the sanie time as Canada was admitted.

3581. What American narkets would you have supplied; do you mean
California principally ?-We should then be on the sane terms as a State of
the United States.

3582. To what American markets do you anticipate that you would be able
especially to export your produce ?-San Francisco, in particular.

3583. Have you had any opportunity of becoming acquainted with the mineral
resources of Vancouver's Islaid ?-To some extent I have. It abounds in coal,
and there is a very large colliery belonging to the Company now at a place
about 70 miles to the north, called Nanaimo, or Colville Town.

3584. That is coal, I believe, of very fine quality ?-Yes; it is good for all
purposes of generating steam, I believe.

3585. Is there any export at all of produce to the Californian market now
from Vancouver's Island ?-Noae whatever. The competition is so great from
the Puget Sound, that it would be impossible, in fact, for us to compete with
them, as on nearly all the commodities which we could export there is a duty of
25 or 30 per cent.

35b6. A differential duty ?-Yes.
3587. You would chiefly send bread-stuffs and timber ? -And coal and salt

fish.
3588. Is there a differential duty to that extent upon your coal ?-Twenty

per cent.; but it is merely the -ludson's Bay Company at present who have
a coal mine there. Nevertheless, if it were admitted free into San Francisco, it
would be a great boon to the country ; it would create a trade.

3589. The rivers and waters of Vancouver's Island abound in fish, I believe?
-1 hey do ; there are no rivers in Vancouver's Island of any extent; but the
Straits of Juan de Fuca and all the salt water inlets around Vancouver's Island
abound in fish.

3.59o. Are there not salmon in the rivers ?-Salnion are caught in salt water,
and also in Fraser's River on the mainland, in respect of which the -ludson's
Bay Company have the exclusive right of trade, very mucl to the drawback of
the settlers and colonists there.

3591. Are there many Indians on the island ?-f should presume there are
something like 18,000 or 20,000 on the island.

3592. Do they give you any trouble, or is order preserved between them and
o.24-Sess. 2. A A 4 the
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the white men generally ?-We have never had much trouble from them ; but
a serious trouble is anticipated, unless there is a force there to keep thein in
check.

3593. Why so ?--Because they are excited by the wars now prevailing on
the continent close to their borders; so much so, that the Indians are quite
cognisant of the facts which are taking place on the opposite side within a few
miles of them.

3,594. I believe there has been a very serious and destructive war carried on
on the American side of the frontier between the Indians and the white men?
- -Yes, a very barbarous war.

3595. But hitherto there has been absolute peace on the British side of the
frontier ?-We have only had one or two little difficulties, yet they have always
ended comparatively quietly, and we have had very little trouble with them;
we have occasioually had the assistance of a nian-of-war up there, and we have
checked it in its bud.

35)6. Are you aware of any instances which have lately occurred in which
individual outrages have been perpetrated by red men in Vancouver's Island,
and where they have been brought to justice with the assent of the tribes, and
without any difficulty ?-Yes, in two instances.

3597. Do you think it very important to be able to maintain that influence
over these tribes ?-It certainly would be ; but I am afraid it will not last much
longer unless we have a force permanently settled on the island. At present
we have only one constable ; we have no military force there at all, so mucl so
that the settlers are squatted about the country, and ve are liable to get our
throats eut at almost any moment's notice.

3598. You say that you have one constable only ; in what way were these
Indians appre"ended ?-By the assistance of the men-of-war; it could not have
been done without. Her Majesty's ship " Trincomalee " was the vessel that
went up last, and on the former occasion ier Majesty's ship 4 Thetis."

3599. When you left the colony had the constitution been fully brought into
effect in the way it now is?-Nominally. There was a legislative assembly
constituted, but we could not muster a sufficient number of members to sit at
it'; there were only six or seven niembers that were eligible for the position.

3600. What was the number of voters ?-l suppose every inember was
returned by one or two voters.

3601. What was the number of white men altogether in the island?-Not
more than 250 or 300.

360.2. Do you know what the qualification for being an elector of Vancou-
ver's Island is ?-Yes ; that he should hold 20 acres of land.

3603. What did the constituency, with that qualification, give in point of
numbers; do you rememaber?-There were not a great many holding that
quantity of land.

3604. And' of those the greater number, I believe, are servants of the Hudson's
Bay Company ?-Yes, most of them ; there are no free settlers at Vancouver's
Island. The mechanics and tradespeople that have gone out there, under the
employ of the Hudson's Bay Company, instead of returning to Great Britain
have bought land there, and remain. I, and a gentleman of the nane of Grant,
Captain Grant, were the only persons who complied with the prospectus of the
Company. I took out mnen from England with me.

3605. In short, the sum of your opinion is, that it would be desirable to con-
stitute Vancouver's Island a British colony, in the ordinary manner, and to
govern it with the institutions which usually belong to a British colony under
those circumstances ?-MIost assuredly.

3606. Do you think it would be desirable to comprehend in any such colony
any part of the nainland adjoining Vancouver's Tsland ?-Yes; I consider
that Fraser's River should be thrown open intt. Thompson's River district.
There is a large beautiful district called Thompson's River, about 150 miles or
so from the mainland; it lies in about the same latitude as Vancouver's
Island.

3607. You think that there is a considerable extent of country upon the
mainland, adjoining Vancouver's Island, which is calculated for the purposes
of settlement?-Yes; one of the most beautiful countries in the world.

3608. Is it as good as Vancouver's Island itself, do you think ?-I think it
is better; it is more open land. Vancouver's Island is broken; it is very

heavily
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heavily timbered, and it would require great expense in clearing some portions
of it before it could be made available for agricultural purposes.

3609. Is there any prairie land in Vancouver's Island ?-Yes, but not to any
great extent.

361o. You stated that you thought that the administration of the law was
not satisfactory to the coloiists at the present moment ?-Decidedly not.

361i. Will you iuform us what alteration in the systen you think would
be advantageous ?-I think that if a supreme judge were appointed from this
country, a man in whom the British Government had confidence, it would giveconfidence to the people there, and they would be satisfied; at present it sohappens that the gentleman holding that appointment is the brother-in-law ofthe Governor (who is also a paid servant), and paid by the Hudson's LayCompany, and therefore many cases that cone under bis notice of course mustclash witb the interests of individuals.

3612. Do you state that you think that these circunstances which you havementioned cast a suspicion over the decisions of the judge, which vou think
objectionable ; are there anv of his decisions which vou think there is anyjust
reason for complaining of r-Yes; there is the case of the Rev. Mr. Staines,who was colonial chaplain; that is a very pointed case; lie was persecuted mostvilely, I believe myself, through the instrumentality of this Mlr. Cameron, for liewas a prominent party there; he (Rev. Mlr. Staines) was no doubt obnoxious
to the authorities, and he was persecuted on that account; I am not preparedto say that that really was so, but that was the opinion of the people; le wasprosecuted for stealing some pigs. This Mr. Cameron. the judge there atpresent, after his nomination, was going to bring the case forward withouteven a grand jury being enpannelled, but the bill was ultimately ignored.

3613. Viscount Goderich.] I think you stated that there were certain classesof cases which came before .this judge, in which the interests, as I understoodyou, of the Hudson's Bay Company, were contrary to the interests of indi-viduals; can you explain to the Committee what those cases were ?-I said thatthey would cJash with individuals.
3614. Will you explain generally, without entering into detail, what thosecases are ?--There is a case now pending. There is a gentleman out there, ofthe name of Langford, who has been a bailiff under the Puget Sound Companyfor some five or six years, and thev wish very much to get rid of him. TheGovernor, the judge, and the bailiff are all paid servants of the Company.
3615. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Who is the judge that you are speaking of-.

Mr. Cameron.
3616. Do you know by whom lie was appointed ?--e was nominated byMr. Douglas and appointed by the Queen, I believe, confirmied by the Queen.3617. The Colonial Office ?-The Colonial Office.
3618. Mr. Grogan.] You have stated that you do not consider that the gentle-man now holding the office of judge there is acquainted with law. On whatgrounds do you base that opinion ?--Because he is not a lawyer.
3619. Has he been educated as a lawver-?-Never; lie w'as educated as adraper, I believe.
3620. How long has lie been in this situation ?-He has been holding thatoffice now for about four years.
3621. Chair-man.] Was lie never called to the bar ?-Never in any part ofthe world. He was formerly a superintendent of an estate in the West Indies,in Demerara. I am prepared to take my oath that lie was not a lawver.3622. What is his salary ?-He receives 150 I. a year from the Hudson'sBay Company, as superintendent of their coal mines ; clerk to the coal mines.He receives also another 100 1. per annum frorn what is called the Licence Fund.'here are heavy licences from the publicans; they pay about 120 L. per annun.I believe that gives an income to the colony of about 400 1. or 500 1. per annui,and lie receives 100 1. out of it.
3623. Does lie receive nothing as judge ?-Nothing except that salary.
3624. In short, he is a magistrate rather than a judge ?-No; he holds hiscommission as chief judge. t
.625. Mr. Grogan.] Does he adjudicate on all classes of questions that mayarise in the island ?-Yes, h e is the supreme authority.
o.24-Sess. 2. B B 3626. Crininal
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3626. Criminal and civil ?-Civil only, as supreme judge.1
3627. Has he ever exercised that authority ?-No, not in a criminal case.
.3628. To what extent bas he gone in civil cases ?-1 believe that the reason

he has never acted is because all the cases no, - pending have been put back as
far as possible. My opinion is, that they are t.raid that he should act, for fear
of a collision.

3629. Viscount Goderick.] Do you suppose that he bas power to sentence
a man to death ?-No, I do not think that; I believe the esecutive authority
upon that rests with the Governor.

3630. Mr. Grogan.] Was this gentleman judge of the island at the time of
some disturbance which occurred about 1853, when two Indians were hanged
for murder ?-No, it was the Governor who acted, Mr. Douglas.

3631. Was he at that time judge and governor ?-He was the only authority
there. This Mr. Cameron is judge in civil cases, but he is one of the magis-
trates for all criminal cases.

3632. In fact no criminal case has been adjudicated upon by the judgu since
bis appointment ?-No.

3633. Chaiirn.] Do you think, upon the whole, that the conduct of the
government of Vancouver's Island towards the Indians is humane and judicious?
- Humane probably, but not judicious.

3634. In what respects injudicious ?--If an Indian commits any depredation
he is bribed; there is no authority, no force, to punish him; and therefore
rather than he should show a disposition to be angry, he will perhaps get two
or three blankets given to him to make friends with them again.

3635. You think that the policy pursued towards the Indians is of too gentle
a description; that there is not sufficient firmness ?-It may be of a description
which 'would answer the Hudson's Bay Company's purposes sufficiently well in
the interior, or on the continent of .America, but not among a settlement of
British subjects.

3636. But is not this fact patent and notorious, that on the American side of
the frontier there have been wars of the most barbarous and cruel kind between
the white and the red man ; and that on the British side of the frontier, upon
the whole order bas been preserved, and there bas not been, 1 believe, a drop
of blood shed in conflict between the white and the red man?--Yes; but will
you guarantee that that is going to remain ?

3637. Mr. Grogan. Do you spcak of your own knowledge, when you say
that when an Indian commits an offence he is bribed to keep him in good
humourr-I do.

3638. Can you give an instance of the kind ?-Many.
3639. Mention one within your own knowledge ?-I will give my own case.

I had some property stolen from me, and the man, instead of being punished
after an investigation, was told not to do it agaiti, and therefore he was let off.

3640. Chairman.] That is what you mean by being bribed; not sufficiently
punished ?- But in many cases they are really bribed; they have property given
to them so that they mray not create a disturbance; there is no force or autho-
rity in the country to punish or check then.

3641. You do nc t mean that if an Indian lias committed an offence, he lias
a reward given him for having committed that offence ?-lt appears so.

3642. Mr. Grocn.] In the instance that you refer to, of property stolen from
yourself, what redreýss did you get ?-None ; I lost the property.

3643. Chairma,.] Are the Indians thievish in their habits?-All of them.
3644. Viscourt Sndon.) But without any military force, and with only one

constable, would it have been safe for the Company to punish the Indian ?-No,
decidedly not: that is the reason they do not punish the Indians, because they
are afraid of the Indians retaliating. The Governor (in his official capacity)
admitted, that Is anxiety for the safety of the colony caused him many sleep-
less nights.

3645. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you know any cases of Indians having been
punished by the Company ?-Yes, one or two.

3646. Chairman.] I think you stated a short time ago, that you were cogni-
sant of two cases where serious offences had been committed by Indians, where
those Indians had been apprehended and brought to justice?-Yes ; but that
has not been by the Hudson's Bay Company, but by fHer Majesty's ships.

3647. It
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3647. It was done doubtless through the instrumentality of Her Majesty's
ship which happened to be on the station. but it was done by the authority of
the local governient, was it not ?-In one instance, when the " Thetis " was
there, Captain Kuper, who was in command, had to write several letters before
he could prevail on Mr. Douglas to act.

3648. Mr. Grogan.] What was the instance in question; speak of your
own knowledge ?-One man had been killed ; he had been shot; he was a
shepherd.

3649. WVas that in 1853 ?-It might have been 1852; the fail of 1852 or the
spring of 1853.

3650. Chairman.] What was the recent instance which occurred the other
day?-A short time ago, probably a twelvemonth ago, there was a man fired
at; he was wounded, but not mortally; the man recoveredi; in that case the
man who had fired at him was hung by the assistance of the force there of one
of Her Majesty's ships, the " Trincomalee."

3651. An Indian fired ?-An Indian shot at a white man, evidently with an
intent to kill; but it was, fortunately, not a mortal wound.

3652. What occurred ?-With the assistance of the " Trincomalee " there
was a proper force sent up, anrd that man was apprehended.

3653. What was done with him ?-The Iudiaî was hung.
3654. Mr. Roebuck.] How was he tried ?.--By a jury, and the Governor acted

as judge; the Governor was the executive; he holds the execative authority.
36.55. That is a judicial authoritv, the trying of him --- 'es.
3656. The hanging of himn is executive -- Yes.

3657. Chairnan.] I think vou stated that this punishmrent of the Indian
produced no bad effect upon the minds of the tribe generally -- No; they
probably beiieved that it was all right; they believed that it was correct that
the man should die.

3658. They believed that justice was done ?-They believed that justice was
done ; but the Indian character is very susceptible, and they are just as liable
to retaliate, perhaps at a day's notice; a very little thing perhaps will rouse the
Indian blood; and unless there are a number of white people there, there is no
force really to show an opposition to them. If 400 or 500 Indians come down,
what force have we? There is a settlement here, and another there, scattered
all ùver the country; the only legitimate force in the place is one constable.

3659. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do not you know that in the case which you
ha,7e mentioned, the man was hanged with the consent of the chief of his
tribe ?-Yes; but I believe that the chief himself was bribed; that he had a
number of blankets given to him after the man was hung, or before.

3660. Chairman.] Do you know that?-I could not swear it, but that is the
general belief by the people.

3661. Mr. Grogan.] Does your complaint of the management of the Hudson's
Bay Company in this department arise from there being an insufficient force for
the protection of the inhabitants ?-Yes.

3662. Is that the sum and substance of the complaint ?-No; the sum and
substance of our complaint is, that we are exposed to danger from the treachery
of the Indians; that we have no proper constituted courts ; that the Government
and management of the Hudson's Bay Company is substantially and radically
wrong, deterring (from their powerful monopoly) the advancement of the colony;
that we were not admitted in the Canadian reciprocity treaty; and we have
found by practical experience the inconpatibility of a powerful Company
attempting to colonise.

3663. Lord Stanley.] Your evidence comes to this, that the colony is weak;
that the Indians are numeroas, and that therefure a policy of conciliation has
been, of necessity, adopted towards them?-It bas.

3664. Mr. Roebuck.] But did you not also say that the person who was
appointed judge was incompetent ?-1 did.

366.5. That is an addition to all the other things P-Of course.
3666. Mr. Grogan.] On the occasion of the trial and execution of the man

whom you have just alluded to, did the chief.judge of the country take any part
vhatever in that trial?-He was'up there with the Governor.

3667. Did he preside ?-No.
3668. Did he take any part in the examination ?-Not that I know of.
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3669. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Were you there ?-No; it is some 70 miles froin
the settlement.

3670. How then do you know that he did not take part ?-Because there were
plenty of people there that i knew who told me.

3671. Mr. Grogan.] What may be the salary of the one constable who is
there ?-Probably some 35 1. per annum, and his provisions found him.

3672. You spoke of a considerable income being derived from licences issued
to public-houses; what is the annual licence of a public-house there ?--£. 120
for a retail dealer.

3673. Is that the amount of the licence in each case- -It is 120 1. in each case
for every house licensed.

3674. Do you mean that if I wanted to establish a public-house there I should
have to pay a licence of 120 1.?--I do.

3675. Is there any land given with it ?-No.
3676. Is there a house?-No.
3677. I must build the house ?-You must build the house and then pay 1201.

for the privilege of selling liquor.
367S. And I must buy the land?-You must buy the land in addition.
3679. When I have bought the land and built the house and paid the licence,

what position am i then in in regard to the exercise of my trade ?-It is all
chance.

3680. Is there any interference with me whatever ?--None at all.
368 1. Am I allowed freely to import the spirits or groceries or wlatever

else I nay deal in, for the use of my shop ?-Yes; there is no duty whatever on
them.

36 S 2. Is there any restriction whatsoever given as to the quantity of spirits
which I may sell, or to whom ?-No, there is no restriction.

3683. May I sell them to the Indians ?-No.
3684. That is a restriction ?--Of course; I am speaking of the inhabitants of

the colony.
3685. Is there any other restriction whatsoever ?-I can confidently say not,

neither in importing nor exporting; but certain restrictions exist as to who
shall be allowed to purchase by the bottle, or gallon.

3686, In the carrying on of that business which I have alluded to, how should
I be paid; would it be in food, or fish, or peltry, or goods of any kind ?-You
would be paid in money; the currency of the country is dollars and cents, and
there is very little of that; we have no English noney there.

3687. What is the regulation with regard to the sale of spirits to the Indians
by such a trader as I have alluded to : is he prohibited from dealing with the
Indians at all, or only in the case of spirits ?-Only in the case of spirits.

3688. Viscount Goderich.] But the licence is simply a licence to sell spirits,
is it not ?-That is all.

3689. It does not require a licence to sell other things ?-No.
3690. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You were a Member of the Council, were not you?

-Yes.
3691. Were you a Member of the Council when that licence was imposed?

-1 was; but I protested against it. I thought it too exorbitant for a new
colony.

3692. Mr. Roebuek.] How long were you there ?-Six years as a settler.
36q3. Then you know the climate ?-I do.
3694. Had you a farm ?-I have had a farm.
3695. Have you paid attention to the climate of the country ?-I have.
3696. Do you know the soil of that country ?-Yes.
.3697. Is the soil fit for farming ?-It is capable of producing all the crops that

we can produce in this country, and some others which. we cannot produce; for
instance, Indian corn; but I do not think it would come quite to perfection on
account of the nights being rather too cool.

369S. Wheat ripens there ?-Wheat ripens there to perfection.
3699. Therefore if we heard any statement doubting that wheat ripens there,

vour authority is contrary to it ?-I am prepared to contradict it; it is one of
the finest wheat-growing countries in the world.

3700. Have you been over the island ?-I have been a considerable distance
in the interior.

3701. Have you been north ?-Yes.
3702. Hew
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3702. How far north ?-To the northern end of the island.
3703. At the northern end of the island what is the climate ?-A similar

climate, but there is rather more rain, perhaps rather too mucli rain for agricul-
tural purposes at the northern end.

3704. Have you ever been in Ireland ?-No.
3705. You do not know whether there is more rain by the gauge in Van-

couver's Island than in Ireland ?--No ; I am not prepared to go into details, and
give you the particulars.

3706. For agricultural purposes the whole island is fitted, you think ? -
Decidedly, bearing in mind the statement of my former evidence.

37u7. In that northern part is it wooded ?-The island is very thickly wooded
all over, with the exception that it is interspersed with small prairies.

3 70S. Have you ever been in Canada?-Yes.
3709. Have you paid attention to the agriculture of that country ? -No;

I never remained in Canada any time.
371o. Do you know that all land in that country is covered with wood, which

wood is obliged to be cut down before the land can be turned to agricultural
purposes?-I do.

3711. And I suppose there is no more difficulty in Vancouver's Island than in
Canada ?-Not a bit.

3712. Have you cut down timber, and converted the land to agricultural
purposes immediately ?-Under the present state of the colony's infancy there
is no necessity for that ; it would be too expensive. The open land is generally
brought into cultivation before the timber land, and there is a great deal of open
land yet to be disposed of.

3713. That open land you employed ?-Yes.
3714. Was it fertile ?-Beautiful land.
3715. Did you plough it ?-Yes.
3716. What return of wheat did you get per acre ?-From 25 to 40 bushels

per acre is the average crop.
3717. You sow it in autumn, I suppose ?---Yes, about the month of October.
3718. Mr. Grogan.] Have you got 40 bushels an acre yourself ?--I have not

myself, but there were two farmers on the island who did.
3719. _Mr. Edward Ellice.] What farms were those ?-One vas called Old

Bay Farm, and the other belonged to Mr. Ross.
3720. Mr. Roebuch.] Have you travelled on the mainland opposite Van-

couver's Island ?--Yes, I have been to the head of the Puget Sound waters.
3721. Is that country wooded also ?-About the same.
3722. Do you know what kiid of wood it is ?-Red pine.
3723. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In what territory is it ?-In the Washington ter-

ritory, belonging to the United States.
3724. Mr. Roebuch.] Is there not hard timber also ?-Oak; not on the main-

land, but on Vancouver's Island there is a large quantity of oak.
3725. Are there beech and maple ?-Yes.
3726. Is it within your knowledge that where pine grows the land is less fertile

than where the hard wood grows?-Not in Vancouver's Island; but I have
understood that that is the case in Canada. Generally, our wood land is con-
sidered as fertile as the prairie land.

3727. And the wood is usually, you say, pine ?-Yes, but not exclusively
pine; other kinds grow with it.

3728. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] Are you now speaking of English territory, or
American territory ?-English territory ; Vancouver's Island.

3729. When you -were speaking of the mainland just now you were speaking
of American territory, were you not ?-Yes ; I -was asked whether I had been on
the mainland.

3730. Mr. Roebuck.] I asked you whether you had been on the-mainland
opposite Vancouver's Island ?-Yes.

373. Upon the British territory P-What is understood there by the mainland
in particular is the American territory. No trade goes on upon the mainland
from Vancouver's Island, on account of the Hudson's Bay Company having the
exclusive right of trade.

3732. I am asking you whether you have been upon the mainland belonging
to England ?-I have.

3733. What is the character of that land ?--It is thickly timbered.
.24-Sess. 2. B B 3 3734. Do
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3735. What authority have the Hudson's Bay Company over Vancouver's
Island ?-They have every authority; they are the lords of the soil by grant of
the Crown, I believe.

3736. And upon thern depends the permission to colonise that country ?-It
does.

3737. Do you know whether tbey have granted that permission freely -- At
all events if they have, the prospectus is not favourable to colonisation,

3738. Was there any impediment thrown in your way as a colonist in that
country ?-Yes.

3739. What?- I was exclusively conaned to my operations on Vancouver's
lsland. i had the impression when I went there first, that the mainland also
was open for trade for settlers; but I found afterwards that it was not.

3740. What sort of trade ?-In fishing, for instance. There are large fisheries
in Fraser's River, which exclusively belong to the Hudson's Bay Company.

3741. And you are prohibited from using that fishery ?-Yes.
3742. Was there any impediment throwp mn your way to colonising Vancouver's

Island ?-No, I imagine there is no great impediient; but still there are many
drawbacks which, if I could go into detail, I would mention.

3743. Pray go into detail -- One is this: I will place myself there as an
independent settler, and the disadvantages that I am under are these. It would
have been much better for me if I had gone out in the Hudson's Bay Company's
service us one of their bailiffs or servants, for this reason, that they are furnished
'with goods at a nominal price, and all their expenses are found them. I have to
pay extortionate prices for my goods, and find all my expenses besides. But
then they say, " You have au equal riglit to find your goods ;" but it is not every
man going to a new colony who bas money to find his goods; it is not every
man who is a millionaire.

37â4. Supposing the colony were thrown open to Her Majesty's subjects
generally, the power of the Hudson's Bay Company taken away, and a Governor
sent there bv the British Government, do you suppose that that would advance
the colonisation of the island ?-I do ; I am fully of that opinion; I think it
would be one of the only steps which the British Government need take, to alter
the administration of the Government, and that people would flock there from
San Francisco who have been out there now some years, and are perhaps tired
of the country themselves.

3745. You mean English people ?-English people. I am certain that there
are hundreds of people in California, who, if Vancouver's Island were a British
colonv to all intents and purposes, with a British Government, would gladly go
tu Vancouver's Island to open trade.

3746. So that the isiand, being under the- dominion of the Hudson's Bay
Company, is not considered an English colony .- No.

3747. The power and authority of the Hudson's Bay Company is an incident
deterring the colonisation of the country ?--Yes, it is.

3748. How far north have you travelled upon the mainland ?-It is such a
country that there are no roads ; you cannot travel by land, you must go by
water. I have been up to the north end of Vancouver's Island.

3749. Did you ever go to Queen Charlotte's Island ?-Yes.
3750. What sort of island is it ?-Something similar to Vancouver's Island,

but nothing like so fertile; it is a varied climate.
37i5. Is it wooded ?--Very thickly wooded ; it is rather mountainous.
3752. Do you know whether there bas been any discovery of coal upon that

island -- 1 am not aware of it.
3753. Coal bas been discovered upon Vancouver's Island, I believe ?-Yes,

tlhey have a large mine there now in operation.
3754. If that mine were worked I suppose it could supply the continent with

coal --I believe that the Nanaimo coal mine is capable of supplying the whole
Pacific.

3755. To what extent is that coal mine worked now ?-When I left they
had something like 8,000 or 10,000 tons ready for sale, but there was no sale
for it.

3756. Why?-

198
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3756. Why ?-In the first place, they asked too high a price, and coal has
been discovered on different parts of the coast; and there is also the great draw-
back which I mentioned, namely, the duty of 20 per cent. upon it.

3757. .Upon what part of the coast has coal been found ?--In Bellingham Bay,
directly opposite Vancouver's Island, at the soutl end.

3758. Chairman.] On British or American territory ?-American, and also in
Coose Bay; that is about 200 miles north of San Francisco ; but that is a very
bad harbour, and will never be to any extent available.

3759. Mr. Roebuck.] You say that there is a duty of 20 per cent. upon the
exportation of coal ?-No ; there is a duty of 20 per cent. imposed in San
Francisco, in American territory.

3760. Then there is no difficulty thrown in the way of anybody exporting
coal by the Hudson's Bay Company ?-No ; but they are the only persons who
are capable of working a mine even if it were found; there are no colonists in
Vancouver's Island who, even if they could find coal, would be capable of work-
ing it, from the want of means.

3761. Chairman.] Are not the Indians employed in working coal?--Nominally
they are, but not to any extent; they are principally white people.

3762. Do you find that the Indians are willing to work for wages, and that
they make useful labourers ?-Yes, they are willing to work.

3763. Did you employ them vourself in agricultural labour ?-Yes, I used to
employ a great many.

3764. Did you pay them in money wages ?-No, principally in trade goods,
such as blankets and baize.

3765. You gave them no money ?-No money; they do not understand the
value of roney.

3766. Mr. Roebucl.] Did you ever try them ?-A few knowing characters
about the settlement understand the value of money, but as a general rule, the
Indians do not know the value of money.

3767. Chairman.] Are the Indians intelligent ?-Some of them are very in-
telligent.

3768. Is there any education among theru ?-No, not at all.
3769. Are there no clergymen or others who interest themselves in their

education?-None whatever.
3770. Is any attempt made to Christianise them ?-None at all.
3771. Do you mean none whatever?-None at all, not the slightest.
3772. Mr. Grogan.] Is there any resident chaplain or clergyman in the island?

-There is one.

3773. Chairman.] What is he ?-He is the colonial chaplain.
3774. Mr. Roebuck.] Can he speak the Indian language ?--No.
3775. Then he cannot address the Indians at all ?-No.
3776. Mr. Grogan.] How long has he been there ?-Probably two years.
3777. What may be bis salary ?-About 300 ., 1 believe.

3 7 7 8. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What difficulty would there be in the way of
clergymen spreading themselves anong the Indians in the island ?-The Roman-
catholic priests do it, and I do not see that there would be more difliculty attend-
ing the English clergy than there is with the Roman-catholics.

3779. How many stations have the Company in the island ?-Three.
3780. Whereabouts are thev ?-One is at Victoria, where the settlement is;

one is at Nanaimo, at the coal mines; and the other is at Fort Rupert, at the
north end of the island.

3781. The fact is, that with the great body of Indians through the island the
Company have very littie communication ?-There are no interior Indians; there
are coast Indians; and I suppose the Company have a communication either
directly or indirectly with the whole of them.

3782. But none of the people employed by the Company reside among the
Indians ?-No; only one or two priests.

3783. Chairman.] Do the Indians get their subsistence chiefly by fishing?-
Yes; all the Indians on Vancouver's Island subsist by fishi as the staple article.

3784. You have stated that there have been attempts made by Roman-catholic
missionaries to Christianise the Indians ?-Yes; there have been several on the
island, and latterly it has been a bishopric.

3785. Do they live there permanently ?-Yes.
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3786. Have they been successful in their efforts to Christianise the Indians ?
-Yes. I think in the first instance they have; they seem to have some know.
ledge now of a Supreme Being, from the fact of the missionaries living with
them.

3787. Have they any schools to endeavour to teach them ?-Yes.
3788. Mr. Edward .Ellice.] How many Protestant schooliasters are there in

the island supported by the Company ?-Two ; paid by the colonial fund.
3789. Mr. Charles Fit:willian.] Who are the two?-One is a gentlenan

named Barr; he bas left now, and is coming home.
3790. Chairnzan.] Are there aiy Protestant missionaries in the island ?-None

wbatever. The only Protestant clergyman there is a gentleman of the name of
Cridge.

3791. Mr. PRoebuck.] Are the Roman-catholic priests brought over there by
the Hudson's Bav Corn-any, or do they come over there voluntarily ?-

Voluntarily.
3792. So that the Hudson's Bay Company have nothing to do with Christian.

ising the country as far as depends upon the priests ?-No.
3793. Mr. Grogan.] Do the priests receive any allowance or wages from the

Hudson's Bay Company at all?-Not that I am aware of.
3794. Are there any schools maintained in the island, either Roman-catholie

or Protestant, or of any other persuasion, at the expense of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-At the expense of the colony, not by the Hudson's Bay Company.
The fund arising from the sale of land is termed the colonial fund, and that is all
expended, I believe, just now, and the colony a bankrupt.

3795. You stated, I think, that you had about 300 acres of land yourself, part
of which was not paid for ?-Yes.

3796. What is the price of land in the colony ?-£. 1 per acre.

3797. Invariably ?-Invariably; with the exception of that portion of the
island which they have allotted off for a tovn, where they charge 10 1. for 120
feet by 60 feet.

3798. Viscount Goderich.] Where is that ; at Victoria ?-At Victoria.
3799. Mr. Roebuck.] Why is it that colonists do not go to Vancouver's Island

now, and why do you suppose that they would go if the government were
changed ?-From the fact that most English people object to be under any
government except the real true British Government.

3800. Excepting that sort of feeling or prejudice, or whatever you may call it,
you do not know any objection ?-Only from instances which occur of that sort.

3801. What do you mean by those instances ?-Just before I left, in the
beginning of January or the latter end of' December, a gentleman came up fron
San Francisco, under a commission from some friends at that time in San
Francisco, to look at the island, and make a report about it, and what he thought
of the country; and lie left the country in disgust. He said that he approved of
the colony and its capabilities, but that he objected to come and settle under the
Hudson's Bay Company.

3802. Did he give you any reason for his objection ?--The monopoly of the
Hudson's Bay Company.

3803. The monopoly of what ?-The monopoly in trade ; that no individuals
could compete with them.

3804. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In what trade ?-General trade; they trade in
everything.

3805. Mr. Boebuck.] If persons came up from San Francisco with goods; for
example, if those persons who deputed the gentlemen to whom you have alluded
go there, brought up goods and established stores, would they find any difficulty
in consequence of the Hudson's Bay Company being there ?-That is their im-
pression, and I believe that they would.

38o6. In what way ?-That they are a powerful company, and do trade in
everything; that they can compete in consequence, and that private individuals
have no chance. In the first instance, there really are no settlers to buy goods.
AIl the people there receive salaries froin the Hudson's Bay Company.

3807. Let us go by steps. Supposing these people to come from San
Francisco, and to have vith then an accumulation of goods, would they find any
difficulty in landing those goods ?-Not at all.

3808. They might carry them to any part of the country that they liked ?-
Yes.

3809. Would
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3809. Would they find any difficulty in getting land ?-None.
38o. Then anybody might settle there, get what land he wished, and sell

what goods he could ?-He would not be able to seil spirits without a licence.
3811. Viscount Goderich.] Are the servants of the Company obliged to deal

witi the Company; would there be any objection to their dealing with any one
else ?-They cannot get the money; they have an open account with the
Hudson's Bay Company; and as the Company sell the goods, and have no
money to pay them, they must either take their goods from the Company's store,
or go withîout.

3812. So that practically they would not, in your opinion, be able to deal
with settiers ?-No.

3813. Mr. Chiristy.] Do the Company pay in wages or in goods ?-Nominally
in wages ; but their servants are induced to take goods out of the store.

3814. Is money plentiful ?-No, there is hardly any at all; there are pro-
bably 10,000 or 15,000 dollars in the place, and that is all.

3615. Viscount Sandon.] In fact, the only market in the place for spirits
would be the Indians ?-No; large quantities of spirits are consumed there; it
is the only beverage in the country that the white people can use.

3816. Is there an abundance of the fur-bearing animals in the island ?-There
are not a great many, probably.

3817. Then you think, in fact, that the possession of the island is of very
little service to the Company ?- have heard it admitted by themselves abroad
that they wish that the Government would take it; that they do not hold it to
be of value.

3818. Mr. Percy Herbert.] You said that there were no rivers in the island;
are there any strearns ?-There are small streams, but no navigable rivers.

3819. Are those streams long in their course ?--'hey do not extend a great
distance; the island is very narrow; not more, probably, than about 40 miles
wide.

3820. What sort of valleys do those streams run tirough ?--Most of them are
available for cultivation.

3821. To some extent ?-Yes, right and left of them ; at Cowitchan, a little
river runs up, and I suppose that is one of the finest valleys in the world.

3822. Does the rain fall regularly in the year, or are there long droughts
interfering with cultivation ?-The year before last we had rain every month in
the year, although it is a common expression to say the dry season and the wet
season.

3823. There has been no dry season to interfere with agriculture during the
whole of your experience ?-No, none at all ; I have no doubt that in England
drought is as much suffered as it would be there.

3824. Mr. Christy.] As you say money is not plentiful in the island, do the
Company afford facilities for transmitting money or bills ?-No, none whatever;
they will not become bankers.

3825. With England ?-No, they will not transmit your money.

3826. Have any complaiuts of this been made by parties in the colony desirous
of bringing out goods from England ?-They have remonstrated with the Com-
pany ; in many instances the goods have been left behind.

3827. Bave they complained that no facilities were given either for bills or
money in exchange with England ?-Yes.

3828. Do you consider such complaints well founded?--I do, from my own
knowledge.

3829. Have the Company any interests which would be interfered with by
the rise of a body of independent merchants in the island ?-No, I think they
would gain by it.

3830. There are not now many merchants in the island ?-There are none.
383i. Do you know whether any outlay has been made in improving the

communication between the coal mines and the coast by the Company or by
colony ?-No ; none whatever.

3832. Mr. Edward Ellice.] The coal mine is on the sea-shore, is it not ?-
The coal mine is on Vancouver's Island.

3833. Close on the sea-shore ?-Yes, it is not more than 30 yards ; there is
a wharf extending a couple of hundred feet.
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3834. The fact is, that a ship can go a very short distance from the mouth of
the mine and take its coal, on board ?-The skips might shoot into the ship.

3835. Nir. Christy.] Do the Company impose any restrictions upon persons
engaged in any particular kind of trade ?-No, I believe not.

38:36. Not such as lurs and timber and coal?-None whatever; there is an
export duty of 10d. a load.

3837. The duty which you mentioned is upon fishing, is it not ? -No, there is
no duty whatever, either import or export, in Vancouver's Island, excepting the
10d. a load mentioned above.

3838. Mr. Edward E/lice.] Did you take any goods out to Vancouver's Island
when you went ?-I did.

3839. Did the Company carry them for you ?-Yes.
3840. Did they make any difficulty in carrying thein? -None.
38i. And you acted quite independently of the Company in the island?-

Just so.
3842. Mr. Christy.] How were you occupied afte'r you arrived in the island ?

-In trading generally with the natives, and farming.
3843. You spoke in the first part of your evidence of the administration of

justice ?-Yes.
3844. You said that one of the greatest complaints of the settlers was the way

in which justice was administered ?-Yes.
3845. Do you know how Mr. Cameron was appointed ?-Through the interest

of bis brother-in-law, ihe Governor, no doubt.

3 46. Do vou know by what power Mr. Cameron was appointed judge of the
colonv ?-Through the Colonial Office ; I believe froin representation.

3847. You know that it was an appointment of the Crown?-Decidedly; at
least I have the Governor's word for it.

3848. Is Mr. Caneron a member of any bar?-Not at all.
3849. Was there any dissatisfaction expressed at the time of bis appointment?

-S rong remonstrances were made by petition to the Governor, and by petitions
to the H-ouse of Commons ; wliether those petitions iave ever reached or not
I am not prepared to say.

3850. Chairman.] When was the appointment made ?-In 1853, I think.

3851. Mr. Christy.] You know that the appointment of the present judge
was a sore subject in the colony ?-Decided.y. I have just one document which
I w ould like to read if the Comnmittee would give me permission, relative to those
petitions ; it is not very long.

3852. Have you known of any cases coming for decision before the court
which involved any considerable amount of property?-No; there are no cases
in Vancouver's Island at present which are liable to such an occurrence, because
there is no person holding any amount of property there.

3853. Was there any case, with regard to a vessel, of great importance?-
Yes.

3854. A ship and ber cargo e-Where the master was confined three months
in ga .1 for barratry, the vessel having called at Valparaiso, and a large quantity
of cargo sold to defray expenses. From the evidence placed before the grand
jury, a true bill was returned : the petit jury afterwards returned a verdict of

not guilty. Also a case of Webster versus Muir ; that was respecting a contract;
it was not exactly with regard to a ves<el; that was before the appointment of
Mr. Crmeron as j udge. Tnere was one case where sorne 2,000 dollars damages
were levied.

3855. Are you aware of any cases of life and death which have come before

the Court ?- No.

3856. Mr. Grogan.] I wish to bring you back to a subject we were speaking
about before Mr. Roebuck took up the examination; it was with reference to

the licence duty of 1201. ; you stated that you were a member of the Council

at that time '-I was.
38:>7. Were you present at the Council when that tax or fee was imposed

upon every licence ?-1 was.
38.58. Do the members of the Council rneet at any periodical times ?-It

depends entirely upon the will of the Governor.
385 9. What number of licences may there be in the island for that purpose

-- Four. 3860. Four
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3860. Four public-houses ?-Yes; one wholesale, belonging to the Hudson's
Bay Company, and three retail.

3861. What becomes -of the revenue received from the sale of those licences ?
-. £. 100 out of the licence fund goes to the judge every year, and the other
300 1. are expended in public purposes; improving roads, &c., &c.

3862. Is that the entire income derived by the Company from the island ?-
Unless land is sold.

3863. What extent of land may be sold in the island ?-Probably not more
than 10,000 or 12,000 acres.

3864. Is there as much as 8,000 acres sold to individuals ?-I am not prepared
to state exactly, but I think it is about that.

3865. Has it been paid for, do you know ?- Most of it.
386d. What has become of that income ? -It has been expended in making

roads and bridges.
3867. You stated that the roads were very bad; what extent of roads are there

in the island ?-There are three or four roads leading from Victoria in the dif-
ferent directions, not more than eight or ten miles long from Victoria.

3868. The settlers who have purchased this land, I suppose, reside in the
vicinity of these roads ?-They do.

3869. And the roads were, probably, made up to their settlements ?-Yes.
3870. Viscount Godericeh.] If I understand you rightly, the money derived

from these licences is expended for the benefit of Vancouver's Island, the colony,
and not for the general purposes of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Not for the
purposes of the ti udsoi's Bay Company.

3871. Mr. Grogan.] What quantity of your own farm have you under tillage?
-About 60 acres.

3872. Have you a ready disposal of the produce of that ?-No ; it entirely
depends upon the will of the Hudson's Bay Company what they will give a bushel
for wheat or produce ; they may either give us I s. a bushel, or they may give us
two dollars a bushel, as they please.

3873. Or they May refuse to take it at all?-They may refuse to take it
at all.

3874. Has that fact ever occurred ? -It has.
3875. In that case, what became of the produce so raised; wheat, for

instance ?-A great deal of it is in the stacks to this day, there being no market
for it.

3ë76. Is the fact of there being no market for it, and your being entirely
dependent upon the Hudson's Bay Company for the purchase of the wheat, a
dran% back to prevent the colonists from raising any greater quantity of it ?-I am
certain of it. If ve had a market for it, three times the quantity, under the pre-
sent means, could be raised.

3877. Tiien, in fact, the Hudson's Bay Company could draw any quantity of
supplies they pleased from the island ?-Not any quantity, but they could draw
a greater quantity than is already produced.

3878. If that import duty of 20 per cent., to which you alluded as being paid
on goods going into San Francisco, were abolished, have you any reason to think
that the cultivation of wheat and other agricultural produce would greatly
increase ?-It would certainly.

3879. You have no doubt of that ?-I have no doubt of it.
3880. You nentioned something about the fishing; will you give a little infor-

mation on that subject ?-here is no fishing of importance on Vancouver's
Island, only on the rivers and coasts of the mainland ; and there the Hudson's
Bay Comnpany hold the exclusive right of trade, according to their charter, of the
mainland.

3881. In the Fuca Strait what is the case ?--It is all open there.
3882. Any one may tisi there ?-Yes; but in Fraser's River, which is the only

inlet into the mainland, in fact, no one is allowed to fish.
3883. Is that wliere the salmon is principally taken ?-It is.
3884. Chairman.] That is a very valuable fishery, is it not ?-It is.
3885. Mr. Grogan.) If any quantity of fish were taken by any of the emigrants

that chose to devote their attention to it, what would become of it; have they the
means of exporting and se1Iing it ?-Not very ample means.

3886. Have they means at all ?-No; they would have probably to
o.24--Sess. 2. c c 2 charter
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charter an American vessel to take it to some port south, or to the Sandwicb
Islands.

3887. Have the Company any vessels that trade in fish themselves ?-Yes;
but they very often refuse to take freight.

3888. Do you say that from your own knowledge ?---Yes, I do ; I say it is a
fact; no freight was to be brougbt up for settlers from the Sandwich Islands.

3889. Chairman.] Do vou mean that they refuse to take freight upon system,
or that they refuse to take freight either because there is not room for it, or
because it vould be inconvenient to them to go to the particular place where the
freight is ?-I believe it is inconvenient to them; they do not care about it; you
must do it for yourselves if you wish it done, and not trouble thei about it at
all; if they do it, it is a very great favour for you.

3'90. Mr. Grogan.] Are there any regular traders belonging to the Company
which go to the island ?-One only.

3891. One in the year?-She goes several times in the year ; but only one
vessel.

3892. Viscount Goderich.] Where does she go to !-To the Sandwich
Islands.

3893. Mr. Grogan.] Have any of the colonists ever been refused to have
their goods sent either into the island by that vessel or out of the island by that
vessel ?- Into the island they have by that vessel, but not out of it, I think;
the Company object to bring goods into the island; but I do not think
they would object to taking goods either to San Francisco or to the Sandwich
Islands.

3894. Viscount Goderich.] Can you tell why they object to it ?-We can only
judge by inferences, and our inference is that they object to anything like
competition.

389.5. With their own goods ?-With their own goods.
3896. Mr. Grogan.] With respect to the fish, wve understand that it is

extremely abundant there ?-Yes.
3897. And that there would be a ready sale for it in the Sandwich Islands?

-To a certain extent; it is only a small market in the Sandwich Islands.
38 9 8. Has any attempt ever been made by the colonists to open a market there

for fish ?-Yes.
3899. Has it succeeded ?--Yes.
39o0 . And there is no impediment whatever in the way of sending eny quan.

tity of fish which the colonists could sel into this market if they pleased ?-No,
I believe not.

39'1. You have never known any instances of that kind ?-No.
3902. Have you travelled on the mainland, the British territory?-I have

travelled by water; there are no roads; there is no opportunity of travelling by
land on the mainland.

3903. You have only been up the rivers ?--Up the rivers and along the
coast.

3904. Have you visited Thompson's River ?-I have not mnyself personally; I
only have my knowledge from other persons who have been there, and who have
given me that information; I have no reason to suppose that they were leading
me astray, or giving me false information. They were persons who had lived
there themselves, and had lived in that country, or in the neighbouring countries,
in the service of the Company, probably 30 or 40 years.

3905. You bave no reason whatever to doubt the information received from
that source ?--Not the slightest. I should have no hesitation in going there
myself, if there was any inducement to go, upon the faith of the reports which I
have heard.

3906. What distance have you gone up Fraser's River ?-I have never been
further north than Fort Langley.

3907. Just opposite ?-About 60 or 70 miles up.
3908. As far as you went, namely, at Fort Langley, was there any district of

land there adapted for colonists ?--A large tract of land there.
3909. Among the colonists of Vancouver's Island, are there any gentlemen who

have known that country and visited it themselves ?-Yes, arnongst the servants
of the Hudson's Bay Company, who are really colonists, because they have land
and have settled there.

3910. Do

204
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3010. Do they know that district well ?-Yes.
3911. They have lived in it ? -Yes.
3912. And traversed it ?-Yes.
3913. What report do they give of it as regards a colonial settlement,

speaking of Fraser's River and that district, the mainland ?-My own impression
in geieral of Fraser's River is, that it is not at ail favourable for the first few
miles for colonisation.

3914. With respect to Thompson's River, what do they say about that ?.-
That it is one of the most beautiful countries in the world, and that gold is
discovered in that and the neighbouring district now. Wlien I left the miners
were getting from four to twenty dollars a day.

3915. Who are the miners that you refer to ?-Americans chiefly, men who
have gone there from the inducement of obtaining gold by digging for it, in the
same way as in California, and in the course of time there will be a great
number of American people settled there.

3916. Is there any settlement at all at ''hompson's River belonging to the
Company?-Yes, a small farrm and trading fort. They have lately removed Fort
Colville; that is in Colville district, about 400 miles from the mainland. When
it was built, it was 20 miles south of the line, namely, the 49th parallel, and
they have now built a fort on the north side of the line to dispense with the
necessity of paying duties upon English nanufactured goods, which they would
otherwise if they sent them over to the old place.

3917. Is this fort for the purpose of the supplies of the Thompson's River
district ?-It is to supply the people who go there to dig gold with goods ; that
is the ostensible reason for the establishment of that fort ; they have got a large
quantity of goods there already.

39i8. Viscount Godrich.] But if it is near the parallel, must it not be a
considerable way from Thompson's River ?-No, it is not.

3919. Mr. Grogan.] Are the Indians numerous in that district ?-Not more
so than in any other district, I believe.

3920. Mr. Roebach.] Do you know the climate at Thompson's River?-I
have mentioned that the climate is one of the most beautiful climates in the
world, I believe.

3921. That is a general expression ?- believe it is capable of producing ail
the crops that we produce in England ; probably the winters may be a little
more severe; I am not prepared to say that they are, but they may be a little
more so.

3922. Comparing it with Canada, were you ever a winter in Canada ?-I
was there part of last winter; there is no comparison ; it will not bear a com-
parison.

3923. It is much more mild; much finer ?- Decidedly as much as Great
Britain is to the Eastern States of Arnerica ; there is as much difference.

3924. I believe that that difference attaches to ail the territory west of the
Rocky Mountains?-It does.

3925. Is that in the same parallel of latitude on the west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and on the east you have very different climates ?-As different as it is
possible to imagine.

3926. Ail the British territory west of the Rocky Mountains, a great way
north of Vancouver's Island, is as you suppose, a place habitable by man, and
very fit for a colony ?-It is so, particularly a short distance from the coast;
the coast far north is rocky, and appears unapproachable, but inside it is a fine
open country.

3927. Mr. Lowe.] What is your opinion of the price of 1 . an acre for land;
do you think it a proper price -- I think that it is extortionately high; for
instance, why should people go to Vancouver's Island and pay 1 /. an acre, when
only eight or ten miles from it they can get as good land, w ith many more advan-
tages, for a dollar and a quarter, in the Anerican territory.

3928. Do you think that that is one of the causes which have retarded the
growth of the colony ?-It is a great drawback to it.

3929. Mr. R.oebuck.] You say there are many advantages which belong to the
American territory; what are they ?-They have mnany ports; they are not
excluded ; we stand by ourselves, we are entirely alone; there are also many
settlers in Washington and Oregon territories on the coast.

0.24-Sess. 2. c c 3 3930. That
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3930. That advantage attaches to. the fact of their being American settlers?
-- Yes.

3931. It does not refer to any peculiarity in the government of Vancouver's
Island ?-I contend that if a person went to the opposite side, and paid a dollar
and a quarter per aere, instead of 11. an acre as in Vancouver's Island, he
would have many more advantages. Of course, from the fact of his going
there to buy land he becoies an American settler.

3932. Chairnan.] I think you stated that in America there was a duty upon
ail foreign imports of about '20 per cent. ?-From 20 to 30 per cent.

3933. In Vancouver's Island, I presume, they are free?-All goods are
imported duty free into Vancouver's Island.

3934. Do you think that that is an advantage or a disadvantage ?-A very
great advantage.

3935. Mr. Grogan.) You conveyed the impression to me that if Vancouver's
Island were an imperial colony, and not under the Hudson's Bay Company, as
at present, you would be able to import your goods into the American terri-
tories without the duty of 20 per cent. ?-I believe that it would be an impetus
to British subjects to go and open a trade there; that they would be under
the impression that they would have justice done them without monopoly, and
that they would have proper courts of justice to administer the laws, and that
they would go there without any fear of misrule or mismanagement.

3936. What would be the effect as regards this 20 per cent. import duty
upon goods going into Anerica ?-It would be a great advantage if they could
get it taken away.

3937. Viscount Goderich.] But that duty is imposed upon this produce as
foreign produce, not as the produce of the Hudson's Bay territory, or any par-
ticular territory?-lf we import timber, although it is actually the same, or
perhaps of a littie better quality, froin Vancouver's Island into San Francisco,
there is a duty of 20 per cent. upon it, whereus ships would load on the opposite
side to us, and go in with the same cargo free.

3938. Mr. Roebuck.) Tbat 20 per cent is levied upon your goods because
they happen to corne frorn British territory ?-Because, unfortunately, we
happen to be British subjects.

3939. Not because you are under the Hudson's Bay Cornpany ?-It is because
it is a British territory.

3940. So that this 20 per cent. is in no way connected with the rule of the
Hudson's Bay Company ?-Not at ail ; it m'as formerly so in Canada, until the
reciprûcity treaty was entered into.

394t. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You said that merchants would go there to trade;
with whom would they go there to trade ?--I mentioned that they would go to
trade there if we were adnitted in the Canadian reciprocity-treaty.

3942. With whom ?--The Anerican people; even nowv a great many people
corne over to Vancouver's Island from Washington territory to buy goods,
and, with enterprise, L have no doubt myself that a great trade could be done
there, by taking a large supply of British goods, and supplying the British
market; the whalers may be induced to corne there; I know of my own
knowledge that they only vant asking to corne, and they would winter
there.

3943. You say that the only impediment to it is the want of proper courts of

justice ?-No, I do nlot say that at all; the only impedimnent is the rule of the
Hiudson's Bay Comrpany; 'even if they were to have proper courts of justice they
would not settle under the H4udson's Bav Company; there would be the sane
drawback as ever.

3944. Mr. J. I. Gurney.] You say that the whalers only want asking tc
induce thern to corne ; will you explain that point a little more in detail ?-

1 happened to be the fellow passenger of one of the proprietors of a large fleet
of wi alers, and he wvas seriously thinking himself, instead of sending the vessels
to the Sandwich Islands or San Francisco, of sending them there ; he said that
there were not the sarne inducements to the sailors to run away.

3945. What prevented his doing so F--From the fact that lie did not think they
would be able to obtain supplies at present fron the settlers.

3946. That is to say, that the number of settiers was not sufficient to raise
the requisite supply ?-Not sufficient to raise the quantity of provisions necessary
to supply a hundred sail of whalers.

.. 3947. With
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3947. With regard to the discovery of gold at Thompson's River, are you
aware when that took place ?-It bas been discovered now probably .18 months.

3948. Can you give the Committee any idea of the number of miners who
are now settled. there ?-None at ail; it is at Fort Colville where the gold is
discovered; not at Thompson's River.

3949. 1Mr. Edward Ellice.] It is anAmerican territory., is it not?-It is in both
.American territory and British territory; the further north they go the better
the diggings are.

39.5. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] Therefore there are those miners in the British
territory as well as in the American territory ?-Yes.

3(51. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How do you knov tliat? -From people who have
been there.

3952. Are there miners in the Thompson's River district, the British terri-
tory ?--Yes.

3953. Americans ?-Both Americans and British. Wherever there is gold
there is a rush of people.

39'4. Mr. J. B. Gurney.] Are you aware whether the Hudson's Bay
Company's officers have held any communication of any description with those
miners who are located in the British territo'y: whether they have taken any
cognisance of their settling there, either fa'ourably or the reverse?-No, i do
not. know that they have. It would be impossible to take any measures to
prevent their going there; it would require a large force to turn them away;
and if gold is discovered there, there will be as great a rush to that country as
to California.

3955. Mr. Edward El/ice.] If you look at the map you will see that Fort
Colville is not on Thompson's River ?-I ani aware of that; it is on the
Colunbia River.

3956. Where did you say that the gold % as on Thompson's River ?--I did not
say that it was on Thompson's River; I said that it was in the neighbourhood of
Fort Colville.

3957. Fort Colville is in American territory, is it not ?--The old Fort Colville
is; but the new Fort Colville is in the British territory.

3958. Do you know that the gold seekers have crossed the boundary to the
north and ,one towards Thompson's River ?- Yes, they have gone here and
there; wherever gold is to be found there you will find the people.

3959. Do you know that they are north of the boundary ?-I say they are
north of the 49th parallel

3960. Where do you derive that information ? -From people who have actually
returned from there during the last winter before I left.

3961. What were those people; were they Americans ?-No, they were English
people.

3962. Were they in the employrnent of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-No,
they were settlers like myself who iad been there.

3963. Settlers where ?-In Vancouver's Island.
3964. Had they returned to Vancouver's Island ?-They had before I left.
3!11)5. By what route did they corne to Vancouver's Island?-They came down

the Columbia and passed over the portage.
3966. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] With refèrence to the fisheries in the Straits, what

are the fish caught there ?-Salmon.
3967. The same as in the River Fraser?-Yes.
3968. You nientioned that in Vancouver's Island there was a great deal of

broken ground. W hat did you intend to convey by the term " broken ground" ?
-Tmat some of it is mountainous.

3969. Rocks risina up ?-' here are some rocks there.
3970. But not to any extent to prevent agriculture when the land is cleared?

-In some places there are very large tracts of country without any rock
at all.

3971. Are the present settilers scattered over the whole of the island, or prin-
cipally confined to the southern portion of it ?-They are confined to the neigh-
bourhuod of Victoria.

3972. What is the greatest distance from Victoria where there is any agricul-
tural settlement at present ?-About'20 miles; that is only one instance; there
is one family about 20 miles off; the others are not more than six or seven
miles.

o.24-Sess. 2. c c 4 3973. The
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3973. The furs which are obtained in Vancouver'sIsland by thie Hudson's Bay
Company are obtained of course from the Indians?-Yes; very few furs are
caught upon Vancouver's Island.

3974. What there are, are probably chiefly from the northern portion?-
From the coast and from the main land.

3975. Viscount Goderich.] I understand you to say that the Hudson's Bay
Company practically pay their servants to a great extent in goods ?-They do.

3971i. Will you have the goodniess to state to the Committee a little more fully
than you have previously done, what you believe to be the reason of that pro-
ceeding?--The want of cash in the country, and also that if the Company can
induce their servants to take goods at 50 per cent. profit, it is a great advantage
to them that their servants should take goods.

3977. They make a profit, you conceive, upon them ?-A profit of 50 per cent.
when goods are sold to their servants instead of paying them money.

3978. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Supposing that the Hudsou's Bay Company owe
one of their servants 100 1., does he take any more goods from them in respect
of that 100 1. than he actually requires for his own consumption ?-No, pro-
bably not.

3979. Then 1 presume that the balance is paid in money ?-Perhaps they
have no money to pay it with out there.

3980. Then how is it paid ?-It remains in their books on credit.
3981. Upon the ultimate liquidation, what is done ?-If he came to England

of course he would be paid.
3982. He would be paid, in fact, by a bill upon England P-He would be paid

by a bill upon England, I suppose, which is comparatively useless to a labouring
nian, as he cannot negotiate it, except, perhaps, at a great sacrifice.

3983. Viscount Goderich.] But he receives no interest upon the money
remaining in their books, I suppose ?-None at ail.

3984. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you know that as a fact ?-I do; ail persons
with a running acco'unt receive no interest.

3985. But when it becomes a deposit account, what is the case?-Their offi-
cers may probably get 3 or 4 per ceait.; but we were speaking more of the
labouring class, not of the officers.

3986. Mr. Kinnaird.] You spoke with regard to the whaling; which port
was it that was contemplated ?-Esquimault Harbour; it lies in the south-
east.

3987. If there were provisions, is it well adapted for a whaling station, in
your opinion ?-- It is one of the finest harbours in the world, and is adapted, in
every sense of the word, to their purposes, and is capable of affording them every
facility which they require.

3988. Was the Company which was contemplated to be carried on with
English capital or with American ?-It was an American Company entirely; ail
the whalers in the Pacific are alnost exclusively Anerican.

3989. Mr. Gregson.) What is the depth of water ?-Seven and eight fathoms.
3990. Mr. Kinnaird.] They would come there instead of which other port ?-

Instead of going down south to the Sandwich Islands or San Francisco, where
there are great nduceients for their men to run away.

3991. Was there much communication when you were living there between
San Francisco and Vancouver's Island ?-No, not a great deal; but from the
opposite side of the Straits there was a communication probably three times a
week by sailing ships.

3992. How long would a steamer be going from San Francisco to Vancouver's
Island ?-Two days and a half is the average passage, sea-going ships.

3993. Do you suppose that if great facilities were given a stream of emigration
miglt grow from San Francisco direct there .- It is only matter of opinion, but
that is the opinion of a great many people to whom I have spoken upon that
subject; of course there is nothing positive about it until the result is proved.

3994. Mr. Gregwon.] No parties have come from San Francisco as yet?-
Not to remain ; we had one gentleman, Mr. Swanston, who came; lie left.

3995. Mr. Christyj.] With reference to the land which is disposed of to the
settlaers in Vancouver's Island, is it given to the settlers upon application without
any difficulty ?-In some instances it is, but not ail.

3996. Are you aware that any application has been made to the Hudson's Bay
Company for land which has been refused ?-Yes.

3997. On
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3997. On what ground ?-Unless they would comply with the prospectus of
the Company; that is to say, to take out so many men for every hundred acres.
There was a servant of the first Governor appointed to the colony since it was
declared a colony, Mr. Blanchard; when he left his servant wished to go out
there again; they would not allow him to go unless he would take out so many
men for his land, according to the prospectus of the colony.

3998. Are there any reservations of land ?-There have been, but I believe
under late regulations they were dispensed with; for instance, there were a
clergy reserve and a school reserve, but I think that lately, finding that they
would not answer, they have been thrown open to sale.

3999. How lately do you suppose ?-Within the last 12 months, I think.
4000. Mr. Edward -/lice.] Al these regulations are under the Colonial Office,

are they not ?-I believe so.
4001. Mr. Kinnaird.] Hlad you niany schools there for the benefit of the

natives ?- Not one for the benefit of the natives.
4002. How many were there for the Europeans ?-Two.
4003. What was the character of the schools ; were they well conducted ?-

They were well conducted schools ; three young men who had been sent out
from this country conducted them.

4004. Mr. Grog an.] Sent out by whom ?-By the Hudson's Bay Company,
but on account of the colonial expenses, to be paid, of course, by the Colonial
Fund.

4005. Are there any schools for the education of the Indians ?-Not
one.

4006. Mr. Kinnaird.] And is there nothing done for the Indians ?-Nothing
at all is done ; there has been no attempt at civilisation at all.

4007. Or at Christianising ?-Nothing at all.
4 toS. Mr. Grogan.] You said that the Indians resided on the sea coast; do

they generally reside in villages on the coast ?-Yes; each tribe has a village of
its own.

4009. They are not scattered abroad in the country ?-No.
401o. Then there would be no difficulty in establishing schools and churches

for them, if it were thought right ?-None.
4011. But no steps for that purpose have been taken ?-No; except, as I

mentioned before, that one or two Roman-catholic priests have been amongst
them.

4012. Have any chapels been erected ?-The Ronan-catholics have one
chapel.

4013. Where ?-In Victoria.

40 1à. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliarm.] At Nauaimo, at the coal-mine, there is a large
tract of country, I believe, taken up by members of the Hudson's Bay Company?
-Yes, by the coal conpany.

4o15. low many acres ?-Some 2,000, I believe.

401(i. Has a settler been sent out for every 20 acres of that 2,000 acres ?-
No, decidedly not.

4017. Has that land been paid for ?-I believe it has.
4018. Ninety per cent. of the money goes to the Colonial Fuiad ?-Yes.
401 9. How is that money expended ?-The money that has been expended of

the colonial funds has been expended in making roads and bridges, and building
a church, and establishing schools.

4020. You say roads and bridges: where have the bridges been made ?-
There is one across Victoria Harbour.

4021. From what point to what point ?-From the town site, on the Victoria
side, to the opposite side of the harbour.

4022. To the Indian village ?-To the Indian village.
4023. At what cost was that made ?-About 1,000 1.
4024. Do you consider that a large amount of money to be expended on one

bridge, or a small amount of money ?-I consider it a large amount of money to
be expended on one particular structure, although in itself it is useful.

4025. Was there no other point on that arm of the bay across which a bridge
could have been constructed at a much smaller expense ?-There were three at
least, and one in particular.

4026. Where is that one ?-At the Gorge.
o.24-Sess. 2. D D 4027. That
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4027. That is how far from the town ?-About a mile and a half.
40.8. By making a bridge across from the town to the Indian village was the

distance much shortened ?-No; I do not think so; not any.
4029. Where did the road lead to that crossed that bridge ?-It will be,

eventually, the trunk road into the interior.
4030. What settlements are there in the interior? - There are no settlements

at present; only one or two squatted farms, such as the Esquimault farm.
4031. The Esoui mault farm at the head of Esquimault Bay ?-Yes ; that is

the direct road to it.
4032. Was there a road up to Esquimault farm?-Not before that.
4033. Are there any settlements beyond Esquimault farm?-Yes.
4034. Where ?--One at Herbert Head ; one at M etchosen, and one at Sooke.
4035. Is there a road to Metchosen and a road to Sooke ?-One road takes

them all.
4036. Is it a road on which carriages can go ?-Part of the way; but there

are a great many obstructions in the way at present, such as gullies and the
want of bridges.

4037. So that 1,000 1. was expended on one bridge, aud places where bridges
were required on the road were left without ?-Yes. Q
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THE RIGHT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE, IN THE CHAIR.

The Honourable William Henry Draper, c. B., called in; and Examined.

4038. Chairman.] WHAT situation do you hold in Canada?-I am Chief
Justice of the Court of Commono Pleas of Upper Canada.

4039. How long have you held that situation ?-I have held the office of
Chief Justice a little more than a year, but I have been upon the Bench of
Upper Canada for nearly 10 years.

4040. What other public situations have you held in Canada ?-I was appointed
to the Executive Council of Upper Canada in the year 1836. I was appointed
Solicitor-general of Upper Canada in 1837. I was appointed Attorney-general
of Upper Canada in 1840. I held that office until some time in the latter part
of 1842 ; I was re-appointed ini 1844, and I continued to be Attorney-general from
that time until I was appointed to the Bench.

4041. How long have you been resident in Canada ?-I landed in Quebec on
the 16th or 17th of May 1820 ; I have been a continual resident in Canada since
that period.

4042. Under what circumstances are you now -visiting this country ?-I was
requested by the Government of Canada, through the medium of two of its
members, to undertake the duty of coming to England fôr the purpose of
watching the investigation which, it had been communicated to them, was to
take place before a Conmittee of the House of Commons, with the view of
pressing whenever I deemed it necessary for the interests of the province, cer-
tain views which the Government of the province adopted in reference to their
rights and interests in this question. I had written instructions from the

Government
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Government of Canada to that effect, which I can lay before the Committee,
if they desire it. They were communicated to me through the provincial
secretary, and emanating from the Government, giving me general directions
what I was to do.

4043. Sir John Pakington.] As before this Comrnittee ?-In coming to
England; generally pressing upon lier Majesty's Government the views of the
Government of Canada, as well as attending before the Committee from time
to time to watch the nature of the proceedings and what is going on.

4044. Chairman.] Have you any objection to put in those instructions ?-As
far as I am concerned, I should rather, in that respect, look to you, sir, as the
representative of the colonies; and if you see no impropriety in their being put
in, I have no objection personally whatever. I do not consider myself respon-
sible for their production; I leave that to you; but I am ready to produce
themi if desired.

4045. If you see no objection, I do not apprehend there can be any, and you
will therefore ' -e the goodness to put them in ?-I will send for them.

4046. In p. ' fact, you came over in consequence of a despatch which I
wrote to the Go ior of Canada, communicating to the Governor the intention
of Her Majesty's Government to propose to the House of Commons to appoint
this Committee ?-I presume so, but I have no special knowledge of that par-
ticular fact ; I have understood that such a letter was written.

4047. Did not you see the despatch ? - I have never seen it.
4o48. Sir John Pakington.] But you were instructed by the Government

there to come to F4gland ?-Yes ; not for the purpose, let me be understood,
of attending and doing what I am now doing, namely, giving evidence; I
received no instructions to that effect.

4049. Chairman.] I see that the language used by the Committee of the
Executive Council which was appointed to consider this question, is " The
Committee of Council have read with great satisfaction the despatch of the
Secretary of State for the Colonies of the 4th of December last, on the subject
of the H-udson's Bay Company's occupation of the great north-west territory of
America." They subsequently state, " The Committee are most anxious that
Canadian interests should be properly represented before the proposed Con-
mittee of The House, and that opportunity should be afforded for carefully and
closely watching any evidence that may be adduced before that body, and they
will take the earliest occasion of suggesting to your Excellency the manner in
which they conceive this can be best accomplished." Subsequently to that, I
think, they requested you to come over ?-It was exactly so, and the. instruc-
tions involve very little more than what you have just read. I have not been
authorised by any instruction whicl I have received to appear before the Con-
mittee as a witness.

4050. Sir John Pakington.] Was this report of the Committee of the
Executive Council of Canada communicated to you before you came to this
country ?-That report was not officially communicated to me.

4051. Was it in your possession ?-Nor was it in my possession. I have
never had it in my possession at all. I (o not wish to be understood as saying
that I was ignorant of it, but I had no officiai communication of it.

4052. Mr. Christy.] Did they limit you in any evidence which you miglit
give, or any course which you might take ?-I ai rather sorry to say that
they gave me too unlimited a discretion, one which, since I have been in
England, I have been continually urging upon them tc limit by more express
and defined instructions.

4053. Then they left the whole course to your own discretion ?-Very much
indeed. Very much more so than I should have desired, or than I would have
undertaken, had time pernitted for an investigation into it.

4054. Chairnan ] Have you any personal knowledge of any portion of the
territory belonging to the Hudson's Bay Company ? - I have not ; I have never
been nearer to it than the eastern portion of Lake Superior.

4055. In what manner do you conceive that the inquiry before this Com-
mittee particularly affects the interests of Canada ?-First, very materially
with regard to what I conceive to be the truc boundary of Canada. I may
say, secondly, with regard to the deep interest that the people of Canada have,
that that territory should be maintained as a British possession. I may say,
thirdly, because the people of Canada look to it as a country into which they
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Hon. ought to be permitted to extend their settlements. Those three points I think
W. H.*Draper, c.a. would involve all that I could say upon that subject.

4056. Taking the points in the order in which you have mentioned them;
28 May 1857. first of all, with regard to the question of the limits of the province of Canada,

are there any statements which you wish to lay before the Committee on
that head ?-I should say with regard to that point that the view which is taken,
be it sound or unsound, is this: at present it is understood by us that the
Hudson's Bay Company claim as a legal right, all the land which is drained by
any streams, no matter how remote their sources may be, which flow into
either the Hudson's Bay otraits, or Hudson's Bay. We consider that that is
an ill-founded claim, principally upon this ground, that it is a claim of which
we can find nu trace until a very niodern period, and is quite inconsistent with
the claims advanced by that Company for nearly a century and a half. To
save time I bave prepared extracts from various documents, emanating froma
the Company themselves, with some few other documents ; it is a paper which it
would save a great deal of time to put in, because I can give every place where
the extracts are taken from, and therefore reference to the original documents
can alwav be lad. i would also desire to say that in every extract which I
have made, I have made it a complete extract of all that is stated on the ques-
tion, and if it involves anything favourable to the Hudson's Bay Company, it
will be found in those portions of which I have made the extract.

4057. Are those extracts made from documents which are accessible to every-
bodv ?-I believe I may say every one; I think so; easily accessible.

4058. Sir John Pakington.] T'ey specify of course in every case what they
Vide Appendix. are ?-Yes. (lThe Witness delivered in the Paper.)

4059. Chuirnan.] Upon this question of the boundaries of the colony,
passing by for the moment to the question of legality, will you have the
goodness to state to the Comrnmittee what you think it would be for the interest
of the colony of Canada, to do vith regard to boundaries--The first point
which we should desire I think with regard to the interests of Canada, would
be to obtain a determination of what our bGundaries actually are; knowing
that we are then in a better position to state whether we desire to go beyond
them, and if so, for vhat purposes and to what extent.

4060. Will you favour us with vour individual opinion of what it would be
for the advantage of Canada ta have as boundaries ; how far you would extend
them ?- i should myself propose, if i were making a proposition upon a subject
of that sort, that Canada should have in the first place a free right to explore
and survey, in oder to ascertain the capabilities of the country ; in the second
place, to open eommunication roads in the manner pursued in that country, by
putting settlers on each side of them with free grants, which in the course of
a comparatively short period of time, facilitates the intercourse with those
portions of the country which hitherto have been inaccessible, or very difficult
of access by persons going to settle ; in the next place I should propose that
Canada should be permitted to lay out townships, and that as fast as she did
actually lay them out and settle them, those portions of the territory so settled
should become incorporated with and form part of the province; I would·limit
it under all circumstaices and at any distant period by the Rocky Mountains;
I should never dream of pushing beyond them.

406i. Sir John Pakington. 1 Would you claim that right of survey without
any limit, except the Rocky Mountains -- Yes.

406-2. Chairman.] Do you think that at present Canada could conveniently
or efficiently govern and manage the whole of that vast territory to the east of
the Rocky IMountains which belongs to British North America ?-If you say at
this moment, I shall be obliged to answer in the negative, because at the pre-
sent moment our communications are not opened; we have not yet established
the prospect of opening them; and to undertake to govern a country which
we do not know that we can get at, would be a rash and unwise step, which I
think no one would ever think of taking. That is why I premise that we
should desire to survey and explore before we do anything else. When we
speak of governing the whole of that country it involves the consideration
that, unless the country be put under an efficient government of some sort, we
entertain (I speak for myself individually, but 1 believe I am speaking the
sentiments of large nuumbers of the inhabitants of Canada) a very serious ap-

prehension
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prehension that if something is not doue that territory will in some way or
another cease to be British territory; and upon that point thev feel an extreme
anxiety. Any one looking at the map can see that the effect of that would be
to eut off a portion of the British Empire from all possible communication with
the Pacific ; and therefore they look at it with extreme anxiety, and it is with
the view of insuring, which they think they could more effectually do than any
one else, the maintenance of British authority within those possessions, that they
entertain the views which I have just stated, and which I myself entertain and
advocate.

4063. I presume, fron the answer you have just given, that the point to which
you would attach the greatest importance is, that all that country which
borders upon the territory of the United States should be settled as speedily as
circumstances will admit of, and effectually protected?-Certainly I mean that;
and I wish to call attention, in addition to this particular consideration, that the
ntural outlet of that country appears rather to be into the United States, and
that therefore it becomes a large consideration, in order to open communications
with Canada. that Canada should have a direct interest which would induce her
to apply her resources to that particular view.

4064. Take, for instance, the Red River Settlement, do you believe that it
would be possible for Canada at once to undertake the duty, and incur the charge
and expense of managing and governing that country ?-Expressing my own
opinion, I say distinctly not at present. I think it would be necessary, iintil
the settiements which I have projected could be carried into effect, that an ad
interim provision for the government of that country should be made.

4065. Supposing it were thouglit desirable to govern that country as a British
colony directly, and that arrangements were made with the Hudson's Bay
Company by which that could be doue, do you think it would be essential that
that country should be connected with Canada, or would it not answer even
Canadian purposes equally as well if it were a British colony in some other form ?
-If it is ascertained to be a settled point that no really available communication
for commercial purposes can be made between Canada and that settlement, if
nature has interposed an insuperable barrier, then. of course, we must yield.
But assuming that there is no such insuperable barrier, then I think that when
once we have made this a continuous range of settlements from Canada to the
Red River Settlement, it can be better governed as a British possession, forming
part of Canada, than in any other way. I believe that, to facilitate that object,
Canada would be ready at once to permit exports through her territories, even
while she was carrying on the roads; that she would be quite willing to relieve
ail imports into that country from duty, to enable them to raise a temporary
revenue for that very purpose.

4066. At present, would it be possible or convenient for Canadian institutions
to be introduced into the Red River Settlement, and for representatives of that
settlement to attend the Canadian Legislature ?--In my own judgment, I should
not propose that, until such time as the settlements from the north-western portion
of Canada were extended to the Red River Settlement; I look upon it as a
temporary proceeding, and that the representative institutions of Canada should
extend just as far, and no further, as her actual settlements extend. I think that
i proportion as those settlements can be extended, the ingtitutions which we
have, should be extended over those portions of countries so settled.

4067. With the present limits of Canada, bas any practical inconvenience
been found from the want of being able to extend the settlements as fast as
the population was ready to go there ?-I believe that the government at this
moment have very little land indeed lying between the three great lakes for
disposition.

4068. Do you believe that the fact of this territory being under the government
of the Hudson's Bay Company bas prevented any settlements from Canada that
otherwise would have been made there ?-It is difficult to answer that question,
except by assuming that people who have left Canada to go to the territory of
Minesota, or who are about leaving it for that purpose, would have gone perhaps
as readily to the valley of the Saskatchewan if it had been thrown open for
settlement; it is an assumption ; I cannot speak of it as a fact.

4069. Are you inclined to entertain that opinion vourself ?.-I can myself
only refer to the contemplated emigration fronm the Glengarry country, where
the Scotch Highlanders settled a great many years ago, and where the soil and
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an emigration proposed which is going to the territory of Minesota from that
28 May 1857. country, and I think we are losing some fine hardy valuable settlers from that

cause.
4070. If that territory to which you have referred were annexed in some form

or other to Canada at once, in what manner would you propose to administer its
government ?-I have not digested the matter very much in my own mind ; but,
throwing it out as a rough suggestion, I shodld suppose that it must be by a
governor and council, with legislative powers suited to the immnediate necessities
of the colony, and that that council being appointed by the Crown (assuning
as a point of policy that the territory is to become Canadian hereafter) should
at all events partially be composed of persons having an interest in or connexion
with the province of Canada.

4071 . You would govern it in some degree as a territory ?-Precisely so; by
a governor in council, with certain legislative powers, until you could extend the
right of sending Members to the Canadian Legislature, an extension which I
should conceive desirable at the very earliest practicable moment.

4072. Do you not anticipate the possibility that, supposing those settlements
to flourish or become considerable, the distance of that country from Canada
would make the inhabitants desire rather to have a colony of their own and a
settIed government than to be an appendage to a government so far distant'from
them?-I should say that they would be an integral part of it, and not an
appendage, when the idea which I have suggested was carried out; then it would
be a mere question of convenience of communication from one portion of that
province to the other, or to the seat of government.

4073. Do you think that there would be any objection to postporie.the question
of the annexation or non-annexation of this territory to Canada until the period
when circunstances should show that that degree of interval between the two
countries had been filled up by settlers, and what were the wishes and feelings
of the colonists themselves ?-If Canada is to be at the expense of survey, and
the expense of settlement, which was a matter involved in my proposition, then
as a matter of course it would not be considered right, I suppose, for the
Canadians to incur the expense of settling the country for the benefit of an
independent portion of the Queen's dominions.

4074. Supposing Canada were not put to that expense, would it alter the
question ?-It would alter the question only to this extent ; if there were another
mode of communication (I do not mean, of course, through the United States), by
which that colony could be approached from Europe, and by which commercial
intercourse could be conducted, that which in my mind presents the greatest
difficulty would of course be removed; but at present, I am sorry to say, that I
think the obstacles to getting into that country in any other way excepting from
Canada (excluding the United .tates), are greater than they will be found upon
examination to be getting at it through Canada; and if you will bear with me
for a moment I will give very generally and briefly my reasons for that conclu-
sion. Of course I cannot pretend to question the opinions of those who having
travelled through the country must have had better opportunities of judging
than I have had of the facility or difficulty of communication, but I would
take the liberty of making this observation, that the French conducted all their
trade with that country not only through the particular portion of it now
considered to be almost impassable, but also the whole way up the River Ottawa,
at a time when there was not a single settler above the falls of Chaudiere.
I have a map, although I have not it with me, showing the number of townships
laid out on the Lower Canada side of that river, extending to within a
comparatively very short distance of Lake Nipissing. Now the difficulties of
travelling up that river, instead of being what they used to be, when there was
great difficulty in obtaining supplies of any kind, are lessening every year. The
Canadian Government, at this very moment, have a party employed in sur-
veying, with a view to the improvement of the navigation of that river; so that
the difficulty would be reduced to the difficulty between the head of Lake
Superior (the western portion of it) and the Red River Settlement. Even
supposing the Ottawa not to be improved, you can go at present from Montreal
to Torunto without a transhipment at all. You can cross from Toronto, a
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distance of between 90 and 100 miles, I think some 95 miles, by railway to a Hon.
port on Lake Huron. You can go by steamer from Lake Huron to the head of F. H. Draper, c. .
Sault Saint Mary. There is a canal through the American territory there, -

passable by vessels of a sufficient size to navigate Lake Superior, and you can 28 May 1857.
therefore land vith one transhipment, and without one if you go tbrough the
Welland Canal, goods shipped at Montreal for Fort William. When the
French carried on their trade with the Indians, I think one of their forts was
on the river Saskatchawan, and when the North-west Company extended their
settlements to the westward of the Rocky Mountains, they- took all their
supplies up the river Ottawa, against al the difficulties that I have spoken of.
Consequently, if they could carry on a profitable trade then, a trade which had
to be carried on upon men's backs in every portage that they had, I should think
that when you have been settling a country, and putting people on every
portion of it which is capable of agricultural settlement, you will not find that
difficulty of which I have been speaking, because they will not stick to the
canoe route. To take the instance of the Lake of the Woods, subject to one
difficulty which I will mention, any one will see that there is a very much
shorter communication in point of distance (whether it is practicable or not,
never having been across it I cannot pretend to say, but I an not aware that
it is impracticable), from the Lake of the Woods across to the Red River
Setement, taking the chord of the arc instead of taking a long parabolic
arch.

4075. In short, your opinion seems to be, that it would be both true policy
for this country and just to the colonists that -any part of the territory to the
eastward of the Rocky Mountains which could be brought into settlement and
cultivation, should be ultimately added to the colony of Canada ?-That is what
I wish to be understood as saying.

4076. I think you base that opinion a good deal upon the circumstance that
in your judgment Canada would always be the necessary line of communication,
so far as British territory is concerned, for the trade and intercourse of that
colony ?-As I understand the navigation of the Hudson's Bay and Straits to
be limited to a very few months in the year, I think 'that the only real com-
munication through British territory is necessarily through Canada. I think
that that would be found to be the best line of communication, unless, as
I have said, it should be found that nature has interposed insuperable obstacles,
which I do not believe.

4077. Do you believe that the colony would be disposed to undertake the
expense of surveying and settling this country if an arrangement of that kind
was concluded ? -- 1 believe that they would at once undertake the survey and
exploration without any hesitation. Upon the result of that would depend,
I presume, the question whether they would like to go any further. If they
found that they could not conimunicate, I take it for granted they would not
desire to take the country, or pretend to take it, when they could exercise no
sufficient control over it.

4(178. If the Red River Settlement were erected into a territory in the
inanner which you propose, as a sort of appendage to Canada, do you believe
that the Canadian people, or the Canadian legislature, would be disposed to
incur any expense iin the management of the Governmeiit there ?-For myself,
i an so little connected with the politics of the country, that I cannot pro-
nounce a decided opinion, and I have had no authority to speak upon that
question.

4079. Could they derive any colonial revenue froin that country ?-Very
littie, I presume, in its present state, because the consumption of 7,000 or
8,000 people, which I under.stand to be the number of the population, would
yield a very small revenue at present.

4080. It of course would be necessary to have a court of judicature to pro-
tect the country in some way ?-Of course. With regard to that, I would say
that this is not a new question; it is a question which was discussed and con-
sidered a good deal by a commissioner appointed under the authority of the
Government in the year 1817 or 1818; I allude to Mr. Coltman, who, together
with Mr. Fletcher, was appointed a commissioner to investigate the difficulties
existing between the Hudson's Bay Company and the North-west Company
before their coalition, and Mr. Coltman reported some views upon that subject;
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- - report will be found in the printed Journals of the House of Commons of 1819.
28 May 1857. I can refer the Committee to the exact page of it.

4081. At present in Canada you have no trouble with the Indians, I believe?
-None whatever.

4082. Are you at all apprehensive that the Red River Settlement might
bring you in contact with the Indians who would be troublesome ?-Not if th,
Indians were justly dealt with.

4083. I believe there have been very disastrous conflicts on the American
side of the border, at no very great distance from the Red River Settlement,
between the Indians and the white men ?--There have been very disastrous
conflicts to the west of the Rocky Mountains, I am not aware of any to the east
of the Rocky Mountains; there may have been individual quarrels; I will not
enter into that, but there have been for a length of time no very serious conflicts,
I believe, to the eastward. To the westward a most dis'astrous war lias been
pending for a very considerable length of time, and I believe it is pending still.
To the southward , again, a very long contest has taken place from the determi.
nation of the United States Government to turn the Indians out of a particular
portion of the country, but that does not, so far as I am aware, embrace that
portion of the territory lying at the head waters of the Missouri River.

4084. Supposing the extension of the limits of Canada, and the settlement of
any part of the territory of British North America which would be supposed to
be adapted for settlement within any considerable terin of years that you could
look forward to, were provided for, do you then think that it would be inconsis-
tent with Canadian interests to leave for a considerable time that portion of the
territory which manifestly we cannot look forward to as being susceptible of
settlement, to the management of the Hudson's Bay Company in the same
manner as at present ?-Do you mean with rights of territorial government, or
with the rights of exclusive trade, or with both ?

408,5. Exactly as they are now in possession, with the rights which they now
claim and have exercised ?-Those involve both the principles, as I understand
their present claim.

4080. Without raising the question of legal right in the Hudson's Bay
Company to leaving that in abeyance, as it now is, would you objeet to
confining then within a territory considerably to the north of tue line which
they now have ?--The only difficulty which I have in aniswering that question
is, that in giving my own opinion I believe that I should express an opinion
which is not shared in by a great many people in Canada, and I would wish
that to be distinctly understood. My own opinion is, that for the purpose of
preserving peace among the Indians, and preventing difliculties arising, it is
of great importance, for some time at all events (I should say a limited time),
that the Hudson's Bay Company should maintain those stations and that trade
which they have bitherto carried on, which have kept the Indians at peace.
That is my own individual opinion, founded upon this consideration, that
wherever I have seen an instance, as far as I have been able to read or
ascertain about it, in '%hich there have been rival traders, it has lad two effects;
first of all, the indiscriminate and unlimited use of spirituous liquors to draw
the trade, which is of itself a most prejudicial thing to the Indians ; and
secondly, that it bas prompted and promoted those quarrels between rival
traders which have had one of two effects, either to produce sonietines blood-
shed, or at last to produce, as has been the case between the Hudson's Bay
Company and the North-west Company, a combination of interests, when the
parties can only repay themselves by carrying on their trade with the Ladians
upon terms which are anything but advantageous to the Indians who have to
purchase goods from them.

4087. You have stated, in expressing this opinion, that you believe it is
not universally entertained in Canada ?-1 do.

4088. Do you think, however, that it is entertainied by the najority of the
persons in Canada who have attended to the subject ?-I think that there are,
perhaps, two or three classes of people at the present moment who are agitating
this question in Canada. I should not be speaking candidly and fairly to the
Committee if I did not say that i think a very large portion of those who are
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most prominent in that movement are so from a desire to share in the
commercial profits of the fur trade; I think that that is unquestionable;
but I think there is another portion of them, and a very considerable portion
too, who look to future consequence more than to that question, and who
are actuated by what I have already referred to, namely, the fear that if some-
thing is not doue effectually and promptly that territory will cease to be British
territory.

4089. How far back do you think it would be desirable to throw the frontier
to the north for the purpose of giving opportunities for settlement in the manner
which you have described ?-I understand by that question how far there might
be the exclusive right of trade which I have spoken of as that which should be
reserved; how far from the north it should extend to the south, leaving an
intermediate space in which there should be no such exclusive right, but which
should be open to settlement.

4090. Exactly so ?-I have no personal knowledge of the territory whatever;
all I know of it bas been derived from books or other documents which I have
consulted from time to time upon that subject. It has occurred to me that
the line once proposed by the Hudson's Bay Company themselves, shortly after
the peace of Ryswick, would reach about the extent of what would be the
land desirable for settlement; I suppose that the most valuable portion of the
land for settlement would be found to lie in a parallel of latitude south of
Norway House; but I give that as a mere matter of opinion, not that I have
any personal knowledge.

4091. Where is Norway House ?-At the head of Lake Winnipeg, about the
north-east corner of Lake Winnipeg; I do not desire to attach any importance
to my own answer, because I have no knowledge of the country of a personai
character, and therefore may be very much mistaken as to its resources and
capabilities of settlement.

4092, Mr. Edward Ellice.~' In that answer do you contemplate including-
that portion of Labrador and James's Bay ?-I do not propose carrying the line
straight through there, because it would be depriving the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany of control over the Indians in one portion of the territory; I referred to-
the lne proposed to the Company themselves upon the negotiations for limits
between Canada and the Hudson's Bay Company's territory shortly after the
peace of Ryswick, in which they themselves proposed certain limits, which,
although they were not willing to take, they nevertheless, as a pis aller, were
ready to submit to if nothing better could be gained for them. With regard to
the eastern portion of the territory, the limit which I should at present suggest
would be rather that limit which was proposed under the Treaty of Utrecht,
which was to start fron Cape Perdrix in 58 i° of latitude, just below Cape Chud-
leigh on the Labrador coast. The Hudson's Bay Company theniselves proposed
that a line should be run from there (in one of the papers it is called 59 JO and.
in the other 58 A°), that it should come down through the island of a lake called
Lake Mistassinnie, and from there in a south-west direction, extending to
what they then required as the boundary to be given to them, namely, the
49th parallel of latitude directly through the continent. Grimmington Island,
I think, was the naine of the island, and Cape Perdrix the naine of the cape.

4093. That proposition, I believe was not agreed to ?--I believe nothing
grew out of it; it was propounded to the French, and they would not assent
to it. (The Witness pointed out the position on the map.) Instead of that, my
own suggestion would be that it should only come down in this direction, and
come to the point which I have already referred to, across the country to the
Rocky Mountains.

4094. Sir John Pahington.] That would be your line to get to Norway House?
--I have only thought of it generally. The line must leave sufficient space
here, so as not to interfere with the trade of St. James's Bay, on which some
Indians are settled; this country being at present, I believe, so far as white
inhabitants are concerned, wholly unsettled.

4095. Still, I apprehend that your proposed line would pass considerably
to the nortbward of the present boundary shown for Canada on that map?-
Yes. I wish to be understood as stating that I am suggesting merely the line
suggested by the Hudson's Bay Company themselves.

4096. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In what year was that proposal mnade ; in 1719,
was not it ?-The proposal that I speak of was renewed by the Hudson's Bay
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Company in the year 1750. On the 25th of July 1750, the Company were

caled upon to lay before the Lords of Trade the limits which they proposed,
and they replied in the month of October of that year, giving the boundary that

I have just spoken of.
4097. Chairman.] The actual boundaries of Canada are not very well defined,

I believe r-There are two definitions; it must depend, perhaps, upon the legal

construction which of the two should prevail; one of them is given by the

Statute of 1774, the 14th of George the 3d, which speaks of the boundaries of

Canada to the north as being the limits of the lands granted ta the Merchants

Adventurers of the Hudson's Bay Company; the latter boundary is under the

Statute of 1791, the 3 1st of the King, in which, instead of using the terms that

the two provinces are to be bounded by the lands granted to the Merchants

Adventurers of the Hudson's Bay Company, this form of expression is used,
that they are to be bounded by the line of the Hudson's Bay territory, as if,
between the two periods, a new light had entered the minds of those who were

drawing up that Act.
4098. Are you aware of the ternis used in the Governors commission as to

the boundaries ?-1 think they are copied from the Proclamation of 1791; but

I cannot speak with certainty.
4099. Speaking as Chief Justice, are you aware of any practical incon-

venience which. arises from the present state of the want of legal precision in

the boundary of Canada with regard to the administration of justice ?-I am

not aware that the question has ever been raised since the days of the disputes

between Lord Selkirk, the Hudson's Bay Company, and the North-west Com-

pany ; there were difficulties then.

4100. In the ordinary administration of justice, it does not cause any incon-

venience ?-In the ordinary administration of justice, that question has never

arisen within my experience, and 1, as a student, at the bar, and on the bench,
have been connected with the profession upwards of 30 years. I never heard

the question raised in any way whatever.
4101. Have you not some concurrent jurisdiction with the Hudson's Bay

Company in judicial matters over the whole of that territory ?-There are two

statutes regulating that matter, and conferring jurisdiction upon the courts of the

colonies within those limits. The first of them gave jurisdiction over offences

committed within the Indian territories. The second was an explanatory Act,
stating that the offences committed within the territory belonging to the Hud-

son's Bay Company were included in the term, " Indian territories."

4102. I think you have stated that you have no wish to go to the west of the

Rocky Mountains?- Only in one sense. I hope you will not laugh at me as

very visionary, but I hope to see the time, or that my children may hve to see

the time when there is a railway going all across that country and ending at

the Pacific; and so far as individual opinion goes, I entertain no doubt that the

time will arrive when that will be acconplished. I should desire, for the sake

of Canada, that permission shQuld be reserved to her to that extent only, that

if she makes a railway through her own portion of the territory, it shall go to

the terminus. That is merely my own opinion.

4103. Sir John Pakington.j You are aware that the report of the Executive

Committee does fot limit the western boundary of Canada, even to the Rocky

Mountains, but claims it up to the Pacific Ocean - I am aware that that report

does so.
4104. Is it your own opinion that there is any legitimate reason for limiting

the western boundary to the Rocky Mountains rather than to the Pacifie Ocean?

-It appears to me that the more naturalintercourse froi the west of the Rocky

Mountains is to the seaward, the Pacific, rather than to come to the eastward

to the Atlantic, unless there were a railroad established.

4105. Chairman.] You have, doubtless, in a legal point of view, considered

very much the rights, both to the possession of the territory and to the exclusive

exercise of trade claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company ?-1 have rather con-

sidered the matter in a speculative point of view; when I speak of looking at a

thing in a legal point of view, I am so apt to confound it with a judicial point

of view that I would rather say that I had speculated upon it than that I have

reflected upon it, as I would do if I had to give judgnent upon it.

4106. Do you think it of importance that the validity of those claims should

be either established or refuted soon?-First of all, dividing that question, if
you
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you will permit me with regard to the decision of the boundary between
Canada and the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company, it appear to me that
there is no mode in which we can commence the decision of the whole question,
without deciding that; because, assuming that there is a portion of the territory
to which the Hudson's Bay Company are lawfully entitled, which is conceding
the thing in the strongest way in their favour, then if you propose to take
anything away from them which really belongs to them, the question of
compensation is the next question naturally arising. It is very important to
know over what land that right of compensation extends, and how much of it
belongs to Canada over which it cannot extend. So that it seems to me that
the foundation of the inquiry is a determination, according to the proper con-
struction of the charter, of the territorial limits. If that question involves
inevitably, as I am afraid it will be found to do, the consideration as to
whether it is valid or invalid in toïo, I do not see how that discussion is to be
avoided. n

4107. In what way would you suggest that that question could practically be
brought to a solution. I believe it has been agitated more than once, and for
a very great number of years; more than 100 years?-I should subscribe to
the authority of the Crown officers of England and the Secretary of State.
When Lord Grey filled the office of Colonial Secretary, he proposed that that
very question of the validity of the charter should be submitted (and he offered
to facilitate it, founded upon the opinion of the law officers) to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council. Lord Grey, in 1850 or 1851 (I speak under
correction as to the vear, but the Parliamentary Papers are published), himself
made the proposition, founded upon the recommendation of the Attorney and
Solicitor-General of England of that day.

4108. Mr. Edward Ellice.] He offered to anybody to facilitate the trial of
the question ?-He offered, so far as that was concerned, that it should be
subinitted to the Judicial Conmittee.

41 0. Chairman.3 Do you think it quite clear that the Judicial Cormittee
of the Privy Council would consider themselves authorised to deal with that
question if it were raised by the Crown, and niot by a private individual ?-Rea-
soning by analogy, which is the only way in which I can do it, from what they
have done in other cases, I should answer that question affirmatively. I have
taken the trouble to get together some few cases in which I think the same
principle has been involved where reference has been made for the Queen's
information to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

4110. Would that answer apply equally to the claims of the Company with
regard to the possession of territory and their claims with regard to the exclu-
sive licence to trade ?- With regard to the exclusive licence to trade (perhaps
with the prejudice which lawyers have in favour of their own particular views)
it always has appeared to me that the statute of James the 1st put an end to it.
I never could understand how it could be contended for in a court of law for
an instant. The exclusive licence to trade appears to me to be diametrically
contrary to the statute of James the lst. The only question, I think, which
could arise upon it, speaking always individually, would be whether or not that
statute applied to a colony, or was confined to a monopoly within the mother
country. Assuming that it was confined to a monopoly within the mother
country, it still, I think, would be open to a very fair argument that it did apply
to this company, because their charter makes the seat of their government to be
ln England. The monopoly of the fur-trade, that is to say, the sale of all that
they im port from. that country, is in their hands in England ; it is a monopoly in
England.

41n 1. I believe both these questions have come before the consideration of
very eminent. lawyers at different times, going back to the time of Lord Mans-
field; and many eminent nien since have had these very questions referred to
them ?-There have been opinions given. 1 think that one opinion was given
by Lord Cainden when he was either Attorney or Solicitor General. Sir Dudley
Ryder gave an opinion also.

4112. Sir John Pahington.] An opinion upon what?-Upon the validity of
this very charter.

4 t3. Chairman.) Are you acquainted with Lord Mansfield's opinion when
be was Solicitor General ?-I may have a minute of it, but I do not remember
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Hon. it at this moment; I think I have a memorandum of all the opinions which
W.B. Draper, c.B. have been given ; I have no recollection of it if I have read it; I have a meio.

randum with regard to a variety of opinions and judicial decisions which appear28 May 1857. to me to be in one sense bearing upon the legal question of the decision of the
charter.

4114. Will you have the goodness to put it in ?--I cannot put it in in the
form in which I have it at present, but I could furnish it to you: I can refer to
particular portions of it.

4115. Lawyers have expressed great doubts about these points?-I believe
there have been many opinions; there were very eminent opinions taken, whieh
are all in print; I think there were opinions taken both by the North-west Com.
pany and by the Hudson's Bay Company; I have seen all those opinions, and I
have read most of them in print, and I apprehend they are very easily accessible.

4116. Are the Committee to understand that you would wish both the
questions, that of the monopoly of trade, and that of the exclusive possession of
land, to be referred to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, if it can so
be done ?-I myself should consider that that would put an end to all question,
and would settle all doubts by a decision one way or the other with regard to
a matter of that description unquestionably; but speaking for the Province of
Canada, the point which I am particularly desirous of urging upon your con-
sideration, and of limiting myself to as their representative, if I may so speak,
would be the decision of their territorial limits ; that is the point in which they
are most interested; but I do not see how you can very well dispose of the one
without inevitably raising the other.

4117. Mr. Ciristy.] The opinions taken by the Hudson's Bay Company have
never been printed?-- cannot say whether they have been printed. I can only
say that I have read them. The matter ha-s been considered as a broad legal
question upon the validity of the charter, and the different points that I have
been speaking of, and it is that point to which I have had my attention partially
directed; I have a variety of cases which I think bear upon the subject, but it
is rather in the nature of a judicial argument; it is more in the nature of a brief
for counsel to argue from than anything else ; it is not a document drawn up
in the slightest degree with the view of laying it before this Committee; I wish
that to be quite understogd.

4118. Lord John RusselI.] When the opinion of Lord Grey was known in
Canada, was there a disposition to acquiesce in the mode pointed out by Lord
Grey ?-I am not aware that the matter was in any way discussed or considered
in Canada at that paricular period; I do not think it was.

411.9. Has it been since '-I cannot say that it has ; I am not able to answer
the question.

4120. Chairman.] The Committee are desirous of being favoured with your
opinion upon the subjects which have been raised, namely, the validity of the
claims of the Hudson's Bay Company, both to trade and territory ; and also
the manner in which you may conceive that the legality of those claims may be
tested by some judicial tribunal ; the Committee would be much obliged to you
if you would place your views upon this subject before them, in any form which
you may think expedient?-I would desire to mention a fact which is of course
very well known to yourself, Sir, that oh the 6th of May I enclosed the paper
wbich you have before you, accompanied by a letter, which I presume I may
refer to for this purpose, namely, of stating that it contained a request that
Her Majesty's Government would take upon themselves, in such shape as they
thought best (but I suggested the Judicial Coinmittee of the Privy Council),
the decision of the question of boundary between the province of Canada and
the territory of the Hudson's Bay Conpany, and I asked that the province
might on their part have counsel attending to watch any argument, if an
argument was thought necessary, and that if thought expedient they might
also be permitted to take part in it. That was the object of my request. I dare
say, for very many good reasons, I only received a reply to it last niglit; but
in the meantime, imagining that that course must sooner or later be adopted,
I have been preparing myself for the possibility of the submission of a question
of that character, and of the larger question, if the larger question must neces-
sarily come up. What I have been doing, therefore, has been not at ail with
the view of presenting anything here, but with the view of preparing myself
to instruct counsel, if it became necessary to instruct them, upon the different

points
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points of law which I thought would be involved. You are asking me, in fact, non.
to give the benefit of any little industry which I have exercised for the benefit IV. H. Drape, c.1.

of the province of Canada to other parties. 28 May 18
4121. The Committee have no wish to ask you to communicate anything to 8 5

them which you are not yourself desirous of doing ?-I merely desire to give
that explanation why I am reluctant to furnish the information. Individually,
I can have no objection to state it.

4122. Do you believe that the province of Canada would be disposed them-
.selves to raise the question of the validity of the charter of the Hudson's Bay
Company, either in whole or in part, before either the Judicial Conimittee of
the Privy Council, or some other tribunal ?--I can best answer that question
by stating that I have express instructions and authority to retain counsel to
represent the province, whenever, in my judgment, it is necessary.

4123. Am I to understand that you conceive those instructions to authorise
you, if you so think fit, not merely to appoint counsel to watch the proceedings
which may be instituted by the Crown or others, but yourself to originate such
proceedings ?-I have always considered, and I believe they consider too, that
the question of boundary is a question which it rather rests with Her Majesty's
Government to raise and to have decided, because both parties claim, the one
under Acts of Parliament and proclamations of the Crown, the other under a
charter from the Crown, and therefore it is a question of which Ve should
naturally suppose the Crown would take upon theinselves to procure the
reference and the decision. Therefore in asking permission to attend with
counsel, it was not under the idea that we should take out of the hands of Her
Majesty's Government the conduct of the proceeding, but that ve should be
permitted to watch, and if necessary take part in, the argument. At the same
time 1 would add, that the latter portion of that statement h entirely mny own
suggestion ; that my instructions do not limit me to that course ; and that if
Her Majesty's Gorernment were broadly to say that Canada must appear before
the Judicial Conmaittee of the Privy Council for the purpose of determi.ning
her boundaries, I apprehend that my instructions go the full length of enabling
me to do so.

4124. Are the Committee to understand that you consider that if it should
be found either impossible or inexpedient on the part of the Crown properly to
institute judicial proceedings, in order to try the validity of the charter of the
Hudson's Bay Company, you are authorised by the colony, on their part, ta
institute such proceedings, in order, as you may think fit, to try the validity
of that charter, either wholly or in part ?-My instructions I conceive to give
me a discretion; I have not nade up my mind as to the mode in which I should
exercise it.

4125. Lord John Russell.] I understand you to give a decided opinion as to
the monopoly of trade ?-Upon that point I have never entertained a doubt.

4126. Mr. Lowe.] What is there in the governient of the Hudson's Bay
Company which makes you apprehensive of the Anericans extending thema-
selves into the territory if that government continue '-I conceive that the
Budson's Bay Company are a company conducting their governîment in a
manner consonant with their interests as a trading company, and conducting
it in that view most admirably. I do not think that the interests of a trading
company eau ever be considered as compatible with the settlement of the
province.

4127. What you apprehend is, that they will not let the province be settled?
-From the vear 1812, when Lord Selkirk obtained the grant, down to the
present moment, there appears to be a population of only about 7,000 people,
and when I can point to portions of the country round in which it has increased
at the rate of 70,000 instead of 7,000, there must be something in the govern-
ment of the country which does not encourage settlement.

4128. Sir John Pakington.] Is it your opinion that the whole of that district
wbich y-ou have described, lying between the present boundary between the
,United States and the British territory, and a line striking across the north of
Lake Winnipeg, is fit for settlement ?-I can only form an opinion founded
upon the testimony of others. Before I left Canada, knowing that there was
a gentleman of the name of Macdonald, whose name wiil be found in the
Parliamentary Papers of 1849 as " bras croche," who had been 25 years
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mon.. employed in the North-west Company, I corresponded with him, and I obtained
W..Draper, C.B. a great deal of information which I thought exceedingly valuable, and upon

which my opinion of the facility of settling that country is founded, together
s8 'May 1857. with other papers of a similar kind which I have read, but I have no personal

knowledge of it whatever.
4129. Are not the apprehensions which you have expressed to this Com.

mittee founded upon the belief on your part, that unless that line of country is
settled from Canada it. will practically be settled from the United States without
respect to the boundary ?-It is so ; the boundary is an undefined line ; there
is nothing to prevent people crossing it; nothing to point it out ; nothing to
defend it.

41 30. We see on that map a district close to the line of boundary between
the United States and the British territory of very considerable extent, marked
piik ; I apprebend that that is so marked pink because it does not come within
the definition of Rupert's Land, as described by the waters which fall into the
Hudson's Bay; is not that so ?-I suppose it to be so.

4 131. 1 s it within your knowledge whether that district, so marked as not
belonging to Rupert's Land, is nevertheless occupied by the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-The licence of exclusive trade (I have not examined it carefully)
probably includes it. If it does, then it would come under their jurisdiction to
have the exelusive licence to trade within it. I do not understand that there
is a licence giving any particular powers of governrent ; I have not studied
that point. I do not know what powers of government the licence of excl'sive
trade gives ; but it is only under that licence that they can hold it.

4132. Are you aware whether the Canadian Government have now any
power over that district which is so marked pink, because it is not included in
Rupert's Land?-.-As I apprehend, nothing whatever, except the power of
trying offences which may be committed within that territory ; no power of
settlement, or of governiment of any other kind whatever.

4133. Why is it that you think they have no power of settlement, if the
only jurisdiction of the Hudson's Bay Company over that territory is founded
upon their licence to trade ?-Because the only western boundary which is
given to the province of Canada is the Mississippi River, and because that ter-
ritory lies to the viestward of the head waters of the Mississippi.

4134. Is that answer which you have just given to me quite consistent with
the opinion expressed by the Committee of the Executive Council of Canada,
in the paper before us, to the effect that they recognise no western limit of
Canada in that direction excepting the Pacific Ocean ?-I admit that it is not
consistent with that view; but in what I am stating I look at the fact that al
the documents emanating from the Crown which do give a western boundary
to Canada, give the Mississippi River. If I am asked what my opinion upon
the subjece is, I do not know by what authority we can extend west of it
unless you give it to us ; that is my own opinion, and it must go for what it is
worth.

4135. Are vou aware of any offences ever having been tried in Canada which
were con.mitted in that portion of the country ?-Not since the disputes
between the Il udson's Bay Company and the North-west Company. I con-
fine ny answer to Upper Canada.

4136. Are you aware of any actual encroachments by American citizens
across the boundary, with a view to the settlement of that country ?-I am
not.

4137. Have you any knowledge of the facilities for communication between
Lake Superior aud the Red River Settlement ?-None but what I derive from
the information of other parties ; I have no personal knowledge whatever.

4738. I suppose that the facts connected with that line of communication
are well known in Canada, are they not ?-The Americans seem to adopt the
view that it is possible. I have made an extract, which, with your permission,

will just read, to show that they do not consider it so impracticable. General
Cass, within'a very short space of time, presented a petition to Congress for
the very purpose of having a communication opened into that country by
Pigeon River. treatiug the navigation as capable of improvement, which would
be just on the boundary, between Canada in that part, or between the Hudson's
Bay territory, as it may be, and the United States territory, just below Fort

William
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William on the boundary line. The nature of the petition (I made an extract
froin a report of it) is this . " for a Government exploration and survey of the
Pigeon River, of Lake Superior, and. of the route from the mouth of that stream,
or near thereto, to Rainy Lake on the United States boundary line, so as to
mnake a practicable navigation froin the Lower Red River of the North, by way
of Lake Winnipeg to Lake Superior; they represent that at a reasonable cost
the whole valley of the Red, Assinaboine, and Saskatchawan Rivers cati. be
connected with Lake Superior."

4139. Mr. Edward El/ice.] Do they specify the cost ?-No; in petitions of
this sort, when they ask for a Government exploration they keep the question
of cost entirely out of view.

4140. Sir John PaAington.] Practically, at this tirne the trade and commeree
of the Red River is carried on to the south with the United States, or to the
north by Hudson's Bay, is it not ?-I apprehend it is so ; I do not know whether
any of it goes west,; I believe nothing at present comes east.

4141. Do vou know whether there are any such facilities between Lake
Superior and the Red River as would allow of the conveyance of troops ?--I ean
only judge from the information of others ; Lord Selkirk was able to carry
troops into that country,. but I suppose at that time the North-west Company,
having an interest in maintaining the communications,. kept them in. good repair;
since that time they have been suffered to rot away altogether.

4142. Are you aware whether at this tíme any arrangements are in proVess,
or any orders are given for conveying troops from Toronto to the Red .iver
Settlement, by the route of the St. Lawrence and round the Labrador coast into
Hudson's Bay?-L have, heard so since my arrival in England; letters which
I have received from, Canada have stated that as a fact ; I have no other know-
ledge of it ; a part of the Canadian Rifle Regiment;. according to information
which I have received from Upper Canada in private letters, it is stated to me
that there is a portion of the Canadian Rifles who are quartered in the province
of Canada, and principae-y in the western portion of it, who are ordered for
the protection or defence of the Red River Settlement, and who are to be sent
round by sea to Fort York; but I bave no other knowledge of it than from
having had that communication.

4143. Is it your belief that at present the means of communication are such
as to make it possible to send that portion of the Canadian Rifles by Lake
Superior and the direct route ?-I am quite sure that they were so, because
troops ha.ve been sent that way ; I cannot say what they are at the present
moment.

4144. Mr. Edward Ellice.) How many years ago was that ?-I refer to
Colonel Crofton's evidence, who mentioned the fact that lie was aware that troops
could come that way; and I refer to the fàct that Lord Selkirk, in 1816 or
1817, carried a body of men through there, together with artillery; he took
a portion of the disbanded Demeuron regiment.

4145. Mr. Kinnaird.] About how many men ?-It will be found in the Par-
liamentary papers which I refer to, of 1819, and I would rather refer to them
for greater accuracy than trust my own memory. This regiment had been
disbanded, and Lord Selkirk engaged them, or a certain portion of them ; he
had two captains.

4146. You have referred to the circumstance of the Canadian people being
anxious to have the boundary defined; bas there been any practical incon-
venience found by any Canadian subjects from the undefined character of the
boundary ?-Not at present, that I am aware of.

4147. Chairman.] I believe that public attention in Canada is now very
much directed to the affairs of the ffudson's Bay Company ?-Very much
indeed.

4148. That has only occurred recently, I think ?-Recently; when I speak
of its attracting public attention I say certainly recently; men who have been
concerned with thinking for the future in Canada have thought of it a good
many years ago.

4149. Mr. Grogan.] Do you suggest that Canadian settlement is progressing
from Toronto and by the Ottawa and Lake Nipissing, and that way, up towards
the Red River Settlenent ?-I stated that there are townships laid out,
particularly on the north side of the River Ottawa, approaching to within a
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Hon. comparatively short distance of Lake Nipissing; and that the whole of that
W. R. Draper, cO.. river, at the time when the North-west Company carried on their trade, which

was a very large one, was unsettled, from the Fals of Chaudiere, the whole.
28 May 1857. distance upward ; that is in fact the most difficult part of the navigation. There

are now townships laid out going up to Lake Nipissing.
4150. Is the navigation on the Ottawa tolerably good now ?-It is broken by

rapids; but the Canadian Government have a survey now going on, for the
purpose of ascertaining the best mode of improving it.

4151. Then when you referred to the settlements or the townships being laid
out along the northern bank of the Ottawa, and to the intended improvements
in the navigation of .the river, that was part of your answer with regard to the.
communication between the Red River Settlement and Canada ?--lt was just to
show that a country which at one time was entirely barren, unoccupied, un.
settled, and which interposed great obstacles to the navigation at that time, was
now becoming settled, and that all those difficulties were being removed; and
that if it was feasible then to carry on a trade through the river with all those
difficulties, it would be, à fortiori, more feasible when the country through which
it was to pass was settled.

41.52. If I understand your views, the communication would be almost
entirely a water communication?-It would be so; but I suggested also that
modern improvements would render that communication of the Ottawa un.
necessary; for we have a much more easy communication; and I pointed out
that, by taking the way of the Welland Canal, and the way of the Sault Saint
Mary Canal, a vessel of very considerable burthen loaded at Montreal could
discharge her cargo, without any transhipment, at Fort William.

4153. That is altogether a summer communication ?-It is.
4154. Has it occurred to you how that communication could be maintained

during the winter ?-There will be always great obstacles, excepting by means of
railways, and a long period must elapse before we can look for that; there will
be a period of from four to five months during which you must travel upon.
runners or not at all; there is no other mode at present.

4155. But you look to the establishment of a railway ultimately ?-I an
sanguine enough to do so.

41.56. And your view is, that by improving the existing water communication
it will ultimately lead to the establishment of a railway ?-I think that by
improving the water communication at present, it will lead to a great deal of
settlement up the Ottawa, and se facilitate the carrying cf a railway in that
direction.

4157. You mentioned that at one period the French occupied a large portion
of the Rupert's Land territory, and also had some settlements on the Saskatch-
awan ?-l did not desire to express that they occupied large portions of the
territory, I merely intended to say that they had trading posts passing through
a portion of the territory; I understand that they had one station upon the
Saskatchawan River.

4158. They used the route from Fort William to the Red River settlement
for the transmission of all their goods ?-Yes, the whole, I believe, of the trade
was carried through that course.

4159. Was that trade considerable ?-I have understood it to be se.
4160. In what year was that ?-Commencing with the government under the

Count Frontenac, or perhaps even at an earlier period, and passing through
a variety of French Governments down to the year 1763 ; I have a large volume
of French correspondence, a quarto volume of 1,000 pages, from which, in
differeit portions of it, I could point out how that trade was carried on; it is
the correspondence of the French Government in Canada with their own
authorities in France.

4161. They followed the route of this river which you are describing?-
They followed the route of the Ottawa for that trade principally ; they had.
a station at Michilimakinac and also a station at Detroit, but the larger portion
of the trade vas carried up the Ottawa.

4162. Is it the impression on your mind that at that period the route by
Fort William and along the river towards the Red River Settlement was in a
better condition than it is now ?-I cannot state what its condition is now.
I can only say tLat it was practicable for the purposes of carrying on that

trade;
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trade; and at a much more modern date the North-west Company from Mon- Hon.
treal carried on a similar trade with very large profits. w. 0. Draper, c.B.

4163. That route, as represented at present; is ail but impracticable ?-So
I understand. I can quite conceive it to be so. Jf you are required to lay out 28 May 1857.

a causeway of logs across a swamp for two, three, or four miles, and make no
repairs to it for 25 years, it stands to reason that it must get out of repair; so
that you will have a swamp to walk through with broken logs, instead of any-
thing to get across in a proper manner.

4164. The practical result then is, that there was a greater facility of com-
munication with thobe districts 100 years ago than there is now ?-1 should draw
that conclusion from the facts which I have mentioned. Of the fact of the trade
there is no doubt.

4165. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] Have there been within a recent period, that is to
say, witbin a few years, certain collisions between the Indians and the Canadian
Governnient upon islands in the northern part of Lake Superior which were
colonised for the purpose of nining ?-There was a very much magnified story
made out of it ; there was one collision, and I thinik 1 could refer to documents
which would show who the parties were from whon that collision proceeded.
I believe parties who were desirous of obtaining some licences for the purpose
of copper mining set the Indians up, in order to coerce the Government into the
terms which they themselves desired to obtain. I think it emanated fromi
Canadian propositions, not from the Indians themselves.

4166. Then you are not apprehensive of a recurrence of similar collisions in
any portions of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories which night pass from
the control of the Company into that of the Canadian Government ?-[ have
already stated, and would repeat the answer, that I think' if the Indians are
justly dealt with (I mean by that if they are not deprived of their property with-
out a reasonable compensation) there is no such danger. I do not think they
can be plundered with impunity.

4167. Is the general feeling in Canada on that subject such as would tend
to lead the Canadian Governnent to pursue that course of justice ,towards the
Indians on such a contingency ?-I believe that in no instance in modern times ;
in no instance since I have known anything of the government of that province,
have lands been taken from the Indians excepting by express treaty with their
chiefs, when the compensation was arranged, and it bas been paid in pursuance
of it ever since. 1 believe that to be so. I know of several instances in which
it has been done. Some of them took place when I was a member of the Canadian
Government myself.

4168. Chairman.] Have you had any opportunity of forming an opinion of
the inanner in which justice is administered on the whole by the H-udson's Bay
Company throughout that great territory ?-I know nothing of it except fron
the published reports. I have no other source of information than those.

4169. Mr. Lozre.] You spoke of an interim arrangement being necessary while
the requisite surveys and explorations took place by the Canadian Government;
what sort of arrangement would that be ?-An arrangement of the governing of
the territory by a governor in council was the suggestion I offered.

4170. Chairmian.] You think that that should be done at once ?-It appears
to me so.

4171. Mr. Lowc.] You spoke of a route into Canada up the valley of the
Ottawa, as I understood, to be explored and laid out ; do you consider it likely
that that route.can ever be so good a one for commercial purposes as the route
through the United States to the Red River Settlement ?-I should never pro-
pose, for the purpose of commercial intercourse, that the trade from the Red
River should be taken upon the Ottawa; the more natural course if it comes.
tbrough Canada, is to come along Lake Superior and Lake Huron, and to pass
down from Lake Huron into Lake Erie and through the Welland Canal into Lake
Ontario ; that is the obvious natural course, for there would be no transhipment.

4172. You anticipate it to be possible to make a -route by that course which
should communicate sufiiciently with the route to the head water of the Mis-
sissippi to send up there ?-All I can say is, that unless you can do that, farewell
to its being maintained long as a British territory.

4173. Ch/airman.] Why do you say that you think it necessary to make some
o.24-Sess. 2. F P special
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Hon. special arrangement with regard to the possible future construction of a railway
W.H. Draper, c.B· across the whole continent to the Pacifie; supposing that the land up to the

Rocky Mountains on the one side belonged to Canada, and the land to the west.
28 May 1857. ward of the Rocky Mountains to the sea belonged to another British colony, do

you think that there would be any difficulty in making an arrangement for the
construction of a railroad in which both, colonies would have an obvious interest?
-I have always found that if you can foresee a difficulty it is better to anticipate
and prevent it than have to deal with it after it has arisen; it was only that sort
of spirit actuating my own nind which induced me to make the suggestion.

4174. What is the sort -if difficulty which you apprehend possible ?-A con-
flict of opinion between the zespective Goverunents ou the opposite sides; it
would, for example, be very much for the interest of the Canadian Government,
if they lad to go to the expense of makinz a railway, to have it end at a particular
terminus, or to have it come in a particular direction ; it is a possible thing that
the interests of the Government on the opposite side of the Rocky Mountains
might lead them to desire either another course or another terminus.

4175. Would not it be just to the future inhabitants of the colony which
you are supposing to exist to the westward of the Rocky Mountains, to leave
them a voice in that question as well as the people of Canada, in which they
would have a common concern ?--.We simply ask that the Imperial Government
shall take the disposition of that question and retain it in their own hands;
we do not desire to prescribe what we would wisli to be done, but we desire
that instead of leaving us in fact to deal with another colony, the power should
be retained in the Imperial Government to dispose of that question whenever it
arose.

4176. Lord John Russell.] You say in your letter to the Secretary of State,
that if the question of monopoly were referred to the Judicial Committee, there
is reason to suppose that Canada would acquiesce in the decision, whatever it
might be; what grounds have you for stating that opinion ?--Because I think
that whenever there is a judicial decision of the question, the spirit of the people
is to submit to the law. If it be rightly and fairly administered, I think their
spirit is to yield to that decision, and then to negotiate for what they have no
longer a right to. I mean, in other words, that the decision of a court of justice
in which they have confidence would settle the question as far as they are con-
cerned ; they would yield to it, however reluctantly.

4177. I anderstand vou to mean, that supposing the decision to be against
them, if they were desirous of acquiring that territory for settlement which was
decided not to belong to them, thev would then oflèr compensation or purchase?
-They would cease to have a claim to have it on any other ground, anri they
would be satisfied that they had no claim in case a judicial decision of that sort
was obtained.

4178. Chairman.] Is it not probable that the Government would have in their
hands a very valuable consideration in negotiating with the Hudson's Bay Com.
pany upon any matters of this kind in the licence to trade, which expires very
shortly, upon a most valuable portion of that territory, so far as the fur trade is
concerned, to the west.ward of' Rupert's Land. Does it not appear to you that
that might be made the means of inducing the Hudson's Bay Company to come
to reasonable terms with regard to the other questions in which Canada is con-
cerned ?-Mr. Coltman, who was the Commissioner whom I have referred to, in
1819, suggested that the government of that Red River country should be
assumed by the British Government, and also suggested, that inasmuch as it
would relieve the Hudson's Bay Company from a very expensive-administration,
and supersede the necessity of their maintaining the large staff of people that
they must maintain at present, they might be called upon to pay such a rent as
would go a long way towards maintaining the Government.

4179. Do you believe a regular settlement to be of much value to the Hud-
son's Bay Company as a commercial company ?-In my own judgment, I should
have thought that the expense %% ould give them no adequate return, but I ma1y
be quite mistaken.

41 8o. Lord John Russell.] But is there not a probabiltty that persons who
claimed to settle, and endeavoured to make settienients, would have in view an
interference with the trade, especially the fur trade, of the Hudson's Bay Coni-

pany?-
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pany ?-I have no doubt there are many people actuated by that very feeling,
both Americans and English, or Canadians.

4181 . Therefore, although settlement was stated to be their purpose, it would
not be their bona fide intention -I believe there are many people who would
desire, nominally, to extend settlement that they might get a share in the fur
trade itself. In the olden tine it was reported by the French Governor of Canada
that the Jesuits were very anxious to extend posts, as they said, for Christianising
the Indians, but that with them Christianity meant beaver.

41 82. And in the same way at the present tine settlement might mean beaver?
-It might mean beaver, or other. valuable furs : I would not take upon myself
to sav that it would.

4183. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do not you think, with reference to your last
answer, that it is the interest of the Hudson's Bay Company to prevent, as much
as they can, the inroad, of Americans over the frontier ?-I think it is their
interest to keep everybody out of the country as much as they can ; it always has
been ; in a commercial point of view, I think so decidedly.

41 84. Have you ever heard complaints made that the H udson's Bay Company
have been negligent, in so far as regards Arnerican inroads ; that they have
admitted American settlers into the country ?-! think the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany cabinot be accused of anything like neglect.

4185. And you think it is their interest to preserve that frontier from the
incursions of the Americans ?-I think it is their interest to keep any persons
fron getting into that territory, excepting those who are under their own imme-
diate management.

4186. Nr. Gladstone.] Do you think that they draw any distinction between
British inroads and American irnroads ?-I do not.

4187. Chairman.] If the fur trade were thrown open to unlimited competition,
I suppose at first for a few years a great deal of' money might be made by all
comers ?-As a mere matter of speculative opinion, I should think that with the
advantages which the Hudson's Bay Company have in the possession of the
territorv, in posts established, and with the communications at their own
disposai, they itould engross for a long time all the most valuable part of the
commerce; but that is a mere matter of opinion, lounded upon a given state of
facts.

4188. Do you believe that it would lead to the destruction of the fur-bearing
animals ?-It is a point upon which I really do not feel competent to express an
opinion.

4189. I think your objection to the unlimited access of all parties intu that
country for the purpose of fur trading rather refers to the effect w'hich it would
have upon the Indians by supplying thei with spirits, which you believe would
be the necessary consequence of such a state of things ?-I must say that I look,
for myself, with a very lively alarm at the notion, which I know has been enter-
tained by some people, of abrogating as it were all the rights of the Hudson's
Bay Company at once, and for this plain reason, their trade with the Iidians has
imported certain things which are absolute necessaries for the Indians,-
ammunition, guns, blankets, and a variety of things, which befure they knew the
Europeans at all they provided for in some other way ; if you cut off those sup-
plies by abrogating this trade, one consequence would be, I am satisfied, that no
private individuals could supply their place for a great length of time; you
must have another company start up in their place ; and I confess I do not see
any benefit in taking away one company for the mere purpose of substituting
another ; the resuit would be, in my humble judgment, that you would expose
these Indians to perish from starvation, or expose thern at all events to very gre-t
suffeing : and it would have a tendency to make them war one upon another,
or upon the nearest white people whom they could get hold of, in order to main-
tain an existence.

4190. If the trade were absolutely free, do you imagine that it would be
conducted by different companies which would spring up, or by private
individuals ?-J suppose that what bas been found to exist would probably
result again. After the peace of 1763 a number of independent individuals,
and soie small independent companies, endeavoured to carry on the sane fur
trade with the north-west that the French had carried on before the peace
of 1763; they were always conflicting, trying to outbid and out-jockey one
another, in getting the furs froi the Indians, and one disappeared before the
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Hon. superior activity and wealth of another, until at last they all joined together intoW. H.Draper, c.a. two great companies, and those two great companies combined into one, which
a M 7.became the North-west Company; I think there were the X. Y. Company and

.My 1857- the North-west Company, but they became at last simply the North-west Cora-
pany ; they all got together into one at last.

419t. Mr. Gladstone.] Ou the other hand, is it not the fact that the system
of monopoly has likewise its own dark side with reference to the Indians, and
that the effect of it is to keep them in a position of the most helpl ess dependence,
and to establish a system under which the return for their labour is totally
insignificant, while the article which they sell to the Hudson's B ay Company is
the medium of enormous profits '-Such would appear to be the case. If what
I read is true, that a silver fox skin, or some other very valuable skins, are
obtained for three or four tin kettls, of course it must be so ; but I have no
knowledge of it as a fact myself.

4192. Mr. Edward Ellice.] With respect to the communication between Red
River and Canada, has it entered into your contemplation at whose expense that
communication is to be made; is it to be made by the province in the first
instance ?-Unquestionably.

4193. Are you aware, with regard to railways at present in Canada, of the
circumstances under which the Ottawa and Lake Huron Railway is proposed to
be made?-Yes; by a grant of public lands in aid of a private com pany.

4194. Are you aware that 4,000,000 acres of land were last ye ar granted by
the Canadian Legislature for the purpose ?-I believe they were.

4195. And without success ?-I do not believe they have begun anything at
all yet, and I do not believe they will begin for a very considerable time, for I
believe that a railway is the last communication which will be made; I believe
other communications will be made long before they attenpt to make a
railway.

4196. With regard to the question of settlement in Canada, I suppose frorn
the position which vou have held, you know what proportion the settled land in
Canada bears to the unsettled. I find that in a report whichî is printed by the
authority of the Government of Canada, so late as this very year, it is stated that
in Canada there are about 350,000 square miles, out of which but 40,000 are
settled ?-That is to say, which are cleared.

4197. I find it also stated that there are about 310,000 square miles of
uninhabited countrv ?-Very likely.

4198. Which amounts to about 198,000,000 acres of unsettled country ?-I
think it very likely ; if you look at the map, and see where that is, you can verv
,easily account for it; you will see that it lies on the north of the River St. Law-
.rence, on the Labradar coast, where the climate is coldest, and where there is
the least inducement for settlement. You will not find it the case to the west-
ward; you vill Iind nothing approaching that number of acres; you will not
find that it is not taken up to that extent, or anything like it, between Lake
Huron, Lake Erie, and Lake Ontario. That part of the country which is
really inhabitable, and capable of inprovement, is taken up as fast as the Govern-
ment opens it.

4199.. You made some remarks with regard to extending the line to the north-
ward of the present boundary of Canada; are you at all yourself aware, or by
communications with other people, of the nature of the country about the present
boundary line marked on that map; the boundary line extending from north of
Quebec to north of Sault St. Marie, near Frederick-bouse ?-Commencing at the
lower part which you speak of, namely, the Saguenay River, I have understood
from a gentleman iii town, who has been up the Saguenay, that settlements are
extending up that river to a very considerable degree; much more than I should
have supposed at all.

4200. Are you aware of the evidence which has been given here by Mr. Ross
with regard to the Saguenay ?-I think I read it.

4201. Are you aware that people often are in danger of starvation in the
winter, owing to the climate there preventing the crops in the summer ncces-
sary to their subsistence ripening?-I do not think that that is peculiar to the
Saguenav, because you will find in the history of the legislation of Lower
Canada repeated applications year after year for assistance from the Legislature
from the farmers at the eastern portion of the river to purchase seed
wheat.

4202. Owing
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4202. Owing to the climate ?-Owing to the climate, and owing to the faiture Hun.
of the crops. Those applications I know were made before the union of the pro- W. B. Draper,c.z.
vince, and in one or two instances, I think, but am not quite sure, since the union
of the province. 28 May 1857.

4203. How do vou account for settlenent extending in that direction under
.such unfavourable circumstances, wlen they can go elsewhere in Upper Canada?
-Not knowing exactly how the thing is, I -would rather refer to those who are
better informed than myself on the subject. I will mention the name of Mr.
Roche, who has been up that river, and who can give you much more informa-
tion than I can.

4204. Supposing that a government were settled at Red River, do you think
that the great distance from Montreal would not be very much against it ?.-I
.cannot presume to say where the seat of government of Canada will be ; I suppose
it will be with reference to something like centrality.

4205. Mr. Ch/risty.] WVith respect to the fur-bearing animais, I suppose the
Indians would always remain the hunters of that country in vour opinion ?-I
bave heard, but I speak only from what I have heard, that the most fatal enemies
to the fur-bearing animais are half-breeds, or even white trappers, and that they
destroy the animais much more even than the I ndian hunters do; I merely speak
from what I have read and heard; I have no personal knowledge whatever on the
subject.

4206. You were speaking of the exclusive right to trade on the part of the
Hudson's Bay Company for a limited period; I understood you to say that that
should be confined to the district north of the line which you pointed out your-
self ?-Yes, any conventional line that may be thought fit and proper ; I merely
suggest the necessity of establishing a conventional line, and that the right
of exclusive trade should not extend to the southward of that line, wherever it
may be.

4207. Would you contemplate in that arran-gement that the Indian hunters, or
persons who became possessed of furs, should not be allowed to dispose of then
to any other parties than to the Hudson's Bay Company?-Do vou mean the furs
collected within that country.

4208. The furs collected within that country ?-I suppose that would be a
necessary result of granting an exclusive licence to trade.

4209. You mean that the parties possessing themselves of furs within that
northern limit which you have detined, should have no right of selliag them to
parties except the I-Idson's Bay Companv ?-I suppose that would be the
resuit. I contemplate that as the result for a tine. I wisli to explain with
reference to that what I had in my view. Looking upon the determination of
Canada as a contingent determination, to depend upon the result of survey and
exploration, I should suggest that while that state of things, namely, tie con-
tingency on the one side exists, on the other side the exclusive right of trade
shoiuid exist also ; in this spirit the Imperial Government gave to the Hudson's
Bav Comp3any the power of settling V'ancouver's Island for a limited period,
and it is in the nature, I presune, of an experiment. I would ask, on the part
of Canada, to have at least the same privilege as was given to the Hudson's Bay
Company, to seule this country, and in the meantime I think there would be no
reasonable ground to object to the Hudson's Bay Company during the same
time having the exclusive right to trade as I have suggested; if Canada can do
nothing with that country, then it is for another authority to dispose of the whole
question.

4210. Mr. Cliarles Fit:william.] I believe there is a Committee of the pro-
vincial House of Parliament now sitting on this same question ?-I have so
understood.

4211. Towards wlat end is their inquirv more particularly directed ?-As I
understand, it is with the view of ascertaining, by evidence, whether ait the
representations which have been made as to the inpossibility of approaching-
that country, and as to the comparatively smail quantity of fertile soil capable
of supporting an agricultural population, are well-foundect or not; they thinking
that they have much more evidence on the spot than you can possibly have
here.

4212. Who are the witnesses whom they propose to examine; what class of
people ?-Many people who have retired, after having spent a number of years
in that part of the country. I have hîeard the names of some few; but they
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are people who have resided in that part of the country, and who are living now
in Canada, and whose testimony can be got at.

4213. The evidence is that of peuple who have lived in the country, and have
examined its capabilities ?-So I understand. One of them, i dare say, would be
the gentleman to whom I have referred, with whom 1 have corresponded on that
very subject, nanely, Mr. Macdonald.

4214. When do you imagine that we shaU be able to obtain the evidence
brought before that Committee -- I have been led to suppose that the Canadian
Parliament will be prorogued towards the end of the present month, or about that
time, so that I suppose the inquiry wiIl finish before that period. I have noother
than a mere newspaper knowledge on the subject.

4215. The disturbances in the mines were mentioned some little time ago;
was there any inquiry made into the cause of those disturbances ?- I believe the
Government directed an inquiry; I think they quite satisfied themselves what the
disturbances proceeded from.

4216. Have you any objection to state what they proceeded from ?--I was not
a member of the Government; I was on the bench at the time; but I' believe
that they were very much instigated by parties who were desirous of making
terms themselves for obtaining some mining rights.

4217. Were those parties who were at ail connected with the country, or
who wished to go into that country for the sake of settlement ?-They were
people who were living altogether in Canada, and who were going from Canada
towards that part of the country with a view of establishing mining operations;
there was a perfect mania for getting. mining licences, and I believe that some of
these parties who were disappointed in obtaining those licences which thev
desired, endeavoured to raise a disturbance with the Indians in the hopes
that they would make themselves of importance to the Government in settling
the matter, and would gain something which they had been unable to get
before. That is what I have understood to have been the real history of tbe

421S. From that investigation, was any idea of the value of the minerals in
that country formed ?-Not from that particular investigation, but Sir William
Logan, either hiniself. or through one of his assistants, reported generally upon
that subject to the Canadian Government as early as the year 1845 or 1846.
Sir William Logan, either himself '%ent there, or sent some one of his assistants,
who were connected with him in the geological survey of the province, and
made a report to the Canadian Government on the subject.

4219. H as that report been sent home ?-I think it is published. I am sure
that I have a printed copy of all bis reports, for they are extremely interesting
and extremely valuable; they were published by the Canadian Parliament.

4220. You spoke of the communication from the Red River to Europe by
Lake Superior; you said that if commerce were allowed to go down the Mis-
sissippi River, and if that were proved to be its natural outlet, then that Upper
Province, if one nav call it so, would no longer remain a British doniinion; are
you not of opinion that the natural communication is by Lake Superior, and
through the lakes down the St. Lawrence ?-I think that unless you can succeed
in making it so the effect of all the commercial intercourse of the country being
necessarily with the United States, will be, to make all the interests of the
inhabitants American, ail their dealings Ametican, and the Americans will come
up there for the purpose of obtaining payment for any goods which they furnish;
the whole tendency of that mnust be to make the people look more to the country
with which they are continually dealing, than to one which they have nothing at
ail to do with.

4221. You recollect a short time ago a ship coming from Chicago to Liver-
pool ?-I do.

4222. Is there any greater difficulty in coming from the western extremity of
Lake Superior to Liverpool than there is in coming from Chicago to Liverpool?
-Without a canai to Saulte St. iMarie you could not pass through at ail; the only
thing that it is now lirmited by is the size of the canal. Any vessel which can
pass through that canal can come [rom the end of Lake Superior to Liverpool as
easilv as a vessel could do so from Chicago.

4"23. But that canal will admit of a vessel as large as the Welland Canai will,
will it not ?- think larger, if I am not mistaken. it is but half a mile or three
quarte s of a mile of canal.

4224. So
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4224. So that there is no more difficulty in coming from Fort William to
Liverpool than from Chicago to Liverpool?-It is only limited by the size of
that canal.

4225. Chairman.1 Have you with you the Minute of Council in whieh you
were requested to come to this country on behalf of the interests of Canada -

I can send for it and obtain it, but I have not it here.
4226. Perhaps you will have the goodness to put it in -I will do so.

Hon.
W. .Draper,c. B.

2a May 1s57.

Jovis, 4o die Junii, 1857.

MEMBERs PRESENT.

Mr. Blackburn.
Mr. Christy.
Mr. Edward Ellice.
Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.
Viscount Goderich.
Mr. Gregson.
Mr. Grogan.
Mr. Kinnaird.

Mr. Labouchere.
Mr. Lowe.
Mr. Mathescin.
Sir John Pakington.
Mr. Roebuck.
Lord John Russell.
Lord Stanley.

THE RIGHT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE, IN THE CHAIR.

The Honourable William Henry Draper, c. B., called in; and further Examined.

4227. Chairman.] HAVE you any statement which you wish to make to the
-Committee in addition to the evidence which you gave to us the other day--
I have obtained from Canada· a map, which bas been carefully prepared in the
Crown Lands Office, or which bas been compiled from the best authorities within
their possession, for the purpose not only of showing the situation of the various
posts, but also to show the lines of isothermal temperature, to show the geological
structure, and to show besides that, by references to different authorities, the
assumed climate ; that is to say, the climate as it bas been represented by people
who have visited the country, giving in each instance where the authority is taken
from; so that it presents at one view what is supposed to be the truth with
regard to ail these matters.

4228. Has that map been published ?-I have only one copy of it yet, though
I believe there are on the way to me from Liverpool, at this moment, one or two
more.

4229. Has it been published in Canada ?-It has not been published, and for
this reason; it has been sent to me before it is completed, in order that I might
make use of it here. The geological portion of it is under the correction of Sir
William Logan, in Lake Huron and Lake Superior, and that particular sheet will
be completed with his corrections before it is put forth and made public. At
present, therefore, it is not a published map.

4230. Will you have the goodness to put it in ?-(The Witness delivered in the
8amne.)

The Riglit Reverend David Anderson, D.D., Bishop of Rupert's Land, called
in; and Examined.

4231. Chairman.] HOW long have you been Bishop of Rupert's Land ?-For
eight years.

4232. Have you constantly resided in your diocese during that time ?-For
seven years I have resided there. I only returned in October last.

4233. Where did you generally live when you were there ?-At the Red-River
Settlement.

4234. Have you had occasion, since you have been Bishop of Rupert's Land,
to travel extensivelv in your diocese ?--I have visited Moose, which is 1,200
miles from the Red River, at the bottom of James's Bay, and also English River,
which is in the other direction, I believe about 700 miles from the Red River.
Those stations I have visited twice over, and have held confirmations within 12
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montbs in those two spots, which are about 2,000 miles apart from each other;
and i always in the summer undertake a journey of some extent, varying it from
year to year; that is to say, for about the four summer months, during which
alone I can travel to any great distance.

4235. Are there clergymen attached to the stations which you have mentioned ?
-Yes, to both of them; there is a clergyman connected with the Church Mission-
ary Society at each of those spots.

4236. Will you have the kindness to give the Committee an idea of what is
the nature and extent of the system of clergy of the Church of England over
which you preside ?-J think there are 19 clergy besides myself; that is to say,
we are altogether 20 in number. When I went out we were five in number,
and that has been the increase in seven years. Of those clergy, 15 are furnished

by the Church Missionary Society, two are furnished by the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel, one by the Colonial Church Society, and one is.
chaplain to the Hudson's Bay Company.

4237. They are paid by those societies ?-Exactly so.
4238. Will you allow me to ask you from what source your own revenue is.

derived ?-My own revenue is derived from a bequest of the late Mr. Leith,
chief factor, which was left for the benefit of the Indians. There was afterwards
a suit in Chancery regarding it; it was litigated by the members of his own
family; but it was at last decided by the Master of the Rolls, Lord Langdale, in

favour of the establishment of a bishopric. The dividends from that bequest
amount to about 3801. a year, and Lord Langdale made it a proviso in giviug

the judgment that the Company should attach a chaplaincy also, which is 300L
a year, so that my whole income is 6801. or 6901. a year.

4239. Then it is derived, as I-understand it, partly from this bequest, and
partly from the funds of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Yes.

4240. But the whole is paid to you through the instrumentality of the Hudson's
Bay Company ?-Yes; so that I derive none from England ; it is in a measure-

paid from the land itself.
4241. Viscount Goderich ] But the whole of it is paid under the judgment of

the Master of the Rolls ?-Yes; the 3801. is the dividend from the funded

property in London, and the 300 1. extra for the chaplaincy is from the adjudi-
cation of the Master of the Rolls.

4242. Mr. Edward Ellice.] It was a voluntary grant on the part of the Hud-

son's Bay Company, was it not ? -Entirely so, except that Lord Langdale,
if I understand it, would not give judgment until that had been done. There

would not have been enough for the foundation of the bishopric without the.

chaplaincv.
4243. The 300 1. on the part of the company is a voluntary grant of itself?-I

imagine so, only that it is tied up by Lord Langdale's decision.

4244. Chairman.] Their payment of that 300 /. a year, which no doubt was

voluntary on their part, was, as.Iunderstand it, the condition attached to their·

receiving the larger sum from this bequest for the endowment of the bishopric?

-Quite so.
4245. Is this payment secured to the bishopric of Rupert's Land, or could this.

arrangement be disturbed, at the option of the Hudson's Bay Company, at any

time ?-I hardly imagine that it could be disturbed.

4246.- You believe that it is secured ?-I believe so ; I think the nature of the

legal decision secured it. . .
4247. Do you think that the present system is efficient n domg good among

the Indians ?-Very much so indeed. If I had been told, eight years ago, that

the amount of good which has been produced could have been effected, I should

hardly have thought it. There is a larger amount of good effected than I had

expected upon going out to the country.
4248. Have they been Christianised to any considerable extent ?-Very

largely in particular parts; at the Indian settlement on the Red River, and at

MooSe Fort on James's Bay, and also on the Saskatchawan, at Christchurch,,

Cumberlanld.
4249 Mr. Kinnaird.] I believe you have with you a paper; can you furnish

the number of stations and agents of the Church Missionary Society ?-Yes;.I

have three documents which can be given in.

(His Lordship delivered in the same, which are as follow:]
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(A.) 'David Anderson,

D.D.

STATEMENT respecting the Operations of the Church Missionary Society in North West
Arnerica. 4 June 1857.

THE Church Missionary Society was first induced to undertake a mission to the terri-
stories of the Hudson's Bay Company in consequence of the representations made by the
Company's chaplain, the Rev. J. West, and by the personal attendance of two of the
Directors of the Company at a meeting of the Committee of the Society, held 28th
January 1822. .

From that period the Society has maintained an increasing establishment of missionaries,
catechists, and schoolmasters. They have at the present tine-

13 Missionary stations.
Il English clergymen.

3 Native clergymen. •

19 Country-born and native teachers.

The Indians brought under Christian instruction are estimated at 8,000 or 10,000.
The communicants, who are all registered, number 774.
The schools are 18 and the scholars 795.

Upon these operations the Society has expended very nearly 50,000 L.; and the entire
annual expenditure at- home and abroad on account of the mission is, at the present time,
about 6,0001. a year. The expenditure is distributed nearly in the following proportions:

Salaries and personal allowances of missionaries - - - - 2,700
Passages, freight of supplies sent out, missionaries at home, and

education ofchildren sent home - - - - - - 1,200

Buildings in the mission - - - - - - - - 500

Education of Indians - - - - - - - - - 1,600

6,000

The missionaries of the Church Vl issionary Society in every case receive the amount of
salary assigned by the society to their respective stations, which have been carefully adjusted
to the circumstances of those stations, and no more. The normal salary is 200 . per annum
for a murried missionary, and 100 1. for a schoolimaster or lay agent. In three cases the
Hudson's Bay Company make an allowance of 50 . in consideration of the missionary's
services as chaplain to their servants; but this sum goes to the relief of the society, and not
of the missionary at the station.

The Company have been accustomed to give a frce passage in their annual ships to the
missionaries of the society procecding to their territory; and in various other ways they
have countenanced the labours of the missionaries, so far as the same have not interfered
with their trading occupations.

In the early years of the mission the society's agents were few in number, and chiefly
laboured amongst the settlers and half-castes, and comparatively few Indians were brought
under Christian instruction, and the expenditure of the society was small; but of late years
native agency having been trained and extensively employed, and several thousand Indians
baving embraced Christianity, and the mission having received a more complete or«anization
under the zealous encouragement and assistance of the bishop, the expenditure of tZe society
has risen in proportion. But they trust that the expenditure has reached its limit, and that
the native churches will gradually become sellsupporting; and that the Company and the
settlers vill be ready to undertake the work of general education, and to take a large share
i the evangelization of the remaining heathen Indians.

This is the ultimate success for which the Church Missionary Society labours; and when
a mission has been brought to this point, the society purposes gradually to withdraw its
expenditure, and to apply its funds to other heathen tribes.

For the Committee,
Church Missionary House, Henni Venn,

4 June 1857. Hon. Sec. Churc Missionary Society,
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(B.)

STA&TSTie of the Churcli Missionary Society's North M'est Americau Mission: 1857.

S T A T IO N S.

Red River District:

St. Andrew's Church - -f
School - - - -

School at Middle Church -

Parles Creek -

Little Britain -f

Mapleton - -J

Indian Settlement Church -
Settlement School - -

School at Broken Head River
Fort Alexander J
Old Saulteaux -

Porte La Prairie:

School - -

Islington: School-house - - J'
1~

Fairford:

Church
School at Station -
Out-station, Jack River

Fort Pelly

Cumberland:

Ohrst Churh - -

TwoSchools - -

Ont--etation, Nepowewin
Moose Lake

R"~sh" -River:
Church (building)
School

1.

-1

- I

York Fort:
Church - - - -

School - - .- -

Out-station, Churchill.
Severn.

Moose Fort:
Church
School
Out-station, Rupert's House

Alçnw - -

Osnaburgh.

MISSIONA RIES AND ASSISTANTS.

Venerable Archdeacon Hunter -
Rev. W. W. Kirkby - -

Mr. C. Mayhew, Model Training
Master.

Native Schoolmasters - -

Rev. A. Cowley - - -

Native Schoolmasters - -

Venerable Archdeacon Cochran -
Native Schoolmnater - - -

Rev.R. M<Donald (country-born).
Native Schoolmaster - - -

Rev. W. Stagg.
Rev. James Settee (pure Indian)

Native Schoolmasters - -

Charles Pratt (native catechist) -

Rf v. Hl. George - - -

?Gev. Henry Budd (pure Indian).
Native Schoohnasters - -
Thomas Cooke (native catechist)
John Umpherville (native cate-

chist).

Rev. R. Hunt - - - -

Native Schoolmaster - - -

Rev. W. Mason - - -
-Native Schoolmaster - - -

Rev. J. Horden - - -
Native Schoolmaster - - -

Isaac Hardisty.
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MissoINARms ad AGENTS.

Beyond the Rocky Mountains:
Fort Simpson, Columbia
Stations not fixed - -

4 June 1857.

- Mr. W. Duncan, Trained Schoolmaster (on his way).
- Rev. E. A. Watkin; removed from Fort George,

James's Bay.
Rev. T. H. Fleming.
Mr. Gardner, Catechist.

Henry Venn,
Hon. Sec. Church Missiomary eociety.

1
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Right Nev.
Dmitd Andersoft,

(C.) Y. n.

CorPnTIVE ERPENDrrURE of' the Church Missionary Society on account of the 4 Jute Y057.
North West America Mission, for 10 Years, 1847-48 to 1856-57.

TE A US. Af MOUNT.

1847-48 - - - - - 1,910 8 -
1848-49 - - - - - 1,905 - 2
1849-50 - - - - - 1,789 1 -
1850-51 - - - - - 2,199 19 9
1851-52 - - - - - 2,877 5 6
1852-53 - - - - - 3,471 3 3
1853-54 - - - - - 4,002 7 Il
1854-55 - - - - - 5,856 2 7
1855-56 - - - - - 5,711 18 -
1856-57 - - - - - 5,672 12 Il

4 June 1857. Henry Venn,
Ron. Sec. Church Missionary Society.

4250. How far are you personally acquainted with the stations and operations
of the society within your diocese ?-1 bave visited every station twice over that
is occupied by any missionary.

4251. What is your opinion of the character of the missionaries on the whole ?
-They are very devoted and faithful men, and are doing a vast amount of good.

4252. I think you have had brought under your notice a part of the evidence
given before us, in which it was stated that the missionaries had received a sop
for doing certain tbings. From your knowledge of the men, have you any idea
that they were subject to undue influences at all ?-I imagine not. - The grant
was declined by one who imagined that lie had enough with3out the grant; and
it would have been made up to the other two by the Church Missionary Society
independently; so that I do not feel that any influence was exerted over them
prejudicially.

4253. What are the number and character of the native agents ?--I have two
native ordained clergymen, that is to say, native Indian clergymen, and one who
is a country-born clergyman, namely, born in the country, but not an Indian in
the same sense as the other two.

42.54. Do you find thern very efficient and competent -- They are very useful
in acting on their countryrnen. Still my own impression is, that the perfection
of work is a European and an Indian together; that there should be the European
head, and the Indian as the mouthpiece.

4255. What success should you say has attended the labours of the mis-
sionaries in the instruction of the Indians, speaking generally from your eight
years' experience ?-Great success in particular places ; the Indian settlement is
like a parish at home in sone measur.e, where they have their little farms around
them, and some of the conforts of life.

4256. What is your estimate of the number of Indians under Christian instruc-
tion in the country ?-It is very difficult to return an exact answer, because so
many merely come to the missionaries for a short period of the year; many of then
only cone for a fortnight in the autumn, and a fortnight in the spring, and are
away ut their hunting-ground all the winter; but I think if you take those who
are acted upon by Christianity, there may be from 8,000 to 10,000 who are acted
upon more or less by it.

4257. How far have those who are brought under influence been induced to
adopt settled and industrial habits ?-Where it is possible they do adopt habits of
industry, but that is only in the southern part of the territory ; it is possible at
the Indian settlement on the Red River, but it is not poosible at Moose, on
James's Bay, and not possible at York, on the Hudson's Bay.

4258. Why is it not possible at Moose on James's Bay F-From temperature;
from the climate.

4259. Chairman.] Is the temperature such that the ground is susceptible of
0.24-Sess. 2. G G 2 no
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no kind of cultivation?-Very little. At Moose they have tried crops of different
kinds ; wheat of rapid growth ; but they can hardly depend upon it at all.

4260. I presuine that if that is so, cultivation is quite impossible at York ?-
Quite impossible; but at the Red River, where I live, the crops are remarkably
good; I think as good as in any part of Canada.

4261. Wheat is, comparatively speaking, a delicate plant ; are there no other
kinds of crops which can be cultivated at the Moose settlement ?-They hope to
grow a little barley, but it is very uncertain from year to year, froin the summer
frosts.

4262. Mr. Kinnaird.] What is the social state and prospects of that Christian
village called the Indian Settlement, on the Red River ?-The population there
increases at the present moment.

4263. The purely Indian population increases ?-Yes.
4,264. -lave you any statistical fact of that increase ?-I have here the follow-

ing, which is from the register of the settlement. The total number of baptisms
administered in this parish (that is the Indian settlement parish) in 15 years is
545 ; total of deaths, 308 ; balance in favour of the increase, 237.

4265. That is a very large increase, is it not ?-Yes; that is frorn the actual
return on the spot, from the register.

4266. Would you gather from that fact, that if you were enabled to formr other
settlements of these Indians in a good climate, you have reason to suppose that
the same results would occur ?-I think so; I think when settled the Indians
increase; up the country they would decrease, from want of food and want of
clothing.

4267. Do the births among the settled Indians exceed the deaths generally?--
Yes, wherever they are Christianised and settled.

4268. What is the state of the Christian Indians who are still leading the life
of hunters; who are still following their old occupation ?-I think many of therm
very exemplary, but chiefly around Moose Fort ; that is our best exemplication
of missionary work. There the Indians only come perhaps for a short tinie in the
autumn, and a short time in the spring, and are away almost the whole of the
winter. They come to the minister on the spot and get instruction. They are
chiefly taught in this systern (producing a paper). not in our own characters, but
in what we call the syllabic character, a sort of systen of short-hand.

4269. Is that found very effective ?-On this plan they can learn in three days
enough to puzzle out the systemn for themselves ; but in a week they can learn
sufficient to go away and read their fttle books for the winter.

4270. Have vou found them bring back the same books, having improved
between the periods of their hunting and returning ?-Yes ; they wear their
books to the ve-y last degree : and w hen away from the minister they have their
own family worship night and rnoing, and have their worship on the Sunday
Nhen it comes round.

4271. What do you find is the capacity of the Indians for reading and writing
their own language ?--I think they are very quick. Since I have been in London
I have received a letter from them written in this syllabic character, and they
write one to another as freely as we should write letters.

4272. What are the advantages of the syllabic system of writing?-It abridges
the extreme length of the Indian words. The word for " darkness" (in " lighten
our darkness ") has 21 letters in the Indian language, written in full; but it would
be very much abridged in this syllabic character. The word for " God,'' which
we write in English perhaps in seven letters, has only three symbols in this
character ; so that it is as short to write as " God " with ourselves.

4273. Then you think that the Indians have responded to the benefits which
they have had of the teaching to a much greater degree than you expected when
you went out?-Very much more so. I am sure that a visit to Moose from any
one would convince him of the fact.

4274. Do you think that more could be done for the Indians than has been
done. Can you suggest any increased means. Could the Company do more for
the benetit of the Indians ?-I addressed a memorial to the Company lately (the
Company asked me to address any suggestions which I had to make on coming
home), and it was received by them in a very friendly spirit. I have a copy of
the memorial here.

4275. What is the general character of the relations between the Indians and
the Company ; is it considerate and kind, should you say from your experience,

or
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-or the contrary ?-I think the Company have done much for the Indians in the Right Rev.
length of time that they have possessed the country; much in saving the Indians DavidAndemson,
through the length and breadth of the land. Of course, in some ways, I could 'D.D.
wish that they hnd done more in the way of education; and in this memorial 4 June 1857-
which 1 presented to the Company, I proposed the giving of a grant in aid if
they would plant education at somne of the leading forts up the country ; they
advancing one half, and the Church giving the other half.

4276. Have you had any answer to that memorial yet ?-It bas received an
answer in several shapes from the Company. I am willing that the iiemorial

-should be lodged as a document with the Committee. I asked- for a gift from
.the Company towards my immediate work at the present moment, which has
been kindly granted at once.

4277. When was the memorial sent in; since vou came home ?-Yes.
4278. You returned in what month?-At the end of October.

(His Lordship delivered in a copy of the Memorial, whick is as follows :]

(D.)

To the Governor and Committee of the Honourable Hudson's Bay Company.

Gentlemen,
ON my first appearance at your Board after my return, you were kind enough to ask me

*to prepare a memorial, containing any suggestions regarding the condition of that country
in which we have a common interest. The subject has been very often on my mind since,

.and constant occupation lias alone prevented me fron complying sooner with your

It is indeed difficult to advance any general propositions regarding the territory, from
the entire difference of condition of the ied River Settlement and that of the country at
large. And yet, if Rupert's Land is to rise, it must be from encouragement given to the
Settlement. Now, the one barrier which most retards its progress would be the want of
direct approach, except on the side of the United States.

Would it not bc possible to improve in any way the navigation from York Fort to Lake
Winnipeg, or to open a more direct communication from Lake Superior to the Red River?
The condition of some of the Rapids is certainly very dangerous on the way from Norway
House. An outlay comparatively small miglit remedy soime of these, so as to facilitate the
importation of English goods. A survey too of the land intervening between Fond du Lac
and the Settlement might open up the other route, with perhaps even a smaller risk.

My own feeling is strong that the country will now admit of immigration, if conducted
on a wise and cautious scale. Arti:.ans and tradesmen are certainly required at the present
time at the Red River. If a snall nunber of carpenters, masons, and blacksmiths could
gradually be sent out by the Honourable Company furnished vith a free passage, it would
mise the character of the population and lead to the foundation of special trades. If not

sconveyed out from Britain, they will soon find their way across from the United
States.

Perhaps some young men could be found to go out in such capacities from industrial
schools. and the Homlie Governnent might be induced to contribute towards sending them
out in the first instance, if grants of land were held out to thei in prospect after n certain
period of residence in the territory.

Another settlement miglit surely be attempted, in addition to the solitary one at Red
River. As occupying an intermediate position between it and Canada, the spot indicated
by Sir G. Simpson, between Lac la Pluie and the Lake of the Woods, might be selected.
If the Company were willing to extend sonie assistance annually towards such an object,
I should be glad to promise a clergyman and a schoolmaster. Such a mensure would
manifest an carnest desire for the welfare of the Indian, and thiat large population over
which the Company bears rule.

I have to express my obligation for much valuable aid vhich has been rendered toI me by
your Board and the Council of Rupert's Land in the erection of churches and other eccle-
siastical matters. More especially, I have to thank the Coipany for undertaking to build at
tlicir own cost the churches at Moose and at York, now in progress. On this lcad I have
but one petition to present, which concerns iy own cathedral, to be commenced inmediately
on my retuirn. Might I ask from the Hlonourable Company a grant of 500 i. towards that
object, to be paid in two annual instalnents? The Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledgc have granted Ine such a sumn, and I trust that the Company will not be unwil-
ling to contribute the like amount to that church, which vill be the mother cburch of all
the churches of the land. Of the need of such a building, instead of the present church
of St. John's, Sir G. Simpson is well aware, as lie is also of the difficulties which will
attend the undertakirng. When standing on th spot this sumner, Sir George himself
-recomnended ie to take out an architect or a contractor of a better description from
England withi me.

0.24-Sess. 2. G G I have
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Right Rev. I have to request a passage to Moose Fort by the "Prince Arthur" for Mr. Fleming, of
Da g Andkrson, the Church Missionary Society. He goes out to assist the Rev. John Horden, as the

ID. D. Rev. E. C. Watkirs will now be removed towards the Saskatchewan.
_ can scarcely expect the Company to add to our clerical staff; and yet I should feel it a

4 June 18.57 great relief if they could increase the salary of their own chaplain, the Rev. J. Chapnan,
after seven years' service, to 200 L. per annum, as the 50 L. in addition to their 150 L. fails
entirely on myself.

In education I gratefully acknowledge the 100 1. still continued to the Red River
Academy, and now devoted to the Acade.ay for Young Ladies at St. Cross. The matter
which weighs at times heavily on my mind in this department would be the thought of so
many at some forts without anv education afforded them, as, for instance, at Fort Carlton.
If a schoolmaster could be appointed at such leading spots as Carlton, Albany, Lac Seul,
the Company bearing half the expense and the Church the remaining half, it would be a
mighty lever for elevating and improving the land. It would be a source of great pleasure
to me- if the Company would sanction such a proposal, even for four or five of the principal
forts.

Such matters are more under my ovn cognizance than the details of social and political
economy. I cannot, however, refrain fron saying, that I deem the present tariff on goods
at York, at the Red River, and up the country, higher than can be juitified on the'usual
principles of commerce. I only mention this as a subject for the consideration of the
Board, as a point which I feel it difficult to account for when called upon to do so in
public.

The Indian tariff might, I have always thought, be somewhat more equalised over the
country. An identity of price for furs is not, of course, to be expected; but a greater
equality of price might, I am sure, prevail vith great advantage when two forts are so near
as Fort Alexander aud the Red River, or even Cumberland and Norway House. In
saying this. I must, however, profess an entire ignorance of such concerns, having always
purposely abstained from entering into then. Of the general fact I am of necessity
conscious, and merely on that account would plead, as I am in dutv bound; on behalf of the
poor Indian, who has often represented to me his condition, and begged nie to undertake
his cause.

On the general question of the trade of the country, I subjoin an extract from a letter
reeived since my return to England from one formerly in my own diocese, but now in that
of Toronto, who is a shrewd and acute observer of passing events, and whose nanie will
at once saggest itself to many of the committee, and which tends to corroborate many of
the views given in the above memorial.

R-eferring to the agitation in Canada on the subject of the charter, the writer ob-
serves-

"A fter four years' residence in Canada, my own -opinions are unchanged as to the evils
that would follow free trade in furs. It would doubtless enable unscrupulous adventurers
to make noney in the southern part of the territory. Rum would be largely used, and
the Indians greatly demoralised, and difficulties consequently thrown in the way of mis-
sionary operations. I never hesitate to express ny opinion to that effect whenever I am
asked what I think of the imovement.

"The Company will moreover have to relax their system. It is useless to attempt keep-
ing things as they were 100 years ago. All the southern parts of the territory susceptible
of improvenent will have to be given up for agricultural purposes. A large portion of
Rainv Lake district. and of Swan River and the Saskatchewan districts, together with the
Red 'River, will ultimately fill up with settlers. As Minnesota fills up, settlements are sure
to extend north of the boundary line."

by opinion, expressed to all, after the experience of seven years, vould be that to throw
open the tiade to frec competition vould tend to the speedy ruin of the Indian. My own
desire and endeavour would be to raise and rescue them as a people, and to prepare them
to be able to sten the current when civilisation, as it gradually must, spreads westward
fron Canada over this nighty territory.

As regards the sale of spirituous liquors to the Indians, I rejoice to find that measures
arc about to be taken for their entire or partial disue in the course of this year. That
they can be brou2ht to an end at once is scarcely possible, fromn the growing facilities of
imortation trom the United States, but the exanple on the part of the Hlonourable Coin-
pany (if the plan mentioned to nie by Governor Johnson shall he carried out) would be
pr.'ductive of the best consequences. The chief dificulty to my own mind has always
been the entire disuse of spirits along vast tracts of the country, as in the Moose and
Albany districts, and their use in other quarters. That the custon of distributing spirits
to the Indians, when coming in large bodies to the forts, is often attended with fatal con-
sequences I arm aware from actual knowledge; and very earnestly would I entrent that
soine substitute be made-a gift of tea, or anv otier thing prized by the Inidian-insteadof
that whichx ruins so often both body and soul. In making this appeal, I speak in the nane
of all ny own clergy, and also in the nanie of the Rev. J. Black, of the Presbyterian com-
munion, who, in a special letter sent after me, bcsought me to use any influence in my
powCr to remedy thmis crying cvil. Mv belief is, that if the Company gives up the practice,
the frece traders vill be led imnmediatcly to discontinue it. At least, I think 1 may answer
foi the Protestant population.

Suc!, are a few of the leadinmg points to which mv attention lias been chiefly called, given
in
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ia a more desultory shape than I could have wished, from the constant pressure of engage- Riht Rev.
ments. Others may occur to me during my stay, which I should at once state to the Board, David anderson,
with the same frankness and openness as on the present occasion. If any matters admit of D.n.
easier explanation by word of mouth, I would again wait upon the Company at one of their
subsequent meetings. 4.3=ne L87

The conunittee will, I am sure, give me credit for a sineere and earnest desire for the
best interests of the country. That desire we feel, I trust, in common, and our anxiety
would be to promote any measures which might be proved to have a beneficial tendency.
In looking back upon seven years, the progress bas in nany things surpassed my expecta,
tions; but when I look towards Canada and the United States, I am disappointed that
theie is not more of perceptible growth. I know, hovever, the peculiarities of the land, and
I should not like to witness any rapid changes. My prayer and earnést wish would be,
that the Coimpany might be led to devise some changes which might at once be sound and
salutary, and in accorance with the spirit of the present age; such as may tend to the good
of all committed to their care, whether Europeans or Inlans; their temporal advantages
in the present world, and their bigher interest as immortal beings, to be trained for another
and an unending state.

Commending these remarks to your candid and favourable consideration,

I have, &c.

4279. Do you wish to state to the Committee any suggestions with reference
to the Indians ; respecting the education of the Indians ?-I should nuch like it
if the Company would undertake what I stated, a sort of grant ii aid towards
education. What I feel most is my inability to carry out our own system further
north and further west.

4280. Do any other religious denominations co-operate with you there ?-
There is a Presbvterian church in the settlement, about two miles from myself,
The basis of the settlement, the Committee are aware, has been from Scotland;
from the mainland of Scotland, and froma the Orkney Islands.

4281. Chairman.] There are Roiian-catholic missionaries, I believe ?-Yes,
there are Roman-catholic missionaries as well. About half the population of the
Red River are French Canadians; they have their own bishop resident on the
spot, and their own priests.

4282. Are vou able to give the Committee any estimate of the total nuniber of
the members of the Church of England who you think are to be found in Rupert's
Land; I mean anong the Iudian or half-breed population ?-I think, taking those
acted upon by Christianity, they would be about 8,000.

4283. Do you niean including all denominations of Christians ?-No, even of
our own Cliurch.

4284. Taking all Christian sects into account, Roman-catholies and all, can
you give the Committee any idea what, in your opinion, is the number of
Christians altogether among the native population in Rupert's Land ?--Perhaps
about 6,000, added to the number which I have given,

4285. Do you mean of the native and half-breed population ?-Yes.
428d. Are you speaking of the Red River only, or of the whole of Rupert's

Land ?-The whole of Rupert's Land. There are, perhaps, 8,000 of our own
Churcli, and 6,000 besides, including Roman-catholics and all others; that would
make 14,000.

4287. Do you believe that there are only about 14,000 persons of Indian
origin in the whole of Rupert's Laid wlo profess Christianity ?--I do not think
there are inuch more.

4288. Including the Red River Settlement ?--The number would not be muuch
more; not more than 16,000, I think.

4289. I presume you mean to include in that answer the half-castes of the Red
River, and in fact the whole of the Indian population, whether full blood or half
breed ?--I do.

4290. Sir John Pakington.] But you exclude Europeans ?--Yes, pure
Europeans.

4291. Chairman.] Do you know what it is generally supposed that the whole
of the Indian population in Rupert's Land amounts to in point of number?-
I have scarcely the means of saying. i have seen Sir George Simpson's return,
and he has more accurate means of knowing than I can have. My own impres-
sion is, that it is a little larger than is given by Sir George.

4292. What is his number?-One hundred and thirty-nine thousand, I think.
0.24-Sess. 2. G G 4 4293. Mr.
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4293. Mr. Ckristy.] Your Lordship's position has necessarily brought yotr,
much into communication with the authorities of the Hudson's Bay Company.
May I ask you what opinion you have been led to formi of the character of their
governinent ?-Personallv, they have assisted me largely in marily ways. Their
disposition latterly has been to do much more for the Indians in carrying out
civilization; but of course the direct object of the Company would not be to,
colonise or to settle. In the memorial which I presented to them, I stated that
I thought the time had come when immigration on a cautious scale might take
place.

4294. Do you consider that their governinent is favourable to the develop.
ment of the resources of the vast territory under their jurisdiction ?-Hardly of
those of the southern part of the country, where, I think, agriculture is possible;
along the southern parallels.

4295. Do vou think it favourable to the civilisation and improvement of the.
inhabitants ?-If colonisation and settling are meant, I should say not so.

4296. I think you have travelled over a great extent of country. Have you
found in the districts in which you have travelled, where missionaries have
penetrated, any great improvement arising froni the labours of those missionaries?
-Very much so. Then it is controlled very much by the circumstances of the
country. Of course it is very much more visible at the Red River Settlement
and around it than it is in other spots.

4297. Do you find from their reports, or from your own knowledge of the-
district in which vou have travelled, that there is a great change beyond that
state of nature which may have existed for a very lengthened period ?-Very
much. I hold in my hand a letter which I have received from one Indian since
I have been in London. I think the fact that a mere Indian should send his
thoughts 6,000 miles across and communicate with me shows a very great rise.
in the scale of being.

4298. Is that answer given in a religious point of view, or with respect to their
social improvement ?-It refers to a religious point of view, because this is fron..
Moose, where they are not capable of much advance otherwise.

4299. Will you be so kind as to answer as to the moral and social state of,
improvement. Do you suppose, from the inquiry which you have been able to
make, and from your personal observation, that the inhabitants of that country
have changed much from their primitive state during the last 20 years ?-They
still follow the chase and hunting; but at the same time, socially, as regards
their position in life, they are much improved.

4300. Do you know whether any attempt bas been made to develope the
mineral or agricultural resources of the country, or to foster any kind of trade
other than that in furs ?-I think not as regards the minerals. In agriculture
encouragement has been given at the Red River by the Company in measure,.
and I think it is an object to develope that more and more at the present time.

4301. Mr. Roebuck.] Vill you be good enough to state in what way aid has
been given ?-The Company have often provided seed for the Indian; they have
helped them on in their farms.

4302. Is that the chief mode ?-They have helped them in building their
houses at the Red River.

4303. The Indians ?-The Indians of the Indian settlement at the Red River.
4304. Not the other colonists?-The others hardly require it very nuch at

the Red River.

4305. Mr. Christy.] Is the country between Lake Winnipeg and the Moose
Factory well wooded ?-In parts it is. The part that is best adapted for agricul-
ture is near Fort Alexander, just after leaving Lake Winnipeg, and where I
think there might be a settlement if it were fostered ; that is-, just at the southern
extremity of Lake Winnipeg.

4306. Viscount Goderich.j Somewhat to the north-east of the Red River Set-
tlement ?-Yes.

4307. Mr. Christy.] Can you inform the Committee what the prevailing kinds
and quality of the wood there grown are ?-There is not a great amount of large-
timber on the route going to Moose; there is a great deal of rock on the way.
I do not think there is timber which would be valuable on the way to Moose.

4308. You think that for a timber trade it would not be likely to answer ?--
Certainly not.

4309. Have
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4309. Have there been any facilities given by the Company for a trade in
timber ?-I am not aware of any.

4310. Mr. Roebuck.] Are you aware of any market for timber there ?--Merely
for the wood which is used in burning.

4311. Is there any market there for timber ?-Merely for house-building
purposes.

4312. The timber of commerce I think is chiefly confined to pine and oak
Is there any market for pine and oak there ?-Merely.for building.

4313. Merely for the settlement ?-Merely for the settlement.
4314. There are no means of exportation ?-None.
4315. And therefore the timber trade cannot be said to exist there ?-No.
4316. Mr. Edwa7d Ellice.] I think your Lordship said just now that there

was no timber there which would make a trade ?-Not along the route to Moose.
The oak only lasts a little way on the route to Moose; you very soon lose the
oak at one particular spot.

4317. Viscount Goderich.] Will your Lordship tell the Committee what route
you followed from Lake Winnipeg to Moose ?-By Fort Alexander, across Lake
Sal, by Osnaburgh House, Martin's Falls, down the Albany River, and from
Albany to Moose.

4318. What mode of conveyance did you use ?-A canoe.
4319. How long did it take your Lordship to go from Fort Alexander toý

Moose ?-I was absent going and returning three months and a half, spending
a fortnight at Moâse.

4320. It took you about six weeks then ?-Yes.
4321. Mr. Christy.] Does the character of the vegetation show any amelioration

of climate in that quarter, as compared with the country between Lake Winnipeg
and York Factory ?-I think it has hardly been sufficiently tried around the
Red River; that is to say, where the agriculture exists ; we have not as yet any
amelioration of climate.

4322. Mr. Roebuck.] I suppose the extent of clearing is small ?-At the Red
River they have cleared almost too much where they have begun clearing ; that
is to say, they sweep away trees and all.

4323. Is the area of clearing large ?-It extends down the Red River, say 30
miles.

4321. Taking the face of the country, is the area of clearing large ?-It is
very small.

4325. Therefore any amelioration from clearing can hardly be expected ?-
No, not as yet.

4326. Mr. Christy.] I believe that the country round James's Bay was the
earliest occupied by the Hudson's Bay Company; has your Lordship any reason
to believe that the animal resources of the country in that district are beginning
to fail?-I think that living is more difficult than it was formerly, from all I
hear. They are very dependent on the fowls, or the goose-hunt which is con-
ducted at Albany. In the one year when I visited Albany they had 20,000 of
the wild geese, and then they stopped; that was enough for their immediate
wants.

4327. With regard to the-animals, you think that they are more scarce -
I think so.

4328. And living is more difficult ?-Yes; that is the general report of the
Indians themselves.

4329. Are buffaloes, and deer, and the larger animals which supply food
abundant ?-They vary very much from year to year; the buffalo has almost
failed the last year ; but then they may be more abundant the following year.

4330. Mr. Roebuck.] The buffalo is always confined to a certain district, is it
not?--Yes.

433 1. Where there is wood there is no buffalo ?-Exactly so ; on the prairie
and open land the buffalo is found.

4332. Mr. Charles i'tzwilliam.] But I believe the buffalo is not found about
Moose, is it ?-No ; the buffalo is towards Fort Pelly; towards the prairie
land.

4333. Mr. Christy.] On what do the natives generally subsist ?-Upon the
fish and upon the fowl. During portions of the year their food is so abundant,
that they are very improvident as regards the rest of the year.

4334. Has your Lordship hèard of any cases of death from starvation among
o.24-Sess. 2. H H the
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the Indians?-They are higher up the country than my own knowledge
extends.

4335. Are you aware whether the Company have made any attempt to collect
the natives into villages, with a view to instruct them,. either in agriculture or
otherwise, in any of the districts which your Lordship has visited ?-Those more
distant spots are scarcely agricultural spots; I think the effort to collect them
into villages has liardlv been made by the Company.

4336. Are the Company's forts provided with medical men. or persons qualified
to administer to the necessities of illness ?-There is a medical officer at York,
there is a medical officer at Moose, and there are one or two medical officers at
the Red Piver.

4337. Have you found many Indians afflicted with disease, and at all provided
for by any means which the Company have ut their disposali -They have at
each fort a supply of medicine, and even where there is not a medical officer
they give a supply to them.

433S. Are any dise.sed or old people among the Indians supported hy the
Company; are there any means of support given by the Company to old or,
decayed Inlians ?-I tink there are pensioners, but not as a general rule.

4339. You do not know whether any sums of money are appropriated at the
annual ni(etings of the Council for the support of aged and disabled hunters ?-
No, I have no means of knowing.

4340. Have you any knowledge of the Council at the Red River ?-No; they
generally report to me what bears upon ecclesiastical matters, and only such
points.

4341. Do you know anything of the grants of the Council for educational
purp oses ?-Yes ; those would be reported to me.

4342. Are you aware that any exist?-They give me a grant of 100 1. a year
towards my schools at the Red. River.

4343. Are vou aware whether they have established any other schools or
churches ?-They are building, at the present moment, a church both at Moose
and at York for me.

4344. Is that done at the Company's expense, or is it connected with one of
the missionary societies ?-It is done by the Company at Moose and at York.
The difficulty ut those spots is to get labour; there is a difficulty in getting.
independent labour.

4345. Are the native population within your Lordship's jurisdiction supplied,
as a general rule, with any agricultural implements, or with wheat and potatoes.
You spoke of seed; are they supplied with seed by the Company free of charge?
-Yes, they are, at times.

4346. And with implements ?- -I do not know as to implements.
4347. Does your Lordship consider that throughout the country the Indians

are increasing or decreasing ?-Increasing where they are settled, and decreasing.
up the country, from want of food and clothing.

. Viscount Goderich.] un the whole, does your Lordship consider that
they are increasing or decreasing ?-I am afraid. they are decreasing, because the
number settled of course is comparatively very small.

4349. Mr. Christy.] Have you ever received any complaints from the clergy
of your diocese in any way of obstruction or opposition to them in the establish-
ment of their missions ? -There has been a difficulty in carrying out settlements
at times.

4350. Will you be so kind as to tell the Committee in what way ?-There was
a difficulty connected with the settlement of Portage La Prairie, near the Red
River, on the Assiniboine River. I think the Company rather felt that there
might be a difficulty in carrying out the protection of the portage if it were
occupied ; that it would require a great constabulary force, and so on.

4.;51. Viscount Goderich.] Protection against what danger? -In a municipal
point of view it would require the extension of the rights of the settlement
to it.

4352. Mr. Christy.] Has there been any other complaint of any obstruction

to that colonisation or settlement which I have spoken of on the part of any of
your clergy ?-That is the chief one since I have been out in the seven years,
because Portage La Prairie has been established in that time; the other settlements

were formed prior to my going out.
4353. Can you tell us whether you think that any discouraging influence is

used
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used by the Company with reference to settlements of that description which
bas come within your own knowledge ?-I rather feel that iL is not the wish
of the Company that settlenients should be formed, because it increases the
local expense of the Red. River Govèrnment; that is what I meant to explain
before.

4354. Viscount Goderich.] Therefore the result of your experience on the
whole in that matter is, that the Company do not wish settlements to be formed?
-I think ail would feel thar ; that it is not the direct object of the Company as
a commercial company.

4355. Mr. Roebuck.] That, in other words, they feel their interests opposed
to the increase of colonization ?--Yes, I think so.

4356. Mr. Christy.] Do you .think that there would be great advantage to the
country by an encouragemert tu settlement and colonization; " colonization" is
rather i grand lerm, but speaking in a moderate point of view ?-My own feeling
is strong that colonization on a moderate scale might be adopted at the present
moment, just along from the Red River westward, and that it is a great object
to the British Government tu watch the whole of the frontier, and to occupy it
as firmnly as possible.

4357. Chiairm an.] You think that the whole of the country which abuts on the
southern border of the territorv of the H1udson's Day Company is such that
settlement should be encouraged there, so far as it will admit of it ?-I think
so; I think it is a sort of highway of the West, which ought to be so far
strengthened in some way, ;.nd settled along the boundary.

4358. Mr. Christy.] Followiig that point out, speaking of the benefit of the
country, taking into account the character of the country, its climate, and its
capabilities. do you think that great advantage night accrue.to the whole terri-
tory by a greater encouragement being given to settlement and colonization ?-
I think so, verv strongly ; to the southern part of the territory.

435q. Looking at the question in a broad sense, would not a great advantage
be gained o the whole of those portions which are capable of settlement as
respects climate, and as respects minerai resoùrces, if greater encouragement
were given to settlement and. colonization ?-I think so, very strongly; limiting
the answer to the southern parallel of the country.

4360. Mr. Edward Ellice.) To what paraliel do you allude thee ?--From
49 degrees, perhaps two or three degrees.

4361. Froin 49 degrees northward ?-Yes.
4362. How far north, do you think ?-Certainly as far as Fort Alexander,

which would include about 100 miles north.
4363. Mlr. Rochuch.] Would that stretch to the northern point of Lake Win-

nipeg ; do you think. that colonization is not possible to the northern point of
Lake Winnipeg ? -I think along the southern branch of the Saskatchewan, and
a part of the northern branch, up to Edmonton.

4364. That is as far north as the northern point of Lake Winnipeg ?-Yes.
4365. From the boundary line up to there, in your opinion, it is fdly capable

of colonization ?-I think so, with advantage: portions of that country.
4366. Mr. Groyan.) You would include Fort Cumberland ?-Yes, I would;

that lies on the line of the Saskatchewan.
436r. Mr. Edward eIiice.] What inducements which could be held out, do

you think, would lead to emigrants going there; what inducements would you
propose to be held out ?-I think they all could live comfortably on the produce
of their own farms.

d368. Do you think that emigrants would go there merely upon the Govern-
ment saying, " There is land for you to seule upon if you go," without any
further inducement being held out than possession of the land ?-I almost
imagine so.

4369. Chairnan.] Do you think it is desirable that that question should be
put to the test of experience; that the country should be rendered susceptible of
settlement ?-I think so. At the Red River we certainly want persons of defi-
nite trades; we have no tradesmen, as such, at the present moment. Of course
every man is everything; a carpenter is also a fariner, and raises his own crop.
I think at the present moment, as I have said in the memorial to the Company,
we want carpenters, and blacksmiths, and masons. In the event of my rebuild-
ing my own church, I shall be obliged to take out an architect, or a better-
builder. Sir George Simpson recommended me to do so. I think that some,
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even if sent from industrial schools, might be of use to us at the present time
and that class of population.

4370. Mr. Lowe.] Supposing we should found a colony ; in the event of a w a
with America, do you think we could retain it ?-That is my own impression.

4371. How should we get at it to support it in case it was invaded ?-I hop e
from Lake Superior.

4372. Is not the only entrance to Lake Superior in the hands of the United
States, namely, the canal by Sault Ste. Marie ?-I hope that the avenue towards
Canada may be opened up more and more from year to year.

4373. Which way ?-From Lake Superior.
4374. Supposingwe have got to the entrance of Lake Superior, is there not a

canal by which you enter Lake Superior ?-Yes; I mean keeping on Canadian
or British ground.

4375. All along the northern coast of Lake Superior ?-Yes.
4376. Mr. Roebuck.] What is the communication between Lake Huron and

Lake Superior?-l cannot give any definite statement beyond what is known to
the Committee.

4377. Mr. Lowe.] It is a canal, is it not, which is in the American territory?
-Yes.

4378. Mr. Roebuck.] Is there not a natural channel between the two lakes.
Lake Huron and Lake Superior are surely connected, are they not ? - I
thought so.

4379. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Has your Lordship ever been that route?-No.
4380. Viscount Goderich.] In the event of a war with America, under exist-

ing circumstances, surely the United States would be just as likely to take the
territory as if it were settled ; and they probably would find it rather more easy
to take it as it is now ?-I have scarcely considered that question.

4381. Mr. Grogan.] When your Lordship went out to your diocese, what
route did you follow ?-I went out by the Hudson's Straits ; and returned by the
Hudson's Straits ; so that I have never been out of my own territory during the
seven years that I have been away.

4382. You do not know anything of the route between Red River and Lake
Superior ?-Of course it is a very commonly travelled route. I have not taken
it on my way to Moose ; if I live to go to Moose again, I shall take that
route.

4383. Mr. CLristy.] In pursuance of those inquiries which I have made, I
will ask you, with respect to the Red River, what is your opinion of the popula-
tion there as regards their intelligence and their ineans of supporting themselves;
that is to say, their knowledge of agriculture and their general information and
intelligence ?-We have very good schools, better than the average of parochial
schools. They have very much of the comforts of life ; more than the average
of farm labourers at home; and I think every year there is a great measure of
intellectual development going on among them.

4384. With regard to the haff-caste population, will you have the kindness to
tell the Committee your opinion in reference to that portion of the inhabitants of
the Red River Settlement ?-My own impression is favourable; that we must
look to the half-caste population as the strength of the settlement of the country.
The number of those of pure blood, the Scotch population, is comparatively only
small, so that our dependence must be on the half-caste population in a great
measure ; and they are those more immediately connected with my own
church.

4385. Mr. Roebuck.] Are you aware of any great settlement ever having been
made by a half-caste population on the continent of America ?-No, I have not.

4386. Are you at all aware of the fact that the brown population dies out as
the white population advances ?-Such is said to be the general statement; but
still, in our own case, as regards the Indian Settlement parish, it is the other
way, the population is increasing.

4387. How large is the population in that parish which you now speak of,-
It is one of four churches on the Red River; the Indian Settlement parish has
a population of 650.

4388. Indians or half-breeds ?-Indians.
4389. How many half-breeds are there there ?-They come in the adjoining

parish, higher up on the Red River.
4390. H-ow
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4390. How many half-breeds have you in .your diocese ?-A very large
number; perhaps 1,500 or 2,000 on the Red River.
' 4391. So that, taking them altogether, adding the 2,000 half-breeds to the
600 full-blooded Indians, you have 2,660 inhabitants with the Indian blood in
them ?-Yes.

4392. Supposing colonization to be open to the white man, are you at al
aware of the fact which has been proved by long history in America, that
wherever colonization by the white man takes place the brown man disappears?
-It has been so in the United States.

4393. Has not it been so in Canada ?-It has been in a measure true in
Canada.

4394. So that, in fact, in all parts of the territory of America in which the
white man bas appeared, the brown man has disappeared ?-I am rather unwillng
to believe it as regards one's own country, because I think that more of etC-rt
is made for the Indians. I am sure that the Indian effort is more successful in
our country than in the States or in Canada.

4395. You are speaking of the Indian effort applying to 2,600 persons ?--To
the much larger number of 8,000 Indians, taking the whole territory.

4396. But that territory, I take it, bas nothing to do with colonization ?-No.
4397. As to that part which is affected at all by colonization, from the very

imperfect colonization to which it has been subject hitherto, your experience
goes in favour of the fact that the brown man can resist the encroachments
of the white man ?-It does, but of course I may be a partial judge in the
matter.

4398. Have you at all contemplated the fact of the whole territory which is
capable of colonization being thrown open to colonization; what would then
be the effect upon the brown man of that altered circumstance ?-I think of it
almost daily. My hope is that the Indian may be raised in the interval before
the civilization sweeps westward, as it must; and I always feel that my object is
to raise a people as well as to give them Christianity.

4399. Do the habits of the brown man ever make him a colonist; have you
any evidence in the whole continent of America of the brown man being a colonist?
-There are the Cherokees in the United States.

4400. How long has that experiment been tried ?-For some years with the
Cherokees.

4401. That is the solitary case of the brown man withstanding the encroach-
ments of the white man ?-My impression is, that it has hardly been tried well
yet; that we may be more successful than in previous cases.

4402. Supposing that the policy of the Government were changed, and that
the territory were opened to colonization, should you then consider it a matter of
very great importance to maintain the Indian population there ?-Very great.

4403. Why ?-My own feeling is, that by opening the whole country to free
competition the Indian would be sacrificed.

4404. He would disappear?-Yes; but I think that if we can keep the southern
part as a colony or province, then the Indian may still be preserved.

4405. Why would he disappear; is it because a more energetic, a more civilized,
and in fact, a more intellectual man would come in competition with him ?-
Because of the baits which would be held out ; there would then be an abundance
of spirituous liquor brought in.

4406. But spirituous liquor affects the health of the white man as it does
that of the brown man, does it not ?-But he falls more readily beneath the
temptation.

4407. That is to say, he is less civilized ?-Yes.
4408. The more civilized man conquers the less civilized man ?-He does.
440(). Do you think it advisable to maintain the less civilized man in a coin-

munity which will hold the more civilized man?-I should be very sorry to forfeit
the Indians in the territory.

4410. That is not my question; the question is, do you think it would be
advisable to keep the territory in such a condition as should maintain the exis-
tence of a less civilized population, when it would really maintain a more
civilized population ?-If I thought that the Indians were to be forfeited, I would
rather keep back the more civilized.

4411. That is to say, you would prevent the colonization by the more
civilized man, to maintain the existence of the less civilized man ?--I think
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each might have bis position in the country, the civilized in the south, aid -the
Indian further north.

4412. Does not it come to the conclusion-to which I have endeavoured to
draw you. ?-I should be sorry to alow it,, as regardssthe Indian.

4413. Though your sympathies may go thus, does not the reasoning lead you
to the conclusion to which I wish to bring you?-I.hope the experimaent may
yet save the Indian.

4414. Chairman.] Do you not think that the true policy would beto establish
just and equitable laws, as between the brown and the white man, and to leave
the rest to take its course?-My own feeling would be in favour of a settlement,
a colony, or a province in the southern part of the territory, stretching from
Lake Superior to the Rocky Mountains.

441.5. Not asking whether a man was brown or white, provided 'he obeyed
the laws and behaved well?-l think so, and I think the Indian might stili be
saved.

4416. From what you have seen of the half-breed race at the.Red River,
do you despair of their being useful and prosperous members of a 'civilised
community, under proper laws ?-I do not despair in the smallest degree of
them.

4417. Are you aware of the circumstances under which the Indians within
the province of Canada are at the present moment ?-I know of one spot on
Lake Huron where they are.

4416. Is it not the case that some of the tribes have landed property to a
considerable extent, and even funded property ?-I think that is more the case
among the Cherokees in America.

441 9. Mr. Roebuck.] Still I think you have expressed an opinion, that if there
were free colonization the white man would overrun the brown man ?--Yes, if it
were free over the whole country.

4420. Therefore, if there were equal laws for the brown man and the white
man, the brown man would disappear ? -Yes, unless it were controlled in some
way.

4421. Mr. Chrisly.] With regard to this question, I think I asked you your
opinion generally of the intelligence of the people wbo are resident in that colony
of the Red. River. May I specifically ask you what your opinion is with regard
to the intelligence and thriftiness of the half-caste population at the Red River?
-It is not equal to that of the European, but still I think that it is a matter of
growth, and that there is no reason to despair regarding them.

4422. Are there not many very intellectual persons among the half-
caste population at the Red River ?-Very; some have been in my own
service who have been very intelligent, and some have advanced in different
ways in life.

4423. Chairman.] Are there many who are clergymen of the Church of
England?-Yes, there is the one whomI called a country-born clergyman, though
not a native Indian clergyman.*

4424. But has he Indian blood in bis veins ?-He has.

4421. Mr. Christy.] There are many of then possessiug property ?--Yes; all
have their farms, and some have made a large amount of property.

4426. Chairman.] Have you heard of half-castes in Canada who have held
commissions in Her Majesty's service ?-I think so.

4427. Mr. Chriety.] Are there not numerous instances of alliances formed
between the half-castes and the pure Europeans ?-Very many.

4428. They are constantly going on ?-Constantly.
44:9. And alliances amongst those persons who are in the better class of

society there ?-Continually.
4430. Viscount Goderich.] Did I rightly understand you to say that the case

of the Portage la Prairie was the only one in which the missionaries had met
with any obstruction on the part of the Company ?-It is the only one since I
have been out.

4431. You are acquainted, 1 believe, with the Rev. Griffith Owen Corbett,
who gave evidence before this Committee ?-Yes.

4432. He stated in that evidence that he had a station at a place called
Eddingley, and that he had there conceived that various obstructions were
thrown in his way; can you give any account of that matter ?-I believe it was

for
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for the same reason as I stated before, that the Company imagined that the
expenses of the government would be increased by a settlement. being carried
out in that direction.

4433. You believe that some obstruction of that kind was found by the
Rev. Mr. Corbett in that place ?-Yes.

4434. Mr. Grogan.] Will you explain a little further to what you referred
when you said that the expenses of the Company would be increased if the. set-
tlement were established ?-The expenses of the Red River are already great by
the maintenance of coastables, a local force, and so on.

4435. What may be the anount of that local force ?-It is not a large
amount; perhaps 12 constables.

4436. Mr. Roebuck.] How are they paid ?-They are paid by the Council at
Red Itiver.-

4437. Then if the population increased, would not the means of payment
increase ?-We have no local taxes except on the imported goods.

4438. Would not the means of payment increase if population increased ?-I
think so.

4439. Therefore the increase of population would not diminish the power of
maintaining the government ?-No, I think not, if viewed on a large scale.

4440. Therefore the increase (if population would, in fact, go to the mainte-
nance of the government ?-l only stated the reason of the Company.

444s. Mr. Grogan.] Is it within your Lordship's knowledge that any attemxpt
bas been made by the Hudson's Bay Company to establish a settlemeit in other
districts besides the Red River; has any attempt been made near the Rapids,
within your knowledge ?-I think not.

Right Rev.
Daid Aiderson,

D. I.

. June 1857-

Joseph Maynard, Esq., called in; and Examined.

4442. Chairman.] YOU are the Solicitor to the Hudson's Bay Company, I Joseph Maynard,
believe ?-f am. Esq.

4443., The Committee are desirous of having a copy of the licence to trade
which the Company have received from the Government, over the country to
the westward of Rupert's Land; can you put that in?-I can. I do not know
whether you are aware that this is already printed ; it is one of the Parliamentary
Papers; I can refer you to it. There have been two licences. The licence of
1821, which was the first, is in page 21 of a Return in August 1842; the other
licence which is of May 1838, is in page 9 of the same Return.

4444. Have all the papers relating to that transaction been published, or are
there any others in the possession of the Hudson's Bay Company which would
throw light upon it ?-I think they have all been published. The foundation of
them, of course, was the Act.of 1 & 2 Geo. 4.

4445. Are there any papers in existence relating to the tenure by which the
Hudson's Bay Company now hold Vancouver's Island which are not already
before the public ?-I think not; I think that the correspondence previous to
that grant being made is printed. The grant itself of Vancouver's Island is in
page 13 of a Return ordered to be printed on the 7th of March 1849.

4446. Mr. Roebuck.] When was the grant made ?-The grant is dated the
13th of January 1849. It was prepared iu 1848, and the correspondence upon
the subject was in 1848. I caû, I believe, furnish separate copies; but the
documents being printed, are more conveniently referred to, probably, in that
shape.

4447. Viscount Goderich.] I think you were present during the examination;
of the Bishop of Rupert's Land ?-I was.

4448. Can you explain the point as to how far the Hudson's Bay Company
are bound to pay 3001. a year to the bishop, or how far they have the power to
withdraw it if they please ?-The Hudson's Bay Company have come under a
binding obligation to make that payment to the [3ishop of Rupert's Land. I did
not happen personally to be engaged in the transaction, but I have informed
myself of the nature of it; and at the time when the Court of Chancery made
the Order, by which the fund arising out of the bequest which has been alluded
to was placed in the names of trustees, the Governor and Deputy Governor of
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the Hudson's Bay Company being two of those trustees, it was subject to a bind-
ing engagement on the part of the Company to make an annual payment of
300 1. a year.

4449. Mr. Grogan.] It is a judicial decree, in fact ?-No, I can hardly say
that. The judical decree is the transfer of the fund, with that condition. You
can hardly say that there was a power on the part of the Court to make a
decree of that kind; but the Company consented to coming under that obliga-
tion, upon the money arising fromn the legacy being applied to the support of the
bishopric.

4450. Have you a copy of the decree, and the condition attached to it ?-
I have not one here, but I can obtain one.

Mfarlis, 9* die Junii, 1857.
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Alfred Robert Roche, Esq., called in; and Examined.

A. R. Roche, Esq. 4451. Chairnan.] YOU are a Canadian, I believe ?-I am an Englishman,
- - but I have been in Canada for the last 16 years.

9 June 1857. 4452. In what part of Canada have you resided ?-I have resided in Quebec,
in Montreal, in Kingston, and in Toronto. I have been five years in Quebec,
and about five years in luontreal.

4453. Are you in any profession ?-I am attached to the provincial secre-
tary's department.

4454. In short, you are in office in a public department ?-Yes.
4455. What situation do vou hold in that department ?-I amn fourth clerk.
4456. Have you visited England in any official capacity ?--If you will allow

me, I will hand in my instructions from the Government.
4457. Will you have the kindness to read them?- " Secretary's Office,

Toronto, 7th March 1857.-Sir, I have the honour, by command of his Excel-
lency the Governor-general, to ilistruct you to proceed without delay to London,
and when there to place yourself at once in communication with, and at the
disposal of the Hon. Mr. Draper, in connexion with his mission respecting the
Hudson's Bay territory. It will be your business to render such assistance to
Mr. Draper in the important mission with which he is charged, as from your
researches on the subject, or from other causes, you may be able to afford.
You will deliver to Mr. Draper the accompanying copies of the report of the
Commissioner of Crown Lands on the subject of the Company's claim to the
territory in question.-I have, &c. T. Lee Terrill, Secretary."

4458. In your official capacity, or personally, has your attention been espe-
cially directed to the subjects which are now the matter of inquiry before this
Committee ?-For the last 10 months I have been corresponding with various
persons who have a knowledge of the territory, under the direction of Mr.
Vancoughnet, the President of the Executive Council, and in consequence I
have obtained some knowledge of the territory.

4459. Are there any statements with regard to any of the questions which
have been brought before this Comnittee which you are desirous of making?
-1 have drawn up some memoranda upon the territory, obtained from various
sources.

.4 60. Have you yourself ever travelled over the territories of the Hudson's
Bay Company ?-No; I have never been there. I have been in communica-

tion
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tion vith a great many men wbo have been there, and I have some statements
from them; for instance, there is Mr. Gladman, who bas been in the service of
the Company for a great many years. I bave a statement from him here.

4461. Lord Stanley.] Does your office place you in any official connexion
with the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-No, it does not; at least my
present appointment does. I have been employed specially upon these matters.

4462. Mr. Grogan.] You were specially deputed to make inquiries into this
question ?-Yes.

4463. And the information which you state you have in those papers is the
resuit of those inquiries ;- -Yes.

4464. Chairman.] What is the first point on which you are desirous of
making any statement to the Committee ?-I believe the territory to be much
more valuable than it has been represented; in minerals, for instance. I have
collected from the journals of all the expeditions that have been through the
territory a statement with regard to all the mineral specimens which have been
obtained in the territory, which statement I have here

4465. Will you state, generally, what you believe the mineral riches of the
territory of the Hudson's Bay Company to be ?-There seem to be very valu-
able copper-mines there.

4466. Where *-On the Copper-mine River, and there is very valuable
malachite there, obtained from these copper-mines. I find that some doors
made of malachite sold at the Great Exhibition here for 6,000 i.

4467. Lord Stanley.] From what part of the territory does the malachite
come ?-From the Copper-mine River.

4468. From what part of the Copper-mine River ?-From the northera
part.

4469. From the shores of the Arctic Ocean ?-Yes.
4470. Chairman.] Have those mines been worked to any extent ?-They

have not been worked at all yet.
4471. Mr. Grogan.] Did you state that some of that malachite had been

sold here at the Exhibition ?-Not that malachite, but malachite from Siberia;
it only shows the value of the material.

4472. Mr. Christy.] Will you tell the Committee what the feeling in Canada
is with respect to the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I think it is adverse to the
Company generally. Mr. Vancoughnet stated at a public meeting, last September,
that he sought a boundary for Canada on the Pacific Ocean, and that no charter
could give to a body of men control ever half a continent, and that he would
not rest until that charter was abolished. 'hat bas been echoed throughout
the province by the press, and by public men of all degrees.

4473. Mr. Grogan.] Does that gentleman hold any official situation ?-He is.
the President of the Executive Council.

4474. Lord Stanley.] You say that that is the general feeling throughout the
province ?-Certainly.

4475. Do you mean by that ta say that the local Government of Canada
would be prepared ta take upon itself the expense and responsibility of governing
the entire territory of the Hudson's Bay Company ta the Pacific ?-I cannot
say whether they are prepared ; they seem ta think that the territory ought to
be attached ta Canada, or that it belongs ta Canada.

4476. Mr. Christy.] Do the provincial authorities participate in that opinion?
-I have some extracts from a report of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, in
which lie speaks upon the subject. This has been presented ta the Provincial
Parliament.

4477. Mr. Edward E/lice.] Is that the whole document ?-No, it is not.
4478. We should like the ivhole document put in ?-I have not the whole

document.
4479. Chairman.] Have vou the official document at home ?-No; these,

extracts were sent me by my brother, who happens to be in that department ;
we have been expecting the whole document, but it bas not arrived.

4480. Mr. Edward Ellice.] It has been published, I believe ?-It has; I can
state what are the opinions of the Commissioner.

4481. Mr. Grogan.] Is the passage which is extracted the whole of the
document which refers ta this particular subject ?-I believe it is; it has been
sent to me as such.

4482. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What is the official document from which that
o.24-Sess. 2. II is.

A. R. Roche,. Esq

9 June 1857.
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.R. Roche, Esq. is extracted,?-A report of the Coimissioner of Crown Lands upon matters
appertaining to his department, which has just been laid before Parliament in

9 June 1857. Canada.
448S3. Is there not a report of that description which is upon the boundary

between the Hudson's Bay Company's territory and Canada ?-There is a
report upon that subject, but that is quite distinct ; that has nothing to do
with it. H e states here that publie attention has been much attracted to the
Saskatchewan country, and he says, " We may ere long have to take action for
its development."

4484. Mr. Grogan.] Will you give the substance of the official part of the
document without any comments whatever -- He says that public attention has
been attracted tothe Saskatchewan, and in that direction; aid that in conse-
quence of that lie thinks that before long the Governmient nay have occasion
to take action with regard to it. He also speaks of all the lands in the
Western Peninsular of Canada having been disposed of, and thàt he finds manv
people in Canada prefer going to the prairies of the Western States to goin'g
through the labour of clearing the forest; lie therefore thinks that the prairies
-of the Saskatchewan, the Red River, and the Assiniboine, will offer greater
inducements for settlement than the lands which remain in Canada.

4485. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What do you call the Western Peninsula of
Canada ? -The peninsula surrounded by the Lakes Ontario, Erie, and Huron.

4486. Chairman.] You state that you believe the general public opinion in
Canada to be in favour of taking in the whole of the territory now governed
by the Hudson's Bay Company, as far as the Pacific; take Vancouver's Island,
for instance; do you believe that it is the feeling of the people of Canada that
it would be desirable to annex Vancouver's Island to Canada, and govern it as
a part of the colony ?-- do not think that that is very important ; they certainly
speak of the territory as far as the Pacific.

44 87 . Take the territory immediately opposite Vancouver's Island, for
instance, which is supposed to be very capable of cultivation and settlement;
do you believe that it would be practicable, or desirable, that at the distance at
which that territory is fron Canada, it should be part of the' province of
Canada, and be governed by Canada ?-l think it is not at all important
whether it should be attached to Canada or not, as far as Canada is concerned.
so that it should be developed in some way; so that it should be formned into a
colony.

4488. Am I to understand you, that you think the feeling in Canada is in
favour of the progressive settlement of all that part of British North America
which is fit for settlement, as. being of great inportance to Canada, but not the
actual annexation of the whole of that terrirory to Canada as a colony ?-I do
not think that it is important that it should be all annexed to Canada, so that it
is settled in some way ; so that its resources should be turned to account.

4489. Supposing there was a considerable settlement on the shores of the
Pacific, do you not thiik that It would be impossible to give the inhabitants a
participation in the free institutions which are now happily enjoyed by Cauada,
on account of the geographical difficulty of their seuding members to the
Provincial Parliament ?-That would be a difficulty certainly.

4490. Would it not be an impossibility ?-Unless we had the Pacific Railway
which is contemplated.

4491. Lord Stanley.] What I suppose you want is power for emigration to
extend itself westward ?-Yes, that is one great object.

4492. And for the present you are not muli concerned with anything that
lies westward of the Rockv Mountains ?-No, I do not think we are; at least I
do not myself think that it is of great importance, although in the Minute uf
Council, i think, under which Chief Justice Draper was appointed, it was stated
that the people of Canada considered that their authority should go to the
shores of the Pacifie.

4493. Do vou mean by that that they considered that they had a right to
its extension so far, or that thev considered that right as one of practical
importance ?--'lhat they liad a right. 'l he Order in Council, I think, states
so ; that the people in Canada consider that they have a right to the terri-
tory as far as the Pacifie. For instance, that territory was discovered by Sir
Alexander Mackenzie; lie was the first iman who penetrated there, and he was

sa Canadian.
4494. Chairvan.]
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4494. Gliairman.] Those are legal questions ?-Yes; I suppose thev would
be.

4495. Mr. Grogan.] You were speaking about the Canadians thinking that
they had a right as far as the Pacifie ; do you understand their opinion to be
that they possess the rights of the old French Canadians, who had the right to
travel and trade through that country ?-Yes.

4496. 1 that the sense in which vou mean that they had the right ?-Yes;
that is the sense in which it is understood in Canada.

4497. When you speak of the desire of the Canadians to see that country
settled and developed, do you understand it to be with a view to defining
the boundary between the United States and that part of America ?-Partly,
I think.

4408. What is the other object ?-That a great many of the available lands
are taken up in Canada; most of the lands now for disposal are far back ; they
are up the Ottawa.

4499. Then it is with a view of colonisation and of settling the country
Yes.

4,500. How could that be done if there were no roads of easy access to it?-
They would make roads.

4501. Lord Stanley.] Do you speak of the lands up the Ottawa Valley being
occupied to a considerable extent ?-To some extent.

4502. Do you knon how far the settlement has actually proceeded up that
valley, beginning fron B y Town and going westward ?-I suppose 100 miles up;
there are about 100 miles of farms here and there.

4503. Do you mean that the greater part of the land is occupied ? -The
whole of it is not taken up; there are farms here and there; but then that
land is very difficult to clear ; the trees are very large there.

4504. Is it not a fact that only a few years ago there were nerely a few
scattered settlements, and very small settlements, here and there, over all that
vast exteît of country which lies between By Town on the Ottawa and Lake
Huron ?-Yes, I believe so ; but settlement there has been advancing very
rapidly since that.

45(0. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Wiat is the rate at which settlement advances;
what number of miles does settlemlent advance in a year ?-It is very difficult
to answer that exactly by miles.

4506. Mr. Grogan.] Did I rightly understand you to say that the Canadians
were desirous of having the opportunity of naking settlenents along this part
of the Hludson's Bay territorv, in consequence of the people preferring to go
there rather than to settle in the Ottawa district ?-Yes; Mr. Cauchon gives
that in his report; lie says that thev can cultivate the prairies much more easily
than thev can the forest land.

4507. Is it found practicallv by the Government of Canada that the people
prefer trying the prairies to undertaking the land where the large trees grow?
-Yes, I believe so.

450b. Viscount Goderich.] You refer to the United States territory?-They
prefer going there now; but he wishes to direct them to the Sakatchewan
instead of sending thein to the United States; he wishes to prevent such
persons in future tron being lost to the province.

4,509(. Mr. Christy.] When you speak of Canada being inirnical to the H-ud-
son's Bay Companv, what is the reason why they are so, do vou suppose; I an
speaking, not as a question of territory, but as a question of the population,
the general feeling; what is their objection to the Conpany ?-They think that
they oppose settlement : that they oppose the development of the resources of
the country; and they look upon thera as a foreign body monopolising an
immense territory, keeping it in a state of nature, when it has many resources
which miglit be developed.

4510. Do vou think that the people generally in Canada desire to see the
Company abolished ?-I do.

451. Chairman.] Would they wishx to see the trade with the indians thrown
open to everybody without the least reserve ?-1 think the people generally
would.
. 4512. Have you at all considered what the results of that would probably be
upon the Iudian population and upon the fur trade -I think the Indians would
get articles nuch cheaper than they do at present.

0.24--Sess. 2. I I 2 4513. Have

4. R. Roche, Esg.
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4513. Have you made yourself at al acquainted with the history of that
country during the time when there was a system of competition carried on for
the fur trade ?-Yes.

4514. There was a great deal of confusion in the country in consequence of
spirits being very extensively introduced, I believe, by those parties competing
against one another for the furs ?-Yes, that was the case; but then spirits are
still introduced, I understand; that is the system even now in some portions of
the territory.

4515. What do you imagine would be the effect of an unlimited introduction
of spirits ?-I think the effect would be very bad, certainly.

45 16. How would you propose to guard against that in the event of an un-
limited competition in trade?-I would prohibit the introduction of spirits
altogether; I would not even allow white persons to use spirits in the territory.

4.517. It is diticult enough. I believe, to erlorce that law in densely-peopled
countries; how could you possibly enforce a temperance law of that description
through the immense territories which are now occupied by the Hudson's Bav
Company, with such a frontier as they have ?--It would certainly be difficult.
I understand that the Americans do not use spirits now in their Indian trade.

4518. Do you know the recent history of the relations between the Indians
aînd the white population in the American territory ?-Yes, I have made inquiries
into it.

4519. Are you aware that there have been scenes of the most dreadful de-
scription in the way of mutual bloodshed and destruction between the whites
and the Indians ?-In the Oregon territory; but I do not think that those
scenes have taken place towards the east, not on this side of the Rocky Moun-
tains, I think, not recently. I sometimes receive newspapers fron Minnesota,
and I do not see any mention made there of wars among the Indians.

4520. I fancy that in Minnesota the white men are in great force, and
the Indians are comparatively impotent?-No; they say that the Chippewas
there are numerous, and that they are increasing in number.

4521. Lord Stanleg.] You spoke of the restrictions upon the sale of spirits to
Indians under the laws of the Company; would it be possible, in your judgnent,
under that Company, or under any government, to enforce laws of that sort if
a white population became numerous there ?-I think it would be difficult.

4522. In short, the continuance of restrictive laws of that kind depends upon
the country renaining comparatively unsettled by a white population ?-I think
it depends a great deal upon the people themselves.

4523. Therefore if the Indian population is to be preserved fron temptations
of that kind, it can only be done by keeping the white population comparatively
limited; that is to say, by rendering the territory useless for purposes of
colonisation ?-I find that there are many tribes in the United States which are
increasing now, which are in contact with white persons; Bancroft mentions
several; he mentions the Cherokees, the Choktaws, the Creeks, and the
Winnibagoes.

4524. Mr. Chare.ç Fitzwilliam.) You have been asked about what effect
liquor has upon the Indians; can you give the Committee any idea what effect
has been produced by liquor among the Indians in Canada ?-It has been very
injurious to them.

4525. Is liquor extensively used among them ?-l am not aware that it is at
present. I arm told that the Indians on the Grand River, who are settled there
as farmers, are increasing in number, and as a proof that they are doing well,
I may instance that they gave 100 1. sterling to the Patriotic Fund.

4-526. Where is the Grand River ?-It is in Upper Canada; it runs into Lake
Erie.

4527. Mr. Grogan.] Are the Indians in Canada, in point of fact, increasing
or decreasing in number?-I am told that they are increasing there, and at
the Credit; that is near Toronto, where they are settled; they have funded
property.

4.528. Do you speak of your own knowledge as to their state of confort and
clothing ?-I speak from inquiries which I made at the Indian Departinent.

4.529. What is the result of your information ?-They say that they are rather
increasing in intelligence, in wealth, and even in number.

4530. That
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4530. That they are becoming settled agriculturists ?-Yes. A. R. Roche, Esq.

4531. I need not ask you whether there is any limitation to intercourse
between them and the white people ?-There is no limitation. 9 June 1857.

4532. There is no restriction upon the introduction of any quantity of spirits
which the white people think right to send in there ?-There is a law in Canada,
certainly, against selling liquor to the Indians.

4533. Have you heard of any people being punished for infractions of that
law ?-No, I have not.

4534. Is it supposed in the country generally that that law is observed or is
violated ?-I have not heard of any instances of its being violated, although I
dare say it is violated in soine instances; of course it must be.

4535. Do you infer then that if the Canadians were allowed to colonise and
niake settlements along this portion of the Hudson's Bay territories, the same
rule would prevail in the communication between the white people and the
Indians as prevails between the white people and the Indians in Canada; is that
your impression ?-Yes, that is my impression.

4536. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Does the fur trade exist in Canada ?-Yes, to
a certain extent; the Hudson's Bay Company have posts in Canada.

4537. With respect to those Indians of whom you were speaking just now,
who are in the habit of being in the society of white men in Canada, is
any fur trade carried on by them, or with them ?-None.

4538. Therefore there is no occasion for any trade in spirits ?-No; but they
are so well off that they could purchase any quantity of spirits.

4539. Do you not look upon the Indians near Montreal, for instance, as
a very demoralised race ?-I believe there they have not done so well as they
have at the Grand River, or at the Credit, although I have not been among
them.

4540. You just now said that you would prevent the sale, or the consumption
of spirits altogether, if the territory was added to Canada, and Canada had the
rule over it; what is your reason for saying so; why would you put an end to
it ?-For the sake of the Indians.

4541. Why for the sake of the Indians; do you think that it would have
a deteriorating influence upon the Indians ?-Certainly; at least I think that
spirits would have that effect if they could procure thein.

4542. Mr. Christy.] The Chairmai asked you with reference to wars amongst
the white and red races in the territory of the United States; are you aware
of wars amongst the Indians themselves in the territory of the United Stateï
-No, I an not.

4543. Have you heard of any wars in the territory of the Hudson's Bay
Corpany amongst the Indians ?-Yes. In 1849 Lieutenant Ilooper, who
wintered at Bear Lake, caine round from Point Barrow; lie relates a case of
a number of Esquimaux being killed by a party of Loucheux Indians, led on by
a white man in the Hudson'sBay Company's employment ; it occurred on the
Mackenzie.

4544. You have stated a good deal of what you gathered froin information
which is published. Within your own knowledge, or in the course of your own
researches under the Canadian Governinent, have you discovered anv instances
in which the Indians have been oppressed at all by the Hudson's Bay Company?
-I have seen merely statenents of some of their officers in their published
works. I have a paper which I have received from Mr. Vancoughnet, the
President of the Council in Canada, froin Red River direct, containing statistics
of the colony, drawn up in March last, by one of the inhabitants there.

4545. Mr' Grogan.] How did that paper come into your possession ?-It was
sent to me direct by I r. Vancoughnet, the President of the Executive Council;
I suppose it is for Mr. Draper.

4546. Chairman.] What is the paper ?-It is Statistics of the Red River
Colony, drawn up by a Mr. Gunn there. I spoke to the Bishop of Rupert's
Land about Mr. Gunn, andl he says that he is a very respectable inan.

4547. Mr. Edward Ellice,] Just let me see that paper. (The same was
handed to the Honourable Member.) This is a letter to Mr. Vancoughinet, dated
in March ; from whomn ?-F"ron Mr. Gunn.

[The Witness was directed to withdraw.

.24-Sess. 2. I I3
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The Witness was again called in.

A. R.Roche, Esq. 454S. Chairman.] The Committee wish that paper to be put in? (The Witness
delivered in the same.)-I have a copy of a petition from the Red River, which

9 June1857. has been presented to the Parliament in Canada.
4549. Mr. Christi.] What is the nature of the petition which Vou have from

the Red River ?-It is ztating certain grievances, and asking to be annex'ed to
the Canadian territory.

4550. I should rather have asked you to whom it is addressed ?--It is
addressed to the Parliament of Canada; one petition to the Upper House, and
one to the Lower House, in the usual form.

4551. What is the date of it ?-In April of this year.
4552. By whom is it signed ?-I have not the signatures here; but it is signed

by, I believe, about 600.
4553. Persons resident at Red River ?-Persons resident at Red River.
4554. Chairman.] Al males ?-Yes.
4555.. Mr. Christy.] Just describe to the Committee what the nature of the

petition is ?--It states certain grievances; it gives a history of the settlement.
The petitioners say that they have invested large sums of money in payment for
land to the Hudson's Bay Company, and that they cannot get any deeds for the
same ; that is one complaint. They say that the Company's agents have endea-
voured to force deeds upon them to which they object, which would subject
them to become slaves to that bodv. Then they believe the charter of the
Company not to be legal, and so forth. They say that on their annual journeys
into Minnesota they have been pursued like felons by armed constables; that
they have been searched, and their property talken froi themu and confiscated.

4556. Do they speak generally with regard to their propertv, or describe what
particular property lias beei taken from them ?-" They searched our property,
even by breaking open our trunks, and all furs found were confiscated." Furs
they speak of. Then they complain that "the valuable commercial productions
of the country are exported for the exclusive benefit of a company of traders,
who are btrangers to ourselves and to our country.' They also complain of
being obliged to inport everything through the Company, and then they speak
of the rule of the Company paralysing the whole of their energies, and therefore
they wislh to be attached to Canada. Thev say that they have appealed to the
Imperial authorities without effect, and therefore they petition the Parliament
of Canada.

4557. Do they give any date at which they appealed to the Imperial Legisla-
ture ?-No, they do not. They say, " We have represented our grievances to
the Imperial Government."

4 5 5S. Viscount Goderich.1 Do you know whether any notice has been taken,
or vhether any proceedings have been taken vith regard to that petition by the
Colonial Legislature ?-It lias only just been presented there. There has been
a committee appointed there to inquire into the whole matter. That committee
is now sitting.

4559. To inquire into the allegations of that petition !-No, not into the
allegations ofthat petition. It is a committee sonewhat similar to this, to inquire
into the rights of Canada to the territorv, and the rights of the Company under
their charter. In fact, the inquiry is a very vide one there; much wider than
this,

4560. Chairman.] When is that committee likely to report ?-Very shortly,
because the Legislature is not likely to sit long. The committee was appointed
on the motion of Mr. Terrill, the provincial secretary.

4561. Mr. Edward Eflice.] is that a comittee appointed to inquire into the
validity of the Company's charter ?-Yes ; that is one of their objects. This
petition was presented to the Upper House by Mr. Vancoughnet, and in the
Lower House it was presented by Mr. Macbeth, a native of the Red River
Settlement.

4562. Mr. Christy.] Does that petition say that the parties signing it peti-
tioned the Crown or the Imperial Legislature ; what are the words iii which it
expresses itself - It says, " We have represente(l our grievances to the Imperial
Government ;" they do not make the distinction.

4563. Do you know whether the practice has been to transmit any grievance
to
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to the Crown, to the Government of this country, and not to the Imperial .4. R. Roc1he, Esqý
Legislature ?-Do you meaii froin Canada, or fromu the Red River?

4 5ô4 . From the Red River; not from Canada ?-Yes, I think they appealed 9 June 1857.

to the Colonial Office in 1849.
4565. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you know under what authority the Colonial

Legislature asbuine the power of inquiring into charters granted by the Impe-
rial Government, in territories not belonging to Canada ?-I do not know that
it is any authority which they assume; they inquire into it with the object of
ascertaininig whether this charter does conflict with any rights which they may
have.

Captain David Herd, called in; and Examined.

4566. Chairman.] I BELIEVE you have, as the captain of a merchant ship, Captain D. Herd.
been connected with the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I have. -

4567. How long have you been so connected ?-For the last 23 years.

4 568. WJhat has been the nature of that connexion ?-I was an officer of
one of their ships for three vears ; and I think I have commanded one of them
now 18 or 19 years.

4.569. What has been the nature of the trade conducted by those ships'?-
I merely take the ship backwards and forivards; they put on board whatever
they have to put on board, and I take it.

4570. To Hludson's Bay ?-To Hudson's Bay ; York Fort.

4571. Mr. Edward Ellice-1 What are the capabilities of the Hudson's Bay,
with regard to whaling ? - I have been going there for the last 22 years, and
have never seen a whale but once; that vas last vear; I saw one whale; I
have seen what ,ire commonly called whales, but they are porpoises.

4572. Assuruing that there were whales there, is the state of the sea, with
regard to ice, such that whaling could be carried on in it ?-No, I do not
believe that it could; I do not believe that whales will ever go amongst ice
myself.

4573. For how many months in a year is that bay closed to shipping by ice ?
-I should think it is open only from six weeks to two months in the year.

4574. And during the rest of the year it is not navigable ?-lt is not navi-
gable. We generally arrive there about the 1oth or 15th of August, and get
away again about the 15th or 20th of September.

4575. And if you do not get away as soon as that, you are liable to be kept
there the whole winter?--Yes. I have known 13, 14, 15, 16, and even 20
degrees of frost when we have been coming away on the 25th of September.

4570. And you are often delayed on your passage out by the ice in the
Straits, are you not ? -- Sometimes we go through the Straits in four days, and
at other times we are five weeks.

4.577. That is in the beginning of August ?-Yes.
4578. In fact, you do not believe, first of all, that there are fish, and in the

next place, if there were fish, that it would be possible to catch them ?-I believe
tiat to be the case.

4579. Mr. Christy.] Have you ever seen seals on your passage through the
Straits ?--Very few indeed ; I have seen seals.

4580. Chairman.] Are there no fisheries of any value in those seas ?-None
that I have ever seen.

4,58i. Mr. Christy.] Do you ever trade with the Esquimaux ?-Yes, we
sometimes trade with them ; perhaps, upon an average, once in every fou·th
year or so.

4582. What do you get from the Esquimaux ?-We get some walrus tusks,
and perhaps a horn or two of the narwal ; those are the only things that we
get; we very rarely get any skins.

4583. Do you get any seal skins ?-We do get seal skins sometimes ; but
very few.

4584. What number do you get ?-The most that I have ever got did not
amount to more than eight or nine altogether.

4585. lave the Hudson's Bay Conpany, to your knowledge, ever sent ont
any stean vessel ?-N ever since I have been connected with the service; in

o.24-Sess. 2. I i 4 fact,
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d. fact, if my opinion were asked, I do not think that a steamer would do at all
amongst ice to force a passage.

4586. Are you aware that in the recent Aretie Expeditions steam vessels were
used for navigation, and that their superiority was established in seas encum-
bered by ice ?-I am aware that steam ships have gone out connected vith Sir
John Franklin's expedition; but I arn not at ail aware how they did amongst
the ice: I have merely commanded a sailing ship; I know nothing at all about
a steamer. If I were asked for my experience, I should prefer a sailing ship,amongst ice, to a steamer.

4587. You say that you know nothing about a steamer ?-1 know nothing
about a steamer.

4588. But you have given an opinion that a steamer is not suited for navi-
gating those seas encumbered by ice ?-Not to force a passage through ice.

4589. You are not aware of what took place in the Arctie Expedition with
steamers ?-No, I am n ot.

4590. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are not your own ships obliged to be doub!ed,
fortified ?-Thev are fortified with ice chocks forward.

4591. That xneans doubling and trebling the thickness of the bow ?-Yes;
the ice chocks are brought out flush with the stem.

4592. Mr. Christy.] Do not you think that if you were provided with a screw
steamer it would make, at all evr 5s. the passage in a much quicker time ?--It
would entirely depend upon the si.e of the Straits. Sometimes we are six
weeks going through the Straits, and cannot see so much open water as to
turn a boat round; in other years we go through and see comparatively littie
ice; but upon the average we have sailed something like 800 to 1,000 miles
through ice, all the years that i have been in the service.

4593. Am I to understand that you think there would be no facility if the
,Company were to employ steamers ?-I could not offer an opinion about it.

4594. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Steamers would have to go through the same ice
that a sailing ship has ?-Yes.

4595. Mr. Christy.J Do not you think that you would be enabled to leave•
London later than you now do, and to reach York Factory sufficiently early
with a steam vessel to be able to make the voyage there and back again during
the open season ?-I do not think it. I did not get out of the ice in 1854 until
the 4th of September, and then we were close down to York.

4596. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You had ice ail through August ?-Yes ; we just
got into the outer roads and the ice was outside of us.

4597. Mr. Christy.] What do you consider the actual distance traversed from
London to Hudson's Bay ?-We calculate it to be about 3,500 miles.

4598. Do you consider that it is further than to Montreal ? -Yes, I should
say so ; and it is a more intricate navigation altogether. The Straits and the
ice cause a detention.

4599. What is the value of your average cargo ?--I cannot say. I only
command the ship. I take in what they give me, and I bring it home here.
I do not understand their accounts at all. I know nothing about the country.
I am very glad to get there, and very glad to leave it again.

4600. W hat is your tonnage ?-The vessel is 524 tons.
4601. Do you know how much you are insured for ?-That I cannot state.
4602. Have you anything to do with the rates of insurance ?-No, I have

nothing at all to do with it. I never see the policies at ail.

4603. Chairnan.] Was any vessel ever lost in your trade ?-There was a
chartered ship lost in 1849, a ship called '' The Graham."

4604. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That was not one of the Company's ships ?-No.
4605. Mr. Chiristy.] They have been sometimes frozen up, I believe ? -They

have been frozen up previously to my entering the service, not since I have
belonged to the service. We once had to return with an outward-bound cargo
on board in 1836, from the detention by the ice.

4606. Chairman.] las the climate at all altered, in your opinion, since you
have known those seas ?-No, it is about the same ; the thcrmomneter is about
the same by the register which they keep at York.

4607. Mr. Christy.] Can you tell the Committee what your cargo usually
consists of ?-It is furs principally, and oil.

4608. That is your home cargo ?-Yes.
4609. What
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4609. What else ?--We have about 200 tons of stone ballast; we take in Captain D. Herd.
stone ballast at York; that is to get the vessel stiff.

4610. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In consequence of the lightness of the goods ?- 9 June 1857.
Yes.

461i. Mr. Christ«.] What other goods do you bring back generally?--All
sorts of skins and ouil ; those are the only things I know of; I believe there is a
littie isinglass, and some buffalo tongues.

4612. Are those goods consigned wholly to the Company? - They are
entirely consigned to them, and they are all packed, and put on board our
ship.

4613. Do you bring any articles for private individuals ?-Yes, in the
way of presents; there are very often presents; there may be presents of
fuis.

46! 4. But you do not know tliat you bring any cargo for private individuals?
-No consignment of cargo; it is all consigned to the Governor and Company
of the Hudson's Bay.

4615. I«r. Kinnaird.] Are you forbidden to carry a cargo for anybody else ?
-No, I never received any orders at all on the subject.

4616. To accommodate anybody, if there was room in your ship, you would
give facilities for anything being shipped at York, and would bring it home ?-
If they brought me an order from the officer at York to receive it on board,
I would take it in.

4617. Viscount Goderich.] Then it would require such an order as that; vou
would not take it without ?-I cannot say; there has never been such a thing;
we have taken a cargo on board of presents.

461 8. Mr. Christy.] You speak of presents ; that I can quite understand;
but 1 understand you to sav, that you are not aware that you bring any cargo,
if I may use such a term, for merchants, or for any persons in that country
whose goods they are, exclusive of the Company, and wbo themselves possess
the value of the goods; you do not know that ?-I do not know it.

4619. Ts your home cargo more bulky than your outward cargo ?-No; the
home cargo is not nearly so bulky as the outward cargo, generally speaking.
One year it may be rather more bulky than in others ; but it is not so bulky,
generally speaking, as the outward cargo.

46 0. What does vour outward cargo generally consist of ?-It is principally
supplies for the country; tea and sugar, and manufactured goods, cloths and
blankets, and a general cargo; the common necessaries of life.

4621. Have you any knowledge of the value of that cargo ?-No, I have not.
4622. You have nothing to do with the insurance ?-I have nothing at al to

do with it.
4623. Is your ship generally full (I am speaking now of an average of years)

which comes from York Factory ?-No ; this ship which is now sent is seven
years old. She is, perhaps, what you would call full, but sailors would not call
her full, perhaps, once out of those seven years. Of course it greatly depends
upon how you stow a ship; you can fill her as you like.

4624. Did it'ever occur to you that a traffic might be had in tallow, or any
other produce of that country, for instance, from the Red River, which you
might bring home if your ship were not full; heavy goods which you might use
instead of the ballast which you have told us you are compelled to use ?-I have
not given that point much consideration ; but I have always understood that
there was such a difficulty in getting tallow from Red River, that it was not to
be had ; that they could not get enough to supply themselves at Red River, let
alone sending it away.

4625. Then you have never had any applications, to your knowledge, which
have been refused ?-Never.

4626. Do you understand my question ?-I do, perfectly.
4627. Describe my question ?-Supposing you to be a merchant at York, you

have never applied to me; no merchants at York, except the Hudson's Bay
Company's factors, ever put cargo on board the ship, or ever applied to me to
put cargo on board the ship.

462S. You have not heard that applications have been made to bring home
produce in the Company's ships which have been refused ?-No, 1 never have.

4629. Mr. Charles Fitzwillian.] You mentioned tlat you brought home oil
o.24-Sess. 2. K K in
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in the ship ; in what quantities do you bring it home ?-It never exceeds 20
puncheons.

4630. Do you imagine that that is ail the oil which could possibly be col-
lected in the Hudson's Bay ?-That is all that I collected upon the west side of
the bay.

4631. Do you imagine that that is all the oil which could possibly be col-
lected in the Hudson's Bay ?-I cannot say. I only know about that part to
which I have been going. I cannot say what there is on the east side. I have
never been on the east side.

4632. Do any other ships trade to the Hudson's Bay ?-No.
4633. Any to 5\oose Fort ?--One ship goes down to Moose.
4634. Two ships then go to the Hudson's Bav ?,-- Two ships go to the bay,

and a chartered ship occasionally, making three.
4635. Is there in each ship, do you imagine, a quantity of oil brought home?

-I think there was some oil brought from Moose last year, but I cannot speak
positively about it.

4636. Have you ever been to Moose yourself?-No; but whether it was
caught'at Moose or at Whale River, I cannot say.

4(637. Where is Whale River ?-That is upon the east side of the bay.
4638. Why is it called Whale River ?-They are white porpoises, in fact,

but they are commonly called whales in the country.
4639. Do they abound ?--No; I have seen very few of them all the vears that

I have been going there, not sufficient to pay for an establishment, I believe.
4640. Mr. Christs.j Are not porpoises, where they abound, very valuable for

purposes of oil ?-I cannot answer that question, I never had anything to do
with them.

4641. And also for their skins ?-- I can not say.
4642. Viscount Goderich.] Did I rightly understand you to say, that you did

not think that any greater facilities would arise from the use of steamers in that
sea than from the use of sailing vessels ?--If my opinion were to be given, I
should say decidedly not; they might succeed very well in one year, but taking
the average of years, I think myself that a sailing vessel is far preferable.

464 j. Has not the experience of the Arctic Expeditions rather a contrary
tendency ?-The Arctic Expeditions were carried to a certain distance; but we
must get to the other side, and get back again in time before the season sets in.
If we met with any accident to our machinery where could we go to get it
repaired; we should lose our voyage.

4644. On the other hand, would not a steamer, being quicker, enable you to
go there and back again in less time ?-It would entirely depend upon the state
of the ice.

4645. Mr. Christy.] It would be, of course, during the open season ?-In an
open season of course that would be so, if you could depend upon the Straits
being entirely clear of ice; Ihut that would be an exception to the general
rule.

4046. I refer to the season from the 1 Oth of August to the 20th of September?
-I have been as late in Hudson's Straits as the 25th of August, beset amongst
ice; it has been the 25th of August before I have got out of the ice going out,
before 1 have got out of the Straits; then, when I have been coming home
again, I have been in the ice 17 days, and even three weeks.

4647. Mr. Kinnaird.] Did you ever know of any vessel coning into the bay,
or calling at York Factory on her own account ?- N ever, I was in company with
Sir George Pack wlien he vert out in the "Terror ;" he wintered there in 1836.

4648. I meant for trading purposes ?--No.
4640. Mr. Christy.] I suppose you really know nothing of the country in

any way except the sea voyage from London ?-That is all I do know ; the ap-
pearance of the country is so unfavourable that I never go out of rny ship when
I am there; I am glad to get there, and glad to get away again.

4650. You are always very far north ?- We are in 57° at York, and 92° west.
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Mr. John Miles, called in; and Examined.

4651. Cliairman.] ARE you acquainted with Vancouver's Island ?-Yes;
I went to Vancouver's Island in 1852 ; that was the first visit I made there, and
on My return from crossing the mountains I was there in 1854.

4652. What were your inducements for going there ?-On the Company's
business; inspecting the accounts of the Company.

46,53. You went there as a servant of the Hudson's Bay Company ? -Yes.
46.54. What opinion did you form of the soil and climate of that country ?-

Its soit is very good and very rich, and the climate is, I think, superior to that
of England.

4655. It is very well covered with timber, I believe ?-Yes; some parts of it.
4656. Did you go much about it ?-No; I only went about 15 miles north of

Victoria, across te the Sannitch Inlet.
4657. Do you believe the coal mines to be valuable ?-I think they are very

valuable; I did not go to the coal mines.
4658. With regard te the fisheries, do you think that they are likely to be

very productive ?-They will be in course of time, when you begin to know how
te fisl there; but at present they are net much used, excepting the salmon and
herring round the island by the Indians themselves.

465q. The progress of settlenent in Vancouver's Island has been very slow, I
believe ?-Very slow.

4660. To what do you attribute that circumstance ?-To the great distance
from England, and to the nearness of the gold fields in California. Men that we
have taken out there, especially miners, have made their escape and gone away
there in defiance of contracts.

4661. But do you think that the island possesses sufficient attractions te
render it probable that it will ultimately become a considerable settlenient ?-
There is every necessary in the island itself for its becoming one of the finest
colonies in the world, i should iiiagine. It has got wood, coal, good land, and
iron; the fisheries are good round about it ; the position is good, and the climate
is good.

4602. The situation of the harbour is very favourable, is it not -Yes, of
Esquimault Harbour; Victoria Harbour is sin

4663. Mr. Kinnaiird.] How long did you say you were there ?-I was six
months on my last visit there.

46)4. You have been more than once -- I was there a fortnight, only the
first time, in 1852.

4665. Chairinan.] Do you know the country on the main land, adjoining
Vancouver's Island, at all; Fraser's River ?-No, I have never been in Fraser's
River; I crossed fron Nisqually.

46r6. Did you ever get any reliable information while you were there of what
was the general character of the soil and climate of that country ?-Yes, I saw
several gentlemen who were intimately acquainted with the country, and had
lived there for years. The climate round Thompson's River seems te be very
good; the timber is very good there.

4667. I suppose it bears a considerable resemblance in those respects te
Vancouver's Island itself?-l do net think that the soit is so good. If it is to
be judged of by the soit south of it in Oregon, through vhich I passed, it is
certainly not so good as that in Vancouver's Island.

4tiS. Mr. Charles Fitzrilliarm.] I believe you went by sea, in the first instance,
to Vancouver's Island. 1i returning you went up the Columbia River, 1 believe,
by the common -route to York -- Yes, I went up the Columbia River, crossing
the Rocky Mountaitis between Niount Hooker and Niount Brown.

4669. North of the bouidary, where the boundary lne crosses the Columbia
River, will you give us some description of the nature of the countrv ?-Ic is a
woody country, net very fertile, and rather mountainous ; the grass is scant, but
apparently nutritious. The country at the back, I was informed, was studded
with small prairies.

4670. Will vou describe the country from Fort Colville te wlhere you crossed
the mountains ?-From Fort Colville. or the north side of the Columbia River,
seems to be a prairie country, sonething like near the Dais.
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4671. Producing good grass ?-Yes, it is pretty good grass; nothing very
valuable. Then as you approach the boundary, it is a timber country, and it is
timbered all the way up to the Arrow Lake.

4672. What is the description of timber ?-Some part of it is pine, and hard
wood, elm and beech. After you get from the Arrow Lake you get into a
mountainous region altogether, and there is a succession of mountain ridges
almost the whole way up the Columbia, to the boat encampment.

4673. Mr. Kinnoird.) Do you do that on horseback ?-No, in boats we cross
the Rocky Mountains on foot.

4674. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Of what height is the pass ?-Mount Hooker
is called 24,000 feet, I think; I am not sure. The pass is between it and Mount
Brown.

46:5. From there where do you cross: from the boat encampment, where is
the point on the east side of the mountains at which you leave the mountains?
-It is two days' level walk on the head waters of the Columbia before you
reach the inountain itself which you cross; it is a good day's work to get up to
the top of the mountain, and very hard work too ; you sleep there; the next
morning you descend the mountain, and I think we were three days before we
got out of the mountain ridge altogether.

4676. Mr. Kinnaird.] Is there a sort of track?-Yes, there is a simple track;
an Indian track.

4677. Mr. Ch'arles Fitzwilliam.] When you have crossed to the east side of
the mountains, will you describe what is the nature of that country ?-Our
route lay by Jasper's House, and down the Athabasca River, which runs into
Slave Lake ; the whole of that country is a fiat country, producing nothing
but pine and spruce, and timbers of that description; the country appears to be
swampy.

4678. Does it produce grass ?--There is some grass.
4679. It is not what you would call a grass country ?-No, by no means; it

produces more of the moss species altogether.

4 i0so. From Jasper's House, what route did you take ?-I went down the
Athabasca River to Fort Assineboine; from that place I went on horseback, and
crossed over to Edmonton, on the Saskatchewan River, and went down through
the Saskatchewan Valley to Lake Winnipeg, Norway House.

4681. Will you describe the country from Edinonton, down the north branch
of the Saskatchewan River, to Norway House?---Frorn Edmonton to Carlton was
a ,uccession of prairie lands, producing a scant grass, not at all a rich grass,
excepting in gullies in the rivers, where the water courses run down. From
near Carlton to Lake Winnipeg, to the Grand Rapid there, it is a wooded
country the whole way.

4682. Do you know anything of the country back from the river ?-I have
not been there ; 1 only know it from report, of course.

4683. Of course you descended the river in a boat?-Yes.
4684. At what time of year were you there ?-We left the foot of the Rocky

Mountains on the ist of May; it was in May the first time that we were there,
and August when we came back again.

4685. Was the country then completely free from snow; had all the snow
disappeared ?- Yes; all except on the Rocky Mountains. When we got to
York there was snow and ice in plenty.

4686. But in the valley of the Saskatchewan how was it ?-There was none
in the valley of the Saskatchewan.

4687. Was there any appearance of snow having lain there to any great depth?
-None but in the rise of the river; the river was very full of water; that would

be the only criterion by which I could judge of the depth of snow.

4(i88. Can you tell us what opinion you formed as to depth ?-They say that
about the average depth of snow which falls in the prairies is four or five feet;

at least that is what the hunters told me; men who were living there.

4 689. What was their description of the climate generally ?-That it was very
cold iii the winter, and in the summer season very hot, sultry. In fact, it
must be very hot there in the summer season, because the grasses are all dried

up460o. At wvhat tine ?-When we passed there in August they were all dried

up. When I returned I went to Edmo9nton from Carlton, nearly the whole
way,
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way, on horseback. We had sometimes difficulty in getting grass for the
horses at night.

469i. Chairman.] Can you give the Committee any idea whether the country
is good for settlement ?- The prairies, I think, are not so productive as people
imagine they are; there is no doubt that in the gullies, where the little streams
run down into the Saskatchewan, and in some'part of the Saskatchewan itself,
it is very fertile.

4692. Do you know the Minesota country?-No. I have never been
there.

4693, Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Is there any cultivation on the northern
branci of the Saskatchewan; any farming ? - We have a small farm at
Edmonton.

4694. What is produced there ?-They tried to grow wheat ; they put up a
windmill first of all, and tried to grow wheat, and then they found that they
could not grow it.

469 5. Will barley grow there ?-Yes, I think barley grows there.
4696. And oats ?-Yes.
4697. Have they attempted to grow Indian corn ?-No.
4698. Do cattle thrive well ?-Very well; wc have some cattle there. It is

curious to say that the people will not eat them; they get so much buffalo
meat that they will not eat our stall-fed animals.

4(i99. Are buffaloes very•abundant in that part of the country ?-Yes, the
whole way through there.

4700. Giving evidence that the country is well adapted to support animal
life ?-Yes, there is no question of that, I should think.

4701. -low many days were you in getting from the boat encampment to
Jasper's House -I think we were seven or eight. When I referred to getting
out of the mountains I meant where we met our horses to take us to Jasper's
House ; we were two days after we met the horses, after we got out of the
mountain passes, in getting to Jasper's House.

4702. Is there any other pass across the mountains besides that from the
boat encampment to Jasper's House, north of the boundary line ?-The only
one is through the Peace River to the north. 1 never heard of any other.

4703. Mr. C/iristy.] Is the pass over the Rocky Mountains very precipitous
and difficult ?-Yes, very difficult. In returning over the mountains we were
on horseback, and we were obliged to get off our horses ; we could not sit on
them.

4704. On which side is it the most precipitous ?-On the west side.
4705. Did it appear to you that there would be any means of making a better

communication between the east and the west sides for the purpose of getting
over that ridge of mountains ?-I saw nothing but difficulties anywhere except-
ing in the road itself, and there were quite enough there, certainly.

4706. Did you make any inquiry as to whether there was any better pass
which could be resorted to ?-I miade no inquiry, because I thought that they
would naturally take the best pass for crossing the mountains. I know that
there is no pass until you come to the Kootanais pass, which is in the American
territory.

4707. Mr. Kinnaird.] Is that very much lower in point of height ?-Yes;
I believe they cross there with waggons.

47u8. Are there any beasts of burthen which ever pass over ; do the Indians
employ any beasts of burthen ?-N one but horses.

4709. You never heard of any crossing that part ?-No.
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4710. Chairnan.] ARE you acquainted with the affairs of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?--Partially.

4711. What has led you to become acquainted with them ?-I lived there for
a number of years.

4712. In what capacity ?-Not in any capacity connected with the Company;
I was there partly as a settler, and partly I went there merely to see the country
at first, but I remained there for some years.

4713. Where did you reside as a settler?-In the Red River Settlement.
4714. How many years were you there as a settler?-Aboit five years,

I think.
4715. Have you any property there still ?--No property.
4716. You have no intention of returning to it ?-No.
4717. Were you ever connected with the Hudson's Bay Company in any

manner ?-In no manner further than that I have done some little business for
them.

4718. You were never in their service ? -Never.
4719. Mr. Gregson.] What was your occupation there; an agricultural

settler ?-No; I have a relative there, an uncle, who has been there for some
30 or 40 years, and I was living with him when I went there.

4720. Chairman.] How many years ago was that ?-1 left in the latter part
of 1849.

4721. Mr. Christ1 .] Did you ever possess any land or property while you
were there ?-Never, except goQds.

4722. What was your chief occupation ?-I traded there a little.
4723. In what ?-In general goods.
4724. Will you give us a little more information as to the nature of the goods

in which you traded ? -I brought goods from the United States there, and
traded them with the settlers or others.

4725. What were the kinds of goods ?-The general description of trading
goods which are required in an Indian country, or in fact atnywhere.

4726. Chairman.J What articles were the principal part of vour stock in
a commerce of that kind ? -Blankets and cottons; sone aminunition, and
tobacco.

4727. Mr. Roebuck.] Had you any spirits ?-Never but once ; I brought
spirits once through the country, that is all.

4728. For what purpose ; to trade with ?-No; for private use.
4729. Chairman.] You never sold any spirits at all?-I cannot say that

I have done so on my own account.
4730. Did you ever. on your own account, or on the account of anybody

else, engage at all in the trade of spirits ?-It is such a length of time b ack
that a person has really to refresh his memory before he can possibly ans wer
the question properly.

4731. You are not prepared to tell the Committee that you did not? -No, I
arn not.

4732. Mr.
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4732. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you any knowledge of that document Mr.
(handing a Paper to the Witness)?-Yes. J. MLauglin.

4733. Was your name attached to it?-It was; it is rather bad French.
1 .1 June 1857.

[The same was read as follows -J

AUx METIFS ET CoLONs DE LA RIVIERE ROUGE.

IL vous ecrit pour vous informer que votre cause dans ce pays-ci fait des progrès et
triomphe rapidement. J'etais vraiment surpris de trouver en arrivant ici combien elle avait
universellement excité l'interest generale du peuple de la Grande Bretange. Continuez
hardiment et sans crainte dans votre presente attitude. Sourtout n'ayez point recours a des
moyens violens, mais soyez, ferme èt resolu de soutenir vos droits. Vous avez plein pouvoir
comme repetént les Journdaux Anglais, et surtout Le Parlement Britanique, de faire, avec
qui il vous plait le commerce dans toutes les productions de votre pays.

N'ecoutez pas ces histoires ridicules que l'on vous racontera pour vous intimider. Vous
avez Le Droit pour vous. Votre compatriot, M. Isbister, a interessè des amis tres puissans
de ce cotè-ci des mers, qui vous supporteront si vous vous montez dignes de l'interest quils
vous portent.

Courage ! mes amis. En avant! !
Votre très sincere ami,

John M'Laughlin.

4734. Mr. Roebuck.] When was it that you put forth that very interesting
document ?-It was written in 1850.

4735. Had you heard that anybody interfered with the trade, because you
tell the natives that they must sell the productions of their country to whom
they please. Had you ever heard that anybody interfered with them?-For
some years they were in opposition to the Hudson's Bay Company ; they traded
furs all throughout the country, and it was that in a measure which led to the
disputes with the Hudson's Bay Company, and 1 dare say to the present com-
mission of inquiry.

4736. Mr. Edward Ellice.] They trade in furs ?-They trade in furs.
4737. Mr. Rocbuck.] It led to disputes with whom ?-Disputes between the

Hudson's Bay Company and the settlers.
4738, Did the H udson's Bay Company interfere with the Indians selling their

peltries to the settlers ? -Often.
4739. In what way ?-In every possible way they could do it; by persecution

and other means.
4740. How did they persecute ?-By stopping their supplies on them.
4741. Supposing an Indian had come zo you with his hands full of furs,

would you have dared to buy them?-Certainly.
4742. And he would have dared to sell them ?-He might not have dared to

do it in the same way that I would have dared to have bought them.
4743. What would have been the consequence to him of selling them to you ?

-In some cases their furs have been seized and impounded; they have im-
prisoned the parties, or impounded the furs.

4744. Supposing they had passed from his hands to yours, would the
Hudson's Bay Company then have seized them ?-I dare say if they thought
that chey had the power to do so they would.

4745 Did you ever experience anything of that sort ?-Not with myself, but
I have known cases with others.

4746. Mr. Grogan.] Have you any cases of parties who were imprisoned for
seiling furs to settlers ?-Yes, I have.

4747. Were those furs ever forfeited, or was the value of them given to the
party who sold them ?-In several cases they have received value, in other cases
they have been impounded upon the plea of debt.

4748. Is this what you mean by the term " perseeution," which you used
a short time ago ?-Y es.

4749. You said sornething about stopping their supplies: will you explain
that ?-The general means that an Indian has of living is by receiving a certain
amount of debt, in the spring or fall of the year; and if they do not receive
those supplies they must starve, unless they can get them from some settler or
sone other party.

4750. In point of fact, have you known any instance in which those supplies
have been. refused ? -Yes, many instances.

475 1. Have you ever known a case of starvation resulting from.such. refusal?
0.24-Sess. 2. K K 4 -No,
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Mr. -No, I cannot exactly say that I have, but I know that that would be the
J. m'Lmghli. consequence.

4752. Have you known any case of severe suffering among the Indians from
*11 June 1857. the want of such supplies ?-I have known that they have been thrown upon

the community, unable to go out to their hunts.
4753. Is the impression general in the minds of the Indians, that in the

event of their trafficking in furs with the settlers they will be subject to such
privations ?-Yes; therefore in selling the furs they have to smuggle them to
the settlers, or to the parties who purchase.

4754. Does the system which you have just explained to us, as to the
trafficking in furs between the Indian and the settler, apply to the trafficking in
furs of the Indians and the half-breeds ?-It applies to some.

4755. Is there any difficulty in the trafficking in furs between the Indians
inter se ?-There is a certain traffic, but it applies generally to all parties; the
Company strive to prevent it in every possible way, even amongst the Indians.

4756, Will you explain what you allude to ?-I mean to say that the Indians
are prevented even from making presents to one another; they cannot trade
with each other; if the Hudson's Bay Company are aware of it, they will take
means to stop it. They even prevent presents from one Indian to another,
and have gone so far as to try to bring missionary efforts to prevent them even
wearing furs.

4757. Mr. Roebuch.] In what way did they bring missionary efforts; did
they tell them, for example, that the anger of God would follow the wearing of
a fox skin ?-I dare say they might not have spoken in that way, but they wished
them to exert their influence. I know one particular case myself where it
has occurred, where they applied to the missionary to interfere ; they had been
wearing furs about the bottora of the river, and Mr. Smithurst was applied to
for the purpose, but he refused.

4758. Mr. Grogan.] Was he the missionary ?-He was the missionary. If
I am not mistaken, he is in England at present, perhaps in London; I dare say
he might corroborate the statement if he was called upon.

4759. Mr. Roebuck.] What was he asked to do ?-He was asked to interfere.
4760. In what way ?-The missionaries there have a certain power and

influence over the Indians; I do not say that he was to do it officially from his
pulpit, but to speak to those around him, and to bring his influence in that
manner to bear upon them.

4761. He was asked, then, by some authority of the Hudson's Bay Company
to go to the Indians, and in bis character of missionary to try and persuade
them not to wear furs,?-Whether in his character of missionary or not, I
cannot say, but in his character as a person having influence over them.

4762. Will you state certain particulars, and give cases to the Committee ii
which this sort of what you call persecution on the part of the Hudson's Bay
Company took place ?--It was so general that it would be impossible to do it
at this time of day.

4763. Is a thing so general that it is impossible to state any particular ?-
I think so; when it is so general tbat is where the impossibility lies; if it was
an individual or solitary case, I could at once light upon the party; but 1 know
that in 1845 and 1844, at the time that this trading was carried on ta such an
extent, the Indians and the settlers, or those parties who traded in furs,
received immense annoyance in that way from the Hudson's Bay Company in
their refusing to sell them goods and to give them certain supplies.

4764. Mr. Christy.] Was that a time of peculiar excitement ?-Yes.
4765. Will you endeavour to describe that to the Committee. Instead of

merely answering the question, unless you endeavour to describe to the Com-
mittee what you mean to represent, it involves a number of questions being
put which perhaps might be unnecessary if you would enter into a more
general description upon that which you wish to state ?-In 1844 and 1845,
and for two years, there was quite a ferment in the settlement, owing, in
a measure to this trading in furs; and not only that, but other disadvantages
under which they laboured, created this excitement. There were prohibitory
duties placed upon goods corning into the settlement; upon manufactured goods
entering the country.

4766. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you state of what those prohibitory dnties
consisted, and how they were put on?-I shall refer to them again if you will
allow me. I have the original documents on the subject in my possession. They

were
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were probibited from trafficking or importing goods from the United States
except once a year, and that only to the amount of 50 1. sterling. There was a
complete discouragement thrown in the way of an export trade with England
in tallow and hides and tongues; there was an issue of land deeds of the most

peculiar and ridiculous nature, and of such a character as no British subject
could possibly submit to. In fact there was a licence of a very severe nature,
and no person could trade at all except 'under this licence. With regard to
tbese land deeds, one peculiarity in them was-I might mention, that the parties
had received this land, and purchased it some 20 years previous to this from
another proprietor entirely, and they were called upon then to sign away their
powers-one provision of the deed was, that the Hudson's Bay Company
sbould grant them permission before they could sell their land to any other
party. They could not even trade in furs in any other part of North America,
and there were some other things like that. Then again there was a total pro-
hibition of the fur trade, the only natural production of the country in its pre-
sent wild state, with a great many other things that they had to complain of.
These proclamations perhaps were contingent upon the fur trade, but at the
sane time they kept the settlement in a state of ferment.

4767. Mr. Roebuck.] You have mentioned three separate facts, and I want
you, if you can, to supply to the Committee evidence of those facts. First, you
say there was a prohibition to trade ?-Yes.

4768. Have you any documents inproof of that ?-I have. I think, if I am
not mistaken, some of those proclamations were put in before; there is one
here.

4769. What is that document ?-This document is with regard to sending
letters open to the Fort actually for the perusal of the Company.

4770. What is the character of the document itself ?-It is a proclamation
which bas been issued by Alexander Christie, Governor of Assiniboia.

4771. Will you be good enough to let me look at it ? (The sarne was handed
to the lonourable Member.) I see this is a copy. Where is the original?-
I think i can show you the original (handing the srame to the Honourable
Member).

4772. This is No. 4, " Winter Express.-All letters which are intended to be
sent by this conveyance must be left at this office on or before the ist of
January ; every letter nust have the writer's name written by himself in the left
hand corner below, and if the writer is not one of those who have lodged a
declaration against trafficking in furs, bis letter must be brought open, its in-
closures, if any, being open also, to this office, and here closed. Alexander
Christie, Governor of Assiniboia, Upper Fort Garry, 20th December 1844."
That is an original document ?-It is an original document; this is also a letter
bearing upon it.

4 773. Viscount Goderich.] Do you know that that is Mr. Christie's signature ?
-PerfectLy.

4774. Of your own knowledge ?-Of my own knowledge.
477.5. Mr. Grogan.] It was publicly proclaimed to the settlement ?-Yes, I

took it down myself to make certain of it, which I did with all the other
proclamations.

4776. Mr. Roebuck.] Does this letter apply to that ?-It applies to that.
4777. Chairman.] From whom is that letter ?-From one of the Company's

clerks on the subject.
4778. Mr. Roebuch.j It is signed by " R. Lane," and addressed to "Andrew

M'Dermot." "My dear Sir,-As by the new regulations regarding the posting
of letters, it would be necessary that Mr. M'Laughlin should send up his letters
open for my perusal, a thing which cannot be agreeable to him, will you have
the goodness to tell him that in his case I shall consider it quite sufficient his
sealing the letters in my presence without any perusal on my part, ani for that
purpose I shall call in at your house to-morrow evening. Believe me, yours
very sincerely, R. Lane " ?-Yes.

4779. Mr. Grogan.] Do you know whether any of the settlers at the Red River,
besides yourself, took exception to that proclamation and refused to submit to
it ?-Yes, it was general from one end of the settlement to the other.

4780. Was the regulation endeavoured to be enforced by the government, so
far as refusing to take the letters unless they complied with the proclamation?
-.Mr. Sinclair's letters were refused.

O,24-Sess. 2. L L 4781. Mr.
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4781. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Who was Mr. Sinclair ?-He was a settler.
4782. Was he one of those who trafficked in furs ?-Yes, he traffickedin furs

the same as. the other settlers.
· 4783. Mr. Grogan.] Was Mr. Sinclair the gentleman concerned in a specu-

lation in tallow which the Company refused to take to England ?-The same
gentleman.

4784. Mr. Roebuck.] I see Proclamation No. 2 in the paper-which you have
handed to me, by the governor of the Red River Colony; I suppose this is a
copy also ?-That is a copy.

4785. Have you the original of it ?-l think so.
4786. This is the proclamation: " Whereas, under the fundamental laws of

Rupert's Land, it is notoriously, illegal to traffic with other countries, or in
iniported comniodities, unless under the protection of the written licence of the
Hudson's 3ay Company; and whereas, under the general law of England, an
illegal transaction cannot be aided by a court of justice, whether to make the
debtor pay what lie owes, or the agent account for what he has received,
I hereby give notice, that in order to guard the fair and honest dealer against
otherwise unavoidable embarrassment and loss, I shall forward ta every maritime
importer who has lodged a declaration against trafficking in furs a licence to
the following effecr: ' On behalf of the Hudson's Bay Company, I hereby
license to trade, and also ratify his having traded in English goods
within the limits of Red River Settlement, this ratification and this licence to
be null and void from the beginning in the event of his hereafter trafficking
in furs, or generally of bis usurping any one whatever of al the privileges of
the Hudson's Bay Company.' Given at Fort Garry this 7th December 1844;"
but there is no signature ?-No.

4787. Have you t7.Le original ?-1 have (handing the same to the Honourable
Member).

4 7 88. Mr. Edward Ellice.] The date of that is 1844; you remained in the
country for some years after that; did not you ?- I did.

.4789. Are you aware whethe: those proclamations were disallowed by the
Hudson's Bay Company in London?-I am not aware of that ; I think there
is quite a difference between the Hudson's Bay Company in London, and the
Hudson's Bay Company in Hudson's Bay.

470o. Were those proclamations put in force after the first year ?-They were.
4791. For how long were they put in force ?-Until 1848, I think, or some

time like that. This petition, some years afterwards to the Council, was
sent on the very same subject, if you will allow me to read it : "We, the
undersigned American importers, most respectfully lay before the Governor
and Council of Assiniboia certain claims for drawback upon imports from
the United States, paid the Collector of Customs under protest" (that shows
they were paid), " which we hope your honourable body will order to be
refunded, as at the time of importing these goods your humble petitioners
were not aware of any revenue law being in force other than the one known as
the 4 O/. law, and applicable to imports either way ; that as ignorantia facti
excusat, and a sufficient publicity not having been given, your petitioners do
not consider themselves liable to this extra impost, and would with subinission
urge their reasons for so believing : 1 st. That this duty, founded on the Cana-
dian tariff, was never promulgated, and was framed for peculiar purposes,
15th June 1845, to suit the exigencies of that period; 2nd. That it remained
a dead letter for two years, and as no action had been taken on it during that
time it should be now coiisidered as null; 3d. That several of your petitioners
had sent for goods before aware of its existence, and have sustained losses in
consequence ; that many of them are yet ignorant of the duties payable upon
the different descriptions of merchandise, so that as likely as not the articles
imported might be under prohibition, or such as would entail positive loss to
the importer; 4th. That these goods were brought at a time when the settle-
ment stood greatly in need of them., 5th. That a colony situated as this is,
isolated from the world, and possessing no export advantages, should not be
taxed the sane as Canada ; for whilst we admit that there should be a protec-
tion extended to British manufacture here, as well as in other English
colonies, still the tariff should always be regulated to suit the condition of
the country, for what may be admitted free in one country night be ieavily
assessed in another, and both under the saie government. Your petitioners

respectfully
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respectfully consider that a trade carved out by themselves, and attended with
so mauch risk and labour, should rather be fostered and encouraged than have
restrictions thrown in its way; they would therefore beg of you to rescind the
7th resolution passed 15th January 1847, except in so far as relates to the
exportation of cattle, as the wants of Her Majesty's troops stationed here could
in no way so improve the condition of the American importers as to justify its
adoption, as it is a well known fact that most of our exports to the United States
consist in leather; mocassins, buffalo tongues, and Indian curiosities, articles
wbich meet with no demand from the military, and afford employment to many
families in the settlement. Your petitioners would earnestly urge upon the
consideration of your honourable body, the necessity of assimilating the duties
imposed upon American imports to the English tariff, or at least in so far
re-modelling the same that they will not amount, as at present, almost to a
prohibition, and respectfully suggest that five per cent. or six be the maximum
rate on all foreign imports, without any differential duty, except on such articles
as may interfere with the existing laws of the United States or England, or your
honourable body may deem injurious to the welfare of the settlement."

4792. Mr. Gregson.] What is the date of that petition ?-It was some time
in 1848 that it was sent.

4793. Mr. Edward .Ellice.1 Were those proclamations in force when you
came away from the colony ?--No.

4794. Mr. Grogan.] Was there any official answer returned to that petition
which you have just read ?--A petition was presented through Mr. Thom for
remission of duties, which he never replied to.

4795. Is that the one which you have just referred to ?:-Yes.
4796. Mr. Roebuck.] I have read to you the Proclamation No. 2. I find

appended to it a copy of Minutes of Council?-Yes.
4797. I find that the date of those Minutes of Couneil was the 3d April

1845. Are these Minutes of Council subsequent to the Proclamation No. 2,
which I have read ?-I have not read those at all for years, and perhaps you
will permit me to do so.

4798. The proclamation is, " Given at Fort Garry this 7th December 1844,"
and the other document is in 1845?-The excitement was going on until the
troops arrived.

4799. There were present at this council, " Alexander Christie, Adam Thom,
the Right reverend the Bishop of Juliopolis, the Reverend William Cockran,
James Bird, John Pritchard, Alexander Ross, Robert Logan, George M. Carey,
the Reverend John M'Callum, Andrew M'Dermot, Cuthbert Grant, John Bunn,
and John P. Pruden ?"-Yes.

4800. Who were those latter persons in that council ; were they settlers ?-
They were all connected with the Hudson's Bay Company; I think every one
of them. Will you allow me to look over the names; it is some years since I
have read them? (The document was handed Io the Witness.) The Rev. Mr.
Cockran and the Right rev. the Bishop of Juliopolis were both pensioners .of
the Company; George M. Carey was also connected with the Company, receiving
a certain suin. They were every one in some way or other connected with the
Company.

4801. Then in your opinion that council did not fairly represent the colonists
of the Red River ?-Not at all ; it represented the Company.

4802. They were in fact the representatives of the Company of Hudson's
Bay ?---Yes.

4803. " The President having stated that he had called the present meeting
in consequence of Mr. Bird, the collector, having on Monday last informed
him that certain importers of American goods had refused to pay the duty on
their imports, requesting at the sanie time the president's instructions as to the
steps that should be taken for enforcing payment of the same, the council
declined sharing with the collector any part of the responsibility. The follow-
ing resolutions, which were proposed by Mr. Thom and seconded by Dr. Bunn,
were then unanimously passed." I find a note; is this in your handwriting ?-
It is not in my handwriting.

4804. There is a note upon the name of Mr. Thom, and as that note con-
tains a very important statement, I wish you to look at it and teil me in whose
handwriting it is ?-That is Peter Garrick's writing in the settlement, if I am
not mistaken in the writing.

0.24-Sess. 2. L L 2 4805. Does
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4 8c5. Does that statement agree with your experience ?--I could not pos.
sibly say.

4806. Of your own personal experience, can you say that that is true?--
I should say not; I think it is only a suggestion, more than anything else.

4807. These are the resolutions:-" Whereas all matters of general interest
ought to be tried and adjudged before the General Court: It is resolved, lst.
That all questions of revenue or prohibition, or licence, however inconsiderable
may be the amount of the claim, shall be determined by the governor and
council, and a jury; whereas, in the absence of written agreements the best
evidence is commonly to be found in the breasts of the parties themselves;
Resolved, 2d. That in al cases coming before the General Court, the plaintiff
may summon the defendant, or the defendant may summon the plaintiff as a
witness; and it is Resolved, 3d. That Adam Thom, John Bunn, and Alexander
Ross, Esqrs., shall be- a commission for examining such parties according to
the English principles of equity; and it is Resolved, 4th. That the results of
such examination shall go as evidence to the jury, either with or without
evidence.; it is Resolved, 5th. That this council do now adjourn." Does that
mode of administering law agree with your experience of what occured while
you were there ?-That was the common mode afterwards.

4808. After those resolutions were passed ?-Yes. With regard to the plain-
tiff and defendant, I know one case (I do not like to be personal) where the
recorder of the court, in a case of his own, was summoned, and he denied the
competency of the court to try him. 1 know a similar case where the governor
was concerned, and he denied the competency of the country to try him; that
is to say, that he was beyond all legal influence.

4809. You have used the words "try him ;" was it a cause that was to be
tried, or was it the governor?-A cause, I suppose.

481o. Did he deny the competency of the country to try a cause between
him and a private individual ?-That was what it was; it was a matter which
was brought before hini.

4811. Chairman.] Was it a civil or a criminal cause ?-It was a civil
matter.

4812. Mr. Grogan.] There was a dispute between the governor and soine of
the 'settlers, and on the settlers seeking justice, the,governor said that he
thought that the authorities on the spot were -not competent to decide it; is
that the substance of your evidence ?-It was a mercantile dispute.

4813. And the governor said that the authorities on the spot were not com-
pEtent to entertain and decide that matter ?-Yes.

4814. Mr. Roebuck.) What was the nature of the dispute ?-It was a matter
with regard to a dispute in freight. Certain parties in the country had agreed
to take freight from York Factory to the Red River for the Company, and, by
the contract, each piece of goods was to have been 90 lbs. avoirdupois weight;
it appears that the Company had been in the habit of making up pieces in
England; I do not say that they were aware of the circumstance themselves;
but, however, there was an increase of some 10 or 15 lbs., and in some cases
more, to each piece, for which they were paying only at the rate of 90 lbs., for
which the contract was made. It was about this dispute in claiming for the
over-freight that the action was brought, or attempted to be brought against
the governor.

4815. And upon that matter of civil contract the governor said that he
being the party contracting was wholly beyond the limits of the law, and that
no law could interfere between him and anything that he did r-Yes. If I
could run through my papers, I have a letter here, I am sure, with the substance
of that in it.

48 16. I suppose the result of that transaction was, that the parties got no
justice ?-They got no justice in any way ; it had to be referred to this
country.

4817. In what way ?-It was referred to Canada first of ail; I was the party
that brought it forward. I went to Montreal; I offered to lay it before the
Board of Trade in Montreal-that is to say, the Chamber of Commerce-and
they refused to submit it to that mode.

4818. Who refused '-The Hudson's Bay Company. Then I brought it to
London, and offered to lay it before the Board of Trade here. The Hudson's

Bay
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Bay Company refused that, but they offered to leave it to arbitration in a certain Mr.
way, provided they were all legal referees or legal parties to it. J. M'Laughlin.

4819. Mr. Edward .Ellice.] And it was settled -It was ultimately settled Il June 1857.
after putting me to a little inconvenience.

4820. Mr. Roebuc.] How was it settled ?-By paying a certain sum.
4821. Did the Company pay a certain sum ?-They paid a certain sum to

Messrs. M 'Dermot and Sinclair.
4822. So that the result was that the Company turned out to be wrong ?-

The very payment night establish it to be so ; but they must have been wrong
decidedly.

4823. Then they gave the parties the trouble of bringing that matter from
Hudson's Bay to England ?-Yes ; and at the sanie time they brought a charge
against me on that very subject-for writing rather indiscreetly-and they
entered a criminal action against me, and imprisoned me.

4824. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That was for libel, was it not ?-Yes.

4825. Mr. Roebuck.] Where ?-In the Criminal Court in the Old Bailey,
which was dismissed of course.

48-26. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Was it not for an attempt to extort money ? -That
was the charge; and it is the usual mode of the Hudson's Bay Company to
bring forward such charges. It is very easy to bring forward a charge, but it
is not so easy to substantiate it.

4827. The charge vas an attempt to extort money by threatening to publish
a libel, was it not ?-Yes, that was the charge which was made. The charge of
course was disnissed in the Old Bailey.

4828. Mr. Roebuck.] In what way was the charge brought before the Old
Bailey ?-By a judge's warrant which was issued.

4829. A judge*s warrant issued against you ?-Yes; four or five years after
the occurrence.

4830. Was there any indictment laid before the grand jury ?-Yes, I should
say so.

4831. Was that indictment found by the grand jury ?-I do not understand
the mode which was taken at all in the matter, further than that I was arrested
and the matter was tried here.

4832. You were arrested; were you brought into court ?-I was.
4833. Were you brought before a jury ?-I was brought forward there. I

do not understand much about law.
4834. Was tfeere a jury sworn to try your case ?-I do not know really;

the thing was dismissed, I know. The fact was, that it went off so lighitly that
1 did not understand the process.

4835. Mr. Grogan.] Do you know what court it was ?-The Old Bailev.
4836. Did you employ counsel to defend you on that occasion ?-I did.
4837. Whom ?-Mr. Parry.
4838. Did the judge charge the jury with regard to your case, and did the

jury acquit you ?-The judge acquitted me.
4839. Did you know whether there was a jury or not ?-No, I cannot say

really.
4840. Was it in court that you were brought, or before the judge himself

in chambers ?-The court.
4841. And the charge was stated that you had published this libel with intent

to extort money ?--Yes.
4842. And your counsel endeavoured to defend you?-Yes.
4843. And on the statement on both sides being heard by the judge he dis-

missed you?-Yes.

4844. IVr. Roebuck.1 Was there any evidence given ?-No evidence.
4845. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Did the indictment go off upon the ground that

the statute did not apply to a corporation ?-Yes, i think so ; it is the usual
mode of doing it; it is only very lately that the Hudson's 3ay Company have
brought a charge against a clergyman for trading a buffalo robe, or at least
mentioned they would do so.

4846. MJr. Grogan.] On your dismissal from the court, so ended the whole
of that transaction ?-Yes.

4847. Did you,in justification of yourself, take any step against the Company
o.24-Sess. 2. . L 3 afterwards
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afterwards on the ground of false imprisonment, or anything of that kind ?-
I would have done so, but my father prevented me.

4848. Was it your intention to have done so except for the interference of
your father ?-Yes, I had taken the preliminary steps.

4849. You had commenced an action ?-I had commenced an action, and had
served a notice upon the Hudson's Bay Company.

4850. Did you do that under advice ? -Under advice.
48,51. Mr. Edrard Ellice.] Did you take out a writ?-I was prevented; I

merely took the preliminary steps; my father prevented me from proceeding
any further.

4852. What were those preliminary steps ?--Serving a notice upon the
Company through my solicitor.

4853. Mr. Grogan.] Can you give us the date when the application was
made to the Governor by these contractors for payment of the over-freight which
they carried ? -I might mention that, after this very occurrence, I was actually
in the H udson's Bay Company's employment; some years afterwards I was
employed by them to go to the United States, and they gave me a' passage
home through the Hudson's Straits in their vessel, and even informed me when:
I. was in Liverpool that they were going to serve me with a Bench warrant,
just to give me an opportunity to leave the country; if they wanted to arrest
me they could easily have done it; I just consider it necessary for me to make
this statement as it has gone forward.

4854. Can you mention the date at which the application for the payment of
the over-freight was made to the Governor ?-You mean in the settlement
there ; not here ?

4855. Yes.-'rhe 22d day of July 1845.
4856. How shortly after that was it that the Governor declared himself as

out of the jurisdiction of the law ; was it the saine year ?-I think in August
or in July.

4857. In the same year ?~-In the same month.
4858. Then you went to Canada about this, and fnally you came to England?

-Yes.
4859. When you were in England the Company paid this over-freight-

No, it was afterwards; when I was in England I made the demand perhaps
rather indiscreetly. I arn rather wild sometimes in my epistolary corres-
pondence.

4800. You made a second demand in England ?-I made a demand in
England.

4861. Where and when vas the amount so demanded paid ?-It was paid
afterwards to Mr. M'Dermot and Mr. Sinclair, in Red River.

4862. Do you know where it was paid ?-No ; I should think it was in 1850
that it was paid.

4863. Are we to understand you that between the period of demanding
payment for the over.freight an'd the payment of the debt itself, five years, or
thereabouts, elapsed ?-Yes, it was four or five years before they made any
acknowledgment or return, or paid this freight.

4864. Then this prosecution of yourself, to which you have called our atten-
tion, arose out of the letter addressed by you to the Company in this country
on that subject ^--Yes.

4865. Mr. Roebuck.] Do vou know what the sum denanded was; was it
353 1. ?-I think so ; 300 I. or 400 i.

4866. How much was paid eventually ?-I really cannot say; but I think it
was 100 1. each that they paid then; they were glad to get anything.

4867. So that, eventually, after five years' waiting, the parties received 100 1.?
-So I understood.

4868. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that Mr. M'Dermot's writing (banding a paper
to the Witness). Is that Mr. M'Dermot's signature ?-This is his signature,
certainly.

4869. That is a receipt for the money; in what year ?-In 1846 ; but will
you allow me just te look through some of these documents; I may be a little
hasty in dates. There is such a confusion, and so long a tine has elapsed, that
I have not looked over these things, and I may be hasty. It is impossible that
the money could have been paid in 1846, because it was in 1849 that I was
arrested.

4870. Mr.

2·;-o
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4870. Mr. Grogan.] And you were arrested previously to the paymaent ?--
I can show you a power of attorney from Mr. M'Dermot during that date,
which will settle the whole matter.

4871 . Mr. Roebuck.] This is a receipt given by Andrew M'Dermot in full of
al demands: " Received from the Honourable Hudson's Bay Company the
sum of 100 L. sterling in full of all claims and demands whatsoever, in reference
to all transactions between myself and the said Company, or its representatives,
which have taken place up to this date ?" and the date is the 25th of July
1846 ?-That might have reference to some other proceeding.

4872. When did this transaction take place about which you say these- dis-
putes occurred ?-I shall have to go over the whole affair, as it is brought
forward. In 1846 I was in communication with the Hudson's Bay Company
in January and February, and perhaps March, on this very subject. Then 1
returned to Hudson's Bay after that, and when I was there it was not settled,
nor did I understand that it was settled.

4873. This is a receipt given in July 1846, in full of al demands ?-Yes.
4874. Your transactions, you say, with the Hl udson's Bay Company, took

place in the spring of that year, in January and February ?-Yes.
4875. Therefore is not that a receipt in full of all those demands ?-I do not

know whether it refers to that exactly or not ; I could. fnot possibly say, because
I had not arrived back again in the settlement in the July of that year. I did
not arrive back again in the settlement until September, I think.

4876. When was the demand made in England ?-In January.
4877. Of 1846?-In 1846.
4878. Then this is a receipt in full in July P-It migbt have been got behind

my back : I only understood this much, that it was settled.
4879. It was settled in that year ?-It might be; 1 cannot say. It might

refer to that ; but it does not state the freight accouût there.
4880. So that your former statement that five years elapsed between the

settlement and the claim is inaccurate ?-It might be, I admit ; but I cannot
possibly say whether it refers to that or not; I an only aware that afterwards
1 received a letter stating that it was settled for 100 1. each.

4881. H ave you that letter with you ?-\ o ; it is a private letter from my
uncle stating it. I have a power of attorney here from Mr. M'Dermot, to
collect this very freight.

4882. You have stated that there were land deeds issued of a very peculiar
character ?-Yes.

4883. Have you any land deed with you?---I bad a land deed, and I do not
know what bas become of it. I came off very hurriedly, and just scrambled
up all the papers that I could lay my hands upon ; 1i had only a few hours'
notice.

4884. You cannot find that land deed ?--No.
4885. Can you from memory state what the purport of that land deed was?

-Yes ; I can state distinctly that one portion of it was that they could not
sell their property without first of all receiving permission from the Hudson's
Bay Conpany. Another portion of it was, that they could not trade in furs or
leather in any part of North Anerica.

4886. You say that one part of it was that they could not sell their property
without the permission of the Company; was that their produce ; did it include
wheat or corn which they produced upon the land ?-No, their land; the fee-
simple of it, I suppose.

4887. Was that the universal form adopted when land was conceded by the
Hudson's Bay Company ?- It was latterly that this land deed was brought
forward ; it was during the time of these troubles.

4888. You also stated that there were certain licences to trade ?-Yes.
4 8 9 . Have you any copy of those ?-Yes. I have really given this subject

very little attention for such a number of years (it is now eight years since
I was there), that I may be confused with regard to dates; I really cannot lay
my hand on it, but I have it somewhere.

4890. Do you know the date to which the licences refer ?- cannot say,
*really; it must have been about 1844 or 1845.

4891. In the paper you have handed to me there is a copy of a " Licence to
freight goods from York Factory; " is that one of them ?-It must be one of
themI.
. Q.24-Sess. 2. L L 4 4892. "I hereby
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4892. "I hereby license , of Red River Settlement, to
carry on the business of a freighter between Red. River Settlement aforesaid
and York Factory; provided, however, that this licence shall be null and void
for every legal purpose from this date, if he traffEc in any thing whatever
beyond the limits of the said settlement, excepting in so far as he may do so
under any municipal regulation, or if he traffic in furs within Rupert's Land
or without, or if he become or continue to be the employer, or the agent, or the
partner of any person who may traffic or usurp, or may have trafficked or
usurped as aforesaid, or of any such person's debtor." In your recollection is
that a true copy of any such licence ?-Yes, that is the freighter's licence.

4893. " Given at Fort Garry, this 29th day of July 1845. (Signed) Alex-
ander Christie" e - Yes.

4894. Does your experience tell you that you have seen such licences as this
in the original ?--Yes, I have.

4895. I find also a proclamation by the Governor of Red River Colony,
dated 7th December 1844, to the following effect; and I want hereafter to ask
you whether you have the original of this proclamation :-" Whereas ce-tain
persons are known to be trafficking in furs, I hereby give notice that, in order
to preclude, if possible, the necessity of adopting stronger measures for the
suppression of this illicit trade, the Hudson's Bay Company's ship will hence-
forward not receive at any port goods addressed to any person whatever,
unless he shall, at least a week before the day appointed for the departure of
the winter express, lodge at the office of Upper Fort Garry a declaration to the
following effect : ' I hereby declare that since the 8th day of December instant
I have neither directly or indirectly trafficked in furs on my own account, nor
given goods on credit, or advanced money to such as may be generally sus-
pected of trafficking in furs; moreover, if before the middle of August next I
shall appear to have acted contrary to any part of this declaration, 1 liereby
agree that the Hudson's Bay Company shall be entitled either to detain ry
imports of next season at York Factory for a whole year, or to purchase them
at the original cost of the goods alone.' " The proclamation goes on: "I feel
confident that the community at large will appreciate my motives for extending
this regulation for the present to all importers without distinction; and in order
to lessen as much as possible the trifling inconvenience of making the necessary
declarations, the accountant has prepared a sufficient number of copies for the
signatures of parties. (Signed) Alexander Christie, Governor." ?-Yes.

4 896. Can you state, upon your own knowledge, that that is a true copy of
the proclamation ?-Distinctly.

4897. Mr. Grogan.] Have you the original ?-I have.
4898. Have you it with you? -No; Mr. Isbister, I think, has it, if I an not

mistaken.

4899. Mr. Roebuch.] I will now read to you alaw, said to have been passed at
Council, on the 19th of June 1845, and I will ask you after that whether you
can state positively, from your own knowledge, that this is a correct copy of
that law : "If any one shall attempt to influence the testimony of such
members of his family as a painful necessity may compel the law to call as
witness against hinm, he shall be held to be guilty on his own implied confes-
sion; provided, however, that he shall still be liable for all the pains and
penalties of the grave misdemeanor of tampering with the course of justice.
The Company undertake to reduce its riative spirits to proof, and to tinge
them with a peculiar hue not easily imitated. The Conpany will issue gra-
·tuitous licences to suitable applicants, permitting and obliging themn, during all
lawful days, and at all reasonable hours, to retail on their respective premises the
Honourable Company's native spirits, in duly measured quantities, less than
half a gallon, at the rate of 8 s. a gallon, for ready money only. The Company
undertakes to pay 1 s. a gallon duty, provided all other claims of the settlement
for duties, penalties and the like, have previously either been, paid in fact, or
satisfied in law." Does your experience tell yo'u that that is a correct copy ?-
This is perfectly correct.

4900. Have you any knowledge of any person being punished for endeavour-
ing to tamper with the course of justice, because he endeavoured to influence
the evidence of his family ?-I ain not aware of any case to that effect.

4901. You cannot say that that law has been carried into effect ?-I think
not;
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not; I cannot say that it bas; so far as regards tinging the liquor with a
peculiar hue, I am aware that it has fnot.
• 4902. I wil read also from a proclamation signed by "Alexander Christie :"
«Finally, in taking this second step in a well weighed cause of negative
coercion, of which the still distant close will, if necessary, usher in a different
system of proceeding, I confidently expect the cordial sympathy of ail good
citizens in aiming at the suppression of the iilicit trade in furs; a trade as
prejudicial to the solid prosperity of the settlement, as it is pernicious to the
permanent welfare of the Indians" ?-1 remember that distinctly.

4903. Here is a document which requires snme explanation: perhaps you
can give it: it is " Extract from letter of instruction received by Captain
E. V. Sumner, Ist )ragoons, United States army, dated Head Quarters, Third
Military Department, 7 May 1845 ;" are these instructions to the United States
army ?-It was from Mr. Kitson that that was received, an American fur trader
on the Pembina.

4904. What relat.on has this to the Hudsons Bay Company ?-The half-
breeds were prevented from hunting buffalo on the other side of the 49th
Parallel by receiving that, and con sequently they made claims upon the H udson's
Bay Company for trafficking in furs, to make up for this loss which they met
with on being prevented from hunting buffalo.

4905. They were prevented hunting buffalo by the United States Govern-
ment, and in consequence of that they made certain claims upon the Hudson's
Bay Company; do 1 understand you rightly ?-Yes.

4906. Were those claims acknowledged by the Hudson's Bay Company-
Not at all.

4907. Upon what ground did they claim any right to imake a demand on
the Hudson's Bay Company in consequence of that ?-One portion of their
support was taken away fronm them; and at the same time, when they found
that they would get nothing from the Company, they even made a claim upon
the American Governinent.

4908. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you tell me whether that is Mr. McDermot's
signature and handwriting (hainding a paper to the Witness) ?-It is so.

4909. Should you be surprised if Mr. M'Dermot had written to a gentleman
in London, dated the Sth of August 1846, before the settlement which you were
speaking of, saying that everything vas settled amicably between himself and the
Company, and ending in this way: "My nephew. -- " that is yourself ;-Yes.

4910. " My nephew, who went home last year, has not made his appearance
vet. I an sorry to say that he is a very imprudent young man. le might
well know that, whatever he might gain with the Company by being polite, he
could gain very little by bullying theni to come to terms. Wheri he left here
I advised him for the best, but lie did not follow my advice in one instance.
And ail the stuff he collected about the settlement was furnished him by people
in the service, and others who could be little suspected for such a thing." Should
you be surprised if he had written that ?-1No, I should not be surprised in the
least. I ain perfeetly aware of the Hudson's Bay Company's mode of getting
up theatrical inatters.

4911. That letter is a letter on private business to a friend of his?

Wilness.-Might I ask the question whether the friend is not the Secre-
tary of the Hudson's Bay Coinpany ?-Yes.

4912. Mr. Christy.j Probably this gentleman is, in a measure, under their
influence ?-Immensely; he can do anything they wish him. I could perhaps
produce letters from Mr. M'Derinot which would rebut a great deal of that
evidence, furnishing me with the very things which he now says I received from
others.

49 13. Mr. Grogan.] You mentioned that after your application, as Mr.
M'Derniot's agent to the Company, for payment of the over-freiglit, you were
employed in the service of the Company ?-Afterwards.

4914. In what years were vou in the service of the Company ?-I was not in
the service of the Company.

4915. Were you engaged by them?--I was engaged by the Company at the
time the troops went out there to procure cattle and flour from the United
States.

.24-Sess. 2. M M 4916. Chairman.]
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4916. Chairman.] Do you mean that you had transactions with the Coma-
pany as a merchant ?-I had transactions which they would not, of course have
intrusted to me if they had not some little confidence in me, and especiallv after
a transaction of extorting money from them.

4917. Were you in the transaction to which you have just referred, the pur-
chasing of cattle for the troops, employed by your uncle Mr. M'Dermot to do
it, or were you employed by the Compatny ?-I had an interest in the matter: it
was a joint transaction with my uncle and myself.

4918. Then you were not under the Company at ail ?-I was not under the
Company. I can show documents from the Governor of the Company, dis..
tinctly entrusting me, and vriting to me on the subject (producing a letter.

4919. Whatis that letter-l do not know; that is one of them; I have a
lot of them here.

4920. Mr. Chris/y.] With respect to the spirits, a question was asked you
whether vou had not vourself dealt in some spirits during the time that ~vou
were in the Red ltiver'Settlement. Are you aware whether the Company ~el1
spirits to the Indians, or barter them in exchange for furs ?-I am not aware
whether they do so at present, but I know that in my time they did.

4921. Of course, I am speaking with reference to your own knowledge ?-Yes.
4922. Was it a matter of notoriety that they exchanged spirits in barter for

furs ?-It was.
492-3. You have heard it over and over again asserted that that was the case ?

-Yes. I have seen it inyself; 1 have not only heard it asserted, but I have
seen it.

4924. Are you aware that a considerable amount of spirits is imported in
the ships of the Company every year ?-I am not aware of the exact amount;
I have never seen any official return.

4925. I think it has been given in evidence, that there were 4,900 and some
odd gallons annually. Can you tell me what you suppose becomes of that
quantity of spirits taken annually in the Company's ships ?-I should say a
certain portion of it may be for the use of the servants in their employment,
and the remainder for trade and traffic.

4926. Would you suppose that the quantity which I have mentioned was
distributed equally over the year, or at any particular period of the year ?-I
cannot possibly say how it is; I have no ineans of knowing the internal arrange-
ments of the Coimpany.

4927. Can you give us any information from your own knowledge of how
that quantity of spirits which it must be notorious is imported every year into
the territory in the Company's ships is disposed of ?- Wherever there is an
opposition the greatest ainount of spirits is used; while on the Pembina at the
time that .\r. Kitson and the American Fur Conpany and the Hudson's Bay
Company were in opposition, the liquor was the principal item of goods which
went out to supply tne Indians to get the furs.

4928. Chairman.] You think 'that the sale of spirits increases with compe-
tition as a general rule ?-Not with competition, but with opposition.

4929. By competition I mean competition in the fur trade ?-I think a general
competition in the fur trade would not induce the diffusion of spirits ; I think
that a single opposition might, where there are t wo monopolists fighting against
each other, but viere the country is thrown open to every one, I think not.

4930. Why do you believe that if the fur trade was generally thrown open to
all the world it would not be conducted very much through the introduction of
spirits ?-1 should think not; with two great monopolists such as the North-
west Company and the fludson's Bay Company, or the American Fur Company
and the Hudson's Bay Company, they might bring those weapons to clash
against each other, but I think that where it was general, the diffusion of spirits
would not be used ; there would then be individual trade amongst each other;
trade would be conducted in the manner in which it is conducted here, upon
general principles; it is only with two great coinpanies that a war like that, or
the scenes of the North-west Company could be enacted over gain.

49-1. Do you believe that if the trade was thrown open altogether, it is
probable that the fur trade would be conducted by a great number of individuals,
or that it would not be conducted still by several powerful companies competing
against each other ?-1 think that the nucleus about Red River would form the
great portion of the trading community. The present parties who are there

have
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have so nuch of the half-breed element, that it would be conducted from that
point; I think it would not attract companies there, because every man is
naturally a trader there.

4932. Do you think that it would be conducted by the insulated and discon-
nected efforts of individual merchants, or do you think that it would be conducted
by ierchants combining together and conducting it upon some system?- On
account of the great monopoly which the Hudson's Bay Company have had for
years, and the immense profits ivhich they have received, it might be the means
perhiaps of starting a formidable company in opposition to them; but I rather
think that it would be general over the countrv; that it would be individuals
who would be engaged in it, and that supplies would be received from the
seulement; that it would create a greater number of nierchants from Canada
and England for the supply of these parties to trade with the Indians.

4933. Do you believe, for instance, that a trade in distant parts of North
America could be advantageously conducted by insulated individuals not pos-
sessed of great capital - I think in the course of time it rnight; but for my
part i should draw a line of distinction as regards that portion of the country
iwhich is better adapted for colonization and cultivation, and if the remaining
portion were left in the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company it might gradually
disappear.

4934. Am 1 to understand you that you would apply a different system with
regard to trade and colonization to those districts of the country where you
tliink colonization could be introduced, and that the more distant portions of
the country, which are not likely within any assignable period of time, for some
years at least, to be fit for settlement, you would still leave under the manage-
ment of the Hudson's Bay Conpany ?-That is my opinion: for a certain
portion of tiie. There is a certain portion of the country which, of course, is
so inhospitable that it would be impossible to colonize or cultivate it. But the
Indians, at the saine time, by a proper course night be all drawn down to the
more habitable portions, as they are such a race that they might amalgamate
with the others.

49>35. Are you at all prepared to state wvhere you think the Une should be
drawn dividinu. the two courtries, which you thîink should be treated on these
different principles ?-Yes.

4 o-N6. Where would you draw the line ?-I would draw the line from the
northern point of Lake Winripeg, from Norway House along by the southern
branci of the Saskatchawan to the R1ocky Mountains.

4937. Puttin g all questions of right and charter for the present out of consi-
deration, do you think that it would be expedient that the territory to the north
of that line should be for the present nanaged by the Hudson's hay Company ?
-l think so.

49.38. Would you leave thein the exclusive right of trade within those limits?
-I think that it is a very liard imatter to give the exclusive right of trade to
anybody. I think that their own power and settlement in the country would
prevent anything like conipetition in that quarter, or much competition.

4939. Do you think that there is nothing nherent in the nature of their trade
which renders it necessarily exclusive, if it is to be conducted at ail ?-I do not
think so. I know that even small traders ia"e their way up froin Canada 30
or 40 years ago ; right up to the Saskatchawan ; to the Slave Lake- even.

4940. But if you allowed either snall traders, or a company, to interfere with
the Hudson's Bay Company's management of the Indians, under that system
should you niot be apprehensive that spirits would be introduced there ? -It is
impossible; there is a key to the countrv, so that it would be an impossibility
to introduce spirits into the country. There is a key whih would lock up the
entire country, and prevent anythiug likje spirits being brought into it.

4Q4. To what do you allude -I would allude to the point at Norway
flouse. I would allude to another point where there could be a Government
Coninissioner to prevent it, either at Norway House or at Fort William. With
regard to the Anericans, the sane rule applies now as would apply at any other
time, because the Amenricans nay comle at present; you cannot exclude them.
But with regard to the Aiiericanis it is quite different. I have travelled a good
deal through the entire Minesota territory, and you never see or hear of spirits
among them ; it is impossible. In their licence to trade they are so very par-
ticular that they even search the carts, when they are going out, to see that no
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spirits shall go. I think I have here a copy of their licence to trade, which
will show you that it is to that effect.

4942. What do you exactly mean by saying that you think that the territory
to the north of the line which ycu have drawn should be still left in the
management of the Hudson's Bay Compa:y ?-I suppose that I would allow
them that for compensation for giving up the remainder.

4943. What advantages do you give them at all if you only say that they
may trade there as well as anybody else ; what do you mean by saying that you
would give them the country in any sense, if you say that they may go there,
but that anybody else may go there too?-I would permit them to have
a licence ; but I would not permit them to have an exclusive right to the
country.

4944. Then no licence of course would be necessary for that; is it not so ?-
I do not know ; I do not know that their charter is so very valid as that.

4945. Mr. Christy.] Do you think that if the trade was entirely thrown open
the Hudson's Bay Company would, for a long period to come, have almost the
exclusive control of it ?-I should think so, by the position which they are in.

4946. You think that from their position, from the establishment of their
forts, from their general organisation, and from the knowledge of them pos-
sessed by the native population of the country, they would stili have the largest
share of the trade, and almost the exclusive trade, in that northern portion of
country which you say might for a time be handed over to them ?--Yes; I
think they have facilities which no others have.

4947. If the trade was entirelv thrown open, that is your opinion ?-Yes ; I
think that from the position which they hold at present, they could maintain
it; and it is only by competition, of course, that the Indians will receive any-
thing like fair play.

4948. Chairman.] And you have no fear, as I understand you, that in the
course of this competition spirits would be introduced, first of all by one party,
and then in self defence, by the other, to the great injury of the Indians ?-
Not the slightest. The key at Fort William and Norway House would prevent
that from our territory.

4949. Mr. Christy.] How far have you travelled in this country west ?-To
the mouth of the Yellowstone River.

49-50. What is your general opinion with regard to that southern portion of
the country of which you spoke ?-I think it is a very fine country, fit for
colonization.

4951. Mr. Grogan.] Yellowstone is in the States ?-Yes, on the Missouri.
4952. Mr. Christy.] Have you formed any opinion as to whether there could

be a better mode of communication, either by water or in any other manner,
formed in that country from Lake Superior to the west ?-I think that the old
route which is at present pursued by the Hudson's Bay Company, and which
was used by the North-west Cornipany, could be very much improved.

4953. Viscount Goderich.] That is to say, the route by the Rainy Lake ?-
From the Lake of the Woods in that direction, and by Fort Alexander into
Lake Winnipeg.

4954. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you ever been there yourself ?-I have
been more in the direction towards Red Lake.

495.5. But have you ever been in the country of which you were speaking
ust now ? -I.have never been in the route from Fort William except that I
know the description of country. The principal portion of the country which
I have travelled over, and which I know has been between St. Peter's and Lake
Winnipeg, and then off again towards the Missouri, and that strip of country
along the valley between the Saskatchawan and the 49th parallel.

4956. Mr. Grogan.] Have you travelled the route from the Red River Settle-
ment to Lake Superior yourself ?-Never that route.

4957. Mr. Christy.] Will you explain to the Committee in what way you
think there might be an improvement made in the water route ?-In getting
over some of the portages.

4958. Are you aware whether the Company have done anything to improve
them for a considerable length of time ?-They have done nothing to improve
them ; it is not their object.

4959. But you think that they are capable of great improvement ?-So I am
led
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led to believe from every opportunity that I have had of knowing; and I have
of course been thrown into intimate communication with parties who have
travelled that way often and continuously.

4960. Viscount Goderich.] Have you yourself been on the Saskatchawan.
River ?-Never on the Saskatchawan ; never so far to the northward.

4961. I understood you to say that yotu would leave the country round the
northern branch of that river in the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-
From that I would draw the line to the northward, and take the valley of the
Saskatchawan.

4962. You took the southern branch, did you not ?-I did.
4963. Then you would leave the northern branch of the river in the hands

of the Company ?-Yes; I mentioned the southern branch more as a
boundary.

4964. Have you any reason to believe that the country in the neighbourhood
of the northern branch of the river is not suited for cultivation and settlement ?
-Yes, I believe it is suited for cultivation and settlement between the northern
and the southern branch.

4965. But you do not know anything of that country from your own know-
ledge ?-Not from any personal knowledge.

4966. Mr. Chiristy.] While you were at the Red River Settlement what means
had the settlers of knowing the regulations of the Company ?-By proclama-
tions, those that have been read.

4967. Proclamation, such as we have had before us to-day, was the means
of communication with the settlers by the council ?-Yes.

4968. And the only means ?-The only means.

4969. Was the trade in the Red River Settlement like that of the Indian
country, one exclusively of barter ? -No, they had a paper currency.

4Q70. Will you describe of what sort it was ? -They had a currency of a
most peculiar character: the bills were from shillings to a pound; they were
at 60 days after date, if I am not mistaken, and were payable on .the coast
nearly 800 miles from lied River, or in London; the fact of the matter is, that
in one or two instances the Hudson's Bay Company threatened to withdraw
these notes from circulation.

4971. Was that in times of excitement ?-In the times of excitement.

4972. With a view to putting down the excitement which existed ?-With a
view to preventing trafficking in furs and trading.

4973. Was there an objection raised to that currency which was employed in
the settlement ?--A very great objection on that very account, that bills of
exchange had been refused to several of th3 parties who had been trading in
furs, and also a premium of 5 per cent. had been placed on bills of exchange
upon goods going to the United States.

4974. You have spoken of some circumstances connected with Mr. Thom,
the recorder, were there any complaints of the administration of justice when
you were in that settlement ?-Where an action lay between the Company and
the settlers, of course there was want of faith that that administration would be
effective, and the people very naturally were afraid to bring any actions or dis-
putes, or anything like it.

4975. Was that during the time that Mr. Thom was recorder ?-Yes.
4976. Was there a general dissatisfaction with Mr. Thom during the time

that he was recorder? -- So general that it was rather feared that he would
receive some rougli treatment fron the people.

4977. Did he continue recorder of the court, and continue to exercise his
functions as recorder of the court during the whole time that you were in the
settlement ?-No, for a portion of the time; a person was imprisoned for trading
in furs, there was a trial about it, and the excitement was very great indeed.

4978. lie ceased to be recorder at a certain period ?-He ceased to be
recorder, and i think he was clerk in his own court afterwards, if I rernember
rightly.

4979. Do you know why he ceased to be recorder of the court?-On
account of the feeling of dislike which was abroad in the settlement against
him.

49 80. Do you suppose that that feeling of dislike, which we have heard of
several times, and which has been described as a complaint of the administra-
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tion of justice, arose from an improper administration of justice on the part of
Mr. lhom?- It arose from those proclamations, which they attributed to him
solely.

4981. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Not to the Company ?-Of course to the Com.
panyr, too; but they attributed them in a great measure to him ; they imagined
that if there had been no lawyer in the settlement, they would have got along
far better.

4982. Mr. Christy.] I think that you have before said, that there was no
organisation in the settlement, except that of the council from whom these
proclamations proceeded, consequently the authority of the Company was exer-
cised by that couneil?-Yes.

4 983. Mr. Edward Ellice.] But the people thought that they could get on
nuch better if there was no lawyer in the settlement ?-In a serious case of life
and death there were no means of defence for the prisoner, and on the merest
circumstantial evidence he might be convicted.

4984. Mr. Christy.] Have you any knowledge of any particular case in which
Mr. Thom became unpopular from the course which he pursued ?-[ think, from
the very time that I went there, he was generally unpopular.

4985. I want to know whether it occurs to your mind that there was any
particular case in which he exercised bis judicial authority in a way which was
considered one of partiality or injustice ?-It is very hard for me to answer
that question.

4986. Chairman.] You can say whether you do or not know any particular
case -I do; I know bis own case, where he was sunmoned for a debt, and he
denied that he could be tried in his own court. That in a measure might help
to bring him into popular dislike. I do not like to introduce personal things
like that.

4 9 S7. Mr. Grogan.] Is that the case to which you have already alluded ?--
It is.

4988. .Mr. Christy.] Was he consulted by persons in the colony in reference
to tieir case before he adjudicated upon it ?-1 cannot speak of my own
knowledge.

4989. Was it notorious ; you can speak from what was said ? -I have heard
that such was the case.

4990. During the time that you were in the colony ? -Yes.

4991 . Chairman.] But you do not know it ? - I do not know it of my own
knowledge.

4992. Mr. Christy.] Have you mixed much with the half-breed race in the
settlement ?- A great deal.

4993. What is your opinion of them -Do you mean physically or intel-
lectually ?

4994. In any way that you choose to give the information to the Con.
mittee ?-l think that physically they would be an improvement upon the breed
in this country.

499:. Ve will go to their honesty, respectability, and general intellectual
claicter?-I thin~k that intellectually they are not inferior to the whites ; they
have risen, in fact, in a much greater ratio than the whites in Red River. I can
refer to many of then in this country and in Canada who are in different pro-
fessions as eigineers and as doctors, and in different other situations in life, and
I cannot point to a single white nans son in Red River who bas done the same.
I think that is a sufficient test.

4u.96. Would you entertain anv apprehension, in the event of the countrv
being thrown open, of the half-breed race disappearing ?-Not the slightest. I
rather think that thev would leave the others in the shade; that they vould have
the preponderance; that they would intermix--

4997. Can vou tell us how thev are regarded in the United States -- The
half-breeds in the United States are equal with the whites in every possible
way, and about St. Peter's, they hold very good positions and are the principal
merchants there. There is areservation of land always given to them by the
Government.

4998. Mr. Charles Fitrwillian.] Are those Red River half-breeds or United
States half-breeds ?-I was speaking of the Red River half-breeds; at present I
have been speaking about those at St. Peter's.

499 Are
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4999. Are those at St. Peter's American half-breeds or Red River half-
breeds ?-At St. Peter's they are American half-breeds.

5000. Mr. Christy.] Have you any knowledge of the amount of the exports
of the country ?-If I might judge from one of their minutes of council, it states
that in 1836 or 1837 their entire outfit was 25,000 1. for the annual supply of the
country; and if I might refer to Captain Herd's evidence on Tuesday, it states
that the amount received from the country in one vessel was not equal in bulk
to the cargo which went to supply the country. I think that that may be a
pretty fair test to show the quantity which goes there. I can give a statement
for several consecutive years of the profits of the Company.

5oo1. With reference to what was given in evidence by Captain Herd, who
said that he thought that tallow did not form an item in the export of the
country, because he understood that it was al required at the Red River Settle-
ment, what is your opinion with regard to that article as a product of the
country ?-It is an article a great deal of which could be got if there was an
opening for the export of it; but the Hudson's Bay Company have thrown cold
water on it from the very commencement. I have a document with regard to
this tallow which I would wish to read: " Mr. M'Dermot and Mr. Sinclair
determined to ship a quantity of tallow, provided the freight would admit of a
profit, and accordiigly applied to Mr. Finlayson on the subject, who inforrmed
them 8 L. would be the lowest possible price." That is the freight per ton.
"Aware of the jealousy of the Company in that country, they at the same time
applied privately to London, and received for answer,"-(I give then all credit
in London for being more humane, and wishing to advance the interests of the
colony more than I do the resident portion of the Company)-" 'that they
(the Company) were very glad to find the people of Red River were thinking
of such a thing, and would be very happy to encourage them in any manner.'
At the same time they placed the freight at 2 L. per ton." They then took advan-
tage of this offer, and they shipped tallow and tongues to York Factory, for
the purpose of getting themn out to England. They found to their astonish-
ment that the tallow had not gone that year, the Company making an excuse
that there was no room in their ship. The same thing occurred (a most ex-
traordinary thing) the second year, and they found that it -was just done to
throw cold water upon it ; and the consequence was that they had to sell their
tallow and tongues to the Company at the price which they chose to give them
for them. This destroyed the tallow and tongue trade, besides hides.

5002. I understand you to say that the tallow which was sent to York Fort
in the expectation that it would be shipped to London in the Company's ships
at 2 1. a ton, remained until the following year ?-Yes.

5003. And the sane occurred in the year succeeding that ?-Yes.
5004. What was the amount charged?-The Company in Hudson's Bay

charged 8 i., but the Company ii London remitted it to 2 1., but however, they
could never take advantage of that very liberal offer.

5005. In consequence of the price being so high as 8 1., it did not enter into
the intention of the settlers at Red River to go into the trade ?-The freight
would have been rather high.

5o6. But when it became known that the Company in London were willing
to reduce the freight to 2 1., they then entered into the trade ?-They then
entered into the traffic, and sent dowa their supplies which they would have
carried out.

5007. Mr. Grogan ] What might be the quantity of tallow on this transaction,
howmany packages, or tons, or cwts. ?-I cannot speak from my own knowledge
at this time of the exact amount; it is now 8 or 10 years since ; it is impossible
for me to remem ber.

5008. Mr. C/iristy.] Do you think that the trade of the Red River Settlement
could be carried on through a route which was more expeditious than that of
the Company's ships, and by Hudson's Bay ?-I think from Canada; I do not
conceive any difficulty at all in opening a way with Canada, especially now as the
settlements are up to the Saulte St. Mary. I might mention, to show you how
the Americans are working their way up in that direction, that I was the first
person with seven others who cut that entire route through the woods from the
Mississippi and from Crow Wing River, right through, that is the route that is
now used; and when I arrived at the Otter Tail Lake, the great majority of the
Indians had never seen a horse before ; they were called the Pillagers among the
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woods; they lived there, and now there is a settlement actually at the Otter
- Tail Lake.

5009. Mr. Grogan.] What may be the price of land which the American
Government charge to settlers there ?-A dollar and a quarter an acre.

5oo. For the fee of it ?-For the fee of it.
5011. What may be the price of land in the Red River ?-Twelve shillings

and sixpence, I suppose, on account of there being no market for the produce.
5012. You have spoken of a seulement being established ton the Otter Tail

Lake, and you describe it as in the heart of the woods ; what outlet would there
be for their produce there ?-A connecting link by water from the Otter Tail
Lake right into the Mississippi.

5013. If the facilities of water communication were afforded to the Red
River, have you any doubt that the settlement would theu go on as fast in that
district as on the American side of the 49th degree ?-1 have no doubt, not
from personal observation, but from the statements of others, that from Saulte
St. Mary it would very soon fill up, if free grants of land were given for a time
in a certain portion of the country.

5014. Have you been to Saulte St. Mary yourself ?--No, I have never been
there.

5015. You mentioned to us, some time ago, something about the authorities
in the Red River refusing to post and despatch letters unless they were delivered
to them open and sealed in their presence ?-Yes.

5016. Have you ever known any instance in which letters were opened by
them ?-No; I only know that some letters which i sent never reached their
destination.

5017. They might have been lost on the route ?-They might have been lost
on the route; I know that the letters were brought up open to the fort for the
perusal of the Company at that time when the proclamation was issued.

5018. Did you ever know of any instances in which letters had been opened
by them ?-Never.

5019. You spoke of the administration of civil justice by Mr. Thom, the
recorder there; did he administer criminal justice also ?-Criminal as well as
civil.

5020. What might be the nature of the criminal justice; was it little petty
offences, and things of that kind ?-There was an Indian hung while I was
there.

5021. Under order of the recorder of the place ?-Yes. he passed sentence.
5022. What was the offence ?-Some Sioux came there to pay a visit, the

grandfather of this Indian had been killed by the Sioux, and of course he
considered, as all the Chippewas, and the Crees, and the Assiniboines do, that
he vas not under the jurisdiction of the Company, he retaliated in the mode
that they do Indian warfare, and shot this Sioux, the same ball killing a
Chippewa.

5023. And he was, hung for-that offence ?-Yes.
5024. That is the only instance within your knowledge in which capital

punishment was inflicted there ?-The only one that I know from personal
knowledge.

5025. Mr. Christy.] Do you know that the Company are bound under an
A et of Parliament to send all cases of capital punishment to be tried in Canada?
-Yes, I am aware that they are bound in the sum of 5,000 1., I think.

5026. Do you suppose that that is known in the Red River Settlement ?-
Perfectly well.

5027. Mr. Grogan.] How is it, then, that the colonists resident on the
spot did not remonstrate against this execution ?-It is impossible for them to
remonstrate there ; they are too much under the control of the Company; the
Company would stop the supplies.

5028. Mr. Gregson.] Was this man tried by a jury -He was tried by a
jury, without any defence.

502q. Mr. Edward Ellice.] There is no doubt that he shot the man? -The
principal witness, Sayer, bad first of all given in charge another Indian;
certainly, if the man had had counsel it might have been different.

50:30. Mr. Grogan.] You spoke of an import duty on goods brought into
the colony; was this duty impartially and universally levied on all goods ?-
There was a distinction between American and English goods.

5o31. What
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5031. What do you mean ?-A distinction in the way of duty.
5032. In the amount of duty ?-In the amount of duty.
5033. There was a differential duty between goods coming from England

and tiose coming from America ?-Yes.
5034. But was that duty, whether differential or otherwise, levied equally

and impartially on all goods coming from those respective countries ? - It
was.

5035. Was it ever remitted in favour of any of the importers?-It was
renmitted in regard to the American duty upon those who did not trade in
furs.

5036. Explain your meaning ?-I mean that those parties who did not trade
in furs, or were not supposed to have trafficked in furs, did not pay the same
duty upon American goods as the others.

5037. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What was the difference ?-The difference, I
think, came under the sane regulation as the English goods.

5038. What was that ?-Twenty per dent. in the one case, I think, and four
per cent. in the other.

5039. Was 20 per cent. ever levied ?-I believe it was. I cannot speak per-
sonally from my own knowledge at present.

504o. Mr. Christy.] Do you mean to say that a discrimination was exercised
as to the amount of duty which should be levied under their tariff ?-Yes; the
fact of this petition will show it, and that parties protested at the same time
when they paid this duty.

5041. Mr. Gregson.] Do you mean to say that 20 per cent. was charged in
the one case, and only four per cent. in the other ?-I think so.

5042. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you state that from your own knowledge ?-
I can state that several parties paid this dutv. It is very difficult fur one at
this time, eight or ten years afterwards. to renember all these things ; but it
strikes me that either the Canadian tariff was levied, or else the 20 per cent.;
whether it was the Canadian tariff or the 20 per cent. I cannot clearly state,
but I know that some parties paid the English duties and other parties paid
the Canadian duties upon the very same goods.

5043. Mr. Grogan.] The duty on English goods being less than that charged
on American goods, parties who introduced goods from America into the
colony, provided that they were not suspected of trading in furs, got them at
the reduced rate of duty ?-Yes.

5044. And other parties who nay have been suspected of having traded in
furs were charged a higher rate of duty -Yes, which they paid under protest.

5045. Was that increased rate of duty imposed arbitrarily, or on the proof
of their having traded in furs ?-Arbitrarily ; upon the inere fact of their being
suspected.

5046. On the mere suspicion ?-Yes.
5047. Is there any very extensive amount of goods brought into the colony

from America ?-Not a very large trade; it is principally English goods which
are used i n the country.

5048. Was there any large extent of goods imported from the American side
into the colony ?--Not very large ; nothing corpared with the amount that
the settlers got from England.

5049. The principal supply of the colony cones from England -Yes.
505o. Has any complaint ever been raised in the colony of an indequate

supply of the imost necessary goods ?--Yes, there have been complaints with
regard to an insufficient supply of powder and ammunition, and soine other
articles, which the Company sent off to the other ports.

o5051. For instance, when you were there yourself you got your goods from
the Company ?-No ; the goods came from either the United States or England.

5052. You brought thein out on your own account ?-I brought them from
the Inited States, and mv uncle brought then from England.

5053. If they came fron England they inust have corne by Hudson's Bay,
J presume ?-Yes.

5054. You gave us a copy of a proclamation some time ago, under which, in
the case of parties who were licensed to trade, their goods being sent by the
Company's ship to England, those goods were liable to be seized in the event of
their violating the stipulation of the licence, namely, not to trade in furs ?-Yes.

5055. Do you know any instance in which those goods were so seized ?-I
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Mr. know an instance in which the goods were not sent; they were detained in
.J.M'Laldin' London; the order was not complied with.

5056. Do you know of any instance in which they were confiscated by the
n June 1857. Company ?-I do npt.

5057. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Have you a copy of the Anerican licence to
trade ? -I have.

[The Witness delivered in the same, which is asfollows:]

KNow all men by these presents that we,
are held an<d firmly bound unto the United States of America, in the sui of

dollars, lawful money of the United Siates, to the payment of wA hich, %ell and
truly to be made, we bind ourselves and each of us, our heirs, executors, and adinwistrators,
jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. Sealed with our seuls, and dated1 this

day of , One thousand, eight hiundred and

The condition of this obligation is such, that whereas
of Indian affairs, at hath this day granted to the
said a license to trade at
the place designated for carrying on trade with the
Now, if the said shall faithfully perform all the duties which
arise from the laws and regulations which now are or hereafter shall be made for the govern.
ment of trade, and intercourse vith the Indian tribes; if not citizen or
subject of a foreien power; if shall not carry among the Indians
any uniform clotiing other than that of the United States, nor medals, flags, armbands, or
other ornanents of dress, bearing the figures, devices, or emblems of any foreign power; if

ha given to the superintendent a correct invoice of the mer-
chandise which take with ; if shall not give to any Indian, nor
seil to, vend, nor distribute spirituous liquors with the Indians, nior suifer any of
clerks, engagees, or boatmen, to give to, sell, vend, convey, or distribute any spirituous
liquors to or with the Indians; and if, shall trade at the aforesaid trading estab-
lishment, and no other place, and shall in all respects aci confornably with the licence
granted this day, then this obligation to be void; else to remain in full force and
virtue.

Signed and sealed in presence of

(L. s.)
(L. S.)

5o58. Mr. Christy.] Will you answer this question, as far as you are able to
do so, from your own knowledge; do you think that the Indians are adequately
paid by the Company's tariff for the goods which are furnished to the Company
in Iudson's Bay ?-I do not ; I think that they are very inadequately paid;
that there is no comparison beltween, the tariff of the Arericans and the tariff
of the Hudson's Bay Compay,

5059. From your having yourself bqught furs from the Indians, and knowing
something of the trade, you are able to give that opinion as respects the value
which you would believe might be given for the furs which the Indians pro-
duce ?-Yes ; I know that I have myself given more than 100 per cent. more
than the Hudson's Bay Company ; and this document would show even the
payment in cash of a contract that I made for furs with the American Fur
Company to sell thein furs.

5o6o. Mr. Ldward Ellice.] That was when you were illegally trading in the
country ?-It was when I was legally trafficking there.

506i. In the territory of the F udson's Bay Company ?--Yes.
5062. Your traffic would be against the licence granted by the Crown ?-I

was not aware of any such; I went there as a British subject, and I considered
that in a British colony, the very fact of establishing a British colony extin-
guished anything like chartered privileges. This paper shows the difference
between tie American prices and the Hudson's Bay prices (handing a paper to
-Mr. Chisity ). .

50Ù3. Chairman.] Does it relate to exactly the same quality of furs ?-The
same quality of furs.

5064. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In w'hat localty ?-This contract was made at
Fort Union, upon the Missouri.

5065. Do
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5065. Do the prices which were paid in that case by the Hudson's Bay Com- Mr.

pany relate to the same locality as the prices which were paid by the Ameri- W- LaBhll•
cans ?-The same locality.

1i June î8g7.

[The Witness delivered in the Papcr, which is asfollows :]

1Nessrs. M'Dermot and M'Laughlin.
Genlenen, Fort Union, 14 March 1845.

Ix accordance with an understanding made this day with your Mr. John M'Laughlin,
I have agreed io receive from vou ail the furs, &c., you may collect, of the description and
at the prices annexed, and to ftrni.h you with 10 boxes good merchantable tobacco, in
boxes of 150 lbs. each, at the rate of 15 c. (tifteen cents) per lb., in plugs of eight to the
pound, if to Le procured conveniently. Mr. M'Laughlin is not prepared to make a positive
arrangement until he has again consulted with you; and in the event of your being
disposed to carry such into effect, it is understood that you are to send an express to.
St. Peter's, so as to reach St. Luuis in June next, stating where you intend establishing
posts, and ail other necessary particidars, when a regular contract will be made out, and
forwarded to you. The expenses of the nessenger from St. Peter's to St. Louis and back,
will be defrayed by the Company; but it is understood tlhat the trade is to be carried on
with the Indians now north of the river La Souri; the trade to be made in the name
of P. Choteau, jun., & Co.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,
(.îigned) K. Machenzie.

PRicEs of Fuos.

American Fur Hudson's Bay American Fur Rudson's Bay
Company. Company. Company. Company.

$. c. s. d. ‡. c. s. d.
Otter skins - . 3 50 - - 6 - Seasonable robes - 2 50 - - 5 -

Fisher skins - - 2 - - - 2 - Simmer sobes - 1 25 - - willnot
Martin skins - - 1 75 - - 2 - Yearling robes - - 75 - - take
Mink skins - - - 40 - - - 1o Parchment skins - - 10 perlb.J them.
Lvri skiis - - 2 - - - 2 - Wolfskirns - - - 75 - - 2 -

Wild cat skins - - - 40 - Red fox skins - 1 - 2 -

Musk rat skins, prime - 10 - - - 3 Cross tox skins - 3 - - - 4 -

Black bear skins - 3 50 - - 7 - Silver fox skins - 15 - - - 10 -

Black cub skins - 2 - - - 4 - Prairie or Kitt fox - - 25 -
Brown bear skins - 4 50 - - 7 - Beaver - - - 3 25 - - 6 -
Browin cusb skins - 2 50 - - 2 -

5o066. Mr. Christy.] From your own knowledge, assuming that you have
yourself traded in furs within the linits of the exclusive territory of the
Hudson's Bay Company, do you believe that the low price of which you have
spoken, given to the Indians as a remuneration for their hunting, is productive
of this illicit trade, or smuggling trade, as we may say ?-I think so naturally;
it is the very great remuneration which induces it.

5067. Do you think then that the furs are better paid for, at a higher rate by
those persons who obtain them illegally, if 1 may use the term, or contrary to
the proclamation of the Hudson's B3ay Company, than those of whichthe Com-
pany possess thtmiselves ?-Invariably ; they pay more to get tbem.

5o6S. Just explain that ?-They invariably pay more for their furs to the
Indians so as to procure them at a certain price; and that which they can sell
them at is quite enough for their venture.

5o69. Mr. Grogan.] Are the half-breeds at the Red River Settlement aware
of that difference in price for the furs as paid by the ludson's Bay Company
and the American Companies ?-They are perfectly aware of it.

5070. Is it to that knowledge that is any way to be imputed the dissatisfac-
tion (the ferment, I think, was the word which you used), which has prevailed
in the colony at times ?-That is one of the causes; that and prohibiting them
altogether fron adopting that mode of traffic.

5071. Are the native Indians aware of that difference r-They are; and
whenever they can get an opportunity they sell their furs at the outposts.

5072. Chairman.] Has the American Fur Company any exclusive privileges
.24-Sess. 2. N N 2 of
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of any kind ?-No ; any person can get a licence who can get sufficient security
with regard to spirituous liquors.

5073. Can any American engage in the fur trade without belonging to the
American Fur Trade Company ?-Any Anierican can do so.

5074. A licence is given to every one who applies who will comply with the
ternis of the licence ? -Yes.

5075. By whom is that licence given ?-By an Indian Conmissioner appointed
for the purpose at the different points. There is one at Fort Snelling, another
off on the Missouri, and so on, taking the line of Indian country.

5076. Do those commissioners act under the general Government, or under
the State Government ?- Under the general Government.

5077. Mr. Christy.] Do you think that where an unrestricted trade is carried
on, the barter consists improperly of spirits ; I am speaking now of the American
Fur Company ?-I think that very little spirits get into the American territory
at all; I have travelled a good deal among them, and been at their posts, and
at different places among the Indians, and I never saw spirits yet among the
Anericans.

5078. Do you believe in the statement which bas been frequently made, that
a greater amount of spirits is given in exchange for fars on the American side
of the boundary, than is given on the northern or Hudson's Bay side of the
boundary ?-I think much more is given by the Hudson's Bay Company in the
district of country which I am acquainted with : of course I could not speak
outside of a certain point. I could not speak of the westward of the Missouri,
but I could speak of that portion of the country from Lake Superior to the
Missouri.

5079. I do not want any comparison in this question which I am putting to
you, but I want an impartial opinion if I can obtain one, based upon your own
knowledge; I understand you to say, that where the trade is unrestricted, the
improper use of spirits does not exist as a matter of barter for furs ?-It does
not exist in that portion of the country which 1 am acquainted with in the
Indian territory.

5o8o. Chairman.] Are you at all cognisant of the warfare of a very destrue-
tive character which has been carried on between the white man and the red
man during the last few years, in the territory of the United States ?- an
perfectly aware of it; it has not been occasioned by the fur trafficking, but by
travelling to California; it has not been in the fur countries.

5081. In what way has it been occasioned by the travelling to California ?-
By so many different characters going across and getting into conflict with the
Indians; doing many things to insult them; but it is very seldom that such
contests have occurred in my time. An occasional case bas occurred, of
course.

5082. Where do you mean; in the United States ?-I mean in the United
States; you must travel thrcugh a great portion of the United States, when
you are leaving the Red River, to reach St. Peter's.

5083. Those scenes of bloodshed and carnage have been of a very shocking
description, have they not ?-So I understand, in the route to California.

5084. And they have spread very extensively through the Indian tribes in
that district, have they not?-I dare say they have.

5085. During all that time there has been perfect peace on our side of the
frontier, has there not ?-There has not been the sane sort of traffic; the
country bas not been opened to the Oregon territory through our country, and
the tribes are of a different description entirely. They are rather a peaceable
race. All those Indians northward are quite a different race from the Black
Feet, or the Mandans, or the Sesutorie, Sioux, or any of those tribes. The
Chippewas are as peaceable a race as possibly can be in the American territory
about Minesota. The Sioux, immediately in the district of Lacque Parle, and
about there, are a very peaceable race, and there is no danger to be apprehended
from them.

5oS6. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are you aware of the bloodshed which has
lately been taking place in Minesota ?-I amnot aware. I have not had much
communication latterly with it.

5087. Chairman.] Have you no apprehension that if white men of all cha-
racters and descriptions were allowed indiscriminately to trade with the Indians
throughout the whole of this extensive territory, there might arise disputes and

causes
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causes of quarrel between them and the Indians which right lead to very
disastrous results of the same description ?-I think not, by proper legislation.

5088. You think that, even under those circumstances, it would be possible
to devise a system which would maintain law and order throughout the whole
of that immense territorv ?-I think it could be done easily from the Red River
point.

.5o8g. In what way, starting from the Red River point, would you devise a
system which would maintain law and order under the circumstances which I
have mentioned, through the whole of that enormous territory ?-You cannot
settle that country in a day; it must be done gradually. Any seulement from
Canada must come up naturally, and very gradually indeed.

5090. I am speaking of a state of things in which, without settlement, there
would be fur traders scattered throughout the whole of this country, subject to
no responsibility except their own individual responsibility ?--I apprehend no
such thing if it were only from the traders; if it were open to competition with
every one. ' I might if there were two powerful companies pitted against each
other.

5091. Why should not the same effects be produced in Canada which you
have stated were produced in the United States when the travellers to California
got among the Indians ?-On account of the difference of race.

iog. 1)o you mean the difference of race of the Indians ?-Yes.
5093. Do you think that the Indians to the north are not so warlike, and not

so likely to resent injury, as the Indians in the United States ?-No; they are
entirely a different race of Indians.

5094. Are not some of the northern Indians of a very warlike character ?-
No, except a portion of the Assiniboines, who sometimes come in contact
with the Sioux, or Black Feet; the others are very peaceable. With regard to
the whites they live in perfect terms of peace.

5095. Mr. Grogan.] Was there any feeling in the colony when you were
there in respect to American citizens coming and squatting on the English
ground?-No; at that time Pembina was not settled. When I was there
there vas nothing but a mere trading post. But no doubt, if the country is
not in sone way or other under the control of the British Government, it will
be the case.

5096. Do you know anything about the west side of the Rocky Mountains;
have you been there ?-I know nothing of the country to the westward of the
Rocky Mountains.

Mr.
J. MLaugA ln.

îî June 1857.
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THE RIGHT HON. HENRY LABOUCHERE IN Tus CHAIR.

Richard Blanshard, Esquire, called in; and Examined.

5097. Chairman.] I BELYEVE you have had opportunities of becoming ac- R.Blanard,sj
quainted with Vancouver's Island ?-I was there nearly two years.

5098. In what capacity ?-I was Governor. 15 June 1857-
5099. Were you the first Governor ?-I was the first Governor.
5100. By whom were you appointed ?-By Her Majesty.
510o. At what time was that ?-I left England in 1849.

.24-Sess. 2. N N 3 5102. Was
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R. Blamhard,Esq. 5 5102. Vas Vancouver's Island at that time in any manner connected with the
ludson's Bay Company ?-The grant to the Hudson's Bay Company I think

15 June 1857. is dated in 1848.
5103. So that you were the first Governor of Vancouver's Island after that

grant ?-1 was; there was some delay I believe in appointing a Governor.
5104. You say that you were appointed by the Crown; in what relation did

you conceive yoùrself to stand to the Hudson's Bay Company ?-In none what-
ever.

5105. What was your impression of the soil and climate of Vancouver's
Island, with reference to its adaptation for the purposes of settlement?--My
impression was that it was very well adapted for an English settlement. The
climate was very good and very temperate, and it seemed to be neither subject
to the e.xtremes of heat nor of cold. A great portion of the soil seemed to be
very fertile; there was a good deal of rock; there was a high range of rocky
mountains in the centre of the island. The eastern part of the island, espe-
cially next the Anierican continent, is very well adapted for cultivation.

51 o6. It is well covered with timiber, I believe ?-It is.
5107. Fine timber ?-Large pines principally; there is a little oak, but I fancy

there is very little.
51 08. Did you go much about the island while you were there ?-Not a very

great deal.
5109. Is it difficult to travel in the island ?-Very difficult; there were no

facilities for travelling except by canoes; the forests were exceedingly thick,
and very little was known of the interior.

511 o. Do you mean that it is a sort of jungle difficult to get through ?-The
pine forests are filled with underwood and brambles.

5 111. Did you at all visit the adjacent country on the main land?-Only
once; that was at Nisqually, in the United States territory.

S12. Do you know the country about Frazer's River?-No, I never was
tiiere.

51 13. Did you hear enough of that country to be able to express any decided
opinion of its capabilities for settlement ?- I have heard it very highly spoken
of by everybody who has been there, as being extremely fertile, and a soil of
much the saine quality as in Vancouver's Island.

5114. What were the number of European settlers in Vancouver's Island at
the period when you left it ?-Of bond fide settlers, 1 suppose, about 30.

i 15. Do you mean including the servants of the Hudson's 3ay Company?
-No, without including the servants of the Hudson's Bay Company; I mean
people who were settled there, or servants of the Company who had purchased
land.

511 6. Were there ione of those who were actually in the service of the
Hudson's Bay Company at that time who occupied land there ?-Very few.

51 17. What is the disposition and character of the Indians in Vancouver's
Island ?-They are principally 'what you may call fishing Indians; they are a
verv low degraded race; very few of them are hunters.

.51 1 S. What are their means of subsistence '-Principally fishing.
51 1. The fisheries are very abundant I imagine ?-The fisieries are very

abundant there. The means which the Indians have of taking fish are extremely
rude ; very clumsy hooks and lines ; but still they get a very large supply of fish.

51-20. What are the fish which they catch ?-Salmon, halibut, herrings,
and a fish called the woolikan, which is very much the saine as the pilchard.

512:. Had you any opportunity of f<rming an opinion of the productiveness
of the coal mines of Vancouver's Island ?-The coal mines which are now worked
at Nanaimo were not discovered while I was there; there was a small quantity
founcd up at Fort Rupert, and some miners were sent out; but the accounts
which had been sent to England of these coal mines were so very nuch exag-
gerated that they soon gave over working them; the coal, which had been
reported to be three feet thick, was in reality only about 15 or 16 inches; it
had beeti found cropping out of a bank, and the Indians had dug out snall
quantities with their axes, with very great labour.

5122. To what do you attribute the very limited resort of settlers to Van-
couver's Island, which took place while you were there ?-I think, in a great
measure, to the restrictions which there were upon their obtaining land.

5123. What was the nature of those restrictions ?-The high price.
5124. What

286
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5124. What was the price ?-A pound an acre.
5125. Is not I . an acre the price generally charged for land in the colonial

possessions of England ?-It is in some parts; I believe it is in some parts of
Australia; but it is not so in Canada or in New Brunswick.

5126. Do you think that a low price of land, as a general system, is advan-
tageous to a colony ?-Perhaps hardly so low as it is sold in some of the North
American colonies; but still 1 1. an acre is very high, because it is far higher
than it is sold in the United States immediately adjoining.

.5127. Mr. Grogan.] Can you state the rate at which the land is sold in the
United States ?-They were making free grants in Oregon.

5128. Viscount Goderich.] You say that one of the great obstructions to
settlement was the price of land; were there any other difficulties besides the
price in the way of obtaining land in Vancouver's Island ?-There was also a
condition in the land sales that every purchaser of 100 acres should bring out
five labourers fron England, which of course to people who purchase it on the
spot is an insuperable bar.

5129. Were there facilities afforded for persons obtaining information as to
·the price of land and the position in which it could be purchased, and things
of that kind; supposing a settler went to Vancouver's Island from California,
could lie obtain that information with facility?-No, I really do not know
where he would have obtained it.

51 3u. Did yoni ever hear of any instances of difficulties of that kind ?-Yes;
I remember that a inan came from California who had been digging there; he
was an Englishman, fron some part of Cheshire; I think his name was Cham-
berlain, if I recollect rightly.

5131. Mr. Edward llice.] Chancellor.-Chancellor ; his name had quite
escaped me. He said that he had been digging with a party of Englishmen,
who were still in California, and that they had sent him to know upon what
terms land was to be got in Vancouver's Island, with the idea of coming there
and settling; that they wished to remain as British subjects. After being there
for about a week he came to me and said that he was quite unable to obtain
any information of any kind.

5132. Mr. Roebuck.] Was there any survey of the island, or of any part of
the island ?-I believe some portion of it lias been surveyed since.

5133. But was there any when you were there ?- Very little ; there had been
a survey of their own claim, commenced by the Hudson's Bay Company.

5134. What do you mean by a " survey of their own claim" ?-Tiiere vas a
portion of land which they mnarked out which was claimed by themselves. I
think it was supposed to contain 10 square miles.

5135. In what part of the island was that ?-Round Fort Victoria.
.5136. And that they claimed as their own property?-That they clained as

their own property.
5137. I thought that all the island was conceded to them ?-True, but

then it was on condition of selling the land; this they claimed as their own
reserve.

5138. And this they would not sell ?-This they did not intend to seil.
5139. They would not sell it ?--fhey would not sell it.
514). Was that round any part which was settled ?-It was where the only

settlement was except at Fort Itupert.
5141. And they refused entirely to sell that land ? -They refused to sell it.
5142. Was that no obstruction to colonisation ?-I should say that it was a

very great one.
5143. Mr. Urogan.] Was there any money paid to the Colonial Exchequer

for that ten miles of land by the Company ?-I do not know whether any has
been paid since; there was none paid at the time.

5144. At the time of which you speak, the Company exercised the right of
not selling any part of that land, or allowing any settier to purchase it ?--Yes.

5145. Were there any of their own servants located on that ten miles ?-Yes,
two or three.

.5146. Did they purchase the land from the Company ?-That I really cannot
tell. I never heard of any money being paid.

5:47. Mr. Roebuch.] Have you a copy of your commission; I suppose you
had a commission ?-I lost all my papers coming home, in the River Chardress;
they were under water for several hours. I stili have the parchment of my

0.24-Sess. 2. N N 4 commission,

R. Blanuard, Esqa

15 June 1857-
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.andurd, Esq. commission, but it is illegible. 1 imagine that there are copies in the Colonial
Office.

à5 June 1857. 5148. Viscount Goderich.] What salary did you receive from the Company
as Governor of Vancouver's Island ?-None w' tever.

5149. Did you receive no remuneration for your services in that capacity? -
Nothing whatever. I was promised 1,000 acres of land when I went out.

5150. Mr. Roebuck.] By whom ?-By Sir John Pelly, who was then the Go-
vernor of the Hudson's Bay Company. When I was leaving the island, a
servant, who had gone with me from England, was rather anxious to remain
there as a settler, and I claimed 100 acres of those 1,000 acres. Mr. Douglas,
who was the agent for the land there, nominally evaded giving me any kind of
title to it, and said that I should get it more easily settled in England. The
Hudson's Bay Company declined to make it over to me, and said that those
1,000 acres of land were merely intended for the Governor for the time being.

5151. So that he was to enjoy the wild waste while he lived there ?-Eý actly
80.

5152. And to get no property in the land ?-Yes.
5153. Were ;'u given to understand that when you went there ?-No, cer-

tainly not, because Sir John Pelly had told me that I might select such por-
tions of land as I thought would turn out valuable, and that they would sel!
advantageously.

5154. Have you any evidence that Sir John Pelly said that: have you any
writing ?-It is merely what passed between him and myself.

5155. He did not put it upon paper?-He did not.
5156. Had you any salary from the Crown ?-None whatever; the charter to

the Hudson's Bay Company provided that they should pay all civil and military
expenses.

5157- Had you no salary from the Hudson's Bay Conpany?-None what-
ever.

51.58. So that you passed your two years there and got nothing by it ?-
Nothing whatever. All that I ever received fromn the Hudson's Bay Company
was 175 1. for my passage out there, and it cost me about 300 .

.5159. Did anybody pay your passage back ? -I had a free passage as far as
San Francisco by a sloop of war; the rest of the passage was at my own
expense.

.5160. Chairnan.] Do you mean that you accepted the governorship of this
colony, with the understanding that you were to get nothing whatever for your
services in that respect ?--Nothing at the first beginning. I was certainly led
to believe that colonial settlers would flock out there; that al facilities would
be given to them; and that of course as the colony increased a civil list would
be formed; that the land sales and the royalties on the coal would produce a
considerable colonial revenue.

5161. Mr. Grogan.] And those expectations, with the grant of 1,000 acres of
land, to be selected by yoirself, vtere your inducements for going to the colony?
-Just so, and inoreover I also hoped that my services would be considered by
Her Majesty's Government afterwards.

5162. Viscount Goderich.] Did you find living there cheap or dear ?-It cost
me as nearly as poss; ble 1,100 1. a year to li. e there; the price of everything
was regulated by that in California, and as the gold fever was then at its heiglit,
living there was of course extremely expensive.

5163. I believe that the Hudson's Bay Company's servants receive their
goods at a cheaper rate than the rest of the colony, do they not?--I think they
lad three several prices in the H udson's Bay Company's stores at that time, one
for the superior officers of the Company, another for the servants, and a third,
ivhich they called their cash price, at which they sold the goods to settlers.

5104. Can vou state. to the Comnittee the difference between those three
prices ?-The officcrs received their goods at 33 per cent. increase upon the
cost price, the srrvants and inferior officers varying from 50 to 100, and the cash
price was regueted by the price in California, as nearly as they could do it.

5 165. How muclh was that ?-Generally about 300 per cent.
.5166. You being Governor of Vancouver's Island, at which of those prices

did you purchase your goods ;-At the cash price, as a stranger.
5167. That is at about :300 per cent. over the cost price ?-Yes.
5168. Chairman.] Do you think that the gold fields in California had

nothing
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nothing to do with preventing settlers from going to Vancouver's Island, who
niight otherwise have gone there ?-I doubt it very much.

51 69. Why so ?-I think that there were a great many Englishmen in
California, who after they had cnllected a little gold there, would have flocked
over to Vancouver's Island, as settlers, wishing to remain British subjects.

5170. Mr. Christy.] Do you think that the discouraging accounts which
came to this cuuntry fron Vancouver's Island, soon after your going there,
materially operated against the colonisation o)f that island ?-I never hîeard
of it.

5172. Do you think that the accounts which were known in England,
perhaps fron yourself, and fron other people, did not operate as a discourage-
ment to persons going out to settle in Vancouver's Island ? -I hardly think so;
they may have done so, certainly.

5172. Mr. Groqan.] I understood you to say that a gentleman of the name
of Chancellor came to Vancouvers Island, on the part of sone Englishnen, to
look for land ?-That was his account.

5173. And he failed to get any information sufficiently satisfactory to warrant
their going there as English settlers ?--Yes.

51 74. Was not that a discouragement to those settlers, or would-be settlers,
to go there ?- He went back to California, and I apprehend that lie would carry
that account with hin.

5175. I understanl your answer then to be that you are not aware that the
discouraging accounts from Vancouver's Island discouraged settlers from this
country *-Yes.

,5176. Mr. Clhristy.] That did not come within your knowledge at all ?--That
1s so.

5177. Living there, you did not hear of it ?-Just so.
5178. Viscount Godcrich.] Might niot you, when you found that you paid

this large per-centage upon goods, have exported goods yourself from England
in the Hudson's Bay Company's ships ?-I believe that nominally I might have
done so, but still there was great difficulty about it, because my agents in
London found that ther could never ascertain at what time the Hudson's Bay
Conipany's ship sailed.

5' 79. Did they take any pains to ascertain it ?-By inquiry at the Hudson's
Bay Ilouse, where they were promised that they should have due notice of the
ships as they sailed, and the next thing they generally heard was that the ship
had gone. That happened on two occasions, and as the ships did not go very
often, missing two ships running was rather a serious thing to a man who
depended for his supplies upon England.

518u. Mr. Roebucki.] By what Colonial Minister were you appointed Go-
viernor ?- By Lord Grey.

51 Si. What previous knowledge had you of colonisation or colonial govern-
ment ;-I had been in one or two of the West India islands ; I had been in
British Honduras, mnd I had been in India.

5182. And upon the ground of the experience which you there gained, you
thought that you could make a good Governor of Vancouver's Island ?-I saw
no reason to believe the contrary.

518-i. When you got to Vaucouver's island, had you anything to do ?-Very
little indeed, except to regulate the disputes between the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's officers and their servants.

5184. So that, in fact, as far as governmnent was concerned, you had no
duties to perforn ?-None whatever, except as an ordinary magistrate, to decide
the disputes between the Hudson's Bav Company's officers and servants.

5185. Were there many of those disputes ?-A great nany.
5 18 6. On what ground r-Discontent anong the servants.
5 187. At being ill-treated by the Company ?-They considered themselves

ill-treated; that thev had been brought out there under a delusion, and lad
been promised many"things which were not fulfilled.

5188. Did you investigate those complaints ?-Yes.
519. Did you tind them at all well founded ?-Somie were, and some were

not.; there was a great deal of dissatisfaction among the people.
5190. Was it well grounded ?-A good miany coinplaints were.
5191. What was the sort of complaints; did they say that they were pro-

mised land ?-No, they were not promised land, but they were promised a great
many comforts and conveniences, and were led te expect a far more com-
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R. Blanshard, Esq.
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R. Blanshard, Esq. fortable life, and higher wages than they received; but still they were all there
under agreement.

15 June 1857.- 5192. So that, in fact, it was no colony at ail ?-It was nothing more than a
fur, trading post, or very little more.

5193. Was there any fur hunting on the island ?-Very little indeed.
5194. Is the island capable of bearing wild animals fit for hunting ?-There

is a good deal of game on it; deer.
5195. I suppose it is a trading post ?-It is more of a trading post; a depôt

for the posts in the interior.
5 196. As regards any colonisation of the island, there was no attempt made

on the part of the Company to do that ?-Very little indeed ; they brought
over cattle from Oregon, and they had cultivated a little land round the fort.

5197. But as far as their influence went, it prohibited colouisation ?--I should
say that it did.

519S. Viscount Goderich.] Can you give the Committee any more details as
to the state of the Indians on the island, and the mode of the Company in
dealing with them ?-The Indians were always very kindly treated by the
Hudon's Bay Company.

51 99. There were cases (I do not know whether they occurred while you
were there) of persons being mnurdered by Indians ?-There were three men
murdered while I was there; they had run awav fron Fort Rupert, with the
intention of gettinig on board'a vessel which was then takine' in coal, to carry it
to California; these three men were murdered a few miles from Fort Rupert by
the indians.

5200. What steps did you take in consequence; was any punishment. inflicted
upon the Indians ? -Some time afterwards there was a sloop of war there, the
" Dapline " ; and I requested the Admiral on the station to leave her there for
a short time, tili I could take some steps for apprehending those Indians.

5201. Mr. Roebuc/r.] You have been asked what induced you to go out:
what induced you to leave Vancouver's lsland ?-Partly ill health, and partly
the great expense which I was put to, which I was certainly unprepared for.

52-. Had you any successor ?-A successor was not appointed while 1 was
there ; but 1 received a letter from the H udsun's Bay Company, stating that
Mr. Douglas had been recommended to the Government as my successor, and
they expeeted that he would be appointed Governor.

5203. Did you leave the island before he arrived ?-He was there at the time.
I nominated a council, that is to say, three members, which was the snallest
that could form a quorum, of which- 1 appointed him the senior meniber.

5204. Would any great mischief have happened if there had been no
governor at ail ?-There would have been a great deal of quarrelling; it was
necessary that somebody should be at the head; that there should be some
kind of law on the island, and to enforce it.

5205. Was not there a Company's servant there ?-Yes; but there were
people there who were independent of the Company then, and they would not
take the law fron him.

.5206. How was justice administered: was there a recorder, or anybody to
administer justice ?-l did it all myself; I liad no means of paying a recorder a
salary; there were no colonial funds.

5207. I suppose you were not cognizant of the law: you were not brought
up to the law, were vou?-I had been called to the Bar.

52o. And in that capacity you administered justice there ?-Yes.
Wg. So that you were Governor and justice. 1-lad you constables ?-Yes.

When I wanted a constable, I swore one in.
52 1O. Viscount Goderich.J Did you ever have a dispute with Mr. Douglas

about the register of a ship ?-Yes.
5n. Will you state to the Committee the c;rcumstances of that dispute?-

It was a schooner, I think, called the " Cadborough," and the master of her,
who had just been appointed, brought me the register, and said that he was not
at all satistied with the alteration which had been made in the register, and he
asked whether the Hudson's Bay Company's servants had any right to inake
these alterations. On referring to the Navigation Act, I concluded that they
had not, and i told him so. However, the next day, or the day after that, he
went to sea without seeing me on the subject.

521:2. Mr. Edward Ellice.] ''he " Cadborough " was the property of the
ludson's Bay Company ?-She was.

5213. Mr.

go
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5213. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Was the register properly signed at the time
she went to sea ?-She went to sea with the register signed by Mr. Douglas.

521.. Had he any authority whatever to sign it ?- None whatever. I told the
master this, and told him that if le would bring me the register I would sign it.

5215. He did not bring the register ?-He did not bring the register.
52 16. You were the only person on the island with authority to sign the

register of the ship ? - I was.
5217. So that Mr. Douglas signed that register illegally ?-He did.
5218. Mr. Boebuck.] Was that before you had given the Company to under-

stand that you would resign ?-Before it was known there.
52 19. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] You were still acting as Governor ?-I was

still Governor.
5220. Mr. Roebuck.] Mr. Douglas did not consider himself then your locun

tenens ?--He was not my locum tenens in any manner, nor was he even a mem-
ber of the Council.

5,21. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you know what register the ship had pre-
viously sailed under ?-lhe same register which had been signed over and over
again, on every change of masters, by the resident chief factor of the Hudson's
Bay Company.

5222. Mr. Roebuch.] Was Mr. Douglas resident chief factor ?-He was.
5223. So that he merely did what his predecessors had done ?-Yes.
.5224. Mr. Charles Fit:illiam.] Although the condition of the island was

completely changed ?-Yes.
5225. The island was not before considered as a colony?-There was no

authority in the island before to sign the register, but it had always been signed
by the chief factor; I believe it is customary under the Navigation Act.

.5226. When the " Cadborough" came back, what course did you pursue ?-I
sent for the master, and ordered him to produce bis register, and on its being
produced, I pointed out to him that it had been illegally signed, and I sum-
moned both him and Mr. Douglas to account for it.

5227. in what way; before what tribunal did you summon them ? -- Before
myself.

5228. Did you bind them over in any way to appear ?-I bound them over
to appear if called upon.

5229. What surety did you take?-Their personal security.
5230. Mr. Roebuck.] Were they ever called upon ?-I imagine not, for I

left the island very shortly afterwards.
52:31. Mr. Christy.] Is the character of the native tribes in Vancouver's Island

warlike ?-In the north they are a very fierce and warlike set; about Fort Rupert.
5232. From your own knowledge, can you say bo ; did you come in contact

with any of the tribes ?-They were the same Indians who had murdered the
three sailors.

5233. What was their character -Thev were a hunting tribe, and they were
considered one of the most warlike tribes, for a small tribe, on the whole coast.

5234. Were the Comnpany's servants, or you as Governor, or persons under
your control, ut all thrown in communication with these Indians?-l hey used
to visit the trading post at Fort Rupert continually to trade in furs.

5235. Did they exercise any control over them ?-None whatever.
.5236. Mr. .Roebuck.] But were those Indians any obstruction to colonisa-

tion ?-The northern part of the island, I think, they have never attempted to
colonise; it is merely a fur-trading post, and they do not go very far from the
walls.

5237. But would any settlers be afraid of the Indians ?--l should fancy not.
5238. In fact, those Indians are no obstacle to the colonisation of the island?

-- No. In fact, down in the south, about Fort Victoria, they are very useful.
5239. Have you had any experience of the red man on the continent of

America ?-Not in North Arnerica.
5240. You are not aware that he invariably disappears as the civilised man

comes on ?- I cannot say so from my own knowledge, but I believe that it is a
well-known fact, and it would be the case in Vancouver's Island.

5241. Then if colonisation were to take place in Vancover's Island we should
hear very little more of the Indian ?-Very little more.

5242. In fact, though it may seem to be an inhuman statement to make, the
sooner they get rid of the Indians the better ?-I believe it is what the United
States' people call improving them.

.24-Sess. 2. O O 2 5243. Improving
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R. Blanshard, Esq.
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5243. Improving them off the face of the land ?-Exactly so.
5244. Mr. Christy.] Do the Hudson's Bay Company provide these Indians

with arms and ammunition for the purpose of hunting ?-They sell them a large
quantity of arms and ammunition in Vancouver's Island; not only for the pur-
poses of hunting, but for warlike purposes and for purposes of self-defence.
The Indians are very well supplied with fire-arms there, and of a very excellent
quality.

5245. Viscount Goderich.] Do you think that that conduces to the safety of
a small white community ?-I do not think that it at all conduces to it.

5246i. Mr. Roefiuck.] In taking into view the colonisation of Vancouver's
Island the Indians would not enter as an item of consideration at all, would
th'ey ?-They are very useful at first; they have no objection to hire themselves
as labourers.

5247. Supposing that you had anything like a colony there, the colony would
take no regard of the Indians; the Indians would not be an item of considera-
tion, would they ?-Do you mean as an enemy?

5248. In any way ?-Yes; I think while they remained there they would
find them very tseful.

5249. So that, so far.from their being an obstruction to colonisation, you
think that they would be an assistance?-Yes.

5 250. I suppose they have no settled habits ?-Yes; at Victoria there is a
large Indian town which they inhabit during a great part of the year ; there
are well and heavily built wooden houses.

5251. All populations living upon fish are usually degraded populations, are
they not ?---o far as my knowledge and experience go.

5252. These Indians do not live upon huinting ?-No; very few of them live
on hunting.

.253. The island does not afford the means of doing so; there are no
buffalo ?-There are no buffalo.

5254. Do they subsist entirely by fishing ?-Almost entirely; they kill a few
deer, occasionally, and smaller animals.

5255. What boats have they ?-Canoes cut from single trees; principally
from pine,

5256. Are they of a rude description ?-No ; they are very well constructed,
and some of them of a yery large size.

5257. Do they trade with one another, or with anybody else; have they
anything to trade in ?--Nothing but furs and fish.

5 258. Furs they cannot get upon the island ?-No.
5259. Fish they catch in the sea ?-Fish they catch in the sea.
.526o. - ave they any consumers; anybody to whom they can trade that

fish ?-Merely the Hudson's Bay Company and the settlers.
5261. Mr. Grogan.] You stated that there were about 30 independent

settlers in the island when you were there ?-About that.
5262. Do they rear any quantity of corn or produce more than they require

for their own consumption ?-They had only just commenced settling then,
and there was no corn produced, except on the land of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

5263. They did not feel any want then of a market ?-They did not then.
5264. During the time that you were Governor did you hear any complaints

made that the produce exported from Vancouver's Island to San Francisco was
under a heavier duty than the American produce from the opposite side of the
Sound;-I do not remember hearing it said so, but I do not think that there
was any produce exported then except a cargo or two of lumuber, and I do not
remember hearing what duty was charged upon it. The wheat that was grown
was not sent to San Francisco ; it was generally sent to Sitka, and sold in the
Russian territory.

,565 Mr. Gregson.] Were there any settlers in Vancouver's Island with their
families ?- -There was a Scotch family of the naine of Muir.

5266. Only one family ?-That was all that I remember. There was a
Captain Cooper and his family, and there were one or two others, whom I do
not remember, but not any very great number.

5267. Viscount Goderich.] When you speak of there being 30 independant
settlers, do you mean settlers of the description which Mr. Cooper called free
settlers, not being servants of the Company ?-Not being servants of the
Comnpany. 

5268. There
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.. 68. There were as many as 30 ?-About 30, I think. Just before I left R.Biansird,Esq.'
the island I received a memorial from tbem concerning the appointment of the
next Governor, of which some rumour had crept out, and it was signed by all is J mne 1857.
of them. I laid that memorial before the Colonial Office when I returned to
England, and I think it contains a list of every settler.

5L,9. Mr. Roebuck.] And does it contain a statement of their grievances:
what was the memorial about ?-I sent the original in to the Colonial Office;
but I think I can produce a copy of it.

[The Witness delivered in the same, which is asfollows:]

To His Excellency Richard B/anshard, Esquire, Governor of Vaucouver's Island.

May it please your Excellency,
WE, the undersigned, inhabitants of Vancouver's Island, having learned with regret that

your Excellency lias resigned the governiment of ihis colony, and understanding that the
governrment bas been committed to a chief factor of the Hurlson's Bay Company, caniot
but exnress <ur.unfeigned surprise and deep concein ut such an appointrment.

The Hudson's Bay Company being, as it is, a areat trading body, must necessarily
have imierests clashing with those of independenit colonists. Most matters of a poditical

:tnre will cause a contest between the agents of the Company and the colonists. Many
matteis of a judicial nature also, will, undoubtedly, arise in w'hich the colonists and the
Company (or its servants) will be contending parties, or the upper servants and the lower
servants of the Company wvill be arrayed against each other. We beg to express in the
muost enphatical and plainest inanner, our assurance that impartial decisions.. cannot be
expected from a Governor, who is not only a member of the Company, sharing its profits,
his share of such profits rising and falling as thev rise and full, but is also charged as their
chief agent with the sole representation of their trading interests in this island and the
adjacent coasts.

Furthenmore, thus situated, the colony will have no secuiity that its public funds will
be duly disposed of solely for the benefit of the colony in general, and not turned aside in
any degree to be applied to the private purposes of the Company, by disproportionate sums
being devoted to the improvement of that tract of land held by theni, or utherwise uuduly
employed.

nder these circumstances, we beg to acquaint your Excellency with our deep sense of the
absolute necessity there is, for the real good and welfare of the colony, that a council should
be imniediately appointed, in order to provide sone security thiat the interests of the Hudson's
Bay Company shell not be allowed to outweigh and rnin those or' the colony in general.

We, who join in èxpressing these sentiments to your Excelleincy are unfortunately but a
very small number, but we respectfully beg your Excellen-y to consider that we, and we
ahne, represent the interests of the island as a free and independent British colony, for we
constitute the whole. body of the independent sett'ers, all the other inhabitants being in
some way or other so connected with and controlled by the Hudson's Bay Company, as
to be deprived of freedom of action in all matters relating to ihe publie affairs of the colony,
some indeed by their own confession, as nay he proved if' necessary. And we further
allege our firm persuasion, that the untoward infinences to which we have adverted above
are hkely, if entirely unguarded against, no only to prevent any increase of free and inde-
pendent colonists in the island, but positively to dimnminish their present numbers.

We therefore humbly request your Excellency to take into your gracious consideration
the propriety of appointing a Council beibre your Excelleney's departure, such being the
most anxious and earnest desire of your Excellency's nost ubedient and humble servants,
and Hler Mujesty's most devoted and loyal subjects.

(signed) James lales, Landowner.
Robert John Staines, Trinitv Hall, Cambridge,

Chaplain to the Honourable ludson's Bay
Company.

James Cooper, Merchant and Landowner.
Thomas Monroe, Lessee uf Captain Grant's

Land at Sooke.
William M.Donald, Carpenter and Householder.
.James Sangster, Settler.
John XMir, sen., Settler, S'oke.
Willium Fraser, Settler, Sooke.
Andrew Muir, Settier, Suoke.
John M'Gregor, Settler, S oke.
John M/uir, jun., Setiler, Sooke.
Michael Juir, Settler, Sooke.
Robert Xuir, Settler, S-wke.
Archibaold Muir, Settler. Sooke.
Thumas Blinhorn, Settler, Michonsan.

5270. Mr. Christy.] You spoke of the settlement of Oregon; do you know
anything of the way in whichOregon was colonised or settled ?-Some portion of it
was settled by the servants of the fludson's Bay Company; some few of them.
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R. Brmshard, Es. 5271. Can you give us any information with respect to that ?-No, except
that I have heard that very little had been done there until there was a great

15 June 1857. influx of Amuericans; a large influx of Americans took place before the
boundary was defined.

5272. Was there any communication between Vancouver's Island and
Oregon ?- A schooner of the Hudson's Bay Company used to pass occasionally
between Nisqually and Fort Victoria.

5273. Did you ever hear of Dr. M'Laughlin ?-Yes.
527.4. Are you aware what part Dr. M'Laughlin took in the settlement and

colonisation of Oregon by the people of the Hudson's Bay Company r-1 have
really heard such different accounts about it that i scarcely know what the
truth is ; by some people he is declared to have been the father of the country,
and to have settled it largely at his own expense; by others he is declared to
have discouraged anything of the kind.

5275. Viscount Goderich.] Do you know Mr. Cooper, who gave evidence
before this Committee ?-Yes.

5276. Do you think that his evidence upon the state of Vancouver's Island is
likely to be valuable ?-- He was tiere as a merchant and as a landholder, and he
was also a member of the Council; he should have had good opportunities of
forming an opinion.

5277. Mr. Roebuck.] At what time of the year did you arrive at Vancouver's
Island?--I got there in the beginning of February, or the end of January.

5278. That was in the middle of winter ?-In mid-winter.
.527Q. What was the state of the clinate at that time ?--There was about a

foot of snow on the ground.
5280. How long did that last ?-Only for a few days.
5281. When did the spring conie ?-The spring commenced about April or

May.
5282. What sort of weather was there during the winter; was there snow and

frost upon the ground all the time ?-The vinters are conparatively mild there:
there are occasionally heavy falls of snoe, but it seldom lies for any long time.

5283. Mr. Christy.] Do you consider that the climate is as good as that of
England ?-On the whole, I should say that it was milder.

528 4 . Mr. Grogan.] Am I to understand you to say that Victoria is the only
settlement on the south part of the island ?-There was a small settlement at
Sooke.

5285. But Victoria is the principal settlement on the south part of the
island ?-The principal one.

5286. And round Victoria, for a distance of 10 square miles, is considered as
the property of the Company ?-It was then ; it was so laid down.

5287. Then when you speak of the island being well adapted for settlenient,
you are alluding to that part of it outside that district ?-That is naturally the
first place which would be colonised.

.5288. You stated that voti believed the island to be a good location for a
colony; I want to know to what exactly you referred ?-A mile or two west of
Victoria there is a much finer harbour; the one at Victoria is exceedingly bad,
and very difficult of access ; there is a far larger and better harbour, called Esqui-
mault,which appeared to me to be the best place for commencing a colofny.

5289. Is that included within the 10 square miles ?-That was claimed on
behalf of a company called the Puget Sound Company, the existence of which
I never could exactly make out.

5290. Was it considered in the island that that Puget Sound Company and
the Hudson's Bay Comrpany were the sane body, only under different names?-
Everybody declared so ; I could never discover any difference between them.

529 1. You mentioned to us that travelling through the island was difficult,
owing to the forests of underwood; do you wish to convey the impression that
it is so thick a jungle that there would be great difficulty in clearing the country
for settlement ?-There are large plains, which are more adapted for colonisa-
tion, as well as these belts of forest.

5292. The forest goes as it were in a belt across the island ; but unincumbered
by wood, there still is a large fertile plain well adapted for colonisation ?-The
aspect of the country is a pine forest, interspersed with occasional open plains.

5293. Then the wooded part to which you have alluded as being difficult to
travel through, is exceptional ? -It is.

5294. Mr. Roebuck.] But surely wood is no obstruction to colonisation?-
None
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None whatever, and the size to which the trees grow there would render them R.Blanshard, E q-
exceedingly valuable for spars.

5295. And the heavier the timber the better the land ?-l believe it is always j5 June 1857.

considered so.
5296. As to talking about any obstruction aTising from jungle, that is not

considered by an American as an obstacle, is it ?-None whatever.
5297. Are you at all aware what the forests are composed of?-Principally

pine.
5298. Does not pine usually grow in a barren soil ?-It does occasionally;

but also when it is cleared it is very fertile.
5299. Is that your experience ?-In many places.
5300. Is there no hard timber there; maple, beech, or birch ?-There is a

littie oak in the south of the island.
5301. Is there no maple ?-I do not know. I never heard of the maple tree

being found there.
5302. The beech tree?-The beech tree grows there, but not in any very

large quantities; the prevailing timber in the island is the pine.
.5303. And notwithstanding that, you say that the soil is fertile ?-The soil is

fertile. I have seen wheat grow there very luxuriantly.
5304. Can you state how many bushels per acre ?-The number of bushels

per acre would sound very insignificant to an English farmer, but considering
the imperfect cultivation, it was a very good cropý; about 25 bushels on some
part of the land.

5305. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that in the country where you saw originally
pine or hard wood ?-Pine.

5ý3o6. Do you know Esquimault Harbour -- Yes.
53o7. What sort of harbour is it ?-A very good harbour; the deep water

would take in a vessel of any size ; the entrance is clear and open; there is
only one rock in it, which is well known, and easily avoided.

53o8. When inside are the vessels in perfect shelter ?-In perfect shelter.
5309. In any wind ?-In any wind; it is only open to the south, and the

wind fron the south there is not very violent. nor does it create any sea.
53 o. Is that harbour of sufficient capacity to take in a large number of

vessels ?-l should think it would take in a dozen line-of-battle ships.
5311. Esquimault Harbour is on the sea-side of the island, I think; a vessel

having recourse to Esquimault Harbour would have no necessity to go within
the Straits ?-It is a long way up the Straits; the entrance of it is four or five
miles, or perhaps hardly so much.

5312. Is it north of Victoria ?--It is about due west of it.
5S13. Mr. Charles Fitzwillian.] Can you give us some information as to

what the Puget Sound Company is composed of, and what have been its
operations ?-I was unable to understand a great deal about it; it seemed to be
very much identified with the Hudson's Bay Company; everything was used
indiscriminately; men came out saying' that they were Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's servants, and it appeared that their agreements had been entered into
with the Puget Sound Company; they were employed on the Hudson's Bay
Company's work.

5314. Had the operations of the Company been extensive as a farming con-
pany ?-There was an establishment formed close to Esquimault, vhich was
forming just as I came away, which they said belonged to the Puget Sound
Company, but the people who were on it had never heard of the Puget Sound
Company ; there was a gentleman of the name of Langford, one of the people
who superintended it, he had never heard of such a company until he got out
to Vancouver's Island.

5315. What wTas his position as regarded the Puget Sound Company ; was he
one of the Company ? --No ; he had nothing to do- with it lie was in their service.

5316. Not as a ploughnan, was he ?-No, as a bailiff.
5317. Do you know wlat were the inducements offered to him to go out r-

He was engaged with them for a tern of 15 years, which was terminable either
at five or teri years upon due notice ; he was to receive a salary of 60 1. a year,
andi he was to be supplied with everything which he required in the way of
labour, niaterials, aud seed, and with those he was to form as large a farn as
he pleased. I think it was restricted to 500 acres, if I remember rightly. His
further remuneration, beyond this 60 I. a year, was to be half the profits of the
farm when it was established.
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R. Blanshard, Esq.

15 June 1857-

5318. When lie went out there, was he led to suppose that he would find
every accommodation when he got there ?-So he told me.

5319. How was he received?-There were no preparations made for bis employ.
ment; his agreement was with the Puget Sound Company; for I saw it myself.

5,32o. In the first instance you say that he was induced to go out as a settier
by the representations of the Hudson's Bay Company ?- He never heard of the
Puget Sound Company till lie got there, though his agreement was in the name
of the Puget Sound Company; lie considered that lie had all the tine been
dealing with the Hudson's Bay Company, and lie was not aware of there bein,
such a thing as the Puget Sound Company till he arrived in the island.

5321. With whom had lie dealings; wbat member of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-Chiefly with Sir John Pelly.

5322. Who represented the Hudson's Bay Company ?-He was Governor oi
the Hudson's Bay Company.

5323. Had lie anything to do with the Puget Sound Company ?-I believe
he was also Governor of the Puget Sound Company.

5324. What was the actual reception which Captain Langford met with when
lie arrived on the island ?-There had been two log houses put up, one of which
he was told he was to occupy with bis family, and the other was for his labourers.

5325. Log huts, containing one room each, of course ?-Yes.
5326. What was his position in society in England ?-He had held a com-

mission in the army, and I believe had sold out about 10 years previously, and
turned his attention to farming in Kent.

5327. So that a gentleman of position in England was expected, with his
family, to live in a log but, without any accommodation whatever ?-Exactly so.

5328. What steps were taken for his accommodation afterwards ?-There was
a small log hut at Victoria, which was handed over to him, in which lie put
away his family in the best way that lie could.

5329. What was the nature of this log but at Victoria; of what size was it?
-I suppose about 20 feet by 12; something of that kind.

5330. Containing how many rooms ?-It contained one at that time.
535 1. So that lie was very little better off in the new accommodation than he

was in the old ?-What I think you understand by the old accommodation were
two bouses which were put up near Esquimault, where bis farm was intended
to be, and lie declined to take bis family there until he had got a proper house
for then, so that upon their first landing they were put into this other log hut.

5332. Had he been promised a bouse to live in on his arrival in Vancouver's
Island in the first instance on his leaving England ?-I should hardly think
that he expected to find one ready for hin, but lie certainly expected better
accommodation than he found.

53.33. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How do you know all this ?-Because when he
arrived there lie had a large family, and his wife, who was a most lady-like
woman, was within a day or two of her confinement, and I gave them roons in
my house, being extremely sorry to see' an English lady reduced to such a state
of inconvenience.

5334. With regard to all that may have passed between Mr. Langford and
any other parties in London, from what source have vou the informacion as to
what hopes and expectations were held out to him ?-What Mlr. Langford told
me himself. The ternis of bis agreement spoke about his farm. and what his
remuneration was to be.

5335. Have you that agreement here ?-That was his own agr cement.
5336. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] He was a connexion of youes, was le not?

-Yes, he was a distant connexion of mine.
5337. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Have you a copy of that agreement ?-No, I have

not; but a copy of that agreement would prove nothing, because it merely
referred to what was to be done when he arrived on the island. It said nothing
about what bis expectations were when he arrived there, and what he was to
find ready to his hands.

5338. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] You say that by his agreement he was to be
supplied with seed, agricultural implements, and everything necessary to
conduct à farm ?-Yes.

.5339. To whom had he to apply for those articles ?-To Mr. Douglas.

.5340. In what capacity; as Governor of the Puget Sound Company, or as
chief factor of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-That he did not seem at all clear
about at first, and I understand that there was some correspondence between

them
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them on the subject as to whether M)1r. Douglas would acknowledge himself as
agent of the Puget Sound Company.

5341. Mr. Edward Ellice.] In fact, is Mr. Langford still in the island in the
service of the Puget Land Company ?-I believe so.

5342. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] In what capacity was Mr. Douglas in the
island; was he as Governor of the Puget Sound Company, or as an officer of
the Hudson's Bay Company !-As both.

5343. I think you said that Mr. Douglas rather denied that he had anything
to do with the Puget Sound Company ?-What passed between him and Mr.
Langford I cannot tell, because I %vas not present; but Mr. Langford told me
that he had been obliged to write to him to know whether he was the manager
of the Puget Sound Company or not.

5344. Do you know what the answer was ?-I really did not inquire what the
answer was.

5.345. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You said just now that Mr. Douglas was governor
of the Puget Land Company; liow do you know that ?-He managed all their
affairs, and directed what should be done indiscriminately with those of the
Hudson's Bay Company. I did not say governor; I said manager.

.5346. Can you tell us in any particular in what way he acted as governor
or manager of the Puget Land Company ?-Merely that he directed that their
accounts should be made out in the Hudson Bay Companv's office ?-l heard
one of the othcers grumbling about having to do the Puget Sound Company's
work without remuneration; he apportioned men out; he took the management
of the men who came out there with agreements as Puget Sound Company's
Men.

5347. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] Was there any return of the persons im-
ported into the island by the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I was furnished with
lists of passengers by the captains of the ships; but I cannot produce them,
because they are destroyed with the rest of my own papers.

5348. And the persons who formed the staff of the Puget Sound Company
would be reported as haviig been introduced as settlers by the Hudson's Bay
Company ?- 1 presume so by the numbers ; the numbers were given, as free
settlers introduced by the Hudson's Bay Company, and they tallied with the
number of passengers given to me.

5349. Mr. Afitheson.] Are you aware whether persons going out under the
Puget Sound Company were reported as servants of the Hudson's Bav Com-
pany ?-I nerely saw a report of so many settlers sent out by the Hudson's
Bay Company.

5350. But you do not know whether they went out as servants of the Puget
Sound Company or not ?-As the number tallied with the number given me by
the captain of the ship, it must have been so.

5351. Mr. Grogan.] Was any return or report ever made to you of emi-
grants, or settlers, or labourers, brotight out by the Puget Sound Company?
-Never.

5352. But there were reports made to you of emigrants and labourers that
were brought out by the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I merely had a return of
the number.

5353. They were always entered as having been sent out by the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-They were all put together ; a paper was handed to me, saying,
"These are the number of settlers that we have brought out."

5354. Whom do you mean by " we " in that answer?-Mr. Douglas gave
it to me; whether lie was speaking collectively, or only as manager of the
Hudson's Bay Company, I will not pretend to say.

5355. You, as governor, had no means whatever of knowing the settiers and
labourers that were brought out by the one Company and the other ?-None
whatever.

5356. And you were under the impression that they all came out under the
iudson's Bay Company 2-1 was under that impression.

5357. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliam.] So that those persons who were introduced
into the island by the Puget Sound Company would make people think that the
Hfudson's Bay Company had been doing all in their power to colonise the island?
-Just so.
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Lieutenant-Colonel William Caldwell, called in: and Examined.

Lieut.-col. .5358. Chairman.] WHATI acquaintance have you had with the territories
W. Caldwell. under the government of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I went to that country

in June 1848. I left Gravesend in command of a pensioner corps that went out,
15 June 1857. and as Governor of the settlement of Assiniboia.

5359. How long did you reside there ?-I returned in October 1855 ; I was
seven years in the country as G;overnor of Assiniboia; I have my commission
with me (producing the same).

536o. From whoni was your commission ?-From the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany.

5361. What were your functions as goverior of that settlement ?-They
conprised judicial and legislative duties.

5362. What was the condition of the settlement when you left it?-It was
tranquil, peaceable, and quiet when I left it.

5363. It is chiefly composed of half-breeds, I believe ?-I should say better
than half were French Canadians and half-breeds. The smaller half were
amongst the original settlers that went out under Lord Selkirk, with some
English half-breeds.

5364. Did you find them to be a very well-Iisposed population on the whole,
or difficult to manage ?--[ found them troublesome on first going out; I found
them peaceable and quiet subsequently.

5365. What was their occupation and means of livelihood ?-. Amongst the
Canadians and half-breeds they were generally hunters; amongst the English
half -breeds they were voyageurs; they went down to York twice a year to bring
up the goods from the ship.

5366. Were they in the service of tne Hudson's Bay Company for the most
part, or of independent traders ?--They were partly taken up by the traders and
enployed in bringing up the goods; the greater portion were employed for the
Company's goods.

537. What was the description of the chase pursued by those who sub-
sisted by hunting ?-They caught the buffalo, by which they made pemmican
and tallow.

5368. 'i hey did not engage in the fur trade, I suppose ?--I suppose that if
they could illicitly do it, they did so.

5369. Is there any fur trade of any consequence within reacli of that settle.
ment ?-Yes; there are sore settlements where they have posts. There is one
post at Pembina, on the frontier, from which they get a number of furs, and at
Fort Pelly there are a great number. Generally about four batteaux came down
in the spring, and they were filled with furs.

5370. That is the fur trade ; but is the hunting of the fur-bearing animal
carried on to any extent within easy reach of Red River ?-Not very easy
reach. Occasionally there art fur-bearing animals seen in the vicinity, and
sold in the settlement, but rarely.

5371. The great mass of the fur trade is prosecuted in districts more to the
north ?-In distant spots; the best fur trade.

5372. Do you think that it is advisable, with reference tu the condition of
the Red River settlement, that some change should take place in the manner in
which the affairs are adninistered ?-According to the state of the settlement at
present; they are in a very primitive state ; I found theni so on my going out;
they became more enlightened, and required, perhaps, a more stringent mode
of government.

5373. Do you believe that under any other systemn it is probable that that
country and its vicinity would be settled and colonised to a considerable extent ?
-Not as long as other parts were open more approximating to the civilised
portion of the territory. Unless for fur-bearing animals, I do not see any object
that a settler would have in going to that remote part of the globe.

5374. Mr. Roebuck.] Were you ever in the United States?--I have been
there.

5375. Were you ever in Minesota ?-No.
5 37 6. Chairman.] Do you know the Saskatchewan ?-I do not. On my

entrance into the country I went to York; and I saw enough, I am sure, to
prevent any one wishing to go into a settlement in so remote a position as that.

.TMy
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My family, with five young children, went in an open boat from York to Red Lieut.-col.

River; it took them four weeks to accomplish that journey in an open W. Caldwell.

boat. 1 ue.87
5377. My attention has been called to the following paragraph in a recent 15 June.î857.

American newspaper: " Those that are afraid to come up to Minesota, because
the chances are all taken up, need not despair; recent explorations have
brought into notice a fertile region, abounding with wood, and coal, and
minerals, lying on the Saskatchewan, which empties itself into Lake Winnipeg,
which empties, through Nelson River, into Hudson's Bay." Do you believe it
likely that emigrants wo"uld find their way into this territory if it was available
for thenm ? - I think that, if they were permitted, the American emigrants would
be likelv to do so, because the access is so very easy and approachable, across
the plains, from the American territory, into the Red River.

5378. You think that the stream of settlers would come rather fron the
United States than from any other direction ?-If they were allowed, I should
think so.

5379. Mr. Roebuck.] Then the only obstacle to the colonisation of the
country is the want of roads ?-The want of roads ; the difficulty of getting
there.

5380. If they could get there they would go there ?-I cannot judge of that
except from my own feeling; I should not like to go to so remote a spot;
I have been seven years there, and know what it is.

5381. You found that there were settlers in the remote parts of America ?-
At the Red River settlement; I have been further of course; I have been up
at York, but they were only servants of the Company, who were compelled to
stay.

5382. You said that you had been in Arerica ?-I have been in Canada, and
I have been in New York.

5383. You have not been in any of the back settlements ?-No.
5384. You know that seulement and colonisation has gone across the

Mississippi?--I have read and heard of such things, but 1 have no personal
acquaintance with therm.

5385. Should you suppose that people would have been taken across the
Mississippi, or would have gone up the Mississippi in an open boat, and
undergone all the hardships of that river ?-Yes; of course when they have
got steamers and railroads across, it is very easy to go into the country ; when
you have that accomplished, it is very easy to get to Red River.

.5386. Would it not have startled you just as much to see a body of emigrants
going across the Mississippi as it did in the case which you state, of the
dangers and hardships which you underwent in going up that river fron York?
would it not have seemed to you quite as startling an event that they should
cross the Mississippi?-I cannot say; I have no experience; I do not know
the country which you speak of.

5387. Your sole reason for believing that colonisation would not take place
there, is the hardship which you yourself underwent ?-No; the difficulty of
access to the place.

5388. If the access were made easy, you think that emigration would take
place ?-It might take place when the redundancy of population drove them to
that remote spot; I do not see tle object which they have in view until the
other places are cultivated.

5389. There is no redundancy of population in the United States of America?
-No, I suppose not; emigration is still going on.

539o. And yet emigration takes place to the west ?-Yes, but I imagine that
the reason of it going so far west is from the land being so much more readily
obtained; there is a less price for the land.

5391. If land were as readily obtained on the Red River and the access were
easy, is there any reason to suppose that emigration would not take place there ?
-None ; I see no reason.

5392. Therefore your first statement, that you thought that emigration would
not take place, did not really express your feeling ?-I only express my own
feeling; I say that I would not go to such a remote spot.

5393. But you were there for seven years ?-I was an old soldier, and I was
sent on duty.
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5394. You said that you carried out a body of settlers?-They were partly
settlers.and partly troops; they were enrolled pensioners.

5395. You took thern out from Gravesend?-I did.
539ti. Were they English people ?-English, Irish, and Scotch.
5397. How many ?-Fifty-six, with their wives and children.
5398. Altogether fifty-six?-Fifty-six men, non-commissioned officers, and

privates.
5399. A number of these I suppose were married and had children -- The

greater number ; there were 14 that were single men ; the rest were all married
with smaller or larger families.

5400. You took these out to Hudson's Bay, and from there to Red River ?-
To Red River.

5401. Did they settle there ?--A few of them are there still.
540 2. What took them there ?-They went out enrolled; they went out as a

force.
5403. As soldiers ?--Partly as settlers ang partly as soldiers.
5404. Did they go out with the intention of remaining there ; was it under-

stood that they ivould remain there ?-It was supposed that they would remain
there.

540.5. And upon that expectation you took out all these people ?-I was sent
out; the Government sent them out; I was the commanding officer.

5406. So many people went with you as settlers ?-They did.
5407. So that there was an evidence that people would go out as emigrants

to that country ?-We soldiers are obliged to go anywhere where we are
sent.

5408. Did they go as compulsory soldiers ?-I presune not; but it was an
inducement held out as an enrolment, having 20 acres of land as a private, a
corporal 30, and a serjeant 40 acres; that i suppose was the inducement, and
that they could do better there than they could in this country.

5409. And that inducement led them to go out there ?-It led them to go
out, I presume.

5410. You say that you exercised judicial and legislative functions whilst you
were there ?--I did, as far as my ability enabled me to perforn them in the
state in which I found the place.

5411. You were monarch of all you su·veyed?-I was, as far as authority
went. I had very great authority, I assure you.

54 12. Had you no council?-I had a council and a recorder.
5413. Who was he ?-Adam Thorn, esq., was the recorder.
.5414. You say that you exercised legislative functions ?-Yes. I was the

Governor, and head of the legislative body, as well as of the judicial.
5415. What was the legislative body composed of ?-To enact laws.
5416. Of whom was it composed ?-I had two bishops at one time ; when I

first went there I had one; the Roman-catholic bishop was one; and I had one
or two clergy, missionaries, anti the élite of the place; the most intelligent of
the community.

5417. In what year was this ?-1848.
5418. How many persons were there in the settlement at that time ?-There

was a census taken about that time, and there were supposed to be about 5,000
inhabitants.

5419. Vere they electors, or how was the council chosen ?--The council
were chosen by the powers that were, the Government of the country; the
Hudson's Bay Conpany.

5420. So that they were a self-elected vestry ?-No; they were appointed by
the Hudson's Bay Conpany.

5421. Not by the people there ?-Not by the people.
5422. Had you supreme legislative authority; did you make what laws you

liked ?-Our endeavour was to make laws in conformity with those which we
were acquainted with belonging to England.

5423. You say that your recorder was Mr. Thorn ?-Yes.
5424. How long was he recorder; was he recorder all the time that you were

there ?-No, he was not : he was recorder from 1848, when I went; I found
him there, and he had been in office since 1839. The Compeny gave him some
other appointment subsequently.

5425. Did

Soo0
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5425. Did he give satisfaction while he was there ?-Not to the people.
5426. They found fault with him ?-They found great fault with him, and

sent a petition to Sir George Simpson, when he came up in 1849, to get rid of
Mr. Thorn; they were tired of him.

5427. What fault did they find with him ; what charge did they bring against
him ?-That all his decisions were in favour of the Hudson's Bay Company; that
was one charge.

542S. That he was a partial judge, in fact ?-A partial judge.
5429. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Was he got rid of ?-Yes; he was sent off before

i came away.
.5430. Viscount Goderich.] You said that he received another app.tintment?

.- Yes.
54.3t. What was that ?-They offered him the clerkship of the court.
5432. Of which he had previously been judge ?--Yes.
5433. Did lie take it ?-Yes, he accepted it.
.5434. Mr. Edward Ellice.] How long was he there ?-l think he was two

years there.
543.5. Vicount Goderich.] As clerk ?-I think so. I think that it was in 1852

that he was appointed, and lie came home in 1854.
5436. Who became recorder then ?-There was no recorder during that

time; afterwards a Mr. Johnson, a Queen's counsel from Montreal, succeeded
him.

5437. Who exercised the judicial function during that time ?-I was judge
and everything, 1 believe; I was Jack in office, and did everything.

5438. And Mr. Thorn was your clerk ? -He was at one time. When I was
judge, lie was clerk; but it was a farce having to conduct the business; there
were no lawyers there; it was a court of equity. I tried to do justly between
man and man; that was my great object.

5439. NIr. Roebuch.] " By equity," you mean exactly what the judge pleased ?
-1 had no judge afterwards.

5440. Mr. Christy.] Did Mr. Thorn continue to charge the jury in his capacity
as clerk of the court -No; the Company can tell you better than Ican their
reasons for putting Mr. Thorn as clerk, instead of on the bench.

.5441. But you say that he did not continue to charge the jury in bis capacity
as the clerk of the court ?-Not after 1849. In 1849, when Sir George Simpson
came up, there was a petition to him; but I never saw the petition; it was
merely what I heard ; and I found afterwards that Mr. Thorn did not frequent
either rmy court or my council.

5442. Do you recollect a case, which became somewhat notorious, of Foss
v. Pelly ?-Yes, to my sorrow; that case gave me a great deal of anxiety and
unea.siness.

5443. What was the amount of damages in that case ?-The damages were
200. against Pelly and wife, and 1001. against Davison and wife, who were
coupled with Pelly and wife. Mr. Pelly was a trader, and John Davison was
the mess waiter of the mess with his wife, and they were coupled together.
Captain Foss excused Davison in court at the time when the decision was made
known, but received the money from Pelly and his wife.

5444. Who charged the jury and delivered the sentence of the court upon that
occasion ?-Mr. Thorn got into court that day by permission from those who had
previously prevented him from attending.

5445. There was a jury ?-There was.
5446. Will you describe what took place on that occasion in reference to the

charge which was addressed to the jury; I think you stated that Mr. Thorn
came into court at that time after ie had been, as you believe, officially
displaced; will you inform the Committee what part Mr. Thorn took in that
trial ?-Mr. Thorn pointed out the nature, and charged the jury as to the
extent of the penalty, and the jury gave the verdict; they gave a grand sum
of 300 1. Mr. Thorn then pointed out that that would not do; that they were
to discriminate between the Pellys and Davison, and to specify a given sum
to each party. The jury then retired to their room, and on their return the
sentence was 200 i. penalty against Pelly and his wife, and 100 1. against
Davison.

5447. Did lie act on that occasion as advocate ?-1 am afraid that he acted
both as advocate and judge.
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5448. Mr. Grogan.] Who was the presiding judge on the occasion ?-I was
Governor.

f449. Mr. Christy.) Did he not previously act as advocate in this case, and
afterwards charge the jury ?- It appeared so to me.

5450. Viscount Goderich.] Do you mean that he pleaded in the case before
the jury ?-Not so, but that he gained information from the several parties, and
then came to adjudicate upon the question on that bench.

.545 1. Mr. Christ .] By " gaining information," do you mean to say that he
was con sulted by the parties ?- I believe that Sir George Simpson made inquiries
into it, and that Mr. Thorn was present. I was not there, and therefore 1 can
only tell from what I surmise, and what I heard took place.

5152. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you believe that substantial justice was done
in the matter?-No.

5453. Chairman.] When you say that Mr. Thorn acted as judge and as
advocate in this case, do you mean that he actually pleaded formally as an
advocate, and afterwards gave judgment ?-No.

5454. Or do you mean that, as the judge, he showed the feelings of an
advocate ?-I mean to say, that when Sir George Simpson came and inquired
into this matter, he and Mr. Thorn being present, they inquired from the different
witnesses of those who were accused what their statements were, and Mr. Thorn
heard them.

5455. Mr. Roebch.j Out of court ?-Out of court, privately, before Sir George
Simpson.

5456. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do you think that substantial justice was done
in the case, with reference to the fine inposed ?-I did not refer to the fine.

5457. Do you think that, with respect to the fine which was imposed,
substantial justice was done ?-No, I do not ; that was one of the things which
I was not satisfied with.

5458. Do you think that the fine or the punishment was too little or too
great -I was under the impression that the fine was beyond my means of
imposing a fine.

5459. You stated that you did not think that substantial justice was done
when the sentence was passed; do you think that the fine was too little or too
great, because it was in that that justice or injustice consisted ?--It was not in
that.

5460. You stated just now that you thought that substantial justice was not
done; if injustice was done, was it because the fine was too little, or because it
was too large ?-It was not on that plea; the injustice was, that Mr. Thorn had
been consulted.

5461. Then you think that, as regards the merits of the case, substantial justice
was done ?-I think the fine was too great, if you wish that.

5462. Mr. Lowe.] What was the nature of the action; was it for libel,
or slander, or what was the injury complained of ?-It was defamatory con-
spiracy.

5463. Mr. Edward Ellice.] The plaintiff vas in this case Captain Foss, was
lie not ?-Yes.

5464. Captain Foss was not in the service of the Company ?-He was in the
pay of the Company as a staff officer, and looking after the workmen.

54 65. Mr. Pelly, the defendant, was a servant of the Company ?-He was a
chief trader.

5466. He was part and parcel of the Company ?-Yes.
5467. Was the verdict therefore adverse, in this instance, to the servant of

the Company ?--lt was; it was against Mr. Pelly. The case was Foss v.
Pelly.

5468. Mr. Roebuch.] You say that the action was for a conspiracy ?-Defa-
matory conspiracy was what it was stated to be.

5469. Who were the defendants ?-The defendants were Pelly and wife, and
Davison and wife.

5470. You say that there were four defendants ?-Four defendants.

5471. All the defendants were fined ? - They were ali fined, but the fine was

iot paid on the part of Davison and his wife; Captain Foss told him that he

would forgive him.
5472. But it was paid by the others ?-Yes, Mr. Pelly paid for himself and

his wife. 
5473. It
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.5473 It was defamation, in fact ?-Yes, defamation of character; a con-
spiracy.

5474. The charge was that these persons had conspired to take away the
plaintiff's character ?-Mrs. Ballenden's character; Mr. Ballenden was the chief
factor in charge.

5475. Then the chief factor in charge got a verdict ?-It was not the factor;
it was Captain Foss who brought the action.

5476. What was Captain Foss ?-He was the staff officer of the pensioners.
5477. Was he in the service of the Company then ?-He was paid by the

Company.
.5478. So that in fact it was one officer of the Company who brought an action

againsut another ? - I do not know whether you consider it as such : I tell you
his position; he was a staff officer.

5479. You have been asked, in order to show the impartiality of the tribunal,
whether the verdict was not given against the Company's servant; I now ask
you whether the plaintiff vas not the Company's servant as well?-He was in
the Company's pay.

5480. Mr. Edward Ellice.] He was Her Majesty's officer, was not he?- He
was an officer retired from the service, and he got the local rank of captain, to
put him in the situation of having a commanding position among the pensioners;
he sold out of the service before he joined.

5481 . Mr. Christy.] And he was paid by the Company ?-He was paid by
the Company on two heads.

54 82. Viscount Godericli.] I understood you to say that it was the interest
of the chief factor that Captain Foss should get a verdict ? -Yes. He was the
principal evidence; he and his wife were brought in as evidence, which was a
thing which I did not think was at all according to our mode of proceeding.

5483. Therefore it was the interest of the chief employé of the Company
there that Captain Foss should get a verdict P-It was; now doubt about it.
He was concerned for the character of his wife.

5484. Mr. Grogan.] Who presided on this trial ?-I did. I was the Governor
and the President in the chair; it was my office, as Governor, to preside at all
courts and councils.

54 85. And you acted, I suppose, on the occasion of this trial ?--No, the
judge was there ; the judge was responsible for his own acts as recorder. I was
onlv the President. According to the charter, there is a Governor and Council;
it is some new feature in the case to have a recorder.

5486. Mr. Roebuck.] That Governor and Council are not judicial officers ? -

They are to administer justice, and to take the law into their own hands,
according to the charter; that is what they were obliged to do when the
charter was given.

5487. You talk about the Governor and Council; the Governor and Council
are executive and legislative officers, but they are not judicial officers ; they do
not try anybody ?-I said before that I did not look upon it as judicial, but
more as equity, to administer justice between the two parties in any case which
came before me.

5488. The Governor and Council ?-The Governor and Council.
5489. Then they were judges ; they had a judicial function ?.-Yes, we had.
5490. You presiding at that court, why were you not the judge?-Because

the Company found tliat the settlers increasing to the extent that they did,
required a recorder, and they had a recorder from the year 1839.

5491. The recorder appeared, according to your description of the constitu-
tion, merely to be your assessor Exactly so.

5492. He was not judge; you were the judge ; you were the supreme of the
court, were you not ?-You do not wish to implicate me, I hope, because I do
not wish to give evidence against myself, if you are going to put me in that
position.

5493. Viscount Goderich.] Were you present in court on that occasion?-
I was; it could be no court without the Governor.

5494. But you did not interfere in charging the jury, or guiding them as to
their verdict ?-No.

5495. You took no part, then, in the proceedings except sitting there?
-No.
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.5496. Mr. Edward Ellice.] If you had thought that a great injustice was
going to be done, would you have felt justified in continuing the court?-
There was such a strong feeling. There was the judge who was responsible to
you for the legality of the act. The recorder was there, as far as the law was
concerned, to see that all was right.

5497. Mr. Grogan.] You have described to us now the constitution of the
court; that the Governor and Council presided at it to see justice done, and
that the recorder, as their judge, charged the jury and directed them as to the
verdict which they ought to find ?-Yes.

5498. You speak of a jury ; of how many did it consist ?-Twelve.
5499. Of the settlers of the country generally ?-Of the settlers of the

country; and on that occasion 1 remember that some of the most intelligent
of the settlers had been selected.

.5.500. Viscount Goderich.] Then it appears that although Mr. Thorn was
suspended from his function as recorder in 1849 by Sir George Simpson, he
nevertheless came into court on this occasion and acted again as recorder, and
that you permitted him to do so ?-He was not suspended exactly; it was
a sort of agreement between the recorder and Sir George that he would with-
draw; that he would not enter the court or council. It was a voluntary act
between the parties, I believe, as far as I heard of it; but I was not present at
the time.

5501. You would hav. held that he had the right of coning into court again,
and acting as recorder 'iuring that time Yes ; he was paid for it.

5502. But he did not act ?-He did not act except on that occasion ; on that
occasion he was called in by the consent of the parties who were opposed to
him.

5503. Mr. Roebuck.] Were there any trials which took place during bis
absence ?-Several trials took place.

5504. Who was judge then ?--I was judge ; I administered justice, as far as
hearing what was said; but I pretty much adopted the plan which is usual, in
our military courts, and instead of charging the jury, which I felt I had not the
ability to do (I had not the phraseology to charge the jury in the language in
which they should be charged), I merely desired the clerk of the court to read
the proceedings, to refresh the memories of the jury, and I left them to decide
the question.

5505. Viscount Goderich.) When was Mr. Thorn appointed clerk of the
court ?-I think it was in 1852 that he was appointed clerk ; I do not exactly
remenber the date; it was after this trial; I wrote home very strongly upon
it; I did not feel at all satisfied with the proceedings of that court, and I wrute
home.

5.56. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Did any of the parties object to the proceedings
of that court ?-There was a great deal of objection on the part of' Mr. Pelly,
the defendant ; he wrote very strongly home to Sir John Pelly, the governor.

5507. Mr. Chiristy.] Are you aware that there is an Act of Parliament
restraining any court within Rupert's Land from trying any civil action where
the amount at issue exceeds 2001. ?- I had heard that, and in order to have the
fact ascertained I wrote home about it. I have the letter in my pocket, which,
with the permission of Mr. Ellice, I will read to the Committee, because this is
an official letter. I felt myself, from what had been stated on the subject, that
it was a doubtful question, and I was determined to have it brought before the
Governor and Committee at home. I was asked the question when Mr. Thorn
accepted the appointment of clerk ; it was in April 1851; here is a copy of bis
letter to Mr. Caldwell, who was Governor of Rupert's Land, and I see that that
is the date. I cannot now lay my hand upon the letter which I received in reply
to mine.

5508. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Will you state the substance of the letter to which
you have referred ?--That I had not exceeded the powers in going beyond 2001.;
that there was no limitation.

5509. Mr. Roebuck.] That was the answer which you received froin London?
-Yes.

5510. Mr. Christy.] Am I to understand that you had heard that you were
not to try any cases exceeding 2001., and that you addressed a letter to the
Company in London ?-There was a great deal said in the settlement by those

who
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who were opposed to the Hudson's Bay Company that they had nut the power
to go beyond 200 /. I then wished to know the fact from the Company them-
selves, whether my powers were such, in order that I might in future be guided
as to the decisions of the court.

.5511. Viscount Goderich.] And the reply which you received was, that there
was no limit to your power in that respect ?-I think that that was the nature
of it.

5512. Mr. Christy.] You can put it in afterwards, but you did address a
letter to London ?-Yes.

5513. And you received a reply to that letter ?-I did.
5514. Which did not limit your powers ?-I would rather say that it stated

that the powers had not been exceeded in going beyond 200 L. ; that was the
question which J put.

!5515. Are you aware that the Hudson's Bay Company are under a bond of
5,000 1. to refer all cases of this amount to the courts in Canada ?-No, I am
not aware of it.

5516. Mr. Edward Ellice.] You do not know whether that bond relates only
to the licensed territory ?-No, I am ignorant of that.

5517. Mr. Christy.] Have you ever seen a charge to the jury at Red River
published by Mr. Thorn ?-Yes, I have seen it; but it was previous to My
going out.

5518. Have you seen that since you went out: did you see it at the time you
were there ?-I saw it when I arrived in the country.

5519. There are several cases of a capital nature referred to in this charge;
I do not mean cases where sentence of death has been passed, but cases of
murder and manslaughter which have been tried by the court; do you consider
that you had the necessary authority for trying these cases at the Red River
without reference to the courts of Canada ?-There was one instance in which
infanticide was brought before me; I will confine myself to what is within my
own experience; it was the grandmother who had made away with the child;
that is to say, she took out her daughter in the open air, while the snow was
on the ground, and she took no care of the progeny after it was brought forth,
and the child died, and she was brought up for infanticide, and was found
guilty, and she was sentenced to be hung. From the recommendation of the
jury, and from circumstances which were recorded, I commuted the punishment
of death to two years' imprisonment. That was the only case.

5520. During that time, when you were exercising those powers, you were
not aware that there existed an A ct of Parliament which limited the powers
of the Hudson's Bay Company, and compelled all such cases to be sent to
Canada ?--I was not, otherwise I should have been very glad to have got rid of
the case.

5521. Mr. Grogan.] When did you hear for the first time of that power,
that in case of any prosecution for such an offence as you have just described it
should be referred to the courts in Canada '--I have heard it here.

5522. This is the first time ?--I may have heard it in this room, but it has
been since I have been preserk upon this inquiry.

5523. During the whole time when you were Governor of the territory you
had no information whatever on the subject ?-No.

5524. M1r. Christy.] If you had heard of such a requirement, you would have
considered that the cases which came within your notice involved circurnstances
of that importance which necessitated their being sent to Canada ?-I am not
sufficiently master of the subject which you refer to ; I do not know the Acts of
Parliament, any more than hearing the matter spoken of in this roorn ; that is
all the knowledge which i have of it.

5525. Chairman.] Do you tbink that the settlement improved while you
were there ?-Very much ; there was a very great improvement, and I think
they are greatly indebted to the exertions of the Bishop of Rupert's Land.

5526. Was care taken in the education of the children ?-Very great care;
so much so that I could not have remained, having a young family, had it not
been for the great anxiety of the Bishop to have a proper school established in
the country. He had a gentleman' from Cambridge out as a tutor, and he
provided a lady, who had kept a large establishment at St. Cross, near Win-
chester, for tie education of the females - he went to very great expense. I an
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quite sure that the income, which was only 20 1. a year for each scholar, was
exceeded by the expense.

5527. When vou left do you think that it could be genérally described as a
well ordered anà thriving conimunity ?-L think so.

552s. Were life and property adequatelv protected ?--I cannot say as to
that : people seeined to live in fear ; people were alarmed lest they should have
their property set on fire, or anything of that sort ; they did not dare to take
any active steps.

5529. Sir John Pakinqton.] Do you mean set on fire by incendiaries ?-They
were fearful of giving offence to their neighbours.

5530. Do you mean that such incendiary fires were common ?-No.
553i. Then whv were they apprehensive of them ?-There was a fear in their

mind.
55-32. It was a fear without any foundation from actual experience ?-There

was no foundation for it.
5533. If there was no foundation for such fears from actual experience, what

was it which caused their apprehensions to be turned in that direction rather
than in any other ? -I cannot say that, but I can merely mention the fact of
hearing it stated repeatedly, that they were afraid to give evidence against their
neighbours, against any neighbour; there was a great delicacy in giving evidence.

5534. What means of knowledge have you that such fears as you have de.
scribed actually existed ?-The question was in the fur trade : that they were
apprehensive of coming forward to give evidence, or to take any active part in the
protection of the fur trade ; they were apprehensive of those against whom they
might appear.

5535. Mr. Roednick.] You mean that the fur trade was a monopoly exercised
by the Company ?-Yes.

5536. And in order to protect that monopoly, if anybody gave evidence he
would incur the displeasure of his neighbours ?-When there was a disturbance
about the fur trade in the countrv, I spoke to the magistrates in order to cal
out the better disposed, or those who did not traffic illicitly or privately in the
fur trade, to be sworn in as special constables. The magistrates told me that
no man would come forward in a case of that sort.

5537. The monopoly of the fur trade was so disliked by the people, that they
turned their displeasure against anybody who endeavoured to maintain it ?-N o;
I would rather put it in this light, that they felt so little interest in the further-
ance of the fur trade, that they would not risk their own property to protect the
fur trde.

5.538. But then they must have apprehended danger from somebody; fron
what did that apprehension of danger arise ?-They would have a host of
enemies against them if they took an active part; that was the apprehension in
their ninds.

5539. Sir John Pahington..] What 'enemies do you mean; are you referring
to members of the Company As those enenies ?-No.

5540. To ivhom are you referring ?-I am referring to the illicit traders;
the private traders; the greater part of the French half-breeds are private traders,
trading in furs.

5541. Mr. Roebuck.] 'l hey vioiate the monopoly ?--Yes.
554. Sir John Pahington.] Therefore in fact there is a constant rivalry be-

tween that illicit trade and the fur trade carried on by the Company ?--Yes;
the others who do not trade are not sufficiently interested in the matter to put
themselves in a prominent position to protect the Company.

5543. Mr. Roebuch.] They are not sufficiently interested in the matter to
incur the danger arising from protecting the nonopoly ?-- Yes ; that is the
position.

5544. Sir John Pakington.] You mean that persons are afraid of giving any
irïormation to the Company with relèrence to the illicit trade for fear of the
consequences ?-Yes.

5545. But then you say that although their fears took the direction of appre.
hending iicendiary fires, there was no experience of that ?:-No.

5546. Was there experience of acts of violence of any other kind from the
same causes; do you know of acts of violence having been conmitted under
those circumstances--There was no act of violence, but there was a very for-
midable array or demonstration of violence shown in 1849.

5547. Violent
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5547. Violent feeling existed, in fact ?-Yes.
554 8. A feeling existed among the free-traders of such a nature, that persons

feit alarmed with respect to it '--They turned out; there was a great mob.

5549. Mr. Christy.j' That time of whieh you are speaking was a time of very
great excitement ?-Yes ; that was in 1849, shortly after I got there; I went
in 1848.

5550. Just at that period, in the Red River Settlement, it was a time of
unusual excitement ?-Yes.
5551. We have heard a good deal said, and you have heard it also, having

been present during most of the examination in this room, of the cause of that
excitement ?-Yes.
55.2. The illicit trade in furs was one cause; the endeavour to put it down

on the part of the Companv, and the prosecution of it on the part of those
persons who were illegally engaged in it; and in various ways there was
altogether a very great excitement in the colony ?-There was a very great
excitenent.

.5553. -Of course you are aware that the pensioners were sent out as a body,
supposing that their presence might be of use in arranging some of those dis-
turbances, as being a check ?-Yes.

5554. The troops, I think, as you recolleet, went about the same time ?-I
relieved the troops ; they had been there two years previously to my going
there, and I went out with this body of pensioners to relieve the garrison.

5555. You are aware that the troops. had previously gone, as there existeci a
state of considerable excitement, and when the troops were withdrawn you
followed them there ?-I went out to relieve the troops; on my arrivai the
troops returned home; I relieved the garrison.

5556. You went out, I believe, under certain agreements, to obtain grants
of land for the pensioners whom you took out with you ?-Yes ; 20 acres for a
private, 30 for a corporal, and 40 for a serjeant. Those were the printed con-
ditions under which the pensioners went out to that country.

5557. Were the pensioners satisfied with the arrangements which were made
for them when theygot out to the Red River ?--They were by no means
satisfied ; they were very much dissatisfied, and the reason was this : the Com-
pany at home imagined that they had a greater reserve of land than they
actually had, and when the land came to be distributed (it was bound to be
within two miles of the fort) it was found 'hat there was not nearly the
quantity to give them according to those conditions, and there was very great
dissatisfaction. Sir George Simpson came up in June 1849, and by offering
them a suin of money in lieu of the land pacified them. They were eager to
get the money, for they got dissatisfied with the country altogether, being so
far away from the civilised part of the world that they were very muchl dissa-
tisfied on their first arrival. Another thing was, that thev were all put into a
place where they had not sufficient room. They were very uncomfortable for
the first winter, and I assure you I iad a great deal of trouble to manage them
at all.

5558. With respect to those men under your command, do you think that
the conditions were as well fulfilled by the Company as they might have been?
-Yes, from the reason which I give, that the Company were not aware that
their reserve land was so little.

5559. Then you think that it was more from their entering into injudicious
arrangements in the first instance, thin from a disposition to break them vhen
the parties got to the Red Utiver ?-Yes ; there was no intention on the part of
the Company to defraud the men; the matter arose from their acting ignorantly
in pledging so much land when they had not it in their reserve.

556o. Mr. Edward Ellice.] And they made up the deficiency afterwards in
money ?-Yes ; they gave monev to the men; but I did not approve of it,
because they went and squandered the monev as soon as they could.

5561. Mr. Roebuck.] When you say that thev had not a reserve of land
* sufficient, was the land taken up by the population so completely as to prevent
any wild land being at their disposal ?-The Company have two forts out there
20 miles distant, and at each fort they have a certain portion of reserve land.

556:2. To whom does the other wild land belong -Along the rivers there
are only about two miles which ivill come under cultivation; there are the
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Assinaboin and the Red Rivers, and there are only about two miles in extent
from the rivers which come under cultivation ; the rest is ail a swamp.

556.3. But that swamp does not extend over the whole country ?-Here and
there is a little dry land, but it is principally swamp ; in the spring for instance,
when the snow dissolves, it is all water for a great extent.

5.564. Mr. Lowe.] What has become of the pensioners; are they there still?
-A few of thern are left; nany of them went away before I left ; some of
them went to Canada, and a few came home, and some few are left.

5565. How many are left ?-I left 25 families there when I returned in
1855.

5566. Mr. Christy.] Do you think that the country about the Red River is
capable of supporting a considerable population, as regards the climate and the
soil ?-Yes: there are extremes ; there is very severe cold in winter, and there
is very great heat in summer ; but I have heard from those who have cultivated
the land that they have got as nuch as 30 bushels for one.

5567. What is the character of the country up the Assinaboin ?-l have not
been any distance up the Assinaboin; I have only been about eight or ten
miles up.

5568. Have the Company encouraged the extension of seulement in that
direction ?-It is not the object or the interest of the Company to colonise at
all, in my idea; I do not think that they have any great wish to colonise. A
great deal has been said about land: they sell the land, but, unfortunately for
the Company, they have seldom reaped the proceeds of it; they sell the land
with the condition that so much corn yearly is to be given; sometimes they
get a small return, at other times they do not.

5569. I understand you to say that the Company are not desirous for coloni-
sation; the natural result of that would be that there is very littl.e demand;
there is but a small amount of population which will create the demand for
land ?-The demand arises froin the increase of families; the families increase
very largely, and the original allotments are too small, and they go further up
the Assinaboin as squatters.

517G. Is thc.,e now a deinand for land there ?-From the increase of families,
not from fresh importation.

5571. Taking your general knowledge of the country, is there a very limited
demand for land from the families of the population ?-- cannot say exactly,
because when the family is too large for the estate they go off and take land,
.and squat themselves in some instances.

5572. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Do the Company throw any obstructions in their
way ?-They have been more stringent lately in their regulations ; they require
some portion of the money. The last year or two they have required them
to pay a certain amount before they allow people to have possession of the
land.

5573. Chairnan.] Do the half-breeds associate on a footing of equality
with the pure white men?-Some few do. The great majority of thein are
unlearned.

5.574. You t.hink that there is no prejudice of colour ? -No, nothing of that
kind ; the only thing is their not having sufficient substance. There was a
magistrate there, a Mr. Grant ; he was one of the best there; he was a magis-
trate on the bench, and there is a Mr. Bunn, a medical man there; the only
medical man they have there at present.

5575. Mr. Kinnaird.] You have spoken ofthe bishop ; what is your opinion
of the missionaries generally, and of the other ministers in the Red River Set-
tlement ?-I think they are very devoted men ; they do ail they can for the
benefit of the people in enlightening and instructing them.

5.576. It was said here in the evidence that they were receiving a sop; you
think that they are quite above that ?-l should think so ; I do not know any-
thing of that.

.5577. Have you any acquaintance with the settled Indians ?-I have been
down to the Indian seulement, and been very much pleased indeed with the
mode in which they carried on their worship on the Sabbath. I was there on
a Sundav, and they were as devotional in appearance as any congregation I ever
w as in.

5578. As to thelir settled habits ; are they becoming industrious ?--They
have farms, and some few animais amongst them.

5579. Did
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5579. Did you see any of the Indians who professed Christianity, whether
settled or hunting Indians ?-Yes, those Indians at the Indian Settlement are
professed Christians; they become professed Christians when they settle.

558o. Do some still continue hunting ?-No; most of them at the Indian
Settlement are voyageurs; they go to York in boats.

5581. Mr. Roebuck.] Are they Catholies or Protestants ?-At the Indian
Settlement they are Protestants ; it is a Protestant settlement. The Catholics
are kept on the south side of the river. The Catholie missionaries are there;
there is a Catholic cathedral and a bishop's house, and the priests are there;
they keep the Catholies distinct on the opposite side of the river from Fort
Garry; the Catholics are quite a distinct people among the half-breeds ; then
they have a portion of them, about 20 miles up the Assinaboin, at what they
.call White Horse Place.

5582. Mr. Kinaird.] Do you think that Christianity has produced any solid
abiding change there, or an improvement generally in those at the Indian
Settlement ?--I have heard that a good deal has been done where Archdeacon
Hunter was; that three or four churches have been built, and that the people
are very quiet and orderly.

5583. Do you think that it is desirable to encourage them to settle in larger
,or smaller bodies ?-Decidedly.

5584. Can you say anything as to localities where settlements might be
either possible or expedient ?--No, I do not know anything beyond the imme-
diate precincts of Red River.

5585. Has there been any discouragement, to your knowledge, to the
missionaries in forming settlements of Indians ?-There was a discouragement
on the part of the chief factor at the portage, which is some 60 or 70 miles
away from the settlement; the extent of my command was 50 miles north,
south, east, and west from Fort Garry, from the Upper Fort; that is the extent
of Assiniboia.

55>6. In your district every facility was given, under your jurisdiction, for
.settling ?-There was only one settlement of Indians, namely, at the Indian
Settlement, which is 27 miles from the Fort; I am not aware of any discou-
ragement there.

.5.587. What were the circumstances to which you alluded at the portage ?-
Mr. Caldwell was the Governor of Rupert's Land when the redundancy of the
population in the Middle District, what they call the Rapids, wished to take
-up fresh ground, and they selected that spot ; I do not know why; and
Mr. Caldwell offered objections, because it was beyond the precincts of the
settlement.

5588. Mr. Christy.] You have probably heard nany complaints which have
been made on the part of the missionaries : do you think that during the tinie
of your government those complaints were well founded - I cannot say that
I have heard them; I had nothing to do with those beyond my district; they
were mere reports. I heard the sentiments of soine of them.

,5589. There lias been laid before this Committee a petition from Pigwis, the
chief of the Saultaux Indians. As this is important, coming from the chief of a
tribe, I wish to ask you whether you think that he was capable of understanding
the nature of a petition of this kind, setting out his grievances, and complaining
of what he thought injustice?-He is getting now an old man, but he is a very
intelligent man for an Indian; he is not able to draw up a petition; lie is very
fluent in language, like all Indians, which I could not understand a word of;
he is very fluent in speaking, like all warriors.

.5590. This is a petition which is addressed to the House of Commons or to
the Queen. Are you aware that this chief of the Saultaux tribe, Pigwis,
received from Sir George Simpson a, complimentary certificate ?-I do not
know about that, but he has a large silver medal with George the Third
Upon it.

5591. Are you aware that he received a certificate from Lord Selkirk ?-
I am not. I find that I have now the letter to which I previously referred as to
the powers of the Governor of Assiniboia with respect to fine. This is a letter
dated, "Hudson's Bay House, London, 5th April 1854," and it contains the
following passage: " With respect to your inquiry as to the competency of the
court of Assiniboia to adjudicate in civil cases exceeding the amount of 200 1.

am to inform you that that court, being held under the authority if the
0.24-Sess. 2. Q Q 3 charter
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charter within the limits of Rupert's Land, its powers are not restricted as to
the alount upon which adjudication may be made, the rights held under the
charter heing reserved by the last clause of the Act Geo. 4, c. 66."

.5592. Viscount Goderich.] What year of George the 4th «--I understand it is
the 1st and 2d.

5593. I think you stated that the people of the Red River turned out in the
year 1849; will you state to the Committee what is meant by that expression-
-I do not know whether this Committee are aware that, in July 1848, Lord
Grey wrote to mne to make inquiries into certain allegations of maladministra-
tion on the part of the Hudson's Bay Company. This brougbt me immediately
in contact with the settlers, and with the Company on the other side. I had a
difficult post in the duties which were imposed upon me by the Colonial Minister.
That letter only reached me in February; and during February and part of
March I got all the information in my power to furnish to the Colonial Secre-
tary, and I sent that home in March. Soon after that they got up a report that
I was bribed by the Conpany, and that I was paid by the Company, and conse.
quently must be a Company's mian; that there was no impartiality at ail in the
thing; that I must be partial to the Company's interests. I must say that the
man was mentioned by Mr. Ballenden unjustly: it was an improper thing
to do, because the man had been commissioned by another chief factor to
get furs for him; and there was a very great commotion at that time; there
was a very great stir amongst the free-traders. That was the cause of the
excitement.

5594. .lr. Grogan.] You stated that when you first went out to the colony
there was a considerable excitement ?-Yes; soon after I went out there.

5595. Is that what you have just now referred to ?-Yes ; what I have just
stated was the cause of the excitement in 1849.

5596. Was it considered, then, that the inquiry into and settlement of that
case created that excitement, or that it -was caused by the presence of the pen-
sioners ; which of the two ?-The jury found them guilty of illicit trading, but
the factor who had brought forward the action requested that no punishment
might be awarded, and the consequence was that they went out of court crying
out that they had gained their object in having free trade.

5597. And then the colony became pacified ?-When they gained that point
they were well satisfied.

5 5 9 8-Q. During the time that vou were out there as Governor, had you any
further trouble connected with this question of the illicit trade in furs ?-No,
I had not; there was a little matter which arose in consequence of five Indians
descending from the boats, and they were taken up.

.56oo. Mr. Roebuck.] But vas not the chief cause of discontent among the
settlers what they conceived to be the maladministration of the law ? --That was
one of the things stated in the petition sent home.

5-6oi. The maladministration by Mr. Thorn, as recorder -- Yes.
56o2. Was not that the great reason of the disconrent ?-That was one of the

reasons assigned by the petitioners.
56o3. You say " assigned" ?-I must say "assigned."
5604. You do not mean by that word to signify your disbelief 'of the

statement ?-No, I do not, because I have previously stated that, througli my
representation the Company removed Mr. Thorn from office.

5605. Mr. Christy.] Do you know anything at all of the tariff of payment
by which the hunters are remunerated?-Yes; the tariff is arranged by the
Company.

56o6. It is arranged differently in different districts, is it not ?-I cannot
speak as to that; I can only say as to Red River; for my knowledge as to
other places does not go beyond hearsay; I can only confine myself to my own
district from my own knowledge; from my own knowledge, 2 d. a pound was
that which was given until lately; the last year or two the pemmican became
much more scarce, and there was an increase of a halfpenny. They gave
2 i d. a pound for pemmican, and the fat was 3 d.

5607. Chairman.] The payments were in money, I presume '-Yes ; at the
Fort, at the Red River, they paid in money, or rather it was an equivalent for
monev, for they gave the ludians an order upon the store; the Indians
generally laid out the greater portion of their money at the store in buying
supplies.
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5608. Mr. Christy.] Do you draw a distinction between what I term the tariff
and the standard to trade ?-The tariff is what is arianged by the Company;
I am now speaking of the provisions; I do not know anything of the tariff of
furs; I had nothing to do with the furs.

56og. Had you any knowledge whatever of the standard to trade as erected
in the colony whiie you governed the Red River Settlerent; by that I mean
to say the rate at which the hunters were paid for thëir labour, for the furs
which they produced to the Company ?-.What price the hunters got I am not
aware of; but whatever price they got 1 imagine that they were satisfied, for
if there was any dissatisfaction upon that head they would take their furs, or
have them conveyed to Pembina, where there was an opposition American
trader; and I must say that at the time when Mr. Harriett was at Pembina
there were greater prices given at Pembina than at Red River, and there are
greater prices at Red River than at the back settlements ; that is all I know
of it.

56 i o. Do not vou think that the inducement to get a greater price at Pembina
was one great cause of the sinuggling or illicit trade which was carried on in
furs ?-I confess that that was my own opinion; but I had nothing to do with
the fur trade, and of course I had nothing to do with those parties; if I had
been a fur trader, I should bave adopted a different course myself.

5611. The great value of your evidence here is not from what you nay say
from hearsay, but from the conclusions which you were able to forn, having
lived there and governed that district during the time that you were there, and
from the information which vou can give from your own knowledge to this
Committee. What J may call the smuggling or the illicit trade was in 1849
carried to a great extent, was it not ?-I think much less then than subsequently,
because, as I said befbre, that chief factor, Mr. Harriett, who was at Pembina,
was giving very large prices, and I heard that the competition was not equal to
meet the prices given by the Company; the Company gave very large prices.

561 -2. Then am I to understand you to say, that you think that the illicit trade
in furs bas been rather on the increase of late years ?--Certainly ; as far as
I have had opportunities of judging, I should say that the increase was con-
siderably greater of late; it was done sub rosa at first; it was done more privately
and clandestinely at that time: after 1849 they got more opei in their defiance
of the Company and in smuggling furs into the States more largely; if they
cane to the fort and did not get the sum tbey asked, they said they would take
them off to Pembina.

5613. Taking a comparative view, between the time when you went out in
1849, when the excitement occurred, and the time when you came home
in 1855, your opinion is that the ,muggling or illicit trade was rather on the
increase ?-I should say so ; that there were a great many more private traders
than there had been previously; openly so.

5614. C7airm7an.] I suppose in proportion as the population increased in the
settlement, the probability is that the illicit fur trade would increase also?-
I think so.

5615. Vr. Groqan.] When did you leave Red River Settlement ?-I left Red
River dettlement in August 1855.

5616. How did you return to this country ?-I came by York Factory.
5617. You went out to York and returned by the same route ?--I did, as the

easiest route that I could take with a family.
561 S. Was your attention at all called to the route which the North-west

Company were accutoned in former times to use from Red River Settlement
to Fort William at the head of Lake Superior?-No; the only account that
I know of a late date, is that of the Bishop of Quebec, who took that route,
and he had many disagreeables to contend with in taking that route.

5619. You described that in going out vour family were four weeks in an
open boat ?-Yes.

.5620. What river did you go up ; was it the Nelson ?-Yes.
562 1. Were there many obstructions or portages during that journey ?-

Thirty-three portages, i think, and the longest one was about three quarters of
a mile.

5622. Vere the portages or obstructions in the river of that very serious
nature, that they could not be removed except by considerable trouble and
expense 1-I think they could be removed at some expense.

0.24-Sess. 2. Q Q 4 5623. Would
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5623. Would it be very expensive ?-Yes, because you would bave to build
places to locate your men; and to get food would be difficult.

5624. You also described to us that in the spring of the year when the snow
began to melt about the neighbourhood of Red River certain parts of the
country were more or less inundated every year ?-Yes, some parts.

5625. If the obstructions to which you have just referred on those rivers,
were removed, would not that flooding, in all human probability, disappear ?-
They could drain the land; it would be a very great expense to drain it.

,5626. If, in fact, the outfalls of those rivers were improved, there would pro-
bably be no floods ?-I was there during a flood. I was there in 1852. They
are flooded every 26 years. There vas a flood in 1800, another in 1826, and
another in 1852. When I was there the whole country was flooded.

5627. But if the course of the water in the rivers were improved by the
removal of these obstructions, would it not pro tanto diminish the extent of the.
flood ?--But we have no obstruction of'that kind in the immediate neighbour-
hood of Red River: it is on the other side.

5 628. The Red River empties itself into Lake Winnipeg ?--Yes.
5629. Lake Winnipeg discharges itself by Port Nelson into the sea ?-Yes;

there are two discharges, but those are remote from the settlement.
5630. If the outlet to the sea from Lake Winnipeg, which receives the

waters of the Red River, were improved, which you have described as perfectly
practicable, would not the probability of floods in the Red River be proportion-
ately decreased !-It would, certainlv, if the water could get an outlet.

5631. Mr. Charles Fitzwilliamrn.] Do you consider the monopoly of the fur
trade a means of advancing the colony, or a bar to its advancement ?-A
nonopoly is no advance to any civilisation.

5632. Do you consider the monopoly a curse or ablessing to the country ?-
I think that the management of the Company, with the Indians, has been a.
means of keeping them longer than would have been the case if they had been
without the aid and assistance of the Company. If there had been free trade,
if the trade had been thrown open, I think that there would not have been the
number of Indians which they at present have in that territory.

Richard King, Esq., M.D., called in; and Examined.

R. King, Esq.,K.D. 5633. Chairman.] I BELIEVE that you have had opportunities of becoming
well acquainted with a portion of the territory occupied by the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-I have.

5634. Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee under what
circumstances you have formed that acquaintance with it ?-I went out in 1833
as surgeon and naturalist to the expedition in search of Sir John Ross.

5635. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Iow long were you engaged in that expedition?
-From 1833 to 1836.

5636. That is about 24 years ago ?-Yes.
5637. Chairman.1 Have you been there since -- I have not.
5638. What course did that expedition take ?-It took the course from

Montreal, passing on to Lake Huron; from Lake Huron leaving the Red River
Settlement on the left side, passing across Lake Superior, then on to La Crosse
Lake, from there to Athabasca. down the Slave River to Great Slave Lake,
down the whole course of the Great Slave Lake, and then the Great Fish River
to the sea ; that is that great river which lies at the eastern extremity of the
Great Slave Lake, which runs across to the great estuary there.

5639. Where did you reach the sea?-I reached the sea at the estuary of
the Great Fish River. •

5640. Which way did you return ?--I returned home by the Enzdish River
to Hudson's Bay, York Factory; so that I had a very extensive survey of that
country.,

5641. Are you under the impression that there is auy portion of the territory
which you then saw that would be available for the purposes of settlement ?-
Yes; I found a very large country, as it appeared to me at that date. I hold fir
my hand one of Arrowsmith's very best and recent naps, he being the great
authority upon that country, and the square piece of country which I always

looked'
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looked upon as a very fertile valley is there distinctly showvn. It is bounded on
the south by Cumberland House, on the Saskatchawan; it is an enormous tract
of country. Cumberland territory is, according to Sir John Richardson, I find,
several thousand square miles. Then it is bounded by the Athabasca Lake on
the north. I am not now exactly giving it north and south. The sources of
the Athabasca and the sources of the Saskatchawan include an enormous area
of country, if you take those boundaries. It is in fact a vast piece of land
surrounded entirely by water. When I heard Dr. Livingston's description of
that splendid country which he fotnd in the interior of Africa within the equator,
it appeared to me to be precisely the kind of country which I am now describing.
I may state that I passed :through a great portion of that country; but of
course what I am saying as to the larger portion that I am now speaking of, is
not only fron my own personal observation upon it, but from inquiry upon the
spot, seeing the nature and extent of that country. This large portion whicli
J describe as within this area I looked upon as the most fertile portion wbich i
saw. On this map it is very clear. You will see the country entirely surrounded
by water.

5642. What do you mean by " surrounded by water " ?-There is just a1ittle
portion of height of land, vhich divides the sources of the Saskatchawan from
the sources of the Elk River or Athabasca, which does not seem to be sur-
rounded by water.

5643. Sir John Pakington.] Are not the sources of the Saskatchawan very
near the Rocky Mountains ?-No.

5644. Mr. Grogan.] You are speaking of the northern branch of the Sas-
katchawan ?-Yes.

5645. Chairman.] Do you mean to express an opinion that the whole of that
territory is suitable, as regards soil and climate, for the purposes of cultivation?
-I was told by the traders there generally that it vas precisely the sanie land
us.that which I passed through, nanely, a rich soil, interspersed with well
wooded country; here being growth of every kind, and the whole vegetable
kingdom alive.

5t46. In what tinie of the year were you there ?--It was just at the approach
of spring ; ,then I returned again in the autumn, so that I saw parts of the
country in both spring and autumn; but my principal observations were taken
in the spring; the ascent of the rivers gave me that opportunity.

5647. What is the nature of the soil ?-it vas a black inould which ran
through that country, evidently alluvial soil; the whole of that country at
Cumberland House is entirely alluvial; it has been described by nearly all the
travellers. Franklin has been very rich in his description ; and particularly
Ross Cox, and many others ; they speak of the richness of that part of the
country. I have here the quotations ; there are a few observations ot Ross Cox;
there are also those of Franklin.

5648. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Were you personally up at the sources of the
Saskatchawan ?-I was not.

5649. Have you been at the Elk River?-Not at the sources. I have been on
the Athabasca Lake.

5650. Was that the route which you took with Sir George Back ?-Yes.
5651. I suppose your means of observation were similar to those of Sir George

Back ?-No; very different indeed.
5052. In what respect ?-He went rapidly in a canoe, and I went with

a very slow heavy brigade party; I was days on the spots which I am now
describing.

56.53. Mr. Grogan.] In describing this large tract of country as well adapted
for colonisation, do vou include in your observation the clinate ?-Yes.

5654. Are you able to give us any account of the degree of temperature in
winter there ?-1 be'ieve the average temperature to be about the sane as at
Montreal in Canada.

.5655. Viscount Goderich.] Do you rnean the average temperature on the
Athabasca Lake?-That is the northern boundary ; i am now speaking of the
very vast area of which the Athabasca is the northern boundary.

5656. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are you aw-are of the opinion of Sir George
Barrow with regard to the temperature of that region ?-No; I know Sir John
Richardson's opinion pretty well, on which fie founded it.
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5657. Did you take any observations yourself?-Yes; there are two volumes
recorded of my visit to that country.

5658. Mr. Grogan.] Was it any part of the object of your expedition to look
at the rmineral productions of the country ?-Yes ; it is very rich in limestone;
limestone abounds in all directions.

5659. Are there any other minerals ?-1 do not know of any other minerals
except limestone ; limestote is apparent in all directions ; the character of the
country presents gneiss and granite ; and of course where limestone is seen one
draws an immediate inference as to its productive character. The birch, the
beech and the maple are in abundance ; and there is every sort of fruit; tiere
is likewise barley.

5660. Did those trees which you have described appear to be well-grown
thriving trees, or did they look like trees exposed to severe weather, cramped
and gnarled ?-They were very vast and splendid in their growth.

566i. As if the climate suited them well ?-Entirely; there is one portion
of London, which I believe is familiar, and which I have often pointed out to
my own friends as the sort of country to which I am referring, namely, just at
the northern part of Kensington, the magnificent trees around Kensington
Park.

566·2. Do vou mean to say that the trees which you saw in that district
would bear comparison with those trees ?-They would bear comparison with
anything of the kind. There are enormous rafts coming down the rivers towards
Canada in all directions where they have opportunities.

5663. In the tour in question did you come upon the coal formation at
all?--Not at all; I did not touch upon the coals. I know of the existence
of it.

5664. Then it is your opinion, with regard to that large continent which vou
have travelled over, that the portions within the limits which you have pointed
out are the only parts of that district fit for colonisation ?-Not at all; I mean
as arable ]and. The whole of the Great Fish River, down to the Polar Sea, is
the finest grazing country in the world, as far as grazing is concerned; of course
it is alluvial soil based upon sand, and therefore not an arable land.

5665. What would be the climate there ?-The climate there of course would
interfere very largely with it, but still, comparing it with Northern Europe, it
lias all the facilities of the northern parts there.

5666. Mr. Roebuch.] Supposing you draw a straight line from York Factory
westward until that line touches the locky Mountains, all south of that down
to the boundary line of the United States, I take to be, in vour opinion, perfectly
inhabitable -No, I cannot speak of that. My attention was entirely devoted
in those days (and I have paid very litle attention to that country since that
date) to the line of country which I passed through.

5667. You have spoken of the Saskatchawan ?-Yes, I speak of that.
56(8. Did you go down there ?-I did not.
5669. Then you speak of it by hearsay ?--I speak of it entirely by hearsay.

My inquiries at Cumberland House, at Norway House, and at the Athabasca,
were, " To what extenit does this go ? " I found that in many instances in that
country the capabilities of cultivation did not extend for more than two or three
miles. Upon my inquiry at Cumberland House, as well as at the Athabasca,
they told me that the whole line of country was precisely the same, and they
pointed out those divisions which I have just named to the Committee.

5670. But the Athabasca is a good deal north ?-Yes.
5671. Were you ever at Lake Winnipeg?-I know nothing of Lake Winni-

peg ; I did not go to the lied River locality, althougli within close proximity
to it.

5672. Then you know nothing of the southern portion of that country:
No ; I know that to be the best part; i know it to be very rich.

56i73. Mr. Chrisly.] You have not any doubt but that this district through
which you travelled possesses the highest qualities for colonisation, if properly
opened up ?-Certainly.

5674. First by an exploration, and afterwards possibly by roads ?-1 do not
think it requires any exploration. You will find that numerous travellers who
have passed through that country are of the same opinion ; ihere is no doubt
about its capabilities of cultivation.

5675. Both.
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5675. Both as regards its natural products, its climate, and every other R.King, Esq.,I.D.

respect ?-Yes; it is equal to anything which Canada can produce.
5676. Did you in your journey come in contact with any of the native tribes? 15 June 1857.

-Yes, I passed through portions of every tribe in the territory.
.5677. Will you describe what they were ?--The first I came amongst were

the Chippewas, bordering upon Lake Superior; they were then almost a settled
people, so that I had very little opportunity of judging as to any effects upon
the fur trade; they appeared to me totally independent of the fur trade, for
they were living upon fishing, and so on. Then the Crees, the next northern
tribe to the Chippewas, were very small in num ber; I found that the Crees had
immensely decreased, and that they were gradually decreasing; they had
decreased very greatly in Franklin's time, and they have very considerably
decreased since Franklin's time. Then the next northern tribe are the Chipe-
wyans.

5678. Did the Crees give you any reason for having decreased ?-Yes; their
account of the decrease was precisely what they told Franklin, that the " fire-
water" had destroyed them all, wbich is rec,.rded in Franklin's narrative;
that that had been the cause of reducing them in numbers. Then there was no
doubt another cause operating at the s'rne time, which cause was that the
animals no longer existed ; the beavers had been all driven off. Beginning froin
the south until you get to the Athabasca, nearly all those forts display to you
evidence of very large tracts of the country having been exceedingly well
supplied with game; and the Indians have entirely gone north; the Crees have
gone north.

5679. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Are you speaking from your own personal obser-
vation ?-Yes.

.5680. Were you at those forts ?-Yes.
5681. What fort were you at ?-Athabasca.
5682. Twenty-three years ago ?-Yes. It had evidently been a building on a

very grand scale, but it was dilapidated.
5683. Mr. Christy.] In answering this question, will you speak generally of

the native population, the Indian tribes; do vou think that they are generally
decreasing ?-No, I do not. The northern tribes are certainly, many of them,
on the increase; the very far distant tribes, I have no doubt, are so. My own
opinion is, that the Chipewyans are on the increase considerably. The Copper
Indians are very much on the increase. The Chipentyan race you may say is
the northern race dividing the Iludson's Bay territory into two parts; they
extend from the Pacific to the Atlantic on the other side, and I think that the
Chipewyan race is on the increase. I think that all the. other tribes south of
that are decidedly decreasing.

5684. Do you think that the southern tribes are decreasing, from the circum-
stance of their being much more dependent upon the Hudson's Bay Company?
-Unquestionably, in many respects, I think.

5685. Will you describe in what way you think that tleir decrease arises
from their dependence upon that Company ?--In the first place they have lost
their original mode of hunting; the use of the bow and arrow is gone, the gur
having been placed in their room, by which they become dependent upon the
Company for their powder and shot. To make an Iridian really a hunter with
the bow and arrow, a deer-stalker, takes a whole life; you cannot re-teach the
present generation; it takes a whole life to learn to approach at that distance the
animal for which the bow and arrow come into use. Of course. that is one of
the main causes of tlheir decline.

5686. Then you think that the ammunition which they obtain from the
Company is a lever by which they nay always be brought to them?-Yes.

5687. Because if they did not obtain amrnunition they would not obtain the
furs of the animals which they kill?- Exactly so. Then they get into a state of
degradation, and they become fishermen.

5688. Do you think that the usual practice of taking the fur-bearing animals
is by trapping or by shooting them ?-Of course the Company require them to
trap if they can, because there are no holes in the skin ; but they shoot the
greater part of them, I think.

5689. Are they very dexterous in hitting themn upon the head to avoid injury?
-They kill them in whatever way they can, but mostly with the gun; there is

0.24-Sess. 2. R R 2 very
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2. .King, Esq., .o. very little trapping; the beaver is gone ; the beaver was generally trapped ; the
- beaver does not now exist in the country anywhere.

15 June 1857. 5690. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What do you mean by " the beaver not existing
in the country "? -It does not exist in the old haunts; there are very few beavers
in that country now; I should think it is one of the scarcest animals ; I did not
see a single beaver during the whole of my route, vhere tbey were formerly in
myriads I was told.

5691. Mr. Christy.] Have you any instance, from your personal knowledge,
of any severity of treatment on the part of the Company towards the Indians?
-No; I do not know a single instance in the route that I went ; they could
not do it; it is an impossibility; they are on sufferance there where I passed
through; the Indian race is by far too numerous; the fur trade is only on
sufferance, of course, in these northern places; the post is only held by a single
white man; the half-breeds will always go with the Indian races, and I do not
think it would be possible for the Company ever to inflict anything; the Indian
race would cut them off at once, of course.

5692. Chairman.] Had you any means of forming a judgment whether the
use of ardent spirits prevails much among the Indians ?-No ; ardent spirits were
never introduced into the country beyond the Chipewyan races. The Chipewyan
Indians are a very numerous tribe indeed ; they extend from the Pacific to the
Atlantic, and they cut off ail the southern tribes. The Chipewyan Indians never
would take spirits, and no spirits go through that district of country. The
Chipewyan Indians always refuse spirits ; that is a well known fact; ail the
southern tribes are highly addicted to thern.

5693. Do you suppose that these Chipewyan Indians refuse spirits because
they dislike the use of tbem, or is it from their geographical position that there
are means found to prevent spirits penetrating much beyond the southern linit
-which they inhabit?-It bas never been accounted for, but it is clearly a fact.
We know that the Chipewyans extend also into the American Fur Companv's
territory, and the American Fur Company cannot trade with them with
spirits.

5694. Do those who are in the territory of the United States always eschew
the use of spirits ?-Yes; I have always understood that the Chipewyan race,
in all instances where they come across the American Fur Company, or the
Hudson's Bay Company, have refused spirits.

56c5. Mr. Christy.] Have you any knowledge of the American Fur Company?
-Not the slightest.

5696. In the route which you took, can you tell us anything of the products
of that country and of those seas; do you suppose that there would be any
other source of traffic than that of furs in that northern region through which
you passed ?--I have always understood that in the cetacia the country is very
rich, the whal. and the fat-bearing animais ; the Polar Seas I have alwavs
understood to be very rich in the fat-bearing animais, take the whale, and the
seal, and the porpoise. *

5697. Chairnan.] That can only affect the Indians on the coast ?-Only the
Esquimaux; it bas nothing whatever to do with the ludsor's Bay Company.
Taking the lines of those rivers, I have always understood the Coppermine
]River and others to be very rich in galena: the Coppermine River is very rich
in copper; coal and galena were also found along the wholo line of that
coast.

5698. Mr. Edward Ellice.] 'Tbat is in the Arctic Sea ?-Yes; stili it is within
the Hudson's Bay Company's territory as far as the Mackenzie.

.5699. Mr. Christy.] You did not hear of the Company having developed
those resources at all?-Not in the slightest degree. One of the main causes
of the decline of the natives, I consider, is the fact that they have cauglit
our Furopean diseases, which circumstance is recorded by Franklin, by
Richardson, and by everybody almost who has passed through the country.
The meusieb and the hooping-cough carry them off by thousands. The influenza
was raging at the time when I passed through ; the people were dying by hun-
dreds. The small-pox has also carried then off. There was not a single medical
man of any kind whatever in the country. When I arrived at the Fort, as the
great medicine man, the amoant of labour which I had to devote to the subject
was something beyond al conception.

5700. Chzairmian.]
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5700. Chairman.] Do you know whether any pains have been taken to intro-
duce vaccination among the Indians ?-Not in my time ; but I have understood
since that it has been the case; there was not the slightest vaccination in my
time. I am now speaking of from 1833 to 1836.

5701. Mr. Christy.] Do you think that the introduction of the system of
medical men bas been since the period when you were in the eountry ?-Entirely.

5702. You, as I understand, are weh acquainted with the advantages arising
from medicine and its appliances ?-Yes.

5703. Perhaps you are not aware that since your time some of these
appliances have been introduced; such as a doctor at some of the forts ; it bas
been given in evidence before this Committee that that is the case ?-I am not
aware of it.

5704. Is there any other point which you would like to state to the Com-
mittee, with regard to the capabilities of the country '-No; I would only
express that in going through that country my position was that of a naturalist;
I came away certainly with the impression that it was a very magnificent
country in many parts of it; of course there were barren portions; but upon
the whole, up to the Athabasca Lake, it appeared to me to be capable of any
extent of cultivation. Governor Williams Lad opened Cumberland House. I
found implements in the field and capacious barns; it evidently had been
placed under culture; and I was told at the time that Governor Williams had
been ordered away for bis partiality in this respect.

5705. We have had some information given us as to Cumberland House;
1 directed some questions to a clerk of the Company who had been through that
country; he told us that the agricultural operations had failed ; that the barns
had been built in anticipation, and consequently had not beeri used?-I never
heard that.

5706. Will you be so good as to tell Committee what you think was the
state of things, with regard to agriculture, in that district when you were
there ? -On approaching Cumberland House I found a little new colony estab-
lished of about 30 persons; a Canadian and Englishman, and half-breeds; they
had their fields divided out into farms, and other things. It was described to
me by my men that there was a little colony there. I bought a calf of them
I gave 7s. for it; a fat bullock sold for 12 s. It appeared to me in going over
their farms that they were very highly cultivated ; there was corn, wheat and
barley growing. They told me at the time that they were ordered off; that
the Conpany would not allow theni to go on cultivating; that it was against
·the Company, and that therefore the thing was to be broken up. I do not
know whether it wvas broken up or not. I did not return by that route,
otherwise I should have ascertained that fact. Then I went on to Cumberland
House, and there I found that they were really borne out in what they were
stating, for 1 found that the barns and the implements were in the field, and
that the cows and oxen, and horses, and everything, had gone wild. I inquired
'the reason of it; they told me that Governor Williams liad a penchant for
farming, and that the Company Lad ordered him off sonewhere else ; that is
what i was told.

5707. Did you discover on your inquiry that this nuiber of farms, whether
they had been establislied in numerous or single holdings, had been established
at the expeuse of the Campany, and that the Companv had found them too
expensive to carry on?-Not at all; I alwavs understood that Governor
Williams had done it, and that it lad been verv much against the approbation
of the Company ; that lie lad got hauled over the coals and ordered off; that
was what thev told me 4t the tinie. i must sav that it appeared to me to be
the truth.

5708. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Who told you that ?-The person in charge of
Cumberland louse ; the whole of my party of 17 men heard the same tiiing.

5709. Was that before Chief Factor Leith leit his moncy ?---Mr. Leith was
at that time in Canada.

5710. His bequest for the maintenance of cultivation at Cumberland was after
your time ?-Yes.

571 . Mr. C/rist1.] If I understand you, you found that the cultivation had
been abandoned at that time from some circunstances or other ?-Exactly.
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57 t:2. And on inquiry you found that it was by order of the Company that it
had been abandoned ?-Exactly.

5713. Mr. Edward -Ellice.] The cultivation having been on the part of the
Company ?-I do not knov. I always understood that Governor Williams had
done it himself.

5714. How long was Governor Willians there before you were there ?--Hle
was there in Sir John Franklin's time.

5715. Was there any settlement there at that time, or was it merely a trading
post ?-It was a trading post at that time: there was a settlement there at that
time.

5716. Was not the cultivation given up by those vho had been undertaking
it because it was not profitable ?-I was told that it w-as no such thing; one of
these little new colonists came to me, and thought that I was a Government
officer, and could interfere, and I said that I had no power.

5717. What to do ?-To prevent the Company driving them away from their
farms, which they had been cultivating for some years.

5718. What do you cal] " farms "?-There were about 30 of them innumber;
I should say there were 1,500 or 2,000 acres under cultivation; this was on the
approach to Cumberland House, not at Cumberland House.

5719. You talk about 2,000 acres having been in cultivation in 1833 : how
do you reckon that there were 2,000 acres; do you mean to say that you
could judge yourself, from personal demonstration, that there were 2,000 acres
under cultivation at Cumberland ?-I have been a sportsman from a boy of
about four or five years of age; I have been over a good many acres; I will
not bind myself down to the quantity; it might have been 1,000, 1,500, or
2,000 acres; they were very small fields; they were not large parcels of
fields.

5720. How large were those fields, do you think ?-I should think they
extended perhaps to from three to four acres in each field.

.5721. Was that cultivation continuous ?-That I cannot tell; I merely
landed there for the purpose of getting some provision, and I bought a calf, and
I paid them 7s. for the calf; that is all I know; they came and pleaded
with me.

5722. Mr. Christy.] I understand that, so far from vour being informed that
the cultivation hai been prosecuted by the Company, and become profitless,
and had been consequently abandoned, you understood that it was private enter.
prise, and that it had been prosecnted with very great success, to your own
positive knowledge, from having seen the crops growing ; and that a complaint
was made on the part of those person- who were so engaged in agriculture, that
they had orders to quit, and to cease to cultivate the land ?-Precisely. They
also said, " When you get to Cumberland House you will have the evidence
there that Governor Williams was ordered to withdraw." Everything had the
sign of it, as these little colonists liad told me ; there was the evidence that a
sudden termination had taken place to the agricultural pursuits there.

5723. It is notorious that cultivation did exist there to a very considerable
extent ?-Yes; it cannot be denied, I think.

5724. It is interesting to know why it was abandoned ; do you imagine that
it was abandoned from its profitless character, or do you suppose that it was
abandoned because it did not answer the purpose of the Company to establish
acolony of that sort in that position ?-1 concluded that it was entirely owingto
an objection to the colonisation of the country.

5725. Mr. Edward Ellice.] What were the colonists; were they Englishmen?
-There was a Canadian and there was an Englishman; and there were half-
breeds at this little colony.

5726. What were their names ?-I cannot tell you ; 1 do not recollect them.
If you will allow me to refer to my book I dare sa y I can give them to you. You
will find the entire account.here, which was published in 1836 (handing the first
volwne of the Witness's book to the Honourable Member).

5727. Mr. Christy.] Are wc to understand that you believe that there must
have been at least 500 acres of land under cultivation ?-I am quite satisfied
that there were at least 1,000.

5728. And
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5728. And you think that the cultivation was successful ?-Quite successful ; R. King, Esq.X.v.
the wheat was looking very luxuriant.

5729. Were there any other kinds of crops? -- There were potatoes, barley, 15June1857.

pigs, cows and horses.
5730. Mr. Roebuck.1 The wheat, you say, was very luxuriant; how far north

was it ?-I do not know what latitude you will bring it in, because I have always
restricted myself, as far as that goes, to what you call climate. [ will suppose
that it is a degree and a half north of Montreal; about 90 miles of north latitude
I suppose it is.

5731. Mr. Christy.] What distance from Cumberland Houise was it ?-This
new colony was within 30 or 40 miles, in a direct line, I should say.

5732. Was that the one where you saw the corn growing and where you bought
the calf ?-It was the same spot.

5733. Mr. Edward Ellice.] I will read your account; you say, " The ground
about the bouse is not only excellent, but fit for immediate culture. The house"
(it is in the singular number) " a few years ago -was in most excellent repair, and
exhibited a very productive farm, the effect of the continued care and attention
of Governor Williams, who liad a great partiality for agricultural pursuits. A
vast change, however, had taken place at the time of our arrival ; the house was
all but falling to pieces; the implements of tillage, and the capacious barns,
were silent monuments of waste.' Whose property had those implements of
tillage and the capacious barns been, do you suppose ?--I do not know; I never
asked that.

5734. Do you suppose that they were the property of small colonists ?-No;
that has nothing to do with the colony; I wish you to cut that colony off entirely
from the bouse ; it was attributed by the parties there to Governor Willians in
the representation which was inade to me, that he had done it of his own will,
but with what resources I cannot say.-

5735. Was the same state of things exhibited in the little colony when you
came to it ?-Not at all; it was only in its beginning; that was a most flourishing
affair.

5736. Where was it then that the littie colonists complained of agriculture
having been ordered to cease ?-They complained on the spot; they appealed
to me as a Government officer, thinking that 1 could relieve them.

5737. Where was it ?-On their own little colony.
5738. You say that it was in a most flourishing condition; how is that com-

patible with the statement that they were ordered off?-- cannot speak of its
being compatible; I can only tell you, that I found this little colony of fields in
the highest possible state of cultivation ; 1 bought a calf of them; and when I
was going away they said, " Cannot you help us ? you are a Government officer;
the Company have ordered us to quit, and we shall be ruincd."

5739. You do not know whether they did quit ?-No.
5740. Viscount Goderich.] Were the farms which you speak of close together?

-The whole farm of Governor Williams, which was the most extensive affàir, I
believe, was about a day's march.

5741. You have spoken about 1,000 acres being under cultivation; were the
1,000 acres close together or scattered about ?-They were ail together ; they
were divided into separate fields, and each man had bis particular allotment.

5742. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Was that in this little colony ?-Yes.
5743. Then at the time when vou were there it was flourishing?-Unques-

tionably.
5744. Therefore you have no idea at all that that colony bas been ruined ?-I

have not indeed; not the slightest idea.
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THE RIGHT HoN. HENRY LABOUCHERE IN THE CHAIR.

James Tennant, Esq., called in; and Examined.

5745. Chairman.] YOU are Professor of Mineralogy, I believe?-Yes, at
King's College.

5746. Has your attention been at ail directed to the mineralogy of B':itish
North America ?-Yes; I have had occasion to examine minerais which have
been brought over from time to time, and- have examined a very large que.ntity.
In 1850 I examined also a quantity of m-inerals and rock specimens which were
brought over by Dr. Rae. The result of that exainination is published in Dr.
Rae's Journal, at page 215. There is there a list of the specimens. With your
permission, I will read over the heads of them. We found specimens of gneiss,
felspar, granite, mica-slate, quartz rock with felspar, argillaceous limestone,
quartz coloured by oxide of iron and containing gold; hornblende slate, talcose
slate, quartz rock with chlorite and copper pyrites, carbonate and silicate ot copper,
with copper pyrites, calcareous spar, quartz and iron pyrites. Those are the
principal minerais and rock specimens which are found there.

5747. Has your information with regard to that country led you to form a high
estimate of its minerai resources for practical purposes ?-I believe that minerais
exist there in large quantities, but whether it would be profitable to work then
would be another consideration.

5748. You have not that detailed information, probably, upon the subject
which would induce you positively to pronounce an opinion upon that point -
No; I should rather discourage than encourage any person to attempt it under
present circumstances, on account of the difficulties. With your permission, I
will point out on the map a few of the different districts in which these minerais
occur. The case which I have here contains specimens of silver and copper froi
the Lake Superior district. Those have recently been purchased of a German
miner.

5749. Mr. Edward Ellice.] On which side of Lake Superior?-On the
American side of Lake Superior ; it is there where the largest amount of copper
is found. I believe on the English side it has been unprofitable to work it, but
on the American side very large masses of copper have been found.

5750. Chairman.] Are there any mines actually worked at the present time in
British North America?-That I am not aware of. I believe they are not
worked profitably.

5751. Have they been worked at all to any extent ?-Yes; I believe to a
considerable extent, and that they have proved unprofitable; the large masses
of copper occur on the American side ; you get there occasionally a piece of
many tons weight; I have a specimen brought from the same district which
weighs 1 ton 14 cwt.

5752. Are the American mines worked to any extent?-To a considerable
extent.

5753. Profitably?-Only some of them; they go, recklessly to work and I
believe
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believe that there are more failures than successes; that is what I bave gathered
from the gentlemen who have been interested in the affair. The specimen of
copper which I have is about the size of the top of this table, and eleven inches
thick; it is in the entrance bal] of the Polytechnie Institution; it is a solid
mass; it was brought over in 1849, with a view of establishing a mining con-
pany in this country, and they did not succeed; the copper was then sold merely
for its value.

57.54. Will you point out any other-districts in this territory of the Hudson's
Bay Company, where there is reason to suppose that minerals exist to any great
extent ?-I would mention the Copper-mine River, from which there is a large
specimen of pure copper in the collection of the British Museum, precisely
similar to that which occurs on the American side of Lake Superior.

57.55. Mr. Edward Ellice.] By whon was i.hat specimen brought home ?-
By Mr. Hearn; it is in the glass case No. 1, in the Museum; then if we go to
Queen Charlotte's Island, gold has been brought from that island; in 1850 I
was employed at the British Museum to clean and arrange their specimens. I
purchased for the trustees sone specimens of gold brought from that island,
precisely similar to the gold quartz which occurs in Australia, and also i' the
northern parts. Wlen I examined the specimens brought over by Dr. Rae, they
were so similar that we could not distinguish the difference.

,5756. Cliairman.] Does the structure of any part of that country resemble
the structure of the mining districts in Siberia ?-I should say very much so.
I have brought Sir Roderick Murchison's large work on Russia, to show the
similarity, from the small number of minerals that we have. and the close
analogy which I should expect of the same kind of minerals occurring in the
Hudson's Bay Company's territory. Tiere is a very long catalogue of them
here.

5757. Mr. Ciristy.] Will you tell us the page in which it occurs in Sir
Roderick Murchison's book ?-In the Appendix, at page 640.

5758. Mr. Grogan.] Do you mean that the minerals mentioned in Sir
Roderick Murchison's book are identical with those which you have now
mentioned as being found in the Hudson's Bay territory ?-Many of them are
identical, and judging from the similarity of rocks, which occur in different
parts of the Hudson's Bay territory, I should expect similar minerals to occur
here. We have also on the coast of Greenland a great resemblance to many
of the minerais. The cryolite occurs there, the substance fromn which the new
metal, aluminium, lias lately been obrained ; then wefind lead ore there, in large

quantities, combined with ailver.

5759. Mr. Edward Ellice.] Is that in Greenland ?--In Greenland. I believe
that has been profitably worked.

5760. By whon ?--By a company. Mr. Vivian, I think, is a gentleman con-
nected with it.

5761. An English company ?-An English company ; it is working very
quietly; a gentleman of the name of Taylor is the manager.

5762. Is it worked at this moment ?-I believe it is at this moment. Mr.
Taylor left England about 12 ionths since.

576 ,. Do you know whether it is profitably worked or not ?-I believé it is
profitably worked. Mr. Taylor told me that it was so, when he was in England
12 months since.

5764. Are those the only persons who have tried to produce ore from Green-
]and ?-No. It was attempted soine years previously by some persons from
Copenhagen, I think, and they have not succeeded on account of the difliculties
of transporting the niaterials from the hays. Then taking those points, which
i have mentioned, Queen Charlotte's Island, on the west part of the territory,
Lake Superior as another point, and the Copper-mine River to the north of the
territory, I should expect to find in the intermediate districts, where we have a
similar class of rocks, many minerals %% hich are analogous to those of the countries
to which I refer.

5765. Mr. Roebuck.] Is there a geological theory whi.h supposes that in al
mountains running north and south, certain classes of mel'als will be found
That is found generally to prevail; it is not safe tu say that it is alwys so ; we
have many exceptions, but in nost cases that does occur.

.24-Sess. 2. S s 5766. There
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5766. There is a theory of that sort ?-Yes.
5767. Mr. Christy.] I understand that, judging from your acquaintance with

the geological character of Siberia, as well developed, and from vour knowledge
of these points which you have mentioned in North America to the north-west,
and to the west at Queen Charlotte's Island, and that district which lies about
Lake Superior, you believe that from the natural strata, and the similarity of the
one district to the other, the sane minerals would be found in both ?-Ilshould
expect to find them.

5768. Is there any other point which you would like to bring before the
notice of the Committee with reference to this subject?-i have nothing more
to say, but simply to exhibit the specimens vhich I have here; I would refer to
the discovery of mercury in California, which was not known to exist previously
to 1850; here is a specimen of the ore; it is so rich that it produces a larger
revenue than any of the gold mines; it was first of al] mistaken for an ore of
iron.

5769. Mr. Roebuck.] Surely quicksilver mines were found in California before
1850 ?-It was I think only in 1850 that the mines were worked tu any extrnt;
they were discovered at the time when the Americans and the Mexicans were
at war.

.5770. \Were not they worked originally by the ancient Spaniards; by the
Jesuits ?-Not to anv extent, I believe.

5771. But the Jesuits worked them to some extent ?--They worked them to
some extent.

5772. Therefore, working them to some extent, the existence of mercury
there must have been known?-It was known, I should say, ta a very small
extent; but this is worked now to an enormous extent; I am assured that
parties are clearing about 40,000 1. a year from it.

5773. Mr. Grogan.] Have you received any information with respect to gold,
or any of those minerals, being fotind on the west side of the Rocky Mountains
in British territory; at Thompson's River or anywhere in that.district ?-No;
here is the first nugget of gold which was brought from Australia cTxhibiting
the same), and it is verv similar to the quartz with tle gold; that was the first
nugget-which was brought to England in 18àI ; tin occurs also there as we are
assured, which is another example; i believe it occurs there; I should expect
to find it.

5774. Mr. Christy.1 Garnets and also tin are found ?-Yes ; this is a collec-
tion from Australia (producinq the same) ; but they are very similar ta those
specinens which occur in North America; these are the common diamonds which
are found in the Brazils in their natural state (exhibiting the same) ; we believe
that they are throwiing them away in Australia at the present time ; we are
pretty confident that they are.

The Right Honourable Edward Ellice, a Member of the House ; Examined.

5775. Chairman.] WIHEN did you first become connected with the ludson's
Bay Company ?-Taking the question as connected with the fur trade of North
America, my first acquaintance with it was in 1803, when I first went to Canada.
The whole of the Canadian society, every person of eminence and of consequence
there, was then engaged ici the fur trade, it being the only trade of imporiance
in the country. The trade was carried on with countries that .are now eivilised
regions, and where large cities are eetablished. it was carried on upon the
lakes, Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, through thse Michigan territory, upon. the
Ohio, the Missouri, the Mississippi, and in ail the countries ta the north of
Canada. i was perfectly acquainted with the details of that trade in 1803, and
with the persons interested in it.

5776. Hlad.you before that date been connected.with the North-west Cum..
pany?-\ly connexion with the North-west Company dates from 1805. There
were two companies then competing for the trade of the north-west frori
Canada. My fatlher had supplied great part of the capital by which the whole
north-west trade vas conducted. There was a division of interest afterw&rds,
and I became connected ,with wlat was called then the X. Y. Compvaiy, Sir

Alexander
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Alexander Mackenzie and Company, which carried on the trade in competition,
with the original North-west Company of Canada.

5777. ý hen was it with a third company that you were connected ?-No; the
two Canadian companies.

5,778. What was the state of the country at the time that you joined ?-The
state of the interior country was very bad. First there was the competition
between the two Canadian companies, then their competition with the Hudson's
Bay Company carrying on their business from England. It was conducted with
great extravagance; there had been frequent collisions between the Indians
and the whites, and gradually everything became worse until about the year
1811.

5779: Wbat country are you speaking of?-The north-west country, where
the whole trtde of the North-west Company was carried on; I mean the country
to the westward of Lake Superior. In 1811, Lord Selkirk joined the Hudson's
Bay Company, and that Company, which had been rather slower in its move-
ments than the Canadian companies, became more active. Lord Selkirk not
only took great interest in promoting the trade, but ie became, beyond being
a stockholder in the Hudson's Bay Company, the proprietor of a large tract of
territory upon the Red River, where he made settlements for the purposes of
agriculture.

5780. From whom did he buy that territory?-He bought that territory from
the H udson's Bay Company.

578 1. What did he pay for it?-I believe it was a free grant.

5782. When you say a " free grant," I presume you mean that he paid some
nominal sum for it ?-The deed by which the fludson's Bay Company granted
this territory to Lord Selkirk, was dated on the 12th of June 1811, and it is
called a grant of lands to Lord Selkirk, made under the seal of the Company.
It says, "Ail that tract of land or territory bounded by an imaginary line run-
ning as follows, that is to say. beginning on the western shore of the Lake
Winnipeg at a point in 52° 30' north latitude, and thence running due west to
the Lake Winnipegoos, then in a soutlerly direction through the said lake so as
to strike its western shore in latitude 52 degrees, then due west to the place
where the 52d degree intersects the western branch of Red River, Assiniboine
River, then due south from that point of intersection to the height of land m hich
separates the waters running into Hudson's Bay from those of the Missouri and
Mississippi.'then in an easterly direction along the said heiglit of land to the
source of the Winnipeg Rtiver (meaning by such last-naied river, the principal
branch of the waters which unite in Lake Sagenayas), thence along the main
strean of these waters, and the middle of the several lakes through whicli they
flow, to the mouti of the Winnipe-. River, and thence in a northerly direction
through the middle of Lake Winnipeg to the place of beginning."

5783. Bas this ever been publisbed ?--I believe not; it was a private
transaction between the parties; then, after that the competition and the neces-
sary consequences of that competition, the conflict of interest between the
Canadian fur traders and the Hudson's Bay Company, became still more violent,
and ended in frequent scenes ot bloodshed. Without going into the details
which are before the Committee already, a sanguinarv action took place upon
the Red River near the Red River Settlement, in which I believe some 16 or 18
people were killed. Lord Selkirk, bv virtue of his assumed power as a.magis-
trate, seized ,Mr. M'Gillivray, the principal partner of the North-west Company
at Fort WYilliam, and the whole of bis property. The scene of confusion in
the country became so great that the Government of' Canada thought it time to
interfere, and at ail events ascertain the causes of this dreadful state of things;
a Comm issioner was appointed by the Governmient of Canada, Mr. Coltman.

5784. When mas that ?-The appointment of Mr. Coltinan was in the year
1816, to inquire into and report upon the causes and the extent of the outrage
which had taken place; Mr. Coltiman imade bis report to the Government of
Caiad: -which is printed ; it is in the possession of course of the Colonial
Office, and I belicve is among the papers which have been presented to Par-
liament. Mr. Coliman recommended, as the only means of restoring peace, that
soie attempt should be made to unite the interests of the various fur traders
in the country.; nothing was immediately done, the state of affairs did not
: 0.24-Sess. 2. s s 2 improve;
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The Right Hon. improve; on the contrary, it became worse; the state of the companies became
worse; they lost large sums of money in the competition, and were brought

.3June 1857. nearly to mnsolvency; not only the companies in Canada, but the Hudson's
Bay Company. In this state of things, I think about 1819 or 1820, Lord
Bathurst, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, sent for me to consult me
whether it was possible to do anything towards promoting a union between the
companies. I undertook that matter, not only at his request, but fromn obvious
considerations of interest, having become under considerable engagements for
one of the companies ; and after a very difficult negotiation, I succeeded in
uniting the interests of the various parties, and inducing them to agree to carry
on the trade after that agreement under the charter of the Hudson's Bay Comi-
pany. At the same time, I suggested to Lord Bathurst to propose 4,Bill to
Parliament, which should enable the Crown to grant a licence of exclusive trade
(saviug the rights of the Hudson's Bay Company over their territory), as well
over the country to the east as over that beyond the Rocky Mountains, and
extending to the Pacific Ocean, so that any competition which was likely to be
injurious to the peace of the country should be thereafter prevented. From
these different arrangements sprung the present Hudson's Bay Company, which
is more, in fact, a Canadian company than an English coimpany in its origin.
The Act then passed under which the Company have since carried on the trade
throughout the Indian territories beyond their boundaries exclusively by virtue
of the licence.

5785. Were those enabling powers given by the Crown in. that statute inde-
finite in point of time; were they to last for ever?-No; I suggested at the
time that as temporary arrangements in these matters are best, which give all
parties opportunities for reconsideration, the Crown should take power to grant
a licence for the trade until the Act of Parlianent should be repealed; but with
respect to the company, that the licence should be granted for 21 years only, in
order that it migbt be seen during those 21 years whether the experirnent
answered, and how far it might be expedient to renew it.

5786. Then under that Act of Parliament the Crown would have the power
of either renewing this licence to the Hudson's Bay Company, or granting it to
any other parties?-Yes; in fact the Crown would have the power, but that is
a very limited power, because I took especial care in the Act to guard al! the
privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company. The Crown has no power by that
Act to override the rights of the Hudson's Bay Company within their owu
territories.

5787. In what year was that Act passed ?-It was passed in 1821.
.5788. Were licences granted under that Act?-A licence was granted to the

Hudson's Bay Company, immediately after the passing of the Act, for 21 years,
which was surrendered in 1838 ; when the licence was given up, the Hudson's
Bay Company applied to the then Government for a renewal of it for 21 years,
and after a full examination by the Colonial Office and by the Board of Trade,
of ail the subjects connected vrith this question; after the Colonial Office had
expressed themselves fully satisfied of the manner in whicli the trade had been
conducted by the Hudson's Bay Company, and the manner in which the govern.
ment of the country, so far as that depended upon them, had been administered,
the Crown was advised to make a renewal of the rights for another 20 years,
which expires, I think, two or three years hence.

5789. Who was colonial minister at the time when that licence was renewed?
-Lord Glenelg was at the Colonial Office and Mr. Poulett Thomson was at the
Board of Trade. The application was made to the Board of Trade in the first
instance as the department to whomr matters of trade of that description,
especially the licence, were likely to be referred.

5790. W hat were the etfects produced by this union upon the country ?-
The effecis of the union were that peace was immediately restored.

5791. Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee what was the
constitution of the company after this union ?-The agreement for the partici-
pation of interest in the new company was, that the Canadian companies, whose
interests had been before united, and the stockholders of the Hudson's Bay
Company. should have, as nearly as possible, equal shares. It was then neces-
sarv to consid-er the interests of the gentlemen in the interior, who conducted
the trade on both sides, and it was provided that whatever profits should arise

from
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from the trade carried on by the Hudson's Bay Company, for the joint interest o The Riht Hon.
the parties, shùuld be divided into 100 shares, and that 40 of these shares should E. Eiicé, .r.
be allotted to the gentlemen in the interior, who commanded the posts, and
superintended the general interests of the company, but who supplied no capital. 23 June 1857.
It was provided that a certain number of those shares should be given as whole
shares te the higher rank of servants, if they may be so called, chief factors, and
that half a share should be given to a certain number of gentlemen in- the imme-
diate rank below them, called chief traders.

5792. Is that the system upon which the trade of the territory bas been con-
ducted up to this time ?-That is the system under which the trade bas been
conducted from that time te this.

5793. Are there no salaries, but are these servants of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany paid entirely by shares ?-These gentlemen are paid entirely by shares ;
there are, of course, other salaried servants below them. A council is con-
posed, in the interior, of the chief factors, the higher class, which meets every
year. It bas met at different places, but it meets generally at the Red River.
The trade is directed, first of al], by the Board of Directors at home, but, like
the East India Company, they have their council in the interior, which regulates
the local concerns of the company. That council, which meets every year, takes
into consideration the accounts of the preceding year, audits those accounts,
sends orders home for the goods required for the ensuing year's trade, stations
the various servants of the company at such posts as the council may think they
are best qualified to occupy, and if vacancies occur in the service, recommends
to the directors at home the fit persons then beLag in the service to succeed to
those vacancies. So that, in fact, the whole affairs of the company, so far as the
fur trade is concerned, are conducted by that council, subject to the control and
superintendence of the Board of Directors at home.

5794. What is the number of the members of that council ?-The council is
not composed of all these gentlemen, hecause some of them live at distances
which might preverit their coming within the course of the year to the council;
but it consists of as many as can conveniently asemble, who act for the whole
body.

5795. Does that council act by a majority, or are they merely a consulting
council, the real authority resting in the Government ?-I am happy to say that
there bas been such cordiality since the institution of this new Hudson's Bay
Company, that there has been no instance of serious disagreement. Where
there has been a difference of opinion, a representation bas been made of that
difference te the directors at home than of its having been made any subject of
division in the council.

5796. Have the relations between the directors at home and the council been
of an amicable description ?-I have never heard of the least want of cordiality.
Of course, as in other governinents, there must have been occasional instances of
difference of opinion.

5797. Are the Committee to understand that the system is this, that promo-
tions, as vacancies occur out there, are made by the council, but that the first
appointments of young men who enter the service are made by the directors at
home?-All appointnients are made by the Goernment at home; the council
only recommend. i believe they generally recommend two or three names, and
out of these the directurs at home select one.

5798. Then the council do not fdl up a vacancy, that appointment being con-
firmed as a matter of course ?-No, they liave no power, except with the consent
and coucurrence of the Board at home.

5799. What does the Board at home consist of?-The Board at home consists
of a governor, a deputy governor, and seven directors chosen by the stockholders
of the company.

5800. Is there a public meeting of stockholders once a year at which the
directors are elected ?-'I here is a public meeting once a year; there is an annual
election of the governor and committec at home.

5801. What is the number of stockholders? - i will supply that information
to the Committee.

5802. With regard to your trade, as to the expense, for instance, which is
incurred in managing your trade, what has been the effect of the union in that
respect ?-The capital of this united company, I mean the stock of the com-
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pany, was agreed to be 400,000 1. at the union; that bas been increased by pay.
ments in money, or by profits carried to stock, to half a million, at which the
company's stock now stands. Then I wili tell you the profits of the company,
.that everybody may bave all that we can tell them upon the subject. I have had
,an average taken for the last 17 years. The average profits for the last 17 vears
bave been 65,5731. 2 s. 7 d., of wbich 39.343 1. 17 s. 6 d. has been appropriated
to the profit of the company at home, and 26,229 1. 5 s. 1 d. annually appropriated
to the factois and traders in the interior. The general profits of the company,
since the formation of the union, inclusive of this profit on the-fur trade, have
averaged about 12 per cent. upon their capital, and the share of profit given to
the chief factors and traders have averaged 617 L. 13 s. 2 d. to each chief factor,

.and 308 I. 11s. 7 d. to each chief trader.
5803. What bas been the effect of this union' upon the Indians within the

territory ?-The effect of the union (and 1 give myself great credit for it, as it
is a creation of mine,) has been heneficial to every party interested. It has, been
beneficial to the Indians; quiet has been universally maintained throughout
the country.

5804. Were the Indians engaged in those quarrels, which the rival compa-
mes caiTied on before ?-The Indians were involved more than engaged in them.
Rui was given by the various parties acting in competition to the Indians and
half breeds; the whole country was demoralised ; the Indian tribes were in con-
flict one against the other. In fact, whatever a particular trader carrying on
bis business at a particular post thought was likely to ruin his competitor, and
to advance bis own interest, was done without the least regard to morality or
humanity.

5805. What bas been the state of things in that respect since ?-The state
of the county since has been peace from one end of it to the other. As
regards the Indians, bomething bas been done for the promotion of religion,
imorality, and education ; not a great deal, but still as much as the means of
the country would afFord. Peaée has been niaintained in every part of"the
country. The Committee will see that one of the provisions of the licence,
which I suggested to the Government, was that the company should be com-
pelled to bring within their jurisdiction, so far as theirmeans enable them to
do it, any person accused of any crime subjecting the person committing the
same to capital punisbment or transportation. I think one man was brought
home; but one or two instances only have occurred, duririg the whole time,
in which it bas been necessary to recur to that provision in the Act of Parlia-
ment. We believe the Indian population rather to have augmented within the
territory, as an exception to the rule which bas existed throughout North
Anerica. Everybody has been satisfied and contented; the government of the
country bas been conducted with less trouble to this Government than that of
any other colony under the Crown; and so far as I bave ever heard from the
different authorities who have had the colonial seals, no complaint made against
the company to the Colonial Office that bas been nquired into has not been
explained to the satisfaction of the Government.

58o6. Might not the necessary effect of the wbole of the fur trade being in the
bands of a single company, be to place the Indians entirely at the mercy of that
company with regard to the price which is given to them for their furs ?-Of
course it must be so ; it must either place them at the mercy of this company, or
leave them at the mercy of whichever competitor for the tirade shall give thern
mnost gin or rum, to set them at war one with the other.

5807. Do you -believe that while competition took plaêe, the use of spirits
was constantly employed on both sides ?-Constantly.

58o8. Do you believe that to be inevitable ?-So far inevitable that it would be
impossible to prevent it; the Hudson's Bay Company have taken every possible
precaution to prevent the introduction of spirits, but if an American comes across
the border, if there is a question and contest about a trading post on the frontier,
the universal article used to corrupt the Indians is spirits.

.58(i9. Are you at all acquainted with the condition of the fur trade in the
territory of the United States ?-I believe it is comparatively extinct ; there is a
little fur trade upon the Missouri. It was a country formerly where beavers
and otters, the animais living upon the 6ish of the rivers, were in great abun-
dance ; they are nearly destroyed; there are still animais that follow the herds
of buffalo, wolves and animals of that kind; but I remember the time when half

a million
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a million of deer skins came from some of the now most civilised parts of The Right non.
Michigan to Montreal; that is put an end to almost entirely. E. Elice, y. P.

58ia. Has the supply of peltry at all fallen off, or has it augmented within -
the territories of the Hudson's Bay Ccrpany ?-The supply of peltry, since the 23 June 1857.

earlier perind of which I'spoke to the Committee in 1803 and 1804, has dimin-
ished probably one-half, if not two-thirds.

581 1. Do you nean within the territories of the Hudson's Bav Company ?-
No, within all the countries to the northward of Canada, including Canada
itseif. All the -countries easily reached have been entirely destroyed. The
valuable trade of the Hudson's Bay Company is in the remote districts, where
nobody having the power to interfere with them, they preserve the animais just
as you do your pheasants and hares in this country. They encourage the
Indians only to kill a certain number -of animais when in good season for their
furs, and not to kill so many as to interfere witl the breed; and that is now the
most profitable part of the Hudson's Bay Company's trade. It comes from very
remote parts.

5j812. Do you mean that the decrease of one-half bas been in quantity or in
value ?-In both.

5813. Do you thiak that -under the present system which you are pursuing
in the remoter parts of your country, the fur-bearing animais are diminishing ?
-On the contrary, they are rather increasing.

5814. Dues this systemn of strict preservation of the animais apply to the
wbole of your terriory, or cnly to a portion of it ?-It is impossible to apply it
to the whole. Where there are various tribes of Indians, if vou could induce
one tribe of Indians to preserve the animais, another tribe wo«uld despoil them.
It is only where you have complete control over the Indiauns that you can do it.

5815. To which part of the territory does that preservation apply?-The very
northern districts, where the indians are not plain Indians, and do not rove.

.586. Where they are few, 1 suppose, in number ?-There are a good numbe'
of those whom 1 speak of who do not rove; they have certain fixed habits, and
hunting grounds, with which no others interfere.

5817. Which are the most valuable parts of British North America for the
purposes of the fur trade ?-I should think to the northward of 60°; verv far
north.

581 8. Is it the western or eastern portion of the territory ?-From Mackenzie's
River the whole way across, taking the northern zone of the countrv-

5819. Do you know anything about the Russian fur trade ?--That is upon
theother side of the niouttains; the Russians had much more considerable
trade than they have now from Sitka. I ain not sure, in fact, that the Hudson's
Bay Company do nîot take part of their territory and carry on their trade; we
have certain rights of coast there. I forget exactly the terms of the treaties
with the Russians upon that subject, but they are easily referred to.

5820. To what do you attribute the great decrease of the fur trade iti thé
southern portion of the Hudson's lay territory ?-To the great competition
which took place before, the union of the companies, and there must always be
competition from the American frontier. The Indians in the plain country,
where there is great facility of travelling, go from one to the other with the
produce of their winter's hunts; they go to the American posts or corne to the
Hudson's Bay Company's posts, as they can get the best price for their furs. I do
not believe that any part of the fur trade carried on by the company in their
southern posts, in the immediate vicinity of the American frontier, is in the least
profitable ; on die contrary, I believe that they lose money by it.

5821. Has the progress of settlement and civilisation aflected the fur trade ?
-No; I am afraid that the progress of settlement and civilisation lias been very
slow. I do not believe that it has increased for many years.

5822. The Hudson's Bay Cormpany are incorporated under a charter, I believe ?
-They are incorporated under a charter.

5823. What rights do you conceive that charter to give them?-I con-
ceive that charter to give the rights expressed iii it; soie of them may be
doubtful. I ought to be able to express a tolerably fair opinion upon this
subject, sirce I have taken the opinion of every lawyer against the company
when I was opposed to them, and for the company since I have been con.
nected with them. We have the opinions of Lord Mansfield, Sir Dudley
Ryder, Sir Richard Lloyd, Lord Erskine, Gibbs, Romilly, Cruise, Bell, Scarlett,
.'o.24-Sess. 2. s s 4 Holroyd ;
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Holroyd; and the law omicers have been consulted upon every occasion by the
Colonial Office when this question has come under discussion, and I think the
universal opinion, without an exception, of these eminent lawyers is, that the
proprietary rights of the com-pany cannot be disputed. Some of these opinions
inaintain the rigbt of the Crown, at the time of the charter, to give an exclusive
right to trade, founded upon the famous decision of "'The East India Com-
pany v. Sands," by Lord Jeffery. Other lawyers are doubtful upon the point;
but it is scarcely necessary to inquire whether the Crown had the power or not,
since, if the Crown had the power, it bas not given the company any means of
enforcing its rights ; we cannot proceed to seize or confiscate; .at least I should
think a lawyer would be in some difticulty before he should advise the Coi.
pany to take that course; therefore I hold that to be an extremnely doubtful
question. But none of these eminent lawyers, and no lawyer whose opinion
I have ever heard quoted, either for or against the company, or taken either for
or against them, have expressed the least doubt as to the proprietarv rights
granted under the charter.

5824. By " proprietary rights," you mean the right of possessing the soil as
distinguished from the exclusive right of trade ?-I mean the same rights which
were granted to other proprietors; Honourable Members are aware that this
is the last proprietary government in existence. There were, I forget how
many, proprietary governments in America, Massachusetts, Pennsylvarjia, and
various others; but this is the only case remaining of a proprietary right which
bas not been, somehow or other, either purchased or amalgamated with the
general rights of some one of the colonies in America.

5825. Do you conceive the rights of self-government to have been given by
the charter ?-Certainly ; and the. country bas been governed, so far as the
Hudson's Bay Company's territories are concerned, under those rights; there
has never been any other authority for the government of the country or for the
administration of justice; it being always understood that the Crown took the
power, if it sbould see right, in the Act enabling it to grant the licence, to con-
stitute an independent magisterial power, which it bas never exercised.

5826. I believe the company are bound by the licence, in a penalty, to send
certain prisoners and certain causes to the courts of Upper Canada; to what
portion of the country does that obligation apply ?-That obligation applies only
to the territories beyond the Hudson's Bay Company.

.5827. Not to the chartered territories ?-Not to the chartered territories.
But if any demand had been made at any time that the Company should send
prisoners for trial so far as our power enabled us to do it, we have always thougbt
that they must be sent to be tried in England.

5828. Do you believe that practically there is protection to life and pro.
perty within this vast district of country, so far as the nature of things admits
of it;-I am entirely of that opinion, since no complaint bas been made. If
you are to look to the nice rules which we think essential .in the courts of
justice in England, it is very.difficuit to satisfy gentlemen that there is any
administration of justice, when it must be necessarily of so rude a description
as that exercised under the powers of the Hudson's Bay Company; but in all
these societies wherever they have existed (and I have known a great many of
them), I believe that the administration of government and of justice has-been
conducted in such a manner as to satisfy the inhabitants generally, and to satisfy
the Government at home ailso, that no act of gross injustice or exceptional mal-
administration bas taken place. You have as good an administration of justice
uad government as under the circumstances you can obtain.

5829. Are you careful in the selection of the young men whom you send out
there ?-I took great care in former times to send out the best nien we could
find, principally from the north of Scotland, sons of country gentlemen, clergy-
men, and of farmers, who bad been educated in the schools and colleges of Scot-
land; they went out first as apprentices, then were made clerks, and then
becamue gradually advanced to the higher positions in the service; some of these
men have lived to becorie great benefactors to the country. You have beard
of the donations of Mr. Leith and Mr. Black, two gentlemen whom my father
sent from Aberdeen. Governor Simpson has taken very great interest in the
matter for many years, but 1 think that lately it has been too much the habit
to endeavour to supply the places of men who bave retired by persons con-
nected with the country, some of the half-breeds; and I doubt very much when

we
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we look to the future security of the count-y, whether that will be found to be
good policy.

5830. Are the appointments made by individual directors ?-No, four or five
gentlemen sit round a table, and I believe if anybody recommends a competent
young man, there is never any division of opinion as to appointing him to that
office. My son recommended a boy, the son of our forester in Scotland, brought
up at our own school, where he turned out a quick, 'clever boy; that boy had
never seen a town, nor known anything of the vice and habits of towns; he has
gone out as an apprentice, and will rise, if his merits justify the council in pro-
moting him, to be one of our chief men.

31. Is the conduct of these young men closely watched when they are out
there ?-It comes perpetually under the view first of the council and the Gover-
nor, and then under the view of the Government at, home; *and it is so much
for the interest of ail parties to have good, zealous, active men, in the manage-
ment of affairs at such a distance fron all human society, that that is the best
security for good selections.

5832. From the nature of your trade, I suppose the moral conduct and good
sense of your agents are quite indispensable ?-Quite indispensable, and more-
over, it is very essential to have men who can obtain influence over the Indians;
if it is found that any man at a particular post gets indolent, inattentive, or has
too intimate relations with particular Indians, or if his habits are supposed in
any other-way to interfere with his good administration of the post, he is instantly
changed.

5833. Have you ever considered the question of a boundary between your
territory and Canada?-Yes, I have considered it very much. Until you
have some decision of a court of law against it, you must take the words of the
charter. At that time the Crown had undoubted right to grant what it could
grant in point of ]and. Taking the grant in connexion with the various occasions
on which the Legislature and the Government of this country have been cautious
to preserve, and to save the rights of the Hudson's Bay Company, I do not
think there can be any doubt as to the boundaries of the Hudson's ßay Com-
pany. I bave read a paper which Mr. I)raper delivered to this Conmittee upon
the subject. The only ditference which I should have with Mr. Draper is with
regard to the line which he would suggest as the boundary between the Hudson's
Bay territories and some unknown territory (because it cannot belong to Canada)
bounded by the line of 490. Mr. Draper founds bis inferences as to the southern
boundary of the Hudson's Bay territories on some discussions which took place
at an early period between the French and English Governments relative to the
eastern boundaries on the Labrador coast. At that time I do not believe that
either Government knew anything of the country to the westward of Lake
Superior. Then if you come down to the Act of Parliament constituting the
boundaries of Canada. which I hold, after ail, to be the great authority upon
which we must proceed, the Act of Parlianent defines the limuits of Canada to -be
bounded westward by the Mississippi, and thence to where the line touches the
lanis granted to the Hudson's B3ay Company.

.5834. Mr. Roebuck.] What Act of Parliament is that -It was in 1774, an
Act of Parliament of 14 Geo. 3, c. 83. In 1794 the treaty of peace and
commerce and navigation was concluded between Great Britain and the
United States. In some of the treaties or Acts of Parliament, the western
boundary of Canada is described. The boundaries of the province of Quebec,
as described by 14 Geo. 3, c. 83, are described on the west and north, "l along
the bank of the said river," which is the Ohio; " westward to the banks of the
Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted
to the merchants adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay." But I
take this question of boundary to be a question of no importance at ail. If
the Province of Canada requires any part of this territory, or the whole of it,
for purposes of settlement, it ought not to be permitted for one moment to
remain in the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company; and, at the same time,
less money than would be spent in a litigation upon the subject would be
sufficient to indemnify the Hudson's Bay Company for any claim which they
could have in giving up any disputed part of their territory. We attach very
much importance to these questions, which are in fact of no importance in
themselves. It would be much more, for instance, for the interest of the
Hudson's Bay Company to be upon a cordial and good understanding with the
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Government of Canada than to have any disputed question of right with respect
to a certain quantity of land, which can be of no use to the Huldson's Bay Com-
pany, and which mav be of use to the people of Canada.

5835. Chairman.] You are of opinion that it would not be difficult to come
to an arrangement by which the extension of Canada, by way of settlement,
might be provided for, over aiy portion of the territory of the Hudson's Bay
Company, which is adjacent to Canada, and adapted for such settlement?-.
Not only would there be no difficulty in it, but the Hudson's Bay Company
would be too glad to make a cession of aiy part of that territory for the purposes
of settlement, upon the one condition that Canada shall be at the expense of
governing it and maintaining a good police, and preventing the introduction, so
far as they can, of competition with the fur trade.

5836 Do you mean by that that you think that it would be advantageous
for the company to withdraw as it were to the more northern part of their
territory, and to leave for gradual settlement the southern portion of their
country ?-I am of opinion that the existence and maintenance of the fludson's
Bay Company, for the purpose of temporarily governing this country,- until you
can form settiements in it, is much more essential to Canada and to England
than it is to the company of adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay.

5S3y. You are well acquainted with Canada, i believe?-Very well.
5838. What pover do vou conceive that Canada would have at present of

governing, say the Red River and the country beyond the Red River?--I should
say that it would be extremely difficult, and that Canada, upon a fult considera-
tion of the circumstances, and after a short experience, would entreat the Hud-
son's Bay Company to resume their government after they had made the experi.
ment. There are a great number of circumstances connected with that country
which do not at first strike ordinary observers. First of ail, there is the imme-
diate vicinity of our neighbours, the Americans. A good deal of evidence has
been given to this Committee with respect to the facility of establishing coin-
munications between Canada and the Red Hiver. Nobody is aware of the difli-
culties of snch communications; the money it would cost to make practicable
roads, to establish and maintain posts in an unsettled country during winter,
cannot be calculated. The natural communication with the Red River, and
all the prairie countries, is through America; and however you may desire to
establish political boundaries and communications at present, no gentleman
upon this committee is aware how soon events and incidents may throw the
traffic into the channel intended, for it by nature. For instance, I have here a
map of Minnesota, in which the most northerly -post occupied by American
troops is placed within 330 miles of our boundarv, and there is nu kind of
obstacle, either of river or of lake, or of a ridge of mountains, to obstruct the
facilit.y of communication between Minnesota and the Red River; it must be the
natural way through which that country will -be civilised and settled, if it is
ever civilised and settled.

.5839. Would the maintenaice oi' the frontier be as easily kept up by Canada
as by the company, in your opinion ?-- That is a question of expense. I have
not the least doubt, although i have no authority to inake statements upon this
subject, that the Hudson's Bay Company would come to very easy terms to
transfer the Red River Settlement to Canada, if Canada would only protect them
and govern the country; at the same time the Hudson's Bay Company have a
large mass of property there which they re-purchased fromtr Lord Selkirk in
1836, for a considerable sum of money. They tiought it better to extinguish
Lord Selkirk's right, and not to have seperate interests in thecountry. They
have laid out a good deal of money in making the present establishments. I do
not think that thev are profitable to them iii any way. There can be no doubt
about the Red River Settlement being within their territory, unless you can
suppose that this geographical line which was to run fron Labrador, cut off
a part of the territory.

5840. I suppose the Hudson's Bay Company discourage having any settlement,
as far as they can, within their territory ?-The Hudson's Bay Company, like ail
other people, would like very much to have any settlement that was profitable.
This settlement was made by Lord Selkirk; it was an unwise speculation, settling
people in a country where they could send no produce to market, where they
could be in communication with no neighbouring settlement, and accordingly it
has failed.

5841. Taking
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5841. Taking all the circumstances into consideration, how do you think it
would be desirable to deal with that question of the Red River Settlement ?-
I think it would be very much the best thing for this country and for Canada to
leave it as it is; but I should be very much disposed to consult the Government
of Canada upon the subject, and ta put Canada in communication with the
Hudson's Bay Company, if Canada desired any altei-ation in the government.

5842. Supposing it is left as it is, do you think there is no danger of the
Americans finding their way across the frontier, and that some day fwe shall find
ourselves with a large Americani settlement within our own territory, which may
give rise to very great enbarrassment?- But how would Canada protect you
fron that ? The danger exists and must exist. You cannot guard against it. It
being a prairie country, and there being no obstacle ta prevent the Americans
roarning over it, how would Canada be able to prevent it?

5843. I believe it is the case that Americans emigrate very much into Upper
Canada, but that lias not prevented Upper Canada from becoming a good, loyal,
English colony ?-The Hudson's Bay Company would have no objection ta receive
as many American settlers as should coine ta the Red River, and choose to settle
themselves there, and to buy and cultivate land; all they desire is, that they
should not interfere with the fur trade.

5844. Do not vou think it is desirable that, by some mode or other, there
should be a British colony established in the Red River and the adjacent country,
which might be civilised and cultivated ?-It is very easy to talk of its being
desirable fo have an English colony, but how arè you to establish it? If this
country will pay the expense of establishing it, or if Canada will pay the expense
of establishing it, I can understand your establishing an English colony; but
I know no circumstances at present connected with Red River which would
give me the least idea that a prosperous colony could exist there without great
assistance.

5845. Why do you think that it would be sa very expensive ?-In the first
place, you must get people to establislh themselves on the land ; there are very few
people there. It is a g:eat mistake to suppose that that is a very inviting part of
the country. I have more experience than most people of the mode of seule-
ment in Amnerica. I have never known a settlement succeed which did not
succeed in continuation of somue settlement-which almdst reached it. I have
known very adventurous Americans, whom we call squatters, the pioneers of
civilisatiun, estahlislh themselves La advance of settlement, in hopes of its over-
taking them; but that forns no settlement to pay a government; it nust be
followed by a certain establishment of people, society sufficient to provide for its
own wants, and ta provide the mieans of taxation to carry on a government.

5846. The way in which the Americans Lovern a territory is very simple and
inexpensive, is it not, before it becomes a State ?-Yes ; but their territories are
in very different latitudes ta this.

5847. ls the climate so very different between the Minnesota territory and
that of the Red River, and the neighbouring country ?-It is only different,
inasmuch as the Red River is further north ; but even the Minnesota territory is
not a very hospitable country ; and the most northern settlement in Minnesota
nearest to the Red River Settlement, is five degrees to the south of it. You will
recollect that a great part of this territory of the Red River is very barren, very
marshy. Along the banks of the river there is a quantity of good soil, which is
to a certain extent productive. Then it is 1,000 feet above the level of the sea ;
it is in the latitude of 50 degrees ; Quebec is in 46-50. It is three or four degrees
further north than Quebec. The settlenent of the Red River is 60 miles north
of the line; it is in about 50 degrees ; the line is 49 degrees by the Lake of the
Woods. When vou cone ta a latitude of 50 degrees and 1,000 feet above the
level of the sea,'the climate is not very favourable ; so it has been found by the
settlers at the Red River. Some gentlemen go there in the niddle of the
summer, and fnd a little land cultivated in two or tliree patches upon the banks
of the river, where there is alluvial soil producing good crops ; and they think
that that is a state of things whichi may be calculated upon through the year;
two or three tiies this colony has been very nearly starving. I an satisfied of
this, which I repeat agaii, that if the place is fit for settlement, and you
can obtain the meaus of settling it, it ought ta be settled, and it ought not
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is fbund in those prairie countries in America, and that is becoming a very serious
difficuIlty with them, namely, the deficiency of wood, both for fuel and for building.
I believe that Minnesota will get a good deal of wood fron the country to the
southward of Lake Superior; the mining districts; but that is a difficultv which
is becorning immense; the wood is diminishing, and coal is not found where
peopie cannot exist in that hard climate without abundant fuel; at the Red
River there is scarcely any; the same I may say about the Saskatchawan. I
bave heard that evidence has been given to this Committee that the Saskatch-
awan is a country cap-able of settlement; that may be when a second generation
from this are in their graves, but it will only be because the population of America
becumes so dense that they are forced into situations less fit for settlement than
those which thev occupy now. The Saskatchawan is higher up again ; it is up
at 53 degrees ; the Athabasca Lake is in 60 degrees. I have no doubt that
gentlemen who go out in the summer and look at the border of these rivers, and
see the fine pastures which they find for the buffalo, say, " These will make
admirable farms;" but they have not been there during the winter, and they have
not considered the circumstances of the country with respect to fuel.

5848. Do you consider that the country which the company hold under
licence is very valuable as a fur-trading country ?-Some part of it on the other
side of the Rocky Mountains, especially on the rivers which flow up to these
mountains, I believe to be very productive of good furs. I do not think that
it is the most profitable part of their trade ; the most profitable part of the
trade is their old territory, and the licensed territory to the east of the Rocky
Mountains.

5849. You have no personal acquaintance with * that part of America, I
believe?- I have no acquaintance with it. The Hudson's Bay Company,
before the treatv of 1846, supposing the Columbia River to be the boundary,
at that time occupied the whole country, and with some better prospect than
either upon the Red River or upon the Saskatchawan, formed considerable
farming establishments. The grain which they produced, and the timber
which they felled, they found a good market for in the South Sea Islands.
It is objected to the Hudson's Bay Company that they are so slothful, and
that they do not apply their capital to useful purposes. They made large

establishments, they had immense herds of cattie, they produced a great
deal of corn of all descriptions, samples of which I have seen, and there
could not be better corn; and at last the undertaking exceeding their own
means, they made an offset from the Hudson's Bay Company, called the
Puget Sound Company. The Ptiget Sound Company is not the Hudson's
Bay Company. I am a stockholder in the Hudson's Bay Company, and
I have nothing to do with the Puget Sound Company, and did not like to
have anything to do with it, thinking the speculation not a very promising
one. However, a good number of the gentlemen connected with the Hudson's
Bay Company, in association with others who are not connected with the
Hudson's Bay Company, formed the Puget Sound Company, who made
very considerable agricultural establishments in that country. Since 1846,
when the boundaries were settled, it was found that the establishments within
this country were ceded to the United States; and the Hudson's Bay Company
and the Puget Sound Company have now a great claim in discussion before
the Congress for indemnity for the surrender of their possessory rights. These
possessory rights were reserved by the treaty to the Hudson's Bay Company,
as well as the navigation of the Columbia. The Americans have been very
anxious to acquire these possessory rights. And that the Committee may
understand the nature of these rights, I have a printed copy of some opinions
taken by the American Government from lawvers of the greatest 'eminence in
the United States, as to what are these possessory rights, looking to the negotia-
tion now going on between the parties. The Hudson's Bay Company applied
to the Foreign Office to know whether there was any reason why they should
not dispose of these possessory rights; and the Foreign Office, very probably
thinking that that kird of mixed interest might lead to some difficulty between
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the two Governments, ratier encouraged them to go on with the negotiation than
to retain the rights. This is the legal opinion of Mr. R. -S. Coxe, and it states,
"? Mr. Greenough says, 'the Hudson's Bay Company's establishments in Oregon
have been, until recently, devoted entirely to the collection of furs; but within
a few years many farms have been laid out and worked, and large quantities of
timber have been cut and sawed, and exported to the Sandwich Islands and
Mexico, for the benefit of the company.' " This is the American account. It
shows, at all events, that the company have not been idle. Then it goes on to
statc the possessory rights as this lawyer understands them. "It cannot, in
my judgment, and from the evidence accessible to me, be contended with
any shadow of reason that actual surveys, lines of exact demarcation, inclo-
sures, or anything else, defining and circumscribing the extent of ground thus
appropriated or reserved, such as might be necessary in the case of a private
individual asserting an adverse possessory right against a paramount legal title,
can under any circumstances be required as an essential foundation or support
of the title of the company. The felling of timber sparsim throughout a
tract of forest land, the pasturing of cattle over plains and bills, are all legal
acts of ownership, and under circunstances would constitute the most conclu-
sive evidence of such possessory rights as are recognised and protected in the
treaty of June 1846. In regard to the Puget Sound Agricultural Company the
information which I possess is even less distinct and authentic." Then if you
wish to know who Mr. Coxe is, here is the opinion of Daniel Webster, whom
we all know. He says, "l I have received your letter requesting my opinion
upon the extent and nature of the possessory rights of the Hudson's Bay
and Puget Sound Comparies by the treaty of July 1846. In reply I would say
that I entertain no doubt that these companies have a vested proprietary
interest in these lands. Their title to its full extent is protected by the treaty,
and though it is called a possessory title, it has been regarded as being, if not
an absolute fee in the land, yet a fixed right of possession, use, and occupation
as to prevent the soil from being alienated to others." This is another opinion
of Mr. Edwin M. Stanton. He says, "Their possessory right is not to be
estimated by mere possessio pedis. The term of the treaty, ' possessory right,'
being a relative term, is to be interpreted according to the subject-matter, the
nature and purpose of possEssion. Even in case of intruders without colour
of title holding against the rightful owner, settlers' possessions have been
defined in the state of Pennsylvania, where such claims have been mucli dis-
cussed, as embracing the wholu of an unseated tract, where the settler has
entered claiming and exercising ownership, putting up buildings, clearing and
fenring more or less, using it according to the custom of the country ; the
clear land, either as arable, meadow, or pasture, and the woodland for ubtain-
ing timber, as often as the settler shall have occasion for it to answer his pur-
pose." Then he says, " Now the territory,*north of the Columbia, is adapted
chieflv for the fur trade; possession would therefore be nianifested ' according
to the custom of the country,' by hunting and trapping. A hunting or a fur-
trading country must either be incapable of legal possession, or its possession
must be manifest by some other means than habitation, fence, and inclosure."
1 need not go through this, but these are the opinions of the American law-
yers taken by the American Government, during the time of this negotiation
between the. Hudson's Bay Company and the American Government, for the
sale and transfer of the possessory rights possessed by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany and the Puget Land Company in the district of Oregon. These are the
United States, opinions upon a reference by the United States Government to
these lawyers.

585o. Vancouver's Island is at present under the management of the Hud-
son's Bay Company ?-Vancouver's Island is under the management of the
Hudson's Bay Company, and with respect to it, as with respect to many other
things connected with the Hudson's Bay Companv, very much misrepresentation
bas prevailed; of course I caunot say that it is advisable to naintain a mono-
poly where you can do without it, and if the monopoly of the Hudson's Bay
Conmpany is not a necessity, then I have little to say in its favour. 'he Hudson's
Bay Company being in possession of the trade of the adjacent country under
the licence, and Lord Grey finding great difBiculty with respect to V ancouver's
Island, applied to the Hudson's Bay Company, or rather I believe the Hudson's
Bay Company in the first instance applied to Lord Grey, for protection in
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expense was concerned, granted the island to the Hudson's Bay Company.
5851. In what year was that ?-In 1849. The conditions of that -rant arebefore Parliament; it was very much discussed in Parliament. When the

transactio.n was entered into, I believe the only person who spoke ta me on the
subject was Lord Grey himself ; the Hudson's Bay Company did not consuit
me, and I thought Lord Grey quite right in throwing the expense of the
possession of the island on the Hudson's Bay Company, and the Hudson's Bay
Company quite wrong in accepting the grant. At the timne when the monopoly
of the land vas granted to the Hudson's Bay Company. in the terms of the grant,
certain restrictions were imposed with respect to the price of the land, and
certain other conditions with respect to the future government. of the cotuntry,which ensured from the beginning an absolute failure of the whole scheme.
Lord Grey insisted thèat the Company should not sell land under a pound an-
acre I believe that iF one could recount to this Committee all the misery
and mischief which has been done to our colonies by jealous and capricious
restnctions imposed by the Colonial Office upon the dealings in land in our
colonies, they would be astonished. These restrictions were idle. Any persan
accustomed ta the settlem: nt of land must know that if you take a pound from
a man who comes to settle in a wild country, you take from him all the little
capital which he wants, to establish himself on the land. The land is of no
value to anybody until it is ciltivated. We have gone on with these restrictions
in spite of the experience and protest of all men acquainted with the colonies.
That was the first and an insuperable difficulty the Company had to contend with.
The second difficulty was the anomalous institutions of monopoly on the one
hand, and ultimately a free legislation on the other, antagonistic powers which
never could agree. Of course the necessary consequence would be, that the tree
legislature would quarrel with the monopoly the day a really free legisiature
assembled.

5852. So far as the failure of the colony there is connected with the establish-
ment of a free legislature, are you acquainted with the circunistances of what
actually took place ?-Perfectly.

5853. Did this frec legislature come into action ?-Directions have been sent
to asscmble a legislature. If you are content with a sham in the beginning,
which for the moment may work your temporary purpose, with the perfect know.
ledge that at no distant time it must subvert your whole arrangements, then I
say nothing against your free legislature as at present constituted.

5854. Was there a legislature even nominally free for some time ?-No; the
fact is you rever took sufficient power by Act of Parhament ta constitute a
legislature. Whatever bas been done, has been donc bv the power of the Crown:
you governed the colony first by a Governor in Council; they came to a stand-
still very soon, because they lroposed to levv duties upon spirits, or ta issue
licences, I forget wbich, to regulate the sale and prevent the abuse of spirits.
It was found upon reference to these acts, imposing duties, tliat they had no power
to impose them; then the matter was relerred home, and application was made
to the Colonial Office. The Colonial Office said, " You must call a free legislature,
and uive to every man who bas 20 acres of land a vote for the representation in
that legislature." Tho Hudson's 3ay Company answered very properly, " We
can call a legislature of our ou n dependents ; there are no people not under our
immediate influence, and if we call what you denominate a free legislature, there
will be an inimediate complaint in England thiat under the pretence of free
institutions, we have set up an arbitrarv government." My advice to them was,
to nake a representation (I believe the Right honourable Chairman was Secretary
of State at the time), tlat if such a legislature was to be set up, it should not
be set up by the Hudson's Bay Company on their responsibility, but that it
should be set up on the responsibility of the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
State being warned by the Hudson's Bay Company, that such a legislature
never could be a free legi'lature, in the sense in which a free legislature can be
understood.

5855. Was it not established because it was considered that any other mode
of proceeding would be absolutely - ;gal?-It was established, because you did

not
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not choose to go to Parliament, in the best way you could; but that is not a
way which can succeed in the end.

.5856. When does the arrangement expire by which the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany hold Vancouver's Island ?-I do not know when it expires; but the
sooner some determiination is taken with respect to Vancouver's Island the
better; it is a most interesting position and possession; it can do no good
'under the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company; they have no means to apply
to it ; they would sink their whole capital if they were to do more than they
have done; they have already expended some 80,000 1. of capital in sending
persons as settlers, and miners to work the coal-mines, and in doing other
things which they were urged to do by the Government and the public in con-
sequence of their having accepted a grant of the island ; everything hitherro has
been outlty ; there bas been no return; that. will not go on ; they Must stop,
and therefore the sooner the public reconsider the whole question of Vancouver's
Island the better. i beg the pardon of the Committee for offering an opinion
upon that point.

5857. We are glad to hear your opinion?-The sooner the public re-enter
into possession, and the sooner they form establishments worthy of the island,
and worthy of this country, the better. From all the accounts which we hear
of it, it is a kind of England attached to the continent of America.

5858. Do you mean to express the opinion that, with regard to Vancouver's
Island, you tiink it should be established as an English colony, and governed
upon the ordinary system of English colonies ?-I think that it should not only
be on the ordinary system of Englisli colonies, but chat it should be the principal
station of your naval force in the Pacific. It is an island in which there is
every kind of timber fit for naval purposes. It is the only good harbour (and
it is an excellent harbour) to the northward of San Francisco, as far north as
Sitka, the Russian settlement. You have in Vancouver's Island the best har-
bour, fine timber in every situation, and coal enough for your whole navy ; the
climate is wholesome, very like that ofEngland: the coasts abound with fish of
every description; in short, there is every advantage in the island of Vancouver
to make it one of the first colonies and best settlements of England. Political
questions are connected with making a settlement in that quarter, which I will
not enter into.

5859. Do you think that it would be desirable, in the event of Vancouver's
Island being maade a colony, to connect with it a portion of land upon the
adjacent coast?-No, 1 think you would have quite abundant work in Van-
couver's Island ; the Indians are rather difficult of management upon the adjacent
coast. Wherever Indians live in great abundance, they are not very easily dealt
withi. They live in very great abundance from the quantity of fish which the
country produces, and they have been very troublesome both to the American
navigators and to our navigators, and I think it would be very advisable to keep
the whole Indian country under the management of the Hudson's Bay Company
until you wanted to settle it. When you want to settle it, then of course it
should be taken from the Hudson's Bay Company.

5ShO. If there is land, as has been represented to this Committee, on the
adjacent coast as good as that in Vancouver's Island, which might be attractive
to settlers, would it not be expedient, in your opinion, to provide for the regular
government of that country at the same lime that you did so for that of Van-
couver's Island ?-lf this country would really undertake it, I think probably at
first it would be advisable to confine your operations to Vancouver's Island,
because you would find that quite as much as you could manage; but I am quite
sure that the moment you could extend the seuttlement to the adjacent shore you
ought to do it; my doctrine is, that there is not an acre of land it or settlement
wh;ich should be kept under any other dominion than that of the actual settlers,
wherever it may be situated.

58d i. You do not think that it would be wise to connect the country to the
north or the westward of the Rocky Mountains with Vancouver's Island ?-In
legislating (for you nhust legislate ; you cannot go on with your present constitu-
tion for Vancouver's Island), I should think that it would be quite right that
the Government should assume entire control of the whole country ; that the
Legislature at Vancouver's Island, or the Government at Fort Vancouver, should
govern the whole country, even if the licence was left with the Hudson's Bay
Company.

o.24-Sess. 2. T T 4 5862. You
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5862. You mean the whole country up to the Rocky MountaiLs ?-The
whole adjacent country to the Rocky Mountains. The Hudson's Bay Company
carry on a considerable trade now from Vancouver's Island and the adiacent
coast, more in fish, timber, and provisions with the South Sea Islands, than any
great quantity of furs that they collect there. I heard a gcologist examined
here with respect to a most speculative subject, viz., of -what practical value
these minerais may be throughout this country; for instance, copper upona the
Copper Mine River, which never can be brought to market; still we have had
gold from Vancouver's Island; the Hudson's Bay Company have brouglit gold
home, and we have reason to believe that gold may be found in a great part of
that country ; nobody lias ever been there except the Indians.

5863. Would you draw any limit between the land given to the colony and
the land simply reserved for fur-trading purposes ?-No limit. I would put the
whole under one government, if you are to have a government there. The only
reason why I think that you should maintain the Hudson's Bay Company,
wherever you maintain them, is where you can find no better instrument for
vour purpose; if you are to have a good colonial government in Vancouver's
Island, I should include in it the whole of those territories, even if I gave the
licence to trade to the Hudson's Bay Company.

5864. Do you think that the right of exclusive trade by the Hudson's Bay
Company could be rendered compatible with the territory being given to a colony?
--Why should not it be so? It is compatible with the government of this country,
and it would be compatible with the government of a colony. I do not think it
should exist one hour longer than the colony, or the Legislature or Govern-
ment of that country thougLht it for their good. The Hudson's Bay Company
have no claim to it; it is not like the Hudson's Bav territory. I may add, that
beyond the Hudson's Bay Company being paid for their outlay, which payment
they are entitled to under the agreement with the Crown, I do not think they
have any claim upon the public on the west side of the Rocky Mountains, other-
wise than as you may think it for your interest to employ them.

5865. When you speak of a Government being given to Vancouver's Island,
in the event of its being made a British colony, I suppose you mean those popular
institutions which the colonies have given to them ?-Certainly; but then you
should put an end to the monorpv of* the land, and let the institutions deal with
the land of the country according to their discretion.

5866. Is there anything wbich you wish to add to what you have stated ?-I
think there is one important consideration connected with the licence. 1 did not
suggest the Act of Parliament to enable the Crown to 'grant this licence merely
to prevent competition from Canada with the Hudson's Bay Company; I thought
it advisable that, at all events till some better arrangement could be made, the
country should be kept perfectly at peace ; and but for the monopoly granted to a
particular class of our subjects, theAmerican citizens have as good a right to trade
with the Indians within our territory as the English subjects have. It is not only
the Canadians who would cone in competition with the Hudson's Bay Company,
but every American citizen would have as good a right to trade with our Indians
as lie has with our civilised people at Toronto and Montreal, and you could not
exclude him ; if you put an end to the monopoly, you must be open to conpetition
with every American citizen.. That was one of my objects in recommending the
licence.

5867. If you think the exclusive licence to trade advisable for some time in
these remote districts, do not you think that if you gave a large tract of that
country as a colony in the vicinity of Vancouver's island, the inevitable result
would be, that it would be thrown open to competition ?-On the western side
of the Rocky Mountains you must deal with it as the general interests of the
country require. The interests of the Hudson's Bay Company must not be
considered in comparison with the general interests of the country. I am not
here to plead that you should continue the licence to the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany one hour longer than it is for the public interest that you should con-
tinue it.

5868. Mr. Roebuck.] Then you draw a distinction between the western and
the eastern sides of the Rocky Mountains ?-I draw a great distinction, inasmuch
as the Hudson's Bay Company have no exclusive rights whatever to the westward
of the Rocky Mountains.

5869. If it should turn out that the charter is an illegal charter, then the
condition
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condition of the Hudson's Bay Company on the eastera side is the same as it is The: Rgt Hio
on the western side ?-To be sure. That opinion must be qualified. A company E. M.'
which bas been in possession for 200 years of the whole of that country, and
which bas done its duty to the public, would have some claim upon the con-
sideration of the public even if its charter vas declared illegal.

5870. That is to say, that wronglul possession for 200 years ought to be paid
for ?-When you talk of a " wrongful possession," the word " wrongful" would
be used against the opinion of every lawyer of emiuence ever consulted upon
the subject.

5871. I started with the supposition that the charter was proved to be illegal?
-Yes.

5872. I want to know vour opinion, supposing it to be illegal, what would be
the condition of the Hudson's Bay Company on the eastern side of the Rocky
Mountains, as compared with the western side ?-The same absolutely, with
the qualification which I have stated, of the consideration which the Hudson's
Bay Company ought to have for their long possession of that country upon
equitable grounds.

5873. You dropped a phrase which rather startled my ear, about Vancouver's
Island; you talked about compensation ?-Yes.

5874. Compensation for what?-It is no compensation; the Hudson's Bay
Company accepted the grant of Vancouver's Island upon the condition that if
they were required to surrender it again, the money which they laid out bontïfide
should be repaid to them by the public; there is no other compensation.

5875. ] suppobe that that was to be money laid out beneficially. not merely
money spent ?-Laid out to promote the colonisation and improvement of the
island.

5 87 6. And'if it should be proved, that so far from promoting the colonisation
of the island, tbey have thrown every obstacle in the way of colonisation, then
they ouglit not to have any compensation ?-I do not say that. This is proceed-
ing upon an hypothesis. As far as my information goes, they have .done every-
thing which they ought to do.

5877. The hypothesis may be erroneous, but I want to know what the con-
clusion is ?-I can give no opinion upon an hypothesis which I believe to be
erroneous in every one of its details.

5878. Is that the rule which you invariably pursue ?-It is the rule vhich I
adopt generally.

5879. Do you not take an hypothesis and argue npon it ?-If it is a reasonable
hypothesis, in ny opinion, certainly.

588o. In vour opinion, then, it is not reasonable to suppose that there bas
been any difficulty thrown in the way of colonisation by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany with regard to Vancouver's Island ?-I know of no difficulties that ever
have been thrown in the way, and I think I know as much of the question as
most people can. I speak with impartiaiity, because I think that the Hudson's
Bay Company ought not to have accepted the grant.

588 1. 1 think you stated that the Hudson's Bay Company was more a Canadian
than an English Company ?-Yes.

5882. What did you mean exactly by that ?-I meant that, upon the union
of the companies, the whole of the Canadian interest Lad been transferred to
and incorporated with the Hudson's Bay Company; that so far, it was the
Canadian trade, in fact, which iwas incorporated with that of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

5883, I think you also stated that, at the time at which you went to Canada.
all the leading people of Canada were engaged in the fur trade ?-Yes; I will
tell you their names; they are of great eminence.

588 4 . l bey did not include any of the seigneurs of the country ?-I beg your
pardon; Mr. Monteur, a seigneur of the country, was one of the partners of the
Nkorth-West Company.

5885. The great body of the seigneurs had nothing to do vith that trade ?-
The great body of the seigneurs in Canada never bad anything to do with trade
at all.

5886. Tlien you meant merely the trading community ?-I meant all the
English and Scotch people %iho established theimselves in Canada, and established.
trade there (for there was no trade before), after the treaty of 1783 ; it bas
remained in their hands ever since.

o.24--Sess. 2. U7 u 5887. You
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5887. You referred to the Act passed in 1821: do you know that by the
fifth section of the Act, the powers of the Canadian judiciaries were extended
over the Hudson's Bay Companys territories ?-They were not extended over
the Hudson's Bay Company's territories at all; you will find that they are
excepted.

5888. Then if I read from this book the following words, this book is erro-
neous: " And be it declared and enacted that the said Act passed in the 43d
year of the reign of his late Majesty, intituled, An Act for extending the
jurisdiction of the courts of justice in the provinces of Lower and Upper
Canada to the trial and punishment of persons guilty of crimes and offences
within certain parts of North America adjoining to the said provinces, and all
the clauses and provisoes therein contained, shall be deered and construed,
and it is and they are hereby respectively declared to extend to and over and
to be in full force .in and through all the territories heretofore granted to the
Company of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay, anything in
any Act or Acts of Parliament, or this Act, or in any grant or charter to the
contrary notwithstanding " ?-That provided, that if the Government of Canada
themselves appointed magistrates they might exercise that jurisdiction ; and it
was purposely inserted in the Act that if a complaint should be made to the
government, either of England or of Canada, which they thought sufficiently
grounded, that the Hudson's Bay Company neglected in any way to administer
justice, the Crown should have the power of appointing justices under that
clause, and the Crown has never yet appointed a justice. i beg pardon; in
order that I may be peifectl, corinct, I wish to state that the Crown bas
appointed justices, at the recommendation of the Hudson's Bay Company, in the
parts of the country under the licence which are without the territories of the
Hudson's Bay Company, but it never bas granted a commission within the terri-
tories of the Hudson's Bay Company.

5889. 1% that the gloss which you put upon these words, " An Act for extending
the jurisdiction of the courts of justice in the provinces of Lower and Upper
Canada to the trial and punishment of persons guilty of crimes and offences
within certain parts of North America adjoining to the said provinces; and all
the clauses and provisoes therein contained shall be deemed and construed, and
it is and they are hereby respectively declared to extend to and over, and to be
in full force in and through all the territories heretofore granted to the Company
of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay "?-l put no gloss upon it
at all. I admit the clause to mean literally what it expresses. But that only
gave to the Crown and the Canaclian authorities power to appoint justices to
bring parties within the jurisdiction of the courts in England or Canada, which
power they never have exercised by the appointment of any justice. I put in
those clauses myself, in order that the Crown or Canada might have the power
of appoitiing justices under it; but it has never appointed any, therefore the
clause is inoperative.

58qo. Therefore your interpretation of the Act is, that the powers of the
judicature of Canada are not extended over those territories, because the Crown
has not appointed special justices for those territories ?-It has taken no means
of exercising the powers of judicature.

5.91. That does not say one word about the powers of judicature ?-The
answer to that question is, that the power has never been exercised by any-
body.

.589 2. Lord John Russell.j It is stated in the preamble of that Act, " Whereas
doubts have been enitertained whether the provisions of an Act passed in the
43d year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Third, intituled, An
Act for extendin g the jurisdiction of the courts of justice in the provinces of
Lower and Upper Canada to the trial and punishment of persons guilty of crimes
and offences within certain parts of North America adjoining to the said provinces,
extended to the territories granted by charter to the said Governor and Company,
and it is expedient that such doubts should be removed, and that the said Act
should be further extended " ?-Yes.

5893. Therefore that was the purpose ?-It was for the purpose of doing that;
and I remember that I suggested at the time, " Take every power vou can to
ensure that ; to the extent of such means as you may be able to employ, justice
shall be adminisiered to your satisfaction."

5'94. Mr. Christy.] With reference to that matter, did not you consider that
the
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the Company entered into an obligation to send all criminal cases, and those
civil cases involving an amount' above 2001., to be tried in the Courts of
Canada ?-I believe it was, whenever they were required to do so by the Crown:
I forget the exact words, but it was intended that that obligation should exist
whenever the Secretary of State, I think, should reqnire it ; the Act of Parlia-
ment speaks for itself.

5895. Mr. Roebuc..J You stated, I think, that the sum derived as prot by
the Company for 17 years, amounted to something more than 60,000.?-
Yes.

5896. You stated also that the annual interest of the capital of the Company
was 12 . per cent. ?-Yes ; that the profits of the far trade were 65,000 L.

5897. low do vou make those two statements agree, taking half a million to
be the nominal stock of the Company ?-There would be some difficulty in
arriving at that conclusion; but the fact is, the Hudson's Bay Company make
other profits upon their trade, and they inake interest upon their capital.

.5898. Then the statement that thev have made only 63,000 1. in 17 years,
does not represent the actual state of facts as regards the Company ?-I beg
your pardon, it represents precisely the fact.

5899. Then how do you make it agree with the statement that theydivide
amongst the shareholders 12 ý per cent. ?-1 tell you that the 65,000 1. is the net
profit which they derived from the fur trade, not from their trade generally;
they have beyond that the interest of money; the Hudson's Bay Company are
a large trading establishment, and they employ even more capital than the
500,000 I.; they have certain deposits of noney in their hands. This Committee
does not inquire into the details of the profits of the Hudson's Day Company;
as far as the fur trade is concerned which is connected with the government of
the country, and the licence, I tell Vou exactlv the facts; but I do nor suppose
you intend to inquire into all the details of the affairs of the Hudson's, Bay
Company; everything that the Committee require with a view to the govern-
ment or connexion of the Company with the fur trade shall be fully and fairly
before them.

59oo. I believe that the nominal stock was from time to lime raised ?--Not
the nominal stock; the real stock was raised.

5901. IYou used the word " nominal" yourself?--It does not necessarily follow
that if a railway company has a stock of a million of money, it may not owe
another million of money, or that part of its capital may not be borrowed money;
the stock upon which the dividend is made, and wyhich is the Hudson's I3ay
Conipany's stock, is 500,000 1.

5902. When you started it was not that, and vou nominally increased it; we
will say, for the purpose of taking some figures, that it was 300,000 1., and then
you declared it to be 500,000 1. ?-I beg vour pardon. 1 stated distinctly that
at the time of the union of the companies it was 400,000 1., and that it was sub-
sequently increased to 500,000 1., partly by money which had not been divided,
which was added to stock, and partly from money actually paid.

5903. You stated also, that the competition between the North-West Com-
pany and the Hudson's Bay Company (I use that phrase for the purpose of
brevity), led to a great use of spirits among the Indians ?-Yes.

5904. And that one of the great benefits wbich you supposed to have been
derived from the union of the two Companies was concentrating power in the
bands of certain parties, which enabled then to prevent the use of spirits P-
Yes.

.5905. In your opinion, is it possible to regulate the morality of any body of
people by law ?-That is a verv wide question. I should certainly say not ; but
still, when you have to deal vith poor people like the Indians, whose passions
may be excited easily by the use of spirits, or by the use of any other stimulant,
I think it is your duty, as far as you can, to prevent those consequences.

59f06. You would give powers to people, which powers would prevent colo-
nisation, in order to prevent the introduction of spirits ?- -I would give no power
to anybody of any description to prevent colonisation.

5907. Therefore, I conclude from your statement now, that if there be any
powers in the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company which really militate against
colonisation, they ought to be taken away ?- Certainly, provided you can effect
colonisation by any other means.

5908. And if we are told that there are means of communication between
.24-Sess. 2. I u 2 Lake
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Lake Superior and the Red River, in your opinion .we are misled ?-No, I did
not say that; there are means of communication, because people travel that way,
and trade has been conducted that way perpetually; but the question is whether
those means are facile means, or whether the means of communication from Lake
Superior are equally easy with the means of communication from Minnesota and
the adjoining American territory.

5909. I think you also seemed to lean to the opinion that, unless there was
some outlet for their produce, there would be no incitement to colonisation ?-...
That has been the case in America. I do not say that if a great community
was established in any place, they might not exist without any outlet to their
produce ; but that implies a very advanced state of society. I do not think that
any part of America would have been cultivated or settled unless they could have
had a market for their surplus produce.

59so- What do you say to the territory of Utah ?-You talk of moral rules
for society. The territory of Utah is held together upon extraordinary principles,
and has been principally maintained by immense sums of money which misguided
emigrants have carried to Utah.

5911. You believe, then, that Minnesota has been colonised and peopled,
because the intervening territory between it and the more civilised parts of the
United States bas become peopled ?-I should think it is because the intervening
parts have become peopled, or because there are great facilities of communication
between Minnesota and civilised places adjacent.

5912. Will you tell me what those means of communication are ?-I believe
there is either a railroad actually in existence, or it is expected that there will be
a railroad.

5913. An expected railroad is no means of communication ?-But an American
works in anticipation of ail possible events.

5914. Why should not that same principle extend to the Red River ?-Because
you come to Minnesota fron the south. You must come to the Red River fron
the north, and the means of communication are excessively difficult.

5915. Lake Superior is not to the north of the Red River ?-I think the Lake
of the Woods is to,the north of the Red River. You must cone by a communi-
cation which is in every respect difficult.

591C I suppose you knov that there is a complete communication now between
the Atlantic Ocean and Lake Superior?-Yes.

5917. I mean by steam ?-Yes.
591S. So that it is very easy to sail from London to Lake Superior ?-I have

no doubt of i,.
5919. Therefore the only diticulty which ariîes in our communication with

the Red River would really arise between the shores of Lake Superior and the
Red River?-But tihere has never been any difficulty in communication with
Lake Superior; that bas alwavs been a facile communication. If there have not
been steam-boats, there have been other vessels upon Lake Superior as long as
I can recollect.

5920. But surelv, the communication between the Atlantic and Lake Superior
was very difficult 20 vears ago ?-Not very difficult. Ve had the same difli-
culties in the rapids of the Sault St. Mary; the communication between Lake
Erie and Lake Superior was difficult; ail that has been improved with time, and
it has been improved as the country has been civilised and settled. I do not
know when you may expect (at least I do not dream of it) the country between
Lake Superior and Red River to be settled, and you cannot have good communi-
cations through any country in which there are not settlements.

5921. Then your belief is, that the hope of settling the Red River is illusory,
and that in our time we shall not see it fultilled ?-1 think it perfectly illusory,
unless it should be settled by settlements pushing up from the southward, and
going across the plain from the States.

5922. 1 think you said that the Hudson's Bay Company was the last remaining
proprietary conpany ?-Yes.

5923. And you mentioned that there had been a great number of proprietary
colonies in the United States ?-Yes.

5924. Did not every one of those colonies, as proprietary colonies, break
down ?-No, I think not. I forget the exact history. I think the proprietor of
Massachusetts established a free government, and made terms respectirg it. I
think Lord Baltimore did the same in Carolina, and Mr. Penn in Pennsylvania.

The
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'The proprietor, according to English notions and fashions, thought that the The àRight Hon.
government was beyond his control, and he interested the people in it, and I 2 -ElIice, r.t'•
believe behaved with great liberality and justice.

5925. In every one of those proprietary colonies was not there an application 23 June.1857.

made to the Crown for a charter ?-Of course there was ; they could not hold
them without a charter.

5926. I mean afterwards?-I have not the least doubt that the proprietors
came to some arrangement on the subject.

5927. Then the governument of the colony was the result in fact of the Crown's
interference ?-Either the Crown's interference or the proprietor's interference;
I think you deprive some of those proprietors of due credit for their desire to
extend the institutions in the country which belonged to them.

5928. I know that Lord Baltimore was a very benevolent and humane man,
,but surely the Crown was required to interfere and give power to the colonists
to govern themselves ?-It is a long time since I have looked to the history of
those proprietary governments, but I think you ivill find that the proprietors had
at least as much merit as the Crown in whatever ultimate arrangement took place
for the government of these countries.

592q. You said also that the Government of the Hudson's Bay Company had
not been found fault with ?--I said that it had been less found fault with than in
any other colony under the Crown since the union with the Canadian companies
in 1821 or 1822.

5930. Are you at all aware that that petition is now before the Canadian
House of Assembly (handing a Paper to the Right honourable Member) ?-I know
of no colony from which you have not a hundred petitions, and I dare say you
will have a petition from this settlement ; I do not mean by my answer to say
that the Government of the Hludson's Bay Company lias been perfect; ail
governments are subject to imperfections, and I dare say the Hu.dson's Bay
Company have committed faults like others. But what I said was this : that in
all questions which have been referred to the Colonial Office, where the Colonial
Office have, either through independent officers or otber means, instituted
inquiries with respect to the grounds of those complaints which have been made,
the Hudson's Bay Company have been informed by the Colonial Office that the
complaints generally have been without foundation.

5931. Cannot we assume it to be the fact that a fur coinpany has interests in
direct opposition to the colonisation of the country ?--l do not think that we can
assume anything as a fact. My opinion is that a fur company have very little
to~do with colonisation, and that the Hudson's Bay Company would have done
much better if they had never had anvthinz to do with colonisation; and, in fact.
the Hudson's Bay Company never voluntarily undertook colonisation on the Red
River, where thev believed it to be impracticable. They sold to Lord Selkirk
-that country, or they granted it to him, and lie first establisled the colony ; and
when they re-possessed thenselves of it, they did it because they thouglit it at
,the time inexpedient that there should be no different interests fron their own at
the Red River, and because Lord Selkirk, in fact, wished to get rid of it. The
Hudson's Bay Company, as I have stated to the Conmittee, have not been
backward in establishing colonies upon the western side of the Rocky Mountains,
where they had means of conveying the produce of the lands which they cultivated
to a reasonable market.

5932. Have they established any colony in the British territory west of the
Rocky Mountains ?-They established it upon what they supposed at the tinie
was British territory, namely, in Oregon. which. was only taken froni theimi by
the treaty of J 846 ; and when it was taken from then, as I havc stated to the
Committee, provision was made that they should still continue to cnjoy those
-possessory rights which thcy then held.

.5933. The British territory on the west of the Rocky 'ountains is quite as
well provided with means of transit as the American territory ?--The capital of
the Hudson's Bay Company is not sufficient to make colonisation everywhere :
it is a limited capital. The Honourable Member has never heard froin me an
opinion that if vou can establish a colony successfiully anywhere, you slould
allow the Hudson's Bay Company for one instant to possess that country f'r the
purposes of the fur tradce.

5934. Mr. Charles Fit::william.] You have stated that the Hudson's Bay
Company established a colony in Oregon, upon what they supposed to be
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British territory: was not the Columbia River generally supposed to be the
boundary ?-Certainly.

5935. Did not Dr. McLoughlin establish bis colony in the Wilamet Valley?
-Dr. McLoughlin was rather an amphibious and independent personage; he
was a very able man, and I believe a very good man; but he had a fancy that
he would like to have iuterests in both countries, both in America and in the
English territory ; and I an sure I do not know now what lias become of him,
except that he has left the Hudson's Bay Company's service. I wish to say
nothing against Dr. McLoughlin, whio I believe to have been a very intelligent
and very enterprising man; and certainly while lie remained with the Hudson's
Bay Company he "%as an excellent servant of the Hudson's Bay Company.

5936. Mr. Roebuck.] While speaking of the conduct of the Company, you
stated, amongst other things, that the moment any servant became too intimate
in his relations with the Indians, he was renoved: what did you mean by that;
did you nean to allude to the fact that when any servant of the Company
acquired feelings of commiseration or sympathy with the Indians, he was
removed ?-On the contrary, the servant would be most prized wvho, by proper
means and humane attention, and attempts to civilise the Indians, established an
influence with the Indians.

5937. In your opinion, is it for the benefit of the country, taken as a country,
that there should be any monopoly of trade in the hands of the Hudson's Bay
Compauy, with regard to their territory ?-If yon were to allow competition to
take place again in the trade of the north-west territories, the competition might
last eiglit or ten years, and the trade would be utterlv destroyed; and thé
Indians would be reduced to a state of want and starvation of which one can
give no description.

5938. You stated also, that in America, south of the British line, the trade in
fur had almost entirely disappeared ?-- Yes.

5939. Is not that in consequence of the increase of civilisation in those parts?
-- Certainly; the march of civilisation naturally puts an end to it.

5940. Therefore, if the same phenonienon were to occur north of that line,
you might assume that it was occasioned by the saine cause, namely, the increase
of civilisation ?-Certainly.

5941. Reverse that proposition. If colonisation has not reached across the
boundary, is it not in consequence of the maintenance (f the fur trade ?-
I think it will be very difficult to make out that proposition. I .do not
admit it.

5942. But the fact of the maintenance of the fur trade would prevent anything
like colonisation ?--Certainly not; the existence of the fur trade prevents colonisa-
tion in no respect; there is no reason why colonisation and the fur trade may
not go on together.

5943. Is that in accordance with what you have jubt stated, that wherever
civilisation comes the fur trade disappears ?-To a certain extent, in the imme-
diate neighboirhood where the.land is cultivated, the animal will disappear, and
of course the trade wdil disappear with the animal.

5944. Does not the animal retreat to a very great distance from ail colonisa-
tion ; does not the animal get frightened ?--Certainly, and the trader retreats
with hin.

5945. M)Ir. J. 11. GurneI.- Is it not considered that the cold climate is
favourable to the quality of the fur ?-Certainly; the best fur comes from the
coldest climate.

59 4 6. Thereforc the best clinate for the production of fur is the worst climate
for the production of agricultural produce ?-Certainly.

5947. Mr. Roebuck.) But the American territory was a fine hunting country
once, was not it ?-All that prairie country which is now established ; as I said
before, I remember 500,000 ·or a million of deer skins coming into Canada
fron it.

5948. Therefore the statement that the worse the country the better the
hunting ground is not quite accurate ?-Yes; these statenents are both correct;
there were different kinds of animais; the deer and the animal inhabiting the
plains was not of the same value for its skin or its peltry as the beaver, or the
otter, or the marten, which is found in the north ; the greater quantity of the
one in the plain may have made up for the smaller quantity of the more valuable
fur in the northern region.

599 la
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5949. In the American territory, when it was a fur-bearing territory, was not
there a large quantity of beaver?-Yes; there was a large quantity of beaver
very far south in the Mississippi at ont time, but it is all destroyed ; but that
beaver was not so valuable as the beaver in the north, or the otter either.

5950. Mir. Christy.] I will just ask you a question with reference to one
point put by Mr. Roebuck, as respects the communication with the Red River -
you are aware of what is termed the direct route, perhaps ?--That is the old
route by which the Canadian fur traders went by Lake Winnipeg and the Lake
of the Woods.

5951. Are you aware that that has fallen very much into disuse by its
getting out of repair?-Yes; there never was a regular road there; in the
old time the greater part of the distance was never travelled by a cart or by a
horse; it was travelled in canoes. Those canoes came to what were called
portages, over which the men carried the loads of the canoes on their backs;
there never was any other road.

5952. I do not ývant to dwell on this subject, but Colonel Croftoi) gave in
evidence that he would have no difdiculty in marching troops by that route?-
I have no doubt of it; if Canadian voyagers can take heavy loads of goods in
canoes, troops can mlarch easily.

5953. Are you aware that Canada lias lately voted the sum of 5,000 1. for
improving and opening that route ?-I am very glad to hear it.

.5954. I have a paper whicli has come to my knowledge for the first time
since I have been in this Committee, which prints the statenent that Canada
has voted 5,000 i. for that purpose ?-I am quite sure that if Canada intends to
open that route, Canada will have. every assistance and cordial co-operation on
the part of the Hudson's Bay Company in that undertaking.

5955. For the purpose of more clearly expressing the questions which I
intended to put to you this morning, I have written them, and I will preface
them merely by saying that if there are any which are of too personal a nature,
I hope you will not attribute them to any improper motive on my part ?-There
can be none of too personal a nature.

5956. I would also say that I think it essential to institute rather a close ex-
amination into the capital of the Company ?-This Committee bas nothing to
do with the capital of the Company.

5957. In reference to the question which I have previously put, I believe you
never were in the country of the Red River?-No; but I have been in constant
communication with every man who has been across that route from Canada.

5958. The whole of the information which you have given to the Committee
this morning is based upon the information which you have derived from
various sources ?-l beg your pardon, it is given from my own personal know-
ledge; with respect to whether a country which I have never seen is fit for
colonisation, that is not given from personal knowledge, but it is given from
statistical information. a

595!. And not from any personal knowledge as far as having travelled in any
part of this conntrv?-l have travelled in no part of it ; I have not travelled
beyond Lake Superior.

5960. Then you cannot inforn the Committee whether you think that the
.5,000 1. which bas been voted by Canada would be q sufficient sum for improv-
ing and opening that route ?-I can, as far as opinion goes. It would go a
very little way. Labour is very dear in that country, and the track being
partly rock and partly swamp, if a road is to be formed it will be a very difficult
undertaking, and I shouîld think that 5,000 1. would not go far in establishing a
communication, tlat is to say, which a liorýe could travel.

5961. I believe you were at one time one of the principal partners of the
North-West Company before its junction with the Hudson's Bay Company ?-
Yes.

5962. I therefore presume that you are well acquainted with the constitution
and history of both companies ?--Yes.

5963. Are you aware that in 1749 the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company
were brought before a Committee of the House of Commons, and much inter-
esting evidence obtained of the nature and extent of their trade and business
operations at that period ?-I am not aware of it ; but it is a matter of history,
I suppose.

596. The report I have here, which gives a very detailed account of the
0.24-Sess. 2. u u 4 constitution
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constitution of the Company at that time; referring to that report I wish to
draw your attention to the statement which appears of the amount and succes-
sive augmentations of the Company's stock up to that time ?--The evidence
which I have given before this Committee lias reference only to the time when
I was connected with the Company, which was in 1821, when the Canadian
companies and the Hudson's Bay Company united, and formed a verv different
Company from anything that had ever been known hbfore under the title of the
Hudson's Bay Company. Nothing that previously took place in the affairs of
the Hudson's Bay Company can at a'll have reference to what has been the.
conduct, or the management of the Company, for the last 40 years.

5965. I think you are acquainted with the constitution of both Companies?
-Perfectly.

5966. As it is a matter given to the House of Commons, and therefore is a.
public imatter, I wish to draw your attention to the statements of the succes-
sive augmentations which are given in the report to which I have referred ?-
But that is, how many years ago ?

5967. One hundred years ago ?-Surely what took place 100 years ago has.
very little to do with what we are discussing now, namely, the state of the
1-udson's ßay Company.

5968. Excuse me, it is the only information which lias ever been given to
Parliament, or which has ever been made pubiic, by whiclr the public have-
been able to obtain any information of the proceedings of this Company?-It
is all printed for the benefit of the public; the public can refer to it; I have
never even read it.

5969. It appears that in 1676, by the books of the Company, their stock vas
10,500 1.; in 1690 the same was trebled, not by subscription, but by the
creation of nominal stock, and declared to be 31,500 1.; in 1720 the stock was
again trebled in the same way, and declared to be 94,500 1.; a subscription
was then taken for 3,1501. by each person subscribing 100 1., and buing-
accredited with 300 i. It appears to have become trebled also as before, and
the amount carried out is 9,450 L., making the total capital, as declared on the
23(d of December 1720, 103,950 1., only 13,150 1. of which was actually paid
up. The question which I wish to ask is, whether you can give to the Com-
mittee any information regarding the profits of the Company at that period,
which enabled them to perform these remarkable augmentations ?-I can give
to the Committee no information upon that subject ; but having ascertained the
stock of the Company was about 103,000 1., I myself offe.red Sir Richard Neave,
who was then governor of the Company, 103,000 1. Navy 5 i. per cents. for the
whole Hudson's Bay Company about the year 1804. I did it in order to pur-
chase the Hudson's Bay Company for the Canadian companies at the time,
and that transaction only was not carried into effect because part of the stock
was found to be the property of infants, and other persons incapable of giving
a title, or making a transfer, and which would have made it necessary for the
parties to go to the Court of.Chancery for powers, and I did not at that time
want that this transaction should be published.

5!70. In the Parliamentary Papers which were printed in 1842, I find a
letter from the governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Committee of
the Privy Council for Trade, in which Sir John Pelly writes to Lord Glenelg on
the occasion of his applying for the renewal of the Company's licence in 1838,
in whichli he states that from 60 to 70 per cent. was annually divided among
the shareholders ?-If Sir John Polly stated that, he stated that which was not
the fact; there must be some mistake.

5971. Mr. Edward Ellice.] That refers to 1690 ?-It is more than 100 years
ago. There is one thing which occurs to me with respect to this question f
profit altogether. If the profit of the Hudson's Bay Company was very much
diminished, the Companv itself would cease to exist, because the shareholder
really does not get more profit for the investment of his capital than any
common trader who invests his capital in business in England; and the
people who conduct the trade in the interior, where they live probably for six
months in the year without tasting bread or an esculent vegetable of anv kind,
are but poorly paid with the share of the profit which thev derive for their
labour; and if the profit was to be so diminished as not to give to these men a
sufficient temptation in the way of remuneration to remain in the country, the
country would beconie completely disorganised. It is a question entirely of
profit whether you can maintain either the Hudson's Bay Company or their

servants.
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servants. If there is not an adequate profit to maintain then, the thing must The Right Hon.
of necessity decline and be destroyed. E. Ellice; m. r.

5972. Mr. Cihristy.] My question went more to the capital than to the actual
profit which had been divided ?-If you ask anything about capital, from the 2" " 1857.
time that I know anything about the Hudson's Bay Company, I an quite
willing to answer it

5973. I was wishing to bring down the tradition, as I may say, based upon
the only facts which are at my disposal, of the history of this Company from
100 years ago until the present time ; in the sane document I observed that on
the junctioi of the North- WVest and Hudson's Bay Companies, the capital stock
,f the united associations vas declared at 400,0001. ?-It was 400,0001. actnally
paid either in the inventories of stock at the different posts, or in money.

5974. It appears to be made up in this way; a call was made upon the share-
holders of the Hudson's Bay Company, augmenting their stock to 200,000 1.?-
Yes.

.5975. While the North-West Company contributed a similar sum?-Yes.
5976. Are you aware how that amount was made uD ?.-It was made up, as

the question itself states, by the Hudson's Bay Company contributing money to
make up the deficiency in their inventories at the time ; the capital was com-
posed, for instance, of the inventories of goods at the posts in the interior: there
was a great trading capital, some of it took two years to bring the accounts of
the stock at the different places; there was the remnant of the furs on hand;
there were the goods on hand at the various posts, but the whole was either
money or money's worth.

5977. Was the additional 100,000 1. contributed by the Hudson's Bay Con-
pany actually paid up ?-It was actually paid up, because we began the concern
with 400,000 1., and therefore it must have been founud somehow or other; I
believe that it was paid in hard money.

5978. Then it was not nominal capital ?-No.
5979. It had nor increased nominally, as previously ?--No; ià was actual

money or goods ; one of the two.
5980. 1 find by a statement recently laid officially before this Committee,

that the present stock of the Company is 500,000 1. ?-Yes.
598 1. flow was the additional 100,000 1. added to the 400,000 1. ?-lt was in

a great measure by undivided profits; that is to say, by money which would
bave been divicled as a bonus ; it was supposed that the Company wanted
more capital, and instead of dividing the whole profit to the shareholders, the
Company only divided 10 per cent., and put the remaining money in stock.

5982. Thev have increased their capital of 400,000 1. by adding profits of
100,000 l. to it ?--By adding nmoney, whether it was the profits which they had
realised or not; the capital of the stock is 500,000 /. monev capital. •

5983. What is the value of the stock, is it 100 1. stock ?-it is 100 1. stock;
its value is about 200 1. ; it pays annually a 10 per cent. dividend, and occasion-
ally there lias been a five per cent. bonus.

5984. Can vou state to the Comrnittee how nuch of the present stock of the
Conpany has been paid up ?-The whole lias been paid up.

5985. li tlhe same statemuent whvich has been laid before this Comrnittee, I
observe an item of 84,111 i. paid to Lord Selkirk for the Red River Settle-
nient ?-That is the mnoney actually paid to Lord Selkirk, vith interest added
to it. The lonourable Gentleman is aware that whven merchants make a
purchase they open an actount, and they debit to that account the money
whichl the estate cost them, and they add the interest, and deduet any revenue
or receipt which they have had from it Fince ; and the 84,000 1. is the balance
of such an account.

5986. In 1836, as you hi. ! already stated to the Commuittee ?-Yes.
5987. Chairman.] Deducting your protits ?-Yes. 1 am afraid there are no

profits; it is the accumulation of interest.
5988. Mr. Christy.] The 84,000 1. is a nonied sumu due to Lord Selkirk ?-

It is that noney, and interest outstanding upon ieir books.
5989. May I ask you out of wvhat fonds could the nonev be paid ?-Out of

our capital or profits. We have a great deal of mnoney which is not in our
capital stock; % e are depositaries for large sumus of' money belonging to the
people in the interior. Any company of this description has larger transactions
thian the immediate amount cf its capital.

5990. Would that be in the light of borrowed money ?-7t is deposit money.
O.24-Sess. 2. X x Bankers,
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Bankers, and other people trading as companies, receive money upon deposts
and probably allow a lower interest than they get for it. We have large trans-
actions beyond the fur trade.

5991. Mr. J. H. Gurney.] The Hudson's Bay Company are in fact the
bankers for the whole of that district, are they not ?-They are bankers for all;
it is a facility for their servants. For instance, when the profits are divided,
they credit a man's account with the profit, and they allow him interest upon the
balance.

5992. Mr. Christy.] I have before me a pamphlet which has been published,
known by the name McGillivray's Book, being " A Narrative of Occurrences in
the Indian Countries of North America, since the connection of the Right
Honourable the Earl of Selkirk with the Hudson's Bay Company.*' I find at
page 65 of that pamphlet, the following passage:--' Fron Lord Selkirk's
acquisition of the majority of votés, the Hudson's Bay Company may be said to
centre in one individual. The Governor and Court are merely his agents, and
the remaining proprietors, bound by the sense of the majority, can make no
opposition. Without intending the slightest imputation to the directors, they
can have only the option of resignation in the event of difference of opinion
with his Lordship, and the re-election of their successors must depend solely
upon bis decision. In this manner his Lordship has acquired the immense
tract of land before stated, and no attempt till the present one has ever been
before made to take advantage of the supposed territorial rights under this
charter. We humbly conceive, therefore, that before a title can be secured by
length of possession, it ought to be made the subject of iniquiry by His Majesty's
Government, and directions given to the Attorney-general to eject his Lordship
from the occupancy of the land in question, at the suit of the Crown, to whom
it can alone belong." That was on the 29th of May 1815?-I am not sure that
I am not the author of that libel upon the Hudson's Bay Company; it is either
Mr. McGillivray or myself. i have written many things as violent as that
against the Hudson's Bay Company, and I suppose that parties who are
engaged in a violent contest one with the other, write a great many things
which it would be %ery difficult to reduce to proof.

5993. I think you are quite right; it is signed by " M'Tavish, Fraser & Com-
pany,' and " Ing'lis, Ellice & Company "?-[ told the CommitLee before that I
had taken every opinion for and against the Company.

5994. Therefore I believe that when you were connected with the North-
West Company you denied, in common with other members of that association,
the legality of the sub-monopoly granted by the Hudson's Bay Company to
Lord Selkirk?-We disputed the rights of Lord Selkirk connected with his
grant of land. I do not know that there was any sub-monopoly given to him.
Lord Selkirk warned us off as poachers. There w'ere different proclamations
made, that we had no rigbt to kill an animal upon his land. Rights connected
with the possession of land in Great Britain were assumed to be those which
Lord Selkirk could enforce at the time, and we were at actual wvar with one
another, and of course we denied every right whicli they had. But it is not
because we have denied those abuses of the rights of property that we may not
now maintain the rights of possession which we have acquired.

5995. You have since asserted them, and found it to vour interest, I svp-
pose, to maintain thern? -It is not a question of interest at ail ; it is a question
of law. We nay have been wyrong iii our law then, and we niay be right in our
law now.

5996. However, you took counsel's opinion upon the point, and vou wrote, I
believe, yourself a book upon the subject?-I did so.

.597. I have not it with me, thougl I have had the honour of reading that
book in former years ?-That is 41 years ago.

5i98. \lay I ask whether your opinions are changed, or whether they remain
the sanie with respect to that grant ta Lord Selkirk as they were at the time
you wrote ?-Thcy remain a good deal the sane. The Hudson's Bay Company
at that time gave to Lord Selkirk a great part of what is now the state of
Minnesota. They gave Lord Selkirk not only what is within their own ter-
ritories, but a great deal of that which is within the American territories, and
Lord Selkirk's representatives are at this moment at issue with the United
States government, claiming compensation for that which the Hudson's Bay
Company over granted. If the Honourable Member means to ask me whether

I entertaia
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I entertain all the opinions which I asserted as ex parte opinions upon one side
of the case 40 years ago, I should be very sorry to bind myself to them.

5!99. I will put a question based upon a deduction; do you not consider that
supposing the Company in the first instance made an illegal grant to Lord
Selkirk, any claim to compensation would fail if that illegality can be shown ?-
The united Company, which consisted of the very persons who objected to the
grant to Lord Selkirk, as well as the members of the old Company, must have
entertained a better view of the title upon re-examination, since they re-purchased
the territory.

6ooo. But that might involve other considerations. I think you stated other
considerations, namely, that there were separate interests ; that it interfered
with the Company's trade ?-Yes, but we should not have received a legal re-
conveyance of the land from Lord Selkirk, which we have done, if we had not
supposed that there had been sone title to it.

6ooi. Have you extinguished the Indian title to the land of this seulement?
-We are getting into a question about Indian title, which is very difficult
altogether. The English Government never extinguished the Indian title in
Canada when they took possession : the Americans, vhile thev have been
extending their possessions, have extinguished the Indian title, but in Canada
there bas never been any treaty with the indians to extinguish the title ; the
Crown, retaining certain reserves for the Indians, has always insisted upon the
righ t to occupy the lands, and to grant the lands.

6oo2. Do you know the amount of the compensation made by Lord Selkirk
to the Indians ?-No. I never heard that he made any, and 1 arm inclined to
think that he would have made none, except that he wanted at that time to
keep the Indians at peace ; he may have given thern some wampum. A bottle
of runi used to be a very good consideration to the Indians for any given tract
of land in those days.

65003. Are vou aware whether the rights of Lord Selkirk were under anv
treaty ?-I an not aware of that.

6004. There bas been some objection to state the amount of stock standing
in the iames of the various shareholders; I asked for a return of the names
of the shareholders, and the amount of stock which they held: I thought that
it was not an unusual return to ask for ?--Very unusual.

6005. The return, I believe, bas been given to the Colonial Office in the forn
of names embodied in a pamphlet, but there has been no return of the stock
standing individually in those names -- I should think the House of Commnons
would be very unwilling to inquire into the private affairs of individuals,
excepting upon some public grounds. I have never been aware that a Com-
mittee of the House of Commons has undertaken that. The Hudson's Bay
Company is like any other trading company. Any inquiry which is necessar~
for public objects the House of Commons I suppose would authorise : but as to
going into the private affairs of individuals, it is quite unusual.

Goo6. I believe the House of Comnmons frequently requires a list of share-
holders, with the stock standing in their names ?-Yes ; whenever a Company
ap>plies to Parliament for any privilege, or for any capital, it is so ; but it is not
so when you do not go to· Parliament for anvthing, and the Hudson's Bav Com-
pany do not apply to Parliament fdr anything that I know of.

6007. I think that the object of this Comniittee is in consequence of an
application to Parliament to' assist the Hudson's Bay Company to extend the
terni of their licence ?'Thiat is not an application to Parliament at all, and
I do not believe it to be of any great conscquence to the Company whether
the licence is re-granted to them or not. Some of their traders in the interior
rather think that the licence miglt be dispensed with. If the Crown do not
think it of importance to re-grant the licence (and the Crown ought not to
re-grant the licence unless they do think it of importance to the good govern-
ment and peace of the country), if they choose to refuse it, the Hudson's Bay
Company cannot complain.

6ooS. Chairman.] You are speaking of the country beyond the limits of the
charter ?-Yes; we ask for nothing within the limnits of the charter. The
licence is granted to us as a Company beyond the limits of the charter of the
Hudson's Bay Company.

6009. Mr. Christy.] Then you think it an improper question to ask for the
o.24-SeSS. 2. x x 2 amount
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amount of stock standing in the names of the shareholders ?--It is unusual;
I do not know whether it is improper.

6o10. May I ask you upon what authority the Company hold courts ofrecord at the Red River Settlement ?-Under the powers granted by their
charter.

6o1 t. I see in the letter to which I have referred, at page 25 of the Parlia-
mentary Papers of 1842, which is signed by Sir John Pelly, that at that time
when the Company were asking Parliament to give them powers, he alludes
particularly in that letter to the courts of record under the Great Seal ?-Yes.

6o 2. Subsequently to 1838, courts were established ; are they under the
Great Seal, or under what authority ?--They are under the seal of the Company.

6013. Is the Great Seal the seal of the Company ?-The seal of the Company.
The charter is under the Great Seal of the Crown, from which they derive their
authority.

6014. I think I asked you before as to the obligation of the Companv to
send criminal cases and civil cases above 2001. to be tried in the Court in
'Canada; may I ask you again whether you understand the reference in those
grants and in the Act of Parliament to compel the Company not to adjudicate
on such causes, but to send them to Canada under a penalty n 5,000/.?-
Sending then to Canada depends, I believe (I have not looked at the Act
lately), upon the requisition of the authorities in this country- so to send themn.
There is nothing imperative in the Act of Parliament requiring the Conipany
to send for adjudication anything within their own territories. I take ail
the provisions of the Act to relate to territories beyond their own boundaries.
I have not looked at the Act lately. As far as I recollect, those are the ternis
lof the Act.

6o15. When you were connected with the North-West Company, you were
chiefly instrumental, I believe, in obtaining that Act of the 43d of George 3d?
--No.

6o16. In the grant of the renewal of the charter in 1838, were not express
stipulations entered into with reference to cases of this nature -- There never
was a re-gi ant of the charter that I am aware of; there was a re-grant of the
licence. There was no stipulation entered into then at alf. 'T'lie same con-
ditions were implied which were impiied at the original grant of the licence,
and a new one was added ; the right of establishing colonies within the Indian
territories over which the licence was given.

60 17. I think ir. applies to both licensed and chartered territories distinctly,
as I understand it, and, I believe, as many other persons understand it too;
but I understand you to take a different view, nanel-y, that it only applies to
licensed territories ?-So far as I recollect the terrns of the Act, excepting sinply
the provision which ilr. Roebuck read to me, and which enabled the Govern-
ment to constitute justices within the territory, overriding all the rights of the
Hudson's Bay Conpanv, all the otier provisions of that Act refer to the terri-
tories without the linits of the Hiudson's Bay Company.

GoiS. If the trade vas thrown open, would not the Company, by nieans of
their forts and establishments over the whole of the hunting districts, together
with the long friendship which has existed between them and the Indiais, be
enabled to retain the great bulk of the trade agrainst any prubable comnpetition
wh'lich mtight arise I have no doubt that whether the licence is grauteil to
tliem or not, the IIudson's Bay Company can prevent any other trade with the
Indians ; and not only that, but if you were to destroy the lludson's Bay
Company, their servants now in the interior, in possession of the trade, and
having intimdte relations with the interior, would carry on that trade against
any competition from Canada, or against any competition from elsewhere; and
even if it vas necessary, and if the attempt wias Made to deprive them of what
are, in short, their sole neans of existence, they vould find means, either by
communication with America or somewhere else, to carry on the trade, and
exclude every other party.

6o 19. Did not the North-West Company practically enjoy a imonopoly of the
fur trade, although no exclusive rights were granted them ?-No; the original
North-West Company soon split into two, in consequence of a difference about
interests , then the two Comnpanies were in. active competitioin against each
other, as well as in competition against the Hudqon's Bay Company, aad it was

very
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very uncertain for a long time which of them lost most money; none of them
gained money.

602o. Can you inform us of the money value sold in London of the furs im-
ported from the United States ?-1 cannot; and I do not think it lias much
reference to the inquiry before this Committee : I know nothing about it.

6021. 1 think vou inforned the Committee that the trade in furs in the
United States territory, and the trade in the southern portion of the 1-Judson's
Bay territory, was very nearly extinguished ?-It is very nearly extinguished in
the States by the advance of civilisation and settlement, and there is very little
valuable trade left in the southern part of the Hudson's Bay Company's terri-
tories; the animals are extinguished by competition between the traders upon
both sides of the line.

6022. By competition, and by the advance of civilisation, I understand that
the fur trade lias very nuch decreased ; yet at the same time, I suppose you are
aware that there is a very large importation sold aunually in London from these
districts of which we have been speaking?.There is a certain importation, but
nothing in pioportion to the importation which I recollect of furs fron America;
on the contrary, there is an exportation to America from this country of furs,
which are iniported here by the Hudson's Bay Company.

6023. Should you suppose that the importation from the United States
amounted to 100,0001. a vear ?-J have known it arnount to nearly a million :
that consists of skiis of various descriptions which we should scarcely call furs.
There is a trade in furs which cones even now froni South America: the skins
of a few animals are collected in various places all over that vast continent, and
I dare say they may cone here, to the extent of 100,000 1.; no doubt of it.

6024. I assume that the valueless nature of tle trade in the southern district
of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, and we may say in the northern
districts of the United States' territories, arises from competition, and from a
higher price being given originally ?- Not at all; it arises from the nature of
the country, wlhichi is not a fur-bearing country; that part of the country is
plain; there are buffaloes, and some wolves found there, always attendant upon
herds of buffaloes, but there are no very valuable animais in that district; the
trade in that country is chiefly of value to the H-udson's Bay Company for the
supply of meat, whicli they obtain by killing buffhices, and by trading with the
Indians in buffaloes.

6025. The lIudson's Bay Company have posts established in Canada, I think?
-Yes.

6026. Is it not the case that the furs collected at those rosts do not afford
much profit to the Company; I think you stated that some of them were a loss ?
-I did not say that with reference to the posts in Canada. I said it of the
posts established upon the frontier between the United States and the Red River.
I believe the Hudson's Bay Company would not carry on the posts in Canada
unless they derived some profit from thein ; people are not apt to carry on
business without the expectation of profit; the furs collected in the posts in
Canada, which are etI bv the Goverurnent of Canada to the Hudson's Bay Coni-
pany, are very valuable ; they cone from a country very far north.

6o. Would you sce any objection to giving the tariff price which was paid
to the Indians, as was given in 1749 to the House o, Coinions ?-I sec this
.objection, that vou are entering unnccessarily into the details of the trade
those details when published nay encourage other people to enler into compe-
tition with the Conpany. I do not see that there is any advantage to be gained
to the public by that.

6o28. Will you inforni the Connittee w'hether the IIudson's Bay Company
have taken any step to prevent any portion of their territories, which are capable
of settlenent, from faliig into the hands of any foreign state ?-No foreign
state is likely to wish to have possession of them ; but T have no doubt they
would take every precaution they could against the inasion of their territories,
and they -would take that nost reasonable of ail measures in such a contingencv,
they would niake a representation o the Govern ment of this country, that an
English territory had been taken possessiou of by persons laving no claim to it.

6ogg. Do vou think that there is any apprehension at the present moment of
such a settlenient being made within what you consider to be the southern ter-
ritories of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Nonc in the Jifetime of the youngest
nan nov alive.
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6030. Were any steps taken with regard to the Oregon district at the time
when Dr. McLaughlin took over into Oregon people who were said to be, and
who were, I suppose, at that time, under the government or control of the
Hudson's Bay Company, and who were handed over by him to the American
Government; were any steps taken to prevent that at that time by the Hudson's
Bay Companv ?---I have already told you that Dr. McLaughlin was rather a
singular and independent man; he followed his own course. He went over with
some of his people, but the Huclsoi's Bav Company did not think it for their
interest to dispute with hini. He may have taken sone of the people over, and
established himself in the district of the United States, and he probably has
becone a citizen of the United State-. Surelv the Governnent of this country,
or of Hudson's Bay, could not prevent that if lie was so inclined.

6031. But I think that at the time when people were so taken, they supposed
that they were going into a British settlement ?--Verv likely; then Dr.
McLaughlin misled themn, that is all.

(o,2. Mr. Lowe.] We have heard of Governor Douglas, the Governor of
Vancouver's Island; have vou formed anv opinion of that gentleman ?-I believe
he is an excellent Governor : the Colonial Office had a great opinion of him from
all that I have heard.

6e33. Supposing that we shou. -f, -ad a colony on the Red River Settlement,
can you give us any idea of the steps which would be required to be taken in
order to do it, and the expense which would be incurred ?-You must pass some
Act of Parliament to constitute a Government there. I do not think it would be
safe to have recourse to the power of the Crown, which everv now and then is
relied upon in founding these colonies. Then you must appoint a Governor and
Judges, and you must appoint other officers of that Government. It would be
rather an expensive affair, and I do not see from what possible source you could
derive one shilling of revenue towards the expenses.

6034. Should we require a rnilitary force there ?-There lias been a military
force once or twice sent there at the desire of the IIudson's Bay Company, and
latterly they have applied to the Governient again. Thev were threatened
with the invasion froni Canada of sone gentlemen coming in to look after
the fur trade. Thev thought that that might excite some disturbance among
the half breeds, and that it night extend easily across the line. There was
further danger from disputes and threatened hostilities between the Americans
and Indians. It would iot be very advisable to leave that part of Her Majesty's
dominions without protection under such circunstances. They have therefore
lately applied to the Goverinent to send out sonie troops, whichthe Governient
pay, and the Hudson's Bay Company feed.

6035. Would the colony require more or fewer troops than under the nian-
agement of the Hudson's Bay Company; it would necessarily require more;
the instant that you establish the Queen's governmcnt anywhere, you have the
American government established opposite. I do not think it would be a very
advisable experiment.

6o36 . You would have to place the settlers upon land ?-Yes, and to maintain
them uril they could maintain themselves.

6037. Is there abundance of land sufficient to entice settiers ?-[ believe not.
From all I have heard upon the subject, the alluvial soil collected upon the banks
of the rivers is very good and very fit for cultivation ; the moment you get upon
the prairie it becomes marshy and very bad.

6038. Would 'ou not require a road ?-Certainly you would require commiu-
nication with sone other dependency of the Crown.

6039. You were asked what colonised Minnesota; was not it the Mississippi
Rivr ?-It was the Mississippi River and the gradual extension of settlements
up the Mississippi River.

6040. The Mississippi River does not extend near the Hudson's Bay Terri-
tory ?--If it did, the Hudson's Bav Territories would very soon become American.

6041. WVlhen we have taken ail these steps, can you mention any inducement
whicb would make settlers go there ?-l know of none while settlers can establish
thenselves on lands iii America under very much more favourable circumstances;
in this very country of Minnesota in Upper Canada, and in parts of Lower
Canada, the country within the ken of good institutions is not one-tenth part
peopled yet, and it is very difficult to settle wild countries, even in the best
situations, without the advance of great capital.

c 6o42. And
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6042. And you do not see, I take it, any means of raising a revenue ?- The Right Hon.
None. E. Ellice, M. p.

6043. You do not see any means of exporting produce ?-It is impossible to
export froni the lied River unless a railroad comes from the south. If a rail- 23 June 1857.
road come from Minnesota that would carry any produce from the Red 1liver,
but it is a dreadful navigation to Hudson's Bay, the only other rneans of export;
and even if they got it to the shores of the bay, the season is so uncertain, that
very often the ship would leave the produce behind.

6044. Would not the trade of such a colony necessarily pass through the
United States, whatever it was ?-I think it nust. I think a great number of
attempts have been made in America to determine routes for political reasons,
but they all end in the natural communication being followed.

6045-6. Supposing we have got over all these difficulties, and formed the
colony, what would be the fate of that colony in case of a war breaking out
between this country and the United States ?-You could send no succour
there; you could not maintain your troops. You have no means of maintaining
a garrison, unless precautions are taken beforehand to import provisions through
Hudson's Bay, or to obtain provisions in the interior. If there was any war
between England and the United States, the country would be entirely at the
mercy of the different tribes of Indians upon the frontier, paid or bribed by either
party to commit excesses one against the other.

6047. Mr. J. I. Gurnî.] With reference to the stock, is any considerable
portion of the Hudson's Bay Conpany's stock held in Canada ? -I think not.
I think the Hudson's Bay Company's stock held in Canada, which was a very
large proportion of the whole stock, was sold, in consequence of the failure of
the parties in Canada who had been ruined by the trade. I saw a statement the
other day that thre-fourths, or certaitly two-thirds, of the stock is now held by
difièrent people from those to whom it was apportioned in the division in 1821
or 1822.

6048. Mr. Grogan.] You have stated that some troops are going out to the
Red River Settlement at present?--Yes.

6049. For the purpose of the preservation of peace, I presume ?-Yes ; to
prevent any alarn about the half breeds; there have been disturbances in the
adjoining territory between the Americans and the Indians ; there have been
such disturbances in Minnesota; the country bas been threatened with war
there lately, and we were alarmed that it might extend; the Indians, wlen once
engaged, get to war with one another, and thev are not over scrupulous as to
whom they attack, and it was supposed to be better to be in a state of prepara-
tion 1gainst any contingency.

6050. (/wirman.] I believe troops have been stationed there before ?-Troops
have been stationed there for the very sane reason before; the country became
quiet, and the troops wcre withdrawn : apprehensions were entertained in con-
sequence of this Indian warfare going on in the neighbouring state, and an ap-
plication was made again for troops.

6051. Mr. Grogan.] When the Queen's troops were stationed there in the
first instance, were not thev sent there for the purpose of in some degree allay-
ing the disturbance or excitement which prevailed in the colony in consequence
of the half breeds entering into the trade in furs ?-No, I think not especially
for that; whenever any excitement takes place immediatelv upon that frontier
it extends beyond it; some gentlemen are going in froin Canada now, I believe,
to endeavour to re-open the trade in furs ; the first means which they will have
recourse to in order to promote that trade will be to get some of those half
breeds with themn ; the half breeds will again enlist some of the Indians; that
may lead to disturbances upon the frontier which it is very desirable to have
security against.

6052. Was it to guard against any apprehension of that sort that this
provision of the troops vas made ?-Not on that account only, but from .the
danger which there always is on that frontier from any state of disturbance
from whatever reason, anong the Indiais.

61053. But apprehension in respect of Canadian traders was one of the
reasons which induced the application for troops ?-It was to guard against that
contingency wiich I state.

do:4. I believe you have heard that there is a good deal of agitation among
the Canadian people now, with regard to their right to enter into the fur trade?
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-I do not believe there is any very great agitation on the part of the Canadian
people; the Canadian public naturally take an interest in this inquiry, and
there are of course parties seeking to profit by the abolition of the Company, if
that should be the issue of it. There is, also, some idea that the legal claims of
the Iudson's Bay Company bave not been fully established before any of our
courts here; and there is a general notion that a full inquiry should take place
before any renewal of the licence.

6055. Is it wvithin your knowledge that there have been meetings.of the
Canadians, with regard to getting up companies aniong themselves, or individual
traders, to prosecute the fur trade in the country ?-I have not the least doubt
that at the bottom of the agitation in Canada is the expectation of certain people
in Canada, that they may participate in the fur trade in the north-west country.
But then I should think that the public in Canada and the Government in
Canada would be the last persons to encourage that expectation; it would
only involve the countr'y in distraction, and could benefit nobody. It mright
create a disturbance which would be very prejudicial to the peace of the countrv.
I am sure the Governmient of Canada cannot desire that.

6o56. Can you see any objection to these parties embarking in the fur trade
greater now than existed wvhile you yourself were an authorised party with regard
to the North-West Company ?--Certainly not ; but the difficulty was so great
then that we were obliged to have recourse to the extrerne measure of converting
the whole concern into a monopoly to prevent the very grievous consequences
which flowed from the competition of the trade.

6057. Did not the Hudsoi's Bay Company, at the time I am referring to,
previous to the junction of the two Companies, claim as unlimited and extended
a jurisdiction over Rupert's Land as they do now ?-Yes, just the saine.

6o58. But you, as the opponent party, did not think that they were entitled
to it ?-We stated the best case we could against them ; we were in the character
of plaintiffs and defendants.

E059. In the ïarliamentary Papers printed in 1849, there is an Act of Par-
liament for confirming to the Governor and Company of Hudson's Bay ail pri-
vileges of trade. It was passed in the second vear of the reign of William and
Mary, in 1690, and there is a special provision at the end of it, that the Act is
only to be in force for seven years ; can you give any explanation how, after
the expiration of the seven years, the company still continued to possess those
privileges ?-No. I suppose that there was sorne disturbance crcated, either bv
the French or by other parties at the time, which made it supposed to be neces-
sary that there should be some Parliarnentarv sanction given to the charter.
The Act confirms everything in the charter for the seven years, but saves all
the rights as they then existed.

6o6o. " Provided aiways, that this Act shall continue and be in force for the
term of seven years, and from thence to the end of the next Session of Par-
liament, and no longer " ?--Yes.

6o6 i. That is a very curious-provision to confer powers on a Company which
are now supposed to continue ?-But subsequently to that Act of King William.
in every treaty and in every Act of Parliament which bas been passed relative
to that part of A merica, the rights and privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company
have always been saved by the Crown and by Parliament. Therefore it could
not be supposed that they did not exist.

6062. Is it your opinion, then, that the subsequent legislation or subsequent
grants to the Company have given them a right to this territory, which under
this Act they did not possess?--It does not say that they did not possess the
rights under that Act; that Act only confirms them.

6063. That Act confi:ns them for a period of sevenl years only ?-For a
limited period ; but it does not challenge them in any way.

6064. I understand that the ludson's Bay Company claim the extended
jurisdiction over Rupert's Land under their charter?- Yes.

606,5. Vhat was the reason therefore, if that charter was good, that they
found it necessary to apply to Parliament ?- I really cannot tell ; it is a great
many years azo. But in all the subsequent treaties, and in all the subsequent
Acts of Parliament vhich are passed relating to North Anerica, you have the
rights and privileges of the H-udson's Bay Company saved by Parlianent and
by the Crown. There must have been some rights and privileges to be savUd,
or they would not have been so saved. 6o66. I do
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6o66. I do not see any saving clause in this Act; it conveys the powers
absolutely, with the limit that they shall not extend beyond seven years ?-
That Act was passed in 1690. In 1708 an Act of Parliament was passed, LU
the 6th of Anne, in which it was declared that it shall be lawful for all her
Majesty's subjects to trade to any part of America where they might not
otherwise lawfully have traded before the passing of the Act. On the petition
of the Company, supported before a Select Committee by counsel, a clause was
added, providing that nothing in the Act should extend to take away or

prejudice any of the estates, rights and privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company.
No'w that Act was passed in 1708, immediately following 1690. Then, in 1744,
there are two Acts; then you come to 1803, when there is an Act; in 1818
there is an Act; and so you have gone on in all these Acts saving the rights of
the Hudson's Bay Company.

6067. Are you aware that this Act was passed on a petition from the Hudson's
Bay Company thenselves, in order to exclude other people from the territories
in question ?-No; I am not aware at all of what the particular reasons were;
but I believe there were some difficulties about seizures which the Hudson's
Bay Company had made at the time, and which is a very difficult question.

6o68. There was such a petition from the Hudson's Bay Company ?-You
will find that the prayer of that petition was granted by the provisions of the
Act of Parliament.

6o6g. The prayer of the petition was for " confirming their privileges, and
the better securing the said trade " ?-All lawyers know that although a grant
to trade may be very good, the difficulty is to enforce it.

6070. Mr. Christy.] In the event of a colony being established, which was
independent of the Hudson's Bay Company in the southern part of their ter-
ritories, and another in the western part of their territories, and the Company
being left in possession of the northern part, would you not consider that if a
Commissioner was appointed under the Crown, to whom all grievances might
be addressed, it would be a very proper provision under such powers granted to
the Company ?-The Crown lias now the power, under the Act establishing
the riglit to grant the licence, to establish magistrates in any part of the ter-
ritory it pleases for the administration of justice, and for the protection of all
1er Majesty's subjects; no new power is required.

6071. I ask you whether it would be a very proper provision, provided the
Company had the possession which I have suggested ?-The provision exists
in the Act of Parliament.

Mr. Alexander Isbister, called in ; and further Examined.

6072. Mr. Christy.] THE Committee are bringing their examination to a
close, and it will be necessary to condense the questions and answers as much
as is practicable to meet the convenience of the Committee, who have a very
short time to sit ; I propose to ask you some questions in reference to the
resources and capabilities of the territories with which you are acquainted,
and upon which you have derived a great deal of information; I understand
that you are desirous to communicate information relative to the resources and
capabilities of the territory ?-I shall be happy to do so.

6073. What opportunities have you had of acquiring information upon this
subject ?-1 have travelled through the whole country from the frontiers of the
United States to the Arctic Ocean in one direction, and from Russian Anierica
to Hudson's Bay in the other.

6074. Will you confine yourself as much as possible to the information which
you have not already stated; have you published anything of a scientific cha-
racter upon the minerals and products of the country ?--I have written a geo-
logical account of tliat country, which has been published, with a coloured
geological map, in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for 1856, and
a geographical menioir and survey of the country west of Mackenzie's River,
which has been printed in the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society. I have
likewise contributed several papers on the saine or collateral subjects to the
British Association for the Advancenent of Science.

6075. Is that map which we have had exposed in the Committee, a copy of
one which you laid before the Geological Society in 18,55?-Yes ; so far as the
geological part of it is concerned.
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6076. Do vou think that there are any other sources of trade than that in
furs, which miight be opened up with that country ? -Unquestionably there are;
the charter expressly states that the objects for which it is granted are " the
founding a trade in furs, minerals, and other considerable commodities;"
amongst those commodities are expressly mentioned the whale fishing and the
fishing of sturgeon and other fish.

0077. What information are you able to give with regard to the fisheries
In the first place, there is a very valuable fishery off the mouth cf Mackenzie's
River, which has recently been opened up by the United States; there is a
report from the Secretarv of the United States navy to the Senate upon this
fishery, to which reference has been made in the last address of Admiral Beechey
to the Royal Geographical Societv ; I will make a reference to it to prove the
value of the fishery.

6078. To what page do you refer ?-Page 154. Speaking with reference to
the Arctic expeditions which had been sent in search of Sir John Franklin, he
says: " I need hardly remind you of the report fron the Secretary of the
United States navy to the Senate, to the effect that in consequence of informa-
tion derived from one of our Arctic expeditions to Behring Strait, a trade lad
sprung up in America by the capture of whales to the north of that strait of
more value to the States than all their commerce with what is called the East,
and that in two years there had been added to the national wealth of America,
from this source alone, more than 8,000,000 of dollars."

6079. What is the nature of the access to Mackenzie's River -- I think that
the United States have opened up this access to us, and pointed the way to it.
Behring's Straits are, as every one knows, passable for ships of any burthen; and
the sea off Mackenzie's River is open for a great portion of the year; some
theorists maintain that it is open during the whole of the year. Those who are
familiar with the Arctic works recently published have heard something pro-
bably of the " Polvnia " of the Russians, and this is the position in which it is
supposed that this Polynia is. We know that the sea is open along the Siberian
coast; Baron Wrangel has proved it; he could not get on for the open water.
Tle fisheries of Mackenzie's River itself are not at present very valuable, but
they could of course be developed in connexion with the sea fisheries; there
is, for instance, a very valuable salmon fishery there, and herrings are in the
greatest abundance. As for the fisheries in the lakes and rivers, they nay
perhaps not be imnediately available, but all those lakes are stored with very
fine fish, and as salt is abundant, they may be mentioned among the resources
vhich are avqilable, or may be rendered available by-and-by. In Iludson's Bay
itself there are also very good facilities for the whale and seal fishery. It was
stated the other day, I think, by one of the commanders of the Conpany's
ships, that he had seen no whales. I happen to have a book here containing
an official Report laid before Parliament of the imports fron -Iudson's Bay by
the Hudson's Bay Company for 10 years. from 1738 to 1748.

6o8o. Mr. Edn:ard Ellice.], Of what date is that book ?-The book itself is
dated some time towards the end of the last century. It contains an extract
from the Report of the Parlianentary Comrnittee of 1749, in which it is stated
that the Company imported in the year 1747 as many as 1,314 whale fins,
which of course represented more than 600 whales.

6u81. Did they come from Hudson's Bay ?--It is so stated here ; there is
also a considerable quantity of oil given in the Return as an ordinary article of
import.

6082. Does it say whether they were black or white whales ?-It does not
say. I understand that the H udson's Bay Company, at that time, kept oil fac-
tories at Deptford. I speak, of course, under the correction of the Honiourable
Member. There is plehty of salmon also in the Hudson's Straits. In Ungava
Bay there is a very productive fishery, and all along that Labrador coast, cod,
salmon, herring, caplin, and other fish are abundant.

6083. Fron what information do you derive these statements ?-I have given
the information.

6084. Out of a book ?-A book of a character which is quite unimpeachable.
608.5. What is it ?-The address of Admira! Beechey.
6o86. Do you know upon what authority Admiral Beechey has made these

statements in the address to the Royal Geographical Society ?-He makes the
staternent
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statement upon the authority of a report of the secretarv of the United States
navy to the Senate.

6o8y. Then it is upon the evidence of an American citizen that these state-
ments are made ?-Yes.

6u8S. Chairman.] Are there any other points with reference to the resources
of the territory of the Hudson's 3ay Coinpany to which you are desirous of
calling the attention of the Committee ?-I will divicle the resources of those
territories into three heads, the fisheries, the animal and vegetable products
useful in commerce, and the minerals, and I will state to you the facts under
each head, if vou will allow me. The fisheries I have already touched unon.
With reference to the animal products, every one is aware that there are great
numbers of buffaloes, red deer, and wild horses covering the plains to the west,
and from those an import trade in tallow and hides could be raised, just as we
have it from Russia. With reference to the vegetable products, I thînk that
whatever grows in Russia may be grown with benefit in Hudson's Bay.

6o89. What do you mean by Russia ?-All our raw produce which we re-
ceive from Russia, such as fIax, hemp, and corn, could be raised with profit and
advantage in portions of the territory arounct ludson's Bay.

6oo. Russia contains every variety of climate, from the Crimea to Arch-
angel ?-I allude to the northern part of Russia. Sarsaparilla grows wild over
the Hudson's Bay country, and of a superior quality. WAe import 180,000 lbs.
or it a year from Russia, the Honduras, and other parts. Why should we not
take some of it fromi Hudson's Bay? 40,000 gallons of cranberries are annuallv
in:ported from Russia; they grow all round the shores of Hudson's Bay. There
is also a plant which is a very interesting one, although its history may be
probably not of very great importance just now: that is the Labrador tea plant.
It vas formerly imported to this country by the Hudson's Bay Company under
the name of Weesuckapuka ; tlat i< the Indian name. It is a tradition that
the East India Company interfered with its importation; that the Chinese took
such a great liking to it that they were somewhat jealous of it. It is only a
tradition, but the fact is rather extraordinarv, that at that time to which this
Parliamentary Report refers, when the imports of the Company were so smallt
they should have imported eigit hogsheads of this article into this country in
one year, and sold it in the London market. The import was suddenly discon-
tinued; from what cause nobody knows. With reference to the minerdis, I
shall preface what I have to say with the quotation of a sentence from Sir John
Richardson. He says, speaking of these minerals, "It would be true economy
in the Imnperial Governmeint, or in the Hudson's Bay Company, who are the,
virtijal sovereigns of the vast territory which spreads northward from Lake
Superior, to ascertain without delay the miineral treasures it contains. I have
little doubt of manv of the accessible districts abounding in inetallic wealth of
far greater value than ail the returns whicl the fur trade can ever vield.* The
minerals have been already alluded to in a general way by Professor Tennant.
The extract whicli I have read is from Sir John Richardson's last book, ivhich
I have here. I an not speaking merely of ores of which Mr. Tennant has given
a description ; but in the Mackenzie's River district there are nany valuable
minerals whichî lie lias not referred to. There are immense quantiîties of salt
in a very pure state near Great Slave Lake, and a great abundance of mineral
tar, which is useful, and is enployed as tar, in fact, by the HuIdson's Bay
Company for their boats and river craft. The whole of the Niackeuzie's River
valley is, in fact, a mass of minerals, the banks of the river being composed of
deep beds of bituminous shale associated with alum and beds of iron clay.
The soil is actually plastic in parts with the transfusion of mineral tar ; I have
myself often driven a pole into one of the natural pits in which it occurs ten
feet cleep without finding any botton. The river itself is of great depth ; it
would admit vessels of the largest class ; there is not a single interruption in it
from the Arctic Ocean down to the Great Slave Lake.

bog i. Is thiere anything more which you visi to state upon that point ?-
There is abundance of iron ore along that country, and there are many other
minerals besides.

6092. Mr. Charles Ftzwilliam.] Do you know of any other pass over the
Rocky ïlountains besides that whichis followed by the H-udson's Bay Company
in their expresses ?-There are three passes; one througi the Peace River,
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r. which actually flows right through the mountains; there is one from the
northern branch of the Saskatchawan, and one near the southern branch,
which is the pass that was followed by Sir George Simpson when he went
over.

6093. Could wheel carriages cross that southern pass ?-They did so. There
were a number of emigrants, amounting to about 200, who left Red River the
very spring that I left it myself to come to England; they went across the
country from Red River with their cattle and carts, and went righ t down to
Fort Vancouver with all their property.

6094. Mr. J. H Gurney.] Did they keep on British territory all the way ?-
I cannot speak positively on that point; I do not think that they themselves
knew, or could know. There is just one other point which I would mention.
I am anxious to lay before the Committee a petition which I have recently
received from the Red River settlers, signed by some hundred names, which will
be found appended to it.

6095. Chairman.] Is that a petition to the House of Commons ?--It is a
petition addressed to the Legislative Assembly in Canada, and sent here to me
by a Member of that Assembly.

6096. Mr. .Edward Ellice.] Is that the same petition which was put in by
Mr. Roche ?-I did not see that petition.

6097. When you say that it has been sent to you, by whom bas it been sent
to you?-By Mr. Macbeth, who presented the petition to the Legislative
Assembly, and who is himself a native of the Red River Settlement.

6oS. Will you have the goodness to hand it in ?-[The Witness delivered i
the same.)
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S E S S IO N I.

Appendix, No. 1.

EXTRACT from the REPORT from flic Committee appointed to Inquire into the State and
Condition of the Countries adjoinirig to Hudson's Bay, and of the Trade carried on

there. 1749.

To the Right Honourable the Lords of a Committee of His Majesty's most Hondurable Appendir, No. 1.
Privy Council. -

May it please your Lordships,
IN humble obedience to your Lordships' Order in Council of the 4th of February last,

representing that, by an Order in Council, bearing date the 26th day of Jannary last, there
was referred to your Lordships the humble petition of Arthur Dobbs, esq., and the rest of
the committee appointed by the subscribers for fdnding out a passage to the Western and
Southern Ocean of America, for themselves and the other adventurers; and that your
Lordships, having taken the said petition into consideration, were pleased to refer the sanie
to us, to consider thereof, and report our opinion thereupon to your Lordships.

Which petition sets forth, that the petitioners, in the year 1746, did, at their own costs
and charges, fit out two ships upon an expedition in search of the north-west passage to
the Western and Southern Ocean of America, in order to extend the trade, and increase
the wealth and power of Great Britain, by finding out new countries and nations to trade
with, as well in the great north-western continent of America, beyond Hudson's Bay, as in
countries still farther distant, and hitherto unknown to the Europeans; and also to many
large and populous islands in that great Western Ocean.

That the petitioners, by meas of the said expedition, have marie several discoveries of
bavs, inlets, and coasts, before unknow-n, and have a reasonable prospect of finding a passage
to the Southern Ocean, by sea, althouglh the discovery may not 1 perfected without
repeated trials, upon account of the difficulties and danger of searching different unknown
inlets and straits, and sailing through new seas, and of procuring men of resolution,
capacity, and integrity, to pursue it effectually.

That the petitioners find that the rewaird of 20,000 1., given by Parliament, is not adequate
to the expense the adventurers nust be at to perfect the discovery, they having already
expended above half that suin in their late expedition.

That ftle petitioners find that, upon a former attempt, his Majesty's predecessor Xing
Charles the Second, as a suitable encouragement, granted a Royal Charter to the Governor
and Company of Adventurers of England, trading to Hudson's Bay, mnaking them a body
corporate for ever, upon their petition, setting forth that they lad, at their own proper
costs and charges, made an expedition to discover a new passage into the South Sea, and for
finding some trade of furs, mines, and other commodities ; and gave them the sole property
of all the lands they should discover, together with an exclusive trade to all the countries
within Hudson's Straits, not in possession of any of lis subjects, or of any other Christian
power, with the royalties of mines, minerals, geis and royal fish, to enable them to find out
the passage, extend the trade, and to plant ti countries they should discover, paying two
elks and two black beavers. whenever and as often as lis Majesty and his successors should
enter their territories: grantingc to theni the greatest privileges as lords proprietors, saving
onlv their faith and allegiance to the Crown of Great Britain.

The petitioners beg leave to observe, that the said Company have not siace effectually, or
in carnest, scarched for ithe said passage, but have rather endeavoured to conceal the same,
and to obstruct the discoverr thereof by others; nor have they made any new discovery
either upon the coast, or in tfic inland countries adjoining to Hudson's Bay, since the grant
of their charter: nor have they taken possession af or occupied any of the lands granted to
them, or extended tlicmr trade into the inland parts of the adjoining continent; nor made any
plantations or scttleenîxts, except four factories, and one snall trading-house, in all wxhich
they have miiaintainied, in time of peace, about 120 persons, servants to the Company; nor
have thev allowed anŽy other of his Majesty's subjects to plant, settle, or trade in any of
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Appendix, Nu. 1. the countries adjoining to the Bay granted to then by their charter; yet have connived
- at or allowed the French to encroach, settle, and trade within their limits on the south

side of the Bay, to the great detriment and loss of Great Britain.

That the petitioners, being desirous to pursue the discovery of the passage to the
Southern Ocean of America by land or by water, will enoeage not only to prosecute the
saune until it be thoroughly discovered as far as practicable,but also to settle and improve
the land in all the countries on that northern continent, by making alliances with and
civilising the natives, and incorporating with them, and by that means lay a foundation,
for their becoming Christians, and industrious subjects of his Majesty; and also extend
the British trade into the heart of that northern continent around the Bay, and into such
countries as they may discover beyond it in the Western Ocean, and to use their utmost
endeavours to prevent the French encroachments upon the British rights and trade in that
continent.

In order therefore to enable the petitioners to prosecute and bring to perfection so valu.
able a discovery, and ta civilise the natives and settle the lands without loss of time;
and that the trade and settlement of such extensive countries may not be longer delayed,
or perhaps for ever lost ta his Majesty and his successors, by the encroachnients Of the
French,-

The petitioners most humbly pray, that his Majesty would be graciously pleased to
incorporate the petitioners and the other subscribers for finding out the said passage, or such
of them and such other persons as they shahl engage in the said undertaking, and their suc-
cessors for ever, and grant to thein the property of all the lands they shall discover, settle,
and plant, in a limited time, in the northern continent of Anmerica adjoining to Hudson's
Bay and Straits, not already occupied and settled by the present Company of Adventurers
trading to Hudson's Bay, with the like privileges and royalties as were granted to the said
Company: and that his Majesty would be pleased to grant unto the petitioners (during the
infancy of their settlements) an exclusive trade, for such a terni of years as may be granted
to discoverers of new arts and trade, to all such countries into ivhich they shall extend their
trade by land or by water, not already granted byA ct of Parliament to other companies, reserv-
ing to the present Company of Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay all the forts, factories,
and settlements they at present occupy and possess, with a reasonable district round each of
their possessions and factories: or that his Majesty would be pleased to grant the peti.
tioners such other-relief and encouragement as to his Majesty in his great wisdom should
seem meet.

We have taken the same into consideration, and have been attended by counsel both in
behalf of the petitioners, and the Hudson's Bay Company, who oppose the petition, as it
interferes with their charter.

The petitioners insisted on two general things: that the Company's charter was either
void in its original creation, or became forfeited by the Company's conduct under it.

That the petitioners have, by their late attempts to discover the north-west passage and.
navigation in those parts, merited the favour petitioned for.

As to the first, the petitioners endeavoured to show, that the grant of the country and
territories included in the Company's charter was void for the uncertainty of its extent,
being bounded by no limits of moiuntains, rivers, seas, latitude or longitude, and that the
«rant of the exclusive trade within such linits as there were, was a monopoly, and void on
tat account.

With respect ta both these, considering how long the Company have enjoyed and acted
under this charter, without interruption or encroachment, we cannot think it advisable for
]is Majesty to make any express or implied declaration against the validity of it, till there
has been soie judgment of a court of justice ta warrant it; and the rather, because, if the
charter is void in either respect, there is nothing to hinder the petitioners from exercising
the saine trade which the Company now carries on; and the petitioners' own grant, if
obtained, vill itself be liable, in a great degrec, ta the same objection.

As to the supposed forfeiture of the Company's charter by nonuser or abuser, the charge
upon that head is of several sorts, viz.: That they have not discovered, nor sufficiently at-
tempted to discover, the north-west passage into the South Sens or Western Ocean:

That they have not extended their settlements through the limits of their charter:
That they have designedly confined their trade to a very narrow compass; and have for

that purpose abused the Indians, neglected their own forts, ill-treated their own servants,
and encouraged the French.

But on consideration of all the cvidenice laid before us, by nany affidavits on both sides
(herewith cnclosed), we think these charges arc either not sufliciently supported in point of
fact, or in a great incasure accounted fbr from the nature or circumstances of the case.

As to the petitioners' merit, it consists in the late attenpîts nade to discover the saine pas-
sage ; which, however as vet unsuccessful in the main point, may probably be of use here-
after in that discovery, if it should ever he made, or in opening some trade or other, if any
should hereafter be found practicable ; and have certainly lost the petitioners considerable
Suns of money.
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But as the grant proposed is not necessary in order to prosecute any future attempt of
the like kind, and the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company does not prohibit the petitioners
fron the use of any of the ports, rivers, or seas included in their charter, or deprive thein of
the protection of the present settlements there, we humbly submit to your Lordships' con-
sideration, whether it will be proper at present to grant a charter to the petitioners, which
must necessarily break in upon that of the Hudson's Bay Company, and may occasion great
confusion by the interferiig interest of two companies setting up the sanie trade agaimst
each other in the same parts, and under like exclusive charters: Ail which is humbly sub-
mitted to your Lordships' consideration.

10 August 1748.
(True copy.)

W. Sharpe.

.D. Ryder.
W Murray.

Appendix, No. i.

Appendix, No. 2.

PAPERS delivered in by Sir George Simpson, and referred to in his Evidence,
2 March 1857.

Appendix, No. 2.

(A.)

LAND DEED.

'THIS INDENTUR E, made the day of , in the year
of ôur Lord One thousand eight hundred and forty between the Governor and
Company of Adventurers of England, trading into Hudson's Bay, of the one part, and

of of the other part.

WHERtEAS the said is desirous of becoming a settler upon the land
hereinafter described or intended so to be, being certain part of a territory in North
America, belonging to the said Governor and Company, and held under the Crown by
charter. Now, THEREFORE, THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH, That, in consideration of

and in consideration also of the covenants hereinafter contained on the part of the said
they. the said Governor and Company, do hereby grant, demise, and

lease unto the said his executors, administrators, and assigns,
ALL TrAT picce or parcel of land, being of lot No. , as described Lot No.
at large in the official survey of Red River Settlement, and containing, more or less,

English acres,
with the necessary appurtenances thereto, To HAVE

AND TO HOLD the said piece or parcel of land hereby demised. or intended so to be, and
every part thereof, with the appurtenances, unto the said his
executors, administrators, and assigns, from the day next before the day of the date of
these presents, and for and during and unto the full term of One thousand years, thence Term, 1,000 years.
next ensuing; yielding and paying therefore yearly and every year, during the said terni,
and upon the Michaelmas day in cach year, the rert or sumn of one pepper-corn, the first
payment whereof to bc made upon the Twenty-ninth day of September next ensuing the
date hereof. AND the said for himself, his heirs, executors,
and administrators, doth hereby covenant and agree with the said Governor and Company,
in manner following, that is to say, that he the said
shall or will, within forty days from the date hereof, settle and establish hiniself or them-
selves and continue to reside upon the said hereby demised land, and shall or will, within
five years froni the date of these presents, bring or cause or procure to be brought into a One-tenth of the land
state of cultivation one-tenth part of the said hereby demised land, and thenceforth con- to be brougbt into
tinue the sanie in such state. AND that, during the said terni, he the said cultivation within fire

his executors, administrators, and assigns, shall not, directly or indirectly, '
mediately or immediately, violate or evade any of the chartered or licensed privileges of
the said Governor and Company, or any restrictions on trading or dealing vith Indians or
others, which have been or may be imposed by the said Governor and Company, or by Reservation ofIndian
any other competent authority, or in any way enable any person or persons to violate or trade, ac.
evade, or to persevere in violating or evading the sanie; and, in short, shall obey all such
laws and regulations as within thfe said settlement now are, or hereafter nay be, in force,
for preventing the distillation of spirits, for preserving internal peace, for repelling foreign Distillation of spirits.
aggression, for making and repairing roads and bridges, and for encouraging and promoting
general education and religious instruction. AND that lie the said

his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall or vill from time to time, and at all
times during the said termn, contribute in a due proportion to the expenses of all public Suîprt of ecclesius-
establishments, whether of an ecclesiastical, civil, military, or other nature, including therein tical, civil, and mih-

the maintenance of the ciergy, the building and endowment of schools which are or shall tary establishment,.
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Appendix, No s. or may be formed under the authority of the charter or charters hereinbefore referred to.
Axv also that lie or they at proper seasons in every year, and in or towards the nalin
and repairing of such roads and highways as lie within
miles from the said hereby demised premises, shall and will employ himself or themselves
and his or their servants, horses, cattle, carte, and carriages, and other necessary things for
that purpose, where and when required so to do by the surveyor or overseer for the tiUe
being, appointed for the making and amending public roads, bridges, and highways within
such limite as aforesaid; such requisition, nevertheless, in point of time, iot to exceed six
days in each year, computed day by day, and from Michaelmas to Michaelmas. And also,
that he the said his executors, administrators, and assigns,
shal not, nor will, without the licence or consent of the said Governor and Company for
that purpose first obtained, carry on or establish, or attempt to carry on or establish in any
parts of North America, any trade or traic in or relating to any hind of skins, furs, peltry,
or dressed leather, nor in any manner directly or indirectly aid or abet any person or per-
sons in carrying on such trade or traffic; nor shall nor will at any time or times during the
said terni distil, or-cause or procure to be distilled, spirituous liquors of any nature or kind
soever, either upon the land hereby demised, or within any other part of the territories
belonging to the said Governor and Company in North America, nor during the said term,
knowingly suffer or permit any other person or persons whomsoever to distil any such
liquors upon the said demised land, or any part thereof. And the said
for hiniself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, doth hiereby further covenant with
the said C Dvernor and Company, and their successors, that lie the said
his executors, administrators, and assigne, will use his and their best endeavours to maintain
the defence and internal peace of the territories of the said Governor and Company in
North Anierica, and shall and will be chargeable therewith according to such laws and
regulations as are now in force in respect of the same territories, or as shall from time to
time be made by competent authority; and also that lie the said
his executors, administrators, or assigna, shall not nor will at any time or times during the
said terni, or by any direct or indirect, mediate or immediate manner, ways, or means,
infringe or violate or set about or attempt to infringe or violate, or aid, assist, or abet or
set about or attempt to aid, assist, or abet, or supply with spirituous liquors, trading goods,
provisions, or other necessaries, any person or persons whomsover, corporate or incorporate,
or any prince, power, potentate or state whatsoever, who shall infringe or violate or who
shall set about or attempt to infringe or violate the exclusive rights, powers, privileges, and
imnunities of commerce, trade, and traffic, or all or any other of the exclusive rights,
powers, privileges, and imnmnunities, of or belonging or in anywise appertaining to, or held,
used, or enjoyed by the said Governor and Cpany and their successors under their
charter or charters, without the licence or consent of the said Governor and Company, and
their successors for the time being, first had and obtained. AD LASTLY, that lie the said

his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall not nor will,
at any time during the said term, underlet, or assign, or otherwise alienate, or dispose, or
part witb, the actual possession of the said land hereby demised or any part thereof, for all
or any part of the said term, or any interest derived under the sane, without the consent
in writing of the said Governor and Company for the time being first hled and obtained.
AzSD -ALSO that he the said- his executors, administrators,
or assigns, shall or will, within six calendar months from the date hereof, as to these
presents, and within six calendar months from the date of each respective asignment or
under-lease, to be made under or through these presents; and with resp'ct to eaci such
assignment and under-lease respectively, cause these presents and every such assignment
or under-lease, when made, to be, registered in the register of the said territories in North
America, or of the district in which the said hereby demised land shall be situate, and
wherever such register shall be kept at the time. PROVIDED ALWAYS, nevertheless, and
it is hereby declared and agreed, that if the said his'executors,
administrators, or assigns, shall not in all things well and truly observe and perform all and
every the covenants and agreements herein contained, on his and their bebalf, to be observed
and performed, then, and in either of such cases, and either upon or after the first breach,
or any subsequent breach or breaches of covenant, and as to any subsequent breaci or
breaches, notwithstanding there may have been any waiver or waivers, or supposed waiver
or waivers thereof, by the acceptance of rent or otherwise, it shall or may be lawful to and
for the said Governor and Company, and their successors or assigna, to enter into and upon
the said lereby demised prenises,.or any part thereof, in the naine of the -whole thereof,
and to have, hold, retain, and enjoy the same as in their former state, and also to put an
end to, and determine the said terni of one thousand years, or so much thereof as shall be
then unexpired, and all and every person or persons then occupying the sane premises, or
claiming title thereto, to put out and amove, anything hereinbefore contained to the con.
trary notwithstanding. IN rVITNESS whereof, the said parties to these presents have here-
unto set their hands and seals, the day and year first above written, at Red River Settle-
ment aforesaid.

Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of
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(B.)

A STAT[STICAL ACCOUNT of RED RrVER COLONY, taken on the 20th to the 24th of May 1856.

Number
Year. of Ages. Religion. Country.

Families.

Average, .2 q a 2 2 3 2 2 . .CD r>

-E Z

per Family. 0 à

856- - 1,082 5 243 276 220 153 85 58 15 4 488 60 534 40 13 116 92 1 816 2

849 . - 1,052 - 240 252 227 170 92 37 14 - 539 - 513 46 27 129 161 3 684 2

Inrsse- 30 5 3 24 - - -21 1 4 - 60 21 - - - - - 132 -

D-ese. . . - - - 7 177 - - - 51 - - 6 14 13 69 2 - -

Year. Population. Dwellings.

Men. Women. sons. Daughters. Total.

1856. Un- lUn. Above IUnder Above Under -.

Married. Married. married. 16. 16. 15. 15. Male. Female. Total.
married. mare. 1. 6 5 5

Z ca m

856 - - 986 237 992 298 521 1,481 451 1,557 3,225 3,298 6,523 922 1,232 399

1849 - - 873 145 877 135 382 1,314 373 1,292 2,714 2,577 5,291 745 1,066 335

Incrse - 113 92 115 163 139 167 78 265 511 721 1,232 177 166 64

Decrease - 92 - -- - - - -

Year. Live Stock. Implements.

1856. Horses. Mares. Oxen. Balla. Cows. Calves. Pigs. Sheep. Ploughs. Harrows. Carts. Capoes. Boats.

1856 - 1,503 1,296 2,726 290 3,593 2,644 4,674 2,429 585 730 2,045 522 55

1849 - 1,095 990 2,097 155 2,147 1,615 1,565 3,096 492 576 1,918 '428 40

Increase - 408 306 629 135 1,446 1,029 3,109 - 93 154 1,027 94 15

Decrease - - - - - - - - 667 - - - - -

Ln.Machinery. Loss of Animals during Winter,
ear. Land. a1855 and 1856.

Cultivated

atÀ
1856. TwoBushels ,p b

Wbeat MO~bO.

Acres.
1856 . 8,371 16 9 8 2 6 1 9 17 56 1 16 3 21 16 43 57 28

1849• - 6,3924 18 1 - - - - 7 12 - 1 - -

Increase - 1,978& - 8 2 6 1 2 5 56 - - -

De - 2- - - - -- ~
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AVERAGE VALUE of the above Dwelings, Ldve Stock, Implements, and Machinery.

Houses. Stables. Barns.

25 Houses, 100 Houses, 200 Houses, 200 Houses, 397 Houses, 616 Stables, 616 Stables, 199 Barns, 200 Barns
nt 3001. each. at 1001. each. at 501. each. at 25L. each. at 121. each. at 81. cach. at 51. each. at 121.-each. at 8. each .

£. s.d. £. .d. .£.d. & d. £. d. £. .d. £. .d. £. .. d. £. s.d.

7,500 - - 10,000 - - 10,000 - - 5,000 - - 4,764 - - 4,928 - - 3,080 - - 2,388 - - 1,600 - -

Live Stock. Implements.

2,799 Horses 3,016 Oien .C 2 Cas, 2,429 585 730 2,045 522 Boats
and Mares, and Bull, 3 ae at Sheep, Ploughs, Barrows, Carts, Canoes, 5 t

at t a a t at nt at at at a
8. 10. each. 41. 10 eacb. 21. 10. each. 1. each. 10s. 6d.ench. 12t. . . a . eachi. Il. eacb. 12*. c. 15Leach.

£ s.d. . .. £. .d. £ s.. £. .d. .s. d.£ . d.£s. d. £. s.d £ . d. . d.

23,791 10 - 13,572 - - 8,982 10 - 2,644 - - 2,453 17 - 1,457 8 - 2,632 10 - 182 10 - 2,045 - - 313 4 - 825 . -

Machinery. Total Amount.

16 Mills, 9 Water- 8 Threshing 2 Reaping 6 GaaS
a mils, MiII, Machines, wi 1 Mi. Dwellings. Live Stock. Implements. Machinery. TRAL.

1001. .ah. TOab et at Mach'nes, MiIL DoAL
0. c 40. each. 30. each, at 21. Mch.

£. c.i .s .£ s.d .s .£ . d.; e.. d. £. . d. . d. il. a. d. £ . d. £ . d.

1,600 - - 1,350-.- 320-- 60 - - 12 - - 35 .- -]49,260 - 52,901 5 - 5,998 4 - 3,377 - -111,536 9 -

COU RT S.

Petty Local Courts.
Quarterly General Courts, 1855-56. Total.

Petty Offences.

Nunber fgCDHay Assault Defamation Nua
August. November. February. May. 'of Trespas. 0d M.8 Ground and of of

Cases demeanor. Privilege. Battery. Charater. Cae.

No cases. No cases. One case. No cases. 1 1 6 1 1 1 il

Petty Local Courts-continued.

District of Assiniboia, 1 Jone 1856. T. G. Johnson, Governor of Assinibia.

Willimn R. Smith, Secretary.
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Appendix, No. 2.

INDIAN POPULATION.

IT is a matter of great difficulty to obtain reliable information respecting the Indian
population, their migratory habits, and the vast extent of country over which they are
spread, nisleading the calculations, and rendering.it alinost impracticable to prepare a eatis-
factory census. , The following estimates have been compiled with great care, from, a mass
of documents, and the actual personal knowledge of several of the Company's officers, tested
by comparison with published 'statements, especially those presented to Government in 1846
by Messrs. Warre and Vavasour, and those of Colonel Lefroy, . A., contained in a paper
read before the Canadian Institute.

ESTABLISHMENTS of the Runsor's Bàv CoMPANY in 1856, and Number of INDiNs
frequenting them.

le OS T.

Fort Chipewyan - -
Danvegan · - -

Vermilion '- - -

Fond duLac - -
Pr -S.Jimpon -- -

Fort aux Liards - -
Fort Halkett - -
Youcon · · -

Peel's River- - -

Lapierre's House - -
Fort Good Hope - -
Fort Rae - - -

Fort Resolution - -

Big Island - - -

Fort Norrnan - -
Ile à la Crosse - -
Rapid River -

Green Lake - - -

Deer's Lake - -
Portage la Loche - -
Edmonton - - -

Carlton - - ·
Fort Pitt - - -

Rocky Mountain House
Lac la Biche - -

Lesser Slave Lake -
Fort Assiniboine - -
Jasper's House - -
Fort à la Corne - -

Cumberland House -
Moose Lake- - -

Tlhe Pas - - -

Fort Pelly · - -

Fort Ellice - - -

Qu'appelle Lakes - -
Shoal River - - -

Touchwood Hills - -
Egg Lake - - -

Fort Garry - - -

Lower Fort Garry -
White Rorse Plain -

Pernbina - - -

Manitobah - - ·
Reed Lake - - -

Fort Francis - -
Fort -Alexander -
Rat Portage- - -

White Dog - - -

Lac de Bonnet - -
Lac de Bois Blanc -
Shoal Lake - - -

,Norway House - -

0.24-Ses, 2.

Locality.

Indian Territory

- ,, -

ji

Ruper's Land

Indian Territory
Rupert's Land
Indian Territory
Rupert's Land

- ,, -

Y,

le

- , -
- , -

Department.

Northern -

- ~,, -

, -

- ,, -

- y,) -

- Pt -

- , -

- Y,. -
- », -
- et -

· · ,, -
- , -
- Pl -
- , -

- , -
- , -
- , -

District.

Athabasca - -

M'Kenzie's River -

- ,, - -

English River -

- , - -

Sak Rier -

ey

Egis River -

La la -li -

Y,

'r

'j

's

-or,, -os -

Saahwan -ive

- , -

Re· ,,i-e-

-a ,, -lu -e
-- , - -

-owa ,, - -

z z 3

Number of
Indians

frequenting it.

750
400
250
150

2,000
400
300

4,000
1,000

150

700
600
500

80
700
700
250
120
250

50
7,500
6,000
7,000
6,000

G<no
400
150
200
300
350
200
200
80t)
500
250
150
300
2007,000

iricluding
whites and
half breeds.
1,000 ditto.

200 ditto.
50

1,500
300
500
100

50
200
200
G00

(continucd)
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P O S T.

Beren's River - -

Nelson's River - -
York Factory -
Churchill - - -

Severn- - - -

Trout Lake - -
Oxford House - -
Albany Factory - -
Marten's Falls - -
Osnaburg - - -

Lac Seul - . -

Matawagamingue - -
Kuokatoosh - - -

Michipicoton - -

Batchewana - - -

Mamainse - - -

Pice - -
Long Lake - - -

Lake Nipigon - -
Fort William - -
Pigeon River -
Lac d'Original - -
Uacloche - -

Little Current - -
Mississaugie -
Greenbake- --
Whitefish Lake - -
Sault St. tvarie . -
MNloose Factory - -
I-iannah Bay -
Abitibi - -

NVew Brunswick - -
Great Whale River -
Little Whfale River -
Fort George -
Rupert's House -
Mistas.inny - --
Temiskamay - -
Woswonaby- -

Uechiskan - - -

Pike Lake - - -

Nitchequon - - -

Kaniapiscow -

Temiscamingue House -
Grand Lac - - -

Kakabeagirio - -
Lake Nepisingue - -
Hlunter's Lodge - -

Temnagamingue - -
Lac des Allumettes -
Joachift - - -

Mviatawa-L - - -

Buckingham - -

Rivière Desert - -
Lachine House - -
Three Rivers - -

Weymontachingue -
Kikandatch - -
Tadousac - - .
Chicoutimie - - -

Lake St. John's - -

Tsie Jeremie - -

Godbout - -

Seven Islands -

Minran - - -

NIusquarro · - -

Natosquani - - -

North West River -
Fort Nascopie - -

Rigolèt - - -

KÎbokok - - -

Fort Vancouver - -

Umpqua - - -

Locality.

Rupert's Lanid

,, - -

1 -
,, - -

,, - -

,, - -

Canada - -

Rupert's land
Canada - -

le

YI

Rupert's land -

je
,, -

le

$y

,, - -

,, - -

,, - -

Canada . -

B upert's Land -
Canada - -

'y

,, - -

, -

l'

'3

os

y,

es

'3

y$

Ys

Ys

Newfoundiand -
Ruprt's Land -
Newfoundla,, d -

Wasington Terri-
tory.

Oregon Territory -

Department.

Northern -

Souther -

3> -j,

je

,, -

,,

1

le

le

se

Ys

tg

'3

'3

Yi,,

Ys

YI

Yi

es

,1 -

5

et

Montreal-

op

1, -

3, -

,I -

op

,, -

Ys

'e

,

,-

t, -

Oregon-

District.
,umaber of

Indians
frequenting it

Norway House - 180
,- 400

York - - - 300
- - - 400

- - - 250
- - - 250

,, - - - 300
Albany- 400

Kinogumissee -

Lake Superior -

5> - -

,, - -

,, - -

,, - -

,, - -

Lake Huron -

3,. - -

Y,n, - -

Sault St. Marie -
Moose - -

East Main - -

Rupert's River -

,, - -

,, - -

,, - -

35 - -

Temiscamingue -

3, - -

n, - -

,, - -
,, -

Fort Coulonge
,, - -

Lac des Sables
,, - -

Lachine - -
St. Maurice - -

King's Posts -

,, - -

,, - -

Mingan - -

3,

Esquimaux Bay -

C ,,l-

Columbia - -

200
200
200
250
150

800
100
50

100
80

250
350

50
50

150
500
150
150
150
150
180
50

350
150
250
250
200
250
200

75
150
75
80
80
75

400
200
100
130
100
100
200
75

l 00
50

100
Whites.
Whites.

150
130
100
100
250
250
100
300
500
100
100
100
200
100
100
200

800
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Cape Disappointment -

Chinook Ppint - -
Caweeman - - -

Champooeg - -
Nisqually - - -

Cowelitz - - -

Fort Colvile - -

Pend Oreilles River -
Flat Heads - - -

Kootonais - - -

Okana«an - - -

Walla WValla - -
Fort Hall - - -

Fort Boisée - -

Fort Victoria - -
Fort Rupert- - -

Nanaimo - - -

Fort Langley - -

Fort Simpson - -

Kamaloops
Fort Hope - -

Stuart's Lake - -
M'Leod's Lake -
Fraser's Lake - -
Alexandria - -
Fort George
Babines - - -

Connolly's Lake -

Honolula - - -

Locality.

Washington Terri-
tory.

Oregon Territory -

Washiington Terri
, tory.
4ndian-Territory -
Washington Terri-

tory.

&Và4erritory -

- , - -

V'ancouver's Island

Indian Territory -

- ,, - -"

- ,, - -

- ,, - -

Sandwich Islands -

Department.

Oregon

te
-,

'I

là

Western
-,

et

- ,,
- ,,

-l,,
-P,,
- ,,
-I,,
- ,,
-J,,
-I,,
- ,,
- ,,

District.

Columbia

Colvile

Snake Country .

Vancouver's Island

Fraser's River -

North West Coast
Northern Tribes -

Thopmpson's River

New Caledonia -

- ,, - -

Add Whites and half breeds in Hudson's Bay Territory, not included
Add Esquimaux not enumerated - - - - - -

TOTAL

Appendix, No.'2.

- - 6,000

-- - 4,000

-- - 158,960

The Indian Races shown in detail in the foregoing Census may
follows :

Thickwood Indiaes on the east side of the Rocky Mountains
The Plain Tribes (Blackfeet, &c.) - - - - .

The Esquimaux - - - - - - - -

Indians settled in Canada - - - - - -

Indians in British Oregon and on the North-west Coast -

Total Indians - - -

Whites and half-breeds in Hudson's Bay Territory - -

Souls - - -

be classißed as

85,000

25,000

4,000

3,000

80,000

147,000

11,000

158,000

0.24-Sess. 2.

Number of
Indiana

frequenting it.

100

100
100

150
500
250
800

400,
500

500
300
300
200
200

5,000
4,000
8,000
4,000

10,000
35,000

2,000

12,000

z z 4
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Appendix, No. 2.
(D. 1.)

REGULATIONS for promoting Moral and Religious Improvement.

Resolved, 1st. That, for the moral and religious improvement of the servants, the more
cifectual civilization and the instruction of the families and Indians attached to the different
establishments, the Sabbath be duly observed ns a day of rest at all the Company's posts
throughout the country, and Divine service be publicly read with becoming solemnity, at
which all the servants and families resident be encouraged to attend, together with any of
the Indians who may be at hand, and whom it may be proper to, invite.

2d. That in course of the week due attention be bestowed to furnish the women and
children with such regular and useful occupation as is suited to their age and capacities, and
best calculated to suppress vicious and promote virtuous habits.'

3d. As a preparative to education, that the women and children at the several posta in
the country be always addressed and habituated to converse in the language (whether
English or French) of the father of the family; and that he be encouraged to devote a
portion of his leisure time to their instruction, as far as his own knowledge and ability will
permit.

COPY of the 40th and 59th Standing Rules of the FUR TRADE, established by the
Councils of the Northern and Southern Departments of Rupert's Land.

40th. THAT the Indians be treated witb kindness and indulgence, and mild and con-
ciliatory means resorted to in order td encourage industry, repress vice, and inculcate
morality; that the use of spirituous liquors be gradually discontinued in the very few dis-
tricts in which it is yet indispensable ; and that the Indians be liberally supplied with
requisite necessaries, particularly with articles of ammunition, whether they have the means
of paying for it or not, and that no gentleman in charge of district or post be at liberty to
alter or vary the standard or usual mode of trade with the Indians, except by special per-
mission of council.

59th. That not more than two gallons of spirituous liquor, and four gallons of wine, be
sold at the depôt to any individual in the Company's service, of what rank soever lie
may be.

(D. 2.)

EXTRACT from the MINUTES of a COUNCIL for the Southern Department of Rupert's
Land, held on the 30th May 1851.

Resolved, 42. "IN order to enforce habits of temperance throughout the Company's
territories, it is resolved,

cc That from and after this date, no spirituous liq nor be issued from the Moose depôt,
either to the Company's officers or servants, to strangers, or to Indians; that an equivalent
be made for the drams which it bas heretofore been customary to give, cither in tea, sugar,
molasses, biscuit, tobacco, or ammunition ; that the allowance of brandy to the Company's
officers be discontinued, and that no spirituous liquors be hereafter imported to Moose
Factory."

(D. 3.)

Cory AGREEMENT prohibiting Use of Spirituous Liquors on North.%% est Coast.

WITH a vie- -ffectually to guard against the injurious consequences that arise from the
use of spirituous liquors in the Indian trade of the north-west coast, it is hereby agrced by
Sir George Simpson, Governor in Chief of Rupert's Land, acting on behalfof the 1lonourable
Hudson's Bay Company, and his Excellency Adolphus Etholen, captain in the Imperial navy,
and Governor of the Russian American Colonies on the north-west coast oft America, acting
on behalf of the Russian American Company, that no spirituous liquors shall be sold or given
to Indians in barter, as presents, or on any pretence or consideration whatsoever. by any
of the officers or servants belonging or attached to any of the establishments or vessels
belonging to either concern, or by any other person or persons acting on their behalf, on
any part of the north-west coast of America, to the (latitude) northward of latitude
500, unless competition i. trade should render it necessary, with a view to the protection of

the
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the interests of the Hudson's Bay Company, to discontinue this agreement, -in so far as the
same relates to or is applicable to that part of the coast to the southward of latitude 540 40'.
This agreement to have effect from the date hereof at New Archangel, or wherever else
the Russian American Company have dealings with Indians on the north-west coast, and
from the date of the receipt of a copy thereof at the establishments of Takoo, Stikine, Fort
Simpson, and Fort M'Loughlin.

Given under our hands and deals, at New Archangel, this 13th May 1842.

(signed) Georye Simpson. (L. S.)
Adolphus Etholen. (L. s.)

Appendix, No. 3.

PAPERS delivered in by Mr. A. Isbister, 5 March 1857.

CORRESPONDENCE between Mr. A bbottLawrence and Viscount Palmerston, respecting
a Complaint alleging that the Hudson's Bay Company furnish large Quantities of Spirits
to the Indians on the North-western Frontier of the United States.

No. i.

Mr. Lawrence to Viscount Palmerston.

United States' Legation
My Lord, 138, Piccadilly, 12 Feb ruary'1850.

REPRESENTATIONS have been made to the Government of the United States, from
reliable sources, that the Hudson's Bay Company annually furnish to the Indians on the
north-western frontier of the United States large quantities of spirituous liquor. endangering
thereby the peace of the border, as well as corrupting the Indians theinselves. It lias been
the policy of the United States to prevent, as much as possible, the use of spirituous liquors
among the natives. The interests of Her Majesty's Government are believed to be identical
with those of the United States in this respect. As complaints of this nature have been
frequently made to the Government of the United States, and it bas become satisfied that
they are well founded, I have been instructed to make this practice the subject of a friendly
remonstrance to Her Majesty's Government, and request it tu co-operate with the Govern-
ment of the United States in the repression of the cvil, by issuing suitable instructions to
the Hudson's Bay Company, or in such other inanner as may best accomplish the desired
result. I have the honour, therefore, to ask your Lordship to lay this reinonstrance before
the proper department of Her Majesty's Governient, and to request its co-operation in a
measure dictated by policy, as well as demanded by humanity.

I enclose a copy of a letter to the Secretary of State of the United States, accompanying
my instructions on this subject, and

I have, &c.
(signed) A bbott Lawrence.

Enclosure in No. 1.

Mr. Sibley to Mr. Clayton.

Iouse of Representatives,
Sir, Washington, 8 December 1849.

TiiERE exists on our north-western boundary a state of things which calls imperatively for
the interference of the Government. I refer to the immense ainount of spirituous liquor
which is imported by the Hudson's Bay Company annually, not only for their trade in the
British possessions, but which is furnished to the Indians who reside and hunt within the
limits of the United States. That this evil exists to a very great extent, and renders null
all the efforts of our Government to prevent the introduction of ardent spirits into the
Indian country, is a fact which can be establisbed by incontestable testimony, and bas been
already made the subject of memorials to the proper department. My object in making the
communication which I have now the honour to address you is, to ascertain whether there
would be any impropriety in having the matter brought to the notice of the British Govern-
ment, in the shape of a friendly remonstrance from you to the Mdinister of that Power. I
know of no other way to accomplish the proposed end, which is the repressior of an evil of
great magnitude, threatening the peace of our north'western frontier.

I have, &c.
(signed) Jenry W. Sibley.

Appendix, No. 2.

Appendix, No. 3.

o.24-Sess. 2. No. 2.3 AÀ
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Viscount Palmerstou to Mr. Lawrence.

sir, Foreign Office, il April 1850.
I n)ro not fail to refer to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies

your letter of the 12th of February last, remonstrating against the practice alleged to l>e
pursued by the Hudson's Bay Company, of furnishing annually to the Indians who reside
and hunt wvithin the limits of the United States, large quantities of spirituous liquors; and I
have now the honour to transmit to you herewith a copy of a letter which Earl Grey has
received from Sir John Pelly, the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company.

In that letter, Sir John Pelly states that spirits are never given to the Indians by the
Hudson's Bay Company in the way of trade, either on the frontiers or in any other part of'
the territories of the Company. Sir John iPelly states, however, that persons residing at
Red River Settlement and at Pembina, within the American frontier, carry on ah extensive
and illicit traffic in furs with the Indians residing within the territories of the Hudson's Bay
Company, and that great quantities of spirituous liquors are sold to the Indians in the course
of that traffic; and Sir John Pelly adds, that although tie Hudson's Bay Company
employ all the means in their power to suppress this tralfic, their efforts have been in a
great measure defcated by the encouragement which it receives on the American side of
the border.

I am, &c.
(signed) Palmerston.

Enclosure in No. 2.

Sir John Pelly to Earl Grey.

Hudson's Bay House, London,
My Lord, 9 March 1850.

I uÀvE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Under Secretary Hawes' letter of
the 6th instant, accompanied by the copy of a letter from the office of the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, enelosing a remonstrance from the Governent of the United States
against the practice lleged to be pursued by the Hudson's Bay Company of furnishing
large quantities of spirituous liquors to the Indians on the north-western frontier of 'those
States. Mr. Hawes adds a request on the part of your Lordship that I would make a
report to you on the allegations contained in those papers.

To the allegations contained in this renonstrance, and in the letter of Mr. Sibley, on which
it appears to be founded, I have no hesitation in giving the mostunqualified denial. Spirits
are never given to the Indians by the Hudson's Bay Company in trade, cither on the
frontiers or in any other part of their territories.

The average quantity of spirits annually supplied to each of the frontier posts, according
to the best information to which I have access at present, does not exceed twenty gallons.
A small portion of this not very extravagant supply. rendered harmless by dilution, is given
to the Indians as a " regale " when they bring« the produce of their hunts to the station, in
conformity with a custon of long standing, wluch it has been found impossible to discontinue
without altogether abandoning the fur trade in a large'district of country. Whether this
can endanger the peace of the frontier, I leave your Lordsluip to judge.

Far be it fromn me, however, to say that spirits are not used, and t at in large quantities,
in trading with the Indians on the frontiers. The Hudson's Bay Company are well aware
that an illicit traffic in furs is crried on to a great extent within the Company's territories
by persons residing, sone at Red River Settlement, and others at Pembina, within the
Anerican frontier; that the article chiefly uscd by those persons in this traffic is spirits. and
that the fars so procured invariably find their way to the fur-traders at St. Peter's. This is
the evil which endangers the peace of the frontier, if it be endangered, and which the
Hudson's Bay Company are using every means in their pover to suppress; but their efforts
towards this end have been in a <«reat measure neutralised by the encouragement given to
it from the American side of the border.

The American Government, I am aware, has established stringent regulations against the
use of spirits in the Indian trade, but it is a well-known fact that those regulations are
evaded, and that spirits are even clandestinely introduced into the Company's territories by
citizens of the United States. In a country situated as these frontier districts are, it is not
an easy matter to give effect to regulations or laws, to the breach of which there is so strong
a temptation in thse gain to which it leads; but I can confidently assure your Lordship of
tie readiness of the Hudson's Bay Company to use the most strenuois exertions to carry
ont any euasures which Her Majesty's Government and the Government of the United
States may agree upon as best adapted to repress the evil in question.

I am not sorry, my Lord, that this subject ias been brouglit under your Lordship's notice,
as it affords me an opportunity of correcting the erroneous statements which have been
made in Parliament, and promulgated through the press, respecting the quantities of spirits
inported into their territories by the Hudson's Bay Company.

Your Lordship will probably be surprised when I inform you that, from the year 1842 to
1849 inclusive, the average quantity annually imported by the Company into the wholc of
the territories under their control, to the cast and west of the Rocky Mountains, is only

4,396 à
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4,396J gallons; a quantity which, if distributed only to the men employed in the service Appendix, No.
in daily allowances, would amount to less than two. table-spoonfuls to each man. It is to -
be observed, too, that out of the above-mentioned quantity the troops stationed at Red
River Settlement in 1846, 1847, and 1848 (whose consumption in daily rations. alone was
upwards, of 4,500 gallons) had to be supplied, and also the corps of pensioners who suc-
ceeded them. There cannot, therefore, have been nuch left for the derhoralisation of the
natives.

I have, &c.
(signed) J. N. Pelly.

DEED of L&» to Joseph Monkman, 12th day of March 1844.

THIS INDENTURE, made the Twelfth day of March, in the year of our Lord One
thousand Eight hundred and Forty-four, between the Governor and Company of Adven-
turers of England, trading into Hudson's Bay, of the one part, and Joseph Monkman, of
Red River Settlement, yeoman, of the other part.

WHEREAS the said Joseph AIonkman is desirous of becoming a settler upon the land
hereinafter described or intended so to be, being certain part of a territory, in North
America, belonging to the said Governor and Company, and held under the Crown by
Charter. Now THEREFORE, THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH, that, in consideration of the
said Joseph Monkman having derived right to the title formerly held by the late Michel
Kilcool to the possession of the lands hereby demised, and in consideration also of the
covenants hereinafter contained on the part of the said Joseph Monkan, they the said
Governor and Company do hereby grant, demise, and lease unto the said Joseph Monkman,
his executors, administrators, and assigns, ALL THAT piece or parcel of land distinguished
in the survey of Red River Settlement as No. 142, and therein described, the whole con-
taining one hundred and twenty-five statute acres or thereby, and well known to the said
Joseph M41onhrman, with the necessary appurtenances thereto, To HÂVE AND TO HOLD the
said piece or parcel of land hereby denised or intended so to be, and every part thereof,
with the appurtenances, unto the said Joseph Monkman, his executors, administrators, and
asigns, from the day next before the day of the date of these presents, and for and during
and unto the full terni of one thousand years, thence next ensuing; yielding and paying
therefore yearly and every year, during the said tern, and upon the Michaehnas day in
each year, the rent or sum of three peppercorns, the first payment whereof to be made
upon the twenty-ninth day of September next ensuing the date hereof. AND the said
Joseph Monhman, for himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, doth hereby covenant
and agree with the said Governor and Company, in manner following, that is to say, That
he the said Joseph Monkman shall or will, within forty days from the date hereof, seule
and establish himself or thenselves and continue to reside upon the said hereby demised
land, and shall or will, within five years from the date of these presents, bring, or cause or
procure te be brought into a state of cultivation one-sixth part of the said hereby demised
land, and thenceforth continue the sane in such state. AND that he the said Josepit
Monkman, his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall or will from time to time, and at
all times during the said terni, contribute in a due proportion to the expense of all public
establishments, whether of an ecclesiastical, civil, military, or other nature, including
therein the maintenance of the clergy, the building and endowment of schools, which are or
shall or nay be formed under the authority of the eharter or charters hereinbefore referred to.
A2ND also that lie or they, at proper seasons in every year, and in or towards the making
and repairing of such roads and highways as lie within two miles froin the said hereby
denuiscd premnises, shall and will employ hinself or themselves, and bis or their servants,
horses, cattle, carts, and carriages, and other necessary things for that purpose, where and
when required so to do by the surveyor or overseer for the time being, appointed for the
making and amending public roads, bridges and highways, within such limit as aforesaid;
such requisition, nevertheless, in point of time not to exceed six days in each year,
computed day by day, and fron Michaelmas to Michaelmas; and shall or will use bis
or their endeavours for the benefit and support of the clergyman to whom or whose
communion lie or they shall belong, by employing himself, or themselves, and his or their
servants, horses, cattle, carts and carriages, ani other things necessary for the purpose.
not exceeding at and after the rate of three days in the spring, and three days i the
autumn of eaci year, and in every other respect, when and whereby the said clergyman
shall appoint. AND also that lie the said Joseph Monhman, his executors, administrators,
and assigns, shall not nor will, without the license or consent of the said Governor and
Company for that purpose first obtained, carry on or establish, or attempt to carry on or
establish in any parts of North America, any trade or traffic in or relating to any kind of
skins, fare, or peltry, nor dressed leather, nor in any manner directly or indirectly aid or
abet any person or persons in carrying on such trade or traffic; nor shall nor will at any
time or times during the said term, distil or cause or procure to be distilled, sprituous
liquors of any nature or kind soever either upon the land hereby demised, or within any
other part of the territories belonging to the said Governor and Company in North America,
nor during the said terni, knowingly suffer or permit any other person or persons whom-
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Appendix, No. 3. 3oever, to distil any such liquors upon the said demised land, or any part thereof- AI>
also that lie the said Joseph Monkman, his executore, administrators, and assig'ns, shall not
nor will at any time export beyond the territories of the said Governor and Company any
effects, bei g the produce of the said land, or acquired by the said Joseph Monkman, his
executors, nminastrators, and assigns, within the territories of the said Governor and Coin-
pany, and intended to be exported by him the said Joseph Monkmaz, his executors, admi-
nistrators and assigns, other than and except at Port Nelson (one of the ports belonging to
the said Company), and in ships or vessels or in a ship or vessel beloncing to or in the
service- of the said Governor and Co:apany to be conveyed to the port of London, and there
to be lodged and deposited in some or one of the warehouses belonging to or used for that
purpose by the said Governor and Company, and with power to sell and dispose of the
same effects on the account of the said Joseph Monkman, bis executors, administrators, and
assigns. AND also shall not nor wiii import any goods or effects into the territories of the
said Governor and Company in North Aneriea, or any part thereof, other than and except
from the said port of London, and through some or one of the warehouses belonging to or
used by the said Governor and Company for the warehousing of goods in the sald port of
London, and other than and except in a vessel or vessels, ship or ships belonging to the
said Governor and Company, or in their service. AND also that le or they shali or wilI
pay and allow to the said Governor and Company in respect of all such produce, goods
and commodities, whether exported or imported, all charges as and for and in the nature
of gaugage, wharfage, warehouse-room, and commission for sale, which shall be or con-
stitute the average or ordinary price or prices in similar cases, together with sucli charge for
freigltage as shall at the time or respective times be 'fair and reasonable ; and shal1 and
wvill allow, or pay as in the nature of a custom or duty, any sum not exceeding five pounds,
for and upon every one hundred pouinds in value or amount of the produce, goods and
commodities which shall or may be conveyed to or from Port Nelson from or to the port
of London as aforesaid, and so~in proportion for a less quantity in value or in amount than
one hundred pounds, unless the saine kind of produce, goods, and commodities shall be
subject to a higher rate of duty on importation at Quebec, and then in cases of importation.
That lie or they shall and will pay and allow unto the said Governor and Company sums
at and after the sanie rate as shall Le paid or payable at Quebee, such value or amount to
be from time to time fixed and ascertained in all cases of import by and upon the actual and
honafide invoice prices, and in all cases of export by the net proceeds of sales at London
aforesaid. AND the said Joseph Monhman, for himself, his- heirs, executors, and adminis-
trators, doth hereby further covenant with the said Governor and Company, and their suc-
cessors, that lie the said Joseph Monkman, bis executors, administrators, and assigns will
use his and their best endeavours to maintain the defence and internal peace of the terri-
tories of the said Governor and Company in North America, and shall and will be charge-
able therewith acecording to such laws and regulations as are nov in force in respect of the
same territories, or as shall from time to tinie be made by competent authority: and aIso
that le the said Joseph Monhrnan, his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall not, nor
will at any time or times during the said term, or by any direct or indirect, mediate or
immediate manner, ways, or mcans, infringe or violate, or set about or attempt to infringe
.or violate, or aid, assist, or abet, or set about or attempt to aid, assist, or abet, or supply
with spirituous liquors, trading goods, provisions or other necessaries, any person or per-
sons whoinsoever, corporate or incorporate, or any prince, power, potentate, or state what-
soever, who shll infringe or violate, or who shall set about or attempt to infringe or
violate the exclusive rights, powers, privileges, and immunities of commerce, trade, and
traffic, or all or any other of the exclusive rights, powers, privileges, and immunities of or
belonging or in any wise appertaining to, or h ld, used, or cnjoyed by the said Governor and
Company and their successors under their charter or.charters, without the license or consent of
the said Governor and Company and their successors for the time being first had and obtained.
AND LASTLY, that le tie said Jfoseph Monkman, his executors, administrators. or assigns, shall
not nor w-ill, at any time during the said teri, under-let, or assign, or otherwise alienate, or dis-
pose, or part with, the actual possession of the said land hereby denised, or any part thereof,
for all or any part of the said term, or any interest derived under the same,without the consent
in writing of the said Governor and Company for the time being first had and obtained.
AND ALsO that le the said Joseph Monhman, bis executors, administrators, or assigns,
shall or will, within six calendar montIs from the date hereof, as to these presents, and
within six calendar months froi the date of cacli respective assignment or under-icase, to

. be made under or ilrougli these presents; and with respect to eacl such assignment and
under-lease respectively, cause these presents and every such assignment or under-lease,
when made, to be registered in the register of the said territories in North America, or of
the district in which the said herebv demised land shall be situate, and wherever such
register shall be kept at the time. 'PROVIDED ALwAYS, nevertheless, and it is hereby
declared and agreed, that if the said Josephb Monhman, his executors, administrators, or
assigns, shall not in all things well and truly observe and perform aUl and every the cove-
nants and agreements herein contained, on his and their Lbhalf to be observed and performed,
then, and in cither of such cases, and either upon or after the first breach, or any subsequent
breach or breaches of covenant, and as to any subsequent breach or breaches, notwithstand-
ing there may have been any waiver or waivers, or supposed waiver or waivers thereof, by
the acceptunce of rent or otherwise, it shall or may le lawful to and for the said Governor
und Company,. and their successors or assigns, to enter into and upon the said hereby
demised premises, or any' part thereof, in the name of the whole thereof, and to have,. hold,

retamti,
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Tetain, and enjoy the same as in their former state, and also to put an end to and daeter-
mine the samne term of one thousand years, or so much thereof as shall be then unexpired,
and all and every person or persons then occupying the sanie premises, or claiming title
thereto, to put out and amove, anything hereinbefore contained to the contrary notwith-
standing. IN WITNEss wlhercof, the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their
hands and seals, the day and year first above written.

For the Governor and Company aforesaid,

Dun. Finlayseon, Governor of Assiniboin. (L. s.)
Joseph Monkman. (L. s.)

.Signed, seaed, and deivered, in the presence of
Georne Taylor, of Red River Settlement, Surveyor,
and .ohn Black, of the same place, Clerk in the
service of the said Governor and Company.

George Taylor, Witness.
John Black, Witness.

Appenadix, No. 3.

Appendix, No. 4.

PAPERS furnished by the Rev. G. O. Corbett, and referred to in Question 3773 of his
Evidence, 5 March 1857.

EXTRACT from MINUTES of Meeting of the Governor and Council of Rupet's Land,
lield at Red River Settlement, 10 June 1845.

Resolved, 1. THÂT, once in every year, any British subject, if an actual resident, and not
-a fur trafficker, may import, whether from London or from St. Peter's, stores free of any duty
now about to be imposed, on declaring truly that he has imported thein at his own risk.

2. That, once in every year, any British subject, if qualified as before, may exempt
from duty, as before, imports of the local value of ten pounds, on declaring truly that they
are intended exclusively to bc used by himxself within Red River Settlement, and have been
purchased with certain specified productions or manufactures of the aforesaid settlement,
.exported in the sane season or by the latest vessel at his own risk.

Appendix, No. 4.

3. That, once in every year, any British subject, if qualified as before, who May have
personally accompanied both his exports and imports, as defined in the preceding Resolution,
may exempt from duty, as before, imports of the local value of 50 l., on declaring truly
that they are either to be consumed by himself, or to be sold by himself to actual consumers
within the aforesaid settlement, and hav'e been purchascd with certain specified productions
or manufactures of the settlemient, carried away by hiniself in the saine season or by the
latest vessel at his own risk.

4. That all other imports from the United Kingdom for the aforesaid settlement, shall,
.before delivery, pay at York Factory a duty of 20 per cent. on their prime cost, provided,
,however, that the Governor of the settlement bc hereby authorised to exempt from the
saie all such importers as may, froin year to ycar, be reasoniably believed by himu to have
neither trafficked in furs themselvcs since the 8th day of December 1844, nor enabled others
to do so by illegally or improperly supplying thein with trading articles of any description.

5. That all other imports fron any part of the United States shall pay all duties
payable under the provisions of 5 & 6 Vict. c. 49, the iuperial statute for regulating the
.foreign trade of the British possessions in North Anerica ; provided, however, that the
Governor-in-Chief, or, in his absence, the President of the Council, may so modif- the
machinery of the said Act of Parliament as to adapt the saine to the circumstances of
the country.

7. That henceforward no goods shall be delivered at York Factory to any but personîs
duly licensed to freiglit the sane, such licenses being given only in those cases in whicl no
ifur trafficker may have any interest, direct or indirect.

8. That any intoxicating drink, if found in a fur trafficker's possession, beyond the limits
.of the aforesaid settlement, nay be seized and destroyed by any person on the spot.

Whereas the intervention of middlemen is alike injurions to the Honourable Company
and to the people; it is Resolved,

9. That henceforward furs shall be purchased from noue but the actual hunters of the
.same.

Fort Garry, 10 July 1845.
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Appendix, No. 5· COPY of the LETTER addressed by Mr. Chief Justice Draper to Her Majesty's Secretary
-f State for the Coloni s, bearing date 6th May 1857, together with a Copy of the
ME3tOnNDUM thercin referred to.

Sir, 33, Spring-gardens, 6 May 1857.
I the last interview with which you favoured me, I took occasion to advert to the ques-

tion of boundary between Canada and the Hudson's Bay territory, as one which required
to be settled as a necessary preliminary to many other very important inquiries involeed in the
matters submitted to a Committee of the last House of Commons, and, as I understood, to
be again subnitted to the new Parliament.

I alluded to the difference between the views of the Hudson's Bay Company, as expressed
in former times, and those which are now, and have been within the last forty years,
advanced by them on this point; and I stated my readiness to submit a memoranduni to you
in relation thereto, whicl you were pleased to signify your readiness to receive and consider.

That memorandum I have now the honour to enclose. As the construction of the lan-
guage of the charter, and the extent of the.territory purporting to be granted are involved,
it may be considered desirable that the inatter should be referred to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council. In this event, I venture to request, that counsel on the part of the
Province may be permitted to attend to watch the argument, and, if it be deened neces-
sary, that they may be heard in support of those views which more immediately affect the
interests of Canada.

I have suggested a reference to the Judicial Committee, because I think its opinion
would command the ready acquiescence of the inhabitants of Canada as to their legal rights,
and because I believe they entertain a very strong opinion that a considerable portion of
the territory occupiod or claimed by the ludson's Bay Company will be found to lie within
the proper limits of t hat Province.

Whether it would 1e desirable to sever this from the more general question of the legality
and validity of the charter, is a matter I should desire to leave for your consideration, but in
anv event I think it e-'pedient that counsel should be permitted to attend to watch the
inierests of the Provhne.

I have, &c.
The Riglit Hon. R. Labouchere, (signed) Wm. H. Draper.

&c. &c. &c.

MEMORID)UM enclosed in Chief Justice Draper's Letter of May 6th, to the Secretary
of State.

IT is not proposed at present to discuss the validity of the charter of the Hudson's Bay
Company. A carefuil perusal of it will suggest many doubts whethcr ir oe not altogether
void. But assuming that it niay be sustainable for every or for any of the purposes for
vhich it was intendcd, and for the moment conceding that the ihdefinite description of the

territory purporting to be granted does not vitiate the grant, there is a quebtion as to the

limits of that territory in vIiich the province of Canada is deeply interested.

The parts of the charter bearing on this question are as follow:-

1. " All the lands and territories upon the countries. coasts, and confines of the seas,
bays, lakes, rivers, creeks, and sounds aforesaid " (stated in a precding part to be those
which lie within the entrance of the straits comnonly called Hudson's Straits, in what-
soever latitude such bays, &c., should be), " that are not already actually possessed by or
granted to any of our subjects, or possessed by the subjects of any other Christian prince or
statc, with the fishing of all sorts of fish, whales, sturgeons, and all other royal fishes in the,
seas, bays, inlets and rivers within the premises; and the fish thercin taken, together vith
the royalty of the sea upon the coasts within the limits aforesaid, and all mines royal, as
well discovered as iot discovcred, of gold, silver, geins, and precious stones, to be found or
discovered within the territories, limits and places aforesaid ; ind that the said land be from
henceforth reckoned and reputed as one of our plantations or colonies in Anierica, called
Rupert's Land: And, further, we do by tiese presents, for us, our heirs and successors,
make, create, and constitute the said Governor and Company for the time being, and their
successors, the true and absolute lords and proprietors of the same territory, limits, and
places aforesaid, and of all other the premies lereby granted as aforesaid, with their and

every
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every of their rights, members, jurisdictions, prerogatives, royalties, and appurtenances
whatsoever, to them the said Governor and Company, and their successors for ever, to be
holden of us, our heirs and successors, as of our manor of East Greenwich, in our county of
Kent, in free and common soccage."

And, 2. " And furthermore, we do grant unto the said Governor and Company and
their successors, that they and their successors, and their factors, servants, and agents, for
them and on their behalf, and net otherwise, shall for ever hereafter have, use, and enjoy,
not only the whole, entire, and only trade and traffic, and the whole, entire, and only
liberty, use, and privilege of trading and trafficking te and from the territory, limits, and
places aforesaid, but also the whole and entire trade and traffic te and from all havens, bays,
creeks, rivers, lakes, and seas into which they shall find entrance or passage, by water or
land, out of the territories, limits or places aforesaid, and te and with all the natives and
people inhabiting within the territories, limite, and places aforesaid, and to and with all
other nations, inhabiting any of the conats adjacent te the said territories, limits, and places
which are net granted te any of our subjects."

Prior te this charter, there was little or nothing done within Hudson's Bay in the way
of taking any actual possession of the territory granted. The bay had been discovered,
several ships from time te time had entered it, and probably some interchange of com-
modities with the Indians had taken place while the vessels remained within the Straits;
but nothing whatever was known of the interior. Charles the Second claimed, for it was
no more than a claim, all the territory which the discovery of the straits and bay could
confer on the British Crown. The French Crown in like manner bad claimed, by reason
of their actual settlement of Canada, and of their progressive discoveries and trade, net
only all the -. estern territory, including that now in dispute, but even the bay -of the
north, and thence to the Pole; but neither French nor English Lad, in 1670, actually pene-
'trated, se far as appears, within nany hundred miles of the Red River.

The settlements made by the Hudson's Bay Company were at first confined te those on
the shores of James Bay, and at the Churchill and Hayes Rivers. Henley House, which
is about 150 miles up the Albany River, was net erected before the year 1740. The
Company afterwards erected lort Nelson, which is laid down on the maps at about 200
.or 230 miles from the mouth of Churchill River, and the fort at Split Lake, which is
'represented as about 140 miles from the mouth of the Nelson River. It is believed that
these two last-named forts are of comparatively modern erection, but that, at all events, for
more than a century after the date of the charter, these, together with the forts on or near
the shores of the bays, were the only settled posts of the Hudson's Bay Company.

This throws some light upon the view, which the Company practically adopted, of the
extent of their territories.

In many written documents they treat Hudson's Straits and Bay as the governing and
principal matter, in reference te or for the purpose of securing which, the grant of territory
was made te them.

In a petition addressed by the Hudson's Bay Company te Charles the Second in 1682, they
say that his Majesty was graciously pleased to incorporate them, and te grant to them for
ever all the said bay, and the straits leading thereunto, called Hudson's Straits, with
all the lands and territories, rivers, and islands in and about the said bay, and the sole trade
and commerce there; and, referring te a letter of Monsieur De la Barre, the Governor of
Canada, threatening to drive them out, they observe, they doubt net but that by the King's
Royal authority and protection, they will be enabled te defend bis undoubted ricrht and
their own within the bay, " wherein never any nation but the subjects of your Iuperial
Crown has made discoveries or had any commerce."

In a letter, dated 25 January 1796-7, they urge. "9 whenever there be a treaty of peace
between the Crowns of Englancd and France, that the French may net travel or drive any
trade beyond the midway betwixt Canada and Albany Fort, whiclh we reckon te bc within
the bounds of our charter."

In 1698, in a letter written by their deputy-governor to the Lords Commissioners of
Trade, they repeat the same desire.

In a memorial, dated in June 1699, they represent the charter as constituting them the
truc and absolute proprietors of Hudson's Bay, and of ail the territories, limits, and places
thereto belonging. 'l hey further set forth the attacks made in 1682 and 1686 by the
French from Canada, and their applications for redress, and the declaration made by James
the Second that he, upon the whole -niatter, did conceive the said Company well founded in
their demanda, and therefore did insist upon his own right and the right of hie subjects te
the wholo Bav and Straits of Hudson, and te the sole trade thereof; and they pray the
tien King, William the Third, te insist upon the inherent right of the Crown of England
and the property of bis subjects net to be alienated, that se considerable a trade might not
be lest, and the Hudson's Bay Company "l be left the only mourners " in the peace of
Ryswick.

At this time all their forts but one (Albany Fort) had been taken by the French; some
of them, indeed, while the two Crowns were at peace; an act of aggression specially
referred te by bis Majesty in the declaration of war in 1689.

In January 1700, being called upon by the Lords of Trade and Plantations, they offered
proposals for limita between them and the French in Hudson's Bay, insisting at the same
time upon their undoubted right "tothe whole Bay and Streights of Hudson." The proposed
limita were, to confine the French froni trading or building any house, factory, or fort te
the northward of Albany River, situate in about 530 of north latitude on the west main
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- themselves not to trade or build any house, factory, or fort to the southward of these two

rivers " on any ground belonging to the Hudson's Bay Company." They urged that these
limits should bc settled; statirg, that if the French refused, thcy must insist upon their
prior and undoubted right to the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson, which, they observed,
the French never yet would strictly dispute or suffer to be examined into, though the first
step of the cighth article of the treaty of Ryswick directs the doing of it. These limits
vould have given the French access to the bay by the Moose River.

The French ambassador did, however, in March 1698-9, set forth the claims of his
soverei«n in a long answer to the English memorial, anong other things, observing that
the di erent autiors who have written about Canada or New France, gave it no linits
northwards, and that it appeared by all the grants or letters of corporation nade at several
times by the kings of France to the companies settled in New France, and particuiarly in
1628, that all the Bay of the North is comprehended in the limits mentioned by the said
grants.'

He also further suggcsted, that if the English liad had any knovledgen of the bay, or any
claim thereto, they would not have failed to have insisted on it, and expressly to mention it
in the treaty of 1632 (that of St. Germain en Laye) when they restored to the French
New France. Admitting that the French neither then nor for a long time aftCrwards had
any forts on the coasts of the bay, lie explains it by saying, that being miasters of the
inlard country, the savages, with whom they had a continuai trazde, brought their furs over
lakes and rivers.

In April 1714, the Hudson's Bay Company thank the Queci " for the great care your
Majesty has taken for them by the treaty of Utrecht, whereby the French are obliged to
restore the whole Bay and Streights of Hudson; the undoubted right of the Crown of
Great Britain."

In August 1714, in reference to the same treaty, the Hudson's Bay Company proposed
that the limits between the English and French on the coast of Labrador, should commence
from the island called Grimmington's Island or Cape Perdrix, in the latitude of 58 j.1 N.,
which they desire may be the boundary between the French and English on the coast of
Labrador; and that a line be drawn south-westerly, to pass througli the centre of Lake Mis-
tassinnie; and from that lake a line to run south-westward into 490 north latitude ; and
that such latitude bc the limit, that the French do not come to the north nor the Englislh to
the south of it.

In another paper of about the same period, they give the following :aî ount of the motives
which induced the formation of the Company: " It vas, therefore, after the happy restoration
of King Charles IL. that trade and commerce begaxi to revive, and in particular tiat sonie
noblemen and other public-spirited Englishmen, not unmindful of the disovery and right
of the Crown to those parts in America, designed at their own charge to adventure the
establishing of a regular and constant trade to Hudson's Bay, and to settie forts and flac-
tories there, whereby to invite the Indian nations (who lived like savages many hundred
leagues up in the country) down to their factories."

In August 1719 the Hudson's Bay Company acknlowledges the surrender by the French
of the straits and bay, in such manner that they had nothing to object or desir e further on
that head. But thcy urged the settlement of the limits between the Englisl and French
territories without delay, since the French subsequently to the conclusion of the peace (in
1715) made a settlement at the hcad of Albany River, upon which the Company's principal
factory was settled, whereby they interrupted the Indian trade from coming to the Coin-
pany's factories. It was therefore proposed and desired, " that a boundary or dividend line
may be drawn so as to exclude the French from coming anywhere to the northward of the
latitude of 49°, except on the coast of Labrador; unless this bc done, the Conipany's fac"
tories at the bottom of Hudson's Bay cannot be secure, or their trade preserved."

In all the foregroing documents it will be observed, that wcther upon the peace of
Ryswick, when Englisi affairs looked gloomy and those of France were in the 9scciadant,
or after the treaty of Utrecht, when the power of France was bwnoken, the 1-udson's Bay
Company sought te have the boundary between the territories they claimed and those
forming part of Canada, settled by some defined and positive line which was to be the result
of negotiation, not then pretending that there was anything in their charter which gave
them a rule by which they could insist that the extent of their territories to the southward
should be ascertained.

Even in October 1750, they entertained the same views, while at that time they werc
pushing their pretensions, both to the northward and westward, to the utmost limits. They
state that the limits of the lands and countries lying round the bay, comprised, as they con-
ceived, within their grant, were as follow: All the land lying on the east side or coast
of the said bay, eastward to the Atlantic Ocean and Davis' Straits, and the ine hercafter

mnentioned

L'Escarbot describes Canada at the period of the appointment of De la Roche in 1.598, thus-"Ainsi
notre Nouvelle France a pour limites du côte d'ouest les terres jusqu'à la Mer Pacifique nu delà du
Tropique du Cancer, au midi les îles de la Mer Atlantique du côte de Cuba et l'île Espngnole, nu levaint
la Mer du Nord qui baigne la Nouvelle France; et au septentrion cette terre qui est dite inconnue
vers la Mer Glacée jusqu'à la Pole Arctique."
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mentioned as the east and south-eastward boundaries of the said Company's territories, and
towards the north, ail the lands that lie on "e the north end, or on the north side, or coast,
of the said bay, and extendinr from the bay northwards to the utmost limits of the lands
there towards the North Pole; but where or how these lands terminate, is at present
unknown. And towards the west, all the lands that lie on the west side or coast of the
said bay, and extending from the bay westward to the utmost limits of those lands, but
where or how those lands terminate to the westward is also unknown, though probably it
will be found they terinipate on the Great South Sea. And towards the south, ail the lands
that lie on the south end, or south side of the coast of the said bay, the extent ofwhich
lands to the south to be limited and divided froin the places appertaining te the French in
those parts by a line," &c., describing the line firon Cape Perdrix to the 49th parallel, and
along that parallel westward, as in their proposais of Auoeust 1719, excepting that they
state the slarting point to be in latitude 59- N. They aðd, with regard t6 this boundary,
that, "to avoid as much as possible, any just grounds for differing with the French in
agreeing on those boundaries which lie nearest their settlements, if is laid down so as to
leave thc French in nossession of as much, or more land than they can imake any just
pretensions to; and at the sanie time leaves your memorialists but a very smaâl district
of land from the south end of the said Lay necessary for a frontier." It is worthy of
remaark, that this line would have given to France the southerly portion of the Lake of the
Woods, Rainy River, and Rainy lake, which are now claimed as vithin. the Company's
territories.

The foregoing extracts are dcemed suflicient to establish that the Company considered
their territorial ri-lhts in reference to their connexion with and proximity to Hudson's Bay
itself, where thcyliad planted their factories and desired to attract the Indian trade. They
certainly show that neither after the treaty of Ryswick, nor that of Utrecht, when they
stated the boundaries, they were either willing to submit to or were desirous of obtaining ;
nor yet in 1750, when they set forth what thcy thouglt thenselves entitled to claim under
their charter, did they ever think of assertinig a rigoht to ail the couitries the waters of
which flow into 1udson's Bay. Their claims to lands lying both northward and westward
of the bay are entirely at variance ivith any such idea. Sir J. Pelly, before a Committee
of the House of Commons in March 1837, seems to have adhered to the views expressed
in 1750, when lie said, " the power of the Company extends ail the way fi·om the boun-
daries of Upper and Lower Canada away to the North Pole, as far as the land goes, and
from the Labrador coast ail the way to the Pacifie Ocean," though lie afterwards explains
that the Conpany claimed in fee-simple ail the lands the waters fronm which ran into
Hudson's Bay.

It is submitted, that iF this latter claim were well founded, the further grant in the charter
of exclusive trade beyond the limits of the territories granted in fee-simple, would give
colour to the assertion of the "power" of the Company cxtending to the Pacifie; assuming
that the word "power" was used to designate the exclusive riglit of' trade, and not the
ownership of the territory. For if the charter gives the fe-simple of the lands to the Rocky
Mountains, the Pacifie is a " Sen," and Fraser's and M'Kenzie's are "rivers," into which
"entry or passage by water or land out of the territories" actually granted may be found;
though in such case the application for a licence for the exclusive trade would, if the charter
bc in this respect valid, have been unnecessary.

The French Government, it appears, would not agree to the proposal which would have
limited them to the 49th parallel. Colonel Bladen, one of the British Commissioners under
the Treaty of Utrecht, wrote from Paris in 1719 in reference thereto, "I already sce some
difficulty in the execution of this affair, there being at least the difference of two degrees
between the best French maps and that which the Company delivered us." No settlement
of the boundary could be arrived at.

If the later claim of territorial limits had been advauced during this negotiation, there
can be no doubt it vould have been resisted even more strennously than the effort to make
the 49th parallel the boundary was, not ierely by contending that the territory so claimed
formed part of Canada, and had been treated as such by the French long before 1670, but
also that the French king iad exercised an act of disposition of theni, of the saie nature
as that under vhich the ClHudson's Bay Company claim, by niaking them the subject of a
charter to a company under the Sieur de Caen's nanie, and after the dissolution of that
company had, in 1627, organised a new company, to which he conceded the entire country
called Canada. And this was before the Treaty of St. Germain en Laye, by which the
English restored Canada to the French. In 1663 tiis company surrendered their charter,
and the king, by au edict of Marci in that year, established a council for thc administration
of affairs in the colony, and nominated a governor; and, about 1665, Monsieur Talon, the
intendant of Ca'nada, despatched parties to penetrate into and explore the country to the
west and north-west, and in 1671 lie reported froin Quebec that the " Sieur du Lusson is
returncd, after liaving advanced as far as~500 leagues from here, and planted the cross, and
set up cthe king's arns, in presence of 17 Indians nations assembled on the occasion from ail
parts, all of vlom voluntarily submitted themselves to the dominion of his Majesty, whom
alone they regard as their sovereign protector."

The French kept continually advancing forts and trading posts in the country, which
tlicy claimed to be part of Canada; not merely up the Saguenay River towards James
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Appendi, No. 5. Pay, but towards and into the territory now in question; in parts and places to which the
- H*udson's Bay Company hy not- penetrated when Canada was ceded to Great Britain in

1763, nor for many years afterwards.* They had posts at Lake St. Ame, called by the
older geographers Alenirnipigou ; at the Lake of the Woods; Lake Winnipeg, and two, it
is believed, on the Saskatchewan, which are referred to by Sir Alexander M'Kenzie in his
account of his discoveries.

. Enough, it is hoped, lias been stated to slho1w that the limits of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's territory are as open to question now as they have ever been, and that when called
upon to define them in the last century, they did not advance the claim now set up by
them; and that even when they were defining the boundary which they desired to
obtain under the Treaty of Utrecht, at a period most favourable for them, they desig-
nated one inconsistent with their present pretensions, and which, if it had been accepted
by France, would have left no trifling portion of the territory as part of the province of
Canada.

So far as has been ascertained, the claim to all the country the waters of which ran into
Hudson's Bay, was not advanced until the time that the Company took the opinions of the
late Sir Samuel Romilly, Messrs. Cruise, Holroyd, Scarlett, and Bell Without presuming
in the slightest degree to question the high authority of the eminent men above-named, it
may be observed that Sir Arthur Pigott, Seijeant Spankie, Sir Vicary Gibbs, Mr. Bearcroft,
and Mr. (now Lord) Brougham took a widely different view of the legal validity of the
charter, as well as regards the indefinite nature of the territorial grant, as in other important
particulars.

Of the very serious bearing of this question on the interests of Canada, there can be no
doubt. By the Act of 1774, the province of Quebec is to "extend westward to the banks
of the Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the
merchants adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay."

And in the division of the Provinces under the statute of 1791, the Une was declared to
run due north from Lake Temiscamary " to the boundary line of Hudson's Bay;" and the
Upper Province is declared to consist c of or include all that part of Canada lying to the
westward and southward of the said line."

The union of the Provinces bas given to Canada the boundaries which the two separate
Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada had; the northern boundary being the territory
granted to the Hudson's Bay Company.

It is now becoming of infinite importance to the Province of Canada, to know accumately
where that boundary is. Plans for internal communication connected with schemes for
agricultural settlements, and for opening new fields for commercial enterprise, are all, more
or less, dependent upon or affected by this question; and it is to Her Majesty's Govern-
ment alone that the people of Canada can look for a solution of it. The rights of the
Hudson's Bay Company, whatever they may be, are derived fron the Crown; the Province
of Canada bas its boundaries assitned by the sane authority; and now that it appears to
be indispensable that those bouncaries should be settled, and the true limits of Canada
ascertained, it is to Her Majesty's Government that the Province appeals to take such
steps as in its wisdom are deemel fitting or necessary, to have this important question set
at rest.

Appendix, No. 6.

Appendir, No. 6. PAPER delivered in by Mr. Chief Justice Draper, 28 May 1857, relative to
CANADIAN BOUNDARIES.

B O U ND ARIE S.

ON the 25th January 1696-7, not long before the Treaty of Ryswick (which was signed
on the 20th September 1697), the Hudson Bay's Company expressed their "desire that
whenever there should be a treaty of peace between the Crowns of England and France,
that the French may not travel or drive any trade beyond the midway betwixt Canada and
Albany Fort, which we reckon to be within the bounds of our charter."

- The 8th Article of the Treaty of Ryswick show's that the French, at that time, set up a
claim of right to Hudson's Bay, though that claim was abandoned at the peace of Utrecht,
and was never set up afterwards.

In

• In the evidence given by the honourable Wm. MGillivray, on one of the North-weat trials at York
(now Toronto), in 1818, he stated that there were no Hudson's Bay traders established in the Indian
country about Lake Winnipeg or the Red River, for eight or nine years after he had been used (as a
partner in the North-west Company) to trade in that country.
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In 1687, James the Second declaxed to the French Commissioners MM. Barillon and Appendiz, No6
Bonrepos, that having maturely considered his own right, and the right of his subjects, to
the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson, and having been also informed of the reasons alleged
on the part of the French to justify their late proceedings in seizing these forts (Fort
Nelson and Fort Charles), which for miany years past have been possessed by the English,
and in committing several other acts ofhostility, to the very great danage of the English
Company of Hudson's Bay, bis Majesty, upon the whole matter, did consider the said
Company well founded in their demaands., and, therefore, did insist upon his own right, and
the riglit of his subjects, to the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson, and to the sole trade
thereof.

" The grants of the French king signify nothing to another prince his right, and they
may naine what thcy will in their grants places, known or unknown,'but nobody is so weak
as to think that anything passeth-by those grants but what the king is rightfully and truly
possessed of or entitled to, for, nemo dat guod non hiabet, is a maxim understood of all;

ut whereas the French would have no bounds to Canada to the northward, nor, indeed, to
any parts of their dominions in the world if they could."-Extract from the Reply of the
Hudson's Bay Company to tie French Answer left with the English Commissioners, 5th
June 1699, under Treaty of Ryswick.

In 1687 there were discussions between the English and French, respecting the xight to
the bay and straits, in which it -was, among other things, submitted on the part of the
Hudson's Bay Company as follows:-"It shall not be the fault of the Company of
Hudson's Bay, if their agents'and those of the Company of Canada do not keep within
their respective bounds, the one pretending only to the trade of the bay and straits above-
mentioned, whilst the other keeps to that of Canada; and that the forts, habitations, facto-
ries, and establishments of the E nglish Company be restored, and their limits made good,
as the first discoverers, possessors, and traders thither."

The Company having already waived the establishments of a rigeht to Rudson's Bay and
Straits " from the mere grant and concessions of the king, which, indeed, cannot operate
to the prejudice of others that have the right of discovery and continued possession on their
side, it is again averred that his Majesty's subjects only are possessed of such a right to the
cbasts, bays, and straits of Hudson."

"The Hudson's Bay Company having made out his Mjesty's right and title to all the
bay within Hudson's Straits, with the rivers, lakes, and creeks therein, and the lands and
territories thereto adjoining, in which is comprehended Port Nelson as part of the whole."
10 July 1700. •The Hudson's Bay Company proposed the following limits between them-
selves and the French, in case of an extchan«e of places, and that they cannot obtain the
whole of the straits and bay whici of right belongs to them.

1. That the French be limited not to trade or build any factory, &c. bevond the bounds
of 530 N. or Albany River, to the niorthward on the west or main coast, and~beyond Rupert's
River to the northward on the east main coast.

2. The English shall be obliged not to trade nor build any factory, &c. beyond the afore-
said latitude of 53° or Albany River, or beyond Rupert's River, south-east towards Canada,
on anv land which belongs to the Hudson's Bay Company.

3. As likewise that neither the French nor English shall at any time hereafter extend
their bounds contrary to the aforesaid limitations . . . which the French may very reasonable
comply with, for that they by such limitations will have all the country south-eastward,
betwixt Albany Fort and Canada, to thenselves, which is not only the best and most fertile
part, but also a much larger tract of land than can be supposed to lie to the northward, and
the Company deprived ofthat which was always their undoubted right.

By this document it appears the French were insisting on having the limits settled
between York and Albany Fort, as in the latitude of 53 degrees or thereabouts.

22 January 1701-2. The Lords of Trade and Plantations asked the Company to say
"whether, in case the French cannot be prevailed with to consent to the îettlement pro-
posed on the 10th Julv preceding by the Company, they will not consent that the limits on
the east side of the bay to the latitude of 52 ý degrees." This proposal would have given
the East Main River and Rupert's River to Canada.

On the 29th January, the Hudson's Bay Company alter their proposals, ofering the
boundary on the east main, or coast, to be Hudson's River, vulgarly called Canute, or
Canuse River (which 1 take to be the river now narked on the maps as the East Main River);
but, they add, should the French refuse the limits now proposed by the C ompany, the Coin-
pany think themselves not bound by this or any former concessions of the like nature, but
maust (as they have always done) insist upon their prior and undoubted right to the whole
]Bay and Straits of Hudson, which the French never yet would strictly dispute, or sufer to
be examined into ,as knowing the weakness of their claim), thougi the first step in tlie
8th Article of the Treaty of Ryswick, directs the dQing of it. I either proposal had been
accepted, the French would have had access to James' Bay. The first propositions left
them the Moose River; the second appears to have given up Rupert's River.

In February 1711-12, prior to the Treaty of Utrecht, the Hudson's Bay Companz proposed,
that the limits between them and the French in Canada, should begin ''at Gremming
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Appendix, No. 6. tou's Island or Cape Perdrix, in the latitude of 58 J north, which they desire may be the
boundary between the English and French, on the coast of Labrador, towards Rupert's
Land on the East Main and Nova Brittannica on the French River." That a line be drawn
from Cape Perdrix to the Great Lake Mistassing, dividing the same into two parts, beyond
which line the French were not to pass to the north, nor the Englsh to the South.

lu August 1714, they renewed their application for the settlement of the limits, adding to
their former proposition, that from the Lake Mistassing a line should run south-westward
into 490 north latitude, and that such latitude be the limait, and that the French do not corne
to the north, or the English to the south of this boundary.

In August 1719, in a memorial, they say, that " the surrender of the straits and bay afore-
said has been made according to the tenor of the treaty, at least in such manner that the Com-
pany acquiesced therein, and have nothing to object or desire further on that hend." But
they even then, complained that, since the conclusion of the peace, viz., in 1715, the French
had made a settlenents at the head of Albany River, "upon which very river our principal
factory is settled, whereby they intercept the Indian trade from coming to the Company's
factories; and will, in time, utterly ruin the trade, if not prevented. It is, therefore,
proposed and desired, that a boundary or dividend line may be drawn so as to exclude the
French from coming any wlhere to the northward of the latitude of 49', except on the coast
of Labrador; muless this is done, the Company's factories at the bottomi of Hudson's Bay
cannot be secure, or their trade prcserved." This shows that the Company there sought to
establish an arbitrary boundary, and that the object of it vas, to secure the fur trade from

the French.
The English Commissioners made ftie demand to have limits established according to the

prayer of the Hudson's Bay Company, and for the giving up the new fort crected bv the
French; adding a demand that the French should make no establishments on any of the
rivers which discharged themselves into Hudson's Bay; and that the entire course of the
navigation of these rivers should be left frec to the Company, and to such of the Indians as
desired to trade with them.

The precise ternms of the instructions to the Commissioners hardly seem to have con-
templated the latter part of the demand, for they (the instructions of 3d September 1719)
merely desi,nate the boundaries,,beyond which the French and English respectively are not
to cross. Lhey contain this passage however "I But you are to take especial care in word-
ing such articles as shall be agreed upon with the Commissioners of his Most Christian
Majesty upon this head ; that the said boundaries be understood to regard the trade of the
Hludson's Bay Company only."

Colonel Bladen, on the 7th November 1719, wrote to the Lords of Trade that the English
Commissioners would that day deliver in the demand, and that lie foresaw "some difficulty
in the execution of this affair, there being at least the difference of two degrees between the
best French maps and tht which the CoLmpany delivered us, as your Lordship will per-
ceive by the carte I send you herewith."

Colonel Bladen was ri"ht. After receiving the English demands, the French Commis-
sioners, the Marechal d'E strees and the Abbé Dubois, never met the English Comimissioners
again, and all the instances of the English Ambassadors failed to procure a renewal of the
conferences.

The Company were again called upon on the 25th July 1750, to lay before the Lords of
Trade, an account of the limits and boundaries of the territory granted to them. They
replied, among other things, that the said straits and bay " are now so well known, tiat it
is apprehended they stand in no need of any particular description than by the chart or map
herewith delivered, and the limits or boundaries of the lands and countries lying round the
saine, comprised, as your memorialists, conceive in the said grant, are as follows: that is
to say, all the lands lying on the east side or coast of the saidbay, and extending froin the
bay castward to the Atlantic Ocean and Davis' Strait, and the line hereafter mentioned as
the cast and south-eastern boundaries of the said Conpany's territories ; and towards the
north aill the lands that lie at the north end, or on the north side or coast of the said bay,
and extending from the bay northwards to the utmost limits of the lands then towards the
North Pole; %ut where or how these lands terminate is hitherto unknown. And towards the
west, all the lands that lie on the west side or coast of the said bay, and extending froin the
said bay westward to the utmost limits of those lands ; but where or how these lands termi-
nate to the vestward is also unknown, though probably it will be found they terminate on
the Great South Sea, and towards the south," they propose the line already set out by
thxem, before and soon after the Treaty of Utrecht, stating that the Commissioners under
that treaty were never able to bring the settlement of the said limits to a final conclusion;
but they urged that the limits of the territories granted to then, and of the places appertaining
to the French, should be settled upon the footing above mentioned.
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Appendix, No. 7.

STATISTICS OF THE RED RIVER COLONY.

To the Honourable Philip Vanhauqhnet, President of the Executive Council, &c., Appendix, NO. 7.
Toronto, Canada.

Sir, Red River Settlemnent, 6 March 1857.
BEING requested by Cptain William Xennedy to communicate to-you sone information

respecting the climate, soil, and productions of this colony, I take up my pen with much
pleasure to comply with his request, and at the sane time to gratify vour laudable desire
of gaining some knowledge of this place, which bas hitherto been hidden as witl primeval
darkness from the eye of the civilised world. We are happy in seeing this darkness, to
some extent, giving way before the light thrown on this country, on its inhabitants, and
their condition, by many eloquent, patriotie, and philanthropic gentlemen in Canada who
have taken up the subject, and who have so ably and perseveringly advocated freedom's
cause against despotism.

The Red River takes its rise from three different heads, all within the limits of the
United States: the western source is Lake Travers: to the east of it is Otter Tail Lake,
which is the principal source. Its waters, on being discharged fron the lake, flow for some
distance in a south-westerly direction, after which it turns to the north-west, and joins the
stream from Lake Travers; then in a northerly direction, and becoines navigable for boats
6f considerable burden. The third source is Red Lake, which sends its tributary waters
to swell up the volume of the Red River, which flows nearly due north through one of the
richest alluvial valleys in this part of the world, an.d which falls, after flowing 400 miles,
into Lake Winnipeg. The Winnipeg River froni the south-east, the Red River from the
south, the mighty and majestic Saskatchewan from the west, with a multitude of streans
of lesser forin, seem, on their coming into contact with the great primitive formation, wl ich
commences at 65" west longitude, and fornis a girdie round Iludson's Bay, and at some
distance from it, till it ends at Dease and Simpson's Strait on the Arctic Sea, to have
agreed on forming, for thermselves a bed in the eastern part of the great western limestone
formation, which, I think, belongs to the older calcareous strata. The eastern shore of this
great sheet of water is bound in its whole length by granite gneiss, and trap rocks, a con-
tinuation of the Lake Superior formation, and probably containing similar minera] treasures.
The western side is bounded by limestone, rising in many places to the height of 20 or
30 feet. At the Grand Rapids there is a section, about 60 feot deep, covered with a thin
layer of earth. This immense bcd of limestone extends many hundred miles to the west,
anad probably joins the coal beds stretching from the foot of the Rocky Mountains towards
the east.

The Red River colony is placed on the limestone formation, which crops out at the
distance of 30 miles from the lake, and, on ascending the river, is to be seen over a distance
of 10 miles. This stone is excellent for building, and takes a very fine polish when dressed.
Churches and dwellings have been built with it, and it is apparently hardening in the air.
This limestone makes its appearance on hills on each side of the river, and at some distance
from it.

The soil of the Red River is composed of the debris of granite and of limestone. with
a large proportion of decayed vegetable matter. The soil is from 12 to 18 inches deep;
under it is a thick bed of tenacious clay, of a bluish colour, and nearly impervious to water.
The west side of the river may be called prairie land, the cast side are wooded lands. The
woods consist of oak, chn, ash, bass or white wood, maple, birch, Scotch firs, pine, cedar,
tamarac, spruce, and poplar. Our soil is extremely fertile, and, when well cultivated, yields
large crops of the finest wheat, weighing fron 64 lbs. to 70 lbs. per imperial bushel. The
yield per acre is often as high as '60 bushels, and has occasionally been known to exceed
that; and, w«hen the average returns fall below 40 bushels to the acre, we arc ready to
complain of small returns. Some patclies have been known to produce 20 successive crops
of wheat, and that without fallow or manure; but inI gencral wc exact no more than four
or five successive crops of wleat; then we put in one of barley, and then fallow for one
year.

These successive crops do not exhaust the soil; but weeds overcome all our efforts to
keep them down, and therefore w«e are obliged to have recourse to the plough to destroy
them. Barley grows well bore if the ground be not too rich, or the scason too wet, when
,t throws up too nuch straw, lies down, and does not meat. Darley weighs fro m 48 lbs.
to 55 lhs. per imperial bushel. Oats thrive well, and give good returns. Maiz<e, potatoes,
. 0.24-Sess. 2. 3 B 3 beet-root,
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Appendix, No. 7. beet-root, onions, carrots and turnips, are cultivated, and give profitable returns. The soil
- of this colony is admirable for growing hemp and flax. Horn cattle thrive well, and,

although very indifferently taken care of by many, are subject to no discases. Horses are
abundant, and prosper here as well as in any other country, after roaming at large, summer
and winter, throug -.he woods, where they keep in good condition. Many of the wanderinoe
Indians have horse,, which they work very liard, and which are turned off to seek for their
food in the snow, with no other attention fromn their mnasters till they require their services
again.

Our clinate and soil seem to be peculiarly adapted for or favourable to shcep. There
arc 28 years since their introduction into this settlement, and I have never seen nor heard
of anv sickness attacking them. Wlien well fcd, ewes produce fleecs weighing from 21bs.
to 3 ý lbs.; wethers produce fleeces much heavier; the wool is of good quality, though not
very fine. Next, we shall take notice of our population. We shall, for distinction's sake,
take Upper Fort Garry to be the centre of the colony. The Canadians and their offspring
occupy on each side of the Red River a distance of 15 or 20 miles above Upper Fort Garry,
and also on the Assiniboine River; they compose one-half of our population, which amounts
altogether to 6,300 or 6,400, which will make the Canadian part of our people a trifle above
3,000. The other half are Europeans and their des; endants, with from ',00 to 500 Christian
Indians inhabiting the lo-wer part of the settlement.

The value of property in the settlement, that is, of houses, barns, stables, stores, agricul-
tural implements, boats, canoes, water-mills, windmills, thrashing-mills, horn cattle, and
shcep, has been estimated last May at 111,0001. We have not considered the Assiniboine
as a branch of the Red River, as it joins it within 50 miles of Lake Winnipeg; yet it is
more interesting to the people of this place than any of the sources which I have mentioned,
as it is altogether within the limits of British North America. One of its affluents, the
Mouse River, takes its rise near the great bend of the Missouri, and falls into the Assini-
boine, about 200 miles above its junction with the Red River. This river is well wooded
on both sides, and it is reported that coal is found along its banks, and in the banks of
many of its tributaries, at the distance of 200 or 300 miles from here, spots where civiliza-
tion is beginning to take root.

Eighty miles above Fort Garry, on the Assiniboine, at Portage du Prairie, there is a set-
tîlient of half-breeds, about 120 souls, not included in our census. On Lake St. Martin
there arc a few half-breeds and Indians; at Rossville, below Lake Winnipeg, a few Christian
Indians; and at Holy Lake, a few Christian Indians. Both these latter stations are
Wesleyan. They have one station on the Sascatchewan, and one on the Red Deer's Lake.
The Episcopalians have a station on the Sascatchewan, and one at Lake la Rouge. The
Catholics have several stations to the north, but I think they arc not locating the Indians;
but on the Sascatchewan they have a settlement of Canadians and half-brceds. By this
you will see that the seeds of civiiisation are taking root, althiugih the sprouts arc but
feeble and sickly. A few Canadians and Canadian Lalf-breeds, dissatisficd with the state
of things in Red River, went across the line, and settled at Pembina, and I fear others will
follow their example when the Indian claim shall have been donc away with, and when
towns are built cn the Upper Red River. This colony was comnmenced by the late Thonimas,
Earl of Selkirk, in 1812. I cannot give you the number of immigrants broughlt to the
colony: 1813 brought an addition to the first band; 1815 saw a few more leave the bleak
hills of Sutherland, and arrive on the fertile plains of the far west. These were the last
band from Scotland.

The North-west Company had an evil eye at the introduct'on of a civilized community
into the heart oi the Indian country and doubly so because it was planted directly across
their path, and on the very plains from which they drew their supplies of provisions in the
shape of pemmican for tieir voyages from Fort William to the north, and back again.
This politic and keen-sighted company argued that the colony would destroy the fur trade,
and they werc dptermined to use ail their power to destroy the colony. With this intention,
they took many of the settlers to Canada, chiefly those who carne here in 1812-13. Those
who survive of the residue left, and their descendants, amount nearlv to 500 souls. The
rest of our population are chiefly, on one side, descended from the aborigines.

When tlie settlement was commenced, land was sold ait 5 s. sterling per acre; in 1829 the
price was raised to 7s. 6d, then to 10s. 6 d.; and in 1833 and 1834 it vas suld for 12s. 6d.
per aere. This increase in the price of land took place while every article which the land
produced was put down to one-third the price given for articles af the sanie kind, when
land was selling at 5s.

This order of things created a bad feeling, which threatened the peace of the colony, or
perha:p even the safety of those vho were raising the price of land to such a height as
would effectually prevent the poor settling in the place. Fear made the rulers of the land
to pause on the brink of the precipice to which they had been hastening. The price of
land was reduced to 7s. 6 d., and it bas stood at that price since.

Servants leaving the Comrpany's service, and desirous of coming to the colony, must pay
for 50 acres of land each before any of them are permitted to come here; and if he cannot

pay
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pay the cash, he must go to Europe, or remain in the service till lie saves money enough to Appendix, NO, 7.
pay for land.

Price of Farm Produce.-In 1829 the Company reduced the price of produce to what
suited its own interest. The lelpless agriculturist had no other market; the magie in the
word " charter" kept out all competitors. In the above-mentioned year it was resolved by
the Governor and Council that 3 s. 6 d. per bushel should be the legal price for wheat; 1 j d.
for good beef per lb., 7 . for butter, &c.; and now these prices were very low; but there
was still a greater evil than low price, and that was a liinited market. From 1829 to 1845
the Company bought annually from an owner and occupier of a lot of land eight bushels of
wheat at 3 s. 6 d. pér bushel; and if lie had been suspected of infringing any of the Com-
pany's privileges, therc was no market for him. Four bushels of wheat was taken each
year, in those days, fron a buffalo hunter, and the same quantity frorm a trip man. The
clergy would not take the beef at 1 j d. per lb.; they gave 2 d. per lb., and others followed
their example. These few years past the Company has taken larger quantities, ex. gr.
last year 30 bushels were taken fron all who chose to give so much; and if any indi-
vidual giving in wheat was in arrears for land, one-fifth the quantity given in by him
was taken for land, and he was paid over the value of Iths. The price of goods sold at the
Company's storca in the settlement varies from 100 to 400 per cent. on prime cost. We
pay 4 per cent. import duty on all goods imported into the settlement. This money is
expended in paying the police, in making and repairing bridges and roads in the settlement.
We keep up a gaol, pay a gaoler and a governor of the gaol, and a functionary called seere-
tary to the governor, or governor's secretary. We have a governor and council, which are
all nominated by the Hudson's Bay Company ; for by the charter they say we have nothing
to say. Up to 1849 the governor and council ruled with a hard and heavy hand; but that
year they received a lesson from an armed multitude, which taught them that there were
other things more potent than the charter, and ever since they have been as haruless as
doves.

I cannot form a correct estimate of our trade with Minnesota. I believe that 300 carts
went in June, and I think we may value the ]oads of these carts on their return at an
average of from 25 . to 30 /. sterling. We may admit that one-ninth of this amount is paid
for by cattle taken over ; the remaining eight-ninths are paid for in furs and bills of
exchange. During the whole summer some of our people are on the rond taking cattle from
here, and bringing «oods in return. A few Americans are this winter selling goods and
buying peltries i tlis settlement. If Canada does not push forvard, and preo eupy the
ground, the Americans will. Many of our young men go for employment to Minnesota,
and pass the winter in the prairies; they are much esteemed as dextrous axe-men, and able
industrious servants. In the spring these generally return with the fruit of their labour in
goods, and speak highly of Yankee kindness. This intercourse creates a strong Aierican
tendency in the minds of our young people, which, unless diverted, will lead to a more inti-
mate and extensive intercourse.

The Country to west of Red River.-On looking on the map of North America, you will
see that Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegoos, or Little Winnipeg, run on the west of and
parallel to Lake Winnipeg. To the west of the two former the country is wonderfully
adapted for the abode of civilised man. For a breadth of 100 miles the country is covered
with a dense growth of timber, intersected by numbers of beautiful streams running down
from the Riding and Duck Mountains, some to the lakes, others to the south, falling into
the Assiniboine River. The lakes are full of vîarious kinds of fish of the very best quality;
the plains to the south feed large herds of red deer and buffalo; the fur-bearing animals are
also plentiful in this district. These Mountains, it is well known, contain much iron-ore,
and likely more precious minerals ; some of the richest brine springs in the world are in this
locality. In a dry season 24 gallons of brine produce one bushel of good salt, or 33 j per
cent. These salt-springs are to be met with south of the 490 parallel; then at Swan River
district again, about 50 or 60 miles to the south of Cumberland House, and thence to the
great salines on the Athbusca River. Wheat ripens well on Swan River; on the Sascat-
chewan, at Isle à la Cross, in lat. 540; at Dunvigan, on Pence River, 560 N., long. 1170 451,
altitude 778 feet, and even at Fort Liard, in lat. 600 5' N., long. 122° 31 W.

My desire to communicate information has induced me to be, I fear, unpardonably tedious.
My ýwant of tinie lias compelled me to send my observations badly arranged and as badly
wrtten.

I must, therefore, conclude by asking your forgiveness and promise of amendment, if ever
I shall have the lionour of writing to you again. I subjoin an abstract of the census of the
colony taken last May.

- I am, &c.
(signed) Donald Gunn, sen.

POPULArION :.0.24-Sess. 2. 3 34
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4ppendix, No. 7. POPULTIO: DWELLINGS:

Married men - - - - 986 Houses - - - - - 922
Unmarried men - - - - 237 Stables - - - - - 1,232
1Married women - - - - 992 Barns - - - - - 399
Unmarried women - - - 298
Sons above 16 - - - - 521 LivE STOCK:
Sons under 16 - - - - 1,481
Daughters above 15 - - - 451 Horses - - - - - 1,503
Daughters under 15 - - - 1,557 Mares - - - - - 1,296

Total of males - - - - 3,225 Oxen - - - - 2,726
]3ulls - - - - 290

Total of females - - - - 3,298 Cows - - - - - 3,593

Total - - - - - - 6,522 Calves - - - - - 2,644
pigs - - - - - 4,674

Incrcase since 1849 - - - 1,232 Sheep - - - - - 2,429

585 ploughs, 730 harrows, 2,145 carts, 522 canoes, 55 boats, 8,371 acres of cultivated land,
16 windmills, 9 water-nills, 8 thrashing machines, 2 reapers, 6 winnowing machines.

Estimated value of property in the settlement, 111,032 . 9 s. Twelve or 14 reapingmachines introduced from Minnesota; also a grist saw-mill in successful operation snce
December last; it is calculated to saw logs, as well as grind flour.

Ox the progress of the Seasons and state of the Weather at Red River Colony, from
June 1, 1855, to May 31, 1856.

1855. June 5th was the coldest day in'the month: ther. 7 A.M., 58; 2 P.M., 63; 9 r.M., 56.
The 14th was the hottestday: ther. 7 A.ar., 72; 2 r.M., 88; 9 P.M., 71. Three in. rainfell
on the 17th, 1 on the 19th, and 6 in. on the 25th.

July 2d was the coldest: ther. 7 A. M., 56 ; 2 P. M., 78 ; 9 r. m., 68 ; light rain. The
25th was the hottest day: 7 A.M., 87; 2 P.M., 92; 9 r.m., 82. 7th, Tain 3g in. l0th, rain
¾ in. Thunderstorm on the 17th; rain 3 in.; 26th, 1 in. rain.; 29th, 3 in. rain; 30th, 2 in.:
total, 14a in. Wheat out of the ear; on the 12th hay cutting commenced. Tabanii and
moschetoes very numerous and troublesome.

August.-Coldest day, 29th: ther. 7 . 44; 2 P.r., 68; 9 P.M., 56. The hottest day
was the 5th: 7 -A.M., 67 ; 2 .M., 86 ; 9 r. m., 76. On the 8th, 5 in. of rain fell; 1lth, 5,L
in. fell; 14th 2 in. ; 27th 4 in.: total, 12à in. Barley harvest commenced about the 1st:
wheat harvest on the 15th. Slight frost on the 30th.

September.-The coldest day was the 30th: ther. average + 48. The hottest day was
the 5th: ther. 7 A.M., 70 ; 2 P. m., 81; 9 r.M., 70. Tota of rain during the month 6½ in.
Finished shearing. Wheat on the 8th; a few leaves falling. 26th, grey geese flying to the
South.

October.-The warmest day was the lst: ther. 7 A.M., 56; 2 r. I., 70; 9 r.., 58.
Some snow fell on the 4th. Taking up potatoes on the 8th. White geese flying to the
south, and continued to do so up to the 20th, and a few flocks later than that. All the
larger kind of ducks leave about the saine time. The deciduous trees arc bare of leaves,
except the oak, and some of the hardier kinds.

November.-The 2d was the warmest day: ther. 7 A.M., 32; 2 r.M., 38; 9 P.M., 36.
2-b in. rain fell on the 3d. 5 inches of snow fell on the 1lth. 12th, river covered over with
ice. The coldest day of the month was the 21st: ther. 7 A.M. - 12 ; 2 P.M. + 8 ; 9 r.M.
+ 6. Warin weather from the 21st to the end of the month. 7 in. of snow fell during the
month. Flocks of snow-birds have made their appearance from the north; and aif the
summer birds arc gone.

December.-The warmest day was the 6th: ther. 7 A.M. + 22; 2 r.M. + 26 ; 9 r. r. +
30. The coldest day was the 24th : ther. 7 A. M. - 48 ; 2 r. 3r. - 30; 9 r. . - 40. We
had 6 days of very cold weather, including the 23d and 28th. The wind blew fron the
north during three days before the severe cold began; during its continuance there was very
little wind, and for two of the coldest days it was at the south. 8 in. snow fell.

1856. January.-The warmest day was the 17th: 7 A.M, + 10; 2 r.M. + 22; 9 i'.M.
+ 16. The coldest was the 7th: ther. 7 A. M. - 36; 2 r. Mi. - 28 ; 9 r. Mr. - 36. 5 inches
of snow fell. The average cold for this month has not been great; very littie wind.

February.-Coldest day, the 2d: ther. 7 A. Mi. - 36; 2 r. M. - 20 ; 9 r. M. - 34. The
warmest day was the 20th : 7 A.M. + 26 ; 2 r. M. + 35 ; 9 P.M. + 24. 6 inches of snow
fell. After the 12th, spirit of wine in the glass stood, with few exceptions, above zero; and
the weather has been pleasant.

March.-
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larch.-The coldest day was the Sth: 7 A. Y.-32; 2 P. M.--24; 9 P.M.--26. The
warmest day was the 22d: ther. 7 A.Mr.+28; 2 P.M.+38; 9 r.m.+34. The thermometer
fell during the nights a few degrees below zero; but on the whole, the weather was• plea-
saut; 6i m. of snow fell; mucli of the snow melted during the mionth. Barking crows
made their appearance about the 20th.

April.-Geese made their appearance on the 2d, and the snow birds left us for the north.
The 12th was the coldest day this month: ther. 7 A.x.+16; 2 P.31.+30; 9 p.3r.+24:
warmuest day 23d; 7 A.M.+46; 2 P.31.+66; 9 P.M.+44; about 6 in. of snow and 5 of rain
fell. On the 16th the river began to throw off its winter coat-; clear of ice on the 20th ;
sturgeon taken in the river in great numbers; the snow all away. Wild fowl to be seen in
every direction on the 29th, and sowing wheat commenced.

.ilay.-The coldest day 11 th: 7 A.3r.+ 34; 2 .x.+43; 9 P.3r. + 39. The warmest day
was the 18th: 7 A.M.+75 ; 2 r.3i.+84 ; 9 r.ar.+56 ; 4 in. of rain fell on the 26th. On the
4th, Whip-poor-will began his serenades. The wheat sown on the 29th has germinated, and
given a green appearance to the field; on the 9th wild flowers abundant in the plains;
maple in leaf; gooseberry bushes the saine; flnished sowing wheat on the 10th.

1856.-Wheat sown in the beginning of May was above the car on the 13th July, and
ripe on the 20th August: the wheat sown on the 29th April vas ripe on the 14th August.
The hottest day this last sunimer was the 20th of July. Barley harvest commenced -in
July; finished cutting wheat on the 28th August: slight frost on the 30th of the same
month. Potatoes taken up first week of October.

September 6th, flocks of grey geese flying to the south. Primus Americana ripe and
very plentiful in the first part of this month, or rather before this month. Flocks of pas-
senger pigeons are in from the North, and leave from the 20th to the last of the month.
On the night of the 7th, Whip-poor-will gave us his parting song. Corrigonus lucidus enter
the river to spawn ; the Corrigonus albus in Lake Wmnnipeg commence spawning about the
10lti of October, and end about the first of November.

Appendix, No. 7.

* Wind Courses. ci

North - - 7
North-east - - 5
East- - - -
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2 13
- 8
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5 107
4 42
2 43
1 30

June 1, calm day; one day wind variable; four days variable in October; December one
calm day, and four variable; February variable during three days; March one calm day.
The first 13 days of May were not registered. (sied) D. Gunn.
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Hon. Mr. Robinson.
Hon. Mr. Cauchon.

Present:

Hon. Mr. Terrill, Chairman.
Hon. Mr. Solicitor-General Smith.
Hon. Mr. Brown.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to receive and collect Evidence and Information as
to the Rights of the Hudson's Bay Company under their Charter, the Renewal of the
License of Occupation, the Character of the Soil and Climate of the Territory, and its
Fitness for Settlement,-Have the honour to present their First Report, as follows:

YOun COMITTEE beg leave to inforni your Honourable House that they have examined
three witnesses, Messrs. Gladman, Dawson, and M'Donell, upon the matter referred to
them for investigation, and your Comnittee submit to the consideration of your Honour-
able House the evidence, hereunto annexed, of these three gentlemen.

The whole, neverthcless, respectfully subnitted.
(signed) J. Lee Terrill, Chairman.

TH.Eo.24-Sess. 2.
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Appendir, No.8. THE claim which the Hudson's Bay Company set up in virtue of the charter of Charles II.,
has engaged my attention for some years past, and the investigations which I had the oppor-
tunity of making have led to the conclusion that those claims have no foundation in law or
in equity; whilst I might not be disposed to dispute that in itself the charter may be good,
so far as it cieates a body corporate with a common seal, and with power to sue and to be
sued; yet I contend that it cannot confer upon the Hudson's Bay Company those powers
and privileges which they assume to exercise under it. The Sovereign, mn the exercise of
the prerogative of the Crown, may grant a charter; but it has always been held that no
Soverei«n can grant to any of its sijccts exclusive rights and privileges without the con-
sent of farliament; and this charter having been so granted, the powers and privileges
sought to be exercised under it are illegal.

And this evidently was the opinion of the Hudson's Bay Company themselves as early as
1690, viz., 20 years after the date of this charter. At that period they petitioned for an Act
to be passed for the confirmation of those rights and privileges which had been sought to be
granted to them.in the charter.

The Act lst of William & Mary is the Act alluded to; it did legalise and confirm them,
but only fr the period of seven years, and no longer.

That Act of Parliament has never been renewed since it expired in 1697; consequently
the charter is left as it originally stood, and wholly unaffected by any conformity Act of
Parliament.

The very foundation for the charter is a grant of territory presumed to have been made
in the year 1670. Niow as Charles II. could not grant away what the Crown of England
did not possess, much less could he grant away the possessions of another power; the very
words of the charter itself excludes from the operation of the grant those identical terri-
tories which the Hudson's Bay Company now claim.

At the date of the charter these territories were then actually in the possession of the
Crown of France, and held and occupied by the Company of New France, under and by
virtue of a charter granted by Louis XIII. of France, and bearing date 1626, being 43 years
anterior to the date of the charter by Charles II. A reference to the charter alluded to
will show that it defines the very boundary of those territories which the Hudson's Bay
Company now claim. A copy of the charter of Louis XIII. will be found among the Par-.
liamentary documents of Lower Canada.

By the Treaty of Rysvick, in 1696, the whole of Hudson's Bay was recognised as
belonging to the Crown of France. In that treaty no rights nor claims are provided for,
or even alluded to as regards the Hudson's Bay Company; whence it is conclusive that
the Hudson's Bay Company cither had no legal rights, or sucli rights, if they existed, were
abrogated by that treaty.

By the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, a portion of the shores of the Hudson's Bay was ceded
to England, and that was the first time that England could claim an undisputed possession
there. In the treaty, stipulations were made for the necessary protection of the Company
of New France, which then held the country under the charter of Louis XIII. The charter
of Charles cannot be construed to have the effect of granting any lands acquired only by
the Crown of England under another sovereign, and long after the death of Charles.

By the Treaty of 1763, which surrendered Canada to the British Crown, the French and
Canadian people were guaranteed in their properties, and in the exercise of those rights and
privileges of trade as used by them under the French dominion.

They hlad for a century previous carried on an extensive trade with all the western
country, particularly throughout the vallies of the Assiniboine and Saskatchawan.

The grant of every exclusive privilege of trade by the Crown of Great Britain over any
portion of the country alluded to is a direct breaci of the articles of capitulation (Article 42):
" The French and Canadians shall continue to be governed according to the customs of
Paris, and the laws and uisagês established for this country, and they shall not be subject
to any other imposts than those which were established under the French dominion."

The term " 1udson'es Bay Territory," as used in Acts of Parliainent, and which Acts
the IHudson's Bay Company assume to regard as a recognition of wlat they call their right,
can only be made to apply to such territories as lie withîn the Straits of Hudson's Bay, and
vere, in 1670, actually in possession of the Crown of England; none other could have

been granted; or, if made to apply to other lands, it can only be made applicable to such
territories as were at that period unknown to the Crown of England or any other power,
but were subsequently discovered by the Hudson's Bay Company, in conformity with the
conditions upon whichl the charter was granted, viz., on the discovery of a new passage into
the South Sea. •

The mere incidental allusion in those Acts to the " territories heretofore granted to the
adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay," is not declaratory of the legality of the claim. It
was well known that the Hudson's Bay Company claimed territory under a charter of
Charles IL.; the Legislature were not required to express opinion upon the validity of
the deed. nor what were the boundaries of the country supposed to be granted. Nor do
those Acts of Parliament. preclude the assumed rights of the Hudson's Bay Company being
inquired into, or set aside as being illegal.

Besides, when these Acts refer to the territory, and allude to the " rights of the Hudson's
Bay Company," there is this very significant proviso,-such rights as the said Company are
by law entitled to "cldaim."

A reference to the history of Canada will establish the fact, that the charter of Charles II.
can confer no rights nor claims to territory.
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The able memorandum furnished to the Legislature by the Honourable Mr. Cauchon
recites historical îacts, and frnishes data to warrant the conclusion that the assumption of
power over the territory in question by the Hudson's Bay Company is a usurpation.

That portion of territory to which they limit their claini to an exclusive right of trade in
virtue of a license issued to thein and thle partners of flic North-west Company in 1821, and
since renewed in 1838, will be admitted as a legal right ; but it is a riglit which I think the
people of Canada will unanimously protest against ever being renewed.

Such exclusive privileges are antagonistie to the spirit of the age in which we live, and
arc opposed to the best interests of Canada, and arc regarded in this country as a direct
infringenent upon the rights of a frec people.

Inmmediately after the cession of Canada (about the year 1766), numerous British subjects
engaged in the fur trade, anîd pushed their enterprises throughout the whole of Britisli
North America, trading from Montreal to Hudson's Bay and to the Pacific shores; these
traders followed the old route of the Company of New France and the French traders; in
1784 the most of these traders united. and formed the North-west Company of Montreal.
They carried on their trade also in Hudson's Bay, and sent ships there as welI as the
Hudson's Bay Company; the North-west Company sent ships also around Cape Horn, to
the mouth of the Columbia; the Hudson's Bay Company did not trade there at that time,
nor in any part of that country which they now designate as the licensed territcry.

The principal trade of the North-wcst Company was carried on through Canada to the
shores of the Pacifie; the route pursued was from Montreal via the lakes, to the head of
Lake Superior, and thence across the continent; the means of transport was by canoes and
batteaux; about 5,000 men were employed in this trade.

I am told by those who wecre partners in that Company, that the profits of the Company
were very great until the Hudson's Bay Company attempted t drive them out of the
country by means of force; the contests arising from that attempt caused serious losses to
each Company, and both were nearly ruined. It was then that the Companies united, and
resolved to share the country between thern, by setting up the claim under the old extinct
charter; and with their united means they deterred other traders entering into a competition
for the trade, and this was year by year more effectually guarded against by using every
means to close up the old travelled routes, which would have pointed out the way to other
traders.

Sonetinies independent traders would make an establishment along Lake Superior,
or some of the lakes more in the interior; these parties were driven out, and their property
destroyed.

There was no means of redress, as there were no tribunals at which the perpetrators could
be made to answer, and to travel vith a canoc some 1,000 miles to institute proceedings
was an eflectual bar since 1847; steamboats now traverse along the coasts of Lake Huron
and Superior, but even now with these faicilities a man cannot obtain justice; the countries
along these shores arc neither within the limits of any organised territories, and outrages
arc committed by the Hudson's Bay Company with impunity.

The Hudson's Bay Company first entered into the valley of Saskatchawan about 30 years
after the cession of Canada, and whilst the North-west Company had large establish-
ments there.

The Iudson's Bay Company did not enter into the valley of the Assiniboine until about
42 years subsequent to the cession of the country (about 1805).

Resident traders from Montreal made establishments there as carly as 1766, or about
three years after the cession.

The French traders must have occupied nany of the sanie localities near 100 years
prior to that.

The Hudson's Bay Company entered into those countries from Hudson's Bay viâ Hay's
and Nelson Rivers; previous to this they had confined themselves to the shores of Hudson's
Bay: they did not set up a claim by virtue of the charter until many years after their first
entering into these countries; they traded like any other traders, and like the north-west
Conpany; the North-wcst Company was not a chartered company, but a joint-stock
association, and claiming no exclusive privileges.

The Hludson's Bay Company first set up the claim of exclusive riglits, &c., in 1814; the
late Colonel Miles M'Donell did so on behalf of the Company, by issuing a proclamation
as the Governor of the Assiniboine country, appointed by the Hudson's Bay Company;
the contest wihich ensued between the two conipanies originated on the assumption of
exclusive rights, and not from the actual conpetition in trade; the trade had always been
carried on fteely and without any restrictions; the proclamation was set at defiance by the
partners of the North-west Company ; anong the nost prominent of these were some of

hs own relatives.
I believe there never had been any collision between the rival traders until after the

assumption of power on the part of the Hudson's Bay Company ; the legality of the claims
of the Hudson's Bay Company were never subjected to the decision of a le«al tribunal,
unless the result of the trials* of sone of the partners of the North-west Company be
deemed so: these parties were charged witi the crime of murder, having taken the lives of
the Hudson's Bay people who sought to enforce their claims.

The companies united in 1821, and called themselves the Hudson's Bay Company.
The effect of this union was to destroy a trade which lad theretofore benefited Canada,

by turning it through Hudson's Bay; the route viâ the lakes was abandoned, not because
.24-Sess. 2. 3 . 2 it
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Appendix, No. 8. it was a more objectionable one, but because the continuing it as the route would in al
probability lead to another competition for the trade by Canadian merchants.

The united companies succeeded in closing the route to all others who might have been
disposed to compete for the trade; having been closed for so many years, and no new trader
heing induced to enter into contest with the now powerful company, the trade and the route
became forgotten; if the trade were again opened, I am convinced that as active and pro-
ductive a trade as formerly would at once spring into existence.

The facilities which now offer for the successful carrying it on are as 100 to 1 as compared
with the former period; for instance, it cost the North-west Company 30,000 L. to lay down
their goods at Fort William, at the head of Lake Superior; the same quantity of merchan-
dise might now be laid down there for 300 1. or 400 1., and the route between this and Lake
Winnipeg could for more than three-fourtbs of the way be made facile for a steamboat.
If a large trade like that which formerly was carried on should ever be revived, there is no
doubt but that steamers %vould ply upon the long reaches of water which exist beyond the
heighlt of land.

Iam convmced that within two years a trade would be carried on along that route to the
shores of the Pacific.

It was so in the early history of the country, and before steam ivas known, and there is
no reason why such a trade should not exist now; witnesses will tell you that in 1814 and
1815 Fort William had frequently 3,000 traders assembled there ; Toronto at that period
could not number 500.

Had the North-west Company not united with the Iludson's Bay Company, there is no
doubt but that the route via Lake Superior vould by this time have been navigable all the
way to the Saskatchawan, or at least all the portages made facile for teams, &c., and a chain
of settlements would have been formed along the route.

The profits of the Hudson's Bay Company are very large. In March 1856 it is said the
trade sales amounted to near half a million; they sold of buffalo robes alone 80,000, at about
2 l10 S. a-piece.

Goods from. England could, vi- the St. Lawrence, be laid down on the shores of
Hudson's Bay or Lake Winnipeg, before they could leave England for those points ria
Hudson's Bay.

Ships do not leave England for Hudson's Bay before the month of June, and they cannot
get threugh the straits before the end of July

There is a determination on the part of those who are settled on vhat is called the
Hudson's Bay Territories to engage in a trade, and sct at defiance any attempt to continue
the exclusive trade of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Traders have gone out te the Rcd River country, with the intention of trading against
the Hudson's Bay Company; they are British subjects, and some have gone from this place,
and others wil follow from other parts of the country.

Prelirninary arrangements have been made in this city, with a view of reviving the old
trade once carried on by Canada, and which emphatically belongs to Canada.

An agent was sent last winter to the Red River; upon his return here a more definitive
action will be taken.

The parties that have gone with goods, and those who are to follow, will go on by the
United States, via St. Paul's.

From St. Paul's, they will travel by carts across the plains about 700 miles.
Goods have been furnished by American houses at St. Paul's to parties at the Red River,

who are to trade as far 'as the Mackenzie River; that is, within the territories over which
the Hudson's Bay Company claim the right of exclusive trade, in virtue of the licence held
by them, and is distinct from what is calfed the Chartered Territory.

These parties are generally half-breeds ; as natives of the country and as British subjects,
they are determined to exercise a right which no laws can restrict unless they have a voice
in rnaking those laws.

This summer about 1,200 carts are expected to leave the Red River country witl peltries
to be traded at St. Paul's.

The route is much longer than that to Lake Superior, and it occupies about 30 days
of travel; if that by Lake Superior was improved, boats might arrive there in 15 days
from the Red River; loaded canoes, during the time of the North-west Company, were
about 12 days; a light canoe has passed from the Red River to Lake Superior in
eight days:

The expense to be incurred in re-opening the old route has caused parties to take the
St. Paul's route.

If the route was openied from Lake Superior, I have no doubt but the whole trade of that
country would come down Lake Superior.

Had not the carts at the Red River been all prepared for the travel to St. Paul's this
summer, I believe that many of the traders would have attempted the- Lake Superior route
this month; sone packs of furs are now on the way down via the Lake Superior route;
only one canoe-load, however, is coming; neither boats nor canoes were built, or, I am
informed, there would be more.

The value of peltries to be taken to St. Paul's by the carts will amount to about
$100,000; they will carry back merchandise in exchairge and some money.

I am convinced that the Indians will be vastly benefited by a competition in trade, and
at the saie time advance them to civilisation.
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The very existence of the Indian is now made dependent upon the supplies whicli the
Hudson's Bay Company provides, and the consequence is that lie is subjected to the
Hudson's Bay Company in as great a degree as the horse is to his master. When the
Indian has a choice of a market for his furs, or for the purchase of the necessaries of life, he
becomes more independent and self-reliant, and he certainly has a better opportunity of
being remunerated for bis toil than when he is compelled to sell and to purchase at the same
shop.

A conpetition in trade will always be accompanied by the introduction of immigration,
and all the varions industrial pursuits of civilised life.

These always carry blessings in their train. I know that whenever the Indians can by
any possibility relieve themselves from the necessity of hunting for the Hudson's Bay
Company, they do so; and they are not more slow than others in discoverino that there are
other occupations which will produce powder and shot, and blankets, and other necessaries,
as well as the more laborious and uncertain pursuit, the chase.

In 1846 the whole of Lake Superior was as absolutely under the control of the Hudson's
Bay Company as the most distant parts of Hudson's Bay, and the same thing may still
be said of it, with the exception of the fort at Sault St. Marie, and perhaps the fort at Michi-
picotta; civilisation has surrounded the one, and occasionally approaches the latter; but at
the forts at the Pie, at Neipigon, and at the Kaministiquoia, they have relaxed but little ia
their rile over the Indians. In 1846 the Indian band at Garden River were miserable, and
depended upon the hunt; as soon as civilisation came around there they turned to till the
earth, and ceased to be hunters, and I do not now believe that a single fur is now carried
by any of the band to the Hudson's Bay fort at the Sault; the same band of Indians who
did not even grow a potato in 1846, sold in 1850 three thousand bushels, and they now
possess cattle, and grow crops of grain. Shortly after we opened mines upon Lake Superior,
several Indians came to us from the neighbourhood of Michipicotta; they ceased to be
hunters for the Hudson's Bay Company, and soon 20 or 30 ivere employed at the
mines in clearing up the land, and some in driving drills, others in fishing for the establish-
ment. They soon discovered that they obtained for their labour those articles which
peltries only would produce or purchase at the Hudson's Bay Company's fort.

Wherever mines were opened upon Lake Superior, the Indians found employinent in
s'ome capacity or other; and among a body of miners there were always some who traded
or purchased the furs which any Indian would bring in, and sold to be'tter advantage and
to more satisfaction to himself; lie was no longer under the apprehension, that unless he
carried his furs to the Hudson's Bay post lie and his family would suffer.

I might give very many instances of misery and degradation of the Indians of Lake
Superior, wheni dependent upon the Hudson's Bay forts for all the necessaries of life; and
I can show those saine Indians now well clothed and well fed, and enjoying comfort and
happiness, and draving a sustenance from the production of the soil, or engaged in some
other pursuit less precarious than the hunt, and all resulting from having a free choice to
sell and to buy from whom lie pleased; one instance will serve to exemplify how the Indian
is benefited by a competition in trade, and it will illustrate how the system of the Hudson's
Bay Company is calculated to degrade and destroy the capabilities of emancipating
himself from the bondage of an avaricious community of trading monopolists. Along the
shores of Lake Nipissing are extensive cranberry marshes.

The cranberry is an article of trade, and sold at a very remunerating price. A merchant
at Penetanguisbine, Alfred Thompson, Esq., engaged an Indian chief, named the Eagle,
to gather ci anberries for him, and agreed to take some 200 barrels at $ 6 a barrel;
the Indian commenced to gather them; he was forbidden to do so by one Ormond, the
person in charge of the ludson's Bay post near the locality, and lie proclaimed to the
Indian band that if they gatlhered any cranberries, lie would stop all the supplies which were
necessary to then for their subsistence during the long winter. This then had the effect of
deterring the Indians, their women and children, from gathering the fruit.

The object which the Hudson's Bay Company had iu view, was to prevent the Indians
learning that there was another pursuit whereby they would soon become independent of
the Company, and cease to be their hunters.

As there were no traders within some 300 miles of the locality, the Indian band were
wholly dependent upon this post for all the necessaries of life, and they had not experience
that the products of their marshes would have more readily, and with greater advantage to
themselves, purchased all those necessaries of life which only peltries can obtain at the
Hudson's Bay Company's post. The Indian chief came to me, stated the circumstance,
and immediately ipon Mr. Thompson being made acquainted vith the matter, lie at once in
a spirited manner furnished the chief with a supply of goods, with which lie started to set
down alongside the Hudson's Bay post, and prove to bis band that they possessed the menns
of being rendered independent of hunting for the Hudson's Bay Company.

There is no danger of contest, such as the Hudson's Bay Company and North-west
Company carried on in former times; the latter company but defended themnselves from their
assailants, and it is not likely that these will again resort to a like guilty course.

I believe the country to be a very fine country, and not at all inferior to the most favoured
places of Canada West; but I do not think that the fact of its being so or not is material to
the question of the day; that is, vhether or not the Hudson's Bay Company shall continue
in the enjoyment of an exclusive monopoly in trade. Even if the whole country frorm Lake
Superior to the Pacific be a barren country, utterly destitute of any hope of cultivation, yet
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Appendix, No. 8. we know that there exists a trade, be it valuable or not. British subjects, and above all
Canadians, will exercise a right of trade there, and maintain that in this day even Great
Britain, without their consent, bas not the right to Ibrbid the Canadian people trading there,
merely to protect some few traders in London in the enjoynent of a monopoly.

Besides the route via the Kaministiquoia to the Red River, there are othcr routes within
British territories.

The first naned is the one now travelled, and is called about 680 miles; there are several
portages. There is another route leading froin the Kaministiquoia, and may be niade a
better one than that now used.

Another route could be made from the shores of Lake Superior to Arrow Lake; this
would be the shortest of any. The Pigeon River route is the old route of the French, and
also of the North-west Coipany.

I have a chart of the routes, and with all the portages laid down, and the measurement
across ench portage in yards. Grand Portage, which is froi Lake Superior to Pigeon
River, is within the United States boundaries; but the dividing line is through the niiddle
of Pigeoin River.

I think that we have a better route than that from the inouth of Pigeon River; I have
the mîeasured distances across the portages by other routes.

Steaniboats could run upon several of the long reaches; and were it not for some short
spaces, the whole distance to the west side of the Lake of the Woods almost might be
rendered navigable for steauners.

(sigrned) Allaii MacDonell.

George Gladman :-AM a native of the Hudson's Bay territory; born at New Brunswick,
one of the Hudson's Bay Conpany's posts on the Moose River; am 57 years of age;
reside now at Port Hope, Canada West; was taken to England by my father when six
years of age; iy father was a chief factor of the Company; bis Commission bears date
1805; my father died in 1821, whilst in the service of the Conpany. I returned fron
England to Iudson's Bay in 1814; was 31 years in the Company's service in the northern
and'southern departients of their territory; was a clerk in the service from 1814 to 1836.
Ithen received a commission as a chief trader; chief factor is the highest grade of officers in
the Hudson's Bay service; was storekeeper and accountant both at the Moose Factory
depôt and the York Factory dcpôt; !ave traded with the Indians in both departments;
resigiied my commission in 1845; had no quarrel with the Company ; falling into bad health
in 1849 at Port Hope, was re-engaged in the Company's service, receiving a new commis-
sion in 1850. Again resigned in 1853, and returned to Port Hope. where I have a small
farm ; as a native of the ÎIudson's Bay territory, feel deeply interested in regard to the
welfare of its numerous people, and in its progressive improvernent.

Wintered at New Brunswick the first year of my engagement with the Company, 1814;
the soil at that station very good; excellent potatoes raised there, also every description of
vegetables; oats ripened well, made good oatmeal, ground with a steel hand-mill; had
good barley also; no attempt made to raise wheat or corn there at that time, 1814;
bas beei since tried, as I an infbrmed, and with very good success; horned cattle kept there;
housed during winter; do not know anything to prevent a good settlement being made
there; rather distant fron markets; this station is about midway between Moose Factory
and Lake Superior; goods are conveyed thither in boats of froui 24 to 28 feet keel, from
Moose Factory; the North-west Company's posts there in 1814 were supplied with goods
from Canada; winter temperatur'e rather severe; lowest degree of the thermoneter observed
was 45 below zero.

Wintered next at " Eastmain" old factory, on the east side of Hudson's Bay; cliniate not
so good as at Moose Factory or New Brunswick; raised good potatoes, turnips, and other
vegetables nevertheless; soil sandy; station mauch exposed to bleak north-west winds off
the sca; a large herd of cattle kept there at that time, an abundant supply of hay being
made in the salt marshes on the shores of the bay; vetches grew wild on the point of the
river ; abundance of wild strawberries and currants; the cattle were kept as a resource la
case of the Company's hips wintering in the bay ; have wintered four several years during
mny experience; two ships wintered at "l Strutton's" Island (James Bay) in 1815-16; agan
at Charlton Island in 1817 ; again at the same place in 1830, and a fourth time in 1833;
was a passenger on board on the last occasion; the ships did not leave Moose intil late in
the month of Septeiber, encountered heavy bodies of ice in the north part of the bay, and
winter settinig in early, were obliged to return to the nearest place where supplies could
be procured; crews and passengers suffered much from scurvy ; were furnished with pro-
visions both fron Eastmain ana from Moose Factory ; the voyage through the straits and
bay was at that time considered doubtful and hazardous; ships, however, have only wintcred
in the hay once since then. Charlton Island was a depôt station of the Nc.th-west Company
cf Montreal about the year 1808 ; they bad another station on Hay's Island, nearly oppo-
site to Moose Factory ; the scheme of trading in the bay was not found remunerative, and
those stations were abandoned before I returned from Ëngland in 1814; the lcwest tcm-

perature I remember to have registered at Eastmain was 50 below zero. -r-
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Was at Big River, north of Eastmain, in 1818; did not winter there; soi sandy and Appendix, No. 8.
light; climate similar to that of Enstmain; potatoes and other vegetables grown there not-
withstanding; was also at Rupert's House, where the soil is much better, and the station
more sheltered than either Eastmain or Big River; more favourable for garden cultivation;
the cultivated grounds at all the Company's posts are of small extent; none that I saw
would be called a "farm" in Canada; farming and fur trade reckoned incompatible
pursuits by the Company's managing officers.

Have been at Hannah Bay, a small post at the extremity of James Bay, maintained
chiefly for the purpose of procuring wild fowl for the subsistence of the depôt establishment
of servants; wild fowl are generally very abundant on the shores of Hudson's Bay.

Resided at Moose Factory 15 years; it is the chief depôt of the Company in the " southera
department"; imuci sheltered from nortlherly winds; climate and soil good ; raised potatoes
and other vegetables there in great abundance; barley ripened well; small fruits, as currants,
gooseberries, strawberries, and raspberries plentiful, grow wild; never knew wheat tried,
the season being too short; horned cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs kept there; al housed in
winter ; the goods from London are there landed, and the furs shipped.

Have been also at Albany, but did not winter : climate and soil do not differ much from
Moose, being little more than 100 miles further north; well sheltered also, and the extensive
marshes on the coast furnish an abundant stock of fodder for domestic cattle. The Albany
River is considered one ofthe best routes of communication between Hudson's Bay-and the
lied River settlement; boats were used for conveying goods to the interior country long
before the junction of the Hudson's Bay and North-west Companies in 1821; the Most
western post of the Albany district of ancient days was Brandon 'Iouse, on the River
Assiniboine; the soil around the posts of Henley, Martin's Falls, Osnaburg, and Lac Seul,
is of a quality that enables the servants of the Company to raise fair crops of potatocs; in
point of latitude these posts are very little north of Red River.

Was in England in 1834-35, and on ny return to Canada was ordered into the northern
department of the Company's trading territories, Cumberland House being appointed as my
wintering station in 1835; excellent wheat grown at Cumberland, which was ground by us
iyith a steel land-mill ; made flour of first quality ; other vegetable produce raised there with
complete success; soil chiefly on limestone, and the climate favourable for garden stuffs of
every sort; the Comnpany's iorses were not housed at all during the winter, and throve very
well in the reedy swamps near to the station; this is considered, in fact, one of the choice
posts of the northern country.

Was stationed at York factory froin 1836 to 1841; the soil around not adapted to
cultivatiôn, being for the most part mossy swamps; saw a crop of turnips raised there in a
small garden only once, failed in other years from frequent blights and night-frosts diring
the summer months; ice remains on the coast tlrouh July; pits were dug there with a
view of ascertaining the depth of ground thawed during summer; repeated dirging showed
only about three fèet of thawed ground, whilst the perpetually frozen ground was found to
be about 15 feet. This depôt is the most important post of the Coimpany on Iludson's
Bay, being the centre of imports and exports of the whole northern departiment; Indians
are employed in transportirig goods, are very expert voyageurs, and engage readily in any
duties required of them by the Conpany's officers; they are paid chiefly in clothing and
other goods essential to them for making a winter hunt of furs; many of thcm died in 1836
from influenza.

Was at the Company's post at Red River for a few months in 1841; wheat may be
raised at the settlement iii alnost any quantity; hitherto the want of a market for their
produets has cramped the energies of the settlers; the quantity of flour and other produce
required by the Company is so sinall that it can readily be furnished by thrce or four
farmers; an extract from the census of 1856 shows that the number of horses then at the
settlement was about 2,800; horned cattle, 9,300; pigs, 4,700; sheep, 2,400; estimated
value of live stock, 52,0001. sterling. The population of the settlement, including Indians,
is about 10,000. A large stock of wheat and flour is generally kept on hand by the
Company, to guard against want, arising from failure of crops, whether caused by spring
freshets, summer droughts, insects, or other casualties. Supplies of goods for the settle-
ment are sometimes transported froin York Factory in the autunn, after arrival of the
Company's ship from England; the greater part is usually sent utp in the early days of
summer; settlers have begun to find it more advantageous to sel ther furs and carry on
their commercial dealings at St. Paul's, Minnesota; they have the choice there of a greater
variety of goods, and obtain farming implements which are not yet manufctured in the
settlement, or imported by the Company. A considerable portion of British trade is thus
becoming lost both to England and Canada; is yearly increasing, and will continue to
increase in amount. A well supplied depôt or store established at tIe Lake of the
Woods," which is only about 100 miles from the Company's post at Fort Garry, might
probably divert a considerable portion of the trade from the Anerican course it is now
taking. It may also be desirable to counteract as much as possible every tendency towards
a leaning or dependence on our neighbours for supplying the wants of the colonists.
Troops being stationed at Red River, it becomes important that a regular chain of commnu-
nication witl them should be immediately and permanently established, and depôts of
military stores formed. Hudson's Bay and Straits beincg closed by barriers of ice, and
communications by that sea route only practicable at one particular season of the year, it is,
I conceive, very important indeed that provision should be made for every contingency that
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JAppendix, No. 8. may probably arise. If it should be found desirable to send a re-inforcement of troops to
the settlement at a late period of the year, say September, or to send additional stores of
any kind, it is clearly "unipracticable " for a second vesse] to make the voyage by the straits
at that season. On the otier hand, in ordinary years the route between Lake Superior and
the Red River settlement, by way of Rainy Lake, is open during the month of October ; it
seens to me, therefore, almost indispensable that the portage roads should be cleared, and
a boat communication bc established with the least possible delay; my opinion is, and I
think I shall be sustained in this opinion by older members of the North-west Company,
that boats may be used (in what is now the canoc track of the Hudson's Bay Company) for
transporting bulky or heavy packages from Lake Superior to Rainy Lake. Thence to Lake
Winnipeg boats are used, and have been used by the Hudson's Bay Company for nany
ycars bac , in the transport of their goods and furs to and fro. The whole length of this
canoe track, including lakes, rivers, and portages, does not excecd 150 miles ; there would
be some difficulty anc labour in clearing these portages and improving the navigation of the
small shallow streans that have to be passed; but I cannot give way to the assertion that
the difficulties to bc contended with are insurmountable, and fie route consequently imprac-
ticable, except for north canoes. A sufficient force of men, with an ample supply of tools,
would make the road passable in a month or two; and if wintering parties were placed at
certain points, I have no doubt whatever the whole route may be placed in good travelling
order before the expiration of another ycar. The positions I would suggest as points of
occupation are, Fort William, the Lake of the Thousand Islands, and the point of the
boundary line termxinatino on the Lake of the Woods; boats inight be constructed during
the winter at each of tese positions, and remain on the chain of waters where required.
At an after-period, when the portage roads are conpleted, tramways may be laid down,
and trucks used for the conveyance of heavy stores and baggage. Improved portage roads
and river navigation would also enable settlers from Canada fo locate themselves on the
borders of the Kaministiquoia and Rainy Rivers, or other suitable places, of which we have
such glowing accounts by travellers who have paEsed through that interesting country.
There are several considerable lakes on that line of route, and there are many parts of the
rivers without rapids or portages, so that the land carriage would not bc very great. The
officers of the Company pass througli the country so rapidly, they have little or no opportunity
for naking observations as to the quality of soil, or its fitness for agricultural purpses and
settlement; nor do tbey take much note of distances from point to point. The Red
River section, the Swan River, the Saskatchewan, the Assiniboine, and the lands west of
the Lake of the Woods, are considered the most desirable portions of the country for farm-
ing purposes. Other localities are no doubt equally as good, and where wood is more
abundant, as the Winnipeg River, and the borders of Rainy Lake.

No agricultural "settlers" (properly so called) are permitted at or near the Company's
trading stations, excepting Red River; their stations are occupied solely by the officers and
employées of the Company and their families, the Indians being the only other residents
near the stations.

There have been occasions wlen provisions and goods were sent in canoes to Rainy Lake;
but those were very rare, and arose from unusual circumstances, the regular supplies for
the district being always sent from York factory in boats.

Have been several times in charge of the station at Norway louse; it is the central
depôt of the upper country; tie Company's " brigades" of boats for the Saskatchewan,
the Rocky Mountains, Cumberland, English River, Athabasca, Mackenzie's River, Swan
River, Red River, and Rainy Lake, all receive their voyaging supplies at this station; it is
especially the depôt for Athabasca and Mackenzie's River. The goods for Mackenzie's
River are sent in by a brigade of boats fitted out from Red River, and leave Norway Hlouse
in June; they are met by the Mackenzie's River boats at Portage La Loche, or Methy
Portage ; cargoes are exchanged the boats of Mackenzie's River return to the hcad quarters
ofc the district to which they belong, Fort Simpson; and those of Red River to York Factory,
vhere they arrive often barely in time to ship the furs for London. The Athabasca supplies

are lodged at Norway House, and are carried in by the same boats that bring out the furs;
these furs are then sent forward to York Factory by other brigades. Good potatoes are
grown at Norway House, and at the Indian village,in the neighbourhood; this village IVas
commenced by a Wesleyan missionary from Canada in 1836 or 1837, and is increasing year
by year ; the Indians have built log houses, cultivated patches of land, are industrious, and
gradually becoming independent of fur hunting ; soil at the village good ; have not known
vheat tried there, but being on the sane parallel as Cumberland, may be raised vhen
further clearances have been made; fliese Indians are the carriers and voyageurs of the
district, and are consequently absent from home the greater part of the summer.

From 1842 to 1845, when I resigned my first commission and came to Canada, was
stationed at Oxford House ; experienced no difficulty whatever in raising vegetables, with a
sufficiency of potatoes for the use of the Conpany's people, and had some ft spare for York
Factory, and for the Indians.

There is another Indian village on the Saskatchewan River, near Cumberland; it is under
the superintendence of a Missionary of the Episcopal Church, and is going on prosperously;
wieat is raised there; also barley, and vegetables of almost every description.

Goods for the supply of thel whole of that country are shipped from London, generally
in the first week of June; arrive at the depôts on Hudson's Bay in the end of August, or
beginning of September; discharge cargoes, and re-load with furs as quickly as possible,
and returu to England; a very small part of the goods is distributed to the trading stations

in
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in the autumn; the greater portion remains in store all winter, and is distributed throughout Appendix, No. 8.
the whole of the districts in the following summer. Boats are used in the transport service -
oi every district, except Abittibbi and Temiscamingue; those are the only places I know
where canoes are in use for conveying goods and furs.

The river navigation from York Factory to Lake Winnipeg is much interrupted by shallows,
rapids, and falls; some are dangerous when the water is high ; portages are not very long,
and the whole route bas been much improved since 1821; from Moose Factory to Lake
Superior, the water communications have been improved in a similar manner

The Indians would, in my opinion, be benefited by a free open trade, provided spirituous
liquors could be excluded; provisions, clothing, and other articles, which are to them the
necessaries of life, they would be able to obtain with greater facility, and in more abundance
than they now do; the chances of suffering and privation, from not having adequate
supplies, would be lessened ; and, no longer obliged to roam over the country in search of a
livelihood, families would congregate together, become tillers of land, and their condition
be thus greatly improved.

There is a fixed tariff for sales of goods to the Company's servants, in ail parts of the
country 50 per cent. on prime cost; commissioned otlicers pay 33 j per. cent., which is
alowed to cover freight and charges to the depôts; there is no fixed or regular tariff for
dealings with the Indians; the custom of the post regulates prices, both for goods and furs.
When I was in the service, the Indian tariff prices, or custom prices, had not been changed
at some of the districts for many years; goods are dearer at the distant poste, and prices
vary at each, more or less; great latitude in this respect is allowed to officers In charge of
districts; the success of the trade and welfare of the Indians depend chiefly, almost entirely,
on theirjudgment and management, not on the Directors in London or on the Governor of
Rupert's Land; gefieral arrangements for conducting the trade are made by the councils of
officers held once a year in'the country. The Governur presides; councils determnine the
outfits of goods; number of men to be employed ; stations to be occupied; boats to be
sent in or out ; minor details left to the discretion of the officers appointed to the charge of
districts and posts; officers amenable to the council; each officer makes an order for the
goods he considers needflul for the trade of his district, restricted according to the number
of boats ordered ; supplies are sometimes insufficient for the wants of the Indians; they do
not unfrequently suffer fron this cause. Orders for goods sometimes curtailed and
diminished by the officer in charge of the depôt ; sometinies in England by the Governor ;
depôt officer responsible to council in such case; the treatment of the Indians, whether
humane, or otherwise, depends entirely on the officers in charge of posts; bis liberality
governed by his outfit. A general order was made in 1821, that the Indians be treated with
kindness and humanity; that order lias never been rescinded; gunpowder, shot, and bail,
fishing twines, blankets, cloths and axes, are the chief necessaries; without these the
Indians may perish. In ail parts of the country wh-re I have been, the Indians were
peaceable and inotTensive; troublesomne wlen intoxicated, sometimes dangerous; they have
beeti reduced in number by diseases, as small-pox, influenza, hooping-cough, scarlet fever,
&c.; never knew of any hospitai on the east aide of the Rocky Mountains ; the Company's
posts are so few and far between, that the Indians cannot readily obtain relief or assistance
in a tine of sickness; each post supplied with such medicines as the officer in charge may
order; one medical inan at eaclh depôt only; no schools or schoolmasteis at the posts,
excepting Red River; none that I know of, from 1S14 to 1845; there may be, ,ince I left
the service.

Goods in the original package from England may be laid down at Lake Superior in the
month of May, or by the first week in June; the Company cannot be unaware ofthis fact;
their goods are only leaving England at that date; the Corn pany's posts at Lake Nipisinque,
Lake Huron, Sault St. Marie, and Lake Superior, are ail supplied with goods from their
depôt at Moose Factory; these goods only arrive at thmeir several destinations 15 months
after shipment from London. Goods from Canada might be conveyed to the shores of
Hudson's Bay or to Lake Winnipeg in July, or three months only after shipment; the furs
traded from the Indians within the sanie limits are collected at Mechipicutin, and conveyed
to Moose Factory, where they are shipped to London, might certainly be iii London (by
conveying thei through Canada), in the month of Septenber, or date of shipment fron
Mloose Factory; when the ships wintered in Hudsont's Bay, the furs did not of course reach
London until the following year. Was four years at the'King's posts and seigneuries on
the St. Lawrence, in the Company's service; the furs froni those po>ts and from the Ottawa,
were sent to Quebec for shipnent to London; the furs of Temiscaminque, Abittibbi, Grand
Sac, Trout Lake, Waswanopy and Mvlistasinny, are ail sent to Moose ; receive their supplies
of goods fron the saie place; the Company's private rights are not much respected on the
St. Lawrence.

Have not been at the Oregon, or crossed the lRocky Mountains, neither have I been at
any of the districts north or west of Càmberland House; my iosition at the depôt enabled
me to gain information, and know what vas doing in those parts of the country. Potatoes
were raised at the Saskatchewan, Lesser Slave Lake, English River, Athabasca, and other
posts in the southern part of the Mackenzie River, aithougli sometimes cut off by frosts.

Churchill and Severn, posts ou the coast of Hudson's Bay, are supplied from York
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Appendir, No. 8. Factory by means of boats and small schooners; the- proxiinity of bay ice renders garden
- crops very uncertaî ; in favourable years they raise vegetables ; the same mav be said of

the whale rivers on the eastern side of the bay ; at these places porpoise fishing is now
carried on, but with very little, if anv, pecuniary benefit to the Company. There are no
salmon or other fisheties carried on in Hudson's Bay; never attempted, so far as I know;
too nuch ice in Hudson's Bay and Straits to make a profitable speculation.

The acting partners or officers of the fur trade stationed in the country have no voice in
regard to leases or charters of the Company; these matters are arranged and settled by the
Board of Directors in London; and it is only fron thence, or from the Imperial Govern-
ment, that information is or can be derived. The conmissioned officers of the Companyare governed by a distinct code of regulations or " deed poll," as it is termed, and covenant
entered into when they receive their commissions; and by this deed poli their interest in the
trade is defined and guaranteed.

The memorandum of the Honourable Commissioner if Crown Lands, published in the
" Return to an address of the Ionourable the Legislative Assernbly," is so replete with
valuable data on which to ground a report by this Committee, that I cannot regret my own
inability to say anything of importance on the charter of the Company, their leases, or their
titles. 1 perfectly agree with the Honourable Commissioner, that the time lias arrived,
when the measures he lias suggested should be " most forcibly pressed upou the 'Imperial
Government;" and I beg your permission to express my deep-felt conviction, that on the
decision of this Committee, and the course of action that may be taken by the Canadian
Government at this juncture, depends the future weal or woe of my countrymen in the
British North-west Possessions.

Mr. William MacD. Dawson, called in, and Examined.

I A %i the head of the Woods and Forests Branch of the Crown Land Department, and
reside in Toronto.

I have never had any difficulty or quarrel with any one connected with the Hudson's
Bay Company.

Have you particularly studied the titles under which the Hudson's Bay Company claim
certain rights of soil, jurisdiction, and trade on this continent?

I have made this subject a particular object of study for nany years, and have omitted
no opportunity of acquiring information upon it; and although with more Lime than I could
devote to it, and a more extended research, much additional information could be obtained,
I believe that it would only tend to fill up details, and strengthen and confirm the resuits
of the in-estigation I have already made.

WiU you state tu the Committee the result of your investigation?
The resuit of my investigation has been to demonstrate that in the Red River and Sas-

katchawan countries, the Hudson's Bav Company have no right or title whatever, except
what they have in common with other British subjects. Wherever they have any possession
or occupancy, then they are simply squatters, the sane as they are at Fort William,
Lacloche, Lake Nipissing, or any of their other posts in Canada.

The governmental attributes they claim in tbat country are a fiction, and their exercise a
palpable infraction of law.

I am no enemy to the IIudson's Bay Company, nor to any individual connected with it;
and I think that there are at the present day extenuating circumstances tojustify a great
deeree of forbearance towards them when their position comes to be dealt with, either
judicially or legislatively.

Illegal as it undoubtedly is, their present position is a sort of moral necessity Vith them.
The first attempt of the Company, under Lord Selkirk's regime, to assume that position,
was no doubt a monstrous u<urpation ; but it vas defeated, though not tili it had caused
much bloodshed.

The Hudson's Bay Com pany and the Canadian Traders (North-west Company), afterwards
amalgamated ; and thiien, in pursuance of a policy most dexterously planned and executed,
carried the trade away back into the initerior, fron the very shores of the lakes and rivers
adjoining the settlements of Canada, and took it round by Hudson's Bay, to keep it out of
view, to lessen the chances of a new opposition springing up.

They also gave out that it was their country (a fiction which the license of exclusive trade
for the Indian territories helped theni to maintain) ; and they industriously published and
circulated maps of it as such, which, being copied into other miiaps and geographical vorks,
the delusion became very general indeed.

When therefore, by this means, they hiad been left alone in those tremote territories, vith-
out any intercourse with the organised tribunals or Ieitimate governrment of the country,
(an intercourse which their nonetary interests forbade them to seek), ià became a sort of
necessity for them to establish a jurisdiction of their own.

It is true that they have gone to an extreme in this matter, which it would be difficult to
excuse;
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more particularly when it consists in a total antagonizm to existing law, or rather in assuming
to theniselves the functions of constituted authorities, where they legally possess only the -
rights of subjects and traders in common with the rest of the community.

But having once assumed and exercised those powers, and thereby made themselves
amentable to the laws of the country, it is not to be wondered at that tbey have sought tu
justify it on ie pretence that they possess the powers of government, which (doubtful at best
even in those localities where they have some show of title) are without the least foundation
on the banks of the Saskatchewan or led Rivers.

In thus palliating the tenacity with which the Hudson's Bay Company cling to their
fictitious title I may be'accused of being their apologist, bu, ai so only to the extent that,
at the present day, their po:.ition bas become a necessity ; for, in so far as they have affected
the rights of others. they have rendered themselves liable to the most serious consequences,
should any party aggrieved see fit to appeal to the legal tribunals of the country; and it is
but naturai to suppose that they will endeavour to maintain the fiction long enough to enable
thema to effect a compromise.

Any number of individuals might associate themselves together for mining, hunting, or
agriculture, say at Lake Nipissing or.on Anticosti; and fidinig no legal tribunals there, or
within their reach, they might establish a jurisdictiou of their own, and execute their judg-
meuts. Circumstances may be imagined ln which such a course, if resulting from the
necessity of their position, might be moraUy right, though legally wrong; but nothing short
of an Act of Indemnity could save them from the consequences, if pursued by those whose
rights they had affected.

Such is exactly the position of the Hudsor's Bay Company at the Red River, and, for
the judgments they have rendered there, they are undoubtedly amenable to be judged by
the legally constituted tribunals of this country ; and those wi1on they have condenined or
punished, or whose rights or interests they have adjudicated upon, can certainly obtain
redress.

And to this extent I would be their advocate, that, in so far as their assumption of
jurisdiction lias been in a nianner a necessity resuiting froni the acts of former years, the

.legislature should pass an Act of Indemnity to shield then fron the consequences; the
circumistances to be first investigated, however, by a commission appointed by the Govern-
ment for that purpose.

It nay seern presumptuous ini me to put the case so strongly in opposition to the generai
view of their territorial rights; but it is not a matter of opinion, it is a matter of fact.
I couWd have no hesitation to state as a fact, that the county of York and the district of
Montreal are not portions of the Conpany's territory, but the fact that the Red River and
Saskatchewan are not in their territory is just as strong and absolute ; and the circumstance
that the one happens to be better kuown than the other does not alter the fact in the one
case more than the other.

But the generally received view of the subject is but of recent date, and simply the result
of the circumstance, that no one in particular lias taken any interest in denying it. It is
only since the union of the Companies in 1821 that there has been no obstacle to the con-
tinuous imposition of the Company's views upon the public, till they ultimately becanie
rather unopposed than accepted ; and, in denying it now, I am simply in accord with the
bighest authorities, whose province it lias been to treat ihe question judicially.

Ilt must be renembered that the Company did not attempt to even enter upon these coun-
tries until 104 years after the date of their charter, viz., in 1774; ar.J that they then did so,
not as taking possession under their charter, but only to participate in a trailic theu in the
hands of Uitish subjects trading from Canada in virtue of the conquest or cession of the
country, through which, and not in virtue of their charter, the Conpanv also had, of course,
a right to trade as British subjects.

A rivalry having been kept up for nany years in the trade, and the absurd construction
of the charter nov contended for having been invented, the attempt to exercise the powers
claimed vas made by the Company, through Lord Selkirk, first theoretically about the
years 1811-12, and practioally about 1814, by warning off the North-ivest Company,
and obstructing the channel of their trade; and the resuilt was a great deal of strife and
bloodshed. lu the course of this strife various appeals were made to the provincial and
Iniperial Governments, and to the legal tribunals, and in every instance the decisions were
constructively or directly adverse to the pretensions of the Hudson's Bay Company.

• In a despatch to the Governor-general from Earl Bathurst, by order of his Royal High-
rss the Prince Regvnt, under date 6th February 1817, I find the following instructions in
relation to these events:

" You will also require, uinder similar penalties, the res itution of all forts, buildings, or
trading stations, with the property which they contain, which may have been seized or
taken possession of by either party, to the party who originally established or constructed
the same, and who werc possessed of them previous to the recent disputes between the two
Companies.

' You will also require the removal of any blockade or impediment by which any party
may have attempted to prevent or interrupt the free passage of traders or others of his
Majesty's subjects, or the natives of the country, with their merchandise, furs, provisions,
and other effects, throughout the lakes, rivers, roads, and every other usual route or commu-
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and the full and free permission for all persons to pursue their usual and accustomed trade
without hinderance or molestation."

And in conclusion, this object is again peremptorily insisted on, viz., " the mutual resto-
ration of all property captured during these disputes, and the freedom of trade and inter-
course with the indians, until the trials now pending can be brought to a judicial decision,
and the great question at issue with respect to the rights of the two Companies shall be
definitely settled."

The trials then pending, to which the above allusion has reference, were those instituted
by Lord Selkirk against the partners and employées of the North.west Company, who had
resisted the pretensions of the Hudson's Bay Company, and in consequence of which a
battle was fought on the Frog Plains, at the Red River, in whiclh some 20 of the Hudson's
Bay people were killed, including the " Governor," as they styled their chief officer. These
trials were for murder (sone of the parties as principals and some accessories) for arson,
robbery (stealing cannon), and other high misdemeanors, and were held in this city, then the
town of York, i. October 1818, and resulted in the acquittai of ail the parties on ail the
charges, though it vas not denied that soie of them had been in the battle, in which, how-
ever, they contended that they were in defence of their just rights.

These trials were held under the Canada Jurisdiction Act (43 Geo. 3, c. 138), under a
commission from Lower Canada; but the jurisdiction under that Act beinz questioned on
the ground that the Frog Plains were in U pper Canada, and therefore not in the territories.
affected by that Act, the Court was so doubtfucl on the question of boundary that the charge
to the jury directed that, in case of fading the prisoners guilty, they should return a special
verdict setting forth that " they could not see fron any evidence before them what were the
limcits of Upper Canada."

The Attorney-general was unable to define these limits, but appealed to the Court to
decide, as they were deducible from treaties, Acts of Parliament, and proclamations, &c.,
and the judgnent of the Court was as above stated, the following passage occurring ia the
charge of the Chief J ustice

"Mr. Attoriey-general has put in evidence the latitude and longitude of the Frog Plains,
but he does not put i evidence whether this latitude and longitude be without or within the
boundaries of Upper Canada, and I do not know whether from 900 to 1000 or 1500 froma the

-western limit of Upper Canada."
In other words, the Court could not affirni that Upper Canada had any western limit ou

this side tif the Pacific, and the Court was right ; its westerly limit never had been assigned,
and absolute evidence of the very nature which the Attornev-general (now Chier Justice)
admitted vould be proof upon the subject, existed so far as to prove that the province
extended beyond the Lake of the Woods, wi:hout determining huw far beyond; but it was
not his dtty to quote it, as lie was prosecuting for a conviction as directpd by a special coin-
mi>sion fromn Lower Canada under a particular Act. An acquittai, however, rendered any
special verdict unnecessary, and the question was not therefore further tried on these
cases.

i nust remark, however, that the question raised was solely whether the scene of the

outrages at Red River was in Canada or the Indian territory, not whether it was in Canada
or the Hudson's Bay Conmpdy's territory. The latter alternative was niot even entertaimed,
havng been alnost entircly ignored on the trials as too manifestly absurd to make any legal
fight upon at ail.

In short, the case for the defence was based on a justification of resistance to the assumed

authority of the Company, whose preposterous pretensions un the Red River with " governors,
sheriffs, &c.," were treated with ridicule. though without detracting from the individuals,
" Governor' Semuple, who was killed, or his predecessor, M'Donnell, who were worthy of
the hig'hest respect, though, like many others, imposed upon in the first instance by the
specious pretences of the Company and Lord Selkirk.

Other actions and trials were held in Upper Canada, ail of which, so far as I have been

able to trace then, were adverse to the Hudson's Bay Company.
In February 1819, in this city, William Smith, under-sheriff of the then Western District,

obtained 5001. damages against Lord Selkirk, then at the head of a large armed force, for
resisting him in the execution of a writ of restitution, founded upon a verdict obtaimed at

Sandwich in 1816. and resistance also to a warrant for his Lordship's arrest.
At the same time, Daniel M'Kenzie obtained 1,500l. damages for forcible detention, &c.,

by Lord Selkirk.
Criminal proceedings were also instituted, and a bill of indictnent found against Lord

Selkirk himself and the leaders of his party, for their illegal transactions in the Western

territories ; but I have not vet been able to'trace up the result of this case, and no doubt

much valuable infornation could be obtained by some one having more time than I have

had to hunt up the records of these proceedings.
The latter trials, I believe, were in the ordinary course of procadure of Upper Canada, and

not under the special Act for the Indini territories, &c., and the proceedings taken extended

to transactions far down the waters descending to Lake Winnipeg.

Having shown the views of the judicial authorities of Upper Canada, I would advert for a
moment to those of Lower Canadu.
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In May 1818 Charles de Reimbard was tried at Quebec for murder committed in 1816 on
the River Winnipeg, under the Canada Jurisdiction Act. Exception was taken to the
jurisdiction of the Court, on the ground that the locality was not in the Indian territory, but
within the limits of Upper Canada.

The Court over-ruled the objection, and decided that the westerly boundary of Upper
Canada was a fine on the meridian of 88° 50' West from London.

I hardly think that any surveyor, geographer, or delineator of boundaries of any expe-
rience or scientific attaininents would concur in the decision.

The question would be too long, however, to discuss now, and I shall only say that it was
based on the assumption that, of the territory prcoviously beloncincr to and acquired from
France in 1763, only a part was organised as the Province of Quebec, and that the two
Provinces of Canada, after the division, were confined to the sanie limits provided for the
former by the Act of 1774. The Court, the Attorney-general, and the counsel for the
prisoner alike concurred in the fact that the River Winnipeg vas a part of the country pre-
viously belonging to France, and ceded by the Treaty of Paris in n 163, and at no stage of
-the proceedings wvas the question of its being a part of the Hudson's Bay Company's terri-
tories for one moment entertaned.

De Reimhard was found guilty, and sentenced to death ; but although the Court refused
to reconsider its decision, yet the reasoning of Messrs. Stuart & Valliere was so clear, that
the judges deemed it expedient that the execution should be delayed till the decision of the
Imperial Government could be had upon the question of jarisdiction.

The actual reasons given by the Imperial Government I have not been able to get at; but
I know that vhen the decision was gven the prisoner was released, and that the question
sulimitted was that of jurisdiction, as above stated.

I miust here remark that notwithstanding the able and convincing arguments of Messrs.
,Stuart and Valliere, they omitted one point, which the Court would have been obliged, by
its own admissions, to have accepted as conclusive against the judgment it gave.

The decision given was based upon the consti uction put by the Court upon the actual
wording of an Act of Parliament, but it was admitted that the couintry to the west only
" came into the possession of the British Crown at the Treaty of Paris in 1763," and it
·vas admitted that the Kin.g could by an act of sovereign authority, "have placed that
country under the Government of Canada;" it was merely denied that he did do so, not
asserted that he could not do it. The counsel for the prisoner did not chance to come upon
the commissions of the Governors, or they would have found that there had been such an
"act of sovereign authority," distinctly describing that country to the west of the Lake
of the Woods as attached to the Government of Canada, and the Court by is own admis-
sion mntst have been bound by it.

I may also remark, ihat the decision of the Court at Quebee would have niade the westerly
limit of Upper Canada a long way east of the United States boundary, leaving out the
shores of the lake (where we are now selling mining lands) and its westerly tributaies,
and bas therefore nothing in corimon with the boundary designated for us by the Hudson's
Bav Company, viz., the w'aer-shed of the St. Lawrence, and for which there is no earthly
authority except themselves.

On tiîis head, I rust advert to one other authority, which is of the highest importance
at this moment, when troops are about to be sent to the Red River, and who, if they carry
with them the erroneous views which, of late years, have been vith some success imposed
upoi the public by the assiduous promulgation of the Company, may unfortunately be
placed in a position of antagonism to the civil power.

There were indeed some troops there, not very many years ago, and no such evil as nug:ht
be apprehended now resulted ; but the circumnstances are changed ; the scenes of an earher
period nav come back if the attempt be made, wholly unsustained by law, to repress a
legal right. If such slhould be the case, it would be unfortunate if Hier Majesty's soldiers
were found on the vrong side, acting against !aw; for the subject is now bemng so well
disrissed, that the people will know their rîghts, and will appeal to the legal tribunals and the
civil powers of the state to sustain them. Better that nilitary rule prevailed entirely, for
then the officers wvould know their duties and their responsibilities. If they go under the
impression that they are to be subject to the supposed civil officers of a self-constituted

governnient, vhich lias no legal existence, they may find themselves called uponto enforce
behests which are not law, which are infractions of lawv ; they may be called upon to subdue
resistance to illegal acts, to which resistance is a duty and a right; and if for acting on these
behests they are ultiiimately brought before the courts of justice, they will find that they
have acted under those whose powers will be treated as a nullity, whose civil offices will be
held a inockery. Thtis has been before, this mnay be so again, if due precaution be not
observ d ; and [ state it thus strongly now, because the more it is known, the less vill be
the ebance of its recurrence.

If proper civil oflicers, magistrates, &c., were appointed by his Excellency the Governor-
general for the Red River country, to whom alone the troops could look in case of energency,
as vested with authority, the ditticulty and danger would be obviated ; for without this there
is no authority in that country by, through, or in any person connected with the Hudson's
Bay Company, as such, to which any officer or soldier inI Her Majesty's service would be
justified in vielding obedience.

To revert'to the authoritv upon this subject I was about to quote, it will be remembered that,
· during the troubles which~formnerly took place, upon special representations mnade by Lord
Selkirk tlat he was not safe in proceeding to the Red River Settlement, sonie troops were
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Appendix, No. 8. sent with him, and the instructions given to them by order of his Excellency Sir Gurdon
Drummond are so clear and decisive, that no one can mistake their purport; they were as
follows :

Adjutant-General's Office, Quebec,
Sir, 17 April 1816.

The Earl of Selkirk having represented to the Administrator-in-chief and Commanding
General of the Forces, that lie has reasons to apprehend that attempts may be iade upon
his life in the course of the journey throuigh the Indian country which lie is about to under-
take, bis Excellency has, in consequence, been pleased to grant his Lordship a military
guard for his personal protection against assassiration. This party, which is to consist of
two serjeants and 12 rank and file of the regiment De Meuron, is placed under vour com-
mand, and I an comîmanded to convey to you the positive prohibition of his Excellency the
Lieutenant-general conimanding the forces against the eiployment of this force for any
other purpose than the personal protection of the Earl of Selkirk. You are particularly
orderad not to engage yourself, or the party under your conimand, in any disputes which
may occur betwixt the Earl of Selkirk and his engagees and eniployees and those of the
Noith-west Company, or to take any part or share in anv affray which May arise out of such
disputes.

By such an interference on your part you would not orily be disobeying your instructions,
but acting in direct opposition to the wishes and intentions of the Government, to the coun-
tenance, support, and protection of which each party has an equal claim. The Earl of'Selkirk
has engaged to furnish the party under your command with provisions during the time of your
absence. You are on no occasion to separate froin your party, but to return with his Lord-
ship, and on no account to suffer yourself, or any of your detachment, to be left at any
settlement or post in the Indian countrv.

These instructions are to be clearly explained to the non-corminissioned officers and men
in your party. 

I have, &c.
Lieutenant Graffeuried, (signed) J. Harvey,

De Meuron's Regiment. Lieut.-Col. D.A.G.

This is another emphatic declaration that the Government held the Hudson's Bay Company
and the Canadian traders as possessed of equal rights, and that Her Majesty's troops at
least were not to be used against the one to sustain the ridiculous pretensions of the other.
Notwithstanding the stringency of these instructions, however, Lord Selkirk having a
number of the disbanded De Meuron soldiers in his pay, it was difficult for the regulars to
resist beinzr led along with then to enter upon the North-west Conipany's property, &c.,
which involved them in legal difficulties after their return, froni which it was not easy to
extricate then.

I have confined iyself in the foregoing remarks to the Red River and Saskatchewan
countries, vhich were the principal scenes of the disputes which have heretofore called for
action ; and it will be seen that the imperial authoritie4, the provincial authorities, the
military authorities, and the courts ofjustice, have all ignored the pretensions of the Hudson's
Bay Company as regards these countries.

'The great danger in renewing the Company's lease of the Indian territories, however,
would be, ihat they might drop the pretence that the Red River, &c., is covered by their
charter, and claim it as part of the Indiani territories; a plea whicih, though erroneous, night
be more sustained by technicalities, inasmuch as some of the remote parts of Canada, per-
fectly underbtood to be such, have nevertheless sometimes been designated the Indian
countries in officiai documents. I have not reierred to the validity of the Companly's
charter, either to deny or admit it; I merely deny that it has effect on the countries I have
spoken of.

In support of this, I have quoted more recent authorities; but for a more particular inves-
tigation of their title, its extent and origin, I beg to refer to a report which I wrote for the
Commissioner of Crownî Lauds some months ago, the substance of which appears in the
shape of a nemoraudum in the Return to an Address for certain Papers connected with the
Hudson's Bay question. It embodies the view I have entertained for mlany years, and is the
resuit of niuch careful study.

Q. [lave youî made the early and present boundaries of Canada a particular subject of
study ? If so, siate the result ?

A. The early boundaries of Canada, or New France, included, I think, the whole of
Hudson's Bay; for 1 find ail that part of the country granted to a trading company by the
King of France, in a charter somewhat sinilar, but 43 years earlier than the charter of the
Hudson's Bay Company.
I find the country also confirmed by treaty to France, at St. Germans-en-Laye, 38 years

before the last.named charter, but the investigation of this part of the subject is fully stated
in the memorandum referred to.

I find that, from the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, to the Treaty of Paris, in 1763, the boun-
daries between the French possessions in Canada and the British possessions in Hudson's
Bay were not defined. The ines cltimed by both parties are distinctly laid down on the
nmpa lately prepared by Mr. Devine, in the Crown Lands Departient.

Both, it will be seen, 2ive the Red River and Saskatchewan to France, and the line laid
down from British authorities is fron those least favourable to French pretensions of that
period.
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AU] the country south of that line is, of course, what was ceded by France as Canada, in
1763, and was in her undisputed possession up to that time. There was never any wvesterly
limit assigned to Canada either before or since the Trealy of Paris. The French claimed to
the Pacific, though they never explored the whole vay across; which, however, the Canadians
(British and French) were the first to effect after the treaty.

Some British authorities of a most recent date claimed under the Trenty of Utrecht from
Hudson's Bay to latitude 490, as having been so determined by Commissioners, but no
such decision was ever given. I have searched every book I could find upon the subject,
and have communicated with those who have searched the best libraries of France and
England with the same object, but no autbority can be found for such a boundary.

Q. What do you know cf the soi] and climate of the British territories north and west
of Lake Superior to the Pacific ?

A. I know it in a general way as well as I can know any country that I have never been in.
A great deal of it is of the finest character; both with respect to soil and climate; but in such
an extenst there are, of course, some sterile, rocky, and barren tracts. The immediate shores
of Lake Superior are for the most part rockbound ; but a conviction I have long entertained,
deduced fron certain premises, has been sustained by recent proof that an extensive table-
land, or flat country, exists in the interior to the north. To the west, after crowning the
height of land near the lake, there is a preat deal of flat country. Frrom the most westerly
British point on Lake Superior to the Red River settlement, the distance in an air line is
350 miles, and there is no reason to apprehend that the average difficulties of making a
road the vhole way are greater than are ordinarily met with in the interior of Canadà.

Both Sir George Simpson and Dr. Rae admit that, from the high lands near Lake Superior,
it is a flat country to the Red River; much of the distance, however, is navigable. From the
lower end of the Lake of the Woods to the foits of Rainy Lake, is navigable in one reach
of156 miles; thence through Rainy Lake, &c., there is a navigable reach of 77 miles (though
some say there is a break, making 44 and 33 miles); thence there are 28 miles, making five
navigable reaches, the Winnipeg River being nearly as large as the Ottawa. From the last
28 miles, the distance is about 115 miles to Lake Superior. If the road were made through
this tract, the whole country would be easily accessible. There are navigable water<, how-
èver, a great part of the last-naned distance, though in smaller reaches. I have only given
those on which steamers could be used whenever desirable. From the Lake of the Woods
to Red River in a direct linp, without going round by Lake Winnipeg, is said to be a very
fine country, but is not thoroughly explored.

The route above.sketched is the nearest and the easiest to be macle available for summer
travel. It bas an immense advaintage iii distance over the Minnesota route. Taking Detour
on Lake Huron as a starting point. common to both routes, we find the direct distances to
be from Detour to Pigeon Bay 300, and from Pigeon Bay to Red River, say 356 miles, in
all 656 miles. By way of Minnesota, the distances are: Detour to Chicago, 350 mile£;
Chicago to St. Paul's, 340 miles; and fron St. Paul's to Fort Jarry, 380 miles; in all 1,070
miles, making a difference of 414 miles in favour of the Lake Superior route through our
own territory. The above distances are given in air ines, and would, of course, be con-
siderably increased in actual travel, but there is not the least reason to suppose that they
would be more increased by the one rtute than by the other. Pigeon Bay on Lake
Superior is equally accessible, and rather less distant from Lake Huroni than Chicago is;
but allowing these two points to be equally accessible from the east, wlen we turn to the
west, Fort Garry is 356 miles distant fron our own pot, and 720 miles distant, via St.
Paul's, from the American. In other words, starting from Fort Garry, it is about 30
miles <ruther to St. Paul's than to Pigeon Bay, and vhen you have got to St. Paul's you
are about as far froi Chicago as you were from Pigeon Bay beforc you started from the
Red River.

To make an excellent waggon road, therefore, clear through from a British port on Lake
St perior to Fort Garry on Red R iver, allowance fur curvatures, bringing the distance up
to about 400 miles, would take, say 95,000 1. Such a road, at a cost of 250 1. per mile,
would imiediately transfer the trade from St. Paul's to Lake Superior, vould speeddly pour
in a large population into the country, and would lhkewise become settled throughouît its
entire length, with such occasional exceptions, no doubt, as usually occur on the average of
road-lines in the interior of Canada. '1his result is worth millions of mi-ney to the people
and the trade of this country, and the outlay is comparatively insignificant.

But it is not necessary to make even this outlay to attain the end desired. I have already
shown 260 miles navigable on the route, in three, or at nmost in four separate reaches, the
data for which I have taken froni the actual survey made in 1826, unider the Treaty of
Ghent.

'The navigable parts are not, of course, in a straight line, but they lie very closely in the
general direction of' the route, and from 25,00 1. to 30,000 1. expended on the 115 miles
froi Lake Superior to the first navigable reach referred to, might at once be said to open
up the territory. Gradual access might of course be had at a stil less cost, by commencing
settlement with the ordinary class of free grant roads. The-whole route might indeed be
made accessible at once, at the cost of a few thousand pounds, by clearing out the portages
(over which artillery and military stores have been taken ere now), which have fahllen into
disuse, and even this much would be beneficial, as it would create trade and travel enough to
induce a more general knowledge of the capabilities of the country. I need only add on
this head, that my views on this part of the country are derived personally from soie who
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AppenGix, No. 8. have seen it, and from the writings of others, and have recently been confirmed.by the
evidence of Sir George Simpson and Dr. Rae, who, while manifesting a strong desire to
condemn, have afforded the most convincing proofs of the practicabihty of rendering this
route available.

The next point is, that from the iipracticable nature of the north shore of Lake Superior,
it can only be a sunimer route, and that it is not therefore desirable to have a British popula-
tion in these countries, to which access could only be had during winter through the United
States.

I admit the inconvenience; but what becomes of Canada altogether in winter? The
entire intercourse between it and England is through the States at that season. But it nay
be said there is another route possible from Halifax to Quebec. Is there, then, no other
route possible to Red River?

Fortunately, Dr. Rae has recently thrown some very valuable light upon the subject:
He says, that in the interior, behind the rock-bound shores of Lake Supeior, the countrv is.
low and swampy, havmg fouhd it rough and broken whenever he got nearer the lake.
" Swampy," it must be observed, as used in Canada, conveys an erroneous impression to
English readers, who do. not know that what is called a "swamp " in Canada is a level
tract, with a thicket growing upon it, which keeps the ground damp by keeping out the
sun's rays; that there is generally from 6 to 18 inches of rich vegetable mould on the sur-
face, with a pretty stiff clay bottom ; that, in short, a Canadian swamp is about the best
ground that nature ever made for a railway track. Dr. Rae lias not been far enough back
at the lower end of Lake Superior to reach such a country, but . e have the explorations of
gentlemen connected with the lumber trade, a considerable distance into the interior, west-
ward from Lake Temiskaminque, where a very fine level hardwodd country is found. I shall
not assert anything positive of a route which has not been sufficiently explored or reported,
upon; but, from al] that is known, theie is no rational ground for supposing that the route
would be in the least more difficult in its natural features, than between Quebec and the
Lower Provinces. Such a route is of no immediate necessity, however, until a considerabie
population shall have grown up to the west.

Having dealt thus fully with the question of the accessibility of the country, I shall be
brief in relation to its soil and climate, which are so generally known as to render a refuta-
tion of the erroneous statements still sometimes made by interested parties, or those who.are
swayed by them, a superfluity.

i have had some communication with parties in England, who take a deep interest in the
subject, and have seen a great part of the evidence taken by the Comnittee of the House
of Commons before which it lias been lately undergoing investigation. -

The evidence given on that occasion on behalf of the Hudson-s Bay Company, must
ultimately become a subject of deep regret to those whose names are associated with it.
But it must soon, I presume, becorme public, and I need not now anticipate the reception it
must then meet with.

I will only advert to a few points to elucidate my remarks upon the soil and climate of
the country. Sir George Simpson admits what everybody knows, that the clinate on tihe-
sane parallel of latitude improves to the west.

I amn aware that wheat grown in Eastern Canada, north of the 48th parallel of latitude,
obtained honourable mention as ranking next after the prize wheat at the World's Exhibi-
tion in Paris. The Rainy Lake River is also between the 48th and 49th parallels of latitude;
but there, Sir George tells the Committee that the ground behind the immediate bank of the
river is permanently frozen. Thus between the sane parallels of latitude we find one point,
on the east, at which we know that the best of wheat can be grown, and another point,
1,300 miles due w'est of it, where, while lie says that the climate improves by vesting, Sir
George informs the Committee that we have reacled the regions of perpetual frost.

Colonel Lefroy alo says that the climate ameliorates to the westward, but yet that in
the country from Lake Superior west to the Rocky Mountains both soit and climate are
adverse to settlement. Ris proofs are curious, however. He says wbeat has been raised
with success at Fort Cumberland. Now Fort Cumberland is upwards of 300 miles due
north of the boundary.

Following the same meridian due south, therefore, there must be one of the finest wheat-
growing countries imaginable; at least a due north and south line of upwards of 300 miles
in this part of the world would reach from a very fine to a very indifferent wlieat-growing
counry ; he says also that horses live out and find their own food ail winter on the north
branch of the Saskntchewan, and that the buffalo gets very fat in winter.

£e says that barley is the only cereal that can be grown with success at Fort Simupson;
but this being about 620 north latitude (he inistakes in calling it 580), the climate on the samne
meridian at 490 must be magnificent, The fact is that those who have given evidence for the
Company speak of the territories from Lake Superior to the Rocky Mountains, and from
latitude 490 to the Polar Regions, as a whole; and thus it is that Fort Simpson is dra.ged
in to prove the unfitness of the country generally for agriculture; whereas the fhct that
nothing better than barley can be grown at Archangel might as well be adduced to prove
that vheat would not succeed in Poland, or the fairest portions of Germany ; or the inhos-
pitable climate of Lapland made an argument against the cultivation of the British Islands.
Colonel Lefroy, indeed, condens both soit and climate, and attributes the success of agri-
culture at Port Simpson to the fact of the farm being on an island formed by alluvial
deposit. If then, the accident of an island of alluvial soil, in latitude 620, found a climate
genial enough to make " farming unusually successful," with "very fine timiber," though
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the "largest trees seldom exceed three feet in diameter," no language of mine could convey
a stronger disproof of the evidence given by the same gentleman against the clirrate as a
whole, including 13 degrees fuitier south, and the same proximity to the Pacific as Fort
Simpson.

Respecting my own opinions upon the subject, from having read what has been written
by indifferent parties upon it, I think the nature of the climate is just as well established as
that of the climate of Europe and Asia is ; it is affected by the saie causes precisely, varied
in a greater or less degree, in different localities, by circumstances peculiar to each.

The west side of the continent of Europe and Asia is warmer on the same parallel of
latitude thai the east side, because the west bas an ocean to the windward of it, the pre-
vailing winds being westerly.

The cause and effect are precisely the same on the continent of America, only in a some-
what greater degree, from having a larger and a warmer ocean to the windward of it, and a
colder sea to chill its eastern shores.

The greater coldness of the North Atlantic, on the eastern shores of America, is caused
by the mass of ice that annually drives southward througeh Davis's Straits. I believe there
are no such icebergs reach the sanie latitudes in the Pacific.

The isothermal lines of equal temperature run further north, therefore, on the west coast of
America on the Pacific than on the west coast of Europe on the Atlantic.

The observations upon vhich the fhct is based are concurred in by ail disinterested
authorities; against such testimony the evidence of the few interested in the Hudson's Bay
Company, or their friends, is entirely valueless.

Assuming, however, that equal latitude gives only the sane mean temperature on the west
coast of America as on the west coast of Europe, we find that sone of the finest countries
in the world lie between the 49th and 60th parallels, including the whole of the British
Islandq.

The 60th parallel of north latitude passes through Christiana, in Norway, a little north of
Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, and through St. Petersburgh, but in following the sane
parallel through Europe and Asia, we come out in the most northerly parts of Karmschatka,
vhich cannot be said to be habitable in the ordinary sense.

There is no barrier in climate, therefore, to a St. Petersburgh being at latitude 600 north
on the vest coast of America, any more than on the west coast of Europe; although on
following, the sanie parallel eastward across the continent to the shores of Hudson's Bay, or
the confluence of Hudson's and Davis's Straits, we corne to countries whose sterile shores
and vintry skies forbid the hope of their ever becoming the homes of civilised men, except
as hunters and fishers.

The 49th parallel of north latitude passes nearly a degrèesouth of the southernmost point
of England, through the environs of Paris, through the southern provinces of Germany, and
less than a degree north of Vienna.

There is no reason, therefore, as regards climate, why the lower course of the Fraser, or
the upper course of the Columbia, in British territory and in the same latitudes, should not
rival the banks of the Rhine, the Meuse, or the Moselle; there is no such reason why the
valleys of the Unjiga, .he Elk, the Saskatchewan, the Red River, and the Assiniboine,
should not yield their golden harvests as rich as those of the Weser, the Elbe, the Oder, or
the Vistula.

The geographical affinities between these localities in relation to those influences by
vhich cliniate is affected are indeed such that it would require some very strong facts,
sustained by a concurrence of ail the most credible testimony, to prove that the abuve con-
parison was too favourable to the places I bave naned on this continent; the facts established,
however, by aill disinterested authorities prove the reverse.

Wliat, then, is this immense region, equal in area and in climate to many of the most
powerful kingdoms of the Old Vorld, composed of? Bare rock, snow-clad mountains, and
sandy plains, or swamps and morasses, are what the friends of the Hudson's Bay Company
would have us believe. We find, however, that tIe construction of this part of the globe is
very much like the rest of the world, varying from the primitive to the secondary and tertiary
formations, with limestone, coal, &c., in abundance; and to assert that a country of such
formation, and with such a climate, is unfit for the abode of man, is simply to asseri that the
laws of nature are reversed in regard to it.

The Company and their friends, however, try to prove too much. According to Sir
George Simpson, inmediately to the south of the 49th parallel ou the Pacific coast, there is
a beautiful country (that being United States' territory), and immediately to the north of tbat
parallel the country is aIl rock and mountaii, " quite unfit for colonisation," that being British
territory ; indeed, according to hini, the 49th parallel forms a sort of natural wall across the
continent, that is, niot quite across it; for a peculiar feature in bis evidence is, that the regions
of permanent frost get down south of it at one point, and not the least strange part of this
phenornenon is that itjust occurs ai that point where the parallel of 49° ceases to be the
boundary. and the British tenitory also gets to the south of it, viz., at Rainy River.

Animal life, however, abounds in the country, the buffalo literally " swarm," even according
to the evidence submitted by the Company.

The Rocky Mountains have also been referred to, as affectimr the climate injuriously by
the influence of the perpetual snow upon their gummits; but the fact that the snow-clad
mountaiùs of other countries do not prevent the valleys from being habitable is a sufficient
argument against this; indeed, it is questionable w'hether the increased reflection of the
sun's rays concentrating in the vallevs below does not more than compensate for the cold
conmunicated from the snow upon thoir sunmits. y
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Appendix, No. 8. I may remark, in conclusion, that the Lake Superior route tu the Red River was not
always such a solitude as it is now. The strife berween the companies was deplorable in
many respects, but the disorder and anarchy could easily have been subdued, indeed was
subdued; and could have been so still more readily, had the facilities for access been as
great then as now. But it must be remembered that canoe navigation at that time con-
menced at Lachine, and yet even then there was a great highway, for there was money to
be made, and a land worth fighting for lay in the distance.

The following extract frorn a work publisbed by a gentleman, who had come across from
the Pacific, represents the scene on his arrival at Fort William, on August 16, 1817:-
"On inquiry, I ascertained that the aggregate number of those persons in and about the
establishment was composed of natives of the followin- countries, viz.: England, Ireland
Scotland, France, Germany, Italy, Deumark, Sweden, rlolland, Switzerland, United States'
of America, the Gold Coast of Africa, the Sandwich Islands, Bengal, Canada, with various
tribes of Indians, and a mixed progeny of Creoles or half-breeds. What a strange medley !
There were assembled, on the shores of this inland sea, Episcopalians, Presbyterians,
Methodists, sun-worshippers, men from al] parts of the world, and whose creeds were ' wide
as the poles asunder,' united in one common object, and bowing down before the same
idol."-Ross Cose, London, 1831.

These were the features of an embryo city, in strange contrast with the desolate and
decaying loveliness which the blight of an illegal monopoly has thrown over it to-day. The
entrepôt of the trade of half a continent, which but for that blight would at this day have
helped to enrich the Canadian people, to fill their canais, and to sweli the traffic on their
railroads; and it depends upon the action to be taken now how long the incubus is
to last.

If I have said anytlhing which may seem harsh or uncalled-for of any one connected
with the Hudson's Bay Company, I regret it. i have made my answers hurriedly, and
may have used expressions I would recal, as I bave had no motive but to show the truth,
though I have desired to speak it strongly, for the good of my country, and in the interest
of hu manity.

Appendix, No. 9.

Appendix, No. 9. LETTER from H. Merivale, Esq., to the Attorney-General and Solicitor-General, with
Enclosure.

Sir, Downing-street, 9 June 1857.
I Am directed by Mr. Secretary Labouchere to transmit to you, jontly with the (Solicitor-

General-Attorney-General,) copies of two despatches from the Governor of Canada,
enclosing the copy of a minute of his Executive Council, and extract from another minute of

> - the same, in reference to the questions respecting the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company,
now under investigation by a Committee of the Flouse of Commons.

You will observe from the formet of these minutesthat the Executive Council suggest, on
the part of Canada, a territorial claini over a considerable extent of country, which is also
claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company, as owners of the soil, and with rights of govern-
ment and exclusive trade under their charter.

You will observe by the annexed Parliamentary Papers of 12th July 1850, that the
"Statement" of the Hudson's B3ay Comnpany's rights as to territory, trade, taxation, and
government, made by thern to- Earl Grey, as Secretary for the Colonies, on the 13th
September 1849, was submitted to the then law officers of the Crown, who reported that
they were of opinion that the rights so claimed bythe Company properly belonzed to them;
but suggested, at the same time, a mode of testing those claims by petition to Her Majesty,
which might be referred to the Judicial Committee.

I am further to annex a Parliamentary Return made in 1842, containing the charier of
the Company, and documents relating thereto; and another of 23d April 1849, containing

-- amongst other papers an Act of 2d William and Mary, "for confirming to the Governor
and Company trading to Hudson's Bay their privileges and trade."

The rights so claimed by the Company have been repentedly questioned since 18.50, by
private persons in correspondence with the Secretary of State, and are now questioned to a
certain extent, as appears by these despatches, by the present local government of Canada.

I am to request that you will,jointlywith (Solicitor-General--Attorney-General,) take these
papers into your consideration, and report,-.

Whether you think that the Crown can lawfully and constitutionally raise, for legal deci-
sion, ail or eitlher of the following questions:-

The validity at the present day of the charter itself.
The validity of the several claims of territorial right, of governnent, exclusive trade, and

taxation, insisted on by the Company.
The geographical extent of this territorial claim (supposing it to be well founded, to any

extent).
If you are of opinion that the Crown can do so, you are requested further to state the

proper steps to be taken, in your opinion, by the Crown, and the proper tribunal to be
resorted to; and whether the Crown should act on behalf of the local government of Canada,
as exercising a delegated share of the Royal authority, or in any other way.
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.And, lastly, if you should be of opinion that the Crown cannot properly so aet, whether you 'Appendix, No. 9.
see any objection to the questions being raised by the local government of Canada acting -
independently of the Crown; or whether they can be raised by some private party in the
mianner suggested by the law advisers in 1850, the Crown undertaking to bear the ecpense
of the proceedings.

I aur, &e.
The Attorney-General. (signed) H. Irivale.
The Solicitor-General.

Sir, Lincoln's Inn, July 1857.
WE are favoured with Mr. Merivale's letter of the 9th of June ultino, in which he stated

that he was directed by you to transmit to us copies of two despatches from the Governor
of Canada, enclosing the copy of a minute of his Executive Council, and extract from
another minute of -the same, in reference to the questions respecting the affairs of the
Hudson's Bay Company, then under investigeion hy a Committee ofthe IHouse of Commons.

We were also requested to observe from the former of those minutes that the Executive
Council suggest, on the part of Canada, a territorial claim over a considerable extent of
country, which is also claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company, as owners of the soil, and with
rights of government and exclusive trade under their charter.

eWe were also requested to observe, by the annexed Parliamentary Papers of 12th July
1850, that the " Statemeit. " of the Hudson's Bay Company's rights as to territory, trade,
taxation, and government, made by them to Earl Grey, as Secretary for the Colonies, on
the 13th September 1849, was submitted to the then law officers of the Crown, who reported
that they were of opinion that the rights so clained by the Company, properly belonged to
them ; but suggested, at the samne time, a mode of testing those caims by petition to Her
Majesty, which might be referred to the Judicial Committee.

Mr. Merivale was further to annex a Parliamentary Return made in 1842, containing the
charter of the Company, and documents relating thereto; and another of 23d April 1849,
containing, nmongst other papers, an Act of 2d William and Mary, "'for confirmmng to the
Governor and Company trading to Hudson's Bay their privileges and trade."

The rights so claimed by the Company had been repeatedly questioned since 1850, by
private persons in correspondence with the Secretary of State, and were then questioned to
a certain extent, as appears by those despatches, by the present local Government of
Canada.

Mr. Merivale was also to request that we would take those papers into our consideration,
and report,-

Whether we thought the Crown could laivfully and constitutionally raise, for legal decision,
all or either of the following questions:

The validity, at the present day, of the charter itself.
The validity of the several claims of territorial right of goveranment, exclusive trade, and

taxation insisted on by the Company.
The geographical extent of this territorial claimu (supposing it to be well founded, to any

extent).
And if we were of opinion that the Crown could do so, ive were requested further to state

the proper steps to be taken, in our opinion by the Crown, and the proper tribunal to be
resorted to; and whether the Crown should act on behalf of the local government of
Canada, as exercising a delegated share of the Royal authority, or in any other way.

And, lastly, if we should be of opinion that the Crown could not properly so act, whether
we saw any objection to the questions being raised by the local governient of Canada,
acting independently of the Crown, or whether they could be raised by some private party
in the manner suggested by the law advisers in 1850, the Crown *undertaking to bear the
expense of the proceedings.

In obedience to your request we have taken the papers into our consideration, and have
the honour to report,-

That the questions of the validity and construction of the Hudson's Bay Company's
charter cannot be considered apart froin the enjoyment that has been had under it during
nearly two centuries, and the recognition made of the rights of the Company in various acts,
both of the Government and the Legislature.

Nothing could be more unjust, or moie opposed.to the spirit of our law, than to try this
charter as a thing of yesterday, upon principles which might be deened applicable to it, if it
bad been granted within the last 10 or 20 years.

These observations, however, must be considered as limited in their application to the
territorial rights of the Company under the charter, and to the necessary incidents or con-
sequences of that territorial ownership. They do not extend to the monopoly of trade (save
as territorial ownership justifies the exclusion of intruders), or to the right of an exclusive
administration of justice.

But we do not understand the Hudson's Bay Company as claiming anything beyond the
territorial ownership of the country they are in possession of, and the right, as incident to
such ownership, of excluding persons who would cornpete with them in the fur trade carried
on with the Indians resorting to their districts.

With these preliminary remarks we beg leave to state, in answer to the questions submitted
to us, that in our opinion the Crown could not now with justice raise the question of the
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Appendix, No. 9. general validity of the .charter; but that on every legal principle the Company's territorial
ownership of the lands granted and the rights necessarily incidental thereto (as, for example,
the right of excluding from their territory persons acting in violation of their regulations),
ought to be deemed to be valid.

but with respect to any riglts of government, taxation, exclusive administration of justice,
or exclusive trade, otherwise than as a consequence of the right of ownership of the land,
such rights could not be legally insisted on by the Hudson's Bay Company as having been
legally granted to them by the Crown.

This remark, however, requires some explanation.
The Company bas, under the charter, power to make ordinances (which would be in the

nature of bye-laws) for the government ofthe persons employed by them, and also power to
exercise jurisdiction in all matters, civil and crimîinul; but no ordinance would be valid that
was contrary ta the common law, nor could the Company insist on its ri2ht to administer
justice as against the Crown's prerogative right to establish courts of civil and criminal
justice within the territory.

We do tiot think, therefore, that the charter should be treated as invalid, because it pro-
fesses to confer these powers upon the Company; for to a certain extent they may be law-
fully used, and for an abuse of them the Company would be amenable to law.

The remaining subject of consideration is the question of the geographical extent of the
territory granted by the charter, and whether its boundaries can in any and what manner be
ascertaiied. In the case of grants of cnnsiderable age, such as this charter, when the words,
as is often the case, are indefinite or ambiguous, the rule is, that they are construed by usage
and enjoynent, including in these latter terms the assertion of ownership by the Companv
on important public occasions, such as the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht, and again
in 1750.

To these elements of consideration upon this question must be added the inquiry (as sug-
gested by the following words of the charter, viz. " not possessed by the subjects of any
other Christian prince or state "), whether, at the time of the charter, any part of the territory
now claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company could have been rightfully claimed by the
French, as falling within the boundaries of Canada, or Nouvelle France, and also the efièct of
the Acts of Parliament passed in 1774 and 1791.

Under these circumstances, we cannot but feel that the important question of the boun-
daries of the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company, might with great utility, as between
the Company and Canada, be made the subject of a quasi-judicinl inquiry.

But this cannot be done except by the consent of both parties, namely, Canada and the
Hudson's Bay Company, nor would the decision of a Committee of the Privy Council have
any effect as a binding judicial determination.

But if the Hudson's Bay Company agreed to the proposal of the Chief Justice of
Canada, that the question of boundaries shlizld be referred to the Privy Cotincil, it being
further understood by both parties, that the C'terniination of the Council shall be carried
into effect by a declaratory Act of Parliament, \e think the proceeding would be the best
mode of determining that which is, or ought to lc, the only real subject of controversy.

The form of procedure might be a petition to the Queen by Chief Justice Draper,
describing himself as acting under the direction of the Executive Council of Canada;
unless, which would be the more solemn mode, an address were presented to Her Majesty
by the Canadian Parliament.

Counsel would be heard on behalf of Canada and of the Company.

The Right Honourable
H. Labouchere, r. P., &c. &c.

We are, &c.
(signed) Richard Bethell.

Henry S. Keating.

Appendix, No. 10.

Appendix, No, I0. LETTER fron the Right Honourable H. Labouchere, m. P., to the Chairman of the
H udson's Bay Company.

Sir, Colonial Office, 1.5 July 1857.

Tx a statement which I have received from the law officers of the Crown there is the fol-
lowing passage:

"The remaining subject of consideration is the question of the geographical extent of
the territory granted by the charter, and whether its boundaries can in any and what
manner be ascertained. In the case of grants of considerable age, such as this charter, when
the words, as is often the case, are indefinite and ambiguous, the rule is that they are con-
strued by usage and enjoyment, including in these latter terms the assertion of ownership
by the Company on important public occasions, such as the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht,
and again in 1750.
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"To these elements of consideration upon this question, must be added the inquiry (as
suggested by the following words of the charter, vie. ' not possessed by the subjects of any
other Christian prince, or state '), whether, at the time of the charter, any part of the territory
now claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company could have been rightfully claitned by the
French, as falling within the boundaries of Canada, or Nouvelle France, and also the effect
of the Acts of Parliament passed in 1774 and 1791.

" Under these circumstances, we cannot but feel that the important question of the
boundaries of the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company might, with great utility, as
between the Company and Canada, be made the subject of a quasi-judicial inquiry.

" But this cannot be done except by the consent of both parties, nanely, Canada and
the Hudson's Bay Company, nor would the decision of a Committee of the Privy Councit
have any effect as a binding judicial determination.

" But if the Hudson's Bay Company agreed to the proposal of the Chief Justice of
Canada, that the question of boundaries should be referred to the Privy Council, it being
further understood by both parties, thr.t the determination of the Council shall be carried
into effect by a declaratory Act of Parliament, we think the proceeding would be the best
mode of determining that which is, or ought to be, the only real subject of controversy.

" The form of procedure might be a petition to the Queen by Chief Justice Draper,
describing himself as acting under the directioa of the Executive Council of Canada; unless,
which would be the more solenmn mode, an address were presented to Her Majesty by the
Canadian Parliament.

" Counsel would be heard on behalf of Canada and of the Company."
I shculd he glad to hear whether you think it probable that the Hudson's Bay Company

would consent to appear before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the manner
and for the purpose here suggested, as it may be for the convenience of the Committee of
the House of Commons now sitting that this point should be ascertained.

I am, &c.
(signed) H. Labouchere.

LETTER from the Chairman of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Riglit Honourable
H. Labouchere, m.r.

Sir, Hudson's Bay House, 18 July 1857.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th instant, commu-

nicating a passage from the statement you have received fron the law officers of the Crown,
in reference to the question of the geographical extent of the territory granted by the
charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, and suggesting that such question might with great
utility, as between the Company and Canada, be made the subject of a quasi-judicial
inquiry, and desiring to be informed whether I think it probable that the Hudson's Bay
Company will consent to appear before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, in
the manner and for the purpose suggested.

I have submitted this communication to my colleagues, the Directors of the Hudson's
Bay Company, and as we are desirous to throw no obstacle in the way of settlement of the
doubts that have been raised by the people of Canada as to the extent of the territory to
which the Company are entitled under their charter, we shall be prepared to recommend
to our shareholders to concur in the course suggested. At the same time you will not fail
to see that other interests than those of the Company nay be involved in the inquiry, as
there are many persons not now members of the Company, who have acquired, by grants
from the Company or otherwise, a title to large portions of the land in question.

Assuming, however, that the object of the proposed inquiry is to obtain for Canada land
fit for cultivation and the establishment of agricultural settlers, I would observe that the
Directors are already prepared to recommend to the shareholders of the Company to cede
any lands which may be required for that purpose. The terms of such cessions would be
a matter of no difficulty between ler Majesty's Governient and the Company.

The Board having in view the present condition of the inquiry before the Committee of
the House of Commons, and the agitation which prevails on the question in Canada, are
desirous of availing thenselves of the opportunity your letter affords to state clearly for
your information the principles which will guide them in their future proceedings.

The Board will be ready to bow to any decision which Her Majesty's Government may
consider it for the public interests to take with regard to the maintenance or abolition of
the exceptional rights and trade of the Hudson's Bay Company, relying confidently on the
justice of Her Majesty's Government and of Parliament for .just compensation to the pre-
sent stockholders, and a due consideration of the clainms of their factors, traders and servants
in the Indian country, if the time shall have arrived, in the opinion of Her Majesty's
Government, for the abolition of the monopoly.

The present holders of the capital of the Company, 274 in number, are of the usual class
of persons holding stock in other chartered companies, who have invested their money on
the faith of the Company's charter, and in confidence of the permanent character of their
rights and property, and are in general indifferent to any other question in the present
discussion than the security of their capital and dividends.

The situation of the factors, traders, and servants of the Company is described in' the
evidence taken before the Committee. As no change in the condition or settlement of
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Appendix, No. 10. the country could vell be carried into, effect without their willing co-operation and
assistance, their just claims must be considered in any new arrangements to be submitted
to Parliament.

As respects the Board of Directors, of vhich I have the honour to be chairman, their
situation is peculiar, and their future conduct must be guided by the disposition of Her
Majesty's Government to support them in the future administration of their affairs. They
have been rewarded so far since the union of the Hudson's Bay and North-West Com-
parues, by the success of their administration, as proved rot alone by the results of their
trade,,but by the condition in which they will leave, if they now retire, the goverament
of the whole Indian territories entrusted to their care, as well as by the expressed
approbation of every succeeding Secretary of State for the Colonies for the last 37 years.

Looking to the future, they will only consent to undertake the further charge of the
Indian territories, which would devolve upon them on the renewal of the licence, on the
faith of being firmly supported by Her Majesty's Governmient in maintaining their present
establishments in full efficiency. It would be inexpedient, in their opinion, to enter upon
a new and firther term of their administration, without the fullest and most explicit
assurance of that support. The Directors have always considered that the seulement of
1821 was sanctioned by the Government and the Legislature, and the monopoly of the
Hudson's Bay Company then re-established and extended, quite as iuch, if not more, as
the best instrument the Government could employ for the administration, security, and
peace of the Indian country, as for the advantage of the parties whose interests were
united by that settlement. These parties and these interests have been long since
replaced by others, and are now represented by the present holders of the stock of the
Company.

We do not consider any further legislative measures necessary at present for the Govern-
ment of the Indian territories. The powers under the charter have hitherto proved
sufficient for the ordinary purposes of administration, and the Government have full
powers, under the Act of 1821, to appoint justices and establish courts, independent of
the Company. when and where they shall think it expedient. Ail new establishiments
of this description will create expense, which must be paid by this country or by Canada,
as neither the Red River Settlemnent nor the Indian country have taxable means for the
purpose.

We beg to be allowed to add the expression of our opinion, that in whatever arrange.
ments which may be now made for the future governmaent of the country, any mixed
authority or combination of agents appointed to act with those of the Company will only
weaken an administration which it is essential to strengthen in the present state of affairs.

No competent persons would be found to abandon civilised life to accept such situations,
with such salary as will be found reasonable; and if they could be found, the probability is
that the vant of sufficient occupation will soon engage theni in antagonistic discussions with
one another, not conducive to the general order or cordiality of the small community whose
affairs they will be sent to direct.

The Board is willing to remain in the exercise of its present functions; to concur in any
arrangements proposed by Government or Parliament, which will not interfere with or
obstruct their power of independent management of the concerns of the Company; and to give
assistance and support to any magistrates ap nted by the Government in endeavouring
to maintain the present undisturbed state of e Indian territories; but they will decline to
undertake a divided administration, or accept the responsibility of carrying on the Goverm-
ment of the country, under the exceptional circunstances of the case, unless assured of the
saie cordial and unhesitating support from Ber IVlajesty's Government which 'they have
hitherto enjoyed.

I have, &c.
(signed) John Shepherd,

Governor.
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HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

COPY of the existing CHARTER or GRANT by the CRowN to the HUDsoN's BAY CoM-
PANY ; together with Copies or Extracts of the CORRESPoNDENCE which took place
at the last Renewal of the Charter between the Government and the Company, or of
Individuals on behalf of the Company; also, the Dates of all former Charters or
Grants to that Company.

SCHEDULE.

I te.Subject.Pae
Governor of the Hudson'@ Bay Company

te Lord Stanley.

CORRESPONDENCE:

Governor of the Hudson', Bay Company to
Lord Glenelg.

The Under-Secretary of State for the Co-
lonies to Denis Le Marchant, Esq.

Denis Le Marchant, Esq. te the Under-
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

The Under-Secretary of State for the
Colonies te Denis Le Marchant, Esq.

J. D. Home, Esq. te the Under-Secretary
of State for the Colonies.

The Under-Secretary of State for the
Colonies to J. D. Hume, Esq.

Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company
te Lord Glenelg.

Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies
to the Governor of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company
te the Under-Secr-tary of State for the
Colonies.

Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies
te the Governor of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company
te the Under-Secretary of State for the
Colonies.

Secretary of the Committee of Privy Coun-
cil for Trade te the Governor of the
Hudson's Bay Company.

Governor of the Hudsonts Bay Cornpany
te the Lords of the Comnittee of Privy
Council for Trade.

Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies
te the Governor of the Hudson's Bay
Company.

Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company
te the Under.Secretary of State for the
Colonies.

The Under-Secretary of State for the
Colonies te A. Y. Spearman, Esq.

A. Y. Spearman, Esq. te the Under-Secre-
tary of State for the Colonies.

The Under-Secretary of State for the Co-
lonies to A. Y. Spearman, Esq.

Denis Le Marchant, Esq. te the Under-
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

The Under-Secretary of State for the Co-
lonies te Denis Le Marchant, Esq.

Assistant Secretary te the Lords of the
Treasury te the Governor of the Hud-
son's Bay Company.

8 June 1842

10 Feb.

28 Feb.

2 June 1837

25 July 1837

7 Aug. 1837

15 Aug.

9 Sept.

19 Sept.

25 Oct. 1837

8 Nov. 1837

[10 Nov. 1837

20 Jan. 1838

7 Feb. 1838

3 Feb. 1838

7 Feb. 1838

3 Feb. 1838

8 Mar. 1838

14 Mar.

6 Mar.

14 Mar.

7 June

1838

1838

1838

1838

Enclosing Copies Of a Charter of the Hudson's
Bay Company, and the License given te the
Company by Her Majesty of the exclusive
Trade with the Indiana in certain parts of
North America

Application for a renewal of the Grant for
exclusive Trade with the Indians - -

Requesting Opinion of the Lords of the Coin.
mittee of Privy Council for Trade on the
above Letter- - ---

In reply : informing Lord Glenelg that the
Application of the Hudson's Bay Company
should be favourably entertained by his Ma-
jesty's Government- - -- -

Acknowledges the above: concurrence in the
Opinion expressed; and requesting informa-
tion as te the Negotiations with the Com-
pany

Stating that no Negotiation has been entered
into with the Board of Trade by the Com-
pany for a renewal of their License - -

In reply te the above- - --- -

Requests decision on the Letter of 10 Feb.
(No. 1.)

No objection te proposed renewal, with certain
modifications- - - - -

Encloses Draft of proposed Grant - - -

Requests Copy of the Grant made in 1821 -

Encloses Copy of the Grant made in 1821 -

Requests further information relative to their
Clain for a renewal of the Grant - -

Sends furtler information required by the Board
of Trade --- --- -

Approves Draft of the Iloyal License granting
exclusi"e Trade with the Indians for a further
period of 21 years, subject te the glteration
of the final Clause respecting the erection of
Colonies --- -----

Acknowledges preceding Letter; accepts terrms
proposed

Referring to Letter of 10 February 1837
(No. 1); including Lord Glenelg's proposed
Clause relative te the erection of Colonies -

Reqests Lord Gleoelg's Opinion as to the
amount of Rent te be paid by the Hudson's
Bay Company-- - -- -

In reply te the above, and transmitting the
following Letter

Respecting the Settlement of the Terms of the
Grant in question---- -

Acknowledges the above - - -

Transmits the Grant of a License to trade -

Appendix, No. u.
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Copy of a LETTER from the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to Lord Stanley.

My Lord, Hudson's Bay House, London, 8 June 1842.
Letter frcm die I aAvE the honour to acknowledge receipt of Mr. G. W. Hope's letter of the 4th instant,Governor of the encIosing, by direction of your Lordship, copy of an Address of the House of CommonsHudson's Bay for certain papers relating to the Hudson's Bay Conpany ; and requestn- that you may bemany to Lord f*urnished, for presentation to the House, vith a copy of the existing CÎ1arter or Grant byStan ley, 8 June the Crown to the Company, together with a list of the dates of all former Charters or Grants184e- to then.

In compliance with your Lordship's request, I herewith hand a printed copy of the first
and only Charter for incorporating the Hudson's 3ay Company, granted by his Majesty
King Charles the Second in the year 1670; together wvith copy of the Licen.e given to the
Company by Her Majesty, on the 30th May 1838 (under the provisions of the Act 1 & 2

* (BGeo. 4, c. 66), of the exclusive trade with the Indians in such parts of North America as
are not part of the lands or territories granted to the Company by their Charter, and not
forming any of lier Majesty's provinces in North America, or of any lands or territories
belonging to the United States of America or other foreign pow'er.

The Grant of exclusive trade was first made, on the 6th December 1821, to " The
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay," in conjunc-
tion vithI "William M'Gillivray, of Montreal, in the province of Lower Canada, esquire,
Simon M'Gillivrav, Of Suffolk-lane, in the city of London, merchant, and Edward Ellice,of Spring-gardens, in the county of Middlesex, esquire."

These gentlemen subsequently surrendered their interest to the Hudson's Bay Company,
to whom Ber Majesty was pleased to make the Grant of 1838.

I have, &c.
(signed) J. H. Pelly, Governor.

Enclosure (A.)

THE ROYAL CHARTER îr incorporating the HuDsoN's BAY CobirANr, granted by his
Majesty King CHARLES the Second, in the 22d year of his iign, A.D. 1670.

l'reamble.

Gr:mnt of Incorpo-
ration.

Names of original
granitecs.

CHARLES THE SECOND, by the grace of God King of England, Scotland, France and
Ireland, Defender of the Faith, &c., To ALL to whom these presents shall come, greeting:
WHEREAS our dear and entirely beloved Cousin, Prince Rupert, Count Palatine of the
Rhine, Duke of Bavaria and Cumberland, &c.; Christopher Duke of Albenarle, William
Eail of Craven, Henry Lord Arlington, Anthony Lord Ashley, Sir John Robinson, and Sir
Robert Vyner, Knights and Baronets; Sir Peter Colleton, Baronet; Sir Edward Hungerford,
Kniglit of the Bath, Sir Paul Neele, Knight; Sir John Griffith and Sir Philip Carteret,
Knights; James Hayes, John Kirke, Francis Millington, William Prettyman, John Penn,
Esquires; and John Portman, Citizen and Goldsmith of London : have, at their own great
cost and charges, undertaken an expedition fbr Hudson's Bay, in the north-west part of
America, for the discovery of a new passage into the South Sea, and for the finding some
trade for furs, minerals and other considerable commodities, and by such their undertaking
have already made such discoveries as to encourage them to proceed further in pursuance
of their said design, by means whereof there may probably arise very great advantage to us
and our kingdon: AND WHEREAS the said Undertakers, for their further encouragement in
the said design, have humbly besought us to incorporate them, and grant unto then and their
successors the sole trade and commerce of ll those seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes,
creeks and sounds, in whatsoever latitude thcy shall be, that lie within the entrance of the
straits, commonly called Hudson's Straits, together with all the lands, countries and territories
upon the coasts and confines of the seas, straits, bays, lakes, rivers, creeks and sounds afore-
said, which are not now actually possessed by any of our subjects, or by the subjects of any
other Christian Prince or State: Now KNOW YE, that we, being desirous te promote all
endeavours tending to the public good of our people, and to encourage the said undertaking,
HAvE, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, given, granted, ratified
and confirmed, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, Do give, grant, ratify
and confirm,tunto our said Cousin, Prince Rupert, Christopher Duke of Albemarle, William Earl
of Craven, Henry Lord Arlington, Anthony Lord Ashiey, Sir John Robinson, Sir Robert
Vyner, Sir Peter Colleton, Sir Edward Hungerford, Sir Paul Neele, Sir John Griffith and
Sir Philip Carteret, James Hayes, John Kirke, Francis Millington, Willianm Prettyman,
John Fenn and John Portman, that they, and such others as shal be admitted into the said
society as is hereafter expressed, shall be one body corporate and politic, in deed and in

nane,
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naine, by the name of ' The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Appendx, NU. TL
Hudson's Bay," and them by the nane of "The Governor and Company of Adventurers of
England trading into Hludson's Bav," one body corporate and politic, in deed and in name, Budy corpointo to
really and fully for ever, for us, our heirs and successors, WE Do make, ordain, constitute, he styled "The
establish, contrm and declare by these presents, and that by the saine name cf Governor Governar anud Co-
and Company of Adventurers of England .trading into }Rudson's Bay, they shall have per- fy Eglamd trading
petual su.cession,and that they and their successors, by the naie of "The Governor and Com- into Hudson's Bay.-
pany of Adventuirers of England trading into Hudson's Bay," be, and at ail times hereafter
shal be personable and capable in law to have, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy and retain
lands, rents, privileges, liberties,jurisdictions, franchises and hereditaiments, ofi what kind, Rights and privi-
nature or quality soever they be, to then and their successors; and also to give, grant, leges, &c. ofthe
demise, alien, assign and dispose lands, tenements and berediiaments, and to do and execute Governor and
all and singular other things by the sane name that to then shall or may appertain to do; Company.
and that they and their successors, by the name of " The Governoir and Company of Adven-
turers of England trading into Hudson's Bay," may plead and be inpleaded, answer and be
answered, defend and bedefended, in whatsoever courts and places, before whatsoeverjudges
and justices, and other persons and officers, in ail and singular actions, pleas, suits, quar-
rels, causes and demands whatsoever, of whatsoever kind, nature or sort, in suchi manner
and fori as .any oth-r our liege people of this our realma of England, being persons able
and capable in law, may or canhave, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, retain,give, grant,
demise, alien, assign, dispose, plead, defend and be defended, do, permit and execute ; and
that the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England rading into Huîdson's Bay,
and their successors, may have a common seal to serve for ail the causes and busine-ses Of Grant of a coniuion
them and their successors, and that it shall and may be lawful to the said Governor and seal.
Company, and their successors, the same seal, from timne to time, at their wl and pleasure,
to break, change, and to niake anew or alter, as to themn shall seen expedient: AND FuR-
THER WE WiLL, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and succebsors, WE DO ordain, tFat
there shall be from henceforth one of the sane Company to be elected and appomted in
such form as hereaiter in these presents is expressed, which shail be called the Governor
of the said Company ; and that the said Governor and Comvpany shall or may select seven A Governorand
of their number, in such form as hereafter in these presents is expressed, vhich shall be Committee to be
called the Committee of the said Company, whichî Committee of seven, or any three of them, chosen.
together with the Governor or Deputy Governor of ihe said Company tor the time being, shall
have the direction of the voyages of and for the said Company, and the provision of the
shipping and merchandizes thereunto belonging, and also the sale of ail merchandizes,
goods and other things returned, in all or any the voyages or ships of or for the said Coin-
pany, and the managing and handling of ail other business, affairs and things belonging to
the said Company: AND WE WILL, ordain and grant by these presents, for us, Our ieirs
and successors, unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors, that they the
said Governor and Company, and their successors, shall fron henceforth for ever be tuled,
ordered and governed according to such mianner and formu as is hereafter in these presents
expressed, and not otherwise; and that they shall have, hold, retain and enjoy the grants,
liber:ies, privileges, jurisdictions and innuniities only hereafter in these presents graned
and expressed, and no other: And for the better execution of our wili and grant in this belhal f,
WE HAVE ASSIGNED, nomnated, constituted and made, and by these presents, for us, our lei s
and successors, WE DO ASSIGN, noninate, constitute and malke our said Cousin, PRINCE RU- Prince Rupert to be
PErT, to bethe firstand presentGovernorofthle said Company,and to continue in the said office the firstlGovernor.
from the date of these presents until the 1oth November then inext following, if lie, the said
Prince Rupert, shall so long live, and so until a new Governor be chosen by the said Com-
pany in form hereafter expressed : AND ALSO WCE BAVE assigîm d, nouinated and appointed, Naes of the fist
and by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, wE no assign. nomimate and consti- cmmittee
tute, the said Sir John Robinson, Sir Robeit Vyner, Sir Peter Coleton, James Haves, John
Kirke, Francis Millington and Johi Portian to be the seven first and present Commniittees
of the said Company, front the date ofthese presents intil the said loth day of November
thrn also next foliowinr, and so until iev Committees lshall be chosen in fori iereafter
expressed : AND FURTIER wE WILL and grant by these presents, for us, our heirs .nd suc- Power to elect a
cessors, unto the said Governor and Comipany, and their successors, that it shal and may Deputy Governor.
be lawful to and for the said Governor and Coinmpar:y for the tinie bing, or the greater part
of them present at any public assembly, commonly called the Court General, to be holden
for the said Ccmpany, the Governor of the said Company being always one, fron time to
time to elect, nominate and appoint one of the said Company to be Deputy to the said
Governor, which Deputy shall take a corporal oath, before the Governor and three or mare Oat• t hc aduil-
cf the Committee of the said Company for the time being, well, truly and faithfl'uly to exe- ii¡stered to ini.
cute his said office of Deputy to the Governor of the sair Company, and after his oath so
taken shall and nmay from tine to tinie, in the absence of the said Goveriior, exercise and
execute the office otGovernor of the said Company, in such sort as thesaid Governor ought
to do: AND PURTHEE WE WILL and grant by these presents, for us, our heirs and succes- Future Governors,
sors, unto the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of Englanid trading into Hudson's how elected.
Bay, and their successors, that they, or the greater part of them, wliereof the Governor for
the time being or bis Deputy to be oe, from tine to time, and at ail times hereafter, shah!
and may have authority and power, yearly and every year, between the first and last day
of November, to assemble and meet together in some convetoient place, to be appoin ted fromn
time to time by the Governor, or in bis absence b>y the Deputy of the said Governor for the
tine being, and that they being so assembled, it shall and may be lawful to and forI the sai&
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Appendix, No. 1. Governor or Deputy of the said Governor, and the said Company for the time beingi, or the
- greater part of them which then shall happen to be present, wiiereof the Goveriior of the

said Company or his Deputy for the time beimg to be one, to elect and nominate one of the
said Company, which shall be Governor of the said Company for one whole year then next
following, which person being so elected and nominated to be Governorof the said Company

Oath to be adi- as is aforesaid, before lie bu adnitted to the execution of the said office, shall take a corporal
ni5tend to them, oath bfore the last Governor, being bis predecessor or his Deputy, and any three or more

of the Committee of the said Company for the time being, that he shall from time to time
weil and truly execute the office of Governor of the said Company in all things concerning
the sane ; and that immediately after the same oath so taken, he shall and may execute and
use the said office of Governor of the said Company for one whole year from thence next

and to each mem- following: And in like sort we will and grant, that es well every one of theabove-naned tober of the Compay. be of the said Company or Fellowship, as all others hereafter to be admitted or free of the
said Company, shall take a corporal oath before the Governor of the said Company or bis

Deputy for the time being to such effect as by the said Governor and Company, or the
greater part of them, in any public court to be held for the said Company, shall be in reason-
able and legal manner set down and devised, befbre they shall be allowed or admitted to

Annual election of trade or traffic as a freeman of the said Company: ANn FURTHER WE WILL and grant by
a new Committee. these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, unto the said Governor and Company, and

their successors, that the said Governor or Depaty Governor, and the rest of the said Com-

pany, and their successors for the time beine, or the greater part of them, whereof the
Governor or Deputy Governor fron time to time to be one, shall and may from time to
time, and at all times hereafter, have power and authority, yearly and every year, between
the first and last day of November, to assemble and meet together in some convenient place,
from time to time to be appointed by the said Governor of the said Company, or in his
absence by his Deputy ; and that they being so assenbled, it shall and may be lawful to
and for the said Governor or his Depaty, and the Company for the time being, or the
greater part of them, which then shall happen to be present, whereof the Goverior of the
said Company or his Deputy for the time being to be one, to elect and nominate seven
of the said Company, which shall be a Committee of the said Conpany for one whole
vear from then next ensuing, which persons being so elected and nomnated to be a Com-
mittee of the said Company as aforesaid, before they be admitted to the execution of their

nistred toe tme office, shall take a corporal oath before the Governor or his Deputy, nd any three or more

Committee. of the said Committee of the said Company, being their last predecessors, that they and
every of them shall well and faithfully perform their said office of Committees in all things
concerning the same, and that imrnediatelv after the said oath so taken, they shall and
may execute and use their said office of Committees of the said Company for one whole

year from thence next follcwing: AND MoREovER, our will and pleasure is, and by these
vacancies in the presents, for us, our heirs and successors, WE DO GRANT unto the said Governor and
office of Governor C pav, and their successors, that when and as often as it shall happen, the Governor or

varnor, hov filled Deputy Governor of the said Company for the time being, at any time withia one year
up. after that he shall be nominated, elected and sworn to the office of the Governor of the said

Company, as is aforesaid, to die or to be removed from the said office, which Governor or
Goyernor or Deputy Governor not demeaning himself well in his said office, wE WILL to he remnovable
Deputy Geovrnr at the pleasure of the rest of the said Company, or the greater part of them which shall be

present at their public assembhies; commonly called their General Courts, holden for the
saidi Companv, that then and so often it shall and may be lawfui to and for the residue of
the said Company for the-time being, or the greater part of them, within a convenient ime
after the death or renmoving of any such Governor or Deputy Governor, to assemble thei-
selves in such convenient place as they shall think fit, for the election of the Governor or
Deputy Governor of the said Company ; and that the said Company, or the greater part of

them, being then and there presbnt, shall and may, then and there, before their departure
and others elected. fron the said place, elect and norninate one other of the said Company to be Governor or

Deputy Governor for the said Cumpany, in the place and stead of him that so died or was
removed ; which person being so elected and nominated to the office of Governor or Deputy
Governor of the said Conpany, shall have and exercise the said office for and during
the residue of the said year, taking first a corporal oath, as is aforesaid, for the due execu-
tion thereof; and this to be done fronm time to time so often as the case shall so require:

Members of the A ND A LSO, our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and succes-
Committee may sers, wE DO grant unto the said Governer and Company, that when and as often as it
bc removed, shall happen any person or persons of the Commnittee of the said Company for the time

beinr, at any time within one year next after that they or any of theni shall be nommnated,
elected and sworn to the office ut Committee of the said Company as'is aforesaid, to die or

to be remnoved frm the said oflice, which Committees not demeaning theiselves weil in

their said oflice, we will to be remLovable at the pleasure of the said Governor and Company,
or the çgreater part et themn, whereof the Governor of the said Company for the tine being
or his Deputy to be one, that then and so often, it shall and nay be lawful to and for the said

Governor, and the rest of the Company for the time being, or the greater part of themu,
whereof the Governcor for the time heing or his Depuity to be one, within convenient time

after the death or removing of anyof tie said Committee, to assemble themselves in such con-

venient place as is or shall be usual and accustoned for the election of the Governor of the

said ComDany, or where else the Governor of the said Company for the time being or bis
and others elected. Deputy shall appoint: And that the said Governor and Company, or the greater part of

them, whereof the Governor for the time being or his Deputy to be one, being then and
there,
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there present, shall and may, then and there, before their departure froin the said place, Appendix, NO. -a.
elect and nominate one or more of the said Company to be of the Comntittee of ·the said -
Company in the place and stead of him or them that so died, or were or was so removed,
whichperson ur persons so nominated and elected to the office of Committee of the said
Company shall have and exercise the said office for and during the residue of-the said year,
taking first a corporal oath, as is aforesaid, for the due execation thereofand this to be-done
from time to time, so often as the case shall require: And to the end the said Governor and Grant of the sole
Coampany of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay may be encouragee to trade,lands,mines,
undertake and effectually to prosecute the said design, ofour more especial grace, certain munerais, fisheries,
knowledge and mere motion, wE HAVE given, granted anc. oenfirmed, and by these presents, c.
for us, our heirs and successors, Do give. grant and confirm, unto the said Governor and
Company, and their successors, the sole trade and commerce of all those seas, straits,
bays, rivers, lakes, creeks, and sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall he, that lie -within
the entrance of the straits, commonly called Hudson's Straits, together with al the
lands and territories upon the countries, coasts and confines of the seas, bays, lakes, rivers,
creeks and sounds aforesaid, that are not already actually possessed by or granted to any
of our subjects, or possessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or State, with the
fishing of ail sorts of fish, whales, sturgeons, and al] other royal fishes in the seas, bays,
inlets and rivers within the premises, and the fish therein taken, together with the royalty Theterritory to be
of the sea upon the coasts within the limits aforesaid, and ali mines royal, as well discovered reckoned one of his
as not discovered, of gold, silver, geins and precious stones, to be foiund or discovered within Majesty's Planta-
the territories, limits and places nforesaid, and that the said ]and be fron henceforth tions or Colonies in
reckoned and reputed as one of our plantations or colonies in America, caliled " Ruperts America, and called
Land :" ANiD FURTHER, wE DO by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, make, the overner and
create and constitute the said Goveimor and Company for the time being, and 'their succes- Company to be the
sors, the true and abolute lords and proprietor., of the same territory, limits and places Lords Proprietors of
aforesaid, and of ail other the premises, sAviNGALWAYS the faith, allegiance and sovereign the same lor ever.
dominion due to us, our heirs and successors, for the saie, to HAVE, HOLD, possess and
enjoy the said territory, limits and places, and all and singular other the premises lereby
granted as aforesaid, with their and every of their rights, members, jurisdictions, paeroga-
tives, royalties and appurtenances whatsoever, to them the said Governor and Company,
and their successors for ever, To BE NOLDENÎ of us, our heirs and successors, as of our
manor of East Greenwich, in our county of Kent, in free and comnion soccage, and not n
capite or by Knight's service; YIELDING AN D PAYING yearly to us, our hcirs and successors,
for the saie, two elks and two black beavers, wlhensoever and as often as we, our heirs and
successors, shall happen to enter into the said countries, territories and region. hereby
granted : AND PURTHER, our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, fi>r us, our leirs Governor and Cor.
and successors, wE Do grant unto the said Governor and Company, and to their successors, pany may assemble
that it shal and may be lawful to and for the said Goverrior and Company, and their and ma7e laws,
successors, from time to time, to assemble themselves, for or about any the matters, ordinances, &c. for

in ay ol plces or he srnethe good govern-causes, affairs or businesses of the said trade, i any place or places for the same ment of their terri.
convenient, wihin our dominions or elsewhere, and there to hold court for the said tory and the ad-
Company, and the aff'airs thereof; and that, also, it shall and may be lawful ·to vancement oftheir
and for them, and the greater part of them, being so assembled, and that shall then and trade;
there be present, in any such place or places, Vhereof the Governor or his Deputy for
the tinie being to be one, to make, ordain and constitute such and so many reasonable
laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances as to then, or the greater part of them, being
then and there present, shall seem necessary and convenient for the good government of the
said Company, and of ail governors of colonies, forts and plantations, factors, masters,
mariners and other officers employed or to be employed n any of the territories and lands
aforesaid, and in any of their voyages; and for the better advancement and continuance of
the said trade or traffic and plantations, and the same laws, constitutions, orders and ordi-
nances so made, to putin, use and execute accordingly, and at their pleasure to revoke and after
the sanie or any of thein, as the occasion shall require : And that the said Governor and
Company, so often as they shali make, ordain or establish any such laws, constitutions, orders
and ordinances, in such fori ae aforesaid, shall and may lawfully impose, ordain, limit and
provide such pains, penalties and punishments upon ai] offenders, contrary to such laws, and may impose
constitutions, orders and ordinances, or any of them, as to the said Governor and Company penalties and
for the time being, or the greater part of them, then and there being present, the said punishments, pro-
Governor or his Deputy being always one, shall seem necessary, requisiie or convenient foi vîded the saine are

the observation of the same laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances; and the saie fines repugnant to the
and amerciaments shall and may, by their officers and servants from time to time to be lawa of England.
appointed for that purpose, levy, take and have, to the use of' the said Governor and Com-
pany, and their successors, without the impedimuent of us, our heirs or successors, or of any
the officers or ministers cf us, our heirs or successors, and without any account therefore to
us, our leis or successors, te he made : All and singular which laws, constitutions,
orders and ordinaiices, so as aforesaid to be made, wE 'WILL to be duly observed 'and kept
under the pains and penalties therein to be contained ; so always as the said laws,
constitutions, orders and ordinances, fines and amerciaments, be reasonable and not con-
trary or repugnant, but as near as may be agreeable to the laws, statutes or custons of this
our realm: AND Fu RTHERMO-RE, of our ample and abundant grace, ceriain knowledge and Furthcr grant of
mere motion, wE HAVE granted, and by these presents, for uzs, our heirs and successors, Do trade.
grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors, that they and their suc-
cessors, and their factors, servants and agents, for them and on their belalf, and not other-
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Appendix, No. 11. .wise, shall for ever hereafter have, use and enjoy, not only the whole, entire and only trade
-- ani traffic, and the whole, entire and only liberty, use and privilege of trading; and

traffilcking ta and from the territory, limits and places aforesaid; but also the whole and
entire trade and traffic to and from ail havens, bays, creeks, rivers, lakes and seas, into
which they shall find entrance or passage by water or land ont of the territories, limits or
p laces aforesaid ; and tio and with ail the natives and people inhabiting. or whiehi shal in-
habit within the territories, limits and places aforesaid; and to and witIi ail other nations
inhabiting any the coasts adjacent ta the said territories, limits and places which are not
already possessed as aforesaid, or wherenf the sole liberty or privilege oF trade and tratfie is

And no subjects of not granted to any other of our subjects: AND wiE, of our further royal favour, and of our
his Majesty to trade mor'e especial grace, certain knowledge and mnere motion, H A.vE granted, and by these pre-
within tetore svnts, for us, our heirs and successors, DO grant to the said Governor and Comp ny, and
ýith1out rave om ta their successors, that neither the said territories, limits and places, hiereby granted

the Company,in as aforesaid, nor any part thereof, nor the islands, havens, ports, cities, towns or
vriting, under their places thereof or therein contained, shall be visited, frequented or haunted by any

common seal. of the subjects of us, our heirs or successors, coatrary ta the true meaning of these
presents, and by virtue of our prerogative royal, which we will not have in that
behalf arguîed or brought into question: WE sTRAITLY charge, command and prohibit
for us, our heirs and successors, ail the subjects of us, our h2irs and successors, of what
degree or quality soever they be, that none of them, directly or indirectly, do visit,
haunt, frequent or trade, traffic or adventure, by way of merchandize, into or from any of ihe
said territories, imits or places hereby granted, or any or either of them, other than the said
Governor and Company, and such particular persons as now bé or hereafter shall be of
that Company, their agents, factors and assigns, uales it be by the license and agreement
of the said Governor and Company in writing first hrad and obtained, under their commnr
seal, to be granted, upon pain that every such person or persons that shalh trade or traffie
into or from any of the countries, territories or limits aforesaid, other than the said Governor

Under penalty of and Company and their successors, shail incur our indignation, and the forfeiture and the
forfeitng all ods, loss of the gonds, merchandizeq and other things whatsoever, which so shall b t brought into

thence into Eng- this realm of England, or any the dominions of the same, contrary ta our said proh:bition,
land. or the purport or true meaning of these presents, for which the said Governor and Company

shall find, take and seize in other places ont of our dominion, where the said Campany,
their agents, factors or ministers shall trade, traffic or inhabit'by virtue of these our letters

One-haf to patent, as also the ship and ships, with the furniture thereof, whereiin such zonds, merchan-
One-haft go to dizges and other thinigs shall be brought and found ; the one-half of ail the said forfeitures ta
the Kiuti e other be to us, our heirs and successors, and the other half thereof wE DO by these presents clearly
ta the Co:npangy. -nd wholly, for us, our heirs and successors, eive and grant unto the said Gavernor and Com-

pany, and their successors: And FURTHER, ail and every the said offenders, for their said
conttemnpt, to suffer such other punishment as to is, our heirs and successors, for so high, a
contempt, shall seem meet and convenient, and not to be in anywise delivered until they
and everv of them shall become bound unto the said Governor for the tine being in the
sum of One thouisand pounds at the least, at no timue iheu after ta trade or tralfic into any
of the said places, seas, straits, bays, ports, havens or territories atoresaid, contrary ta

uotruwlelliberty aour exMress commandment in that behalf set down and pubîished : AND FUiRTHER, oa aur

byhis Majesty ta more especiai grice, wE H&vE conclescended and granted, and by these presents, for us, our
any person without heirs and successors, Do grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors,
consent ofthe Con- that we, our heirs and successors, will not grant liberty, hcense or power to any persan or

înmy. persons whatsoever, contrary ta the tenor of these Our letters patent, ta trade, traile or
inhabit, unto or upon any the territories, limit, or places afore specified, contrary ta the true
meaning of these presents, without the con<ent of the said Governor and Com pany, or the

Persons free of the most part of them : AND, of our more abundant grace and favour to the said Governor
Coupany failing to and Company, wF Do hereby dediare our wvill and pleasure to be, that if it shall so happen
pay tIe sums re- that any (if the persons free or ta be free of the said Company of Adventurers of England
spetivelv engaged
tobefurisiedbv tradin- into Hudson's Bay, who shah, before the going forth of any ship or ships appointed
them in the Adven- for a VOYAGE or otherwise, promise or agree, by vriting under his or their bands, ta ùdvea-
ture of the Con- ture any sun or sums of money towards the furnishing auy provision, or maintenance of
pany, mnay be re- any voyage or voyages, set forth, or to be set forth, or intended or meant to be set forth, by

Lstmchuised. the said Governor and Company, or the more part of them present at any pnblic assembly,
commonily called their General Court, shall not within the space of twenty days next after
warning given to him or them by the said Governor or Company, or their known officer or
iinister, bring in and deliver ta the Treasurer or Treasurers appointed for the Company, such
sums of nmoney as shall have beeri expressed and set down in writing by the said persan or
persons, subscribed with the name of said Adventurer or Adventurers, that thsen and at ai
times after it shall and may be law ful ta and for the said Governor and Company, or the
more part of them present, whereof the said Gavernor or his Deputy ta be one, at any of their
Genierai Courts or Gencrai Assemiblies, to remove and disfranchise hirn or them, and every
such person and persons at their wills and pleasures, and he or they so removed and dis-
franchised not to be permitted to trade into the countries, territories and limits aforesaid,
or any part thereof, nor to have any adventure or stock going or remaininuz with or amongst
the said Comspanv, without the special license of the said Gavernor and Comp my, or the
more part of them present at any Generai Court, first had and obtained in that baliait, any

Whatpersonsmiay thing before in these presents ta the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstandig : AND
he aditted into OUR wILL AND PLEASUR E is, and hereby we do also ordain, that it shall and may be lawfuil
the company. to and for the said Governor and Company, or the greater part of them, whereof the Governor

for
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,for the time being or his Deputy to be one, to admit into and to be of the said Company ail Appendix, No. 1t.
such servants or factors, of or for the said Company, and ail such others as to them or the -

most part of them present, at any court leld for the said Company, the Governor or his
Deputy being one, shal be thought fit and agreeable witlh the orders and ordinances made
and to be made for the government of the said Company: AND FUnTHER, our will and
pleasure is, and by these presents for us, our heirs and successors, wE Do grant unto the Votes to be regu-
said Goverior and Company, and to their succenors, that it shall and may bc lawful in ail lated by quantity
elections and bye-laws to be made by the General Court of the Adventurers of the said of stock-
Company, that every person shall have a number of votes according to his stock, that is to
say, for every hundred pounds by him subscribed or brought into the present stock, one
vote, and thât any of those that have subscribed less than One hundred pounds nay join

-their respective sums to niake up One hundred pouinds, and have one vote jointly for the
sanie, and not otherwise : AND FURTIER, of our special grace, certain knoivledge and mere Aliads.&c.afore-
motion, WE DO, for us, our heirs and successors, gyrant to and with the said Governor and said to be'under the
Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay, that alil lands, islands, government ofsaid
territories, plantations, forts, fortificationz, factories or colonies, vhere the said Company's Company, who May
factories and trade are or shall be, within any the ports or places atore limited, shall be apoithe roaers 
immediately and from henceforth under the power and command of the said Governor preside withintheir

.and Company, their successors and assigns; SAVING the faith and allegiance due to be territories, and '
performed to us, our heirs and successors as aforesaid; and that the said Governor and 39die mall causes,
.Company shall have liberty, full power and authority to appoint and establish Governors acco and crixnal,acrding ta the
and all other officers to govern them. and that the Governor and his Council of the laws of England;
several and respective places where the said Conmpany shall have plantations, forts,
factories, colonies or places of trade withini any the countries, lands or territories hereby
granted, tnay have power to judge all persons belonging to the said Governor and
Conpany, or that shall live under them, in all causes, whether civil or crirninal, according
to the laws of this kingdom, and to execute justice accordingly; and in case any crime or or criminals may be
nisdruîeanor sho!i be connitted in any of the said Company's plantations, forts, factories sent to Enad for

-or places of trade within the limits nforesaid, where judicature cannot be executed for
want of a Goveriior and Council there, then in such case it shall and may be lawful for the
chief Factoi of that place and bis Council to transmit the party, togetheir with the offence,
to such other plantation, factory or fort where there shall be a Governor and Council, where
justice may be executed, or into this kingdom of England, as shall be thought most con-
venient, there to receive such punishment as the nature of his offence shall deserve: AND
MOREOvER, our will and pleasure is, and bv these presents, for us, our heirs and succes-
sors, WE DO oIVE and grant unto the said Governor and Company, and thîeir successors, The Governorand
free libertv and license. n case they conreive it necessary, to send either ships of war, men Company may em-
or anmun'ition unto any their plantations, forts, factories or places of trade aforesaid, foi' the Ploy, for the pro-
security and defence of the saime, and to choose commnanders and officers over them, tre aona temr
and to give them power and authority, by commission under their cdaimon seal, or other- armed force, appoint
wise, to continue or make peace or war with any prince or people whatsoever, that are not commandera, erect
'Christians, in any places where the said Company shall have any plantations, forts or forts, &c.
factories, or adjacent thereunto, as shall be nost for the advantage and benefit of the
said Governor and Company, and of' their irade: and also to right and recompense
themselves upon the goods, estates or people of those parts, by whon the said Governor
and Company shall sustain any injury, loss or damage, or upon any other people what-
soever, that shall anv wav, contrarv to the intent of these presents, interrupt, wrong or
injure them in their said trade, within the said places, terricories and limits granted by
thi Charter: And thuat i shall and ma be lawiful to and for the said1 Governor and Com-
pany, and their successors, fruom time to time, and at all times fr-on hencef'orth, to erect
and build such castles, fortifications, forts, garrisons, colonies or plantations, towns or
villages, in any, parts or places witliiii the limits and bounds granted before in these presents
unto the said Governor and Company, as thev in their discretion shall think fit and requisite,
and for thie supply of suchi as shall be needful and convenient, to keep and be in the sanie,
to send out of iis kingdom, to the said castles, forts, fortifications, garrisons, colonies,
plantations, towns or villages, ail kinds of clothinr, provision of victuals, ammunition and
implements necessary for such purpose, paying the duties and custoins foi' the same, as also
to transport and carry over such number of men, being willing thereunto, or not prohiibited,
as they shall think fit, and also to gover'n theni in suich legal and reasonable manner as the
said Governor and Company shall think best, and to inflict punishment for iisdemeaiors,
or impose suçh fines uponi thein for breacli of their orders, as in these presents are forierly
expressed : AN D FURTIER, our will and pleasure is, and by thesd presents, for us, our heirs Authority given to
and successors, wE Do grant unto the said Governor and Company,and to their successors, full the Governor and
power and lawful authority to seize upon the persons of ail such English, or any other our Conipany to seize
subjcts which shall sail into Hudson's Bay, or inhabit ini any of tÏie countries, islands or n ts i o ty's
territories hereby graited to the said Governoi and Com pany, without their Icave and license out ecave of the
in that behal' first had and obtained, or that shall contemn or disobey their orders, and send Company) trade in
then to England ; and that ail and every person or persons, heing our subjects, any their terr'itory, and
ways employed by the said Governor and Company, within any the parts, places and nay ,nd then to

E îland.
liits aforesaid, shall be liable unto and suffer such punishment for any offences by thîem
conrnitted in the parts aftoresaid, as the President and Counc. for the said Governor and
Company there shall think fit, and the nerit of the offence shall require, as afiore;aid ; and
in case any person or persons being convicted and sentenced by the President and Council
of the said Governor and Company, in the countries, lands or limits aforesaid, their factors
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Encloure (B.)

or agents there, for any -offence by them done, shall appeal from the saine, that then and in
such-ease it shail and mav be lawful to and for the said President and Council, factors or
agents, to seize upon him or them, and to carry him or them home prisoners into England,to the said Governor and Company, there ta receive such condiga puishment as his cause
shall require, and the law of this nation allow of; and for the better discovery of abuses and
injuries to be done unto the said Governor and Company, or their successors, by any
servant by them ta he em ployed in the said voyages and plantations, it shail and may be
lawful ta and for the said Governor and Company, and their respective President, Chief
Agent or Governor in the parts aforesaid, to examine upon oath ail factors,.masters, pureers,
su percargoes, commanders of castles, forts, fortifications, plantations or culonies, or other
persons, touching or concerning any matter or thing in which by la.w or usage an oath may
be administered, so as the said oath, and the matter therein contained, be nut repugnant, but
agreeable to the laws of this realin: .AND wE Do hereby straitly charge and conmand ail
and singular our Admirais, Vice-Admirals, Justices, Mayors, Sheriffs, Constables, Bailiffs,and ail and singular other our olicers, ministers, Iiege men and subjects whatsoever, to
be aiding, favouring, helping and assistino- to the said Governor and Company, and to
their successors, and to their deptuties, oicers, tactors, servants, assigns and ministers,
and every of them, in executing and enjoying the prenises, as Well on land as on se,from tine ta tune, when any uf you shall thereunto be required ; &NY STATuTE, act,
ordinance, proviso, proclamation or restraint heretofore had, made, set forth, ordained
or provided, or auy other matter, cause or thing whatsoever to the contrary in anywise
notwithstanding. IN WITNEss wREREop we have caused these our Letters to be made
Patent. WITNMSS OURSEiLF at Westminster, the second day of May, in the two-and-
twentieth year of our reign.

By Writ of Privy Seal.
. Pigott..

Enclosure (B.)

CRown GuANT ta the RUDsoN's BAY COMPANY Of the exclusive Trade with the Indians in
certain parts of North America, for a further term of Tweaty-one Years, and upon the
Surrender of a former Grant.

VIcTOnIA R.
(L. s.) VICToRiA, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great BritaIn

and Ireland Queen, Defender of the Faith.
To ail to whom these Presents shall come, greeting:

W HEREAs, by an Act passed in the Session of Parliament holden in the first and second
year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, intituled, " An Act for regu-
lating the Fur Trade, and estabhishing a Criminal and Civil Jurisdiction within certain parts
of North America." it was amongst other things'enacted, that from and after the passing of
the said Act, it should be lawful for his said Majesty, his heirs or successors, to make Grants,
or give his or their Royal License, under the band and seal of one of his or their Principal
Secretaries of State, to any body corporate or company, or persan or persans, of or for the
exclusive privilege of trading-with the Indians in ail such parts of North America as should
be specified in any such Grants or Licenses respectively, not being part of the lands and
territories theretofore granted to the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England
trading to Hudson's Bay, and not being part of any of our Provinces in North America, or
of any lands or territories belonging ta the United States of America, and that ait such Graits
ani Licenses should be goo>d, vaiid and effectual for the purpose of securing ta ail such bod ies
corporate,or companies, or persodis, the soie and exclusive privilege of trading wvith the Indians
itn all such parts of North Anerica (except as thereinafter excepited) as shouId be specified
in snch Grants or Licenses, any thing contained in any Act or Acts of Parliament, or any
iaw to the contrary notwithstanding; and it was f.urther enacted, that no such Grant or
License made or given by his said Majesty, his heirs or successors. of any such exclusive
privileges of trading with the Indians in such parts of North America as aforesaid, should
be made or given for any longer period than 21 years, and that uo rent should be required
or denand for or in respect of any suchl Grant or License, or any privileges given thereby
under the provisions of the said Act for the first period of 21 years; and it was further
enacted, that from and after the passing of the said Act, the Governor and Company of
Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay, and every body corporate and company and person
ta whom any such Grant or License should be made or given as aforesaid, should respec-
tivelv keep accurate registers of ail persons in their employ in any parts of North America,
and should once in each year return to the Principal Secretaries of State accurate dupli-
cates of such registers, and should also enter into such security as should be required for
the due execution of ail processes criminai and civil, as well within the territories
rncluded within any such Grant, as within those granted by Chaiter to the Governor and
Company of Advetuturers of England trading ta Hudson's Bay, and for the producing or
delivering into safe custody, for the purpose of trial, ail persans in their employ or acting
under their authority, wvho should be charged with any criminal offence, and aiso for the due
and faitlibfil observne of all such rules, regulations and stipulations as should be contained
in any such Grant or License, either for gradually diminishing and ultimately preventing the
sale or distribution of spirituous liquors ta the Indians, or for promoting their moral and

religious
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religious improvement, or for any other object which might be deemed necessary for the Ajg'endir, No. il.
remedy or prevention of any other evils which had bitherto been found to exist: And -
whereas it was in the said Act recited, that by a convention entered into between his said
late Majesty and the United States of America, it was stipulated and agreed, that every
country on the North-west coasts of America. to the westward of the Stony Mountains
should be free and open to the citizens and subjects of the two powers for the term of ten
years from the date of the signature of that convention; and it was therefore enacted, that
nothing in the said Act contained sbould be deemed or construed to authorise any body
corporate, company or person to whorn his said Majesty might, under the provisions oF
the said Act, make or grant or give a License of exclusive trade with the Indians in such
parts of North America as aforesaid, to claim or exercise any such exclusive trade within
the limits specified in the said-article, to the prejudice or exclusion of any.citizens of the said
United Staies of America who might be en,«aged in the said trude; with a proviso, that no
British subject should trade with the Indans within such limits without suchbGrant or
License as was bv the said Act required:

And whereas by an instrument under the hand and seal of the Right honourable Earl,
Bathrst, then one of his said late Majesty's Secretaries of State, and dated the oth day of
December 1821, afler reciting therein, as or to the effect aforesaid, and also reciting that
the said Governor and Company of Adventurtrs of England trading to [Iudson's Bay, and
certain associations of persons, trading tinder the name of "The North-west Company of
Montreal," had respectively extended the fur trade over many parts of North America
which had not been before explored, and that the conipetition in the said trade had been
found, for some years then past, to be productive of great inconvenience and 1oss, not only
to the said Company and Associations, but to the said trade in general, and also of great
injury to the native Indians and of other persons bis said Majesty's subjects; and that the
sadi Governor and Company of Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay; and William
M'Gillivray of Montreal, in the Province of Lower Canada, esquire; Simon M'Gillivray, of
Suffolk-lane, in the city of London, merchant; and Edward Ellice, of Spring-gardens, in the
county of Middlesex, esquire; had represented to bis said Majesty that they had entered
into an agreeirent, on the 26th day of March last, for putting an end to the said competition,
and carrying on the said trade for 21 years, commencing with the outfit of 1821, and
ending with the returns of the outfit of 1841, to be carried on in the name of the said
Governor and Company exclusively, and that the said'Governor and Company, and William
M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice had humbly besought bis said late
majesty to make a Grant and give his Royal License to thçm jointly of and for the exclusive
privilege of trading with the indians in North America, under the restrictions and upon the
terms and conditions specified in the said recited Act: his said late Majesty, being desirous
of encouraging the said trade, and remýedying the evils which had arisen from the competi-
tion which had theretofore existed.therein, did give and grant his Royal License, under the
hand and' seal of one of bis Principal Secretaries of State, to the said Governor and Cor-
pany, and William M'Gillivray; Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, for the exclusive
privilege of trading with the Indians in all such parts of North Ainerica to the northward
and to the westward of the said lands and territories belonging to the United States of
America, as should not form part of any of his said Majesty's Provinces in North America,
or of any lands or territories belonging to the said United States of America, or to any
European Government, state or power; and bis said late Majesty did also give and grant
and secure to the said Governor and Conpany, and William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillhvray
and Edward Ellice, the sole and exclusive privilege, for the full period of 21, years fron
the date of that Grant, of trading with the Indians in all such parts of North Amerira as
aforesaid (except as thereinafter excepted), and did thereby declare that no rent should be
required or denanded for or in respect of that Grant and License, or any privileges given
thereby for the said period of 21 years, but that the said Governor and Company of Adven-
turers trading to Hudson's Bay, and the said William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and
Edward Ellice, should, during the period of that Grant and License, keep accurate registers
of all persons in their employ in any parts of North America, and should once in each
year return to his suid NMajesty's Secretary of State accurate duplicates of such registers,
and enter into and give security to his said Majesty, bis heirs and .uccessors, in the penal
sum of 5,000 1. for ensuring, as far as in then might lay, or as they could by their authority
over the servants and persons in their employ, the due execution of all ciminal processes,
and of every civil process in any suit where the matter in dispute shali exceed 200 1., by the
oflicers and persons legally empowered to execute such processes within all the teiritories

-ineluded in that Grant, and for the producing or delivering into custody for purposes of
trial aIl persons in their employ or acting under their authoritv within the saidi territories,
who should be charged with any criminal offence; and bis said Majesty did thereby require
that the said Governor and Company, and William M'Givray, Simon M'Giilivray and
Edward Ellice, should, as soon as the same could be convenkiiey done, nake and submit
for bis said Majesty's consideuation and approval, such rules and regulations for the
management and carrying on of the said fur trade with the Indians, and the conduct of
the persons employed by them therein, as might appear ito his aaid Msjesty to ie effectuai
for diminishing or preventing the sale or distribution of spirituous liquors to the Indians,
and for pronoting their moral and religious improvement; aud his said Majesty. did
thereby declare, that nothing in thot Grant. contained should be deemed or construed
to authorize the said Governor and Company, and William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gil-
livray and Edward. Ellice, or any persons la their employ, to clain or exercise any
trade with the Indians on the North-west cast.of. America to the westward of the Stony
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Appendix, No. 11. Mountains, to the prejudice or exclusion of any citizens of the United States of America
who miglit be engaged in the said trade; and providing also by the now reciting Grant, that.
no British subjects other than and except the said Governor and Company, and the said
William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, and the persons authorized
to carry on exclusive trade by them on Grant, should trade with the Indians within such
limits during the period of that Grant:

And whereas the said Governor and Company have acquired to themselves all the rights
and interests of the said Williim M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, under
the said recited Grant, and the said Gàvernor and Company having humbly besought us to
accept a surrender of the said Grant, and in consideration thereof to make a Grant to then,
and give ta them our Royal License and authority of and for the like exclusive privilege of
trading with the Indians in North Aiierica, for the like period and upon similar terms and
conditions to those specified and referred te in the said recited Grant; Now RN OW YE, That
in consideration of the surrender made to us of the said recited Grant, and being desirous of
encouraging the said trade, and of preventing as much as possible a recurrence of the evils
mentioned or referred to in the said recited Grant; as also in consideration of the yearlyrent
hereinafter reserved to us, We do hereby grant and give our License. under the hand and seal.
of one of our Principal Secretaries of State, to the said Governor and Company, and their
successors, for the exclusive privilege of trading with the Indians iu all such parts of.North
America, to the northward and to the ivestward of the lands and territories belonging to.
the United States of America, as shall not form part of any of our provinces in North
America, or of any lands or territories belonging to the said United States of America, or to
any European goverrnent, state or power, but subject nevertheless as hereinafter men-
tioned : And we do by these presents give, grant and secure to the said Governor and
Company, and their successors, the sole and exclusive privilege, for the full period of 21
years from the date of this our Grant, of trading vith the Indian.s in all such parts of North
America as aforesaid (except as hereinafter mentioned): And we do hereby d..clare, that no
rent shail be required or demanded for or in respect of this our Grant and License, or any
privileges given thereby, for the first four years of the said term of 21 years; and we do
hereby reserve to ourselves, our heirs and successors, foir the remainder of the said term of
21 years, the yearly rent or sum of 5s. te be paid by the said Governor and Company, or
their successors, on the first day of June in every year, into our Exchequer, on the account
of us, our heiro and successors; and we do hereby declare, that the said Governor and Com-
pany, and their successors, shall, during the period of this our Grant and License, keep
accurate registers of all persons in their employ in any parts of North America, and shall once
in each year return to our Secretary of State accurate duplicates of such registers; and shah
aise enter into and give secnrity to us, our heirs and successors,in the penal sum of 5,Ooo 1.,
for ensuring, as far as in them nav lie, or as they can by their authority over the servants
and persons in their employ, the due execution of ail criminal and civil processes by the
officers and persons legally empowered to e:ecute sueh processes within ail the territories
included in this our Grant, and for the producing or delivering into custody for the purposes
of trial all persons in their employ or acting under their authority within the said territories
vho shall be charged with any criminal offence : And we do also hereby require, that the

said Governor and Company, and their successois, shall, as soon as the sane can be con-
veniently done, make and submit for our consideration and approval such rules and regula-
tiens for the management and carrying on the said fur trade with the Indians, and the
conduct of the persons employed by them therein, as may appear te as te be effectual for
diminishing or preventing the sale or distribution of spirituous liquors te the Indians, and for
promoting their moral and religious improvement: But we do hereby declare, that nothing
in this our Grant contained shall be deemed or construed te authorize the said Governor and
Company, or their successors. or any persons in their employ, te clainm or exercise any trade
w'ith the Indians on the North-west coast of America te the westward of the Stony Moun-
tains, ta the prejudice or exclusion of any of the subjects of any foreign states, who, under
or by force of any convention for the time being between us and such foreign states
respectively, may be entitled to and shal be engaged in the said trade: Provided never-
theless, and we.do hereby declare our pleasure ta be, that nothing herein contained shall
extend or be construed to prevent the establishment by us, our heirs or successors, within
the terjitories aforesnid, or any of therm, of any colony or colonies, province or provinces,
or for annexing any part of the aforesaid territories to any existing colony or colonies
te us, in right of our Imperial Crown, belongiig, or for constitutiig any such form of
civil government as te us nay seem meet, within any such colony or colonies, province
or provinces:

And we do hereby reserve te us, our heirs and successors, full power and authority te
revoke these presents, or any part thereof, in se far as the same nay embrace or extend to
any of the territories aforesaid, which may hereafter be comprised within any colony or
colonies, province or provinces as aforesaid :

It being neverthieless hereby declared, that no British suljects other than and except the
said Governor and Company, and their successors, and the persons anthorized ta carry on
exclusive trade by thern, shall trade with the Indians during the period of this our Grant
within the limits aforesaid, or within that part thereof which shall nat be comprised within
any such colony or province as aforesaid.

Given at our Court at Buckingham Palace, 30th day of May 1838.
By Her Majesty's command.

(L. s.) (signed) Glenelg.
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Cory of a LETTER from the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to Lord Glenelg.

My Lord, Hudson's Bay House, London, 10 February 1837. No. 1.
THEr peace, order and tranquillity which have so s.uccessfully been maintained by the Letter from theGovernor of the

ludson's Bay Company, during the last 15 years, throughout their extensive territories and Hudson's Bay
the adjoining Indian counties, since the passing of the Act 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66, have Company to
hitherto made it unnecessary to trouble your Lordship, or the department over which you Lord Glenelg,
preside, with any applications or representations relating to the country. 10 February 1837.

The approaching termination, however, of the grant of exclusive trade to the Company
within their limit- and the other fur trading districts (15 years of a termn of 21 having already .
expired), and other circunstances and changes which have occurred in the bituation'of these
couitries, make it my duty to bring the whole case under the consideration of his Majesty's
Government, in order that their opinion may be ascertained with regard to the renvwal of the
grant, and the further measures that have already become necessary for the administration of
justice, the police and government of the increasing population and establishments of this
extensive part of his Majesty's dominions.

Your Lordship is aware that the Hudson's Bay Company was incorporated under Charter
of bis iVajesty Charles the Second, in the year 1670; and that that Charter conveyed to
them the sole trade and commerce, together with the lands and territories upon the countries,
coasts, &c., that were not actually pos:essed by or granted to any British subjects, or pos-
sessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or State, to be reckoned and reputed as
one of the British plantations or colonies in America called " Rupert's Land."

One of the principal objects in the incorporation of this Company was the fur trade with
the Indians inhabitin« the territories ceded to them. For many years prior to the conquest
of Canada, French subjects had penetrated by ahe St. Lawrence to the frontiers of Rupert's
Land; but no compeiîtion had occurred between the traders of the two countries within the
territories of the Hudson's Bay Company previous to the cession of Canada to Great
Britain.

Subsequent to that period, the greater capital and activity of British subjects led to a
competition, first on the frontier parts, then in the interior, and at last to the formation of a
Company, combining all the individuals at that time engaged in the trade, to the countries
bordering on and west of Lake Superior, under the firm of the North-west Company of
Montreal.

It is unnecessary to say more of the eager competition into which this association entered
with the Hudîon's Bay Company for the trade of the Indian districts, or of the scenes of
demoralization and destruction of life and property to which it led, than to refer your Lord-
ship to the ample details on this revolting subject in the Colonial Departnent; to the agree-
ments at last entered into between the rival companies te put an end to them by the union
of their interests in 1821 ; and to the Act of Parliament passed in the same year to give
effect to that union, and to prevent the possibility of the recurrence of competition, by enabling
the Crown to grant to the parties interested a License for the exclusive trade, the only means
of restraining violence and criîùe, and of inaintaining order under the peculiar circumstances
of the country and the case.

The several parties to whon the license was granted made an absolute surrender of their
interests in it, in pursuance of further arrangements between them, to the Hudson's Bay
Company, in 1824.

Encouraged by the protection given to them by this license, the Hudson's Bay Company
have gradually extended their establishments and trade, ahd taken the further measures for
the improvement and civilization of the country and its inhabitants, whiçh I shall have the
honour of detailing for your Lordship's information. The result of these mueasures, and the
growth and increasing population of the settlements in the interior, bring yearly additional
demands on the retources of the Company for the means of protection and administration.
These demands will still further increase in future years; and it becomes absolutely necessary
either that un arrangement should be soon made for the extension of the License to the Com-
pany, or that some other means should be taken for the expenditure and government of
these establishments, in anticipation of the expiration of the present term, if a different
policy shall appear advisable to bis Majesty's Government.

Before the union of the rival Companies in 1821, the trade on the north-west coast of
America, from the Mexican frontiers te Behring's Straits. was nearly or wholly cnjoycd by
American and Rlussian subjects. Some efforts had been made, at enormous costs and sacri-
fices by the North west Company, to compete with the Americans, the history of which is
recorded in a popular work lately published by Mr. Washington Irving, under the title of
" Astoria;" but these efiorts were both costly and unsuccessful, and the North-west Com-
pany were o:! the point of being compelled to abandon the trade.

The Russian establishment ut Norfolk Sound, and at other places on the coast, even so
far south as the coast of California, and the American expedition subs2quent to the peace
from Boston, New York, and other parts of the United States, had obtained a monopoly of
the coast trade.

In the face of these disadvantages, the Hudson's Bay Company felt it their duty to
attenipt to regain the trade, and to re-establish British influence in the countries adjoining
the coast, and to the mouth of the river of Columbia, within the limits of the last convention
entered into with the court of Russia ; and they have succecded, after a severe and expen-
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Appendix, No. 11. sive competition, in establishing their settlements, and obtaining a decided superiority, if
net an exclusive enjoyment of the trade, the Americans having almost withdrawn from the
coast.

In the course of the lnst year theyhad occasion to appeal to his Majesty's Government
for protection and indemnity for a serions act- of aggression and violence on the part of an
armed Russian force on the coast, which impeded their operations and occasioned tien a
loss to the extent of upwards of 20,000 L. The Russian Governnent lias hitherto only con-
sented to disavow the act of its officer, and to give instructions prohibitingfurther obstrue-
tion to the expeditions of the Cumpany within the trading limits igreecl upon in the con-
vention; and the Company now wait with the firmest reliance on the further efforts of the
Governnent for an indeninity for their great loss.

Beyond the difficulties arising from an active competition with the Americans, and -the
violent and oppressive proceedings on the part of the Russians, the Company have had to
contend with other serious obstacles, both on the coat and in the interior, fron a savage
and formidable native population, whose habits of intoxication and other vices, encouraged
by the competition, have~been to a great degree restrained by the temperate and vigorous
conduct of their traders.

Great loss of property, and in some cases loss of life, have been incurred by savage and
murderous attacks on their hunting-parties and establishments, and order bas oiily been
restored and peace miaintained by the employment, at a great expense, of consideiable
force, anîd by the exercise, on the part of their servants, of the utnost temper, patience and
perseverance.

The Company now occupy the country between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacifie by
six permanent establishments on the coasts, sixteen in the interior country, besidos several
migratory and hunting parties, and they maintain a marine of six armed vessels, one of them
a steam-vessel, on the coast.

Their principal establishment and depôt for the trade of tlie coast and the interior is
situated 90 miles from the Pacific, on the northern banks of the Columbia River, and called
Vancouver, in honour of that celebrated navigator. In the neighbourhood they have large
pasture and grain farms, affording most abundantly every species of agricultural produce,
and maintaining large herds of stock of every description; these have been gradually
established ; and it is the intention of the Company still further, not only to augment and
increase thein, to establish an export trade in wool, tallow, hides and other agricultural pro-
auce, but to encourage the settlement of their retired servants and other emigrants under
their protection.

The soil, climate and other circumstances of the country are as much if not more adapted
to agricultural pursuits thai any other spot in America, and with care and protection the
British dominion may not only be preserved in this country, which it bas been so much
the wish of Russia and America to occupy to the exclusion of British subjects, but British
interet and British influence may be maintained as paramount in this interesting part of the
coast of the Pacifie.

Great exertions have also been made, and much expense incurred by the Company in
exploring and taking possession of the interior country between the Russian maritime limits
and the î'rozen Ocean, although little has yet been done in forming permanent establish-
ments, in consequence of the obstruction oF the late expedition by the Russians; they also,
at considerable cost, and some inconvenience, have not only affibrded every assistance to the
expeditions fitted out by Government for exploring the coast of the Polar Sea, but in the
last season the Council in the interior, under the sanction of, and by the advice of the Board
over which I preside, to anticipate the intentions of Russia and the United States, have
undertaken to fit out an expedition, composed of their own officers and servants, at the sole
expense of the Company, to complete the surveys left unfinished by Sir John Franklin,
Capta.in Beechey and Captain Back.

The Company entertain the mo>t sanguine expectations that the result of this expedition
will be the complete survey of the coast of the Polar Sea not hitherto visited by European
naigators, and that they will secure for England the reputation of havin g effected this work,
and the other advantages anticipated from previous expeditions undertaken at such expense
and risk of life to the nation.

With a view to the formation of a large agricultural settlement within the Company's
territories, named in their Charter " Rupert's Land," the Hudson's Bay Company made a
grant to the late Earl of Selkirk, in the year 1811, of a tract of country on the banks of the
Red and Assiniboin Rivers, in about 50° north lat. and 97> west long., where the soil and
-clinate are favourable to cultivation, it being intended that this settlement should be peopled
by enigrants from Britain, and that native Indians should be drawn thither from all parts of
tlieir territory, with a view to their civilization and moral and religious improvement; and
with the object of establishing, in time, a valuable export trade from thence to the mother
country in wool, flax, tallow, and other agricultural produce.

Under that arrangement bis Lord]hip, at a very heavy expense, conveyed several hundred
families from Europe to that settlement; but the evils attendant on the competition in the
fur trade extending to this settlement, occasioned serious breaches of the peace, muchi loss
of life, and the breaking up or abandonient of the settlement by the whites on two diffèrent
occasions.

In order to remedy certain inconveniences that were found to exist from a divided interest
and management in the country, an arrangement was lately entered into with the presént
Earl of Selkirk, by which the district of country that had been granted to the late Earl has
reverted to the Company, under whose management that infant colony is now conducted;

and,
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and, by the aeeompanying report of Mr. Simpson, Governor of the Company's territrries Appendix, No. ii.
in North America, it wil be seen that Red River settlement has advanced rapidly in popu- -
lation and improvement since 1821, the population being now about 2,000 whites, and 3,00Q
Indians and half-breeds,:who are no longer occupied in the chase, but maintain themselves
by agriculture: and there is a prospect that at no very distant period a considerable export
trade in the articles of wool, flax, &c., will be established from that settlement.

The right of jurisdiction within Rupert's Land was granted, together with that territory,
by the Royal Charter to the Governor and Company, through their local governors and clief
factors; and hitherto, whilst there bas been no competition between the rival traders, under
the protective powers of the Act, has been found sufficient to maintain peace and tranquillity
in the settlement at Red River; but the population located there already amounts to 5,000
souls, of a mixed character and degree of civilization, and is increasmig so rapidly that it
will.soou be necessary to have the assistance of a person of competent legal knowledge as
Recorder, with other requisite officers, so as to form a more regular court of justice. It
will also be necessary to provide a suflicient military or police force to support the civil
power.

This rising community, if well governed, may be found useful at some future period, in
the event of difficulties occurring between Great Britain and the United States of America,
who have several military posts, say those of tbe Sault St. M"Iary's, Praire du Chiens, and
the River St. Peter's, established on their Indian frontiers, along the line of boundary with
British North Am-Lerica.

By the report of Mr. Simpson, your Lordéhip will likewise see what has been done up to
the present time, in reference to the native population, in accordarnce with the benevoient
provisions contained in the license of exclusive trade, under which the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany conduct that part of their business, situated beyond the limits >f the territories they
hold under their Charter; as without that license they could not have suffliciently protected
even their own territory froin the evils of opposition, to have justified or enabled them to
carry iito effect the various measures described in Mr. Simpson's report, in regard to the
civilization and amelioration of the condition of the natives.

By that report it will moreover be seen that the animosities and fevds which kept the
Indian country in a state of continued disturbance, extending to theloss of lives and to the
destruction of property, have, since 1821, entirely ceased; that the sale or distribution of
spirituous liquors to the Indians bas, in most parts of the country, been entirely discon-
tnued, and in all other parts so much reduced as to be no longer au evil; and that the
moral and religious improvement of the native population bas been greatly promoted.

And from what I have had the honour of bringing under your Lordship's notice in this
communication, it will be seen what the Company has done in reference to the extension of
the British trade on the north-west coast, and the exertions they are making in the causes
of discovery and science.

Also the views of the Company in regard to the establishing valuable branches of
trade from the country to the west of the Rocky Mountains, which they occupy under
the exclusive license in question, as well as from the Red River settlement formed within
their own territories.

Your Lordship -will perceive that much has already been donc by the Hudson's Bay
Company, resulting from the privileges they enjoy; but that much more, involving great
outlay ol money, and heavy responsibility, will soon be required to be donc, in order to
complete the operations they have in hand, aud to give effect to the measures they have in
contemplation, which may hereafter bectnie important to Great Britain in a national point
of view; and that without the extension of the term of the license the Company now hold,
they could not feel justified, with a due regard to the interests of the numerous parties con-
nected with the business, in following up several of the extensive and expensive arrange-
ments before mentioned, which are now in progress.

I have, therefore, to request that your Lordship will be pleased to bring the subject of
this communication under the consideration of his Majesty's Ministers; and as there are
several important points connected vith this subject that cannot so well be explained in an
official despatch as by personal communication, that your Lordship will be further pleased
to honour me with an audience as early as convenient, at which Mr. Simpson, who is now
preparing for his departure to Iudson's Bay via Canada, may attend.

I have, &c.
(signed) J. H. Pelly, Governor.

Enclosure in No. 1.

Cory of a LETTER from George Simpson, Esq., to J. H. Pe/y, Esq.

Sir, London, 1 February 1837. Encl. in No. .
IN obedience to your comnmands that I should report on the state of the Indian country

and trade, both previous to the year 1821 (when an Act of Parliaient was passed. under
which the Hudson's Bay Comnpany bas, since that time, by virtue of exclusive license,
conducted the fur trade) and subsequently to that period, I now do myself the honour
of laying before you a brief oufline of the then and the present state of the fur trade.
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Appendix, No. n. The Indian country, which previous to the passing and granting of that Act and License,
was a scene of violence and outrage, productive of injury to the native population, and of
the worst consequences, amounting in very many instances to the loss of life among the
whites actively engaged therein, and to a vast sacrifice of property to the parties interested,
all arising from the violent competition that existed among the traders, I have the
satisfiction to say, has, ever since that period, been in a state of the most perfect tran-
quillity, beneficial as well to the Indian population as to the parties interested and engaged
in the trade.

Previous to that period, an unrestricted supply of spirituous liquor, then an important
article of trade, led to the commission of crimes, to the injury of health, and to a state
of demoralization among the native population truly lamentable. The measures since
taken by the Council in the country, under the instructions of the Board of Direction
in England, to remedy those evils have been attended with the happiest resuits;
drunkenness is now of very rare occurrence in any part of the country, and quite
unknown throughout the extended district situated to the northward of the Suskatchewaine
and Churchill Rivers, occupied by the Chipewyan, Beaver Indian, Cree, Yellow Knife,
Hare, Dog Rib, and other tribes throughout the numerously inhabited and widely extended
plain country to the southward of Suskatchewaine; in the country situated between the
Rocky Mountains and the shores of the Pacifie, watered by the Columbia River' and its
tributaries; in the country known by the name of New Caledonia, situated inland, to the
northward of the Columbia River; and among the Chippewa tribes on the shores and
interior country of Lakes Superior and Huron; the introouction and use of spirituous and
other intoxicating liquors having been strictly prohibited, except in very rare cases for
medicnal purposes.

The first introduction of this measure was so unpopular among the natives as to endanger
the safety of the trading establishments, rendering it necessary to maintain a large force for
their protection, at a hcavy expense; and it was only by compensating them for the loss of
this baneful indulgence by large gratuities, consisting of presents of British manufacture,
that they became reconciled to the privation. In other parts of the country, where it could
not, in safety to the white population, be entirely prohibited, the use of it is now gradually
diminishing, so as at this time to be no longer an evil; and in no part of the countries
through which the Hudson's Bay Company's operation extend are spirituous or intoxicating
liquors of any description sold to Indians, or used as a medium of barter or trade. But so
inseparable is drunkenness or the abuse of spirituous liquors from opposition in the Indian
trade, that on the north-west coast, where we have to contend with the Americans 'and
Russians, and even on the banks of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers, which are exposed
to competition in trade, and where the Indians are partially civilized, I am sorry to say our
utmost efforts to check it have been altogether unavailing.

A confirmation of these statements is to be seen by reference to the exportations of
spirituous liquors to Hudson's Bay, which, since the year 1821, do not exceed on the
average 43 puncheons of rum annually for the supply of the whole country situated to
the castward of the Rocky Mountains, comprised in the license of trade granted to the
Company, as vell as the Company's territories, the population of which, including servants,
may be estimated at 120,000 souls, no spirituous liquors having up to this period been
distilled in the country.

During the competition in trade previous to the year 1821 (when the exclusive manage-
ment fel into the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company), it was found impossible to take
any effectual measure towards the civilization or moral and religions improvement of the
native population. Since that period the Company have established two Protestant mis-
sions, under the management of their chaplains, at Red River settlement, where there are
likcwise two Catholic missions ang1 13 schools.

In this seulement there are resident several thousand Indians and half-breeds, drawn
together fron all parts of the country, with a view to their civilization and moral and reli-
gious improvement. These people have abandoned the chase, and now devote themselves
to agricultural pursuits, and it is gratifying to be enabled to say that the zealous endeavours
of our missionaries have been most successful.

The Hudson's Bay Company have likewise established missions and schools at several of
their principal depôts or posts on the Columbia River, west side of the Rocky Mountains,
under the management of another of their chaplains; and at the Red River and Columbia
schools Indian children are educated belonging to many of' the distant tribes, who, after
attaining the age of manhood, are allowed tie option of returning to their homes, becoming
agriculturists at Red River settlement, or entering into the Company's service. We are
using our utmost endeavours in every other part of the country, where the climate and soil
admit of it, to collect the Indians into villages, and direct their attention to agriculture, as
the first step towards civilization. This operation is, however, attended with much diffi-
culty, fron their erratic habits, and the scanty and precarious subsistence afforded by the
chase, which prevents their keeping together in considerable numbers, and applying them-
selves to husbandry and the pursmits of civilised life, and compels then to separate into
small parties of single families, aind to wander about in scarch of food, under circumstances
where it is impnsible for the nissionary te follow them.

I can say, without fear of contradiction, fron my intimate knowledge of the country and
natives, andl of the mode in which the business was conducted, both previous and subsequent
to the period since which the exclusive trade has been in the hands of the Company, having
held the situation I now have the honour of filling for many years, during which 1 have

been
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been in constant communication with the different tribes inhabiting these extensive coun- Appendix, No. 1h.
tries. and I say it with peculiar satisfaction, that their condition is much ameliorated.

When competition in trade existed, the encouragement afforded to the Indians to make
large collections of skins led to the destruction of the fur-bearing animals of all ages and
sexes, and at all seasons. If this system had been continued much longer, those animals,
which were rapidly decreasing in numbers, would have been almost entirely extirpated.
Instcad of exhausting the country, we now use every means in our power to preserve it, by
withdrawing our trading posts, and the Indians attached ta them, for a time from such parts
as have been irpoverished, so as t enable them to recruit; and by discouraging hunting
during the seasons when the females are bearing and rearing their young, the animais
are now becoming numerous. The employment we afford at those seasons to many of
the Indians, whereby they are brought into frequent communication and intercourse with
our officers and servants, tends towards their gradual civilization and improvement; and
we find our own interests promoted by an equitable and liberal system of trade and
management.

Our different trading establishments are the resort or refuge of many of the natives, who
from age, infirmity or other causes, are unable to follow the chase : they have the benefit of
the care and attention, free of expense, of our medical men, of whom about 12 are usually
employed in the service, every trading establishment being, in fact, an Indian hospital;
advantages wbich were not and could not have been afforded to them during the competi-
tiun in trade. In short, . have no hesitation in saying, that the native population of the
countries through which the Hudson's Bay Company's business extends, never derived any
real benefit from their intercourse with the whites until the fur trade became exercised under
the existing license. In proof of this, the population of some of the tribes, previous to that
tire, sensibly diminishing, is now increasing; and from my experience of the times of oppo-
sition, I can further say, that if the trade were again thrown open to competition, all the
horrors of the late contest would break out afresh; drunkenness and demoralization would
have their former sway, not only among the natives but among the whites, whom we are
now enabled ta keep under proper subordination, which was never the case during the
excitement occasioned by the rivalship in trade; the fur-bearing animals would in the course
ofi very few years become nearly extinet; and the inevitabte consequences would be, the
desertion of the natives by the traders, the latter having no longer any inducement tO remain
among them; that unfortunate population, thus left to their own resources, must inevitably
perish from cold and hunger,-the use of the bow and arrow, and other rude implements,
formerly affording them the means of feeding and clothing themselves, being now unknown,
and our guns, ammunition, fishing-tackle, iron works, cloth, blankets and other manufac-
tures having become absolutely necessary to their very existence. The country in which
the Hudson's Bay Company now trade is divided into four great districts. know n by the
naines of the Northern, Southern, Columbia and Montreal Departnents, in which there are
136 establishments, besides hunting expeditions and shipping, affording cmployment ta 25
chief factors, 27 chief traders, 152 clerks, and about 1,200 regular servants, besides the
occasional labour in boating and other services of' a great number of the natives.

Previous to 1821 the business of the Columbia department was very limited; but it has
since been very greatly extended at much expense, and, I am sorry to add, at a considerable
sacrifi. e of life among the Company's officers and servants, owing to the fierce, treacherous
and blood.thirsty character of its population, and the dangers of the navigation; it now con-
prehends 22 trading establishments, besides several migratory, hunting and trading expedi-
tions, and six armed vessels on the north-west coast.

The fur trade is the principal branch of business at present in the country situated between
the Rtocky Mountains and the Pacifie Ocean. On the banks of the Columbia River, how-
ever, where the soil and climate are favourable to cultivation, we are directing our attention
ta agriculture on a large scale, and there is every prospect that we shall soon be able to
establish important branches of export trade from thence in the articles of wool, tallow,
hides, tobacco, and grain of various kinds.

I have also the satisfaction to say, that the n'ative popula+ion are beginning to profit by
our example, as inany, formerly dependent on hunting and fishing, now maintain themselves
by the produce of the soil.

The country situated between the northern bank of the Columbia River, which empties
itself into the Pacifie, in lat. 46° 20", and the southern batik of Frazer's River, which empties
itself into the Gulf of Georgia, in lat. 4V0, is remarkable for the salubrity of' its climate and
excellence of its soil, and possesses, within the Straits of De Fuca, sane of the finest har-
bours in the vorld, being protected from the weight of the Pacifie by Vancouver's and other
islande. To the southward of the Straits of De Fuca, situated in lat. 480 37", there is no good
barbour nearer than the Bay of St. Francisco, in lat. 37" 48", as the broad shifting bar off
the mouth of the Columbia, and the tortuous cliannel through it, renders the entrance of
that river a very dangerous navigation even ta vessels of' small draught of water.

The possession of that country to Great Britain may become an object of' very great
importance, and we are strengthening tliat claim to it (independent of the claims of prior
discovery and occupation for the purpose of Indian trade) by forming the nucleus of a colony
through the establishnent of farms, and the settlement of sane of our retiring officers and
servants as agriculturists.

Our population in Red River settlement amounts to about 5,000 souls, say about 2,000
whites, and about 3,000 half- breeds and Indians. The population, at the close of the late
contest in trade, did not amount to as many hundreds; but so pernicious was the excite-
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Appendix, No i i. ment occasioned by the contest, even among that small population, that it vas then fre-
quently the scene of bloodshed, robbery and riot; and in one of those riots, in the year
1816,22 persons were killed, and several wounded; among the former was Mr. Semple,
Governor of the Company's territories, a man of judgment and discretion, and of the most
amiable and benevolent character.

The blesgings of tranquillity, however, immediately followed the cessation of that contest,
peaceful industry having reigned in the settlement ever since, and offences so few as rarely
to call for magisterial interference. Our population, however,is now so large, and increas-
ing so rapidly, both as regards Indians and half-breeds, and whites, that the time has
arrived when it is no longer safe to trust the peace of the settlement solely to the good-will
of its inhabitants. I therefore consider it highly necessary, to the security of lives and
property, that a court of justice, for the trial of civil and criminal cases, with an efficient
police to support the civil power, should be established there without delay.

I have, &c.
(signed) Geo. Simpson.

- No. 2. -

No. 2.
Letter from the
Under-Secretary
of State for the
Colonies to Denis
Le Marchant, Esq.
28 February 1837.

.

Corr of a LETTER from the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies to
Denis Le Marchant, Esq.

Sir, Downing-street, 28 February 1837.
I AU directed bý Lord Glenelg to transmit to you herewith a letter addresqed to his Lord-

ship by the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, describin- the present state of the
Company's establishment in North America, and calling his Lordship's attenti in to the
approaching termination of the Charter, granting them the exclusive right of trading within
their territories.

I am to request that yon will br'ng this letter before the Lords of the Committee of the
Privy Council for Trade, and move their Lordships to favour Lord Glenelg with their
opinion how far it would be expedient to entertain and encourage the application made by
the Company for a renewal of their commercial privileges at the expiration of their present
Charter.

I have, &c.
(signed) J. Stephen.

No. 3.
Letter fron Denis
Le Marchant, Esq.
to the Under-
Secretary of State
for the Colonies,
2 Tune 18-37.

CoPY of a LETTER from Denis Le Marchant, Esq., to the Under-Secretary of State for
the Colonies.

Office of Committee of Privy Council fbr Trade,
Sir, Whitehall, 2 June 1837.

I HavE laid befoi e the Lords of the Conmittee of Privy Council for Trade your letter of
the 28th February last, with its enclosures, respecting the -Iudson's Bay Company, and I
am directed by their Lordships to request that you vill inform Lord Glenelg, that after an
attentive consideration of the facts stated in the above-mentioned enclosures, and of suci
additional information as their Lprdships have been able to obtain on the subject, they have
arrived at the conclusion that it is desirable that the application of the Company for a
renewal of the exclusive license to trade in those parts of North America beyond the limits
of their Charter, which they at present enjoy, should be favourably entertained by his
Majesty's Government, with a view to their extension for a definite term of years after the
present license shall have expired. The proceedings of the Company of late years appear
to their Lordships to have been distinguished generally by a liberal and enlightened policy;
and the peculiar nature of the fur trade seems to justify, and even to recommend, the adop-
tion of the principle of conferring exclusive priv ileges upon a great body engaged in it, how-
ever objectionable such a principle appears with reference to commercial affairs generally.
It is with reference to these particular circumstances that their Lordships have satisfied
themselves that it would not be safe to withdraw from the Company the powers which they
now exercise.

Their Lordships have only farther to observe, that as to any pecuniary conditions being
attached to the renewal of the license under the 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66, that is a point which
they presume will be made the subject of communication between Lord Glenelg and the
Comnissioners of Woods and Forests. They may, however, remark that it would be very
unadvisable, in their opinion, to adopt any provisions upon this subject which might tend to
cramp the operations of the Company, or place them in unfair competition with other traders
in fur.

I am, &c.
(signed) Denis Le Marchant.
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- No. 4. - Appendix, No. il.

Corr of a LETTER from the Under-Secretary of 'State for the Colonies to
Denis Le Marchant, Esq.

No. 4.
Sir, Downing-street, 25 July 18ý7- Letter fromn the

I .m directed by Lord Glenelg to acknowledge yourletter of the 2d ultiio, relative to the Under-Secretry
application from the Hudson's Bay Company for a renewal of the exclusive privilege of of State for the
trading on certain parts of the continent of North America, which they at present enjoy, Colonies to Denis
under a Charter granted in pursuance of the Act 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66. Le Marchant, Esq.

Lord Glenela desires me to express his concurrence in the opinion of the Lords of the 25 Jily 1837.
Committee of Privy Council for Trade as to the expadiency of reviving this Charter; but -he
directs me to observe, that vhenever that step shall be taken it will -be indispensable to
introduce into the new Charter such conditions as may enable Rer Majesty to grant, for the
purpose oft settlement or colonization, any of the lands comprised in it, and with that view
bis Lordship thinks that a power should be reserved even of establishing new colonies or
provinces within the limits comprised in the Charter. With whatever confidence the sterility
of a great part of that extensive portion of the globe, and its unfitness to sustain any con-
siderable population, may have hitherto been asserted, Lord Glenelg thinks that such state-
ments cannot be assumed as incontrovertible; and as the country is very imperfectly known,
especially in that part of it which borders on the chain of the lakes, bis Lordship is disposed
to regard them with distrust. I am, therefore, to request that you vill inform me, whether
in their negotiations with the Company, the Lords of the Committee of Privy' Council for
Trade have adverted to any stipulation for the purposes above mentioned, and if not, I am
to suagest, that before any further steps are taken, it would be desirable to ascertain whether
the éompany would object to receive an extension of their Charter at -the present time,
introducing into it such a reservation as haa been mentioned, of the right of establishing new
colonies, and of the right of withdrawing from the control and authority of the Company
any of the lands comprised in such future colonies.

I am, &c.
(signed) J. Stephen.

-No. 5. -

Corr of a LETTER from J. D. Hume, Esq., to the Under-Secretary of State for the
Colonies.

Office of Committee of Privy Council for Trade,
Sir, Whitehall, 7 August 1837.

Youn letter of the 25th ultimo, relative to the privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company,
ias been laid before the Lords of the Conmmittee of i Privy Council for Trade, and their Lord-
ships, after haviug adverted to your former letter of the 28th of February last on the same
subject, and the answer thereo of the 2d June, to which you now refer, have directed me to
request that you will inform Lord Glenelg that no negotiation has been entered into with this
department by the Hudson's Bay Company for a renewal of their license; nor has any
measure been taken in the inatter under their Lordships' directions, except the transmission
of the letter of the 2d of June before mentioned.

I am, however, to state to you, for the information of Lord Glenelg, that the Lords of this
Comnittee are ready, if so desired by him, to confer with the Company upon this subject:
at the saine time, I am to observe, that, as the peculiar point for discussion relates to coloni-
zation, it may be desirable that Lord Glenelg should, in the first instance, apprize the Comn-
pany of his views -apon that subject.

I am, &c.
(signed) J. D. Hume.

-No. 6.-

Corr of a LETTER from the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies to J. D. HIume, Esq.

Eir, Downing-strect, 15 .August 1837.
HAviNO laid before Lord Glenelg your letter of the 7th instant, 1 am. directed to acquaint

you, in answer, that as the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade have already
undergone the labour of investigating the question of the propriety of renewing the Charter
of the Hudson's Bay Company, and have formed an opinion on that subject, in which Lord
Glenelg coincides, it appears to his Lordship that the negotiation with the Company, as to
the terms of their Charter, would be conducted more advantageously for the public interest
by their Lordships than by Lord Glenelg ; and in this conclusion he is confirmed by the
consideration, that the question is important chiefly in its bearing on the commercial interests
of the empire at large.
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No. 7.
Letter from the
Governor of the
Hudson's Bay
Company to
Lord Glenelg,
9 Septeznber 183?.

No. 8.
Let ter frcm the
Under-Seuiretary,
of State for the
Coloxies to the
Gov-rnor of the
Budson'm Bay
Company3
if) Sept. 18:37.

With regard to the question of colonization, Lord Glenelg will of course explain his views
to the Company, if their Lordships should, on further reflection, think that course expedient.
But, as he is apprehensive of sone danger of producing misconceptions by nultiplying the
channels of official communication with that body, and as his views on the subject of
colonizing the territory in question lie within a very narrow compass, it appears to Lord
Glenelg that they may be perhaps more conveniently stated to the Company by the Board
of Trade than by himself. Lord Glenelg is of opinion that the publie interest may not
improbably require the erection of some part of the territory comprised in the Company's
Charter into one or more colonies, independent of and distinct froni either Upper or Lower
Canada. The limits of any such colonies must, for the present, be matter of conjecture and
surmise; but Lord Glenelg thinks that the proposed new Charter should contain an express
condition, providing that nothing to be therein contained should prevent Her Majesty, Her
heirs and successors, from establishing any such colonies within the territories in question,
and that, from the time of their being so established, all the rights of the Company within
the limits of any such colony should cease.

I am, &c.
(signed) J. Stephcn.

(Private.)
CoPr of a LETTER from the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to Lord Glenel.

My Lord, Hudson's Bay House, 9 Septeiber 1837.
IT is of so much importance to the Hudson's Bay Company to know the decision of Her

Majesty's Government on the subject of the renewal of the Grant of that part of the North-
west district of America which is not within the Comupany's territories, and as the measures
which the Company will feel it right to pursue vill depend on that decision, and ought to be
communicated to their chief in the Columbia by the ship that is now preparing to go to the
Pacifie, and will sail in the course of the next month, I trust will be a sufficient apology for
my now requesting that you vill favour me with a communication on this subject, or, if there
is any difficulty, with an audience, and much oblige, &c.

(signed) J. H. Pelly.

-No. 8.-

CoPY of a LETTER from the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governorof
the Hudson's Bay Company.

Sir, Downing-street, 19 September 1837.
I A directed by Lord Glenelg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, marked " Private,"

of the 9th instant
His Lordship directs me to acquaint you in answer, that Her Majesty's Government do

not object to the renewal of the Charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, or to the e'tension
of it to the territory to which your letter refers. But it is proposed to stipulate, as the con-
dition of any such grant, that it should not prevent the erection within the limits of the
Charter of any new colonies or provinces which Her Majesty may be disposed to cstablish
there ; and that if any such province or colony should be so established, the Charter should
thenceforth cease to be in force, so far as respects the territories vhich may be embr .ced
within the limits of the new colony. Lord Glenelg would be happy to knowl how far it would
be in the power of the Company to accept the renewal of the Charter on those terms.

I have, &c.
(signed) J" Stephen.

-No. 9. -

Corr of a NOTE froni the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Under-

N o. 9. Secretary of State for the Colonies.
Note from the
Goerner of the Hudson's Bay House, 25 October 1837.
Hudson's Bay Com- Mr., PELLY presents his compliments to Mr. Stephen, and sends lierewith a draft for a

Ray to the Under- Grant to the Hudson's Bay Company of exclusive trade with the Indians in certain parts of

fcr ti o ofSttoe North America, drawn in conformity with the original one, and of the Act passed in the
21 October 18.37. second year of his late Majesty Geo. 4, and providng for the conditions contained in Mr.

Stephen's letter to him. In it is likewise extended the reservation of trade to the subjects of
o 1®- any Foreign State, who, under or by force of any convention between Great Britain and sucli

?O t b e Foreign State, may be entitled and shall be engageed in said trade. This in the old grant was
Gr • Co ' reserve: exclusively for the subjects of the Unted States; since which a convention has
° 0 fl~4 ~4. been entered into with the Emperor of Russia. Mr. P. has therefore had it drawn to include

any
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any Foreign State, which alteration he submits would be advisable to adopt. Should Mr. S. Appendix, No.in.
wish to see Mr. P. on the subject, he wil, after next week, attend any appointient. -

- No. 10. -

Corr of a NOTE from the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor
of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Downing-street; 8 Novenmber 1837-
MR. STEPHEN presents his compliments te Mr. Pelly, and, ,with referenec to bis note of

the 25th ultimo, is directed by Lord Glenelg te request that Mr. Pelly will be good enough
to furnish bis Lordship with a copy of the Grant of exclusive trade with the Indians of North
America, which was made te the Hudson's Bay Company in the year 1821.

- No. 11. -

Cory of a NOTE from the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Under-
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Hudson's Bay House, 10 November 1837.
MI. PELLY presents his compliments to Mr. Stephen ; ben«s to acknowledge his note of

the 8th instant, and to enclose for my Lord Glenelg a copy of the Grant of exclusive trade
with the Indians of North America, made to the Hudson's Bay Company 5th December
1821.

Enclosure in No. 11.
GEORGE R.

(L. s.)
GEORGE the Fourtl, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland King, Defender of the Faith.

No. 10.
Note £rom Ille
Under-See etary bf
State for the Colo-
nies te the Govez21:«
of the Hudson's
Bay Company,
8 November 2 -r.

No. 11.
Note from the
Governor of the
Hudson's Bay Oom-
pany to the Under-
Secretary of State
for the Colonies,
10 Novenber 18M1:

Enci. in No. 21.

To all to whom these Presents shal come, greeting:
WHEREAS an Act passed in the second year of our rein, intituled, "An Act for regulating

the Fur Trade, and for establishing a Criminal and Civil Jurisdiction within certain parts of
North America ;" wherein it is amongst other things enacted, that from and after the passing
of the said Act, it should be lawful for us, our heirs or successors, te make Grants or give our-
Royal License, under the hand and seal of one of our Principal Secretaries of State, to any
body c,.rporate or company, or person or persons, of or for the exclusive privilege of trading
with the Indians in all sucli parts of North America as should be specified in any such
Grants or Licenses respectively, net being part of the lands or territories heretofore granted
to the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay, and not
being part of any of our provinces in North A merica, or of any lands or territories belonging
fo the United States of America, and that all such Grants and Licenses should be good, valid
and effectual, for the purpose of securing to all such bodies corporate, or companies, or per-
sons, the sole and exclusive privilege of trading with the Indians, in all such parts of North
Anmerica (except as thereinafter excepted) as should be specified in such Grants or Licenses,
any thing contained in any Act or Acts of Parliament, or any law to the contrary notwith-
standing; and it was in the said Act further enacted, that no such Grant or License made
or given by us, our leirs or succssors, of any suci exclusive privileges of trading with the
Indians in such parts of North America as aforesaid should be made or given for any longer
period than 21 years, and that no reut should Le required or denanded for or in re-
spect of any such Grant or License, or any privileges given thereby, under the provisions of
the said Act, for the first period of 21 years; and it was further enacted, that from and after
the pasing of the said Act, the Governor and Comîpany of Adventurers of England
trading to Hudson's Bay, and every body corporate and company and person, to whom
cvcry such Grant or License should be made or given as aforesaid, should respectively keep
iccurate registers of aill persons in tlcir cnploy, in any parts of North Anmerica, and should

once in each year return to our Principal Secretaries of State accurate duplicates of
such registers, and should also enter into such security as should Le required by us for
the due execution of all criminal processes, and of any civil process in any suit where
the matter in dispute shall exceed 200 l., and as well within the territories included in
any such Grant as within those o«ranted by Charter te the Governor and ( onpany of Ad-
venturers of England trading toËiudson's Bay, and for the producing and delivering into safe
custody, for the purpose of trial, all persons in their employ, or acting under their authority,.
who should Le charged vith any criminal offence, aid also for the due and faithful
observance of all such rules, regulations and stipulations as should be contained in any such
Grant or License, cither for gradually diminishing and ultimately preventing the sale or dis-
tribution of spirituous liquors to the Indians, or for promoting their moral and religious im-
provement; or for any other object which we might deemC necessary for the renedy or
prevention of any other evils which have been hitherto found te exist : And whereas it was.
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Appendix, No. i1. also in the said Act recited, that by a Convention entered into between his late Majesty and
- the United States of America, it was stipulated and agreed, that every country on the North-

west coast of America to the westward of the Stony Mountains should be free and open
to the citizens and subjects of the two powers for the term of ten years froin the date of the
signature of that Convention; and it was therefore enacted, that nothing in the said Act
contained should be deened or construed to authorise any body corporate, company or
person, to whom his Majesty might, under the provisions of the said Act, make or grant,
or give a license of exclusive trade with the Indians in such parts of North America as
aforesaid, to claim or exercise any such exclusive trade within the limits specified in the said
article, to the prejudice or exclusion of any citizens of the said Uuited States of America
who might be engaged in the said trade: Provided always, that no British subject should
trade with the Indians within such limits without such Grant or License as was by the said
Act required.

And whercas the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into
Hudson's Bay, and certain Associations of persons trading under the name of the " orth-
west Company of Montreal," have respectively extended the fur trade over many parts
of North Ainerica which had not been before explored: And whereas the competition in
the said trade has been found for some ycars past to be productive of grcat inconvenience
and loss, not only to the said Company and Associations, but to the said trade in general,
and also of great injury to the native Indians, and of other persons our subjects: And
whereas the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's
Bay, and WilliamM'Gillivray,of Montreal, in the Province of Lower Canada, esquire, Simon
M'Gillivray, of Suffolk-lane, in the City of London, merchant, and Edward Ellice, of
Spring-gardens, in the county of Middlesex, esquire, have represented to us, that they have
entered into an agreement, on the 26th day of March last, for putting an end to the said
competition, and carrying on the said trade for 21 years, commencing with the out£t of
1821, and ending with the returns of 1841, to be carried on in the name of the said Governor
and Company exclusively:

And whereas the said Governor and Company, and William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gilli-
vray and Edward Ellice, have humbly besought us to make a Grant, and give our Royal
License to them jointly, of and for the exclusive privilege of trading with the Indians in
North America, under the restrictions and upon the ternis and conditions specified in the
said recited Act: Now KNOW , That we, being desirous of eucouraging the said trade and
rciedying the evils which have arisen from the competition which 4as heretofore existed
therein, do grant and give our Roval License, under the hand and seal of one of our Principal
Secretaries of State, to the said «overnor and Company, and William M'Gillivray, Simon
M'Gillivray and Edward lillice, for the exclusive privilege of trading with the Indians in al
such parts of North America to the northward and the westward of the lands and territories
belonging to the United States of America as shall not fori part of any of our provinces
in North America, or of any lands or territories belonging to the said United States of
Amerien, or to any European government, state or power; and we do by these presents
give, grant and secure to the said Governor and Company, and William MeGillivray, Simon
M'Gillivray and Edward Ellicejointly, the sole and exclusive privilege, for the full period of
21 years from the date of this our Grant, of trading with the Indians in ail such parts of
North America as aforesaid (except as thereinafter excepted); and we do hereby declare
that no rent shah be required or demanded for or in respect of this our Grant and License, or
any privileges given thereby, for the said period of 21 Vears, but that the said Governor and
Company, and the said William M'Gillivray, Simon MÇ'Gillivray and Edward Ellice shall,
during the period of this our Grant and License, keep accurate registers of ail persons in their
employ in any parts of North America, and shall once in each year return to our Secretary
of State accurate duplicates of such registers, and shall also enter into and give securityto us,
our heirs and successors, in the penal sum of 5,000 1. for ensuring, as far as in them may
lie, the due execation of ail criminal processes, and of any civil process in any suit where
the matter in dispute shall exceed 200 L., by the officers and persons legally empowered to
execute such processes within ail the territories included in this our Grant, and for the pro-
ducing and delivering into safe custody, for purposes of trial, any persons in their employ, or
acting under their authority within the said territories, who may be charged with any
criminal offence.

And we do also hereby require, that the said Governor and Company, and William
M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice shall, as soon as the sanme can be con-
veniently donc, make and submit for our consideration and approval such rules and regula-
tions for the management and carrying on the said fur trade with the Indians, and the con-
duct of the persons employed by them therein, as may appear to us to be effectual for
gradually diminishing or ultimately preventing the sale or distribution of spirituous liquors
to the Indians, and for promoting their moral and religious improvement.

And we do hereby declare, that nothing in this our Grant contained shall be deemed or
construed to authorise the said Governor and Company, or William M'Gillivray, Simo
M-Gillivray and Edward Ellice, or any person in their employ, to claim or exercise any
trade with the Indians on the north-west coast of America to the westward of the Stony
Mountains, to the prejudice or exclusion of any citizens of the United States of America
who may be engaged in the said trade : Provided always, that no British subjects other than
and except the said Governor and Company, and the said William M'Gillivray, Simon
M'Gillivray and'Edward Ellice, and the persons authorised to carry on exclusive trade by

thent.
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them on Grant, shall trade with the Indians within such limits during the period of this Appendix, No. IZ.
our Grant.

Given at our Court at Carlton-house the 5th day of December 1821, in the second year
of our reign.

1~ 71~I~5 .~'

By jais ajesty s command.
(L. s.) Bathurst.

-No. 12. -

Corr of a LETTER from the Secretary of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade
to the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Office of Committee of Privy Council for Trade,
Sir, Whitchall, 20 January 1838.

I Am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to inform you,
that they bave received from Lord Glenelg your application on behalf of the Hudson's Bay
Company for a renewal of the exclusive right of trading granted to the Company by the
Royal License dated the 6th of December 1821, with the view of leaving the arrangement
of the terns of such renewal to the determination of this Board.

Their Lordships not feeling theiselves qualified, without further information than is
contained in the papers transmitted to them from the Colonial Office, ta settle this matter
satisfactorily, I an directed to request that you will favour this Board with some account
of the past and present state of the Company, with reference to its capital, and the divi-
dends paid thercon, as vell as any other circumstances that may assist the Board in coming
to a decision upon the ternis of the proposed License.

I amn, &c.
(signed) Denis Le MT~archant.

No. 12.
Letter from the
Secretary of the
Committee ofPrivy
Couneil for Trade
to the Governor af
the Hudson's Bay
Company,
20 January 1838.

- No. 13. -

CorY of a LETTER fron the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Lords of
the Committee of Privy Council for Trade.

My Lords, Hudson's Bay House, 7 February 1838.
I BAVE the honour ta acknowledge a letter addressed to me by your Lordships' direction,

through Mr. Le Marchant, under date 20th uit., wherein you inform me that you have
received from Lord Glenelg my application on behalf of the Hudson's Bay Company for a
renewal of the exclusive right of' trade granted to the Company by the Royal License dated
6th December 1821, with tIe view of leaving the arrangement of the terns of such renewal
to the determination of your Board, and that your Lordships, not feeling qualified without
further information than is contained in the papers transmitted ta you fromi the Colonial
Office to settle the niatter satisfactorily, request that I should furnish some account of the
past and present state of the Company, with reference to its capital, and the dividends paid
thercon, as well as any other circuistances 'that may assist the Board in coming to a deci-
sion on the terms of the proposed License.

In accordance with that request, I now beg to lay before you the following particulars,
which I have no doubt will satisfy you that the Hudson's Bay Company have every reason
confidently to expect that Her Majesty's Governinent wili be pleased to grant theni a
renewal of the License of exclusive trade of the country denoninated "Indian Territories,"
beyond the limits of the Conipany's Charter, without any rent or pecuniary consideration
being required for the same, nor subject to any other condition than that proposed by the
accompanying letter from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

The Hudson's Bay Company was incorporated in the year 1670, under a Royal Charter
of Charles the Second, which granted thein certain territc,ýies in North America described
in that Charter, together with exclusive privileges of trade, &c. &c. Between the years
1670 and 1690, a period of 20 years, the profits appear to have been very large, as, not-
withstanding losses sustained by the capture of the Company's establishments by the French
in the years 1682 to 1688, amounting to 118,014 1., they were enabled to make a payment
to the proprietors in 1684 of 50 per cent.; another paynent in 1688 of 50 per cent. ; and
of a further payment in 1689 of 25 per cent.

In 1690 the stock was trebled without any call being made, besides affording a payment
to the proprietors of 25 per cent. on the increased or newly craated stock; in the years
1692, 1694, 1696 and 1697, the Company incurred loss and damage to the amount of
97,500 1., by other captures of their establishments by the French.

These losses appear to have rendered it necessary for the Company to borrow money, on
which they paid six per cent. interest; they were enabled, nevertheless, in 1720, again to
treble their capital stock, with only a call of 10 per cent. on the proprietors, and, notwith-
standing another hcavy loss sustained, by the capture oftheir establishments by the French
under La Perouse, in 1782, they appear to have been enabled to pay dividends of from 5 to
12 per cent., averaging nine per cent., and showing, as nearly as I am able to judge from
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Appendir, No.1i. the defective state of the books during the past century, profits on the originally subscribed
capital stock actually paid up of between 60 and 70 per cent. per annum from the year
1690 to 1800.

Up to this period the Hudson's Bay Company had no great cause for complaint of inter-
ference with their inland trade, and if they had been left unmolested, or been protected in
the undisturbed possession of it, and of the rights and privileges vested in them by their
Charter, they would in all probability have continued in the enjoyment of the advantages
they were then deriving fron their labours and exertions in those remote and little fre-
quented wilds.

But about that period their rights of territory and trade were invaded by rival traders,
which led to animosities, feuds and breaches of the pence, extending to the loss of lives,
and considerable destruction of property, injurions to the native Indians, by reason of the
unrestricted use of spirituous liquors and other demoralising influence, consequent on oppo-
sition, and so prejudicial to the interests of the Hudson's Bay 'Company, that between 1800
and 1821, a period of 22 years, their dividends were, for the first eight years, reduced to
four per cent.; during the next six years they could pay no dividend at all ; and for the
remaining eight years they could only pay four per cent.

During a long succession of years, while this destructive contest existed, very frequent
applications for protection and redress were made by the Hudson's Bay Company to his
Majesty's Government, as may be seen by reference to the records of the Colonial Office,
but without avail, and scenes of bloodshed, robbery, and demoralisation,. revolting ta
humanity, were allowed to pass without any effectual mensures being taken to punish or
prevent them, although the Hudson's Bay Company had every claim on Governiment to
support them in their just riglits of territory and trade.

At length, in the year 1821, when the violence of the contest had nearly exhausted the
means of both parties, an arrangement was entered into between them, by which their
interests became united, under the management of the Hudson's Bay Company.

The proprietary were then called upon to pay 100 1. per cent. upon their capital, which,
vith the stock in trade of both parties in the country, formed a capital stock of 400,000 1.,

on which four per cent. dividend was paid in the years 1821 to 1824, and from that time to
the present, half-yearly dividends of five per cent., with a bonus of 10 per cent. from the
year 1828 to 1832, and since that an average bonus of six per cent. until last year, when
none was paid.

Wien your Lordships come to consider the very hazardous nature of the trade, requiring
a degree of enterprise unknown to almost any other business, together with the heavy
losses to which the parties interested therein were subjected for a long series of years, from
the want of protection and support, which thcy had a right to expect fron his Majesty's
Government, I feel assured your Lordships will join me in opinion that the profits now
arising from the business are no more than a fiir return for the capital employed, and the
services the Hudson's Bay Company are rendering the mother country in securing to it a
branch of commerce which they are at present wresting out of the hands of foreigners,
subjects of Russia and the United States of America, but which the Company would have
been unable to prosecute, had they not been protected by the License of exclusive trade
they now hold.

In looking at these profits, however, it should be borne in mind that Hudson's Bay stock,
in like manner as in all other stocks, changes hands very frequently. and that the price of
the stock is entirely regulated by the return it produces, thereby affording to the bulk of
the present proprietors little more than six per cent. for their money.

In order to secure to the Company the enjoyments of the rights of territory and trade
granted to them by their Charter, and to prevent a recurrence of the evils attendant on
rivalship or competition in trade that existed for so long a time, and were productive of
such disastrous consequences in so 4einote a country, that the difficulty of bringing offenders
to justice amounted to an impossibility of giving effect to the laws, the Act of lst & 2d
Geo. 4, c. 66, vas passed, and under the provisions of that Act, a License was granted to
the Hudson's Bay Company for the exclusive privileges of trade in the districts of country
denominated the Indian Territories, for a terin of 21 years.

That the peace and tranquillity of the country has been restored; that the abuse of
-spirituous liquors bas been discontinued; that the condition of the native population is
greatly ameliorated; and that the commercial interests of Great Britain are impl)roving
under the management of the Hudson's Bay Company, through the provisions of that Act,
vill appear manifest by the report of Mr. Simpson, the Governor of' the Company's terri-

tories, and their principal representative in North America, whieh accompanied my appli-
-cation of 10th February last to Lord Glenelg (vide page 417), copies of which are herewith
transmitted for your Lordships' information.

The Act in question, while extending the criminal and civil jurisdiction of the courts in
Canada to the Company's territories, held under their Charter, and to the Indian territories
tomprehended in the License of exclusive trade, contemplated the necessity of establishing
courts of record, under the great seal, for the trial of criminal and civil offences, and for
the appointment of proper officers to aet in aid of such courts within the territories of the
Hudson's f Company and the Indian territories.

Had th establishment of euch courts been necessary, it would have subjected the
Government to a heavy expense in the payient of Commissioners and in the maintenance
of legal authority; and from the state of the country while open to competition, it is
natural to infer, that such would have been necessary had the exclusive right of trade

not
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not been in the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company, who by their good management Appendix, No. il.
have rendered those measures uncalled for, thereby occasionmg a considerable saving
.of expense, to which, under other circumstances, the mother country would have been
exposed.

Hitherto the peace of the country has been maintained at a moderate exrpense to the
Hudson's Bay Company; but the population of their principal agricultural settlement of
Red River is now so much increased, amounting to upwards of 5,000 souls, principally
Indians and half-castes, belonging to all the interior tribes, who are very difficult of
management, that it has become necessary to establish a more regular form of government
and administration of the laws than heretofore. These measures are now in progress. and
it is estimated that the attendant expenses will exceed 5,000 /. per annum, which will be
borne by the Company, although they might, with great propriety, call on Her Majesty's
Government to relieve them from that charge.

By reference to Mr. Simpson's report, your Lordships will observe, that the Company
are incurringe other heavy expenses, which are augmenting from year to year, connected
with that infant settlement, from which they derive no benefit in regard to trade, as there
are no fur-bearing animals in that part of the country, but which in due time promises to
become valuable to the mercantile interests of the mother country in the production of
wool, flax, and other exports; while the population benefit by the change of habits of
life that have been produced by a change of occupation, as the inhabitants have
abandoned the chase, and now employ themselves in, agricultural pursuits; while moral
and religious instruction are afforded thein by the Company's chaplains and schoolmasters.

This settlement, which affords so much benefit to the native population, requires the
most vigilant attention on the part of the Company, as its inhabitants are of so mnixed
a character, and so little used to the restraints of civilised life, that mismanagement
would inevitably lead to an outbreak among them, which would prove ruinous to their trade
throughout the country.

Such outbreak had very nearly occurred last year, occasioning much apprehension in the
minds of the Company, through the mischievous instigation of a man named " Dickson,"
styling himself, " Liberator of the Indian Race," who succeeded in assembling a number
of leading half-breeds, and proceeded with them to Red River, with the view of raising
tliat population, so as to seize the Company's depôts and trading posts, and taking pos-
session of the trade and country, as may be seen by reference to the accompanying
correspondence vith the Foreign Office;* this I notice, in order to show hov precarions
the Company's tenure of their trade is, and how mucli they require the countenance and
support of Her Majesty's Government, in affording them protection from the intrusion of
strange. 

The principal benefit the Company derive from the exclusive License of trade is the
peaceable occupation of their own proper territory, from which they draw nearly the whole
of the profits of their trade, and for the protection of which they have a right to look to
Government in common with the rest of Her Majesty's subjects, as the trade of the
country embraced in the Royal License is as yet of very little benefit to them, and affords
greater advantages to the mother country in the employment of shipping, and in the
revenue arising from imports and exports, than the Conipany derive from it.

The country denominated " Indian Territories," comprehended in the Royal License, is
principally situated on the west side of the Rocky Mountains, the most valuable part tiereof
being the north-west coast, bordering on the shores of the Pacifie.

For many years previous to the grant of exclusive trade to the Hiudsoiis Bay Company,
,the trade of that coast was engrossed by the subjects of the United States of Ainerica and
Russia, the only establishment occupied by British traders bein- " Astoria," afterwards
named " Fort George," at the mouth of the Columbia River, whiîe no attemupt vas made,
through the means of shipping, to obtain any part of the trade of the coast; aid so unpro-
fitable was it in the years 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821 and 1822, and so diflicult of managemaent,
that several of the leading and most intelligent persons in the country strong-ly recom-
mended that the Company should abandon it altogether. The Company, however, felt
that the honour of the concern would, in a certain degree, be compromised vere they to
adopt that recoimiendation, holding as they did under Governmient the Lieunse in question,
and with a degrec of energy and enterprise, vhich I feel assured your Lordships wiill admit,
reflects much credit on themselvcs and on their oflicers and servants in the country, they
directed their efforts so vigorously to that branch of the business, that they comîpelled the
Ainerican adventurers, one by one, to withdraw from the contest, and are now jressiing the
Russian Fur Coimpany so closely, that although that association is supported by its govern-
ment to the extent of affording them the assistance of a strong military guard at each of
their establishments, which, with their shipping, are officered bv naval and military officers
of the Imiperial arniy and navy, we are gaining ground upon them, and hope at no very
distant period to confine them to the trade of their own proper territory.

The outlay and expense attending this conipetition in trade are so heavy, that the profits
are yet but in perspective, none worthy of notice having been realised, the resuit showing
some years a trifling loss, and in others a small gain, fluctuating according to the degree of
activity with which the contest is maintained; but by energy and perseverance ve hope, in

due

* As the Correspondence with the Foreign Office referred to does not relate to the renewal of the
Grant tr the Hudson's Bay Company, it lias not been appended to these Papers.
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Appendix, No. il. due time, to bring it to a more favourable issue, if the facilities of protection now required of
-- Her Majesty's Government be aforded.

This trade, nevertheless, affords employment to about 1,000 men, occupying 21 permanent
trading establishnents, two miigratory, trading and trapping expeditions, a steam vessel, and
five sailing vessels from 100 to 300 tons burtlen, all armed; and so dangerous is the trade,
that I lament to say that it has not been unattended with loss of life.

In order to afford your Lordships an opportunity of forming some idea of the strength of
opposition we have to contend against, and the difficulty we have to encounter in this branch
of business, I beg to enclose copy of a memorandum* I lately had occasion to hand to Her
Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, in reference to the operations of the Russians
in that quarter.

That the Hudson's Bay Company have the strongest possible claims upon Her Majesty's
Government for a renewal of the exclusive License of trade, without any rent or pecuniary
consideration whatsoever, cannot, I should hope, admit of a question after the explanation
I have' given ; but when it is considered that the greater part of the country to which the
License applies is Indian country, opened by treaty to citizens of the United States of Ame-
rica, as well as te British subjects, and, consequently, the License of exclusive trade does not
protect the Company from the competition of citizens of the United States, it must appear
evident that no substantial benefit is likely to arise from the boon we are soliciting, beyond
the probable means of affording peace to our own territories, in the tranquillity of which Her
Majesty's Government ought to feel as deep an interest as the stockholders of the Hudson's
Bay Company.

If further proof be necessary that we are not in the undisturbed enjoyment of the fur
trade, I beg te hand to your Lordships copy of applications we have lately had occasion to
make to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs for redress of grievances sustained by the
aggression of Russian authorities at Stikine, on the north-west coast, in the year 1834, by
the violation of a treaty between Great Britain and his Imperial Majesty, involving a claim
of 20,000 1., loss and damage actually sustained by the Hudson's Bay Company, for which,
as yet, they have received no indemnification, although they confidently look to obtain such
through the efforts of Her Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

On the grounds of promotin« discovery and science, we have likewise a strong claim on
the countenance and support of Her Majesty's Government, as at this moment the Company
have an expedition on foot, quite unconnected with any ulterior views towards any pecumary
advantage or benefit arising from trade, but solely for the honour of completing the survey
of the northern coast of America, at a cost to the Company, before it can be accomplished,
of several thousand pounds,-an object that has attracted the attention not only of Great
Britain, but of Russia and other foreign powers.

I could enlarge on the caims of the Hudson's Bay Company to the privileges I am now
soliciting at your Lordships' hands, but I should hope that sufficient has been already said
to induce you to concur with the Secretary of State for the Colonies, in granting a renewal
of the exclusive License of trade to the Hudson's Bay Company, on the conditions detailed
in Mr. Stephen's letter to me of 19th September last, by Lord Glenelg's directions, already
referred to, and with the conditions of which I am, on behalf of the Hudson's Bay Company,
ready to comply.

Allow me to hope for an early and favourable consideration of this subject, as several
important arrangements, in reference to the government of the country, the formation of a
police corps, the mode of administering justice, and further measures for more effectually
resisting the encroachments of the Russians on the British territory, all involving a heavy
outlay of money, are now pending, and cannot bc determined until I am favoured with vour
Lordships' decision on this subject. 1 have, &c.

(signed) J. H. Pelly, Governor.

- No. 14. -

Cory of a LETTER from the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor of
the ludson's Bay Company,

No. 14. Sir, Downing-street, 3 February 1838.
Letter from the WITr reference to your letter of the 25th October last, I an directed by Lord Glenelg to
Under-Secretary inform you, that his Lordship, baving attentively considered the draft of the Royal License,
of State for the crranting to the Hudson's Bay Company the exclusive trade with the Indians in certam parts
Colonies to the c
Governor rf the of North Amcrica for a further period of 21 years, and the draft of the Covenant for the
Hudson's Bay performance of the conditions contained in that License whicl you have transmitted, will be
company, repared, subject to one alteration, to advise Her -Majesty to direct the issue of Her Royal
S February 1838. License in the terns which you have proposed. The alteration to which I have alluded is

in

As the Menorandum referred te does not relate to the renewal of the Grant to the Hudson's Bay
Comnpay, it has not been appended to these Papers.
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in the final clause, respecting the erection of colonies within the territory comprised in the Appendix, No. ii.
grant, for which Lord Glenelg would propose to substitute the following words: --

" Provided nevertheless, and we do hereby declare our pleasure to be, that nothing herein
contained shall extend or be construed to extend to prevent the establishment by us, our
heirs or successors, vithin the territories aforesaid, or any of thema, of any colony or colonies,
province or provinces, or for annexing any part of the aforesaid territories to any existing
colony or colonies, to us in riglt of our Imperial Crown belonging, or for constituting any
such form of civil government as to us may seem meet within any such colony or colonies,
province or provinces ; but with a vie-w to the establishment of any such colony or colonies,
province or provinces, or to the introduction of any such form of civil government, we do
hereby reserve to us, our heirs and successors, full power and authority to revoke these
presents, or any part thereof, in so far as the same may embrace or extend to any of the ter-
ritories aforesaid, which may hereafter be coniprised within any such colony or colonies,
province or provinces as aforesaid."

If you should be prepared, on behalf of the Hudson's Bay Company, to accede to this
alteration, the only question which will remain to be decided will be the amount of the rent
which, in conformity with the 2d clause of the Act 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66, is to be paid by 10the Company after the expiration of the first period of 21 years from the date of their reat, ®spond,
original grant. This is a question lying exclusively within the cognizance of the Lords 40tV to the ')ce
Commissioners of the Treasury, and Lord Glenelg bas accordingly referred it for their Ofe N of.en,
Lordships' consideration. You will probably receive fron their Lordships an early commu- o .
nication on the subject.

I have, &c.
(signed) Geo. Grey.

- No. 15. -

Corr of a LETTER from the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Under-
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Sir, Hudson's Bay ~Iouse, 7 February 1838.
I &vE the honour to acknowledge your letter of 3d instant, with reference to my

letter of 25th October, wherein you say that you are directed by Lord Glenelg to inform me,
"e that his Lordship having attentively considered the draft of the Royal License, grantine
to the Hudson's Bay Company the exclusive trade with the Indians in certain parts of
North America for a further period uf 21 years, and the draft of the Covenant for the
performance of the conditions contained in that License, will be prepared, subject to one
alteration, to advise Her Majesty to direct the granting of the Royal License on the ternis
which you have proposed."

And further saying, that the alteration to which you "have alluded is in the final clause,
respecting the erection of colonies within the territory comprised in the Grant, for which
Lord Glenelg would propose to substitute the following words," &c. &c.

In reply, I beg to say I have considered the alteration proposed by Lord Glenelg, and
that I am prepared, on behalf of the Hudson's Bay Company, to accept the License, subject
to the alteration in question.

I have, &c.
(signcd) J. H. Pely.

No. 15.
Letter from the
Governor of the
Hudson's Bay
Co"pany to the
Under-Secretary of
State for the
Colonies,
7 February 1838.

- No. 16. -

Cory of a LETTER from the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies to
A. Y. Spearman, Esq.

Sir, Downing street, 3 February 1838.
I .m directed by Lord Glenelg to inform you, that in the month of February 1837, his

Lordship received from the Hudson's Bay Company the accoinpanying letter, soliciting a
renewal of the Grant of exclusive trade, which they hold under the provisions of the Act
1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66.

This letter having been referred for the consideration of the Lords of the Committee of
Privy Council for Trade, their Lordships have expressed their opinion that, adverting to the
peculiar nature of the tradein question, the application of the Hudson's Bay Company
should be complied with.

0.24-Sess. 2. 3 14 I enclose

No. 16.
Letter from the
Under-Secretary of
State for the
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Appendix, No. il. I enclose for the information of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, copies of the
correspondence on this subject, which bas passed between this department and the Board
of Trade.

You will observe that in renewing the grant to the Hudson's Bay Company, it is intended
to insert in that instrument a clause authorising Her Majesty to erect, within the limits of
the Grant, any new colonies or provinces which Her Majesty may be disposed to establish
therc; and that if any such province or colony should be so established, the Charter should
thenceforth cease to be in force, so far as respects the territories which may be included
within the limits of the new colony.

This condition having been conmunicated to the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Con-
pany, he bas forwarded to Lord Glenelg the draft of a Charter, herewith enclosed, emnbracing
a provision to that effect; as, however, this provision does not appear to be correetly ex-
pressed, Lord Glenelg proposes to substitute for it one in the following words:

"Provided nevertheless, and we do hereby declare our pleasure to be, that nothing herein
contained shall extend, or be construed to extend, to prevent the establishment by us, our
heirs or successors, within the territories aforesaid, or any of them, of any colony or colonies,
province or provinces, or for annexing any part of the aforesaid territories to any existing
colony or colonies to us, in right of our Imperial Crown, belonging, or for constituting any
such form of civil government as to us may seem meet, withn any sucli colony or colonies,
province or provinces; but with a view to the establishment of any such colony or colonies,
province or provinces, or to the introduction of any such formi of civil government, we do
hereby reserve to us, our heirs and successors, full power and authority to revoke these
presents, or any part thereof, in so far as the saine may embrace or extend to any of the ter-
ritories aforesaid, which may hereafter be comprised within any such colony or colonies,
province or provinces as aforesaid."

Assuming that this alteration will be accepted by the Hudson's Bay Company, another
question remains to be decided-that, namely, of the rent to be demanded fron the Com-
pany in conformity with the second section of the Act 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66, after the expira-
tion of the period of 21 years, for which their first Charter was granted: this is a question
lying especially within the province of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury; and I am
therefore to request that you will nrve their Lordships to enter into communication with the
Hudson's Bay Company for the purpose of concluding a satisfactory adjustmènt of it.

I have, &c.
(signed) J. Stephen

- No. 17. -

No. 17.
Letter from
A. Y. Spearmnan,

q , the Under-
Secretary of State
for the Colonies,
8 March 1830.

Cory of a LETTER from A. Y. Speannan, Esq., to the Under-Secretary of State for the-
Colonies.

Sir, Treasury Chambers, 8 March 1838.
TuE Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury having had under their considera-

tion your letter, dated 3d ultimo, with the enclosed application from the Hudson's Bay Coin-
pany, soliciting a renewal of the Charter of exclusive trade which they hold under the pro-
visions of the Act 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c. 66, I have it in command from the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury to request you will state to Lord Glenelg, vith reference to the
suggestion which his Lordship lias submitted to this Board, that they should enter into com-
munication with that Company respecting the amount of rent which should be paid in con-
formity with the second section of the said Act for the proposed extension of their exclusive
privilege of trading in the North-west territory of North Amuerica; that ny Lords appreliend
that no further information respecting the establishments or proceedings of the Company
can be obtained than is afforded by the statements which have been submitted to his Lord-
ship on behalf of the Company : and that as his Lordship has been enabled to determine
on the expediency of renewing their exclusive privilege, ho will be more competent than
their Lordships to form an opinion as to the utility and value of the Company's establish-
ments for the suppression of crime among the hunters and traders, the improvement and
civilisation of the Indians, and the maintenance of the British influence in the territories to
vhich the privilege in question extends, or the charges which the Company nay incur for

these purposes, and as to the propriety, with reference to these considerations, of demanding
rent from the Company, or of granting the Charter which they apply for, with the reser-
vation of the nominal rent only, provided for in the draft Grant which accompanied your
letter.

I am directed, therefore, to request you will move Lord Glenelg to favour my Lords with
a communication of the opinion which bis Lordship may entertain on the subject.

I am, &c.
(signed) A. Y. Spear man.
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-No. 18.-

CoPY of a LETTER from the Tnder-Secretary of State for the Colonies to
A. Y. Spearman, Esq.

Sir, Downing-street, 14 March 1838.
I L! directed by Lord Glenelg to acknowledge your letter of the 8th inst., referring for

bis Lordship's decision the question of the rent to be paid by the Hudson's Bay Company
for the Royal License of exclusive trade in certain parts of North Americ.a. ln reply, I am
to transmit to you herewith a copy of a letter on the same subject from the Secretary to the
Board of Trade, and to inform you that Lord Glenelg concurs in the opinion of the Lords
of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade, that the rent to be denianded from the Hud-
son's Bay Company should be merely nominal. I am, therefore, to request that you will
move the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury to instruct their solicitors to co-operate with
the pioper officers of the Company in carrying the proposed arrangement into execution,
with a due observance of ail the necessary forais of law, and with a reference to the sugges-
tions contained in my letter of the 3d uit.

I have, &c.
(signed ) J. Stephenz.

Appendix, o. i

No. 18.
Letter from the
Under-Secretary
of State for the
Colonies to
A. Y. Spearman,
Esq.
14 March 1838.

.

-No. 19. -

Copry of a LETTER from Denis Le Marchant, Esq., to the Under-Secretary of State for
the Colonies.

Office of Committee of Privy Council for Tradé,
Sir, Whitehall, 6 March 1838.

WITr reference to vour letter of the 3'th August 1837, on the subject of the proposed
License of exclusive trade to the Hudson's Bay Company, I am directed by the Lords of
the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to request that you vill inform Lord Glenelg that
they have settled the terms of such License with the Governor of the Company, pursuant to
bis Lordship's desire, and in accordance with his Lordship's views, vs expressed in your
above-mentioned letter.

The accompanying draft Grant of License and Covenant have been submitted on behalf
of the Company to this Board, and the same being, as far as their Lordships can judge,
unexceptionably- worded, their Lordships would recomnend Lord Glenelg to obtain Her
Majesty's assent to the Grant, upon the covenant being duly executed by the Company,
and after both instruments shall have received the approval of the law officers of the Crown.
Their Lordships have only further to observe, that they have communicated with Her
Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests on the question of the rent to be made
payable to the Crown under the License, and the circumstances of the case having been
laid before the Commissioners, they concurred witi this Board in the propriety of such rent
being only nominal.

I amn, &c.
(signed ) Denis Le Mlarchant.

No. 19.
Letter from Dpnis
Le Marchant. Esq.ý
to the Under-
Secretary of State
for the Co1onie,
6 March 1838.

- No. 20.-

Corv of a LETTER from the Under.Secretary of State for the Colonies to
Denis Le Marchant, Esq.

Sir. Downing-street, 14 March 1838. No. 20.

I a directed by Lord Glenelg to acknowledge your letter of the 6th instant, enclosing Letter from the
the draft of a License of exclusive trade in certain parts of North America, the terfs o î7nderSecretary
which have been settled between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Lords of the Com- Colonies to
nittee of Privy Council for Trade, and stating their Lordships' opinion that the rent to be Denis Le far-

demanded from the Company in return for this License should be nerely nominal. chant, Esq.,
In reply, I am to inform you, that Lord Glenelg bas referred the whole correspondence 14 March 1838,

on this subject to the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, expressing at the same time
bis concurrence in the views as to the rent expressed in your letter, and has requested
their Lordships to direct their solicitors to take the necessary steps for concluding the pro-
posed arrangements with ail the proper forms of law.

I have, &c.
(signed) J. Stephen.

o.24-Sess. 0.
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Appendix, No. n. -No. 21.-

Copy of a LETIER from the Assistant Secretary to the Lordî of the Treasury to the
Governior of the Hudson's Bav (oipanv.

Nu. 21. .S1. theSir, Treasury Chambers, 7 June 1813.Letter from the I At commanded by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury to transmit
assitathe erds to you herewith the grant of a License to trade for the Hudsons Bay Company; and

of the Treasury I an to request that the Deed of Covenant on the part oF the Company, duly e:xecuted
to the Governor of in such manner as the solicitor of this Board may require, may be returned to this
the Hudson's Bay department.
Company, Iam, &c.
7 June 1838. (signed) A. Y. Spearman.

Enclosure in No. 21.

Encl. in No. 21.

COVENANT by the Hudson's Bay Company for performance of Conditions and Ileservations
contained in the Crown Grant of even date.-(Dated 30th May 18-38.)

WH EREAS Her Majesty hath, by an instrument under the hand and seal of the Secretary
of State, the Right honourable Charles Lord Glenelg, bearing even date herewith, granted
and given Her Royal License to us, the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England,
trading into Hudson's Bay, and our successors, the exclusive privilege of trading with the
Indians in ail such* parts of North America to the northward and to the westward of the
lands and territories belonging to the United States of America as shall not forin part of
any of Her Majesty's provinces in North America, or of any lands or territories belonging
to the United States of America, or to any European government, state or power, and hath
secured to us, the said Govèrnor and Company, and our successors, the sole and exclusive
privilege, for the full period of 21 years from the date of the said grant, of trading with the
Indians in ail such parts of North America as aforesaid (except and with such restrictions
as thereinafter excepted), and hiath thereby declared that no rent shall be required or
demanded for or in respect of the said Grant or License, or any privileges given iherebv, for
the first four years of the said term of 21 years, and hath thereby reserved to Her Majeity,
Her heirs and successors, for the remainder of the said peiiod of 21 years the yearly rent of
.5s., to be paid by us, the caid Governor and Companv, and our- successors, on the 1st day
of June in every year, into Her Majesty's Exchequer, on accoun: of Her Majesty, Her heirs
and successors: "Ve therefore, the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England
trading into Hudson's Bay, do hereby covenant and bind ourzelves and our successors, that
we and they shall yearly and every year, and on every ist day of June, from and after the
expiration of the first four years of the said teri of 21 years, and thenceforth during the
continuance of the said Grant and Licence, pay or cause to be paid the said yearly rent of
5s. into Her Majesty's Exchequer, and on the account of 1er M ajesty, Her heirs and suc-
cessors, and that we and our successors shail, during the period of the said Grant and License,
keep accurate registers of ail persons employed by us or our successors in any parts of North
America, and shall once in each year return to Iler Majesty's Secretary of State accurate
duplicates of such registers ; and we, the ,aid Governor and Companv, do hereby bind our-
selves and our successors in the peil sum of .,000l., that we will, as far as in us may lie,
ensure the due execution of ail criminal and civil processes by the officers and persons legally
empowered to execute such proce;s within ail the territories for the time being included in
the said grant, and for the producinz or delivering into safe custody for the purpose of trial
of any person in our emplov or acting under our authority within the said territories w.'ho may
be charged vith any criminal offence; and we do also hereby covenant that we will, as soon
as the saine can be convenientlv done, make ùnd submit to the consideration and approval
of Her Majesty such rules and regulitions for the management and carrying on the said fur
trade, and the conduct of the persons employed by us therein, as have appeared or nay
appear to us to be most effectual for gradually diminishing and ultimately preventing the
sale or distribution of spirituous liquors to the Indians, and for promoting their moral and
religious improvernent. Witness tue seal of the said Company the 3oth day of May 1838.

By order of the Governor-and Committee,

(L.s.) (signed) W. G. Smith,
Assistant Secretary.

Sealed under the common seal of the within-mentioned Governor and Company, and
delivered by William Gregory Smith, their Assistant Secretary, pursuant to their order and
appointment, being first duly stamped in the presence of

(signed) Thomas Crosse,
Threadneedle-street, Sulicitor.
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PETITION from the Board of TRADE Of the City of Toronto to the Legislative Council,
presented 20th April 1857.

To the Honourable the Legislative Council of the Province of Canada, in Parliament
assembled.

The Petition of the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto.

Hunibly showeth,
Thut an association of traders. under the titie of " The Honourable Hudson's Bay Com-

pany," during a long peiiodi of time have clained and exercised a sovereignty in the soil,
together with the right of exclusive trade over a large portion of the province ofs Canada,
and that the exercise of such claim is subversive to ail those rights and privileges which
were guaranteed to the inhabitants of Canada by Royal proclamation immediately alter the
conquest of the country, and subsequently secnred to themn by those acts of the British
Parlianient which gave to Canada a constitutional governnent.

Your petitionera further show, that up to the year 1763, when by the Treaty of Fontaine-
bleau Canada was cedel to the British Crown, the whole region of country extending west-
ward to the " Pacific Ocean," and northward to the shore of the " Hudson's Bay," had
continued in the undisputed possession of the Crown of France for a period of two centuries,.
and vas known as La Nouvelle France, or Canada;

That during the half century succeedingr the treaty above alluded te, an extensive trade
and traffic was continued to be carried on throughout the country, described by commercial
companies and traders who had established themiselves there under authority of the crownl
of.Frdnce, and that a trade was likewise, and at the same period, carried on by other traders
of British origin, who had entered into that country and formed establishments there, con-
sequent upon its cession to the British Crown ;

That such trade and tratlc was carried un freely and independent of any restrictions upon
commercial freedom, either as, originally enacted by the crown of France, or promulgated
by that of Great Britain;

That in 1783 nearly ail the aforesaid traders and companies united and formed an asso-
ciation, under the nane of "The North-west Company of Montreal," which said com-
pany made moanv important discoveries, and extended their establishments throughout the
nterior of North Anierica, and to within the Arctic circle and te the Pacific Oceai;

That in the year 1821 the said North-west Company uniited with the so-called Hudson's
Bay Company, a company to all ingtents and purposes foreign to the interests of Canada, and
owng nt) responsibility to her;

That under the name of' the Honourable Hudson's Bay Company they advance claims
and assume rights iii tirtue of an old charter of Charles Il., granted in 1669, that bearing a
date nearly 100 years beibre that this country had ceased to be an appendage to the cruon
of France, it pertainied to that or* Great Britain;

'That under such pretended authority said Hudoni's Bay Company assume a power te
«rant away and seli tue lands of the Crown, acquired by conquest and ceded to it by the

reaty of 1673;
That said Company have also assumed tile power te enact tariffs, collect cuîstom-' dues,

and levy taxes against British subjects, and have enforced unjust and arbitrary laws, in
defiance of every principle of right and justice;

Your petitioners more especially pray the attention of your lonourable House to that
region et' country designated as the Chartered Territory, over which said Company exer-
cises a sovereignty in the suil as well as a monopoly in the trade, and which said Com-
pany claims as a right that insures to them in perpetuo, in contradistinction te that portion
of country over whiclh they claini an exclusive right of trade but for a limited period
on y.

Whilst ynur petitioners believe that this latter claim is founded upon a leg-al right, thev
hunbly submit that a renewal of such license of exclusive trade is injurious to the interests
of the country so mnonopolised, ai.d in contravention of the rights of the inhabitants of*
Canada.

Your petitioniers therefore humbly pray that your Honourable House vill take into-
consideration the subject of how far the assumption of power on the part of the Hudson's
By Company interferes with Canadiani rights, and as to the necessity of more parti-
cularly declarng the boundaries of' Canada on the nestward and on the northward, and
ot extending throughout the protection of Canadian laws, and the benefits of Canadliau.
institutions.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
(signed) Thomas Clarkson, President.

Charles Robertson, Secretary.
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LETTER froni E. A. Meredith, Esq., to the Hon. Chief Justice Draper, o. 1.

Sir, Secretary's Office, Toronto, 20 February 1857.
I RAVn the honour, by command of his Excellency the Governor-general, to commt-

nicate to you hereby his Excellency's instructions for your guidance. in connexion with
your mission to England as the special agent appointed to represent Canadian rights and
interests before the proposed Committee of the House of Commons, on the subject of the
Hudson's Bay Territory.

I arm to premise, however, that as it is impossible to anticipate the nature of the evidence
that may be ,àaken, or the conclusion that may be arrived at by the Comnmittee, or the course
which Parliament or Her Majesty's Government may think proper to adopt on the report
of the Committee, it is not in his Excellency's power to convey to you at present any
instructions of a precise or definite character.

His Excellency has, however,.entire confidence in your knowledge and discretion, and he
has the more readily intrusted this important mission to you, inasmuch as your high position
in the colony removes you fron all the ordinary influences of local or party consideration.

Innediately on your arrivai in London you will place yourself in communication with
be Right Hlonourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies (to whom these instrue-
ions have been communicated), and as soon as any Parliamentary Committee on the
subject of the Hudson's Bay Company or Territory is constituted, you will take steps for
offering to afford ail information in your power relating to the interest or claims of
Canada.

You will consider it as a part of your duty to watch over those interests by correcting
any erroneous impressirins, and by bringing forward any claims of a legal or equitable kind
which this province may possess on account of its territorial position or past history.

You *ill not consider yourself as authorised to conclude any negotiation, or to assent to
any definite plan of settlement affecting Canada, withont reporting the particulars of the
sane, and your own views thereon, to his Excellency in Council.

His Excellency has full and complete confidence in the justice and consideration of Her
Majesty's Government, and lie is sure that the interests and feelings of Canada wili be
consuited so far as is consistent witi right and justice. The people of Canada desire
nothing more.

His Excellency feels it particularly necessary that the importance of securing the north-
west territory against the sudden and unanithorised influx of immigration from the United
States should be strongly pressed. Hé fears that the continued vacanéy of this great tract,
with a boundary not iarked on the soil itself, nay lead to future loss and injury both to
England and Canada. He wishes you to urge the expediency of mnarkingc out the limits, and
so protecting the frontier of the lands above Lake Superior, about the Red River, and fron
thence to the Pacific, as effectually to secure them against violent seizure or irregular set-
tlenent until the advancing tide of ernigrants from Canada and the United Kingdom nay
fairly flow into them, and occupy them as subjects of the Queen, on behalf of the British
empire.

Witi these objects in view, it is especially important that Her Majesty's Government
should guard any renewal of a license of occupation (should such he determined on), or any
recognition of rights by the Company, by such stipulations as will cause such license or
such rights not to inteifere with the fair and legitimate occupation of-tracts adapted for
seulement.

It is unnecessary, of course, to urge in any way the future importánce of Vancouver's
Island as the key to ail British North America on the side of the Pacific, situated as it is
between the extensive seaboard of Russian America and the vast territory in the hands of
the United States.

His Excellency cannot foresee the course which a Comittee of the House of Comions
may see fit to pursue in the proposed inquiry, or determine beforehand on what points
evidence may be required.

At any moment, however, his Excellency will be ready to attend to your suggestions,
and supply such information, either by documentary evidence, or by witnesses from Canada,
as you may think necessary, and lie may be able to send over.

You will, of course, act upon such further instructions as may from tine to time be
conveyed to you by his Excellency's directions.

I have, &c.
(signed) E. A. Meredith,

Assistant Secretary.
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LrrTaT from R. G. Smith, Esq., to Major Caldwell, Governor of Assiniboin.

Sir, Hudson's Bay House, London, 5 April 1854.
I Au directed by the Governor and commnittee to acknowledge the receipt of your

-several letters, dated 2d and i8th November, and 12th December, with their respective
-enclosures.

The Governor and comnittee approve of the appointment of a Board of Works for the
purpose of attending to the roads and bridges i- the settlement, and are glad to find that
the councillors are on the vhole working harmoniously, and, they trust, beneficially to the
interests of the inhabitants.

They note your wish for the appointment of a good surveyor, and have desired Sir
George Sinipson to look out for a suitable person in Canada; but it is doubtful whether he
will succeed in obtaining oie this season.

The Governor and comittee trust that the course you pursued with the five deserters
from the service of the fur trade will have a good effect in preventing such conduct in
future.

The Minutes of Council held on the 18th October and sth December are approved of.
With respect tb your inquiry as to the competency of the Court of Assiniboin to adjudi-

cate in civil cases excecding the amount of 200 1., I an to intorn you that that court being
held under the authority of the charter within the linits of Rupert's Land, its powers are
not restricted as to the amount upon which adjudication may be made, the rights held under
the charter being reserved by the last clause of the Act Geo. 4, c. 66.

I am also directed to inforn you, with reference to the petition of the Presbyterian con-
gregation of' Red River, that neither the Governor and Council of Assiniboin, nor the
Governor and conmittee of the Hudson's Bay Company, have the power of incorporating
any body of men for any purpose whatever. The property held by the Presbyterian con-
gregation nust therefore be vested in trustees, as it is at present ; and you will be pleased
to comnunicate this to the parties interested.

Mr. F. G. Johnson, Q. C., of the Montreal Bar, who has been appointed recorder of
Rupert's Land, assessor and legal adviser to the Governor of Assiniboin, and to the Com-
pany, will proceed by the spring canues to Red River, and will assume the law library now
in the possession of Mr. Thorn.

From the accounts they have had of Mr. Johnson's ability and disposition, the Governor
and committee have every expectation that he will act cordially with you for the general
benefit of the settlement under your charge.

The account you give of the abundant supply of agilcultural and plain provisions is very
satisfactory; and, trusting that nothing may occur to disturb the peace and prospects of
the settlement,

I have, &c.
(signed) R. G. Smith,

Assistant Secretary.

Appendix, No. 15. Appendix, No. 15.

PETITION of Inhabitants and Natives of the Settlement situated on the Red River,
in the Assiniboin Country, British North America.

To the Honourable the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada, in
Parliament assenbled,

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants and Natives of the Settlement situated on the
Red River, in the Assiniboin Country, British North Anierica.

Humbly showeth,
That niany years ago a body of British emigrants were induced to settle in this country

uider very flattering promises made to them by the late Earl of Selkirk, and under certain
contracts.

All those promises and contracts which had led them to hope that, protected by British
laws, they would enjoy the fruits of their labour, have been evaded.

On the coalition of the rival companies, many of us, Europeans and Canadians, settled
wAith our families around this nucleus of civilization in the wilderness, in full expectation
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Appmndix, No. 1. that none would interrupt our enjoyment of these privileges which we believe to be ours
- by birthright, and which are secured to all Her Majesty's subjects in any other British

colonv.
We have paid large sums of money to the 'Hudson's Bay Company for land, yet we

cannot obtain deeds for the sane. The Company's agents have made several attenpts to
force upon us deeds whicli would reduce ourselves and our posterity to the most abject
slavery under that body. As evidence of this, we append a copy of such deeds as have
been offered to us for signature.

Under what we believe to be a fictitious charter, but which the Company's agents hav
maintained to be the fundamental law of " Rupert's Land," we have been prevented the
receiving, in exchange the peltries of our country for any of the products of our labour, and
have bt in fbrbidden giving peltries in exehange for any of' the imported necessaries, of life,
under the penalty of being imprisoned, and of having our property confisc2ted ; we have
been forbidden to take peltries in exchange even for food supplied to fumishing Indians.

The Hudson's Bay Company's clerks, with an arned police, have entered into settlers'
houses in quest of furs, and confisrated all they lound. Une poor settler, after having his
goods seized, had his house burnt to the ground, and afterwards was conveyed prisoner to

ork Factory.
The Company's first legal adviser in this colony bas declared our navigating the lakes

and'rivers between this colonv and Hudson's Bay with any articles of our produce to be
illegal. The same authority has declared our selling of English gouds in this colony to be
illegal.

On our annual commercial journeys into Minnesota, we have been pursued like felons
by armied constables, whn searched unr property, even by breaking open our trunks: all
furs found were confiscated.

This interference with those of aboriginal descent had been carried to such extent as to
endanger the peace of the settlement.

Thns we, the inhabitants of this land, have been and are constrained to behold the
valuable commercial productions of our country exported for the exclusive profit of a com-
pany of traders wvho are strangeis to ourselves and to our country.

We are by necessity conpelled to use many articles of their inportation, for which we
pay from one hundred to four hundred per cent. on prime cost, while we are prohibited
exportingr those productions of our own country and industry, which we could exchange for
the necessaries i f life.

This country is governed and legislated for by two distinct Legislative Councils, in
constituting ot which, we have no voice, the members of the highest holding their office of
councillors by virtue of rank in the Conpany's service. This body passes laws affecting
our interest; as, for instance, in 1845 it decieed thit 20 per cent. duty would be levied
on the imports of all who were suspected of trading in furs; this duty to be paid at York
Factory. Again, in 1854, the saine body passed a resolution imposing 123 per cent. on all
the goods landed for the colony at York Factory.

The lucal legislature consists of the Governor, who is also judge, and who holds his
appointnents trom the Company: they are appointed by the sanie body, and are, with
one or tvo exceptions, to a greater or less extent dependent on that body. This Council
imposes taxes, creates offences, and punishes the sane by fincs and imprisonments, (i. e.) the
Governor and Coincil make the lavs, judge the iaws, and execute their own sentence.
We have no voice ii their selection, neither have we any constitutionial means of controllin:
their action.

Our lands are feitile, and easily cultivated, but the exclusive systen of' Hudson's Bay
Company effectuially prohibits the tiller of the soil, as vell as the adventurer in any other
industrial pursuit, bom devoting his energies to those labours which, while producmng to
the individual prosperity and wealth, contribute to the general advantage of the settleienit
at lara e.

Under this systen our energies are paralysed, and discontent is increasing to, such a
degree, that events fatal to British interest, and particularly to the interest of Can ida, and
even tu civilization and humanity, may soon take place.

Our country is bordering on Minnesota territory : a trade for some vears bas been carried
on between us. We are there met by very high duties on all articles which we import into
th-t territory, the benerits of the Reciprocity Treaty not being extended to us. Notwith-
standio:e this, the trade has -one on increasing, and will contiine to do so; we have already
grreat cause to envy those laws and those commercial advantiges which we see enjoyed by
our neihibours, and which, whcrever they exist, are productive of prosperity and wealth.

As British subjects, wel desire that the same liberty and freedom of commerce, as well as
seCiity of' property, may be graiited to us as is enjoyed in all other possessions of the
British Crown, which liberty is become essentially necessary to our prosperity, and to the
tranquillity of this colony.

We believe that the colony in which we live is a portion of that territory which hecane
attached to the Crown of Esngland by the Treaty of 1763, and that the dominion heretofore
exercised by the Hudsan's Bay Company is an usurpation antagonistic to civilization and to
the bet interests of the Canadian people, whose laws being extended to us, will guarantee
the enjoyment of those rights and liberties which would leave us nothing to envy in the
institutions of the neighbouring territory.

When we contemplate the mighty tide of immigration which has flowed towards the north
these six years past, and has already filled the valley of the Upper Mississippi with settlers,

and
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and which will this year flow over the height of land and fill up the valley of the Red River, Appendiz, No.:5.
is there no dangr of being carried away by that flood, and that we may thereby lose our
nationality? We love the British name ! We are proud of that zlorious fabrie, the
British Consticution, raised by the wisdom, cemented and hallowed by the blood of our
forefathers.

We bave represented our, grievances to the Imperial Government, but through the
chicanery of the Company and its false represeutations we have not been heard, and much
less have our grievances been redressed. It would seem, therefore, that we have no other
choice than tie Canadian pluagi and printing press, or the American rifle and Fugitive
Slave law.

We, therefore, as dutiful and loyal subjects of the British Crown humbly pray that Your
Honourable House will take into your immediate consideration the subject of this our
petition, and that such neasures may be devised and adopted as will extend to us the pro-
tection of the Canadian Government, laws and institutions, and make us equal participators
in those riglits and liberties enjoyed by British subjects in whatever part of the world they
reside.

Wberefore, your petitioners will ever pray. sed Roderik Kendy,

and 574 others.

AGREEMENT.

THis indenture, made the 13th day ofMarch, in the year of our Lord 1844, between the
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England, trading into Hudson's Bay, of the one
part, and John Slater, of Red River qettlement, farmer, of the other part. Whereas the
said John Slater is desirous of becoming a settler u pon the said liereinafter described or
intended so to be, heing certain part of a territory in North A merica, belonginz to the said
Governor and Company, and held under the Crown by charter. Now, therefore, this
indenture witnesseth, that in consideration of the said John Slater having acquired right to
the, titie former!y held by Peter Erasmus to one of the undermentioned parcels of land, and
of the said John Slater's past services as regards the other parcel ofland, and in considera-
tion also of the covenants hereinafter contained on the part of the said John Slater, they
the said Governor and Company do hereby grant, dernise and lease unto the said John
Slater, his executors, administrators and assigans, 50 statute acres, with four chains frontage,
of that parcel of land described in the survev of Red River settlement, as No. 123, and
also 50 statute acres, with four chains fronta-e, of that adjoining parcel of land described
in the said survey as No. 124; both parcels being described therein, with the necessary appur-
tenances thereto, to have and to hold the said piece or parcel of land hereby demised, or
intended so to be, and every part thereof, with the àppurtenances, unto the said John
Slater, his executors, administrators and assigns, from the day next before the day of the
date of these presents, and for and during and unto the full term of 1,000 years thence next
ensuing, yielding and paying therefore, yearlv, and every year during the said term, and
upon the Michaelmas-day in each year, the rent or sum of three pepper-corns, the first pay-
ment whereof to lie made upon the 29th day of December next ensuing the date hereof;
and the said John Slater for himself, his heirs, executors, administrat -rs, doth hereby
covenant and agree with the said Governor and Company, in manner following; that is to
say, that the said John Slater shall or will, within 40 days frou the date hereof, settle or
establish himself or themselves, and continue to reside upon the said hereby dernised land,
and shall or will, within five ye;-rs froni the data of these presents, brin£r or cause or procure
to be brought into a state of cuhiyvation, one-sixth part of the said hereby denised land,
and hencerorth continue the same th such state, and that the said John Slater, his execu-
tors, administrators or assigns, shail or will from time to time and at ail times during the·
said term, contribute in a due proportion to the expense of ail public establishments, whether
of an ecclesiastical, civil, military, or other nature, including therein the maintenance of the
clergy, the building and endowment of school4, which are or shail or may be formed under
the authority of th, charter or rharters hereinbefore referred to. And also that he or they
at proper seasons, in every Vear, and on towards the making and repairing of such roads
and highways, a. lie within two miles from the said hereby demised premises, shall and will
employ himself or thenselves, and his or their servants, horses, cattie, carts and carrages,
and other necessary things for that purpose, where and when required so to do by the sur-
veyop or overseer for the tine being, t'ppointed for the making and amending public roads,
bridges and highways within such litait as aforesaid ; such requisition nevertheless, in point
of time, not to exceed six days in each year, cnnputed day by day, and from Michaelmas to
Michaelmas; and shail or wilil use his or their endeavours, for the benefit and support of
the clerry, to whoni, or whose communion he or they shall belong, himself or thetmselves,
or his or their servants, horses, cattle, carts, and carriages, and other things necessary for
the purpose, not excee ding at and after the rate of three days in the spring, and three days
in tue autumn of each year, and in every other respect whon, atnd whereby the clergyman
shahl appoint; and also that the said John Siater, his executors, administrators and assigns,
shall not, nor w ill, without the license or consent of the said Governor and Company, for
that purpose first obtained, carry on or establish, or. attempt to carry on or establish in
any parts of North America, any trade or traffic in or relating to any kind of skin, furs or
peltries, nor dressed leather, nor in any manner directly or indirectly, aid or abet any person
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Appendir, No.15. or persons in carrying on such trade or traffic. nor shall nor will at any time or times during-
said term, distil or procure, or cause to be distilled spirituous liquors of any nature or kind
soever, either upon the land hereby demised, or within any other part of the territories
belonging to the said Governor and Company in North America, nor during the said terni,
knowngly suffer or permit any other person or persons wionsoever, to distil any such,
liquors upon the said demised lunds or any part thereof; and also, that the said John Slater,
bis executors, administrators and assigns, shall not, nor will at any time export beyond the
territories of the said Governor and Company any effects being the produce of the said land,
or acquired by the said Johu Slater, bis executors, administrators and assigns, within the
territories of the said Governor and Company, and intended so to be exported by him the
said John Slater, his execuitors, administri;ors and assigns other than and except at Port
Nelson (one of the ports belonging to the said Company) and iii ships or vessels belonging to
or in the service of the said Governor and Company, to be conveyed to the port of London,
and there to be lodged ani deposited in some one of their warehouses belonging to or used
for that purpose by the sid Governor and Company, and with power to seil and dispose of
the saine effects, on account of the said John Siater, his executors, administrators and
assigns, and also shall not, nor will import any goods or effects into the territories of the
said Goversior and Company in North America or any part thereof, other than and except
from the said port of London, and through some one of the warehouses of goods in the said
port of London, and other than and except in a vessel or vessels, ship or ships belonging to the
said Governor and Company, or in their service; and aiso that he or they shall or will pay
and allow to the said Governor and Company in respect of ail such produce, goods and
commodities, whether exported or imported, ail charges as and for and in the nature of
gaugage, wharfage, warehouse-room, and commission for sale, which shall be or constitute
the average price or prices in similar cases, together with such charge for freightage as shal
at the time or resp.:etive times be fair and reasonable, :nd shall or will allow and pay as in
the nature of a rustom or duty, any suin not exceeding 5 . for and upon tvery 100 1. or
value or amount of the produce, goods, and commodities which shall or may be conveyed to
or from Port Nehion from or to the port of London as aforesaid, and so in proportion for
a less quantity or value, or in amount than 100 1., unless the saine kind of produce, goods
and commodities shall be subject to a higher rate of duty on importation at Quebec, and
then in cases of in:portation, that he or they shall and will pay and allow unto the said
Governor and Company sums at and after th.e saie rate as shall be paid or payable at Quebec,
such value or aiount to be from time to time fixed, and as contained in ail cases of import
by and upon the actual and honajide invoice prices, and in all cases of export by the net
proceeds of sales at London aforesaid, and the said John Siater for himself, his heirs, exe-
cutors and adninistrators, doth hereby ftrther covenant with the said Governor and Com-
pany, and their successors, that he the said John Slater, his executors, administrators and
assigris, will use his and their best endeavours to maintain the defence and internal peace of
the territories of the said Governor and Company in Noth Ainerica, and shall and will be
chargeable therewith according to such laws and regulations as are now in force in respect
of the same territories, or shall froin time to time be made by competent autthority; and also
that the said John Slater, his executors, administrators or assigns, shall not, nor will at any
time ortimes during the said terni, attempt or by any direct or indirect, niediate or immediate
manner, ways or means, infringe or violate, or set about or to infringe or violate, or
aid, assist or abet, or set about or attenpt to aid to assist or abet, or supply with spirituous
liquors, trading goods, provisions or other necessaries, any person or persons whomsoever,
corporate or incorporate, or any prince, power, or potentate or state whatsoever, who shall
infringe or violate, or who shall set about or attempt to infringe or violate the exclusive
rights, powers, privileges, and immunities of or belonging, or iii any wise appertaining to,
or held, used or enjoyed by the §aid Governor and Company, and their successors, under
the charter or charters, without the license or consent of the suid Governor and Company,
and their successors for the time being, first had and obtained ; and lastly, that he the said
John Slater. his executors, administrators or assigns, bhali not nor will at any time during
the said terni, underlet or assiga or otherwise alienate or dispose or part witlh the actual
possession of the said land hereby demised, or any part thereof, for ail or any part of the
said terin, or any interest demised under the saine, without the consent in writing of the
said Governor and Company for the time being first had and obtained ; and also, that
the said John Siater, his executors, administrators or assigns, shall or will, within six calendar
months fromi the date hereof as to these presents, and within six calendar months froma the
date of such respective assignment, and underlense to be made under or through these
presents, and with respect to such assignment and underlease respectively, cause these
presents, and every such assignnent or underlease, when made, to be registered in the

register of the said territories in North Amreica, or of the district in which the suid hereby
demised land shall be situate, and wherever such register shall be kept at the time.

Provided always, nevertheless, and it is hereby declared and aureed, that if the saidJohn
Slater, his executors, adninistrators or assigns, shall not in all things well and truly observe
and perform ail and everv the covenants and areement herein contained, on his or their
behalf to be observed and performed, then and in either of such cases, and either upon or
after the first breach or nny subsequent breach or breaches of the covenant, and as to any
subsequent breech or breaches, notwithstanding there may have been any waiver or waivers,
or supposed waiver or waivers theieof by the acceptance of rent or otherwise, it shall or
may be lawful to and for the said Governor and Company, and their successors or assigns,
to enter into and upon the said hereby demised premises, or any part thereof, in the name of

the
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the whole thereof, and to have, to hold, retain and enjoy the same as in their former state, Appendix, No. 1.
and also to put an end to and determine the same terni of 1,000 years, or so much thereof as
shall be then unexpired, and aIl and every person or persons then occupying the same pre-
mises, or claiming title thereto, to put out and remove, anything herembefore contained to
the contrary notwithstanding. In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have
hereunto set their hands and seals the day and year first above written.

Signed, sealed, and delivered il For the Governor and Company aforesaid,
presence of Geo. Taylor, . .Duncan Finlayson,
of Red River Settlement, Governor of Assiniboine.
Surveyor, and John x Slater.

John Black, of the sane placef
Clerk in the service of the'·
said Governor and Company.J

Countersigned, George Tayilor,l
John Black, J Witnesses.

Appendix, No. 16. Appendix, No. 16.

LETTER froni the Comnittee of the Aborigines Protection Society to the
Right Honourable Henry Labouchere, x.p., Chairnan.

Sir,
THE condition and circumnstances of the Indian tribes inhabiting the vast territory under

the administration of the Hudson's Bay Company have for nany years encgaged the atten-
tion of the Aborigines Protection Society, who have witnessed with deep interest the
movement which has resulted in the inquiry now pending before the Select Committee of
the House of Commons.

Impressed with the importance of this movement as affecting the future destiny not only
of the wide region conceded by charter to the power of the Htidson's Bay Company, but
that of the adjoning provinces of Canada, with which its interests are so intimately~inter-
woven, the Society took early steps to procure such facts and information relating to the
territory and its inhabitants as were accessible to them, and have on various occasions
brought the subject under the notice of ler Majesty's Government.

Apart from all considerations of humanity, they could not be unmind ful of the circuni-
stance that while in too many instances, in other portions of our colonial dominions, the
aboriginal proprietors of the soil have been viewed as an obstruction to the advancino-
interests and exigencies of the white settlers who have displaced them, bGth policy anl
humanity must concur in the preservation aind just treatment of the native races of the
Hudson's Bay, who are the support of an important and lucrative commerce, and the real
producers of the vast wealth, amounting, on competent authority, to more than 26 millions
sterling, with which the fur trade has already enriched England. é

The Society trust that they are not too far presuming if they desire to avail themselve'
of the present opportunity to submit their views on the important subject at present under
the consideration of the Committee of the House of Commons. They beg to assure the
Committee that in so doing they have been most anxious not unreasonably to intrude on
their attention by taising nierely theoretical discussions. They have watched the progress
of the evidence with great interest, and they have collected with much care, both froni
public sources and froni piivate and personal communications with individuals, such facts
and information bearing on the condition and prospects of the aboriginal race as appeared
to them calculated to aid the investigation nov in progress, by thrýwing additional lgliht
upon points where the evidence has been defective, or by suggesting considerations which
may lead to further inquiry, and to such an enlarged view of our connexions with the Indian
tribes as may tend to the adoption of proper measures for their future improvement and
preservation.

The subjects which appear to the Society to be deserving of special attention in connexion
with the present inquiry, and on which they would respectfully offer a few observations
embodying the information they have been able to procure, are the followin :-

1. The general character, geographical distribution, and estimated numbers of the tribes
of the Hudson's Bay.

2. Their rapid decrease, and threatened extinction.
3. The character and operation of the systeni of trade and administration of the Huds on's

3ay Company, as connected with this decrease.
4. The prevalence of famines, and their effects.
5. The resuit of missionary operations, in reference to the capacity of the Indian for the

habits of civilised life.
6. The prospects of the Indian race under the contemplated annexation of the Hudson's

Bay territory to Canada.
C.24-Sess. 2. 3 K Notn ithstand in-
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Appendix, No. 16. Notwithstanding the diversity of petty independent tribes, of whom between 50 and 6o
names are found scattered over the surfàce of this wide region, there does not appear at the
present day to be more than six languages of a radically distinct character in the whole
area of British North America.

1. Beginning from the north, the Esquimaux, an exclusively maritime fanily. occupy
the entire circumference of the Arctic coast of the American continent, from Russian
America on the west to Labrador on the east.

2. The Kolooch, comprising great variety of tribes, many of whom are also maritime in
their habits, occupy a large portion of British Oregon and of Russian Anerica, and extend
eastnard to M'Kenzie's River.

3. The Athabascan or Chepewyan, a wide-spread atmily, conterminons on the north with
the previouisly mentioned family, extend from Fort Churchill to Hudson's Bay, across the
entire continent, through new Caledonia and the adjacent parts of British Oregon to the
shores of the Pacific Ocean.

4. The great Algonquin-division, the largest of ail the North American groups, subtend
the Athabascans on the north, and extend in a southerly direction far into the territory of
the United States. They include the well-known tribes the Delawares, Crees, Chippewas,
&c., besides many now extinet races.

5. The Iroquois, completely surrounded by and inclosed in the vast area of the Algron-
quins, foriied ti famous confederacy of the fur nations. whose original area comprisedthe
«reater portion of the present limits of Canada, and extended southwards as far as the
:tates of Pennsylvania and New' York.

G. Disregarding minor subdiviizions, the remaining portion of the country included
between the limits of the Algonquins and the Rocky Mountains may be considered as in
the occupancy of the Sioux, at the present day by far the niost nunetous and warlike
native confederacy of North America. The Sioux are dominant over the vast prairie
region watered by the Missouri and the upper waters of the Saskatchewan. To quote the
language of a recent writer, "The Iroquois and Algonquins exhibit in the nost typical
forai the characteristics of the North American Indians, as found in the earliest descrip-
tions, and they are the two families upun vhich the current notions respecting the phy-
siognomv, habits, and moral and intellectual powers of the so-called Red Race are chiefly
founded. As a general rule, though not without important exceptions, the Algonqtuin anll
Iroquois classes lie to the east of the Mississippi, and their original area was the region of
the forest rather than the prairie; " a remark wvhich applies also to the Kolooch and Athý-
bascans, who are usually classed by the Hudson's Bay traders under the general designa-
tion of Thickwood Indians. In the accompanying Map, coloured ethnologically, the limits
of the great division just mentioned, together vith the localities of the niost important
tribes of which they consist, are indicated with as mach precision as the natuie of the
subject will allow. For the convenience of comparison, a statement of the numbers and
distribution of the Indian tribes as fur south as the Gulf of Mlexico, based on the Reports
of the IJnited States Commissioners on Indian Affairs, has been added; and the whole, it
is believed, exhibits a summary of information from the most recent and reliable sources in
regard to the Indian tribes of North America, as complete as the present state of our
knowledge admits.

The data for estimating the past and present population of the Hudson's Bay terriories
are by no means satisfactory. The census given in evidence before the present Committee
by Sir Geurge Simpson, of 55,570 for the entire territory east of the Rocky Mountains,
ivould seem to indicate, from the vast disproportion betn een the population and the extent of
the territory they occupy, that here, as in other parts of the North American continent, the
aboriginal race is rapidly wasting apay. The testimony of travellers to this painful fact is
uniform and emphatic. " Since 1829," says Mr. Parker, an American ivriter, speaking of
the tribes west of the Rocky Mountains, " probably seven-eighths, if not, as Dr. M'Laughlin
(the superintendent of the Hudson's Bay Company's affairs in that quarterý believes; fine-
tenths of the entirf, population have been swept away by disease, principallv fever and
ague. The malignancy of these diseases may have been increased by predisposing causes,
such as intemperance and the general spread of venereal, since their intercourse with Euro-
peans; but a more direct cause of the great mortality was their mode of treatment."

Among other causes of this lamentable waste of Indian life, the decrease of the game
upon which the Indians subsisted has been much dwelt upon. The subject is one of great
importance in reference to the future disposition of these territories; and as it is also inti-
mately connected vith the system of trade carried on by the Hudson's Bay Company, it
appears to the Society to cal] for most serious attention.

The destructive influences operating on the Indians, from the prevalence of epidemic
diseases and the habits of intemperance, may perhaps be considered as rather of a temporary
than a permanent character. How far the Hudson's Bay Company have emnployed their
fuill influence in preventing the introduction of spirituous liquors, and arresting the spread
of European diseases, are questions which will doubtless receive the careful attention of
the Committee. The daily operation and tendency of the Company's systemi in ,thé
destruction of the gaie, which necessarily forms the sole support of a lunting population,
is of greater importance as respects the future prospects of the couutry and the fate of its
aboriginal inhabitants. The furs of vild animais forming the sole articles of export from
the country, the business of hunting and trapping falls exclusively on the Indians; and to
satisfy the demnands of the traders, whose profits depend upon the amount of the returns, it
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is pursued by them very far beyond what would be required to supply the personal wants Appendix, No. 16.
of a simple people subsisting by the chase. Differing wholly in its nature from a trade in
manufactured articles, demand does not in this case increase supply, but the ratio is
necessarily reversed. It is asserted, indeed, that the Company's regulations prevent, as
far as possible, the wanton destruction of the animais producing the finer furs, by discou-
raging the. trade in the skins of the young and those killed at improper seasons. Such
regulations do not extend, however, to the larger animals-the buffalo, the moose. and the
deer-whose flesh is adapted for the food of mai, immense herds of which are wantonly
destroyed for the sake of their tongues alone, to supply a delicacy for the table.

It must be obvious that as the demands of such a system increase, the difficulty of meet-
ing them becoming proportionately great, the more the furs are required, the greater must
be the difficulty in finding and killing the animals; -more fatiguing and longer-continued
hunting expeditions are required: and, as the population itself decreases and the hunters
become fewer, the labour of procuring the furs becomes more onerous on the survivors.
The result is inîevitable : the children and old persons perish or suffer, and settlement and
progressive improvement become impossible Even those acts which exercised native inge-
nuity and skill, and snificed originally for subsistence suited to their primitive condition and
simple wants, are abandoned or forgotten, as the manufactured articles sold by the Company
are olten more effectual as well as more easily obtained. To complete their entire depend-
ence upon the Company, they are, by the custom of giving ail the articles supplied to thein
on credit, invariably kept in debt-another powerful means of repressing the energies and
advancement of any people, whether barbarous or civilised.

The practical operation of such a system cannot perbaps be better described than in the
words of Mr. M'Lean, himself a partner of the Hudson's Bay Company, who in his recently
published work, " Notes of a Twenty-five years' residence in Hudson's Bay," bas the follow-
ing remarks on the subject:-

" That the Indians wantonly destroy the game in years of deep snow, is true enough,
buf the snow fell to as great depth before the advent of the whites as after, and the Indians
were as prone to slaughter the animais then as now, yet gaine of every description abounded,
and want was unknown. To what causes then are we to attribute the present scarcity ?
There can be but one answer to the destruction of the animais which the prosecution of
the fur trade invôlves. As the country becomes impoverished, the Company reduce their
outfits so as to insure the same ainount of profits, an object utterly beyond their reach,
although economy is pushed to the extreme of parsimony; and thus while the game
becomes scarcer, and the poor natives require more armunition to procure their living,
their neans of obtaining it instead of being increased are lessened. The general outfits for
the whole northern department, amounted in 1835 to 31,000 1., now (1845) it is reduced to
15,000 i., of which one-third at least is absorbed by the stores at Red River settlement, and
a considerable portion of the remainder by the officers and servants of the Company
throughout the country. I do not belie, e that more than one-half of the outfit goes to the
Indians. While the resources of the country arc becoming yearly more and more exhausted,
the question naturally suggests itself: What is to become of the natives when their lands
ean ne longer furnish the means of subsistence ? This is indeed a serious question, and well
worthy ofthe earnest attention of the philanthropist. While Britain makes such strenuous
exertions in favour of the sable bondsmen of Africa, and lavishes her millions to free them
from the yoke, can nothing be done for the once noble, but now degraded aborigines of
America? Are they to be left to the tender mercies of the trader, until famine and disease
sweep them from the earth ? "-M'Lean, vol. 2, pp. 266-269.

A former correspondent of the society, Mr. Alexander Simpson, also a partner of the
Company, and at present in this country, gives evidence of a similar character:

" There are some extensive tracts of country in which the means of subsistence," lie says,
" are scanty in the extreme. In the region lying between Lake Superior and Winnipeg,
the natives during the winter, can with difficulty collect enough of food to support life. In
the country lying immediately north of the Canadas, though fur-bearing animais are still
comparatively numerous, and the trade consequently valuable, the poor indians have at all
times a hard fight against famine. In this tract of country, fish is at all seasons scarce, and
in winter the sole dependence of the natives for subsistence is placed upon rab! (the most
wretched food upon which to exist for any time that can possibly be conceiv, and vhen
these fail, the most frightful tragedies at times take place; parents have been k novn to
lengthen out a miserable existence by killing and devouring their own offspring."

The prevalence of famines such as are here described, and which there is but too much reason
to fear are gradually extending: over every part of the country, with the exception of the
prairie districts; and the deplorable consequences they entail upon the suffering and helpless
natives, are events which must, perhaps, cause regret rather than censure. To prevent
altogether the occurrence of such calamities mway indeed be beyond the power of the Com-
pany, and it may be admitted that their treatient of the Indians is as considerate and
humane as is consistent with the interests of a body having the primary question of a
profitable trade as the object of their association. But the fact is no less certain and
deplorable, that while under the systein now in force, we have given unlimited scope to the
cupidity of a company of traders, placing no stint on their profits, or limits to their power,
the unhappy race we have consigned to their keeping, and froi vhose toil their profits are
wrung, are perishing misermbly by famine, while not a vestige of an attempt has been made
on the part of their rulers to imbue them with the commonest arts of civilised life, or to
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Appendix, No. 26. induce them to change the precarious livelihood obtained by the chase for a certain sub-
sistence derived from the cultivation of the soil. While we are hesitating to introduce the
changes, which these and similar considerations seem imperatively to call for, from a fear
that under a free government the for trade will suffer from the apprehended extermination
of the fur-bearing animals, the question is irresistibly forced upon us: Are we not already
effecting the same object far more speedily and certainly, by the extermination of the
Indian?

The capacity of the red men for the habits of civiliseci life is abundantly demonstrated
in the success which has attended the efforts of the missionary societies at the Red River
settlement, and other parts of the territory. We find there a considerable community of
pure Indian blood, subsisting by agriculture, and in point of intelligence not inferior to the
whites of the same rank of life hy whom they are surrounded. Famine, with its attendant
liorrors, is there unknown; population is on the increase; intemperance and the 'ices
usually incident to a savage state are declining, if they have not wholly disappeared ; and
the inference from the whole is irresistible that the extension of settlement, and a free
government in these territories is far more favourable to the moral and intellectual advance-
ment of the aboriginal race, than the irresponsible and destructive regime of the fur trade.

It nay be said, indeed, that although the Company have no missions or schools of their
own in any portion of their territories,cthey have oflered no obstacle to their establishment by
benevole. eieties from Engiand and Canada; but it is subrmitted that this can scarcely be
consideret. a..-dequate fulfilmnent of the duties and responsibilitiesimposed bvtheir position.
The inonopoly of the fur trade, if not a compact for the benefit of the Indian, is an injustice;
as it deprives him of the fair value of his toil, debars him fron intercourse with civilised man,
and the aneliorating influences without which lie can never rise in the scale of humanity.
For the last two centuies has the right of exclusion been rigidly enforced from the shores
of the Hudsori's Bay, and never perhaps in the whole world, and in all time, has.a fairer
opportunity been offered for the regeneration of the Indian race. No surrounding coi-
munities have acted upon them iwith evil and pernicious influences, no opposing interests
have interfered with the nost comprehensive and benevolent plans for their anelioration;
they have been cut off from the intercourse, the contentions, and the contagion of the
world. And yet what lias been the result ? The system which bas made the Company
prosperous and powerful, has made the Indian a slave, and his country a desert. He is at
this day wandering about bis native land, without home or covering, as nuch a stranger
to the blessings of civilisation as when the white nian first landed on bis shores. It is far
from the intention of the Society to cast indiscriminate censure upon the servants of.the
Hudson's Bay Company, many of whon are without doubt benevolent and humane, as
well as enterprising and intelligent. But it must be obvious that their character and habits
as well as the policy of the Company, are alike unfavourable to that progressive settlement
and civilisation of the country which has been going on in se remarkable a manner te the
south of the British and American boundary, and the question really comes to be whether
these territories are to remain a wilderness till the tide of population bursts in upon them,
over a conventional line from a country where the possessory rights either of Indians or
civilised states are little regarded, or be opened up under the auspices of the Canadian
Government, whose interest in the welfare and improvenent of the native race living under
its jurisdiction, the society is thankful to acknowledge. The recent enactment of the pro-
vincial Legislature, conferring on them the right of suffrage, is one of the most hopefùl
character, as it admits them' to full participation in the privileges and duties of British
subjects. In pleading for the extension of the Government of Canada over the Indian
tribes of Hudson's Bay, the Society indulge the hope that similar rights will be accorded to
them, and that the necessary measures will be taken for promoting their moral and religious
improvement by settling them on lands of their own, instructing themin h the arts of
civilised life, and by the establishment of missions and schools, bringing within the reach
of every member of the comnunity the means of Christian training and instruction.

18 l1ay 1857.
Signed on behalf of the Ccmmittee.

R. N. Fowler, Chairman.
F. W. Chesson, Secretary.

LETTER from F. W. Chesson, Esq., Secretary to the Aborigines Protection Society,
to the Right Hon. H. Labouchere, >i. ., Chairman.

19, Harpur-street, Bloomsbury, W. C.,
Sir, 7 June 1857.

ON behalf of the Aborigines Protection Society, I beg to forward you a letter which bas
been addressed to them by Peguis, chief of the Salteaux tribe, at the Red River settle-
ment, detailing some of the grievances of which lie alleges he bas to complain under the
present government of the cointry. The letter, I an informed, is in the handwriting of
his son, and may be regarded as a creditable proof of Indian capacity. The setlement
over which the chief Peguis presides is a remarkable example of the improvement of
which the Indian race is capable. The great majority of the tribe are settled down as
farmers, but singularly enough they furnish the only harness maker and tinsmiths which
the Red River settlement possesses. No better proof of their high moral condition could

be
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be wished for than the fact that, despite many cases of poverty and want which exist Appendix, No. 26.
among them, " there is not a locked or a barred door at night even during the hours of -
sleep, from one end of the settlement to the other."

I beg respectfully to express the hope that you will deem the facts contained in Peguis's
letter to be of sufficient importance to bring them before the Select Committee on the
Hudson's Bay Territories, and thereby render an act of justice to one of Her Majesty's
oldest and most devoted servants.

I have, &c.
(signed) F. W. Chesson,

Secretary.

LETTER from Peguis, Chief of the Saulteaux Tribe at the Red River Settlement, to the

Gentlemen,, Aborigines Protection Society, London.

MANY winters ago, in 1812, the lands along the Red River, in the Assiniboin country,
on which I and the tribe of Indian of whoM. I am chief, then lived, were taken possession
of without permission of myself or ny tribe by a body of white settlers. For the sake of
peace I, as the representative of my tribe, allowed then to renain on our lands on their
promismg that we should be well paid for them by a great chief, who was to follow them.
This great chief, whom we call the Silver Chief (the Earl of Selkirk), arrived in the spring
after the war between the North-west and Hudson's Bay Companies (1817). He told us
he wanted our land for sone of his countrymen, who were very poor in their own country,
and I consented, on the condition, that he paid well for my*tribes' lands, he could have
froni the confluence of the Assiniboin to near Maple-sugar Point, on the Red River (a dis-
tance of 20 or 24 miles), following the course of the river, and as far back on each side of
the river as a horse could be seen under (easily distinguished). The Silver Chief told us he
had little witih which to pay us for our lands when he made this arrangement, in conse-
quence of the troubles wvith the North-west Company. He, however, asked us what we
most required for the present, and we told him we would be content till the following vear,
when he promised again to return, to take only ammunition and tobacco. The Silver Chief
never returned, and either his son or the Hudson's Bay Company have ever since paid us
annually for our lands only the small quantity of ammunition and tobacco which, in the
first instance, we took as preliminary to a final bargain about our lands. This surely was
rep4ying me very poorly for having saved the Silver Chief's life, for the year he cane here
Guthbert Grant, with 116 warriors, had assembled at White-horse Plain, intending to
waylay him somewhere on the Red River. I no sooner heard of this than I went to Guth-
bert Grant, and told him, if lie came out of the White-horse Plain where his warriors
were assembled, -I should meet him at Sturgeon Creek with my entire tribe, who were
then much more nuinerous thun they are now, and stand or fall between him and the Silver
Chief. This had the desired effect, and Mr. Grant did not make the attempt ta hari the
Silver Chief, who came as lie went, in peace and safety. Those who have since held our
lands, not only pay us only the saine small quantity of ammunition and tobacco, which was
first paid to us as a preliminary to a final bargain, but they now claim all the lands between
the Assiniboin and Lake Winipeg, a quantity of land nearly double of what was first
asked from, us. Ve hope our Great Mother will notallow us to be treated so unjustly as
to allow our lands to be taken from us in this way.

We are not only willing but very anxious after being paid for our lands, that the whitès
would corne and settle down among us, for we have already derived great benefits from their
having done so, that is, not the traders, but the.farmers. The traders have never done any-
thing but rob and keep us poor, but the farmers have taught us how to farn and raise
cattle. To the missionaries especially we are indebted, for they tell us every praying day
(Sabbath) to be sober, honest, industrious, and truthful. They have told us the good news
that Jesus Christ so loved the world that he gave hitnself for it, and that this was one of
the first messages to us, " Peace on earth and good will to mian." We wish to practise
these good rules of the whites, and hope the Great Mother vill do the same to us, and
not only protect us froni oppression and injustice, but grant us all the privileges of the
whites.

We have many things to complain of against the Hudson's Bay Company. They pay us
little for our furs, and when we are old are left to shift for ourselves. We could name
many old men who have starved to death in sight of many of the Company's principal
forts.

When the Home Government lias sent out questions to be answered in this country about
the treatnient of the Indians by the Company, the Indians have been told if they said any-
thing against the Company they would be driven away from their homes. In the saine
way when Indians have wished to attach themselves to missions, they have been both
threatened and used badly. When a new mission has been established, the Company lias
at once planted a post there, so as to prevent Indians from, attaching themselves to it.
They have been told they are fools to listen ta inissionaries, and can only starve and become
lazy under them. We could name many Indians who have been prevented by the Com-
pany from leaving their trading posts and Indian habits when they have wished to attach
themselves to missions.

When it is decided that this country is to be more extensively settled by the whites, and
before whites will be again permitted ta take possession of our lands, we wish that a fair
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Appendix, No. 16. and mutually advantageous treaty be entered into with muy tribe for their lands, and we
ask, whenever this treaty is to be entered into, a wise, discreet, and honotrable man, who is
known to have the interests of the Indian at heart,.may be selected on the side ofthe Indian,to see that he is fàirly and justly dealt with for his land, and that from the first it be borne
in mind, that in securng our own advantages, we wish also to secure those of our ehildren
and their ch5idren's children.

I commit these my requests to you as a body now %tell known by us tu have the
welfare of the poor Indian at heart, and in committing this to you in behalf of nyself;
do so aiso on behalftf my tribe, who are as one man in feeling and desires on these matters.
Wili you, then, use the proper means of bringing these our complaints and desires in a be-
coming and respectful manner both before the Great Council of the nation (Parlianient),
andthrough it to our Great Mother (the Queen), who wili show herself more truly
great and good by protecting the helpless from injustice and oppression than by makinggreat conquests.

I give you at the eud of this such certificates of character as I hold from the Silver Chief
(Lord Selkirk) and the.Governor of' Rupert's Land (Sir George Simpson), I have also a
British flag and valuable medal from our Great Mother (the Queen), which I treasure above
all earthly things.

Wishing that the Great Spirit my give you every good thing, and with warmest' thanks
for your friendship,

I remain, gentlemen, your true friend,
hais

Peguis, + or Wm. Prince,
mark.

Chief of the Saulteaux Tribe at Red River.

The bearer Peguis, one of the principal chiefs of the Chepeways or Saulteaux of Red
River, bas been a steady friend of the settlement ever since its first establishment, and bas
never deserted its cause in its greatest reverses. He bas often exerted his influence to
restore peace, and having rendered most essential services to the settlers in their distress,
deserves to be treated with favour and distinction by the officers of the Company, and by
all the friends of peace and good order.

Fort Douglas, 20 July 1817. (signed) Selkirh.

These are to certify that Peguis, the Saulteaux Indian chief, has uniformly been friendly
to the whites, well-disposed towards the settlement at Red River, and altogetler a steady,
intelligent well-conducted Indian. In consideration of these facts, and being now in the
decline of life, unable to maintain himself and family by the produce of the chase alone, it
is hereby certified that I have assured him an annuity for life from the Honourable
Hudson's Bay Company of 5 1. sterling, commencing with a payment of that amount this
day.

Fort Garry, 1 January 1835.
(signed) George'Simpson.

Appendix, No. 17.
Appendix, No. 17.

LIST of the Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay, November 1856.

Whereof those marked* have by their Adventures two Votes or more.

Arbuthnot, George, and others,
*Auldjo, Madeline, Helen Margaret.

Baggallay, Richard, and others.
Baker, Charlotte.
Baker, George.
Baker, Matilda Caroline.

*Baker, William Robert.
*Balfour, John.
Barclay, Jas. Pringle and George Forsyth.

*Barclay, Joseph Gurney.
Barklimore, Archibald.
Barnett, Edward.
Barnett, Edward.
Barnett, Ed ward, and others.

*Barnett, John and Sarah Beale.
*Barnett, Thomas.

Bartrum, Thonas Reynolds, deceased, T. J.
Laing, and S. L. Lancaster Lucas.

Bartrum, Thomas Reynolds, deceased, T. J.
Laine, and S. Tremenhere.

Bayly, 'illiam Davis, deceased.
*Beauvoir, Richard Benyon De, deceased.
*Beioley, Joseph.
Bennett, Rev. Alexander Morden.
Bennett, Elizabeth Caroline Amelia.
Bennett, Saint John.

*Bentley, James.
Berens, Charlotte Elizabeth.

*Berens, Henry Hulse.
*Berens, Joseph, deceased.
Bevan, Mary Catharine.
Bicknell, Henry.
Binks, Richard.

Block,
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Block, Samuel Richard, and William.
Bousfield, Martha.
Bousfield, William, deceased.
Broughton, Rev. Thomas J)elves, and

Frances.
Broughton, Rev. Thomas Delves, and

Charles Corkran.
Buchanan, Wilter.
Burmester, Edward.
Burnell, Henry.

*Buxton, Sir Edward Nortl, Bart.
Buxton, Thomas Fowell.

Campbell, James and Caroline.
Carew. Elizabeth, deceased.
Cary, George Marcus,

*Cavan, the Right Hon. Lydia, Countess
Dowager of, and the Hon. E. A. F. H.
La mbart, deceased.

Chambers, Rev. Oswald Lyttelton.
*Chapman, Aaron, deceased.
Charles, Johin.
Ohatteris, William Pollet Brown.
Clarke, H enry Matthiew.
Clarke, John Stanley, and others.
Clivton, Frances, deceased, and the Rev.

Edward.
Cleasby, Isabella.

*Colvile, Eden.
*Corkran, Charles.
*Côtton, John.

Cripps, Elizabeth, and Charlotte.
*Currie, Isaac George.

Currie, Raikes. t
Currie, Raikes, and George Wodehouse.
Currie, William.

*Dallas, Alexatider Grant.
Davies, Robert Cradock.

evey, Francis and others.
Dimond, John Baker, deceased.
Drake, Robert.
Duck, Catharine Tolson.
Duck, Elizabeth Ainelia.
Duck, John Nehemiah.
Dundas, the Hon. John Charles, and others.

Eden, the Hon. Emily.
Eden, the Hon. Franoes Harriet, deceased.

*Ellee, the Right Hon. Edward.
*Ellice, the Right Hon. Edward, and others.
*Elice, Edward.
*Ellice, Rev. James, deceased.
*Ellice, Robert, deceased.
Ellice, Russell.

*Ellice, Russell, and others.
Ellice, William, and Helen Anne Burreil.

Fane, Vere, and others.
*Farnham, Harriet, and others.

Feilden, Joseph.
Fenning, George, and R. H. Shepard.
Fetherston, Anne.
Fetherston, Jane.
Firmin, Rev. Robert.
Fly, Henrietta Susanna.

*Folkestone, the Right Hon. Viscount, and
others.

*Forsyth, Margaret and George.
Fort, George.
Fox, Francis.
Franipton, Eleanor Mary.
Frampton, Mary Hamwood, and Ann.
Franklin, Elizabeth, deceasec.

o.24-Sess. :2.

.Franklin, Sir John, deceased, and Rev.
Thomas Willingham Booth.

*Franks, Frederick, deceased.
Franks, Charles and James Whatman Bo-

sanquet.
*Friend, James Taddy.

Gandell, Thomas,
Gibbs, Richard, deceased.
Gore, Lieut-general the Hon. Charles.
Graham, Thomas.
Giant, Charles.
Grant, William Forsyth.

*Green, Richard.
Gunner, Haunah.

*Gurney, Samuel, deceased.

Haldane, Johin.
Halkett, Rev. Dunbar Stewart.

*Halkett, Peter Alexander.
ffHambrough, John.
Hamilton" Rev. Adolphus and others.
H ancock, Rev. Robert, and Charles Stokes.
Hare, Anna Maria.

*Harrison, Benjamin, deceased.
*Harrison, Benjamin, deceased, and Rev.

Benjamin.
*Harrison, Benjamin, deceased, and Catha-

rine Sarh.
*Harison, Rev. Benjamin.
*Harrison, Rev. Benjamin, and John Curtis

llavward.
*Hayward, John Curtis.

Hewat, Michael Grayhurst.
*Hewat, Richard James, and Alexander.
Hewat, Richard James, and Margaret.
Heywood, Sarah
Hodgson, Jane.
Hodgson, John, and others.

*Hoduson, Kirkman Daniel.
Hodgson, Mary.
Holland, John, and others.

*Hope, Hon. Charles.
Hoyes, James, deceased, and Elizabeth,

deceased.
Hue, Clement.
Hue, Rev. Clement Berkeley.
Hue, Corbet.

*Hulse, Sir Charles, 'bart., deceased.
Hurlock, Philip Johnson, deceased.
Hutchesson, Jane.
Hyslop, Walter.
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Ireland, Thomas James.

Jenkinson, Right Rev. John Banks Bishop
- of St. David's, deceased.

Johnson, Henry.
Joues, Rev. Dennis Edward.

Laing, Thomas Josiah.
Leigh, James Brooks.

*Lucas, Josiah, deceased.
Lucas, Josiah, deceased, and T. J. Laing.

*Lucas, Samuel Lucas Lancaster, and others.

*Madan, Frederick.
Marindin, Henry Richard.
Marjoribanks, Edward, and

Antrobus, bart.
Marsh, Emma.
Marshall, Sir Charles.

*Matheson, Alexander.
Matheson, Thomas.
Mayhew, Charles, and others.

Sir Edmund

*Mechi,3 K 4
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Appendix, No. 17. *Mechi, John Joseph and George Chambers.
*Miller, Elizabeth, deceased.
*Mills, John Remington.
Mills, John Remington, and others.

*Mills, Thomas.
Milner, Agnes.
Milner, Mary Eleanor.
Milner, John, deceased.
Mitchell, Sarah Anna, and William Robert.
Mitchell William Robert.
Moore, Charlotte, the younger.
Moser, Roger.

*Newbury, George, deceased.
Nicoll, Samuel. .

Ogilvv, Jane.
*Oliver, Joseph, deceased, George, and

Joseph.
'Oliver, Joseph.

Otway, Loftus Charles, and William An-
gerstein.

Owen, Rev. Edward Pryce.

Paterson, Margaret.
Pearse, Rev. George, and Laura Elizabeth

Buck.
Pearson, Arthur Thomas Farrer.

*Pelly, Albert
*Pelly. Albert, and Edmund.
*Pelly, Richard Wilson.

Pilleau, Henrietta, deceased.
*Pitt, Flizabeth.

Pitt, Rev. George.
Porter, Rev. Charles.
Powell, William and Lucilla Young.

*Poynder, Thomas Henry Allen.
Poynder, Thomas Henry Allen, and others.

*Pnynder, William Henry.
Prater, Charles.
Probyn, George, deceased.

*Raikes, George, deceased.
Raikes, William Henry, deceased.
Ramsay, Elizabeth.
Ramsay, Henrietta Margaret.
Ramsay, Lydia Ann, deceased.
Ravenshaw, Edward Cockburn.
Rennie, Caroline Lucas.
Rennie, George, deceased.
Rennie, Sir John, and others. »

*Rigge, John Sanderson, and others.
Rogers, John Charles, and others.

*Round, Charles Gray.
*Russell,William, Accountant-general Court

of Chancery.

Sanpson, Harriet.
*Schacht, George Heny.

Scrivener, Mary, and Mary Ann Cross.
*Selkirk, the Right Hon. Dunbar James,

Earl of.
Seymour, Francis Hugh George, andothers.

*Shepherd, John.
Sinclair, Sir George, bart., and others.

*Singer, Samuel Weller.
Skinner, George Thomas.
Skinner, John.
Skinner, Lucina Sarah.
Sinde, William.

*Smith, William, deceased.
Stanborougb, Charles Henry.
Stephens, Charles.
Stephenson, Daniel, deceased.
Stewart, Alexander Patrick.
Stokes, Katharine Emma.

*Streatfield, Hannah.
Strickland, Henry Eustatius.
Strong, Rev. Clement, deceased.
Strong, Henry Linwood, and others.

*Stuart, Charles

*Temple, Frederie James Henry, and
Thomas Ramshay Smyth.

*Thelluson, Charles Sabine Augustus, and
others.

*Thornthwaite, Thomas.
*Thwaytes, Ain.
*Tomlin, James, deceased.
Tiotter, Sir Coutts, deceased, and Edmard

Marjoribanks.

Vacliell, Horatio, and Tanfield.
Vesey, Elizabeth Margaret.
Vesey, George.
Vigne, Augustus.

*Vigvne, Thiomas-, deceased.

Wales, Mary.
*Walker, Isaac, deceased.

Warner, Edward.
Webb, Rev. Robert Holden.
Wedmore, 'homas.,
Weekes, Nathaniel.

*Welbank, Robert.
Wells, William Frederick, deceased.
Wells, Emma Anne, and Louisa.
Wheeler, Charles West.

*Wheeler, George, deceased, and Henry,
deceased.

Wheeler, George, deceased, and others.
Wheeler, Thomas Lowe, deceased.
Wheeler, Thomas Rivington.
Wheeler, Thomas, deceased, and James

Lowe.
W hite, Charles.
White, John, deceased.

*Wigram, Loftus Tottenhan.
*Wilby, Thomas.
Wilby, Warner.
Wilson, John, and William Featherston.
Wix, Jane, and others.
Wix, William.
Woodhouse, Francis Lewis Philip Secretan
Woods, William Leyland.
Wormanld, dohn, and others.
Worth, Henrv John, deceased.
Wright, Edward.
Wynford, the Right Hon. William Samuel,

baron, and others.
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Appendix, No. 18. Appendix, No. x8

LETTER from B. G. Smitht, Esq., Secretary to the Hudson's Bay Company, to
H. Merivale, Esq.; with Enclosures.

Sir, Hudson's Bay House. 8 June 1857.
IN consequence of a communication made to them by Mr. Edward Ellice, the Governor

and Committee of the Hudson's Bay Company have directed me to forward the enclosed
statements for the information of Mr. Secretary Labouchere.

I have, &c.
(signed) R. G. Smith, Secretary.

CAPITAL employed by the Hudson's Bay Company.

1 June 1856:
Amount of Assets - - - - - - - - -

Amount of Liabilities - - - - - - - - -

CAPITAL - - -

Consisting of-
Stock, standing in the names of the proprietors - - - -

Valuation of the Company's lands and buildings, exclusive of Van-
couver's Island and Oregon - - - - - - -

Amount expended up tn 16th September 1856, in sending miners
and labourers to Vancouver's Island, in the coal mines, and other
objects of colonisation, exclusive of the trading establishments of
the Company, and which amount will be repayable by Govern-
ment if possession of the island is resumed - - - -

Am'ount invested in Fort Victoria and other establishments and
posts in Vancouver's Island. This amount is not exactly ascer-
tained, as the last accounts have not been received from Fort
Victoria, but is estimated at - - - - - - -

Amount paid to the Earl of Selkirk for Red River Settlement -
Property and investments in the territory of Oregon, ceded to the

United States by the treaty of 1846, and which are secured to
the Company as possessory rights under that treaty, 1,000,000
dollars, say - - - - - - . - - -

£. s. d.
1,468,301 16 3

203,233 16 11

1,265,067 19 4

500,000 - -

318,884 12 8

87,071 8 3

75,000 - -
84,111 18 5

200,000 - -

1,265,067 19 4

DisTRIBUTION of PROFITS to the Shareholders of the Hudson's Bay Company,
for the Years 1847 to 1856, both inclusive.

10 per cent. dividend
10 ,, ditto

LtLo - - -

ditto, of which 10 per cent. wa8s)
added to stock - - -f

, ditto - - - - - -

ditto, of which 5 per cent. wasl
added to stock - - -J

6. p'et. ditto, of which 81. 4s. 6 d. per cent.
was added to stock - -

10 per cent.
10
10 ,

dividend - - -
ditto - - -

ditto - - -

MARKET PRICES OF STOCK,
EX DIVIDEND.

January.

200 - -

200 - -

July.

200
200
200

210

210
215

225
210
207
200

Of 268 proprietors in July 1856, 196 have purchased their stock at from 220 to 240
per cent.

Rudson's Bay House, London,
5 June 1857.
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Appendix, No. 19.

VANCOUVER'S ISLAND.

COPIES or EXTRACTS of DESPATCRES received by Her Majesty's Secrctary of State for
the Colonies, on the subject of the Establishment of a REPREsENTATIVE ASsEMBLT at
Vancouver's Island.

SC H ED U LE.

DESPATCHES FROM THE RIGHT HON. H. LABOUCHERE, M. P.

Date.

28 Feb. 1856
No. 5.

23 Aug. 1856
No. 16.

21 Oct. 1856
No. is.

1o Nov. 1856
No. 19.

24 Jan. 1857
No. 4.

24 Mar. 1857
No. 6.

S U B J E C T.

Directing that a Representative Assembly be convoked without
loss of~time. Instructions and Suggestions for his guidance -

Acknowledging his Despatches of 22d May and 7th June.
Instructions in regard to his proposals for an Extension of
the Suffrage - - - - - - - - -

Acknowledging bis Despatch of the 22d July, enclosing Minutes
of Council, and Copy of Proclamation convening Assemblies
of Freeholders in the Island - - - - - -

Acknowledging bis Speech on Opening the Session of the
Legislature. Difficultics experienced in foraing a Committee
to inquire into the validity of Disputed Electionos - -

Acknowledging his Despatch of 31st October, reportng the
Proceedings of the House of Assembly - - - -

Acknowledging his Despatch of the 9th January, reporting the
Proceedings of the House of Assembly to the 18th December
1856 - - - - - - - - - -

DESPATCHES FROM GOVERNOR DOUGLAS.

22 May 1856
No. 12.

(Extract.)

7 June 1856
No. 14.
Ext ract.)

22 July 1856
No. 15.

(Extract.)

20 Aug. 1856
No. 19.

(Extract.)

31 Oct. 1856
No. 30.

9 Jan. 1857
No. 2.

24 Feb. 1857
No. 5.

Acknowledging Despateli of 28th February, conveying Instrie.
tions in reference to the formation of a Representative Assem.
bly in Vancouver's Island - - - - - - -

Reporting the Steps taken in carrying out the Instructions
conveyed in Despatcl of 28th February - - - -

Enclosing Minutes of Council of 4th and 9th June. Reporting
the termination of the Elections, and that the Assembly is
convened for the 12th August - - - - -

Reporting the Opening of the House of Assenbly on 12th
August. Enclosing his Address on the Occasion. Election
of a Speaker, and Petitions against-the Return of certain
Mernbers - - - - - - - - · -

Reporting further Proceedings of the Assembly, and the Ad.
jutiment, vithout his interference, of Party differences

Further Proceedings of the Assembly, reported up to 18th
December 1856 -

Acknowledgingr Mr. Labouchere's Despatches of 21st October
and 1oth November, and reporting further Proceedings of
the Legislature, up to 24th February 1857 - - - -

Number

Series.
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Appendir, No.3g.

DESPATCHES FROM THE RIGHT HON. H. LABOUCHERE, m.P.,
SECRETARY OF STATE.

-No. 1.-
(No. 5.) No. 1.

Corr of DESPATCH from the Right Honourable H. Laliouchere, 3r. P., to Right Hon. H. La-
Governor Douglas. - bouchere, M.P., to

Governor Douglas,
Sir, Downing-street, 28 February 1856. 28 Feb. 1856.

B'r the Commission and Instructions which your predecessor, Governor Blanchard,
received when the colony of Vancouver's Island was first founded, he was directed to
summon General Assemablies of freeholders, qualified by the ownership of 20 acres of land,
and with their advice and that of his Council, to make laws and ordinances for the good
government of the island.

2. I am aware that the same Commission contains another clause, professing to empower
the Governor to make such laws with the advice of his Council only. Perhaps this was
introduced with the view of creating a legislature to meet the immediate wants of the com-
munity before Assemblies could be summoned. But I am ceaivinced, as well by the general
tenor of the documents themselves as by the information which I have been able to obtain of
the intention of Rer Majesty's Government in framing them, that it vas then contemplated
that such Assemblies should be summoned as soon as it should be practicable to do so.

3. Causes over whieh the local Governinent had no control, and which are too well
known to need recapitulation, have hitherto prevented the settlement from acquiring that
development which its founders may have expected. Considering the small number of
estMblished colonists, you thought it advisable to act on the power apparently given to your-
self to conduct the affairs of the island with the advice of yonr Council only, and to pass
certain laws which you considered most required by the exigencies of the time. In doing
so, you procceded on a fair understanding of the authority conveyed to you, and Her
Majesty's Government are fully satisfied with the course which you took.

4. Nevertheless, it bas been doubted by authorities conversant in the principles of colonial
law, whether the Crown can legally convey authority to make laws in a settlement founded
by Englishmen, even for a temporary and special purpose, to any legislature not elected
wholly, or in part, by thi settlers themselves. If this be the case, the clause in your Com-
mssion on which you reli& would appear to be unwarranted and invalid.

5. It appears to ler Majesty's Government, therefore, that steps should bc taken at
once for the establishment of the onlv legislature authorised by the present constitution of
the island. I have, accordingly, to iiistruct you to call together an Assciubly in the terms
of your commission and instructions..

6. For this purpose it vill be within your power, as provided by the ninth clause of your
instructions, to fix the number of representatives, and, if you should consider it essential,
to divide the colony into districts, and to establish separate polling-places, although with so
small a number of settlers you may find this inexpedient.

7. I leave it to your local knowledge and discretion, with the advice of your Council, to
suggest to the Assembly, wlien thus summoned, to pass such measures as you may yourself
deem most required, and in particular, such as may be necessary, in order to leave no doubt
of the validity of proceedings already taken without the authority of an Assembly.

8. But it appears to me, that in a community containing so very limited a number of
inhabitants, the maintenance of a constitution on the modeT of those considerable colonies,
with a House of Representatives and a Council, may be inexpedient; and that a smaller
and more select body will, for the present, and probably for somue years to corne, perform in
a satisfactory manner the functions really required in the present stage of progress of the
island.

9. Such a body, however, can be constituted only by enactnient of the Legislature,
authorised by the Commission, thrt is to say, of the Assembly and Council, together with
yourself. It would be no unusual circumstance for a legislature thus constituted to surrendler
its powers into the hands of a single chaniber. It has been successfully donc in some of the
smaller West India Islands.

10. I leave it to yourself to consider, with thé advice of the local authorities, the numbers
and proper qualification of the members of such a single Council; but in the event of your
determining to introduce the elective principle into it, a certain proportion, not less than
one-third, should be nominated by the Crown. The power of assenting to, or ne-ativing,
or suspending, for the assent of the Crown, the measures passed by such a Counc' , should
be distinctly reserved to yourself; and it is very essential that a constitutional law of this
description should contain a proviso, reserving the initiation of all money votes to the local
Government.

0.24-Sess. 2. 3 L 2 11. An
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Aàppendi, No. 19. 11. An additional reason in favour of the course which Inoiw prescribe (namely, tlat of
--. cafling together the Assembly, and then, if the Legislature so created think proper, esta-

blishimg a simpler form of government) is te be found in the circumstance that the relations
of the Rudson's Bay Company with the Crown must necessarily undergo revision before
or in the year 1859. The position and future government of Vancouver's Island will then
unavoidaxbly pass under review, and if any difficulty should be experienced in carrying into
execation any present instructions,. a convenient opportunity will be afforded for recon-
sidering them.

12. I am aware that Her Majesty's Goverxnent are imposing on you a task of some
diffculty as well as responsibility in iving you these instruetions, especially as they have te
be carried into execution with. so sminaî an amount of assistance as the present circumstances
of your settlement af'ord. But I have every reason to rely on your abilities and public
spirit; and you may, on your part, rely on the continuance of such assistance and support
as ler Majesty's Government can render you, and on their making full allowance for the
peculiarities of your position.

I have, &c.
(signed ) H. Labouchere.

No. 2.
Right Hon. H. La-
bouchere, m. P., to
Governor Douglas,
ç3 Aug. 1856.

Pages 453, 454.

NO. 3.
Right Hon. H. La-
bouchere, M.P., toa
Governor Douglas,
si Oct. 1856.

† Page 454-

No. 4.
Right Hon. H. La-
bouchere, M. r., to
Governor Douglas,
Ir Nov. 18,56.

‡ Page 45G.

-No. 2.-
(No. 16.)

CoPY of DESPATCH from the Right lonourable B. Labouchere, z.p., te
Governor Douglas.

Sir, Downing-street, 23 August 1856.
I RAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches, Nos. 12 and 14,* of the 22d of

May and the 7th of June Iast.
I am very sensible of the responsibility imposed upon you by my despatch of the 28th of

February last, instructing you to convoke a Legislative Assembly, but I am satisfied, from
your laiguage, that you are fully prepared to encounter that responsibility,,and to take the
necessary steps.

Witha respect te the franchise, you have, I do not doubt, very good reason for considering
that it is too much restricted by the terms of your Commission. It seems to me, however,
that the best course will be not for the preserit to aiter the Commission; but that you
should act on it in the first Instance, and brirg upon the Assembly convoked with it, a
measure for extending the suffrage in the manner which you propose.

I have, &c.
(signed) H. Labouchere.

(No. 18.)
Copr of DESPATCH frcm the Right Honourable . Labouchere, Il. P., to

Governor Douglas.

Sir, Downing-strect, 21 October 1856.
I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your despateh dated 22d July,j- Nu. 15, enclosing

minutes of the proceedings in the Council of Vancouver's Island, on the 4th and 9th of June
last, together with the copy of a Proclamation convening Assemblies of freeholders, and
remarking generally on the state of the colony. -

I have, &c.
(signed) . Labouchere.

-No. 4.-
(No. 1g.)

EXTRCI of DESPATCH from the Right Hlemourable H. Labouchere, Dr.r., te
Governor Douglas; dated Downng-street, 10 November 1856.

I HAVE to acknowled e the receipt of your despatch, No. 19, of thi 20th of August.
I have read with satisiaction the speech vith which you opened the Session of the Legis-

lature on the 12th .August. With respect to the difficulty you experience in constitutng
a committee to inquire into the validity of the disputed elections, it is probable that that
difficulty will have been removed before the receipt of this despatch.

I shall, therefore, await your further report upon the subject.
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-- No. 5. --
(No. 4.)

Corr of DESPATCH from the Right Honourable H. Labouchere, M.r., to
Governor Douglas.

Sir, Downing-street, 24 January 1857.
I HAVE to acknowledge your despatch, No. 30,* of the 31st October last, reporting the

proceedings of the House of Assembly of Vancouver's Island.
I have,- &c.

(signed) H. Labouchere.

Appendir, No.19.

No. 5.
Right Hon. FI. .a-
bouchere, M.'., to
Governor Douglas;
24 Jan. 1857.

• Page 458.

-No. 6.-
(No. 6.)

Corr of DESPATCH from the Right Honourable H. Labouchere, M. P., to
Governor Douglas.

Sir, Downing-street, 24th March 1857.
I nHAv to acknowledge your despatch, No. 2,t of the 9th January, reporting the pro-

ceedings of the House of Assembly of Vancouver's Island, from the 13th November to the
18th December 1856.

I have, &c.
(signed) H. Labouchere.

No. 6.
Rigbt Hon. I. La-
bouchere, m.P., tio
GovernorDozglas,
2+ Mar. 1857.

t Page 459.

DESPATCHES FROM GOVERNOR DOUGLAS.

- No. 7.-
(No. 12.)

EXTRACT of DESPATCH from Governor Douglas to the Right Honourable
-H. Labouchere, m. r.; dated Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 22 May 1856.

(Received, 12 August 1856.)
(Answered, No. 16, 28 August 1856, page 452.)

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 5,‡ of the 28th
February last, with its enclosures.

It is, I confess, not without a feeling of dismay that I contemplate the nature and amount
of labour and responsibility which will be inposed upon me, in the process of carrying out
the instructions conveyed in your despatch. Possessing a very slender knowledge of legis-
lation, without legal advice or intelligent assistance of any kind, I approach the subject with
diffidence; feeling, however, all the encouragement which the kindly-promised assistance
and support of Her Majesty's Governinent is calculated to inspire.

Under those circumstances, I beg to assure you that every exertion on my part shall be
made to give effect to your said instructions at as early a period as possible.

I have not had.time since the arrival of your despatch to consider the subjects treated
therein as thoroughly as their importance requires; and therefore have not arrived at any
definite conclusion as to the precise plan for carrying your instructions into effect. I will,
however, take the liberty of addressing you again on the subject. I observe that the terms
of my Commission only empower me " to summon and call general assemblies of the inhabi-
tants owning 20 or more acres of freehold land within the said island," apparently restricting
the elective franchise to the holders of 20 acres of land and upvards, to the exclusion of
holders of houses and other descriptions of town property, a class more numerous than the
former. I am utterly averse to universal suffrage, or making population the basis of repre-
sentation; but I think it expedient to extend the franchise to all persons holding a fixed
property stake, whether houses or hnds in the colony; the whole of that class having inte-
rests to serve, and a distinct motive for seeking to improve the moral and material condition
of the colony.

With those remarks, I would here take the liberty of inquiring if it is the desire of Her
Majesty's Government to restrict the elective franchise to the holders of 20 acres of land or
upwards, or to give the representation a more extended basis.

The mail is on the point of leaving, and I am therefore compelled to bring my remarks
thus abruptly to a close.

No. 7.
Governor Douglas
to Right Hon. H.
Labouchere, i. P.,
22 May 2856.

: Page 451.

O.24-SES5. 2.3L 3 L 3
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No. 8.
Governor Douglas
ta Right Hoa. H.
labouchere, x., P.
' June 1856.

• Page 453.

-No.8.-
(No. 14.)

EXTRACT of DESPATCH from Governor Douglas to the Right Hon. H. Labouchere, at.p.;
dated Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 7 June 1856.

(R eceived, 12 August 1856.)
(Answered,Io. 16, 23 August 1856, page 452.)

SiNcE I had the honour of addressing you on the 22d May last,* I have held a meet-
ing of Council for the purpose of talcing into consideration the instructions contained in
your despatch, No. 5, respecting the summoning of Assemblies of the freeholders, of this
colony.

I read to Counoil a draft of the proclamation which I intend to issue for convening the
Assembly; proposed that the island should be divided into four electoral districts, and
should return seven inembers; and that the property qualification of members should be
freehold estate of the value and not lower than 3001. sterling. The property qualification
of voters to be according to the ternis of Her Majesty's Commission, 20 acres or upwards of
freehold land.

The Council adjourned without coming to any decision till to-morrow, for the better
consideration of the subjects laid before them. A

The proclamation for convening the freeholders will probably be issued in the course of
this week, and the Assembly will probably meet about the first week in August.

There will be a difficulty in finding properly qualified representatives; and I fear that
our early attempts at legislation will make a sorry figure; though, at all events, they wil
have the effect you contemplate, of removing al' doubts as to the validity of, our local
enactnenta.

No. 9.
Governor Douglas
to Right Hon. H.
Labouchere, x. p"
22 JuIy 1856.

- No. 9. -
(No. 15.)

EXTnACT of DESPATCH froi Governor Douglas to the Riaht Hon. H. Labouchere,. P.;
dated Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 22 fuly 1856.

(Received, 14 October 1856.)
(Answered, No. 18, 21 October 1856, page 452.)

I HXVE the honour of enclosing herewith minutes of the proccedings in the Council of
Vancou;ver's Island, on the 4th and 9th of June last. I stated in iny 'communication of
the 7th of June,t the subjects which had been laid before the Council on the 4th of that
month. The propositions in respect to the convening and constitution of the Assembly

† Supra. were approved and passed without alteration at the meeting of the 9th of June.
In order to suit the circumstances of the colony, the property qualification of members

was linited to the ownership of 300L of freehold estate, or upwards. To have fixed upon
a higher standard of qualification would have disqualified all the present representatives,
leaving no disposable persons to replace them, and it appeared to me impolitic, as well as
unconstitutional, to dispense altogether with the property qualification.

You will observe by the said minutes, that absentee proprietors of freehold estates are
allowed to vote through their resident agents or attorneys, after the example of British
Guiana.

The division of the settlements into four electoral districts admits of a more equal repre-
sentation, and bas given more general satisfaction to the colonists than a single poll opened
in any one district.

The electors are so few in number, that the returns were mere nominations i'n all the
districts with the exception of Victoria, where the contest was stoutly maintained by no
fewer than five rival candidates.

The elections are now over, and the Assembly is convened for the 12th day of August.

Enc. 1, in No. 9 . Enclosure 1, in No. 9.

WREaÂSs it having pleased Her most Gracious Majesty, our Lady the Queen, in a
Commission under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
conbtituting me, James Douglas, Governor of Vancouver's Island and its dependencies, to
authorise, empower, and command me in the manner and terms following; to wit,

We do hereby give and grant unto you full power and authority, with the advice and
consent of our said Council, from time to time, as need shall require, to sunmon and cal
general assemblies of the inhabitants, owning 20 or more acres of freehold land within the
said island and its dependencies under your Government, in such manner and form, and
according to such powers, instructions, and authorities as shall be at any time hereafter
granted or appointed under our sign manual and signet, or by our order in our Privy
Council, or by us, through oneof our Principal Secretaries of State ; and our will and pleasure

is,
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is, that the persons thereupon duly elected by the major part of the said freebolders, and so Appendix, No-19
returned, shall, before their sitting, take the oath of alle iance; which oath you shall -
commission fit persons under the public seal of our said l'siand and its dependencies to-
-tender and administer unto them, and untilthe sane shall be so taken, no person shall be
capable of sitting, though elected.

And we do'hereby declare, that the persons so elected and gnalified, shall be called and
deemed, the General Assembly of our said island of Vancouver.

And whereas Her most Gracious Majesty having further, in her aforesaid instructions
in that bebalf, commanded and authorised me in the terms and manner following, viz.:-

You are therefore, for the purpose of electing the members of such assemblies, her'eby
authorised to issue a proclamation, declaring the number of'representatives to be chosen by
such freeholders, to serve in the said General Assembly, and if you should see fit, dividim-
our said island and its dependencies into districts or couLties, towns or townships, and
declaring the number of representatives to be chosen by each of such districts or counties,
towns or townships respectively.

And you are hereby authorised and empowered to nominate and appoint proper persons
to execute the office of returning omeer in the said island, or in such districts or counties,
towns or townships respectively; and you are, as soon as you shall see expedient, to issue
writs in our nane, directed to the proper officers in the said island, or the proper officers
in such districts or counties, towns or townships respectively, directing them to summon
the aforesaid freeholders to proceed to the election. of persons to represent them in the
General Assembly, according to the regulations and directions to be signified in the pro-
clamation to be issued by you as aforesaid.

Now let it be known unto all Ier Majesty's loving subjecta of Vancouver's Island, and
its dependencies, that I, James Douglas, Governor o he said island and its dependencies,
with the advice and consent of the Council, have issued out writs in due forni and accord-
ing to law, calling a General Assembly of the freeholders aforesaid of Vancouver's Island and
its dependencies, for the purpose of electing members to serve in the said General Assembly,
whiclh writs are ta be returnable an Manday the 4th day of August nèxt, and that the said
electian shall be held at the several precincts hereinatter appointed and named.

And also, that the said freeholders shall thereupon proceed to elect seven fit and discreet
persons to serve in the said General Assembly.

And also, that we have divided the said island and its dependencies into districts, as
follows; to wit,

District of Victoria. District of Nanaimo.
District of Esquimalt and Metchosen. I District of Soke.

And also, that the number of representatives shall be as follows; to wit,
District of Victoria - - - - - - - 3 members.
District of Esquimalt and Metchosen - - - - 2 members.
District of Nanaimo - - - - - - - i member.
District of Soke - - - - - - - - i member.

And also, that we have hereby constituted and appointed the following persons returning
officers for the aforesaid districts; to wit,

Andrew Muir - - - - Victoria District.

Herbert W. O. Margary - - Esquimalt and Metchosen District.
Charles E. Stuart - - - Nanaimo District.
John Muir, jun. - - - Soke District.

And also, that the said returning officers shall be directed to give due and proper notice
of the place and time at which the poll is to be taken in each of such districts respectively.

Given under my band and seal, at Government louse, Victoria, this 16th day of
June, in the, year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six, and in the
nineteenth y'ear of Her Majesty's reign.

(signed) James Douglas, Governor.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

0.24-Ses s. 2. 3' 4
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Appendix, No. 19.

Encl. 2, in No. 9.
Enclosure 2, in No. 9.

MINUTE of COUNCIL.

Vancouver's Island, 4 June 1856.

THE Council having met this morning, pursuant to summons, the Governor being
present, and the following members; to vit, John Tod, senior member, James Cooper,,
Roderick Finlayson, John Work,-

The Governor proceeded to lay before the Council certain instructions lately received by
him from the Secretary for the Colonies, instructing him to call general assemblies of the
people for the purpose of carrying Her Majesty's instructions fully into effect; and the
Council adjourned at 5 o'clock p. m. till Monday the 9th of June.

9 June 1856.

TiE Council having met this morniug, pursuant to adjournment, the Governor being
present, and the following members ; to wit, John Tod, senior member, James Cooper,
John Work,-

Resume the consideration of Her Majesty's instructions for calling general assemblies
of the freeholders of Vancouver's Island.

The subjects under consideration on the 4th instant were as follows; to wit,
The property qualification of members serving in the general assembly.
The property qualification of voters.
The right of absentce proprietors to be represented in the general assembly.

The Governor laid down as a principle that the custom or practice observed in England
should, as far as possible, be adopted in this colony in framing the rules for elections, and
proposed,

That the ownership of 300 1. of freehold property or immovable estate should con-
stitute the qualification of a member of the Assembly.

That absentee proprietors shall be permitted to vote through their agents or
attorneys.

That the qualification of voters should be the ownership of 20 acres of freehold land
or upwards, as required by bis instructions from the Crown.

The Council expressed their unanimous concurrence with those suggestions, and the
proposed regulations are finally settled and approved.

It was then resolved that the séttlements should be divided into four electoral districts;
viz.,

Victoria District

Esquimalt District

Soke District -

Nanaimo District

- - The country east of the Victoria Arm, and of a line
running in a northerly direction towards Sanitch,
so as to include Peer's Fanu.

- - The country west of Victoria Arm and east of
Pedder Bay, including M'Kenzie's and the farms
west of Colquot's River.

- - From Pedder Bay to Otter Head, the headland
beyond Soke.

- - Colvile Town.

It was then resolved, That this Council do now adjourn.

Jo. 1o.
Governor Douglas
to Right Hon. H.

Labouchere, m. P.,
ao Aug. 1856.

- No. 10. -
(No. '9.)

EXTRACT of DESPATCH from Governor Douglas to the Right Honourable
I. Labouchere, M.r.; dated Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 20 August 1856.

(Received, 28 October 1856.)
(Answered, No. 19, 10 November 1856, page 452.)

THE House of Assembly vas opened on the 12th of the present nonth. The affair
passed off quietly, and did not appear to excite much interest among the lower orders.

I herewith forward a copy of my address to the Assembly on that occasion, which I can
only hope will meet -with your approbation. As mentioned in one of my previous com-
munications, the House of Assembly consists of seven members, viz.

John Muir - - - .
John S. H1eincken -
Thomas Skinner -J

- - - - - Soke District.

- - - - - Esquimalt District.

J. D. Pemberton
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J. D. Pemberton Appendix, No. 19.
James Yates - - - - - - - - Victoria District.
E. E. Langford .
John F. Kennedy - - - - - - - Nanaino District.

J. S. Helmeken has been elected Speaker of the House, but nothing further has been
done; in consequence of objections having been raised to the validity of the election in one
instance, and to the property qualification in two cases, making three out of the seven
members against whose return·petitions have b3en sent in, leaving only the Speaker and
three members at liberty to act, and that number is insufficient to form a committee of
inquiry, the House, therefore, hardly know how to get over the difficulty. One of the
petitions is evidently got up for mere party purposes, and if that- were withdrawn, there
would be four members and the Speaker, who might proceed to regulate the affairs of the
House. In the territorial governinents of the United States, the practice in such cases is,
for the governor to grant certificates of qualification to a majority of the members, who then
proceed to constitute the House, but I am not certain if such a course would be in harmony
with Einglish law; nevertheless, if the House should appeal to me on the subject, I will
have recourse to that expedien'.

Enclosure in No. 10. Enc. in No. Io.

The Governor's Address on opening the General Assembly at Victoria,
Tuesday, 12 August 1856.

Gentlemen of the Legislative Council, and of the House of Assembly:
I congratulate you most sincerely on this memorable occasion; the meeting in full con-

vention of the General Assembly of Vancouver's Island, an event fraught with consequences
of the utmost importance to its present and future inhabitants ; and rerarkable as the first
instance of representative institutions being granted in the infancy of a British colony.

The history and actual position of this colony are marked by many other remarkable
circumstances. CalIed into existence by an Act of the Supreme Government, immediately
after the discovery of gold in Californic. it has maiatained an arduous and incessant struggle
with the disorganising effects on labour of that discovery. Remote fron every other
British settlement, with its commerce trammelled, and met by restrictive duties on everv
aide, its trade and resources remain undevelope<.

Self-supporting, and defraying all the expenses of its own Government, it presents
a striking contrast to every other colony in the British empire, and like the native pines of
its storm-beaten promontories, it has acquired a slow but hardy growth.

Its future progress must, under Providence, in a great measure, depend on the intel-
ligence, industry, and enterprise of its inhabitants, and upon the legislative wisdom of this
Assembly.

Gendemen, I look forward with confidence and satisfaction to the aid and support which
the executive power may in future expect to derive from your local experience and
knowledge of the wishes of the people, and the wants of the country. I feel assured that,
as public men, holding a soleman and momentous trust, you will, as a governing principle,
strive with one accord to promote the true and substantial interests o? the country ; and
that our legislative labours will be distinguished alike by prudence, temperance, and justice
to all classes.

Gentlemen, I am happy to inform you, that Her M ajesty's Government continue to
ex >ress the most lively interest in the progress and welfare of this colony.

TegotiaG.ons are now pending with the Government of the United States, which may
probably terminate in an extension of the reciprocity treaty to Vancouvers Island.

To shôw the commercial advantages connected with that treaty, 1 will just mention that
an import duty of 30 /. is levied on every 100 l.'s worth of British produce which is now sent
to San Francisco, or to any other Amcrican port; or, in other words, the British proprietor
pays as a tax to the Untted States, nearly the value of every third cargo of fish, tiunber, or
coal, which he sends to any American port. The reciprocity treaty utterly abolishes
those fearful imposts, and establishes a systen of free trade in the produce of British
colonies.

The effects of that measure, in developing the trade and natural resources of the colony,
eau, therefore, hardly be over-estimated.

The coal, the timber, and the proiuctive fisheries of Vancouver's Island, will assume
a value before unknown; while every braach of trade will start into activ;ty, and become
the means of pouring wealth into the country.

So unbounded is tle reliace which I place i a the enterprise and intelligence possessed by
the people of this colony, and in the advantages of their geographical position, that, with
equal rights and a fair field, I think they may enter into successful competition with the people
of any other country.

The extension of the reciprocity treaty to this islaud once gained, the interests of the
colony wvill become inseparably connected with the principles of free trade, a system which,
I think, it will be sound policy on our part to encourage.

o.24-sess. 2. 3 M Gentlemen,
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Appendix, N'o". .9. Gentlemen, the colony bas been again visited this year by a large party of northern
- Indians; and their presence has excited in our minds a not unreasonable degree of alarm.

Through the bleesing of God, they bave been kept from committing acts of open violence,
and been quiet and orderlv in their deportment; yet the presence of large bodies of armed
savages, who have nevei felt the restraining influences of moral and religions training, and
who are accustoned to follow the impulses of their own evi1 natures, more than the dictates
of reason or justice, gives rise to a feeling of insecurity, which must exist as long as the
colony remains without military protection.

Her Majesty's Government,- ever alive to the dangers whicli beset the colony, have
arranged wvith the Lords, Conimissioners of the Admiralty, that the President" frigate
should be sent to Vancouver's Island; and that measure will, I have no doubt, be carnied
into effect without delay.

I shall, i evertheless, continue to conciliate the good will of the native Indian tribes, by
treating them with justice and forbearance, and by rigidly protecting their civil and
agrarian rights ; many cogent reasons of humarity and sound pohcy recommend that course
to our attention, and I shall therefore rely upon your support in carrying such measures
into effect.

We know, from our own experience, that the friendship of the natives is at all times
useful, while it is no less certain that their enmity may become more disastrous than any
other calanity to which the colony is directly exposed.

Gentlemen of the House of Assembly, according to constitutional usage, with you must
originate all Money Bills; it is, therefore, your special province to consider the ways and
means of defraying the ordinary expenses of the government, either by levying a Customs
duty on imports, or by a system of direct taxation.

The poverty of the country and the limited means of a population struggling against the
pressure of numnberless privations, must necessarily restrict the arnount of taxation; it should,
therefore, be our constant study to regulate the public expenditure according to the means
of the country, and to live strictly within our incone.

The common error of running into speculative improvenents, entailing debts upon the
colony, for a very uncertain advantage, should be carefully avoided.

The demands upon the publie revenue will at present chiefly arise from the improvemûent
of the internal communications of the country, and providing for the education of the young,
the erection of places for publie worship, the defence of the country, and the administration
of justice.

Ge.tlemen, I feel, in all its force, the responsibility now resting upon us. The interests
and well-being of thousands yet unborn may be affected by our decisions, and they will
reverence or condemn our acts according as they are found to influence for good or for evil
the events of the future.

Gentlemen of the IHouse of Assembly, I have appointed Chief Justice Cameron to
administer the oath of allegiance to the Members of your House, and to receive your
declarations of qualification ; you may then proceed to choose a Speaker, and to appoint the
officers necessary for the proper conduct of the business of the louse.

(signed) James Douglas, Governor.

1N;. il.
Governor Douglas
to niglht Hon. H.
Labouchere, ât. i.
31 Oct. 1856.

• Page 452.

No. 15,
-2 July 056.

No. 19,
-o August 1856.

(No. 30.)

Corr of DESPATCIH from Governor Douglas to the Right Honourable
•. Labouchere, m. P.

Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 31 October 1856.
(Reccived, 14 January 1857.)

Sir (Anwered, No. 4, 24 Jainiary 1857, page 453.)
1. I IAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch, No. 16' of the 23d of

August, in reply to my communications Nos. 12 and 14 of the 22d May and the 7th of June
last, reporting my proccedings in respect to carrying out the instructions contained in your
despatch of the 28th February 1856, for convoking a Legislative Assembly in this colony,
and requesting advice and instructions from you on various subjects connected with that
measure.

2. I have since, in my several despatches of the numbers and dates mentioned in the
mnargin, reported to you the several steps taken towards carryinu those itistructions into
effect, and the formal opening of the flouse of Assembly on the 12th day oi August last,
together 'with the objections raised to the property qualification of certain members, who
to k their seats on that occasion, and the consequent difficulty experienced in organising
the House.

3. After
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3. After repeated adjournments, the Speaker, with much tact and address, inally suc-
ceeded, without my interference, in a4justing party differences and forming a committee,
which immediately proceeded with an inquiry into the qualifluations of the members elect,
and declared the-return of Edward E. Langford null and void, in-consequence of bis not
having suflicient- property 1o constitute a legal qualification, and then adjourned to the 24th
day of October (present).

4. A fresh writ was in consequence issued, and Joseph William M'Ray was returned
without opposition as member for the district of Victoria, in the place of Edward E.
Langford.

5. The House met on the 24th day of the present month (October), and after some
necessary arrangements adjournèd to the 13th day of November 'next, when they will be
prepared for seriors work.

6. Those delaysý have not been without, their use, as the, members have had time to pre-
p are for the proper discharge of the public duties they have to perform, and their minds
bave been disabused of. many false notions, which were commonly entertained here, con-
cerning the powers and jurisdiction of the Bouse of Assembly, so that on the whole I do
not regret the time spent in constituting the fHouse.

7. I observe with satisfaction that in abiding by the terms of my Commission, in respect
to the franchise, I have acted in conformity with the instructions on that point contained in
your despatch, and we shall further carry out 'your instructions by bringing a measure
before the Assembly, when it is found desirable to extend the suffrage.

I have, &c.
(signed) James Douglas,

Governor.

.Appendi.x, No. 19.

- No. 12. -

(No. 2.)

Corr of DESPATCH from Governor Douglas to the Right Honourable
H. Labouchere, x. P.

Victoria,'Vancouver's Island, 9 January 1857.
(Received, 17 March 1857.)

Sir, (Ansvered, No. 6, 24 March 18-7, page 453.)
1. Mr lnst report of the 31st of October *, on the proceedings of the louse of Assembly,

closed with its adjournment to the 13th day of November, when it again met, and remained
in session till the. 18th of December; it then adjourned for the Christmas recess.

2. The'House has been so far chiefly occupied with matters of detail, connected with the
expenditure and financial condition of the colony. I furnished every meants of information
mmy power connected with those subjects, as you will observe through ny correspondence
with the House, which is herewith forwarded.

3. A. Bil granting the sum of 130 1. sterling, for paying the servants and defraying ,the
ordinary expenses. of the louse, was passed on the 18th day of December, and the same
will be brought before the Council at an early day.

4. I .am now preparing a Bill for imposing a Customs' duty on imports, as a means of
meeting the ordînary expenses of Government; but the subject rmust be approached with
caution, as there is a very general feeling in both Council and Assembly against taxation
under any form, and I am prepared to encounter much clamour and opposition in carrying
so unpopular a measure through the Houses.

I have, &c.
(signed) James Douglas,

Governor.

No. 12.
over.or Douglas

to Right Hlon. 9.
Labouebere, b.r.
9 Jan. 1857.

* Page 458.

Enclosure in No. 12.

Victoria, Vancouver's Island.

RIETIM s to three Addresses of the Honourable the House of Assembly, numbered
respedt.ively 11, 12, 13, without date, viz.:

'Address, No. 11.

For a new writ- for the election of a member for the district of Victoria.-(Mr.:Skinner.)

Esic. in No. 12.

0.24-Sess. 2. Address,3 M 2
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Aprendix, No. 19.

For a correct copy of the Grant of Vancouver's Island, and of any other documents of a
public nature calculated to throw light upon the political position of Vancouver's Island.

lete. Likewise a general abstract of colonial acoounts, since the firet formation of the colony,
showing the present income and expenditure. -(Mr. Pemberton.)

Address, No. 13.

That this House is prepared to receive any message from bis Excellency the Governor
or Council.-(Mr. Skinner.)

SCHEDULE.

No. 1.-A writ for a new election of one citizen for the town of Victoria; with return
from sheriff.

No. 2.-Charter of grant of Vancouver's Island to the Hudson's Bay Company, dated
13 January 1849. and correspondence between the Colonial Office and ihe
Hudson's Bay Company thereon: with circular, colonisation of Vancouver's
Island.

No. 3.--Extracts from the Governor's despatch to William G. Smith, Esq., Secretary,
Hudson's Bay Company, dated 16 October 1856.

No. 4.-Extracts.from the Governor's despatch to William G. Smith, Secretary, Hudson's
Bay Company, dated 19 July 1855.

Government House, Victoria, Vancouver's Island,
27 November 1856.

Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the House of Assembly,

I REREWITH transmit the documents described in the accompanying schedule, for your
information. The colonial accounts, extending to the close of 1855, are not yet completed,
and therefore cannot be laid before the House in full.

You will, however, find, among the documents now transmitted, a full account of all lands
appertaining to the public domain of this colony, which have been sold up to the loth day
of October ast, and also a classified abstract of the expenditure of the colony, for the year
ending with the 1st day of November 1855.

In addition tu the proceeds arising fron sales of the public domain appearing in the
documents herewith, the sum of 6,193 1. bas been received from the Hudson's Bay Company,
for lands purchased on their account within the colony.

Further documents, relative to the financial state of the colony, will be sent to the House
as soon as they are made up.

I have to recommend that a surncient money appropriation be made by the House to
defray the expense of preparing any documents required for their information in future, as
there are at present no funds at my disposal for that purpose.

I beg that the charter of grant of Vancouver's Island may be returned when convenient,
as I have no other copy.

- (signed) James Douglas,
Governor, Vancouver's Island.

ETRACTS from the Governor's Despatch to William G. Smith, Esq., Secretary, Hudson's
Bay Company, dated 16 October 1856.

1 HAVE the honour of transmitting herewith a statement of the lands, forming part of
the public domain, which have been sold in this colony since the 12th day of July 1855, up
to the 10th day of this present month of October 1856.

You will observe, by statement No. 1, that the whole quantity of land sold since last
year, anmounts to 2,137 acres. The extent of unimprovable rock, added to the allowance
made for roads, somewhat exceeds 837 acres, leavincr 1,299 acres 3 roods and 26 perches
chargeable to purchasers, on which 512 L. 17 s. 6 d. las been already paid in, and there
remains payable by annual instalments the sum of 787 /. Os. 10 d,

The public expenditure of the colony for the twelvemonth ending with the 1st day of
November 1855, amounts to the sum of 4,107 i. 2s. 3 d. The income arising from the
duty on licensed houses, sales of public land, and other sources, produced the sum -of
6931. 2s. 10d.
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The balance of the accountin this country remaining unpaid, is therefore 3,4!3l. 19s. 5 d.,
as will appear in the following exhibit of-the public objects to which that outlay was applied;

Government premises - -
Surveying department supplies

» ,, wages

Construction of bridges -
,, ofroads - -

Victoria church - - -
Public schools - - -
Victoria parsonage - -
Chaplain, salary and board -
Collector's office - - -

Poor-rates - - . -

Administration of justice -
Gaol expenses - - -

Militia - - - -

Sundry expenses - -
Overcharge from last account

£.18318 1
500 - -

- - - - 720 14 7

- - - - 667 10 10

The sums placed to credit of the colony are as follows; viz.:-

Sundry credits - - -
Land sales, &c. - - -
.Duty on licensed houses -

- - - - £. 18
- - .. - 334

.. - - - 340

5 4
17 6

£. s. d.
7 5 10

683 18 1

1,388 5 5
877 1 -
320 4 Il
117 9 4
368 7 1

1 7 6
10 10 3

100 - -
30 9 2
81 8 8

107 14 1
12 - il

4,107 2 3

693 2 10

Appendix, No. i!..

Leaving a balance upaid as beforesaid of - - - £. 3,413 19 5

There is a further sum of 65 . 6 s. 8 d., arising from proceeds of land sales effected last
year, which was omitted in the fur trade books, but will be brought forward this year.

EXTRCT from the Governor's Despatch to William G. Smith, Esq., Secretary,
Hudson's Bay Company,. dated 19 July 1855.

A COMPLETE account of all the land sales (see No. 1) made on Vancouver's Island, the
Company's purchase at Nanaimo excepted, since the commencement of the colony, is here-
with transmitted. A proportion of the land has been paid only in part, but the payrnents
will be completed as soon as the title-deeds are ready for issue, otherwise the titles will not
be issued to the purchaser.

The amount of receipts for land sold, and stamps, as per this account, is -

£. s. d.
Remitted, per last account, dated 10th October 1853 - 3,577 5 2

Paid by the Puget's Sound Company in London - - 2,574 - -

Paid by W. C. .Grant and J. Huggins in London - 120 - -

Remains on hand - - -

As per Statement No. 2:

2001. of this balance was paid over to the fur trade-
say bill from Arthur W. Owen - - £.150

Transfer from W. H. M'Neil · - - - 50

And credited the colony in the books of outfit 1854,
and the balance, say - - - - - -

Has been paid over to the fur trade on account of
outfit, 1855.

200 - -

400 4 2

£. s. d.
6,871 9 4

6,271 5 2

600 4 2

1'~~

600 4 2 600 4 2

o.24-Sess. 2.
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:Appendix, No. 1g. You will observe by statement No. 2, an account of land sales effected and monies received
-- for stamps at this place since my last report of land sales, dated 6th October 1853, the

amount being 600 l. 4 s. 2 d.

House of Assembly, Vancouver's Island,
3 December 1856.

The Speaker begs to inform his Excellency the Governor that the House of Assembly
met this day adopted the following resolutions, and ordered the sane to be presented to
your Excellency.

1st. That the thanks of this House be presented to his Excellency the Governor for the
communication of November 27th, 1856, and that the subject "relating to a supply of
money for copying documents, &c." shall bc taken into consideration at an early period.

2d. It was resolved, That respectful application be made, on the part of the House of
Assernbly, to know " what funds are subject to its control (if any), the amoant of the same,
and from what source derived; also, what fund is the royalty upon coal paid into ?"

3d. That T. J. Skinner, Esq. was elected Chairman of Committee and Deputy Speaker.

The house stands adjourned until Saturday next, December 6th; then to meet at
10 a. m.

(signed) J. S, Belncken, Speaker.•

Government House, Victoria, Vancouver's Island,
6 December 1856.

Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the House of Assembly,
1 HAvE further to transmit with this communication abstracts of the income and expen-

diture of the colony for the two years ending respectively with the 31st day of October
1853 and 1854.

I have received your Speaker's address of the 3d day of December, and highly appreciate
your complimentary message.

In reply to the following questions of the House, " What funds are subject to its con-
trol?" " the amount of such funds ?" " from what source derived ?" and "l to what fund is
the royalty upon coal paid into?" I would observe that I an not at present prepared to
give the House a reliable and decided answer. My own impression, however, is, that the
liouse eau exercise a direct control only over the revenue raised in the colony through the
act of the general Legislature.

The revenue derived from the tax on licensed bouses is therefore, I conceive, the only
fund absolutely at our disposai; the proceeds arising from "land sales," "l royalties," and
"timber duties" being remitted and placed to account of the Reserve Fund in England,
which is, however, also exclusively applicable for colonial purposes, with the exception of
10 per cent., allowed by virtue of the charter of grant to the Hudson's Bay Company.

The amount of revenue derived from the duty on licensed houses, for the respective
years mentioned, is given in the annexed table:- 3. s. d.

Year 1853 - - - - - - - 220 - -

,, 1854 - - - - - - - 460 - -

,, 1855 - · - - - - - 340 - -

Those sums are also embodied in the abstracts of the colonial accounts transmitted to the
Hlouse.

(signed) James Douglas,
Governor, Vancouver's Island.

House of Assembly, Vancouver's Island,
The Speaker, 6 December 1856.

HiAs the honour to inform his Excellency the Governor, that the'House of Assembly
resolved this day:

" That the Speaker be requested to thank his Excellency the Governor, on behalf of this
House, for the information so courteously and promptly aforded ;" and further, "l to apply
to his Excellency for similar information for the year ending November 1856;" as also to
ask, " Whether there is any charge against the Licence Fund, to come under their control
from that date."

The House of Assembly will meet again on Wednesday next, at Il a. m., and resolve
itself into a Committee of Supply.

(signed) J. S. Helmehen, Speaker.
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.Appendix, No.19g.
• Government House, Victoria, , .. .

10 December.1856.
Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the House of Assembly,

I HAVE received your address, through Mr. Spegker's communication of the 6th Decem-
ber, and I thank you, gentlemen, for your kind message.

I herewith transmit, for your information, an abstract of the expenditure and income of,
the colony, made up to the 31st day of.October last, excepting, however, the income
derivable from the royalty on coals, and the duty on timber, of which a statement will be
sent to the House as soon as the returns are received.

With respect to your inquiry touching the application of the duty on licensed houses for
the year 1856, I have to inform the House that the whole sum derived from that source of
revenue was paid over to the Hudson's Bay Company immediately after collection, and was
carried, with the other proceeds of revenue, to the credit of the General Colony Account,
as shown by the abstract of the year's income transmitted with this communication.

(signed) James Douglas,,
Governor, Vancouver's Island.

House of Assembly, Vancouver's Island,
The Speaker, 10 December 1856.

ON the part of the House of A ssembly, begs respectfully to acknowledge the receipt this
day of a gracious communication, and an abstract of the income and expenditure for the
year 1856 from his Excellency the Governor, and, to inform his Excellency that the House
of Assembly unanimously re-olved:

That the thanks of this House be presented to his Excellency the Governor for the
sane."

(signed) J. S. Helmcken, Speaker.

House of Assembly, Victoria,
The Speaker, 13 Deceniber 1856.

HAs the honour respectfully to inform his Excellency the Governor, that the House of
Assembly resolved this day,

" That a requisition be made to his Excellency the Governor, for a copy of the last
Census' of the population of Vancouver's Island," and further, " that any other informa-

tion connected therewith will be thankfully received."
The House will meet on Thursday next, the 18th instant, at 11 o'clock, a.m.

(signed) J. S. Helmchen, Speaker.

Victoria, Vancouver's Island,
17 December 1856.

Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the House of Assembly,
I IIAvE received Mr. Speaker's communication of the 13th day of December, containing

the Requisition of the House " for a copy of the last Census of the population of Vancouver's
Island ;" and I have in consequence the honour of forwarding with this letter the documents
described in the annexed schedule.

Not having time to procure copies, I have sent the original documents, which the House
will probably cause to be returned when convenient.

(signed) James Douglas, Governor.

Schedule No. 1.-Census Returns, Vancouver's Island Colony, 1855.

,, No. 2.-Indian Population, Vancouver's Island, 1856.

House of Assembly of Vancouver's Island,
The Speaker, 18 December 1856.

ON behalf of the House of Assembly, begs respectfully to asknowledge the receipt of
the Census of the white and Indian population of Vancouver's Island," from his

Excellency the Governor, and has the honour in the name of the House, " to thank his
Excellency for the same," and that they shall bc returned at an carly period.

He also begs to inforn his Excellency that Mr. R. Barr wishes to resign'his office of
clerk of the House pro tem. t» -l

(signed) J. S. Helmchen, Speaker.

o.24-Sess. 2. 3 m 4
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Api-endix, No. 29.
- ~ House of Assembly of Vancouver's Island,

The Speaker, 18 December 1856.
BEGS to inform his Excellency the Governor and Council, that the enclosed Appropria-

tion Bill was first voted in Committee of Supply, and has subsequently passed through the
usual stages of first, second, and third readings, and that it is now presented by order of
the House for the consideration and approval of his Excellency the Governor and Council.

(signed) J. S. Helmcken, Speaker.

A BILL for thp Appropriation of certain Monies for the use. of the House of Assembly of
Vancouver's Island.

WHEREAS it is necessary that certain sums of money be voted for defraying the unavoid-
able expenses attending the conduction of the business of the House of Assembly of
Vancouver's Island, be it enacted:

lst. That 50L. sterling he placed at the disposal of bis Excellency the Governor, to defray
the expenses of copying statistics and documents for the use of this House.

2d. That 101. sterling be granted to Mr. Robert Barr, for his past services as clerk of this
House.

3d. That 51. sterling be granted to Mr. Andrew Muir, for his past service of sergeant-
at-arms.

4th. That 25L. be allowed for the salary of the clerk of the House for the year 1857.
5th. That 15L be allowed for the salary of the sergeant-at-arms and messenger, for the

year 1857.
6th That 20 . sterling be granted for lighting, heating, and furnishing the House of

Assembly, for the year 1857.
7th. That 51. sterling be granted for stationery, for the use of the members of the House

of Assembly. .
8th. That the above items be paid out of the revenue derived from the licences of July

16th, 1856.
Read the third time this 18th day of December 1856, A.D., and ordered to be forwarded

to his Excellency the Governor and Council.
(signed) .T. S. Helmecken, Speaker.

The following resolution relating to the preceding Appropriation Bill was also agreed to,
13th December 1856.

" That in the opinion of this House, the revenue received on the 16th day of July 1856,
from the licences to sell spirituous liquors, &c, ouglit to be withdrawn from the credit of
the " Trust Fund."

(signed) J. S. H!elmchen, Speaker.

To his Excellency James Douglas, Esq., Governor, &c. &c. &c.
Sir, House of Assembly, Victoria, 19 December 1856.

I AM instructed by the Honourable the Speaker of the House of Assembly to acknowledge
the receipt of your Excelleney's communication and documents of the 17th instant, and to
thank your Excellency for the same; and also to inform your Excellency that the Huuse
will again meet on Wednesday next, the 24th instant, at 11 o'clock, a.m.

I have, &c.
(signed) Robert Barr, Clerk pro tem.

- No. 13. -

No. 13. (No. 5.)
Governor Douglas Corr of a DESPATCIH from Governor Douglas to the Right Honourable
to Right Hon. H. . Labouchere, M.r.Labouchere, M. P.
24 Feb. 1857. Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 24 February 1857.

Sir, (Received, 29 April 1857.)
* Pae 4r#2. 1. I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches. Nos. 18 and 19,*

of the 21st of October and the 10th of November last.
2. It is very gratifying to learn that the speech with which I opened the Legislature on

the 12th of August has received your approval.
3. The House of Assembly not having met for regeular business since my report of the

9th of January, there is nothing of importanee to ad to the information then communi-
cated respecting its proceedings. 4 T
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4. The Council was convened on the 14th day of the present month, for the considera-
tion of an Act passed by the House of Assembly on the l8th day of December, granting
the suin of 130 1. sterling, chargeable to the duties on licensed houses, to be applied,
in the manner stated in the several clauses of the Act, as it appears in the minutes of
Council forwarded lierewith. This Act, with some few verbal alterations, passed the
Council on tlhat day, and will be transmitted after receiving the final approval of the House
of Assembly.

5. The consideration of the Rules and Regulations of. the Supreme Court for the admi-
nistration of justice in civil cases, as submitted by Chief Justice Cameron, with a com-
munication of which I herewith forward a copy, was taken up on the 14th, and finally
passed the Council without alteration on the 17th of February.

6. A copy of those rules will also, be transmitted for Her Majesty's final .approbation or
disallowance, as soon as transcribed and carefully revised, and by that time the official seal
of the court, for which I took the liberty of sending a requisition with my despatch, No. 18,
of the 14th of August last, will probably have arrived in this country, and will be attached
to the document as directed by Her Majesty's Order in Council.

7. A copy of th2 proclamation of the Rules and Regulations of the Supreme Court,
published on the 18th of this inonth of February, is also forwarded with this despatch.

8. Hoping that those proceedings may'meet your approval,
I have, &c.

(signed) James Douglas,
Governor.

Enclosure 1, in No. 13.

CorY Of MINUTES of a Council held at Victoria, Vancouver's Islaud, on the 14th, and
following days of February 1857.

Saturday, 14 February 1857.

TE Council having met this morning pursuant to a summons issued on the 13th of this
present month; the Governor being present, and the following members, viz.: John Tod,
senior member, Roderick Finlayson, John Work.

The Governor then proceeded to lay before the Council, an Act granting the sum of
130 1. for defraying the unavoidable expenses of the House of Assembly, which was read
for the third time, and passed the House on the i8th day of December last.

The Council having read the several clauses of the said Act, it was proposed as an amend-
ment that the following words should be omitted in the preamble, that is to say, "attending
the conduction of the business," and the following words in the 8tlh clause, viz.: " Licences
of 16th July 1856," and that the Act be as folloivs:

A Bill granting certain Sums of Money for the use of the House of Assembly of Vancouver's
Island.

Whereas it is necessary that certain sums of money be voted for defraying the unavoid-
able expenses of the House of Assembly of Vancouver's Island, be it therefore enacted:

Ist. That 50 1. sterling be placed at the disposai of his Excellency the Governor to defray
the expenses of copying statistics and documents for the use of this House.

2d. That 10 L. sterling be granted to Mr. Robert Barr for his past services as clerk of this
House.

3d. That 5. sterling be granted to Mr. Andrew Muir for his past services as serjeant-
at-arms.

4th. That 25 1. sterling be allowed for the salary of the clerk of the House for the year
1857.

5th. That 15 1. sterling be allowed for the salary of the serjeant-at-armis and messenger,
for the year 1857.

oth. That 20 1. sterling be granted for lighting, heating, anl furnishing the House of
Assembly for the year 1857.

7th. That à L. sterling be granted for stationery for the use of the Meiibers of the House
of Assembly.

8th. That the above items be paid out of the revenue derived froin the duty charged on
licensed houses.

The Act so amended was approved and passed.
The Governor then proceeded to lav before the Council a letter from Chief Justice

Cameron, transmitting a copy of the rules and manner of proceeding to be observed in the
Supreme Court of Civil Justice of Vancouver's Island, draivn up in virtue of the authority

o.24-Sess. 2. 3 N vested
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Appendix, No.19 vested in the Court tby,Her Majesty's Order in Council, dated the 4th day ofApril 1856,
-- which was submitted for the approval of the Council.

This document was before the Council until:evening, when an adjoarument took place:to
Monday, -the 6th instant.

Monday, 16 February 1857.

The Council met this morning, pursuant to adjournment, the Governor and the .same
M embersbeing present, as on Saturday the 14th instant.

Proceeded witb the reading and consideration of the rules and manner of proceeding of
the Supreme Court for the remainder of the day, anù then adjourned to Tuesday the 17th
instant.

'Tuesday, 17 February 1857.
The Council met this moraing according to adjournument, the Governor and the same

Members being.present, ason Monday the 16th instant. Completed the reading and con-
sideration of tie rules and mnanner of proceeding of the Supreme Court, which ivere unani-
mously approved and passed in Council.

The Council then adjourned.
(signed) James Douglas, Governor.

Enci. 2, in No. 13. Enclosure 2, in No. 13.

Cony of Letter from Chief Justice Cameron to Governor Douglas.

Sir, Belmont, 12 February 1857.
I REREWITH transmit, for the approval of your Excellency and your Honourable Council,

a copy of the rules and manner of proceeding to be observed in the Supreme Court of Civil
Justice of Vancouver's Island, drawn up in virtue of the authority vested in the Court by
Her Majesty's Order in Council, dated the 14th day of April 1856.

As no seal has yet been received -for the use of the Court, I have authenticated the copy by
my signature, which i hope inay suffice for its passing your Council. And as these rules
cannot take effect until three months at least after publication, I hope your Excellency
and Council wili take action on thein as speedily as possible.

I am, &c.
(signed) David Cameron, c. s.

Encl. 3, in No. 13. Enclosure 3, in No. 13.

PROCLAMATIoN by his ßxcellency James Douglas, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
of the Colony of Vancouver's Island and Dependencies, and Vice-A dmiral of the same,
&c. &c. &c.
WHEREAs it hath pleased the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice

of Her Most Honourable Privy Council, in an order fromn the Court at Buckingham Palace,
bearing date the 4th day of April 1856, to constitute a court for the administration of
justice in civil cases in her colony of Vancouver's Island, and to vest in the said court
power and authority to frame, constitute, and establish such rales and regulations as shall
seem meet, touching and concerning the formsAand manner of pruceeding to be observed in
the said court, and the practice in pleadings and other muatters, as 'et forth and declared
in Her Majesty's said Order in Council.

Now, be it known unto all Her Majesty's subjects, that the rules and regulations of the
said court, as submitted by Chief Justice Cameron, have been approved and passed the
Council this 17th day of February 1857, and will take effect three months from the date
hereof.

Given under my he ad and seal, at Government House, Victoria, this isth day of
February, in the year of our Lord 1857, and in the 20th year of Her Majesty's
reign.

(signed) James Douglas, Governor. (sEAL.)

By his Excellency's command,

(signed) Richard (iolledge, Secretary.
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ANALYSIS OF INDEX..

ALPHABETICAL and CLASSIFIED LIST of the PriNciprA H EADINGS in the following INDiX, with the
Paging at which they will be respectively flound.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Foss v. Pelly - - - - -

JurisdlictionL - - - - -

Thorn, Adam - - - - -

Vancouver's Tsland, 3 - - -
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. for important - - - - -
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COLoNISATION AND SETT
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IN D E X;

[N.B.-In this Index the Figures ,following -the Names of the Witnesses refer to thé'Questions
of the Evidence; those following App. p. to the paging of the Appendix; and the Numerals
following Rep. p. to the paging of the Report.]

A.

ABORIGINES PROTECTION SOCIETY. Letter from the Committee of the
Aborigines Protection Society to M1r. Labouchere, dated 18th May 1857, relative to
the condition, circumstances, and treatment of the Indian tribes within the territories of
the Hudson's Bay Company, App.p. 441-444.

Administration of Justice. Particulars as to, and approved of, the system of administration
of justice throughout the Indian territory and Rupert's Land, Sir G. Simpson 1ib8-
1023. 1039-1043. io6o, 1o6i. 1150-1193. 138 7-1 4 o5-All criminal cases are tried at
Red River, and are open to the public, ib. 1145- The Recorder of Red River acts also
at Norwav House, ib. 1 8g, i igo-- The factors act as magistrates, ib. 1191-1193.

Justice vas well administered at Red River when witness was there in 1847, Crofton
3212. 3328-3333- Particulars as to the mode of administration of justice, ib. 3212-
3231--Trials by magistrates take place without a jury, ib. 322o-3222- Copy of a
law passed by the Red River Council on the 19 th JulY 1845, relative to accused persons
tampering with the evidence of their relatives, &c.; belief that the law has iever been
acted upon, M'Laughlin 4899-4901.

The functions of witness, as Governor of Assiniboia, were judicial and legislative.
Caldwell 5361. 54 1o-541 4 - As head of the legislative and jidicial bodies, witness was
assisted by a council and recorder, ib. 5410-5414--Durlng Mk. Thorn's absence, sub-
sequently to 1849, witness was sole administrator of justice (save that there was a jury),
and adopted very much the plan used in military courts, ib. 5437-5439. 5503, 5504-

Satisfactory though rude way in which justice i; administered; no act of gross in-
justice or exceptional administration has taken place, Right Hon.E. Ellice 5805. 5828,
5829. 593o- Satisfaction to the Home Government, as well as to the-inhabitants, by
the administration of justice by the Company, ib. 585- Further statement as to the
hatisfactory administration by the Company, notwithstanding that there have been com-
plaints by the Red River colonists, ib. 5929, 5930-The Crown has at present sufficient
power to establish magistrates wherever it pleases, ib. 6070, 6071,

See also Foss v. Pelly. Jurisdiction. Thorn, Adam. Vancouver's Island, 3.

Adventurers(Hudson's Bay Company). List of the adventurers, dated November i856,
App, p. 446-44 8.

Agitation and Discontent. See Canada, 2. Haf-breeds. Red River Settlement, 8.

Agriculture. See Barley. Climate. Colonisation and Seulement. Cumberland
House. Indian Corn. Indians, 5. Red River Settlement, 2. 4. Saskatchewan
River. Fancouver's Island, 12. Wheat.

Alexander Fort. Svanpy country in the neighbourhood of Fort Alexander, Sir G.
Simpson 958, 9 5 9 -A settlement might be formed near Fort Alexander, at the
southern extremity of Lake Winnipeg, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4305, 4306.

Amelioration of Climate. See Climate.

American Frontier. See Colonisation and Seulement, 5. Squatting. United States.

American Éur Company. Large trade of the American Fur Company in furs, procured in
the Western States where the trade is open, Isbister 2415-2417--The American Fur
Company has nio exclusiveprivileges, AdLaughlin 5072.

Sec also Fur Trade, 12.

o.24-Sess. 2. Á?nmunition.3 N 4
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Report, 1857-contiaaed.

Ammunition. Practice in regard to the supply of ammunition to the Indians; the Company
do not barter it, and, if possible, always supply it when wanted, Sir J. Richardson 29.92-
Soot1-Dependent state of the Indians on the score of ammunition supplies, King
5685-5689-More dependent character of the Indians since the substitution of the guin
for the bow and arrow, ib. 5685-6687.

Anderson, Right Rev. David, D.D. (Analysis of his Evidence.) Has been Bishop of
Rupert's Land for seven or eight years, 4231 --- Resided ar the Red River Seulement,
4232, 4233--las travelled to considerable distances from. Red River; lias twice visited
every mission station, 4234. 425o---There are nineteen clergymen of the Clhurch of
England besides witnebs located in Rupert's Land, all furnished bv different societies.
except the one wlo is cha.gplain to the Company, 4 23 5- 4 237--- The total income ,of
witness is about 68o 1. a year, derived partly from a bequest of the late Mr. Leith, and
partly by a payment of 3oo. a year underiaken by the company for a chaplaincy; the
latter sum cannot be disturbed at the option of the company, 4238-4246.

Considerable amount of good effeceed by the operation of the Church Missionarv
Society, both in a social and religious point of view, 4247, 4248. 4251. 4255, 4256.
4262-4273. 4296- 4 29- From 8,ooo to i o,ooo Indians aie, more or less, influenced
by Christianity and Protestantism, 4248. 4256-Statement delivered in, dated Church
Missiorary House, 4th June, 1857, respecting the operations of the society in North-
west America, 4249- Statistics a4 to the stations, the missionaries and assistants, the
communicants, and the scholars, ib.-Compatrative expenditure of the society during
the ten years from 1847-48 to 1856-57, ib.

The missionaries are very devoted and faithful men, 4251 -- They are not subject to
any undue influence on the part of the Eludson's Bay Company, 4252-Tliere are two
native Indian clergymen, and one clergyman partly of Indian extraction, whn are very
useful, 4253, 4254. 4423, 4424- Particulars as to the Indian settlements at Red River
and Moose Fort; increase of the native population, of native education and of social
improvement at those places, 4255. 4262-4273. 4297-4299. 4386-4391.

Remiarkably fine crops grown at Red River, 4257. 4260--Bar to ciltivation at
Moose Fort on account of the climate, 4257-4261---Advantage of' the syllabic systeni
-of writing in which the Indians are instructed, 4 268-473- Witners refers to and
,delivers in a memoriail recently sent by hin to the Hudson's Bay Company, containing
sundry suggestion, Iegarding the setlement of the territory and the advancement of
education aînd civilisation, 4274-4279---The Company have done nuch fur the piolec-
tion of the Indians, 4275---Importance ofa grant by the Cumpany in aid of education,
4278, 4279.

There is a Pre.;byteriaîn church at Red River, 428o-There are Ronman-Catholic
clergymen with a bishop at their head, 4 281---Exclusive of pure Europeans, there are
not more than 14,000 or 16,0oo Christians. of all sects, of indian nigin in Rupert's
Land. 4282-42qo----inpression that Sir G. Simpson's estinate of the n1umiber of the
Indian populatin: i< too low, 4291, 4292--Witness does not consier the goverinent
of the Campaiy threouraIle to settlement, 4293-4295- 4349 -4 355 -- Possibility of agri-
culture and settlenteil. along the more southern parallels of the territory; particular points
adverted to hereon, 4204. 4305 et seq. 4356 et seq.

Encouragement by the Company to agriculture by the Indians at Rcd River, &c.,
4300-4303. 4345, 43.16-Route from Lake Winnipeg to Moose; thete is nlot much
tinber by the vay, 4307-4320- Tle country has not been sufficiently cleared to pro-
duce any ameioration of cliîîate, 4 321- 43 25 -At James's Bayand other places animals
are more scarce than forierly, and living is someurnes verg precarious, 4326-4334--
The Conpany have not specially tried to' collect the Indians into villIaes, 4335
Arrangements as regards medical men, and the supply of medicines, 4336-4339.

The Company grant 1oo l. a vear towards the schools at Red River, 43 42- They are
building a Church at Moose, and another at York, 4343, 4344 -The Indians are
increasing where settled, and dlecreasin Up the country, but are on the vhole decreasing,
4347, 4348-Explanation as to the Company having opposed the settlement of' Portage
la Prairie, on the Assiniboine River, 434-4355. 4 4 3 -- The Conpany oppose settie-
ment, as increasing the local expenses of Red River colony, 4350-4353. 4432-4440-
Expediency of opening up the commuiication between Canada and Red River, and
ettling the frontier country from Lake Superior ta the Rocky Mountain, 4356, 4357-

4370-4380. 4414--Wanît of artisans at Red River, 4369.
Progresbve social and intellectual development of the half-castes at Red River, 4383-

442 1-4429--Dependence to be placed on the half-castes as settlers, 4384, 4416. 4425
- Although in the Unit -d States and Canada the red man has disappeared before the
marci of colonisation, witness believes that if proper measures be taken in regard to the
settiement of the Hudson's Bav Territory, the Indians nay become tiller.; of the soil, and
preserved as a distinct people, 4385 -4420--Destruction of the Indian if the country be
thrown open, and spirits introduced, 4403-4408. 4419, 4420.

Explanation as to the opposition of the Company to the formation of a misçionary
settlemnent ut Headîogley, 443t-4 433--Though an increase of population would cause

increased
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Report, 1857-contitnued.

Anderson, Right Rev. David, D.D. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
increased expense of government, it would also increase the means of government, 4434-
4440---Witness bas not heard of any attempt by the Company to establish a settienent
near the Rapids, 4441.

Annexation to Canada. See Canada, 2. 4. 9. 10. Colonisation and Settlement, 6.
Legislation. Red River Settlement, 9. 10.

Artisans. Want of artisans at Red River, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4369.

Assiniboia. See Red Re.r Settlement.

Assiniboine River. Good land along the banks of the Assiniboine River, Sir G. Simpson
888-890.

Athabasca Lake. Cultivation of potatoes, but not of cereals, at Lake Athabasca, Lefroy
246- Character of the country, after crossing the mountains fron the west, tirom
Jasper's Hou>e, down the Athabasca River, and to Slave Lake, Miles 4677-4679.

See also Colonisation and Settlement, 2.

B.

Back, Rear-Admiral Sir George, F.I.S., D.C.L. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Ha; been
on three different expeditions in the Hudson's Bay territory, occupying about nine vears
altogether; was last there in 183.5; 3440-3443---Detcriptionî generally of the ioutes
taken by witness on each of thteset expeditions, 3444-3456- Manner in which the
exped·tions were suppliedl with food; grent assistance affurded hereon by the Hudson's
Bay Company, 34,57. 3492, 3493. 3527-3529.

Te travelling vas all by water. in canoes or boats, 3458-3461-The winter months
were spent in nnking scientific observations and procuring food, travelling being then
inpracticable, 3462, 3463. 3470. 34 89-3492- Number and class of nien composing
the several expeditions, 3 4 64 - 466--No trouble uvas experienced from the Indians,
34 67 -3469--Exceeding coldness of the climate at Fort Reliance ; the soit as well as
the climate renclered cultivation impracticable, 3471-3477- 3499-3501---Sight extent
of cultivation at Cumberland House in 1820 ; 3479.

The route to Red River, &c. by Fort York is less difficult thim the Fort William or
any other route, 3480-3486--Great kindness of the Company and their servants to
the Indians wheu in distress; instances of this, 3487. 3496. 3513-3516. 3549-3556
- Unfitnes4 generally of the teriitory for colonisation, 348S- Instances of distress
and mortality of the Indians fron want of food, 3496-3498. 3508, 3509. 3524, 3525. 3536-
3539- Unsuiitableness of the soi, at Fort York for cultivation, 3502-35505-Few
casualties during the second and tlird expedition ; on the firsi expedition more than half the
men died froi want of food and clothing, 3506-3508.

Slight effect of civilisation upon the IndianQ, 3.510,3511--Good feeling ofthe Indians
towards the Company, 3514--'he servants of the North-west Conipany acted very
kindly iowards the first expedition, 3515-Better position ofthe indians under the Com-
pany's rule, ihough less indcpendent since the use of fire-arms and ammunition, 3517-
3523- -Further evidence as to the climate at Fort Reliance and othr of the more iorth-
ern points, 3531-3535. 3540-3548-On all occasions the exped;iions in which witness
was engaged received every kîndness from the Hudson's Bay Comnpany, 3557.

.Bach, Sir George. Better opportunities of witness than of Sir George Back for observing
the characier of the country, King 5650-5652.

Banking Accommodation. There is no bank at Red Rivp;, but the settlers have agents in
England, Sir G. Simpson 1995, 1996.

Baring Island, gc. Character of the soil and clinate of Batiks or Baring Island, and of
Wollaston and Victoria's lands, Rae 396-402.

Barley. Cultivation of barlev at Lake La Crosse, a little to the north of Cumberland
House, Lefroy 246-Fort~Simpson is the most norihern point at which barley is grown,
ib. 24 7 -Mention of several northerly points at which barley is grown, Rae 391.

Barter. Sec Fur Trade, 5. Trading Supplies.

Basquia River. Success comparatively, of the cultivaîion, ai carried on by civilibed Indians,
at a place called the Pas, or rather the Basquia River, Lefroy 171-180. 246.

Beads. Beads are not now traded with the Indians, but are given as gratuitics, Sir G.
Simpson 1624-1629.

BillsofExchange. Goods >upplied by the Company are paid for half-yearly by bills of
exchange; per-centage charged by the Company on these bills, Corbett 2784-2790.
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Bishop cf Rupert's Land. Witness has been Bishop of Rupert's Land for eight yeaTs;
Right Rev. -Dr. Anderson 4231--Has travelled considerable distances from Red River;
bas twice visited every misionl station, ib. 4234. 4250- The total .income of witness is
abç ut 6801. a year, dlerived partly fromi a beqiuest of the late Mr. Leith and partly by a
paiyment of 300/. a year undertaken by the Company, for a chaplaincy; the latter sum
cannot be disturbed at the option of the Company, ib. 4238-4246.

Witness :efers to and delivers in a inemorial recently sent by himi to the Hudson's Bay
Company, contuining sundry suggestions regarding the ,ettlement of-the territory,'.and
the advaincemiient of ediicationî and civilisation, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4*274-4279,

Explanation as to the nature of the obligation by which the Company pay 3ool. a
vear to the Bishop of Rupert's Land, Maynard 4447-445o--Testiinony to the exertions
Lf the Bishop of Rupert's Land in the cause of education, Caldwell 5525, 5526.

See also Anderson, Right .Rev. David, D.D.

Blackfeet Indians. The Blackfeet Indians, on the Upper Saskatchewan, are vvry warlike,
Lefroy 303-305. 316, 317.

Blan.shard, Richard. (Analysis of bis Evidence.)-Left England for Vancouver's Island
in 1849, as the first governor of the islanid, and remained tiiere nearly two year*, 5097-
5103-Was appointedi by the Crown, and was altogether independent of any control
on the part of the Hudson's Bay Company, 51oo. 5 1o4-The grant of the island to the
Company was made in 1848; 5102.

Fituess of the island for an English settIement, 51 o5--The climate is very good and
temperate, aid is not subject to such ext reines as that of England, 5105. 5277-583-
A large portin of the soil is very fertile, 5105. 5303, 5304---There is a great deal of
tiber, prcipally pine; ilbis, as regard, colonisation, vi ould be an advantage rather than
an obstruciion, 5106-5110. 5291-5302--The country about Fraser's River, on the
mainland, was spoken of as extremely fertile, 5112, 5113.

When witness left the island there were about thirty independent settlers, 5114-5116.
5 265- 5 268---The Indians subsist chiefjy by fishinu, and are a very degraded race,
5117-51-20. .5251-526o---Coal had been discovered only in small quantities whilst
Witn-SS was thete, 5121--The non-sttlement of the island is mainly attributable to
the testrictions upon the acquisition of land ; particulars hereon, 5122-5142. 5172-5177
-- Statt ment as to the Company having claimed as their own a district of about ten
square miles round Fort Victoria, 5134-5146. 5284-5287.

Witness rectived no salary either froi the Company c the Government, 5148, 5149.
5156, 5 157- Expectations which induced hlim to accept the appointment, 5149. 5160,
5i6--Satenient as ta his having been promised i,ooo acres of land by the governor
of the Company, which promise was subsequently evaded, 5149-5155---Considerable
expense incurred by witiess m the imatter, 5158, 5159. 5162.

Fligh prices demandetd by the Company for th<ir stores, more especially in the case of
settlers, 5 162-5167- Doubt whether the Californian gold fields operated as a bar to
settlemnuent, 5168, 5169- Difficulty as re gards freight, which prevented witness from
obtaining supplies fromt Englanid, 5178, 5179-- Qî,aifications of witness for the office of
governor, 5180-5182. 5207, 5208-He hail veiy little to do except Io settle disputes
between the Company's ufficers and their servagts, 5183-5191.

The island was but little moie than a trading post, 5192-519.5--The interests of the
Conpany were opposed to coloniation, 5196, 5197- The Incians were veîy kindly
treated by the Compaîny, 5198. 5234, 5235. 5244- Instance of murder by some
Indianis; how deait with, 5199, 5200. 5231-5233- Reasons vhy witness resigned the
governorship, 5201-Mode of appontment of Mr. Douglas as his successor, 5202,
5203-System of administration of justice, 5204-5209.

Particulars as to a dispite between witness and Mr. Douglas about the register of a
ship, 5210-523---Assistance rather thun obstruction to colonisation, so fàr as the
Igdians are concerned, 526-524 9-A- in the United States so in Vancouver's Island,
the red mian would soon disappear before the march of civilisation, 5239-5243- Very
little produce was raised in *the island duîing witness's residence, 5262-5264- Memorial
presentd to witness by the settlers relative to the aîppointnent of a council on his retire-
ment,.5269--Origin of the settilemeit of Oregon advert ed to, 5270-5274-Ample
opportunities of Mr. Cooper for acquriiig iinforîiation upoi the state of the island, and
upon its administration, 5275, 5276-Excellence of Esquimault Harbour, 5288. 5306-
5312.

As re2ards the Puget Sound Company, its affairs were so iuch identified with ihose
of the RIudson's Bay Company that witness could never distmnguish between hie two,
5 29 9 , 5290. 5313, 5314. 5342-5357- Coniment ou the manner in which Captain
Langford wus receivel und treated by the Huîdson's Bay Comnpany on his arrival in the
islauid ; nature of his connexion with til-- Puget Soundi Cumpany, 5314-5344-Im-
pression that Mr. Douglas acted as manager for the Puget Sound Company, 5340-5346

-- Witness

B E A
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Blanshard, Richard, (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
-- Witness îunderstood that any settlers and labourers were introduced by the Hudson's

Bay Company, though in fact they may have been sent by the Puget Sound Company,
5347-5357.

BOUNDA RIES:

1. More clear Definition recommended; hoto far Important.
2. Line of Boundary proposed on the part of Canada.

1. More clear Definition recommended ; howfar Important:
A clear definition of wlat the legal boundaries of Canada and of the Hudson's Bay

territories really are is very important, Ross 23-27; Hon-. W. H. Draper 4059. 4105,
41o6- Practical inconvenience as regards the administration of justice, &c., has not
hitherto occurred, through the undefined character of the Canadian bouindaries,
Hon. W. H. Draper 4099-4101. 4146.

Undue importance attached to the question oF boundary, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5834.
2. Line of' Boundary proposed on the part of Canada:

Proposition that tbe exclusive rights and powers of the Hudson's Bay Company, and,
at the same titme, of Canada, be removed further north, and that the line of boundary be
that pioposed by the Conpany themselves in 1750; this line explained, Hon. W. H.
Draper 4 o8- 4 o6-The line shouild be in the parallel of Norway House, transferring
to Canada the territory to the south, ib. 4090-4094.

See also Canada, 6. 7. 8. Territorial Rights.

Bridges. Reason for no bridge having been built at Red River, though at St. PauPs
a bridge may have been made, Sir G. Simpson 198î-1988---Many of the smaller
streams in the settlement have been bridged over, ib. 1989.

Bufaloes. Check to the habits of industry in the Red River settlement, in consequence of
the tendency to hunt the swarms of bufaloes in the neighbourhood, Lefroy 199, 200-
The buffaloes ,warm to the north and sout h of the Saskatchewan, and are not diminishing
in number, iM. 199-201. 331--The buffaloes are in better condition in summer than in
winter, ib. 363, 36 4 -The buffalo is only to be found in the prairie country, Right
Rev. Dr. Anderson 4330-4332.

C.

Caldcell, Lieutenant-Colonel William. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Went out to the Red
River in June 1848, a commander of a pensioner corps, and as goverinor of Assiniboia;
returned in October 1855; 5358, 5359 -- Was appointed by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, 5360- His functions were judicial and legislative, 5361. 5410-5414.

Tranquil condition of Red River settleinent in 185,5; 5362-Large proportion of
half-breeds in the seftlement, 5363-Troublesone conduct of the half-breeds when
wi:ness arrived ; they require a stringent mode of government, 5364. 5372-Means of
livelihood of the half-breeds, 5365-568--Considerable distance generally of the fur
trading posts froni Red River, 5369-5371.

Inmprobability of increased seulement about Red River on account of its rernoteness
and the diffculty of access, 5373-5392--Great difficulties of the route from York Fac-
tory to Red River, as travelled by witness and his family wlien going and returningZ, 5376.
5615-5623- Particulars as to the enrolled pensioners, partly settlers and partly troops,
with whom witness went out; some of them are still there, 5394-54o6. 5564, 5565--
Promise of free grants of land under whicl the pensioners agreed to go out as emigrants,
5407-5409. 5556.

As head of the legislative and judicial bodies, witness was assisted by a council and
recorder, 541-5414---Mr. Adam Thorn was the recorder for somte time during wit-
ness's governorship; lie had been in office since 1839; 5413. 5423, 5 4 24 --- Way in
which the legislative council was composed and elected, 54 15-5422---Subsequentlv to
1849 Mr. Thorn did not art as recorder; but in 1852 he was appointed cleik of the court,
and filled that office for two years, 5424. 5429-5435. 5440, 5441. 5500-5502. 5505--
Strong public dissatisfaction with Mr. Thorn'sjudgments as recorder, 5425-5428. 56oo-
5604.

During Mr. Thorn's absence, subsequently to 1849, witness was sole administrator of
justice (save that there was a jury), and adopted very much the plan used in military
courts, 5437-5439. 5503, 5504-Particulars relative to the case of Foss v. Pelly;
interference of* Mr. Thori therein; grounds for the conclusion that substantial justice was
not done, 5442-556--Reason wiiy witn,s did not act as bona fide judge in the case,
notwithstanding Mr. Thorn's prcsence, 5484-5496. 5500-5502.
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Caldwell, Lieutenant-Colonel Wtiliam. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
Explanation as to witness having received inforimation from London that he had juris-

diction in civil cases whicii, lke that of Foss v. Pelly, involved damages of more than
00 2.; 5507-5516. 5.591, 5592--Instance<4 of trial at Red River of cases of a capital

nature, 5517-5519---Pre ou-,y to the Invêstigations of the present Committee, witness
vas not aware that capital cases should be referred to) the courts in Canada, 5520-5524.

Gteit improvement of the seulement whilst witness was there, 5525. 552 7- Testi-
mony to the exertions of the Bishop of Rupert's Land in the .ause of education, 5525,
5526- Considerable excitenient in the col..ny. more especially in 1849, on account ot
the company's moiopoly of trade on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the attempts
of the half-breeds to cairy on an illicit trade, 5528-5552. 5593-5599.

The pensioners in charge -if witness relieved the garri<usn at Red River, .5553-.5555-
It was found, on the arrival of the pensioners, that the Company had not suticient cul-
tivable land to give then, and so, Io prevent dissatisfaction, they were conpensated in
sums of money, 5557-5563--Swalpy character of the country about Red River, 5562,
5563--Capbility ot cultivation suflicient to support a considerable population, 5566.

Theiintere*sts of the company, as monopolists in tr.,de, are oppcsed to colonisation,5568.
5631.---For the last vear or tno the Companv have been more stringent in their regu-
lations about the sale of lDnd, 5568. 5572---Nature of the demand for land,5569-5571
-God social position of some of the lalf-breeds, 5573, 55 74-Devoted character
of the missionaries, 5575, 5576---Excellent effect of Ctiristianity and settlement upon
the Indians, 5577-55m3- Differenit localities for the Protestants and the Roman
catholics of the clhristianised Indians,.558i.

Objection raised by the Governor of Rupert's Land to the formation of an Indian settle-
ment at the Rapids,5585. 5587--Non-discouragement of Indian settlements in Assini-
boia when witniess was governor, 5586--Information relative to Peguis, chief of the
Saltaux indians, who has lately sent i petition to the House of Comnmons, 5589-5591
-- Price given by the Company to the Indians for pemmifican,5606, 5607- Witness
knows nothng of the Company's fur tariff, but believes tiat, on account of the compe-
tition at Pembita, fair puices vere given, 5608-56 t--Since 1849 the illicit trade lias
been on the increase, 56 11-5614.

There are thirty-three portages on the route from Fort York to Red River, 5621-
Considerable expense of removing tle obstructions to the navigation, 5622, 5623--
Advaniitage if the occasional floods could be prevented by removing the obstructions and
impiovinig the outfalls, 5 62 4 - 5 63 0-With regard to the effect of the Conpany's rule
upon the Indians, the monopoly tends to their preservation, 5631.

Cameron, Mr. Exception taken to the appointment of Mr. Cameron as chief judge in
Vancouver's Island; he was not educatei for the law, and is not qualified for bis office,
Cooper 3578, 3579. 3611-3632. 3664-3760---.Salary of Mr. Cameron, ib. 3622, 3623.

Furthér evidence as to the appointment of Mr. Cameron; strong complaints made at
the time against the appointment, Cooper 3843-3851.

CANADA:
1. Representation of the Government of Canada before the Commitiee.
2. General Feeling in Canada relative to the Hudson's Bay Territory.
3. ln:estigation by a Select Committee qf the Canadian Legislature.
4. Evidence in favour of the Annexation of certain Portions of the Hudson's

Bay Tcrritory Io Canada, and of their jSettlement and Administration
by that Country.

5. Extent of Land in Canada available for Settlement.
6. Territorial Claim of Canada in regard ta the Iludson's Bay Territory.
7. Boundaries of Canada as defined by the Act 14 Geo. 3, c. 83.
8. Proposed Reference of the 'Question of Boundary to the Judicial Com-

mittee of the Privy Council.
9. Objections to the proposed Administration by Canada of certain Portions

of the f-idson's Bay Territory.
10. Viewes of the Committee infavour of Annexation, conditionally, to Canada.

1. Representation of the Government of Canada before the Conmittee :
Witness is Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas of Upper Canada, Hon. W.

B. Draper 4038, 4039- lias been i continuai resident in Canada since 1820, during
which period lie lias filled the highest legal offices in Upper Canada, ib. 4039-4041-
Has been instructed by the Government of Canada to watch the investigations being
made by the Commtnittee, and generally to press upon the Governnent of this country the
rights and interests of Canada relative to the territories under the rule of the fludson's
Bay Company, ib. 4 o4 2- 4 o53 -- Will obtain from Canada, and lay before the Corn-
mittee, a copy of the minute in council, requesting his presence in this country on bebalf
of the interests of Canada, ib. 4225, 4226.

Witness bas resided in different parts of Canada for the last sixteen years, Roche 4451,
4452-IS fourth clerk in the Provincial Secretary's department, ib. 4453-4455---

Instructions
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CANADA-continued.
1. Representation of the Government of Canada before the Committee-continued.

Instructions fron the Canadian Government under which witness has come to this
country in connexion with the mission of Chief Justice Draper, Roche 4456, 4457-
Authority and object of the colonial legislature in directing the inquiry referred to, ib. 4565.

Letter froinm E. A. Meredirh to Chief Justice Draper, dated Secretiry's Office, Toronto,
Qoth February 18.57, relative to the steps to be taken by him in this country as represent-
in. the interests of Canada, App. p. 436.

2. General Feeling in Canada relative to the Hudson's Bay Territory:
Feeling in Canada, that the control of the Hudson's Bay Company prcvents the

extension of seulement and civilisation, Rosst io- Within the last year a rgular
dissension has risen up in Canada, upon tue questiou of opening up the territory,
ib. Io. 16.

There was no desire in Canada ten ytars ago for the annexation of the Red River
Colony, Crofton 3336-3338.

The affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company have of late attracted growing attention in
Canada, Bon. W. H. Draper 4147, 4148- Adverse feeling of Canada towards the
government of the Company, Roche 4472. 4509, 4510-Genera feeling throughout
Canada that the territory belongs to that country, or should be annexed to it, ib. 4472-
4496.

Belief that among the Canadian people generally there is not any great agitation
against the exclusive rights of the Company, Right Hon. E. Ellice 6054, 6o5--The
expectation by certain parties of a participation in the fur trade, is at the bottom of the
agitation in Canada, ib. 6055.

i eference by the Comumittee to the growing desire in Canada that means of extension
and regular settlement should be afforded over a portion of the territory, RLep. p. iii.

3. Investigation by a Select Comittee of the Canadian Legislature:
Circumstance of there being ait official inquiry now going on in Canada in regard to

the availableness of the Hud-on's Bay Territory for the formation of communication; and
setlenents, Hon. W. H. Draper 4 21o-4214---Reference to the select committee now
sitting iii Canada for inquiry, among other things, into the validity of the Company's
charter, Roche 4 558-4561- The Commîittee ·will soon make iheir report, ib.

Copy of the First Rerort of the Select Committee of the Canadian Parlianient, coin-
prising the evidence of Messrs. Gladman, Dawson, and M'Donell, App. P. 385-402.

Considerable weight attached by the Committee to the evidence laid befoie them,
which was taken before a committee of the Legislative Assembly, Rep. p. iii.

4. Evidence infavour of the Annexation of certain Portions of the Hudson's Bay
Territory to Canada, and of their Setlement and Administration by that
Country :

Suggestion that so fast as the Canadian Goverrnent might wish to open up any part
of the territory for settlement, they should give notice thereof to the Company, who
should within a certain period surrender the territory indicated, Ross 11. 55. 59-
Illustration of the difficulty n hich would probably ai tend a system of settlement by the
Canadian Government similar to the system under the Ordinance f 1783, ib. 56-6-
With proper means of communication the Canadian Government could extend its system
of administration not only to the Red River, but to any other settlement that may be
foimed, b. 63, 64. 124-126.

Practicability and advantage of vesting in the Canadian Government the administra-
tion of the Hudson's Bay Territories east of the Rocky Mountains; suggestions hereon,
Isbister 2436 et seg- 2525 et seg.-Evidence in favour of annexing all Rupert's Land
to the Government of Canada, ib. 2436 et seq. 2525 etseq.-A custom-house or a smal
garrison at Red River, would keep the whole country under control, ib. 2441-2445--
Approval of gradual annexation to Canada, accordingly as any portion of the territory
miiay be fit for settlement, ib. 24 46- -Great importance of aggregating the territory to
Canada, with a view to the ftir trade taking the route of Lake Winnipeg and Lake
Superior, rather than the unnatural route uf Hudson's Bay, ib. 2528-2549. 2629, 2630.

Enumeration of three points in which the inquiry befoie the Committee affects the
inte:ests of Canada, Hon. W. H. Draper 4055--Proposition that Canada should have
a free right to explore and survey the Company's territories, in order tu asceriain the
capabilities of the country, ib. 4060. 4 073- Also to open communication roads, by
putting settlers au each side of them with free grants, ib. 4 o6o- Albo to lay out town-
ships, and to incorporate them with the province as soon as they w'ere settled, ib. 4o6o
et se.-Also that the right of survey and settlement by Canada extend onily to the
Rocky Mouttains, ib. 4060, 4061. 4104.
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CAv NVAIA-continued.
4. Evidence in favour of Annexation of Portions of Territory, &c.-continued.

Inabdiity of Canada at the present moment efliciently to govern the vast extent of
country east of the ýRocky Mountains, Hon. W. H. Draper 4062. 4o64- Surveys and
communications miust first be made, ib. 4062-4064-If there be an intuperable barrier
to communication between Canada and the Red River, &c., an annexation ofrthe latter
to the former could not be contended fbr, ib. 4065. 4077.

Evidence in favour of the Red River Settlement, &c., being in tine governed as an
integral part of Canada rather than as a separate British colony. Hon. W. H. Draper
4065-4 7 6-Ad interim form of governiment, which rmiglit L. ýt-!pted at the Red
River Settlement, until the representatives of the countrv could attend the Canadian
legislature, ib. 4066. 4070-4072. 41C9, 4170- Willingness of Canada to undertake
the expene of survey and seulement, if allowed to aniiex the settled districts, ib. 4073.
4077.

Rfterence to a report by the Commissionerof Crown Lands in Canada, which has been
presented to the Provincial Parliaient, and which contemplates a settlement by Canada
of the prairies of the Saskatchentan and Red River, Roche 4476-4484---Although
Canada eaims the teri itory up to the Pacifie, iheir main object is a seulement of the
country, more especially as far as the Rocky Mountains, ib. 4486-4497.

5. Extent of Land in Canada available for Seulement:
Greater advantages in cultivating the unsettled lands of Canada than the most favour-

able land in Hudsonà's Bay territory, Lefroy igo-Canada has now but little land
between the three great lakes for disposal to settlers, Hon. W. H. Draper 4067. 4198-
Immense area of land in the northern part of Canada whici is still niosettled, though
the more available land is speedily being absorbed, ib. 4196-4198- Disposal already of

-the greater part of tbe available land in the western parts of Canada; hence tle desire
to settle the prairie country of the Hudson's Bay territory, Roche 4484, 4485. 4498-
4506.

- 6. Territorial Claim of Canada in regard ro the Hudson's Bay Territory:
Circumstance of Canada having laid claim ta the Hudson's Bay territories; grounds

on which founded, Isbister 2410, 2411. 2423, 2424.
With regard to the claim of the Hudson's Bay Company to the legal posses,ion of all

lands drained by any streamis, no matter how renote their sources mav be, which flow
'into the iudson's Bay Straits or Huds'.n's Bay, witness disputes the 'validity of such

clani, and delivers in a paper (dpp. P. 378-380) in support of his view of the subject,
Bon. W. B. Draper 4o5 6- 4 o5 8-This paper cumprises extracts from documents ema-
nating frmni the Comti pany theinselves, and represents everything which may be considered
as favourable to the Company, ib. 4 056--Two definitions by Act of the boundaries
of Canada, ib. 4097, 4o8--The Canadian Government claim the country up to the
.Pacific, ib. 4103.

Witness has been preparing evidence as to the title of Canada to the territory, but
declines to lay the saine before the Committee, Hon. W. H. Draper 4120, 4121-
Reference to a tract of' land near to the American frontier, which, though not included
in Rupert's Land, is under the administration of the Company; Canada exercising no
jurisdiction therein, ib. 4 130- 4 13 3- 'rhe Mississippi River is the only western boundary
given to Canada in doruments emanating from the Crown, ib. 4133-4135-

Letter from Mr. Chief Justice Draper to i he Secretary of State for the Colonies, dated
6 May 1857 and memorandum enclosed therein, relative to the claim, put forth by the
Governnent of Canada, App. p. 374-378.

Paper deliv<red in by Mr. ( 1 ief Justice Draper on 28 May 1857, relative to Canadian
iboundaries, ApP. P. 378-380.

Statements ai inade respectively by Messrs. M'Donell and Dawsoni before the select
commnîittee iii Canada, relative to the boundaries of Cdnada and of the Hudson's Bay
Ters itory, APP. P. 386, 387. 395-399- Statement hy Mr. Dawon that the districts
of the Saskatchewan and Red River belong to Canada, ib. 395-399.

7. Bouindaiies of Canada as 'efined by the Act 14 Geo. 3, c. 83:
As regards the boundaries between ihe Hudson's Bay territory and Caniada, the Act

14 Geo. 3, c. 83, clat ly delines the limuits of the latter, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5833, 5834.
8. Proposed Reference of the Question of Boundary to the Judicial Conmittee of

the Privy Council:
Evidence in support of a suggestion made by witness in a letter ta the Colonial

•Secretary on the 6ih May, that the question of bounîdary between the province of Canada
and the territor7 of the Hudson's Bay Company be referred to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Counîcil, Hon. W. H. Draper 4107-4109. 4116-4124- Witness lis
express instructions to retain counsel to represent the province, and has, he conceives, a

discretionary
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8. Proposed Reference of the Question of Boundary, &c.-continued.

discretionary power to take the initiative beforethe Judicial Committee of Privy Couricil,
but looks rather to the Crown to procure the reference and the decision, Bon. W. H.
Draper, 4122- 4 124-Willingness of Canada to abide by the decision of the Committee.
of Privy Council, ib. 4176, 4177.

Opinion of the Attorney-general and Solicitor-general that the important question of
the boundaries of the Hudson's Bay Territories might with great utihty, as between the
Company and Canada, be ieferred under certain conditions to a Committee of the- Privy
Council, App.p. 404.

Letter fioni the Right Hon. H. Laboueliere to the chairman of the Hudson's Bay
Company, dated 15 July 1857, enclosing a passage from a statement by the law officers
of the Crown, with regard io a reference of the question of boundary to the Judicial
Committee of' the Privy Cotncil, App. p. 404, 405.

Letter in reply, dated 18 July 1857, stating that the Directors of the Company are
prepared to recommend to the shareholders the course suggested by the legal advisers of
the Crown, App. p. 405, 406.

9. Objections to the proposed Administration by Canada of certain Portions of the
Hudson's Bay Territory:

Obstacles to the administration or governme-nt by Canada of the Hudson's Bay Terri-
toiies, Sir J. Richardson 2943-2945. 2956-2961-Anticipated interruption ta the
present peaceful state of the country if it vere annexed to Canada, and the fur trade
thrown open, ib. 2945. 2960, 2961 - Provided means be taken to preserve order, and
to preventthe abuse of spirituous liquors, there would be no objection to attach to Canada
the Red River, orany other district available for settlement, ib. 2956-2961.

Great difficulties and expense which would attend the governmîent by Canada of the
Red River Territory, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5838-5845--Advantage of the country, in-
cluding the Red River Settlement, b2ing, at least for borne time to comle, governed by
the Company rather than by Canada, ib. 5836-5841.

10. Views of the Committee in favour of Annexation, conditionally, :o Canada:
The Committee consider ihat it is essential to meet the just and reasonable wishes of

Canada, to be enabled to annex to lier teiritory such portion of the land in her neigh--
bour hood as may be available to her for the purposes ot settlement, with which lands she
is willingr to open and maintain communications, ard for which she will provide the means
of local administration, Rep. p. iii, iv.

See also Boundaries. Colonisation and Settlenent. Fur Trade, 12. 13. Indians,
6. 8. Legislation. Red River Settlement, 3. 9. 10. Spirituous Liquors, 3.
Vancoughnet, Mr.

Canadian Frontier. The Hudson's Bay territory on the frontier of Canada is particularly
ill-adapted for setlement, Ross 18 ; Lefroy 166.

Canal Communication. Question as to the advantages and practicability of canal com-
munication between Lake Superior and Rainy Lake, Sir J. Richardson 3150-3158.

Cannibalism. See Indians, 2.

Canoe Communication. The route by Fort William to Late Winnipeg is all canoe work;
it bas not be-n improved of late years, Sir J. Richardson 3o53-3o58--Great expense
of canoe communication, ib. 3059, 3060.

See also Navigation of the Lakes and Rivers.

Capital. The ctipital stock of the Company now stands at half a million ; particulars
hereon, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5802. 5899-5902-lI 1821 the capital of the united
cortpanies, that is of the North-west and Hudson's Bay Companies, was 400,000 /.; how
made up, ib. 5802. 59 7 3-5976-Tlhe increase of 100,000 l. since the union of the com-
panies was partly or entirely effected by the addition of undivided profits, ib. 5802. 5900-
5902. 597 7 -5984- Besides the capital un which dividends are paid, the Company
hold large dposits, nhich they employ in the samie way as bankers do, ib. 5899. 5989-
5991-Witness considers that the Coinmittee can have nothing to do with the details
of capital or of profits of the Company, ib. 5899. 5956. 6004-6007.
* Further evidence relative to the capital stock of the Company, and the augmenta-
tions therein froni time to time; witniess cannot go into details hereon before his con-
nexion with the company in 1821, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5 961- 5 9 84- Propriety of the
Company declining to supply a staternent of the amount of stock standing in the names
of the varicus shaieholders; it is an unusual request on the part of the Commiittee, or
ote of its members, ib. 6004-6oo9-Not much of the capital stock is now held in
Cannda, ib. 6047.
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Capital-continued.
Particulars of the capital of the Company on i June 1856; total of 1,265,067 L. i g s. 4 d.

from all sources, App. p. 44g.
Market prices of stock, ex dividend,in Januaryand July in the years 1847-56, App. p.

449- Of 268 proprietors in July 1856, 196 have purchased their stock at froml 220 to
240 per cent., ib.

Carriage of Goods. Goods might be conveyed between Fort William and Red River for
about i o L. a ton, Kernagihan 2138-2141.-- See also Freights.

Cati/e. Domestic cattle and hcrses are to be found at some of the Companv's forts in the
interior, Lefroy 361, 362--Cattle can be fed in the country, and can live through the
winter, Corbett 2730-2733.

Census. The Conapany have made attempts fron time to tine in former years to take a
census, but the papers are not in this country, Sir G. Simpson 1474-1482--The census
or est imate of Colonel Lefroy was made in 1843, and that of Major Wangh in 1845, ib.
1484--Reference to the census as made by the Company every five or six years,
Crofton 3322-3325. 3431-3434.

Chancellor, - . Circumstance of a person named Chancellor having cone from California
to Vancouver's Island to make inquiries about land, and having been unable to obtain
the required information, Blanchard 5129-5131. 5172-5174.

Charter of Ivorporation. The Company are incorporated under a charter, Right Hon. E.
.Elice 582·--Right of self-government given by the charter, ib. 5825.

Copy of the Royal Charter for incorporating the Hudson's Bay Company granted by
his Makjesty Kin- Charles the Second in 1670, App. p. 4o8-414- Crown giant to the
company, dated 30th May 1838, of the exclusive trade with the Indians in certain parts
of N1orth America for a further term of twenty-one years, ib. 4 14 - 4 16--Copies or
exti acts of the correspondence which took place at the last reinewal of the charter beiween
the Government and the Company, or of individuals on belalf of the Cumpany; also, the
dates ofall former charters or grants to the Company, ib. 417-434.

Doubt as to how far the chartered rights claimed by the Company may prove an
obtacle to the carying out of the objects which the Cominittee thinik it desirable to attain,
Rep. p. iv.

Cherohee Indians. Successful colonisation by Indians shown in the case of ihe Cherokees
in the United States, Rae 666-669; Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4399, 4400. 4418.

Chicago. Reference to Chicago as having a rapidly increasing population of about i1o,ooo,
Keriaghan 2189-2191.

Chipcwyan Indians. Some Chipewyan Indians in the far noi th do not come into communi-
cation with the Europeans, Lefroy 34 0- The Chipewyans and the more northern tribes
are increasing, King 5677. 5683-'lhe Chipewyan races have always steadily refused
to take spirits, ib. 5692-5694.

Chippewas Indians. The Chippewas in Minnesota are said to be increasing, Roche 4520
- The Chippewas were some year3 ago almost a settle-l people, and were independent
of ihe fur trade, King 5677.

Christianity. From 8,ooo to io,ooo Indians are more or les's influenced by Christianity
and P otestantism, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4248. 4256- Exclusive of pure Europeans,
these are not more than 14,000 or 16,ooo Christians of all sects of Indian origin in
Rupert's Land, ib. 4282-4290.

Excellent effect of Christianty and settleittent upon the Indians, Caldwell 5577-5583
- Different localities for the Protestants and Roman Catholics of the christianised
Indians, ib. 5581.

Church Zissionary Society. Eleven English clergymen in the Company's territories besides
witness, end three native clergymen, are provided and paid by the Church Missionary
Society, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4236. 4249- Considerable amount of good effecteil
bv the operations of the Church Missionary Society, both in a social and a religious point
of view, ib. 4247, 4248. 4251. 4255, 4256. 4262-4273. 4296-4299-Satement
delivered in, dated Church Missionary House, 4 June 1857, respecting the operation of

lt society in North-west America, ib. 4249--Sttistics as to the stations, the mis-
sionaries and assistants, the communicants and the scholars, ib.- Comparative expen-
diture of the society during each of the ten years frorm 1847-48 to 1856-57, ib.-In
1847-48 the expenditure vas 1,9101 .; and in 1856-57, 5,672 1., ib.

See also AMissionaries and Missionary Settlements.

(%urches
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Churches. The company are building a church at Moose and another at York, Right Rev.
.Dr. Anderson 4343, 4344.

See also Grand Rapids District.

Civil Law and Jurisdiction. See Administration of Justice. .Foss v. Pelly.
Jurisdiction.

Civilisation. See Christianity. Church Missionary Society. Colonisation and
Seulement. Education. Indians, a. .Misionaries and Missionary Societies.
Religious Instruction.

Climate. Uncertainty and intensity of the climate adverted to, as being very unfavourable
to agricultural cultivation, Lefroy 167. 182-189. 221. 253. 265-302--There has
not been, and there is not likely to be, any amelioration of the climate in the Company's
territories, or in Canada, in consequence of settlement and improved cultivation, ib. 189.
220-.28. 240-242-Reference to parts of the territory as being permanently frozen
unde:-ground, and as thus rendering the production of cereals exceedingly uncertain,
ib. 27 4 -281--Milder character of the climate accordin-- as the country is nearer to the
Pacific, ib. 249. 265-2 73--Lenuth of the winter at St. Petersburgh adverted to in com-
parison with the winter in parts of the Hudson's Bay territories, ib. 259-264.

Effect of the constant ice in Hudson's Bay in preventing any mitigation of the climate
by clearance of the woody country, Rae 395-)ifference between the climate of the
Orkneys and of York on Hudson's Bay, ib. 4 34 -438---Length of the winter in the dis-
trict south of Lake Winnipe.g, ib. 439-443---Less rigorous character of the clmate in
the lands to the west as well as to the south, Sir G. Simpson 74 3-7 4 6--Doubt as to
cli mate being niitigated by settlement and cultivation, ib. 757-759. 828-831.

Remaarks on the circunstance of the subsoil being permanently frozen in the more
norihern parts of the territory; if the thaw be sufficiently deep, the frozen subsoil by no
ineans prevents agriculture or vegetation, Isbister 2640-2649.

Alnost everywhere north of fifty-seven degrees of latitude a portion of the ground is
permanently fiozen, Sir J. Richardson 2921, a922--The tenperature is milder on the
west than on the east of' the Rocky Moujntains, but is less mild than the temperature of
IEurope in similar latitudes, ib. 2922. 2928-2933--Greater depth of frost according as
the timber is cleured and ihe country becomes open, b. 29 23-2925--At Fort Franklin
and the Great Bear Lake the winter may hp gaid to last for tein months, ib. 2926, 2927

Throughout a great part of the country the trees are frozen to the heart, ib. 2934,
*2935- Permanent ice in some of the lakes, ib. 3o8g-Improvehent of' he climate if
the marshes and swamps were drained, ib. 3090, 3091.

During wiiness's expeditions the winter months were spent in making scientific obser-
vations and procuring food, travelling then being iinpiacticable, Sir George Back 3462,
3463. 3470. 3 4 89- 3 4 92--Evidence as to the coldness of the climate at Fort Reliance
and other of the more northera points, ib. 3471-3477. 3499-3501. 3531-3535. 3540-
3548.

Superiority of the climate west of the Rocky Mountains as compared with that mast of
the mouitains, Cooper 3924-3926---Rigou- of the cliniate and failure of the crops in
Lower Canada as well as in the Hudson's Bay territory, lon. W. H. Draper 4201, 4202
- The country has not been suaiciently cleared to produce any amelioration of climate,
Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4321-4325.

Passages in statements laid before the Select Comniittee in Canada, relative to the
clinate of different parts of the territory, App. p. 390, 391. 400, 401.

See also Colonisation and SeUlement, 1, 2. Red River Settlement, 5. Sas-
hatchewan River. Summer Frosts. Vancouver's Island, 13.

Coal. Circumstance of there being a bed of workable coal near Edmonton, one of the more
eastern forts, Lefroy 25 5-257-- With regard to the coal on the Saskatchewan, &c., it is
a tertiary coal, and of very tolerable quality, Isbister 2652-2654----Large and available
supply of coals towards the source of Assiniboine River, Corbett 2715-2718--Inferior
character of the coal on the Saskatchewan and Mackenzie, Sir.!. Richardson 2915, 2916.
3 114-3119- On Parry's Islands, &c. there are some secondary coal formations, ib.
3119-3121.

See also Vancouver's Island, 14.

Cochrane, Archdeacon. Reference to a letter from the Rev. Mr. Taylor, agent of the
Propagation Society, to witness, in which lie speaks of an attempt by the Compainy to
remove Archdeacon Cochrane from Portage-la-Prairie, Corbett 2687-2691.
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Report, 1857-ontinued.

COLONISATION AND SETTLEMENT:

1. Unfitness generally of the Territory for Settlement or Cultivation.
2. Evidence to a contrary Purport.
3. Incompatibility of Colonisation with Monopoly in Trade.
4. Course recommended as regards the Land fit for Settlement.
5. Expediency of Seulement North of the American Frontier.
6. Willingness of the Company to give up any Land requiredfor Settlement.
7. Conditions, as regards Colonisation, in the License of 1838.
8. Recommendations of the Committee with a view to the Advancement of

Colonisation.

1. Unfilness generally of the Territoryifor Seulement or Cultivation:
The country generally fi om Lake Suiperior Lo the Red River is not adapted flor settle-

ment, being brokeni and intersected by swamps to a very great extent, Ross 12. 147--
There is not any part of the territory on the frontier of Canada which is likely to be
occupied, Ross 18 ; Lefroy 166--Impi obability of colonists locating theimeiveb at any
great distance west of Canada in preference t> fixing on attainable points nearer the
settled paris of Canada and the great lines of communication, Ro.ss 75-88. 104-123--
Impression in Canada that the more northe'rn pait of the teritoiy, which is best suited
to tihe fur trade, is the best adapted for settlement, ib. 1o2.

WIiness c-insiders th.it agricultural settlement can make but littie progress in the
territory, Lefroy '63 et seq.---Abseince of any pressure from Canada or the United
States to ,etde n the Company's territory, ib. i 91-193 The trees found on portions
of the territorv do not prove that such portions are fitted for agricultutral purposes, ib.
213-219- Enuneraunn of the points where cultivation is more especially cariied on,
ib. 246--Slight iinducemnent to emigrants io settle at the Red River, &c., ib. 312.

The more northern portion of 'he territory is not capable oiF auricultural cultivation,
save as regards barley, Rae 376, 377. 39---Belief that a self-supporting colony could
not at present exist at Rmny Lrike or other more favourabio districts, ib. 573-576--
Character of the country north of Lake Superior, and between Fort William and Red
Rier ; it is very ill adapted for settlemunt, and is alriost impracticable l'or travelling, iM.
577-601. 604. 608-617. 624-631.

Vitness does not consider tha auy part of the terri:orv is well calculated for settle-
ment, Sir G. Simnpson 71 G et seq.- Uncertainty of the crops throughout the whole of
Rupert.'s Land and at the Red River settlemem, ih. 716-7-23. 727. 82-8o--Natural
obstacles to the support of a coIlony embracing the Red River settlement, and extending
to Lake Winnipeg and Cumberland House, &c. ib. 1420-143I -- Opinion that north of
r'orty-niine degrees there is no land suitable for a colony of any extent, ib. 2059 et seq.

General descîiption of the ciuntry, io the effect that, save in a few places, and to a
slight extent, it is not capable of' cultivation, or fit for settlement, Sir J. Richardson
2898 et seg.--Division of the country east of the Rockv Mountains into three districts,
all more or le-s unfit for cultivaliorn, ib. '2899 -2 93 -The north-castern portion of the
contiment does iotcontain any wood, and will not produce grain under any circunstances,
ib. 29o1i--Util the seuilewt :n of Canada ias advanced tu the Ke.l River, and roads
have been opened, it i, very unlikely that any settlement will take place beyond the Red
River, ib. 2902. 3033.

Tii greater part of the country on the north shore of Lake Superior is rocky and
entirely de'stitute of soil, Sir J. Richardson 2go4-2go6--Between lie west-end of Lake
Superior and Lake Woinnipeg, after passing Dog Lake, tlhe land lias no particular capa-
buitis h>r settlement, ib. 2907, 2908- Largte di'tr-ict along the nor'th side of Lake
Superior and between it and Red River, whi h :rmust be occuipied before settlern will flock
to Red River, ib. 3u33- 3()41--Incesing and populous Americanl settlenients on
Lakes Huroin and Michigan, and thruughout Illinois, aiver:ted to as naiinlv resulting
from team boat and railroad communication, ib. 3060-3072--Sliglt alluvial deposit
left by the floods, b. 3086-3088.

Isolated character of the ¡.lin east of the Rocky Mountains, whiclh prevents its being
colomsed ; Oigregon, Minnewta, and Utah adverted to hereon, Crofton 3274-3283-
Very' slow prgr >s of siettlentcw and civilisation iii the Company's territory ; doubt
whetlher it has inicreasecl at all tor many years, Right Mon. E. Ellice 582:.

2. Evidence to a contrary Purport :
If proper facilities were given by the Hutidson's Bay Coupany the Red River and other

districts wouild be settled iron the Arnerican tcrritorv, Kernaghan 2227-2231. 2237-
2246-Cunsiderable settlement goinr on upon the American nainlrud opposite
Vance uvei's I.land, lion. C. W. W.Fuzwilliam, M.P.2262-2264. 2363-2365---Cultivable
character of the islands between Vancouver's Iblan)d and the mai land, ib. 2341-2346.

Anticipated settlerient by the Canadians of the district between Lake Superior and
Winipeg, il' proper facilities be given, 1sbister 2408, '2409. -2625-6 3 2--With iegard

to
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COLONISATION AND SETTLEMEN -- continued.

2. Evidence to a contrar; p' nrport-continued.
to the climate, barley, oats, and potatoes may be raised, as far north as Fort Norman,
and wheat as far north as the Saskatchewan, Isbister 2562-2572. 2647-2649---A very
large state might he formed and settled south of the Great Bear Lake, b. 2566-2570
-- Practicability of agriculture vherever the limestone secondary formation occurs,
as between the great lakes and the Rocky mountains, ib. 2639. 2654, 2655.

Belief as to the fitness of a reat pirtion of the country for settle ment, Bon. W. .
Draper 4128--Possibility of agriculture and settlement along the' more southern
parallels of the territory; partienlar points udveried to hereon, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson
4294. 4305 et seg. 4356 et seg.--Any settlement from Canada must advance naturally
and very gradtally, M'Laughlin 5089.

Witness travelled through the Hudsons Bay territory from, 1833 to 1836, as su rgeon
and naturalist to the expefiition in search of Sir John ioss, King 5633-5636--Route
taken by the expedition ; it started fron Montreail, and reached thie sea at the esiuary of
the Great Filî River, and retnrn~'cl by the English River to York Factory, ib. 5638-
5640-Information relative to the enormous tract of country bounded on the north by
the Athabasca Lake, and on the south by Cumberland House, which, as regards both
soil and climate, is peculiarly adapted for cultivation, ib. 5641 et se.--Witness did
not travel through the Saskatchewan or Red River districts, but believes they are nuich
less cultivable than the more northern tract south of the Athabasca Lake, ib. 5666-
5672-The district in questi'n is equal to Canada in its fitiess for colonisation,
ib- 5675.
• Passages in statements laid before the Selcet Committee in Canada, relative to the

fitness of various portion, of the territoty for settlement and colonsation, App. p. 389 et
se.- PL 3ages, in statemnents laid before the Select Committee in Canada, relat;ve to
the soil in différent paris of the territory, and its fitness for cultivation, ib. 389-394.
400-402.

3. Incompatibility of Colonisalion with Monopoly in Trade:
Probability of the Company's inerest being opposed to a system of settlement, Rae

64 8-65 4 -- But for the Hudson's Bay Compimy there is no reason why there should
not be on the British shore of Lake Supeîior a sinilar settlement to that of' the Town of
Superior on the Anerican shore of the lake, Kernagnan 2143-2145- Faciîtis for
miiiing operations and settlement on the Ainerican side of Lake Superior, there beng no
such facilities in the British teritory, ib. -217-2221. 2224-2227--Uless the fui ti ade is
thrown open there will not be sufficient inducement to settlers to emigrate, Isbister 2450;
Sir J. Richardson 3129. 3133- Settlement ut the Red River, &c. need not interfere
with the trade; the Indian, there nuight be reimnoved further north, Sir J. Richardson
3132-3134. 3144-3148- Extensive settlement would probably injure the fur trade,
and would require a strong Goeinnent to preserve tranquiillity, ib. 3142, 3143.

Incompatibility of a poverful Company attemptinur to colonise, Cooper 3662-Pro-
bability of the administration of the Huds'n's Bay Company having prevented setilement
fromn Canada, Hon. W. H. Draper 4068, 4o69T-'l'h non-set ement of the territories
goes to prove that settlement is not compatible with the interest of the Cmipany, b.
4126, 41-27-Expense to the Company in supportin settlements like that at'Red
River, ib. 4178, 4179.

Witness does not consider the government of the Company favourable to settleient,
Right Rev. Dr. A nderson 4293-4295. 4349-4355-----The Company oppose settlement as
increa-ing the local expenses of Ied River colonv, ib. 4350-4353. 443-44,40-rToîgh
an increase of population would cause increased expense of governr.ent, it would also
increase the means of goveriinmeit, ib. 4434-4440.

Feelingr in Canada tliat thte monuopolv of' the Company is a bar to settieieni, Roche
4509, 4510--The interests of the COmpany in Vancouvei's Island we're opposed to
colonisation, Blanshard 5196, 5197-The interests of the Company, as monopolists in
trade, are opposed to colonisaiion, Caldwell .5568. 5631-The Company haud not in the
slightest degree developed the resources of the country when witness was theie in
183 3 - 3 6, King 5699.

A fur cnmpany can have very little to do with colonisation, Right Bon. E. El/ice
5 931--The Company cannot undertake to sink capital in coloising impracticable
localities; they have spent laige sumns whrce settlenit vas desirable, ib. 5931-5934- I does not follow that the maintenance of the trade in British North Anierica should
be incompatible witlh coloi.ia tion ; the trade would oily be driven further north, whcre
the best furs aie found, ib. 5941-5949.

4. Course recommended as regards the Land fit for Settlement:
Necessity of the Company gelinquishing their hunting iights over any part of the

territory w hicli may be required for settling or for the railway, Ross 47-54- Advan-
tage if soie arrangement could be made whereby the Company should give up the lands
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COLONISATION AND SETTLEMENT-continilled,
4. Course recommended as regards the Land ßt for- Settlement-continued.

capable of culti'ation and retain the hunting grounds and the districts fit for nothing bht
the fur trade, Rae 385-387. 648.

,The most valuable portion oF the territory for settlement lies in a parallel of latitude
south of Norway House, and witniess proposes a boundary line accordingly, Hon. W. H.
.Draper 4 09o- 4 g6-This line wvas piopos.ed by the Company themselves in 1750, ib.
4092. 4096.

P.roposition that a line be drawn from the Norway House, along the southern branch
of the Saskatchewin to the Rocky Mountains, and that the territory south of this Une
be open to trade and colonisation, M'.Laugklin 4933-4936. 496L-4 964---The Hudson's
Bay Company should st:ll exercise jurisdiction in the territory north ofthe proposed Une,
but should not bave an exclusive riht to the fur trade, ib. 4937- 4 94 8-.The proposed
colony might easily be governed fron the Red River, ib. 5o88.

5. Expediency qf Seulement North of the American Frontier:
Measures to be apprehended on the part of the United States unless the territory north

of the frontier is settled and conveyed to the Canadian Governmenit, Isbister 2449. 2633-
2638- Strong feeling in Canada, in which witness'joins, that unless something be
done to settle and colonise the country on the Anerican frontier it will cease to be British
territory, Hon. W. F. Draper 4062, 4063. 4088. 4129. 422o-Witness is not aware of
atty actual encroachments by American citizens across the boundary, ib. 4136- Interest
of the Company to prevent American inroads over the frontier, ib. 4183-4186.

Expediency of opening .up the communication between Canada and Red River, and
settling the frontier country from Lake Superior to the Rocky Mountains, Rigt Rev.
Dr. Anderson 4356, 4357. 4370-4380. 4414--Uiiless the country to the south be
placed under the British Government, it will soon be squatted over by Atmericans,
.»MLaughlin 5096.

Great difficulties and expense in the way of formation of a British colony towards the
American fbontier as a protection against American encroachments, Right Hon. R. Ellice
5842-5847. 6o32-6046--Imoprobaîbility for very niany years ta cone of any floreign
seulement in the southern portion of the Hudson's Bay territory, ib. 6028, 6o2g--
In the event of forcible encroachmient the Company would naturally apply for help to
the Government of this country, ib. 6028.

6. Willingness of the Company to give up any Land required for Setlement:
The Company would not object generally to the formation of new settlements, Sir G.

Simpson 1283, 1284- Non-objection to a settlenent and distinct administration of any
cultivable part of the Company's territories, provided interference with the fur trade be
interdicted, ib. 1635-1644. 1666-1674. 1847, 1848.

Propriety of the Company giving up to Canada any land required for settlenent;
willingness of the Compaiy to do so, Riglt. Ho. E. Ellice 5834, 5835. 5839. 5933-
Whenever colonisation is practicable or deirable, the rights of the Company should not
interfere, ib. 5850. 586o-5b6 4 . 5867. 5906, 5907. 5933.

Statement by the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company as to the willingness of the
Company to cede any lande required fimr cultivation and settlement, App. p. 405.

7. Conditions, as regards Colonisation, in the License of 1838:
Several conditions relative to the erection of colonies, as agreed to by theCompany,

on the receipt of the license of 1838, App. p. 430-434.
8. Recommendatzon of the Committee with a view to the Advancement of

Colonisation :
The Committee consider that it is essential to meet the just and reasonable wishes of

Canada to annex to her territory such portions of the neighbouring country as are avail-
able for purposes of settlement, Rep. p. iii, iv.

Means should also be taken for the ultimate extension of colonisation over any portion
of the continent, to the west of the Rocky Mountains, on which permanent settlernent
rnay be found practicable, Rep. p. iv.

See also Alexander Fort. Athabasca Lake. Barley. Canada. Canadian
Froutier. Cattle. Climate. Coal. Conveyance of Land. Cumberland
House. Duties on Imports. Edmonton. Emigration. Floods. Fraser
River. Free Grants of Land. Fuel. Fur Trade, 13, 14. Government
by the Company, 2. Indians, 3. Liard River. Mackenzie River.
Manitobah. Mililary Force. Minnesota. Norway House. Oregon.
Ottawa River. Peace River. Pembina. Portisia Prairie. Price of
Land. Rainy Lake. Red River Seulement. Saguenay River.
Saskatchewan River. Simpson Fort. Thompson's River. United States.
Vancouver's Island. Western Coast. Wheat. Williams, Governor.

•Coltill
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Colvili Fort. Cultivable character of the land at Fort Colvill; less favourable climate.of
the British territory nori of the Fort, and east of the mountains, Sir G. Simpson 2097-
a113.

Communication, Means of. See Canada, 4. Canal Communication. Canoe Comnuni-
cation. Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. Navigation of the Lakesq and Rivers.
Postal Communication. Railwog Communication. Red River Settlement, 3.
Roads. Siuperior, Lake.

Compensation. Considerations as to the propriety of compensation to the Conpany and
the Indians in the event of settlements being foried, Ross 57-66----Claim of ,he-Com-
pany for compensation for. their outlay in Vancouver's Island, Right Bon. .. Ellice
5864. 5873-5880-011 the west side of the Rocky'Mountains the Company have no
claim, except for outlay, ib. 5864. 5867,s868.

Statement by the Governor of the Company as to the propriety of compensation in
the event of the abolition of the monopoly in trade, App. 405, 406.

Competition in Trade. See Fur Trade. Indians, 7. Licencefor Trade.
North-west Company. Spirituous Liquors, ri.

Corveyance ofLand. Copy of the land deed by which the Company convey land to settlers,
Sir G. Simpson 1448, and App. p. 361, 362--Titles are not given unless payment is
made for dhe land, and a grant made by deed, Sir G. Simpson 1819. 1830-1832 -The
condition in conveying land that the lessee sha'l not sublet or sell any portion of it is not
enforced, and does not retard settlement, ib. 1833-1846.

Further reference to the form of deed of conveyance of land at Red River, &c. to the
effect that it is practically obsolete as regards any restriction upon sett!enent, Sir G.
Simpson 1860-1870- Nineteen-twenticths. of the peoplexettle without applying for a
deed or title, ib. 186.-1870-1874.

Doubt as to there being atny impediments to the purcha3e or transfer of' and under
the Company,. Is?'ister 2513-258- Peculiar and 'inavailable ciaracter of the land
deeds issued by the Company, MgLaughlin 4766. 4 882-4887---.For the last year or
twu the Company have been more stringent in their regulations ab.ut the sale of land at
Red River, Caldwell 568. 5572.

Copy of deed of land granted to Joseph Monkmnan, dated isth March 1844, App. p.
371-373.

Copy uf agreement, dated 13th March 1844, between the Governor of Assiniboine and
John Slater, for the lease of certain land to the latter for a term of i,ooo years, App. p.

. 439-441-

Cooper, James. (Aralysis of his Evidence.)-Has been a resident and colonist in Vancouver's
Island fo:- the last six years, 3558- 3 561-Was a meimber of Council there for five
years, 3563- 1 s not now in any way connected with the Hudson's Bay Company, 3564
- Had a farm of about 3oo acres, which he bought from the Company, in the Metcho-
sen district, 3567-3572.

The clima;e of the island is superior to that of Great Britain, 3572- The land ià
partially wood' and partially open with prairie, and is capable of cultivation to a con-
siderable extent, 3572. 36o8, 3609. 3 706- 3 719--The population lias decreased within
the last six years, 3573 -If the country were directly under the British Governrent,
instead of under the Hudson's Bay Company, immigration and colonisation would soon
follow, 3574-3577- 3605. 3744-3747- 3799-3801.

Want of confidence of the people in the courts of justice, .3578. 36to. 3935-
Exception taken especially to the appointient of Mr. Camneron as chief judge; he was
not educated for the law, and is not qualified for his office, 3578, 3579. 3611-3632. 3664-
3 6 7 -- Bar to an export trade from the island on accouint of the heavy differential
duties, 358o-3 5 88- Excellent and abundant supply of coal in the island; obstacles to
its export, 3583-3588-- Extensive fiaberies in and around the island, 3589, 3590--
Exclusive right of the Company to the fisheries in Fraser's River, 3590. 3740, 3741.

There are from 8,ooo to 1o,ooo natives, 3591--Probability of the Indians becoming
troublesome or rebellious, though hitherto peace has been kept, 3592-3597. 3636. 31! 58
- Instances of Indians having becn apprehended througrh the instrumentality of the
Queen's ships of var, and punished for their offences, 3596. 3598. 3645-3658-There
is no military force in the island, and nnly une constable; inexpediency thereotf 3597·
3634-3644. 3658-3663.

Very few persons in the island eligible as members of the Legislative Assembly ; nature
of the qualificntion, 3599-360 4-On the mainland, opposite Vancouver's Island, there
is a beautiftul tract of country, called Thompson's River, which should be included with
the island as a colony and for -purposes of* settlement, 3606-3608. 3734--Salary of
Mr. Cameron, 3622, 3 62 3 - Injudicious conduct of the Governmnenit, inasmuch as
Indians who have committed offences are frequently not punished, and are eveni bribed
with blankets, &c., in order to prevent any breach of the peace, 3633-3644. 3658-3660

0.24-Sess. 2. 3 P 3 -- s.im
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Report, 1857-continued.

Cooper, James. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.

- Sum and substance of the complaints of the colonists, 3662- Salary of the con-
stable at Red River, 3671.
. Statement as to- the licence to sell spirits coNting 12o 1., in each case, 3672-3678. 3690,
3691 After the lcence is taken out there is no material restriction save as regards the
Indians, 3679-3687--Licences are only required inthe case of spirits, 3688, 3689-
With respect to the soi] of the country, it is peculiarly well adapted to the production
of corn and vegetables, 3696-3719--Nature of the tinaber on the island, and on the
mainland nortb of the Anierican territory, 3720-3733.

Evidence, showing how far it can be said that the Company offer impediments 'o
colonisation. 3735-3747. 3799-3814-Queen Charlotte's Island is less suitable than
Vanconver's Island for settlement, 3749-3752-Further reference to the large and
excellent coal mines in Vancouver's Island; the monopoly cf the Company, and the heavy
American duty, are a bar to their development, 3753-3761.

Employment'of Indians on the coal mines and farmns, 3761-3763---Payment of the
Indians in t rade goods, they not generally understanding the value of money, 3764-3767
- There is but one Protestant clergyman, the colonial chaplain, and no attempts are
made, save by Roman-catholic priests, to christianise or educate the Indians, 3768-3793.
4001-4013---.There are sone schools for Europeans, and two Protestant schoolmasters
in the island, 3788, 3789. 3794. 4002-4004.

The price of land i- 1 1. per acre, except at Victoria, where it is much higher, 3795-
3798--Respect in which the Company may be said to monopolise trade and to déter
individuals from competition, 38 02-381.5---Inconvenience through the want of nioney,
and of a system of exchatnge with England, 3811-3814. 3824-3828---Non-advantage
of the island to the Company, 3816, 3817. à829- Few furs procured, 3816. 3973,
3974.

There are several small strenms in the island, and the valleys are very fertile, 3818-
3821--Rain fall, as abuîndantly as in England, 3822, 3823--The coal mine worked
by the Company, lies close to the shore, 3831-3834-The Company do not directly
impose restrictions or duties upon trade, 3835-3842- Further evidence as,to the
appointment of Mr. Cameron ; strong complainis made at the time against the appoint-
ment, 3843-3851---Cases involving nmuch property rarelv crtwe before the judge, 3852-
3854.

The meetings of the Council are regulated by the Goverror, 3858--There are four
houses paying for licences, 3859, 3860--Expenditure of the colonial fund, that is, the
money derived from licences and front land, in mnaking roads, &c., 3861-3870. 4018,
4019- About 1o,ooo or 12,ooo acres have been sold, 3863, 3864-Witness held
abou sixty acres, 38 7 1-The Company offer the only iraiket for the settlers' produce,
and they sometimes refuse to take it, as in witness's xwn case, 3872-3877-- Great
advantage if the import dui y of 20 per cent. at San Fraucisco weîe abolished; this cuty.
is not in any way connected with the rule of the Conpany, 3878, 3879. 39:36-3940.

Further reference to the fishvries and to the exclusive riglt of the Company to Fraser's
River, 3880-3884--Difficulties of the colonists through want of freightage for their
exporti, 3885-3895-Export by the colonists of fish 1o the Sandwich Islands, 3896-
39 01-With regard to the district of 1'hompson's River on the mainland, witness
further speaks of its pecuiiar fliness for colonisation, 3902-3905. 3914-3923-State-
ment as to gold having been found near Fort Colville and Thompon's River, 3914,
3915. 3947-3965--Finess of part of Fraser's River dist'rict for cultivation; 3906-
3913---Superiority of the climate west of the Rocky Mountains as compared with
that eai Of the mountains, 3924-3926.

Complaint that the charge of 1 1. per acre fur land is much too high, 3927, 3928. 3931- Advantage of American settlers on the mainland over the settlers on the island,
3929, 3930- Advantage of the latter in beinz free froi import duties, 3932-
3934--Further stateictt that the iule of the Conipany does, of itself, prevent inmi-
gration and settlement, 3935. 3941-3943-Obstacles, but for which whalers vould
resori to the isiand, 3942-3946. 3986-3990.

Some of the land is mnotntainous, and not cultivable, 3968-3970--The settlements
are all near Victoria, 3971, 3972--Evidence as to the mode of pavment of the Com-
pany's servants; complaint hereon, 3975-3985--Nature of the communication with
SaiFranîcisco ; probability of settlement fion that quarter, 3991-3994 -Regulations
in iegard to the sale of latd, 3995-4000. 40o4-40ig--Reference to the large tract of
land taken up by the coal company at Nanaino, 4014-401 7- Exception talen to the
e:<penditure of 1,ooo l. on a bridge across Victoria Harb:,ur, 4020-4037.

Cooper, Mr. Mention of Mr. Cooper as the only independent settler and trader in
Vancouver's Island, when witness was there m 1853, Bon. C. W. W. Fitzwilliam, z.p.,
2369-2371. 2382. 2386, 2387-Witess d: livers ma a letter received by hii from Mr.
Coopér in 1853, coiplaining tiat Mr. Douglas, the governor of the island, had forced

two
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Cooper, Mr.-continued.
two men io join- an, exploring expedition, notwithstanding ihat, they were engaged to
perform certain work for him (Mr. Cooper), Hon. C. W. W. Fitzwilliam, M.P.,2390.,

Ample opportunities of Mr.'Cooper for acquiring information -upon tbe state of the
island and upon its uidministration, Blanshard 5275, 5276.

Copper. With respect to the copper mini s on Lake Superior, they do not pay for working,
Rae 602, 603. 618-6-3--There is a large corper district on encl>-side of the Copper-
mine River, Sir J. Richardson 31 10-313 here are very valuable copper imines on
.the Copper-mine River, Roche 4465, 4466- Reference .o a :specimen of pure!cppper
brougbt to this country fiomî the Copper-inine River, Tennant 5754, 5755.

Coppermine Indians. Innccuracy of a statement as to thé Coppermine Indians having
decreased in consequence of* indulgence in spirituous liquors obtained from tht Company,
Si' G. Simpson 1049-1052.

Corbett, The Rev. Griffith Owen. (Analvsis of his Evidence.)-Was for about three years
(1852-55) in charge of the Grand Rapids:d'strict, the largest setttlement on the Red
River, 2656-2661- Acted as a mnissionary of the, Colonial Churchand School Society,
and did not receive any payaient from thte Hudson's Bay Company, 2662-2665--
Stuteient as to the Company having for several years prohibited the formation of a
missionary station and settlement at Portage-la-Prairie on the Assiniboine River, 2666-
2680- Pressure under which the Company have recently stopped iheir opposition to a
missionary station at Portage-la-Prairie, 2680, 2681.

Measures, equivalent to a prohibition, taken by the Company with reference tothe
missionary station at Headingly on the-Assiniboine River, 268 2-2686- Reference to
a letter from the Rev. Mr. Taylor, agent of the Propagation Society, to witness, in which
*he speaks of an attempt by Sir G. Simpson to renove archdeacon Cochrane from
Portage-la-Prairie, 2687-2691---Restriction placed upon the proceedings or the mis-
sionary at Fort Alexander,'2692, 2693.

Ciicumstance cf agents of the Company having more than once stated that if mis-
sionaries and missionary settlements increase, factors and fur-trading posts' must decrease,
2694-273--Satement as to Sir G. Simpson having ende.avcured to intimidate Arch-
deacon Cochrane and others from building the church at the Grand Rapids district,
2704-2 7 og--Archdeacon Cochrane is now at Red River, 2710, 2711.

The country about Red River is very suitable for agriculture and settlement, 2712-
2736--Large and available supply of coal towards the source of the Assiniboine River,
2715-2718- There is a fair quantity of timber about Red River, 2726-2728-Cattle
can be fed in the country, and can live through the winter, 2730-2 7 33-- Floods are of
rare occurrence, 2734-2736.

Circumstance of the Red River settlers necessarily drawincg their supplies from
St. Paul's, in consequence of there being no proper communication by York Factory or
Lake Superior, &C. 2737-2742- Practicability of impioving the route fromn Red River
to York Factory, 2740. 2742-2 746---The difficulties in the route betveen Red River
and Lake Superior are by no mean, insiirmountable, 2746- Reference to a letter from
Mr. Taylor to witness, dated September 1855, with regard to the uncertainty of the
arrival of necessarv supplies for the settlers and Indians, 2747-2750.

Fixed tariff of charges on some of, but not all, the articles supplied by the Company,
2751-2754. 2771, 2772- Particularb as to the Company having recently attemnpted to
impose a duty of 10 or 20 per cent. on goods imported fiom the States, ostensibly for the
improvement of the roads; resolution of the settlers not to puy tlhis duty, 2755-2770.
2773-2 7 83--Goods supplied b the Company are paid for half-yearly by bills of
exchangre; per-centage charged by the Company on theze bills, 2784-2790---Origin Of
the monthly mail commu,:ication between Red Eiver and Pembina, 2791.

There is an American settlement at Pembinn, and a small garrison ,and fur post,
2792-2798- Pemhina is very near the boundary line, 2799, 28oo---There is every
facility for settlenient on the American side of the frontier, 2801 -- Witness found some
Americans at Otter-tail Lake, ubout î50 miles north of St. Paul's, 2801-2804---Circum-
stiure of Mr. Doll, a staîioner and bookseller at St. Paul's, having removed thither from
Red River, in consequence of the inconveniences and discouragements met with ut the
latter place, 2805-2810 --- Feeling of the settlers that they should have a representative
Government, 2809, 2810.

[Second Examinatiot:.] Witness ias travell*d for upwards of 1,ooo miles in company
with the Anerienn fur traders, and iever saw any spirits among thein, 2811-2818-
He bas heaid Mr. N. W. Kitson, the representative for the Minnesota territory, express
hmself very strongly against the Hudson's Bay Company's traders with regard to the use
of spirits ;1aong the Indians, 2818-2823---] r. Kitson is interested in the for com-
pany on the American frontier, but does not trade at Red River, 2824-2835.
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Corbeti, The Rev. Griffith Owen. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
Instances of intoxication among the Indians at Fort Garry, the spirits having in all

probability been procured from the Company's traders, 2836-284 7-There is a school
in witness'8 dibtrici, but for several reasons it is not well attended, 2848-2853--
Numvrous streams running into the Red River with timîber on the banks, 2854-2863-
There is a good deal of timber all the way up to Portage-ia-Prairie, on the Assiniboine
River, 2864-2870.

Frequent fires on the prairies adverted to in connexion vith the fitness of the land for
settlement, 2869. 2871-28 74 -Ftirther evidence relative to the postal communication
to and from the Red River, 2875-28 79- Statement as to the settlers having complained
that their letiers are ojered and inspected by the Company's officials; belief in the truth
of this comiplaint, 2880-2.888.

Cozncil (Red River, 4c.) See Government by the Company.

Cranberries. Suggested importation of cranberries from Hudson's Bay instead of from
Russia, Isbister 6090.

Passage in the statement of Mr. Allen M'Donell before the Select Committee in Canada
relative io the prohibition by the Company of trade in cranberries, App. p. 389.

Crees Indians. The Crees in the lower parts of the Saskatchewan are very different from
those -n the upper part, and are more easily civilised, Sir J. Richardson 2g8o-2983-
The Crees and the more southern tribes coming into contact with the Hudson's Bay
Company, are decreasing in number, King 5677, 5678. 5683-5687.

Crime. There is very little crime among the whites, Lefroy 3l4-Very little crime in the
Conpany's territories generally, Sir G. Sirnpson 3014. 13 88-1 4 o5-- The gaols are
alnost always empty, ib. 158-Crimes were very rare at Red River in 1847, Crofton
3230. 3329, 3330.

Criminal Jurisdiction. See Administration of Justice. Jurisdioton.

Crofton, Colonel John Ffolliott. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Commanded the troops sent
fron this country to the Hudson's Bay territory in 1846; 3 159-316 4 -- Description of
the journey of the troops, and mode of conveyance of the guns lrom Fort York to Red
River, 316.5-3176. 3 3 9t- 339 3- Witness went out under secret instructions, and
renained about a year, 3177, 31 78--He was ex ofcio a member of the Counc, 3179
- He considers the goverument of the Red River colony to be a patriarchal zovern-
ment, 31 8o- He returned from the territory vid Lake Superior and Canada ; this route
was decidedly easy, with the exception of the portages, 3181-3189.

Climusate of Red River colony considered; it is about the sanie as that of Upper
Canada, 31 90-3204---- Excellent crops grown at Red River, 3201-32 4 -- The soil is
peculiairly fit for agriculture, and might maintain a very laige colony, 3205-3210--
Justice was well administered, 3212. 33 28-333 3--Particulars as to the mode of
administration of justice, 3212-3231---Trials by magistrates take place withtout aj drv,
3 220-3222--In'stanice of the punishment of a soldier for havinzr bartered tobacco with
an Indian for some fur, 3 224 - 3230--Crimes were very rare, 3230. 3329, 3330.

Discontented state of the half-breeds at Red River, becauise they were not allowed to
distil spirits from their own corn, or to traffic in furs, 3 23 2-324 6---Great difficulties of

land and water communication, which act as a bar to a piofitable export of corn by the
half-breeds at Red River, 3242-3 25 5-- There is no piohibition against the exportation
of corn, 3242. 3298, 3299---Greater facilities for the spread of colonisation qin M mne-
sota than at Red River, 3250-3255.

Particulars as to the route from Red River to Sault de Ste. Marie, as traversed by wit-
ness in 1847; the total distance is about 1,126 tailes, and may be performed in thirty-
eight days, 325 5- 326 7-- Difficulties in the route from Red River to Sault de Ste. Marie,
more especially as regards the portages, which are very numerous, 3262-3268. 3284-

3 293 -- The country by Lac-la-Pluie and the Lake of the Woods, is very beautiful,
3270.

There is every facility for formning a communication across the plain between the Red
River and the Rocky Mountains, 3271-3273- Isolated character of the plain east of
the Rocky Mountains, which prevents its being colonised ; Oregon, Miinesota, and
Utah adverted to hereon, 3274- 3 283-The chief difficuly to an.overland communica-
tion from Lake Superior to Red River, would arise from the swamps, 3283. 3293, 3373-
3 381-Mineral character of the country north of Lake Superior, 3294- Desire
am)ong the Scotch settlers at Red River for au improvcd communication with Canada,
3295-3297.

Practice in regard to the amount of land held by each settler; power to subdivide or
seUl the sanie, 3300-3307. 331 -- The company are the only buyers of ngricultural
produce, 3309, 33 io-At Norway House corn nay be grown, but the season closes

sooner
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Crofton, Colonel John Ffolliott. (Analysis of his Evidence)--continued.

sooner than ut Red Rive1; â316-Prop'rietv of tlh restrictibns at Red River upon the
ti'ade in spirits, 3318-3322 333o- Retere e to a census made by ihe Company every
five or six years, 3322-33C5. 3431-3434--During witness'i 1.tay at Red River, the
Company strictly adhered to the restrictions with regard te ,the trade in, spirits, 3326,.
3327.

, Approval, on the whole. of, the government bythe Company,,3332-3335--There
'was no'desire in Canada, ten years ago, fur an antiexation of the Red River colony,
3336-3338-Belief as to the willingness of the Company to see the IRed River co'un-
try, better colonised, 3339-3345--Greater difficulties of navigatinn- bet.wein Lake
Superior and'Red River, than formerly existed between KingstÔWn and Montréal, 3346-
3365.

Betweeh water and road a good route might be made, between Red River and Lake
.Superior,.but an uninterrupted road or iver communicationis almost impracticable, 3366-
3388-The route from Fort William to Red River is better than that from, Fort, York,
2389, :33 90-Distance, respectively, between Fort William and Red River, and between
Fort William and 'Lake Winipeg, 3394-3397. 34o6-34o 9 -Facility in supportin'g the
troops ut Red River, 3398- 34o1- The men continued in excelient health, 34o2-
3405.

Statement relative to a report Ly witness. on his return to England in 1848, upon
certain complaints made by settlers ut R.ed River; date on which he answered nine or
ten questions with reference to Mr. Isbister's meniorial, 3412-3430---Better condition
of the Red River Indians, in consequence of the missionairies' influence, thai of t hose in
the remote districts, 34 18- 3429---At Norway House the missionaries wvere very useful
to the Indians, 34 35-34 37---The missionaries are paid by the Missionary Society, but
have also soute allowance froi the Company, 3439.

Cultivation of the Soil. See Barley. Basquia River. Climate. Colonisation and
Settlement. Colvill Fort. Cumberland Fouse. Dog River. Edmonton.
Fraser River. Indian Corn. lindians, 5. Liard River. Mackenzie River.
Ottawa River. Prairie Country. , Rainy Lake. Red River Settlement. Sas-
katchewan River. Simpson Fort. Thompson River. rancouver's Island. Western
Coast. Wheat. Williams, Governor.

Cumberland House. Ci cumstance of cultivation and settlement at Fort Cumberlaild baving
advanced only in a very small degree, Sir J. Richardson 2903. 3olo-3o3- Sliglt
extent of cultivation at Cumnberland House iii 1820, Sir George Back 3479.

Particulars relative to a thriving liftle colony, as found by wituess many years ago, on
the approach to Cumberland House; complaint made by the colonists that the Company
had ordeied them to give up their farms, Eiag 5706. 5715-5744-Tere were probably
1,5Uo or 2,ooo acres under cultivation, but certainly not less than i,ooo, ib. 5718-5721.
5727--.There were wheat, ba'ley, potatoes, pigs, cows, and borses, ib. 5 729-The
colony was within thiriy orforty miles from Cumberlaind House, in a direct line, ib.,
5731.

See atso Colonisation and Settlement, 2. Williams, Governor.

Currency. In the Red River Settlement there is a circulating medium of gold, silver, and
copper, and a paper currency, Sir G. Simpson 1147.

Peculiar and objectionable nature of the paper currency in use at Red River up to
1849, M'Laughlin 4969-4973---Circumstance of the Company having at one laie
threatened to withdraw the paper currenicy, ib. 4970-4972.

D.

.Dawson, William, M'D. Evidence given before the select committee in Canada by Mr.
Dawson, iead of the Wood, and Forebtb branch of the Crown Land department, App. p.
394- 4 02-.--Statement by Mr. Dawsoii, in'contravention of the title under which the
Company claitm certain rights of soi], jusisdiction and trade, ib. 394-399-Statement
in regard to the eadiy and present boundaries of Canada, ib. 396-399- Statementii
regard to the soil and climate of the Hudson's Bay territory and its fitness for settlement,
ib. 399-402.

.Debateab/e Lands. There is a sort of debateable land between the North American Indians
and the Esquimaux, as well as between different tribes ofthe later, Rae 688-693.

.Directors. Cordiality between the counicil of factors abroad and the directors at home>
Right Bon. E. Ellice 5795, 5796--Constitution of the Board ; there is uan annua t

meeting of stockholders, and an annual eletion of the governor and committee, ib. 5799,
5800.
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Directors-continued
Letter fromMr-Shepherd. governor of the Company, to-theRightilon. H. Labouchere,

dated 18 Iuly-1857,.setting'forth the viewsof the.directors-of the Corpany on some of
the more-iportant pints ivofved in theinquiry, App. p. 405, 406.

Distilléry, Bed River.· The Hudion'eBay Company erected adistill'ery at'Red River; but
have never worked it, Sir G. Simpson 1745, 1746.

Do River. Capability of? pioducing grain on the banks of thie *Dog, River, 8fr J.
chardsona 2O7.

Doll, Mr. Circumstance, of Mr.,.Dolly, astationer: and- bookseller at St., Paul's&, having
remived-thitherfrom Red River inm consequence of the- inconvefiiences, and discourage'
ments met with at the latter place, Corbett 2805-2810.

Douglas, James. Mode of appointmer.t' of Mr. Douglas- as. witness's s'nccessor in' the
government of Vancouver's Isfandi Blanskard 520s, 523- Perticular- as to a' dispute
betweenvitness andi Mr. Dougläs about the- registerof asSip, ib.' 5210'-5230.

Belief that Mr Doug's makes an excell'nt governor of Vancouver's Island; Éfa
Hon. E MElie 6032.

Draper, Hon. William Henry, c. B. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Is Chief Justice of the
Court of Common Pleas of Upper Canada, 4038, 4039-Has been. a continual.resident
in Canada since. 1820, duringwhich period -he, has fiJled the highest legal offices: in
Upper Canada,4o3q-4041--Has been instructed by the Government, of. Canada to
watch-the investigations being,made by the Counsnittee,and generally to.press, upon the
Governmuent (f this country the rights.and interests of Canada relativeto:the territories
undee the rule of the Hudson's Bay Company, 4042-4053.

Has never been nearer the territories of the Company than theeasterni portion of Lake
Supelior, 4054--Enumerates three points in which the inquiry before the. Comnittee,
affects the interests of Cgnada, 455-Witi regard- t, the. first point, namely,, the
claim of' the Hudson's B' Company to the legal possession. of all lands drained' by any
streams, no matter how remote their sources- may be, which. f&w into the Hudson'i Bay
Straits or Hulson.'s B'ay, witness disputes the validity of such' cfaim, and delivers in a
paper (App. p. 378-38b) ii support offhis view of the 4ubject, 456-4o5.

Impoitance in the first instance of a clear definition of what the leal boundaries of
Canada and of the Hudson's-Bay territories really are', 4059'. 4105, 41o6- Poposition
tha-Canada- shorld have a.free rightýtoemplore anrd survey the Cornpany's territories in
ordr to ascertain, the capabilities of the country, 4060. 4073 -Also- to open com-
munication-roads, by putting setters' on, eaci side of them with free grants, 4060---Also
to lay- out townships, and to, incoîporae, tliem with the province as sokon ait. they were
settled, 4060 et se.- Also that the right of survey and, settlement by Canada, extend
only to- the Rocky Mou ntains, 4060, 4061:. 4104.

Inability of Canada at the present moment efficiently to govern the vast' extenti of
country east of the Rocky Mountains, 4062. 4o64- Sarveys and'communications must'
first be made, 4062. 4064-Strong feeling in Canada, in which witness joins, that
unles something be donc to settie and colonise the countrv on the American frontier, it
will cease to be British territory, 4062, 4063. 4088. 4129. 4 220-IF there' be an
insuperable barrier to communication between Canada, and the, Bed River, &c:, aný
annexation of the latter to the former could not be, contended for,.4o65. 4077-

Evidence-in favour of the Red River settlement, &c., being in, time governed as an
inegral part of .Canada rather than as a separaxe British colony, 4065-407---Ad
interim form of Governient wbich-might be adopred in the RedJRiver Settlement oail:
the representatives of the country could attend the Canadian Legisiature, 4066. 4070-
407-2. 4169, 4170.

Canada lias now but little latd between the three great lakes for disposai to settlers
4067. 4198--Probability of the administration of the Hudson's Bay Company having
prevented settlement from Canada, 4068, 4o69-Willingess of Canada to undertake
the expense of survey and settlement if alowed to annex the settleri districts, 4073-
4077.

Groundiffor concluding that communication-through Canada to the Red River is very'
feasible, ond' ihat the- Canada route is far preferable to the route by York Factory;
4074. 4076- Facility at present forcommunicatron between Canada or England-and the
western shore of Lake Superior, 4074. 4152, 4153. 4221-422 4 -- Remarks' on the
increase ofsettlementonthe banks of the Ottawa, nearly up to Lake Nipissing' notwith-
standing the former difficulties of communication, 4074. 4149-4166-- -Circumstance
of the French, some 100 vears ago, and, more recently, the Nortl-West Company,
having used the route from Fort William to Red River for the transnission of goode;.
407·4. 4,157-4164.

'Reference to· a Report by Mr. Coltrnan in 1819- upon tlegovernmuent of the R'ed'
River Settlement; suggestion therein for a transfer of the governinent from the hands-

of
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Draper, Hon. MWim Hmyj, c. . -(Analy'sistefhis Evidence-continued..
-fthe-Copanyn 4oß-4178- Witmess does noteppehendenyoutbreak;with itheJadiansif thee iveraolonywm rasferred tosanada-ýthley emest',:hwever; betreated,justlv., and compensated for -eeir lands,o8 82;4465-467-.-Difasttus
v~arsbetwen he Idia»sand Ameic~ans ad#er>d Q, 4p$.

-importance; -for -severàl-reasons, of -tle' H udson's -Bay Company monopolizing the furtrade for some time at least, within the more northern limit proposed to be assigned to,them,; 4084-4086. 4189, 4390. 42o6 -4eog- Compeaiton-mnthefur indeis-a -sourceof agitationiwith manyl people in Canada,4o87,4-88--Propositio that I4fie exclusiverights and powers of the H udson's Bay Companyand,.ae she'sameimee,sfLCanada beremoved further north, and , tba.t,theline of boundary besthat proposed by theCompany
:hemsclves ii 17.50; this'line explaine4, 4 689 -,9 6'.

-Two Adefinitions by Act-of-the boundariesof Canada, 409, 4o98---Abseneofoon-
venience in the administration:of ujstioe through the want>of, adefanite boundary, 4099-
410---In pr.oposing;4hat, e -Rocy ,Mountains.sho»ld,,iit the,Canadian teritories,vitness makes tbe reservaon ,of aright to:çxtendto.the ;Pacifici.anyfutreailway, overthe nountans, 4102. 4104. 4173. 4175---The Canadian, Govemment.caim.the countryup ta the Pacifie, 4103· .

Evidònce in supot of. a;Iggestion made by witn.essä.aletter to the Colónial Secreè.tary on the 6th instant, that ihe',question of boundary' t ±ee*nhe province of, Canadaand the territory of thèBHudsoS'i Bay C oùpany bef eref d o the ,Judi.al Committee
of the Privy Council, 4107-4109. 41I6&424-Grounds fo ch evnclusion tha t:he
Conpany haxe not in lawanexchsitvn:icence to irade, 4U0-4.17-. 41%-:-The ques-4ion of monopoly of ,trade, aswelJ as of possession -of land, ashould ehe -referred to theJudiciai Comnmittee, 4116,

*Winess 'has beenpreparing evidence as -to blie 'titleof Canada to -the'territory, butdeclines tilay the same before the Committée, 4120, 4121----He bas express instruc-
ýtions to retain -coun.el. to represent the-province, an(I has,he conceives, -a dimcretionary-power to takethe -initiative before the Judicial Coinmittee of Privy Council, but ioâks
rather to the Crown to procure-the reference and thé decision,, 4122-4124.

The non-settlement of the Hudsor 's Bay territories goes to prove that settlement isnot compatible with the interests of the Company, 4126, 4127- Belief as to the fitnessof a great portion of the ýcountry for settlement, 4128- Refe-ence to a tract of land nearthe American frontier, which, though not included in Ripert's Land, is under the admaini-stration of the Company, Canada exercising no jurisdiction tIerein, 4130-4133 --- TheMississippi River is the only western boundary given to Canada in documents emanatingfrom the Crown, 4133-4135.
Witness is not aware of any actual encroachments by American citizens across theboundary, 41 36--Circunstance of a petition having been recedly presented to conaressfor connectig the Lower Red River with Lake Superior, 4138, 4J39--At present allthe trade of Rked River gues by Hudson's Bay or the United States, 414o---'Facililiesof,communication between Canada and Red River sufficient for the conveyance of troops,

4141-4145.
Practical inconvenience bas not hitherto occurred through the undefined chaiacterofthe Canadian boundaries, 4146- The affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company have oflate attracted growing attention in Canada, 4147, 4146--Reerence to a slight collisionbetween the Canadian government and some Indians relative to some mines i islands onLake Superior; cause of the affair, 4165. 4215-4217--Natural and only course bywhich the trade of the Red River can pass through Canada, so as to avoid transshipment,

4171, 4172- Willingness of Canada to abide by the decision of the Judicial Committeeof Privy Council, 4176, 4177.
Expense to the Hudson's Bay Company in supporting settlements like that at Red

River, 4178, 4179--Object of many persons, whose apparènt desire is settlement, reallyto iterfere in the fur trade, 4180-418 2---Interest'of the -Company to prevent Americaninroads over the frontier,,4e.8 3-4a 86-- Competitors in the fur trade would inot probably
be very successful at -fist, 4187--hadeqate value ,ow.received by the Indians for
skins, 4191.

The expense of communication between Canada and Red River should fal on the pro.
vince, 4192- Delay in the formation of the'Ottawa and Lake Buron Railway adverted
to, 4193-4195--inmnense area- of land 'in the northern part of Canada which is stillunsettled, though the more avilable land is speedily being absorbed, 4196-4198---
Extension of settlements alougi the Sagnenay River, though the climate there is sometimes
ruinous to the crops, 4199-4203.

Destruction of fur-bearing animals by half-breeds and white trappers, rather than by
Indian huntiers, 4205- Pending the question of seulement by Canada, the Companyshould, as at present,.monopolise -the trade, 42o6-42o9----Circumstance of there being
an official inquiry now goimg onin Canada in regard to the availableness of the Hudsu's
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Report, 1857-continued.

Draper, Hon. William Henry, c. B. (Analysis of bis Evidence)--contintued.
Bay territory for the formation of communications and settlements, 4210-4214--
Reference to a report in 1845 or 1846 by Sir William Logan, or, one of his assistants, oi
the minerais around Lake Superior, &C., 4218, 4219.

Witness wili obtain from Canada, and lay before the Committee, a copy of the minute
in council requesting lis presence iin this country on bebalf of the interests of Canada,
4225, 4226.

[Second Exanination.]-Explanationi relative to a map carefully prepared i n the Crown
Lands Office in Canada, showing the situation of the various posts, the geological strue-
ture, and the assumed climate, 4227-4230.

Draper, CUief.Justice. Copy ofletter addressed by Mr. ChiiefJustice Draper to the Secretary
of State on 6th May 1857, for-'the Colonies, relative to the claims put forth by Canada,
App. p. 374- Mmorandum enclosed in this letter relative to the limnits of territory to
which the Governmtent of Canada lay claim, ib. 374-378.

Letter of instructions front the Secretaiv's office, Toronto, dated 2oth February 1857,
relative to the course to be taken before the Committee by Chief Justice Draper on the
part of fite Canadian Goverament, App: P. 436.

Dunn, Mr. Reference to a pamphlet publislhed by Mr. Dunn, who was in the Company's
service many years ago, Sir G. Simpson 124o-1248--Belief that there was never any
i-egulation prohibiting Mr. Dunn, or the seivants of the Company generally, fron keeping
journals or records oFwhat passed in the country, ib. 1954-1958.

Duties on Imports. With respect to a resoluti<n of the Council at Red River in' 1845, as
to the duties on imports, witness believes it was disallowed, Sir G. Simpson 1318----
There is an import duty of 41. per cent. on all goods, including those of the Company,
going to Red River, and the amount thus raised is expended on roads and school, or
otherwise, for public purposes, ib. 1787-1793. 1875-1881. 19 90-1 99 3 - With regard
to any resolutions in 1845, imposing a duty uf 20 per cent. on imports, witness further
states that they were probably disallowed, and at ail events were never enforced aoainst
the inporters, ib. 2o2o-236- urther explanation as to the mode of accounting for
and expending the receipts front the four per cent. duty on imports to Red River, ib.
20372 0 52.

Restrictions tpon imports by sèttlers, Isbister 2620-2624-Particulars as to the
Company havinag recently attempted to impos- a duty of to or 2o per cent. on goods
imported from the States, osiensibly for the improvement of the roads; resolution f the
settlers not to pay thiis duty, Corbett 2755-2770. 2773-2783.

Prohibitions placed by the Company sone years ago on importi to Red River fron the
United States, M'Laugdlia 4766. 479i--Return in 1848 fron the Arnerican importera
at Red River to the guvernment of the district, relative to the heavy duties on imports;
this ictition was never replied to, ib. 4791-4795--COpy of a proclamation by the
Governor if Red River Cohny, dated 7th Decenber 1844, directin3 measures for
the prohibition of imports for setilers engaged in the fur trade; aathenticity of this copy,
ib. 4895-4898 -- A higlier duty was levied on goods fron America than from England,
but a reduced duty vas taken on the former goods if the importers were ntot suspected
of traifflicking in furs, ib. 5030-5046.

Extract from minutes of meeting of the Governor and Council of Rupert's Land, held
at Red River, 10 July 1845, as to the imposition of duties on goods imported by settiers
trafficking in the fur trade, and the exemption fron duty of goods imported by non-
traders, App. p. 373.

E.

East India Company v. Sanda. The decision of Lord Jeffery in this case maintains the
right of the Crown to grant a license of exclusive trade, Right Bon. E. Ellice 5823.

Edmonton. At Edmonton the pasturage is very good, and barley is very productive, Sir G.
Simpson 982 -- Barley and oats are grown at Edmunton, but wheat has failed ; cattle
thrive very well, Miles 4693-4700-

.Education. How far provision is made for or encouragement given to the education of the
Indians and half-breeds, Sir G. Simpson 1129-1133. 1321-1323. 1331-- There are
schools at Red River establisbed by the missionary societies and assisted by theCompany,
to which the half-breeds go, il>. 1683-1685. 171 7-1 723--With regard to the covenant
in the f'orm of lease to settlers, that the settler shall contribute towards education and
religious instruction, the saine is not enforced, ib. 1709-1 7 16 -- Further statement as to
the Company encouraginz the education and religious instruction of the Indians, though
they bave not given specÎfic aid for forming school rooms or purchasing books, ib. 1721-
1723. 1728, 729. 1791, 179". 2001-2017. 2o56-The Company do not actually require
the missionaries and clergymen to ceep schools, ib. 1730, 1731.

Statemuent
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Reporti'18 57-continue.

Education-continued.
Statement to theeffectthat the Company in -no wav- encourage the establishment of

schools save by a contritution of 1o 1. a' year to a school nt Red- River, Isbister 2468-2484
- There is a school in the Grand Rapids district, but for several -reasons it is not well
attended, Corbett 2848-2853- Advantage of the syllabie system of writing in which the
lndiàns are instructed, Right Rev. Dr. AJderson 4 268-4273-Importance of a grant by
the Company in aid of education, ib. 4278, 4279-- The- Company grant ioo .ayear
towards the schools at Red River, ib. 4342.

See also Religious Insitruction.

Ellice, Right Hon. Edward (Member of the House). ( Analysis of his Evidence.)--Went to
Canada in 1803, and was then first connected with the North American fur trade, 5775
- At that period all the leading commercial comunuity of Canada were engaged in
the-trade, 5775• 5883-5886--The trade was then carried on in countries that are now
civilised regions, 5775---In 18u5 witness becane connected with the North-west
Company and the X. Y. Company, the two.Canadian conipanies,,5776, 5777.

Very injurious and disastrous competition dur ing the earlier part of the century,

between the Canadian companies and the Hudson's Bay Company, 5778, 5779. 5783,
5784-More active competition on the part of the ludson's Bay Conpany, afier Lord
Selkirk joined it in 1811; 5779. 5783-Grant by·the company of a large tract of
territory on the Red River to Lord Selkirk, in June 1811 ; reference to the deed hereon,
defining the territory, 5779-5783.

In 1816 the Canadian Government appointed Mr. Coltmian as Commissioner to inquire
into the disorders in the conduct of the fur trade, and lie reported in ftavour of an unio.n
of the interests of the competing companies, 5783, 5784-In 1819 .or 1820 Lord
Bathurst, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, consulted witness as to the possibility
of an union of the companies, 57 84--After a very dioicult, negotiation, witness suc-
ceeded in uniting the interests of the various companies, and persuading them to agree to
carry on trade under the charter of the Hùdson's Bay Company, ib.

At witness's suggestion, to Lord Bathurst, an Act was passed in 1821, granting for
twenty years a license of exclusive trade to the. Hudson's Bay Comîpany, 5784-5788.
-6oi---Especial care was taken in the Act not to override the existing privileges of the
company, 5784. 5786- On the union of the companies the Hudson's Bay Company
became more a Canadian than an En8lish conpanv, 5784. 5881, 5882-In 1838,
when the first license expired, a fuil inquiry was made on the part of the Crown, and
a further license of exclusive trade for twenty years was granted, 5788, 5789.

Imniediate restoration of peace and order by the union of the companies, 5790. 5803-
-5805---Constitution of the Hudson's Bay Company as regards the participation of the
stockholders and principal servants in the profits, 5790-5793. 5802- Conduct of the
affairs of- the trade by a council of chief factors, vhich meets generally at Red River,
.5793, 5794--Appointments to vacancies are reconmmended by the council, and are
made by the board of directors at home, 5793. 5797, 5 798--Cordiality between the
cotincil abroad and the direciors at home, 5795, 6 796--Constitution of the board;
there is an iatnual meeting of stockholders, aud an annual election of the governor and
committee, 5799, 5800.

The capital stock of the company now stands at half a million ; particulars liereon,
5802. 5899-5go-----Average profits for the last seventeen years ; hov appropriated,
.5802. 5895-589 9 -- Since the union of* the companies the profits have averaged about
twelve per cent. on the capital, 582. 58 95-589 9-- Great benefit of the union to the
Indians, 5803. 58o,5--Demoralisation and destruction of the Indians during competition
in tiade, 5804. 58o6-s8o8-Satisfaction to the Rome Governaient as well as to the
inhabitants by the administration of justice by the Company, 58o5. .

In the United States the fur trade is nearly extinct, 58o9--Great diminution in the
supply of peltry in British North America, 581o-5812--More abundant and more
valuable supply of skinsi from the districts most rernote and most northern, 5811-5818.

.5941-5949. 624- In the remote districts, and where the Indians are under control,
the fur-bearing animals are on the increase, owing to the regulations of the Company,

5811-5816---Information relative to the Russian for trade, 58tg9- Decrease in the
.trade in the southern portion of the territory,owing to the competition from the American
frontier, 5820. 6026.

Very slow progress of settlement and civilisation in the Company's territory ; doubt
whether it has increased at all for many years, 5821---The Company are mncorporated
under a charter, 5822- Witness, when opposed to the Company, took the opinions of
many eminent lawyers as to their legai rights, and has, since his connexion with the
.Company, taken further eminent legal opinions, 5823--Conclusion that the proprietary
rights of the Company, as given by the charter, cannot be disputed, 5823, 5824--
Existence formerly of several proprietary colonies in the States; how terminated, 5824.
-5922-5928.

Right of self-government given by the charter, 5825--The obligation on the Com-
0.24-Sess. 2. 3 Q 3 pany
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Uepr, J.57--eztimed.

Ellice, Right Hon. Edtcard, M.P. (Analysis of his Evidence)--contini.ugd,
pantoi fsandý.certain-;pcisouçrs .and cases to.nadadoes nt,apply,tpÀhe.chartredserri-

stores,8aß58.27.,6At4. ot6 ;1 atipfactory,~thogh p'e may n vhichijptice
is admiiîstered; oActo f* gro adunistraton las ;akea .place,
.58.28. 5929r 5939,-Great -atentaltep in.egard :tke plass and ,çbaactçr oflpersois
sent from, thirneauutry- to situatiops na .stbe itgir58-62-Cntn watch pvier
the conductof,-hecompany's agen.51.. 9 and pod.sease .are
indispensable in the traders and factors, 5832.:5.936.

As regards the boundaries between the Hudson's BayTferi itory and'-Çaýnada, tbe Act
14 Geo. 3, c. 83, ,learly defines the limits uf the latter, 5833, 5834-- Undue iinport-
ance. attached to the :question of'boundary,,' 5834-. r<uriey .of the. tCompany.gis>ng
up to Canada any land réquired for settlement; >wiingness of the iCcmpany to do;o,
5834î5835. 5839. 5933---.Advantage f th e country, including the Red River Settle-
mient, being, at ,least foi some -tine-to cone, governed--by the ,Company rather -thanby
Canada, 5h36-5841.

Great difficulties and expense which would attend the government'by Canàda d t·e
Red River Territory, 5838-5845-mmenuse obsiaeles, to,a,propgr meansof coramuni-
.eation ibetweeni Canadaor Lake Superiuri and Red R.ver, 5838-5908. 591:4-592I--
The natural communication swith the 'Red. Ri.ver .is evidently through America,,583 8,
5908. 6043, 6o4 4---Belief that terms for a-transfer of the Red River Coony .to
Canada mright easily be.arrangedl,583g-Expensive aod unsuccessful character of the
Red River Settlement, which was established by Lord.Selkirk and mor by,the Company,
589, 5840- 5931--,- Great difficulties and expense in the way,of the formation ,of a
Bptish colony,towardsthe Atgerican frontier as a protection ngainst American encroach-
ments,,.5842-5847,. 60o2-6046. s a p n

Causes of the success aand,.extension »f ýsettlements .in!the United .States,, 5845,847.
5909-5914. .6039-6041--Unfavourable .character. of .the climate, at, Red River, 547
--- Barren and niarshv eiaractsr.offhe.aoil,,except.on ithebanks of the rver, 584Z.437- Great deficiency of fuel.at Red Rier,487-Also on the Sa&katchewan i..-.-
Inferior character of the soil .nd climate at the latter place, ib.- Part of the territory
west of the Rocky, Mo.untains is very 'productive of good furs, 5849--Settlemnent
and cuivation was beiàig 1ai;gely carried out by the 'Company in 'Oregon,' west e #the
RockyPdomntain, 1efoi ,the set tlement of "the boundaries with America, 5849. 5931,
.5932·,5934.

Qr4ein of.the Puget Saund Company,in the increasing cultivation north of the Colum-
bia, 5849- The Puget.Sound Gom pany is quite distinct from the Hudson's BayCoin-
pany, ib.- Cilain nov being prosecuted before Congress by the' Hudson's Bay Com-
pany and Puget Sound Company, for indemnity for the surrender of possessury .rights
ii Oregon, nirth of the Columbia,'ib.---Opinions of eminent Americans as to the títe
of the conpanies to the possessory rights in question, ib.

Circumstances under which; in 1849, Lord Grey, acting very wisely for the Crown,
gr-nted Vancouver's Ilaod to the Rudson's Bay Company, 585o, 5851- Where the
mpnopoly of the ,Company is not.a necessity, witness bas nothing to say in its favour,
585. 580-5864.,5867. 5933- The Company made a great mistake in acceptirg the
grant of Vancouver's Island ; they have spent very large sums there, for which there has
been no return in any way, 5850, 5851. 5856. 5875-5880.

The Colonial Office imposed most impolitic restrictions upon the Company in regard
to the piice.of land to settlers in the island, 5851- In providinge that whilst the Com-
pan>y should have a niunopoly:o.f the .island a free legislature should be established, the
Colonial Office acied ývefy erroneouely; particulars hereon, 5851-5855- Te'is'and is
a mostyalupble pussession., and peculiarJy well suited for an English settlement, 5856-
5858- The sooner iz is repossessed by the Crown the better, .56, 5857.

Form of governienît.advisable for the island if administered by the Crovn, 5859. 5861.
5863-5865----The Legislature at Vancouve's Tsland shouid govern the adjacent country
,up to the Rocky Mountains, 5859-586e----The B udsons 'Bay Company might have
the right of exclusive trade coinpatibly witl a government of the island by the Ceewn,
5863-5865-Claiiu of the Company to compensation for their outlay in the iilsnd,
5864. 5873-588o--On the west side of the Rocky Mountains they have no claim, save
for Outiby, 5864. 867,5868.

The fear of comnpetition froin American citizens was one of witness's chief reasons'for
recommending the Act of 1821, giving an exclusive license to the Company, 5866-
The Conpanv's claim to the territory is confined to the portion east -of tIe Rocky
Mouiitains; tleir lonpg possession alone wotild constitute some clai-m to this territery,
58a8-5872----Exataiination as to ihe accuracy of a florier statement, that the jurisdic-
tion of tîhe Canadian courts of justice did not extend over al the Compan-y's territories;
explaiation that the jurisdiction might 'be enforced, but never has been, 5887-5894.
6014-6017.

Witness considers that the Committee can have nothing to do with the details of
capital or of profits of the ,Compuny; 5899. 5956. 6004-6007-- Large deposits are bld
and employed by the Company' 5899. 5989-5991.

Further
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ELLICE. 495

Repont. i-857-continued.

Ellice, Right Hon. Edwoard; ar. P.- (Aralysis of hise Bvidence)-contimted..
Fürtherstatement; asto- the! benefits;toý the-lndians throughtthe. monopoly'of the Com-

pauy, 59o3-5ào5---Witness, repeats. thattwhereverreclonisation-is-praeticable' oredesira-
bie; fhe riihts oe thet Company-should, not interfer. 59o6 69e7. .5933- As regards
»ommnnimcation ,vithi Red River, nieansifor getting as fari ae Lake.Superior' by vessels
he; existedffor yearw 5gi6- 512o- Farther statement! as'tb the'satislactory adininis-
tration by the Company, notwithstanding that thiere haves been cômplaints-by-theîRed
River colonists, 5929,5930.

A furcopianyecan hbave very littie to dovtith; coloiigation, 593i-The, ludson's
Bày Company .never voluatarily underiook colonisation at Red Rsverib.-The Com-
pany cannot undertake to sinik capital in colonising- impracticabfe localities.; they have
spent large sums ',vhere setfenent was dèsirable, 593Î-5934- Enterprising, but un-
settled eharacter and conduct of Dr. McLaughlin ; wlien 'in tie- Cdnipany'-service he
was an excellent officer,,5935.,6o3o; 6o3-v.

Destruction of the fur trade in the north-west territories-, if dompetitoar were again
allowed,5g37--CompetitiorL would reduee the Indians-to a state-of ivant,- and almost
ofstarvation,ió.S--Disappearance or tiie:trade before the march of civilis'atfion,. 598'-
5944--It doea'not föliw that tlie maintenance of'tlie trade'in Britlish làrtli America
shbid, beýincompaii>le with etilonisatibn-;- thefrade would only-be dirivenfurther'norti;.
where the best "irs are found, 5941-5949.

Further refèrence to the difficulties of communication withi Red River;- remarks oni the
circumstance of the Canadian Government having voted 5,00 L. for imnproving the route
by Lake-Winnüpeg'and the Lake of the Woods, 595o-596à---Fuitlier evidence relative
to the' capital:syock of the Company, and-th'e-angmientations'therein from, tigne'to time;
witnessý cannot go into detailsrhereon' before hie connexion with the company ini 1821;
5961-5984- ExplanadOn relative 'toa suini of 84, 1i 1. as4theý ba'lance-expend'd' by the
Company in the>purelmise and support of the Red River colony, 5985-5991.,

Remarks on, the- circunstaiice of witnes!' having; many years ago, disputed the right
of Lord Selkirlk to the Rèd River colony; whereas since his connexiorn with the H-ud-
soi's--Bay Company, and the purchaseof the colony from Lord Selkirk-, he has, main-
tained the title to the posassion of the colony,5992-6ooo:--ln Canad' the Indian
title to the land lias never been extinguished, 6oo-- Dbubtwlhether Lord' Selkirk
gave any compensation, to the Indians for the R.ed River district, or whether his rights
were under, treaty,, 6002, 6003.

Propriety, of the' Compimy declining to supply'a statemient of the amouint of stock
standing-n the naines of the varions shareholders; it is an unusualýrequest on the part of
the Committee or one of its nemibers, 6oo4-6oog--Beyond~ the limits of the charter,
Parliaimentcan, if it please, refuse: tog re-grant the license, without at ail aggrieving the
Company, 6007, 6oo8--Authority under which the Cormpany hold courtsof record.at
Red. River, 6o1--6o 13.

Belief that' wvhether the license, be re-granted or nor the' Company will continue to
monopolise- the- trade, 61 8-In the time of tie Nlorth-west, Company competition there
was e tossi to ail, parties; 6oi9. 6o56-Futher- starement as to the-great decline of the
fur trade in the United Staies; comparativelysrmall auroufnt of furs exported ihence to
England, 6oco-6024-The posts.of the Hudson's Bay Company in the northern parts
of Canada are very valuable, 6025, 6026--Objection to making public the tariff prices
given to the [ndians, 6027.

Imiprobability for very many yeaîrs to corne of any foreign settlement in the southern
portion of the Hudson's Bay territory, 6028, 602--In the event of forcible encruach-
ment the Company would naturally apply for help to the Government of this country,
6oe8- Belief that Mr. lPouglas makes an excellent governor of Vancouver's Island,
6032----Sundry obstacles and cnusiderable expense which would. attend the formatio-
of an- independent British colony at the Red River, 6o3,3-6e46,

Larger ruilitary force required'at Red River if directfy undér the Crown, 6034, 6035
-Troops have on former occasions of excitement or of disturbances on tie frontier
been sent to, Réd' Rive.'; 6034. 6o50', 6o5r--Explanation as to a military force at Red
River having recently been applied for in consequence of disrutbances, in Minnesota, and
of the possibility of illegal conduct on the part of the half-breeda and, Canadian, traders,
6034. 6048-6055.

Ast regard§ the capital stock of the Company, not mnch of it is.nowheld in -Canada,
6047--Beliefrthat among.the Canadiane people generally there is, notany greatagiation
agsýnst'the exclusive rights- of the Company,6o4, 6055--The expectation by certain
parties of a. participation in the fur trade is- at the bottom, of the agitation in Canada,
6o55---No greater objection exists now than in the time of the Nîorth-west Company
to a competiion in the trade, but the competition then was grievous enough,, tioS6-
6058.

o.24-Sess. 2. 3 Q 4 Reference



Report, 1857-continued.

Ellice, Right Hon. EdwardiF.P. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
- Reference to an Act passed in 1690, conveying certain powers to the Htcdson's.Bay

Company, but for seven years only; explanation hereon, to the effect that subsequent
Acts in 1708, 1744, 1803, and 1818, have contained clauses saving the riglhts and privi-
leges of the Company, 6059-669- As regards the administration of justice in the
Hudson's Bay territory, the Crown bas at present sufficient power to establish magis-
irates wherever it pleases, 6070, 6071.

-Emigration. Absence of Americtan emigration froma Minnesota to Red River; the nearest
American settlement is at Crow Wing River, about 400 miles from Red River, Sir G..
Simpson 838, 83g. 891-907--Facilities afforded by the Company for the entrance of
free labourers into the Red River Settlement, ib. 1082-1091.

See also Colonisation and Settlement.

.Esquimailt Harbour (Vancouver's Island). Excellence of Esquimault Harbour, Cooper
3987; Blanshard5288. 5306-5312.

.Exclusive Rights. See Canada, 2. Colonisation and Settlement, 3. East India
Company v. Sands. Fr Trade. Indians, 6. 7. License to Trade.

Expenditure by the Company. See Red River Settlement, i. Vancouver's Island, 16.

Expiration of License. The license to trade, which was granted in 1838, will expire in
1859, Sir G. Simpson 1348-

Exports and Imports. The only article prohibited for export from the Company's territories
is that of fur, Sir G. Simpson 1227. 1 238- The Coinpany's imports into the territory
are about 6o,ooo 1. a year, ib. 1518-1 5 20-About 40,000 L. in imports is distributed
among the 55,ooo Indians east of the Rocky Moun tains, ib. là21-1524. 1547.

Obstacles on the part of the Company to an export trade in tallow and hides between
the Red River :nd the United States, Isbister 247- Further evidence in regard to the
obstacles thrown by the Company in the vay of exportation froni Red River; furs,.
which are the main produce of the country, are entirely prohibited from export save by
the Company, ib. 2599-2620-There is no prohibition against the exportation of corn
froi Red River, Crofton 3242- 3298, 3299.

Witness's ship, which is 524 tons burden, takes out a generai cargo to Fort York,
for the use of th-colony, and brings back oil and skins; witness has no cognizance of
the value of the cargoes, Herd4599-4602. 4607-4612. 4619-4623. 4629-4631- Ail the
goods, which sometimes include presents for private individuals, are consigned to the-
Conipany, ib. 4612-4618.

Statement as to the practical discouragement by the Company in the colony of exports
of tallow, hides, and tongues; more liberal condtc. hereon of the Company in London,
2MLaughlin 4766. 5001-5007--Probable amount of the total exports from the
Hudson's Bay territory, ib. 5ooo--M uch larger imports te tLhe territory from England
,than fron America, ib. 504 7- 5 53-Witness is not aware of any instance of seizure
of goods in consequence of the consignee having trafficked in fars; goods thus consigned
have not been carried by the Company, ib. 5054, 5055-

Abundance of animals in the territory from which an import trade to this country in
bides and tallow, as from Russia, couid be derived, Isbister 6o88.

See also .Duties on Imports. Freights. Reciprocity Treaties. .Tallow.

F.

Factors. The chief factors are ex officio menbers of council, but the number is of
necessity often made up by chief traders, Sir G. Simpson 710. 1151, 1152. 1372-1375.
- There are sixteen chief factors, forming the members of the Council, ib. 983-
The factors act as magistrates, ib. 1191-1193.

The average annual share of profit of each chief factor bas been 617 1. 13S. 2 d.,
Right Hon. E. Ellice 5802.

See also Servants of the Company.

Fisieries. A whale or seal fishery in Hudson's Bay could not be established with any
advantage, Rae 632-6 42--,Witness saw a good many whales in Hudson's Bay in
1846-47, but only one or two smail ones in 1853-54, ib.64o, 641---Thereis a'valuable
wvhale fishery near the mouth of the Mackenzie River, Isbister 2580. 2582- Belief as
to the accessibility during the summer of the whale fishery off'the mouth of the Mackenzie,
ib. 2581. 2584-2591.

During the last twenty-two years witness, as captain of one of the Company's ships,
bas seen only one whale in Hudson's Bay, .erd 4 571- There are white porpoises ln

the
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Report, 1857-cntinued.

Fisheries-continued.
the bay, and these are commonly called whales, Herd 4571. 4638-464--Even if
there were whales in the bay, fishing could not be carried on on account of the ice, ib.
4572-4578- Witness has seen very few seals in Hudson's .Bay, and does not be,lieve
there are any fisheries there of any value, ib. 4579-4584.

Belief as to whales, seals, and porpoises abounding in the Polar Seas, King 5696,
5697- Witness further states that there are' very valuable fisheries off the mouth of
Mackenzie's River and in other places; authority fur his statement hereon, Isbister 6076-
6o87- The lakes and rivers generally are stored with fish,. il). 6 o79--Statement
showing that in former years the Company imported front Hudson's Bay a considerable
quantity of whales' fins and oil, ib. 6079-6082.

See also Ungava Ba.. Vancouver's Island, 15.

Fitzwilliam, the Hon. Charles William Wentworth (Member of the Committee). (Analvsis
of his Evidence.)-Passed two months in Vancouver's Island in 1853; 2247, 2248-
Suitableness of the clinate of the island for settlement by Englishmen, 2249-
Character of the country; the soil is generally productive, thougli ii places rocky, and
the fir timnber is magnificent, 2249. 2256. 2379, 238o-Particlars relative to the coal
mines at Nanimo, about eighty miles to the north of Fort Victoria, on the east coast,
2230-2252. 2300-2310. 2319-2322. 2340. 2374, 2375- Cicumtanice of the interior
of the country not having been explored or surveyed, 2253-2255. 2276-2282. 2360,
2361.

Excellent harbours at Esquimault and other places. 2257, 2258. 2277. 2299. 2338,
2339. 2372, 2373-The fisheries along the coast are singularly productive, the fish beng
traded by the Indians with the' Hudson's Bay Company, 2259, 2260. 2366-2369-
Very primitive state of the Victoria settlement when witness was there in 1853; par-
ticulars hereon as to the ex tent of land in cultivation, the number of settlers, &c., 226 1 -
2264. 2270-2273. 2295-2298. 2382-2389-Cotisiderable settlement going on On the
American nainland oppositt the island, 2262-2264. 2363-2365. t

Particulars relative to the Indians on the coast of the island; their character, meaus of
subsistence, &t., 2265-2269. 2283-2293. 2314-2318-Productive land in the Cowichan
valley, 2268- Causes Of the non-increase of settlers in the island ; doubt as to any
encouragement being oflèred by the Hudson's Bay Company, 2271-2273. 2323-2329.
2352-2359-Size of the island, 294- Victoria is the only settlenent, 2295-2298
- Situation of Victolia, 2299- Character of the navigation from Victoria to Nanimo,
2311-2313.

The white population principally came from England, and were, with one exception,
servants of the Puget Sound Farming Company or the Hudson's Bay Company, 2323-
2326. 2352. 2382-2387- Practice in regard to the sale of land, 2329-Penalty in the
event of persons being detected in trading with the Indians in liquor, 2333-2337-
Cultivable character of the islands between Vancouver's Island and the main land, 2341-
2346- Manner in which the island is governed and justice administered, 2347-2351.

The Puget Sound Company, which cultivates a considerable quantity of land, is con-
posed of servants of the Hudson's Bay Company, 2352-2355---Settlers in the island
would most probably come from the sea rather titan the, mainland, 236 2--Mention of
Mr. Cooper as the only independent settler and trader in the island when witness was
there, 2369-2371. 2382. 2386, 2387--Wheat. cats, barley, and potatoes were easily
raised in the island, 2376-2381.

Witness delivers in a letter- received by him froma Mr. Cooper in 1853, complaining
thatI Mr. Douglas, the governor of the island, had forced two ien to join an exploring
expedition, notwithstanding that they were engaged to perform certain urgent work for
him (Mr. Cooper), 2390.

Floods. Occasional fooding of the land ut Red River, and at various other parts of the
territory, Sir G. Simpson 804,805. 875-878.942-957. 1959-19 7 7- The last great flood
was in !851, ib. 957-Reason for nu attempt having been made to improve the banks
of the river, so as to prevent floods, ib. 1978-1980.

Floods are of rare occurrence, Corbett 2734-2736--Witness has seen the whole
country alnost under water for many miles on each side of the Saskatchewan, Sir
J. Richardson, 2901. 291-2 - Advantage if the occasional floods could be prevented by
renioving the obstructions and improving the outfalls, Caldwell 5624-5630.

Food. Before the Red River settiement was founded, animal food and fish formedl the
main diet in the interior, and corn was imported through Hudson's Bay for tne use of
the Company's establishments On the coast, Sir G. Simpson 963-968---lnability of the
Company to support the Indians in the interior and in the northern districts in timues
of scarcity; food of the country adverted to hereon, ib. 1849-1859- The food of the
prairie Indians is principally buffalo, and of the thickwood and more norihern Indians,
fish and rabbits, ilb. 1849. 1851-1854. 1858.

0.24-Sess. 2. 3 R Reference
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Food-continued.
Reference to a letter from the Rev. Mr. Taylor to witness, dated September 1855, with

regard to the uncertainty of the arrival of necessarv supplies foi the settiers and Indians,
Corbett 2747-2750-Fixed tariff of charges on some of, but not all, the articles of food
supplied by the Company, ib. 2751-2754• 2771, 2772.

At Fort Franklin and other places witness has necessarily lived -forseveral months on
fisb, and frequently passed two or three days without any food at ail, Sir J. Richardson
2946-2955---Facility in supporting the troops at Red River, Crofia 3983401- .
Manner ia which the several expeditions of witness in the -Company's territories were
supplied with food; great assistance afforded 'hereon by the Hudson's Bay Company,
Sir George Back 3457. 3492, 3493. 3527-3529- At Jaine-'s: Bay and other places
animals are more scarce than -formerly, and living is sometimes very precarions, Right
Rev. Dr. Anderson 4326-4334.

See alseo Buffaloes. Fisheries. Indians, 2. Pemmican.
Foss v. Pe11y. Particulars relative to the case of Foss v. Pelly, as tried in Assiniboia when

witness was governor; interference of Mr. Adam Thorn therein; grounds for the con-
clusion that substantial justice was 'not doue, Caldwell 5442-5516-- There were
altogether four defendants, and the damages were laid at 3ooL.; eventually the only
defeiidants on the trial were Pelly and bis wife, and the damages were laid at 2ro L., ib.
544 3-The injustice consisted in the fact of Mr. Thorn having interfered in the case
both as advocate and j udge, though he had been pieviously consulted about it, ib. 5444-
5455. 5460 .5496-The case was tried by jury; how composed, ib-5445, 5446. 5498,
54 9 9-The action was for defanatory conspiracv, ib. 5462-5468. 5473, 5474-
Captain Foss ai well as Mr. Pelly was in the pay of the Company, ib. 5463-5467. 5475-
5483- Reason why witness did not act as bondfide judge in the case, notwithstanding
Mr. Thorn's presence, ib. 5484-5496. 5500-5502.

Fraser River. There is a cousiderable space of level and cultivable land to the enstward
of Fort Langton, at the nouth of Fraser'River, Sir G. Simpson'558-564. 928-941-
The mouth of the river is obstructed by a bar, ib. 865-867-Exclusive right of the
Coinpany to the fisheries in Fraser's River, Cooper .359o. 3740, 3741. 3880-3884--
Fitness of part of Fraser's River district for cultivation, ib. 39o6-3913-The country
about Fra<er's River on the mainland vas spoken of to witness as extremely fertile,
Blanshard 5112, 5113.

Free Grants of Land. If free graits of land were made the territorv would soon be settled
from Saulte St. Mary to Red River, MPLaughlin 5o0 3.- See also Pensioners.

Freights. Respecte in which the Company refuse to become freighters of imports for other
parties to York or Moose River, &c., Sir G. Simpson 1067-1069. 1073-1081. 1235-1238.
'1318- Cow, per ton of the freight on goods passng to Red. River respectively through
the Company>s territory and through the States, ib. 1302-13o8-Circumstance tof
witness having often suggested to Mr. Sinclair, Mr. M'Dermoi, and others at Red River,
the proprety of chartenng a vessel for themselves for the export of tallow and other pro-
duce, ib. 1496-1 50e--Witness is not aware of any regulations for licensing setilers to
freight goods between Red River and York Factory, &c.; documents datea July 1845,
and purporting to be signed by Alexander Christie, factor of the Cunipany, adverted to
hereon, ib. 2e18, 2019.

Difficulties of the Vancouver's Island colonists through want of freightage for their
exports, Cooper 3885-3895.

No application has ever been made to witness by merchants at York Fort to'put cargo
for them on board, Herd 4625-4628---Private merchant vessels never call a. York for
trading purpues, ib. 4647, 4648.

Particulars relative to the proceedings consequent upon a demand for over-freiglht from
the Company by Messrs. M'Dermot and Sinclair of Red River; the governur decided
that the case could not betried in the culony; witness, un the part of Messrs. M'Dermot
and Sinclair, then endeavoured to have it settled before the Chamber of Commerce in
Canada, or the Board of Trade in London, but without effect, and eventuallv it was settled
by the Company paying a portion of the amount demanded, .V''Laughlin 4808-4823--
Reference to an action brought by the Company against witness in consequence of some
radier indiscreet expressions used by hin, arsing out of the case of the over-freight; it
was tried at the Old Bailey, and dismissed by the judge, ib. 4823-4845---Witness
subsequently took some steps against the Company for faise imprisonment, but w as pre-
vented by his father from going on with the matter, ib. 4846-4852- Circumstance of
witness having been intrusted by the Company with the procuring of certain supplies at
Red River, subsequently to the demand for over-freight, and the trial at the Old Bailey,
ib. 4853. 4913-4919.

Witness states that four or five years elapsed before the matter of the over-freight was
settled; but subsequently admits, on seeing a receipt in full from Mr. M'Dermot, dated

1846,
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Freights.-continued.
1846, that he may be inaccurate in regard to the-date of settlement, McLaughlin 4854-
4881.

'Reference to a copy of a licence to frigLht goods from the Red River to York Factory,
dated 29th Jaly 1845, M'Laughlin 4888-4894.

Difficulty as regards- freight to Vancouver's Island, which prevented witness from
obtaining supplies from Englend,. BlansIard 5178, 5179.

See also Sinclair, James.

Fuel. Want of fuel'in different parts of the Company's territories àdverted to as an obstacle
to settlement, Sir G. Simpson 971-979. 1428-143o- Great deficiency of fuel at Red
River,'Right Hon. E. Ellice 5847- Also on the Saskatchewan, ib.

FuR TRADE:
1. Conduct of the Trade before the Union of the Canadian and Hudson's Bay

Companies ; disastrous Competition tchich prevailed.
2. Union of the Companies, and Benefits consequent thereon.
3. Licence tu Trade as granted in 1838, andpreviously.
4. Question as to the Legality of an exclusive Licence.
5. System of Traffic with the Indians ; Prices given for Furs.
6. Councif of Factors.
7. Trading Posis.
8. Steps taken to prevent Competition or private Trading.
9. .Etent of private Trading carried on.

10. More valuable and extensive .Trade in the more remote Districts.
11. Fur-bearing AnimaLs; whether on the Decrease or Increase.
12. United States.
13. Evidence in favour of Competition in the Trade.
14. Evidence infavuur of the Continuance of .Monopoly.
15. Probable Monopoly, even if the Trade be thrown open.
16. Vancouver's Island.

1. Conduct of the Trade before the Union of the Canadian and Hudson's Bay
Companies ; disastrous Compétition which prevailed:

Witness.went to Canada in i 8o3, and was then first connected with the North American
fur trade, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5 775-At that period all the leadintr commercial
community of Canada wlas engaged in the trade, ib. 5775. 5 883- 5886---fhe trade was
then carried on in countries that re now civilized regions, ib. 5775.

Very injurious and disastrous competition, during the earlier part of the century,
between the Canadian companies and the Rudson's Bay Company, Right Eton. E. Ellice
5778, 5779. 5783, 5784-More active competition on the part of the Hudson's Bay
Company, after Lord Selkirk joined it in 1811, ib. 5779-5783-In 1816 the Canadian
Government appointed Mr. Coltman as Commissioner to inquire into the disorders in the
conduct of the fur trade, and he reported in favour of an union of the interests of the
competing companies, ib. 5783, 5784-Some sixteen or eighteen people were killed or
wounded in an affray between the rival companies, i 5783.

2. Union of the Companies, and Beneßjts consequent thereon:
In 1819 or 182o Lord Bathurst, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, consulted

witness as to the possibility of an union of the companies, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5784
-- After a very difficult negotiation, witness succeeded in unting the interests of the
various conipanies, and persuading them to agree to carry on trade under the charter of
the Hudson's Bay Company, ib.-On the union of the companies, the Hudson's Bay
Company became more a Canadian than an English company, ib. 5784. 5881, 5882-
Immediate restoration of peace and order by the union of the companies, ib. 5790- 5803-
58o5-Great benefit of the union of the competing companies to the natives, ib. 5803-
5808.

3. Licence to Trade as granted in 1838, andpreviously:
Reference to Parlianentary Papers in which the licence to trade, which the Company

received froin Governrient in 1-821 and 1838, may be found, Maynard 4443, 4444.
Crown grant to the Company, dated 30 May 1838, of the exclusive trade with the

Indians in certain parts of Nurh America for a further term of twenty-one years, and
upon the surrender of a former grant, App. p. 414-416.

Copies or extracts of the correspondence which touk place at the last renewal of the
charter between the Government and the Company, together with the dates of all former
charters or grants to the Company, App. p. 417-434.

Copy of the grant made to the Company in 1821, App.p. 425-427.
Information supplied by the governor of the Company in a letter to the Lords of the

Committee of Privy Council for Trade, dated 7 February 1838, relative to the claim for
a renewal of the grant, App. p. 427-430.

o.24-Sess. 2. 3 R 2 4. Question
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FUR TR ADE-continued.
4. Question as to the Legality of an exclusive Licence:

Grounds for the conclusion that the Company have not in law an exclusive licence to
trade, lon. W. H. Draper 4110-4117. 4125- Tje question of monopoly of trade, as
well as of possession of land, should be referred to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, ib. 4116.

Witness,denies that he was tratficking illegally when, as a British subject in a.British
colony, he traded in fors, M'Laughlin 5060-5062.

Statement by Mr. facDonell before the Select Committee in Canada, relative to the
rights of the Ôompany under their charter, and in contravention of the title claimed,
App. p. 386--Similar statement by Mr. Dawsoa before the same committee, ib. 394-
399.

5. System of Traffic with the Indians; Prices given for Furs:
Fairness of the systemi pursued by the Company in their traffic with the Indians,

Rae 375--Higher payient given for the less valuable furs, such as the trmusk-rat, in
order to prevent the finer and more valuable animals being killed off, ib. 376.502- 559,
560--Supply of the goods to the Indians on credit, ib. 408--Particulars as to the
prices put upon goods, with reference to their prime cost, which are bartered with the
Indians in exclange for beaver skins; examination hereon to the effect that by the
Company's tariff a fair value is pluced upon the furs, ib. 408-413. 471-511. 52o-560.

The prices of the several kinds of beaver skins are well known to the Indians, who are
very shrewd in their dealings, Rae 485-499. 527. 568-572---Modification of the tariff,
some years ago, in favour of the Indians, ib. 499, 500. 520-543---The Indians probably
pav, indirectly, more than -oo per cent. in beaver skins over and above the first value of
the goods. ib. 5o3-5:1--Process at the Company's forts in regard to the exchange of
furs for goods, ib. 539, 54o-- Particulars as to the numuber of skins of different kinds
which would be required for a gun, ib. 540-548-Much higher price given for furs in
the Mackenzie River than in other places, ib. 549. 553. 557.

Payment for the furs by barter, according to a tariff, varied from time to time, Sir
G. Simpson ioo8-Further statement as to the tariff for barter with the Iridians;
variations in it are settled by the council, iM. 126 4-1268---In Canada and the American
frontier furs are mainly paid for in money, and in the interior it is a barter trade, ib. 1536.
1617-16ao----.There are different tariffs for different places, ib. 1536. 1616-1619---
Inferior skins, such as nusk-rat skins, are constantly taken in return for a gun, ib. 1528-
1535.

Inadequate value now received by the Indians for skins, Hon. W. H. Draper 4191;
M'Laughlin 5058, 5059. 5o66-5o6S - Much larger price given for skins by the
American companies than by the Hudson's Bay Company; documents hereon relative to
a contract made by winess for supplying the American Fur Company, MLaughlin 5059.
5o62-5o65-:---Witness has given more than o per cent. more for furs than the Com-
pany gave, ib. So5 9 -Dissatisfaction of both Indians and half-breeds, in consequence
of the much lower prices paid by the Hudson's Bay Company than the American com-
panies, ib. 5069-5071.

Witness knows nothing of the Company's fur tariff, but believes that on account of
the competition at Penbina fair prices were given, Caldwell 56o8-56ii.

Objection to, making public the tariff prices given to the Indians, Right Hon. E.
Ellice 6027.

6. Council of Factors:
Conduct of the affairs of the trade by a council of chief factors, which meets generally

at Red River, Right Bon. E. Ellice 5793, 5794.
7. Trading Posts:

Considerable distance generally of the fur-trading posts from Red River, Caldwell
5369-5371.

List of the several trading posts or forts of the Company in 1856, App. p. 365-367.

8. Steps taken Io prevent Competition or private Trading:
Unwillingness of the Company to oppose by violence any persons coming from the

United States and trading with the Indiains, Sir G. Simpson 1757-1761.
Instance of the punishment of a soldier for having bartered tobacco with an Indian for

some fnr, Crofton 3224-3230.
Nature of the steps taken by the Company, in order to prevent traffic in furs between

the Indians and the settlers, M'Laughlin 4735 et se.- Persecution on the part of the
Company, in several of the prohibitory measures adopted by them previously to 1849,
with reference to the fur trade, ib. 4739-4750. 4762-4766--Stoppage of the Com-
pany's supplies to the Indians, in the event of their trafficking with the settlers, ib. 4740.
4749- 4754---Instances of Indians having been imprisoned, or their fars impounded, for

trafficking
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FUR TRADE-continued.
8. Steps taken toiprevent Competition or private Trading-continued.

traffickirig with the settlers, 1ltlLaughlin 4743-4747---Prevention by the Company of
traffic between the Indians themselves, ib. 4756- Instance of the Company having
endeavoured, through a missionary, to induce the Irdians not to wear furs, ib- 4756-4761
-General character of the persecution on the part of the Company, in 1844 and 1845,
ib. 4762-4766. j I , .

As regards the prohibition of the fur trade. witness refers to several documentsJin cor-
roboration of his evidence on the subject, .b'Laughlin 4766 et se.-Reference to an
unsigned proclamation, dated Fort Garry, 7th December 1844, with aview to the pre-
vention of traffic in furs, ib. 4786- 4 791-The proclamations issued in the colony in
December 1844, were acted upon for some years, b. 4788-4791.

Explanation relative to Minutes of Council, dated Id April 1845, layino- down certain
rules in regard to the administration of the lav at Red River upon a 1 que0tions of
revenue or prohibition of licence; the members of this Couricil were all more or less
connected w'th the Cmpany, t gLaughin 4796-488--Extract from a proclamation
by Mr. Christie, with reference to further measures for suppressing illicit trade in furs,
ib. 4902.

Extract from minutes of meeting of Council at Red River, dated ioth Julv 1845,
imposing certai -strictions upon settlers dealing in furs, App. p. 373.

9. Exwa of private Trading carried on:
Statement as to there being already a considerable private trade in furs between the

Redi River -and the United States, notwithstanding the endeavours of the Company to
monopolise the trade, Isbister 2451-2458--Since 1849 the illicit trade has been on the
increase at Red River,'Caldwell 5611-5614.

10. Mfore valuable and extensive Trade in the more remote Districts:
More abundant and more valuable supply of skins from the districts most remote and

most northern, b. 5811-5818. 5941-.5949. 6024--Decrease in the trade in the
southern portion of the territory, owing to the competition from the American frontier,
Right Bon E. Ellice 5820. 5826--Belief that the Company are losing rather than
gainingz money by the trade in the southern districts, where competition arises, ib. 5820
-- Part of the territory west of the Rocky Mountains is very productive of good furs,
ib. 584 9-- The- posts of the Company in the northern part of Canada are very valuable,
ib. 6025, 6026.

11. Fur-bearing Animals, whetlher on the Decrease or Increase:
The fur-bearing animals have increased under the Company's sway, Sir G. Simpsont

1704, 1705-estruction of fur-bearing animals by half-breeds and white trappers,
rather than by Indian hunters, Hon W. H. Draper 22o5-About the Athabasca Fort
the beavers, which formerly wer'e to be found in great numbers, had disappeared when
witness was there some years ago, King 5678-5682. 5689, 56go-Great diminution in
the supply of peltry in British North America, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5810-5812--In
the remote districts, and where the Indians are under control, the fur-bearing animals are
on the increase, owing to the regulations of the Company, ib. 5811-5816.

12. United Staies:
The American fur companies seli inferior goods to thé Indians nearly at the same price

as the Hudson's Bay Company, Rae 695--There is now no American fur company in
the United States, Sir G. Simpson 1659-1665--Any American can engage in trade in
an Anerican colony under licence from the Government commissioners, MLaughlin
5072-5076-- Statement as to the great decline of the fur trade in the United States;
comnaratively small amount of furs exported thence to England, Right Hon. E. Ellice
5809. 602o-6o 4-- The furs found in the United States are inferior to those procured
in the more northern and colder districts, ib. 5945-5949.

13. Evidence in favour of Competition in the Trade:
Expediency of abolishing the exclusive privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company in

regard to ]and and trade in the Red River Seulement, &c., Kernagkan 2131-2134.
2245.

Considerations as to the expediency or otherwise of throwing open the fur trade and
allowing Canada to participate in it; witness denies the force of several objections to the
trade being opened, but bas not formed a decided opinion on the subject as regards the
effect upon the Indians, Isbister 2409-2435. 2453- Witness does not believe that
opening the trade would lead to the destruction of the fur-bearing animals, ib. 2415--
Under any circumstances the fur trade must, in course of tinte, be open to competition,
ib. 2450-2452.

Competition in the fur trade is a source of agitation with many people in Canada,
Hon W. H. Draper 4087, 4088--Object of many persons, whose apparent desire is
settlement, really to interfere in the for trade, ib. 4180-4182---Feeling in Canada that
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Report, 1857-continwed.

.FUR TRADE-continued.
13. Evidence infavour of Competition in the Trade-continued.

the:rigbs of the Company should be abolished, and the trade with the 1ndians thrown
open, Roche 4509-451 -- Antic:ipjazed individual trade in furs if the-trade were thrown
open, M'aughlin 4931-4933.

Statements bv Mr. M'Donell and Mr. Dawson before the Select Committee in
Canada, in stroig opposition to the monopoly-exercised by the Company, App. P. 386-
390. 394-398.

Petition from the Board of Trade of the city of Toronto to the Legislative Council,
presented '2oth April 1857, with reference to the exclusive rights exercised by the

udson's Bay Company, App. p. 435.

14. Evidence infavour of the Cuntinuance of Monopoly:
It is essential that the trade should be a monispoly, Rae 378-384. 414-416---An

opposition fur tiade vould result in the introduction of spirits amliong the Indians, to their
great injury, and the exhaustion of the trade, ib. 379-384. 414-Evil anticipated from
an opposition fur ti ade on the Company's terrtiories, Sir G. Simpson 1645 -1648---The
export of furs has largelv increased, an.i ti trade is now the largest and mobt valuable
iin the world, ib. 17o6-17o8----The trade may be kept closedi uttil settenient advances
nearer, Sir J. Richardson 313 1---Cornpetition on the frontier between dhe American
and the Hudson's Bay Com.panies, ib. 3135.

Importance, for several reasons, of the Hudson's Bay Company still monopolisine
the fur trade for some time at least, within the northern limit proposed to be reserveâ
to them, Hon. W. H. Draper 4084-4086. 4 189, 4190. 4206-42og---Twofold evil
consequent upon competition in the trade, ib. 4086-Pending the question of
settienent by Canada, the Company shuud, as at present, monopolise the trace, ib.
4206-4209.

Where the monopolv of the Company is not a necessity witness has nothing to say
in its favour, iight Éon. E. Ellice 685o. 5860-5864. 5867. 5906, 5907. 5933--
Destruction of the fur trade in the north-west territories if competition were allowed, ib.
5937- Disappearance of the trade before the march of civilisation, ib. 5938-5944--
In the time of the North-west Company competition there was a loss to ail parties, ib.
6019. 6o56-No greater objection exists now than in the time of the North-west
Company to a competition in the trade, but the competition then was grievous enougb,
ib. 6oô6-6o58.

Extract, dated i oth August I 748, from the report ofthe Committee appointed to inquire
into ihe state and conditiou of the countries adjuining to Hudson's Bay, and of the trade
carried un there, App. p. 359-36i-Consideration iu this report of the petition of
certain parties engaged in tryinz to discover the north-west passage, who take exception
to the charter of the Hudson's'Bay Company, as void in its original creation, or forfeited
by the Company's conduct under it, and request the grant of a charter for themselves to
apply to ihe more northern district, ib.-Recommendations in the reporr that a charter
be not granted to the petitioners, as likely to interfere injuriously with the fur trade by
creating competition, ib. 360, 361.

As regards those extensive regions in which for the present, at least, there can be no
prospect of permanent settlement, the Comminttee are of opinion that the Company should
contmue to enjoy the privilege of exclusive trade, Rep. p. iv--Probability of the
indiscriminate destruction of the inore valuable fur-bearing animals, if competition in trade
be ellowed, ib.

15. Probable Monopoly even if the Trade be thrown open :
Conpetitions in the fur trade would not probably be very successful at first,

Hon. W. H. Draper 4187---If the trade were thrown open, competing companies
would in time mosi. probably unite, ib. 4190-Belief that whether the licence be
re-granîted or not, the Company will coniinue to monopolise the trade, Right Hon. E.
Ellice 6o18.

16. Vancouver's ,sland:
Few furs procured from Vancouver's Island, Cooper 3816. 3973, 3974- The

Hudson's Bay Company might have the right of exclusive trade compatibly with a
governmvent '.f ±e island by the Crown, Right Bon. E. Ellice 5863-5865.

See also American Fur Company. Ammunition. Canada, 2. 4. Colonisation
anld Settlement, 3. Compensation. Duties on inports. Indians, 7.
Licence Io Trade. North West Company. Red River Settlement, p.
Russia. Spirituous Liquors. Trading Supplies.

G.

Geological Formation. A large proportion of the region east of the Rocky Mountains is
primitie in geological formation, and is almost entirely denuded of soil, Lefroy

.167.
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Report, l857-contiued.

Geological formation-continued.
167. 202-208. 213. 243-245--Geological formation of Lower Canada adverted to,
Lefroy 207, 2o8- The limestone in the .pra.irie territory contains a .large quantity of
magnesia, and is not fertile, Sir . Richardson 2go3- Abundance of limestone in the
tract of territory by the.Athlabasca Lake, King 5658, 5659

Witness has. writtenwa geological memoir upon the country; which bas been .published
by the Geological Society, and also a geographical memoir, Tabister 6074, 6075.-

Geological Survep. There bas been no geological survey of the territory; advantage of
such survey with a view to the discovery of minerais, Sir J.Richardson 3092. 3108,
3109.

Gladman, George. Statement furnished to the Select Cornmittee in Canada by Mr. George
Gladman, who had been in the Company's service for many years, 'relative to the so
and climate of different portions of the territory, and their fitness for settlement, App. p.
390-394.

G/adstone, Right Hon. MVr. Resolutions proposed by Mr., Gladstone, and. negatived on
division by the casting vote of the Chairman, Rep.p. xiv.

Gold. Statement as to gold having been found near Fort Colville and Thonpsor's River'
Cooper 3914, 3915. 3947-3965-Crounds for concluding that gold may be found in a
great part of Vkincouver's Island, Right Hon. E. Ellice 586.

GoPERNMENT BY THE COMPANY:

1. Particuars as to the Local Administration.
2. Remarks in Approval or Disapproval.

1. Particulars as to the Local Administration:
Witness bas been governor of the Hudson's Bay territories. for the last thirty-seven

years; nature of his authorty, Sir G. Simpson. 702-706. 712, 713--Has residedfor
several vears aî the Red River Settlement, as, well as in. Oregon,. in Athabasca, :and
Canada, ib. 7o7-There is a separate seat of Council for the-norther and southern
departments, ib. 7o8- Authority of the Council, ib. 711-713- In the absenceof the
Council, witnesss autbority is supremne, ib. 713---Witness bas tra.velled through, the
greater part of the Com pany's terntories ; he has crossed the Rocky Mouutains at three
different points, ib. 714, 715.

Extent to which the transactions of the Council are kept secret from the public,
-Sir G. Simpson 1125-1145. 1182--In the district of Assiniboia, which includes the
Red River Settlement, the recorder, M r. James Johnson, is the governor of the district,
and exercises executive as m eil as judicial power, ib. 1153-4156. 1364, 1365. 1368-
The Governor and Council have nt legislative powers, save as regards the making of
laws or regulations for the management of their own affairs, ib. 1159, 116o. 1168-1176
- The Council assembles at Norway House some time in June,.seven factors out of
the entire nuim ber of sixteen forming a quorum, 1177-11i81-Constitution and mode
of appointment of the Council in the Assiniboia district, ib. 1183-1188. 1363-1371.

Any new regulations affecting the Red River Seutlement are published, but it is not
considered necessaiy to publish old ordinances, Sir G. Simpson 1292-1298--In the
government of Red RivE-, there is not necessarily any reference to Norwaîy House, ib.
135-1357-The Assiniboia district forms a circuit of fifty niles from the forks of the
Red and Assiniboine Rivers, but criminals are sent thither from distant parts of the
territory, ib. 1362. 1384-1387- Witness's appointment is by the Governor and Com-
mittee at home, and is revukable at any time, ib. 1376-381---Witness has no head-
quarters, ib. 1382, i 383--The governor of Assiniboia is resident, ib. 1383.

Circumstance of there havirig formerly been two governors in the territory, Governor
Williams and Governor Simpson, Sir J. Richardson 3029-332-Way in which the
Le2islative Council at Red River was composed and elected when witness was there,
Caldwell 5415-5422.

Passages in the charter or grant by Charles the Second, relative to the jurisdiction of
the Company, and the administration of justice, App.p. 413, 414.

2. Remarks it Approval or Disapproval:
Witness considers that it would be a very great calanity if the control of the Company

were altogetherto cease, Rosn 10--Constant peace witlin the territory through tlhe
operations of the Company, iM.- Constant war between the natives of the American
teritory on the one aide and the Indian tribes on the other,ib. 10. 140, 141.

There bas been constant peace in the territory between the Whites and the Indians
since witness has been governor, whereas on the Aimerican frontier a continual war has
been going on, Sir G. Simpson 1012-1017--The Company have gone on in perfect
harmony with the Canadians and the Canadian Government, ib, 68o.
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Report, 1857-continued.

GOVERNMENT BY TRE COIIPANY-continued.
2. Remarks in Approval or Disapproval-continued.

Opinion that the system of management adopted by the Company is unfavourable to
the developixent of the resources of the country, and to the progress of the civilisation of
the inhabitants, Isbister 2406, e4 07- As regards the more peaceful conduct of the
Indians in the .Company's territories than of those in the United States, the same is in no
way attributable to the'sway or influence of the Company, ib. 2418-2427.

Power of the Cdmpany still to preserve their authority in the country, provided the fur
trade is not thrown open, Sir J. Richardson 3128-3S1 o- Witness considers the govern-
ment of the Red River colony to be a patriarchal government, Crofton 3180-Approval,
on the whole, of the government by the Company, ib. 3332-3335.

Distinction between the, rule of the Company as in London and in the colony,
.M'LauOhlin 4789. 5ooi--Proclamations form the only means whereby the settlers
know' te regulations of thé Company, ib. 4966-4968.

Statement by the governor of the Company as to the inexpediency of further legislative
measures for the government and administration of the territory, and as to their objection
to undertake a divided administration, App. p. 406.

Statemenît by the governor of the Cumpany as to the success of their administration
hitherto; approbation has been expressed hereon by every succeeding Secretary of State
for the Colonies for the last thirty-seven years, App. p. 406.

See also Administration of Justice. Canada. Red River Settlenent. Fan-
couver's Island.

Grand Rapids -District. Statenent as to Sir G. Simpson having endeavoured to intimidate
Archdeacon Cochrane and others from building the church at the Grand Rapids District,
Corbett 2704-2709.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. Witness is at the head of the Trunk Railway at
Canada, Ross 8- An extension of the Trunk R.ilway to the Red River should pass
through ithe valley to the north of Lake Huron and Lake Superior, where the land is very
suitable for a seulement, ib. 40-46. 142. 145, 146-The railway is now nearly carried
to Lake Huron, ib. 43-How far it may be carried by the Acts already obtained, ib.
45. 153 -It is about 1,2oo miles from, the point to which the present railway conces-
sion extends, to the Red River, ib. 153.

Grant, Mr. Mention of Mr. Grant of Red River as a very good magistrate, Caldwell
5574.

Great Fils River. Very fine grazing country ail the way along the Great Fish River to
the Polar Sea, King 5664, 566t5.

Gunn, Donald, Sen. Letter from Mr. Gunn to the President of the Executive Council of
Canada, dated Red River, 6 March, containing sundry particulars and statistics relative
to the Red River Settlement, App. p. 381-385.

H.

Half-breeds. Difficulty in governing half-breeds, as at Red River, Ross 129-131---
Reluctance of the English half-breeds to settle, Rae 655 -659 -- Doubt as to there being
any difficulty in governing the English half-breeds, ib. 66o, 661--The half-b-eed popu-
lation is in some places largely increasing, ib. 662.

There are about 4,000 balf-breeds at Red River, Sir G. Simpson 1681, 1682-Tie
increased instruction of the half-breeds has not created uny increased des.ire on their part
for a free trade in furs, ib. 1686-1694.

Disàatisfaction among some of the half-castes at Red River on account of the monopoly
of the fur trade, Sir J. Richardson 2942. 3128- Discontented state of the halfl.breeds
at Red River, because they were not allowed to distil spitits froi their own corn, or to
traffic in furs, (Crofton4 3232-3246.

Progressive social and intellectual development of the half-castes at Red River, Right
Rev. Dr. Anderson 4383. 4421-4429--Dependene to be placed in the half-castes as
settlers, ib. 4384. 4416. 4425.

. Explanation as to a claim made by tue half-breeds upon the Hudson's Bay Company
i consequence of their having been prohibited by the Americans from hunting buffalo
south of the 49th parallel, M'Laughlin 4 903-4907--Neither physically nor intellectually
are the half-breeds at Red River inferior to the Whites, ib. 4992-499 6---High position
of the American half-breeds at St. Peter's, ib. 4997-4999.

Large proportion of half-breeds in the Red River Settlement, Caldwell 5363 -- Trouble-
some conduct of the half-breeds when witness arrived at Red River some years ago;
they require a stringent mode of government, ib. 5364. 537 2---Means of livelihood of
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Report, .1857-continued

Half-breeds-continued.
the half-breeds, Caldwell 5365-5368---Good socialposition of soie of.the half-breeds
ib.5 5 73, 5574.

See also Education. Red River Seulement, S.
Headingley. The original'terms in regard to 'land at Headingleywere, that each settler

.should pay £1. for each lot of land, whereas thé terms have since been raised to '2 l.
'and 1 5 1., Corbett 2684, 2685.-See also Missionaries and Mssionàry Settlemen s.

Health. The country about the Red River, &c., is very healtb, Lefroy 313e-The
troops at Red River in 1846-48 continued in excellent health, Crofton,34 02- 340 5.

Herd, Captain .David. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Has for the last eighteen or nineteen
years commanded a ship of the Hudson's Bay Company, sailing between this countrv
and Fort York; wvas previously an officer in one of their ships for-three years, 4566-
4570-During the last twenty-two years witness has seen only one whale in fHudson's
Bav, 4572---There are white porpoises in the Bay, and these are commnonly called
whales, 4571. 4638-4641---Even if ihere were whales in the Bay, fishing could not be
carried on on accounit of the ice, 4572-4578.

Pasticulars as to the difficulty of navigating the Bay hy reason of the ice; save for six
weeks or two ionths in the year the Bay is not navigable, 4572-4578. 4592. 4603-4606.
464 5- 4 649---- Witness has seen very few seals, and does not believe there are any
fisheries Of any value, 4 579- 4 584 -Doubt as to there being any advantage in a steamer
over a sailing vessel for the voyage to and from Fort York, 4585-4595. 4642-4646.

The voyage is farther and moie difficult from London to Fort York than to Montreal,
4597, 4 598--Wimess's ship, which is 524 tons burden, takes out a general cargo for
the use of the colony, and brings back oil and Nkins; ho has, no cognisance of the value
of the cargoes, 4599-4602. 4607-4612. 4619-4623. 4 629-4631-All the goods, which
sometimes niclude present% for private individuals, are consigned to the Company, 4612-
4618--Difficulty in making up the return cargo when the vessel is not full, by the
addition of tallow from Red River ;~ short supply there, 4623, 4624.

No application bas ever been made to witness by merchants at York Fort to put, cargo
for them on board, 4625-4628- Probable quantity of oil brought from the Bay to this
country, 4629-4635---Private merchant vessels never call at York fbr trading purposes,
4647, 464 8-Bleak appearance of the country about York, 4649, 4650.

Hudson's Bay. Obstacles to carrying on a traffic through Hudson's*Bay, Sir G. Simpson
969, 97o-Particulars as to the difficulty of navigating the Bay by reason of the ice ;
save for six weeks or two months in the year the Bay is not navigable, Herd 4572-4578.
4592. 4603-4606. 4645-4649.

T.

Immigration. See Colonisation and Settlement. Einigration.

Imports. See Duties on Imports. Exports and Imports. Freights.

Indian Corn. Indian corn may be cultivated between the latitudes of 490 and 510, and
ripens very well at the Red River, Isbister 2572-2577.

INDU NS :
1. Population: whether Increasing or Decreasing.
2. P 'ysical Condition ;' Instances of Destitution, Starvation, and Cannibalism.
3. Efct of Colonisation and Civilisation.
4. Treatment of the Indians by the Company and their Servants.
5. Settlement of Judians; Practice of the Company hereon.
6. Question as to the Preservation of Peace if the Trade be open to Canada.
7. Effect of Competition in Trade upon the Indians.
e. Canada.

t. Population ; whether Increasing or Decreasing :
Paiticulars as to the amount of Indian population, Sir G. Simpson 993-997---''he

Indian population of Rupert's Land is estinated at 42,840, ib. 993-In the Company's
territory, east of the Rocky Mountains, the Indian population is estinated at 12,730, fa.
995-West of the Rocky Mountains, the population is calculated at 8oooo, ib.-
The total Indian population (includhng that of Vancouver's Island) is estimated at
139,ooo, ib. 996, 997-Increase of the Indians in the thick-wood country, and decrease
of the Indians in the plains, ib. 999-1005.

Mode of ascertaining the number of Indians in different districts, Sir G. Simpson
1062. io66- The total of the Indians east of the Rocky Mountains is 55,0oo, and
west of the mountains 8o,ooo, ib. 142- Further opinion that the Indian population
in the thick-wood country is increasing, ib. 165 ~-Over about 25,ooo Indians east ·cf
the Rocky Mountains, that is the Plain tribes, the Company have no control, ib. 2001.
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Report, 1857--continued

IND I ANS-Continued.
1. Population, whether increasing or Decreasing-:-conîne.cL.

Increase in the numb er and the prosperity of the Indians in certain parts of Canad a
Roche 4523. 4525-4538--According to -Bancroft thé Cherokees,.the Choktaws, th;
Clees, and die Winnepagos, -ire increasing, ii nuinber, tbough in contact with th
Anericans, i. 4523--Impression tliat Sir G. Simpson's estimate of the number of the
Indian population is too low, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4291, 4292--:he Indians are
increasing where settled and decreasihg up the country, but on the whole, decreasing,
ib. 4347, 4348.

Great difficulty in obtaiining relinble information respecting the Indian, population on
accouut of their migraitory habits, and the vast extent of counitry over which they are
spread, App. p. 365--Statement of thé numnber of Indians frequenting the several
trading posts of the Company,'ib. 365-367- Estiiate of 147,000 as the total.num2ber of
Indians in the territory, ilo. 367.

2. Physical Condition; Instances of Destitution, Stàrvation', and Cannibalism:
Miserable condition of the Indians in many paris through the .precariousness of their

means; of subsistence, Lefroy 329. 332- Large earnings of the indians by en2.loyment
at some of the forts in suimer, Rae 408.

Great niorta!ity among the Indians about forty yeais ago from smallpox and measles,
Sir G. Siimpson gq8-Better positioi of the Indians as regards means of subsistence,
on the west than on the eastof the Rocky Mountains, ib. 1329, 133o--Although
higher prices are given on the fiontier than in the interior for skins, witness considers tliat
the Indian is better off in the interior, ib. 1537-1546. •

Examination as to the extent to which the Indians have, in different parts of the
interior, been reduced to starvation or cannibalism, Sir G. Simpson 1548 et se.-
Exaggerated character of a statement by Mr. William Kennedy, as to starvation and
carnibalism among the Indians at Fort Nascopie, ib. 1558-1564---Consideration of
statements in a bo.k published by Mr. Thomas Simpson, as to the Indians between
Lakes Superior and Winnipeg being frequently reduced to starvation and cannibalism in
the winter; belief that the statements are -exaggerated, ib. 1597-1605. 16o8-1612-
Reference to a statement by Mr. Batllantytie as ta starvation and cannibalisn among the
Indians at Peel's River; doubt as to its accuracy, ib. 16o6, 16 O7--Cases of cannibalista
are very rare inîdeed among the indians, ib. 1607.

Instances of- famine and starvation among the Northern Indians, in consequence Of
the bad hunting seasons, and the barrenness of the soi], Sir . Richardsom 2988-2991.
3002, 3oo3---Instances of distress and of nortlity of the Indians from want of food,
Sir George Bach 3496-3498. 3508. 3509. 3524, 3525- 3536-3539-Great nortality
among the Indians in consequence of European diseases, vhich, up to 1836, had not
been met by any soipply ot medical inen at the Company's forts in the north, King
5699-5703.

3. Efect of Colonisation and Civilisation:
Dt terioration and diminution of the Indian population throughout the Company's ter-

ritories in consequence of the moral effect of association with the whites, Lefroy 326-
33'. 337-339. 351, 352--Union going onof the whole white and Indian races, Rae
4 28---SOuth uf the Saskatchewan River the Indians are most free from cross of any
kind, ib. 429- Efect genierally of civilisation iii Jeading to the disappearahce of the-
red man, .Rae 670-672; Blanshard 5239-5243.

Illustration of the beneficial influence of the Hudson's. Bay Company over tlie indians
since witness first visited the country in 18ig, Sir J. Richardsoin 236--Marked im-
prnvement in the Indians during the last thirty years, ib. 2936. 2963--Great difference
between different tribes of Indiaris in regard to civilisation or seulement; particulars
hereon, ib. 2966-2985--Better condition of the Red River Indians, in consequence of
the maissionaries' influence, than of those in the remote districts, Crofton 3418-3422-
Slight effects of civilisati"n upon tue Indians, Sir George Back 35to, 35L î---Better
position of the Indian under the Company's rulp, though less independent since the use
of fire-armis and aimmunition, ib. 3517-3523.

Although in the United States and Caunada the red man has disappeared before the
march of colonisation, witness believes that if proper measures be taken in regard to the
settlenent of the Hudson's Bay territory, the ladians may become tillers of tlie soil, and
preserved as a distinct people, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4385- 442o----Witness would
rather keep back colunisation than see the Indian sacriaced, ib. 440c9-4413.

4. Treatment of the Idians by the Company and their Servants:
Testimony to the kind and considerate behaviour of the Company's traders towards

the Indians, Lefroy 356-360---Friendly treatment generally of the Indians by the
Company's servants, Rae 561, 562--Relief in clothes, medicine, and food, given gra-
tuitously to Indians at Moose Factory during witness's residence there sone years ago,
ib. 562. 673-682..
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Report, i 857--continued.

iN.DI ANS-continued.
4. Treatazent cf the indians by the Company and their Servants-continued.

The Iidians are never required to pay for the lands they occupy, Sir G. Simpson 1094.
1097-Spport .by the Company of one of the Indian chiefs, ib. io95-Absence of
desire in the Indians to trade-with America rather tban with the Cumpany, i. 1698-
173- Perfect liberty of the Indians to act as they plea'.e, the Company exercising no
control over thei, save when'crimes are connitted on the whites, b. 1747-17,56. 2057
-- The Company do not consider themselves charged with the education or civilibation
of the Indians, but neverthelebs contribute thereto, ib. 2056, 2057.

Great kindness of the Company and their servants to the Indians when 'in distress;
instanceq of this, Sir George Back 3487. 3496. 3513-3516. 3549-3 556---Good feeling
of the Indians towards. the Company, b. 3514--Frequent instances of presents of
clothing or food to the Indians, ib. 354 9-3555---The Company have done much for the
protection of the Indianis, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4275---Necessarily kind treatment
of the Indians by the Company, King 5691.

Regulation of the Company, with a view to a kind and indulgent treatment of the
Indiais, App. p. 368.

5. Settlement of Indians; Practice of the Company hereon:
Reference tu attempts made to collect and settle the Indians in villages near Norway

House and the Basqua River, Lefroy 34635o--The settlements of the Indians would
not be prejudicial to the fur trade, Rae 417- Unsuccessful attempts made at Moose.
Factory and other places to effect a settlement of Indians, ib. 418- 4 7-- Partial success
of the settienent of Indians at the Pied River, ib. 649. 656-665.

Encourageient givei to Indiana to resort to agriculture, but withouut .success, Sir G.
Simupson 19oog-oo i---Encourngenint givei to the settlemnent and civilisation of ihe-
Indians, ib. o92-i1 02-Nature of the neans used by the Cbmpaniy* in order to induce-
the Indians to practi.e agriculture, ib. 1997-2000.

Opportunity given to the Indians to settle where they please, Sir J. Richardson 2964
_-Between the- Red-River and Canada there is an Inciian settlement, ib. 2967-

There was an Indian village above Ced;ar Lake. on the Saskatchewan, when witness was
last in the country, and-the Indians were to 4 certain extent agriculUrisIs, ib. 3023-3027
-Ail settled Indians partly cling to hunainîg, ib. 3028.

Particulars nis to the Indian settlements at Red Hiver and 1b1oose Fort, increase of the-
native population, of native education, and of social improvenent at those places, Right
Rec. Dr. Anderson 4255. 4262-4273- 4297-4299. 4386-4391--Encouiragszement bythe
Comiany to apriculture by the Indians at Red River, &c., ib. 4300-4303. 4345, 4346-
The Company have not specially tried to collect the Indians into villages, ib. 4335.

The Indianis on the Grand River and at the Credir, are settled and are increasing; the
former gave i oo 1. to the Patriotie Fund, Roche 4525-4530- A ssitdlce rather than
obstruction to colonisation, as far as the Indians are concerned, B/anblard 5236-5249
- At the Indiai settlement at Red River there are farms and sone cattle, Caidwetl
5578--Non-discourgement of Indian settlemets in Assiniboia when witness was
there, ib. 5586.

o. Question as to the Preservation of Peace, if the Trade be opened to Canada:
Inexpediency of any corflict between the Canadian Government and the Indians in the

Conpany's territory, Ross 56. 59, 6o---Protection to the border country, on account of
the occupation given by the Company to the Indians, ib. 6o, 6--W itness does not
apprehend any outhreak with the Indians if the Red River colony were transferrei to
Canada; they nust, however, be treated juelly, and compensated for their lands, Hon.
W. . 7Iaper 4081, 4082. 4 165-4167- Disastrous wars betweei the Indians and
Anericans adverced to, ib. 4083.

East of the Rocky Mountains the Iidians und Americans have nuot for nany years
been at war, Roche 451 8-452o- As regards the warfare with the Indians in the terri-
tory of the United States, the sant, does not arise from any traffic in furs, or abuse
thereuf, M'Lauglin 508o-,84- Tht' Indian tribes in the I-udson's Bay territory are
imuch i more pe,-ceable than tho-e in ite United States territory ; an opening of the
country would niot lead to %iulence, ib. 5085-5094.

7. Efect of Competition in Trade upon the [ndians:
Grent suffriiig of the Indians il the righis of the Company were abruptly abrogated,

Bon. W. H. Draper 4189---It is only by comripetition that the Indians cun receive flair
play, J1i'Laughlin 4 947--Consideration of the effect upon the Indians if the territory
wiere anonexed to Canada, and the trade opened ; belief that by restrictions on the sule of
spirits the Indians would prosper, Roche 4512-4543.

Destruction of the Indians if the country be thrown open and spiriis introduced, Right
Rev. Dr. Alnderson 4403-4408. 4419, 442o-The monopoly in trade tends to the pre-
servation of the Indians, Caldwell 5631- Demoralistion and destruction of the

o.94-Séss. 2. 3 s 2 Indians
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INDIANS-continued.
7. Effect of Competition in Trade upon the Indians--continued.

Indians under asystemn of competit!on in trade, Right Bon. E.-Ellice 5804. 5806-5808.

59 37- Benefits to the Indians through the monopoly of the Company, ib. 5903-5905
- Fatal- effects sure to result to the Indian population from a systema of open competition
in the fur trade, and the increased introduction of spirits consequent thereon, Rep.
P p.w.

8. Canada:
In the Canadian territory the Indians are comparatively comfortable and prosperous,

lefroy 333-336---Reference to a sligbt collision between the Canadian Government
and some Indians relative to some mines in islands on Lake Superior; cause of the
affair; Hon. W. H. Draper 4i65. 4 215-4217---In Canada the.indian title to the land
has never been extinguished, Right Hon. E. Ellice Goot.

See also Aborigines Protection Society. Ammunition. Basguia River. Blackfeet
Indians. Cherokee Indians. Chipetoyan hidians. Ciippewas Indians.
Christianity. Compensation. Cuppermine Indians. Crees Indiais. -Education
Food. J!ur Trade, 5. Governent by the Company. Peguis. Sotoos Indians.
Spirituous Liquors. Vancouver's Island, 11.

Interest on Servants' Savings. . There is no savings bank in the territory, but the Company
allow four per cent. on money placed in their hands, Sir G. Simpson 1146-1149-7-
The statement that the Company allow four per cent. on savings lodged in their hands
applies to their servants and not to the settlers, ib. 1994.

Ibwa. Settlement of Iowa under the United States adverted to, Ross 79-85.

Iron. There is an abandance of iron ore in the Mackenzie River district, Isbister 6091.

Isbister, Alexander. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Has devoted considerable attention to
the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company, 2391. 2405- Is a native of the Company's
territory, and passed the first twenty years of his life there, 2392. 2400, 2401. 2404.
2560, 2561. 2650, 265i- During the years 1838-40 was in the service of-the Com-
pany at Mackenzie River; he then came to England, having left the Company's service
without any dispute, 2393-2399. 2402, 2403.

Opinion thit the system of management adopted by the Company is unfavourable to
the development of* the resources of the country, and to the progress and civilisation of
the inhabitants, 2406, 2407-Obstacles on the part of the Company to an export trade
in tallow and hides between the Red River and the United States, 24 o7- Anticipated
setlement by Canadians of the district between Lakes Superior and Winnipeg, if proper
facilities be given, 2408, 2409. 26%25-2632.

Considerations as to the expediency or otherwise of throwing open the fur trade and
allowing Canada to participate in it; witness denies the force of several abjections to the
trade being opened, but lias not formed a decided opinion on the subject as regards the
effect on the Indians, 2409-2435. 2453- Circumstance of Canada having laid claim
to the Hudson's Bay territories; grounds on which founded, 2410, 2411. 2523, 2524
-- Possible disadvintage as regards the introdhction of' spiritaous liquors if the trade
were opened, 2412. 2428, 2429---Supply, at present, of spirits to the Indians in the
more southern portion of the territory; grounds for this statement, 2412-2414. 2429,
2430. 2583.

As regards the more peaceful conduct of the Indians in the Company's territories thai,
of those in the United States, the same is in no way attributable to the sway or influence
of the Company, 2418-2427--Practicability and advantage of vesting in the Canadian
Government the administration of the Hud.on', Bay territories, east of the Rocky
Mountains; suggestions hereon, 2436 et seq. 2525 et seq.-A custun-house or snall
garrison at Red River would keep the whole country under control, 2441-2445.

Approval of gradual annexation to Canada accordingly as any portion of the territory
was fit for settlement, 2446- Vancouver's Island and the main land west of the Rocky
Mountains should form a separate co!ony and i±dverrnment, 2447,2448. 2526- Measures
to be apprehend-d on the part of the United StAtes unless the &erritory north of the
frontier is settled and conveyed to the Canadian Government, 2449. 2633-2638---
Unless the fur trade is thrown open there wil not be sufficient inducement to settlers or
emigrants, 2450.

Under any circumstance the fur trade muet in course of time be open to competition,
2450-2452-Statement, as to there being already a considerable private trade in furs
betwcen the Red River and the United States, notwithsianding the endeavours of the
Company to monopolise the trade, 24 51-2458----Reference to a petition from the lied
River settlers to the Colonial Office presented by witness sone years ago ; belief as to
the accuracy of the statements urged at the time in support of the petition, 2459-2467.

Sttement to the effect that the Company in no way encourage the establishment of
schools, save·by a contribution of ioo 1. a year to a school at Red River; 2468-2484 -

Authority
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Report, 1857--cntwued.

lsbister, Alexander. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
Authority for the statement that, practically, the Company do not promote religious in-
struction, and th'at their donations to missionnries are given vith the view that the latter
iay shut their eyes to the obstructions offered ¡by the Company to the settlement of
Indians around the missionaries, 2485-2499. 2550, 2551.

Explanation in regard to the.tenure of a farm belonging toa'witness at Red River, which
formerly belonged to his father as a retired officer of the Company, 2500-2513--Doubt
as to there being any impediiments to the purchase or transfer of land under the Company,
2513-2518--Nature of the deed Linder which land is held, 2513. 252o-Price of
land at Red River, 2519 Squatters on the land have not been molested by the
Company, 2521.

Great importance of aggregating the territory to Canada with a view to the fur trade
taking-the route of Lake. WMinipeg and Lake Superior, rather than the unnatural route
of Hudson's Bay, 2528-2549.- 2629, 2630 -Of the three routes to Red River, that is,
by York Factory, St. Peter's, or Lake Superior, the latter is by far the shortest, and is
very practicable, 25cg-2533- Advantage in aggregating the Red River district, &c.,
to Canada, rather tiian of foruing it into a separate governnent and colony, 2534-
2549.

Disatisfaction of the Red River settlers with the government of the Company ; peti-
tion by the settlers to the -American Government adverted to hereon,. 2552-2559---
With regard to the cliiate, barley, oats, and potaitoes may be raised as far.north as Fort
.Norman, and wheat as far north as thé North Saskatchewan, 2562-2572. 2647-2649
-Indian corn may be cultivated between the .latitudes Of 490 and 51°, end ripens very
well at the Red River, 2572-25 75--Probabla amelioration of the elituate at Red
River in consequence of the cultivation, 2577.

There are no valuable fisheries il, Mackenzie River, 2578, 2579---There is a valuable
whaile fishery near the mouth of the riVer, 2580. 2582-Belief as to the a'ccessibility
<during thée, summner of the vhale fishery off the mouth of the Mackenzie, 2581. 2584-
259 t.--The Mackenzie is a very fine river, and perfectly navigable, 2592-2597-
The Slave River, which connects the Slave Lake with Athabasca Lake, is interrupted by
frequent portages, 2596.

Further evidence in regard to the obstacles thrown by the Company in the way
of exportation from Red River; furs, whicl are the main produce of the country,
are entirely pruhibited fron export save by the Company, 2599-2620--Restrictions
upon imports by settlers, 2620-2624---Increased value of property at Red River if the
seulement were annexed to Canada, 625-2627-Outlet for produce, and causequent
immigration, if there were a free and good communication to and from the Red River,
2627-263>.

Reference to a treaty between the United States Government and the Indians and
half-breeds at Red River; object thereof, 2633-2638---Practicability of agriculture
wherever the limestone secondary formation occurs, as between the great lakes and the
Rocky Mountains, 2639. 2654, 265 5-- Remarks on the circumstance of the subsoil
being permanently frozen in the more northern parts of the territory; if the thaw be suf-
ficiently deep, the frozen subsoil by no mears prevents agriculture or vegetation, 2640-
2649 - With regard to the coal on the Saskatchewan, &c., it is a tertiary coal, and of
very tolerable quality, 2652-2654.

[Second Exanination.]-Witness bas travelled through the Hudson's Bay territory
from the frontiers of the United States to the Arctic Ocean, and from Russian America
to Hudson's Bay, 6073--He lias written a geological memoir upon the country, which
bas been published by the Geological Society, and also a geographical memoir, 6074,
e075·

With recard to fisheries in the territory witness further states that there are very valu-
able fisheries off the mouth of Mackenzie's River and in other places; autho:ity for his
stateiments hereon, 6076-6o87- Abundance of animals in the teriitory froim which an
import trade in hides and tallow, as fron iRussia, could be derived, 6o88- Various
vegetable products of the country which tiight be advantageously irported into thiis
country, 6o88-6ogo- Abundant supply of minerals of different kinds, some of thein
in a very accessible state, 609o, 6091.

There are three passes over the Rocky Mountains: one through the Peace River,
which fiows right through the mountains, one fron the northern branch of the Saskatch-
ewan, and one'from the southern branch, which may be crossed in wheel carriages, 6092-
6094.

Witness lays before the Committee (ApP. P. 437-439) a petition signed by somie hun-
dred of the tuhabitants of Red River, and presented to the Legislative Assembly of
Canada; it has been furwarded to witness by Mr. Macbeth, a member of the Assembly,
6094-6098.

o.24-Sess. 2. 3583
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J.

Jurisdiction. Witness does not recollect the exist;ence of any agreement'hy the Conpany
to send criminals to be tried in Canada, Sir G. Simipson 163o--12- On one occasion
three men were sent to Canada for trial for murder, ib. 1633, 1634- Criminalas well
as civil jurisdiction exercised by Mr. Thorn at Red River; case of an Indian hanged by
his decree, ili'Laughlin 5019-5029.

Witness, as Governor of Assiniboia, considered .that lie had not jurisdiction in cases
involving au issue of more than 200 I. damages, and wrote to the home authorities on the
subject, Caldwell 5458. 5507- Explanation as to witness having received information,
firom London, that he had jurisdicuon in civil cases, which like that of Foss v. Pelly,
involved damages of more than 200 1., ib. 5507-5516. 5591, 5592--Instances of trial
ait Red River of cases of a capital nature, ib. 551 7-5519---Previously to the investiga-
tions of the nresent Committee, witness was not aware that capital cases sho'uld be
referred to the courts in Canada, ib. 552o-5524.

The obligation of the Company to send certain prisoners and cases to Canada, does
not apply to the chartered territories, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5826, 5827. 6014. 6d16,
6o7--Examination as to the accuracy of the foregoing statement,that thejurisdiction
of the Canadian courts ofjustice did not extend over all the Company's territories;
explanation that the jurisdiction might be enforced, but never bas been, ib. 5887-5894
6ol4-6a17--Authority under which the Company holds courts of record at Red
River, ib. 6010-6013.

Letter froin the assistant'secretary of the Hudson's Bay Company to Major Caldwell,
Goverfior of Assiniboia, dated 5 April 1854, referring, among other matters, to the com-
petency of the court of Assiniboia Io adjudicate in civil cases exceeding the amount of
200, APP. P. 437.

In ar districts annexed to Canada, the authority of the Company'should entirely
cease, Rep. p. iv.

See also .Aministr-ation of Jutice.

K.

Kenaghan, Wiliam. (Analysis of his Evidence.)--Is a general merchant at Chicago,
2l26, 127--There is now steam-boat communication from Chieago to Superior, and
other cities at the extreme end of the lake, 2128, 2129. 2i42-214 4 - Considers it
expecient to abolish the exclusive privileges of the Hudson's Bay -Company in regard to
land and trade in the Red River Settlement, &v, 2131-2134. 214 5---Circumstance of
5oo waggons of gonds having gone from the Red River Settlement t St. Paul's or
St. Anthony's ]ast >eason, returning with goods of American or Bîitish manufacture,
2134. 21.56, 2157. 2170.

Complaint in regard to the duties in Ameiica on the British goods taken back to Red
River; such duties would have been avnided by a dir2ct route to the settlement through
Canada, 2135 et se.- Communication at present with the extreme end of Lake
Superior, 2136, 2:37. 2142-2144--Goods might be conveyed between Fort William
and Red River fur about o L a ton, -2138-2141-Superior City is a new place, but
will this year have a population of about 10,000; 21 44- Circumstance Of its being
contemplated by some Americans to make a practicable navigation between the lower
Red River and Lake Superior, vid Lake Winnipeg, 2147, 2148.

[Second Exanination.]-Witness lias bpen settled nt Chicago for some time, 2171-
173--Furtiher reference to the navigation of Lake Superior; there is commuienton

fromiî Chicago to three ports, 2174-2179----Superior City was founded a year and a half
ago, eî8o----.Communications are being made by railway fron Chicago to several
Points, 2181----Contemplated river or canal communication between Lakes Wnnipeg
and Superior furtier adverted to, 2182-2187. 2222, 2223- Chicago las a rapidly
increasing population of about 110,000 9 2189-2'191.

Statement as to sone persons attempting to trade at Vancouver's Island havinr been
prevented from doing so by the Hudson'ê Bay Company, 219 4-22o8--Fine timber
in Vancouver's Island for which there is an excellent market at San Francisco, 2208-
22 o- Available supply of coal in the island, 2211-2214.

Faciliies for nining operations and settlement on the American side of Lake-Superior,
there being no such facilities in the British territory, 2217-2221. 222 4 -222 7 --- lf
proper faciltits were given by the Hudson's Bay Company, -the Red River and otlier
districts would be. settled from the-American territory, 2227-2231. 2237-2246 - Cir-
cumstance of its having been rumoured that the Company were anxious to stop the Red
River traders fron taking their goods to St. Paul's, 2235, 2236-Rapid and immense
increase of the population in Minnesota,.2237.

King,
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King, Ric/lard, M.D., (Analysis-of.his Evidence.)-Travelled ·throug h the Hudson's Bay,
territory from 1833 to 1836 as surgeon and naturalist to the expedition in search of
Sir John Ross, 5633- 6--Has not been in the country since that.period, 637-
Route taken by'the exkpedition; it started from Moiitre;, and reached'the sea at the
estuary of the Great Fisi River, and returned by the English River to York Factoiy,
5638-564o.

Information -relative to an enorrnous tract of country, bn nded cio the riorth by the
Athabasca Lake, and on 1be south by Cumberland House, which isegardà both soil and
climate is yeculiarly adapted for cultivati6n, 5641 et se.--Be~tter opportunitiies'of
witness than of Sir George Back for observiî'g the charàcter of tliêeetintry, 5650-5652
-Abundance' of limestone in the tract of territory referred to, 5658,,- 5659--
Magnificent ti·ees growitig in the district, 5660-5662.

Very fine grazing country ail the way al-ng. the Great, Fisli River to the Polar Sea,
5664, 5665-Witneis did not travel through the Saskatchewah or Red River districts,
but believes they are much, less 'culeivable than' the more northern tract south óf the
Athabasca Lake, 5666-5672.

As regards the Indian«, the Chippewas were aliiost a settled peuple, and were inde-
pendent of the fur trade, 5677-The Crees; and. the..moresouthern tribes coming into
contact with the Hudson's Bay Company are decreasing in nmriiber, 5677, 5678. 5683-
5687--The Chipewyans and the more n<orthern -tribes are increasino-, 5677. 5683--
About the Athabasca Fart the beavers, whi(h formerly were to be fount in great numbers,
had disappeared when witness was there 5678-5682. 5689, 5690.

Dependent state 'of the Iidians on the score of ammunition supplies, 5685-5689--
Necessarily kind treatment. of the' Indians bythe Company, 5691- The Chipewyan
races have always steadily refused,to take spirits, 569 2-5694--- Al the southen tribes
are strongly addicted to spirils, 5692.

Belief as to whales, seals, and porpoises abounding in the Polar Seas, 5696,'5697-
Supply of.copper, coal, and galena along.the Copperiine River and the coast, 5697,5698
-The Company had not, in the slightest degree, developed the resources,of tle country,

5699--Great mortality among the Indians.in coissequence of European diseases, which
up to 1836, had out been met by any supply of medical men at the Conpauy's forts .in
the north, 5699-5703.

Statement to the effect that Governor Williams wus very successful in farning at
Cumberland House, and that lie was removed thence by the Company in cousequence of
bis anxiety to promote cultivation, 5704-5714. 5722-5724. 5733, 5734- -Particulars
relative.to a thriving little colony, as found by witness on the approacli to Cumberland
House; comiplaint, made by the colonists that the Company had urdered them to give.up
their farmns, 5706. 5715-5744.

King's Posts, Canada. Reference to the section of country called the King's Posts, within
the Canadian frontier, as not capable of advantageous settlement, Ross 18.

L.-

Labrador. The Hudson's Bay Company have establishments'upon the coast of Labrador,
which is, practically, uroccupied and open to any one, Sir'G. Simpson i563-1596----
There are excellent fisheiies all along the Labrador coast, Isbister 6082.

Land. See Colonisation and Settlement. Conveyance of Land. Frèe Grants of Land.
Price of Land. Sale of Land. Selkirk, Lord. Tenure of Land. Vancouver's
Island, 6.

Langford, Captain. Comment on the manner in which Captain Langford was received
and treated by the Hudson's Bay Company on bis arrival in Vancouver's Island; nature
of his connexion witli the Puget Sound Company, Blanshard 5314-5344.

Langley, Fort. How far the re:ion round about Fort Langley is cultivable or suitable for
settlement, Sir G. Simpson 2059-2072. 2086-2096.

Lefroy, Lieutenant-colonel John Henry, n.A. (Analysis oF his Evidence.)-ls Inspector-
general of Army Schools, i5 8- Has residcd twelve years in North America, and passed
nearly two years in the territories of the Hudsoù's Bay Company east of the Rocky
Mountains, 159-162. 27 o-Was employed in making magnenc observations for the
Royal Society, 160. 211--Considers that agricultural settlenent can make but little
progreba ;a the territory, i63 et seq.

Favourable char.acter of the land at the Red River Settlement for cultivation, 164, 165.
194-204. 246. 253--The territory on the frontier of Canada is particuilarly ill adapted
for setlement, 166- Between Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods there is some
country capable of cultivation, t66. 190. 345-A large proportion of the region east
of the Rocky Mountains is primitive in geological formation,'and is almost entirely

.24-Sess. 2. 3 s 4 denuded
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Lefroy, Lieutenant-colonel John Henriy, n. A. (Analysis of ,his Evidence)-continued. -

denuded of soil, 167. 202-208. 213. 243-2 4 ,5- Uncertinty and intensityoftlie climate
adverted to as being very unfavourable to agricultural cultivation, 167. 182-189. 221.
253. 265-302.

Cultivation has been tried with some success at Fort Cumberland and other districts
along the Sakatcbewan, 169. 171. 246- Success, comparatively,,of the cultivation, as
caried on by civilised Indians at a place called the Pas, or rather the Basquia River,
171-180. 246-Facility for growing vegetables in some parts of the territory, 182, 246
- Length of the winter at the Saskatchewan, 184-1 88- Evidence to the effect that
there has not been, and that there is not likely to be, any aielioration of the climate in
the Company's territories or in Canada, in consequence of seulement and improved,
cultivation, 189. 220-228. 240-242.

Greater advantages in cultiváting the unsettled lands of Canada than the most flvour-
able land in Hudson's Bay territory, 19 o---How the population forming the Red River
Settlement are composed, i9 1- Absence of any pressure fron Cnada or the United
States to settle in the Company's territory, 191-193--Check to habits of industry in,
the Red River Settlement,in consequence of the tendencyto hunt the swarmsof buffaloes
in the neighbourhood, 199, 200-Geological formation of Lower Canada adverted to,
207, 208.

Witness had not much opportunity of inquiring into the condition of the Indians,
210-212---The trees found on portions of the territory do not prove that such portions
are fitted for agrricultural purposes, 213, 219--The island on which Fort Simpson, on
the Mackenzie River, is built, contains some deep alluvial soif, and farming lias been very
successfut there, 219. 246-254 -Statement ns to the existence of morasses between
Lake Superior and Lake Nipigon and the Rainy Lake, 229-235- Enormous physical
obstacles to the formation of a railway along the northern shore of Lake Superior and
across the Rocky Mou ntains to the Pacific Ocean, 236, 237.

The natural affinities of the Red River Settlement are with the valley of the Missouri,
and not with the valley of the St. Lawrence, 238, 239-Enumeration of the points
where cuitivation is more especially carried On, 246 -Cultivation of barley at Lake La
Crosse a little to the north of Cumberland House, ib.- Cultivation of potatoes, but not
of any cereal, at Lake Athabasca, ib.

Milder character of the climate accordingly as the, country is nearer to the Pacific, 249.
265273-Fort Simpson is not more than about 500 miles from the Pacitie; effect
thereof upon the climate and upon cultivation, 249-252. 271-273. 290-294---Circum-
stance of there being a bed of workable coal near Edmonton, one of the more eastern
forts, 255-257- Length of the winter at St. Petersburgh adverted to in comparison
with the winter in parts ofthe Hudson Bay territories, 259-264- Reference to parts of
the territory as being permanently frozen underground, and as thus rendering the pro:-
duction'of cereals exceedingly uncertain, 274-281.

In 1843 or 1844 the population of the Red River Settiement was about 5,ooo; 282.
3 53-355-At Norway House, the northern settlement of Fort Cumberland, there are
not, on an average, more than twenty permanent residents, 283--In the district between
the Red River and Cumberland Fort there are no inhabitants, save the traders in the
Company's employment, 284 - Lake Winnipeg is open for navigation froin May till
about the end of October, 285, 286- The St. Lawrence at Quebec is generally open
froni April or May till November or December, 287-289.

Doubt as to the altitude of the Rocky Mountains, 295-297--Injuriotis effect of the
summer frosts upon the crops, 29 9- 3 02--The Blac'kfeet Indians on the Upper Sas-
katchewan are very warlike, 303-305. 316, 31 7- Under the protection of the 'Coipany,
travelling is quite safe, 306. 31 .5 - A railway might easily be made from Minnesota to
the Red River, 30 7-309- Probable extent of the district between the Rainy Lake and
the Lake of the Woods, 31o--Diiculty of communication with this district from Lake
Superior, 311.

Slight inducement to emigrants to settle at the Red River, &c., 31 2- The country
is very healthy, 3 13- The Hudson's Bay Company have almost entirely discontinued
sending spirits into the territory, and have thereby largely promoted peace among the
Indians, 314. 3 18- There is very littie crime among the vhites, 314- The inited
States law for the prohibition of trading in spirits in their territory is constantly evaded;
319, 32o- Circumstance of there beigg a strong tendency to settle in Minnesota, but
not in the country at Lake Winnepeg, on the part uf the population to the south and east,
321-325.

Deterioration and diminution of the Indian population throughout the Company's
territories, in consequence of the moral effect of association with the vhites, 326-331.
337-339. 351, 352-Miserable condition, physically, of the Indians in nany parts
through the precariousness of their means of subsistence, 329. 332-In the Canadian
territory the Indians are comparatively comfortable and prosperous, 333-336- Some
Chipewyan Indianis, in the far north, do not come into communication with the Euro-
peans, 340- Absence
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efroy, Lieuttnantecolonel JohnEenry, R. a. (Analysis of his Evidence)-cotinued.
Absence of setilemedeon either bank tif the ier betwve n Rainy Lake and the Lake

of Woods; this,river furms partof the boundary between the United States a.nd Bridsh
territories, 342-345- Refereice to attenmpis made to coilet and settle the. Indians in
,illaies near' urwayH'ouse' and *the' lasquia River, 346-3,50--ýTetimntv to thé&kinýd
and considerite behaviou.ir of the Companiy's traiers towards thé I&idians, à6-36.'--
Defèctive manageiment by the Companîy iin not always Îacing'adéqtuàte suppliès in the
hands fi their traders, 3,56-35S--Domestic catie aid horses are to be fouid at sone
of the Cùpany's orts, 364, 3t62 -The buffalues are in lbetter condition in'wititer than
in summer, .j3'364. ./g

Legal Opiionî. Letter froin Mr. Mcrivale to the Attorney-general and Soliciiýrrgeneral,
dated 9 June 1857,,enclosingertaim papers, and requesting their opinion w,îth reference
to a legal decision of certaim questious iii dispute between Canada and the Hndson's 3ay
Company, App. p. 402, 403.

Letter'in reply;'dàted July i8.57, statingr that the validity ->f the Compiin'y's charteiand
ofthe several claims of territori.al ri- ht, of governi ment, of exclusiv- ti-ade, and taxadion,are not fit sbjéts for legal decision, but that the question of boundary might, under
certain conditiois,' be iferred to the Judicial Committee of Privy Counci, App. p.
403, 404.

Reference' by the Committe to the opinion of the law officers of the Crown, Rep. p. iii.
Se also 'Canada, 8. Fur Trade, 4. Territorial Rights.

Legislation-. Probability of ·the necessity of an Act of Parliament in order to carry into
effect the transfer of certaindistricts to Canada, Rep. p. iv.

Leith, the late Mr. Mr. Leith was originally sent by witness from Aberdeen to be a clerk in
the service of the Company, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5829.

See ilu Religious Instruction.

Liard River. On the River Liard large crops may be raised, Isbister 2648, 2649-Extent of cultivation at Fort Liard and Fort impson, Sir J. Richardson 3122-3124ý
Licence to Trade. At witriess's suggestion to Lord Bathurst, an Act was passed in 1821,graning for twenty years a licence of exclusive trade to the Hudson's Bay Company,

Right Hon. E. EYice 5784-5788. 6oi5- Especial care was taken in the Act' not to
override the existing privileges of the Company, ib. 5784-5786---In 1838, when the
first licence expired, a full inquiry was made on the part of the Crown, and a fürther
licence of exclusive trade for twenty-one years was granted, ib. 5788, 579--The'fear
of competition from American citizens was one of witness's chief reasons for recommend-
ing the Act of 1821 giving an exclusive licence to the Company, ib. 5866-Beyond
the limite of the charter, Parlianent can, if it please, refuse to re-grant the -licence with-
out at all aggrieving the Company, ib. 6007, 6oo8-There bas been a re-grant of the
licence, but not of the charter, b. 6016.

Copy of the Crown grant to the Company, dated 3oth May 1838, of the exclusive trade
with the Indians in certain parts of North America for a further teri of twenty-one years,and upon the surrender of a former grant, App. p. 414-416.

Copies or extracts of the correspondence which took plàce at the last renewal of the
charter between the Government and the Company, together with the dates of all former
charters or grants to the Company, App. P. 417-434.

Copy of the grant made to the Company in 1821, 4pp-P 425-427.
Information supplied by the governor of the Company, in a letter to the Lords of the

Coriimittee of Privy Council for Trade, dated 7th February 1838, relative to the claim for
a renewal of the grant, App. p. 427-430.

Reference by the Comrnittee to the near approach of the expiration of licence, that is,
in 1859, Rep. p. iii-Right exercised by licence over the Indian territory, as distinct
from Rupert's Land, ib.

See also Colonisation and Settlement, 3. 7. East India Company v. Sands. Fur
Trade.

M.

M.Dermot, M1r. Reference to a statement by Mr. M'Dermot, one of the chief merchants
at Red River, in deprecation of the non-formation of a settlement or colony from Lake
Superior across the Rocky Mountains, Corbeti 2714.

With regard to an extract from a letter fron Mr. M'Dermot, wituess's uncle, to the
secretary cf the Hudson's Bay Company, in which witness is spoken, of as "a very
imprudent young man," &c., the sane may be attributed to the fact that Mr. M'Dermot
is completely under the'influence of the Company, MlLaughlin 4908-4912.
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f'Donill, Alan. Statemeri by Mr.MDnell, 'isTurnislied' tothesdlect committèe sitting
ïnCan;'de, relative to ibe rights:of the Hudson's Bay Company,.the, character of.the sol
and climaterof theterritory, and its fitnessforsettlement, Appp.- 386-390.

.LZcenzie Éiver. 'Great ipedi nents offeredby theice to shipe gettiiground to the mibith
of the Mackenzie, Rae 4 3- 4 33 --- Barley and potafoes may ,be-ais'ed.without'risk"on
the Mackenzie liver,.'sbister 2563, 2564.26 2648--TheMakenzieis a veryfine
river, and:perfectly navigable,ib. 2592-2597.a

Reference to portionofAdmiral Beechy's last address to the, Geograpliical Society,
alluding, on the authoritv of tie Secreiary of the United States Navy, tothe fisheries, off
the nouth of Mackenzie's River, as.being of great value, Lbister 6077-6079. 6o83-6087
-'Froin thé Aretic Oceati to the -Great Slave Lake the Tiver is perfectly navigable, sb.
'o690- Very valuable mineral resources of the Mackenzie River distril, ib.

Sce also ^Fïiéeries. Iron. Tar.

J'Laughlin, John. (Analysis of his Evidence)-Left the Hudson'sBayTerritory in 1849;
bad.been at'Red.River for fiveyears carrying on business as a general trader, in conj une-
tion with ,his-uncle, 4 7 1o- 4726--Was never:in the service, of the.Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, but has transacted business for. them,, 472. 4717, .4718. 4913-4919-----Is not
prepared to say that he never traded in spirits, 4727-4731.

Relrence to a letter written by witness in ,1850,, to thesettlers tat,Red River,
eincourayino- them to uphold their rights of tiadeindependently of interference by the
Hudson's hav ComOuany, 47 3'2-4734-Na1ure of the steps taken by the 0C;mpanyin
order to prevent traffilc in furs:between the Indians.and the settlers, 4735-et seg.---Per-
secution on the part tf the Company in several of the-prohibiitory measures adopted by
theni previously to 1849; 4739-4750. 4762-4766.

Stoppage of the Company's supplies to-the Indians in the event of their trafficking with
the settlers, 4740- 4 749-4 754-- Prevenion by the Comipany of traffic hetween the
Indians theimselves, 4756- Instance of the Company laving endeavoured-through a
missionary to induce the Indians notýto wear ,furs, 4756-4761'--# Generai character,,of
the persecution on thepart of-the Companyin 1844 :and, 1845 ;476.2-4766., , 1.

Prohibitions placed by the Company some years ago on imports to .Red River from
the' United St ates, 4766. 4791--Discouragenent by the Company of an export tiadè in
tallow, hides, and tongues,4766--Peculiar and uniavailable,character of tieland deeds
issued by the Comnpany, 4766. 4 882-4887-As regards the prohibition of the fur tràde,
witness refers to several documents in corroboration of his evidence on the subject', 4766
et seq.

Statement relative to a proclamation by the Governor of As-iniboia, Mr. Alexander
Christie, in December 1844, requiring that letters be sent open to the post-office; official
documents hereon, ~4768- 47 83- heterence to an unsigned proclamation, dated, Fort
Garry, 7th December 1844, with a view- to the pievention of traffic in-furs,,4786,4791
-- The proclamations issued in the colony in.Decenier 1844 weresacted upon for some
years, 4788-4791--)istinction between the rule of the Company, asin London and in
tle colony, 4 789-5001- Petilion in 1848 from the Americin inporters at Red River to
the government of the district relative to the heavy duties on iinports; this petition was
never replied tO, 4791-4795.

Explanation relative to minutes of council, dated 3d April 1845, layinr down' certain
rides in regard to the administration of the law at, Red River upon all questions'of
revenue, or prohibition, or license; the members pf this council weré all more or less
connected with the Comp;nv, 4796-48o8- Instance of Mr. Thorn, the recojder of the
court at Red Riverhaving been summoned, and having denied.the, competency of' the
court to try hi", 4808. 4986, 4987.

Particulars relative io the proceedings consequéit ·upon -a -demand for over-freight
from the Company -by Messrs. M'Dermot & Sinclair, of Redý River;; the gomernor
decided that the case could not be iried in the colony, witness, oitthe .part of Messrs.
M'Dermoi & Sinclair, thèéi endeavoured to have it settled before fhe Chamber;of Com-

:merce in Canada, or 'the loard ofTrade in London, but without effect, and eventually it
was settled by the Company paying a portion of the amount demanded, 4808-4823.

Reference to an action brought by the Company against witness in consequence of
some rather indiscreet expressions used by hii arisingoutof the caseof the over-freight;
it was tried at the Old Bailey, and disied- by the judge, 4 82 3 - 4 45- Witness sub-
sequently took some steps arainst the Company for false imprisonment, but was
pievented· by his father from going on with the matter, 4846- 4 852--Circumstance of
witness havgitg been intrustei by the Company with the provision of certain.supplies at
Red River, subsequently to the demand for over-freight and theatrialat-the Old Bailey,
4853. 4913-4919.

Witness states that four or five years elapsedý before the matter of the'over-freight was
settled; but subsequently admits. on seeing areceipt in fulil trom;M'Dermot, dated 1846,
that he may be inaccurate in regard to the date of settlenent, 4854-4881'.

-Reference
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Reportyz857-coruinuedt.

M'Laighlin, John. (Analysis ofthisnEvidence)-càntinued, -

r Referencetro-ai copy dFI a ,licence' to freightg Éoods- fronr Redw Riverito York Factory,
daied 29 th-July,1845;: À888-4894 -- Copy of ar proclamationby the Goxernor of -ed
Rive r co!ony, datedk 7th December , 1844, 'directinw.' measuresfor thepi ohibition.of; im-
ports ýfir settlers; engaged in, the für trade;:nuthenticiîy of:thiscopy4895-4898:-rCOPY
of. a law. passedby.the ;RedkRiveri Councib osi, thee 1.gth .July, d845 relative,,to;,accused
persons tampering with tle evidence of:their relatives;,&c. ; belief thatthislfaw has:never
been acted. upon, 4899-49oi- Extract from a proclamation by Mr. Christie with
ireferencèto ftirther tisessures for suppressing iliicit. tra'deýin' furs, 4goi.

Explan'atiadsi Y'à4oGlâ idrido by'the iaf-bréeds po'n the Hidsôn's Bay 'ompàny
in consequence of their having been prohibiied by the Americans from huiiting buffalo
south of the 4 gth parallel, 4903- 4 90o7---Wiih- regard:td.anaextraçt fron a.letteafiom,
Mr. M'Dermot, witness's uncle, tthe secretary of the Hudbson's Bay Company, in
which witness'is'pökén of -as "a very iin prudeit, young inan,"- &è.0 the;' ame may"be-
attributed to the fact that Mr. M'Dermot is completely under the influence-of the Com-

.pany, 4908&4912.'*

Probability of the Company making: use of spirits as a means ofsbarter with the
Indians ;;they used;to do- so m witnes's time, 4 9 2o-4 927 .-- Beliefthat.though an
opposition trade between, two companieà ,eads to a ,traffic in spiits,,ageniral comrpetitio'
in trade wouldeprevent the use ofapirits asa,means of, barter, 49277493.o-4941.4948.
5090- Aiticipaed ihdividual trade in furs if the trade were thrown open, 4931-4933.
* ,Proposition-thata liriebe drawn from Norway House.alon'g-by the southernbranchof.
the Saskalcheiwan tothe R:ckyl Mountains, and thatthe territory aouth ofthis linebe
opened fortrade ind 'coilonisation,',4933-4936 4 961-4 ý64 - The ,Hudson's Bay Com-
pany should still exercise juîrisdiction in the territory north of the proposedeline, but
should not have an exclusive rightto the fur trade,4937-4948,,

Conductof the American fur trade.without the; introductioò of spirits asý a means of
barter, at:least witniess never saw, nor heard of atny,,4941., 5077-5079-.I t is only, hy
competition-that the Indians can receive faA' playi 49 47,-7--Fitness.ofthe valleyof the
Saskatchewan for cultivation, 4949,4950. 490-4965- Belief as, to,, the, practicability
of a considerable improvement in the route.from Lake Superior to Red River, 4952-
4959. 5008.

Proclamations fori the only means whereby the settlers know the regulations of the
Company, 4966-4968- Peculiar and objectionable nature of the paper curiencyin
use at Red River up to 1849; 49694973--7-Circumstarce of the Company havingat
one, time tireatened to withdraw the paper currency,,4970-4972--With regard io Mr.
Thorln, hie waru extremely unpopular at Red River,, and iwas.said, thdte e was very
partial in the administration of the law, 4974-4991. -

'' Neither physically nor intellectually are theý half-ireeds at. 'Red.River inferior to the
whites,-4992- 4 996--High position of the-American half-breeds at St; Peter's, 4997-
4999- Probable amount of the exports from the Hudson's Bay territory, 5000--
Further.statenent a, to the practical discouragement by the Company in the colony of
exports of.tallow, hides, and tongues; inre' liberal conduct hereon of'the Company in
London, 5001-5007.

Anerican settlement at the Otter-tail Lake, adverted to,, 5008. 5012- Lower
price charged for land by the American Government than by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, 5009-501 i--f free grants of land. were madle, the territory wuuld -oon be set-
tied from Saulte St. Mary to Red River, So03- Witness- is not aware of any instance of
:etter: having been opened by the authorities at Red River, SoI5-5018- Criminal, as
well a- civil jurisdiction exercised by Mr. Thorti; case of an.indiai.hanged by bis decree,
5019-5029.

A'higher.duty was levied on goods.from. America than from England, but a reduced
duty was taken: on. the former gouds if the importers were niot suspected of trafficking in
furs, 5030-504 6---Much Jarger imports from England than from Anerica, 5047-5953
-- Witness is not aware, of any instance of seizure, of goods in consequence of the con-
signee huving trafficked in furs; goods thus consigned have not been ,carried by the
Cmpany, 5054, 5055-Copy of the American licence to trade; prohibition therein
upon traffic in spirits, 5057.

Inadequtate payient now given by the Company to the Indians for skins, 5058, 5059.
So66-5o68--Much larger prices given for skins- by the American companies than by
the Hudson's, Bay-,Company; document hereon relative, to a contract made by wit-
ness for supplying the Anerican For Company, 5059. 5o62-5o65--,Witness denies
that lie was tratlicking ill gally when, as a British subject in a British colony, he traded in
furs, 5060-5062.

Dissatisfaction of both Indians and half-breeds in consequence of the much lower prices
paid hy the- Hudson's- Bay 'Company ihan ihe Americau companies, 5069-5071--

h'lie American Tur Company has no 'exclusive privileges, 5072- Any American ,can
engage in-trade in American'territorv under licence from the government commissioners,
'5072-5076.
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R.port; 857---continued.

.M'Laughlin, John. (Andlysis of': his Evidence)-continued..
A gardsAthewariare vith the Indians,,intthe ierritory of the UnitedStates- 'the

samé does niot;arise frdmanyttrafic mi furs, or abuse-thereof, 5o80-084 ---- The Indian
tibes in-thé Hud.<on'sav territory aremuch more peaceable than th1ose. in the United
States' territory, andan o eiing nf the country.und the trade would n'- lead.to violence,
5085-5094--- Unless i he country to the south, be placed under the I ý.,1:G>vernment
it wdl soon be squatted over by Americanse,5o96.

.'laighlin, Dr. Enterprising-but; unsettledcharacter and. conduct of Dr. MLanghlin
when in the Companylâ service lhe wvas an excellent officer, Right Hon1E. E/lice
6030, 6031.

Magistràtes. See 'dministration of Justice. Factors.

Xfalochite. There is very valutable malachite in themines.on the Coppermine River, Roche
4466-4471.

Maritolah. There are a few settlers at Manitobah, about 50 miles from ;ed River, Sir G.
dSimpson, £115.

.fap. "Explarntion relative to a map caref'ully prepared in the Crown Lands Office in
Cunada, showiný the bituation of the various posit. of the Hudson's Bay Cornpany; the
geological-siructure, and the assumed clinate, Hon.' W. H. Draper 4227-4230.'

Markets for Produce. , The Company are the only buyers of agricultural produce, Crofton
3309, 3310o-The Compady ofier the only market for the settler's produce ine Van-
couveu's island, and they sometimues refuse to take it, as in witness's own case, Cooper
3872-3877.

Naynard, Joseph. ' (Analysis of his Evidence.y-Solicitor to the- Hudson's fBay Complany,
4442--Relers the Committee to Parliamentary palers, in which the licences to trade
'which the Comparny rceived:from Government in 1821 and 1838 nav be found, 4443,
4444---The grant of Vancouver's Islandrànd the correspondence on the subji et has aiso
beei printed and laid before Parliament, 4445, 4 446--Exlanation as ta 'the nature of
the bbligation by which the Coupany pay 3oo i. a year to the Bishop of Rupert's fUtnd,
4447-4450.

Medicines and Medical Men. Liberal practice of the Company as regards the provision of
medical inen anid the supply of medicines for both whites and indians, Rae 673-677.
683. 687 -There are five surgeons in the Company's service, Sir G. Simpson 98;3-
Arrangements as regards medical meh and the supply of medicines at Red River, &c.,
Righit Reu. Dr. Anderson 4336-4339.

Meetings of Council. Obstacle to the council at Norway House meeting more than once a
year, &rG. Simpson 1352-1355--The meetings of the council of Vancouver's Island
are regulated by the governor, Cooper 3858.

Michipicoton Island (Loe Superior). Reference to the mining works established on
Miehipicotoî Island unler licence from the Canadian Government, to the forcible seizure
of the works by some Indians,and to the eompensation subsequently given to the Indians'
for relinquishing their claim to the island, Ross'57. 74.

Miles, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Was in Vancouver's Island for about a fort-
night in 1852, anid six months in-1854; 46.51-46,53.4663, 4664- Considers that in soil,
cliinate. minerale, &c., the island possesses everything essential for the forma'tion nf a
great colony, 4 654- 4662-The distance from Éngland and the nearness to the Cali-
fornian gold fields have prevented the settlement and progress of the island, 4660.

Goodness of the soil and climate of Thompson's River on the mainland, 4666, 4667
-- Chracter of the country west of the Rocky Mountains; that is, from Fort Colville,
up the Colutbia River, and-towards the AIrow Lake, 4668-4672----Particulars as to
the passes over the Rccky Mountains,, more especially that by Mount Hooker; they are
ail very difficult, 4673-4676. 4701-4709.

Character of the country àfter crossitig the mountains from the west, from Jasper's
House, down the Athabaska River, and to Slave Lake, 467 7- 4679-- Ronte taken by
witness from Jasper's Hou-e to Norway House, 4680 - Varying character of the country
from Edmonton,'down, the Saskatchewan, to Norway House, 4 681-47o---Fitness of
the'valleys near the Saskatchewan, and of some parts of the Saskatchewan itself, for
settlement, 4 691-4700.

Nilitari Force. Any extensive sel tlement at the Red River, &c., would require the protec-
tion of a mili'ary force, Sir J. Richardson 3082. 3133.3143- There is no military force
in Vancouer's Island, and only one constable; inexpediencythereof, Cooper 3597. 3634-
3644. 3658-3663- Salarv of the constable, .ib. 367 1- Larger military lorce required
at Red River if directly unsder the Crown, Right Hon. E. Ellace 6034, 6035---Troops
have on forntr occasions of excitement or of disturbance on the frontier been sent to

Red
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Military Force-continueci.

Red River, Right fon E. Ellice 6034. 6o5o, 6o5i--Diffienltyin maintining a proper
I,.nilitary force at Red.:Rier in.the event of.awar with 'he Uhited States, ib.-6046.

'Explanation as to a Militarv force at Red Hiver liaving"refentlyheèi applied flor in
conseqience of ilisturbances 't Minnesota; and of the possibilitof- ille-al cotiduct on
the part of the! half-breedgïand' Canadiao traders, Might 60 E ce 6 o8-60 5 5

Minerals. Copper and iron exist, along the eastern. sh ore of the Lake Superior, Sir G.
Simpsont 917-919--- T lýiè north shore of Lake. Supierior ià Canada has been su;weyed by
Mr. Logan, and lead and copper ha',w been found,and:worked 'for atime; failure of the
maining companies adveited to herwon, Sir J. Richardson 3092-3o6---Thgeoogical
formaàtion north of Lake Superior is proiising, zb. 31o 3d 3't8, 319--Mineralcharacter
of the country north of Lake Superior, CroJon 3294--iReport ii i8 4 5or 1846 b'y Sir
William -Logan-on the minerais around Lake Superior,, &c., Hon. W. H. Draper 4218,
4219•

Impression that the. Company have not, endeavoured to develop the mineral resources
of the territmiy, Right, Rev. Dr. Anderson 4300-- Greaier value of, the territory. than
has been represemed, in regard, to minerai resources, Roche 4464-4471-r-Spply. of
copper, coal, and galena along the Coppermine River and the coast, King 5697,:569

Witness has examined large quantities, of minerals brought to this countIv, from the
H udson's Bay territory, Tennant 5746---Minerals doubtless exist there in large quan-
tities, but it is very questionable ,whether they can be'worked profitably,.ib. 5747-5751
-On the Americen side of Lake Superior silver and copper exist more abundantly

than on the British side, and the copper has been extensively worked, ib. 5748, 5749.
5752, 5753-Similarity between the features of 'lie mineral districts in British Nvrth
America and in Siberia, ib. 5756-5758--Existence and working of ninesof cryolite
and lead ii Greenl'nd adverted to, ib. 5758-5764- Probable existence ofsiîiiar'
minerais iii parts of British North America as have been found in'other,cbuitries of a lke
fbrmation, ib. 5764-5767-Remarks on certain minerals found in Australia, ib. 5773,
5774.

Quotation of remarks froni Sir John Richardson's books as to the probable value of
the minerals, libister 6090.

See also Coal. Copper. Gold. Iron. Malachite. Plumbago. Tar.

Minnesota. Circumstance of there having been a strong teidency to settle in Minnesota,
but not in the country at Lake Winipeg, on the part cf the populatiori to the south and
east, Lefroy32l-325---Circumstance of Minnesota having been.partly settled before
all Wisconsin was settled, Rae 456-47o-Less rigorous clinate at. Minnesota than
Red River, Sir G. Simpson 837- Rapid and immrnse increase of the population in
Minnesota, Kernaghan 2237--Greater facilities for the spread of colonisation in Min-
nesota than at the, Red Hiver, Crofton 325o-3255--Emigration from Canada to
Minnesola adverted to, Hen.' W. H. Draper 4068, 469- The inducements to seule-
ment in Minnesota do not apply to settlement at the Red River, &c., Right Hon.E. Ellice
5845-5847. 5911-5914. 6039-6041.

Missionaries and Missionary Settlements. Circumnstance ofwitness having recommended a
miissionary settlement between the Lake of the Woods and the lainy Lake, Sir G. Simp-
son 846-848--Priculais as to the religious or missionary etablishments in the
territoi y, and the payments made by the Company to thei severally, ib. 0o- 1102--
Reference to a charge made by the Company for the passage aud travelling expeuses of
two missionaries, Ml. 1724-1728.
- Witness was, for about three years (1852-55), in charge of the Grand Rapids district,

the largest setlement on the ked River, Corbétt 2651-266 t --- Acted as a missionarv
of the Colonial Church and School Society, and dIid not receive any payment fron the
Hudson's Bay Company, ib. 2662-2665--Statement as to the Company having for
several years probibited the formation of a missionary station and settlement at Portage-
la-Prairie, on the Assiniboine River, ib. 2666-2 6 8c---Pressure under which the Comn-
pany have recently stopped their opposition to a maissionary station at Portage-la-Prairie,
ib. 268o, 2681--Measures, equivalent to a prohibition, taken by the Company with
reference to the misnionary station at fIeadingley, on the Assiniboine River, ib. 2682-
268.9-Restrictions placed upon the proceedinas f missionaries at Foit Alexander, ib.
2692, 2693-- Circumstance of agents of the Company liavirg more than once stated
thit if missionaries and nissionary settlements increase, factors and fur-traling posts
nust decrease, ib. 2694-2703.

Facilities afforcled to the missionaries by the Company, Sir . Richar'dson 2965. 2986.
2987--At Norway House the missionaries -were very 'useful to the Indians, Crofton
34235-3 437-The uissionaries are paid by the Missionary Society, but have also some
allowance from the Compony, ib. 3439-

There are nineteen clergymen .of ile Church of England, besides witne ss, located in
Rupert's Land, all furnïished by differcnt sucieties, except the one io isclaplain to the
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.Missionaries and Missionary Settlements-continued.
C€ompany ,,Right ReM Dr nderson 4235-4237:---The-missionaries'are very devo5ed
and faithifulmen;jRightiReb.,Dr;Anderson:4 2,r; ,Caldwel5575, 576- -T bey are notsuject»,anyundue. influence. on the part. of the Rudi ,n's,Bay Company,, RightRev.
,Dr..;Ânerson 4252,-There are .two native 1ndianý,clergymien,. and, one clergymanpartly of Indian yextraction, who areiyery.useful,- ib.453, 454.4423, 4424".,,

Explanation as to the Compan having op osed the bettlement of Portage-la-Prairie,
onathe:AssiniboineýRiver Right' ev. Dr.'an ror'4349;4355.443o---Eplanation'as
to'the oppositionýof the-Compaày 'to tie' formation of a'm'niissionary settlement~at Head-
ngley ib?443i4433--The Company,-imagined that the.éxpenses ofgovernment would

-be. imcreased by aletifemeht at-Headiniley Lb. 4432 433.
'Se|àlo hå·h ikssionir 'Socey

Monopoly.. See Canada,ls. , Colonisation. andSettlement, 3. Fur Trade.. .Idians, 6. 7.
Licence to Trade.

AfoosëFort. «Unpro ilctive haracter' of the crops ut Moose'Fort, Sir G Simpson 748-.Bar'in cultivation at Moose Fort, on aceount of the- climate, Right' Rev. Dr: Anderson
42.57-426 -ý-Routè·fron Lake Winnipeg to Moose 'there is not much'timber by the
way,*. 4307-4320. 'Y

eulation restricinthe issue of spirituous liquor from' the M'oose, Factry 'App.
P. 368.-

N.'2
2Yascopie Fort. Statement as to the situation of Fort Nascopie, or rather of the outpost

.of that minim; whether 'on the Labrador Coast oi not, it belongs to'thé Hudson's Bay
Company, Sir G. Simpson 1563-1596.--See also Indians, 2.

Native Population. See Indians.
Navigation-of the Lakes and Rivers. It is about 500 miles -of navigation from the southern

p art of Lake Winnipeg to Fort William or Lake Superior, Sir . Simpson=793-7954---Materiàl' obstruetion ,to the -navigation of the river between Rainy 'JLake and, Fort
William, ib. 796 -801- Impediments to the navigation from York Factorvto Lake
Winnipeg, z&;842-845---Obstructions, in the shape of shoals and rapids, to the nàvi-
an of the"Assiniboine branch of the Red River, ib. 884- 8 87---Olbtacles* to an

improvenrent of the route 'from York Factory or fron. Lake 'Superior to Red, River,
ib. 1309-1317.

Impediments to a steam-boat7navigation of' the river runnin'g from Rainy Lake to the
Lake of Woods, and from thence to Lake Winnipeg, Sir' G. Simpson 1431-1445--The navigation from Rainy Lake to Fort William, a distance of 300 miles, is fit only
f£r canoes, ib. 1444, 1445----Adequacy of canoe navigation for conducting the trade
between Canada and the Red River, &c., ib. a53-2055--There are abnost insuperable
imipediments to the navigation for Soo tiles out of the 500 miles from Assiniboia to the
hed'of Lake Superior, ib. 2120-2125.

Circumstance of'its being contemplated by' some Aniericans to mrake a practicable
navigation between the Lower Red River and Lake Siperior, Vid Lake Winnipeg,
Kernaghan 2147; 2148--Contemplated river or candI communicatiori'between Lakes
Winnipeg and Superior further adverted to, ib. 2182-2187. '2222, 2223.,

Doubt as to how far.the Red River may be navigable for steaners/oSir J. Richardson
374- Greater difficulties of navigation between Lake Superior and Red River than
formerly existed between Kingston. and Montreal, Croftun 3346-3365--The travelling
of witness on 'three different exploring expeditions was ail by water, in canoes or boats,
Sir G. Back 3458-3461-Considerable expense of removing the obstructions to the
navigation between Fort York and Red River, Cadwell 5622;,5623.

See also Red: River Settlement, 3. Superior,, Lake.

Nipigan Lake. Character ,of the country between Fort William and Lake Nipi'gan, and
between Lake Nipigan and Long Lake, &c., Rae 578-580. 6oo. 6o8-617. 629-631.

North-West Company. Reference to an attempt being made at Toronto to aet up another
North-west Company, and to form a colonigationa tu the west of Lake gùup.erior; inex-
pediency thereof, Ross 73, 74.

During thd' baneful contest between the Hudson's Bay and theNorth-wester-ntCom-
Ipanies sprits were bartered on .both sides, the Indians were demoralized, and therewere
conitinial riots and breaches.of the peace, Sir. G. Simpson 1648-1656-Daring the
contest hetween the Companies scenes shocking to humanity occurred, Sir J. Richardson
2936---The servants of the North-west Company, acted very kindly towards the first
expedition to which witness was attached, Sir Geo. Back 3515.
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Report -i 857-contiied.

North-West Company--contined.
Ii i 805 ,witness::becaîme..coniected with. the North-west-Companydand tbe X. Y.

-Companythe wo)Cnedian companies, Right Hon -E. 'Ellice -5776, rfj7 7---- Subse-
* quent .amalgamation, in 182o, of'these companies with the Hudson's Bay" Company,
ib. 5784.

See also.Fur Träde, 1.-2.

Norway House. At Norway House, the rirtherâ settlemnet oif Fort Ctniberilard, there are
not' on an averge more-tan' wenty perda'ht: residents,rfr'éy 283+--At Norway
Bouse corn may be grown, but the season closes sooner than at Red River,0rofton 3 316.

Routetakeabýritàess-from Jasper's Houséito:Norwdy House; Miles 468ô -- "Vaiying
character of :lie country from Edmonton down the Saskatchewan 'to Norway House, ib.
4681-4700. '

See also Bouidaries, 2.

Oil. Probable quantity of oil brought, from- Hudson's Bay to tiis uontryer 629-
4635.-- Seet also Fisheries.

Oregon. Oregon was settled mainly from, the sea, Ross 86-90. 12-l 122 - Explanation
as to the Company ,haying certain possessory rights in Oregon,,Sir.G.,Simpson.iio8-
,1124. .1286-1-288. :13 44-1 351---The Comt;any.brough't about,5,ooo acresof land.into
cultivation in Oregon,b.l 2o-13 22--Origin of the settlement of Oregop 'adverted to,
Blanshard 5270-5274-

Settlement and!cultivation were being largely carried out by-the Companv'in-Oregon,
westof.the Rockv ,Mountains, before the settlement.of the boundariesiwith-America,
Right Hon. E. El/ice 6849. 5931,-5932. 5934- Claini now being. ,prosecu.tedbefore
Congress by the H.udsori's Bay Company and Puget Sound Company for.indemnity for
the surrender of pòssesory rights n Oregon, north of the Colimbia ib. 5849
* Opinions of eminent Ariericans as to thestitle of the Companies to the.possessory rights
in question, ib.

'Ottaoa River. Reference to the valley of the Otawa, and the extent to which it has been
surveyed and settled, Ross 1 o6-1i 15--t is about 8oo miles fron theàestern prtion
of the Ottawa to the bead'of'Like Suierior, near the country where a railway might be
run, ib. 149.

Remarks on the increase of setlement on the banks of the'Ottawa, nearly up'tó Lake
Nipissing, notwithstanding the former difficulties:of comunication, Hon. W. H..Draper
4074. 4149-4156--Geat improvement already made, and furthgr improvement con-
templated in the navigation of the Ottawa 'River, 'ib. 4074. 4149-4153.

Ottawa and Lake Huron Railway. Delay in the formation of the Ottawa and Lake Huron
Railway adverted to, lion. W. H. Draper 41,93-4195.

Otter Tail Lake. American settlement at the Otter-tail Lake, about15o miles north of
St. Paul's, Corbett C801-2804; M'Laughlin 5008. 5012.

Outfits of Indian Hunters. System oF the Company in regard 'to outfits to the Indian
hunters, Sir G. Simpson 1007. 1063-1065. 1125-1128.

P

Peace. Importance of the maintenance of law and o'rder in the Hudson's Bay territory,
,adverted to by the Committee, Rep. p. iv.

See al, Fur Trade, 1. 2. Government by the.Company,,2. Indians, .6.

Peace River. A considerable populition might produce means of subsistence1 as high as
Peace River, upon the alluvial points and the skirts of the prairie land, Sir J. Richardson
2902. 2913, 2914 - Upon the alluvial points of -Peace River grainýmightbe cultivated,
but.the wolves are,a bar to pusturing sheep on the prairie, ib. 3125-31-27. • >

Peguis. Information relative to Peguis, chief of the Salteaux Indians, who has'lately sent
a,petition to the House of Commons, Caldwell 5589-5591.

Letter fron the secretary of the Aborigines Protection Society to Mr.,Labouchere,
.dated 7 June 1,857, relative to an enclosed letter received by the Society from Peguis,
chief of the Salteaux Tribe at'Red River, dPP. p. 444, 445--Statement .that the letter
from Peguis was writen by his son, ib. 444.

'O.24-Sess. 2. Copy3 T 4
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Repus t, i 8 Ô7 -continned.

Peguis-continued.
-CQpy of the-letter frdm Peguis; complaint thereinithat.the lands if. himself and histihae have-been takenaway by Lird Selkirk înd others without the promi.ed compénsa-

tion; otseicomplitits in the letter against the H}udson'sî Bay, Company, App. p. 4 ,
446.

Testimonials from Lord Selkirk and Sir G. Simpson as -to the-friendly dispositionahvays,displayed by Peguis towards the Comupansy and their servants, App.p. 446.
Setiîeoment. by ,Sir G. Simpsun, in January 1835, Of.an annuity of &L upon -Peg is,

,App.p.-446.
Pelly, Sir J. N.. ýLctter-.froma Sir John Pelly to, Enr Grey,: dated 9,Marca 1850, denyingthe accuracy of a conmplaint that the Hudston's Bay Company furnish lairge quanities ofspirits to the Indians on the north-west ircintier of the United States, APP..p370, 37:1.
Pembina. There is an American seulement as Pembina, and asinail aii'n and fur post,Corbett 2792-2798-- I'embina is very near 'he bounidary line, ib. 2799, 2oo--There

is every facility for settlement on the American side of the frontier, ib. 2801.
Pemmican. Pemmican, which is composed of buffalo meat and tallow, is the main portablefiod of the Company's servants, Sir G. Simpson 1855, 1856. 18 59-From oo o

3,ooo cwt. aire made every year, ib. 8,57--Price given by the Companiy to the Indians
for pemnmican, Caldioell 56o6;5607.

Pensidners. "Particulars as to the énrolledipensioners, partly settlers ind' patly tioops, *ithwhom witness est oui to Red Rive in' 84 8 ; some of thèmi are siilt tlhere; 'Culdwel 5 94-
54t6. 5564 556.5-- Promise of free g'ranàts of land under wisih. the pensioners'agreed to
gi out as emvigrais, ib. 5407-5409. 5556-The pensioners relidved-ihe garrion'at Red
Rver, ib. 5553-.,5555- It was found, on the arrivai of.the pensioners, that the Company
lhad not sufficient cultivable land- to ive-themii,>and so,,to preventdissatisfaction, they
were co:npensated in suis of money, ib. 5557-5563. -

Petitions. See Red River Settlement, 8. Toronto Board of Trade.
Plrumbago. Good qualityof the plumbago found near Fort Chipewyan, Sir J. Richardson

3083-3085.
Population. Witness delivers in a paper containing a detail of the population in.the ,Com-

pasies' territories, according to a census or esiimaté made last year, Sir G. Simpson.1471-
1473; and App. p.,365-7367---Estinïate of i58 ooo, including wkiites and half-breeds,
as the total number of soiuls 'i the Hudst.n's Bay ierritory, App.P. 367.

See also Census. Indians, 1.
Portages. -SeeRed River Settlement, 3.

Portisla Prairie. There is a small settlement of whites at Portisla Prairie, about. sixty
miles from Red 'Rver; objection made by the Company to the formation of this settle-
ment, Sir G. Simfipson 1272-1282. 1359-)362.

Posessory Riglts. See Oregon. Territorial Rights.
Post-Ofice, Red River. Consideration of a charge founded on a letter written in December

1844 by Mr. H. Lane, then a clerk at Red River, relative to new regulations requirin~a
letters to be sent open for official perusal ,beforeýposting ; any such regulatiouns were pro-
hably made by the Government of Assiniboia, and were ,most, likely.disallowed by the ,
Home Government, Sir G. Simpson 1895-1920.

Statement as io the settiers having complained that their letters are opened ard inspected
by the Conpany's officials; belief in the truth of this complaint, Corbett 2880-2888---
Statement relative to a proclamation by the Governor of Assiniboias, Mr. Alexander
Christie, in December i844,,requiring that letters be sent open to the post-office; officiai
documents hereon, MIgLàughlin 4768- 4 783---Letter from Mr. Lane, partly dispensing
vith the regulation in regard to letters so far as witness was concerned, ib. 4i78--The

Company refused to take letters for Mr. Sinclair, unless he brought them olen to the post-
office, ib. 4780-4783 -- Witness is not aware of any instance of letters having been
opened by 1he authorities ati Red River, ib. 5ox5-5 ,8.

Postal Communication. There are sixty-seven postmasters in the Company's service, Sir G.
Simpson g83-.A.rrangement in regard to postal communication; between the Red
River and the United States frontier there is no regular arrangement in force, ib. 1882-
1894. 192'-i53--There is a small charge for conveyirsg letters, ib. Ï89i, 189 3 .
Between the Red River and Eigland the shortest'route for a letter vould be by Pembina
and St. Paul's, ib. 1953.

Evidence relative to the postal communication ta and >afrom the Red River, Corbett
2791. 28 75-2879----Origin of the monthly mail commnunicàtion between Red River
and Pembina, ib. 2791.

.Prairie



Report, 1857!--continued.

Prairie Country. Fine and level character of the country from the lied River Colony to the
Rocky Mountains, Sir George Simpson 84o, 841- The country along the Saskatche-
wan towards EdmontIn.ls a rolling prairie, ib. 851, 85---Frequent fires on the prairies
adverted to in connexion with the fitiess of the land for settlement, Corbeit 2869. 2871-2874- There is a sloping prairie country from 6oo to 8oo miles wide which-is mostly
grass land, but the soil is sandy, and is not rich enough to produce grain, Sir J. Richard-
son 2899-2901. 2913, 2914-

Presbyterian Church. There is a Presbyterian Church at Red River, Right Rev. Dr.
Anderson 4280.

.Price of Land. Practice iri regard to the purchase of land from the Company. ;-for 58. or
7s. 6d. an acre leases are granted for 999 years vith restrictions merely upon trading in
furs, Sir G. Simpson 1199-1226. 1285-1291.---Evidience to the effect ihat the price
of 5s. or 7s. 6d. an acre for land is in the main. merely nominal, inasmuch as but a very
small proportion of the settlers or squatte s make any payment for the land, ib. 1762-1785.
1797-1632. 1861-1870-----Price of land at Red River, Isbiter 2529-Lower price
charged for land by the American Governmnérit than by the Hudson's Bay Company,JI'1Laughlin âoo9-5oi ---- Nature of the demand for land in the Company's territory,Caldwill 5569-557.- See also Headingley. 'Vancouver's Island, 6.

Private Trading. See Fur Trade, 8, 9. 13, 14.

Profits. Constitution of 'the Hudson's Bay Company as regards the participation of thestockholders and principal servants in the profits, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5790-5793. 5802.
-- Average profit- for the last seven years ; how appropriated, ib. 5802.5895-5899-Since the union of the Companies the profits have averaged abuut twelve per cent. on thecapital, ib.

Particulars of profits or dividends as distributed to thé shareholders for the years
1847-.56 ; App. p, 449.

Sce also Capital.

Proprietary Rights. Witness when opposed to the Company many years ago took theopinions of many eminent lawyers as to their legal rights, and has, since his connexionwith the Company, taken furiher eminent legal opinions, Right Bon. E. LIlice 5823-Conclusion that the proprietary rights of the Company, as given by ile charter, cannot
be disputed, ib. 5823, 5824--.Existence formerly of several proprietary colonies inIhe States; how terninated, ib. 5824. 5922-5928-The Company is the last pro-

,prietary government in existence, ib. 5824--Reerence to an Act passed in 169o,conveymng certain powers to the Hudson's Bav Company but for seven years only
explan.tion hereon to the effect that subsequent Acts in 1708, 1744,1803 and 818 have
contamed clauses saving the rights and privileges of the Company, ib. 6059-6069.

See also Territorial Rights.

Puget Sound Agricultural Company. The Puget Sound Ac ricultural Company is an off-
shOot of the Hudson's Bay Company, Sir . Simpson 11'24 - The Puget Sound Com-pany, which cultivates a considerable quantity of land in Vancouver's Island, is com-posed of servants of the fludson's Bay Company, Hon. C. W. W. Fitzwillian 2352-
2355.

As regards the Puget Sound Company, its affairs were so much identified with those ofthe Hudson's Bay Company that witness could never distinguish between the two
Blanshard 5289, 5290. 5313, 5314. 5342-5357---Impression that Mr. Douglas actedas manager for the Puget Sound Company, ib. 5340-5346---Witness understond thatmany bettlers and labourers were introduced by the Hudson's Bay Company, though infact they may have been sent by the Puget Sound Coripany, ib. 5347-5357.

The Puget Sound Company is quite distinct from the Hudson's Bay Company,Right Hon. B. Ellice 5849-Origin of the Puget Sound Company in the increasingcultivation north of the Columbia, i.
See also Longford, Captain.

Q.

Queen Charlotte's Island. Queen Charlotte's Island is less suitable than Vancouver's
Island l'or settlement, Cooper 3749-3752---Specimens of gold have been brought
from Queen Charlotte's Island, Tennant 5755.

Quichsilver. Valuable working of quicksilver mines in Califoriia adverted to, Tennant
5768-5772.

o.24-Sess. 2. .
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Report, 1857-continued.

R.

Rae, Sir John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Entered 'the service of the Hudso'n's Bay
Company.,in 1833; passed ten yrars at Moose Factory, one year on the Mackenzie
River, and one season at York Factory, and bas been employed.about eight ytars in
Arctic service, 365-367. 512-514---Believes that the country about the Saskatchewan
is quite capable 'of cultivation, 368-371- 44g- Obstales to any settilement of the
Saskatchewan util the country gradually settles up to ii, and communication is afforded
for dealing with the produce, 368-371- Wituesb left the service of the Company last
year, 372-374.

Fairness of the system pursned by the Company in their traffic with the Indians, 375
-- Higher payment given for the less valuaTle fors, such as the-musk-rat, in order to
prevent the finer and more valuable animals being killed off, 376. 502- 559, 56o---The
more northern portion of ibe territory is not cRpdble of agricultuaral cultivation save as
regards barlty, 376, 377. 3 9 i--As reglrdb -the trade in furs it is essential that, the
saine should be a monopoly, 378-384. 414-416-An oppoition fur trade wouild result
in 'the introduction of spirits among the Indians, io their great injury, and in the exhaus-
tion of the trade,'379-384. 414-

Advantage if some ariangement could be made whereby the Company should give up
the lands capable of cultivation, und retain the hunting grounds and the districts fit for
nothing but the fur trade, 385-387. 648--Reference to the fur trading establishment
of the Russian government on the extreme north-west pat of the continent, 388-390, 412
--- Sindry northerly points at which barley is grown, 3 gi--Effect of the constant ice
in Hudson's Bay iu preventing any mitigation or amelioration of theclimate, by clearance
of the woody country, 395---Character of the soil and climate of Banks' or Baring
Island, and of Wollaston and Victoiia Lands, 396-402.

Explanation as tu Colonel Lefroy's statement relative, to short supplies to the Com-
pany's traders, 4 03- 4 6-Abundant supply generally of clothes and ammarunition for
tradin.r with the Indians, 4o7--Supply of the goods to the Indians on credit, 408-
Particulars as to the prices put upon goodls, with reference to their prime cost, which
are bartered with the Indiens in excbange for beaver skins ; examination hereon to the
effect that by the Company's tariff a fair value is placed upon the furs, 408-413- 471-511.
320-560.

Large earnings of the Indians by employnent at some of the forts iii sum mer, 408
--- The settlement of the Indians would not be prejudicial to the fur trade, 417-
Unsuccessful attempts made at Moose Factory and other places to effect a settlementof
Indians, 4 18-427--Union going on of the white -and Indian races, 4 28-S--uth of
the Saskatchewan River the Indians are most free from cross ofany kind, 429--
Great impediment offered hy the ice to ships.getting round to the mouth of theMackenzie,
430-433.

Difference between the climate of the Orkneys and of York on Hudson's Bay, 434-
4 38--Length of the winter in the district south of Lake Winnipeg, 439-443---Witness
travelled (som the Red River through Minnesota to St. Paul's in the winter, ani found
the country very level and ensy for travellint, 4 44- 4 47--Marshy character of the land
along the north shore tf Lake Wiinnipeg, 450, 451- Excellent character-of the soil.at
Red River, 453-455.

Betveen St. Paul's, or rather Ciow Wing, anid Red River;there are about 450 miles
unsettled, 456-459. 464--Circumstance if Minnesota having been partly settled before
all Winconsin was settled, 456- 4 7o---The prices of the severai kinds of beaver skins
are well known to the Indians, who are very slrewd in their dealings, 485-499- 527.
568- 57 2--Modification of the tariff sorme years ago in favour ofthe Indians, 499, 500.
52- 54 3 -Tle Indians probably pay, indirectly, more than 200 per cent. in beaver
skins over and above.the first value of the goods, 503-511.

Character of the wood ,. the neighbourhood.of the Moose settlement, .515-519---
Process at the Compnuy's podts in regard to the exchange of furs for goods, 539,' 540
-Particulars as to the number of skins of different kinds which would be required
for a gun, 54-5 58- Friendly treatnent, generally, of mhe'Inians'by the Comnpany's
servants, 561, 5 62- Relief in clothes, medicine and food given gratuitously to Indians
at Moose Factory duiing witness's residence there, 562. 6 73-687---Spirits were never
hariered for furs, but drams were occasionally given gratuitously to the huntters, 563-
567.

Belief that a self-supporting colony could not at present exist atRainy Lake or other
more favourable districts, 573-576- Character of'the country north of Lake Superior
and between Fort William and Red River; it is very ill adapted for seulement, and is
almost impracticable for travelling, 577-601. 604. 6o8-617. 624-631---Immi'ense
obstacles to the formation of a railway from Canada to the Red River, 584-586. 591-

593-- The easiest route from Toronto to the Red River is tlrcugh the States and by
St. Paul's, 588-590.

'With
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Report, t857--continued.

Rae, Sir John. (Analysis of his Evidence) -continued.
With respect to, the ,copper mines on Lake Superior, they do. not pay for working,

602, 603. 618-623--4 whale or sealfishery in Hudson's Bay could not be established
with any advantage, 632-642---The country generally is quite inoccupied save by
Indians, 644, 645- Beneficial result of the restrictions upon tihe sale, oF, spirits, 646,
647-How far the Company's interests can be said to be opposed'to a system of settle-
ment, 648-654.

Partial success of the settlement of Indians at the Red River, 649. 656-665---
Reluctance of the Enzlish half-breeds to settle, 655-659- Facility in aroverning the
English half-breeds, 66o, 661--The lalf-breed population isi in some places largely
mncreasing, 662--Settlement and civilisation of the Cherokeesin the Stait'e adverted
to, 666- 6----Effect, generally, of civilisation in leading to the disappearance of the red
man, 670-672.

Liberal practice of the Company as regards the provision of medical men and the sup-
ply of medicines for both Indians and whites, 673-677. 683. 687- Practice'in regard

.to vaccination, 683---There is a sort of debatable land between the North American
Indians and the Esquimaux, as well as between different tribes of the latter, 688-693
-- The Anierican fur comapanies sell ihféritur goods to the Indians nearly at the sane
price as the Hudson's Bay Company, 695--Circumstances of there being a consider-
able traffic in spirits on the American side of the frontier, contrary to the rules of the
United Staits Government, 695-701.

Railway Communication. Evidence in favour of a line of railway communication across the
Continent of North America, which should be a continuation of the Grand Truik line,
and should pass by the Red River Settlement, and over the Rocky Mountains, and so on
to the Pacific and Vancouver's Island, Ross 13-17. 39-46. 67-72. 148-155--A railway
or a good road from the west end of Lake Superior to the Red R;ver Settlement is the,
best meansof opening up, and extending tte latter place, ib. 17. 67, 126-128---Great
importance of the conteiplated railway across the Continent, mndependently of its
advantage in opening up the country, ib. 72. 15.

Enormous physical obstacles to the formation of a railway along the northern shore of
Lake Superior and across the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean, Lefroy 236, 237
-- A railway might easily be made from Minnesota to the Red River, ib. 307-309---

Immense obstacles to the formation of a railvay from Canada to the Red River, Raie 584-
586. 591-593.

Communications are being made by railway from Chicago to several points, Kernaghan
-,u181 --- If there were a railroad to Red River it would probably bring settlers, though
not. at all to the extent that settlers have gone to Illiîois, Sir J. Richardson 3071. 3o7%-
3081 - In propobing that the Rocky Mountains should limit the Carradem boundaries,
witness makes the reservation of a right to extend to the Pacific any future railway over
the mountains, Hon. W. H. Draper 4102. 4104. 4173-4175.

See also Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

Rainy Lake. Between Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods there is some country
capable of cultivation, Le/roy 166. 190. 345-Probable extent of the district betweena
the Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Vc. s, ib. 31o-Difficulty of communication
with this district fromn Lake Superior, ib. 31 -Absence of settlement on either bank
of the river between Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods ; this river forms part of the
boundary betweenî the United States and the British territories, ib. 342-345.

Cultivation, to a limited extent, might be carried on to advantage on the right bank of
the Rainy Lake River; examination hereon, Sir G. Simpson 724-726. 775. 853-857.
874. 14o6-142o---Quotation of, and examination upon, an extract from a book published
by witness in 1847, wherein he speaks in very favourable language of the natural advan-
ta2es of the river between the Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods, and of the banks
of the river, ib. 773-775. 874. 1406-1420. 1431-1445----No attempt lias been made to
form a setlement at Rainy Lake, ib. 2114- Insufficiency of the population with a view
to settlements at Rainy Lake, ib. 2116.

On the banks of Rainy Lake there are many points which are fit for seulement and
might produce grain, Sir J. Richardson 2909, 2910. 3004-3008-The country by
Lac la Pluie and the Lake of the Woods is very beautiful, Crofton 3270.

Rapids Settlement. Witness has not heard of any attempt by the Company to establish a
settleient near the Rapids, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4441 -Objection, raised by the
Governor of Rupert's Land to the formation of an Indian settlement at the Rapids,
-Caldwell 558,5. 5b8.

Reciprocity Treatic- Complaint that the colonists, under the Company's jurisdiction, were
not ad mitted into the Canadian reciprocity treaty, Cooper 3662. 3935.
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'RED RIVER SETTLEMENT.

Report, 185 7-continacd.

RED RIVER SETTLEMENT:
1. Origin of the Settlement; ils Expense to the Company.
2. Progress of the Settlement ; Statistics on the Suhject.
3. Means of Communication considered; Difficulties hereon.
4. Character of the Soiland Cultivation.
5. Climate.
6. Ppulation ; how composed.
7. Trade with the United States.
8. Discontent among the Settlers; Petitions by them.
9. Annexation ta Canada, or Formation into an Independent Colony considered.

10. Suggestions by the Committee.

1. Origin of the Settlement; its Expense ta the Company:
Grants by the Company of a large tract of territory on the Red River to Lord Selkirk,

in June 181 i ; reference to the deed hereon defiing the territory, Right Hon. E. Ellice
5779-578.3-Expensive and unsuccessful character of the Red River Settlement; it
was established by Lord, Selkirk, and not by the Hudson's Bay Company, ih- 5839, 5840.
5931--The Company never volonarily undertook colonisation at Red River, ib. 5931
- Explanation relative to a sumi of 84,11i l. as the balance expended by the Company
in the purchase and support of the Red River Colony, ib. 5985-.5991.

2. Progress of the Settlement; Statistics on the Suiject:
Encouragement given by the Company to agricultural pursuits on the part of the settlers

at Red River; deial of theaccuracy of a statement hereon by Mr. John M'Lean, Sir
G. Simpson 811-817. 879-882--The settlement had as large a population twenty years
ago as it has now, Kernaghan 2237- Outlet for produce and consequent inmnigration if
there uere a free and good communiication to and from the Red River, Isbister 2627-
2630- Cisrcum.stance of the Red River settleris necessarily drawing their supplies froni
St. Paul's in consequence of there being no proper communication by York Factory or
Lake Superior, &c., Corbett 2737-2742.

The want of communication is a main obstacle to the colonisation of the Red River
dist:ict, Sir .1. Richardson '3033. 3149 -Great difficulties of land and water commu-
nication, which act as a bar to a profitable export of corn by the half-breeds at Red River,
Crofton 3242-3245--Belief as to the willinigness of the Company to see the Red River
country better colonised. ib. 3339-3345---Improbability of incre.ased settlement about
Red River on account of its remoteness and the difficulty of access, Caldwell 5373-5392
-Great improvement in the settlement whilst witness was there, ib. .5525. 5527.

Refèrence to a paper (App. p. 381-,385) drawn up in March last by Mr. Gunn, of Red
River, containing statisties of the colony, Roche 4544-4548.

Statistical account of the colony, taken in May 1856, and showing the progress of the
colony since 1849, App. p. .363, 364 -Statistics of the population, ib. 363-Statistics
as to, and averaue value of, dwellings, live stock, implements, and machinery, ib. 363,
364-Statstics of the courts ofjustice at Red River, and of the cases tried thereat,
ib. 364.

Statistics of the colony as prepared by Mr. Donald Gunn, of Red River, and enclosed
in letter to the President of the Executive Council of Canada, dated Red River, 6 March
1857, App. P. 381-38.5.

3. M'eans of Communication considered; Dißîculties herec.i:
It is about 1,ooo miles fron the Red River Settlement to the extreme portion of the

occupied part of Canada or the Saulte St. Marie, Ross 15-Nature of the' conmu-
nication betweent the Red River and St. Paul's; large intervening tract of uninhabited
country, ib. 31-35. 91-98-It is from 400 to 500 miles from the settlement to the
nearest inhabited part ofthe United States, ib. 31. 91, 92. 9 8- The easiest route from
Toronto to the Red River is through the States and by St. Paul's, Ross 36, 37. 88. 144;
Rae 588-590; Sir G. Simpson 868, 869- Impracticability, at present, of communica-
tion between Toronto and the Red River save througlh the United States, RosS 133, 134.
142-144.

Witness tiavelled from the Red River through Minnesota to St. Paul's in the winter,
and found the country very level and easy for travelling, Rue 444-447- Between
St. Paul's, or rather Crow Wing, and Red River, there are about 450 miles unsettled,
ib. 456-459. 464-Fromn Canadaî to the Red River, the only practicable route is north
of Lake Superior inlanid, by Fort William and Rainy Lake, Sir G. Simpson 870-873--
Explanation as to some supplies for the settlement coming from St. Louis, ib. io72.

Of the i bree routes to Red River, that is, by York Factory, St. Peter's, or Lake
Superior, the latter is by far the shortest, and :ery practicable, Isbister 2529-2533-
Practicability of improvmng the route froni Red River tu York Factory, Corbett 2740.
2742-2746--The difficulties in the route between Red River and Lake Superior are
by no means insurmountable, ib. 2746. Reference
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Report, 1857-continued.

RED RIVER SETTLEMENT-continued.

3. Means of Communication considered; Difficulties hereon-continued.

Reference to the route vid Fort William to Lake Winnipeg; the North-western Com-
panv necessarily got their supplies by Fort William, Sir J. Richardson 3042-3052-
Obst .cles to an inexpensive communication with Red River by Fort William, ib. 3054-
3060. 3 13 6- 3138---The easiest but not the satest route to Red River is by St. Paul's;
question as to this route being made more advantageous. ib. 3139-3141.

Description of the journey of the troops commanded by wvitniess in i 846-48, and mode
of conveyance of the guns from Fort York to Red River, Croflon 3165-3176. 3391-
3393-Winess returned from the territorv vid Lake Superior and Canada; this route
was decidedly easy, with the exception ofihe portages, ib. 3181-3189- Particulars as Io
the route from R'ed River to Sault de Ste. Marie, as traversed by witness in 1847; the total
distance is about 1,126 miles, and may be perforned in thirty-eight days, ib. 3255-3267
- Difficuties in the route from Red River to Sault de Ste. Marie, more especially as
regards the portages, which are very numerous, ib. 3262-3268. 3284-3293-There is
every facility for forminu a communication across the plain between the Red River and
the Rockv Mountains, ib. 3 27 1-3 273 -The chief difficulty to an overland communi-
cation fro~n Lake Superior to Red River would arise from the swamps, iM. 3283. 3293.
3373 -3381 -- Desire among the Scotch settlers at Red River for an improved coumuni-
cation with Canada, ib. 3295-3297.

Between water and road a good route might be made between Red River and Lake
Superior, but an uninterrupted road or river communication is almost impracticable,
Crofto' 3366- 3388- The route ioni Fort William to Red River is better than from
Fort York, ib. 3389, 3390-Distance respectively between Fort William and Red
River, and between Fort William and Lake Winnipeg,.ib. 3394-3397. 3406-3409-
List of poitages occurring between Fort York and Red River, fion which the naviga-
tion is free from rapids to Lower Fort Garry, on the Red River, ib. 3396--The rotute
to Red River, &c.. by Fort York, is less difficult than the Fort William, or any other
route, Sir G. Back 3480-3486.

The natural outlet of the Red River Settlement being through American territory, the
greater reason exists for forming an outilet via the Lakes and Canada, Hon. W. H.
.Draper 4063. 4172. 4220- Grounds for concluding that the communication thrnugh
Canada to the Reci River is very feasilie, and that the Canada route is far preferable to
the route by York Factory, ib. 4074. 4 076--Facility at present for communication
between Canada or England and the western shore of Lake Superior, ib. 4074. 4152,
4153. 4 221-4 224 -- Circumstance ofthe French some oo vears ago, and, more recently,
the North-w% est Company having used the route front Fort William to Red River for the
tiansmission of goods, ib. 4074. 4 157 -4 164 -At present ail the trade of Red Rivergoes
by Rudson's Bay and the United States, ib. 4140--Facilities of communication
hetween Cnnada and Red Hiver sufficient for the conveyance of troops, ih. 4141-4145
-- Natural and only course bv whiclh the trade of the Red River can pass through
Canada so as to avoid transhipment, ib. 4171, 4 12- Te expen'e of communication
between Canada and Red River should fali upon the province, ib. 4192.

Belief as to the practicability of a considerable improvement in the route from Lake
Superior to Red River, M'Laughlin 4952-4959. Soo8- The Company have done
nothing to improve the route to Red River; it is not their object, ib. 4958.

Great difficulties of the route froi York Factory to Red River, as travelled by witness
and his fanily when going and returning, Caldwe/l 5376. 5615-5623--There are 33
portages on the route from'Fort York to Red River, ib. 5621.

-Immense obstacles to a proper means of communication between Canada or Lake
Superior aud Red River, Right Bon. E. Ellice 5838. 5908. 5914-5 921- The natural
communication with the Red River is evidently through Amuerica, ib. 5838. 5908.
6043, 6044- As regards communication with Red River, means of getting as far as
Lake Superior by vessels have existed for years, ib. 5916-59t2o--Ftrther reference to
the difficulties of communication with Red River; remarks on the circumstance ot the
Canadian Government having voted 5,oool. for improving the route by Lake Wiinnipeg
and the Lake of the Woods, ib. 5950-5960.

Passages ini the statements laid by Messrs. M'Donell, Gladman, and Dawson, berore
the select committee in Canada relative to the means of conmunication with the Red
River colony and other places, App. p. 388- 3 93. 399, 400.

4. Character of the Soil and Cultivation :
The country round the Red River is said to be very good land, and very suitable

for settlemeni, Ross 12- Favorable character of the land for cultivation, Lefi-oy
164, 165. 194-201. 1246. 253; Corbett 27 12-2716--Excellent character of the soil at
Red River, Rae 453-455.

Uncertainty of the crops at R'ed River Settiement; reference bereon to the necessary
importation of corn some years ago, Sir G. Simpson 719-723, 802-810. 875. 2117-

0.e4-Sess. 2. 3 U 3 2119
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RED RIVER SETTLEMENT-continued.

4. Character of the Soil and Cultivation-continued.

2119---Nature of the soil; about a mile from the batiks the alluvial soil almost ceases,
and cultivation is impracticable, Sir J. Simpson 722. 818-827- Rvference to the waste
of manure at the settlement, ib. 849, 85o--The crops are usually taken in August,
before the winter sets in, ib. 960-962--The land from about a mile beyond the banks of
the river bas been experimented upun, and hasproved not good, ib. 1794-1796--The. soil
is alluvial, Corbett 2723---The Red River district is ai least 1,ooo leet above the level
of the sea. which altitude is a great element against cultivation, Sir J. Richardson
3081.

Excellent crops gronn at Red River, Crqoftn 3201-3204; Right Rev. Dr. Anderson
4257. 4260-The soil is peculiarly fit for auriculture, and ight mnaintain a very
large colony, Crofton 3205-3eio--Swampy character of the counitry about Red River,
Caldwcell 5362, 5563-Capabilbiv of cultiaation sufBflieiit to support a considerable
population, ib. 5566--Barreu and narshy character of the soil except un the banks of
the river, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5847. 6037.

5. Climate :
At Red River the winter lasts for five and a halfI months, Sir G. Sirpson 74--

Provable amelioration of the clinate in consequence ofthe cultivation, fsbister 2577-
Remarks relative to the clmate of the Red River colony ; it is about the saine as that of
Upper Canada, Croflon 3190-3204--Unfavourable character of the climate, Right
.Hon. E. -Ellice 5847.

Statistics, pre-pared by Mr. D. Gutn, of the progress of the seasons and state of the
weather ut RedtRiver colony;from i June 1855,to 31 May 1856, App.p. 384, 385.

6. Population; how composed:
How the population forming the Red River Settlement is composed, Lefroy 191-

In 1843 or 1844 the population ofthe settlement was about 5,ooo, ib. 282. 353-355-
The population at Red River is now about 8,ooo, including Indians, Sir G. Simpson
832-836- Reference to a paper containing an account of the Red River population;
the total of whites and Indiins is 8,ooo, ib. 1461-1 4 7 0---General character of'the Red
River Indians and settlers; about two-thirds are hunt-rs, Sir J. Richardson 2962. 2973-
2975. 2984, 2985.

Statistical account of the population re.pectively in 1849 and 18.56, App. p. 363.

7. Trade wvith the United States:
Increase in the general trade of Red River with the United States, Sir G. Simpson

1695-1697---Circumstancs of 5oo waggons of goods having zone from the Red River
Settlement to St. Paul's or St. Anthony's last season, returning with goods of American
or British manufacture, Kernaghan 2134. 2156, 2157. 2170-Compaint in iegard io
the dtites in Atmerica on the British goods taken back to Red River; such duties would
have been avoided b* a direct route to the settlement throî.ubî Canada. ib. 2135 et seq.
-- Cicumstance of its having been rumoured that the Company were anxious to stop
the Red River traders from taking their goods to St. Paul's, ib. 2235, 2236--Fiscal
obstacles to the extension of trade between the Red River and the United States, Isbister
2599-2606.

8. Discontent among the Setllers; Petitions by them:
Belief thai but for trade agitatois the colonists at Red River would be perfectly satis-

fied with the government of the company, Sir G. Simpson 1319, 1320.
Refe ence to a petition from the Red Rivt r settlers tr the Colo nial Office, presented by

witness some years ago; belief as to the acculacy of the statenients urged at the time
in support of the petition, Isbister 24 5 9 -2 4 67-- Dissatisfaction of the settlers with the
governimen c, f the Company; petition by the set tiers to the American Government adve ted
to hereon, ib. 2552-2559.

Staitement relative to a repcrt by witness, on his return to England in 1848, upon
certain complaints triade by settlers at Red River; data on which ho answered nine or
ten questions with reference to Mr. Isbister's menorial, Crofton 3412-3430.

Explanation relative to a petition fron Red River, signed by about 6oo persons, and
recently presented to the Canadian Parliarnent, complaininig of the rule and monopoly of
the Hudson's Bay Company, Roche 4548-4558. 4 5 61- Sttement by the petitioners
that they have represented their grievances to the Imperial Government without effect,
ib. 4556, 4557. 4562-4564.

Witness leftthe Hudscn's Bay Territoiy in 1840; had been at Red River for five years,
carrying on business as ageneral trader,in conjunction with his uncle, McLaughlin 470-
4 7 26- Was never in the service of the Hudson's 1ay Company, but has transacLed
business for them, ib. 4712. 4717, 4718. 4 913-491 9 -Reference to a letter written.by

witness
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RED RIVER SETTLEMENT-Continued.
8. Discontent amongst the Settlers; Petitions by them-continued.

witness in i85o, to the settlers at Red River, encourasing them to uphold tht ir rights of
trade, independently of interference by the Hudson's'Bay Company, MLaughlin 4732-
4734.

Tianquil condition of the settlement in 1855, Caldwell 5362-- Considerable excite-
ment in the colonv, more especially in 1849, on account of the Coinpany'b monopoly of
trade (n the one hand, and on the oher hand the àttempts of the half-breeds to carry on
an illicit trade, ib. 5528-5552. 5593-5599.

Witness lays before the Committee (App. p. 437-439) a'petition, signed by some
hundreds tif the inhabitants of Red River, and presented to the Legislative Assenibly of
Canada; it has been forwarded to witiess by Mr. Macbeth, a menber of the Asseníbly,
Isbister 6094-6098.

Petition signed by Roderick Kennedy an<i 574 others, inhabitants and natives of the
settlement, to the Legislative Assembly of Canada, complaining of the rule of the
Hudson's Bay Company, and praying that measures be taken for extending to the
setlenient the protection of the Canadian Government, laws, and institutions, A.pp.p.
437-439-

9. Annexation to Canada, or Formation into an independent Colony considered:
Obstacle to the settlement being governed or adninistered by the Canadian Govern-

ment, Ross 17. 124-143-Inexpediecy of forming the settlement into a separate terri-
tory for self-goverînment, ib. 135 -1 4 1- The natural affinities of the :,ettlement are with
the valley ofthe Missouri, and not with the valley of the St. Lawrence, Lefroy 238, 239.

Advantage of aggregating the Red River to Canada, rather than of forming it into a
separate government and colony, Isbister 2534-2549--Increased value of properîy at
Red River, if the settlement were annexed to Canada, ib. 2625-2627.

Reference to a report by Mr. Coltmîan in 1819, upon the government of the Red River
Settlement; suggestion therein for a transfer of the Government from the hands of the
Company, Hon. W. H. Draper 4080. 4178.

Belief that terms for a transfer of the colony to Canada might easily be arranged,
Right Hon. E. Ellice 5839- Preliminary steps necessary, if this country were to
establish a colony at Red River; means of rovernment, a military force, settlers, and
communications mîust be, fuund, ib. 6o3 3 -6o 46--Sundry obstacles and considerable
expense which would attend the formation of an independent British colony at the Red
River, ib.

10. Suggestions by the Committee:
The Committee consider that the Red River district is aiong those likely to be desired

by Canada for early occupation, Rep. p. iv.
In case Canada should not be willing, at a very early period, to undertake the govern-

meni of the Red River district, it may be proper to consider whether some temporary
provision for its administration nav not be advisable, Rep. p. iv.

See also Administration oif Justice. Artisans. Baning Accommodation.
Canada, 4. 9, 10. Colonisation and Settlement. Conveyance of Land. Currency.
Distillery, Red River. Doll, Mr. Duties on Imports. Education.
Emigration. Exports and Imports. F/oods. Freights. Fuel. Govern-
ment by the Company. Half-breeds. Indians, 5. Military Force. Naviga-
tinn of the Lakes and Rivers. Pensioners. Post Office, Red River. Roads.
Selkirk, Lord. Thorn, Adam. Timber. United States.

Reliance, Fort. Exceeding colduîess of the climate at Fort Reliance; the soil as well as the
climate renders cultivation impracticable, Sir G. Back 3471-347,7. 3499-3501.

Religious Instruction. The chaplains in the territory are paid by the religious societies to
which they belong as well as by the Company ; their keeping a school depends upon the
in.-tructions of the society and not of the Cormpanv, Sir G. Sirpson 1250-1254.

Refetence to and explanation of the bequest of 2o,ooo l. by Mr. Leith ; it was left for
the purpose of ext nding the Protestant religion in and amtongst the native aboriginal
Indians of Rupert's Land, Sir G. Simpson 1332-1343. 1449-1459.

Authotity'for the statement that, practically, the Company do not promote religious
instruction, and that their donatiotns to missionaries are given with the view that the
latter nay shut their eyes to the obstructions offered by the Companv to the setilement
of Indians around the missionaries, Isbister 2485-2499. 2550, 2551.

Reguhttions Gîi the Company in regard to religious worship on the sabbath, App.
p. 368.

See also Christianity. Church Missionary Society. Churches. Education.
MIissionaries and Missionary Stations. Vancouver's Island, ; '1.
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Representative Government. The settlers at Red River consider that they should have a
voice in representing their grievances, or in fact a representative govertnment, Corbett
2809, 28o.- See also Vancouver's Island, 19, 20.

Richardson, Sir Johin, c. i. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Has made three several journeys
through the territories of the Hudson's Bay Company, that is in 1819, in 1825 lind au
1848; has passed altogether about seven years in the country, 2889, 2890. 2893-2897
- Is not in any way connected with the Hudson's Bay Company, 289 t, 2892 -

General description of the country, io the effect that, save in a fev places and to a
slight extent, it is not capable of cultivation or fit for settienient, 2898 et seq.

In some favourable places wheat may be grown up to the 5 8th parallel of latitude,
28 98-Division of the country east of the Rocky Mountains into three districts, all
more or less unfit for cultivation, 2899-2903- There is a sloping prairie country from
6oo to 8oo miles wide, which- is nostly grass land; but the soil is sandy and is not
rich enough to produce grain, 2899. 2901. 2913, 2914.

On the batiks of the Saskatchewan the soil is not cultivable save at a *ew points, and
the district about the Pas is intersected with lakes, and is frequently flooded, 2901. 2911-
29 13 -The north-eastern portion of the continent does not contain ariy wood, and will

,not produce grain under any circumstances, 2goi- A considerable population might
produce means of subsistence as high as Peace River upon the alluvial points and the
skirts of the prairie land, 2902. 2913, 2914.

Until the seulement of Canada has advanced to the Red River and roads have been
opened, it is very unlikely that any settlement will take place beyond the Red River,
2902. 3033-The limestone in the prairie contains a larze quantity of inagnesia and is
not lertile, 2go 3 - Circumstance of cultivation and settlement at Fort Cumberland
having advanced only in a very small degree, 2903. 30to-3023---The greater part or
the country on the north shore of Lake Superior is rocky and entirely destitute or soil,
2904-2906.

Between the west end of Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg, after passing Dog Lake,
the land has no particular capabilities for settlemient, 2907, 298--On the banks of
Rainy Lake there are nany points which are fit for settlement and might produce grain,
2909, 2910. 004-3008-Inferior character of the coal on the Saskatc-hewan and
Mackenzie, 2915, 2916-There is much wood along the banks of the Saskatchewan,
but out on the prairie there is no timber whatever, 2917, 2918.

Almost everywhere north of fifty-seven degrees of latitude a portion of the ground is
permanently frozen, 292t, 2922-The temperature is milder on the west tihan on the
east of the Rocky Mountiins, but is less mild than the temperatutre of Europe in sinilar,
latitudes, 2922. 2928-2933- Grenter depth of frost according as the timber is cleared
and the country becomes open, 29 23 -2 925--At Fort Franklinon the Greait Bear Lake,
the winter nay be said ta last for ten nonths, 2926, 2927---Throughout a great part of
the country the trees are frozen to the heart, 2934, 9935.

Illustration of the beneficial influence of the Hudson's Bay Company over the Indiians
since witness first visited the country in 1819; 2936-Marked improvernent in the
Indians during the last thirty years, 2936. 2963- Good wages received by the Indians
in the service of the whites; how paid, 2936-2941- Dissatisfaction among sone of
the half castes at Red River with the monopoly of the fur trade, 2942. 3128- Obstacles
to the administration or government by Canada or the Hudson's Bay Territories, 2943-
2945. 29,56-2961.

Anticipated intertuption to the preseni peaceful state of the country if it were annexed
to Canada and the fur trade thrown open, 2945. 2960, 2 961- At Fort Franklin and-
other places witness has necessariily lived tor several nonths on fish, and frequexitly pussed
two or three davs without any food, 29 46-2955-Provided means be taken to preserve
order and to prevent the abuse of spirituous liquors, thet.re would be no objection to
attach to Canada the Red River or any other district available for settlement, 2956-2961
-General character of the Red River Indians and settlers; about two-thirds are
hunters, 2962. 2973-2975. 2984, 2985.

Opportunity given to the Indians to settle where they please, 2964- Facilities
afforded to the missionaries by the Company, 2965. 2986, 29 87 - Great difference
between different tribes of Indians in regard to civilisation or settlement; particulars
hereon, 2966-2 9 85---Difficulty of christianising the Sotoos, a tribe of the Crees, or of
mnakimr them cultivators of the soil instead of hunters, 2966-2 9 83 ---- The Crees in the
lower part of the Saskatchewan are very different from those on the upper part, and arc
more easily civilibed, 2980-2983.

Instances of famine and starvation anong the northern Indians,in consequence of bad
hunting seasons and the barrenness of the soil, 2988-2991. 3002, 3o3- Practice in
regard to the supply of ammunition to the Indians; the Company do not barter it, and if
possible always supply it w% ben wanted, 2.992-300 -- With reizard to the land borderinc-
on the River Winnipeg, it is iot fit for cultivation, 3oog-There was an Indian villag'e
above Cedar Lake, un the Saskatchewan, when witness was last in the country, and the

Indians
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Richardson, Sir John, c. B. (Analysis of bis* Evidence)-continued.
Indians were to a certain extent agriculturists, 302-3027- All settled Indians partly
cling to bunting, 3028.

Circumstance of there having formerly been two governors in the territory, Governor
Williams and Governor Simpson, 3029-3032-The want of communication is a main
obstacle to the colonisation of the Red River district, 3033. 3149--Large district along
the north side of Lake Superior and between it and Red River which mut be occupied
before settlers will flock to Red River, 3033-3041---Reference to the -route via Fort
William to Lake Winnipeg ; the North-western Company necessarily got their supplies by
Fort William, 304 2-3052-The route by Fort William is-ail canoe work; it bas not
been improved of late years, 3053-3058--Obstacles to an inexpensive communication
with Red River by Fort William, 3054-3060.

Increasing and populous'American settiements on Lakes Huron and Michigan and
throughout Illinois, adverted to as mainly resulting from steamboat and railroad commu-
nication, 3061- 3 072--1f there were a railroad to Red-River it would probably bring
settlers, though not at ail Io the extent that settlers have gone to Illinois, 3071. 3078-
3o81--Doubt how far the Red River may be navigable for steamers, 30 74 -If the
territories were thrown open for colonisation, spirits would probably be genierally intro-
duced, 3075, 3076-Spirits used not to be had in the interior, :S7 7- Any settlement
extensively would require the protection of a military force, 3082. 3133. 3143.

Good quality of the plumbago found near Fort Chipewyan, 3o83-3o8,5---Slight
alluvial depoit left by the floods, 3086-3088-Permanent ice on some of the lakes,
So89-Improvement of the clmate if the marshes and swanps were drained, 3090,
3o91--T'here bas been no geological survey of the territory ; advantage of such survey
with a view to the discovery of minerais, 3092. 3108, 319-The north shore of
Lake Superior, in Canada, lias been surveyed by Mr. Logan, and lead and copper have
been found and worked for a time; failure of the mining coinpanies adverted to hereon,
3092-31o6--Probability ofthe existence of minerais, :3103. 3108, 3109- There is a
large copper district on each side of the Coppermine River, 3110-3113.

Further reference to the coal on the Saskatchewan and Mackenzie as being very in-
ferior, 3114-3119---On Parry's Islands, &c., there are sonie secondary coal formations,
311 9- 3 121--Extent of cultivation at Fort Liard and Fort Simpson, 3122-3124--
Upon the alluvial points of Peace River grain might be cultivated, but the wolves are a
bar to pasturing sheep on the prairie, 3125-3127.

Power of the Hudson's Bay Company still to preserve their authority in the country,
provided the fur trace is not thrown open, 3128-313 0-Unless the fur trade is throwr'
open, settiers are iot likely to establish tiemiselves in the country, 3129. 3133-The
trade may be kept closed until settlemnent ndvances nearer, 3131--Settlement at Red
River need not interfere with the trade; the Indians there might be removed furthernorth,
3132-3134. 3144-3148--Competition on the frontier between the United States and
1Hudson's Bay Companies, 3135.

Further reference to the difficulty tif improving the communication between Lake
Superior and Red River, 3136-3138---The easiest, but not the safest, route to Red
River is by St. Paul's ; quetion as to this route being made more advantageous, 3139-
314 1-Extensive settlement would probably injure the fur trade, and would require a
strong governiment to preserve tranqullity, 3142, 3143--Question as to the advantages
and practicability of canal communication between Lake Superior and Rainy Lake,
3150-3158.

Roads. Statement as to the expediency in tie first instance of making a good broad road
to the Red River, &v., and laving oit allotments on either side for settlers, Ross 17. 67.
126-128- The Company do not make roads at Red River, but contribute their share
of the tax for the purpose, Sir G. Simpson 1g9-193-- Reference to complaints by
settlers as to the absence of improvement of the roads, &c., Corbett 2759-2763. 2775.

Sce aiso Red River Settlement, 3.

Roche, Alfred Robert. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Has resided in different parts of
Canada for the last sixteen years, 4451, 4452--ls fourth clerk in the Provincial Secre-
tary's Departiment, 4 453-4455----Instructions fron the Canadian Government under
vhicli witness lias con-e to this couintry in connexion with the muission of Chief Justice

Draper, 4456, 44 57- Nature of witness's opportunities for obtaining a knowledge of
the Hudson's Bay territory; lie lias never been there, 4458-4464.

Grenter value of the territory than has been represeted, in regard to its minerai
resouices, 4464-4 4 71--Adverse feeling of Canada towards the government of the
Hudson's Bay Company, 4472. 4509, 4510o--General 'feeling throughout Canada that
the terril ory belongs to that country, or should be annexed to it, 4472-4496--State-
ment by Mr. Vancouglnet, president of the executive council, that Canada claimns the
territory up to the Pacific, 4472, 4473.
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Roche, AlfredRobert (Analysis of his.Evidence)--continued.. .
Reference to a report by the Commissioner of Crown Lands which has been presented

to the provincial parliament, and which contemplates a settlement by Canada of the
prairies of the Saskatchewan and Red River, 4476-4484-Disposal already of the
greater part of the available land in the western parts of Canada; hence the desire to
settle the prairie country of the Hudson's Bay territory, 4484, 448.;,4498-4508-
Although Canada claimts the territory up to the Pacific, their main object is a settle-
ment of the country, more.especially as far as the Rocky Mountains, 4486-4497.

Feeling in Canada that the rights of the Company should be abolished, and the trade
with the Indians throavn open,. 4509-4511- Consideration of the effect upon the
Indians if the territory were annexed to Canada, and the trade opened; belief tlhatby
restrictions upon the sale of spirits theindians would prosper, 4512-4543--ltcrease
in the number and the prosperity of the Indians in certain parts of Canada, 4525-
4539.

Reference to a. paper (App. p. 381-385), drawn up in March last by Mr. Gunn, of
Red River, containine statistics of the colony, 4544-4548-Explanation relative to
a petition from Red River, signed hy about Goo persons, and recenly presented to the
Canadian Parliament, complainng of the rule and monopoly of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, 4548-4558. 4561-Statement by the petitioners that they have represented their
grievances to thie Inperial Governiment without effect, 4556, 4557. 4562-4564.

Reference to the committee now sitting in Canada for inquiry, atong other 'things,
into the validity of the Company's charter, 4558-4561 - The conmittee will soon
mnake their report, 4561-Authority and object of the colonial legislature in directing
the inquiry referred to, 4565.

Rochy lMountains,. Doubt as to the altitude of the Rocky Mountains, Lefroy 295-297
.- Particulars as to the passes over the Rocky Mountains, more especially that by
Mount Hooker; they are all very difficult, Miles 4673-4676. 4701- 4 709- The
Kootanais pass, in the Amneric.în territory, is crossed over in .wagzons, ib. 47o6, 4707
- There are three passes over the mountains: one through the Peace River %,hich
flows right through the mountains, one fron the northern branci of the Saskatchewan,
and one fron the southiern branch which muy be crossed in wheel cdrriages, Ishister
6092-6094.

Roman-catholic Clergy. Pnyment of too 1. a vear to a Roman-catholic bishop in Oregon,
Sir G. Simpson I C2-1 îo 7 - There are Rouan-cathohl clergymen at Red River, &c.,
vith a bishop at their hiean, Right Rev. Dr. Anderson 4-281.

Ross, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Has been a member of the Canadian Parliamient
since 1848, and, mu oifferent capaciti s, a menber of' the Canadian governnent, 1-4-
Has paid considerable attention to the state of the Hudson's Bny territory, more

especially in so far as the interests of Canada are affected therebv, 6--H.s been on
the border. of, but lot in, the territory, 7. 12--s at the-head oi the Trunk Railway of
Canada, 8.

Within the last year a regular discussion has arisen up in Canada upon the questio'n of
opening up the teiritory, 10. 16- Feeling iii Canada tiiat the controi of the Hudson 's
Bay Conpany prevents the extension of stettlemnett and civdisationi, io--Witness con-
siders that itwould be a very great calaunîty if the control of the Company were alto-
gether to cease, ib.- Constant peace within the territory through the operations of the
Conpany, ib.- Constant war on the other hand between the natives of the American
territory, on the one side, and the Indian tribes on the other, 10. 140, 141.

Suggestion that so fast as the Caiadian Goverrnent might wish to open up any part
of the territory for settlement, they should give notice thereof toî the Company, who
should, withun a certain period, surrender the terdtury indicated, Il. 55. 59.

Witness has heard that at the west of Lake Superior there is somie land that uiglt
very well be settled, 12--The couiirv round the Red River is also said to be very
good land, and very suitable for settlenenit, ib.--T'he country generally, froin Lake
Supeuior to the Red River, is not adapted for seulement, being broken and ittersecte<i by
swamps to a very great extent, 12. 147.

Evidence in favour of a ftne of railway comnuinicîtion across the continent of North
America, which should be a continuation tf' the Grand Trank line, and should pass by
the Red River Settlement an'I over the Rocky Noiintairs, and so on to Vancouver's
Island, 13-17. 39-46. 67 -72. 148-155--Qbsteles to the Red River Settlement being
governed or administered by the Cinadian Government, 17. 124-143---A railway, or

good road, fromi the west end of Lake Supjerior to the R.d River Settenetit, is the best
neans of opening up and extending the latter place, 17.

There is not any part of the territnry on the frontier of Canada which is likelv to be
occupied, i8---Unsuitabeneqs ofthe land round the Sagu-nay River for extended occu-
pation, 18-22. 156, 157-Imnportance of the Canadian boundaries being properly

defined
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.Ross, John. (Analysis of his Evidence)--continued.
defined, 23-27- Rapid extension of the American settlements in the direction of'the-
Red River, 27-35. 91-94--Natre of thé coinmunicationsbetween the Red River arid.
St. Paul's ; large iitervening tract of uninlabited country, 31-35. 91-98- The easiest
route fromt this country to the Red River would be by St. Paul's, .thruugh the. Unite.
States, 36, 37. 88. 144.

An extension of the Trunk railway to the Red River should pass through the valley to
the north of Lake Huron and Lake Superior, where the land is verv suitable for a settle-

lment, 40-46. 142. 345, 146- The radlway is now very nearly carried to Lake Huron,
43- How far it nay be carried by the Acts already obtained, 45. 153--Necessity of
the Hudson's 3ay Company relinquishing their huniting rights over any..part of the
territory which mnay be required for settling or for the railway, 47-54---Illustration of
the difficulty vhich would probably attend a systen. aif settlement by the Canadian
Government similar to the Anierican system under the ordinance of 1783; 56-6o. .

Considerations as to the propriety of compensation to the Company and the Indians
in the event of settlements being formed, 57-66--Inexpediency ofanyconflict between

the Canadian Government and the Indians in the Compauv's territory, 57-59, 60-
Protection to the border country on account or the occupation given by the Company
to the Indians, 6o, 6-- With proper means. of co.umunication the Canadian Govern-
ment could extend its system of administration not only to the Red River but to any
other settlement that may be formed, 63, 64. 124. 126.

Further statenient as to the expedien~cv in the'first instance of making a ,ood broad
road and laying out allotments for either side for settiers, 67. 126-128- «Vancuver's
Island would be more attractive to settlers than any other portion of the Company's.
territory, 70, 71--Great importance or the contemplated railway neross rhe continent,.
independently of its advantage in opening up the country,72. 151-U-eference to an
attempt being made at Toronto to get up another -North-west Company and form a colo-
nisation to the dest of Lake Superior; nexpediency thereof, 73, 74-

Improbability of colonasts locating themselves at any great distance vest of Ca;nada, in
prefèrenice to fixinig on attainable poinis nearer tie s'ttleu parts ofCanad.a and the great
lines of comîmunîication, 75-48. i 04-123---Setilemnen. of lowa under the United Setates
advertedI t, 79- 8 ,5- lit the Unted States newv settlements'have always been cieated
by starting from adjacent settlenieîat,, 85. i17-120- As rtgards Oregon it was settled
nainly' from the sea, 86-9o. 121, 122--Witimess has no accurate kanowledgce as to the
number of Indians upon the territories of the Co>upihny,99.-i0o.

Impression in Canada that the more northern part of the tei ritory, which is best suited
to the fur trade, is the least adapted for settlement, 102--Refrence a ote valley of the
Ottawa and the extent to which it has been surveyed and settled, 106-115- Ditculty
in governintg half-breeds, as at Red River, 129-:31 -Impracticability at present of
comuniuication between Toronto and the Red River, save thîrough the United States,
133, 134. 142-144-Inexpedieiicy of forming the Red River Seulement into a separate
territory for bel f-government, 135-14L.

Rupert's Land. Boundaries of Rapert's Land ; the Rocky Mountains are its limits on the
west, Sir G. Simpson 718. 737. 74 2- Right exercised by charter uver Rupert's Land,.
Rep. p. iii.--See also Coluni.sation and Settlement.

Russia. Reference to the fur-trading establîshment of the Russian Government on the
extreme north-west point of the continent, Roe 388-390. 412- Explanation as to the
Company having reied, since 1839, a strip of coast belonging to the Russian-American
Co.upany between For,t Simiipson and Coros Sound, Sir G. -Simpon 1026-1038. 1732-
1737- Mutual ariangemenîs between the Hukon's Bay- and Russian Companies.
duiiiing the late war, i/. 1738-1742--Information relative to the Russian fur-trade,
Rigit Flon. E. Ellice 5819.

S.

Saguenay River. UnsLuitableness of the land couind the Sa.uenay River for extended 'ccu-
pation.. Ross 18-22, 15i, i157 - Extensi-ioi of sett.emtients along the Saguen.y River,
thonah the climiate theie is sonetime, ruinous to the crops, Boit. W., B. Draper 2199-
2203.

S. Lawrence River. The St. Lawrenace at Quebec is generally upen fromo April or Maytili Novemiber or Decembei:s LçfroJy -287-289 . The. Huason's Bay Copaj»a.ny have-
establishaents all the way down, the St.. Lawrence, Sir G. Sinpun 1679.

Sale of Land. 'Riglt of the company to sel] land, Sir G. Simpsoi i2o4-1216. 1285-1288
- The entire sums paid for land-, either to Londt Selkik or to the Company, have not.
amounted tu more than 3,ooo /., iM. 1769-L7&5- 2797.

Sec also C'nveyance of Land.

Salt.o.24-Sess. 2. 3 X 2
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Salt. There are immense quantities of salt in a very pare state near the Mackenzie River,
Isbister Gogo.

Sarsaparilla. Suggestion that sarsaparilla be imported from the Hudson's Bay territory;
it grows wild'there, Isbister Gogo.

Saskatcheican River. Cultivation bas been tried with some success at Fort Cumberland
and oilier districts along the Saskatchewan, Lefroy 16g. 171. 246-Length of the
vinter at the Saskatchewan, ib. 184-188---Belief that the country about the Sas-
katchewan is quite capable of cultivation, Rae 368-371. 449-Obstacles to any
settlement of the Saskatchewan until the country gradually settles up to it, and com-
munication is afforded for dealing with the produce, ib. 368-371.

The climate is still more rigorous and the crops more uncertain at Saskatchewan River
than Red River, Sir G. Simpsn 723. 752-756--Particulars as to the navigation of
the Saskatchewan; impediments offered by several rapids, ib. 776-793 - On the banks
of the Saskatchewan the soil'is not cultivable, save ut a few points, and the district about
the Pas is intersected with lakes and is frequently flooded, Sir.J. Richardson 29o1. 2911-
2913-Fitness of the valleys of the Saskatchewan for ciultivation, Miles 4691-4700;
.M'Laughlin 4949,4950. 496-4965-- Inferior character of the soit at the Saskatchewan,
Right Hon. E. Ellice 5847.

The Conmittee consider that the Saskatchewan district is among those likely to be
desired by Canada for early occupation, Rep. p. iv.

See also Canada 4. 10. Coal. Fuel. Timber.
Schools. Sce Education.
Sea Voyage. Doubt as to there beinz any advantage in a steamer over a sailing vessel for

the voyage to and from Fort York, Herd 4585-4595. 4642-464 6-The voyage is farther
and more difficult fron London to Fort York than to Montreal, ib. 4597-4598.

Selkirk, Lord. It is considered that the land was regularly purchased from, the Indians in
the time of Lord Selkirk, Sir G. Simpson 1o96.

In 1836 the Company paid Lord Selkirk 25,ooo . for the Red River colony, Right
Hon. E. Ellice 5839- Remarks on the circumstance of witness having nany years ago
disputed the right of Lord Selkirk to the Red River colotty, whereas since his connexion
with the Hudson's Bay Company and the purchase of the colony froi Lord Selkirk lie
has maintained the title to the possession of the colony, b. 5992-6ooo- Doubt whether
Lord Selkirk gave any compensation to the Indians for the Red River district, or whether
his rights were under treaty, ib. 6002, 6003.

Servants of the Company. Particulars as to the several classes of servants in the Coin-
pany's employament; and number of each class, Sir G. Simpson 983-992-There
are sixteen chief factors and twenty chief traders, ib. g83--tlhere are about 1,2oo
permanent servants, ib.- Irn the trading season the Company employ about 3,ooo
persans altogether, ib. 989 -ge-The Indian hunters are not considered servants
of the Company, b. 992. 1125-1t127--Nature of the supervision exercised witl a
view to discipline and good conduct among the Company's servants, i. 10-24, 1025.
1046, 104 7-The greater proportion of the Company's white servants are Orkney men,
ib. 1054.

There is no regular provision for the servants beyond that of liberal wages, but in
deserving cases small pensions are never refused, Sir G. Simpson oî56-io59--The
servants often save money enough to retire tpon, ib. 1o56. 1269-1271--The servants
of the Company are generally engaged for five years, but they nostly continue in the
service for many years afterwards, i. 125 5 -12 5 8- The factors and tradere have an'
interest in the trade, and are not paid bysalary, ib. i261-1263- Further statements as
to the provision made by the Company for incapacitated or retired servants, ib. 1460.

Thc chief factors and chief traders are paid by shares, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5791-5793.
,582- Appointments to vacancies in the conduct of the trade are recommended by the
council of factors abroad, and are made by the board of directors at home, ib. 5793. 5795.
5798--Great care taken in regard to the class and character of persons sent fron this
country to situations in the interior, ib. 5829-5832- Constant watch over the conduct
of the Conpany's agents, ib. 5831. 5836-Moral conduct and good sense are inidis-
pensable in the traders and factors, ib..5832.,58 36--Those servants are most prized
wvho attempt to benefit the Indians, ib. 5936.

Seulement. See Colonisation and Settlement.
Shepherd, John. Letter fronm Mr. Shepherd, Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company,

to the Ri.tht Hon. H. Labuuchere, dated 18 July 18.57, setting forth the views of the
directois of the Company on some of the more important points involved in the inquisy,
Ap- P- 405, 406.

,Simpscn, Sir George. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Haç been governor of the Hudson's
Bay territories for thirty-seven years; nature of his authority, 702-706. 712, 713-
Has resided for several years at the Red River Settlement, as well as in Oregon, in
Athabasca, and Canada, 70 7 - There is a separate seat of council for the northerrn and

southern
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Report, 1857-continued.

Simpson, Sir George (Analysis of his Evidence)-contnued.
southern departmentsý 7o8- The chieF factors are ex officio the menbers of council,
but the number is of necessity often made up by chief traders, 710. 1151, 1152. 1372-
1375- Authority of the council, 711-713.

Witness has travelled througli the greater parts of the Company's territories; he has
crossed the Rocky Mountains at three different points, 714, 715- He does not
consider that any part of the territory is well adapted for settlement, 716 et seg.-
Uncertainty of the crops throughout the whole of Rupert's Land, 716-723- 727-
Boundaries of Rupert's Land; the Rocky Mountains are its limits on tbe' west, 718.
737-742.

Uncertainty of the crops at Red River Settlement; reference hereon to the necessary
lmportation of corn some years ago, 719-723. 802-810. 875 - Nature of the soit at the
Red River ; about a mile from the banks the alluvial soi almost ceaes, and cultivation is
impracticable, 722. 818-827---The climate is still mlore rigrous, and the crops more
uncertain at Saskatchewan River than Red River, 723. 752-756--Cultivation to a
limited extent, might he carried on to advantage on the right banik of the Rainy Lake
River; examination hereon, 724-726. 773-775. 853-8-57. 874.,14o6-1420.

Rugged and mountainous character of the Company's territory west of the Rocky
Mountains, 728-736. 761-771----Witness fas not visited Vancouver's Isipud, but
understands that it is only the southern end that is favourable for settlement, 730-73t•
760-763---Less rigorous character of the climate in the lands to the west as well as to
the south, 743-756--- Doubt as to climate being mitigated by settlement and cul-
tivatiOn, 757-759- 828-831.

Quotation of, and examination upon, an extract from a book published by witness in
1847, wherein he speaks in very favourable language o)f the natural advantages of the
river between the Rainv Lake and the Lake of the Woods,,and of the batiks ot the river,
773-775. 874. 1406-1420. 1431-1445-Particulars as to the navigation of the Sas-
katchewan; impediments offered by several rapids, 776-793---It is about 500 miles
of niavigation fron the southern part of Lake Winnipeg to Fort William on Lake
Superior. 793-795- Material obstructions to the navigation of the river between Rainy
Lake and Fort William, 796-801.

Occasional flooding of the land at Red River, and at various other parts of the territory,
804, 805- 875-878. 942-957---Encuragement given by the Company to agricultural
ptrstiiis un the part of the settlers at Red River; denial of the accuracy of a statenent
hereon by Mr. John M'Lean, 811-817. 879-882- Different character of the timber
about James's Bay, &c., and of the timber in the prairie districts, 820-825--The
population at Red River is now about 8,ooo, including Indians, 832-836--Less
rigorous climate at Minnesota than .Red River, 837--Absence of American emigration
from Minnesota to Red River; the nearest American settlemert is at Crow WingLRiver,
about 400 miles from Red River, 838, 839- 891-907.

Fine and level character of the country from the Red River colony to the Rocky
Mountains, 840, 841--Impediments to the navigation fron York Factory to Lake
Winnipeg, 842- 8 4.5- Circumstance of witness having recommeuded a tnissionary set-
tlement between the Lake of the Woods and the Rainy Lake, 846-848--Reference to
the waste of manure at the Red River Settlement, 849, 85o-The couutry along the
Saskatchewan towards Edmonton is a rolling prairie, 851, 852.

There is a considerable space of level and cultivable land to the eastward of Fort
Langton, at the mouth of Fraser River, 858-864. 928-9 4t- The mouth of Fraser
River is obstructed by a bar, 865-867---The best way to the Red River Settlement
front Europe is through Minnesota by St. Paul's, 868, 869--From Canada to the Red
River the only practicable route is north of Lake Scuperior inland, by Fort William and
Rainy Lake, 87o-87f3--Craggy and barren country north of Lake Superior, between
Sault Ste. Marie and Fort William, 884. 908.

Obstructions, in the shape of shoals and rapids, to the navigation of the Assiniboine
branch of the Red River, 884-887- Good land along the baiks of the Assiniboine
River, 888-89o--Rocky and swampy character of the country north of Lake Superior,
908. 922-927--Infeior character of the timuber to the north and west of Lake Superior,909-916, 92o, 921---Copper and iron exist along the eastern shore of the Lake, 917-919--Swaflmpy country in the neighbourhood of Fort Alexander, 958, 959.

The crops at the Red River are usually taken in August before the vinter sets in,
960-962--Beore the Red River Settlement waz founded, animal food and fish formed
the main diet in the initerur, and corn was imported through H{udson's Bay for the use
of the Company's establisiments on the coast, 963-968--Obstacles to carrying on
a traffic through Hudsois's Bay, 969, 970--Isulicient quantity of wood on the banks
of the Saskatchewan and Red Rivers, 971-973. 977-981---The only outfall of Lake
Winnipeg is by Nelson River into Hudson's Bay, 974-976-At Edmonton the pas-
turage is very good, aud, barley is very productive, 982.

o.24-Sess. 2. 3 x 3 Particulars
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Report, 18&57 -continued.

Sirpson, Sir George. (Analysis of bis Evidence)contiued.
Particulars as to the several classes of servants in the Company's eriployment, and

nunber of each class, 983- 9 92-Tie Indian huiters are not considered servants, of
the Conpany, 992. 1125-1127- Particulars as to the amnount of the [ndian population,
993-997- Great mortality among the Indians about forty years ago from small-pox
and measles, 998 -Successful introduction of vaccination by the Company about 182o,
ib.- Increise of the Indians in the tlhick-wood country, and decrease of the Indians in
the plains, 999-i005.

Restrictions placed by the Company upon traftic iii spirits, 1006.. 1049-1053. 1134-
1i41--System in regard to outfits to the Indian hunters, 1007. io63-1065. 1125-1128
- Payment for the lors by barter accordinig to a tariff varied.fiom timte to time, ioo8

- Encouragement given to Indians to resort to a:ricultuîre, but wî hout success, ioog-
i x- Conrtant peace in the territory between the whires and Indians since witness

bas been govertior, wherea., on the Americau fiontier a continual watr has been going on,
1012-1017.

Very little crime in the Company's territories, 1014. 1388-1405---Partielars as to
and a1pproval of ihe system of administration of justice, 1018-1023. 1039-1043. 1060,
1o61. 1150-1193. 1387-1405--Nature of the supervision exerc'sed with a view to
discipline and good conduct among the Cumpany's servants, 1024, 1025. 1446, 1447--
Explaination as to the Company harving rented, since 1839, a strip of coast belonging to
the Russian Anerican Company, between Fort Simpson and Cros Sound, 1026- 1038.

Statement to the effect that the whole import of spirits into the territories froin England
has averaged less than 5,ooo gallons in each year since 1847; 1044-1048, 1137-1139.
1247- Drans of spirits are occasionally given gratuilously tro Indian hunters, 1048.
* o53- Spirit& are also of necessity occasionally given in exchanige for provisions, but
never for fors, 1048. 1053. 1134-l 141-Inaccuracy of a statemen as to the Copper-
mine Indians having decreased in consequence of indulgence in liquors obtained (rom. the
Cinpany, 1049-1052.

Tire greater proportion of the Cnpanv's white servants are Orkn-y men, 1054-
The Inhian serv-%nt, employed as voyagelus, &c. are paid ierely tor the trip, 1055-
There is no regular provibion for the servants beyond tihat uf liberal wages, but, in
deservinig cnses, smrail penions are never refued, io5fi-io59-- Tiie servants often save
money enough to retire upon, 1056. 126 9 -12 7 1--Mode of ascertaining the number of
Indians in îifferent districts, 1062. io66--Repect in which the Company refuse. to
becon e freighters of imports, for other parties tu York or Monse River, &c., 1067-1069.
1073-1081.

Sspply of goods kept by the Company at Red River, 1070, 1071.-Explanation as
to- some supplies for the settlement coning from. St. Louis, 107.- 1235-1238. 13.18-
Objections made to convey goods to Mr. James Sinclair of the Red River, on the pîounid
that lie wanted ihei for the lur trade, 107 5 -io8i- Fcilities affurded by the Com-
panvy fr the entiance of frete labourers intu the Red River Seulement, 1082-109.1-
Encouragement given by the Company to tihe settlement and colonisation of the Indians,
1092-1102.

The tenure of land in the Company's terriiory is, for 999 years, 1093..1161-1167--
The Iidiarns :are never requiaed to pay foi tCe lands tîrey.occupy, 1094. 197--
Support by the Company of' one c f the Indian chiefs, 1o 95-It is coiisidered that
tht laid was regolarly purchased froms, the Indians in the tinie of Lord Selkirk, 1096
- Particulrrs as to th e religious or missionarv establishments in the territory,. and
the payment, made by the Company to, thei severally, 11oo-io2--Pa.nient of
100i. a year to a Romani-catholie hishop in Oregon, 1102-1107--Explanation as
to the Company having certain possessory rights in Oregon, î8-î 124. 1286-1288.
1344-1351.

Hon far provision is made for, oir eurorragem<nt given to, the educ-ation f the
Indians ad bdalf-breeds, 1129-11:33. 1321-1323. 1331- Extent to which the trans-
actions "f thet council are kept secret frei the public, i 142-1145. I t82--Al er-ninial
cases are tiied at Red River, and are open to the public, I 145---:here is no savings
banrk il the territory, but the Company allow fuur per cent. un uoiney placed in their
hands, 1146-1 149--4n the Red River Settlment thieîeis a circulating medium ofgold,
silver, aid copper, and a paper currency, 1147.

In the district of Assiniboia, which includes the Red River Seulement, the iecorder,
Mr. Francis Johnson, is the governor of the district, and exercises executive, as weil as
judicial power, 1153-1156. 1364, 1365. 1368-The gaols are albnost alwayvs empty,
1 158-- The governor and council have no legislative powers, save as regards the
making of laws or regulations for the manageient of their own affairs, 1159, 1î6o.
1168-i 176-'he council assembles at Norway Hotuse sone time in June, severi factors
out of the entire number of sixteen forming a quorum, 1177-1 81-- Constitution. and
mode of appointient of the council in the siniboia district, i183-1188. 1363-1371-

The
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Simpson, Sir George. (Analysis of bis Evidence)-continued.
The'recorrier for Assiniboia acts ilso at Norway louse, 1189, i 9 o- Thefactors act

as iagistrates, 11i l193--Probable power of the Company to imprison or rernove
parties establishing thenselves on the territory-; they have never removed any one, 1193-
1204--Practice in regard to the purchase of land from the Compaiy; for 5 s. or
7 s. 6 d. an acre, leases aire granted for g. years with rpstrictions nierely upon tra'ling
in furs, 1i199-1226. 1285-12g1---Rightof the Companytosell land, 120.-1226. 185-
1288-The only article prohibited for export i that if fur, 1227. 1238--SIatement
as to the Company having objected ta export sore tallov for Mr. James Sinclair, 1228-
1234. 1Z38, 1239.

Reference to a pamphlet published ,by IMr. Dunn, who was in the Company's service

naniy years ago, 1e40-12 4 8- About the year 1832,there was doubtless imuch abuse
in regard to spirits on the north..west coast, on account of the opposition with ihe
United States, 1248, 1249 - The chaplains are paid by the religious socieries to which
they beloig as weTl as by the Company; thei-r keeping a school depends nlpon the in-
structions of'the society and not ofIthe Comnpany, 1250-1254.

The servants of the Company are ,generally .engaged for five years, but they mostly
continue in the service for m!any years afterwards, 1255-3 58- The wages of the
servants or labouriers vary from 20 L. to 40 1. a year, 1259, 1 26o-The factors and
traders bave au interest in the trade and are not paid by salary, 1261-1263---Further
statement as ta the tariff for barter with the Indians; -variations in it are settled by the
Council, 1264-12'68.

There .is a small settlement of whites at Portisia Prairie, about 60 miles from Red
River; objection made by the Company to the formation of this settlement, 1272-1282.

1 3 5 9 -1 362---The Company would not object generally to the formation of new settle-
ments, .283, 11-84- Any new :regulations affecting'the Red River Settlement are pub-
lished, but it is not considered necessary to publish old ordinances, l 292-12g8---Tiere
is no newspaper in ihe Red River colony, 1299-1 3 oi----Cost per ton of the freight on
goods passing to Red River respectively through the Company's territory and through
jhe States, x3 o2-13o8--Obsticles to an h.provement of the rute fromi York Factory
or frorm Lake Superior to Red River, 1309-1317.

With respect to a resolution of the Council in 1845 as to the duties on imports, witness
believes it -was disallowed, r-318- Belief that bot lor trade agitators the colonists at
Red River would be perfectly satisfied with the government of the Company, 1319, 1320
-- Considerable lapse of time between the purchase of goods in England anld their
delivery in certain parts of the -Company's territories, such as Mackenîzie's River, 1324-
132 7--- Better position of the Indians, as regards meais of subsistence, on the vest
than the east of the Rocky Mountains, 1,329, 133o-Explanationi as to the application
of a bequest of 10,000 1. left by the late MI r. James Leith, for the purposes of religious
instruction in the territories, 1332-1343.

Obstacle r" the council at orway House meeting more than once a year, 1352-1355
-- In the Goversûnent of Red River there is ntoi necessarilv any reference to Norway
flouse, 13 5 5 -1 3 57 -The Assiniboia district fTorns a circuit of fifty miles frorm the forks
of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, but criminals are sent thither from distant parts of tihe
territory, 1362. 13 84 -138 7-Witness's aippointment is by the Governor and Committee
at home, and is revokable at any tine, 1376-1381-Witness bas no head-quarters, 1382,
13 83-The Governor ýof Asiniboia is i esident, 1383.

Nattural obstacles to.ihe suppoir of a colony, embrac:ing the Red River Settlement and
extènding to Lnke Winnipeg and Cumberland House, &c., 14 2o-1431----Imperliments
to a steam-boatnavigati'n -of the river running frorm Rainy Lake to the Lake of the Woods,
and from thence to Lake Winn'ipeg, 14 3 1-1 445-The navigation fron Rainy Laike to
Fort William, a distance of 300 miles, is fit only for canoes, 1444, 1445.

[Second Examination.]-Délives'in a copy of the land deed by which the Company

convey land to settlers, 1448, and App. p. 361, 362--Further ireferenîces to and expla-
nation of the bequest of io,aoo . by IM r. Leith: it was left "for the purpose of esta-
blishing, propagating, and extending the Christian Protestant religion in and amongst
the native aboriginial Indians of Rupert's Land", 144 9 -1 45 9---Further statenenît as to
the provision toade by ihe 'Company io<r incapacitated or retirt d servants, 1460.

Reference to a palper containing an account of the Red River population; the total of
whites and 1ndiaini is 8,ooo; i 4 (61-lq7 o-Witness delivers in a paper containing a
detail of the population in the Coipunys territories accorchng to a census or estimate
made last year, 1471-1473, and App. p. 3 65 -36 7 -The toItal of Indians east of the

Rocky Mouuins is 55,000, and uest of the mountains 8o,ooo; 14 72- The Company
have macle attempts from tinte tu time in former year, to take a census, but the papers

are not in this country, 14 7 4 -1 4 82---'l'he census or estimate of Colonel Lefroy was
made in 1843, and that of IVajor Waugh in 1845; 1483, 1484.

Witness delivers in copies of certain regulations of the Company, prolhibiting the use

and iiiiportation of spirituous liquors, 148 5 , 3486, and App. p. 368----Further state-

So.24--Sess. 2. 3 X 4 nient
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Report, i 857-coninued.

Simpson, Sir George. (Analysis of his Evideunce)-cointinued.
nient and explanation as to the circumstances under which the Company refused to ship
some tallow for Mr. J. Sinclair in 1844; 1487-1517---Circumstance of witness having
often suggested to Mr. Sinclair, Mr. M'Dermot, and others, the propeiety of chartering
a vessel for thenselves for the export of tallow and other produce, 1496-1501. 1504.

The Company's imports iito the territory are about 60,ooo 1. a year, 1518-152o-
About 40,000 1. in imports is distributed among the 55,000 Indians east of the Rocky
Mountains, 1521-1524. 154 7- Different articles imported for barter, 1525-1527-
Inlfrior skins, such as musk-rat skins, are constantly taken in return for a gun 1,528-
1535--There are different tariffs for different places, 1536, 1616-1619---In Canada
and the American Irontier furs are mainly paid for in money; in the interior it is a barter
trade, 1536. 1617-1620.

Although higher prices are given on the frontier than in the interior for skins, witness
considers' that the Indian is better off in the interior, 1537-1546----Examinatior as to
the extent to which the Indians have in different parts uf the interior been reduced to
starvation or cannibalism, 1548 et se-.-Witness does not recollect any comiplaint to
have been made by the American governinent in regard to the sale of spi'its by the
Hudson's Bay Company, 1t613, 1614-Opinion that the Indian population in the thick
wood country is increasmng, 1615.

Bends are not now traded with the Indians but are given as gratuities, 1622, 1623.
-- Sundry other articles, including knives, given as presents to the Indians, 1624-1629

---- Witness does not recollect the existence of any agreement by the Company to send
criminals to be tried in Canada, 163o-1632- On one occasion three muen were sent to
Canada for trial for murder, 1633, 1634.

Non-olbjection to a settlement and' distinct administration of any cultivable part of the
Comnpany's territories, provided interference with the fur trade be interdicted, 1635-1644
1666-1674. 1847, 1848- Evil anticipated from an opposition fur trade on the Comr-
pany's territories, 1645-1658--Duriig the baneful contest between the Hudson's Bay
and North-western Companies, spirits were bartered on both sides, the Indians -were
demnorahsed, and there were continual riots and breaches of the peace, 1648-1656--
There is now no Arnerican fur company in the United States, 1659-1665.

Belief that spirits are not smuggled into the Company's territory from Canada, 1675-
1678--The Conpany have establishments ail the way down the St. Lawrence, 1679
-- They have gone on in perfect harmony with the Canadians and the Canadian Govern-

ment, 168o---There are about 4,000 lalf-breeds at Red River, 1681, 1682- There
are schools at Red River, established by the missionary societies, and assisted by the
Company, to which the half-breeds go, 1683-1685. 1717-1723.

The increased instruction of the half-breeds bas not created any increased desire on
their part for a free trade in furs, 1686-1694--Increase in the general trade of Red
River with the United States, 1695-1697-Absence ôf desire in the Indians to trade
with America rather than with the Company, 1698-17o3- The fur-bearing animais
have increased under the Company's sway, 1704, 17o 5-- The export of furs has largely
increased, and the trade is now the largest and most valuable in the world, 1706-
1708.

Vith regard to the covenant in the forin of lease to settlers, that the settler shall
contribute towards edlucation and religious instruction, the same is not enforced, 1709-
1716--Further stateiment as to the~aid givein out of the Company's funds towards,
eclucation and religious instiuction, 1721-1723. 1728, 1729. 1791, 1792---'Reference
to a charge made by the Company for the passages and travelling expenses of two
rnissionaries, 1724-1 728--Further statement as to the Company not requiriing the
missionaries and clergymen to keep schools, 1730, 1731.

Further evidence as to the object of the lease by the Company of some Russian terri-

tory, 17 3 2-1 7 3 7-- Muituatl arrangement between the Hudson's Bay and Ru2sianl Coni-

panies during the late war, 173 8-1 7 4 2--The ludson's Bay Company erected a dis-
tillery at Red River, but have never worked it, 1745, 1746- Perfect liberty of the
Indianm to act as they please, the Company exercising no control over them, save when
crimes are committed on the whites, 1747-1756. 205 7-- Untwillingness of the Company
to oppo,se by violence any persons coming froi the United States and trading with the
Indians, 1757 1761

Evidence to the effeet that the price of 5 s. or 7 s. 6 d. an acre for land is.in the main
nerely nominal, inasimuch us but a very smail proportion of the settlers or squatters
make anv payment for the land, 1762-1786. 1797-1832. 1861-1870 - The entire sums
paid for land, either to Lord Selkirk or to the Company, have not amoutmîed to more
than 1,ooo /., 1769-1786. 17 9 7 - There is an import duty of four per cent- on ail goods,
including those of the Company, going to Red River, and the amount thus raised is
expended on roads and schools, or otherwise for public purposes, 1787-1793. 1875 -18S .

1990-1993.
The
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Simpson, Sir George. (Analysis of his Evidence)-continued.
The land frora about a mile beyond the banks of the Red River bas been experirmented

upon, and has proved not good, 1794-1796---Statement as to the practice ofsquatting,
in consequence of the Company not enforcing paymient for the land, 1804-1830-
1862-1874 - Titles are not given unless payment is made for the land, and a grant
made by deed, 18i9. 1830-1832---The condition in conveying land, that the lessee
shall not sublet or sell any portion of it, is not enforced, and does not retard seulement,
1833-1846.

Inabilitv of the Company to support the Indians in the interior, and in the northern
districts in times of scarcity; food of the country adverted to bereon, 1849-1859-
Further reference to the form of deed of conveyance of land at Red River, to the effect
that it is practically obsolete as regards any restriction upon settlem'ent, 1860-1870
-Nineteen-twentieths of the people settle without applying for a deed or title, 1861.
1870-1874.

Arrangements in regard to po:ial communication between the Red River and the
United States frontier; there is no regular arrangement in force, 1882-1894. 1921-1953
-Consideration of a charsre founded on a letter written in 'December 1844 by
Mr. R. Lane, when, a clerk at~Red River, relative to new regulations, requiring letters to
be sent open for official perusal before posting; any such regulations were probably
made by the Governinent of Assiniboin, and were most likely disallowed by the Home
Government, i 895-192o-Extent to which Lake Superior is navigated by steamers
on the American side; there is no steama communication on the east side of the lake, or
to Fort William, 1937-1952.

Belief that there w'as never any regulation prohibiting Mr. Dunn, or the servants of
the Company generally, from keeping journals or records of what passed in the country,
1954-1958-Further staterient as to the occasional flooding of the Red River; part
of the settlement exempt from this disaster, 1959-1977--Reason for no attempt being
made to improve the banks of the river so as to prevent floods, 1978-1980--Reason
for no bridge.having been built at Red River, though at St. Paul's a bridge may have
been made, ig8-1 9 88-Many of the smaller streams in the settlement bave been
bridged over, 1989.

The statement that the Company allow four per cent. on savings lodged in their hands
applies to their servants, and not to the settiers, 1994- There is no bank at Red
River, but the settlers have agents in England, 1995, 1996--Nature of the means used
by the Company in order to induce the Indians to practise agriculture, 1997-2000---
Further statement as to the Company encouraging the education and religious instruction
of the Indians, though they have not given specific nid for forming schoolroomas or
purchasing books, 2001-2017. 2056- Over about 25,000 Indians east of the Rocky
Mointains, that is the Plain tribes, the Company have no control, 2001.

Witniess is not aware of any regulations for licensing settlers to freight goods between
Red River and York Factory, &c.; document, dated July 1845, and purporting to be
signed by Alexander Christie, factor of the Company, adverted to hereon, 2o08, 2019
.-- With regard to any resolutions in 1845, imposmg a duty of 20 per cent. on imports,
witness further states that they were probably disallowed, and at all events were never
enforced against the importers, 2020-2036---Explanation as to the mode of accounting
for and expending the receipts froin the four per cent. duty on imports to Red River,
2037-2052.

Adequacy of canoe navi.ation for conducting the trade between Canada and the Red
River, &c., 2053-2055- The Company do not consider themselves charged with the
education or civilization of the Indians, but nevertheless contribute thereto, 2056, 2057
-Further examination us to the extent to which land on the western coast is suitable
for cultivation and settlenent, 2058-2113.

How far the region about Fort Langley is cultivable, or suitable for settlenent, farther
considered, 2059-2072. 2086-2o6-Iimpediment to settlement west of the Rocky
Mountains, in consequence of the warlike character of the Indians, 2064-2068--
Cultivable character of the souithern, but not of the northern part of Vancouver's Island
further adverted to, 2077-2085--Cultivable character of the land t Port Colvill;
less favourable climate of the British territory north of the flort, and east of the inountains,
2097-2313.

No attempt has been made to form a settlement at Rainy Lake, 2114-There are a
few settlers at Maiiitobah, about fifty miles from Red River, 2115--Insu ficiency of
the population, with a view to settiments at Rainy Lake, &c., 2116--Uncertainty of
the-crops at Red River further adverted to, 2117-23 19--There are alnost insuperable
impediiîents to the navigation for 30o miles out of the 500 miles froin Assiniboin to the
head of Lake Superior, 2120-2125.

Simpson,,Eort. The island on which Fort Simpson, on the Mackenzie River, is built con-
. tains sore, deep.,alluvial soi], and farming lias been very successful there, Lefroy 219.
246-254-Fort Simpson is not more than about Soo miles fromu the Pacifie; effect
thereof upon the climate and upon cultivation, ib. 249-252. 271-273. 290-294.

o ;.24-Sess. 2. 3 Y Sinclair,
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Report, 1857-continued:

Sinclair, James. Objection made to convey goods to- Mr. James Sinclair, of the Red River,
on the ground that he wanted them for the fur trade, Sir G. Simpson- 1075-1081
-- Statenit.as to the Company having objected,to export sometallow for.Mr. Sinclair,

ib. 1228-1234..1238, 1239.

Further statenient and explanation as to the circumstances under which the Company
refused to ship ,ome tallow for Mr. James Sinclair in 1844, Sir G. Simpson 1487-ià'7

. - The Company had not room to ship the tallow, as they had-not sufficient tonnage,
but they subsequently bought it from Mr. Sinclair at his own' price, ib. 1488; 1494, 1495.
155-1515.--·-Seealso Freiglts.;

ŠithA. Reference to a nurderous scene armong the Indians at Sitka,:some years ago, in
consequence' of the ,abuse of spirituous liquors. Sir G. 8impson1>37-Arrangement
entered into by wiitn-s. amnd the Gov-rsior tf Sitka, several years ago, fur the prohibition
tf the use of spirits in the English and Rusian t:rritories; it has been rigidiy kept, ib.
1037, .1038.

Slave River. The Slave eiver, whichconnects itself with. Athabasca Lake, is interrupted
by frequent portages, fsbister 2596.

Social Iniprovement. Regulations of th'e Company for promoting,the* moral and religions
. improvement of their servants and the Indians,, .App. p. 368,369.

Soil See Coloiization, and Setlement. Geological Formation. Red River Seule-
ment, 4. Saskatchewan River. Swamps. Vancouver's Island,,12.

Sotoos Indians. bifficulty- of Cristianizing!the-Sotoos, a tribe oF the Crees, or or making
them cultivators of the soil, instead of hanters, Sir J. Richardson 2966-2983.

SPIRITUoUS LIQUORS:

1. Generally as ta the Regulation, and .Practice of the , Company.
2. Complaints on the part of America.
3. Canada.
4. United States.
à. Vancouver's Island.
6. Effect of Competition in Trade upon the use of Spirits.

1. Generally as ta the Regulation and Practice of the Company:
The Budson's Bay Company have almost entirely.discontiunued sending ripirits into the

teraitory, and have theieby largely promoted peace among the Indians, Lefroy 314- 318
-- During witnes.s's stay at Moose Factory spirits were never bartered tor turs, but

drams were occasionally given gratuitously to the hunters, Rue 563-567---Beneficial
result of the restriction upon the sale of spirits, ib. 646, 647.

Restrictions placed by the Compaiy upon traffic in spirits, Sir G. Simpson 1oo6.
1049-1053. 1.134-1141---Statenment to the effect that the whole import of spirits into
the territories from Eîg.land has averaged less th.ani 5,ooo gallons in each year since
1847, ib. i044-:l048. i137 -1139. 1247--Drams oi spirits are occasionally given gra-
tuitowuly to Indian hunters, ib. 1048. io 53- Spirits are also of necessity occasionally
giveu in exchange for praisions, but never for furs, ib. 1048. 1053. 1134-1141--
Two-thirds of the spirits imported from England are used in the Red 1iver settlement,
ib. 2048.'1i39-About the year 1832 there was doubtless much abuse in regard to
spirits on the north-west coast, on account of the opposilion with the UnitedStates,
ib. 1248, 1249-Copies of certain regulations of the Company prohibiting the use and
importation of spirituous liquors, ib. 1485, 1486, and App. P. 368.

Supply, at present, of spirits to the Indians in the more southein portion of the
territory ; grounds fur this statement, Is/,ister 2412-2414. 2429, 2430. 25 83 -- Spiis
were not bartered or supplied at Mackenzie River when witness was there in the years
1838-40, ib. 2583 -- Ista:es of intoxication among'the Indians at Fort Garry, the
spirits having in all probability been procured fron the Company's traders, corbett
2836-2847--Spirits used formerly not to be had in the interior, Sir J. Richardson
3o77---Proprety of the restrctions at Red River upon the trade in spirits, Croftot
3018-3322. 333o- During witriess's stuy ut Red River the Company strictly adhered
to the restriotions with regard to the trade in spirits, ib. 3326, 3327.

Witness is nut prepared to say that he never traded in spirits at Red River, MLauighlin

4 727- 4731--Probability of the Company 'naking use of spirits as a means of barter
witlh the Indians; they used to do so iii witniess's time, ib. 4 g20- 4927-All the
southern tribes are strongly addicted to spirits, King 5692.

Regulation with a view to the disuse of spirits anong the Indians, App. p. 368-
-Copy of agreement between the guvernor of Rupert's land and the governor of the
Rubsian-American colonies for prohibiting the use of spirituous liquors on the north-west
coast, ib. 368, 369.

2. Complaints
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SPjRITUoUS oQ UoRs-continued.
2. Complaints yn.the part of .America:

Witness does' not 1ecollecî any complaint ito: have been made by the Armerican Govern-
ment in regard to the sale of spirits by the Hudson's Bay Company, Sir G. Simpson
1613, 1614.

Wimines bs heard Mr. N. W. Kitson, tlie representative for the Minnesota territory,.
express himself very stronigly against the Company's traders with regard to the use of

-spirits ainong the Indians, Corbett 2818L2823--:-Mr. Kitson is interested in the fur
company on the' American ïrontier, but does'not tradte at Red, River,'ib. 2824-2835.

Correspondence 'in 1î85r between Mr. 'Abbott Lawrence aud Viscount Palmerston,.
respecting à 'complaint allegiiig that tie Hudson's !Bay Companv fu'rnis' lar'e miltites
of spirits~to ihe Indians on the riorth-iest-froiitier of the Unitéd States; .pp.p. 369-371
-- Letter from Sir John Pelly to Earl Grey, dated 9 March 185o, denying the accuracy
of the complaint, ib. 370, 371.

3. Canada:
Belief that spiits are not smuggled into the Company's territory from Canada, Sir G.

Simpson 1675-1678---Injurious effect of spirits upon the Indians in Canada, Roche-
4524, 4 525 - Lqw in Canada against selling spirits to the Indians, ib., 4532-4534.

4. UniteciStaies:
The United States law for tie prohibiting of trading in. spirits with the Indians is

constantly evaled, Lefroy 319, 32o- Circumstance of, there being a considerable-
traffic in spirits on the American side of the frontier, contrary to the rules of the Unii:ed
States Governiment, Rae 695-7o--Check upc'n theuse of spirits in the'American Fur
Compaiy's territories, Isbister 24 29 -Witness, bas travelledi fbr upwards of 1,ooo
miles in company with the American fur-traders, and neyer sav any spirits among ihem,
Corbeit 2811-2818-- Condict of' the American fur trade without the iritroduction of
spirits as a means of barter; at least witness never saw or hedrd of any,.IM'Laughlla
4941. 5077-5079- Copy of the Anerican liceiice.t trade; proh,ibition therein upon
traffic in spirits, ib. 5057.

5. Vancouver's Island:
Penalty in Vatncouver's Island in the event of Dersons being detected in trading with

the Indians in liquor, Hou. C. W. W. Fitzwilliam 2333-2337.
6. Effect of Competition in Trade upon the use of Spirits:

Possible disadvantage as regards the introduction cf spiiituous liqumis if the trade were
opened, Isbister 2412. 2428, 24 29 -- If the territories were thrown open for coloini-
sation. spirits would prohably be generally iitroduced, Sir J. Richardson 3075, 3076--
Belief that though an opposiiîon trade between two companies leads to a tiaffic im spi:its,
a eeneral comnpetition in trade wouild prevent the use of spirits as a reans of barter,
M' Lau glin 4927-4930. 4941. 4948. 5o9o--Ipdsibility of preventing the use of
spirits cluring comipetition in trade, Right Hon. E. Ellice 58o6-5808.

Anticipated incr.eased introduction of spirits as a consequence of competition in the fur
trade, Rep. p. iv.

See also Sitka.

Squatting. Probable power of the Company to imprison or remove parties establishing-
themselves on the territory; they never have removed any one, Sir G. Simpson 1193-
1 204- Statement as to the practice of squatting, in consequence of the Company not
eiforcing payment for the land,ib. i8o4-183o. 1861-1874-Squatters on the landhave
not beetn molested by the Company, Isbister 2521.

See also Colonisation and Settlement, 5.

Stock or Capital. See Capital.

Summnrer Frosts. Injurions effect of the summer frosts upon the crops, Lefroy 299-302.
Superior City. Superior City is a new place, but will this year have a population of about:

18,o0, Kernaghan 2144- The city %%as fonnded a year and a half ago, ib. 2180.
Suiperior. Lahe. Witness hais heard that at the west of Lake Superior there is some land

that might very well be settled, Ross 12- Remarks on the character of the country
north of Lake Superior; it is extreily unfit for settlement, Rae 578-582. 62-604-
Cra gy and barren country north of 'Lake Superior, between Saulte Ste. Marie and Fort
Willian, Sir G. Simpson 884. 908- Extent to which Lake Superior is navitrated by
steamers on the A merican side; there is no steam communication on the east side of the
lake, or to Fort William, ib. 1937-1952.

'Communication at present with the extreme end of Lake Superior, Kernaghan 2128,
2129. 2136, 2137. 2142-2144---There is now steani-Loat communication from Chicago

0.24-Sess. 2. 3 Y 2 1 to
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Superior, Lake-continued.
to Lake Superior at the extreme end of the lake, Kernaghan 2128, 2129. 2142-144-
Further rîefèrence to the navigation of Lake Superior; there is communication -from
Chicago to three ports, ib. 2174-2'179.

See also Colonisation and Seulement, 1, 2. Mineals. Navigation of the Lakes
and Rivers. Red River Settlement, 3.

Swamps. Extensive swamps along the country from Lake Superior to the Red River,
Ross 12. 147-Statemelt as to the existence of morasses between Lake Superior and
Lake Nipigan and the Rainy Lake, Lefroy 229-235- Marshy character of the land
along the north shore of Lake Winnipeg, Rue 450, 451- Rckyand swarpy character,
of the country north of Lake Superior, Sir G. Simpson 908. 922-927.

T.

Tallow. Difficulty in making up the return cargo to England, when the vessel is not full,
by the addition of tallow from Red River; short supply there, Herd 4623, 4624.

A quantity of tallow and tongues was sent to York Factory by the Red River settlers,
but for two years the Company could not, or would not, freight it, and it was eventually
sold to the Company, M'Laughlin 5001-5oo3--In the colony the Company charge a
freight of b 1. per ton for èxportinthe tallow,'whilst the Company ii London offered to
take it at 2 i. per ton, 'ib. 5001. 5o04-

See also Exports and Imports. Freigîts. Sinclair, James.

Tar. The Mackenzie River district contains abundant quantities of tar easily accessible,
fsbister 6og.

Tariff of Prices (Fur Trade). See Fur Trade, 5.

Tea Plant. Remarks on the Labrador tea plant, which was formerly largely inported intu
this country by the Company. Isbister 6090.

Tennant, James. (Analysis of his Evidence.)-Professor of Mineralogy at King's College,
.5745-Has examined large quantities of minerais brought to this country from the
Hudson's Bay territory, 5746--Minerais doubtless exist there in large quantities, -but
it is very questionable whether they cani be worked profitably, 5747-5751 -On the
American side of Lake Superior silver and copper exist more abtundàntly than on the
British side, and the copper bas been extensively vorked, 5748, 5749. 5752 5753--
Reference to a specimhen of pure copper brought fromt the Copper Mine River, 5754,
5755.

Specim:ns of gold have been brought from Queen Charlotte's Island, 5755--Simi-
larity betwveen the features of the mineral districts in Britisi North America and in
Siberia, 5756-5758-Existence and working of mines of cryslite andi lead in Green-
land advered to, 5758-5764- Probable existence of simailar minerals in parts of British
North America as have been founi in other countries of a like formation, 5764-576 7-
Valuable working of quicksilver mines in California, 5768-577--itemarks on e ertain
minerals found in Australia, 5773, 5774.

Tenure of Land. The tenure of land in the Company's territory is for 999 years, Sir G.
Simpson 1093. 1161-1:67- Explanation in regard to the tenure of a farm belonging
to witness at Red River, which formerly belonged to his father as a retired officev of the
Company, Isbister 2500-2513--Nature of the deed under which the land is held, ib.
2513. 2520- Practice in regnrd to the amount of land held by each settler; power to
subdivi:e or seli the saine, Urofnou 3300-3:307· 3:31 G-

Territorial Rights. The Company's claim to the territory is confined to the portion east of
the Rocky Mountains; their long possession alone would constitute somte claim to the
territory, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5868-5872.

Opinion of the Attorney-genemal and Solicitor-general that the validity and construction
f the charter cannot be considered apart from ilie enjoyment that has been had under it

durinL nearly two centuries, that is as regards the territorial rights clained, App. P. 403.
Opinion of the Attorney-general and Solicitor-general that on every legal principle the

Company's territorial ownership of the lands granted, or the charter and the rights
neces-arily incidental thereto, ought to bc deemed to be valid, App. p. 403, 404·

See also Boundaries. Canada, 6, 7. Legal Opinion. Proprietary Riglts.
Selkirk, Lord.

Thompson's River. On the mainland, opposite Vancouver's Island, thereis a beautiful tract
of country called Thompson River, which should be included in the island as a colony,
and for purposes of settlement, Cooper 36b6-36o8. 3734--Witness further speaks of

the
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Thompson's River-continued.

the district of Thompson's River as being peculiarly fit for, colonisation, Cooper 3902-

3905. 39 14-3923-Goodness of the soil and climate of Thompson's River, Miles
4666, 4667.

Thorn, Adam. Instance of Mr. Thorn, the Recorder of the Court at Red River, having
been summoned and having denied the competency of the court to try him, MLaughlia
4808. 4986, 4 987 -Mr. Thorn was extrenely unpopular at Red River,'and it was said
that he was very partial in the administration of the law, iM. 4 97 4 -4991-t was said
that he was consulted by persons -in reference to their cases before he adjudicated upon
them, ib. 4988-4991.

Mr. Adain Thorn was ilie recorder for somne time during witness's governorship;,he
had been in office since 1839, Caldwell 5413. 5423, 5424-Subsequently to 1849,
Mr. Thorn did not act as recorder; but in 1852, he was appointed clerk of the court, and
filled that office for two years, ib. 5424. 5429-5435. 5440-5441. 5500-5502. 5505-
Slrong public dissatisfaction with with Mr. Thorn'% judgments as recorder, ib. 5425-5428.
5600-5604.

• See also Foss 'v. Pelly.
Timber. Character of the wood in the neighbourhood of the Moose settlenent, Rae 515-

5 9.-- Different character of the timber about James's Bay, &c., and of the timber, in
the prairie districts, Sir G. Simpson 82b-825--Inferior character of.the timber to the
nonh and west of Lake Superior, ib. 909-916. 920, 92i--Insufficient quantity of wood
on the banks of the Saskatchewan and Red Rivers, ib. 971-973. 977-981t.

There is a fair quantity. of timber about Red River, Corbett. 2726-27.8---Numerous
streams running into the Red River witl itiinier on the bànks, ib. 2854-2863 -There
is a good deal of tinber all. the way up to Portage-la-Prairie- on thd Assiniboine River,
ib. 2864-2870.

There is much wood along the banks.of the Saskatchewan, but out on the prairie there
is no timiber whatever, Sir J. Richardson 2917, 2918---Nature of the timber on Van-
couver's Island and un the mnainland north of the Anierican territory, Cooper 3720-3733
- Magnificent trees growing in the district south of the Athabasca Lake, King 566o-
5662,

Tile. See Boundaies, 1. Canada, 6, 7. Indians, s. Legal Opinion. Pro-
prietary Rights. Selkirk, Lord. Territorial Rights.

Toronto Board of Trade. Petition from the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto to the
Legislative Assembly, presented 20 April. 1857, with reference to the exclusive rights
exercised by the Hudson's Bay Company, App. p. 435.

Trade. See Fur Trade.

Traders. The average annual share of profits of each chief trader has been 3o8L. 11 s. 7 d.
Righi Hon. E. Ellice 5802.- See also Servants of the Company.

Trading Posts.. Statement of the 'names and localities of the several establishments of the
Company in 1856, App. p. 365-367.

Trading Supplies. Defective management by the Company in not always placing adequate
supplies in the hands of their traders, LefroV 356-358- Explanation as to Colonel
Lefroy's statement relative to short supplies to the Company's traders, Rae 403-406-
Abundant supply generally of clothes and ammunition for trading with the Indians, iM.

4 o7-The goods are supplied to the Company's servants at fifty per cent. on the prime
cost in England, ib. 409. 471-476.

Supply of goods kept by the Company at Red River, Sir G. Simpson 1070, 1071-
Considerable lapse of tinie between the purchase of goods in Enuland and their delivery
in certain parts of the Company's territories, such as Mackenzie's River, ib. 1324-1327
- Different articles imported for barter, ib. 1525-1527.

See also Fur Trade, 5.

Travelling. Under the protection of the Company travelling is quite safe throughout the
Hudson's Bay territory, Lefroy 306. 315.

U.

,Ungava Bay. In Ungava Bay there is a very productive fishery, Isbister 6082.

Uninhabited Districts. In the district between the Red River and Cumberland Fort there
are no inhabitants, save the traders in the Company's employment, Lefroy 284- The
country generally is quite unoccupied,'save by Indians, Rae 644, 645.

So. 24 -Sess. 2. 3 Y 3- . United
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United States. Rapid extension or the Americane settlements in the direction of the Red
River, KCoss 27-35. 91-94---In the United States new settlements have always been
created by starting from adjacent settlements, ib. 85. 117-120-Reference to a treaty
between' the United Stats Govertnient and the Indians and half-breeds at Red River;
objects thereof, Isbister 2633-2638-Circumstance of a petition having been recently
presented to Congress for conuecting the Lower Red River with Lake Superior, Hon.
w.H:. Draper 4138, 4139- Causes of the success and extension of settlements in
the United States, Right Bon. E. Ellice 5845-5847. 5909-5914 6039-6041.

See also Colonisation and Settlement, 6. Fur Trade. 12. Minesota. Red
River Settleinent, 7. Spirituous Liquors, 2. 4. Squatting.

Usage. See Territorial Rights.

Vaccination. Practice in regard to vaccination of the Indians, &c., Rae 683- Success-
ful introduct on of vaccination by the Company about 1820, Sir G. Simpson g8.

Vancoughnet, Mr. Statements by Mr. Vancoughnet, President of the Executive Council
in Canada, that Canada claims the territory up to the Pacific, Roche 4472, 4473.

VANCOUVER'S ISLAND:

1. Grant of the Island to the Hud-
son's Bay Company in 1848.

2. Governo.rship of Mr. Blanshard,
thefirst Governor.

3. Administration of .Tustice.
4. Liinited Extent of Settlement and

' Cultiration.
5. Causes of Non-Settlement; how
far the Company may be- respon-

sible.
6. Price of Land.
7. Want of a Survey of the Island.
8. Spirit Licences.
9. Expenditure on Public Works.

10. Religions Instruction.
11. Particulars relative to the Native

Population; their Treatment by
the Company, êc.

12. Suitablenessgenerally of the lsland
for Colonisation and Settlement.

13. Climate.
14. Coal Mines.
15. Fisheries.
16. Unproßltable outlay by the Com-

pany.
17. Recommended repossession by the

Crown.
18. Recommended Extension of the

Colony, so as to comprise the
Land West of the Rocky Mun-
tains.

19. Evidence'as to the Frm of Go-
- vernment.

20. Despatches between the Colonial
Secretary and the Governor of
the Island, relative to a Repre-
sentative Assembly.

1. Grant of the Island to the Hudson's Bay Company in 1848:
The grant of Vancouver's Island, and the correspondence on the subject, have been

printed, and laid before Parliament, Maynard 4445, 4446 - The grant of lie island to
the Company was made in 1848, Blanshard 5102--Circum.stances under which, in
1849, Lord Grey, acting very wisely for the Crown, granted Vancouver's Island to the
Company, Right Hon. -E. Ellice 5850, 5851.

2. Governorship of fr. Blanshard, the ßlrst Governor:
Witness left England for Vancouver's Island in 1849, as the first ocivernor of the

island, and rernained there nearly two Vears, Blanshard 5097-5103-- as appointed by
the Crown, aund was altogether indepiendent of any contract on the part of the Hudson's
Bay Company, ib. 5100. 514---Witness received no salary, eitler froni the Company

*or the Government, ib. 5148, 5149. 5156, 5157- ExpLctatins which induced hima to
accept the appoint rment, ib. 5149-5160. 5161.

Statement as to his having been promised 1,o0o acres of land by the governor of the
Company, which promise was subsequently evaded, B/anshard.5149 -5 155 -- Consider-
able expenase inlcurreri by witness in the matter, ib. 51.58, 5159. 5i62- Quablficaîions
of witness f r the office of governor, ib. 5180-5182. 5207, 5208- He hud very little
to do beaides settling disputes between the Conpany's officers and their servant;, ib.
5183-5191--Reasons why witness resigned the governorship, ib. 5201.

3. Administration <f Justice:

Manner in which the island is governed and justice administered, Hon. C. W. W. Fitz.
william 2347-2351-Want of confidence of the people in the courts of justice,
Cooper 3.578. 36io. 3935-Cases involving much property rarely corne bef'ore the

judge,
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YANCOUVER'S ISLAND-continued.
3. Administration of Justice-continued.

judge, Cooper 3852-3854-Systei of administration of justicè when witness was gover-

nor, Blanskard 5 204- 52o 9-- 'Memorial presented to wjtness bythe settlers, relative to
the appointment of a council on bis retirement, ib. 5269.

4. Limited Extent of Settlenent and, Cultivation:

Very primitive state of the Victoria settlement wh-n witness 'was there.in 1853; par-
ticulars hereôn, as to the extent of land in cultivation, the number of' settîkr &c.,: Hon.
C. W. W. Fitzwilliam 2261-2264. 2270-2273. 2295-2298. 23 82-2 389--:-Victoria is the

only settlement, ib. 2295-22 98---The white population principally came from England,
and were, witb one exception, servants of the Puget Sourd Farming :Company or the
Budson's Bay Company, ib. 2323-2326. 2352. 2382-2387---Settlers in thepland wduld
most probably come from the sea rather than from the mailand, ib. 2362.

Witness bas been a resident and colonist in Vancouver's Island for the last six years,
Cooper 3558-356 1 - Wa, a member of council there for five years, ib. 3563 -- Is not
now in any wày connected with the Hudson's Bay Company, ib. 35 64- Had a farm
of about -,oo acres, which he bought from the Company in, the Metchosen district,
ib. 3 567- 3 572--The popalation bas decreased within the ïast six. years, ib. 3573-
About 10,ooo or 12,000 acres have been sold, ib. 3863, 386 4 -- Witness illed about

sixty acres, ib. 387 -- The settlements are all near Victoria, ib. 3971, 972ý.i

When witness left the island there were about thirty independent ,settlers, Blanshard

5 114 - 5 1i6-The iland was but little more than a trading post, ib. 5192-519.5---
Very lttle was raised in the island during witness's residence; ib. '526,-5264.

6. Causes of Non-Settlement ; howfar the Companymaybereponsible:

Statement as to some persons attempting to trade at the island having been prevented
from doing so by the Hudson's Bay Company, Kernagkan 2194-2208----.Causes of the
non-increase of settlers in the island; doubt as to anv encouragement being offered by
the Hudson's Bay Company, H. C. W. W. Fitzwilliam 2271-2273. 2323-2329.2352-

2 359 - If the country were directly under the British, Government instead ,of under -the
Hudsou's Bay Company, immigration and colonisation -would soon follow, Cooper 4-

3577+ 3605. 3744-3747. 3799-3801.
Bar to an export trade from the island on account of the. héavy differential duties,

Cooper 3580-3588- Evidence showing how far it can be said that the Company offer
impediment, to colonisation, ib. 3735-3747. 37 9 9-381 4 -- Respect iii which the Com-
pany inay be said to monopolise -trade, and to deter individua s from coipetition, ib.

3802- 3 815--Inconvenience through the want of noney, and of a systeni of exchange
with England, ib. 3811-3814. 3824-3828.

The Company do not directly impose re-trictions or duties upon trade, Cooper 3835-

3 84 2- Great advantage if the import duty of twenty per cent. at San Francisco were
abolished; this duty is not in any way connected with'the rule of the Company, ib.

3878, 3879. 3 936- 3 94o-Advantage of American settlers on the mainland over the
settlers on the island, ib. 3929, 393 o--Advantage of the settlers in being free front
import duties, ib. 3 932-3934 -- Further statement tbat the rule of the Company does
of itself prevent immigration and settlement, ib. 3935. 3941-3943.

The distance from England and the nearness to the Californian gold fields have pre-
vented the settlement and progres4 of the island, Miles 466o--Higli prices demanded
by the Company in Vancouver's Island for their stores, more especially in the case of
settlers, Blanstard 5162-516 7-Doubt whether the Californian gold fields have
operated as a bar to settlement, .ib. 5168, 5 169- The Company have thrown no diffi-
culties in the way of a colonisation of the island, Right Ho. E. Ellice 5880.

6. Price of Land:

Practice in regard to the sale of land, Hon. C. W. W. Fitzoilliam 2329; Cooper

3995-4000. 4114-41 19- The price of land is i . per acre, except at Victoria, where
it is much bigher, Cooper 3 79 5-3798--Complaint that the charge of 1l. pt r acre is
mucb too high, ib. 3927, 3928.·3931 - Reference to the large tract of land taken up
by the Coal Company at Nlnimo, ib. 4014-4017.

The non-settlement of the island is mainly attributable to the restrictions upon the
acquisition of land; particulars hereon, Blanshard 5122-5142. 5172-5177-Tneprice
of il. per acre is too high, ib. 5 122-5127- Statement as to the Company having
claimed, as their own, a district of about ten square miles round Fort Victoria, ib. 5134-
.5146. 5284-5287.

543.

3'y 4o.24-Sess. 2.
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VANCOUYER'S ISLAND-continued.
6. Price of Land-cotinued.

The Colonial Office imposed most impolitic restrictions upon the Company in regard
to the price of land to settlers, Righ Hon..E. Ellice 5851.

7. Want of a Survey of the Island:
Circumstance of the interior of the country not baving been explored or surveyed,

Hon. C. W. W. Fitzwilliam 2253-2255. 2276-2282. 2360, 2361- There slhould- be a
proper survey ofthe island, ib. 2277.

8. Spirit Licences:
Statement as to the licence to seil spirits costing 120 i. in each case, Cooper 3672-

3678. 3690, 3691-After the licence is taken out there is no material restriction save
as regards the Indians, ib. 3679-3687- Licences are only required in the case of
spirits, ib. 3688, 3689-There are four houses paying for licences, ib. 3859, 3860.

9. Erpenditure on Public Works:
Expenditure of the Colonial Fund, that is, the money derived from licences and from

land, in making roads, &c., Cooper 3861-3870. 4018, 4019- Exception taken to the
cxpenditure of iooo L. on a bridge across Victoria Harbour, ib. 4020-4037.

10. Religious Instruction:
There is but one Protestant clergyman, the colonial chaplain, and no attempts are

made, save by Roman-catholic priests, to christianise or educate the Indians, Cooper
3768-3793. 4001-4013-There are some schools, for Europeans and two Protestant
schoolmasters, ib. 3788, 3789. 3794. 4002-4004.

u. Particulars relative to the Native Population; their Treatment by ihe Com-
pany, ec.

Particulars relative to -the Indians .on the coast of the island; their character, means
of subsistence, &c., Hon. C. W. W. FitzWilliam 2265-2269. 2283-2293. 2314-2318-
There are from 8,ooo to 1o,ooo natives, .Cooper 3591-Probability of the Indians be-
coming troublesome and rebellious, though hitherto peace bas been kept, ib. 3592-3597.
3636. 3658-Instances of Indians having been apprehended through the instrumen-
tality of the Queen's ships of war, and punished for their offences, ib. 35i96-3598. 3645-
3 658--Injudicious conduct of the Government, inasmuch as Indians who have con-
mitted ofences are frequently not punished, and are even bribed with blankets, &c., in
order to prevent any breach of the peace, b. 3633-3644. 3658-3660--Danger of the
colonists from the treachery of the Indians, ib. 3662.

Employment of Indians on the coal-mines and farms, Cooper 3761-3763---Payment
of the Indians in trade goods, they not generally understanding the value of money, ib.

3 764 -3767--Further evidence as to the mode of payment of the Indians and Cota-
pany's servants; complains hereon, ib. 3975-3985.

The natives subsist chiefly by fishing, and are a very degraded race, Blanshard 5117-
5120. 525 1-5260--They were very kindly treated by the Company when witness was
there, ib. 5198. 5234, 5235. 5244-Instance of murder by some Indians; how deait
with, ib. 5199, 5200. 5 231-5233--As in the United States, so in Vancouvers Island,
the red man would soon disappear before themarch of civilisation, ib. 5239-5243.

12. Suitableness generally of the Isand for Colonisation and Settlement .-
Vancouver's Island would be more attractive to settlers than any other portion of the

Company's territory, Ross 70, 71- Witness has not visited Vancouver's Island, but
understands that it is only the southern end that is favourable f'or settlement, Sir G.
Simpson 730-732. 760-763. 20 7 7-2085--Fine timber in the island, for which there is
an excellent market at San Francisco, Kernaghan 2208-2210.

Character of the country; the soi is generally productive, though in places rocky, and
the fir timber is magnificent, Hon. C. W. W. F'itzWilliam 2249. 2256. 2379, 2380-
Excellent harbours at Esquimault and other places, ib. 2257, 2258. 2277. 2299. 2338,
2339. 2372, 2373-Productive land in the Cowichan valley, ib. 2268--The island is
the most valuable British possession in the Pacific, i. 22 77--ize of the island, ib.
22 9 4 -- Character ofthe navigation from Victoria to Nanaimo, ih. 2311-2313- Wheat,
oats, barley, and potatoes, are easily raised in the island, b. 2376-2381.

The land is partially wooded and partially open withprairie, and is capable of culti-
vation to a considerable extent, Cooper 3572. 3608, 3609. 3 7 o6-3 7 19 --- %With respect
to the. soil of the country, it .is peculiarly well adapted to the production of corn and
vegetables, ib. 3696-719--Wheat produces from..twenty-fiveto furtybushels per
acre, b. 3 7 16-3 7 19 -- There are several small streams in the island, and the valleys are
very fertile, ib. 3818-3821-- R ain falls as abundantly as in England, ib.- 3822, 3823

-Some-
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VA NCOUVER'S ISLAND-continued.
12. 'Suitablenessgenerall.y of the Island, &c.-continued.

- Some of the land is mountainous, and not cultivable, Cooper 3968-3970-Nature
of the communication with San Francisco; probability of settlem ent from that quarter,
ib. 3991-3994.

Witness considers that in soil, climate, minerals, &c., the island possesses everything
essential for the formation of a great colony, Miles 4654-4662---l he soil is very good
and rich, ib. 4654. 4667- Fitness of the island for an English settlement, Blanskard
51o5-- A large portion of the soil is very fertile, ib. 5105. 53i)3, 53o4--The eastern
part of the island is very well adapted for cultivation, ib. 51o5z---There ii a great deal
of timber, principally pine; this, as regards colonisation, would be an advantage rather
than-an obstruction, ib. 5106-5110. 52 91-53o2--.--The neighbourhood of Esquimault
Harbour seemed to witness the best place for a colony, ib. 5288.

The island is a most valuable possession, and peculiarly well suited for an English
settlement, Right Hon. E. Ellice 5856-5858--There is an excellent harbour, fine
timber, an abundance of fish, and a good climate, ib. 5858.

13. Climate:

Suitableness of the climate of the island for settilement by Englishmen, Hon. C. W. W.
Fitzuilliam 2249-The climate is superior to that of England, Cooper 3572; Miles
46 5 4.-The climate is very good and temperate, and is not subject to such extremes as
that oi England, Blanshard 5105. 5277-5283.

14. Coal Mines:
Available supply of coals in the island, Kernaghan 211 1-211 4--- Particulars relative

to the coal mines at Nanimo, about 8o miles to the noith of Fort Victoria, on the east
coast, Hon. C. W. W. Fitzwillian 2250-2252. 2300-2310. 2319-2322. 2340. 2374,
2375--The Company claimed a royalty on the coal mines, ib. 2358- Excellent and
abundant supply of coal in the island; obstacles to-its export, Cooper 3583-3588--
Further reference to the large and excellent coal mines in the island; the monopoly of
the Company and the heavy American duty are a bar to their development, ib. 3753-
3761--The coal mine worked by the Company lies close to the shore, ib. 3831-3834.

Witness did not visit the coal mines, but believes they are very valuable, Miles 4657
--- Coal had been discovered only in small quantities whilst witness was there, Blan-

shard 5121.

15. Fisheries:
The fisheries along the coast are singularly productive, the fish being traded by the

Indians with the Hudson's Bay Company, Hon. C. W. W. Fitzwilliam 2259, 2260.
2366-2369-Extensive fisheries in and around the island, Cooper 3589, 3590-
Export by the colonists of fish to the Sandwich Islands, ib. 3896-3901--Obstacles but
for which whalers would resort to the island, ib. 3942-3946. 3986-3990---The fisheries
will in time be very productive, Miles 4658.

16. Unprofitable Outlay by the Company:
Non-advantage of the island to the Company, Cooper 3816, 3817. 3829- The Com-

pany made a great mistake in accepting the grant of Vancouver's Island; they have
spent very large sums there for which there bas been no return in any way, Right. Bon.
E. Ellice 585o, 5851. 5856. 5875-588o-There lias already been an outlay of some
8o,ooo 1. by the Company, ib. 5856.

17. Recommended re-possession by the Crown:
The sooner the island is re-possessed by the Crown"the better, Right Hon. E.' Ellice

5856, 5857.
The committee recommend the termination of the connexion of the Hudson's Bay

Company with Vancouver's Island as the best means of favouring the development of the
great natural resources of that important colony, Rep. p. iv.

18. Recommended Extension of the Colony so as to comprise the Land west of the
Rocky Mountains:

Vancouver's Island and the mainland west of tlie Rocky Mountains should form a
separate colony and government, Isbister 2447, 2448. 2526- The legislature at Van-
couver's Islad should govein the adjacent country up to the Rocky Mountains, Righi
Hon. E. Ellice 5859-5862.

Means should be provided for the ultimate extension of the colony over any portion of
the adjoining Continent, to the west of the Rocky Mountains, on which permanent set-
tlement may be found practicable, Rep. p. iv.

o.24-Sess. 2. 1 3 Z 19. Evidence
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VNCOUVE R S ISLAND-continued.
19. Evidence as to the.Fogrn ofqove.nneng:

Yery few p erons in the island, elible as mqemqbeg, .of the Legislative Assembly; natureOfihequaliiati.on, oope. "3599-3 4 In pyopding thia i theComan shopldhave a monopoly of the island a free legislature should be establish the olonial
OFce acted very erroneously; particulars hereon Right Boh. E. Ellice 5851-5855
Form of Goveram t'a e fofth äland if âdinIsterel by ti thCrow 5b-

6 8 ,Wth let~

t c ea ecetary and the Governor of t4e Island
atc4 roin r. Laoucnee ?''

d Copy'of despatch from Mr. Labouchere to Golernor Douglas, daged 28 Februry -1856,directing that a representative assembly le convoked. with.out loss of time,; instruc±ionsand, suggestions. forshis.gudage, .4pp.. 451,, 45
Copies of further despatches from Mr. Labouchere in acknowledgmient of, despatches,from Governor Douglas, relative to1the 'steps taken by him in consequence of the fore-going communication, App. p. 452$453.
Extract of desptchl from, Governor, Doqgas topMr. Labouchere, dated 22 May 1856,m,1regfyto.thdespate. from t4 1attr, dated 2th February 1856, pp. p."43
Extract of further, despatch from.Qovernor Douglas, dated, 7 June 1856, reporting thesteps taken in carrying out the instructionS of 28,t February, App. p. 454.Extract of further despatch, dated 22 July 1856, enclosing minute! of cou.ncil of 4 thand 9th June ; also reporting the termination of the elections, and that the Assembly isconvened for the'12th August, App.p. 454-456.
Extract of further âes atch 'froni Goveinor D'uglas, dated 20 August 1856, reportingthe open.n of.eHoe ofssembly ordihe 'th'August, and enclosinghis address ont atocca n, P . 6-58.
Copy of further despatch, datd.3i October. 1856, reporting further rqcedin o thes , ant e adust nent, without his nrference, of party i erences, App. P.
Copy of furt er despatch, dated 9, Jan.uary 185 7,, ýepqrting fýther, prqceedings of theAssirnbly ùýitothé i 8th Decem"ber, i'-6'Àpp p. 46 '
Copy of further despatch, dated 24 February 1857, reporting further pr.q.eednigs. ofthe: Legisiature up to 24th February 1857, App.p. 464-466.
See also Cameron, Mr., Chancellor - • Compensation. ,Douirlas James.Sur Trade, 16.' Langford, Captain. Mititarj Force. e~uget, SoundA9riculturab Company. SpirousLiquors, 6.

Peg.etable Proects. Various vegeble produ
tageously, imporýed.into this. country, »iste ot.-6'oo

Vegetables. Facility for growing vegetables in some parts of the territory, Lefroy 182. 246.
Voyageurs. There are about 5oo voyageurs in the Company's service, Sir G. Simpson987----The làdian servants employed as voyageurs, &c., are paid: merely for the trip,ib. 1055--At the christianised-Indian settlement at Red River, the Indians are rin-c ipally'voyageurs, Caldwell et58a.

W.

Wages. The wages of the servants or labourers of the Company vary froms2o1. tO, 401.a-vear, Sir G; 'Simpson 1259, 126o--Good wages received by the. Indians, in. theservice of the. whites'; how paid, Sir J Richardson 2936-2941..
Western Coast. Examination as to the' extent to which and on the western coast issuitable for cu.ltivation, and settlement, Sir., 0. Simpson 728-736. 7617-771. 2058-2113-- Rugged and mountainous character of the ComP'y's tei;towesuof the RockyMountains, ib. 728-736.,761-771----Impedimentto settlemen t west ofthe Rocky Moun-taus, in constquence of the warlike character àf the,hIdian's,'ib. £'o64-o68--Charac-ter of .thç country west of the Rocky Mountains. that is fron Fbit Colville,-up. theColuxhbia River, and towaris the Arrow Láke, Miles 4668--467,. l tSee also Climate. Rocky Mountains. Thompson's River., Vancoyver's

-Iànd, 18.

WMale Fisheries. See Fisheries.

Wheat.
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Wlheat. In some favourable plices wbeat may be grown up to the 58th parallel of latitude,
Sir J. Richardson 2898--The wheat, at Red River ripened in 90 days from sowing,
and was the finest.'witness ever saw, Crofton 3203, 3204.

See also Colonisation and Settlement., 1, 2.

Williams, Governor. Statement to the effect that Governor Williams was very successful
in farming at Cumberland House, and that he was removed thence by the Cowpany in
consequence of his anxiety to promote cultivation, King 5704-5714. 5722-5724. 5733,
5734.

Winnipeg, Lake. Lake Winnipeg is open for navigation from May till about the end of
October, Lefroy 285, 286-The only outfall of Lake Winnipeg! is by Nelson River
into Hudson's Bay, Sir G. Simpson 974-976.

Winnipeg, River. The land bordering on the River Winnipeg is not fit for cultivation, Sir
J. Richardson 3009.

Y.

York Factory. Wheat cannot be grown at York, Rae 437 - At York Factory the soil is
permanently frozen a little below thé surface, Sir G. Simpson 746, 747--Unsuitable-
ness of the soil at Fort York for cultivation, Sir Geo. Back 3502-3505----Bleak appear-
ance of the country about York, Herd 4649, 4650-


